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CONSTITUTION.

REVISED AT THE FIFTH, EIGHTH AND TWELFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION^

ARTICLE I.

I^gj^g
NAME, OBJECT AND LOCATION.

1. The name of this Association is the American Railway Engi-

neering Association.

Object.

2. Its object is the advancement of knowledge pertaining to the

scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance

of railways.

Means to Be Used.

3. The means to be used for this purpose shall be as follows

:

(a) Meetings for the reading and discussion of reports and papers

and for social intercourse.

(b) Investigation of matters pertaining to the objects of the Asso-

ciation through Standing and Special Committees.

(c) The publication of papers, reports and discussions.

(d) The maintenance of a librarj'.

Responsibility.

4. Its action shall be recommendatory, and not binding upon its

members.

Location of Office.

5. Its permanent office shall be located in Chicago, 111., and the

annual convention shall be held in that city.

ARTICLE II.

Membership Classes.
membership.

1. The membership of this Association shall be divided into three

classes, viz. : Members, Honorary Members and Associates.

Membership Qualifications.

(2) A Member shall be

:

(a) Either a Civil Engineer, a Mechanical Engineer, an Electrical

Engineer, or an official of a railway corporation, who has had not less

17



18 CONSTITUTION.

than five (5) years' experience in the location, construction, maintenance

or operation of railways, and who, at the time of application for member-

ship, is engaged in railway service in a responsible position in charge of

work connected with the Location, Construction, Operation or Mainte-

nance of a Railway; provided, that all persons who were Active Members

prior to March 20, 1907, shall remain Members except as modified by

Article II, Clause 9.

(b) A Professor of Engineering in a college of recognized standing.

Honorary Membership Qualifications.

3. An Honorary Member shall be a person of acknowledged emi-

nence in railway engineering or management. The number of Honorary

Members shall be limited to ten.

Associate Membership Qualifications.

4. An Associate shall be a person not eligible as a Member, but

whose pursuits, scientific acquirements or practical experience qualify

him to co-operate with Members in the advancement of professional

knowledge, such as Consulting, Inspecting, Contracting, Government or

other Engineers, Instructors of Engineering in Colleges of recognized

standing, and Engineers of Industrial Corporations when their duties are

purely technical.

Membership Rights.

5. (a) Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the

Association.

(b) Honorary Members shall have all the rights of Members, except

that of holding office, and shall be exempt from the payment of dues.

(c) Associates shall have all the rights of Members, except those of

voting and holding office.

Age Requirement.

6. An applicant to be eligible for membership in any class shall not

be less than twenty-five (25) years of age.

"Railway" Defined.

7. The word "railway" in this Constitution means one operated by

steam or electricity as a common carrier, dependent upon transportation

for its revenue. Engineers of street railway systems and of railways

which are used primarily to transport the material or product of an

industry or industries to and from a point on a railway which is a

common carrier, or those which are merely adjuncts to 5uch industries,

are eligible only as Associates.
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Changes in Classes.

8. A Member, elected after March 20, 1907, who shall leave the

railway service, shall cease to be a Member, but maj' retain membership

in the Association as an Associate, subject to the provisions of Article II,

Clause 9; provided, however, if he re-enters the railway service, he shall

be restored to the class of Members.

Supply Men.

9. Persons whose principal duties require them to be engaged in

the sale or promotion of railway patents, appliances or supplies, shall

not be eligible for, nor retain membership in any class in this Association,

except that those who were Active Members prior to March 20, 1907,

may retain membership as Associates; provided, however, that anyone

having held membership in the Association and subsequently having be-

come subject to the operation of this clause, shall, if he again becomes

eligible, be permitted to re-enter the Association, without the payment of

a second entrance fee.

Transfers.

10. The Board of Direction shall transfer members from one class

to another, or remove a memlier from the membership list, under the

provisions of this Article.

ARTICLE III.

ADMISSIONS .\ND EXPULSIONS.

Charter Membership.

1. The Charter Membership consists of all persons who were elected

before March 15, 1900.

Application for Membership.

2. The Charter Membership having been completed, any person

desirous of becoming a member shall make application upon the form

prescribed by the Board of Direction, setting forth in a concise statement

his name, age, residence, technical education and practical experience.

He shall refer to at least three members to whom he is personally known,

each of whom shall be requested by the Secretary to certify to a personal

knowledge of the candidate and his fitness for membership.

Election to Membership.

3. Upon receipt of an application properly endorsed, the Board of

Direction, through its Secretary, or a Membership Committee selected

from its own members, shall make such investigation of the candidate's
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fitness as may be deemed necessary. The Secretary will furnish copies

of the information obtained and of the apphcation to each member of the

Board of Direction. At any time, not less than thirty days after the

filing of the application, the admission of the applicants shall be canvassed

by letter-ballot among the members of the Board, and affirmative votes

by two-thirds of its members shall elect the candidate; provided, how-

ever, that should an applicant for membership be personally unknown to

three members of the Association, due to residence in a foreign country,

or in such a portion of the United States as precludes him from a suffi-

cient acquaintance with its members, he may refer to well-known men

engaged in railway or allied professional work, upon the form above

described, and such application shall be considered bj' the Board of

Direction in the manner above set forth, and the applicant may be elected

to membership by a unanimous vote of the Board.

Subscription to Constitution.

4. All persons, after due notice from the Secretary of their elec-

tion, shall subscribe to the Constitution on the form prescribed by the

Board of Direction. If this provision be not complied with within six

months of said notice, the election shall be considered null and void.

Reinstatement.

5. Any person having been a member of this Association, and hav-

ing, while in good standing, resigned such membership, may be reinstated

without the payment of a second entrance fee; provided his application

for reinstatement is signed by five members certifying to his fitness for

same, and such application is passed by a two-thirds majority of the

Board of Direction.

Honorary Membership.

6. Proposals for Honorary Membership shall be submitted by ten or

more Members. Each member of the Board of Direction shall be fur-

nished with a copy of the proposal, and if, after thirty days, the nominee

shall receive the unanimous vote of said Board, he shall be declared an

Honorary Member.

Expulsions.

7. When charges are preferred against a Member in writing by ten

or more Members, the Member complained of shall be served with a copy

of such charges, and he shall be called upon to show cause to the Board

of Direction why he should not be expelled from the Association. Not

less than thirty days thereafter a vote shall be taken on his expulsion,

and he shall be expelled upon a two-thirds vote of the Board of Direction.
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Resignations.

8. The Board of Direction shall accept the resignation, tendered in

writing, of any Member whose dues are fully paid up.

ARTICLE IV.

Entrance Fee.
°"^^-

1. An entrance fee of $10.00 shall be payable to the Association

through its Secretary with each application for membership; and this

sum shall be returned to the applicant if not elected.

Annual Dues.

2. *The annual dues are $10.00, payable during the first three months

of the calendar year.

Arrears.

3. Any person whose dues are not paid before April 1st of the cur-

rent year shall be notified of same by the Secretary. Should the dues

not be paid prior to July 1st, the delinquent Member shall lose his right

to vote. Should the dues remain unpaid October 1st, he shall be notified

on the form prescribed by the Board of Direction, and he shall no longer

receive the publications of the Association. If the dues are not paid by

December 31st, he shall forfeit his membership without further action

or notice, except as provided for in Clause 4 of this Article.

Remission of Dues.

4. The Board of Direction may extend the time of payment of

dues, and may remit the dues of any Member who, from ill-health,

advanced age or other good reasons, is unable to pay them.

ARTICLE V.

Officers. OFFICERS.

1. The officers of the Association shall be Members and shall con-

sist of:

A President,

A First Vice-President,

A Second Vice-President,

A Treasurer,

A Secretary,

Nine Directors,

*The annual payment of $10.00 made by each member is to be sub-
divided and credited on the books of the Association, as follows: To mem-
ber's subscription to the Bulletin. $5.00; annual dues. $5.00.
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who, together with the five latest Uving Past-Presidents who are Mem-
bers, shall constitute the Board of Direction in which the government

of the Association shall be vested, and who shall act as Trustees, and

have the custody of all property belonging to the Association.

Vice-Presidents' Priority.

2. The offices of First and Second Vice-Presidents shall be deter-

mined by the priority of their respective dates of election.

Terms of Office.

3. The terms of office of the several officers shall be as follows:

President, one year.

Vice-Presidents, two years.

Treasurer, one year.

Secretary, one year.

Directors, three years.

Officers Elected Annually.

4. (a) There shall be elected at each Annual Convention:

A President.

One Vice-President,

A Treasurer,

A Secretary,

Three Directors,

(b) The candidates for President and for Vice-President shall be

selected from the members of the Board of Direction.

Conditions of Re-election of Officers.

.S. The office of President shall not be held twice by the same per-

son. A person who shall have held the office of Vice-President or

Director shall not be eligible for re-election to the same office until at

least one full term shall have elapsed after the expiration of his previous

term of office.

Term of Officers.

6. The term of each officer shall begin with his election and con-

tinue until his successor is elected.

Vacancies in Offices.

7. (a) A vacancy in the office of President shall be filled by the

First Vice-President.

(b) A vacancy in the office of either of the Vice-Presidents shall

be filled by the Board of Direction by election from the Directors. A
Vice-Presidency shall not be considered vacant when one of the Vice-

Presidents is filling a vacancy in the Presidency.
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(c) Any other vacancies for the unexpired term in the membership

of the Board of Direction shall be filled by the Board.

(d) An incumbent in any office for an unexpired term shall be

eligible for re-election to the office he is holding; provided, however,

that anyone appointed to fill a vacancy as Director within six months

after the term commences shall be considered as coming within the pro-

vision of Article V, Clause 5.

Vacation of Office.

8. When an officer ceases to be a Member of the Association, as

provided in Article II, his office shall be vacated, and be filled as pro-

vided in Article Y, Clause 7.

Disability or Neglect.

9. In case of the disability or neglect in the performance of his

duty, of an officer, the Board of Direction, by a two-thirds majority

vote of the entire Board, shall have power to declare the office vacant,

and fill it as provided in Article V, Clause 7.

ARTICLE VI.

NOMINATION AND ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Nominating Committee.

1. (a) There shall be a Nominating Committee composed of the

five latest living Past-Presidents of the Association, who are Members,

and five Members not officers.

(b) The five Members shall be elected annually when the officers

of the Association are elected.

Number of Candidates.

2. It shall be the duty of this Committee to nominate candidates to

fill the offices named in Article V, and vacancies in the Nominating Com-

mittee caused by expiration of term of service, for the ensuing year, as

° °^ ^ Number of Candi- Number of Candi-

dates to be named dates to be Elected

by Nominating At Annual Election

Office to be Filled. Committee. of Officers.

President 1 1

Vice-President 1 1

Treasurer 1 1

Secretary 1 1

Directors 9 3

Nominating Committee 10 5
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Chairman.

3. The Senior Past-President shall act as permanent chairman of

the Committee, and will issue the call for meetings. In his absence from

meetings, the Past-President next in age of service shall act as Chair-

man pro tem. at the meeting.

Meeting of Committee.

4. Prior to December 1st each year, the Chairman shall call a meeting

of the Committee at a convenient place and, at this meeting, nominees

for office shall be agreed upon.

Announcement of Names of Nominees.

5. The names of the nominees shall be announced by the perma-

nent Chairman to the President and Secretary not later than December

15th of the same year, and the Secretary shall report them to the mem-

bers of the Association on a printed slip not later than January 1st

following.

Additional Nominations by IVIembers.

6. At any time between January 1st and February 1st, any ten or

more Members may send to the Secretary additional nominations for the

ensuing year signed by such Members.

Vacancies in List of Nominees.

7. If any person so nominated shall be found by the Board of

Direction to be ineligible for the office for which he is nominated, or

should a nominee decline such nomination, his name shall be re-

moved and the Board may substitute another one therefor; and may

also fill any vacancies that may occur in this list of nominees up to the

time the ballots are sent out.

Ballots Issued.

8. Not less than thirty days prior to each Annual Convention,

the Secretary shall issue ballots to each voting member of record in good

standing, with a list of the several candidates to be voted upon, with

the names arranged in alphabetical order when there is more than one

name for any office.

Substitution of Names.

9. Members may erase names from the printed ballot list and may

substitute the name or names of any other person or persons eligible for

any office, but the number of names voted for each office on the ballot

must not exceed the number to be elected at that time to such office.
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Ballots.

10. (a) Ballots shall be placed in an envelope, sealed and endorsed

with the name of the voter, and mailed or deposited with the Secretary

at any time previous to the closure of the polls.

(b) A voter may withdraw his ballot, and may substitute another,

at any time before the polls close.

Invalid Ballots.

11. Ballots not endorsed or from persons not qualified to vote shall

not be opened; and any others not complying with the above provisions

shall not be counted.

Closure of Polls.

12. The polls shall be closed at twelve o'clock noon on the second

day of the Annual Convention, and the ballots shall be counted by three

tellers appointed by the Presiding Officer. The ballots and envelopes

shall be preserved for not less than ten days after the vote is canvassed.

Requirements for Election.

13. The persons who shall receive the highest number of votes for

the offices for which they are candidates shall be declared elected.

Tie Vote.

14. In case of a tie between two or more candidates for the same

office, the members present at the Annual Convention shall elect the offi-

cer by ballot from the candidates so tied.

Announcement.

15. The Presiding Officer shall announce at the convention the

names of the officers elected in accordance with this Article.

First Nominating Committee.

16. Except as to the Past-Presidents, the first Nominating Commit-

tee and the three additional Directors provided for shall be appointed

by the Board of Direction, one of the Directors for one year, one for

two years and one for three years.

ARTICLE VII.

Duties of President. management.

1. (a) The President shall have general supervision of the affairs

of the Association, shall preside at meetings of the Association and of

the Board of Direction, and shall be ex-nfficin member of all Commit-

tees, except the Nominating Committee.
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(b) The Vice-Presidents, in order of seniority, shall preside at

meetings in the absence of the President and discharge his duties in

case of a vacancy in his office.

Duties of Treasurer.

2. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys and deposit same in the

name of the Association, and shall receipt to the Secretary therefor. He

shall invest all funds not needed for current disbursements as shall be

ordered by the Board of Direction. He shall pay all bills, when properly

certified and audited by the Finance Committee, and make such reports

as may be called for by the Board of Direction.

Duties of Secretary,

3. The Secretary shall be, under the direction of the President and

Board of Direction, the Executive Officer of the Association. He shall

attend the meetings of the Association and of the Board of Direction,

prepare the business therefor, and duly record the proceedings thereof.

He shall see that the moneys due the Association are collected and without

loss transferred to the custody of the Treasurer. He shall personally

certify to the accuracy of all bills or vouchers on which money is to

be paid. He is to conduct the correspondence of the Association and

keep proper record thereof, and perform such other duties as the Board

of Direction may prescribe.

Auditing of Accounts.

4. The accounts of the Treasurer and Secretary shall be audited

annually by a public accountant, under the direction of the Finance

Committee of the Board.

Duties of Board.

5. The Board of Direction shall manage the affairs of the Associa-

tion, and shall have full power to control and regulate all matters not

otherwise provided in the Constitution.

Board Meetings.

6. The Board of Direction shall meet within thirty days after each

Annual Convention, and at such other times as the President may direct.

Special meetings shall be called on request, in writing, of five members of

the Board.

Board Quorum.

7. Seven members of the Board shall constitute a quorum.

Board Committees.

8. At the first meeting of the Board after the Annual Convention,

the following committees from its members shall be appointed by the
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President, and shall report to and perform their duties under the

supervision of the Board of Direction:

a. Finance Committee of three members.

b. Publication Committee of three members.

c. Library Committee of three members.

d. Outline of Work of Standing Committees of five members.

Duties of Finance Committee.

9. The Finance Committee shall have immediate supervision of the

accounts and financial affairs of the Association; shall approve all bills

before payment, and shall make recommendations to the Board of Direc-

tion as to the investment of moneys and as to other financial matters.

The Finance Committee shall not have the power to incur debts or other

obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money

other than the amounts necessary to meet ordinary current expenses of

the Association, except by previous action and authority of the Board

of Direction.

Duties of Publication Committee.

10. The Publication Committee shall have general supervision of

the publications of the Association.

Duties of Library Committee.

11. The Library Committee shall have general supervision of the

Library, the property therein, and the quarters occupied by the Secre-

tary; shall make recommendations to the Board with reference thereto,

and shall direct the expenditure for books and other articles of perma-

nent value, from such sums as may be appropriated for these purposes.

Duties of Committee on Outline of Work of Standing Committees.

12. The Committee on Outline of Work of Standing Committees

shall present a list of subjects for committee work during the ensuing

year at the first meeting of the Board of Direction after the Annual

Convention.

Standing Committees.

13. The Board of Direction may appoint such Standing Committees

as it may deem best, to investigate, consider and report upon questions

pertaining to railway location, construction or maintenance.

Special Committees.

14. Special Committees to examine into and report upon any sub-

ject connected with the objects of this Association may be appointed

from time to time by the Board of Direction.
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'Discussion by Non-iVlembers.

15. The Board of Direction may invite discussions of reports from

persons not members of the Association.

Sanction of Acts of Board.

16. An act of the Board of Direction which shall have received the

expressed or implied sanction of the membership at the next Annual

Convention of the Association shall be deemed to be the act of the

Association, and shall not afterwards be impeached by any Member.

ARTICLE VIII.

Annuai Convention. meetings.

1. The Annual Convention shall begin upon the third Tuesday

in March of each year, and shall be held at such place in the City of

Chicago as the Board of Direction may select.

Special IVIeetings.

2. Special meetings of the Association may be called by the Board

of Direction, and special meetings shall be so called by the Board upon

request of thirty Members, which request shall state the purpose of

such meeting. The call for such meeting shall be issued not less than

ten days in advance, and shall state the purpose and place thereof, and

no other business shall be taken up at such meeting.

Notification of Annual Convention.

3. The Secretary shall notify all members of the time and place of

the Annual Convention of the Association at least thirty days in advance

thereof.

Association Quorum.

4. -Twenty-five Members shall constitute a quorum at all meetings

of the Association.

Order of Business.

5. (a) The order of business at annual conventions of the Asso-

ciation shall be as follows:

Reading of minutes of last meeting.

Address of the President.

Reports of the Secretary and Treasurer.

Reports of Standing Committees.

Reports of Special Committees.

Unfinished business.
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New business.

Election of officers.

Adjournment,

(b) This order of business, however, may be changed by a majority

vote of members present.

Rules of Order.

6. The proceedings shall be governed by "Robert's Rules of Order,"

except as otherwise herein provided.

Discussion.

7. Discussion shall be limited to members and to those invited by

the presiding officer to speak.

ARTICLE IX.

Amendments. amendments.

1. Proposed amendments to this Constitution shall be made in writ-

ing and signed by not less than ten Members, and shall be acted upon in

the following manner

:

The amendments shall be presented to the Secretary, who shall send

a copy of same to each member of the Board of Direction as soon as

received. If at the next meeting of the Board of Direction a majority

of the entire Board are in favor of considering the proposed amend-

ments, the matter shall then be submitted to the Association for letter-

ballot, and the result annoimced by the Secretary at the next Annual

Convention. In case two-thirds of the votes received are affirmative, the

amendments shall be declared adopted and become immediately effective.
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(Subject to change from time to time by Board of Direction.)

GENERAL RULES FOR THE PREPARATION, PUBLICATION
AND CONSIDERATION OF COMMITTEE REPORTS.

(a) appointment of committees and outline of work.

standing Committees.

I. The following are Standing Committees :

I. Roadway.

II. Ballast.

III. Ties.

IV. Rail.

V. Track.

VI. Buildings.

VII. Wooden Bridges and Trestles.

VIII. Masonry.

IX. Signs, Fences and Crossings.

X. Signals and Interlocking.

XI. Records and Accounts.

XII. Rules and Organization.

XIII. Water Service.

XIV. Yards and Terminals.

XV. Iron and Steel Structures.

XVI. Economics of Railway Location.

XVII. Wood Preservation.

XVIII. Electricity.

XIX. Conservation of Natural Resources.

XX. Uniform General Contract Forms.

XXI. Economics of Railway Operation.

XXII. Economics of Railway Labor.

Special Committees.

2. Special Committees will be appointed from time to time, as may

be deemed expedient, in the manner prescribed by Article VII, Clause

14, of the Constitution.

SO
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Personnel of Committees.

3. The personnel of all Committees will continue from year to

year, except when changes are announced by the Board of Direction.

Ten per cent, of the membership of each Committee shall be changed

each year.

Members of committees who do not attend meetings of committees

during the year or render service by correspondence will be relieved and

the vacancies filled by the Board at the succeeding Annual Convention.

Outline of Work.

4. As soon as practicable after each Annual Convention the Board

of Direction will assign to each Committee the important questions

which, in its judgment, should preferably be considered during the cur-

rent year. Committees are privileged to present the results of any

special study or investigation they may be engaged upon or that may be

considered of sufficient importance to warrant presentation.

General ^^^ prepar.'Xtion of committee reports.

5. The collection and compilation of data and subsequent analysis

in the form of arguments and criticism is a necessary and valuable pre-

liminary element of committee-work.

Collection of Data.

6. Committees are privileged to obtain data or information in any

proper way. If desired, the Secretary will issue circulars of inquiry,

which should be brief and concise. The questions asked should be spe-

cific and pertinent, and not of such general or involved character as to

preclude the possibility of obtaining satisfactory and prompt responses.

They should specify to whom answers are to be sent, and should be in

such form that copies can be retained by persons replying either by

typewriter or blueprint.

Plan of Reports.

7. Committee reports should be prepared as far as practicable to

conform to the following general plan

:

(a) It is extremely important that every Committee should examine

its own subject-matter in the "Manual" prior to each Annual Convention,

and revise and supplement it. if deemed desirable, giving the necessary

notice of any recommended changes in accordance with Clause 6 (a) of

the General Rules for the Publication of the "Manual." If no changes

are recommended, statement should be made accordingly.
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(b) When deemed necessary, the previous report should be reviewed

(c) Subjects presented in previous reports on which no action

was taken should be resubmitted, stating concisely the action desired. It

may not be necessary to repeat the original text in the report, reference

to former publication being sufficient, unless changes in the previously

pnbhshed version are extensive. Minor changes can be explained in the

text of the report.

Definitions.

(d) Technical terms used in the report, the meaning of which is

not clearly established, should be defined, but defined only from the

standpoint of railway engineering.

History.

(e) If necessary, a brief history of the subject-matter under dis-

cussion, with an outline of its origin and development, should be given.

Analysis.

(f) An analysis of the most important elements of the subject-

matter should be given.

Argument.

(g) The advantages and disadvantages of the present and recom-

mended practices should be set forth.

Illustrations.

(h) Illustrations accompanying reports should be prepared so that

they can be reproduced on one page. The use of folders should be

avoided as much as possible, on account of the increased expense and in-

convenience in referring to them. Plans showing current practice, or

necessary for illustration, are admissible, but those showing proposed

definite design or practice should be excluded. Recommendations should

be confined to governing principles.

Illustrations should be made on tracing cloth with heavy black lines

and figures, so as to stand a two-thirds reduction; for example: To come

within a type page (4 inches by 7 inches), the illustration should be made

three times the above size.

To insure uniformity, the one-stroke, inclined Gothic lettering is

recommended.

Photographs should be clear and distinct silver prints.

Conclusions.

(i) The conclusions of the Committee which are recommended for

publication in the Manual should be stated in concise language, logical
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sequence, and grouped together, setting forth the principles, specifications,

definitions, forms, tables and formulas included in the recommendation.

Portions of the text of the report which are essential to a clear inter-

pretation and understanding of the conclusions, should be included as

an integral part thereof.

(C) PUBLICATION OF COMMITTEE REPORTS.

Reports Required.

8. (aj Reports will be required from each of the Standing and

Special Committees each year.

(b) Although several subjects may be assigned to each Committee

by the Board of Direction, a full report on only one subject is expected

at each x\nnual Convention, but the preliminary work on some of the

remaining subjects should be in progress, and, when deemed advisable,

partial reports of progress should also be presented. This method allows

time for their proper preparation and consideration.

Date of Filing Reports.

9. Committee reports to come before the succeeding convention for

discussion should be filed with the Secretary not later than November

30th of each year.

10. Committees engaged upon subjects involving an extended investi-

gation and study are privileged to present progress reports, giving a

brief statement of the work accomplished, and, if deemed expedient, a

forecast of the final report to be presented.

Publication of Reports.

11. Committee reports will be published in the Bulletin in such

sequence as the Board of Direction may determine, for consideration at

the succeeding convention. Reports will be published in the form pre-

sented by the respective Committees. Alterations ordered by the conven-

tion will be printed as an appendix to the report.

Written Discussions.

12. Committees should endeavor to secure written discussions of

published reports. Written discussions will be transmitted to the

respective Committees, and if deemed desirable by the Committee, the

discussions will be published prior to the convention and be considered

in connection with the report.

Verbal Discussions.

13. Each speaker's remarks will be submitted to him in writing be-

fore publication in the Proceedings, for the correction of diction and

errors of reporting, but not for the elimination of remarks.
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Sequence ^^^ consideration of committee reports.

14. The sequence in which Committee reports will be considered by

the convention will be determined by the Board of Direction.

Method.

15. The method of consideration of Committee reports will be one

of the following:

(a) Reading by title.

(b) Reading, discussing and acting upon each conclusion sep-

arately.

(c) By majority vote, discussion will be had on each item.

Clauses not objected to when read will be considered

as voted upon and adopted.

Final Action.

16. Action by the convention on Committee reports will be one of

the following, after discussion is closed

:

(a) Receiving as information.

(b) Receiving as a progress report.

(c) Adoption of a part complete in itself and referring re-

mainder back to Committee.

(d) Adoption as a whole.

(e) Recommittal with or without instructions.

(f) Adoption as a whole.

(g) Recommendation to publish in the Manual.

Note.—An amendment which affects underlying principles, if adopted,

shall of itself constitute a recommittal of such part of the report as

the Committee considers affected.

The Chair will decline to entertain amendments which in his opinion

lie entirely within the duties of the Editor.

(e) publication by technical journals.

The following rules will govern the releasing of matter for publica-

tion in technical journals:

Committee reports, requiring action by the Association at the annual

convention, will not be released until after presentation to the conven-

tion; special articles, contributed by members and others, on which no

action by the Association is necessary, are to be released for publication

by the technical journals after issuance in the Bulletin; provided, appli-

cation therefor is made in writing and proper credit be given the Asso-

ciation, authors or Committees presenting such material.
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Title.

1. The title of the volume will be "Manual of the American Railway

Engineering Association."

2. The Board of Direction shall edit the Manual and shall have

authority to withhold from publication any matter which it shall con-

sider as not desirable to publish, or as not being in proper shape, or as not

having received proper study and consideration.

Adoption of Reports Not Binding.

3. Matters adopted by the Association and subsequently published

in the Manual shall be considered in the direction of good practice, but

shall not be binding on the members.

Contents.

4. The Manual will only include conclusions relating to definitions,

specifications and principles of practice as have been made the subject of

a special study by a Standing or Special Committee and embodied in a

Committee report, published not less than thirty days prior to the Annual

Convention, and submitted by the Committee to the Annual Convention,

and which, after due consideration and discussion, shall have been voted

on and formally adopted by the Association. Subjects which, in the

opinion of the Board of Direction, should be reviewed by the American

Railway Association, may be referred to that Association before being

published in the Manual.

5. All conclusions included in the Manual must be in concise and

proper shape for publication, as the Manual will consist only of a summary

record of the definitions, specifications and principles of practice adopted

by the Association, with a brief reference to the published Proceedings

of the Association for the context of the Committee report and subsequent

discussion and the final action of the Association.

Revision.

6. Any matter published in the ?^Ianual may be amended or with-

drawn- by vote at any subsequent Annual Convention, provided such changes

are proposed in time for publication not less than thirty days prior to

the Annual Convention, and in the following manner: fa) Upon recon-

35
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mendation of the Committee in charge of the subject; (b) upon recom-

mendation of the Board of Direction; (c) upon request of five members,

made to the Board of Direction.

7. The Manual will be revised either by publishing a new edition or

a supplemental pamphlet as promptly as possible after each Annual Con-

vention.



PROCEEDINGS

The object of this Association is the advancement of kDowledge pertaining to the
scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance

of railways. Its action is not binding upon its Members.

TUESDAY, MARCH 20, 1917.

MORNING SESSION.

The Eighteenth Annual Convention of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association was called to order in the Florentine Room of the

Congress Hotel, Chicago, at 9:30 a. m., by the President, A. S. Baldwin,

Chief Engineer of the Illinois Central Railroad.

The President :—Gentlemen, you will please come to order. The

Eighteenth Annual Convention of the American Railway Engineering

Association is declared open for the transaction of business.

The first business before the meeting is the reading of the Minutes

of the last annual convention. These Minutes are quite voluminous, and

have been furnished to each member, and they will be considered

approved unless there is objection. There being no objection, the Min-

utes will stand approved as printed.

The Chair extends the privileges of the floor to railway officials,

not members of the Association, who may be present, and to professors

of colleges and universities, and they are cordially invited to take part in

the discussions.

The Chair would call attention to the fact that we have a long pro-

gram, and in view of that fact desires to urge members to confine their

remarks to essentials rather than remarks relating to grammatical con-

struction or punctuation. Members having any suggestions to make along

these lines are requested to hand them to the Secretary in writing, and

they will be given due consideration.

These remarks are not intended to di,scourage discussion, but are

meant to facilitate the dispatch of business and to bring out discussion

on vital points.

The next order of business is the reading of the President's address.

37
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
Fellow Members:

The work of your Association during the year that has passed since

we last assembled in this auditorium has proceeded with diligence, and

with marked success on the part of your committees. The attendance

upon committee meetings has been unusually good. The reports exceed

in volume the output of any other year by 25 per cent., and the quality

of the work of the committees will stand as marking another milestone

in the life of your Association with distinction in professional advance-

ment.

The productions of your Association have undoubtedly advanced

the science of Civil Engineering, particularly, of course, in those branches

relating to the Economics of Railway Construction, Maintenance and

Operation. The Proceedings of the Association offer a reference library

of scientific and practical information that is unapproached in its line,

and, vv'ith the Manual, furnish a most valuable compendium of informa-

tion. The work of your Association has effected economics and pro-

moted a uniformity of practice that is of almost inestimable value to

the railroads. May it be your high purpose to press forward with the

good work, determined to place the standards of the Association upon a

higher and still higher plane with each succeeding year.

MEMBERSHIP.

The membership of the Association shows a net increase of 34 in

numbers, the addition of 142 new members having been offset by an

unusual number of deaths and resignations. The general growth in

membership has been steady, but slow, the number for the five years

past having increased from 1030 to 1370, or 33 per cent. It may be

interesting, in this connection, to compare the membership of your Asso-

ciation with four of the other National Engineering Societies, and with

their rate of growth during the same period. These stand

:

Present Increase in

Membership. Five Years.

American Society of Civil Engineers 8192 29 per cent.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 7704 87 per cent.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers. 8350 13 per cent.

American Railway Engineering Association 1370 33 per cent.

This comparison is not intended to be invidious, but suggestive. We
have not the number to draw from that those societies not so specialized

and which call upon the profession at large; but there are many men
of high standing in railroad engineering circles, and particularly among
Consulting Engineers and in our institutions of learning, who are not

members, that should be with us, and each member should do his part

towards increasing our membership and thereby helping to enlarge the

scope of our work and advance the prestige of the Association.
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FINANCIAL.

The affairs of your Association are upon a very substantial basis,

financiall}^ there being an investment of $25,574.57 in high-grade securi-

ties, with a working fund of $5,234.81, and a normal surplus of about

$3,000.00 per year. It is here suggested that it should be the poJicy of

the Association to use the sum invested as a nest-egg, allowing the inter-

est to compound and adding to it annually as occasion justifies, with a

view of securing at some future date a permanent home, with a well-

equipped library, committee and assembly rooms.

Your Association could, through its committees, expend large sums

of money in research work of various kinds, but inasmuch as it is a

body supported by the voluntary subscriptions of its members, the

surplus saved from subscriptions or publications should be invested

for the benefit of the Association proper, and funds required for

research work should be contributed by the railroads or the other

great corporations directly benefited.

There is a project on foot fathered by the Chicago Engineers'

Club to bring together in one building all of the Engineering Societies

or Chapters of Societies that have headquarters in Chicago, somewhat
on the plan of the Engineering Societies Building in New York City.

Such an arrangement, if successfully promoted, might ofifer your Asso-

ciation an excellent opportunity' of securing a permanent home.

THE MANUAL.

Considering it advisable to determine the extent to which recom-

mendations in the Manual as to specifications and standards are being

made use of, a circular letter was addressed to heads of engineering depart-

ments of the railroads represented in your Association. The replies were

gratifying, many of the department heads going into the use made of the

Manual in great detail.

From an analysis of the replies it is shown that the standards and

specifications are exerting a ver}' powerful influence toward a general

unification of practice. Many of the recommendations of the Manual are

being adopted literally, others with changes to suit local conditions or

individual ideas and to a very great extent they are being used as an aid

and guide.

It is of great importance that the chairmen of committees should fully

realize their responsibility for the maintenance of a high standard for

the material going into the Manual. It embodies in a small scope, but to

a great extent, the net results of the labors of the Association, and should

be carefully guarded.

If every member of your Association would, when the time comes
to prepare standards, consult the Manual and exhibit a willingness to

relinquish, wherever practicable, pet ideas and theories for the great bene-

fits to be attained by a unification of practice, the economies that would

accrue to the railroads of the country are almost inestimable.
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As an example of what may be accomplished in this direction may be

cited the wide use of the specifications for Steel Railway Bridges of your

Committee on Iron and Steel Structures. Not only have these specifi-

cations been widely adopted in this country, but we are advised that they

were so highly thought of by the Argentine Republic that they have

t)een translated into Spanish and published in the Official Bulletin of

the Department of Public Works of that country. It would be difficult

to estimate the gain to users of those specifications during the past few

years.

About 700 copies of the Manual have been purchased by non-members.

GENERAL INDEX.

The General Index, so long in preparation, is now with the Com-
mittee on Publications, which is reporting progress and promises it will

be ready for distribution in a few months. It will prove a most valuable

adjunct to the library of the railroad engineer.

JOINT CaMMITTEE ON STRESSES IN RAILR0.\D TRACK.

The Joint Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track has made a

progress report, which appears in Bulletin No. 193 for January. Since

the last annual report, the Committee for soliciting contributions has

succeeded in obtaining contributions aggregating $7,500.00 from the

Bethlehem, Cambria and Lackawanna Steel Companies, each contributing

$2,500.00. These contributions are in the custody of the American Society

of Civil Engineers. The profession is to be congratulated upon the

securing of this sum for the continuation of research work in a field in

which we have very little definite data. Under the able leadership of

Prof. A. N. Talbot, your Association and the American Society of Civil

Engineers can expect some exceedingly creditable results from the work

of this Committee. At the proper time a resolution will be offered thank-

ing these corporations for the liberal spirit with which the requirements

of this work have been met.

MONOGRAPHS.

The Association is indebted to those members who have so favored

it for an unusual number of valuable monographs, as listed in the report

of the Board of Direction. Work of the character of these contributions

adds greatly to the prestige of your Association and the authors merit the

full appreciation of the members for the excellent work that has been

done. Up to the present time no premiums or medals have been offered

for the purpose of securing material of this kind, but it may become

advisable to do so in the future.

LABOR CONDITIONS.

Probably at no time in the history of the country has the labor situa-

tion been in so precarious and uncertain a condition. The problem con-

fronting the railroads for both construction and maintenance is involved

not so much in securing appropriations or in getting materials, as in
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actually finding the number of men to carry on the work that is author-

ized. A number of Northern railroads have agents in the South procur-

ing negro labor and the South is being deprived accordingly. "The

Mexicans are being brought into the country in considerable numbers, but

there is really no supply in sight sufficient to meet the demand, and it

behooves the railroads to go about their work as quickly as possible, as

there is promise of an unprecedented competition for labor as the season

advances.

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.

During the year 1916 the gross receipts of the American railways were

the greatest in their history, and the average receipts per ton mile of

freight handled the lowest in nearly thirty years.

It is a most significant fact that during this same year and in 1915

there was a smaller mileage of new lines constructed than in any year

since railroad expansion started on any considerable scale. Taking the

43-year period from 1870 to 1913, the average miles of line constructed

per year was 4,725, the greatest mileage in any year having been 12,876 in

1887.

The period of our greatest railroad expansion has doubtless passed,

but in 1915-16 the average was less than one thousand miles per year.

The explanation of this phenomenal condition would seem to be that so

greatly have the rates been reduced, and so harrassed have the railroads

been by Federal and state legislation that the railroads are feeling their

way along, as it were, spending surplus where they have it, in the better-

ment of existing lines, the purchase of heavier power, and other methods

that may prove a salvation to them in reduction of operating expenses, if

greater stress may come upon them, rather than in expanding in mileage

and thereby bringing increased responsibilities. Capital will not be

forthcoming for new lines as long as such conditions exist, and in the

meantime there are many great areas of land in this country awaiting

development.

SUBJECTS ASSIGNED BY AMERICAN RAILW.^Y ASSOCIATION.

RAIL COMMITTEE.

From time to time certain subjects have been assigned to your Asso-

ciation by the American Railway Association.

As is well known, the work of the Rail Committee has been largely

financed by that Association, it having contributed since 1910 sums aggre-

gating nearly $50,000.00. As a result of this work rail sections for 90-lb.,

100-lb., 110-lb. and 120-lb. have been adopted by your Association, and

their general use is increasing. Specifications for carbon steel rails have

been recommended: likewise for high carbon, heat-treated joint bars and

track bolts. The collection of rail failure statistics by all the railroads is

being systematized and summarized and rail failures are being related to

the process of manufacture in a manner that is helpful.
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Recently there has been referred to this Committee the subject of

frictionless rails, with request for report as to the extent of the use and

the results obtained therefrom. This is now under investigation.

The addition of $10.00 per ton in the price of rail adds a heavy tax

to the operating costs of the railroad companies. On the basis of three

millions of tons of rails as used last year in this country, this item

alone increases the expense of the railroads thirty millions of dollars.

When to this item are added the enormously increased costs of labor

and service in every form and supplies of every character, it can be readily

seen that a sudden decline in business might result most disastrously to

many of t*ie railroads, before a readjustment of rates or expenses could

be made.

The subject of contour of chilled car wheels, with throat clearances

for frogs, guard rails, etc., has been assigned by the American Railway

Association and referred to the Track Committee.

The matter of clearances, which is a more than usually important

one at this time, on account of the prospective Federal legislation, has been

under consideration jointly by the Committee on Rules and Organization

and the Committee on Electricity. A committee composed of four mem-
bers of your Association has been co-operating with a committee of the

American Railway Association in presenting the matter before the Con-

gressional Committee that is handling the matter.

CO-ORDINATION OF WORK OF VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS.

Under date of October 30, 1916, a letter was received from L. F.

Loree advising that he, with Julius Kruttschnitt and Daniel Willard, had

been appointed by the Executive Committee of the American Railway

Association as a sub-committee to report upon the question of co-ordinating

the various voluntary railwaj^ organizations with the American Railway

Association. The action contemplated is the classification of this Asso-

ciation as the Primary Maintenance of Way and Structures Association

in the country, with other associations, such as

Railway Signal Association,

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association,

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers,
x\merican Railway Bridge and Building Association,

Railway Gardening Association,

Railway Fire Protection Association,

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association,

Railway Tax Men's Association,

Railway Real Estate Association,

American Electric Railway Association,

American Wood Preservers' Association,

to be associated with and reporting to it, the idea being in general to per-

fect an organization leading directly to the American Railway Association

as the ultimate authority. The proposal was the subject of extended dis-

cussion at a meeting of your Board of Direction last December, as a

result of which the presidents of the associations mentioned were ad-
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dressed. The answers were almost entirely favorable to the proposition

and a meeting of the presidents or representatives of all of the organiza-

tions will be held this evening, as a result of which a committee will prob-

ably be appointed to work out the details of the proposed arrangement.

Before any organization is suggested, however, the matter will be re-

ferred to the individual members of your Association for a vote, as it is

one affecting the Constitution. The subject should be given very care-

ful thought, as it may materially affect the future of your Association.

ELECTRIC TRACTION.

The only material advance in mileage of electrification of ^Jeam rail-

ways during the past year is on the part of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Pul Railway, that company having completed the installation of and

put into operation an additional section of about 450 miles in length.

A few years ago the demand on the part of the public for electrifica-

tion of steam railways was more insistent than at present. It is becom-

ing recognized that the cases in which steam railroads are justified finan-

cially in electrifying are exceptional ; that in the present state of the

art it is only where unusual conditions prevail that the change from steam

to electric traction is justified, such as, for instance, the necessity for

elimination of smoke from tunnel operation ; the requirements for expan-

sion of business in congested districts; exceptional possibilities of econ-

omical power production, whether by fuel or water, or an unusual combina-

tion of excessively heavy traffic with high gradients. It has been further

proven that the proportionate responsibility of railroads in large cities

for the smoke nuisance has been greatly exaggerated. The admirable

report of the Association of Commerce in Chicago, through its Com-
mittee on Smoke Abatement and Electrification of Railway Terminals, of

which Dean W. F. M. Goss was the chairman, has undoubtedly been of

great influence in bringing thoughtful men to a realization of the principles

involved, and a saner view is beginning to prevail. In the meantime some

most satisfactory results are being obtained from those sections of rail-

roads where the electrification was judiciously introduced and the

operation of those properties constitute to the profession at large great

practical laboratories in which this far-reaching problem in economics is

being worked out. At this time the questions of type of propulsion, de-

tails of motor car construction, shop practice, maintenance and electric

operation, are going through the same processes that have gradually

brought steam operation to its present high state of efiiciency.

FEDERAL VALUATION.

The valuation work being done under the direction of the Interstate

Commerce Commission is making substantial progress. During the year

ending October 1, 1916, approximately 51,000 miles of road, or 77,000 miles

of track, have been inventoried in the field. If the same rate of progress

is maintained in the future as during the past year, the Commission's

field inventory will be practically completed about January 1, 1920.
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The ascertainment of prices presents a very much more intricate prob-

lem than securing the field inventory. To guide the Commission in fixing

prices to each unit of property various valuation orders have been issued

requiring the carriers to make most exhaustive analyses of construction

costs on lines of railroad and projects carried out during the past fifteen

years. The compliance with the valuation orders and special requests

of the Commission is involving the carriers in much greater cost than was

at first anticipated. The analyses of costs will serve to guide the Com-
mission in the application of prices to units of work, and likewise put

the carrier in possession of cost data which will be useful in determining

the reprocj^ction cost of the property, and also throw light on its value.

It has been found necessary for carriers in certain sections of the

country to make extensive studies of local conditions. This is peculiarly

applicable to large railroad centers, where many complications arise on

account of the carriers' properties being adjacent to and crossing each

other, and occupying land of very great value. These local studies are

being carried out by special organizations of the engineering, mechanical

and land departments of the carriers. It is only through the use of such

studies and analyses prepared by the carriers at great cost that the repro-

duction cost and value of terminal properties can be properly ascertained.

The tentative valuations already filed by the Division of Valuation,

covering to date 2,860 miles of railroad, indicate the attitude of the Com-

mission on the disputed vital principles of valuation. The protests of

the carriers now in course of hearing are developing the differences

existing between the parties at interest. The decisions made after these

hearings are concluded will have an important bearing on the determina-

tion of the values of railroad properties. The rate at which tentative

valuations have been filed to date cannot be taken as indicating the rate

at which they will be filed in the future. No doubt the valuations will be

filed at much more rapid rate after the basic principles have been decided

by the hearings between the Presidents' Conference Committee and the

Division of Valuation.

CHANGE IN FISCAL YEAR.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has made a ruling that the

fiscal year for railroad reports shall be made to close on December 31

instead of June 30.

The advantage of discontinuing the closing of accounts during the

middle of the working season has been dwelt upon at length by your

Association through the work of the Track Committee. Your efforts

in behalf of this very desirable change have doubtless been of marked

influence in bringing it about.

DECEASED MEMBERS.

Death has been busy in our ranks during the year, and we have lost

from our rolls 16 valued members, including some names of great

distinction, the names being given in detail in the report of the Board of
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Direction. This is the largest number of deaths that has occurred in any

single year in the history of your Association.

NATIONAL CONDITIONS.

To close without reference to the situation of our country in connec-

tion with the probability of war and the necessity for preparation there-

.for would leave untouched upon what may prove at an hour's notice a mat-

ter of paramount or indeed vital importance to the railroads. As the

course of events during the past years that the nations of Europe have

been at war are reviewed, more and more, in spite of its strenuous en-

deavors to remain neutral, have the interests of this country been in-

volved, and, despite the determined purpose of the President to avoid it,

the more does the sequence of events appear to be dragging the United

States into the vortex.

To what extent are the railroads of the country prepared for such a

contingency ? Ex-President Taft, in a speech delivered in Baltimore on

February 22, stated : "The inadequacy of our railroad system to meet

the demands of our rapidly increasing population and the volume of trans-

portation that our foreign trade demands, and to meet the requirements

of a state of war, which we face, is startling. We have had many warn-

ings from railroad men as to what would occur under conditions like

the present. Their warnings are now being vindicated. The embargoes

which the railroads have been obliged to impose on legitimate shipments

are a mathematical demonstration of how far short is our arterial system

of interstate commerce." Such a statement is indeed startling, and it is but

fair, as against that, to state that many of our ablest railroad officers

claim that the railroads are in better state of preparedness to-day, and

can expand more rapidly than any department of governmental service,

but it must nonetheless be recognized as containing a great deal of

truth by those who have only in a general way kept pace with the func-

tion being performed by the railroads in Europe, and the great strategic

advantage that Germany has held, through her comprehension in advance

of the scope of the problem. It is alleged that the organization and

transportation of 150,000 troops to the Mexican border required about six

weeks, whereas Germany and France had several millions of men assem-

bled on their frontier within eight days, and Switzerland threw 400,000

troops to her borders within twenty-four hours. Our country is rapidly

awakening to the importance of the matter. The x^merican Railway Asso-

ciation has appointed a Special Committee on National Defense, consist-

ing of Fairfax Harrison, General Chairman; R. H. Aishton, W. G. Besler

and A. W. Thompson. This committee has subdivided the country into

four departments : Eastern, Southern, Central and Western, with L. F.

Loree, W. B. Scott, R. H. Aishton and W'illiam Sproule, chairmen, re-

spectively. A campaign for preparedness will be organized by each of
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these groups that will in turn reach and concern most deeply the mem-
bers of your Association.

We cannot know when, if at all, the crucial test may come, nor can

anyone predict absolutely what sections, if any, may be called upon to

bear the heat of conflict, but it behooves the engineering departments of

the railroads to inform themselves regarding the possible requirements so

as to be prepared to meet any conditions that may arise. Engineers who
are eligible should be encouraged to join the Engineer Officers' Reserve

Corps, and the requirements of the service in case of a war should be the

subject of study and conference as an operating feature of railroads.

A change is rapidly coming over the spirit of our dreams in this

country, and no longer may we hug to our bosoms the delusive phantom

of our one-time splendid isolation. Distance has been annihilated, the

air is navigated and the depths of the oceans are available. The claim

that because of our isolation we could avoid entangling alliances with

foreign countries was logical for a former day and for a nation in the

making, but this country has become an adult, yea, a giant among nations,

and must take her seat in the council chambers of the mighty. No more

can she withhold her power and influence for righteousness from the

nations than can good men withhold their influence from the councils of

their country. The time has come for a new and an international

declaration of independence—that all nations are created free and with

equal rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness; that the weak

among the nations shall be protected from the tyrant and the oppressor

;

that nations which are incapable of self-government must be aided and

controlled until they can stand alone, and that government must be of

the nations, for the nations and by the nations. If this country is to take

its place, as it inevitably must sooner or later, in such a hegomony of na-

tions, it must become strong armed and well prepared. This preparedness

must prevail through every station of life, and the railroads will be one

of the great factors to be considered in this great movement. Of one

thing we may be sure, and that is that in no profession, in no depart-

ment of life and service will be found more zeal, more loyalty to flag

and country and more intelligent service than will be produced from the

members of your Association when properly trained and equipped for the

task.

The President :—The next order of business is the reading of the

reports of the Secretary and of the Treasurer.

Secretary E. H. Fritch then presented the following reports, which

were accepted

:

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.

To the Members of the Association:

The following report relating to the affairs of your Association for

the past year is respectfully submitted for the information of the mem-
bers :
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Membership.

Number of Members last Annual Report 1,336

Admitted during the year 142

Deceased Members 16

Resigned 38
Dropped 54

108 108

Net increase during the j^ear 34 34

Total Membership 1,370

Deceased Members.

The losses by death during the year were as follows :

Virgil C. Bogue, Charles C. Hill,

T. E. Calvert, C. W. Hotchkiss,

C. H. Cartlidge, W. E. Hoyt,

E. L. CORTHELL, E. M. JeSSUP,

O. H. Crittenden, Theo. Mackrell,

W. A. Gardner, Curtiss Millard,

F. D. Griffin, Jos. O. Osgood.

R. L. Hazelgrove, C. E. Wickham.

Finances.

By reference to the Financial Statement, appended to this report, it

will be noted that the financial condition of your Association is gratifying.

The total receipts from all sources were $49,127.59; disbursements.

$32,198.61 ; excess of receipts over disbursements, $16,928.98. The cash bal-

ance December 31, 1916, was $30,809.38. Of this amount, $25,574.57 is

invested in interest-bearing securities, the remainder representing cash

in bank as a working fund.

Publications.

The usual number of Bulletins and one volume of the Proceedings

have been issued during the year.

Progress is reported by the Committee on Publications on the prepara-

tion of the General Index of the Proceedings. This work has developed

into a monumental task, but the Committee hopes to have the volume

ready for distribution in the course of a few months.

The demand for the publications of your Association shows a gratify-

ing increase. Railway companies, colleges and universities, and engineers

generally, appreciate more and more the practical value of the informa-

tion embodied in your literature.

Monographs.

An unusual number of interesting Monographs have been issued under

your auspices during the past year. A list of the special papers is given

below

:

"How to Calculate Fuel Consumption," by John G. Sullivan, Chief Engi-
neer, Western Lines, Canadian Pacific Railway.
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"Power Input for Movable Bridges," by B. R. Leffler, Engineer vi Bridges,
New York Central Railroad, Lines West.

"Discussion on Impact," by L. N. Edwards, Supervising Bridge Engineer,
Department of Public Works, Toronto, Canada.

"Service Tests of Treated and Untreated Fence Posts," by Harlow-
Bradley, Assistant Engineer, Forest Products Laboratory.

"Segregated Streaks in Steel Rails," by George F. Comstock, Physical
Testing Laboratory, Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Company.

"Test of Rail Joints," by H. B. MacFarland, Engineer of Tests. Santa Fe
Railway System.

"Cost of Railroad Transportation, Railroad Accounts, and Governmental
Regulations of Railroad Tariffs," by the late Albert Fink (contrib-

uted by W. H. Courtenay).

"Sub-Drainage of Wet Cuts with Vitrified Tile on Missouri Pacific Rail-

way," by W. C. Curd, Drainage Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railway.

"Specifications for Frogs, Switches, Crossings and Slip Crossings, Penn-
sylvania Lines," by W. C. Gushing, Chief Engineer Maintenance of

Way.
"List of References on Valuation of Steam Railways," by Bureau of

Railway Economics, Washington, D. C.

"Punched-Out Track Signs on the Canadian Pacific Railway," by J. W.
Orrock, Principal Assistant Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway.

"Passenger Train Resistance," by Prof. Edward C. Schmidt, Professor
of Railway Engineering, University of Illinois.

"Induced Interior Transverse Fissures in Rails," by Dr. P. H. Dudley,
Consulting Engineer, Rails, Tires and Structural Steel, New York
Central Lines.

"Improvement in Method of Casting Ingots," by W. C. Gushing. Chief
Engineer Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Lines.

"Rail Tests—Quick Bend Method," by W. C. Gushing, Chief Engineer
Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Lines.

Committee Reports.

The reports presented for your consideration at this convention ex-

ceed in volume those of any preceding year by approximately twenty-five

per cent. The quality of the material submitted in the form of reports

compares favorably with the high standard of former years.

Credit is due the various committees for their zeal and efficiency.

Committee work is frequently performed in hours taken from busy lives

and at the expense of well-earned rest. This spirit is commendable and

praiseworthy.

Renewal of Lease of Present Headquarters.

The lease for the present headquarters of your Association has been

extended for two additional years from May 1, 1917, at an annual rental

of $1,100, an increase of $100 per year over the present rate.

Cooperation with Other Organizations.

Your Association, through its various committees, has cooperated

with other technical societies and organizations during the year on mat-

ters of mutual interest, and the results are reflected in the respective

committee reports.
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Such cooperation has been of material benefit in arriving at solutions

of problems assigned to your committees.

Extent of Use of the Manual.

The Manual of your Association contains thirty-three specifications

for materials and devices used in the engineering department uf railroads.

These specifications are the result of careful study on the part of com-

mittees and have been adopted by your Association after due consider-

ation, and promulgated as representing good practice.

Your Board has considered it desirable to ascertain the extent the

recommendations in the Manual are made use of by railway companies,

and for that purpose addressed a circular of inquiry to the heads of the

engineering department of railroads represented in your Association.

An analysis of the replies reveals the fact that the Manual is con-

sidered valuable as a guide in the preparation of specifications: that rail-

way companies who do not use the specifications of the Association have

standards of their own, which were adopted before those of the Associa-

tion were formulated; others reply that the differences between those they

do use and the Association's recommendations are so slight that it is con-

sidered unnecessary to make a change.

What the Association Can Do for the Railroads.

Your Association can be the means of effecting a substantial saving

to railway companies in the purchase of materials and devices by pro-

moting the use of uniform specifications. The great advantages that

would accrue to the railways as a whole if the purchase of materials

used in the engineering departinent were contracted for under commonly-

accepted standards have been set forth clearly and ably in numerous

articles in the technical press and by individual authors from time to

time.

To bring about this desirable result, your committees should con-

stantly strive to improve and perfect their recommendations and specifi-

cations, to make them practical and workable, and railway engineers

should then be urged to waive minor and unimportant differences and

use the recommendations and specifications of the American Railway

Engineering Association.

.\s an illustration of what may be accomplished in this direction may

Ix- cited the wide use of the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges of

your Committee on Iron and Steel Structures. It would be difficult to

estimate the enormous gain to users of that specifications during the

past few years.

The specifications for steel railway bridges, prepared by the Com-

mittee on Iron and Steel Structures have been translated into the Spanish

language and issued under the auspices of the Argentine Republic Gov-

ernment as an official document, the Argentine authorities considering

them as exemplifying the best modern practice for railway bridge

construction.



FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1916

Balance on hand January 1, 1916 $13,880.40

,,.,., , RECEIPTS.
Membership Account

Entrance Fees $ 1,350.00

.,. Dues 7,768.00

Subscriptions to Bulletin 7,768.00

Binding Proceedings and Manual 1,202.00

Badges 42.00

Sales of Publications
Proceedings 2,077.80

Bulletins 946.41

Manual 2,479.86

iSpecifications 166.45

Leaflets 401.55

Advertising
Publications 15,652.11

Interest Account
Investments 756.42

Bank Balance 124.28

Annual Meeting
Sales of Dinner Tickets 1,420.50

Miscellaneous
Impact Test Fund (N. & W. Ry. Co.) 1,000.00

Sundries 38.46

American Railway Association
Rail Committee 5,933.75

Total $49,127.59

DISBURSEMENTS.
Salaries $ 5,675.25

Proceedings 4,646.23

Bulletins 4,793.16

Manual 2,637.99

General Index 200.00

Miscl. Stationery and Printing 850.89

Rents 1,064.96

Light 28.30

Telephone and Telegrams 129.71

Equipment 115.70

Supplies 305.26

Expressage 639.97

Postage 961.93

Exchange 65.71

Audit 621.25

Committee Expenses 65.37

Commission on Advertising 619.80

Impact Tests on Electrified Railways 463.55

Contribution to Joint Committee on Concrete.. 250.00

Annual Meeting Expenses 2,034.43

Miscellaneous 213.35

Rail Committee • 5,815.80

Total $32,198.61

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements .$16,92 8.98

Balance on hand, December 31, 1916 $30,809.38
Consisting of:

Four St. L. & S. W. Ry. Co. bonds $ 3,319.,31

Two L. S. & M. S. Ry. Co. bonds 1,886.75

Four N. W. Park Dist. bonds 4,0G2.00

Eleven City of Chicago Spec. Assess.
Imp. bonds 6,011.51

Five Chicago Union Station Co. bonds 5,000.00

Six Kansas City Terminal Ry. Co. bonds. 5,295.00

Cash in Standard Trust & Savings Bank. 5,209.81

Petty Cash Ftind io Secretary's office. . 25.00

$aO. 809.38

Purchase cost of bonds $25,574.67

Market value, December 31, 1916 $25,263.75

Par value $27,000.00
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STRESSES IN TRACK FUND.

Balance on hand January 1, 1916 $ 7,065.28
Received from Interest during 1916 156.31

$ 7,221.59
Disbursements (luring 1916:

Committee Expenses $ 16.44
Salaries 2,534.09
Transportation 173.80
Hotel and Meals 159.85
Supplies 174.07
Postage 10.00

Expressage 18.18

Telegrams 3.30

Equipment 5.50

Total Disbursements $ 3,095.23

Balance of fund on hand in Standard Trust & Savings
Bank, December 31, 1916 $ 4,126.36

Respectfully submitted,

BOARD OF DIRECTION.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER.
Balance on hand January 1, 1916 $13,880.40

Receipts during 1916 $49,127.59
Paid out on audited vouchers during 1916.. 32,198.61

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements $16,928.98

Balance on hand December 31, 1916 $30,809.38
Consisting of:

Four St. L,. & S. W. Ry. Co. bonds $ 3,319.31
Two L. S. & M. S. Ry. Co. bonds 1,8S6.75
Four North West. Park Dist. bonds 4,062.00
Eleven City of Chicago Special Assess.

Imp. bonds 6.011.51
Five Chicago Union Station Co. bonds.... 5,0U0.o0
Six Kansas City Terminal Ry. Co. bonds 5,2D.=i.00

Cash in Standard Trust & Savings Bank 5,209.81
Petty Cash Fund in Secretary's office.^ 25.00

.? '^0,809.38

STRESSES IN TRACK FUND.

Balance on hand January 1, 1916 $ 7,065.28
Received from Interest during 1916 156.31

Total $ 7,221.59

Paid out on audited vouchers during 1916 3,095.23

Balance of fund on hand December 31, 1916 $ 4,126.36

The securities listed above are in a safety deposit box of the
Merchants' Loan & Trust Safe Deposit Company, Chicago.

Respectfully submitted,

GEO. H. BREMNER,
Treasurer.

I have made an audit of the accounts of the American Railway

Engineering Association for the year ending December 31, 1916, and

find them in accordance with the foregoing financial statements.

s. J. lawshe'.
Traveling Auditor,

Illinois Central Railroad.
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The President ;—In addition to the remarks made in the President's

annual address with reference tp the Manual, the Chair desires to dwell

to some extent upon the importance of members watching that jealousl}',

safeguarding it to see that it represents what it should in so far as the

action of the convention is concerned, and that it be in every respect the

high-grade publication it should be, coming from such an association as

this. You will all remember that the late Walter G. Berg, during his

lifetime, carefully followed the proceedings to see that at all times the

final conclusions as adopted by the convention were as free as possible

from errors ; he was quick to detect any faulty diction or construction,

and the high plane of the contents of the Manual is largely due to his

interest. Past-President Gushing has since then done much the same class

of work, and the Chair will read an extract from a letter from Mr.

Cushing on the subject:

"In looking over the Manual in connection with the proposed outline

of work for 1917-18, I have found a great many cases where the arrange-

ment is quite poor and where a little more study on the part of committees

would fill in gaps.

"I think it is important to impress on each Chairman of a Committee
that his particular section of the Manual is under his especial guardian-

ship, and that it should be the effort of his Committee to make that

portion of the Manual as complete and thorough as possible, and have it

in the best order and arrangement possible. I do not think that Chairman
of Committees study the Manual sufficiently with that object in view.

The care of the Manual in all those respects is entirely too great a task

for one or two members, but the work should be systematically looked

after by the Chairmen of Committees and kept right up to date."

The consideration of reports of Standing and Special Committees

is the next order of business.

The first report to be presented is that of the Committee on Signals

and Interlocking, and the report will be presented by Mr. J. A. Peabody.

Signal Engineer of the Chicago & Northwestern Railway, Chairman of

the Committee.

(See report, pp. 65-142; discussion, pp. 1439-1441.)

The President :—The next report is that of the Committee on Elec-

tricity. In the absence of both the Chairman and the Vice-Chairman

of the Committee, Mr. C. E. Lindsay, Division Engineer of the New
York Central Railroad, will present the report and make the usual pre-

liminary statement.

(See report, pp. 143-324; discussion, pp. 1442-1444.)
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The President :—•The report on Signs, Fences and Crossings will be

presented by the Chairman, Mr. W. F. Strouse, Assistant Engineer of

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. Mr. Strouse will make the customary

introductory statement.

(See report, pp. 325-400; discussion, pp. 1445-1450.)

The President :—Mr. A. F. Dorley, Engineer Maintenance of Way of

the Missouri Pacific Railway, Chairman of the Committee on Water

Service, will present the report of that Committee, and indicate what

action is to be taken on the report.

(See report, pp. 543-574; discussion, pp. 1451-1456.)

The President :—The Chair would ask unanimous consent to vary

from the program to the extent of advancing the report of the Com-

mittee on Rail, scheduled for the third day, to the first place on the

program at the convening of the afternoon session to-day. There being

no objection to the procedure, the report of the Committee on Rail will

be taken up for consideration at the afternoon session.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The President :—The report of the Rail Committee will be presented

by the Vice-Chairman, Mr. R. Montfort, Consulting Engineer of the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad, in the absence of the Chairman.

(See report, pp. 907-1220; discussion, pp. 1457-1458.)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Wooden Bridges

and Trestles will be submitted by the Chairman, Mr. E. A. Frink, Prin-

cipal Assistant Engineer of the Seaboard Air Line.

(See report, pp. 575-594; discussion, pp. 1459-1474.)

The President :—Prof. A. N. Talbot, Chairman of the Special Com-

mittee on Stresses in Railroad Track, will present the progress report

of that Committee and the members present are privileged to ask Prof.

Talbot any questions in relation to the work that may be pertinent.

(See report, pp. 595, 596; discussion, pp. 1475-1476.)

The President :—The next report to be presented is that of the Com-

mittee on Conservation of Natural Resources. The Chairman, Mr. R. C.

Young, will present the report and make the usual preliminary state-

ment.

(See report, pp. 597-624; discussion, pp. 1477-1480.)

(The convention adjourned until Wednesday morning at 9:30 o'clock.)
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21, 1917.

MORNING SESSION.

The President :—The first report to be taken up at this session is

that of the Committee on Track. Mr. G. J. Ray, the Chairman, is un-

avoidably absent, and the report will therefore be presented by the Vice-

Chairman, Mr. H. R. Saflford, Chief Engineer of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way System.

(See report, pp. 401-438; discussion, pp. 1481-1496.)

(Vice-President Sullivan in the chair.)

The President :—Mr. J. M. Meade, Vice-Chairman of the Committee

on Ballast, will submit the report of the Committee on Ballast, in the

absent of the Chairman, Mr. H. E. Hale. Mr. Meade will make the cus-

tomary introductory statement and indicate what action is to be taken

on the report.

(See report, pp. 439-474; discussion, pp. 1497-1504.)

The President :—Mr. L. A. Downs, General Superintendent of the

Illinois Central Railroad, Chairman of the Committee on Ties, will now

present the report of that Committee and make the usual preliminary

statement.

(See report, pp. 475-542; discussion, pp. 1505-1509.)

The President :—The Chair will appoint the following Tellers to can-

vass the votes for officers for the ensuing year : E. A. Frink, Chairman

;

W. F. Ogle, A. M. Van Auken, W. H. Gardner, Jr., H. J. Pfeifer, L. L.

Sparrow.

The Secretary will turn over the ballots to the Tellers and they will

retire to the ante-room to count the ballots and be prepared to make a

report at the close of the afternoon session.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The President:—In the absence of the Chairman of the Roadway

Committee, the report will be presented by the Vice-Chairman, Mr.

J. A. Spielmann, of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

(See report, pp. 625-672; discussion, page 1510.)

The President:—Mr. E. H. Lee, Vice-President and Chief Engineer

of the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad, Chairman of the Commit-

tee on Uniform General Contract Forms, will make the customary intro-

ductory statement in presenting the report of that Committee.

(See report, pp. 673-680; discussion, page 1511.)
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The President:—The report of the Committee on Economics of

Railway Location will be presented by the Chairman, Mr. John G. Sulli-

van, Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Mr. Sullivan will

make a statement indicating what action is to be taken on the report of

the Committee.

(See report, pp. 681-688; discussion, pp. 1512-1521.)

The President:—In the absence of the Chairman of the Committee

on Yards and Terminals, Mr. E. B. Temple, the Vice-Chairman, Mr.

B. H. Mann, Signal Engineer of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, will

submit the report of that Committee and indicate what action is to be

taken on the report.

(See report, pp. 701-750; discussion, pp. 1522-1524.)

The President :—Mr. W. A. Christian, of the Division of Valuation

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Chairman of the Committee

on Records and Accounts, will present the report of the Committee and

make the usual preliminary statement.

(See report, pp. 751-814; discussion, pp, 1525-1528.)

The President:—Mr. M. A. Long, Assistant to the Chief Engineer of

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Chairman of the Committee on Build-

ings, will now present the report of that Committee.

(Vice-President Sullivan in the chair.)

(See report, pp. 815-820; discussion, pp. 1529-1531.)

Vice-President Sullivan :—As announced at the morning session, the

Tellers are ready to make their report of the result of the ballot for

officers for the ensuing year. The Secretary will read the report.

The Secretary then read the following report of the Tellers

:

REPORT OF TELLERS.

To the Members of the Association:

Your Tellers, appointed to canvass the votes cast for officers for

the ensuing year, respectfully report as follows

:

For President:

John G. Sullivan 669

A. S. Baldwin 1

C. A. Morse 1

. J. E. Willoughby 1

For Vice-President

:

Earl Stimson 668

G. J. Ray \ 1

F. E. Turneaure 2

C. F. W. Felt 1

C. A. Morse 1
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For Treasurer:

Geo. H. Breniner 671

C. A. Morse 1

For Secretary

:

E. H. Fritch 672

For Directors ( Three to be elected ) :

J. A. Atwood 359

W. H. Courtenax 269

L. A. Downs 258

E. H. Lee ...236

E. B. Temple 224

Hadley Baldwin 194

H. E. Hale 183

J. D. Isaacs 1 76

S. B. Fisher 80

3 Scattering.

For Nominating Committee (Five to be elected):

V. K. Hendricks 430

J. R. W. Ambrose 409

W. M. Dawley 391

S. T. Wagner 386

G. H. Burgess 379

J. A. Peabody 274

H. S. Wilgus 246

B. H. Mann 243

C. A. Wilson 237

W. T. Dorrance 206

7 Scattering.

E. A. Frink. Chairman;

W. F. Ogle.

A. M. Van Auken,^

W. H. Gardner, Jr..

H. J. Pfeifer,

L. L. Sparrow.

Tellers

The meeting adjourned to 9:30 a. m. Thursday.

THURSDAY, MARCH 22, 1917.

MORNING SESSION.

The President :—Before taking up the consideration of committee

reports. Captain C. L. Bent will give us some information concerning

the methods to be used in obtaining appointments in the Engineer Officers'

Reserve Corps.

Captain C. L. Bent:—Gentlemen, I have only been allotted five min-

utes of your time, so I shall have to condense my remarks considerably.
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As you all know, we are on the verge of war and it is very desirable

to secure your cooperation with the Government. Last June, Congress

went so far as to pass a National Defense Act, which, besides increas-

ing the Regular Army and Federalizing the National Guard, formed a

Reserve Corps, something never before done in the history of this coun-

try, and one of the largest steps ever taken in the line of preparedness

in time of peace.

We have always felt in this country that we had enough latent

forces, resources, power, and so forth, to be victorious over any nation

on the face of the globe. We feel that way to-day ; I feel so, too, but

at the same time, the less prepared we are the more expensive will be the

first engagements.

Now in this connection, on the line of preparedness, the Govern-

ment has formed this Reserve Corps with the idea of selecting, in time

of peace, officers to command men. It does not make any difference

how good your men are, if you haven't efficient officers. The men will

not go through a campaign successfully, because they must be fed,

clothed, supplied with ammunition and other materials of warfare and

otherwise taken care of; and to do all this properly requires brains at

their head. No matter how much loyalty and personal enthusiasm the

men have, there must be somebody competent to direct them. Therefore,

in time of peace, it is desirous to obtain a large list of suitable, compe-

, tent Reserve Officers, so that when the emergency arises the Government

will have at hand the means whereby to meet this emergency and will

not be compelled to take in haste an inferior officer when, if time would

have permitted, a superior one could have been obtained. To meet these

conditions has been formed the Officers' Reserve Corps, and under that,

the Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps, with which we desire to secure

your cooperation.

The grades which are open to you are those of Major, with a salary

of $3,000 a year; Captain, $2,400; First Lieutenant, $2,000, and Second

Lieutenant, $1,700. All officers are supplied with heat, light and quarters

(K commutation therefor when not supplied, but not with food or uni-

forms. An officer is commissioned in the Officers" Reserve Corps by the

President of the United States for a period of five years. During this

five years he may be called upon, in time of peace, for fifteen days only

during the year. For longer periods than that he may be called upon,

but only on the condition that he is personally willing to give his serv-

ices; and this fifteen days is simply for the purpose of encampment for
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training. In time of threatened or actual hostilities, he is supposed to

be called for the purpose for which he is commissioned, that is, as an

engineer officer in j'our case. However, the law is so liberal that he

may be called upon for any duty that the President of the United States

may choose to call him for. Therefore, if you accept a commission in

the Officers' Reserve Corps, you must understand that you obligate

yourself during a period of five years, at any time of actual or threat-

ened hostilities, to respond to the call of the President of the United

States.

In connection with the Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps, the Gov-

ernment is going to organize, in fact, have started, a railway regiment

in Chicago, one in St. Louis and one in New York City. The engineer

officials can apply for that, or they can apply for a straight commission

in the Engineer Reserve Corps. In the railway reserve regiment there

are two battalions of three companies each. A Major is at the head of

each battalion, with a Captain as Adjutant. The company is commanded

by a Captain, with two First Lieutenants and one Second Lieutenant.

You have had papers distributed to you which show the qualifica-

tions for the various officers, those for Major, Captain and the Lieuten-

ants. We would like very much for you to seriously consider those

papers, and for further information apply to the District Engineer Offi-

cer nearest you for such information as you may want, or for an ap-

plication blank for a commission, if you have not already received one.

I thank you very, very much for your attention.

The President :—Supplementing what has been said by Captain Bent,

the Chair would refer those who are interested in the Engineer Officers'

Reserve Corps to the American Railway Engineering Association Bulletin

188, under the head of "Association Affairs," where full information is

given regarding the steps that are necessary to be taken in procuring a

commission from the Government. All the information that is needed

will be found in that Bulletin.

The report of the Committee on Grading of Lumber will now

be presented by the Chairman, Dr. Hermann von Schrenk. Dr. von

Schrenk will make the customary introductory statement and indicate

what action is to be taken on the report.

(See report, pp. 821-828; discussion, pp. 1532-1551.)

The President :—Before continiJing the consideration of committee

reports, the Chair would call attention to the announcement shown on

the screen in regard to the trip to the steel works at Gary on Friday.
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March 23. A special train has been placed at the disposal of the mem-

bers of the Association through the courtesy of Mr. A. S. Ingalls,

General Manager of the New York Central Railroad, for the purpose of

conveying the party to and from the steel works at Gary, American

Bridge Company's plant and the cement plant of the Universal Portland

Cement Company at Buffington. Members of the Association who are

legally entitled to transportation will be carried free on this train.

Members who are not entitled to free transportation will please provide

themselves with regular tickets.

The report of the Committee on Masonry will now be presented by

the Chairman, Mr. F. L. Thompson, Assistant Chief Engineer of the

Illinois Central Railroad.

(See report, pp. 829-906; discussion, pp. 1552-1566.)

The President:—The Chair would again ask the unanimous consent

to vary from the program and advance the report of the Committee on

Rules and Organization in order to enable the Chairman to leave on an

early afternoon train, and there being no objection the report of the

Committee on Rules and Organization will be presented by the Chair-

man of the Committee, Mr. Curtis Dougherty.

(See report, pp. 1255-1260; discussion, pp. 1567-1571.)

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The President :—In the absence of the Chairman of the Committee

on Iron and Steel Structures, Mr. A. J. Himes, the report will be pre-

sented by the Vice-Chairman, Mr. O. E. Selby, Principal Assistant Engi-

neer of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway.

(See report, pp. 1221-1254; discussion, pp. 1571-1576.)

The President :—The last committee report to be presented is that

of the Committee on Wood Preservation. Mr. Earl Stimson, Engineer

Maintenance of Way of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Chairman, will

present the report of the Committee and will make the customary intro^

ductory statement.

(See report, pp. 1261-1298; discussion, pp. 1577-1579.)

The President :—This completes the consideration of reports of Stand-

ing and Special Committees, and the next order is new business. Has

any member anything to offer for the good of the Association?

Mr. J. A. Atwood (Pittsburgh & Lake Erie) :—I am sure that all of

those that have attended this convention are proud of the manner in
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which the convention has been taken care of and the manner in which

our retiring President has conducted the affairs of the Association. I

think that was evinced last night by the sympathetic chord he seemed .to

strike in several of the speeches he made. I therefore wish to offer, the

following resolutions

:

Resolved, By the American Railway Engineering Association in con-

vention assembled, that the thanks of the members be and are hereby

extended to Mr. A. S. Baldwin for the admirable manner in which he

has presided over the deliberations of this convention and for the effi-

cient manner in which he has conducted the affairs of the Association

during the past year.

Resolved, That this resolution be spread on the Minutes of this

convention and that an engrossed copy be presented to Mr. Baldwin

(The motion was put by Vice-President Sullivan and unanimously

adopted.

)

Mr. H. R. Safford (Grand Trunk) :—I take pleasure in offering the

following resolutions

:

Resolved. That the thanks of the members of the American Railway

Engineering Association be, and they are hereby expressed to Mr. A. S.

Ingfills, General Manager, and to the New York Central Railroad Com-

pany, Western Lines, for the courtesy extended in providing a special

train for the inspection trip to Gary to visit the steel works on Friday.

March 23.

Resolved, further. That the thanks of the Association be extended

to the Illinois Steel Company, the Universal Portland Cement Company
and the .American Bridge Company for invitations to inspect their works.

(The resolutions were unanimously adopted.)

Mr. Earl Stimson ( Baltimore & Ohio) :— I desire to offer the fol-

lowing resolutions :

Resolved, By the American Railway Engineering Association, in con-

vention assembled, that the thanks of the members be extended to Sir

William Peterson, Dean W. H. Thornton, and Samuel O. Dunn, for their

admirable addresses at the annual dinner on the evening of March 21

;

To the officers and members of the National Railway Appliance

.Association for the comprehensive and instructive exhibit of railway

devices used in the construction, operation and maintenance of rail-

roads, and for courtesies extended

;

To the official reporters, Messrs. T. E. Grossman and G. W. Bur-

goyne, for their accurate and painstaking reports of this and previous

conventions

;

To the Daily Railway Age Gazette and the technical press for the

reports of the proceedings of the convention and useful informatron

made available to the members in their respective publications: -
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To Committee No. "23" on Arrangements, for the thorough and

efficient manner in which arrangements have been made for the com-

fort and convenience of the members and guests attending the Eighteenth

Annual Convention, and that the Board of Direction be instructed to

increase the "salary" of the Committee

;

To the Congress Hotel Company for the facihties placed at the

disposal of the Association for holding the annual convention.

(The resolutions were unanimously adopted.)

The President:—If there is no further business, the Secretary will

announce the names of the officers for the ensuing year.

The Secretary then read the names of the officers elected, as follows:

President : John G. Sullivan.

Vice-President : Earl Stimson.

Treasurer : Geo. H. Bremner.

Secretary: E. H. F"ritch.

Three Directors : J. A. Atwood, W. H. Courtenay, L. A. Downs.

Members of Nominating Committee : J. R. W. Ambrose, Geo.

H. Burgess, W. M. Dawley, V. K. Hendricks, S. T. Wagner.

The President :—The Chair will appoint Mr. J. R. W. Ambrose and

Mr. G. A. Mountain to conduct the President-Elect to the platform.

Past-President Baldwin:—It is with sincere pleasure that I welcome

you as my successor. During the years that you and I have been asso-

ciated in these conventions, the earnestness of your work, your diligence

and the interest that you have always displayed in connection with the

business of the Association, in seeing that it was efficiently conducted,

have been observed by all, and we feel that in turning the affairs of the

Association over to you the Association will be in efficient hands, and

you shall have the loyal and hearty cooperation of all of us.

. . President-Elect Sullivan:—Mr. Baldwin, and fellow-members of the

American Railway Engineering Association, I wish to heartily thank

you for the honor conferred upon me in electing me as President of this

Association, and I think that this should inspire any man with an ambi-

tion to become the best President of the l)est Association in the

world. When I stop to consider the character of the men and the

class of men who have preceded me, I can scarcely hope to reach the

height of my ambitions. All I can do is to promise you that I will

give the best there is in me to the Association and to your interests, and

I hope that with the support that I know I will get from my predecessors

and from the officers of the Association and from the members on the

floor I cannot fail to make a success.
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President Sullivan:—If there is no further business, the Eighteenth

Annual Convention of the American Railway Engineering Association

will adjourn sine die.

The Nineteenth Annual Convention of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association will be held at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, March

19, 20, and 21, 1918.

E. H. Fritch, Secretary.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE X—ON SIGNALS AND
INTERLOCKING.

J. A. Peabody, Chairman; W. J. Eck, Vice-Chairman;

AzEL Ames, J. G. M. Leisenring,

C. C. Anthony, H. K. Lowry,

H. S. Balliet, J. C. Mock,

A. M. Burt,' F. P. Patenall,

C. A. Christofferson, A. H. Rudd,

C. E. Denney, Mott Sawyer,

F. L. DoDGsoN, W. B. Scott,

C. A. Dunham, A. G. Shaver,

W. H. Elliott, T. S. Stevens,

G. E. Ellis, W. M. Vandersluis,

John V. Hanna, Committee.

To the Members of the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,

and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Continue the study of economics of labor in signal maintenance.

3. Report on the problem of signaling single track roads with refer-

ence to the effect of signaling and proper location of passing sidings on

the capacity of the line.

4. Report on specifications adopted by the Railway Signal Associa-

tion, which, in the judgment of the Committee, warrant consideration,

conferring with Committee on Track on any appliance affecting track.

5. Report on requisites for switch indicators, including method of

conveying information as to the condition of the block to the conductor

and engineman.

6. Report on the desirability of having an overlap in automatic sig-

naling; if so, is it best to have two stop indications between trains or two

caution indications instead, or the latter in special cases only, such as

downgrade tracks?

7. Report on the various methods of giving signal indications other

than by means of the semaphore (this includes the light signal for day

and night indication).

8. Report on the feasibility of separating into distinct types of their

own (1) the signals for train operation, and (2) the markers or signs

which indicate the location or position, or both, of information signs and

switch signals for conveying information to trainmen:

(1) The semaphore is now almost universally used for govern-

ing train operation, therefore

(2) Design suitable day and night (if necessary) markers or

signs for switch signals, derail switches, stop posts, slow

65
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posts, resume-speed posts, water station and track-pan mark-

ers, highway crossing signals, etc., conferring with Com-
mittee on Signs, Fences and Crossings.

9. Analyze the signal schemes which have been presented to the

Association. State specifically for what purpose each aspect and indica-

tion shall be used and what action on the part of the engineman is re-

quired. (See report of American Railway Association, November 17,

1915.)

10. Report on automatic train control.

11. Report on the comparative merits in various locations of alter-

nating current and direct current for operation of automatic signals.

12. Report on applications of aspect for instructions to trains to take

siding at a non-interlocked switch.

These subjects have been assigned to various sub-committees.

(1) REVISION OF THE MANUAL.

No revisions of the Manual are recommended.

(2) CONTINUE THE STUDY OF ECONOMICS OF LABOR IN

SIGNAL MAINTENANCE.

Your Committee submitted a preliminary report in 1914 (see Proceed-

ings, Vol. 15, 1914, pp. 71-73 and 1011-1012) and in 1915 a report which

it requested should be accepted as information. (See Proceedings, Vol.

17, Bulletin No. 181, pp. 65-67.)

ACTION RECOMMENDED.

Your Committee considers that these reports covered the subject

and recommends that the subject be considered closed.

(3) REPORT ON THE PROBLEM OF SIGNALING SINGLE
TRACK ROADS WITH REFERENCE TO THE EFFECT
OF SIGNALING AND PROPER LOCATION OF PASSING
SIDINGS ON THE CAPACITY OF THE LINE.

Your Committee presents a second installment by Mr. F. L. Dodgson,

Consulting Engineer of the General Railway Signal Company, of an

analysis of the effect of passing track locations on the capacity of single

track for the information of the members (first installment. Vol. 17,

page 67).

Further work on this subject will be in applying and testing the

formulas or methods on pieces of roads with their actual movements of

trains.

CAPACITY OF SINGLE TRACK.

LOCATION OF PACC:.<.G SIDINGS.

So far we have considered capacity only when there was one class

of trains being operated on the railroad, and we have found that the
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maximum capacity is obtained when these trains are operated on

what we have called "full schedule," that is, a train in one direction

meeting a train in the opposite direction at every passing track. Further,

we have found it necessary, in order to obtain maximum capacity, to

have these passing tracks so located that the sums of the running times

of trains in opposite directions between them are all equal. Let us

now consider the effect on capacity when part of the trains are run

at greater speed, and, although we may not be able to develop formulae

which will give the maximum capacity when these mixed-speed trains

are operated, we may be able, however, to throw some light upon the

subject.

It is quite evident that, with these trains of two different speeds,

we must take into consideration two factors, which so far we have not

found necessary to consider, that is: (1) side-track capacity and (2)

the block rules under which the railroad is operated. For the purpose

of the discussion, which will follow, we will consider two kinds of

passing tracks : first, what we will call "single passing sidings," that is

the passing tracks being only of suflficient length to hold one freight train

;

and, second, "lap sidings," that is, two sidings arranged as a lap, . each

being of sufficient length to hold one freight train. As to block rules,

we will consider both manual block and automatic block. In order

that we may consider all the possible conditions under which a road may

be operated, we will consider the following combinations

:

(1) Single sidings—manual block.

(2) Single siding—automatic block.

(3) Lap sidings—manual block.

(4) Lap sidings—automatic block.

Before we proceed very far in our investigation, we shall find that

we shall have to consider the direction in which high-speed trains are

running relative to the trains which have right-of-way over other trains

of the same class.

In order to avoid confusion and repetition, we will assume at once

that, in the discussion which will follow, zi'estbound trains have the right-

of-way, so that we shall have to consider under each of the above head-

ings the effect of what we will call "eastbound passenger trains" and

"westbound passenger trains."

I. SINGLE SIDINGS—MANUAL BLOCK.

(a) Eastbound Passenger Trains.

It is quite evident that the maximum delay to a westbound freight,

for example, would occur when the westbound freight just failed to

make a meet with a passenger train at a certain siding and had to

wait at the preceding siding, not only for the passenger train, but also

for an eastbound freight which, under "full schedule" operation, must

have been passed by the passenger train at the first mentioned siding. To
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make this clear, refer to Fig. 6, which is a portion of a train diagram

constructed similar to Fig. 3, where the schedule is such that the east-

bound passenger train (which is shown by a dotted line arrives at

a
Siding C 1- c minutes after the westbound freight, No. 5, is due to

2
a

pass that point, — being the time required for a freight to get into clear

2

at a passing siding, and "c" the clearance time required by the operating

rules. If the freight No. 5 meets the passenger train at C, it will be de-

layed a minimum amount. On the other hand, if train No. 5 meets the

passenger train at Siding D its delay would be a maximum. Let us now

find the amount of this maximum delay. Under manual block rules the

eastbound freight cannot leave Siding C until the passenger train has

a
passed Siding D; and in leaving Siding C it loses — minutes. Train 5,

2

when it leaves Siding D, after the eastbound freight has passed, also

a
loses — minutes in so doing. Therefore, representing the running time

2

of the respective trains between Sidings C and D by wF, eF and eP, and

the delay to train S by D, we have from Fig. 6:

3a
D = wF + cF+ eP + c -f —

2

D will be a maximum when wF + eF is a maximum and when these two

running times are a maximum they are used in the formula for S, the train

spacing, as follows

:

S= wF + eF -j- a

Substituting this value of S in the formula for D, we have

:

a
D=:S + eP + c + —

2

Now, D will be a maximum when eP is a maximum. In other words, tlie

maximum delay would occur at the passing siding where the running

time of the passenger train between it and the preceding siding is a

maximum.

In order to show the effect this delay will have on the capacity, refer

to diagram No. 1. This diagram represents our 40-mile railroad with

seven passing tracks spaced in accordance with the preceding formulae.

In this, as in other diagrams which will follow, the heavy and light lines

represent the freight trains as they would run imder full schedule, were

they not interfered with by a passenger train. The heavy dotted line

represents an eastbound passenger train. The heavy lines alone represent

the freight trains as they would run with the passenger train. The spac-
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ing between freight trains, or the value of S, was determined by the

formula

:

E + W+(N + 1) a

S=-
(N + 1)

in which N, the number of passing sidings, equals 7; E, the eastbound

running time, 108 minutes; W, the westbound running time, 144 minutes;

and a, we will assume to be 9 minutes. Therefore,

108+144+ (8x9)

8

or, S = 40H minutes.

For the sake of simplicity in all cases, we will assume the passenger

trains to run at a uniform speed of 40 miles per hour. The running

time of freight trains and pasenger trains between sidings is shown in the

following table

:

RUNNING TIMES BETWEEN SIDINGS OF PASSENGER AND FREIGHT TRAINS ON
THE 40-MILE RAILROAD.
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ating rules is 5 minutes, and 9 minutes the time lost by a train taking sid-

ing, we have from our formula

:

a
D= S + eP + c +—

2

9
D= 40.5 + 9 + 5 +—

2

or, D= 59 minutes.

If, now, we assume that the working schedules are such that west-

bound train No. 5 just fails to meet the passenger train at Siding C, freight

train No. 5 is delayed 59 minutes at Siding D. Train No. 7 meets the

passenger train at Siding E and could proceed after it met freight train

No. 10, which was passed by the passenger train at Siding C, but in order

that the eastbound trains which follow freight train No. 10 may meet it

(Train No. 7) and Train No. 5 in the regular full schedule, it must be

the regular spacing, or 40.5 minutes behind Train No. 5. Consequently,

its delay must be the same as that of Train No. 5.

For the same reason, all westbound trains which follow Train No. 5

and are met by the passenger train must be delayed the same amount.

Train No. 3, which must meet the passenger train at Siding B, may or

may not be delayed the same amount; if it waits only for Train No. 12,

which is the first eastbound train to follow the passenger train, then train

No. 12 is delayed at Siding C; if train No. 3 waits 59 minutes at Siding

B, then train No. 12 will have no delay at Siding C.

The net result of this delay of 59 minutes to the westbound trains is

that all trains which follow the passenger trains are advanced 59 minutes

on the schedule, so that in effect there are 59 minutes less in the 24 hours

in which to run trains, and as the full schedule calls for two trains every

40.5 minutes, the reduction in capacity owing to the passenger train in this

particular schedule is

59

X 2= 2.9.

40.5

If we let t equal the number of freight trains per day which one

passenger train deducts from the full schedule capacity we can readily

construct the following formula

:

D
t=— X2

S

The maximum delay caused by an eastbound passenger train or a

train running in the opposite direction to those trains which have rights

over other trains of the same class, we have found to be:

a
D= S-|-eP-^c +—

2
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Substituting this value of D in the above formula, we have

a
S + eP + c+—

2— X2
S

or,

2eP + 2c + a
t= 2 + -

S

In other words, the maximum number of freight trains which can

be deducted from the full schedule capacity by reason of running one

passenger train is something over two trains.

(b) IVestbound Passenger Trains.

Let us now consider the effect of a westbound passenger train on the

full schedule, that is, when the passenger trains proceed in the same

direction as the freight trains which do not take passing sidings. As be-

fore, it is quite evident that the greatest delay to a westbound freight

train occurs when the freight train just fails to make a certain siding to be

passed by a passenger train and has to wait at a preceding passing siding

for both passenger train and an eastbound freight train which under full

schedule operation must meet the passenger train at the first mentioned

siding. Fig. 7 shows such an arrangement. The westbound freight No. 1

just fails to make the passing at Siding B and has to wait at Siding C.

Using the same notations for the running times of the various trains as

before, we find from Fig. 7, that

D= wF +— + wPH \-eF +—
2 2 2

3a
or, D= wF+ eF-f wP-f

—

2

Substituting S= wF -|- eF -f a

a
we have D= S + wP +—

2

and the value of D will be a maximum when wP is a maximum.
Diagram No. 2, which is the same as Diagram No. 1, except that a

westbound passenger train is shown instead of an eastbound, shows the

eflfect of this delay. By referring to the table of rimning times for the

passenger train on our 40-mile railroad, we find that its westbound running

time is a maximum between Sidings C and D, and that this time is 9 min-

utes. In Diagram No. 2 the passenger train is slated to arrive at Siding C
just 9 minutes after the westbound freight No. 5 could arrive at

that siding and get into clear, that is, 9 minutes plus 4.5 minutes, or

13.5 minutes after train No. 5 is due to pass at Siding C, and train

No, 5 is shown waiting at Siding D for the passenger train
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and the eastbound "freight No. 8, which meets the passenger train

at Siding C. From the formula for D, which we have just

derived, we find the maximum delay to train No. 5 to be 40.5 plus

9
9 plus— :=54 minutes. For the same reason, which we explained in con-

2

nection with Diagram No. 1, all westbound freight trains which follow

No. 5 are delayed an equal amount in order that the freight trains which

follow No. 8 may make the proper meets with these westbound freight

trains, and consequently the number of freight trains which must be de-

ducted from the maximum schedule on account of running this one

westbound passenger train is found by substituting in the formula the

value of D, which we found above, making:

D
t=— X2

S

S + wP + —
2

t= X2
S

i 2wP + a
dr, t= 2H

S

In order to simplify the application of these formulae, we can take

advantage of the fact that there is practically always an equal number of

east and west bound passenger trains on any railroad; therefore, the maxi-

mum number of freight trains to be deducted from maximum capacity for

each passenger train would be the average of the two mormulse:

2eP + 2c -f a
or, t =: 2 -f

S

2wP + a

added to t= 2-\

S
2eP + 2wP -f 2c + 2a

is, 2t= 4
S

eP -f wP -f-
c -f a

or, t= 2-|

S

In applying this formula it must always be remembered that eP and

wP are the maximum running times of an east or west bound passenger

train between any two sidings.

2. SINGLE SIDINGS—AUTOMATIC BLOCK.

All that has been said so far in regard to the reduction in capacity

and delay to freight trains caused by a high-speed train has been based on

the use of manual block. It is quite evident that the use of automatic
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block will change the conditions. Let us see how, and to what extent

these conditions are changed.

(a) Eastbound Passenger Trains.

Referring to Fig. 8, which is the same as Fig. 6, except that it is

drawn for automatic block operation : In it, as in Fig, 6, freight train

No. 5 just fails to make a meet with the eastbound passenger train at

Siding C and has to wait at Siding D. In this case the eastbound freight,

which was passed by the eastbound passenger train at Siding C, instead

of waiting at Siding C until the passenger train passes Siding D, can

start from Siding C as soon as the eastbound passenger train clears the

first automatic block. We will represent the time required for the pas-

senger train to run through the first block by "e." If, as in Fig. 6, train

No. 5 waits for the pass^ger train at Siding D, its delay will be the maxi-

mum that can occur and from the figure we find that in this case

:

! D= wF-^ f-c + e— -feF-f —
2 2 2

3a
or, D= wF -f eF 4- c + e H

2

Substituting in this equation the value for S we have

:

a
D= S-f c+ eH-—

2

Also substituting this value of D in our formula for t, we will have

2c -f 2e -f a

t= 2
S

These are the formulae to be used when the passenger train proceeds

in the opposite direction from the freight train which has rights over

other trains of the same class.

(b) Westbound Passenger Trains.

Now, when the passenger trains proceed in the opposite direction we
refer to Fig, 9, which is the same as Fig. 7, except that like Fig. 6 it is

drawn for automatic block operation. In it, as in Fig. 7, train No. 1 just

fails to be passed by the passenger train at Siding D and waits at Siding

C for the passenger train and the eastbound freight train which must
meet the passenger train at Siding B. Under these conditions we would
have the maximum delay due to a westbound passenger train and, using

the same notations as before, we readily determine from Fig. 9 that:

a a a
D= wF-j hc + }-eF+—

2 2 2

3a
= wF -|- eP -}- c H

2
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Substituting in this the value for S we have

D= S + c +-
2

and substituting this value of D in our formula for t, we have

2c + a
t= 2-

S

Again for ease in application, we can combine these last two for-

mulae for the value of t, as we did the two formulae for manual block.

Adding them together we have

:

4c + 2e -f 2a
2t= 4H

S
2c+ e -f a

or, t= 2-^

S

3. LAP SIDINGS—MANUAL BLOCK.

Thus far in our discussion of the effect of high-speed trains on the

capacity of a railroad, we have dealt only with single passing sidings. Let

us now consider lap sidings, first with manual block operation and then

later, with automatic block operation. As with single sidings, we are

obliged to consider the effect of high-speed trains in two directions, desig-

nating as eastbound trains, the trains which run in the opposite direction

to those freight trains which have rights over other trains of the same

class, and the trains in the opposite direction westbound trains.

(a) Eastbound Passenger Trains.

As was the case with single sidings, the maximum delay to a west-

bound freight train will occur when that train just fails to make a meet

with the passenger train at a certain siding and has to wait at a pre-

ceding siding for that train, but, owing to the greater siding facility

afforded by lap sidings, it is not necessary for this freight train to wait

for both the passenger train and the eastbound freight train, but only for

the passenger train.

Fig. 10 shows this arrangement, the westbound freight train. No. 5,

just failing to make a meet with the passenger train at Siding C, waits

at Siding D. Using the same notations as before we readily obtain from

the figure that

:

a a
D= wF-t- —+ c-j-eP +—

2 2

= wF + eP -f c -f a

It is evident that this value of D would be a maximum when wF -|- eP is

a maximum.
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Substituting this value of D in our formula,

D
t=— X2

S
2(wF + eP)4-2c+ 2a+

we have t=
S

(b) Westbound Passenger Trains.

The condition which produces the maximum delay with this com-

bination is shown in Fig. 11. Here the eastbound freight No. 2 just

fails to meet the passenger train at Siding B, and has to wait at Siding A.

The westbound freight No. 1, which would have been passed by the

passenger train at Siding C, cannot pass Siding B until the eastbound

freight reaches that siding and is into clear. From Fig. 11 we find the

delay to the westbound freight to be

:

D = wP H h eF H f- c

2 2

or, D= wP + eF + c + a

This value of D substituted in the formula for t gives:

2(wP + eF)+2c+ 2a
t=

S
which value of t will be a maximum when wP + eF is a maximum.

Again, adding together these last two formulae for t,

2 (wF 4- eP) + 2 (wP + eF) + 4c + 4a
we have 2t

:

S
(wF + eP) + (wP eF) + 2c + 2a

or, t=
S

This formula is to be used when operating with lap sidings and manual

block.

4. LAP SIDINGS—AUTOMATIC BLOCK.

(a) Eastbound Passenger Trains.

To obtain our formula for maximum delay with lap sidings and auto-

matic block in connection with eastbound passenger trains, we have only

to reproduce Fig. 10 for automatic block operation, calling it Fig. 12, and
from it we readily obtain

:

D= wF-feP + c + a

Again in this case D will be a maximum when wF -j- eP is a maxi-

D
mum. Substituting this value of D in the formula t =— X 2,

S
2 (wF -f- eP) + 2c + 2a

t=
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(b) Westbound Passenger Trains.

To obtain our value of D for westbound passenger trains with lap

sidings and automatic block, we have only to reproduce Fig. 11 for Auto-

matin Block Operation and call it Fig. 13. From this figure we find that

D= wP + eF 4- c -f a.

Obviously, this value of D will be a maximum when wP + eF is a maxi-

mum. Now, substituting this value of D in our formula for t, we have

2 (wP + eF) + 2c + 2a
t=

S

As before, adding together these last two formulae for t, we have

2(wF-j-eP)+2(wP + eF) + 4c + 4a
2t:

S
(wF 4- eP) + (wP + eF) + 2c + 2a

or, t=
S

In all that we have said in the foregoing relative to high-speed trains

we have considered only a single high-speed train. Now let us consider

for a moment what happens when two passenger trains are running in the

same direction. First, turn to Diagram 1 and consider another eastbound

passenger train to follow as closely as possible, the one shown on that

diagram, which under manual block would be 9 minutes. It is quite evi-

dent that the effect of running such a train would be simply to increase

the maximum delay to the freight trains by 9 minutes, for it will be re-

membered that the maximum delay in this case was caused by westbound

freight train No. 5, which was obliged to wait at Siding D for the east-

bound freight No. 8. Now, if there were a second passenger train follow-

ing nine minutes behind the first, the eastbound freight would arrive at

Siding D nine minutes later, so that the delay to freight trains would be

59 + 9, or 68 minutes, and the number of freight trains to be deducted

from our schedule would be from our formula

:

D
t =— X2

S
68

t= X2= 3.35.

40.5

So that for two passenger trains running nine minutes apart, the reduction

in capacity is only 3.35 freight trains, while for one passenger train it was

2.9 freight trains. It is quite evident from a study of the diagram that

as the interval between the two passenger trains is increased, the delay

to freight trains is increased in proportion until the interval between the

two passenger trains becomes such that a freight train can be run be-

tween them from one siding to another. Then the increase would not be

the difference in time between the two passenger trains but some other
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value. What this value would be would depend on the relative schedules

of the trains and could only be determined by plotting out a train diagram.

If the spacing between the two passenger trains is greater than 59

minutes (referring to Diagram No. 1), it would readily be seen that

the effect of the second passenger train would be exactly the same as the

effect of the first one, because 59 minutes from the first passenger train

the relative schedules of the freight trains are exactly the same as they

would have been had no passenger train been run.

Again, if, in Diagram No. 1, we assume a westbound passenger train to

be run so as to meet the eastbound train there shown, it is quite evi-

dent that the effect on the freight trains of running such a passenger train

will depend entirely upon where the westbound train meets the east-

bound train, and, as before, the only way to determine what the maxi-

mum delay would be in such a case would be to plot the train diagram.

We are, therefore, forced to the conclusion that the formulae which we

have derived for maximum delay and reduction in capacity, caused by the

running of a higher-speed train, are only applicable when the spacing be-

tween the high-speed trains is greater than the delay caused by any one

of them. In other words, in Diagram 1, if a second passenger train is run

59 minutes from the first, then our formulae hold good for the second

train, and the decrease in capacity would be twice what it was for one

train. Similarly in Diagram 1, if a westbound passenger train leaves

Siding 1 59 minutes after the eastbound passenger train arrives at that

point, then again our formulae will hold good. Otherwise, in order to

obtain the maximum capacity, it will be necessary in every case to plot out

a train diagram.

The important point which we have learned from the foregoing is that

the capacity of a railroad running trains of different speeds depends,

among other things, upon what we may call the position in the schedule

of the high-speed trains. In other words, if the number of high-speed

trains is few, and they are spaced throughout the day some distance apart,

then our formulae will hold good. On the other hand, if the high-speed

trains are close together, then our formulae are at most only approximate,

but they will give, however, the maximum number of trains that may be

expected to be deducted from the full schedule capacity.

ACTION RECOMMENDED.

Your Committee recommends that the above matter on the Capacity

of Single Track be accepted as a progress report.
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(4) REPORT ON SPECIFICATIONS ADOPTED BY THE RAIL-

WAY SIGNAL ASSOCIATION, WHICH, IN THE JUDG-

MENT OF THE COMMITTEE, WARRANT CONSIDERA-
TION, CONFERRING WITH COMMITTEE ON TRACK
ON ANY APPLIANCES AFFECTING TRACK.

Your Committee submits the following list of matters acted upon

by the Railway Signal Association at its Convention in 1916 and adopted

by letter-ballot in 1917:

LIST OF THE FINDINGS^ CONCLUSIONS, STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS ADDED

TO THE MANUAL OF THE RAILWAY SIGNAL ASSOCIATION IN 1916.

TEXT.

Battery, Storage:

Charging equipment.

Composite type, stationary, for signaling (Specifications).

Lead type, portable for signaling (Specifications).

Cables

:

Aerial aluminum steel reinforced cable (Specifications).

Conduits

:

Installation of Fibre and Metal Systems (Specifications).

Interlocking

:

Electro mechanical (Specifications).

Wires and Cables

:

Definitions of principal terms.

Aerial aluminum steel reinforced cable (Specifications).

DRAWINGS.

Carriers, transverse pipe 1073

Compensator, link 1017

Crank stand, two-way separate pin horizontal 1393

Elevators, battery 1227

Foundation, ground mast bottom mechanism, single or double case. . . .1259

Jaws, with tang ends 1360

Lug, one-inch pipe 1017

Masts, Signal:

Adapter base for ground mast bottom mechanism 1387

Details and assembly 1035

Signals

:

Semaphore bearings, mechanical 1082

Details and assembly for 1194

Signal, two-way single lamp:

Semaphore spectacle design "C" for , 1235

Crank bearings and clamps for 1355

Double spectacle bearings and lamp bracket for 1356

Ladder, details and assembly for 1357
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Stands

:

Crank, two-way separate pin horizontal 1393

Low target 1399

Switch

:

Adjustment, details 1390

Adjustment, non-insulated 1391

Adjustment, insulated 1392

ACTION RECOMMENDED.

Your Committee recommends that this list of Railway Signal Asso-

ciation specifications and standards be published in the Manual, as supple-

mentary to list heretofore inserted, for information of the members.

(5) REQUISITES OF SWITCH INDICATORS.

The text on this subject, now in the Manual of 1915, relates to use

of switch indicators on roads of two or more tracks. In reconsideration

of this subject, it seemed desirable to revise the requisites so as to apply

to switch indicators and signals on single track as well as switch indi-

cators on roads of two or more tracks. In undertaking such revision, the

Committee concluded that it would be better to make a simple statement

of the uses of switch indicators than to cast this statement in the form

of an application of the subject in the standard code of block signal rules

—

the more so that this code has recently been revised.

The revised statement and requisites are given below. For convenience

of comparison, each section is followed by the text of the superseded sec-

tion or an explanation of the smaller changes.

PURPOSES.

1. Switch indicators are recognized as an adjunct of the automatic

block system. They may be arranged to indicate one or more of the

following

:

1-a. Whether or not a train is approaching.

1-b. Whether or not that portion of the block between the switch

and the next Home Block Signal in advance is clear.

1-c. Whether or not the next Home Block Signal in the direction of

approaching trains is at stop.

Superseded.—In the Standard Code of the American Railway Associa-

tion, switch indicators are placed among the adjuncts of the automatic

block system: "(C) Indicators at main track switches." It is recom-

mended that the purposes for which switch indicators may be used, and
their location and control, be specified by ampHfication of adjunct (C) and

the addition of requisites of installation, as follows

:

(C) Indicators at main track switches to indicate, on roads of two
or more tracks, one or more of the following:

(a), (b) and (c) unchanged.
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2. In a system equipped with switch indicators, indicators are unnec-

essary, and may therefore be omitted, at certain switches where signals

are so located and controlled that the indications which would be given

by the switch indicators can be obtained from the aspects of the signals.

2. New.

REQUISITES OF INSTALLATION.

1. Switch indicators located preferably:

1. Switch indicators, if practicable, located

:

1-a. At main track switches connecting with tracks on which trains

may clear main track and in which either there are no derails or diverg-

ing switches, or the derails or diverging switches are connected with the

main-track switches.

a. No change.

1-b. At independently operated derails or diverging switches in tracks

on which trains may clear main tracks.

b. No change.

1-c. At points from which switches of crossovers between main

tracks are operated, or locked, where both switches are operated or

locked from the same point.

c. The words, "or locked," inserted in two places.

1-d. At independently operated switches of crossovers between main

tracks, the indicator at the switch in one track operated in connection

with the other track.

d. No change.

2. A switch indicator for each direction where indications relating

to traffic in both directions on the same track are to be given.

2. New.

3. Switch indicators that cannot be identified by their locations, marked

with the designations of the tracks or the directions of traffic in con-

nection with which they are operated.

3. Formerly 2. The words "or the direction of traffic" inserted.

4-a. The connections of switch indicators used to indicate whether

or not a train is approaching, so arranged that an indicator will indicate

the approach of a train that has reached a point at least such a distance

in the rear of the second block signal in the direction of approaching

trains, that if the switch is thrown at the moment when a train reaches

that point, the Caution-signal will be displayed in time to be observed by

the engineman, and will continue so to indicate until the train passes the

Home Block Signal in the rear of the switch or, approximately, the

clearance point of the switch when the switch is more than feet

in advance of the Home Block Signal. The distance of the point at which

the approach of a train is first indicated will be determined in each case

by the grade, speed of trains, view of the signal or other local conditions.

4-a. Formerly 3. No change.

4-b. Equivalent control of signals certain aspects of which serve, in

lieu of switch indicators, to indicate whether or not a train is approaching.

4-b. New.
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4-b. Equivalent control of signals contain aspects of which serve, in

lieu of switch indicators, to indicate whether or not a train is approaching.

4-b. New.

ACTION RECOMMENDED,

Your Committee recommends that these requisites for switch indi-

cators be adopted and published in the Manual.

(6) OVERLAPS IN AUTOMATIC SIGNALING.

Your Committee has under consideration a report of a Sub-Committee

and therefore reports progress.

(7) GIVING SIGNAL INDICATIONS OTHER THAN BY
SEMAPHORE.

Your Committee has discussed and referred back a report of a Sub-

Committee and therefore reports progress.

(8) SIGNALS AND SIGNS.

A Sub-Committee working on this is making headwaj' and we, there-

fore, report progress.

(9) ANALYZE THE SIGNAL SCHEMES WHICH HAVE BEEN
PRESENTED TO THE ASSOCIATION.

In compliance with the above instructions, your Committee presents

an "Exposition of the Three Schemes of Signaling." In doing this, we
wish to call particular attention to the fact that this report does not refer

to the American Railway Association Code adopted November 17, 1915:

EXPOSITION OF THE THREE SCHEMES OF SIGNALING.

ADOPTED IN 1913 BY THE RAILWAY SIGNAL ASSOCIATION AND THE AMERICAN

RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION.

(l) INTRODUCTORY.

1. Committee I, on Signaling Practice, of the Railway Signal Asso-

ciation, and Committee X, on Signals and Interlocking, of the American

Railway Engineering Association, worked jointly for a number of years

in the effort to evolve "a comprehensive and uniform signal system suit-

able for general adoption." Soon after taking up the subject the Com-
mittees, in 1907, arrived at the conclusion that the basis of a uniform sys-

tem of signals should be the control of the train. During the succeeding

two years the Committees, after exhaustive study and investigation, were

unable to agree.

First, as to the number of indications that should be given by fixed

signals

;
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Second, as to the wording of the indications;

Third, as to the aspects or forms of the signals that should be used

to represent the several indications.

In 1910 the American Railway Engineering Association requested

the American Railway Association to bring the matter to the attention of

its Committee on Transportation for decision.

MEMORANDUM OF THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION OF THE AMERICAN
RAILWAY ASSOCIATION ON THE ESSENTIALS OF SIGNALING.

2. The Committee on Transportation heard arguments at a meeting

in June, 1910, and subsequently formulated a memorandum which was for-

warded to the Committees of the Railway Signal Association and the

American Railway Engineering Association. This memorandum was in-

corporated in the report of the Committee on Transportation, submitted

at the session on May 17, 1911, "for the information of the members of

the American Railway Association," as follows

:

3. The reports of various committees of the Railway Signal Asso-

ciation and of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of

Way Association on the subject of signaling have been submitted to this

Committee, with the request that the essentials of signaling be outlined

or defined for the future guidance of their committees.

The subject has been carefully analyzed and considered. There are

three signals that are essential in operation and therefore fundamental,

viz.:

1. Stop.

2. Proceed with caution.

3. Proceed.

The fundamental, proceed with caution, may be used with the same

aspect to govern any cautionary movement ; for example, when

:

(a) Next signal is "stop."

(b) Next signal is "proceed at low speed."

(c) Next signal is "proceed at medium speed."

(d) A train is in the block.

(e) There may be an obstruction ahead.

There are two additional indications which may be used where move-

ments are to be made at a restricted speed, viz.

:

4. Proceed at low speed.

5. Proceed at medium speed.

Where automatic block system rules are in effect a special mark of

some distinctive character should be applied at the stop signal.

The Committee therefore recommends

:

Signal Fundamentals.

1. Stop.

2. Proceed with caution.

3. Proceed.

Supplementary indications to be used where required.
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4. Proceed at low speed.

5. Proceed at medium speed.

Stop signals operated under automatic block system rules should be

designated by some distinctive mark to be determined by each road in

accordance with its local requirements.

(Proceedings of the session of the American Railway Association held

in New York City, May 17, 1911 ; pp. 415 and 416.)

4. With this memorandum as a basis and giving due consideration

to the established practice on various roads, the Committees agreed upon

three Schemes of Signaling which were submitted to the Railway Signal

Association at the Annual Convention, 1912, and adopted by letter-ballot

in 1913; submitted to the American Railway Engineering Association and

adopted at the Annual Convention, 1913, and included in the Manuals of

both Associations.

5. The Committees submitted Scheme No. 1 and Scheme No. 2 "in

conformity with the recommendations of the Committee on Transporta-

tion."

"Having in view the practice of indicating diverging routes by sev-

eral arms on the same mast," Scheme No. 3 was submitted "to establish

uniformity in this practice."

Each scheme, consisting of certain signal indications and their sema-

phore aspects, is given in connection with the exposition of its indications

and their applications.

UPPER-QUADRANT SEMAPHORES AND COLORS OF LIGHTS.

6. Both Associations have adopted recommendations, included in the

Manuals, in effect that the colors of signal lights be red, yellow and

green ; that semaphore arms operate in the upper right-hand quadrant

;

and that three positions of the arm—horizontal, 45 degrees upward and

90 degrees upward—be used in the formation of the day aspects.

REFERENCES.

7. The various reports of the Committees and the discussions on this

subject will be found in Proceedings as listed below. Each report on this

subject to the American Railway Engineering Association is the same as

that submitted to the Railway Signal Association in the preceding year, but,

in some cases, includes additional introductory or supplementary matter.

Railway Signal Association-

Vol. Ill, 1906. Report, pp. 172 to 178. Recommendations a, b and c,

as to colors of lights and positions of semaphore arms, adopted. The
adoption of recommendation d is also recorded but it was subsequently

found that the action was not as stated. Discussion, pp. 179 to 187 and

189 to 210. Paper on "The Upward Indication of the Semaphore Arm,"
by L. R. Clausen, Signal Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.,

pp. 87 to 92.

Vol. IV, 1907. Discussion on report of 1906, continued, pp. 25 to 39

and 105 to 116. Report, pp. 320 to 327. Requisite and Supplementary
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Indications, as amended, and Requisites of Installation, adopted by letter-

ballot. As this matter was of a preliminary nature and was practically

superseded by the report of 1912, it does not appear in the Manual. Dis-

cussion, pp. 328 to 369.

Vol. V, 1908. Report, pp. 322 to 327. Accepted as a progress report.

Discussion, pp. 327 to 343.

Vol. VI, 1909. Debate, pp. 43 to 81. Report, pp. 295 to 311. Failed

of adoption by letter-ballot. Minority Report, pp. 311 and 312. Discus-

sion, pp. 312 to 348. Paper on "The Semaphore Signal," Upper Left-hand

Quadrant versus Upper Right-hand Quadrant," by C. H. Morrison, Signal

Engineer, New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, pp. 94 to 111.

Discussion, pp. 112 to 130.

Vol. VII, 1910. Progress Report on Upper Left-Hand Quadrant Sig-

nals, pp. 65 to 67. Discussion, pp. 69 and 70. Report, pp. 280 to 283.

Recommendation in favor of upper right-hand quadrant signals adopted by

letter-ballot.

Vol. VIII, 1911. Report, pp. 470 to 475. Failed of adoption by letter-

ballot. Minority Report, pp. 511 to 513. Discussion, pp. 514 to 538.

Vol. IX, 1912. Report, pp. 431 to 434, the subject of this Exposition.

Adopted by letter-ballot. Discussion, p. 381.

American Raihvay Engineering Association:

While the subject under consideration does not appear in the early

reports, some matters relating to it will be found in the following:

Vol. 6, 1905. Report, pp; 494 to 506. Amended conclusions 1 to 11

adopted. Discussion, pp. 547 to 555.

Vol. 7, 1906. Result of information letter-ballot on Angle Travel of

Semaphore Arm and Upwardly Inclined Arm, pp. 525 to 532.

On the present subject:

Vol. 8, 1907. Report, pp. 69 to 72. Recommendations, a, b and c, as

to colors of lights and positions of semaphore arms, adopted. Discussion,

pp. 95 to 104.

Vol. 9, 1908. Report, pp. 39 to 57. Amended conclusions 1 and 2 and

the amended report as a whole, adopted. As this matter was of a pre-

liminary nature and was practically superseded by the report of 1913, it

does not appear in the Manual. Appendices, pp. 58 to 86. Discussion, pp.

87 to 108.

Vol. 10, 1909. Report, pp. 159 to 163. Accepted as a progress report.

Appendix, pp. 171 to 173.

Vol. 11, 1910. Report, pp. 53 to 74. Referred back to the Committee

with instructions to confer with the proper committee of the American

Railway Association. Minority Report, pp. 79 to 84. Discussion, pp. 85

to 102.

Vol. 13, 1912. Report, pp. 70 to 74. Minority report, pp 75 and 76.

Both reports received as information.

Vol. 14, 1913. Report, pp. 71 to 75, the subject of this Exposition.

Adopted. Discussion, p. 1046,
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Numbers preceded by S refer to other sections of the text; those

preceded by D refer to the diagrams. The plates are at the end of the

text. See explanation facing Plate 1.

(ll) SOME MATTERS OF GENERAL APPLICATION.

DESIGNATION OF AUTOMATIC SIGNALS.

8. In connection with each of the three schemes the Committees

suggested the same four methods of designating stop signals operated

under automatic-block-system rules, which were adopted as alternative

recommended practice and as forming part of each scheme. These are:

1. The use of a number plate; or

2. The use of a red marker light below and to the left of the

active light; or

3. The use of a pointed blade, the blades of other signals giving

the stop indication having square ends; or

4. A combination of these distinguishing features.

9. Of course, so far as control of train movement is concerned, these

marks of distinction are significant only when a signal is at stop ; they

or any one of them, then serve to identify the signal as one that may
be passed after a stop has been made, in accordance with Rule 509 of the

Standard Code. That there may be no chance of misunderstanding, it is

evident that no "stop-and-stay" signal should have any one of the marks

of distinction recommended for automatic block signals or any attachment

that might easily be mistaken for one of them.

10. The number plate, sometimes illuminated at night, is used ex-

tensively. Where it is used for this purpose it cannot also be placed on

interlocking home and any other "stop-and-stay" signals in automatic-

signal territory, although it might sometimes be convenient to number
such signals. The red marker light is usually displayed by a lamp at

the left of the mast, the active light being at the right of the mast in

connection with a working spectacle of Design A, so that the two lights

appear to be on a diagonal or slanting line. Even though the light be faint

in daylight, the lamp is sufficiently distinctive by day. Commonly, however,

roads using red marker lights also use the pointed blade as the distinctive

mark in daytime.

ARRANGEMENT OF LIGHTS AND ARMS.

11. While the light or combination of lights forming each aspect at

night is not specified in any of the schemes, it gees without saying that a

light is to be displayed in connection with each arm—red when the arm
is horizontal, yellow when the arm is 45 degrees above the horizontal,

and green when the arm is vertical. S6. The lower lights on two-arm and

three-arm signals cannot safely be blinded when their arms are horizontal,

because lights occasionally go out and the only assurance that a yellow

or green light is at the top of the mast is the fact that it is above one

or two visible lights.
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12. As a "stop-and-stay" signal should not bear any of the dis-

tinguishing marks of an automatic signal, any signal of that kind having

two or three arms, should evidently have its lights arranged in a vertical

line. Moreover, signals having two or three arms are not the only ones

to be considered in this connection, as a one-arm "stop-and-stay" signal

is not necessarily limited to one light. For there are arguments in favor of

having at least two lights on every signal—the fact that, when one light

goes out, there will generally be one left to mark the location of the

signal; and the fact that a two-arm signal with the top light out is not

likely to be mistaken for a one-arm signal. Whatever merit these argu-

ments have, of course applies to one-arm automatic signals provided with

marker lights. If other one-arm signals are provided with additional

lights, the lights should properly be in vertical line to conform to the

arrangement on two-arm and three-arm signals. On a signal that gives

caution and proceed indications only, the marker light, if one is used,

may preferably be yellow as there would be no advantage, but rather a

disadvantage, in having the signal converted into a stop signal whenever

the top light goes out.

13. It is sometimes contended that a signal should have as many
arms as it has lights. But the day and night aspects of semaphores

are so totally different and the reasons for having more than one light

on each signal are so entirely without force in the case of the arms,

that there seems to be no more convincing reason for applying a lower

arm that will never be moved. On the other hand, on certain signals

the top arms may not be operated. Situations in which this might be

the case will be discussed in connection with Low Speed and Medium

Speed. S40-48. On a given road it might be decided that, in some

of those situations, low-speed or medium-speed indications only would

be given, the track layouts being such that all trains passing certain sig-

nals would have to move at restricted speed. As those indications,

Scheme No. 2 and Scheme No. 3, are given by diagonal or vertical

positions of lower arms with top arms horizontal, the top arms on the

signals in question would never be operated. It might be argued then

that a top arm would be no more necessary in these cases than a bot-

tom arm on a signal equipped with two lights, but having only the top

arm working. There are, however, two objections to omission of the

top arm. First, that an occasional signal so arranged, with several feet

of mast extending above the highest arm. installed, would appear to have

had the top arm broken ofif. Second, that the horizontal top arm does

distinctly enter into the aspect formed by a lower arm diagonal or

vertical; its presence emphasizes the fact that the lower arm is a lower

arm. The converse does not seem to be true, possibly because every

one is accustomed to seeing one-arm signals; the arm at the top of the

mast is distinctly at the top whether or not there is an arm below.
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THE INDICATIONS AS A WHOLE.

14. The indications found in the three schemes may be grouped in

the following way

:

1. Stop.

'Proceed with caution.

Proceed at low speed.

Proceed with caution on low-speed route.

Proceed on low-speed route.

Proceed with caution on medium-speed route.

Proceed on medium-speed route.

Proceed at medium speed.

Reduce to medium speed.

3. Proceed.

The two indications, Stop and Proceed, lie at the two extremes of the

scale; the one is the most restrictive indication of any, requiring a

train to stop before passing the signal; the other allows a train to pro-

ceed without any restriction so far as the signal is concerned. All the

other indications lie between these two, as they allow a train to proceed

but restrict its movement more or less. For convenience, in referring to

all the indications of one kind as a whole, those in groups 2 and 3, not

requiring a stop, will be called open indications; and those in group 2,

restricting movement but not requiring a stop, will be called limiting

indications.

(hi) the three PRINCIPAL INDICATIONS.

15. The three indications. Stop, Proceed with Caution, and Proceed,

are common to all the schemes and will therefore be discussed here be-

fore the schemes are taken by themselves.

Stop.

16. The aspects for this indication are essentially the same in all the

schemes ; that is, all arms on the mast, whether there are one, two or

three, are horizontal.

The action required is that the train be stopped before its front end

passes the signal. If the signal is distinguished by one or more of

the recommended means of designating stop signals operated under auto-

matic-block-system rules, S8, the train may proceed after stopping in

accordance with Rule 509 of the Standard Code. In the case of other

stop signals the train must remain until either some open indication, S14,

is given by the signal or movement past the stop signal is authorized in a

prescribed way.

Proceed with caution.

17. The aspects for this indication are essentially the same in all

the schemes; that is, the arm at the top of the mast is in diagonal posi-

tion and any other arms on the same mast are horizontal.

18. The action required, if a train is running at higher speed when

it approaches a caution signal, is reduction to a speed from which it
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can be stopped within range of vision, or such reduction of speed, more

or less continuous, as may be necessary to insure that it can be stopped

at any point in advance, such as another signal or a switch, at which

it is known that a stop may be required when that particular signal is

at caution. Plate 1, Dl. In the absence of any occasion for ^till lower

speed or a stop, the train, after a point has been reached where it is being

run so that it can be stopped within range of vision, should; be so run

throughout the rest of the territory covered by the caution signal; or,

if it is so running when it approaches the signal, it should be run in that

way throughout the entire territory. Running so that the train can be

stopped within range of vision means, in practical railroading, not exceed-

ing at any point such speed that the train can be stopped before reaching

any reasonably visible object, or light at night, that its forward movement

may bring into view along the track ahead. At the same time, the loca-

tions of switches and signals being known, the train should be so run that

it can be stopped at such a point even though the light is out at night

or the position of a switch cannot be determined from a distance.

19. A train proceeding with caution will be governed by conditions

ahead; it can and should stop short of a stop signal or a train in ad-

vance and, if it can be stopped, it can also be run at any low rate of

speed that conditions may require. If it arrives at a signal giving

the caution indication, it should run with caution at and from that

signal and there should be no difficulty in stopping or running at any

required low rate of speed immediately beyond the signal. For example,

home and advance signals may be only a few hundred feet apart and,

with the advance at stop, a train must stop a short distance beyond the

home at caution. Plate 1, D2. Or, in permissive blocking, a train may
be standing a short distance beyond the home block signal at caution. D3.

In such cases the approaching train must be proceeding with caution

either because the preceding signal was at caution or because, as in the

case of a home without a distant, the signal near the stopping point is

one that all trains must approach prepared to stop—as though a caution

indication had been received at a signal in the rear. Plate 1, D4 and

Plate 2, Dll.

20. It is here assumed that the distant manual block signal, where
one is provided, is at caution when the home or advance is at caution

for a permissive movement. Plate 3, D12. It should be said, however,

that this is not the universal practice. D13. Where the distant is

cleared with the home at caution, enginemen of trains that are regu-

larly allowed to enter occupied blocks are undoubtedly prepared to find

the home at caution at any time when the distant is clear. The practice

adopted would very likely be followed in the case of home and advance

signals. That is, if it were the practice to have the distant at proceed

with the home at caution for a permissive movement, the home might be

at proceed with the advance at caution ; while, under the contrary prac-

tice in the operation of the distant signal, the home would be at caution
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with the advance at caution. It may be said here, also, that the same

difference of practice may extend to the various speed indications. Either

the medium-speed or the low-speed indication of Scheme No. 2 might

govern over a medium-speed route to an advance at caution ; and, in

Scheme No. 3, either of the low-speed-route indications might so gov-

ern over a low-speed route and either of the medium-speed-route indi-

cations, over a medium-speed route. In discussing each speed indication,

therefore, it will hardly be necessary to explain and illustrate these

differing applications in full detail. Another method of working the dis-

tant manual block signal is described in S26.

21. In connection with a signal that may give the caution indication

there are two rather ideal conditions that should be kept in view although

it is hardly practicable to fulfill them in all cases.

TERRITORY COVERED.

22. (1) It is desirable that the end of the territory covered by a

caution signal be marked by another signal, the proceed indication of

which may definitely remove the restriction imposed by the caution sig-

nal, and that no other proceed signal intervene. A familiar example of

a case in which this cannot well be managed is that of a distant switch

signal connected with two or more switches; here the territory evidently

extends, not to the first, but to the last switch with which the signal is

connected. Plate 1, D5. In such cases, however, the switches usually

form a fairly well-defined group and are not extremely far apart; so that,

when the signal is at caution, there is no real difficulty in determining to

what point a train should proceed with caution. In permissive manual

blocking, also, the territory covered by the caution indication at the en-

trance of a block does not necessarily end at the next signal ; it extends

to the home signal at the next open block station and within this terri-

tory there may be several other signals, such as crossing, drawbridge

and switch signals. Plate 1, D6. In this case, however, the block, ex-

tending from one open block station to the next, is quite obviously the

territory covered. On the other hand, on a road or division not block-

signaled, the caution indication might be given at an interlocking home

signal on account of some local condition, or at a station-protecting sig-

nal, and would then evidently cover only a limited territory; it would

not require a train to proceed with caution indefinitely.

STOPPING DIST.A.NCE.

23. (2) When provision is made for giving the caution indication

in the rear of a point at which trains may be required to stop, it is de-

sirable that the signals be so located and controlled that a caution signal

will be displayed at not less than "stopping distance" from such point.

By stopping distance is meant an ample distance for a service stop of a

train running at the highest speed permissible at the location of the par-

ticular signal ; it is assumed to be determined with due allowance for
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unfavorable rail and braking conditions and for the effect of grade,

curvature and any speed limit in the vicinity of the signal.

24. It is obvious that mechanical distant signals frequently do not

fulfill this condition ; the distance of such a signal from the point at

which trains may be required to stop, the home signal or switch, is

limited to that at which reliable operation is possible. Hundreds of such

signals are in use, however, and will continue to be used. Where there is

not stopping distance, the fact must evidently be known, and the engine-

man of a fast train must either act upon the caution indication before

reaching the signal, if he can see it at ample distance, or must reduce

speed when the view is obstructed, so as to come in sight of the signal at

a speed from which he can stop at the home signal or switch if the

distant should be at caution. Plate 2, D7.

25. This condition implies that, when a signal is at caution because

of some obstruction a short distance ahead, the next signal in the rear

should also be at caution if there is one near enough to be operated in

connection with it. As already pointed out, the distant manual block

signal is not always operated in this way; according to the practice

of the particular road, it may be at proceed whenever the home signal

is at caution or it may give the caution indication at such times. S20.

There is, however, a possible though expensive method of controlling such

a distant signal that practically combines the two kinds of operation and

will be described here to illustrate the general principle.

26. If a track circuit is installed, extending to stopping distance

beyond the home signal and arranged to control the distant, then, when

the home is at caution and a train occupying the block in advance is on

this track circuit, the distant will be at caution. A following train, pro-

ceeding with caution vvhen it reaches the home signal, should be able to

stop short of the train ahead even though the latter be only a short dis-

tance beyond the home. Plate 3, D14. If the first train has cleared the

track circuit in question, but is still in the block so that the home signal

is left at caution, the distant may be clear and the following train,

arriving at the home signal unchecked, can be proceeding with caution

when it reaches the end of the track circuit and should, therefore,

be able to stop short of the preceding train wherever it may be found

beyond that circuit. Plate 3, D15. Where there are home and advance

signals, the home could be similarly controlled by a track circuit beyond

the advance; or both the home and distant could be so controlled if there

were not stopping distance between the home and advance signals. The

same thing is true of home signal arms giving speed indications; the less

favorable indication might be given with a track circuit occupied be-

yond the advance and the more favorable, with that track circuit

unoccupied.

27. Automatic block signals are, in some cases, operated in the

same way on heavy ascending grades where it is deemed unnecessary

that trains should stop before entering occupied blocks and desirable
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that the stops be avoided. The signals are arranged to give the pro-

ceed and caution indications only. When a block is occupied, both the

signal at the entrance of the block and the next signal in the rear, are

at caution. Plate 4, D22. Or the next signal in the rear may be con-

trolled by a track circuit extending only part way through the block,

exactly as in the case of the distant manual block signal described above.

D23. In either case, if a train is not far beyond the entrance of a block,

a following train receives the caution indication at the entrance of the

preceding block and should therefore be able to stop at any point beyond

the caution signal at the entrance of the occupied block.

28. What has been said up this point suggests that, under the

caution indication, a train should at least be so run that it can be stopped

at the known location of the next signal. This is not invariably the re-

quirement, however. Because of unavoidable close spacing of signals, it

is sometimes necessary to "carry the caution indication back"—that is,

give this indication at each of two or more signals in the rear of the

point where a stop is required, so that a train receiving the indication at

the first of such a series of signals will have stopping distance before

reaching the stopping point but not necessarily before reaching the next

signal. Plate 2, D8. This arrangement implies that there is stopping dis-

tance between the first caution signal encountered by a train and the

stop signal or condition requiring a stop, in connection with which the

signal is displayed. It would, therefore, seem undesirable to have other

signals, such as mechanical distant signals, giving caution indications

at insufficient distances, on the same road or division on which this

arrangement is found.

Proceed.

29. The aspects for this indication are essentially the same in all

the schemes; that is, the arm at the top of the mast is in vertical

position and any other arms on the same mast are horizontal.

30. The action required or, more correctly stated in the case of

this indication, the action permitted, is that the train proceed under no

restriction that might otherwise be indicated by the signal. In general,

if two successive signals are within reasonable distance of each other

—

any distance up to stopping distance, the first should be so controlled

that it will not give the proceed indication unless unchecked to the signal

in advance. Plate 2, D9-10. That is, when the indication of the second

signal is such that compliance with it would require some trains to re-

duce speed before reaching that signal, the first signal should give a

suitable limiting indication, S14, not the proceed indication. The case of

a longer interval, the signal in advance having no distant, is illustrated

by Dll, Plate 2.

31. At an interlocking this indication is, in general, to be given

only for movement over a main route on which no restriction of speed is

necessary. Some possible exceptions will be considered elsewhere. S40-

48. On a block-signaled line it is, of course, given only when the block,
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or the track between one signal and the next, is clear. In non-block

territory it is properly given, as at interlocking and train order signals,

without regard to the presence or absence of trains on the road in

advance ; although any signal may obviously be so controlled or oper-

ated as to give the proceed indication only when the track is clear for a

certain distance.

(iv) BLOCK SIGNALS.

32. The three principal indications, III, generally serve every pur-

pose in manual and automatic block signaling under any of the schemes;

but certain other indications are used to some extent. The caution in-

dication is commonly used to admit trains to occupied manual blocks

where permissive blocking is practiced. But, with a view to limiting by

signal indication the speed of trains entering occupied blocks, a low-speed

indication is sometimes given instead. S61 and 73. Plate 3, D17. The re-

lation of the distant signal indications to the caution indication of the

home manual block signal has already been discussed. S20 and 26. Plate

3, D12-15.

33. Applying the general rule laid down in connection with the pro-

ceed indication, S30: if a home or advance block signal is at about stop-

ping distance from a home signal in advance, there being no distant signal

between, or is at less than stopping distance, it should give the caution

indication when the signal in advance is at stop and should give the pro-

ceed indication only when the indication of the next signal is such that a

train may approach that signal unchecked. Plate 3, D16. In some cases the

signal in advance may be a home interlocking signal and the home block

signal may be arranged to give indication No. 8, Scheme No. 3, for

medium-speed movements at the interlocking. S78. Plate 3, D18.

34. It is hardly necessary to refer to the familiar operation of three-

position automatic block signals where the blocks are of reasonable

length. Plate 4, D19. Where the blocks are very long and separate, home

and distant signals seem desirable, the home signals should give stop

and proceed, and the distant signals caution and proceed indications. Each

distant signal should be controlled by track circuit so as to be at cau-

tion when a train is between it and its home. A following train, pass-

ing the stop signal at the entrance of the block and proceeding with

caution, will then continue to proceed with caution after passing the dis-

tant and until the next home signal is reached. Plate 4, D20-21. A method

of operating automatic signals on heavy ascending grades, where it is

deemed desirable to avoid giving stop indications, has been mentioned in

connection with the caution indication. S27. Plate 4, D22-23. The same

result is accomplished by arranging the signals to give a low-speed indi-

cation when the block is occupied. S61 and 73. Plate 4, D24.

(v) LOW SPEED AND MEDIUM SPEED.

35. In Schemes Nos. 2 and 3 there are several indications relating

to speeds—low speed and medium speed. It is hardly necessary here to
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enlarge upon the generally recognized fact that complete and satisfac-

tory route signaling at interlockings is impracticable. In the studies

leading to the development of the three signal schemes it early became

apparent, not only that consistent and intelligible route signaling was

impracticable, but that definite limiting of speed on routes leading over

turnouts or crossovers, was essential for safe operation. Now this is a

simple matter of specification by rule if one limit of speed to be con-

formed to in such movements is sufficient. Such provision must, in fact,

be made in the application of Scheme No. 1. S52. Even if route signal-

ing were adhered to, different routes being indicated by diflferent sema-

phore arms on the same mast or by means of the indicators formerly

used but now generally discarded, it could readily be prescribed by rule

that a certain speed should not be exceeded under any route indication

other than that for the main route. This single limit of speed would

necessarily be low enough to insure safe movement over the shortest

turnouts and crossovers generally installed at interlocking plants on the

particular road.

But turnouts and crossovers are not all in one class as to the safe

speeds for movements over them. Between No. 6 and No. 20 con-

nections, for example, there is a wide range of safe or permissible

speeds; and, while the longer connections may be installed for the sake

of smoother riding or reduced train resistance when passenger and heavy

freight trains are crossed over or moved to or from important branch

lines, they are also used extensively to facilitate operation by permitting

such movements to be made at a speed higher than that allowable on the

shorter connections. Now this condition cannot properly be met by the use

of one limiting signal indication for all routes except the main route,

beyond each signal, or by specific route indications, in combination with

rules specifying the particular routes on which the higher speeds may be

maintained. Such practice would involve too great dependence upon

memory. It was recognized, therefore, that provision must be made for

signal indications relating to at least one intermediate limit of speed. If

frc^s of two or three different numbers were used in the principal

turnout and crossover routes on a road, it might seem that there would

be considerable advantage in indicating two or three intermediate speed

limits. Practically, however, the advantage would not be sufficient to

justify the complication of signal aspects that would be necessary.

Accordingly provision was made for indication of one intermediate speed

limit in addition to a low limit which is necessarily provided for either

directly or indirectly.

The general term "medium speed" was used in the wording of the

indications relating to the intermediate speed Hmit, so that each road

may specify the actual rate of speed to suit its own conditions; and,

for a similar reason, the general term "low speed" was used in the other

speed indications.
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MEDIUM SPEED.

36. While the speed indications, or some of them, may be given

under various conditions which may make it desirable to limit the speed

by signal indication to certain specified rates, it is evident that their

principal or governing use will be for the purpose of limiting the speed

of movements over turnouts and crossovers. Therefore a road adopting

Scheme No. 2 or Scheme No. 3 should choose a certain turnout and

equivalent crossover, specified by frog number or switch curvature, as the

shortest over which, when installed on tangent, medium-speed movements

will be made. The rate of speed fixed by the rules as medium speed

will then be one which is deemed within safe limits for movements

over a connection of that kind. Taking into account the sort of con-

nections used, or to be used where conditions permit, for through turn-

out and crossover movements, the one chosen as the shortest permit-

ting medium speed should be that which will allow the greatest use

of that speed without making the rate so low that it will be of

little or no benefit in facilitating train operation. Where turnouts or

crossovers for through movement are installed on curves in the main

track, the effect of the main-track curvature must, of course, be taken

into account and medium-speed signal indications must not be provided

for, in a given case, unless the route is actually suitable for the speed

specified.

LOW SPEED.

37. As suggested above in the remarks on the development of the

speed indications, S35, the rate fixed as low speed should be that, or

not higher than that, deemed safe over the shortest turnouts and

crossovers generally installed where movements over them are gov-

erned by signal. In one or two exceptional situations, however, such

as passing-siding or branch connections on sharp curves, lower speed

might be required than would be necessary anywhere else on the same

road. It would generally be better to cover such cases by special

rules or instructions than to limit low-speed movements at all points

to a rate sufficiently low for the few exceptional places.

TERRrrORY COVERED.

38. Ideally, perhaps, as in the case of the caution indication, S22,

the point up to which low speed or medium speed should not be ex-

ceeded in movements to main tracks at either speed, ought to be

marked by a signal. Now, where turnouts or crossovers constitute

the restricting condition, it is evident that the speed should not be

increased until the whole train is past them. Consequently, to make

practicable a general rule that the speed on a main track under any

speed indication should be restricted until a signal giving a more favor-

able indication had been reached, it would be necessary to locate an

advance signal a full train-length beyond the last turnout or cross-

over in every medium-speed or low-speed route leading to a main
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track. This practice, however, might not be satisfactory on some

roads or at some points and it would, in any event, have the disad-

vantage of unnecessarily restricting short trains. Advance signals at

less distance might serve to mark the limits of the routes, or the

"interlocking limits," but would not mark the points at which the

speed of all trains might be increased; the length of train would have

to be allowed for by the engineman in each case. Where advance

signals are deemed unnecessary for any other purpose and are not in-

stalled, the lengths of the trains must be allowed for by the engine-

men, and, in addition, the limits of the routes or interlockings must

be known. Practically, the point where a train leaves an interlocking

or the layout of interlocked switches, being marked by the last home
or dwarf signal governing movements in the opposite direction on

the same route, is quite obvious. Plate 5, D25, and Plate 11, D50.

In the case of a long layout, however, it is important to note that low

or medium speed, when indicated, should be continued through the

layout because of the possibility that, after one turnout or crossover

has been passed over near the entrance to the plant, another, reversed

intentionally or in error, may be encountered farther along.

If speed indications are used to limit speed for other reasons than

safe movement over turnouts and crossovers, the limits of the terri-

tories must of necessity be clearly defined or, preferably, marked by

signals in advance.

39. When a speed indication includes the requirement that the train

proceed with caution, S58, 73 and 76, the specified speed is a limit

that must not be exceeded through the territory covered by the speed

indication and, subject to this limit of speed, the train must proceed

as it should under the simple caution indication. That is, the speed

limit is effective through its defined territory while the caution indi-

cation, also effective in that territory, may continue in effect beyond

;

and beyond the speed-limit territory the speed may be increased if

higher speed is consistent with the conditions.

LAYOUTS PERMANENTLY RESTRICTING SPEED.

40. The use of speed indications for movements over diverging

routes is obvious enough ; that is, their use to restrict speed when a

facing switch is set to divert a train from the through main track

on which, with the switch in its normal position, trains may proceed

unchecked. But, in the case of .turnout and crossover routes which
are the unchangeable or the established normal routes for main-line

movements, there is room for difference of opinion as to the neces-

sity of restricting the speed by signal indication, -the restriction being

a permanent condition like the speed limit, for a sharp curve on the

open road.

41. A good example is that of the turnout connecting a branch with

the main line where the branch ends at the junction; of the crossover
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serving the same purpose where a siding forms a continuation of the

branch main track. Here every train arriving on the branch, if it is

to proceed on a main track, is subject to the necessary restriction of

speed for safe movement over the trailing turnout or the crossover;

and, movement on a siding being as much or more restricted, there is

no way open for any such train to continue at unchecked speed. It

is hardly conceivable that an engineman, if sufficiently in possession

of his faculties to pay any attention to the junction signal, could fail

to be aware that he was coming to the junction and that he should

not exceed a certain speed when entering the main line. It may well

be argued, therefore, that there is no necessity for restricting speed

by signal indication in such cases. Plate 5, D26, Plate 10, D46, Plate

11, D52, and Plate 14, D66.

42. The same reasoning applies with nearly equal force to the lay-

out sometimes found at lap sidings, where the main track has the

alinement of a crossover at the lap. the force of the reasoning is,

perhaps, less in this case than in the preceding one in that the junc-

tion of a branch with the main line is a very conspicuous character-

istic of the road and reduced speed of branch trains at the junction is

of obvious necessity; whereas the main track at lap sidings may or

may not have an alinement restricting speed—is not of necessity and

as a matter of common knowledge a place where the speed of all

main-line trains is restricted. Consequently, where the alinement does

restrict speed, if signals are installed but not arranged to give limiting

indications for the main line, the restriction is one to be remembered

like the speed limits commonly established at curves and other points

on a road, with which the indications of any signals installed where

they are in force, usually have no relation.

43. The next example is that of an end of double track, where all

trains in one direction, making normal movement—with the current

of traffic, have to pass over a turnout or crossover at restricted speed,

and trains in the other direction may pass at unchecked speed. While

it is true that trains moving in the direction in which speed is restricted,

might be running against the current of traffic and consequently moving

over the route suitable for unchecked speed, it is assumed for the

present that there would be no objection to restricting the speed of

such occasional movements; that a clear-cut speed Hmit for all trains

in a given direction at the particular end of double track, could be

prescribed. At such an end of double track, then, the conditions are

much the same as at a branch junction; the location, where there is

a change from single-track to double-track operation, is a conspicuous

point on the road and the speed restriction, applying to trains in one

direction, is a permanent condition. Consequently, as before, it may
seem unnecessary to indicate by signal this permanent speed restriction.

44. Considering now an end of double track where trains are run

in lioth (Jirections by signal indication on both tracks of the double-
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track line; at such a point there may be good reason for giving un-

restricting indications on the straight track and speed indications for

the other track as turning out from the straight track, at least in the

facing direction—single track to double track. In the other direction

all trains on the one track extending through to the single track as

a straight track, might proceed unchecked, while those approaching

on the other track would be subject to restriction of speed when
crossing or turning in to the single track. As to this latter track,

then, the end of double track might be regarded as very similar to the

junction of a branch with the main line; all trains approaching on

that track would be subject to a speed restriction which it would,

therefore, be unnecessary to indicate by signal. There is, however,

the difference that, on the double—track line under consideration, a

given engineman might run the same kind of train between the same
termini, on the unrestricted track one day and on the restricted track

the next. There might, therefore, be more chance of the restriction

being overlooked, if it were not indicated by signal, than there would
be in the case of movements from a branch to the main line.

45. The next example is that of a four-track ending, four tracks

running into two, where two tracks go through as straight tracks and
the other two on the four-track line turn out or in. Here movements
from the double-track to the four-track line would, as a matter of

course, be signaled without restriction on the straight track and with

restriction to the other track turning out from this. In the case of

movements from the four-track to the double-track line, the condi-

tions are practically the same as in the last-discussed case at a double-

track ending. On a four-track line, however, if trains in a given

direction are run rather indiscriminately on either of the two tracks

assigned to that direction, the chance that a speed restriction will be

overlooked, because of applying to one track and not to the adjoining

track is presumably greater than it is in the similar situations previ-

ously considered ; and the reasons in favor of restricting the speed

by signal are proportionately stronger.

46. Finally there is the case of a point on a four-track line where
the assignment of tracks changes, so that trains approaching in a
certain direction on a certain track must always cross over in order

to continue on a track assigned to that direction. On the one hand it

is true, as in certain other cases, that there is a permanent restriction

on the movement of trains approaching on certain tracks; on the other

hand, there is at least as much reason for indicating that restriction

by signal as there is at a four-track ending.

47. Briefly: at points where signals are provided on a road or por-

tion of a road signaled in accordance with Scheme No. 2 or Scheme
No. 3, the proper speed indications must necessarily be given for

movements over diverging routes, as against the main, through route on

which the speed is not restricted. As to their use to govern move-
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ments that are or may be restricted by permanent speed limits of

more or less general application, no rigid rules can be laid down;

each road must determine its own practice. It may simply be pointed

out that the objection to giving a signal indication involving no speed

restriction, for a movement to be made under a permanent speed re-

striction, seems to be practically nil in the case of movements from a

branch to the main line; and, though to what extent is a matter of

opinion, seems to increase progressively in various applications in about

the following order:

Main track having the alinement of a crossover at the lap of lap

sidings

;

End of double track where movements against the current of

traffic are infrequent;

End of double track where trains are run by signal indication in

both directions on both tracks

;

Four-track ending;

Point where assignment of tracks changes on a four-track line.

48. In all these cases there is more or less possibility that a per-

manent speed restriction, specified by rule, may be forgotten; a limit-

ing signal indication, it is assumed, will take the place of the rule and

prevent error by indicating the necessary restriction every time a

move is made. At the same time it is presumed that a signal indi-

cating no restriction, at the very point where reduced speed is re-

quired, may be misleading even to the extent of causing a speed restric-

tion to be forgotten. The developments up to this time, however,

have been almost entirely in the direction of making interlocking sig-

nals, and to a much less extent, manual block signals, give indications

corresponding with the necessary speed restrictions on diverging routes,

and even on all turnout and crossover routes, whether converging or

diverging, over which they govern. Hardly anything of the sort has

been attempted with automatic block signals and probably less, if any-

thing, has been done in the way of making the indications, even of

interlocking signals, correspond with speed restrictions, prescribed for

various reasons and affecting all trains, that happen to be permanently

in force where the signals are located. And yet the arguments in

favor of giving limiting indications in the situations discussed above,

would apply with more or less force to signals located where speed

limits are in effect on account of such conditions as sharp main-line

curvature.

(Vl) SCHEME NO. 1.

The following matters relating to this scheme have already been

treated

:

Designation of automatic signals, S8-10.

Arrangement of lights, Sll-12.

Stop indication, S16.
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Caution indication, SI 7-28;

Territory covered, S22;

Stopping distance, S23.

Proceed indication, S29-3L

Manual block signals, 532-33;

Distant signals, S20, 26;

Territory covered, S22.

Automatic block signals, S32-34, 21

.

49. As Scheme No. 1 provides but one limiting indication, Proceed

with caution, this indication must be given when conditions are such

that a train may pass the signal, but, at and beyond the signal, must

be run at restricted speed or so that it can be stopped at any point.

In such cases, as explained in the discussion of that indication, any

signal in the rear operated in connection with the one in question,

should also be at caution,

50. The applications of Scheme No. 1 in the manual and automatic

block systems are obvious. In the case of a home interlocking signal-

it will be assumed, in illustrating the application of this scheme, that

there is a distant or automatic block signal in the rear and an auto-

matic or other advance signal stopping distance in advance. The
mechanical or electrical control of the home signal would be such that

it could be set at caution, but not at proceed, with any facing ' switch

reversed. The distant or automatic signal in the rear would then also

be at caution. The engineman of a train approaching the home signal

with caution, in accordance with the indication of the signal in the

rear, would take any further action required by the conditions ; and

among these conditions would be the existence, at fixed and known
locations, of the one or more facing switches at the plant, any one

of which might be reversed. The engineman, then, finding a certain

route set up, might proceed at low speed over a turnout or crossover

into a siding, to the main track of a branch or to a main track against

the current traffic; or, if conditions required, he should move at still

lower speed; or again, if it were evident that the route set up was
not the right one for his train, he should stop before getting into any

difficulty. Plate 5, D25 and 27-29. With similar eflFect the home and
distant might be at caution for a closing-in movement of one train

following another between the home and advance. Plate 6, D30-31.

On the other hand, if the advance signal (assumed to be not less than

stopping distance from the home) were at stop, the switches set for the

main track and the track clear, the home would be at caution and the

distant clear. Plate 6, D32. Conditions in the absence of an advance

signal, with switches normal, are illustrated by D33-34.

51. In the case of a diverging route to a branch or other main track

operated under the permissive manual block system, it would be prac-

tically necessary to provide an advance signal the proceed indication

of which, when the block was clear, would leave a train free to proceed
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without signal restriction after clearing the junction or crossovers.

In the absence of an advance signal the caution indication of the home

signal would require a train to proceed with caution throughout the

block. Similarly, in automatic block territory it would be desirable to

locate the first automatic signal at or near the end of the interlocking

layout. On a road operated under the absolute block system, how-

ever, the territory covered by a caution signal on a main track diverging

beyond it, might very well be defined as extending to the advance,

where one exists, and through the interlocking limits where there is

no advance signal. A train turning off to a branch or other main

track would then be restricted until clear of the interlocking and would

be free to proceed unrestrictedly through the block. In non-block

territory, as previously explained, the caution indication would cover

only a limited territory at the interlocking.

52. What has been said of Low Speed, S35 and Zl , applies to

Scheme No. 1, although this scheme contains no specific speed indi-

cation. The difference between Scheme No. 1 and the other schemes

in this respect is that, in connection with Scheme No. 2 or Scheme

No. 3, the actual rate of speed called low speed and not to be exceeded

under low-speed indications, must be specified by rule; whereas, in

the application of Scheme No. 1, a similar speed limit, arrived at in

the same way, must be prescribed by rule as the limit not to be exceeded

by a train already proceeding with caution when it passes a caution

signal, unless any facing switches beyond the signal are right ; or by

a train moving over a turnout or crossover on the indication of a fixed

signal. Under this rule, when the switches are right and other condi-

tions are favorable, the speed may be higher so long as it is such

that the train can be stopped within range of vision—as when the

train is entering an occupied block with a good view or is approaching

an advance signal located some distance beyond the switches. If pre-

ferred, however, the speed limit may be prescribed for all movements

past caution signals by trains already proceeding with caution, to be

observed even though the switches are right and equally where there

are no facing switches. It would doubtless be well, also, to make

the same speed limit apply to turnouts and crossovers, movements over

which are not governed by fixed signals; this is true, as well, of the

rate specified as low speed where either of the other schemes is

applied.

53. The discussion of Layouts Permanently Restricting Speed, S40-

48, also has a bearing on the application of Scheme No. \. If it should

be decided that speed ought to be restricted by signal in the case of

movements from a branch to the main line, over the turnout or cross-

over at an end of double track, etc., the caution, instead of the pro-

ceed, indication would be given. Plate 5, D26. An advance signal

would then sometimes be necessary for block operation, as in the case

of the diverging main track of a branch. S51,
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DWARF SIGNALS.

54. The illustrations of the aspects in Scheme No. 1, and the same
thing is true of Scheme No. 2, do not show dwarf and high signals

separately nor suggest any distinction between the-se two kinds of

signals. This naturally does not mean that dwarf signals are not

supposed to be used in applications of these schemes; it simply mean^
that the indication given by the arm of a dwarf signal in a certain

position is the same as that given by the corresponding arm of a higli

signal in the same position. A dwarf signal practically never has a

distant or equivalent signal in the rear except in some special appli-

cations at terminals and the like where one dwarf signal may give a

proceed indication governing to a dwarf in advance at caution or pro-

ceed. S56. A dwarf signal as ordinarily installed, then, is a signal

that all trains must approach with caution, prepared to stop; conse-

quently its caution indication requires a train to proceed with caution

at and from the signal—at such low speed as conditions beyond the

signal may demand, and is a proper indication for low-speed move-

ments over turnouts and crossovers. Plate 7, D35.

55. In these two schemes the proceed indication of a dwarf cannot

be taken, in itself, to limit speed or restrict movement any more than

the proceed indication of a high signal. But if, as shown in the dis-

cussion of Layouts Permanently Restricting Speed, S40-48, the rea-

sons for restriction by signal are not very strong in some of the cases

there considered, there is still less reason in the case of various move-

ments governed by dwarf signals. It will hardly be thought necessary,

for example, to limit by signal indication the speed of movement over

a turnout connecting a siding or yard with the main track; the perma-

nent condition restricting speed in such a case is too evident. Even

where the connection is made by a crossover, if the siding or tail track

extending beyond the crossover is one on which low speed should not

be exceeded, there can hardly be any practical reason for a limiting

signal indication to restrict the speed of movement over the crossover.

If, then, in such cases train movements to the main track can be

facilitated by provision for a proceed indication at the dwarf signal,

the practice would seem to be entirely proper. As, under the proceed

indication, speed could be increased as soon as the entire train was
on the main track, that indication should not be given unless conditions

on the main track are such that the train may proceed unrestrictedly.

Where there is an advance signal, it should not be given when the

advance is at stop ; and, in block territory, it should not be given unless

the block is dear. Plate 7, D36.

The circumstances of each situation should be considered and the

proceed indication should not be given at a dwarf signal when speed

is restricted unless the restriction is permanent, affecting all move-

ments governed by that signal. For example, assume that there are

three interlockings, A, B and C, on a double-track line, and that a
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train has an order to run against the current of traffic from A to C.

If the crossover at B should be reversed in error and the dwarl gov-

erning reverse movements should give the proceed indication for the

crossover movement to, and with the current of traffic on, the other

main track, the train might go over the crossover at too high speed

because the proceed indication of the dwarf, so soon as it could be

read, could properly be taken to permit unrestricted speed through

B. Plate 7, D37.

•raRMINAL AND SIMILAR TERRITORY.

56. In terminal territory, particularly at and near a large passenger

station, and in some other similar situations, where the speed of all

movements is restricted by rule to a rate at which trains may run

over the turnouts and crossovers, proceed indications may be given

by either dwarf or high signals for movements over the turnouts and

crossovers as well as movements on the straight or continuous tracks.

Where block operation, or equivalent control of the signals, is main-

tained through the territory, a signal should not be at proceed unless

the route set up is clear and the signal in advance is at proceed, or

at caution with the route beyond it clear. The caution indication

should be given when the route is occupied and when the signal in

advance is at stop, or at caution for a closing- in movement; also to

govern movements into spur or other tracks not used by road trains.

In any event a signal should not be at proceed when the signal in ad-

vance, on the route set up, gives the stop indication. Plate 8, D38-41.

(Vll) SCHEME NO. 2.

The following matters relating to this scheme have already been

treated

:

Designation of automatic signals, 58-10.

Arrangements of lights and arms, 811-13.

Stop indication, S16.

Caution indication, S17-28;

Territory covered, S22.

Stopping distance, S23.

Proceed indication, S29-31.

Manual block signals, S32-33;

Distant signals, S20, 26;

Territory covered, S22.

Automatic block signals, S32-34, 27.

Low speed, S35-37, 39;

Territory covered, S38.

Medium speed, S35-36, 38;

Territory covered, S38.

Layouts permanently restricting speed, S40-48.

57. Scheme No. 2 is a development of Scheme No. 1 primarily for

the purpose of providing for medium-speed movements, by an addi-
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tional indication, although it includes a second additional indication,

Proceed at low speed, which may be used, as will presently be shown,

under certain conditions under which the caution indication is given

in Scheme No. 1.

Proceed at low speed.

To illustrate appHcations of the low-speed indication some of the

diagrams for Scheme No. 1 will be referred to; it is to be understood

in each case that the low-speed, instead of the caution, aspect would

be displayed at the home signal.

58. The action required by this indication is that the train, when
passing and proceeding beyond the signal, move at such low rate of

speed as conditions may require but not exceeding through the low-

speed territory, S38, the rate fixed by the rules as the maximum for

low-speed movements. Beyond that territory the speed must continue

to be governed by the conditions. Practically, then, the low-speed

indication is the caution indication with a low speed limit added. Some
of the uses of the indication make this quite clear.

59. On a road signaled in accordance with Scheme No. 2, where
two-arm signals were installed the low-speed indication would be given

at a home interlocking signal for movement into a siding. Plate 5,

D27-28. Now conditions in a particular case, such as shortness of

the siding or its obstruction by standing cars, might require very low

speed or even a stop a short distance beyond the signal; but, in the

absence of any such extreme restriction, assuming the usual case of a

low-speed connection to the siding, safe movement over the turnout

or crossover would at least require the limit of speed prescribed in

connection with the indication. Even if there were a medium-speed

connection to a passing siding, unless the siding were in effect, and
were signaled as, an additional main or "running" track, the low-

speed indication would properly be given because the siding might

not always be clear for its entire length and, in any event, a stop at

the farther end would almost invariably be necessary.

60. Again, with a train between home and advance signals on the

through or any connecting main track, the low-speed indication might

be given for a following train to close in. Plate 6, D30-31. This
would be a convenient use of the indication. Of course the limit of

speed under this indication, primarily fixed for movements over the

shorter turnouts and crossovers, might not always seem essential at

the beginning of a closing-in movement; for example, when the train

is to proceed on the straight track and the train ahead is at a con-

siderable distance beyond the signal. In many other cases, however,

the indication exactly fits the conditions, which may be practically

the same as when a movement is made into a short or obstructed

siding; very low speed or an early stop may be necessary because the

train ahead is only a short distance beyond the signal. As for the

more favorable conditions : however favorable they may be in a par-
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ticular case, the prescribed speed should not be exceeded under the

indication, in the low-speed territory, at any time or place; this should

be the rule in the interest of good discipline. Under this view of the

matter, however, the low-speed indication is not the less suitable for

closing-in movements ; for there is no practical disadvantage in a

limit to low speed at the beginning of those movements; in fact, many
people would think such a Hmit quite desirable.

61. Other uses of the indication are to govern movements over

low-speed turnouts or crossovers to main tracks with the current of

traffic, Plate 5, D25-26; to govern movements to main tracks against

the current of traffic, D29; and, as will be explained in connection

with the medium-speed indication, 566, to govern movements on medium-

speed routes when conditions do not permit medium speed. As stated

in 832 and 34, it may also be given at a block signal to admit a train

to an occupied block. Plate 3, D17, and Plate 4, D24. From the

point of view of routes, then, the low-speed indication may, under one

condition or another, govern to every route that can be entered beyond a

given signal.

62. When a signal gives the low-speed indication, its distant signal,

or any signal (such as an automatic block signal) serving the same

purpose, must be at caution. The distant signal should evidently not

be at proceed, because a train might reach the low-speed signal un-

checked and, as its speed could not instantly be reduced, it would

pass the signal at a higher speed than that prescribed. For a similar

reason the medium-speed indication should not be given at the signal

in the rear. In the absence of a distant or equivalent signal all trains

would have to approach as though a caution indication had been re-

ceived at a signal in the rear, as in the case of a home signal without

a distant, referred to in the remarks on the caution indication. S19.

63. It is obvious that, under certain conditions, the caution indica-

tion is given in Scheme No. 1, to a train proceeding with caution when

it approaches the signal, while, under the same conditions, the low-

speed indication may be given in Scheme No. 2. The low-speed indi-

cation, besides providing for the same restriction of movement as does

the caution indication, affords means for indicating by signal the

prescribed limit of speed which, as to its actual rate in miles per hour,

must be specified by rule as in Scheme No. 1. S52.

Proceed at medium speed.

64. The action required by this indication is that the train, when
passing and proceeding beyond the signal, move at a rate of speed

not exceeding that defined by the rules as medium speed. The force

of the indication is primarily to limit the speed to the prescribed rate

and it goes without saying that, in a particular case, lower speed might

be required by conditions having nothing to do with the signals. For

example, the medium-speed indication might be given at an inter-

locking home signal for a movement to the main track of a branch,
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the turnout being suitable for medium speed, and yet the train might

pass at much lower speed in preparation for a stop a short distance

beyond the interlocking limits, to enter a passing siding at a non-

interlocked switch. But, in the absence of any restricting conditions

aside from the signal, a train receiving the medium-speed indication

is free to proceed at the specified rate throughout the territory covered

by the indication, S38, and, beyond that territory, to increase its speed

unless it is restricted by another signal. Therefore this indication

should not be given when any conditions that do affect the operation

of the signal are such that medium speed cannot safely be maintained.

For example, it should not be given for a closing-in movement; nor to

admit a train to an occupied manual block, because, even if the

entire block were regarded as the territory covered by the indication,

medium speed might be too high a rate in some part of it ; nor should

it be given for movement to a signal in advance giving the stop or

the low-speed indication. Giving the indication in the absence of such

restricting conditions is illustrated by diagrams 42 to 44, Plate 9, and 46,

Plate 10. It would, however, be proper for a signal to give the medium-

speed indication with the next signal in advance giving the same indi-

cation—a possible case at a long interlocking layout' where a train

might have to pass over a medium-speed crossover immediately beyond

the home signal and over a medium-speed turnout to a branch, beyond

the second home. Plate 10. D47. In this case the train, passing the

first signal at medium speed, would simply continue at that speed to

and past the second.

65. As in the case of the proceed indication, 531, clear track is not

invariably a condition that must exist when the medium-speed indica-

tion is given. This indication may, for example, govern to a branch

not operated under the block system. At the same time, any con-

siderable use of the indication implies rather elaborate signaling facili-

ties and block operation would go along with such facilities almost as

a matter of course.

66. When a train is to move over a medium-speed route with a sig-

nal in advance at stop or the block occupied, or under any other con-

ditions requiring further reduction of speed or a stop on or beyond

that route, the low-speed indication may be given. Plate 10, D45. A
practical reason for so doing is found in the convenient operation of

the signal in case conditions change so that the medium-speed indica-

tion can be given before the train arrives. The only signal operation

necessary in that case in the movement of the bottom arm from the

diagonal to the vertical po.sition. The practice as to speed indications

governing to an advance signal at caution, in permissive blocking, is

explained in S20, and possible track-circuit control, in 526. Diagrams

60 to 62, Plates 13 and 14, assuming the third arms omitted and one-

arm distant signals at caution, will serve to illustrate these conditions.

67. When a signal gives the medium-speed indication, the distant

or equivalent signal in the rear must give the caution indication so
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that a train, which must not exceed medium speed when passing the

medium-speed signal, will not reach that signal unchecked.

68. Quite frequently there is but one route for movements over

which the medium-speed indication is given at a particular signal.

The indication is then, practically, also a route indication. But if

there are two or more medium-speed routes beyond a certain signal,

as at a four-track interlocking where there are medium-speed cross-

overs and also a medium-speed connection to a branch, the medium-

speed indication is properly given at the same signal for movements

over any one of these routes and then, of course, gives no clue to the

particular route set up. Plate 10, D45. In such cases, in view of the

fact that one of these routes may be set up in error when another is

intended, the control of the signal should be so complete that the

medium-speed indication cannot be given unless the route set up is

clear for such a distance that a train can safely enter it at medium

speed and have room for stopping after the engineman finds that he

is on the wrong route.

DWARF SIGNALS.

69. What has been said of dwarf signals in connection with Scheme

No. 1, S54-55, applies equally to Scheme No. 2. Plate 7, D3.S-37. The

statement that, in these schemes, the indication given by the arm of a

dwarf signal in a certain position is the same as that given by the

corresponding arm of a high signal in the same position, implies that

two-arm dwarfs may be used in Scheme No. 2. Practically, however,

there would seldom be any occasion to install a two-arm dwarf. Dwarf

signals, in their ordinaiy use on sidings and to govern reverse move-

ments on main tracks, with no distant or equivalent signals in the

rear, provide for low-speed movements by the caution indication. There-

fore the only use for a second arm would be to give the medium-speed

indication; but there would be little or no advantage in giving this

indication by means of so inconspicuous a signal or in connection

with the movements usually governed by dwarf signals.

TERMINAL TERRITORY.

70. In terminal and similar territory the signals may be operated

as explained in connection with Scheme No. 1. S56. Plate 8, D38-41.

Or two-arm signals may be used and the low-speed indication may be

given for closing-in movements and for movements into spur or other

tracks not used by road trains. Plate 10, D48-49.

(Vll) SCHEME NO. 3.

The following matters relating to this scheme have already been

treated :

Designation of automatic signals, S8-10.

Arrangements of lights and arms, Sll-13.

Stop indication, S16.
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SCHEME MS. 3

I. Stop

Z. Proceed with caution

3. Proceed

K? K? k?

i] X] iD

3

f

4. Proceed with caution on low-speed route

5. Proceed on low-speed route

6, Proceed with caotioD on medium- speed route

7. Proceed on medium-speed route

Q. iSeduee to med'iun? spee<l

k>
1

O [O

D 5 jD

D

D D
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Caution indication, S17-28;

Territory covered, S22.

Stopping distance, S23.

Proceed indication, S29-31.

Manual block signals, S32-33;

Distant signals, S20, 26;

Territory covered, S22.

Automatic block signals, S32-34, 27.

Low speed, S35-37, 39;

Territory covered, S38.

Medium speed, S3S-36, 38-39;

Territory covered, S38.

Layouts permanently restricting speed, S40-48.

71. In Scheme No. 3 four tjpes of high signals are provided for use

as circumstances may require.

1. A one-arm signal to be used, in general, where no speed in-

dications are to be given.

2. A two-arm signal with arms of equal length at the usual

spacing—seven feet being the adopted standards of the

Associations ; to be used, chiefly for block and distant

signals, where indication No. 8, but no low-speed indi-

cation, is to be given.

3. A two-arm signal with the bottom arm shorter than the

top arm and at a greater distance from it than on sig-

nals of type 2; to be used where low-speed, but no

medium-speed, indications are to be given.

4. A three-arm signal with the bottom arm shorter than the

others ; to be used where both low-speed and medium-

speed indications are to be given.

Two-arm or three-arm signals may, however, be used uniformly for

certain purposes, such as interlocking home signals, certain arms on

individual signals being inoperative where there is no occasion to give

the indications for which they provide.

The dwarf signal is shown separately in this scheme because two
of its positions give indications different from those given by the

corresponding positions of a one-arm high signal,

SPEED INDICATIONS.

72. It will be noted at once that the wording of the speed indica-

tions is materially different from that in Scheme No. 2. As there is

but one indication for each speed in Scheme No. 2, the wording there

used is sufficient for that scheme. But in Scheme No. 3 the purpose

was to provide two indications in connection with each speed, one

requiring a train to proceed with caution and at the same time not

exceed the specified speed ; the other restricting the movement in no
way except as to speed. It was found that the necessary distinction
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could be made and four similarly worded indications could be formu-

lated by expressing the general restriction or absence of such restric-

tion in the familiar terms "Proceed with caution" and "Proceed," and

adding the words "on low-speed route" or "on medium-speed route,"

which make it clear that, where the train is to go, the speed is limited

to low speed or medium speed. This wording is entirely appropriate

in view of the fact that speed signal indications were developed pri-

marily as a means of consistently signaling movements over routes

differing from one anoiher in the character of the turnouts or cross-

overs forming part of them, and that, in the majority of cases, the

character of the route determines the speed indication to be given.

S35-37.

Proceed with caution on low-speed route.

73. This indication is of the same eflfect as the low-speed indication

of Scheme No. 2. 558-62. It is only used, however, under part of the

conditions mentioned in connection with that indication—to govern move-

ments over low-speed routes to main tracks with the current of traffic,

when conditions do not permit the indication, Proceed on low-speed

route, to be given ; to govern movements to sidings and to main tracks

against the current of traffic ; and to govern closing-in or permissive

movements. Plates 11 and 12, D50, 53-57, Plate 3, D17, and Plate 4,

D24. The indications. Proceed on low-speed route and Proceed with

caution on medium-speed route, are given under other conditions to

which the low-speed indication of Scheme No. 2 is applicable. The
rate of speed specified by the rules of the road as low speed must, of

course, not be exceeded on a low-speed route. A low-speed route,

however, is not necessarily a route over a turnout or crossover ; when
the indication is given for a closing-in movement, the obstructed main

track, or the signaled speed-limit territory on that track, is treated as

a low-speed route for the time being.

Proceed on low-speed route.

74. This indication provides for low-speed movements with no
restriction by signal other than that of speed. The action required is

that, at the signal and through the low-speed territory, S38, the rate

specified as low speed be not exceeded; so far as the signal is con-
cerned, the train is free to maintain that rate of speed. Therefore
the indication should not be given when conditions affecting the sig-

nals are such that lower speed or a stop may be necessary; as when
the track beyond the signal is occupied or a signal in advance is at

stop. Under this indication the speed may be increased as soon as

the train is through the territory covered by the indication. If the

end of the territory, in a given case, is specified as being at the end
of a layout of interlocked switches and an advance signal is some
distance beyond that point, the speed may evidently be increased more
or less before that signal is reached; therefore, in such a situation,
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this indication should not be given unless the indication of the advance

signal permits at least as high speed as can be attained between the

end of the low-speed territory and the advance. Where the signal in

advance is at the end of the low-speed territory, this indication may
be given when such signal in advance gives either of the low-speed

route indications, as well as any more favorable indication. It occa-

sionally happens at large interlockings that low-speed route indications

have to be given at two successive signals for certain movements. The

principal use of the indication, however, is to permit heavy trains to

pull through low-speed turnouts or crossovers to a clear main track

with the advance signal, where there is one, at caution or proceed.

Plate 11, D51-52. The practice as to speed indications governing to an

advance signal at caution, in permissive blocking, is explained in S20,

and possible track-circuit control, in 526.

75. When a signal gives either of the low-speed route ind'cations,

the distant or equivalent signal in the rear, if there is one, should be

at caution.

Proceed zvith caution on medium-speed route.

76. The action required by this indication is that the train, while

not exceeding medium speed through the territory covered by the

speed indication, 538, proceed with caution through the territory cov-

ered by a caution indication on the track reached by the medium-speed

route. The train may pass the signal at, but not above, medium speed

if the conditions permit such speed under the caution indication. Except

for closing-in movements, the indication is given for movements over

medium-speed routes under any conditions tliat do not permit the

indication, Proceed on medium-speed route, to be given—as when a

manual block is occupied or a signal in advance is at stop. Plate 13,

D58-61, Plate 14, D63, and Plate 15, D67.

Proceed on medium-speed route.

77. This indication is of exactly the same effect and is to be given

under the same conditions as the medium-speed indication in Scheme
No. 2. 564-65 and 68. Plate 14, D64-66. It may govern to a signal

in advance giving the indication, Proceed with caution on medium-

speed route, when the conditions beyond are such that a train may
maintain medium speed up to that signal. Plate 15, D67-68. The prac-

tice as to speed indications governing to an advance signal at caution,

in permissive blocking, is explained in S20, and possible track-circuit

control, in 526. Plates 13 and 14, D60-62.

Reduce to medium speed.

78. The action required by this indication is that the speed of the

train, if it is higher than medium speed, be reduced to that speed

after the signal is passed and at least by the time the next signal is
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reached if the distance between signals is sufficient. Ordinarily the

indication is given as a "medinm-speed distant indication" when the

signal in advance is giving one of the medium-speed route indications.

Plates 13-15, D59-65 and 67-68. Under these circumstances the dis-

tance between the signal giving the reduce-speed indication and the

one giving the medium-speed route indication, should be sufficient for the

speed of the fastest train to be reduced to the specified rate. Further-

more, when the second signal indicates Proceed vvith caution on medium-

speed route, the first should not give the reduce-speed indication unless

conditions beyond the second signal are such that the train may properly

reach that signal at medium speed ; if the conditions require a stop

beyond the second signal in less distance that that required for stopping

a train moving at medium speed, the first signal should give the caution

indication. Plate 13, D58.

79. Occasionally three successive signals must be so spaced that

there is not sufficient distance for reduction to medium speed between

the second and third nor between the first and second, although the

distance between the first and third is sufficient. In that case, when

the third signal gives a medium-speed route indication, the reduce-

speed indication must be given at the first and should be repeated at

the second. Plate 15, D69. Evidently, under such circumstances, the

reduce-speed indication at the first signal does not require reduction

to medium speed by the time the second signal is reached. All that

is required is reduction to medium speed within practicable distance.

The distance between the first and third signals being sufficient and the

indication at the second signal requiring the train to continue to reduce

to medium speed, the speed must evidently be down to that rate at

the third signal. Compare D70, Plate 15.

80. Where the lengths of automatic blocks or the distances be-

tween several successive semi-automatic signals are less than stopping

distance for the fastest trains, the reduce-speed indication may be

given at one signal when the next is at caution and the signal beyond
that is at stop. Plate 16, D71-72. Then a fast train, reducing speed

afier passing the first signal and passing the second at approximately

medium speed, can readily be stopped at the third: while a slow train

may continue at its moderate speed from the first signal to the second

and make its entire reduction of speed to a stop at the third signal after

passing the second.

81. When an automatic block signal is provided with two arms, so

that the reduce-speed indication can be given, the diagonal arrange-

ment of lights, distinguishing the signal as an automatic, 88, may be
secured by the use of a spectacle of design A on the top arm and one

of design B on the bottom arm. The red marker light then becomes
an active light; when the bottom arm is vertical its green light appears
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at the left of the mast. However, the diagonal arrangement of the

two lights at that time is of no significance.

DWARF SIGNALS.

82. In Scheme No. 3 the arm of a dwarf signal in the diagonal and

vertical positions gives the same indications, for low-speed routes, as

the bottom arm of a high signal in the same positions with the arm
or arms above it in horizontal position. The slight elevation of the

arm and light above the track distinguishes the open indications of

the dwarf from those of the one-arm high signal. In this scheme,

therefore, the arm of a dwarf may be in vertical position for move-

ment over a low-speed turnout or crossover in any situation, provided,

of course, the conditions are such that the indication, Proceed on low-

speed route, may properly be given. Plate 16, D73-74.

TERMINAL TERRITORY.

83. In terminal and similar territory the signals may be operated as

explained in connection with Scheme No. 1 and Scheme No. 2. S56

and 70. Plate 8, D38-41, and Plate 16, D75-76.

DIAGRAMS.

The accompanying diagrams are numbered consecutively at the

left and are referred to in the text by these numbers preceded by the

letter D. Numbers at the right, preceded by the letter S, refer to the

sections of the text illustrated.

Letters have the following meanings

:

A—Advance signal.

D—Distant signal.

DS—Distant switch signal.

H—Home signal.

L—Low-speed turnout or crossover.

M—Medium-speed turnout or crossover.

Any advanne signal may be either an automatic or a manual block

signal. Any distant signal may be a distant signal only, an automatic

block signal, or the home or advance signal at a block station or inter-

locking in the rear of the home signal shown on the diagram.

A branch main track, which may be connected by a crossover as

well as by a turnout as shown, is to be understood as representing any

diverging main track whether that of a branch or a parallel track

of the main line. In general, any connection shown may be assumed

to be made by a crossover instead of a turnout ; and vice versa. The
one main track shown on many of the diagrams may be that of a

single-track road or one track on a road of two or more tracks, any

crossovers necessary to make the layout complete being assumed to

exist. There is, of course, no pretense of showing the complete sig-

naling of any layout; only those signals are shown that illustrate the

point.

I
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION

n
H

1

^Traln at Moderate or Law SpMd

fcan stop withini

(^ range of vision.J
SI8

Action under Caution Signal at Various Speeds

The caution signal is assumed to be located at about stopping distance

from a second signal or other point in advance at which it is known that

a stop may be required. See D7.

n ^ ^

^
319

^
Approaching a Caution Signal with Caution

S19

1

1

ij. —

I

-Ail Trains Approach with Caution.

Home without a Distant
SIS

Territory Covered ^
/> S22

Distant Switch Signal for Two or More Switclies

I U^ ^
p H

,
eg D

;\ 1=1 PS
^

^or/

522

s
Block Station Crossing InterlecKlns

Permissive Manual Block

Block Station

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATE 1
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION >,f-)qC|

Stopping Distance

Caution Signal at Less than Stopping Distance

Illustrates action approaching and beyond a caution signal located at

less than stopping distance from a point in advance at which it Is known
that a stop may be required. See Dl.

a ^
a

a ^ ^
^ ^

k-Less than S.D.-*j*-Less than S. D.-

H—Stopping Distance or More

Caution Indication Carried Back
-Stopping Distance or More-^

528

PROCEED
Next Signal at Proceed

•S30

a i ^
10

-Stopping Distance

Next Signal at Caution

Train may proceed unchecked to that signal..

Home without

a Distant

•330

a
u 2

'

Si9

S30

^ Manual Block 1^
Train may proceed unchecked until approaching the next block signal

when it must proceed with caution.

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATE 2
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MANUAL BLOCK

12

13

Distant at Caution with Home or Advance at Caution

S20
S32

Distant Clear with Home or Advance at Caution

S20
532

Track Circuit

14 1 (
.526

l4- stopping Distance

—

^
'^^'-

15

—

t I I

Distant Controlled by Track Circuit Beyond Home

I—I H eg H or A

S26
"532

16 S33

Kl El
block Station or Block Station

Interlocking

Home or Advance at or within Stopping Distance from Next Sig^nal

JJ -i^!—I ScherreMo.3

H^ ^^^SchemeNa2 ^Ll_,
,,^

17—<=i 861

Low -speed Indication for Permissive Movements S73

Scheme Mo.3-^^-=-

Block station

Home or Advance at or within Stopping Distance from Interlocking

Home Giving Medium-speed Indication

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATE 3
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AUTOMATIC BLOCK

n-^ ^-H <^-.
19 S34

Blocks of Reasonable Length

20 S34

21 ( 1 S34

Long Blocks with Separate Home and Distant Signals

^L_ ^
II ^

IIJ
On Ascending Grade with Signal Controlled through Second Block

Stopping Distance at Highest

Speed Attainable on This Grade.<

x^
' !^-^^=1^ '

S27
^3 < II 1

534

On Ascending Grade with Signal Controlled through Part of Second Block

^ n__, 11 ^_,scheineNo.3^ D—

,

^^=L_L1 , ' I y iSchemeMr^ *

'

1 334

24 F==i S6I

Low—speed Indication on Ascending Grade

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATE 4
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SCHEME NO. 1

INTERLOCKING
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SCHEME NO. 1

2

30 < 1

^
S50

'S60
For a Closing-in Movement

For a Closing-in Movement to a Branch

32-
.^ c^l

[•-^ stopping Distance H
Sv/itches Normal and Track Clear to Advance

-5S0

33 < 1
-

ClA
<^ OR

•S50

No Advance -Switches Normal and Block Occupied

34-

^=i^H

No Advance-Switches Normal and Block Clear or No Block

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATES

S50
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SCHEME NO. 1

3
Dwarf Signals

Route from a Siding to a Main Track

Speed through the crossover is restricted by the caution indication; the
main track may also be obstructed. It is assumed that higher speed Is

permissible toward X.

<::>

36-

Toil Track-
Low Speed.

Yard or

Sidinq

S55
"569

Route from a Siding to a Main Track with an Advance at Proceed
or Caution or the Block Clear or No Block

All movements from or along the sidings are limited to low speed.

37
^^

3-

-S55

•569

^ lEI [aC B A
Route from One Main Track to Another

Speed through the crossover is restricted by the caution indication
where, on the straight track and under the proceed indication, tne speed
might be higher.

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATE 7
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SCHEME NO. 1

4
Terminal Territory

A General Low Speed Limit
High or Dwarf Signals

a a
S56

S70

585

38 ^
To the Next Signal at Stop

<
1

-356

-570

-S83

39 ^
To the Next Signal at Caution for a Closing- in Movement

a
-S56

-S70

-S83

40

:SB
To the Next Signal at Caution with Track Clear to the Third Signal

a
-556

570

-583

41 ^
To a Spur or Yard

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATES
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SCHEME NO. 2
INTERLOCKING

Diagrams 25 to 31 may be referred to. In applications of two—arm
signals in Scheme No. 2 to those situations, assuming that the branch

connection is a low-speed turnout or crossover, the aspect of the home

signal would be ^ instead of

k>

In Diagcams 32 to 34 the two-arm aspects in Scheme No. 2 would

be those shown, with the addition of horizontal bottom arms on the

home signals.

Medium-speed Indication

Block Clear or No Block

Medium—speed territory is similar to the low- speed terHtory, D25.

^
.-Pi

564

Advance at Proceed or Caution

See S66 and D45 below. See also D60-62 which, with the third arm
omitted, show the aspects of the home with the advance at caution under

various conditions. " /V

44
OR M S64

Route to Other Track on a Four- track Line With
Advance at Proceed or Caution

See note above.

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATES
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SCHEME NO. 2

Advance at Stop or Block Occupied

In these and certain other cases the low -speed indication is given for

movements over medium-speed routes. This diagram also illustrates the

case of one signal governing over any one of two or more medium-speed
routes. S68.

' " 'or

46-
From a Branch

S4I

'S64

Every train moving from the branch to the main line Is limited to

mecium speed at the junction.

n^q^H

47.
M ^ ^

^
H S64

One Medium-speed Signal Governing to Another

Dwarf Signals

The use of dwarf signals in Scheme No. 2
is illustrated by Diagrams 35 to 37.

Terminal Territory

Signaling in terminal territory is illustrated by Diagrams 38 to 41.

The alternative method of Scheme No. 2 is illustrated below.

For a Closing- in Movement

n n , \a
49 ^Jl •S70

To a Spur or Yard

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATE 10
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SCHEME NO. 3
INTERLOCKING

In Diagrams 32 to 34 the aspects in Scheme No. 3 would be those
shown, with the addition of one or two horizontal lower arms on each
horns signal.

Low-speed- route Indications

S38
>- S73

Low- speed Route to a Branch Main Track with an Advance
at Stop or the Block Occupied

X-Territory within which, when a train Is headed in to this route, speed
is limited to low speed; or this territory may extend to the advance.

"A
."^ A

Low- speed Route to a Branch Main Track with an Advance
at Proceed or Caution or the Block Clear or No Block

Low -speed Route from a Branch
Every train moving from the branch to the main line Is limited to low

speed at the junction.

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATE 11
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SCHEME NO. 3
2

53-
_^ n no ". ^

Route to a Passing Siding

54-

S73

ii^ ^J.
573

Route to a Spur or Industry Track

55
ELLl^

4

Against the Current of Traffic

^
-573

57-

For a Closing- in Movement

A

.^^ ii^ ^
S73UORM

For a Closing- in Movement to a Branch

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATE 12
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SCHEME NO. 3
3

Medium -speed -route and Reduce-speed Indications

n<>n"
, ^JL ^

S76

Advance at Stop

The distance from the home to the advance is less than stopping

distance at medium speed. Medium -speed territory is similar to the

low -speed territory. D50.

n^n". ^
S76

Advance at Stop
^^"

The distance from the home to the advance is not less than stopping

distance at medium speed.

^ OR

Advance at Cautioh in Permissive Blocking

H 566
376

"~S77
578

OR

—I S66
576

577
Advance at Caution 578

The distance from the advance to the train in block is less than
stopping distance at medium speed. The home is controlled by track
circuit beyond the advance or both distant and home are so controlled
if the distance from the home to the advance Is less than stopping
distance at medium speed.

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATE 13
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SCHEME NO. 3
4

nqn . <^sl
S66
-377

S78^ Advance at Caution

See D6I.

n^n",
S76
"378

No Advance— Block Occupied

ngn" ^
S77

578
Advance at Proceed or Caution

66-

n^n ^
No Advance-Block Clear or No Block

H

577

'S7d

M
S4I
'547

Fronfi a Branch

Every train moving from the branch to the main line is limited to

medium speed at the junction.

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATE 14
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SCHEME NO. 3
5

One Medium-speed-route Signal Governing to Another

The distance between home signals is assumed to be not less than

stopping distance at medium speed.

n^2H

67 M IT^^jl^JI
S78

Advance at Stop
The distance from the second home to the advance is less than

stopping distance at medium speed.

n^ 2ri

68 M mSQQi:r^-^^=r^;jS78
Advance at Stop

The distance from the second home to the advance is not less than

stopping distance at medium speed.

With no advance and the block occupied beyond the second home,
the aspect of the home would be, under each condition, as in D60-62.
The distant would, in each case, display aspect No. 8, as above.

Signals Closely Spaced

n 3M ^Sji

69 M S79

Distances X and Y Insufficient for Reduction to Medium Speed
Distance Z Sufficient

^^sL cua

S79

Distance from the Home to the Second Home Sufficient for
Reduction to Medium Speed

EXPOSITION OF SIGNAL SCHEMES PLATE 15
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SCHEME NO. 3
6

n

stopping Distance or More

c^a
71

Distances between Signals Less than Stopping Distance
-seo

t

— Stopping Distance or More-

nii t^
"!-^n n^': <>qn"

,
qni^

72
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ACTION RECOMMENDED.

Your Committee recommends that the above matter entitled "Expo-
sition of the Three Schemes of Signaling" be received as information.

(10) AUTOMATIC TRAIN CONTROL.

A Sub-Committee has made a report which has been referred back.

Your Committee, therefore, reports progress.

(11) MERITS IN VARIOUS LOCATIONS OF A. C. AND D. C.

AUTOMATIC SIGNALING.

A Sub-Committee has this matter in hand, but has not yet presented

a report.

(12) TAKE SIDING INDICATOR.

Your Committee cannot report any progress on this subject.

RECOMMENDATION FOR NEXT YEAR'S WORK.

Your Committee considers that it has completed the work on Subject

2, Economics of Labor in Signal Maintenance; Subject 5, Requisites for

Switch Indicators, and Subject 9, Analyze Signal Schemes, and recom-

mends that these subjects be closed.

Your Committee further recommends that the following subjects

be assigned

:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,

and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Report on the problem of signaling single-track roads with ref-

erence to the effect of signaling and proper location of passing sidings

on the capacity of the line.

3. Report* on specifications adopted by the Railway Signal Asso-

ciation, which, in the judgment of the Committee, warrant consider-

ation, conferring with Committee on Track on any appliances affecting

track.

4. Report on the desirability of having an overlap in automatic

signaling; if so, is it best to have two stop indications between trains

or two caution indications instead, or the latter in special cases only,

such as down-grade tracks?

5. Report on the various methods of giving signal indications

other than by means of the semaphore Cthis includes the light signal

for day and night indications).

6. Report on the feasibility of separating into distinct types of

their own (1) the signals for train operation, and (2) the marker or

signs which indicate the location or position, or both, of information

signs and switch signals for conveying information to trainmen.
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(1) The semaphore is now almost universally used for gov-

erning train operation, therefore

(2) Design suitable day and night (if necessary) markers or

signs for switch signals, derail switches, stop posts,

slow posts, resume-speed posts, water station and

trackrpan markers, highway crossing signals, etc., con-

ferring with Committee on Signs, Fences and Cross-

ings.

7. Report on requisites of signal locations for interlocking and

block signals.

8. Report on Automatic train control.

9. Report on the comparative merits in various locations of alter-

nating current and direct current for operation of automatic signals.

10. Report of applications of aspect for instructions to trains to

take siding at a non-interlocked switch.

CONCLUSIONS.

Your Committee recommends that the following action be taken on

the report submitted herewith :

1. Your Committee recommends that the subject of study of eco-

nomics of labor in signal maintenance, as reported on in previous reports

from this Committee, be considered closed.

2. That the report on the problem of signaling single track roads

with reference to the effect of signaling and proper location of passing

sidings on the capacity of line be accepted as a progress report.

3. That the report of final conclusions, standards and specifications of

the Railway Signal Association, given on pages 88 and 89, be endorsed

and that the list be published in the Manual as supplementary to the list

heretofore inserted for the information of the members of the American

Railway Engineering Association.

4. That the requisites of switch indicators, given on pages 89 to 91,

inclusive, be adopted and published in the Manual.

5. That the report on the analysis of signal schemes be received as

information.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON SIGNALS AND INTERLOCKING.







REPORT OF COMMITTEE XVI—ON ELECTRICITY.

George W. Kittredge, Chairman; D. J. Brumley, Vice-Chairman;

Z. M. Briggs, W. L. Morse,

R. D. Coombs, W. S. Murray,
A. O. Cunningham, J. A. Peabody,

Walt Dennis, Fr.\nk Rhea,

R. H. Ford, J. R. Savage,

George Gibbs, Martin Schreiber,

G. A. Harwood, a. G. Shaver,

E. B. Katte, H. U. Wallace,

C. E. Lindsay, Committee.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering Association

:

Your Committee presents herewith its annual report for the year

1916.

The following outline of work was assigned to your Committee by

the Board of Direction

:

subjects assigned.

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Report on the subject of clearances of third rail and overhead
structures, conferring with other Committees.

3. Report on the study of electrolysis and insulation and its effect

upon reinforced concrete structures.

4. Report on the study of maintenance organization and relation to

track structures.

5. Report on proper type of overhead catenary construction, with
particular reference to the consideration of providing clear vision for

signals, co-operating with Committee. on Signals and Interlocking.

6. Report on water power for electrical railway operation, in

collaboration with Committee on Conservation of Natural Resources.
7. Report recommended practice for eliminating, as far as is prac-

ticable, the interference with telephone and telegraph circuits caused by
the use of 25-cycle propulsion circuit.

8. Report on the interference with telegraph and telephone circuits

caused by the use of a direct-current propulsion circuit and methods of
eliminating this effect as far as is practicable.

9. Continue co-operation with National Joint Committee on Elec-
trolysis and the National Joint Committee on Overhead and Underground
Line Construction.

Two meetings have been held during the year, the first at New York
City on June 26, 1916, at which were present:

Geo. W. Kittredge, Chairman; R. H. Ford,

D. J. Brumley, Vice-Chairman; G. A. Harwood,

Z. M. Briggs, C. E. Lindsay,

R. D. Coombs, C. B. Martin, representing E. B.

Walt Dennis, Katte.

143
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And the second at Chicago on November 20 and 21, 1916, at which were

present

:

D. J. Brumley, Vice-Chairman, Z. M. Briggs,

presiding; Walt Dennis,

E. B. Katte, a. G. Shaver,

C. E. Lindsay, R. H. Ford.

At the meeting in New York, Sub-Committees were appointed, sub-

jects assigned and work outlined.

At the meeting in Chicago on November 20 and 21, reports from the

Sub-Committees were received, considered and ordered submitted to the

Association as follows

:

Sub-Committee No. 1.

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL.

Geo. a. Harwood, Chairman; E. B. Katte,

R. D. Coombs, C. E. Lindsay.

George Gibbs,

The following additional definitions are submitted for publication in

the Manual. These definitions, so far as possible, are identical with the

definitions of the Bureau of Standards and the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. It is recommended that the definitions be adopted

tentatively with the understanding that further consideration be given

the definitions by the Bureau of Standards, the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers and any other association interested working con-

jointly with this Committee, with the idea of having uniformity.

Third Rail.—The contact conductor placed at either side of the track, the

contact surface of which is a few inches above the level of the top

of the track rails.

Third Rail Tie.—A long tie placed at regular intervals carrying the track

rails and supporting the third rail.

Third Rail Protection.—A guard for the purpose of preventing acci-

dental contact with the third rail.

Third Rail Fixtures.—Brackets, supports, hooks, bolts, lags, insulators,

inclines, bonds and other special devices used in connection with

third rail installations.

Transmissioni System.—That portion of the conductor system carrying

current of a kind or voltage substantially diiferent from that received

by the cars or locomotives in a system in which the current generated

for electric railways is changed in kind or voltage between the gener-

ator and cars or locomotives.

A : Transmission Line Aerial.—A structure of wires and supporting

towers on which are strung cables or wires for transmitting high or

low tension current, either D. C. or A. C.
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B : Duct Line.—A structure consisting of one or more ducts laid up in

banks and covered with a protective covering, generally concrete, in

which wires or cables are placed for transmitting high or low tension

current either D. C. or A. C.

Splicing Chamber.—A chamber in a duct line where cables are spliced

and inspected.

Pulling Chamber.—A chamber similar to but smaller than splicing

chamber and used primarily for pulling cables and wires into ducts.

Splicing Chamber and Pulling Chamber Fixtures.—Racks, supports,

sleeves, shelves, sumps, pumps, covers, drains, etc.

Duct.—A single tubular runway for cables.

Multiple Duct.—Two or more ducts molded in one piece.

Jumper.—A cable used to connect the ends of two working conductors.

Working Conductor.—A contact rail or wire supplying propulsion cur-

rent to locomotives or cars.

Sub-Committee No. 2.

(2) CLEARANCES.

Report on the Subject of Clearances of Third Rail and Overhead

Structures, Conferring with Other Committees.

Geo. a. Harwood, Chairman; J. A. Peabody,

A. O. Cunningham, A. G. Shaver.

George Gibbs,

The tabular statement No. 1, page 162, shows the data covering Third

Rail Clearance on various roads in the United States brought up to date

as of November 1, 1916.

Statement No. 2, sheets 1, 2, 3 and 4, on pages 163-167, shows data cov-

ering overhead clearances on electrified railroads, brought up to date as ot

November 1, 1916.

Diagram "D" is shown on page 170-g, and has indicated thereon third

rail clearances in accordance with Diagram "A" previously adopted by this

Association and has also had indicated thereon the diagram submitted

by the Committee on Rules and Organization and adopted by the Asso-

ciation at the convention held in Alarch, 1916. It will be noted that there

is no conflict between the diagram submitted by the Committee on Rules

and Organization and the diagram submitted by the Committee on

Electricity. There has also been indicated on this diagram a broad and

a strict interpretation of the minimum clearance defined by Clearance Bill

HR. No. 16681, recently introduced in the Congress of the U. S., and

now under consideration.

It is recommended that Diagram "D" and also the tabular state-

ments 1 and 2 be published as information and it is suggested that anv

committees of the Association which may be considering the subject of

clearances furnish to the Committee on Electricity for investigation.
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copies of any suggested diagrams before presentation so as to avoid

conflict or inconsistency.

Sub-Committee No. 3.

(3) TRANSMISSION LINES AND CROSSINGS.

Report on Proper Type of Overhead Catenary Construction, v^^ith

Particular Reference to the Consideration of Providing Clear

Vision for Signals, Co-operating with Committee on Signals and
Interlocking.

R. D. Coombs, Chairman; Frank Rhea,
D. J. Brumley, J. R. Savage,

G. A. Harw^ood, a. G. Shaver,

J. A. Peabody, H. U. Wallace.

The Committee has been represented on the National Joint Com-
mittee on Overhead and Underground Line Construction by Messrs

:

G. a. Harwood, E. B. Katte.

R. D. Coombs,

There has been no recent activity on the part of the National Joint

Committee, as that Committee is awaiting the pubhcation in final form

of the U. S. Bureau of Standards Safety Code. It is the understanding

of your Committee that the said issue of the Code is not to be recom-

mended as a final standard.

The Sub-Committee has been collecting photographs, blueprints

and other data showing various types of overhead trolley construction

with special reference to their relation to clear view of signals. The

subject will be considered in conjunction with the Committee on Signals

and Interlocking.

Sub-Committee No. 4.

'

(4) ELECTROLYSIS AND INSULATION.

Report on the Study of Electrolysis and Insulation and Its Effect

Upon Reintorced Concrete Structures.

E. B. Katte, Chairman; R. H. Ford,

D. J. Brumley, W. S. Murray,

R. D. Coombs, Martin Schreiber,

A. O. Cunningham, H. U. Wallace.

George Gibbs,

Your Committee has been represented by Messrs. E. B. Katte, D. J.

Brumley and W. S. Murray on the American Committee on Electrolysis.

The report of the American Committee on Electrolysis was considered

by your Committee at its meeting held in Chicago on November 20 and

21, and accepted and it is recommended that it be published by the Asso-
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ciation as a Bulletin and in the Proceedings of the Asscoiation as informa-

tion. The report follows and it will be noted is a preliminary one con-

taining such statements of fact as the members of the American Com-
mittee at this time agree upon and that it is -the expectation of the

American Committee to ultimately, after consideration by the bodies

whom the members of the Committee represent, and such further in-

vestigation as may be necessary by the Committee, submit a further re-

port embodying principles, rules and recommendations.

Sub-Committee No. 5.

(5) MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION AND RELATION TO
TRACK STRUCTURES.

Report on the Study of Maintenance Organization and Relation to

Track Structures.

C. E. Lindsay, Chairman; W. L. Morse,

Z. M. Briggs, J. R. Savage.

Walt Dennis,

The Sub-Committee's report was considered by the meeting of the

whole Committee at Chicago on the 20th and 21st of November and is

submitted herewith as modified by the Committee

:

The work done b\' the predecessors of your Committee is reported

in Vol. 12, Part 1. pages 155 to 164 of the Proceedings for 1911. The

answers to the circulars of inquiry sent out at that time, while in the

main satisfactory, were not entirely complete, and since that date there

has been rapid increase in mileage and a change in the character of elec-

tric installations on steam railroads, so that your Committee thought it

wise to send out the circular of inquiry again, with some slight modifica-

tions, but it will not embody this circular or the detailed answers re-

ceived in this report, but will file them with the Secretary for such future

use as may be desired.

The questions and the gist of the answers are given hereafter. This

circular was sent to. 18 of the railroad companies most conspicuous in

the use of electric traction.

As far as possible, the circulars were sent to members of the Asso-

ciation employed on the respective railroads.

The following table shows the mileage of tracks electrically operated

and includes both main tracks and sidetracks on railroads replying to

the circular

:

Third Rail 706.89 Miles

Overhead Contact 1,803.72 Miles

The tendency of the development of the art in the past eight years

for long-haul traffic has been the use of the high-voltage system and the

overhead wire for the transmission of the propulsion current to the loco-
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motives and cars. All those roads which have installed the third rail for

this purpose have extended the use of the third rail wherever extensions

of electrified territory were made.

The introduction of electric traction on steam roads in America
within the past eight years has been on heavy gradients, as instanced by

the development of the Norfolk & Western Railway in the East, where
an operating division of dense freight traffic moving over mountainous

grades and through tunnels, was wholly changed to electric operation

;

and on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, in the West, where

several hundred miles of track in mountainous country with compara-

tively light traffic was also changed wholly to electric operation for both

jiassenger and freight service; the passenger service moving at relatively

high speed ; both these systems using the overhead contact wire. The
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul installation is characterized by the first

direct-current system making extensive use of regenerating braking.

Your Sub-Committee is keeping in mind the purpose of the entire

Committee, as restricted in its inception to the study, not so much of

the science of electrical traction, but to the substitution of electric trac-

tion for steam operation or its introduction upon railroads which con-

tinue to operate by steam locomotives and the effect of such use upon

the maintenance of way and structures.

MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION.

Question: "Describe or diagram your Maintenance of Way Organiza-

tion, including the maintenance of transmission hues, trolley lines,

third rails and allied apparatus, and explain briefly the changes

in your former organization made necessary by the adoption of

electric traction."

A. The introduction of electric traction has not necessitated any

radical changes in the organization of the Maintenance of Way Depart-

ments. The maintenance of the power stations, sub-stations and trans-

mission systems has usually been placed under the supervision of the

Motive Power Department or of an Electrical Department, organized

especially for the purpose, while the maintenance of the working con-

ductors, positive and negative cables, track bonding, etc., is naturally

placed under the Maintenance of Way Department.

Q. "In what respect does tlie organization shown in Vol. 12, Part 1, page

162, fail to fulfill your needs?"

The conclusions as shown on page 165 of Vol. 12, that "The prin-

ciple that electric maintenance, should, as far as possible, be performed
by existing Maintenance of Way Organization with such modifications as

may be necessary," is shown to have been warranted by subsequent de-

velopments, and the present tendency is to have the maintenance of the

electrical track installation performed as far as possible by the existing

Maintenance of Way Organization with such additions thereto as the

peculiar installations on each railroad mav demand.
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The diagrams illustrating the Maintenance of Way Organization as

modified to include the maintenance of the electrical track installation are

so varied as to. be of very little use for the general information of the

Association, unless elaborate explanation is given, accompanying condi-

tions peculiar to each installation, but these charts will be filed with

the Secretary and will be available for future use. The diagram shown

on page 162 of Volume 12 has not been useful in the development of this

feature of electric traction because there was such a diversity of pre-

existing maintenance of way organizations, so that it seems impracticable

to illustrate in one chart an organization that will be typical.

LENGTH OF TRACK MAINTENANCE SECTIONS.

Q. "Did the sujsstitution of electricity for steam necessitate material

changes in the length of track sections or in the forces em-

ployed? Please describe them."

Tiie introduction of electric traction has not necessitated any ma-

terial change in the length of track sections or in the force employed:

those features being dominated by density of traffic, rather than by the

character of the propulsion power.

RULES AND SPECIAL INSTALLATIONS.

Q. "Please furnish cbpies of rules and special instructions relative to

Maintenance of Way and Structures, including transmission and

contact systems."

The introduction of electric traction has resulted in the issuance of

rules and special instructions, some of which are very elaborate. Copies

of books of rules have been received and have been filed with the Secre-

tary. They will be of use to the Committee on Rules and Organization

when that Committee reaches this branch of its subject.

SNOW, SLEET AND WIND STORMS.

Q. "What means do you use to prevent or recover from interruptions

to operations by snow, ice or sleet on electric contact rail or

wire ?"

It has been said that the problem of the steam locomotive was to

keep it hot and the problem of the electric locomotive to keep it cool, so

that excessively low temperatures are no disadvantage in the operation

of electric equipment; storms accompanied by the formation of snow and

sleet and by high winds may interfere with the operation of trains by

affecting the transmission and contact devices.

There are two general types of third rail—the top contact and the

under contact, either of which may be protected against snow and slee'..

The design of protection is illustrated in Fig. No. 1, page 168.

With the overhead wire sj'stem of transmission, including contact wire,

there is no practical protection against ice, sleet and wind.

Snowdrifts forming around the third rail are troublesome only when

the climatic conditions are such that the passage of the third rail sh^e

through the drift spreads the snow in a thin layer on the surface of the
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third rail to which it freezes, forming ice which it is very difficult to

remove. Snowdrifts over third rails where the traffic is infrequent are

apt to become frozen so hard as to break off the third rail shoe and sup-

porting devices. Shoes not in contact with the third rail, running througli

drifts, often carry enough snow along on the 'surface to a point where

the shoe comes in contact again with the third rail, causing ice troubles

and loss of metallic contact.

Sleet storms are troublesome in any system of electric propulsion, the

under running third rail system being least liable to serious interruption

from this cause.

On the overhead wires, both those used for transmission and con-

tact, the accumulation of ice durmg a sleet storm may be sufficient to break

the wires by the additional weight accompanied by the contraction due

to the low temperature and by the excessively high winds which usually

follow a sleet storm. Until this accumulation of ice can be removed

from the contact wire, either by the action of the wind or by mechanical

action, there is very apt to be serious interruption to train movement.

High winds may also cause interruption to train movement by blowing;

down the transmission wires, or by blowing trees or other objects across

transmission wires, interfering with either the passage of the current

or with the signal or telephone system.

The peculiar means used for recovery from storms of the character

above described, necessitated by electric traction, are the use of calcium

chloride and mechanical scrapers to remove the accumulation of ice from

the third rail or contact wire.

On roads of dense traffic the frequent passage of trains is often suffi-

cient alone to prevent the accumulation of ice or :?now to such an ex-

tent as to interfere with the operation. Heavier springs have been used on

contact shoes and on pantagraphs to insure contact and afford a scraping

action. With the top conta(;t third rail, the use of a solution of calcium

chloride, supplied by a car of special design, is very effective in prevent-

ing the interruption of traffic by the formation of ice on the third rail, and

is not harmful to the structure. It is som^imes necessary with the over-

head system to use a "V" shaped scraper to remove the ice from the con-

tact wires, especially those over tracks infrequently used. It is also

necessary to remove the accumulation of ice from the pantagraphs by

the use of live steam at terminals.

BONDS.

Q. "Please furnish print showing rail bonds in relation to the rail joint,

indicating any changes in joint made necessary by the bond, de-

scribing the advantages and disadvantages of different types from

a track standpoint."

The use of the running rails for the return circuit in an electric

traction installation, necessitates the use of copper bonds at the rail

joint, to secure the capacity of the rail section at the joints for the return

of the current.
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Varior-s Upes of bonds have been used and in almost every case the

type of bond used has been such as to require no change in the dimen-

sions of the angle bar or other device forming the rail joint. Several

types of rail bonds are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, pages 169, 170. One

type of bond, not illustrated, consists of a copper strap soldered to the

ends of the angle bar and to the web of the rail. The objection to this

type is that under traffic the solder may crystallize and the bond fall otr.

An earlier type consisted of a ribbon lx>nd placed under the angle bar of

special design, the bond being fastened to the rail through special holes

and contact obtained by compression. The ribbon portion of this bond

gave considerable trouble by breaking and cable bonds were substituted.

Another type of bond consists of a strap of copper "U" shaped, brazed

to the side of the head of the rail, spanning the joint.

Another type along the same general design and used similarly is the

pin expanded type in which the terminal of the bond is in the form of

a hollow cylinder placed in a special hole in the web of the rail drilled

either under or beyond the angle bar and a steel drift pin is then forced

into the hole in the cylinder, insuring contact with the rail.

On account of the exposure to theft and mechanical injury, the tend-

ency is to place the bond under the angle bar, but this prevents inspection

unless the angle bar is removed. To overcome this, a type of bond

is used, one end of which is brazed to the rail, then pushed under the

joint and the other end brazed to the opposite rail. One bolt is re-

moved to allow a crimp in the 1)ond to pass and the bolt is then replaced,

serving to retain the bond in position.

Where there is no danger from theft, cable bonds of various de-

signs of attachment to the rail are placed outside the angle bar.

The progress of the art has not extended far enough to warrant a

recommendation as to the most desirable types.

IMPEDANCE BOND.

Q. "Please furnish prints showing the design and location of the im-

pedance bond with reference to track."

Where signal systems necessitating a track circuit are in use, it is

necessary to use a current for the signal system differing in character-

istics from those of the propulsion current. In order not to interrupt the

negative propulsion current at the ends of the track circuits, a device

known as an Impedance Bond is used, as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5.

pages 170-a, 170-b, which show its general dimensions and its relation to

the track structure.

On some roads this device is placed between tracks snd on other

roads it is placed between rails. It is desirable to locate these devices

between tracks wherever practicable in order to reduce the possibility

of damage thereto by parts of passing equipment that may be draggmg

below the level of the rail heads and in order to reduce the interference

with track maintenance.
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JUMPERS.

Q. "Please furnish print showing the design of jumpers for carrying

current across gaps with relation to track, road crossings, etc."

"Please furnish prints showing the layout of third rail at turnouts

and crossovers."

"Describe or illustrate the method of supplying current at gaps in

the third rail."

It is necessary to carry the propulsion current across gaps in the

third rail where the third rail changes its location from one side of the

track to the other or where a gap is left at a highway crossing or for

other necessary openings. A typical device of this kind is illustrated in

Fig. 6, page 170-c.

In the maintenance of such jumpers, care must be taken to prevent

damage by water, which may result in short circuits or leaks to the run-

ning rails tnrough the ground. This may result in charging the surround-

ing ground with electricity to such an extent as to be dangerous.

With the overhead system, such underground devices are not neces-

sary. With both systems the track rail section is sometimes not suffi-

cient to carry the return circuit and it is necessary to augment it by

separate metallic return, connected to the track rails at frequent intervals,

but such connections can be so located as not to interfere with track

maintenance.

GAPS.

Q. What are the maximum lengths of gaps being operated with anultiple

unit equipment and with electric locomotives?"

With the third rail or overhead wire, gaps of considerable length in

the working conductor can be passed without interference with the train

operation. The length of the gap that can be coasted over is not infre-

quently two hundred or three hundred feet more than the length of the

locomotive or train.

Where there are crossovers, turnouts, crossing frogs, and other

special track constructions, it is necessary to make gaps in the third

rail, and so locate it as to make these gaps as short as possible and a

typical installation at such a location is shown in Fig. 7, page 170-d.

In one of the very earliest of third rail installations, a movable third rail

is provided at such points, operated in connection with, and by the inter-

locking apparatus, so that there are no actual gaps in the third rail.

Where the gaps in the third rail are quite long, and are located at such

points that the stalling of a train within the limits of such a gap would

be very objectionable, it is frequently arranged to provide continuous

contact by means of an overhead working conductor of the third rail

type, suitably supported, either from an existing superstructure 'or one

specially designed for the purpose and supplied with current from the,

adjacent third rail. It is usual, however, to coast over very long gaps in

the third rail.
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EFFECT UPON MAINTENANCE EMPLOYES' EFFICIENCY.

Q. "What has been your experiences, as to the effect of presence of the

third rail upon the trackman :

"(a) Through fear of injury?

"(b) Through the physical obstruction to walking and work-

ing on track?

"(c) By what per cent, has their efficiency been reduced?"

The presence of the third rail upon a track results in noticeable pre-

cautions being taken by employes walking and working thereon. This

expresses itself in the first instance as timidity, but this fear soon wears

off and the precaution necessary becomes a habit, and thereafter the re-

duction in efficiency and the liability of accident depend, somewhat, upon

familiarity which breeds contempt.

The reduction in noise of a train propelled by electricity, as com-

pared with steam service, is very noticeable. The absence of the ex-

haust and of escaping steam and the difference in the character of the

whistle signals given is such as to render it necessary to exercise

greater watchfulness for approaching trains upon an electrically-operated

road.

The efficiency due to causes "A" and "B" on the third rail system

has been reduced. On one system which is located wholly in tunnels or

between retaining walls, these restrictions offer greater obstructions to

free movement than does the third rail.

With the overhead system there is no physical obstruction or danger

to the free movement of employes on the tracks, but these elements are

transferred to the employes working on top of the equipment and on sta-

tions and bridges.

The general effect of the presence of high-voltage wire close to a

bridge structure is similar to the presence of the third rail on the track,

but no information is available as to the extent of the reduction of

efficiency of the employes or the increase in the cost of the work of re-

pairing such structures.

LOCATION OF THIRD RAIL AT PLATFORMS.

Q. "What precautions are taken in the location of third rail at plat-

forms to prevent injury to passengers?"

Wherever possible the third rail is located' on the opposite side of

the track from low platforms. Where the platform is sufficiently above

the level of the running rails it is so designed that it projects over and

protects the third, rail and equipment shoe. Where the platform is level

with the top of the rail and the -third rail is located on the side of the

track opposite from the platform, it is necessary to furnish some means

of preventing passengers or employes from coming in contact with the

shoes on passing equipment. This can be none by keeping the edge of

the platform far enough from the rail or by marking in some suitable

way, a stripe upon the platform with suitable warning.
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UNEQUAL LOADING OF TIES.

Q. "What has been the effect of the unequal loading of the ties by the

third rail upon the expense of maintaining the track in proper

cross level?"

The presence of the third rail supported by a longer track tie, located

on one side of the track, loads the ballast unequally and unless precau-

tions are taken to tamp the third rail tie for its entire length, the track

is apt to get out of cross-level irregularly and objectionably. The exact

expense of overcoming this difficulty is not determinable.

EFFECT UPON TRACK WORK.

Q. "What changes in methods of track work have been made necessary

by the ihird rail, i. e., in renewing ties, relaying rail, ballasting,

spiking, lining, surfacing, etc.?"

The presence of the third rail has made necessary certain changes in

the method of track work.

(a) Renezving Ties.—The cost of this work has been increased as

much as fifteen per cent. The well-established system of taking the old

tie out on one side of the track and putting in the new tie from the

other side must be abandoned, and the work entirely done from one side.

The presence of the third rail renders difficult the withdrawal of the

line of spikes adjacent thereto.

(b) Relaying Running Rail.—The renewal of the running rail is

rendered more difficult by the presence of the third rail in that the old

rail and the new rail must be handled on one side of the track opposite

from the third rail.

As the ties supporting the third rail are usually carefully located

with reference to the joint in the running rail, so that rail joints do not

come upon the third rail ties, the shifting of the rail by expansion and

contraction or rail creeping, and the gain or loss in the location of the

joint when replacing rail, necessitates greater care in the selection of rail

and in the laying of it, to maintain the relationship of the rail joint to

the third rail ties.

The increased cost of relaying rail is estimated by some to amount

to at least 15 per cent., on account of the physical obstruction of the

presence of the third rail.

(c) Ballasting.—The distribution of ballast by plowing it off fiat

cars or unloading from side dump cars is impracticable where there is third

rail, as it is liable to be damaged by the falling material, so that a system

of distribution by center dump cars is necessary, and even with those pre-

cautions care must be taken, to promptly level down the ballast below

the plane of the running rails and beyond the possibility of contact with

the. third rail or with the shoes of the cars.

The presence of the third rail interferes greatly with the operation

of jacks oil that side of the track, necessitating the use of jacks between

the running rails, under flag protection, which is not a satisfactory loca-

tion for jacking the heavier side of the track. The added weight of the
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third rail and its appurtenances must also be lifted and care taken net

to make the raise in the track so abrupt as to crack the insulators and

attachments to the third rail.

It is estimated by some that the cost of ballasting has been in-

creased at least 10 per cent, where the third rail is in use.

(d) Lining.—The presence of the third rail on a track makes it

necessary to use the adjacent running rail as the line rail in .all cases,

as the gage between the running rail and the third rail must be pre-

served, so that, as the third rail transposes from one side of the track

to the other, the line rail is similarly transposed. In gaging the track the

line rail must be trued to line first and the opposite rail gaged from it.

(e) Surfacing.—The presence of the third rail requires the use of a

jack between the running rails and its protection by a flagman, as ex-

plained under "Ballasting." It also requires the foreman to do all his

sighting from a position between the running rails with his head be-

tween the running rail and the third rail, and on curves this is not alwaj^s

the best position for such work.

(f) Tools.—The use of the third rail has developed a number of

special appliances, the most conspicuous of which is the tie tamping

machine operated either by compressed air or electrically driven devices

with power taken from the third rail. The development of this tool

originated about ten years ago and has been brought to a state of useful

perfection by the invention of the jack hammer. In the earlier types of

pneumatic tools the tool was a part of the piston, but in the jack hammer
the tool is separate from the piston and remains stationary and is struck

by the piston, rendering it possible for the operator to hold the tool in

the desired position with a maximum of accuracy and a minimum of effort.

The design of the tie tamper has been modified also so that compressed

air can be obtained for the apparatus by the use of gasoline power.

Another useful tool is the low jack, which can be placed between

the rails, the lifting bar being of such length that the top of it does not

project more than two inches above the plane of the running rail, thus

reducing to a minimum the possibility of an accident from equipment

striking the jack. This tool has a maximum lift of six inches and a

capacity of ten tons.

The presence of convenient power close to the track has permitted the

development and general use of machines for grinding, boring and drill-

ing, tightening bolts, driving spikes, tamping and similar work, formerly

done by hand, and also the use of portable electric lights and electric

track heaters for melting snow and ice at switches, etc.

USE OF HAND CARS^ MOTOR CARS, ETC.

Q. "Has the third rail made necessary changes in the methods of using

hand cars, motor cars, etc.?"

The presence of the third rail has restricted the use of hand cars,

truck cars, motor cars, etc., owing to the presence of the physical obstruc-

tion of the third rail on one side of the track, especially in multiple track
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layouts, where it is difficult, if not impossible, to carry such a car across

from one track to the other. The increase in the density of traffic, co-

incident with the introduction of electric traction, is often a greater re-

striction upon the use of these small cars, and it is desirable in using

such cars on the third rail system to do so, only under orders or under

flag protection.

METHODS OF UNLOADING MATERIALS ADJACENT TO THIRD RAILS.

Q. "What changes in methods have been necessitated in unloading rail,

ties and other heavy material, and to what extent has this in-

creased or decreased the cost of such work?"

The presence of the third rail requires special care and increased

expense in the loading and unloading of rail, ties, frogs, switches and

heavier material, in order to avoid damage to the third rail and its appur-

tenances, but no exact figures are available. The increase in cost is offset

to some extent by the general use of machinery, such as derricks, rail

unloaders and similar devices for such purposes.

LOCATION OF THIRD RAIL.

Q. "Describe the location of third rail on multiple track layouts."

On double-track layouts it is desirable to put both the third rails be-

tween tracks, and where there are more than two tracks ihe third rail

should be generally located with the idea of keeping the third rails in

pairs between the tracks. On sharp curves it is sometimes necessary to

locate the third rail on the outside of the curve in order to avoid damage

from the overhang of equipment. In any third rail system over which

steam railroad equipment is operated, it is necessary to put up at

strategic points a device for detecting and marking any equipment that

will not properly clear the third rail in the territory which it is approach-

ing and insure means for having such equipment removed from the train

before reaching the third rail territory.

STOCK-GUARDS.

Q. "Describe the relation of third rail to stock-guards."

Where it is necessary to use a stock-guard in connection with

the third rail system, it is desirable to avoid the use of metal and the

stock-guard should project at least half its length beyond the end of

the third rail. Stock-guards of wood and vitrified construction are

suitable for such locations. See Fig. 8, page 170-e.

THIRD RAIL TYPES.

Q. "Describe or illustrate any special feature relative to the third rail

installed on your road."

Various types of third rail construction are used. In an early in-

stallation the third rail was located under a platform which was flush

with the rail tops and access to the third rail was obtained by means of
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a narrow slot in the platform, but the use of this design, while it served

its purpose admirably, has not been extended.

SUPPORT OF OVERHEAD WORKING CONDUCTORS.

Q. "Please furnish print showing the attachment to bridge structures."

In the more extended use of the overhead working conductor there

have been several designs used, the simplest being the wooden pole, others

being concrete poles, latticed posts, straight and curved, latticed bridges

spanning the tracks, etc. There is nothing especially interesting in the

design of these supports from a maintenance standpoint. The attachment

of overhead wires to existing bridges and other superstructures is of in-

terest to the maintenance of way employes, in that it is necessary to

afford ample insulation between the structure and the wires and the

necessary physical protection for the superstructure against contact with

the trolley or pantagraph by which the passing equipment takes its cur-

rent. The development of these details has not been such as to enable

the Committee to present any designs that are typical. (See Figs. 9-13,

pp. 170-e, 170-f, 170-g.)

WARNING SIGNS FOR OVERHEAD WORKING CONDUCTORS.

Q. "Please describe or illustrate the means employed to warn employes

of low clearance of overhead wires or conductors."

With the overhead system it is practically impossible to afford suffi-

cient overhead clearance at all points to clear an employe standing on

the top of the highest equipment. To safeguard such employes, on one

road a specially painted and illuminated warning sign is used. On an-

other road all points on the main track with less clearance than twenty-

one feet six inches are bulletined and receipts obtained from all employes

whose duties require them to come close to such wires. In yards all

wires of less than twenty-one feet six inches clearance are designated by

illuminated signs reading, "HIGH WIRE" or "LOW WIRE." On another

road warning of low clearance is given by bamboo poles, extending hori-

zontally over the track, supported by a hinge device attached to the

pole supporting the wire system, permitting lateral upward movement.

The life of the bamboo is considerably shortened by the blows from the

passing pantagraphs.

SIGNALS.

Q. "What has been the effect of the overhead conductor upon the design

and location of signals?"

The use of the overhead working conductor has had its effect upon

the design and location of signals dependent upon the design. On one

road a signal system was devised by which the signals were suspended

below the structure supporting the wires. On two railroads the use of the

semaphore was entirely abandoned and day and night signaling by the use

of lights was devised. But in any system of overhead wires it is very

necessary to study the location of the signals in order to obviate or

minimize any interference with the view by the overhead structure. (A
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further study of the subject seems to come within the province of

Committee X.)

WORKING CONDUCTORS AT DRAWBRIDGES.

Q. "Please furnish a plan showing the method of providing continuous

supply and return circuits at draw and lift bridges, and describe

what precautions have been taken to prevent injury to or inter-

ference with the operation of such structures."

With either the third rail or the overhead working conductor the

drawbridge presents a special problem to provide propulsion current with-

out long gaps. Current can be carried to the draw pier by submarine

cables and the working conductor on the drawbridge supplied with

current with a very small gap at the ends of the draw.

PROTECTION AGAINST SHORT CIRCUIT.

Q. "What precautions have been necessary to protect steel structures from

damage by short circuit?"

Steel structures in bridges, viaducts, stations, etc., in close proximity

to the third rail or overhead wires are exposed to the danger of injury

by arc created by short circuits and it is desirable that all such struc-

tures should be protected by a device to open the circuit breakers in case

of a short circuit to the structure.

EFFECT OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT ON MAINTENANCE.

Q. "Describe the effect of the use of electrical equipment on maintenance

(including cost) of

(a) Rail (d) Spikes and plates

(b) Line (e) Joints

(c) Surface (f) iFrogs

Q. "Has the elimination of counter balance had any appreciable effect

on the cost of track maintenance?"

The introduction of electric traction has developed special designs

of electric equipment, such as electric locomotives, motor cars operating

in multiple, etc. The effect of the use of such equipment on the mainte-

nance of the various parts of the track structure is worthy of further

study.

Rail.—The flange wear on curves where multiple-unit equipment is

used is believed to be greater than where steam equipment is used,

estimated in one case to be as much as 25 per cent. The damage to the

wheels is not so great as it is with steam operation. The corrugation of

the running surface of the rail with multiple unit equipment is a noticeable

detail, tending to shorten the life of the rail. The trucks of multiple

unit cars being generally heavier than the trucks of corresponding equip-

ment in steam operation are believed to be the cause of this corrugation

in the process of accelerating and retarding the movement of the train.

With electric locomotives the rail wear is believed to be no greater than

with steam locomotives of equal weight and wheel base.
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Line and Surface.—The greater proportion of the total weight in

some designs of electric locomotives, which is below the springs, requires

the maintenance of line and surface in better general condition than with

steam equipment, and necessitates the design of the electric locomotive so as

to control and restrict its lateral movements which otherwise might be-

come of such magnitude as to injure or displace the track. These fea-

tures of electric equipment have also brought about the strengthening of

the details of spikes and tie plates, which has added to the cost of track

construction but which tends to reduce the cost of track maintenance.

No appreciable effect is observed upon the first cost or maintenance of

frogs, switches, crossings and other special appliances. The usual in-

crease in traffic density, coincident with the introduction of electric trac-

tion, renders it difficult to segregate the increases in cost of maintenance

due to the change in the type of equipment.

In most cases of electric installation the use of steam locomotives is

continued to some extent, so that it has not been possible to determine

the extent to which the cost of track maintenance has been modified by

the elimination of the unbalanced reciprocating parts of the steam loco-

motives, but it is believed that there has been a decided gain in the re-

spect where steam locomotives have heretofore been operating at high

speeds and where such use of steam locomotives has been materially re-

duced.

On electrical installations there is a decided advantage from a main-

tenance standpoint because of the elimination of corrosion due to loco-

motive gases, absence of cinders and ashes, and the elimination of fire

therefrom and the more cleanly condition of ballast.

REGENERATING BRAKING.

Q. "What efifect has regenerative braking had upon the cost or methods

of track maintenance?"

The introduction of regenerative braking as a detail of electric opera-

tion in this country is so recent that any effect that it may have upon

the costs or methods of track maintenance is not yet developed.
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Sub-Committee No. 6.

(6) WATER POWER.

Report on Water Power for Electrical Railway Operation in Collabo-

ration WITH Committee on Conservation of Natural
Resources.

Report Recommended Practice for Eliminating, as Far as is Prac-

ticable, THE Interference with Telephone and Tlegraph Circuits

Caused by the Use of 25-Cycle Propulsion Circuit.

Report on the Interference with Telegraph and Telephone Circuits

Caused by the Use of a Direct-Current Propulsion Circuit and

Methods of Eliminating This Defect as Far as is Practicable.

George Gibbs, Chairman; A. G. Shaver,

Z. M. Briggs, Martin Schreiber,

R. H. Ford, Frank Rhea,

E. B. Katte, H. U. Wallace.

W. S. Murray,
It will be noted that two entirely different subjects have been as-

signed to this Sub-Committee, namely a report on water power for elec-

tric railway operation and a report on recommended practice regarding

the elimination of interference by electric propulsion currents with tele-

phone and telegraph circuits.

Water Power.—The Committee feels that the instructions are hardly

sufficiently definite as regards the work required and that it should re-

ceive from the Association more detailed instructions. As regards this

question, the Committee is requested to collaborate with the Conservation

of Natural Resources Committee.

The Conservation Committee has been in existence a number of years

and has made six reports to the Association. The reports deal chiefly

with questions of tree planting and reforestation, prevention of fires, coal,

fuel oil, timber and iron ore resources of the country. The report of 1914

speaks of water power as constituting a study of two aspects, namely:

(1) In the cases of railways contemplating electrification.

(2) In the cases where electric power decreases the consumption of

coal to the extent of lowering railroad revenues, interfering with the

prosperity of coal mining communities.

Your Committee has conferred with the Vice-Chairman of the Con-

servation Committee to effect a division of work between the two Com-
mittees which will prevent duplication of effort. It is believed that the

Conservation Committee will agree to a division of the subject which will

place upon that Committee the duty of reporting on water power in so far

as it concerns the features of its preservation and conservation for in-

dustrial uses and leaving the technical aspects, as regards its utilization

for electric traction purposes, to be dealt with by the Committee on

Electricity.
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In order to present a full report upon the value of water power for

electric traction uses, it will be necessary for your Sub-Committee to

collect considerable data, both as to available water power and as to the

existing installations, together with the practical and economic results ob-

tained from their use. This information your Committee has been unable

to obtain in the short time it has had at its disposal and therefore can

submit only a progress report.

Interference zuith Telephone and Telegraph Lines.—In the opinion of

your Committee, very little of a definite nature can be deduced in the

present state of the art. The long-distance transmission of electrical

energy at high potential and the use of electrical energy for traction pur-

poses has led to a consideration of best methods of protection against

inductive interferences. The subject is still and probably will be for some
time under investigation before definite conclusions can be reached and

standard practice deduced for both traction and telephone and telegraph

companies in the installation and operation of their systems. A report,

therefore, at the present time must be inconclusive.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. Your Committee recommends for adoption and publication in

the Manual the definitions listed in the report of Sub-Committee No. 1,

Manual Committee.

2. The acceptance and publication in the Proceedings as information

of the tabular statements, Nos. 1 and 2, showing third rail clearances on

various roads and data relative to the overhead clearances on electrified

railroads, and Diagram "D" submitted by the Sub-Committee on Clear-

ances.

3. Acceptance and publication in the Proceedings as informanoii ez

the report of the American Committee on Electrolysis.

4. The acceptance and publication, as information, of the report on

Maintenance Organization and Relation to Track Structures.

5. The acceptance of the balance of the report as one of progress.

6. The Committee recommends that representatives continue to serve

on the American Committee on Electrolysis and on the National Joint

Committee on Overhead and Underground Line Construction.

It is also recommended that the statistical data furnished by the Sub-

Committee on Clearances be added to from year to year and kept up to

date, and that the other subjects previously assigned to the Committee

be continued with the idea of submitting definite reports as soon as the

time is opportune. The Committee also asks for such other instructions

as may seem necessary or desirable.

Respectfully submitted for the Committee by

'George W. Kittredge, Chairman
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Fig. 9. Attachment of Overhead Working Conductor to Super-

structure. Low Voltage Direct Current System.

EiG. 10. Support for Overhead Working Conductor at Complicated

Track Layout. Low Voltage Direct Current System.
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Fig. 13. Attachment of Overhead Working Conductor to Superstruc-

ture. High Voltage Alternating Current System, Showing

Screens to Prevent Contact.

Fig. 14. Illuminated Sign for Low Ovfj^head Working Conductor on

Boston & Maine Railroad.
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PREFACE.
Those familiar with the history of the electric railway in-

dustry in the United States in the early 90's and subsequently

for a decade, will recall the great rapidity with which the electric

railway was developed and the litigation that resulted between

the gas and water companies and the electric railway com-

panies over the introduction into the field of the electric rail-

way using a grounded return circuit. The utility companies

whose properties were threatened with damage from elec-

trolysis due to these grounded return circuits of the railway com-

panies, attempted by all legitimate means to prevent the

acceptance of the grounded return circuit, with the result

that in one or two cases,—for instance, in the city of Cincinnati,

a complete metallic overhead return circuit was adopted and is

still in operation, but the electric railway operated with a

grounded return circuit in connection with the overhead trolley

became the standard, and rapidly spread throughout the country,

and still remains the standard for electric traction systems.

At first when the electric railway systems were small, and

light cars were used, the quantity of current flowing through

the rails was not large, and the possibility of damage from

electrolysis was comparatively small, but as the systems were ex-

tended and the weight and number of cars greatly increased,

the problem became much more serious, and began to demand
special attention. It is only within the past four or five

years that the subject has been sufficiently well understood

by engineers generall}- to make it probable that their opinions

could be made to agree upon standard methods for the pre-

vention or adequate mitigation of electrolysis.

At the present time, due to the fact that the grounded return

circuit s^^stem has been so long established and so extensively

adopted, with the result that millions have been invested in

copper for supplemental rail return circuits, the engineers now
endeavoring to seek a solution of the question find themselves

confronted with the problem not only how best to design and in-

stall a new system to prevent damage from electrolysis, but also

175
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what can be done with the electric railway systems as they

exist in cities today.

While recourse to the courts has always been open, the prov-

ing in court of the precise amount of damage that has been

occasioned by electrolysis, as distinct from other causes, and

accurately proportioning such damage between various elec-

trical companies, has made the fixing of responsibility extremely

difficult. In view of this unsatisfactory condition it was thought

best by the National Societies representing those connected with

the various utilities involved to take up the subject compre-

hensively and endeavor, if possible, by co-operation among them-

selves and with other interested associations and corporations to

gather and classify information, and if then found feasible to

agree upon and recommend methods which without being finan-

cially prohibitive will nevertheless practically eliminate damage
from electrolysis.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers with this

object in view invited the following bodies to officially appoint

representatives to serve upon a committee for which the name
The American Committee on Electrolysis was finally adopted

:

American Electric Railway Association.

American Gas Institute.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

American Railway Engineering Association.

American Telephone & Telegraph Company.
American Water Works Association.

National Bureau of Standards.

National Electric Light Association.

Natural Gas Association.

The first meeting of the Committee was held in the Directors'

Room, American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 33 West
39th Street, New York City, May 27th, 1913, to make pre-

liminary arrangements, and the second meeting held at the

same place on February 25, 1914, resulted in the selection of

a permanent chairman and secretary, and the appointment of

the various sub-committees.

The result of the work of these sub-committees is embodied

in the various sections of the accompanying report.

Owing to the complexity of the subject and the need for

thorough discussion in the several technical bodies, and for

further investigation by the interests involved the Committee

has thought best not to attempt to issue a final report at the
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present time, but has endeavored to present the subject in this

prehminary report by such statements of fact as its members can,

at this time, unanimously agree upon, with the expectation that,

after the consideration of these statements of fact by the bodies

whom the members of this committee represent, and such further

investigation as may be necessary by the Committee, a report

will ultimately be prepared, embodying principles, rules and
recommendations which will form a basis for solving this com-
plicated problem.

New York City,

September 21st, 1916.
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I. PRINCIPLES AND DEFINITIONS.

A. ELECTROLYSIS IN GENERAL.

1. Electrolysis is the process by which chemical changes are

caused by an electric current, independent of any heating effect.

Note. These changes usually occur in a water solution

of an acid, alkali or salt. By the passage of an electric current

through it, water (containing a trace of acid) is decom-
posed into hydrogen and oxygen, copper is deposited from
a solution of copper sulphate, silver from solutions of silver

salts. Electroplating, electrotyping, and refining of metals

by electrodeposition are useful applications of electrolysis

in the arts. Electrolysis is involved in the charge and
discharge of storage batteries, and in the operation of

primary batteries.

In order that electrolysis may occur, the following condi-

tions must be present:

(a) There must be a flow of electric current through a

conducting liquid from one terminal to another;

(b) The conducting liquid must be a chemical com-
pound or solution which can be altered by the action of the

electric current.

2. Electrolyte, Electrode, Anode, Cathode. The electrolyte

is the solution (or fused salt) through which the electric cur-

rent flows; the conducting terminals are the electrodes; the

terminal by which the current enters the solution is the

anode; the terminal by which it leaves is the cathode.

Note. The chemical changes caused by the current may
affect both the electrolyte and the electrodes. In the case of a

solution of copper sulphate with copper plates as electrodes,

copper is removed from the anode by the current and
carried into solution; an equal amount of copper is de-

posited upon the cathode. In general, the metal travels

with the current toward the cathode.

3. Amount of Chemical Action. (Faraday's Law). The amount
of chemical action taking place at the anode and also at the

cathode (as expressed by Faraday's law) is proportional to

(1) the strength of current flowing, (2) the duration of the

183
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current, and (3) the chemical equivalent weights of the sub-

stances.

Note. Otherwise expressed, the quantity of metal or other
substance separated is proportional to the total quantity
of electricity passing and the electro-chemical equivalent
of the substance or substances concerned. The electro-

chemical equivalent of a metal is proportional to its atomic
weight divided by its valence. Faraday's law is so exactly
realized in practice under favorable conditions that it is

used as the basis for the definition of the international
ampere, one of the fundamental electrical units.

4. Cause of Current Flow. The current flowing through the

electrolyte may be due (1) to an external electromotive force

or (2) tp the difference of potential due to the use of electrodes

of different materials or to solutions of different concentrations.

Note. The first case is illustrated by electrolysis of dilute

sulphuric acid using two lead plates and an external battery

;

the second by the electrolysis of the same solution using
a zinc and a copper plate, which touch each other inside or

outside the solution. The first occurs in charging a storage

battery; the second in the discharging of a primary battery
or a storage battery.

6. Electrolysis by Local Action. Instead of two plates of

different metals the same result may follow with one plate if it

is chemically impure or otherwise heterogeneous, when immersed

in dilute acid.

Note. Such a plate excites local currents and a loss of

metal occurs at all the anode areas. This local action causes

impure zinc to dissolve rapidly in a solution which has no
action on pure zinc.

6. Anodic Corrosion is the term applied to the loss of metal

by electrolysis at the anode.

Note. When iron is anode the iron is carried into solution

by the current, the first product being a salt of iron, the

nature of which depends upon the character of the elec-

trolyte. In dilute sulphuric acid, ferrous sulphate is

formed, in hydrochloric acid, ferrous chloride, etc. These
first products of the electrolysis are frequently modified

by secondary reactions.

7. Secondary Reactions are the chemical changes which

occur at or near the electrodes, by which the primary products
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of electrolysis are converted into other chemical substances,

and are sometimes followed by other reactions.

Note. Ferrous hydroxide formed by the union of iron with
hydroxyl ions set free at the anode, is subsequently con-

verted into iron oxide due to the reactions with oxygen
dissolved in the electrolyte. When lead is cathode in an
alkali soil or solution, the alkali metal (such as sodium
or potassium) reacts with water at the cathode and forms
alkali hydroxide, setting free hydrogen. This hydroxide
may (especially after the current ceases) react with the
lead chemically and form lead hydroxide, which in turn
may combine with carbon dioxide, forming lead carbonate.

8. Cathodic Corrosion is the term applied to the corrosion

due to the secondary reactions of the cathodic products of

electrolysis, as described in the preceding paragraph. The
metal of the cathode is not removed directly by the electric

current but may be dissolved by a secondary action of alkali

produced by the current.

Note : The anodic corrosion is more common and more
serious; cathodic corrosion, however, sometimes occurs on
lead and other metals that are soluble in alkali. Cathodic
corrosion never occurs in the case of iron.

B. ELECTROLYSIS OF UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES.

9. General. In the electrolysis of gas and water pipes, cable

sheaths, and other underground metallic structures, and the

rails of electric railways, the moisture of the soil with its dis-

solved acids, salts, and alkalis is the electrolyte, and the metal

pipes, cable sheaths and rails are the electrodes.

Note. Where the current flows away from the pipes,

the latter serve as anodes and the metal is corroded.

Metal or gas or alkali, according to the nature of the soil,

will be set free at the cathode.

10. Self Corrosion is the term applied when a pipe or other

mass of impure or heterogeneous metal buried in the soil is

corroded due to electrolysis by local action.

Note. This is called "self corrosion" because the elec-

tric current originates on the metal itself, without any
external agency to cause the current to flow. Self cor-

rosion may also be due to direct chemical action.
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11. Acceleration of Local or Self Corrosion. Self corrosion is

accelerated by the presence of acids or salts in the soil water

which lower its resistance as an electrolyte, and also by cinders,

coke or other conducting particles of different electric potential

which augment the local electric currents. In the latter case the

metal need not be heterogeneous.

Note. A pipe may be destroyed in a relatively short
time by self corrosion or local action if buried in wet
cinders or in certain soils.

12. Coefficient of Corrosion. The coefficient of electrolytic cor-

rosion, (sometimes called corrosion efficiency) is the quotient of

the total loss of metal due to anodic corrosion (after deducting

the amount of self corrosion if any) divided by the theoretical

loss of metal, as calculated by Faraday's law, on the assumption

that the corrosion of the anode is the only reaction involved.

Note. In practice it is found that the coefficient of

corrosion varies widely from unity, being sometimes as low
as 0.2 and sometimes even above 1.5, but commonly between
0.5 and 1.1.

13. Anodic and Self Corrosion. Anodic corrosion due to

external currents and self corrosion due to local action may
occur simultaneously, and the former may accelerate the latter.

Note. Hence the corrosion due to a given current plus the
increased self corrosion induced by that current may give
a greater total corrosion than called for by Faraday's law.
This explains how the coefficient of corrosion may exceed
unity.

14. Passivity is the name given to the phenomenon in which

a current flows through an electrolyte without producing the

full amount of anodic corrosion which would occur under normal

conditions.

Note. This restricted definition of passivity has regard
only to its effect in electrolysis. Many conditions affect the
degree of passivity attained, an initial large current density
being favorable to it. Plunging iron into fuming nitric

acid renders it temporarily passive. A satisfactory ex-

planation of passivity has not been given.

15. Polarization Voltage (sometimes called polarization po-

tential) is the temporary change in the difference of potential
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between an electrode and the electrolyte in contact with it due

to the passage of a current to or from the electrode. This

change in potential difiference, is due to the change in the con-

ditions of the surface of the electrode or change in the con-

centration of the electrolyte (or both), and under some con-

ditions is approximately proportional to the current flowing,

but in many cases is not so proportional. The magnitude of

the polarization voltage also depends on the material of the

electrode, the nature of the electrolyte and the direction of

the current.

16. Alternating or Frequently Reversed Direct Currents.

If alternating currents (or frequently reversed direct cur-

rents) flow through the soil between pipes or other under-

ground metallic structures, the metal removed during the half

cycles when a pipe is anode may be in part replaced when it is

cathode. Hence, the total loss of metal on a given pipe is less

than one-half of what it would be if the pipe were an anode

with direct current of the same average value in the case of

frequently reversed direct current and in the case of alternating

current at commercial frequency it is less than 1% and in most

cases negligible. (See Section 52.)

Note. In slow reversals of current, the recovery effect is

less,but the loss will be less than with direct current continu-

ously in the same direction (excepting possibly where the

phenomenon of passivity may affect the result).

17. Action on Underground Metallic Structures. Fara-

day's Law applies to electrolysis of metallic structures in

soil as elsewhere, the total chemical action being proportional

to the average current strength and the time the current flows and

to the electrochemical equivalent of the metal or other substances

concerned. Although local action and passivity affect the loss

of metal and so apparently modify Faraday's law, it is still true

that the total chemical action resulting from the current flow

is proportional to the total current when local currents are in-

cluded.

Note. Sometimes this chemical action is concerned only
with corroding the anode; sometimes it is concerned with
breaking up the electrolyte, as when the anode is a noble
metal or in the passive state (as iron and lead sometimes
are) ; sometimes both these effects occur.

The theoretical loss of lead from a lead pipe or cable
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sheath is 3.7 times as great as that of iron (ferrous) from
an iron pipe due to the same current because of the larger

electrochemical equivalent of lead.

18. Stray Current. If the railway return utilizes the grounded

rails of the tracks, part of the current will flow off the rails or

other grounded returns and return through other paths; the

current observing the law of divided circuits; i.e. the current

flows through all possible paths in parallel, the strength of cur-

rent in each path being inversely proportional to its resistance.

This statement excludes the effect of polarization on rails and

underground structures, which in some cases is appreciable.

19. Electrolysis Mitigation. The two primary features of

electrolysis mitigation are (1) the reduction of the flow of cur-

rent through the earth and the metallic structures buried in the

earth, (2) the reduction of the anode areas of such structures

to a minimum, where the current is not substantially eliminated

in order to reduce the area of destructive corrosion as far as

possible.

Note: The current in the underground metallic struc-

tures will be decreased, other conditions remaining the
same, by (1) increasing the conductance of the return cir-

cuit, (2) increasing the resistance of the leakage path to

earth, (3) increasing the resistance between the earth and
the underground metallic structures, (4) increasing the re-

sistance of the underground metallic structures.

The anode areas of the underground metallic structures

will be decreased, other conditions remaining the same, by
providing suitably placed metallic conductors for leading
the current out of the underground structures so that the
flow of the current directly to the earth shall be minimized.
This will change a portion of the anode area to cathode.

20. Electrolysis Surveys. A term applied to investigations

made to determine the condition of grounded metallic structures

and the soil in which they are imbedded and of the overall drops,

potential gradients, local potential conditions, current densities,

etc. in the railway tracks, or other grounded metallic structures,

and positive and negative feeders connected to them to deter-

mine what conditions tending to produce damage exist.

21. Overall Potential Measurements. Overall potential

measurements show the difference in electric potentials between
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points in the tracks at the feed Hmits of the station and the

point in the tracks which is lowest in potential, and are obtained

by means of pressure wires and indicating or recording volt-

meters.

Note: The pressure wires may be telephone or other
wires utilized temporarily, or wires permanently installed

for the purpose.

22. Potential Gradients. The potential gradient is the rate

of change of electric potential along the rails of a track or other

grounded structure in the earth, and is usually expressed in

volts per thousand feet or volts per kilometer.

23. Positive and Negative Areas. Positive areas are those

areas where the current is in general leaving the pipes or other

underground metallic structures for the earth. Such areas are

often called danger areas.

Negative areas are those areas where the current is in gen-

eral flowing to the pipes or other underground metallic structures.

Note: As the current often flows from one underground
metallic structure to another, it is evident that within a

positive area there are local negative areas and vice versa.

Hence the terms are applied somewhat loosely, and according
to which condition predominates.

Besides the positive and negative areas there are areas

of more or less indefinite extent in which the current flow be-

tween metallic underground structures and earth normally re-

verses between positive and negative values. These areas

are called neutral areas or neutral zones.

24. Drainage Systems. A drainage system is one in which

wires or cables are run from a negative return circuit of an

electric railway and attached to the underground pipes, cable

sheaths or other underground metallic structures which tend to

become positive to earth, so as to conduct current from such

structures to the power station, thereby tending to reduce the

flow of current from such structures to earth.

Note. Three kinds of drainage systems may be dis-

tinguished. (1) where direct ties with wires or cables are

made between underground metallic structures and tracks,

(2) where uninsulated negative feeders are run from the
negative bus to underground metallic structures, (3) where
separate insulated negative feeders are run from the
negative bus to underground metallic structures, or a main
feeder with taps to such structures.
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25. Uninsulated Track Feeder System. An uninsulated

track feeder system is one in which the return feeders are

electrically in parallel with the tracks. Under such circum-

stances the cables inay be operating very inefficiently as

current conductors and as a means of reducing track voltage

drop, particularly where voltage drops in the earth portion of

the return are maintained at the low values usually required

for good electrolysis conditions. (See Section 47 (d)).

26. Insulated Track Feeder System. An insulated track

feeder system, sometimes called an insulated return feeder

system, is one in which insulated wires or cables are run

from the insulated negative bus in a railway power station and

attached at such places to the rails of the track as to take cur-

rent from the track and conduct it to the station, in such a

manner as to reduce the potential gradients in the tracks and

the differences of potential between underground metallic

structures and rails, and so reducing the flow of current in un-

derground metallic structures. (See section 53).

Note. The insulated negative feeders may run separately

from the negative bus to various points in the track network,
or a smaller number of cables may be used with suitable

resistance taps made to tracks at various places.

With this system the drop of potential in the track

feeders is independent of the drop of potential in the tracks.
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METHODS OF MAKING ELECTROLYSIS
SURVEYS.

A: GENERAL.

27. General Principles of Electrolysis Surveys. The princi-

pal measurements made in electrolysis surveys of under-

ground structures are measurements of the potential differ-

ences between the structure tested and all other neighboring

metal structures in earth, neighboiing rails, and neighboring

earth, and measurements of current flow on selected sections of

the structural system under test. The potential difference be-

tween the structure tested and earth affords more complete

information than can be secured from the results of any

other practicable class of observations. The difficulties are,

however, to make these measurements so as to obtain

the true potential difference between the earth and the

earthed structure, and frequently also to obtain contact with

earth in the immediate neighborhood of the structure tested.

If an electrode is used for the earth potential measurement, not

consisting of the same metal as the structure tested an

error may still be introduced due to difference in the polariza-

tion potential of the two electrodes. A non-polarizable electrode

has been devised by Dr. Haber, as described later in this report,

but it has been used only to a very limited extent in this country.

On account of the difficulties of making earth potential measure-

ments, measurements of the potential differences between the

structure that is being surveyed and neighboring metal structures

are much more generally made.

Measurements of stray current flowing in selected sections of

any structural system are practicable if a suitable length

of the structure can be made accessible. By comparison of such

measurements conclusions can be reached as to the areas in

which stray currents are being taken from or delivered to the

earth and as to the amounts of current which are concerned in

these exchanges. Measurements of this character usually

cannot be made on sections so close together as to give for
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many points definite values for the current flowing to or from

earth on account of the high cost of the necessary excavations

and permanent replacements. We have therefore included a

description of the " earth ammeter " which has been used

abroad, and to a limited extent also in this country, for ob-

taining direct measurements of current flow in the earth.

A survey of the earthed structures which are liable to electrolytic

corrosion by stray currents consists in making such observations

relating to their electrical condition as may determine the route

followed by the stray current and its degree of concentration,

thereby permitting deductions to be made relative to the

extent and the intensity of the electrolytic injury to which

the structures may be subjected. While measurements of

potential are most frequently made (to such an extent that

the term " Potential Survey " is often applied to this

work), it should be borne in mind that the real object

of the survey is to determine where current may flow from

structure to earth or from earth to structure and the magnitude

of the current flowing for each of the smallest sections into

which the structure can practically be subdivided.

In discussing methods of survey, the measurements of poten-

tial and current peculiar to each class of earthed structures will

first be described, together with any special observations or

precautions to be taken. A discussion of the measurements of a

general nature common to all classes of structures will then

follow. Measuring instruments and other apparatus employed

in connection with this work will be described in detail in the

section devoted to apparatus.

28. Electric Railways. Before making measurements re-

lating to an electric railway system the available informa-

tion as to its extent, its construction features and particularly

the arrangement of its earthed return circuit and the connections

thereto should be collected. The best available maps should

be procured and all information pertinent to the electrolysis

investigation recorded, either by annotation on a suitably

arranged map, or in some other convenient form. All electrical

connections made for any purpose with the rails or other parts

of the return circuit should be noted with special care, and the

location of any structures to which connection is thus made
ascertained and recorded.

The principal measurements to be made upon the grounded

return system of an electric railway are as follows

:
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1. Potential differences between the point of lowest
potential on the tracks, and selected points on the tracks

throughout the feeding district of the station under observa-
tion.

2. Potential gradient measurements along the railway
tracks to determine the difference of potential between
points on the track separated from each other by dis-

tances of from 1,000 to 3,000 feet.

3. Differences of potential between all points where
negative feeders or other connections between bus-bars
and rail return make contact with track; also differences of

potential between these points and the station bus-bar.

4. Currents carried by each separate connection between
bus-bar and rail.

For most of the potential measurements listed above,

it is necessary to have available insulated wires con-

nected with all points on the railway return system, whose

potential relations are to be determined, all of these

insulated wires being brought to some common point so

that measurements may be made between them. Where pilot

wires have been installed by the electric railway, many, if not

all of the points at which it is desired to make tests will be

accessible without the necessity of any special preparations.

Where pilot wires are not available or where it is desired to

reach points not included in the pilot wire system, the most
economical plan will be to procure the use of any avail-

able circuits found in the local telephone distribution

system. Short lengths of insulated wire will need to be

run to connect such circuits with the tracks and the testing

circuits thus established can readily be brought together at some
common point for measurements between them. Where neither of

the above alternatives is available, wires can be installed in some
temporary manner over available pole line routes to connect

with the points whose potentials are to be observed. Such

wires should be insulated from earth except at the point where

they connect with the tracks.

When the testing circuits are established, the required poten-

tial measurements should be obtained by connecting to a volt-

meter the wires leading to the two points where difference of

potential is to be determined. The voltmeter should be kept

in circuit and under observation for a time sufficient to insure

that the normal fluctuations of the railway load have been

accounted for. When long time observations of the potential

difference between two points are desired, a recording voltmeter
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should be employed. If circuits to a sufficient number of points

have been installed, the measurements of potential gradient in the

tracks may be taken by connecting the proper wires at the central

point to the voltmeter. If the requisite number of pressure

wires for gradient tests is not available, these measurements may
be obtained by carrying a suitable length of insulated wire along

the track and connecting it through a voltmeter to the track at

the two points between which the gradient is to be measured.

Measurements of current flowing in negative feeders or in

other connections to the track return can be taken by inserting

an ammeter in the circuit to be measured, when this is possible

or by taking the voltage drop along some accessible section of

the connecting lead, which is sufficiently uniform in dimensions

to permit of a ready calculation of its resistance. It is important

that all such measurements of current should be taken either

simultaneously with measurements of potential difference be-

tween the bus-bar and the track end of the connection, or

under such conditions as to permit of their accurate correlation

with the potential observations. A station load curve should

also be obtained on account of the information which it gives

as to the characteristics of the power supply.

Measurements of rail bond resistance are not necessarily a

part of the work to be done in an electrolysis survey. It is,

however, occasionally necessary in connection with a survey to

test the resistance of particular rail bonds in order to obtain

data necessary for the explanation of results obtained in making
some of the regular measurements. When such tests are made,

the fall of potential across the joint in the rail should be observed

simultaneously in comparison with the difference of potential

for some short measured length of the adjacent rail. If one of

the special rail bond testing devices is not available for this work,

two voltmeters can be employed and read simultaneously, or one

voltmeter can be connected with a quick acting switch and

employed so as to secure practically simultaneous observations.

This latter method may give unreliable results unless a large

number of readings are averaged.

29. Earthed Piping Systems. Before tests are made to

determine the electrolytic condition of any piping system,

all available information as to its extent and the character-

istics of its construction should be collected and studied. The
best available maps of the system should be procured and any
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special information of importance in connection with an elec-

trolysis survey not noted on the maps, such as the metals of

which the pipes are composed, the location of insulating joints,

the relative locations of other piping, and cable systems,

the location of electric railway tracks and return circuits, etc.,

should either be recorded upon them or arranged in some

convenient form for reference.

The observations which should systematically be taken in

examining a piping system are as follows:

1. Difference of potential between piping system and
electric railway rails, other piping systems, cable systems,

metal bridges, steam railway rails, etc., at points where
these cross the piping system or come in close proximity

to it. (Potential survey).

2. Measurements of potential difference between ad-

jacent hydrants, or adjacent drip or service connections.

(This will serve to give the direction of the current flow-

ing in the pipe line and some rough indications of its

amount)

.

3. Measurements of current flowing upon exposed sec-

tions of pipe. (Current survey).

4. Difference of potential between points on the piping

system and the adjacent earth if contacts with earth can
be obtained.

To make a potential survey, potential differences between

the underground pipes and rails are usually measured at a

number of points along every street where there are pipes and

electric railway tracks. Where there are other underground

pipes and lead-sheathed cable systems, it is desirable to make

simultaneous measurements of potential difference between

the piping system being surveyed and the neighboring pipe

and cable sheaths. It is desirable to make all of the measure-

ments of potential difference at any one point simultaneously

between all structures tested. Contact with the underground

pipes for these potential measurements may be made by means

of service pipes, hydrants, or drip connections. The connec-

tions used for the potential measurements may be tested for

electrical continuity by means of an ammeter connected be-

tween the contacts with a dry cell in series if necessary.

Measurements of potential difference between adjacent test

points on the piping system should also occasionally be taken.

As the resistance of pipe joints is usually not uniform, only

an approximate idea of the current flowing can be obtained
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in this manner. The principal object of this test is to obtain

an indication of the direction of the flow of current.

It is therefore desirable to make a rather large number of

these tests at quite frequent intervals, since the results may-

be interpreted only in a general way; individual tests may
be expected to vary widely, and in some cases they may even

conflict. This test may be made for shorter intervals and in

greater detail, where some sudden change of potential difference

to earth or neighboring structures has been observed. Owing to

the uncertainties as to resistance of joints it is best not to at-

tempt to translate these voltage readings into terms of current.

They may, however, be used in comparisons to assist in fixing

the points for more accurate measurements of current as

described in the next paragraph.

When the potential observations have been completed and

transferred to a map or in some other way assembled for study,

consideration should be given to them with a view to deter-

mining what parts of the piping system appear likely to be re-

ceiving substantial amounts of current from earth or passing

substantial amounts of current to earth. The neutral sections

of piping between positive and negative potential zones

should also be located. With this information at hand sections

of the piping system should be selected both in the positive

and negative zones and in the neutral area at which excavations

can be made and determinations of the current flowing in the

pipes obtained. In selecting points for excavations, preference

should in general be given to the main piping routes, but

attention should also be given to any branch lines which appear

likely to be receiving or delivering relatively large amounts of

current. Any cases where sections of the system located with-

in the "negative area" give positive readings to earth, should

also be given preference in this study.

The method of measuring current consists in determining the fall

of potential along a measured length of pipe of known di-

mensions. For the purpose of this measurement it will generally

be found advisable to attach insulated wires permanentl}'' to

the pipe and to carry them to some suitable point underneath

the sidewalk from which they may be led up to the surface to

terminate in service or other suitable boxes so as to be available

for measurements of current in the future after the excavation

has been filled. (See Fig. 1.) Tables giving the resistances of unit

lengths of pipe of different diameters and materials are attached
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to this report . (See Appendix Tables 9- 10) . The current flowing in

the pipe may be obtained by computation from the observed

drop of potential and the unit resistance for the class and
• weight of pipe.

In addition to the observations made upon the piping system,

careful attention should be given to the condition of the

service pipes to buildings, particularly in locations where the

services cross other piping systems, cable systems, etc. The
potential between these service pipes and earth and between

the service pipes and the other earthed structure crossed should

be determined. It will not be within the scope of the usual

survey to determine the condition of all service pipes in the

area covered, but it is desirable that some of the services

be tested in order to ascertain whether there is any serious

tendency towards the local electrolytic corrosion of service

pipes. When buildings are entered for the purpose of testing

service connections, tests of potential should always be made
to any other service pipes or cables which enter the same build-

ing, in order to detect cases where one structural system is

making contact with the other. Current measurements may
also conveniently be made on service pipes in buildings, since

the pipes are exposed. Such tests should be made frequently,

as they often reveal an interchange of stray current between

piping systems which may be in contact in the building.

30. Underground Cable Systems. Before tests are made
to determine the electrolytic condition of any cable system,

all available information as to its extent and the charac-

teristics of its construction should be studied. Available

maps of the system should be procured and any special in-

formation of importance in connection with an electrolysis

survey not noted on the maps, such as the metals used for the

armor or sheathing of cables, the location of drainage connec-

tions, insulating joints and other protective devices, the relative

locations of other cable systems and of piping systems, the

location of the electric railway tracks and return circuits, etc.,

should either be recorded by annotation upon them or

arranged in some convenient form for reference.

The observations which should systematically be taken in

examining the cable system are as follows:

1. Difference of potential between the cable system and
electric railway rails, other cable systems, piping systems,
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metal bridges, steam railway rails, etc., at points where
these cross the cable sj'stem or come in close proximity

to it.

2. Difference of potential between points on the cable

system and the adjacent earth.

3. Difference of potential between cables in the same
subway system where they are not cross bonded.

4. Current flowing upon the cables.

In making surveys the potential of the cable with respect to

the adjacent earth should always be determined at each test-

ing point. In original surveys the greatest practicable number

of testing points should be utilized. In some systems it will

be desirable to test at every manhole, but in extensive networks

of power cables it will ordinarily be sufficient to test at less

frequent intervals in many districts, if tests are made at shorter

intervals in the most important places. The potential difference

between the cable and rails in the same street should also be

determined, but in cases where the street railway rails parallel

the cable route for a considerable distance, such tests may be

made less frequently. If pipes or other earthed metallic struc-

tures run close to the cable system at the point of testing, it is

desirable that the potential difference between the cable system

and the other structure be determined, provided an electrical

connection can be made, e.g., through a hydrant, etc.

Tests to determine the direction and amount of stray current

flowing on the cable sheaths should be made at appropriate

intervals. In fairly simple cable systems, with few laterals,

it may be sufficient to make these tests at comparatively infre-

quent intervals, such as every fifth manhole. In complicated

networks, however, such as power distribution systems with

many branches and service connections, it will generally be

desirable to test more frequently. The current flowing on the

cable sheath is to be calculated from the observed fall of potential

over a measured length of sheath, and the known resistance of

this length of sheath. A table for determining current on lead

cable sheaths from voltage drop in measured length of sheath is

appended. (See Table 11.)

In the course of the survey, measurements should also be

made of the current flowing in any drainage connections or in

any accidental connections which connect the cable system with

the electric railway return if any such exist. In case insulating

joints have been inserted to protect any parts of the cable

system from electrolytic corrosion, measurements of the po-
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tential difference between cable sheath and earth should be

made at each side of the insulating joint, and also of the dif-

ference in potential across the joint.

In a preliminary study it should be ascertained whether

it is the local practice to insulate from the main cable system

those branches which enter buildings. When such branches are

not insulated from the main system, tests of difference of potential

should be made, between the branch cable and any pipes or other

cables which may enter the same building. From such tests

it may be ascertained whether there are accidental contacts

between the cable system and other earthed structures within

buildings, and if any such are found in a portion of the

total number of installations, a conclusion can then be

reached as to the desirability of checking the conditions

in all buidlings entered. In localities where it is the practice

to insulate from the main system cable branches entering

buildings, the possibility of defective insulation should be

checked by measuring the potential difference between cable

inside of the building and cable outside at some point beyond

the supposed location of any insulating joint. Tests for differ-

ences of potential between the branch cable and other metal

structures within a building can be omitted in case the insulating

joint is found to be in good condition.

The condition of the bonds installed to equalize the potential

of the cables entering such manhole should be observed and

noted. If bonds are lacking, or if it is suspected that the con-

dition of any bond is faulty, observations of the difference of

potential between the cables should be taken and recorded.

31. Bridges, Buildings and Other Earthed Structures.

Through the study of maps, etc., collected as preparatory

data for surveys of piping and cable systems, informa-

tion will presumably have been secured concerning the locations,

and some, at least, of the structural characteristics, of the

highway and railway bridges located within the area to be

studied. The locations of steam railway tracks will similarly

have been obtained.

In making electrolysis surveys of bridges, measurements of

potential to earth should be made at each end of the metal

structure. In case the bridges are crossed by electric railway

tracks, piping systems or cable systems, measurements should

also be made from the metalwork of the bridge to these struc-
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tures to determine whether there is any difference in potential

between them. Where the metalwork of the bridge structure,

piers, or other intermediate supports makes contact with earth

or with water, measurements of potential difference to earth

or to water also should be made. The observer should follow

up closely any indication of poor electrical contact between
different sections of the metalwork of the bridge, or between
the metalwork and any other of the earthed structures crossing

the bridge which are supposed to be in good electrical contact

with the metalwork.

In the course of the survey, metal frame buildings may be found
in locations where it would be possible for them to collect appreci-

able amounts of current, either directly through the earth or

indirectly through the contact of rails, pipes, or cables with

the framework. If it appears that such contacts exist, measure-

ments by the fall of potential method should be made to ascer-

tain whether appreciable currents are flowing into the building

through these contacts, if this is found to be the case tests should

be made at a number of points from the building structure to

ground for the purpose of determining where the current leaves

the framework and whether there is any indication that ap-

preciable damage is being done. In the case of buildings

extending over a considerable area it is desirable that measure-

ments of potentials be made from the framework to earth at

a number of points, even in case no contacts are found between
the metal framework of the building and other metal structures

which may be carrjdng stray currents.

32. Steam Railway Rails. Steam railway rails, either through

direct contact with electric railway rails or, in the absence of an

insulating ballast, through contact with earth, are liable at

times to collect and discharge appreciable amounts of stray

current, and this may occur in such a manner as to be detri-

mental to the track rails, spikes and adjacent earthed structures.

Because of this, as has already been indicated, measurements of

potential to steam railway rails should be made whenever the

structures that are being survej^ed are in close proximity to steam

railway tracks, and it is also desirable to determine directly by
survey the condition of metal steam railway bridges as well as

the condition of metal highway bridges. When steam railways

are equipped for electric block signaling the signal battery will

affect the potential of the rails. The potential due to the signal-
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ing connection is, however, practically uniform in value and can

be determined through observations made at times when no
stray current can be flowing. With this potential fixed, a con-

clusion as to the presence and amount of any potential can

readily be reached.

33. General Survey Practices. All measurements, excepting

24-hour records, should be made during the period of normal

load on the portions of the railway system which are suspected

of being the sources of stray currents. In general, it is desirable

to express the results of short time measurements in terms of

"average day load" on the railway system. In localities distant

from the source of railway power supply, the foregoing consid-

erations make it necessary to take into account the presence

or absence of moving cars at points beyond the testing station,

especially on the tracks nearest to the structure which is being

tested. In such localities the duration of a test should be ex-

tended to include at least one complete cycle of car movement,
unless previous experience at other testing points in the immediate

neighborhood have clearly indicated that parts of the cycle

may safely be neglected. As the railway lines converge toward

a common center, or as the source of railway power supply

is approached, the probability of normal load condition increases

but even under these conditions it is necessary for the tester to

insure that the railway load conditions are substantially normal,

when measurements are being made.

At a number of points observations of potential differences

and of current flowing along the structure should also be made
with 24-hour recording instruments and the characteristics of

these currents and potentials compared with the characteristics

of railway load curves. This will serve to indicate whether

the current and the potential are identified with the railway

source. The 24-hour averages for currents and potentials

obtained at these points of measurement will also be of use in

indicating what allowances should be made in the readings

taken systematically at all points of the system in order to

make them represent the average day conditions.

During observations of potential or current the movements
of the needle in the measuring instrument should be closely

watched so that the maximum and minimum readings may both

be obtained as well as any change in the polarity of the potential

or in the direction of the current. The observer should also bear
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in mind that collected results of the individual tests will be

plotted on a map or otherwise compared so as to get a

general idea of the conditions prevailing. When, therefore,

there is reason to believe that the recorded maxima and minima
are abnormal, notes should be made giving the reasons for such

a belief and indicating the value which is thought to be

more nearly comparable with the values obtained at other

points.

In regular field survey work portable measuring instruments,

will be found most suitable for the great majority of the measure-

ments to be taken. Occasionally, however, conditions will

arise under which it is desired to observe the potential or the

current at some particular point for several hours and even

for one or more 24-hour cycles. In the case of such long period

observations recording voltmeters, millivoltmeters and am-
meters will be found of great assistance and should be employed

if available. Instruments of this kind are described in the

apparatus section. (Sec. 35-39.)

When bodies of water or areas of swampy earth cross or are

located in close proximity to earthed structures, stray current

may flow from the structure to earth locally. This is par-

ticularly true if the water is brackish or salty. In case such

relatively high conductive sections of the earth afford a path

of lower resistance for the return of current than the structure

itself, the probability of a large flow of current to earth is

considerable. The flow of current from the earthed struc-

ture is not necessarily stopped when such highly conductive

strata have been hidden by building over them or by
filling in with surface soil. It is, in consequence, neces-

sary to observe closely the physical geography of the

areas covered by the survey and unless the observer is per-

sonally familiar with the history of the locality and the

changes which have occurred, it is desirable for him to

ascertain the facts from those familiar with them. If the

structure under observation is accessible for tests at intervals

of a few hundred feet and care is taken to make tests of potential

to earth at all of these points, the presence of any condition which

tends to cause the localized flow of current from the structure

to earth will usually be detected. While the labor of making
the survey is increased through the necessity of such frequent

observations, it is preferable to include all accessible points in

the original survey and to eliminate testing points in subse-
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quent surveys when sufficient experience has been gained to

indicate that greater distance between points of observation

is safe.

When the electric railways in the area under investigation

receive current from two or more sources of supply and there

are indications that electrolytic damage is occurring at any

point upon the earthed structures investigated, it may become

necessary to ascertain the origin of the current causing the

injury. The preliminary study of the electric railway system

or systems will have included the detailed methods for distri-

buting power, whether the trolley systems are interconnected

or divided into insulated sections and whether or not all of the

rails are interconnected at junctions, etc., as well as the methods

of bonding and cross-bonding. If the trolley is supplied from

several sources in parallel, the effect of any one of these upon
the distribution of stray currents may most easily be studied in

connection with the starting or shutting down of that particular

source. When substations are operated only during part of the

day, tests may be arranged to take advantage of this. When
the substations are continually in operation, resort may be had

to the method of simultaneously observing the load indicated by

the station instruments, and the quantities to be measured on

the structure being surveyed. Recording instruments are often

useful for this purpose.

When the sources of power are not supplying the trolley

in parallel but are confined to certain definite districts, a close

study of the railway schedule should be made as it will fre-

quently be possible to select some set of conditions where the

current at points of observation must be coming almost wholly

from one of the sources on account of the relative positions

of cars, etc. Where two electric railways operate independently

without connection between their trolleys but with inter-

sections or junctions between their tracks, the situation is

similar to that just described where the railway trolley is divided

into insulated sections and the same methods of investigation

can be followed. Where there is no connection between either

trolleys or tracks of two independently operated electric rail-

ways this same method should also be followed, i.e., of ob-

serving stray current conditions when one road is using con-

siderable current in the immediate neighborhood and the other

road is using little or none and comparing the observations

with those obtained when both roads are using normal amounts
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of current in the neighborhood. It is to be noted that when
two railways are without any electrical interconnections be-

tween either trolleys or tracks, the track return of either may
carry stray current from the other railway and if the track

return is of high conductivity it may assist materially in pro-

ducing adverse electrolytic conditions on other earthed struc-

tures particularly in cases where it provides a short route

between two points between which considerable potential dif-

ference exists.

The earth ammeter, previously referred to, may occasionally

be found useful in checking up conditions indicated in the

systematic survey observations. The construction of the de-

vice is described in the apparatus sections. If care is taken

to have the plates placed perpendicular to the direction of cur-

rent flow, the current density at the point of measurement

may be indicated by the current flowing through the instru-

ment. If necessary, the lines of current flow may be deter-

mined by voltage readings between test electrodes before

bur^ang the instrument.

The greatest care should be taken in placing the instrument

to avoid unnecessary disturbance of the soil, in order that the

flow lines may follow, as nearly as possible, their normal direc-

tions.

Whenever excavations or other exposures of pipe surfaces

make it possible, measurements of the resistance of pipe joints

should be made. Where the joints are of moderate resistance,

that is, not so high as to prevent current flow upon the pipes,

this measurement may be made by simultaneous observations

of the fall of potential across the joint, and along a measured

length of the pipe ; the pipe joint resistance may then be expressed

as equivalent length of pipe, or, by reference to tables, in ohms.

These measurements are of importance in indicating the char-

acteristics of the pipe line as an electrical conductor, in estimating

the probability of corrosion at joints due to shunting, etc.

Wherever the surfaces of the earthed structures under in-

vestigation are exposed during the course of the tests, their

conditions should be noted. The pitting of the metal surfaces

or the presence upon them of rust or other oxidation products,

or an obvious reduction in the thickness of the metal or any

other evidence that corrosion has taken place, is not of

itself direct evidence that electrolytic corrosion has oc-

curred. Corrosion from any cause whatever would be expected
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to reduce the thickness of the metal, and the rate at which such

corrosion occurred and its possibiHties in the way of irregularity

of attack on different portions of the surface, would determine

the occurrence of pitting. Many of the products of corrosion

which will be encountered can also be produced through purely

chemical reactions, as well as by electrolysis. When the meas-

urements made in the survey demonstrate that current is flow-

ing from structure to the earth at the point where corrosion is

observed, conclusions can be drawn as to the causative relation

between the presence of stray current and the evidences of cor-

rosion. Whatever the conditions found in the survey readings,

the condition of obviously corroded metal surfaces should always

be carefully noted, as it is, of course, always possible that at some

past time stray current has been flowing from the surfaces to

earth, or that some local condition has been favorable to the
" self-corrosion " of the structure. Points where substantial

corrosion of the structures under investigation is found, are

always to be regarded as good locations for taking the samples

of soil referred to in the following paragraph.

It is often desirable to gather data relative to the electrical

and chemical characteristics of the soils in the area studied. As

different types of soil are encountered in the course of the survey

either in the making of excavations or through the observation

of changes in surface conditions, samples should then be taken

and their electrical conductivities determined. It is often

desirable also to make chemical analysis of a number of samples

of ground waters and of the water-soluble portion of soil samples

secured for conductivity tests.

34. Application of Remedial Measures—Re-surveys. The
survey methods described in the previous paragraphs include

practically all of the work which would be done in an extensive

original survey, that is, in a district where no work had been

done previously. While this problem in all of its aspects has

been investigated in only a few American communities, it will

be found that more or less complete surveys have been made in

almost any area traversed by electric railways.

The test methods described are not all of equal value for all

problems; their application ' depends upon the particular prob-

lem under consideration. Further, many of the tests require

considerable experience and technical skill in application, to

avoid erroneous and misleading results. For these reasons.
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extensive surveys should only be undertaken by experienced

investigators.

Following the completion of the original survey, a decision

will be reached as to whether measures for mitigating electro-

lytic corrosion are necessary, and if so, what methods are to be

applied. Conclusions as to the effectiveness of any protective

measures should be based upon repetitions of the test made in

the orginal survey. The amount of repetition necessary will

depend upon the character of the protective measures adopted.

Thus, general improvements in railwa}^ return circuits will

ordinarily require a complete re-survey of the affected area.

The installation of an insulating joint between the main line

structure and a branch should, on the other hand, require little

more than tests over short sections either side of the joint, to

determine that the current flowing has been reduced and that

no objectionable corrosive conditions have been introduced at

the joint itself.

If railway return circuits are being changed, some observa-

tions of overall potentials and potential gradients will naturally

be made during the course of reconstruction, to check the design

upon which the work has been based. Observations should be

made before installing drainage systems for cables, if necessary

using available conductors temporarily to connect the cable

sheath and the railway bus-bar or some other suitable point

on the railway return, and the effect of drawing current from

the cable system observed. The installation of such protective

measures as insulating joints or insulating coverings should be

carefully supervised as much depends upon the thoroughness

with which the work is done.

In re-surveys after the installation of protective measures,

the character of the underground structure will make it necessary

to pay special attention to some particular class of observations.

With piping systems and power distributing cable systems

special attention should be given to the amount of stray cur-

rent flowing on the structures, since a principal object of the

remedial measures will have been a reduction in this current.

When insulating joints have been installed tests of potential

to earth from each side of the joint are required to make sure

that the local flow of current to earth has not risen to an amount
which will endanger the structure. Tests of stray current in the

system on either side of the joint are also required to determine

that the effect desired from its installation has been obtained.
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When drainage connections are attached to cable systems, tests

of potential to earth must be made throughout the area affected.

The connection should make the cable negative to earth at all

points, but only by slight amounts at or near the point of its

attachment, as otherwise the cable will carry more stray current

than is needed for its protection, and it becomes a source of

danger to other undrained structures.

Where insulating joints or other protective measures are applied

to structures buried in the earth, care should be taken to attach

testing leads to be used in future surveys. Such connections

will be of the same general type as the current measuring leads

for pipes (See Fig. 1.).

Electrolysis surveys should be repeated at suitable intervals.

In case the original survey did not disclose conditions requiring

the application of remedial measures, it is still necessary to make
sure that adverse conditions have not since arisen. Where
protective measures have been applied, surveys are needed to

make sure that the remedies remain effective and adequate.

The interval between surveys will depend upon the importance

of the structure and upon the time required to produce appre-

ciable damage in case a substantial change in stray current

conditions occurred. The results of all such surveys should

always be compared with those of previous surveys to ascertain

whether changes in stray current conditions are taking place.

When any substantial changes or additions are made in the

electric railway plant, surveys of the earthed structures liable

to be aft'ected by the new conditions should promptly be made.

B: APPARATUS.

In this section descriptions are given of the apparatus and tools

which are essentially special for electrolysis work. The tools

ordinarily used for handling wires and making good contacts

in electrical work will also be needed but no special description

or listing of them seems to be necessary in this place.

35. Portable Measuring Instruments. The portable measur-

ing instruments required in electrolysis survey work include

voltmeters, millivoltmeters and ammeters. Separate instru-

ments of each kind can, of course, be carried but it will usually

be found more convenient to employ the special portable instru-

ments which have been designed particularly for this work.
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Two such instruments which the Weston Electrical Instrument

Company manufacture for this class of work are as follows:

Model 1, combination millivoltmeter and voltmeter, has

its zero in the center of the scale and reads in both direc-

tions. Ranges of 5, 50 and 500 millivolts and of 5 and 50

volts are convenient. It is made with a specially high resis-

tance of from 500 to 600 ohms per volt so that the 5 milli-

volt range has a resistance of about 3 ohms. These high

resistances increase the accuracy of measurements and par-

ticularly minimize errors due to resistances of leads or

contacts. Ordinary switchboard shunts provided with

binding posts and adjusted for 50 millivolts may be used to

make this instrument serve as an ammeter. Convenient

ranges for these shunts in electrolysis work are, 5, 50 and
500 amperes.
Model 56, combination volt-ammeter, has its zero in the

center of the scale and reads in both directions. Ranges
of 10, 50 and 500 millivolts, 5 and 50 volts and 100 amperes
are convenient.

The center scale feature referred to in the description of these

instruments is an important one in electrolysis work, as it is not

always possible to determine in advance the direction of current

or potential, and readings may also vary from positive to nega-

tive values during the making of observations at many testing

points. When simultaneous readings have to be taken at two

or more testing points it is important to use similar instruments

at all points. If dissimilar instruments are used their periods

of vibration may differ and with the fluctuating voltages and

currents encountered in much of this work accurate simultaneous

measurements cannot be made unless the instruments used have

the same periods of vibration.

36. Recording Instruments. Recording measuring instru-

ments are usually arranged to give 24-hour records without

change of chart. By using a sensitive millivoltmeter in the

recording instrument and providing it with a number of voltage

ranges as well as with suitable shunts, a single instrument can be

made available for taking all of the voltage and current readings

required in electrolysis work. The original type of Bristol

recording instruments make their records upon a smoked chart

which has to be treated subsequently with a fixative supplied

with the instrument in case it is desired to preserve the record.

The Bristol instruments are regularly made with a clock

supplied with a changing lever so that the disc can be made to
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rotate either in one hour or twenty-four hours. Both the Bristol

Company and the Esterline Company have recording instruments

which give an ink record on a paper strip. In either type of

instrument center scale zeros should be called for so that varia-

tions between positive and negative values will be recorded on

the chart.

37. Normal Electrode. The Haber normal electrode also

called non-polarizable electrode consists of a rod of zinc which

is enveloped in a wet paste of zinc sulphate contained in a glass

tube which has had cemented to it at the bottom a porous clay

cell. The other end of the tube is closed with a stopper from

which the zinc rod is supported an insulated wire is led from the

end of the zinc rod through this stopper to the upper end of a

wooden rod which also enters the stopper and serves for the

purpose of handling the electrode. A capillary tube is also run

through the stopper in order to have the interior of the tube at

normal atmospheric pressure. The zinc sulphate paste is made
by adding saturated zinc sulphate solution to fine zinc sulphate

crystals until the mixture has attained a semi-fluid condition

A sketch showing details of construction for this device is

shown on the opposite page. (See Fig. 2.)

38. Earth Ammeter. The Haber earth ammeter consists of

two thin copper sheets laid one upon the other with a thin sheet

of mica or other non-absorbent insulating material between them.

These two plates are gripped in a hard rubber rim which forms

part of a square wooden frame. A paste made by mixing pow-

dered copper sulphate crystals with a 20% aqueous solution of

sulphuric acid is spread over the exterior surfaces of each of the

two sheets of copper, the paste being enclosed on each exterior

surface by a covering of parchment paper or some similar tough

permeable membrane. Insulated wire leads of suitable length

are run from each plate through the frame to connect with the

measuring instrument. The opening in the frame may conven-

iently be square. Four inches is a convenient dimension for the

sides of this square opening as this will yield an area of one-ninth

of a square foot which is approximately equivalent to a square

decimeter. The detailed construction of the instrument is

shown in an attached sketch. (See Fig. 3.) When using

the instrument, the spaces between the parchment paper

and the outer edges of the wooden frame are first filled with
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closely packed soil taken from the spot where it is intended to

make the measurement and the frame is then placed in a position

perpendicular to the flow of current which it is desired to measure

and completely buried in earth removed in the course of making
the excavation to reach the structure whose condition is to be

determined. A suitable low resistance milliammeter can then

be connected to the two terminal wires and observations of the

current flowing made.

39. Testing Electrodes. The details of metal tipped testing

electrodes for use in readings of potential to earth are given in

an attached sketch. (See Fig. 4.) Two of these testing

rods may be conveniently carried at all times; one of the two
should have as its testing tip a piece of the same metal as that

contained in the structure whose potential to earth is to be tested,

the other should be provided with a steel tip so that contact may
be maintained from a distance with any pipe or cable which is

below the surface of the ground. The metal on the tips of these

rods should always be kept clean and bright and care should also

be taken to remove rust and other products of corrosion from the

points on the surface of the structure to be tested against which

the steel tip presses so that a clean, bright surface will be available

for the contact.

C: RECORDS AND REPORTS.

40. General. Much detailed information is necessarily gathered

in the course of an electrolysis survey. It is desirable to prepare

in advance of the work for the convenient recording of these data

upon suitably arranged testing sheets, which either have upon
one line or upon one sheet, as may be necessary, all of the data

collected at any stated testing point during a single period of

observation. Several typical data sheets prepared for recording

observations made upon piping and cable systems are attached

hereto as suggestive of possible arrangements for report sheets.

The data thus collected can usually be best aranged for study

if they are transferred to a map showing the system or systems

included in the tests, and indicated thereon either in nimierical

form or through some graphical representation. It is desirable

to indicate positive and negative relations by making records

on the maps in different colors.

Apart from the data obtained through observations in the
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work of the electrolysis survey it will be seen that the records

obtained relating to the systems under observation should

include the following:

41. Electric Railways.

1. Maps showing locations of sources of power supply,

tracks, and negative feeders and other connections between

bus-bar and track. Also locations of positive feeding connec-

tions to trolle}^ and of all section insulators in trolley.

2. Information as to size of rails, methods of bonding and
standards of bond maintenance.

3. Information as to any direct ground connections ap-

plied to the railway return system, and any special track

features which may affect the flow of stray currents.

42. Piping Systems.

1. Maps showing all main piping lines and branches

(except building connections) and sources of water, gas,

etc., from which the piping systems are supplied.

2. Information as to sizes of pipes and metals of which
they are composed, and details of the standard methods of

joining main and branch line pipe sections.

3. Information as to method of joining building connec-

tions to main supply pipes including metals used for the

building connection pipes and the depth to which such

connections are buried.

4. Location and description of any protective devices

such as insulating joints or drainage connections which may
have been made a part of the piping system.

5. Information as to methods of attachment and con-

struction employed in carrying pipes over highway or rail-

way bridges or under water courses, swamps, etc.

43. Cable Systems.

1. Maps showing locations of all subway and conduit routes

and giving number and sizes of cables in place therein or

the total cross-section of lead sheaths expressed in equiva-

lent copper, also locations of power stations, sub-stations or

other centers from which cables radiate.

2. Locations, route and sizes of all drainage connections

attached to cable systems, also locations of all insulating

joints in cable S3^stems, of any jumpers which may be run
to establish a metallic circuit across an insulated gap in the

cable system and of any conductors run to reinforce the

carrying capacity of the cable system for stray currents.

3. Information as to methods of attachment and con-

struction employed in carrying cables over highway or

railway bridges or under water courses, swamps, etc.
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44. Bridges and Buildings.

1. Locations of structures with respect to electric railways.

2. Information as to methods of construction employed
in carrying electric railway, pipes and cables across bridges

and particularly as to whether any of these other structural

systems make electrical contact with the metal structure

of the bridge.

45. General Conditions.

1. Maps showing locations of water courses, swamps and
other features tending to produce locally earth of high

unit conductivity.

2. Records of electrical resistance of soil samples repre-

sentative of the area.

3. Records of experience obtained in the use of different

metals for pipes, etc., in the soils of the area.

It is desirable that in the preparation of records and of reports,

consideration be given to the necessity of their perpetuation. All

records which will be of permanent value in connection with the

continued study of electrolysis conditions within the area which

will be necessary in order to make sure that injurious changes

in conditions do not occur, should be prepared in a permanent

form capable of withstanding considerable handling.
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III. AMERICAN PRACTICE.

There is no standard practice in the treatment of elec-

trolysis problems in America. In many localities the exist-

ence of such a problem is scarcely recognized; in others the

problem has been given much study, and mitigating systems

widely varying in character have been installed.

Much of the information made available to the committee

is contained in confidential reports to which it is not possible

to make reference, because electrolysis is the subject of con-

troversy between conflicting interests. Unfortunately, also it

is impossible in some cases even to refer to places where par-

ticular expedients have been employed, or to state either the

extent or the results of such use. It has, therefore, been neces-

sary in most instances to make statements of what is the prac-

tice, without citing the authority or naming the places where

such practice may be found. In compiling this report, there-

fore, the committee has been influenced most largely by those

instances of practice within its knowledge where the greatest

amount of study has been given to the subject, and where the

results obtained seem best to justify its use. The committee

has embodied in this report only matters of fact for which it

has authority.

A. MEASURES APPLIED TO RAILWAYS.

46. Insulation. Under this sub-heading have been con-

sidered three general measures, namely: a. Complete Insula-

tion, which does not involve the use of the running rails as a

portion of the electric circuit, b. Substantial Insulation, which

does involve the use of the running rails as a portion of the

circuit, but, due to the type of construction employed, to a

very large extent prevents stray currents, and c. Partial In-

sulation, which comprises using such means as are available

to insulate the running rails of ordinary street railways in so far

as practicable.
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(a) Complete Insulation. Instead of using the running tracks

as part of the return circuit, a separate insulated return con-

ductor is employed for this purpose. In this case the entire

electric circuit of the railway system is insulated from ground,

and, there being no voltage drop in contact with earth, stray

currents are entirely prevented. Complete insulation of the

railway circuit is accomplished in the double underground

conduit trolley system, by employing insulated positive and

negative conductors in underground conduits. This system

is in use on the surface lines on Manhattan Island and in por-

tions of Washington, D. C. This is also accomplished in the

double overhead trolley system by employing separate positive

and negative overhead trolley wires insulated from ground;

many years ago examples of this system were installed in

Washington, D. C, and Cincinnati, Ohio. The practice while

effective in this respect and in use for a long term of years has

not spread to other cities possibly because of the unsightly ap-

pearance of the overhead structures due to the multiplicity of

wires and because of the increase in operating difficulty and ex-

pense which it entailed.

(b) Substantial Insulation. Interurban and electrified steam

roads generally require the rails to be supported on wooden ties

set in well drained broken stone or gravel ballast. The insulation

afforded by such construction practically removes danger from

electrolysis. Leakage is in some instances found to be as low

as .00016 ampere per rail per tie under dry weather conditions,

increasing to .0055 ampere when wet with 10 volts between

the rail and ground. On steel structures where the ties are

only partially in contact with ground and the ties cannot

become waterlogged, this leakage is even less. The substantial

insulation of a ballasted roadbed has, in some installations,

been rendered ineffective by bare negative cables in damp
earth or by metallic connections between the tracks and steel

supporting construction. Conditions are found to be very

favorable for rail insulation where the tracks are in subways

or under cover protected from the weather, permitting the

ballast and ties to become permanently dry.

(c) Partial Insulation. The escape of current from tracks

largely buried is decreased by high contact resistances between

the tracks and the surrounding medium. The total resistance
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to flow of escaping current is found to vary with the earth

resistance and the contact resistance between earth and rail.

Since the earth resistance is usually low, the contact resistance

is generally found to be the controlling factor in the leakage

path; hence, partial insulation is found effective in reducing

leakage with the low voltages commonly encountered. On a

grounded trolley system in city streets it has been found bene-

ficial to have the rails as nearly enclosed with insulating material

as possible.

47. Reduction of Track Voltage Drop.

(a) Bonding. The best types of soUd rail joints in actual use

give the same electrical conductivity at the joint as in any

other part of the rail length. The standard of good practice

in some electrified steam roads is that, the resistance through

the rail joint shall be equivalent to that of a 20-inch length of

the rail adjacent, and should the resistance exceed 42 inches,

that the bond should be remade. With respect to the practice

of bonding in street railway systems, it may be said that there

is no standard equivalent length of rail to cover all conditions,

but each railway company establishes its own standard, de-

pending on local conditions. The equivalent resistance of the

rail joint in terms of length of rail will depend on the length

and size of the bond, the terminal contact resistance and the

conductivity of the rail. In large cities bonding to an equivalent

resistance of from three to six feet of rail is common practice.

In suburban districts higher bond resistances are often used. The

equivalent resistance of rail joint which is adopted by different

railroads necessarily varies widely with the condition of load

and class of bond employed. The class of bond chosen is in many
cases determined by mechanical conditions, such as the founda-

tion upon which the track is laid.

Bonds are generally classified according to the method of

fastening them to the rail. Soldered bonds are soldered to

the head, base or web of the rail. Pin expanded bonds have

holes drilled in their terminals, through which a steel pin is

driven to expand the terminal into a hole drilled in the rail.

After expansion a steel cylindrical plug is driven in the expanded

hole to prevent contraction. Brazed or welded bonds are attached

to the rail by heat generated electrically or by an oxy-acetylene

flame applied to the terminal of the bond. Compressed terminal

bonds and compressed mnltiple terminal bonds have their term-
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inals formed into a solid cylindrical stud, or studs, and are

compressed in the rail holes with screw or hydraulic com-
pressors or by hammer blows, which expand the studs in threaded

or beaded holes of the rail. A special type of this bond has

large contact surfaces about the terminal, so that the bonds

can be soldered and compressed to the rail.

The carrying capacity of bonds has sometimes been found

insufficient to keep their temperature within safe limits under

conditions of maximum load where bonds involving soldered

joints are used. The resistance of a rail joint is found to be

affected largely by the contact resistance between the bond
terminals and the rsil. Good contact and large surface of

contact at the l3ond terminals are found necessary to low joint

resistance. Replacement of bonds is generally made necessary

by depreciation at the contacts, the breaking of strands by
vibration or by mechanical injury.

There are now in general use several different types of rail

joints which render additional bonding unnecessary. Among
these types of rail joints are the following: Cast Welded: The
rails are connected together by pouring molten iron into a

mold that surrounds the joint, and when the metal cools the

joint is rigid and of low electrical resistance. Thermit welding

is another example of this method, the iron being liberated at

a white heat from a mixture of iron oxide and aluminum which

is ignited in a crucible. Electrically Welded: Iron splice plates

are electrically welded to the rail. Nichols Zinc Joints: This

joint is made by pouring molten zinc between the fish plates and

the rail ends. The zinc is poured in after the fish plates are bolted

on, and the expansion of the zinc in solidifying is relied upon
to make a contact between the fish plates and rail ends which

is reported to be permanent. Romapac Continuous Rail:

The rail consists of two pieces which are so laid that the rail

head joint and the rail base joint are staggered, then the rail

head is rolled or crimped on to the rail base thus forming a

continuous electrical path.

(b) Cross-bonds are electrical conductors for equalizing the

current flow in the rails. When the roadbed is dry they are

usually installed bare in the ground. Insulated cable is, how-

ever, sometimes used, and the insulation is protected by a heavy

braid or "circular loom tubing.

The important objects of cross-bonding are to equalize the
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current flow between rails and to insure continuity of the return

circuit in case of a broken rail or bond in any one rail. It is

usual practice on suburban railways to place cross-bonds at

intervals of 1,000 to 2,000 feet and at shorter spacing, some-

times as low as 300 feet on street railways. Cross-bonding

between parallel tracks is in some cases installed with the

same frequency as between the rails of the single track; in

other cases at less frequent intervals.

In determining the location of cross-bonds in connection with

alternating current single track signal circuits, a departure from

ideal spacing becomes necessary, owing to the fact that cross-

bonds are permissible only at the reactance bonds. The signal

reactance bonds are located between the signal block sections,

and these sections are more or less fixed for train operating

conditions. The general method used under these conditions

is to cross-bond at all signal reactance bonds and install addi-

tional cross-bonds with reactance bonds at intermediate loca-

tions to obtain the most satisfactory resistance conditions in

the sections fixed by the signal system.

The common practice of electrified steam railroads is to use

cross-bonds with a conductance equal to one track rail, or

about 1,000,000 circular mils. Street and interurban railways

employ copper having a cross-section of from 200,000 to 500,000

circular mils.

Some companies provide jumpers at switches, frogs and at other

special track work, to insure that the electrical continuity of

the bonded rail will be maintained. This is usually accom-

plished by jumpers extending around the special work, except

where broken rail signal protection is required, and in such

cases the frogs are bonded in the return current system. In

recent practice these jumpers are made of insulated copper

cables, except in dry locations, as, for instance, in permanently

dry rock ballast, or on elevated structures with wooden ties

and no ballast, the cables being kept clear of the steel structure.

The electrical leakage from a bare negative jumper in damp
earth has been known to offset the effect of many miles of most

careful track insulation. Under such conditions the bond is

gradually destroyed by electrolysis.

(c) Conductivity and Composition of Rails. The conductivity

of the track rails used by several interurban and electrified

steam railroads has been found to be equivalent to about 1/12
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that of copper, and this figure generally holds approximately

true for girder types of rails, except when alloy steel is used,

in which case higher resistances are found. The track rails

are specified for their mechanical qualities, and, where these

interfere with the electrical requirements, it is customary to

give the mechanical qualities preference. The composition of

rails for heavy service used by one of the large electrified steam

railroads, in percentages, is as follows:

Carbon 0.62 to 0.75

Manganese 0.70 to 1.00

Silicon 0.10 to 0.20

Phosphorus . . not to exceed . 04

The American Electric Railway Engineering Association has

adopted the following standard composition for heavy service

rails

:

Class A Rails Class B Rails

Carbon 0.60to0.75 0.70to0.85
Manganese 0.60 to 0.90 0.60 to 0.90

Silicon Not more than . 20 Not more than . 20

Phosphorus Not more than 0. 04 Not more than 0. 04

d. Reinforcement of Rail Conductivity. Early track con-

struction practice in this country often included bare wire

laid between the rails and connected to each bond. Some-

times one such wire was used for each rail; sometimes one

for each track, and sometimes one served for a double

track. The wires varied from No. 4 to No. 1, and were either

of copper or galvanized iron. Their conductivity was small

and they were subject to electrolytic injury and frequent break-

age. This construction has practically gone out of use. It

is, however, common to find the rails supplemented in the vi-

cinity of supply stations by large conductors connected in par-

allel to the rails. This is not infrequently done by the use of

bare copper wire or cable buried between rails, and hence in

full contact with the earth. Old rails, bolted and bonded to-

gether and buried beneath or beside the track, have also been

used in some cases.

Buried bare conductors, however, increase the contact area

between the return circuit and the earth, and the tendency to

augment stray currents thus caused oft' sets, to a greater or lesser

extent, the benefits attained by the reduction of drop. The
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benefits to be derived, therefore, from an electrolysis stand-

point, may, if use is made of bare conductors buried in the

earth, be open to question. The direct benefits that accrue

from the practice of reinforcing the conductivity of the rail,

listed in what may be considered their order of importance, are:

(1) Reduction of energy losses; (2) The maintenance of a higher

average voltage at the cars, especiall}' at times of peak load, thus

resulting in improved car service and car lighting; and (3)

The reduction in potential drop in the rails, thus reducing stray

currents and, in turn, therefore, lessening the damage to the

extent that these stray currents are reduced, qualified, how-

ever, in accordance with the statement previously made if

buried bare conductors are used.

Where conductors paralleling the rails are installed as an

electrolysis mitigation measure, they are usually insulated

from earth by carrying them overhead or in underground

conduit. The practice varies as to the method of connecting

such conductors to the rail; they are sometimes connected at

the ends onh?^ but more generally at intermediate points also.

Where this arrangement is used the track rails are connected

to the negative bus at the nearest convenient point.

Conductors are here regarded as in parallel with the rails

when one end is connected to the track and the other to a

station bus-bar which is connected directly to the rail by a

conductor of negligible resistance. The use of such conductors

should not be confused with the "Insulated Track Feeder

System," which has for its prime object the mitigation of

electrolysis. This is treated under a subsequent heading.

(e.) Use of Additional Power Supply Stations and Distri-

bution of Load. The growth of electric railway systems in

large cities has often led to the installation of additional power
stations or substations for the more economical and satis-

factory operation of the railroad. This has also reduced the track

voltage drop and subdivided the areas over w^hich leakage

from rail to earth occurs and thus has had the effect of reducing

the stray currents.

The effect of providing additional centers of power supply
can best be illustrated by the curves on Figure 5, which, while

deduced from theory, illustrate in a simple case effects such
as have been observed in practice.

The curve SAO of Figure 5 represents the track voltage
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Reduction of Track Voltage Drop by
Additional Power Supply Stations

Distance

Figure 5
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drop on a portion of an electric railway system having a uni-

formly distributed load. This curve is a parabola with a

vertical axis and with the apex at —that is, at the end of the

line.

The curve SBF illustrates the condition of a substation lo-

cated at P (33 per cent of the distance from Q to S) carrying

20 per cent of the total load. In this curve the portion BF
is identical with AO. As the load is uniformly distributed,

33 per cent of the load is on the portion of the line shown by

PQ, and of this 33 per cent, 20 per cent is carried b}^ the sub-

station P. The remainder, or 13 per cent, is carried by the

station S. The point B on the curve SBF, therefore, corresponds

to the point N on the curve SAO, the distance QR being 13 per

cent of QS.

In the same manner the curves SCG, SDH and SEK are

drawn showing the conditions when the station P carries 40

per cent, 60 per cent and 80 per cent, respectively, of the

total load. The summit of the curve SMD, in which the

station P carries 60 per cent of the load, is located so that PL
equals 60 per cent minus 33 per cent, or 27 per cent of the total

length SQ to the left of P. The distance QL is, therefore, 60

per cent of the total length QS.

In general, the conditions are more complicated than those

here assumed, and will ordinarily prevent an accurate deter-

mination of the relative location of the negative busses of the

two stations. It is possible, however, to make tests which

will verif}'- each of the points which have been used in preparing

the curves, although it may not be possible to verify all of them

at any one test or in one location.

48. Three-wire Systems. As far back as 1894, and possibly

earlier, consideration was given to a three-wire system of opera-

tion for electric street railways, wherein the tracks acted as

the neutral circuit. The reason for considering such a system

was to reduce stray currents through the earth. Installations

of this sort were tried out in Pittsburgh, Pa., Lowell, Mass.,

Portland, Ore., and Seattle, Wash., in the earlier days; some-

what later an experimental installation was made in Cambridge,

Mass. In the Transactions of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers for 1907, Vol. XXVI, No. 1, pages 268 to 2S0,

Messrs. Paul Winsor and J. W. Corning report the results of

an investigation to determine the feasibility of using the three
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wire system for the purpose of reducing stray currents through

the earth. This investigation showed that the three-wire

system of operation materially reduced the track voltage drop,

and therefore reduced the amount of stray current in the earth

and in underground metallic structures. The figures and curves

shown by Mr. Corning indicate that there is a reduction in current

flowing on pipe lines tested by him of the order of nearly 90

per cent.

Until very recently it was thought that three-wire systems

contained certain serious inherent disadvantages. It was felt

that the complications in machinery, difficulties in successfully

insulating trolleys of different polarities, difficulties in equalizing

the load between different sections, and, fuither, the necessity

for the installation of larger generating units to compensate for

the difficulties in balancing than were required with the single-

trolley grounded system, were so great as to preclude the con-

sideration of the three-wire system for electrolysis mitigating

purposes. Recently, however, interest in this system has been

renewed, and at least some of the difficulties successfully over-

come, with the result that at the present time there are in

operation or being installed two sectionalized three-wire sys-

tems—one in operation in the Hollywood district of Los Angeles,

Cal., and the other in process of installation in West Springfield,

Mass. It is known that the three-wire system has been in

operation for some twelve years in Niirnberg, Germany, and

for a considerable length of time in Brisbane, Australia.

The three-wire system may take two different forms, which,

though the same in principle, differ decidedly as to the arrange-

ment of 'the feeders. In one form, known as the Parallel Three-

wire System, one trolley of a double track road is negative and the

other positive, the tracks being neutral. In the other form, known
as the Sectionalized Three-wire System, the feeding district is di-

vided into sections and alternate sections are supplied by feeders

running directly from the positive bus, while the remaining

sections are supplied by feeders from the negative bus. For

a more detailed description of these two forms of three-wire

systems reference is made to the Bureau of Standards' Tech-

nologic Paper No. 52.

49. Reversed Polarity of Trolley System. With the ordinary

construction of electric railways using the running tracks as

a part of the electric circuit, the overhead trolley wire or third
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rail is made the positive conductor, and the running tracks

the negative or return conductor, only one exception to this rule

being known to the Committee. With the usual arrangement

stray currents escape from the running rails into ground and

flow to underground structures at points distant from the power

station, and such escape of stray currents from the rails gener-

ally takes place from a large area of outlying lines. The cur-

rent then returns to the tracks from ground and from under-

ground structures in the neighborhood of the power station.

For this reason the most acute danger from electrolysis is

usually produced on underground structures in the neigh-

borhood of the power station.

To reverse this arrangement of polarity and make the

rails the positive conductor, causes current to leave the

structures over widely scattered areas, so that the current

density leaving the underground structures will be so small

as to prevent acute danger from electrolysis. This arrange-

ment is being used in New Haven, Conn, at the present

time. It is found, in this instance, that all potentials and

currents which formerly existed when the rails were the nega-

tive conductor have now reversed in direction, but have the

same magnitude. It is also found that current leaves under-

ground structures over a widely scattered outlying area. This

arrangement has not been in operation a sufiicienth^ long time

to determine whether or not the danger from electrolysis at

any one outlying point will become acute. The reversal of

polaricy renders extremely difficult the effective drainage of un-

derground structures, because there is no definite point of mini-

mum potential to which to drain.

50. Booster System. Negative boosters have, in the past,

been employed in connection with drainage systems, and are

in use in connection with the insulated track feeder system

abroad, but not in this country, so far as known. The use of nega-

tive boosters is simply a means of caring for voltage drop other

than by the use of copper. Boosters have proved economical under

certain conditions, and uneconomical under others. In general it is

simply a question of the fixed charges on copper as against the

fixed charges and operating cost of machines. In one in-

stance where a booster was employed in connection with

a drainage system it was discontinued, not because the

addition of a booster to a drainage system was unsatisfactory.
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but because the drainage system itself did not adequately care

for the trouble. Various special arrangements involving the

use of boosters in electrol3^sis mitigation have been proposed,

but in so far as is known they have never been placed in suc-

cessful operation.

51. Interconnection of Railway Return Circuits. Where-
ever two or more electric railway tracks come close together,

whether they belong to the same railway system or to different

railway systems, large differences of potential between them,

with resultant high potential gradients through ground, are often

found to occur unless the tracks are electrically connected.

Interconnection of tracks has been found to be of partic-

ular advantage where two or more lines of electric railway,

operating in one locality and belonging to the same or to

different systems, are supplied from two or more power stations

located in different parts of the city. By interconnecting the

tracks of such lines in the neighborhood of the power stations,

and also at several intermediate points, an interchange of

current has been brought about, whereby the drop formerly

existing in one track has been balanced by the drop in the

opposite direction in the other track, the rail drop in each track

greatly reduced, and all high potential gradients between the

tracks eliminated. This reduction in rail drop resulted also

in a corresponding reduction of losses.

52. Use of Alternating Currents. When the first alternating

current railways were proposed, the question of possible elec-

trolytic effects received special investigation. Considerable

work was done upon a laboratory scale, in which it was estab-

lished that alternating currents could produce corrosion on

electrodes of the metals commonly used underground, such

as lead and iron, but that the effects were very much less in

magnitude than those produced by equivalent quantities of

direct current, usually less than one per cent and in most cases

negligible.

It has not as yet been possible to determine whether these

effects, demonstrated in an experimental manner, are being

reproduced in the case of actual installations. In the case of

practically all actual exposures which have occurred up to

the present time it has been impossible to dissociate effects

which might be due to an alternating current exposure from
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the effects which are due to a simultaneous exposure to stray

currents from direct current railways. Whether alternating

current corrosion is proceeding at the relatively slow rate in-

dicated by the experimental investigations and will at some

time produce damage to subsurface structures, cannot now be

determined. Special measures for the reduction of leakage of

current to earth are being tried out in one alternating current

railway, but neither the construction nor the results have yet

been made public. (See Bureau of Standards Technologic Paper

No. 72.)

53. Insulated Track Feeder System. The insulated track

feeder system or the insulated return feeder system is employed

in a number of American cities at the present time, and plans

are being made looking to its installation in a number of other

cities.

The arrangement of feeders described under this title is not

generally understood, and as it is commonly confused with the

reinforcement of track conductivity, the following explanation

is therefore made.

Stray current which is the cause of electrolytic corrosion is

traceable directly to voltage drop in the rails. With a given

resistance between rails and earth any means which will most

effectively reduce this voltage drop is, therefore, the means
which will most effectively reduce electrolytic corrosion. The
reinforcement of the conductivity^ of the rails by paralleling

them with other conductors operates definitely in this direction,

provided the paralleling conductors are not themselves in contact

with the earth. When, however, it is desired to reduce the volt-

age drop to such a point as will insure reasonable immunity from

electrolytic troubles, the employment of copper in parallel with

the rails generally proves prohibitively expensive. For example,

an average grade of rail has a resistance 12| times that of copper

of the same cross-section. Its conductivity is therefore ap-

proximately the equivalent of 10,000 cm. of copper per pound
per 3^ard. Such a rail weighing 100 pounds per yard would be

approximately equivalent to a 1,000,000 c. m. cable. To reduce

the track voltage drop to one-half its former value, where such

a rail is employed, w^ould require a 1,000,000 cm. cable laid

parallel to each rail of the track for its entire length. This large

investment in copper would reduce the losses of track trans-

mission by but one-half, and would reduce the stray current by
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one-half. If bare copper in contact with the earth were used

the stray current would be reduced by somewhat less than one-

half. Thus, the practice to install return copper to reduce

track drop with a grounded bus-bar is either prohibitively ex-

pensive or ineffective. It was because of these recognized diffi-

culties that the Insulated Track Feeder System was introduced.

The insulated track feeder system employed in the Amer-
ican cities above referred to has the following distinguishing

characteristics

:

(a) The negative bus is insulated^—that is, not connected to

earth nor directly to the rails at or near the power or sub-station,

except that, in some instances, it is connected to the rails through

resistances sufficient in magnitude to insure that this point is at

approximately the same potential as other track feeder points.

(b) The current is returned to the negative bus by insulated

feeders leading from selected points on the track network.

(c) These feeders are connected to the track at their extremi-

ties only, or, if connected at intermediate points, are connected

through resistances of such magnitude as to keep all connected

points at approximately the same potential with respect to the

bus.

The Insulated Track Feeder System is thus an arrangement

having for its prime object the reduction of stray current through

the earth. The insulated feeders are installed either overhead

or in underground ducts, and extend from the negative bus to

such points on the track network as have been determined, by

either observation or comjDutation, to be those from which the

removal of current will prevent excessive track voltage drop.

The negative bus is connected to the rails at the power house

only through a resistance sufficient in magnitude to insure that

this point is at approximately the same potential as other feeder

connection points. When all feeder connection points are at

the same potential the maximum effectiveness of the system as a

means of reducing stray currents is found. The attainment of

this condition requires track bonding of a reasonably high order

of uniformity.

In most cases feeder connection points are not brought to the

same potential, but a certain drop is allowed in the direction of

the power station.

The insulated track feeder system is the equivalent of having

the negative bus-bar of the power supply station divided into

branches corresponding in number to the number of track feeder
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points, and distributed geographically over a considerable por-

tion of the track network. This reduces both maximum and

average current in the rails and also reverses the direction of

the current in the rails on one side of each feeder point. These

changes in the rail current directly reduce track voltage drop.

The area from which current leaks to earth and to underground

structures, and also the area from which current returns from

underground structures and earth to the rails are subdivided.

The combined effect of these factors is a substantial improve-

ment in electrolysis conditions of underground structures. (See

G. I. Rhodes, Trans. A. I. E. E., 1907.)

The efficacy of this system in reducing stray current is

practically independent of the weight of copper in the individual

feeders—that is to say, the voltage drop in the feeders may be

either large or small, without material effect upon the stray

currents.

As was pointed out under a prior sub-heading, negative boosters

may be used with this system. The principles underlying the

insulated track feeder system are the same, whether or not

negative boosters are used.

B. MEASURES APPLIED TO AFFECTED STRUCTURES.

54. Insulating Joints in Large and Small Iron Pipes and in Lead-

sheathed Cables. In a number of installations flow of stray

current on metallic pipe lines has been prevented by the use of

a sufficient number of insulating joints . It is found that where

a pipe line is laid with every joint an insulating joint, the line

has such a high electrical resistance that no measurable current

flows on the line, although considerable potential gradient exists

in earth parallel to the pipe line. In some installations it has

been found sufficient to use comparatively few insulating joints

to break up the electrical continuity of a pipe line and protect the

line from electrolysis, but in these cases it was necessary to make
adequate tests to assure that sufficient current did not shunt

through earth around the joint to damage the pipe on the

positive side of the joint. In these installations it has been found

necessary to install such insulating joints, not only in the positive

areas, but also in the negative areas in all places where con-

siderable potential gradient in earth parallel to the pipe existed.

It is found, in fact, that the frequency with which insulating

joints must be installed in a pipe line in order to assure reasonable

protection from electrolysis, depends upon the potential gradient
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through the earth and upon the electrical resistivity of the earth

in the neighborhood of the pipe line.

Tests on joints buried in earth have shown that the resistance

of a short insulating joint is practically the same as that of a

long joint, but that a long insulating joint gives a more even

distribution of leakage current than a short joint, and that,

therefore, a long insulating joint is to be preferred where there is

considerable potential difference across the joint or where the

resistivity of the surrounding soil is very low. It has also been

found that the effect of a long joint can be secured from a short

insulating joint by surrounding the joint and the pipe for some

distance on each side of the joint with a heavy layer of insulating

material. In a number of installations of such insulating joints

in important pipe lines, each joint and the pipe for a distance

of from 5 to 25 feet on each side of the joint have been surrounded

by a wooden box leaving a space of from 1 to 2 inches between the

outside of the pipe and the inside of the box, and the space then

filled with pitch, parolite, or similar material. In this way an

insulating joint having an effective length of from 10 to 50 feet

was secured. (See also Bureau of Standards Technologic Paper

No. 52).

In a large number of cases small service pipes have been

damaged by electrolysis from stray current leaving the service

pipes for earth, which current was found to flow to the service

pipes either from the main or from house piping. In the latter

case the current was found to reach the house piping by way of a

service pipe from another piping system. In some cases of

this kind such current flow to service pipes has been greatly re-

duced or prevented and the service pipe thereby protected

from electrolysis, by placing an insulating joint in the service

pipe at the main or in the building, as the case may be.

In some cases it was however found necessary to install an

insulating joint in the service at the main and a second joint

in the building, the necessary locations of the joints being

determined from the results of electrical measurements. This

method of protecting pipes has been applied to isolated

cases which were specially studied, but has not been generally

applied to a large complicated city system of mains and services.

For wrought-iron or steel pipes of small and moderate

size, various commercial insulating joints have been largely

used. For large sizes of pipe a flanged type of insulating

joint has been commonly used. This insulating joint has been
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made up by placing a disc of insulating material between the

surfaces of the flanges, by placing insulating tubes over the

bolts, and by placing insulating washers under the bolt heads

and nuts. Red fibre has been most commonly used for the in-

sulating material, except that for water pipes in some cases soft

sheet rubber has been used for the packing between the flanges.

Where such flanged insulating joints have been used in cast-iron

mains the flanges have generally been cast as part of the pipe.

For water mains various forms of insulating joints employing

white pine wood for the insulating material have also been used

to a considerable extent. For cast-iron water mains with bell

and spigot joints, these joints have in some installations been

rendered insulating by placing a short wooden ring between the

inside of the bell and the end of the spigot to prevent metallic

contact between the pipe lengths, and then calking the joint

with wooden staves of clear white pine shaped to fit the

curvature of the pipe. In these cases the spigot end of the pipe

was either cast without a bead or the bead was removed. The
leaks that developed in the joint were stopped with white pine

wedges. These simple joints have been found satisfactory

for pressure up to about 75 pounds per square inch (5.27 kg.

per sq. cm.) Where with higher pressures leakage developed

through the pores of the wood, this was overcome by dipping

the inner ends of the staves in red lead. The staves have also

been reinforced in some cases by an iron band clamped around

the spigot end of the pipe.

It is found that cement joints in cast iron pipes as ordinarily

made have a very high resistance between adjoining lengths of pipe

and that such joints may properly be classed as insulating joints.

When pipe lines are laid with every joint, or even every other

joint made of cement, the resistance of the pipe line becomes so

great that the current flowing on the pipes will be greatly re-

duced. In practice, however, for mechanical reasons it has been

found that cement or other insulating joints cannot be used under

all conditions or for all sizes of pipe. In such cases, the entire

drop of potential of the pipe line is distributed more or less

uniformly over all of the cement joints and the drop in

potential around any one joint is too small to cause any injury

through leakage of current around individual joints unless the

soil is of great conductivity.

This, however, will not prevent electrolytic corrosion in local-

ities where current can reach the pipe by way of laterals, or when
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it is closely adjacent to other conducting structures which nul-

lify the effect of the joints, or when there is leakage from another

transverse pipe.

Insulating joints in lead sheaths of underground cables are

in use to some extent, but they are not found to afford an effective

primary means of preventing electrolysis. In some installations

such insulating joints have been used in positive areas for the

purpose of breaking up the electrical continuity of the lead cable

sheathing and stopping rapid localized destruction from electro-

lysis, but such joints have not generally been found to afford

permanent and complete protection. In certain special cases

in practice insulating joints have been used in the lead sheaths

of certain cables for the purpose of preventing current from reach-

ing the remainder of a cable system. Common examples of

this are found where laterals or services from a cable system

pick up considerable current from an iron conduit or from pipes

with which the cable or iron conduit may be in accidental metal-

lic contact, which current is then delivered to the cable system.

Such current flow to the cable system has frequently been effec-

tively stopped by introducing an insulating joint in the lead

sheath of the lateral or service where it leaves the iron conduit

and before it is connected to the main cable system.

Particular points on main cable runs have also been found

where considerable current was picked up. Such cases have

frequently arisen where a cable crosses a bridge in an iron

conduit, and where the conduit is in metallic contact through

the structure of the bridge with trolley tracks on the bridge,

whereby large currents were found to flow from the tracks

through the bridge structure and iron conduit to the cable

system. In such cases insulating joints have been installed

on each side of such sections or crossings so as to interrupt

the metallic continuity of the main cable sheath and prevent

current from the bridge reaching the cable system. Where,

after this was done, considerable potential differences were

found to exist across the outer ends of the cable sheaths, these

were equalized by connecting the cable sheaths at the two ends

together by an insulated wire.

A simple and cheap form of insulating joint for lead cable

sheaths which has been very generally used consists in cutting

out a narrow strip of lead and covering the break with a suit-

able insulating and waterproof material so as to effectively

prevent entrance of moisture.
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This method of protecting underground structures has not

been widely used as a primary means of electrolysis protection,

partly because of the great expense involved. Further, insulat-

ing joints unless used with caution may introduce serious trouble

at many points. This method has proved useful especially in

certain new installations, but to protect existing installations

by this means would involve prohibitive cost. It is usually re-

garded as a suitable auxiliary measure to be used in certain cases

which cannot economically be taken care of by other means.

55. Insulating Pipes, Cables and Structural Steel from Earth.

Many attempts have been made in practice to protect under-

ground pipes from electrolysis by insulating the pipes from

earth by paints, dips or insulating coverings. It has been

found, however, that no dip or paint will permanently protect

a pipe from electrolysis in wet soil. The first difficulty that is

met is to apply the paint so as to form an absolutely perfect

coating, and then to prevent mechanical damage to the coating.

Where a coated pipe is in a positive area it has been found that

aggravated trouble from rapid destruction of the pipe has

resulted at spots in the pipe where there are imperfections in

the coating. It has further been found that even where paints

or dips are apparently intact, electrolytic action has taken

place causing severe pitting under apparently good coatings.

It has been found that in most cases the coatings applied have

either been completely destroyed by the effects of the wet

soil and electric currents, or defects in the coating have de-

veloped, causing concentrated corrosion at such defective spots.

It has, in fact, been found that pipes located in positive areas

covered with imperfect insulating coatings are more rapidly

destroyed by electrolysis than bare pipes under the same con-

ditions. It has been found that coating pipes in negative areas

with insulating coverings accomplishes some good by reducing

the amount of stray current which reaches the pipe.

Investigations indicate that the destruction of paints in

wet soil where subjected to an electric current is probably due

to a trace of moisture finding its way through the coating, giv-

ing rise to the flow of a feeble current and resulting in a very

slight amount of electrolysis. The gases and other products

of electrolysis then form blisters and finally rupture the coating.

Attempts have been made in practice to apply a molten

material like pitch or asphaltum to a cold pipe in the field by
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means of brushes, but it has been found impossible to com-
pletely cover the pipe in this way. A type of insulating cover-

ing which has been successfully applied in a number of installa-

tions, and which appears to afford certaiji protection, consists

of a layer of at least from 1 to 2 inches of a material like pitch

or parolite of such a grade that it is not brittle and so will not

crack, but yet is hard enough to remain in place. It has been

found best to apply such a layer by surrounding the pipe with

a wooden box, supporting the pipe upon creosoted blocks of

wood or upon blocks of glass, and then filling the space between

the box and the pipe with the molten material. The cost of

carrying out such an installation is, however, large. The
method has been applied in special cases, such as service pipes

in very bad localities, and in the case of some very important

individual pipe lines of comparatively small size.

Attempts have been made to protect a pipe from electrolysis

by imbedding it in cement or concrete, but these attempts

have not been successful, even where the cement or concrete

was several inches in thickness. The reason for this is that

concrete in damp earth acts as an electrolytic conductor, like

damp soil, and therefore cannot afford protection from elec-

trolysis.

The following experience and practice is that of a gas com-

pany in a large city which uses cast-iron pipes in general in their

distributing system with wrought-iron services. They make
it a uniform practice to protect all of their service pipes with an

insulating coating. As a preliminary the pipes are first cleaned

with a wire brush, in order to remove all scale. They are then

dipped into a hot coal tar compound, then wrapped for the

entire length with a strip of canvas, and then again dipped in

the compound. In spite of this protection, however, they have

some trouble with their services. The difficulty is due to their

inability to get a continuous coating over the entire surface

of the pipe. Small pin holes are left in the coating due to minute

bubbles of air, or some similar cause, so that if the pipes are

positive the flow of current from the pipe through moist earth

is confined to these minute pin holes through the insulating

compound. The result is that the action of the current forms

a small blister of iron rust at the point where the pin hole is

located, and after the blister becomes so large as to loosen a

piece of the compound, the action takes place at a very rapid

rate and soon destroys the pipe. In some locations some of the
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service pipes have to be renewed within a period of six months
on account of the leaks caused by the electrolytic corrosion.

Attempts have been made to insulate lead-sheathed cables

from earth, but these attempts have not generally been at-

tended with beneficial results. The experience of the telephone

companies, who are the largest users of lead;-sheathed cables,

has been that it is futile to attempt to insulate lead-sheathed

cables from earth. It is, however, the practice of the telephone

companies to make every effort to prevent metallic contact

between their lead-sheathed cables and other grounded struc-

tures throughout the run of the cable, except where it has been

determined by a careful survey that a drainage connection to

some particular structure is required for the protection of the

cable.

The use of insulating ducts has been proposed at various

times, but investigations of the telephone companies do not

show that their use affords satisfactory insulation of the cable

sheaths from earth, with the result that the telephone com-
panies do not place any reliance in any insulating property

that any of the duct material may inherently possess. The
principal duct material at present used by the telephone com-
panies for main cable subway runs is vitrified clay and creo-

soted wood. For laterals and short cable runs iron pipe is

frequently used.

Laying telephone cables in troughs and surrounding them
solidly with asphalt was a method employed in the early days

of telephone construction, but this method was abandoned
because of its inflexibility and because of the great difficulty

of repairing defects or replacing cables. It was further found

that this method did not positively insulate the cables every-

where from earth on account of cracks and other discontinuities

in the asphalt which were found in practice to develop.

Steel tape armored cables protected with a thoroughly

saturated jute covering have been used buried directly in earth.

Such covering has been found to be effective for a number of

years in protecting the armor against electrolytic corrosion,

except at points where the jute has been abraded or cut so

as to expose the metal.

Where steel structures extending underground are located

so as to be subjected to electrolytic action, the portions below
ground have been enclosed with insulating materials. For this

purpose any material that excludes water, as for instance
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paints having an asphalt base, have been successfully used,

while many of the ordinary paints have not been found effective.

It has also been found that surrounding steel with concrete

where this is imbedded in damp earth does not afford absolute

protection against electrolysis, although the electrol^^tic action

is most severe at first and becomes less with time, because the

formation of chalk in the concrete fills the pores of the concrete

and increases its resistance and the iron oxide forming on the

surface of the inetal also increases the resistance. Special

preparations of Portland cement properly applied so as to be

watertight have also been found to afford good protection.

56. Shielding, or the Use of an Auxiliary Anode. In some
special cases underground structures have been protected from

electrolysis by connecting to the structure an auxiliary metallic

conductor located so as to cause the current to flow to earth

from the auxiliary conductor. This mode of protection is

known as shielding. When applying this method it has been

found necessary to take care that the auxiliary shielding con-

ductor does not merely increase the electrode areas from which

the current leaves, because in this case the current will continue

to leave from the structure which is to be protected. This

has been found to be the practical result where a shielding

conductor of the same or less contact area was placed in earth

near the structure to be protected and where the stray current

then left from both structures. The shielding conductor must

be so placed that current will be prevented from leaving

the structure to be protected or so as to cause its magnitude

to be greatly reduced. The method has in some installations

been applied to a structure which forms the dead end of an

underground metallic system and where the structure is highly

positive to earth. In cases of this kind it has been found that

the current leaves at relatively high density from and near the

dead end of the structure, with the result of rapid destruction

of the portion near its dead end. In such cases an auxiliary

shielding conductor of adequate contact surface extending be-

yond the dead end and electrically connected to the structure

to be protected has been installed in such a manner that the

bulk of the current was caused to leave the auxiliary shielding

conductor, thus affording a certain degree of protection to the

dead end of the structure.

The shielding method has also been effectively applied for
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the protection of relatively small iron or steel pipes, such as

service pipes. In these cases the service pipe has been sur-

rounded by a larger metal pipe electrically connected to the

smaller pipe. One application of this method which is in use

is that of a service pipe crossing under tracks or crossing other

structures to which it is positive and where the pipe comes

relatively close to the rails or other structures at the point of

crossing. In these cases a larger shielding pipe, usually of

heavy cast iron, has been placed around the service pipe and

electrically connected to the service pipe and extended suf-

ficiently on each side of the crossing so that the major part of

the current was caused to leave the shielding pipe, thereby

corroding the shielding pipe while protecting the service pipe.

57. Drainage of Earthed Metallic Structures.

(a) Lead-sheathed Telephone and Power Cables. The method

of protection against electrolj^sis used generally by telephone

companies for their cable sheaths consists of installing insulated

conductors, called drainage wires, between the negative re-

turn system of the railway and points on the cable system

where the positive potential to earth is highest. The purpose

of these drainage wires is to conduct the stray railway current

from the cable sheaths to the railway negative return circuit,

thereby preventing this current from flowing from the cable

sheaths to earth and causing corrosion from electrolysis. In

order to afford complete protection it has been found that such

drainage wires must have sufficient conductivity and must be

so located that the lead sheath of the cable network is every-

where lower in potential than the adjacent earth.

As the potential of the cable sheath is lowered by the con-

nection of the drainage wire from the railway negative return

circuit the current flowing on the cable sheath is thereby in-

creased. In order that this current does not become excessive,

care is taken to prevent contacts between cable sheaths and other

underground structures, through which currents could flow

to the cable sheaths.

The drainage method is also employed to a considerable

extent for the protection of underground power cables, and the

principles involved in its application are the same as for tele-

phone cables. When power cables are worked at relatively

high temperatures they should not also carry a heavy drainage

current which might cause over heating. Where such conditions
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prevail drainage is not employed, but insulating joints are used

to break up the continuity of the lead sheaths.

(b) Pipe Systems: The early success of the drainage method
in affording protection against electrolysis of lead-sheathed

cables led to the proposal to apply the same method of protection

to underground piping systems. The result has been that

in some cases drainage has been applied to gas and water piping

systems to a greater or lesser extent. Some of these installations

are reported to be a success, while others are reported to have

been attended with objectionable results.

It has been found that there are certain differences between

the application of drainage to pipes and the application of drain-

age to cable sheaths. The principal difference that has been

found is that the cable sheaths are electrically continuous and

uniform conductors, while the pipes are generally non-uniform

and sometimes discontinuous conductors, by reason of the joints.

It is found that where current flows along a pipe and encounters

a high resistance joint, part of the current will leave the pipe on

the positive side of the joint to flow to some other underground

conductor or to shunt around the joint and thereby cause electro-

lytic corrosion of the pipe on the positive side of the joint.

Another difference between lead-sheathed cables and piping

systems is that the cables are relatively small and are con-

tained in ducts, so that unless they are submerged they are

not in direct contact with earth, except at infrequent points,

whereas gas and water pipes form extensive systems and

are buried directly in earth. It is found as a result of this that

a drainage connection from an underground piping system

generally causes very much larger currents to flow on the piping

system than a drainage connection from an underground cable

system.

In the application of the drainage system it has been found

that unless all sub-surface metallic structures affected b}^ stray

currents have been bonded together in such a way that at every

point where the different structures come into proximity to one

another all are maintained at the same potential, damage to the un-

connected structures has in certain instances resulted from a flow

of current through earth from the structure of higher to that of

lower potential, thus causing electrolysis of the former. As struc-

tures owned by different interests cannot be bonded together ex-

cept by an agreement between the owners, this has frequently of
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itself made it impossible to apply a comprehensive drainage sys-

tem to all structures, because of the impossibility of obtaining

an agreement of all owners to allow connections to their struc-

tures, except on condition that another interest assume liability

for any injury which may result from such connections.

Current flowing on piping systems which convey inflammable

substances such as gas or oil constitutes a danger, as cases

have been reported where stray currents on pipes have caused

arcs which have ignited the gas or oil when an intentional or

accidental break in the pipe has occurred. In other instances

serious damage from explosions and fire has been caused by

an arc due to the intermittent contact between pipes.

(c.) Structural Steel. In a number of installations special

precautions have been taken to prevent stray current from reach-

ing structural steel. Where in these cases such currents were

found to reach the structure by means of pipes or other metallic

connections, insulating joints have been placed in such connec-

tions, or these pipes or conductors have been carried on insulated

supports. In some cases where flow of stray currents to a steel

structure could not be entirely prevented, drainage connections

from the structure to the railway negative return circuit have

been installed to remove the stray current from the structure,

and where there were expansion joints in the structure these

have been bonded across by metallic conductors.

C. PATENTED PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS.

58. Foreign and Domestic Patents. There have been many
patents taken out in this country and abroad within the last

twenty years, covering systems of electrolysis mitigation.

Reference may be had to Technologic Paper No. 52 issued by

the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

D. ORDINANCES AND DECISIONS.

59. Ordinances. A number of cities have ordinances directed

to the construction and operation of electric railways. The
Committee, however, does not possess . sufficiently definite

information as to the extent to which they have been put into

effect or the results secured to warrant it in stating any facts

regarding them at present.
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60. Decisions of Courts. While there have been several cases

of electrolysis litigation in this country each of these has either

been concerned only with certain phases of the subject or has

been limited by local conditions, so that there are no leading

decisions by courts in this country which define specifically

the duties and rights of the several parties concerned.
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IV. EUROPEAN PRACTICE.

A. GENERAL.

61. Personal Investigation Necessary. In the study of the

practice followed in European countries in handling the problem

of electrolysis, it appeared impossible to secure reliable and

satisfactor}^ information by mere correspondence and consulta-

tion of published reports and regulations ; and further, since the

important independent investigations made by American in-

vestigators several years ago were private and made from the

standpoint of some special industry rather than from a com-

prehensive all-around point of view the necessity of an in-

dependent investigation was made evident.

The Chairman of this Sub-Committee, after consultation

with its members and the General Chairman decided to visit

several important European countries during the summer of

1914. He was accompanied by Mr. A. Maxwell, Testing

Officer of The New York Edison Company, who was thoroughly

conversant with electrolysis measurements and surveys. The
effort to have the Bureau of Standards appoint a representative

to join the visiting representatives failed on account of ex-

tensive engagements of the Bureau, but a consultation was held

in Washington, and the field of inquiry and special points to

be looked after were carefully discussed, and a list of classified

questions prepared, so that as far as possible uniformity of

system of investigation could be followed in all instances.

Similar consultations were held with members of the main
Committee. Information on important foreign cities and
authorities, was received from Mr. H. S. Warren, also foreign

papers, suggestions and references from Prof. Albert F. Ganz.

62. Countries Visited. The visiting Committee spent June
and July in its investigation, covering Germany, Italy, France
and England. In each country an effort was made to take

measurements and collect data and surveys, also to interview

the most prominent people in each branch of the different
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interests affected b)^ the problem of electrolysis; in each case

extended and often repeated conferences were held with the

engineers most familiar with the details, either in their capacity

of specialized consulting engineers or officials of corporations

or public authorities directly concerned in the surveys, disputes,

administrative measures, etc. relating to electrolysis.

The essential and characteristic results of the investigation

are briefly outlined in the following paragraphs, classified by
countries visited. The references and appendixes to this sum-

mary should be consulted for details of design, operation and

statistical information.

B. GERMANY.

63. Laws and Ordinances. There are no specific statu-

tory laws. The cominon law of most States prescribes

that all the conditions under which a corporation is to

operate must be prescribed in the original grant or for any

extension of lines, and the law prescribes that due publicity

be given to any request for a franchise or extension of lines,

so as to enable all parties which may be affected to place on

record any limitation, or possible damage they wish to be pro-

tected against, before the concession is granted to the applicant.

Hence, a pipe owning company organized subsequently to

the existence of an electric railway, could not claim damages

for electrolysis from this electric railway unless the original

franchise to the railway contained a clause regarding electrol-

ysis damages from stray currents.

On the other hand, when the municipality undertakes the

construction and operation of a tramway system, the pipe

owning companies then in existence are deprived of the privilege

of demanding that protection against possible future damages

by electrolysis which would be accorded to them in the case of

a new private railway company. The municipality does not

assume legally the obligation to protect the existing interests

against possible damages by electrolysis. The municipalities,

however, both for their new railway constructions, as well as

for new extensions of existing companies' railways, always

prescribe that they be constructed and operated in accord-

ance with existing technical standards.

The recommendations of the German Earth Current Com-
mission are recognized as the existing technical standards re-
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garding matters relating to electrolysis, and in this manner
they have assumed almost the importance of law.

64. Commission Recommendations. The German Earth Cur-

rent Commission's recommendations adopted in 1910 by the

German Electrotechnical Society prescribe the following:

In large cities, the maximum rail drop is to be limited, in the

urban net-work and for a distance of 2 km. beyond, to 2.5 volts

and to 1 volt per km. beyond this central district. Exceptions

are made for roads operating only a few hours a day. ' (It may
be noted here that the maximum drop is interpreted to be

the average maximum drop for the period of the normal day

traffic, usually 18 hours in every 24 hours.) Bonds must not

increase the resistance of tracks over 20%—must be tested

yearly and when a connection shows a resistance higher than

10 meters of rail it must be repaired. Connections to pipes

are prohibited. Bare feeder returns are not allowed. Pilot

wires are prescribed.

Since these regulations were promulgated from 20 to 30

installations in Germany (some municipally owned and some
privately) have taken steps to bring up their standard of con-

struction to meet these regulations.

65. Construction. In large cities, like Berlin, the railways

are supplied by a great number of combination light and rail-

way substations feeding limited districts, entailing relatively

small positive line drops of potential. In some cases like Berlin,

each feeding point is fed by positive and negative cables of

equal cross-section.

Insulated returns with balancing resistances are predom-

inantly used in Germany, though there are a few installations

with negative boosters, like Danzig, where, however, insulated

returns with balancing resistances as well as boosters are used.

There are very few large installations using bare returns.

The "drainage system" was used in Aachen but it is now a

subject of litigation.

66. Conditions. In general the electrolysis conditions through-

out Germany are now very satisfactory. In the past the majority

of troubles have been on gas and water pipes, or at least these

have received more attention in the reports. The railway

experts expressed the opinion that the regulations were too
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Stringent; the gas and water pipe experts expressed the opinion

that the regulations were too lenient. The studies are made
in the most excellent technical manner and the conclusions

arrived at appear to be practicable and reasonably acceptable

to all parties concerned.

Measurements were made by the Sub-Committee of one large

installation and it was found that the maximum drops in rails

were well within the limits prescribed by the German regulations.

More extended measurements were omitted, depending for

other information on the surveys made by the German Earth

Current Commission.

C. ITALY.

67. Laws and Ordinances. The Government has not en-

acted any law afTecting the operation of electric railways in

relation to electrolysis problems, nor has any municipality

issued regulations on the subject.

68. Construction. Bare returns are generally used, in large

installations.

69. Conditions. From a survey made in a city six years

ago, it was found that the maximum differences of rail potential

were as great as 17.5 volts between station and distant points

about three miles away. In this installation they had not

received complaints of serious damages by electrolysis, except

a few gas service pipes, though the railroad itself had experi-

enced some difficulties on water pipes at one of its yards.

Some of the larger systems in important cities are alive to

the situation and are following with interest the developments

in other countries.

In general, troubles from electrolysis have been considered in-

significant in the Italian practice.

D. FRANCE.

70. Laws and Ordinances. A Ministerial Decree of March
21, 1911, prescribes that the maximum voltage drop in rail

returns of electric tramways shall not exceed 07ie volt per kilo-

meter, except in locations where there do not exist inetallic

masses in the neighborhood of the tracks, where the limit
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may be exceeded. No definition is given of the time element

in the measurement of the maximum drop, except by stating

that it must be the average during the normal passage of the

cars. The same decree prescribes that the bonds must be
kept in the best possible condition, that the resistance of each

must not be greater than 10 metres of normal rail and that

periodic tests must be made and recorded on a register which
must be subject to inspection on the call of the control service.

The return feeders must be insulated.

71. Construction. While the Government regulations pres-

cribe the use of insulated returns, we were informed that in

general the practice is to connect the rails to the negative bus

and to rarely use insulated returns. Noticeable exceptions are

the Paris conduit system tramways using complete insulated

returns, and the Paris Nord-Sud Subway Company operating

a three wire system with the rails as neutral.

72. Conditions. The investigation was somewhat limited

in France. In general serious electroh^sis troubles were found

only in a few situations, either created by installations of heavy
traffic electric lines, or by peculiar conditions not readily ex-

plainable. The maximum drop of potential between pipe and
rail measured by this Committee was about 6 volts at a loca-

tion where trouble has been persistent and serious.

Damage has been caused in the past to gas pipes in Paris

during the period of transformation of the old two-wire, three-

wire and five-wire systems of electric light distribution, but

all of these troubles were only of temporary character and
were promptly remedied as soon as discovered.

Many suits (about twent}^) for electrolysis damages are being

tried in Paris. On account of the situation Created by these

suits the Paris municipality and the government have recently

appointed a Commission to investigate the subject and make
recoinmendations regarding the electrolysis situation in the City

of Paris.

E. ENGLAND.

73. Laws and Ordinances. The Board of Trade regtdations

prescribe that the maximiim rail drop shall not exceed seven

volts. In practice the Board takes as the voltage drop the mean
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between the average and the momentary maximum values for

the period of a schedule run at time of maximum traffic, exclu-

sive of exceptional occasions like athletic games, etc. The per-

iods assumed vary from 15 to 30 minutes. The regula-

tions also contain other requirements, prescribing measure-

ments of track leakage, etc. ; in actual practice, however, little

attention is paid to any other requirements as long as the

seven volt over-all rail drop is not exceeded.

74. Construction. Whenever the resistance of the rails

would give a drop in excess of seven volts, insulated return

feeders with resistances, or negative boosters are used; the

latter more extensively than in any other country.

75. Conditions. The sub-committee found that in all the

several cities visited the Board of Trade regulations were met

well within the limits. In fact, on the average the maximum
drops measured in all large cities visited in the months of June

and July were about two volts.

The Board of Trade regulations are not considered onerous

by any of the railway engineers we consulted. All authorities

representing the pipe owning companies, the railways, the

State telegraph and telephone and the Board of Trade were

unanimous in stating that the electrolysis situation on the

properties under their respective control was entirely satis-

factory.

The only question raised, and this only by a limited number

of pipe owning entities, is whether the electric railways should

not be held legally responsible for any damages, even when
they comply with the Board of Trade regulations. Two or

three attempts have been made to have a law passed by the

Parliament to this effect, and two or three pipe exhibits have

been repeatedly presented to prove electrolysis damages, but

the Parliament refused to act.

The seven volt limitation is considered somewhat of a hap-

hazard empirical measure formulated many years ago, but

having given good results it is considered good enough, though

it is conceded that some more rational measure could probably

now be devised to replace it. However, no demand was dis-

covered for a change on the part of anyone concerned.
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F. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

76. Germany through voluntary co-operation has probably

remedied the former dangerous electrolysis conditions in all

of its important systems. The instrumentality of agreements

on definite technical standards was sought in preference to

legislation for different states.

Italy will probably give more consideration to the subject

of electrolysis whenever the general conditions will permit.

France has not been as successful in bringing prompt results

through legislation, as has Germany through technical co-

operation.

England, which has had the benefit of Government regula-

tion for man}^ years, has now no electroly.sis troubles nor dis-

putes.

In Germany and England, the subject of electrolysis has

received extensive study and consideration. The attached

typical abstracts of reports of the German Earth Current

Commission and the appendix of the detail report of the Sub-

Committee are evidence of the methods followed and the satis-

factory results obtained abroad by adopting the following

measures

:

1st. Maintenance of good bonding.

2nd. Elimination of intentional contacts, and liberal separ-

ation, whenever possible, of pipes and rails.

3rd. Avoidance of bare copper returns and use of insulated

returns in all installations where the conductivity of the rail

alone would give a too great maximum rail drop.

4th. Use of insulated returns with balancing resistances,

or to a lesser extent "boosters," for the purpose of maintaining

equality of rail potential at the feeding points of all feeders.

5th. Small feeder drops and frequent substations to give

close line regulation.

77. Application to American Conditions. This study has not

been made with the object of arriving at definite recommenda-

tions, but to point out that disputes on account of electrolysis

troubles have been prevalent in the past in all countries before sys-

tematic cooperative studies or regulations had been applied, not-

withstanding the fact that the mode of life and distribution of

population and industries are more favorable than in American

cities. The average weight of cars in foreign cities is essen-
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tially less than in most American cities of the same popu-

lation and the tramway traffic and loads per capita may be

one-fifth or even less in Europe than in America. A city like

Berlin with over 2,000,000 inhabitants handles all its trans-

portation with a maximum load of about 30,000 k.w. (Chicago

and the adjacent territory with 2,600,000 population requires

a maximum load of about 200,000 k. w.) Alanchester with

a population of 1,250,000 and Glasgow with 1,000,000 have

traction loads of 11,000 k. -\\ . and 11,500 k. w. respectively.

(Boston and the surrounding territory served by the same trac-

tion system has an approximate population of 1,150,000 and

requires a power station capacity of 75,000 k. w.) Milan with

a population of over 600,000 inhabitants has a traction load

of approximately 8,000 k. w. and Niirnberg with 350,000

inhabitants uses only 1000 k. w. (The city of Worcester,

Mass. with a population of approximately 160,000 requires

power station capacity of 7,500 k. w.) These comparisons

should not be taken as a definite index to comparative elec-

trolysis conditions since many other factors are involved.

Other similar statistics for smaller places are given in

Figure 6, and they should be taken in consideration in applying

to this country the results of this investigation of foreign prac-

tice. Regardless of the degree of improvement which economical

limitations may make permissible to accomplish in local situa-

tions, the fundamentals for the solution of the electrolysis

problem evolved abroad merit the most careful study to

ascertain their possible application to American conditions.

G. REGULATIONS ADOPTED AND PROPOSED.

78. Germany—Earth Current Commission's Recommenda-

tions. Recommendations of the German Earth Current Com-

mission as adopted by the Gas, Water and Railway Interests of

Germany.

Regulations for the protection of gas and water mains

from the electrolytic action of currents from direct current

Electric Railways which use the rails as a return.

Accepted for two years at the yearly meeting of 1910

and for a further two years at the yearly meeting of 1912.

Published in the Electrotechnisclie Zeitschrift 1910,

page 491, and 1911, page 511.
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Section 1. Application of Rules.

The following rules govern the installation of direct current

railways or sections of direct current railways which use the

rails for carrying the return current. Unless otherwise men-
tioned the herein given admissible potential values should be

adhered to when laying out new railways. For determining

the resistance of a line, the rails only must be taken into ac-

count as current carrying mediums and the assumed resistance

of the rails, as well as the assumed percentage increase of re-

sistance due to the bonding, must be stated.

These values must not be exceeded, either when making the

necessary calculations or by the plant when in actual normal
operation.

These rules do not apply when railways are laid with

special track or when the rails are laid on wooden sleepers,

in which case there is generally an air clearance between the

rails and the stone ballast. But the rules do apply if this

air clearance does not exist, as at grade crossings, unless an

equivalent insulation is provided for locally. Further, these

rules do not apply to railway lines which do not approach
closer than 200 meters to an underground pipe network.

Explanation.*

The regulations apply only to direct current railroads or

sections of such, using the rails as conductors. Railroads not

using the rails as conductors are eliminated from the start,

because the same do not send any currents into the earth and
therefore cannot have any damaging influence on the pipes.

According to the experience reached so far, alternating current

seems to have very little effect, so that any extension of these

rules to cover also alternating, current railways does not seem
justified. At any rate, the conditions produced by alternating

current railways are not yet sufficiently understood to allow of

establishing any restrictions in regard to their equipment and
operation for the protection of pipes.

In case a railroad is operated partly with direct current

and partly with alternating current, these regulations apply

only to those sections the rails of which carry direct current.

The fixed upper limits of permissible potentials apply to the

design of the plant, unless otherwise stated, and in the

*Note: This explanation and the others following are included in the

German Earth Current Committees Recoromenda-tions,
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calculations only the rails and the bonds are to be considered

as far as the conductivity and the resistances of the conductors

are concerned. The assumed resistance of the rails and the

increase of same by the resistance of the bonds is to be stated,

and such limiting values are not to be exceeded either by cal-

culations or in practice.

The earth as a shunt is not considered. Through contact

of the rail network with the ground, a part of the current passes

into the ground and the potentials of the rail network are

thereby lowered as compared with a case of perfect insulation

from the ground, the effect becoming greater, the more the

current passes into the ground. It is, therefore, not correct

to take the differences of potentials as found immediately

after the construction of a rail network as a basis for estimating

the safet}^ against damaging influences, but it is necessary to

go back to the first cause, that is to say, the differences of

potential as they would be if the rails were completely insulated.

This rule allows of an exact calculation 'of the conditions

during the design of the plant without any uncertain and

varying values for different localities. The limit values are

not to be exceeded either during the calculations or at the

actual practical test. The method of the practical test will

be discussed in Section 3. The projection of the plant is,

therefore, to be based on assumptions as correct as possible

with regard to the resistance of the rail, the cables, and the

consumption of current, and it is advisable to consider also a

later increase of the traffic.

Railroads, the rails of which are insulated on special road-

beds, generally have such a great resistance against the earth

that passage of current into the ground to be considered as

dangerous to pipes does not occur. Higher potentials, there-

fore, are permissible for such railroads, assuming that a suffi-

cient insulation is provided for also on grade crossings, etc.

As a means to this end are to be considered:

Insulating strata between rails and ground, for instance,

tar paper, which must extend on all sides sufficiently beyond

the place in question; or the surrounding of the pipes with

insulating material. Such places are to be inspected from time

to time to ascertain the eifect of such insulation.

For the exemption from these regulations the laying of the

rails on a special roadbed is required, because it is only in this

way that a permanent insulation can be reached and main-
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tained. About the details of the system of insulation to be

used, no rules were issued. A lasting insulation is to be guar-

anteed by the way in which the rails are laid. The laying

of rails on wooden ties as mentioned above is intended as an

example onl3^ At any rate to secure satisfactory insulation

it is imperative that the rails be nowhere in contact with the

moisture of the ground, as this greath^ favors the passage of

the current into the ground.

Tracks which are at all points at least 200 m. distant from

any pipes are exempt, because any current coming over such

an extended area spreads to such a degree that its densit}^

cannot possibly be harmful. In this respect concession has

been made to long outlying railway lines because the subjection

of such to these regulations would entail great economic disad-

vantages in certain cases. The maintenance of good con-

ductivity on such outlying sections is to be strongly recom-

mended so as to prevent the return currents from reaching a

dangerous density where such sections join the rails of an

inner rail network, i.e., a density exceeding the limit given

in Section 5.

Section 2. Rail Conductors.

All rails serving as return conductors should be built with

regard to this requirement, should be made as good conductors

as possible and should alwa^^s be kept in good order.

The percentage of increase of the resistance of a given length

of track due to the bonding should not exceed the value as-

sumed when laying out the railway, and must not be more than

20% more than the resistance of the same length of track if the

rails were without joints and of the same cross section and the

same specific conductivity. On laying out a railway line con-

sisting of main and auxiliary rails, the combined cross section

of both rails can only be taken into account when determining

the resistance of the track, provided the auxiliar}^ as well as the

main rails are properly bonded and cross bonded.

At rail crossings and at switches, the rails must be well

bonded by special bridge bonds.

On single tracks as well as on lines where several tracks are

lying side by side the rails must be efficiently cross bonded

and these cross and bridge bonds must have a conductivity

at least equal to a copper conductor of 80 square millimeters.

At all movable bridges or similar structures which neces-
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sitate an interruption of the rails, special insulated conductors

have to be provided which secure a continuous connection

between the two rail ends. In such cases, the voltage drop

at average load must not exceed 5 millivolts for each meter

distance between the interrupted rails.

All current carrying conductors which are connected to the

rails, must be insulated from earth, excepting short connec-

tions such as bonds, cross-bonds and bridge-bonds at switches

and turntables. If such bonds are laid not deeper than 25

centimeters into the earth, they may be bare conductors.

Explanation.

The first condition for the reduction of stray currents and

for the effectiveness of all the proposed precautionary meas-

ures, is the good conductivity of the tracks and the maintenance

of this conductivity. High resistances of the single sections

cause an increase of the current passing into the ground. The

maintenance of the good conductivity of the rails also is to the

economic interest of the railroad, because a bad conductivity

will, under certain circumstances, cause loss of energy.

It is not desirable to issue rules concerning the cross-sections

of rails or for the conductivity of the steel because the cross-

section and the chemical composition of the steel are both

determined by mechanical considerations; the conductivity is

dependent on the composition of the steel, while the conductance

of the rail depends on both the conductivity and the profile.

The resistance of a rail network is widely influenced by the

quality of the electrical connections of the rails at their joints.

The rules do not recommend one or another system of con-

nections at the joints, but give data covering the permissible

increase of the resistance by such connections.

In consideration of the varying resistance of rails of dif-

ferent profile, it is not possible to establish a uniform per-

missible resistance for a bond, but the permissible increase of

the total resistance of a section by all the bonds is given.

This increase must not be over 20%. Inside of these limits

the designing engineer may assume any increase of the re-

sistance by the bond, but it must be considered that the increase

assumed must be permanently maintained later on (Compare

Sections 6 and 3).

It will be well to assume during the design of the plant,

the increase of resistance of the bonds as very near the per-
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missible limit. This is very important when shorter rails are

to be used, with the consequent greater number of joints, the

maintenance of which is correspondingly more difficult and,

therefore, an increase of resistance through deficient bonds to

be expected. The conductivity of rails is to be ascertained

on a number of samples before the rails are laid, so as to have

a guarantee that the calculated resistance will correspond to

the resistance of the finished network.

The measurement of the resistance is made by measuring

the current and the potential on a rail as long as possible and

insulated from its supports; the potential terminals should

include a part of the circuit between the current contacts and

they should be at least of 0.5 meter distant from these current

contacts. A simple calculation gives the conductivity of the

rail by using the value shown by ammeter and voltmeter.

The conductivity of the rails now in use is generally found to

be between 4 and 5.5 Siemens.

In cases where main and auxiliary rails are to be used and

where the combined cross- section of both is taken into cal-

culation, the conductivity of the auxiliary rail also is to be

measured as the same may differ considerably from the con-

ductivity of the main rail.

At crossings and switches a loosening of the rail connections

will take place caused by the vibrations brought about by the

passage of the rolling stock, for which reason such places are

to be bridged specially by electrical conductors. The cross

connections serve the purpose of eliminating differences of

potentials between tracks running side by side and also to

insure a good metallic connection between the rails on one side

of a track in the case of a temporary low conductivity of single

joints or interruptions.

It seems advisable in consideration of the different length of

rails, not to give an absolute distance between the cross-con-

nections, but to establish their number by the number of joints.

The bonds and cross-connections may be of any material as

long as their conductivity reaches at least that of a copper

connector of 80 square mm. For the connection of interrupted

tracks, as for instance at movable bridges, insulated cables are

required because of the presence of water or other substances

in the soil, which highly favor the passage of currents into

the ground. The highest permissible drop in potential at

average load has been fixed at 5 millivolts per meter distance
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between the places of interruption, to insure a small difference

of potential between these points.

Furthermore care is to be taken that the tracks in a movable
bridge are in good contact with the tracks on both sides of it.

The following is an example of the calculation of a cable bridg-

ing across the gap.

When the distance between the tracks at the point of inter-

ruption equals 30 meters, the permissible difference of potential

therefore is 5 X 30 which equals 150 millivolts. The current

to be carried across is assumed to be 120 amperes and the

length of cable 30 meters. Assuming a specific resistance of

17.0 milliohms per meter and square millimeter, the resulting

cross-section is:

17.5 X LI 17.5 X 30 X 120
a = = z-=-p, = 420 sq. mm.

e 150

Inasmuch as the increase of the surface contact between

the conductors and ground results in an increase of the cur-

rent passing from the conductors into the ground, the con-

ductors connected to the rails, especially those lying deep

enough to come into contact with the moisture of the ground,

are to be insulated conductors. Only short connections such

as jumpers on crossings and switches, are exempt from this

rule on account of the same not lying deeper than 25 cm.

under the surface, which means that they hardly come into

contact with the moisture of the ground. The increase of

surface of the contacts with the ground by these conductors,

is too small in proportion to the total surface of the rail net-

work to cause any apprehension regarding the currents passing

into the ground.

Section 3. Rail Potential.

A railway network is divided into two sections, first, the

open road connecting the various townships, and second, the

urban network.

In the urban network and for a distance of 2 km. beyond,

the voltage drop between any two rail points should never

exceed 2.5 volts when the line is working under normal con-

ditions, and the drop in the rails for each kilometer of open road

should not exceed 1 volt. Occasional night cars are not to be

considered in determining the average load.

In townships through which only a single line is run, without
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local rail network, the total voltage drop in the rails must not

exceed 2.5 volts from end to end of the township's pipe network.

Any apparatus which is supplied with current and which is

connected to the railway network must not increase the volt-

age drop above the stated limits.

If various railway systems are connected together either

through the medium of the rails or through the power station,

each system must fulfill the above conditions. A rail system

in a township with an independent pipe network has to comply

with the above regulations also.

Exceptions from these rules in regaid to the voltage drop in

a railway network are admissible if local conditions and service

necessitate and justify such exceptions. If, for instance, the

service—as is the case in freight yards—covers only a small

portion of the day, the above limits of rail drops may be ex-

ceeded. In yards with a service up to 3 hours daily, double

the above values are permitted, and with a service up to one

hour, four times the above values are allowed.

Explanation.

As mentioned in Section 1, the rail network is to be con-

sidered as insulated from the ground, so that the earth as a

shunt is not considered.

The resistances of the single sections are to be calculated

from the resistance of the rails under observance of the rules

in Sections 1 and 2.

For the calculation of the potentials the value of the average

current is to be used, as the magnitude of electrolytic decom-

position of the pipe metal depends on the quantity of current,

that is to say, the product of current and time. The highest

values have not to be considered for the calculations. To find

the consumption of current the average service as per schedule

has to serve as the base.

The average current consumed on single sections can be

calculated from the number of car km. or ton km. to be covered,

by using the value for the consumption of current which, ac-

cording to experience, and in consideration of the local con-

ditions, is used for one car km., or ton km.

But it is also permissible to distribute the consumption of

current over the whole net in a way corresponding to the loca-

tions of the single trains at the time of the average load and to

calculate for each train the consumption of current taking into
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consideration the weight of the cars, the speed and operating

conditions (grades, stops).

In regard to the schedule, the difference between summer
and winter service is to be considered. The increase at regular

intervals, as for instance on Sundays, is to be taken into ac-

count. Small deviations from the schedule, as for instance,

single night cars, or auxiliar}^ cars, shall not be considered,

because the first would reduce the average value out of pro-

portion, and the frequency of the second cannot be estimated

at the time of the calculations and otherwise are not of any

appreciable influence on the final results.

It is impossible to get regulations embracing all conditions

and possibilities and it is therefore necessary to consider all

peculiarities of a plant during its projection. If there are any

additional places connected to the rails, where current is used

for stationary motors, station lighting, etc., these are to be con-

sidered.

After the drops in potential on the central sections have

been tabulated, based on the above calculations, the distribu-

tion of the potential in the rail network can be found. In

addition to the foregoing data for the calculation of the drop

in potential on the single sections, consideration is to be given

to the proposed return cables and, in case of a three wire system,

to the direction of the current in the districts of different polarit^^

Difference in potential between any two points of the rail

network must answer the following conditions:

Around every individual pipe network (meaning a network

not in metallic contact with any other network) and also

around single pipes, a zone of two hundred m. is to be circum-

scribed and all tracks lying outside of this zone are not to be

considered in connection with these regulations, as per last part

of Section 1.

For each of the rail branches lying inside of these individual

pipe networks, the following rules apply:

If there are any branches of the railroad inside of a pipe net-

work, including the 200 m. -zones, a belt 2 km. wide is to be

laid around the inner rail network. Inside this belt the po-

tential of the rails between any dift'erent points must nowhere

exceed 2.5 v., as long as no portion of the rails is more than

200 m. distant from the nearest pipe along its total length

(Compare Fig. 7.).

On the sections outside the 2.5 v. districts, the drop in
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potential must not exceed 1 v. per km. This applies to out-

lying sections which are shown in Fig. 7 b}'' heavy dotted

lines.

In the case of a railroad with no branches (country roads)

and a pipe network, the drop in potential inside the pipe net-

work must not exceed 2.5 v. (Compare Fig. 8). The rule

establishing a drop of 1 v. per km. states that the current in

the track must not exceed -^7^, if W is the resistance of the

track in ohms per km. For a uniform load of a section of L
km. length and a uniform resistance, the permissible drop in

potential = ^ v. i.e. ^ drop in one rail. The calculation of

this drop also is based on the average load, according to the

schedule.

Strict rules have been issued for the interior rail network

with its many branches, as it mostly covers the same area as

the pipe network. This has been done in consideration of

the greater surface of contact between ground and rails and

pipes respectively which increases the probability of a passage

of current through the ground. The potential of 2.5 volts

for this district has been judged permissible because, according

to the results of previous investigations, it is to be assumed

that this potential will not under ordinary conditions cause

any danger to pipe lines beyond the practical limits. To avoid

as much as possible any greater concentrations of ground and

pipe currents at the outlying sections which immediately join

the inner rail network, and where important parts of the pipe

network often extend, strict rules have been issued covering

the district inside the 2 km. belt around the inner rail network.

For the outlying section an economical advantage has been

contemplated by limiting the drop in potential to 1 v. per km.

Railroads interconnected by their rail networks or by a common
power plant are to be considered as one system because such

railroads influence each other, inasmuch as equalizing currents

will flow between their rail networks.

Deviations in both directions from these potentials can be

justified by certain circumstances—in case of especially good

conditions of the ground, that is to say, in very dry dirt an

increase of the potentials may be permissible. But even in

such cases it is advisable to be cautious in allowing such an
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District of interior pipe - network.

District of 200 m. around pipes with no branches.

Railroads in the 2.5 V. District.

Railroads in the IV-Km District.

Railroads with no Restrictions.

Figure 7

I I District of the pipe -network with the 200 m belt

surrounding it and the pipes with no branches.

Il'llllllll District of the interior Rail- network with the 2 Km.
belt surrounding it.

Railroads in the 2<5 V District (shaded by both
horizontal and vertical lines).

Railroads in the IV'-Km. District (shaded by
horizontal lines).

Railroads with no restrictions (not shaded, or by
vertical lines only).

Figure 8
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increase, so as not to violate the rules as given in paragraph 5.

Where the conditions are unfavorable, for instance, where

moist ground of especially high conductivity prevails, it is

advisable to remain below the limits. For railroads with brief

daily operation concessions have been made because damage
to the pipes depends upon the duration of the influence of the

current so that, considering the short time of operation, even

greater currents cannot cause any appreciable damage to the

pipes.

For railroads of three hours daily operation double drop in

potential is allowed, while for railroads of one hour operation, four

times the drop is permissible. Wherever the rail network is not

sufficient to carry the current without exceeding the per-

missible potential in the network, the whole plan for the return

of the current must be altered, and improvement will be reached

by providing return cables in which, if necessar}^ resistances

or boosters may be inserted. The resistances should be

variable so as to correspond with the variable conditions of

service and operation. In cases where the railroad system

is fed from several power plants a reduction of the drop in

potential in the rails may be brought about by shifting the

loads of the several power plants.

The arrangement of the cables and resistances can be made
in so many different ways as to make a general rule for all

cases impossible. It is recommended to investigate thoroughly

the cases under observation, because considerable saving in the

construction and operation of the plant may be achieved by a

careful layout.

The keeping of the return points at the same potential is

recommended as a precautionary measure but not required.

The same offers a certain guarantee of the possibility to keep

the difference of potential within the 2.5 V. limits.

Furthermore, the use of the 3 wire-system with the rails as

a neutral conductor is worthy of consideration. In this sys-

tem the difference of potential in the rails depends on the dis-

tribution of the positive and negative feeder districts. This

distribution again depends on the local conditions of the plant,

so that no general rules can be given in regard to it.

Alterations of the conditions of operation can be counter-

acted by switching the load to the positive or negative side

of the system. The rules do not recoinmend any certain sys-

tem, but leave it entirely to the projecting engineer to select
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the one best adapted to existing conditions. The damage to

pipes takes place mostly at points of low potential on two-

wire railroads, in the neighborhood of the return points; and

on three-wire railroads, in the districts of negative feeders, be-

cause it is mainly here that the current leaves the pipes.

It is advisable to place the return points of the negative feeder

districts whenever possible in locations with dry ground of

low conductivity and as far as possible from such pipe lines as

are of importance for the water and gas supply.

The permissible limits of differences in potential in rails

must not exceed, either according to calculations, or at the

practical trial, the limits given in Section 1 of these rules.

The measurement of the difiference in potential is made by 'means

of test wires as called for in Section 6. The measurements

of differences in potential are limited to those points which,

according to the calculations, come nearest to the established

limits. Wherever long lines, as, for instance, telephone wires,

are available, it is advisable to use them for these measure-

ments, otherwise several test wires may be connected in series

or temporary test lines may be installed: finally, the results

of single measurements may be computed to reach the same

final results. Only high resistance voltmeters should be used

for these measurements so as to make the resistances of the

test wire and contacts negligible. The pointers of these in-

struments should have the slowest movements and a good

damper arrangement, so as to give good readings even under

strong fluctuations. For all measurements only average values

are considered. All measurements are to be extended over a

full period of operation which results from the average frequency

of trains.

Section 4. Resistance between Rail and Earth.

The resistance between ground and the rail which is used

for carrying the return current should be kept as high as pos-

sible. When the conditions of the ground or the situation of

the track are not favorable for this purpose, the resistance

should be increased by a special effective insulation.

The rails or any conductor connected to the rails must not

be in contact with the pipes or any kind of metal buried in

the ground. Furthermore, care must be taken that the dis-

tance between the nearest rail and any metallic part of the

pipe lines or connections to them which project above the ground
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or lie near the surface, be kept as great as possible, and should

never be less than one meter.

Stationary motors, lighting installations or any other plant

which receives current from a railway system which uses the

rails for carrying the return current, must be connected to the

rail network by means of insulated conductors. Excepted are

short connections of not more than 1 6 square millimeters which

are not deeper than 25 centimeters in the ground and which

are at a distance of at least 1 meter from any part of a pipe

network. These connections may be of bare metal. In order

to increase the resistance between rail and ground it is recom-

mended to use a bedding of high resistance and to provide

good drainage, also to render the bedding water-tight to the

roadbed for a sufficient width on both sides of the rail.

The use of salt for the melting of snow and ice, should be

limited to cases of absolute necessity.

Wherever sufficient distance between the rail and such parts

of the pipe line as project above the surface is not obtainable,

it is advisable to change the pipe run, or where this is not pos-

sible, to use insulating strata (such as vitrified clay, masonry

or wooden conduits, etc.).

Explanation.

The magnitude of currents passing into the ground depends

not only on the potentials in the rail network, but also on the

resistances between the rails and the pipes and on the resist-

ances of the pipe lines themselves. It will always be of advan-

tage to increase the resistance of the ground between the rails

and the pipes. An artificial increase of the resistances of the

pipe line can be achieved for instance, by the use of insulating

flanges, couplings, etc. Aside from the technical difficulties of

installing such insulating parts into gas pipes, and especially

water pipes with a high pressure, and of insuring their lasting

tightness, it would be difficult to provide these insulating

pieces in the necessary numbers and to take care of their correct

distribution. A wrong arrangement of the same will lead to an

extraordinary concentration of currents at these insulations

with consequent corrosion in these places. A greater part of

the drop in potential between pipe and rail originally takes

place in the roadbed as can be easily understood and it is there-

fore required to render this resistance as high as possible by
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the good insulation of the roadbed, good drainage, etc., and to

maintain it thus.

In the same measure that the increase of the resistances

between rail and pipe is recommended, the use of any means

to reduce these resistances, is to be warned against. Such

means to be considered are ground plates, connections of metals

in the ground, and especially metallic connections between the

rails and the pipes. The last will reduce the density of the

current at the point of connection to the pipe, but they cause

an increase of the pipe current and of the ground currents in

general which may cause damage in other places, as, for in-

stance, at interruptions in the pipe line or at crossings with

other lines. Any local measure taken must be considered with

regard to its effect on the pipes in other localities.

Metallic connections between ' different pipe networks also

are to be judged from this viewpoint. Immediate contact of

any parts of the pipe lines with the rails, or too close an ap-

proach, has the same effect as direct metallic connections and

is, therefore, to be avoided. (By a re-location of rails or pipes

or installation of insulating strata).

Especially in cases of stationary motors or lighting plants

connected to the railroad system, there exists on the premises

danger of an accidental or deliberate connection or contact

with the pipe lines. It is, therefore, necessary to have strict

rules regarding the return cables from such plants.

Section 5. Current Density.

The above rules are intended to prevent the destruction of

the pipes by electrolysis. The rate of destruction is in direct

proportion to the amount of current leaving the pipe.

Any pipe line where the current leaving the pipe exceeds an

average density of 0.75 milliampere per square decimeter and

where this current is due to a railway, may be considered en-

dangered by this railway, and further preventive measures

must be taken.

For railways with freight service when the service is of com-

paratively short duration, exceptions as already mentioned are

permissible.

In cases where the current leaving or passing into the pipes

changes its direction, the current passing into the pipe must

be taken as nil when determining the average density, until

further experience has been gained in this matter.
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Explanation.

Inasmuch as a total elimination of all damages to pipes would

be in most cases possible only at a disproportionately high

cost, which would far exceed the cost of any possible damage to

the pipes, it is necessary to allow a certain limited damage,

that is to say, a damage which is of little practical importance

and which does not noticeably shorten the life of the pipes.

These rules have therefore been compiled on the basis of the

average conditions, that is to say, such as are mostly met with,

and it is to be expected according to previous experience that

the damage done to pipe lines by the stray currents from elec-

trical railways, generally will remain limited to the practical

allowable limit wherever these rules are observed. Under
exceptionally bad conditions, that is to say, under conditions

which very much favor the origin of stray currents, greater

corrosion of pipes in certain places can hardly be avoided,

even if the limits of the drop in the potential in the rails, as

laid down in Section 3, are not exceeded. It is, therefore,

advisable to establish some measure for the elimination of

immediate danger to the pipes.

For the judgment of the damage attributed to a railroad

system the density of the current leaving the pipes and return-

ing to the railroad system is indicative.

The density of the current at the pipe can be measured only

after the completion of the plant. These measurements must

be made during the time of operation, as per schedule, and as

described in Section 3. The average density is important

and is obtained from the computation of the results of several

measurements, each of which follows a whole period of service.

Measurements of current density can be made, for instance,

by means of a milliammeter and non-polarizable frame as de-

signed by Prof. Haber. This frame contains two copper plates

which are insulated from each other and which foi the pre-

vention of polarization are covered with a paste of copper

sulphate and 20% sulphuric acid, over which a parchment, soaked

with sodium sulphate is laid. The frame is filled with dirt

except between the plates, and placed alongside the pipe at

right angles to the assumed direction of the current and then

covered with dirt. A very sensitive ammeter connected to

the copper plates will indicate the current passing through

the frame and the density of this current can readily be cal-

culated by taking into account the surface of the copper plates
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inside the frame. Inasmuch as here also only average readings

are to be considered, it is advisable to use an instrument with

very slow period.

According to investigations made so far, absolute danger to

the pipes results whenever the density of the currents leaving

the pipes reaches the average value of 0.75 milliampere per

square dcm. For railroads with small periods of operation

an excess up to double and quadruple, respectively, the above

value is permissible according to the rules laid down in Sec-

tion 3.

Wherever the direction of the current changes, the currents

entering the pipes are not to be considered in the calculations

of the average density, inasmuch as it is not as yet established

that such currents will add to the metal of the pipes. Wherever

the average values are exceeded, especial precautionary meas-

ures are to be taken, the nature of which can be determined

only by the local conditions. In many cases it is sufhcient to

protect a very limited section of the rail network, to which

end the further reduction of the drop in the rails may not be

necessary, but which may be attained by other means as, for

instance, the re-location of short sections of tracks or pipes,

or the artificial increase of the resistances between rails and

pipes at such points.

In all cases the question arises whether the railroad is to be con-

sidered as the only cause of current concentration, as other causes

may be found to be responsible for a part of the current on the

pipes; for instance, bare neutrals or poor insulation in other

electrical systems, the natural electrical elements resulting

from the use of different metals in the pipe lines, or from dif-

ferent chemicals in solution in the ground. That part of the

current which is attributable to the influence of the railroad

can be determined by comparison with the measurements of the

current during the period of no operation. In many cases the

influence of the railroad can be judged from contemporaneous

measurements of current density and the potential between

pipe and rail. Under certain circumstances it is possible to

find the degree of influence of the railroad and of other electrical

plants operating at the same time, by establishing the course

of the current in the ground. For this investigation elec-

trodes that cannot be polarized are used as contacts from the

test line to the ground. The measurements should preferably

be made by the potentiometer method in order to eHminate
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drop at the electrodes due to the current flow, but this method

is difficult in practice on account of the rapid fluctuations of

the voltage. It will be sufficient in most cases to make the

measurements with a voltmeter of very high resistance so that

the current passing through the electrodes will be very small.

It should be emphasized that such measurements should be made
by experts only, as deviations from the right method which

seem of no importance often give useless results.

Section 6. Control.

In order to be able to test the potential at the return points

of the rail system of a given territory, pilot wires are to be

connected to these points and carried to a central testing place.

Before a service miay be increased the potential distribution

in the rail network must be retested.

The rail bonds and bridge connections are to be retested

once yearly by means of a suitable rail joint tester and must be

arranged so that they fulfill the rules of Sections 1 and 2. Con-

nections the resistance of which has been found greater than

that of an uninterrupted rail of 10 meters length must be re-

paired to comply with these rules.

Explanation.

The control of the drop in potential in the whole network

would be best assured by the installation of test wires from

one of the buses to all points of probable highest and lowest

rail potential, which arrangement admits of immediate measure-

ment of potential between these points.

In certain cases, especially in existing plants, the installation

of such test wires would involve great cost. Such test wires

from all of the important rail points were not required; but it

has been ruled that all points of the rail network, to which

cables of the same district are now connected, are to be pro-

vided with test wires which have to run to some central point

where readings of the differences of potentials between the

return points can be taken.

Wherever the expense involved permits, it is recommended

to install test wires not only to the return points but also to

the points of highest rail potentials.

After permanent changes in the operation, the distribution

of the potential in the rail network is to be investigated in the

same way as after the inauguration of the plant, in order
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to ascertain whether the new conditions still correspond to

the rules.

In case of temporary changes of short duration in the whole

network or parts of the same as, for instance, occasionally

some festival, change or repair of tracks, fairs, exhibits, etc.,

no special measures are to be taken because the short duration

of the influence will cause no noticeable damage even when
the limits of these rules are exceeded.

The yearly investigation of the rail joints, as required by the

rules, is also to be recommended with regard to the reduction

of losses of energy. For these measurements an apparatus

may be used which allows of the comparison of the drop in

potentials across the joint with one of the adjoining uninter-

rupted rails so that the measurement may be taken during the

operation. Joints of a resistance higher than that of an un-

interrupted rail of 10 m. length are immediately to be repaired.

The total resistance, as found by the measurement of the

single joints, must not exceed the value which has been as-

sumed during the projection of the plant (compare Section 2,

paragraph 2).

Should it result during operation that rail joints are of a

higher resistance than that assumed in the designing it is

permissible to abstain from a re-construction of the joints

as long as the permissible difference of potentials in the rails

is not exceeded, even with these higher resistances. The
established limits of 20% increase of the resistance of the

uninterrupted rail by the bonds must not be exceeded in any

case.

79. France—Regulations by Minister of Public Works
Circular and order of the Minister of Public Works (France)

of March 21, 1911, establishing the technical conditions which

electrical distribution systems must satisfy in order to conform

to the law of June 15, 1906. (Pages 25-27)

Section III. Regulations Relative to the Construction

OF Structures for Electric Railways using Direct

Current.^

distribution potential for railways.

Art. 27. The requirements of art. 3, paragraph 4; of art. 5

paragraph 26; 4 and 6 of art. 25, and of the first two sections
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of paragraph 3 of art. 31 do not refer to trolley wires, nor their

supports, nor the other lines placed upon these supports, nor

those not upon the public highway, nor those inaccessible to

the public, if the potential between these conductors and ground

is not greater than 1000 volts.

1. Electric traction projects using alternating current should be sub-

mitted to the Minister of Public Works in all cases where discribution is

upon the public highway.

RIGHT OF WAY.

Art. 28. When the rails are used as conductors, all necessary

measures should be taken to guard against the harmful action

of stray currents, on metallic structures, such as the tracks

of railways, the water and gas pipes, the telegraph or tele-

phone lines and all other electric conductors, etc.

To this end the following regulations shall be applied:

1. The conductance of the tracks shall be known to be in

the best possible condition, especially in regard to the joints,

whose resistance should not exceed, in each case, that of 10

meters of the normal track.

The management is required to verify periodically this con-

ductance and to place the results obtained on file, which shall

be accessible to the administration upon demand.

2. The drop in potential in the rails, measured upon a length

of track of 1 kilometer taken arbitrarily upon any section of

the system, should not exceed an average value of 1 volt for

the operating period of the normal car schedule.

3. The feeders tied into the track shall be insulated.

4. Where the tracks contain switches or crossings, the con-

ductance shall be maintained by special work.

5. When the track crosses a metallic structure, it should

be electrically insulated, as much as possible, throughout the

length of the structure.

6. As long as no metallic structure is in the neighborhood

of the tracks, a drop in potential greater than that fixed in

paragraph 2 may be allowed, upon the condition that no dam-
age will result, and particularly no trouble to telegraphic or

telephonic communication, and none to railway signals.

7. The owner of the distribution system shall be required

to make the installations necessary to enable the administra-

tion to verify the fulfillment of the provisions of this article;

it should particularly provide, whenever necessary, for pilot
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wires to be installed between designated points of the dis-

tribution system.

PROTECTION OF NEIGHBORING AERIAL LINES.

Art. 29. At all points where the lines feeding the traction

system cross other distribution lines, or telegraph or telephone

lines, the supports should be established with a view to protect

mechanically these lines against contact with the aerial con-

ductors feeding the traction system.

In all cases, measures shall be taken to prevent the trolley

wire touching the neighboring lines.

80. England.—British Board of Trade Regulations. Regu-

lations made by the Board of Trade under the provisions of Special

Tramways Acts or Light Railway Orders authorizing "lines" on

public roads ; for regulating the use of electrical power ; for prevent-

ing fusion or injurious electrolytic action of or on gas or water

pipes or other metallic pipes, structures or substances; and for

minimising as far as is reasonably practicable injurious inter-

ference with the electric wires, lines, and apparatus of parties

other than the Company, and the currents therein, whether

such lines do or do not use the earth as a return.

First made, March, 1894.

Revised, April, 1903.

Further revised, August, 1904.

Further revised. May, 1908.

Further revised, April, 1910.

Further revised, September, 1912.

Regulations.

1. Any dynamo used as a generator shall be of such pattern

and construction as to be capable of producing a continuous

current without appreciable pulsation.

2. One of the two conductors used for transmitting energy
from the generator to the motors shall be in every case insulated

from earth, and is hereinafter referred to as the "line"; the

other may be insulated throughout, or may be uninsulated in

such parts and to such extent as is provided in the following

regulations, and is hereinafter referred to as the "return."

The Board of Trade will be prepared to consider the
issue of regulations for the use of alternating currents for
electrical traction on application.
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3. Where any rails on which cars run or any conductors

laid between or within three feet of such rails form any part

of a return, such part may be uninsulated. All other returns

or parts of a return shall be insulated, unless of such sectional

area as will reduce the difference of potential between the

ends of the uninsulated portion of the return below the limit

laid down in Regulation 7.

4. When any uninsulated conductor laid between or within

three feet of the rails forms any part of a return, it shall be

electrically connected to the rails at distances apart not ex-

ceeding 100 feet by means of copper strips having a sectional

area of at least one-sixteenth of a square inch, or by other means

of equal conductivity.

5. (a) When any part of a return is uninsulated it shall be

connected with the negative terminal of the generator, and in

such case the negative terminal of the generator shall also be

directly connected, through the current-indicator hereinafter

mentioned, to two separate earth connections which shall be

placed not less than 20 yards apart.

(b) The earth connections referred to in this regulation

shall be constructed, laid and maintained, so as to secure

electrical contact with the general mass of earth, and so that,

if possible, an electromotive force, not exceeding four volts,

shall suffice to produce a current of at least two amperes from

one earth connection to the other through the earth, and a

test shall be made once in every month to ascertain whether

this requirement is complied with.

(c) Provided that in place of such two earth connections

the Company may make one connection to a main for water

supply of not less than three inches internal diameter, with the

consent of the owner thereof and of the person supplying the

water, and provided that where, from the nature of the soil

or for other reasons, the Company can show to the satisfaction

of the Board of Trade that the earth connections herein specified

cannot be constructed and maintained without undue expense

the provisions of this regulation shall not apply.

(d) No portion of either earth connection shall be placed

within six feet of any pipe except a main for water supply

of not less than three inches internal diameter which is metal-

lically connected to the earth connections with the consents

hereinbefore specified.

(e) When the generator is at a considerable distance from
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the tn'mway the uninsulated return shall be connected to the

negative terminal of the generator by means of one or more
insulated return conductors, and the generator shall have no

other connection with earth; and in such case the end of each

insulated return connected with the uninsulated return shall

be connected also through a current indicator to two separate

earth connections, or with the necessary consents to a main

for water supply, or with the like consents to both in the man-

ner prescribed in this regulation.

(f) The current indicator may consist of an indicator at the

generating station connected by insulated wires to the term-

inals of a resistance interposed between the return and the

earth connection or connections, or it may consist of a suitable

low-resistance maximum demand indicator. The said re-

sistance, or the resistance of the maximum demand indicator,

shall be such that the maximum current laid down in Regula-

tion C (I) shall produce a difference of potential not exceeding

one volt between the terminals. The indicator shall be so

constructed as to indicate correctly the current passing through

the resistance when connected to the terminals by the insulated

wires before-mentioned.

6. When the return is partly oi entirely uninsulated the Com-
pany shall in the construction and maintenance of the tram-

way (a) so separate the uninsulated return from the general

mass of earth, and from any pipe in the vicinity; (b) so con-

nect together the several lengths of the rails; (c) adopt such

means for reducing the difference produced by the current be-

tween the potential of the uninsulated return at any one point

and the potential of the uninsulated return at any other point;

and (d) so maintain the efficiency of the earth connections

specified in the preceding regulations as to fulfill the following

conditions, viz.:

(I) That the current passing from the earth connections

through the indicator to the generator or through the

resistance to the insulated return shall not at any time
exceed either two amperes per mile, of single tramway
line or five per cent of the total current output of the

station.

(II) That if at any time and at any place a test be made
by connecting a galvanometer or other current-indicator

to the uninsulated return and to any pipe in the vicinity,

it shall always be possible to reverse the direction of any
current indicated by interposing a battery of three Le-
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clanche cells connected in series if the direction of the
current is from the return to the pipe, or by interposing

one Leclanche cell if the direction of the current is from
the pipe to the return.

The owner of any such pipe may require the Company to

permit him at reasonable times and intervals to ascertain by
test that the conditions specified in (II) are complied with as

regards his pipe.

7. When the return is partly or entirely uninsulated a con-

tinuous record shall be kept by the Company of the difference

of potential during the working of the tramway between points

on the uninsulated return. If at any time such difference of

potential between any two points exceeds the limit of seven

volts, the Company shall take immediate steps to reduce it

below that limit.

8. The current density in the rails shall not exceed nine

amperes per square inch of the cross sectional area.

9. Every electrical connection with any pipe shall be so

arranged as to admit of easy examination, and shall be tested

by the Company at least once in every three months.

10. The insulation of the line and of the return when in-

svdated, and of all feeders and other conductors, shall be so

maintained that the leakage current shall not exceed one hun-

dredth of an ampere per mile of tramway. The leakage cur-

rent shall be ascertained not less frequently than once in every

week before or after the hours of running when the line is fully

charged. If at any time it should be found that the leakage

current exceeds one-half of an ampere per mile of tran'way

the leak shall be localised and removed as soon as practicable,

and the running of the cars shall be stopped unless the leak

is localised and removed within 24 hours. Provided that

where both line and return are placed within a conduit this

regulation shall not apply.

11. The insulation resistance of all continuously insulated

cables used for lines, for insulated returns, for feeders, or for

other purposes, and laid below the surface of the ground, shall

not be permitted to fall below the equivalent of 10 megohms
for a length of one mile. A test of the insulation resistance of

all such cables shall be made at least once in each month.

12. Any insulated return shall be placed parallel to and at

a distance not exceeding three feet from the line when the line

and return are both erected overhead, or eighteen inches when
they are both laid underground.
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13. In the disposition, connections, and working of feeders,

the Company shall take all reasonable precautions to avoid

injurious interference with any existing wires.

14. The Company shall so construct and maintain their

system as to secure good contact between the motors and the

line and return respectively.

15. The Company shall adopt the best means available to

prevent the occurrence of undue sparking at the rubbing or

rolling contacts in any place and in the construction and use

of their generator and motors.

16. Where the line or return or both are laid in a conduit

the following conditions shall be complied with in the con-

struction and maintenance of such conduit:

(a) The conduit shall be so constructed as to admit of

examination of and access to the conductors contained

therein and their insulators and supports.

(b) It shall be so constructed as to be readily cleared

of accumulation of dust or other debris, and no such ac-

cumulation shall be permitted to remain.

(c) It shall be laid to such falls and so connected to

sumps or other means of drainage, as to automatically

clear itself of water without danger of the water reaching

the level of the conductors.

(d) If the conduit is formed of metal, all separate

lengths shall be so jointed as to secure efficient metallic

continuity for the passage of electric currents. Where
the rails are used to form any part of the return they shall

be electrically connected to the conduit by means of copper

strips having a sectional area of at least one-sixteenth of

a square inch, or other means of equal conductivity, at

distances apart not exceeding 100 feet. Where the return

is wholly insulated and contained within the conduit, the

latter shall be connected to earth at the generating station

or sub-station through a high resistance galvanometer
suitable for the indication of any contact or partial contact

of either the line or the return with the conduit.

(e) If the conduit is formed of any non-metallic material

not being of high insulating quality and impervious to

moisture throughout, the conductors shall be carried on
insulators the supports for which shall be in metallic con-

tact with one another throughout.
(f

)

The negative conductor shall be connected with earth

at the station by a voltmeter and may also be connected

with earth at the generating station or sub-station by an

adjustable resistance and current-indicator. Neither con-

ductor shall otherwise be permanently connected with earth.

(g) The conductors shall be constructed in sections not

exceeding one-half a mile in length, and in the event of a
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leak occurring on either conductor that conductor shall

at once be connected with the negative pole of the dynamo,
and shall remain so connected until the leak can be re-

moved.
(h) The leakage current shall be ascertained daily, be-

fore or after the hours of running, when the line is fully

charged, and if at any time it shall be found to exceed

one ampere per mile of tramway the leak shall be localised

and removed as soon as practicable, and the running of

the cars shall be stopped unless the leak is localised and
removed within 24 hours.

17. The Company shall, so far as may be applicable to their

system of working, keep records as specified below. These

records shall, if and when required, be forwarded for the in-

formation of the Board of Trade.

Number of cars running.

Number of miles of single tramway line.

Daily Records.

Maximum working current.

Maximum working pressure.

Maximum current from the earth plates or water-pipe con-

nections(vide Regulation 6 (I)) where the indicator is at the

generating works.

Fall of potential in return (vide Regulation 7).

Leakage current (vide Regulation 16 (h)).

Weekly Records.

Leakage current (vide Regulation 10).

Maximum current from the earth plates or water-pipe con-

nections (vide Regulations 6 (I)) where a maximum demand

indicator is used.

Monthly Records.

Condition of earth connections (vide Regulation 5).

Minimum insulation resistance of insulated cables in meg-

ohms per mile (vide Regulation 11).

Quarterly Records.

Conductance of connections to pipes (vide Regulation 9).

Occasional Records.

Specimens of tests made under provisions of Regulation 6 (IL)

Board of Trade,

7, Whitehall Gardens, S. W.
September, 1912.
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81. Spain—Electric Legislation. Law of March 23, 1900.

Article 50. To prevent the return current of electric tram-

way lines from exercising any electrolytic effects, the following

measures shall be taken:

(1) The rails of each one of the tracks are bonded by welding

or by connections formed of short copper cables, or of equiva-

lent cables made of some other metal, the section of which

having to exceed 100 square millimeters per track, and shall

be made as large as possible.

(2) At intervals of 100 meters, or at shorter distances, the

tracks shall be cross-bonded.

(3) In case the official inspector should deem it necessarj^

a cable will have to be stretched in every line, which will have

to be intimately connected with both tracks; and

(4) The dimensions of all cables and wires constituting such

system will have to be calculated upon a basis that the potential

difference between the generator terminals and the point of

the tracks remotest from them will not exceed an amount of

seven volts.

H. SUMMARY OF EUROPEAN CONDITIONS.

Conditions in Germany, Italy, France and England as Reported

to the Visiting Committee by Various Authorities in

these Countries.

82. Present Electrolysis Conditions.

Germany. Considerable damage was found in many cities

prior to the application of the Earth Current Commission's

Regulations; in one case service pipe trouble occurred as often

as once a month. Generally, however, extensive damage was

not known until it was revealed by investigation; thus, many
of the cities which were surveyed by the Commission, and

where more or less corrosion was found, had previously reported

no damage.

In general, the pipe owning interests stated that the situa-

tion was such that the work of the Earth Current Commission

was urgently needed. Some railway engineers held that a

considerable amount of corrosion ascribed to stray railway

current was in fact due to other sources, or to self-corrosion.

Many very thorough tests have been made in Germany,
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and a large majority of these have shown that corrosion was
being produced by stray railway currents.

The more prosperous companies and municipalities spent

money for improvements after the publication of the Regula-

tions of the Earth Current Commission. Exact information

was not available regarding the number of places where changes

had been made, but the best information indicated that the

number was between 20 and 30. Of these, about 100,000 marks
each was spent in Danzig, Strassburg and Erfurt, re-arranging

the resistances in existing return conductors, and Dresden

was engaged in insulating the existing bare conductors, and
generally, the most important cities were rapidly improving

their return circuit conditions.

The present conditions in Germany are considered satis-

factory where the electric railways have conformed to the

Commission Regulations, or where conditions were already

equally good ; in other cases the conditions are considered

to be unsatisfactory. No cases of extensive damage to cable

sheaths were found.

Italy. Very little damage, if any, is known in Italy, and the

conditions are said to be satisfactory. This favorable report

is based on the absence of complaints.

France. Outside of Paris, there is little damage caused by

tramway systems, which generally observe a one volt per

kilometer rail drop limit, contained in regulations issued by

the Ministry of Public Works. No adequate or complete tests

have been made in France, although some testing has been

done in Paris following the development of trouble.

In Paris, 60 to 70 cases of damage to pipes have been found

in a year, and the actual minimum cost of repairs was esti-

mated to be 60,000 francs; however, it was held that the para-

mount consideration was the danger to security of service, since

nearly all cases caused losses in buildings, although there were

, no explosions.

At least 30 to 35 per cent of the total number of cases re-

ported were due to re-arrangement of the Edison two-wire and

three-wire mains; such troubles are local and temporary, while

in other cases the troubles are persistent.

A very considerable amount of damage in Paris is due to

the " Metropolitan" subway system, which claims exemption

from the one-volt per km. rule, not being a tramway system.

With this exception, conditions in France are said to be gen-

erally satisfactory.
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England. Considerable damage is said to have occurred in

the early days of electric traction in England, although such

damage was apparently insignificant compared to conditions

familiar in America. Practically no damage has occurred in

recent yeais, and certainly no extensive damage. Two or

three cases, local in character and of small extent, have occurred

in localities where the Board of Trade regulations were complied

with.

In England there is very little good evidence in the way of

tests, and the general statements of immunity are based on

the absence of trouble. The Post Office and the South Metro-

politan Gas Company (London) both make systematic tests

and find no trouble, with the exception that the Post Office

has from time to time encountered difficulties due to stray

currents, which were however generally quite local in character.

While it is generally stated in England that there is little

actual damage to piping systems, and that the problem is not

an important issue with the owners of gas piping systems, there

is considerable feeling among the privately owned gas com-

panies that they are not adequately protected by the Board

of Trade Regulations, since they cannot recover damages in

case corrosion occurs where the Regulations are complied with.

This has led to numerous applications to Parliament for special

clauses in Acts granting powers to electric railway undertak-

ings; most of these have been refused, but some have been

granted.

It is generally admitted that the Board of Trade Regulations,

as originally drawn, were empirical, and that they might be

remodelled with advantage, but since the only feature of the

regulations actually rigidly enforced : namely, the limit for over-

all rail drop, results in substantial immunity, the great dif-

ficulty attending revision does not seem justified.

83. Protective Measures in Vogue.

Feeders.

Germany. Insulated return feeders are used almost uni-

versally in Germany. In Berlin and Hamburg these return

feeders are of the same number and size as the positive feeders,

but generally in other towns the return feeders are of smaller

cross-section. Separate feeders are generally used, but not

exclusively, as feeders with resistance taps are used in some
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cases. Formerly there were cases of feeders tapping at several

points, but important cases have been corrected by the inser-

tion of resistances. (The distinction between copper which

merely parallels the rails, and feeders intended to maintain

equi-potential points in the rail net-work, is clearly understood

in Germany).

Negative boosters are used in several cases, but the general

practice is not to use them. The tramway in Danzig, operated

by a private company, and having a maximum load of 600

kw., has used boosters since 1906.

Return feeder systems are carefully calculated in recent in-

stallations; the same grade of insulation is generally provided

for both positive and negative feeders. No design data for

feeder resistances were obtained.

England. Insulated return feeders are used in England,

wherever return feeders are necessary to bring the rail drop

within the B.O.T. regulations Separate feeders are generally

used. (As in Germany, the feeders are intended to maintain

the rail taps at the same potential throughout the system).

Negative boosters are more extensively used than in Germany.

They are very commonly used in the larger systems, although in

one large city their use was abandoned after they had been in

operation for some time. They are considered more economical

than resistances in the return feeders, and also to provide better

regulation where the load centers shift.

Return feeder systems are only calculated in the larger, well

supervised systems, elsewhere they are installed on "cut-and-

try" methods. The same grade of insulation is usually provided

for both positive and negative feeders.

Italy. Return feeders are not used for tramways in Italy.

France. Insulated return feeders are used for the conduit

tramways in Paris, but little elsewhere. Most systems have

but one feeding point to the rails. Boosters are very little

used, the only system found to be equipped with boosters was

that of the Cie. des Tramways de Paris et du Dept. de la Seine.

Voltage and Current Conditions.

Germany. Where return circuits have not been remodelled

in accordance with the Commission Regulations, overall volt-
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age limits vary greath', but in the majority of cases they are

between 5 and 10 volts. Other systems will be from 2 to 5

volts. Negative feeders are designed for equal drop.

England. Overall rail drops for tramways in England are

generally very much lower than the B.O.T. requirement, averag-

ing probably 2.5 to 3 volts, with the exception of occasional

drops, which may be as high as 15 or 20 volts, due to extra-

ordinary traffic at foot-ball matches, etc. The railways prob-

ably have higher overall voltages than the tramways. Glasgow,

which voluntarily adopted a 2 volt rail drop limit, Manchester,

and other large towns, have extraordinarily low rail drops.

Electrolysis conditions throughout the United Kingdom are

generally said to be satisfactory, although some private gas

companies do not agree to this. Potential differences between

pipes and rails are said to be generally less than 1 volt.

Negative feeders are designed for equal drop.

France. It is stated that the tramways in France generally

endeavor to observe the 1 volt per km. limit. Potential dif-

ferences between pipes and rails rarely exceed 1 volt (However

we observed a 6 volt potential in Paris).

Miscellaneous Protective Measures.

Drainage System. Electrical drainage was formerly applied

in one or two cases in Germany, notably in Aachen, but it was

abandoned on account of damage produced by it, first, due to

joint corrosion, and second, damage to other underground

structures. It is condemned by the engineers of the Earth

Current Commission.

Electrical drainage is not emplo^-ed in Italy or France.

In England, it is not approved as a general njeasure to afford

relief from stray current, although there are a few special in-

stances of its application to the Railway Company's own lead

covered cables, where the common practice is to bond to the

rails at many points. One engineer thought that it might be

applied where currents were small, except to gas pipes on account

of the danger from sparking, he also thought that it would be

undesirable in America where large currents are carried.

Negative Trolley or Periodic Reversal. The trolley wire was

originally made negative in Niirnberg, and in St. Gall, Switzer-
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land, but not periodically reversed. The scheme has been

abandoned in both places.

This connection has not been used for tramways in Italy,

France or England.

Three-Wire System. The three wire system has been

applied to electric railways in a few cases in Germany. In

each case the distribution of load between polarities was by

districts, that is, certain entire sections will have the trolley

wire positive, and others will have the trolley wire negative.

Under these conditions the systems may become considerably

unbalanced.

In France, the Nord-Sud Chemin de Fer employs a three-

wi^re system with two motors per car, positive and negative,

the running rails acting as a grounded neutral.

In England the three-wire system has not been applied to

tramways. The City and South London Underground Rail-

way employs it, but this will be discontinued following con-

solidation with other systems.

Average Feeding Distances. In England, the average feed-

ing distances are said to be from 2 to 3 miles.

Joints in Cast-iron Mains. Cast-iron pipes in England and

Germany are generally of the lead calked bell and spigot type.

In Germany flanged joints are frequently used for special

fittings, valves, T's and hydrant taps for water mains. Cast-

iron pipes are little used in France; pipe joints are either lead

calked bell and spigot, or in large pipes flanged with rubber

gaskets. Insulating joints are not used, except that in England

it is said that they are occasionally used for water pipes in

very special cases.

Insulating Coverings. In Germany it is held that insulating

coverings do not afford protection against electrolysis, as their

effect is merely to concentrate escaping stray currents, since

perfect coverings cannot be maintained. They should only be

used where protection against chemical corrosion is desired,

due to the character of the soil.

In France, gas engineers stated that insulating coverings were

being studied, but it was not believed that they would prove

practicable.
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In England, insulating coverings are not considered good

protection against stray railway currents. High pressure gas

pipes have been covered with pitch canvas, and the London
Water Board pipes are provided with an asphalt dip coating,

but more as protection against chemical corrosion.

Insulating Joints in Telephone Cables. Not used in Ger-

many or England.

Double Trolley. The double trolley system is not in general

use in any of the countries visited. One or two very special

cases near Laboratories in Germany, the district within 2 or

3 miles of the Greenwich Observatory, and some conduit tram-

ways of the London County Council System, were the only

cases noted. The double trolley is also used in connection

with a few miles of rail-less trolley in England.

Corrosive Effects of Soil. In Germany the possibility of

chemical corrosion (that is, corrosion without an external

supply of electricity) is recognized, and distinction is made
between such corrosion and that produced by stray currents.

Pipe corrosion has actually been found under conditions where

it could not have been produced by stray currents. The re-

sistance of soil is said to vary from 1 ohm to 2000 ohms per

cubic meter, averaging about 100 ohms per cubic meter.

No definite information was obtained in England regarding

the corrosive properties of soil, but it was stated that chemical

corrosion was known to occur. Such corrosion does not,

however, produce acute conditions, as in electrolysis; it is more

like ordinary oxidation.

Effect of Roadbed Construction on Leakage Current. The
authorities consulted in Germany were of the opinion that the

road-bed constructions used did not effect a reduction of leak-

age from the tracks. A similar opinion was held in England.

(See Fig. 10-13).

Rail-Weights. In Germany the common rail weights are

50-60 Kg. per meter for tramways, and 30-40 Kg. per meter

for interurban lines. In France the ordinary rail-weights are

46 to 51 Kg. per meter. In England rail-weights vary from

70 to 100 lbs. per yard, in the majority of cases. (See Fig. 14).
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Welded Rail-Joints. In Germany Thermit welds are used

to some extent, they are becoming more common. In France

the rails of the System Cie. de Omnibus Thomson-Houston,
are welded.

In England Thermit welds have been very extensively used,

giving good results electrically, but having short life due to

mechanical weakness where traffic is heavy. A type of elec-

trically welded continuous rail, very extensively used in Leeds,

and to an increasing extent in Manchester and Glasgow, is

giving excellent results, being mechanically strong and pro-

viding good electrical conductivity.

Rail-bonds. Solid copper pin type bonds, usually 1 meter

long, are most commonly used in Germany, and also in France.

The Metropolitan System in Paris places the bonds under the

base flange of the rail.

In England, solid copper pin type bonds, protected bonds

inside of fish plates, and other types familiar in America, are

generally used. (See Fig. 15).

Cross-bonds. In Germany, cross-bonds are used about every

10 rails, i.e., every 100 meters. In France, cross-bonds are

placed every 50-100 meters, they have the same area as the

rail-bonds. In England cross-bonds are placed generally

every 40 yards, they have the same area as the rail-bonds.

(See Fig. 16).

Depth of Pipes etc. Below Surface. In Germany, gas pipes

are generally laid 0.8-1. meter, and water pipes 1-1.5 meters,

below the surface. In France, gas pipes are laid where pos-

sible 0.6 meter below the surface, L.T. cables 0.7 meter, and

H.T. cables 1.3 meters. In England 1 foot is said -to be danger-

ous; 2 feet was given by one authority as an average and 2.5

to 5 feet by another. In all cases the above depths are only-

typical, the practice varies widely.

Mains on Both Sides of Streets. In Germany, France and
England, mains are laid on both sides of principal streets, or

streets wider than 14 meters (Paris) or in streets with wood
or asphalt pavements, and generally in the larger towns. In

narrow streets or in unimportant places, one main is used.
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84. Economic Aspects of the Electrolysis Problem. About

40 per cent of the electric railway systems in Germany,

and about 70 per cent in England, are municipally owned.

In Germany one authority thought that municipalities were

more ready than private companies to spend money for the

purpose of improving their return circuits, but in England it

was thought that there was no difference in this respect.

Opinions differed in Germany as to whether or not the pre-

vailing regulations constituted a financial hardship. In England,

the Board of Trade regulations are nowhere considered a hard-

ship, and when inquiry was made as to whether the existing

regulations had retarded the development of electric railways,

the authorities consulted uniformly stated that this was not

the case. It appears that in fact a saturation point has been

reached, and busses are being used where tramways would not

pay. Traffic conditions are said to be quite as heavy in Eng-

land as in the United States. Only one authority in England

ventured an estimate of the average load factor for English

electric railway systems, he estimated it to be 35 per cent.

There is very little overhead feeder line construction in

Germany, and almost none in England.

85. Regulations and Tests. The German Earth Current

Commission Regulations only attain the force of law when
incorporated in the contracts between civil . authorities and

the railroad companies, or, as in the case of many cities, where

it is provided that new work be done in accordance with "exist-

ing technical standards." The Commission regulations are

being generally incorporated in contracts for new enterprises

or extensions. Also, other undertakings not subject to its

provisions are changing over voluntarily for reasons of policy

or economy, or as the result of compromise to avoid litigation;

this is said to be the case in 30 or 40 important towns.

So far as could be ascertained, no local ordinances exist in

Germany regarding electrolysis. In England, there are no

local ordinances which have the effect of modifying the Board

of Trade regulations. Certain gas companies have obtained

special statutory oiders, fixing the responsibility for damage,

but these do not modify the Board of Trade regulations.

In applying the Earth Current Commission Regulations in

Germany, the term "average schedule traffic" is interpreted

to mean the average for the entire period of operation which
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is usually 18 or 19 hours per day. If the measurements are

not actually taken over the entire period, they are corrected

to obtain a figure corresponding to this average.

In England, measurements are based on an average for

about 20 minutes at peak load. The "average" is obtained

as the mean between the average of the maxima during this

period, disregarding unusually high swings, and the actual

aveiage of all measurements. This quantity is usually obtained

in practice from inspection of recording instrument charts.

The British Board of Trade makes inspections on its own
initiative, because it is responsible for its rules, which have

substantially the force of law; they also investigate complaints.

There are no regular inspections, on account of the lack of a

proper appropriation; most of its information is obtained by
means of circular returns, provided for in the Regulations.

The latest call for a return was issued in 1906.

In Germany, permanent means for measuring overall poten-

tials are very generally provided, but the methods of doing

this vary widely. Pilot wires are usually provided for new
installations in France.

In England, pilot wires are universally used in connection

with recording instruments. The practice varies widely, but

the most common method employs 14 or 16 gauge wires laid

with the main cables, and extended beyond them.

Bond testing is generally done in Germany on some syste-

matic basis, more often annually, but in some large systems

semi-annually. The bond testing devices are generally of the

three contact type with differential galvanometer. Some of

these are said to be undesirable on account of the form of the

contact, others because the rail joint points span too short

a length, or on account of the type of galvanometer employed,

etc. In England, it is stated that there is practically no sys-

tematic bond testing except in the large, well supervised systems.

I. GENERAL REMARKS.

86. Germany. Where municipalities own the water, gas and

street railway systems, they may prefer to assume the cost of

damage rather than making larger expenditure for protection

of their pipes. There are cases in dispute pending in Essen

and Aachen. In Aachen the drainage system was formerly used,

but gave trouble; changes are under study or under way.
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Recently the case of Mansfeld was decided against the

gas company as the railway existed before the gas plant.

Hamburg, prior to the forming of the commission, installed

return insulated feeders which gave valuable information in

guiding the recommendations of the commission.

Strassburg found in summer 50 % greater leakage than in

winter when measurements were made in cold weather and

the ground frozen. In snow storms, however, the leakage was

increased as the cars were using more current.

The Prussian Law protects railway companies against

suits for damages caused by stray currents whenever the pipe

owning concerns did not apply for protection against these

possible damages before the original franchise to the Railway

Company was granted.

Similar laws apply in other States.

When the municipality assumes the operation of a railway

it does not assume responsibility to protect the pipe owning

companies against damages due to stray currents.

87. France. In Paris pipes for water are located in sewers

and therefore remote from trouble.

Telephone cable troubles are few in Paris. In the suburbs

all underground pipe systems are more or less affected.

Twenty suits are now in litigation between the gas companies

and the railways.

J. STATISTICAL—OPERATING—STRUCTURAL AND
TECHNICAL DATA.

TABLE 1.

88. Magnitude of Electric Railway Undertakings in German
Empire and United Kingdom.
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TABLE 2.

89. Tramways not Operated by Electricity.
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TABLE 4.

91. Statistics of Tramways in Large Cities.

A—German Empire.
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TABLE 5.

92. Statistics of Tramways in Small Cities.

A—German Empire.
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TABLE 6.

93. Rail Bonding.

United Kingdom.

Copper Bonds.

Solid copper, type not specified. . .

.

Flexible " " " "
. . . .

Crown—3/0 and 4/0

Neptune 4/0

Chicago

Forest City

Misc. and type not specified

Total, copper bonds only

Welded Rails, Etc.

Continuous rails, type not specified

Yalk cast weld

Thermit
" and Yalk
" and Tudor
" and Oxy-Acetylene

Total, entirely welded

Partially Welded:
Copper and Thermit

" " otbci- welded joints. . .

.

Total, partially welded

Plastic Bonds, Etc.

Plastic bonds and copper
" " " Thermit

No. of
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TABLE 7.

94. Use of Negative Boosters.

United Kingdom.

Number
Miles of

tingle track

Total numher of undertakines

Number of undertakings using negative boosters

Per cent using negative ooosters

183

39

21.3%

3835.

1152.

30.%

Relation between Booster Capacity and Plant Capacity

Average, for 25 cases: Booster Capacity—3.9% of plant capacity.

Highest— 9 % for plant of 500 kw. capacity

12 % " " " 800 "

Lowest —0.8 % " " " 5725 " "

0.9 % " " " 3500 "

TABLE 8.

95. Distribution Systems for Tramway Feeders.

United Kingdom.
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Track Construction and Rails - Germany

h 143 Emm. H

Typical Construction for paved street

STRASS3URG
Haarman 3 piece Rail, and foot plate

•igure
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German Tramway Rails

'For curved
track

RiLLENSCHIENe
Phonix Profil land la

42.8 and 45.7 Kg/^

ViGNOLSCHIENE
Special profile for Tramway

(a) Riilenschiene with foot fish-plate

Overlapping Rail Joints

(b) Haarman 2-piece Rail

^
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British Tramway Rails

Standard prior to 1908
Present Standard "Bnt Stand' N? 4
Bessemer Steel 100-105 lbs per yd.

Fish plates Z' long 63 5 lbs per pair.

Outer fish
plate 2' lonq
30 5 lbs.

Straight track, 110 lbs per yard
"British Standard" Section N? 5 Curved track, 116 lbs. per yard.

"British Standard-" Section N?5c

Figure 13
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3000

a 2000

£ 1000

40

Rail Weight Data

Lbs/yd.
80 120
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Typical Rail Bonds - United King DOM

Manchester
(Standard

)

Glasgow
(Standard)

®T
i"JU2"H— 4"-

^{

\m^>

24"-

-38|'

-t=^ X^O rrn,,J
I I • • 1 I 'J rr-

(' ;
;' ';'

\

'm

-ct^

Figure 1 5
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Cross- Bonding DETAris, etc - United Kingdom

Glassow
Standard Cross-Bonding

Single Cross Bond^

Double Roil Bond1^

AO yards (2 rail lengths).

Method of connecting
one return cable to

track

London
L.C.C. Return Feeder Connections

vy

Rail

4-N?0000 B&S Bonds
per terminal, about

34" long-

Rail

Bond Terminal
clamped and
soldered.

Rail

Bare Cable- ^
Rail ^

Lead Sleeve

-

Method of connecting^

two return cables to

track at same point.

/A

1(L.C. Cable

Figure 16
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96. Electrolysis Testing Methods. The surveys made by

the engineers of the Earth Current Commission of Germany are

systematically planned. They start with a general investiga-

tion of geological conditions, the character of the soil, ground

water, and so forth, continuing with a general survey of the

present condition of the railway property, including distribu-

tion of load, track and rail resistance, location and loading of

supply and return circuit cables, and any other electrical data

relating to the investigation. The surveys then take up the

specific measurements relating to stray current, such as poten-

tial differences between pipes and rails, current in pipes, and

so forth. The surveys conclude generally with recommenda-

tions for betterments where such are needed, and often include

estimates of the cost of such improvements.

In England very little testing is done to investigate electrolysis

questions and no technique has been developed for such work.

The only extensive work in recent years is that of the Cunliffe

brothers, and their work was directed mainly toward the in-

vestigation of certain theoretical questions rather than toward

the systematic investigation of any railway system. The
work of the Cunliffes appears in two papers presented by them

before the British Institution of Electrical Engineers.

97. Abstract of Laws and Regulations or Recognized Standards

in European Countries.

(See next page.)
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L. MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.

98. Plan of German Earth Current Commission Reports.

In abstracting these reports we have selected at random
characteristic studies which would illustrate the method pur-

sued in the investigations. We have not made any attempt

at all to select studies for direct comparison with any specific

American condition. In interpreting these results, the above

qualifications should, therefore, be kept in mind.

The reports are quite uniform in character and contain in

general the following data

:

I. Maps showing the location and extent of the tram-
way, water pipe and gas pipe systems, location of the

generating station or stations, points of connection of the

supply and return feeders.

II. Soil—kind (clay, sand, loam, etc.) moisture content,

chemical composition, resistance per cubic meter.

III. Pavements— (in some cases only).

IV. Piping systems—both water and gas pipes. Total

length, diameter, material, age, depth below surface, kind
of joints, resistance of pipe only and of pipe including

joints.

V. Tramway system.

(a) General details of ownership and operation, car

schedule, maximum and average loads.

(b) Track and rails-—total miles of single and double
tracks, gauge, rail profile and' cross section, standard
length, resistance of rail alone and including bonds.

(c) Rail bonds and cross bonds, type, cross section, per

cent increase in rail resistance caused by bonds.

(d) Feeders, both supply and return feeders—length

each, cross section, total weight of copper, current—maxi-
mum and average, return feeders bare or insulated and
with or without regulating resistance.

VI. Tests.

(a) Voltage between pipes and rails, maximum, mini-

mum and average, with polarity, determined at numerous
points on the system.

(b) Voltage drop per kilometer on pipes and on rails,

and calculated current flowing on pipes.

(c) Determination by means of telephone wires of the

relative potential of various points on the piping and on
the rail systems.

VII. Excavations in likely places to determine the ex-

istence and extent of the electrolytic damage.
VIII. Plates accompany the reports, giving graphically

many of the above data, frequently on transparent paper
so that when placed over the city map the details of streets,

railroads, etc. can be observed.
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Reasoning from the data contained in the body of the report,

recommendations are made for improving conditions, some-

times accompanied by an estimate of cost. In some cases a

supplementary report is made which shows the conditions after

the changes recommended had been made, in whole or in part*

99. General Comments on Reports. The electrolysis troubles

in all cases were confined to a few localities, and in no case was the

yearly cost of repairs of such amount that, on the surface, would

justify large expenditure of money for improvements. The Com-
mission, however, while recognizing the importance of the

financial aspect of the problem, still recommended the adoption

of the relatively expensive remedies for the reason they state

"that the repairs will certainly become more frequent with

lapse of time, and besides the increased expense so caused,

there is the liability of service interruption, disturbance of

traffic, pavement replacement and even danger of explosion

to be considered."
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V. BIBLIOGRAPHY

This committee has made a complete search of the Ameri-

can Hterature on the subject of electrolysis, but in compiling

the following bibliography no attempt has been made to list

this literature in its entirety. This bibliography may be

considered a selected list of such contributions to the subject

known to the committee, as, in its opinion, are of permanent

value.

Bureau of Standards Publications: The following Techno-

logic Papers upon electrolysis have been published by the

Bureau of Standards at Washington, D. C.

No. 15. Surface Insulation of Pipes as a Means of Preventing

Electrolysis.

No. 18. Electrolysis in Concrete.

No. 25. Electrolytic Cortosion of Iron in Soils.

No. 26. Earth Resistance and its Relation to Electrolysis of

Underground Structures.

No. 27. Special Studies in Electrolysis Mitigation.

No. 28. Methods of Making Electrolysis Surveys.

No. 32. Special Studies in Electrolysis Mitigation, No. 2,

Electrolysis from Electric Railway Currents and its

Prevention—Experimental Test on a System of

Insulated Negative Feeders in St. Louis.

No. 52. Electrolysis and Its Mitigation.

No. 54. Special Studies in Electrolysis Mitigation, No. 3.

A Report on Conditions in Springfield, Ohio, with

Insulated Feeder System Installed.

No. 55. Special Studies in Electrolysis Mitigation in Elyria,

Ohio, with Recommendations for Mitigation.

No. 62. Modern Practice in the Construction and Maintenance

of Rail Joints and Bonds in Electric Railways.

No. 63. Leakage of Current from Electric Railways.

No. 72. Influence of Frequency of Alternating or Infrequently

Reversed Current on Electrolytic Corrosion.

No. 75. Data on Track Leakage.
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Deiser, George F. "The Law Relating to Conflicting Uses

of Electricity and Electrolysis," T. & J. W. Johnson Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa., 1911.

Farnham, Isiah H. "Destructive Effect of Electric Currents

on Subterranean Metal Pipes," Trans. A. I. E. E., 1894.

This paper probably covers the first investigation under-

taken of real scientific value. The discussion of the paper is

also important and interesting.

"Means for Preventing Electrolysis of Buried Metal Pipes,"

Cassiers Magazine, August, 1895.

This article is of particular interest, in that it shows that

at a very early date the value of the insulated negative feeder

system as a means of mitigating electrolysis was recognized.

Ganz, Albert F. "Electrolytic Corrosion of Iron by Direct

Current in Street Soils," Trans. A. I. E. E., Vol. XXXI, p.

1167, 1912.

This paper gives the results of a laboratory investigation of

considerable scientific value and interest.

"Electrolysis from Stray Electric Currents," Proc. New
England Association of Gas Engineers, 1913.

This paper treats the subject in a popular, but nevertheless

scientifically correct manner, and leads to the conclusion that

the insulated negative feeder system is the logical one to employ

for the purpose of mitigating electrolysis.

"Effects of Electrolysis on Engineering Structures," Trans.

Inter. Eng. Congress, San Francisco, Cal., 1915.

This paper gives a review of electrolysis conditions and of

mitigating methods in America with a brief statement of the

electrolysis situation in Europe.

Haber, F., and Goldschmidt, F. "Der Anodische Angriff

des Eisens Durch Vagabundierende Strome im Erdreich und

die Passivitat des Eisens." (The Corrosion of Iron by Stray

Currents in the Ground and the Passivity of Iron.) Zeitschrift

fur Electrochemie, January 26, 1906. Breslau.

A paper of considerable scientific value, particularly with

respect to the electrochemistry of the subject. In so far as

is known no English translation exists.

Harper, Robert B. "Comparative Values of Various Coat-

ings and Coverings for the Prevention of Soil and Electrolytic
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Corrosion of Iron Pipe," Proc. Illinois Gas Association, Vol.

5, 1909.

A paper based upon a rather elaborate series of tests carried

out in a thoroughly scientific manner on many coatings and

coverings, leading to the conclusion that no coatings or cover-

ings are of permanent value in positive areas. Of all coatings

investigated, dips of coal tar pitch applied hot, were found to

be best. Paints were found to be practically useless.

Hayden, J. L. R. "Alternating-Current Electrolysis," Trans.

A. I. E. E., 1907. Vol. 26, Part I.

• A report of a laboratory investigation tending to show that

alternating current electrolysis is small as compared with direct

current electrolysis. The tests also bring out the inhibiting

effect of the superposition of a small direct current.

Jackson, Dugald C. "Corrosion of Iron Pipes by Action of

Electric Railway Currents." Journal of Association of En-

gineering Societies, September, 1894.

An account of some early laboratory investigations carried

out at the University of Wisconsin, in which it was definitely

proven that corrosion due to electrolysis could take place at

very low voltages—considerably lower voltages than are re-

quired to decompose water.

Michaike, Carl. "Stray Currents from Electric Railways."

Translated and edited by Otis Allen Kenyon, McGraw Publish-

ing Compan}^, New York City, 1906.

A relatively non-mathematical, though scientific and valu-

able treatment of the subject.

Rhodes, George I. "Some Theoretical Notes on the Re-

duction of Earth Currents from Electric Railway Systems, by

Means of Negative Feeders." Trans. A. I. E. E., Vol. XXVI,

p. 247, 1907.

A mathematical paper showing quantitatively the difference

in effectiveness of copper paralleHng the rails and insulated

negative feeders in reducing stray currents.

Schaffer, Guy F. "Corrosion of Iron Embedded in Con-

crete." Engineering Record, July 30, 1910.

This is a report of a series of tests made at the Massachusetts
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Institute of Technology, carried out with the view of obtain-

ing some data on the effect of currents of low potential on steel

embedded in concrete. The study included the effect on steel

in both the stressed and unstressed condition, also the effect

of setting cement on paint films. It was shown (a), that con-

crete does not act as an insulator; (b), that iron under stress

does not go into solution as rapidly as unstressed iron; and

(c), that the paints used to-day for structural work embedded
in concrete do not fulfill the conditions of proper protection

from electrolytic action, and it is doubtful whether they are

of use for protection in any sense after a lapse of some months.

Sever, George F. "Electrolysis of Underground Conductors."

Trans. International Electrical Congress, St. Louis, Vol. 3,

p. 666, 1904.

This is a summary in tabular form, consisting of street rail-

way practice, municipal reports, ordinances and letters in force

in the United States at the time the report was prepared, 1904.

The discussion which followed the presentation of Ihis report

is of interest.

Stone, Charles A. and Howard C. Forbes. "Electrolysis of

Water Pipes." Netv England Water Works Association, Vol.

9, 1894-95.

This is the report of the results of an investigation of elec-

trolysis conditions in Boston. It is one of the best early papers

on the subject. The discussion of this paper is interesting.

Topical Discussion on Electrolysis. Proc. New England

Water Works Association, Vol. XX, 1905.

This is the report of a discussion entered into by various

New England Water Works superintendents. Several phases

of the discussion are instructive.

I
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VI. APPENDICES.
100. Resistance of Standard Cast Iron Pipe.

Note: The values given in this table are for one assumed specific re-

sistance for cast iron, wrought iron and steel, respectively. For exceed-

ingly accurate work, measures should be taken to determine the actual

specific resistance of the metal under test. Experience has shown that

this may vary widely from that assumed in the tables; in other words,

the table values can only be used for approximate results unless definite

information is at hand as to the specific resistance of the metal under test.

From pages 379 and 386, 1913, Proceedings American Electric

Railway Engineering Association.

TABLE FOR DETERMINATION OF CURRENT FLOW ON
PIPING FROM MILLI-VOLT DROP ALONG CONTINUOUS

LENGTH OF PIPE BETWEEN JOINTS.

L = Distance between contacts in feet

E = Instrument reading in milli-volts,

K = Constant from table.

KE
-- Current flow in amperes.

TABLE 9

STANDARD CAST IRON PIPE.

(Based on a resistance of 0.00144 ohm per lb. ft.)

Classification
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TABLE FOR DETERMINATION OF CURRENT FLOW ON STANDARD CAST
IRON PIPE FROM MILLI-VOLT DROP ALONG CONTINUOUS LENGTH OF

PIPE BETWEEN JOINTS. {Continued.)
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TABLE FOR DETERMINATION OF CURRENT FLOW ON STANDARD CAST

IRON PIPE FROM MILLI-VOLT DROP ALONG CONTINUOUS LENGTH OF
PIPE BETWEEN JOINTS. {Covlinued.)

Classification
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TABLE FOR DETERMINATION OF CURRENT FLOW ON STANDARD CAST
IRON PIPE FROM MILLI-VOLT DROP ALONG CONTINUOUS LENGTH

OF PIPE BETWEEN JOINTS. (.Continued.)

Classification
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TABLE FOR DETERMINATION OF CURRENT FLOW ON STANDARD CAST
IRON PIPE FROM MILLI-VOLT DROP ALONG CONTINUOUS LENGTH

OF PIPE BETWEEN JOINTS. {Continued.)

Classification
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TABLE FOR DETERMINATION OF CURRENT FLOW ON STANDARD CAST
IRON PIPE FROM MILLI-VOLT DROP ALONG CONTINUOUS LENGTH OF

PIPE BETWEEN JOINTS. {Continued.)
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TABLE FOR DETERMINATION OF CURRENT FLOW ON STANDARD CAST
IRON PIPE FROM MILLI-VOLT DROP ALONG CONTINUOUS LENGTH OF

PIPE BETWEEN JOINTS. {Continued.)

Classification
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101. Resistance of Standard Steel or Wrought Iron Pipe.

TABLE 10

STANDARD STEEL (Or Wrought Iron) PIPE.
(Based on Resistance of steel 0.00021 ohms per lb. ft. Based on re-

sistance of wrought iron 0.000181 ohm per lb. ft.)
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STANDARD STEEL (Or Wrought Iron) PIPE. Continued.

317
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102. Resistance of Lead Cable Sheaths.

TABLE 11.

TABLE FOR DETERMINING CURRENT ON LEAD CABLE SHEATHS FROM
VOLTAGE DROP IN MEASURED LENGTH OF SHEATH.
Resistivity, 1 ft. length, 1 sq. in. sectional area = 0.00010 ohm

Outside
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103. Typical Report Sheets.
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POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE IX—ON SIGNS, FENCES
AND CROSSINGS.

W. F. Strouse, Chairman; Arihur Crumpton, Vicc-Chairman;

F. D. Batchellor, L. C. Lawton,

C. G. Bryan, S. L. McClanahan-,

G. F. Black, L. A. Mitchell.

A. C. Copi Axn, T. E. Rust,

R. C. GowoY, C. H. Splitstonk,

Maro Johnson, A. Swartz,

Continittcc.

To the Members of the .Imeriau: Railz^'ay Eiigiueeriii^ Assoeiotion:

Your Committee on Signs. l*"ences and Crossings submits herewith its

report to the Eiglitecnth Annual Convention:

Subject No. 1.

TRACK CONSTRUCTION AND FLANGEWAYS AT PAVED
STREET CROSSINGS AND IN PAVED STREETS.

Last year your Committee submitted considerable information on the

above subject and. from the information at hand, prepared and submitted

for adoption a plan for a plank crossing, which, in its essential features,

was similar to a plan adopted by the railroad and city officials of Kansas
City, Mo., and later adopted by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail-

way.

This plan failed of adoption by the convention because it was believed

it could not be universally used. The Committee realized this point

when it was submitted, but the plan was submitted in the belief that it

was a style of construction suitable for use on streets where both street

and railroad traffic was heavy, and where the tracks would require fre-

quent resurfacing. It was also believed to be in many respects far su-

perior to the ordinary form of plank crossing so extensively used. It

further realized its use would be prevented by ordinances in certain cities

and that its use would not be justified at crossings where vehicular traffic

was light. Your Committee has not been able to find a style of crossing

which could be universally used, particularly one which would conform

to the paving in the street adjacent to the crossing. It has been pretty

fully demonstrated that the concrete base under and between the ties has

not proven satisfactory on account of being too rigid at first and on

account of frequent failures after being subjected for a time to the se-

vere pounding of heavy rolling stock.

Another objection raised was to the use of the rail flangeway, on

account of its tendency to carry drainage to the joints. While this fea-

ture is objectionable, it must be conceded that all flangeways will in time
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become clogged with dirt to such an extent as to tend to carry or hold

drainage. This is especially true in the various forms of improved street

paving where the space between the web of the rail is filled in solid with

paving materials. H.0 CIV'

This objection is overcome in a measure by dressing the planks to

form the flangeway, leaving an open space between the planks and webs

of rails, but crossings of this type are not permanent and provide flange-

ways in which horses are liable to get trapped. The ideal scheme, of

course, is the use of longer rails at crossings so as to keep all joints out

of the crossings, but this plan is open to many objections.

In the Committee's investigations last year it was found girder rails

had been used very extensively in the East in track construction in paved

streets, but not at paved street crossings, nor does it consider its use at

such points either desirable or economical. The use of compromise joints

which are expensive and two kinds of rail would be objectionable and

together would make its use for this purpose unpopular. With respect to

the question of safety in the use of girder rail where trains are operated

at high speeds, the Committee wishes to make clear that this style of con-

struction was only recommended for use where low speeds prevail,

usually where the speeds are regulated by ordinance, which would elim-

inate this objection. The Committee's investigations showed its use con-

fined very largely to commercial tracks upon which slow speeds are main-

tained and movements made at rather infrequent intervals.

Objection was made relative to the greater percentage of loss in the

girder rail, when it was worn out and converted into scrap. With re-

spect to this point, attention is called to the fact that outside of the pos-

sibility of using a rail as a flangeway a second time, the percentage of

salvage account of flangeway would probably be greater in the girder rail

than any other form now in use, as the flangeway constitutes a compara-

tively small percentage of the actual weight of the rail.

The Committee is not wedded to the use of the 9-inch girder rail

weighing 141 lbs. per yard and attempted to make this point plain by

advocating its use only where laid longitudinally in paved streets where

standard granite blocks were used in the pavement, and that where wood

blocks, brick or asphalt was used a standard T rail was recommended.

Regarding the forming of flangeways without the use of metal fillers,

when the flange or guard rails are set upright as used by the El Paso &
Southwestern, the Committee is unwilling to concede that some form of

metal separator or clamp would be unnecessary to maintain proper width

and hold the guard or flange rail rigid.

Dealing further with the subject of flangeways, both when the street

or highway is or is not occupied by street or interurban railway tracks,

106 inquiries concerning their practice were sent to the various steam

railroads of the country and 69 inquiries of a similar nature to the elec-

tric railways. From the former, 71 replies were received and from the

latter 33, making a total of 104. This information has been tabulated,

giving the practice for steam and electric lines separately. Column (1)
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gives size of flangeway; (2) the number of roads using the flangeway;

(3) weight of rail used, and (4) whether track is straight or curved.

Other tables covering special conditions are included under special head-

ings, showing a diversity' of practices not generally appreciated.

FLANGEW.W PRACTICE ON STEAM TRACK IN CROSSINGS.

Size of
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Sise of
Flangezvay Width Use this

and Depth, Inches Flangezvay
1

l.}4x2^

\V4x2y4
V/sxVA

V/sxUA

l^^xl?'^

l?-8x2

lAxl

l'/.xl7^

l'>^xl

mxVA
l5^xU/,
\V»xlH

15/^x1%

i-MxiM

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

3
2
1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

8

11

8
11

9
9
1

2
2

2
2

3

2
1

2

2

Weight of Rail
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Size of
Flangezvay Width Use this

and Dcfth, Inches Flangeway
6

Weight of Rail Kind of Track
75
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Size of
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Size of
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One uses a 2-/kxl^-inch flangeway up to 18 degrees and 2>4xl7'^-inch

ilangeway over 18 degrees.

One increases % inch over 2% inches in width for each 2 degrees

over 16 degrees.

The Pennsylvania Lines use a 2^-inch deep flangeway on 130-lb. rail.

One uses a 2^x2-inch flangeway in curved crossings over 16 degrees.

FL.ANGEWAY PRACTICE IN CAST FROGS.

Sise of
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She of
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)ke of
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FI.ANGEWAY PRACTICE OX ELECTRIC TRACK IN CROSSINGS.

Size
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Sice
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Size
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handling of trains, and those found essential should contain among
other features those of clearness of expression and durability. The use

of wood signs with elaborate inscriptions should be discouraged, except

possibly where timber is extremely cheap, on account of the cost of re-

painting and renewals. The use of metal signs, consisting of an old

boiler tube post set in concrete with iron or steel plate of proper size

riveted to same is growing in popularity each year. These materials arc

always available and when painted white with black letters and border

produce a very neat and durable sign and provide a standard that can

be adhered to.

The promiscuous use of signs in and upon railroad properties has

tended to destroy their usefulness. More attention should be given to

securing observance of them, and their location selected with care. The
wording should be a plain, direct order, instead of threatening the tres-

passer with legal prosecution, a threat rarely fulfilled and therefore never

observed. Employes will frequently risk permanent injury, probably life,

investigating the authenticity of a sign describing dangers lurking in cer-

tain quarters more readily than they will discipline or dismissal for

disobeying an order plainly written. In general all signs should be placed

a sufficient distance from the track to provide for the free use of the road-

bed by trainmen and other employes obliged to use the same.

With a view to reducing the maintenance costs, various devices have

been tried, such as concrete with depressed letters, and punched-out metal

signs where letters and figures are punched or cut out allowing daylight

to take the place of paint. In view of the fact that in many localities the

train movements are nearly as frequent at night as in the daytime, it

would seem that comparatively few signs are really of much value,

but they should be distinctive.

In the matter of painting signs, which forms a large part of the

maintenance cost, attention is called to the report of this Committee in

1915, Vol. 16, pp. 498-503, from which it will be noted that the lettering

of signs introduces quite an item of expense. This part of the work re-

quires an experienced painter, and if the signs are kept in proper condi-

tiru, requires frequent repainting.

To eliminate this expense a member of this Committee has suggested

the advisability of having the contour of signs for the guidance of the

train and engine men indicate their purpose, without lettering. If this

could be done, it would eliminate r^ large item in the maintenance expense

as well as in first cost. On some rc?.ds this practice has been adopted to

a limited extent, and it is believed that with proper consideration a set

of signs could be designed which would cover the greater number of signs

needed. The same style of post could in all probability be used with the

difi^erent signs.

Touching further on the subject of maintenance cost, attention i?

called to the difference between that of wood and that of metal. In th
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case of wood signs, it embraces repainting at stated intervals and rL-ncwals

at intervals of about eight or ten years. In the case of metal signs the

cost of repainting need only be considered, as with proper attention they

are practically indestructible when protected by a concrete base.

The nearest approach to eliminating the cost of lettering on signs is

illustrated in the monograph on "Track Signs in Use on the Canadian

Pacific Railway," furnished by Mr. J. W. Orrock, Principal Assistant

Engineer of that company, and published as an appendix to this report. The

blades of the signs adopted by the above company consist of iron plates

of various sizes with the letters and figures punched out allowing daylight

to take the place of paint. ' Some of these signs are placed on the various

roadway structures while those not designating structures are attached to

boiler tube posts, set in the ground. It is the opinion of your Committee

that these posts should be set in a concrete base to protect the boiler tube

from rusting away. Attention is called to the estimated relative cost of

the old style wood sign and the new metal sign, for bridge number sign,

and to the location of signs set on the roadbed proper in this paper.

Subject No. 3.

CONCRETE FENCE POSTS.

During the past four or five 'years your Committee has collected

and submitted to the Association a great deal of information on the

subject of concrete posts. During that time almost every form of con-

crete post used has been described and illustrated. This year the Com-

mittee, through one of its members, made an examination of a fence in

Kansas, in which the posts were concrete of the staple type. This post

has been exhibited with other railway appliances for several years at

the Coliseum, but did not seem to be in very general use.

The fence in question was built about four years ago, the woven

wire being attached to the posts by staples driven into a composition

in the center of the post. The fence is located on the top of a cut

and along a portion of the distance is on a curve. The pull of the fencing

against the posts has not disturbed the ahnement and the general appear-

ance of the fence after the lapse of four years is all that could be

expected. The wire at places indicated that people had climbed over

it and that there had been considerable pressure exerted against it by

stock in the adjacent field. With all this the staples seemed to be as

secure as the day they were driven. Apparently the conditions were

about as severe as would be ordinarily found. Of the various devices

of attaching wire fencing to the concrete posts this seems the most sim-

ple, and if it will prove durable in the long run will certainly commend
the post to the public. The Committee would appreciate any further

information on this subject.

Under the subject of steel fence posts, mention was made of a re-

port from the Chief Engineer of the Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern
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Railway, covering experiments with concrete posts. The following is

quoted from the above report (see Figs. 1 to 8) :

"During the years 1913 and 1914 we constructed 60.6 miles of fence
using concrete posts. The fencing consisted of all No. 9, 26-inch woven
wire and three strands of barbed wire. The end and corner posts were
eight feet long and 6 inches by 6 inches square at the base, tapering to

5 inches by 5 inches at the top. Intermediate or line posts made in 1913
were 4 inches by 4 inches at the base and 3 inches by 3 inches at the

top, about 80 per cent, being 6^ feet long and 20 per cent. 7 feet long,

reinforced with four 3/16-inch crimped wires and made in wooden molds.
The line posts made in 1914 were 4 inches by 5 inches at the base, taper-

ing to 3 inches by 3 inches at the top, were all 7 feet long, were rein-

forced with four J^-inch round rods, and were made in shaking steel

forms. All posts were made from pit run gravel, the mixture being one
part cement to three and one-half parts of gravel. About 10,000 line

posts of the former type were used and about 5,300 of the latter type.

The type of post was changed by the contractor on account of the fact

that the former type would not meet our tests, we having rejected over

10,000 posts shipped the first year ; whereas, not over 10 per cent, of those

furnished the second year were rejected. It will be noticed that all the

posts are smaller than the size recommended by the Association, and while

the failures of the posts furnished us the second year are not so very
high, still I consider that our experience has fully borne out the recom-
mendations of Committee IX as to the size of posts. In justification of

our use of these small posts I might mention that we have a strong five-

year guarantee backed by good and sufficient surety.

"In 1913, Committee IX recommended to the Association that fenc-

ing be fastened to concrete posts by means of tie wires. Our experience

leads us to believe that this recommendation is not correct. The 10,000

posts made for us the first year were provided with galvanized loops
projecting from the posts, the other ends of the wires forming these

loops being fastened to the reinforcing. There are fourteen of these

loops on each post, forming seven pairs, so spaced that there was a pair

for each barbed wire and four pairs properly spaced for the woven wire.

The loops in each pair were about a half-inch apart, the idea being to

put the barbed wire or the longitudinal wires of the fencing between the

two loops and fasten by means of a tie wire passing through the loops
and over the longitudinal wires. Fig. 8 shows this style of fastening

quite clearly. It has proven absolutely satisfactory, far belter than the

use of tie wires, which we adopted far the posts made the second year.

Our experience is that with a smooth, tapering post no amount of care

in tying will prevent stock from raising the fence wires and we have had
a number of stock claims on this account. It occurs to me that if the

bottom of the post as it lies in the mold—that is to say, the side opposite

to that to which the fencing is to be attached—were slightly corrugated,

the corrugations being, say, one-fourlh inch deep, the fencing could then

be attached with tie wires without any danger of its being displaced by-

stock.

"We have recently made a complete inspection of all the concrete

posts on this sixty miles of fence and have found the following number
of broken posts

:

"(1) 6f the 4,528 line posts made and placed in 1913, 71 or 1.57

per cent, are broken.

"(2) Of the 5,500 line posts made in 1913 and placed in 1914, 99

or 1.80 per cent, are broken.

"(3) Of the 5,300 line posts made and placed in 1914, 31 or 0.59

per cent, are broken.
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
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"Nearly all these breakages occurred at the ground line and were
apparently caused by crowding of stock. There is no apparent deteriora-
tion of the concrete in any of the posts.

"When it is considered that probably 3 per cent, per year of these
posts would have been destroyed by fire had wood posts been used, or
over 900 posts in the two or three j^ears these concrete posts have been
in use, the average loss of only about 6/10 of 1 per cent, per year, or 200
posts in all, does not seem to be excessive. It will be noticed that the
advantages of using the heavier reinforcing metal and jogging molds is

very apparent, the percentage of breakage in this type of post being
only about one-third as great as with the posts made in wood molds with
3/16-inch crimped wire reinforcing, although the size of the posts was
only slightly increased.

"As to the relative cost of the steel and concrete fences built by
our company, our books show an average cost of $300 per mile of fence
with concrete posts as against $380 per mile of fence with steel posts. It

should be noted, however, that the steel fence was better built, more
care being taken with curves, with stretching of wires and with anchor-
ing to make hog tight, etc., and it should be further noted that the manu-
facturers of the concrete posts who also contracted for all labor of
setting posts, stretching wire, etc., lost a considerable sum of money on
the work in spite of the fact that we made them allowances in excess
of the contract price. In 1915 before deciding to use steel posts on the
forty-odd miles of fence then about to be built, we took bids on con-
crete posts from the same people and others, and the prices then quoted
would have made the fence cost over $400 per mile. The prices noted
above include posts, woven and barbed wire, farm gates and all material
and labor, except the material in sectional steel cattle-guards."

STEEL FENCE POSTS.

In 1902 the Vandalia Railroad installed a number of steel posts on

its Vincennes Division. These posts are reported to be in good condition

after over fourteen years" service. The original wire fence rusted out

and was replaced b}- a new one in 1912. The posts are more or less dis-

colored by rust stains from the old wire fence, but when this is removed,

the galvanizing is still intact. The photographs, taken recently, show

clearly the general condition of these posts. The steel posts are so

highly thought of by the Vandalia officials that they have just recently

fenced their new line from Indianapolis to Frankfort, a distance of

forty-two miles, with steel posts and woven wire fencing, and state that

they consider it a very efficient and economical fence to build. (See Figs.

9. 10, 11.)

Two years ago your Committee made a report on two pieces of test

fence built by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad on its Philadelphia Divi-

sion, May, 1913, in which a comparison was made between the cost of

wood and steel posts, the cost of setting wood and steel posts and the

cost of attaching the woven wire to the same. This fence was recently

examined and the galvanizing on the posts appears to be intact, no

evidence of corrosion being found, except on a few of the tongues pro-

vided for supporting the wire, where the galvanizing was damaged when
the fence was erected. All galvanizing, however, has disappeared from

the woven-wire fencing and some rust discolorations were found on the
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Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10.
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posts. When these were removed, the galvanizing seemed to be in first-

class condition.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, in 1913, erected about three miles of

wire fence on its line between Philadelphia and Baltimore in which

galvanized steel posts were used. A report, just received from the above

company, is to the effect that no trouble has been experienced in maintain-

ing this fence nor has it proven expensive from a maintenance standpoint,

no attention having been given same since its erection. The chief value

in this style of post as seen by the Pennsylvania Railroad is the ease

with which it can be set, requiring very little labor to drive the post

into the ground. The principal difficulty in setting steel posts probably

arises when attempting to set them in stony ground, the tops of a num-'

Fui. 11.

ber of the posts in the above-mentioned fences having been more or less

badly battered and bent in the process of driving the same.

The most complete information on the subject of steel fence posts

wliich the Committee has been so far able to obtain is a report by the

Cliief Engineer of the Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern Railway, an

electric railway company operating in Central Iowa. This company has

experimented on a rather large scale, with both steel and concrete fence

posts. On steel posts the following is quoted from the above report :

"In the summer of 1911, this company built twelve miles of right-of-

way fence. This fence consisted of No. 16 gage galvanized steel line

posts six and one-half feet long, and No. 12 gage galvanized steel end
and corner posts seven and one-half feet long, of the tubular type. The
line posts were driven and were spaced twenty feet apart on tangents

and sixteen and one-half feet apart on curves. The end and corner posts

were set in concrete with brace rods terminating in concrete thrust

blocks. The fencing consisted of woven wire twenty-six inches high with

two barbed wires above, spaced ten and twenty-two inches, respectively,

above the woven wire, the bottom of which cleared the ground about

three inches, thus making a fence about fifty-one inches high.
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"Owing to inexperience, many mistakes were made in the construc-
tion of the fence, and while no careful record was kept, it is certain

that the construction cost, largely because of poor methods of handhng
the concrete, was very high. The gage of metal in end and corner posts

was too light and these posts themselves were improperly designed so

that trouble was experienced in two ways—-by bending of the posts and
by the slipping of the brace-rod collar up the post, thus allowing it to

bend and the fence to sag. Some trouble was also experienced by the

end posts lifting out of the ground, concrete and all, as illustrated by
Fig. 1. Failures of this kind are probably caused, to some extent, by
too short a brace rod. If these brace rods are not long enough the high
vertical component of the compression in this rod, caused by the stretch

of the fence, tends to lift the end posts out of the ground and in the

winter when this fence tension is the greatest, the heaving action of the

frost helps to cause the failure. Another mistake was in using only
two barbed wires with the 26-inch woven wire, at least three, and
preferably four wires, in my opinion, being necessary for a good fence.

The fence as constructed also lacked three or four inches of the height
required by the Iowa laws ; namely, 54 inches. Another source of
trouble is the leaning over of the line posts on curves, especially on
curves of 2 degrees or sharper. in ground that is damp or marshy. Fig.

2 shows fence with posts leaning in this manner.
"In spite, however, of all these mistakes in design of posts and

methods of construction the fence has proven generally satisfactory, and
is in good condition to-day without having cost much for upkeep. A
careful inspection of the posts fails to reveal any signs of corrosion, and
we see no reason as yet to suppose that we will not obtain a long life.

Figs. 3 and 4 show, respectively, a general view of part of our fence,
and a close view of one of the posts that has been lifted out of the
ground to show the condition of the lower part of the post.

"In 1915 our company built about forty miles of steel post fence,

using the same type of posts as those used in 1911. This fence is, of

course, of too recent construction to give any valuable information as

to its probable life, and is mentioned here because some features of its

construction were perhaps unusual.

"The line posts used were No. 16 gage, about 25 per cent, being
seven feet long, for use in soft ground and 75 per cent, being six and
one-half feet long. The end and corner posts were heavier and better

designed than those used previously, being No. 10 gage, eight feet long,

and, being more truly cylindrical, offer more resistance to the slipping of

the brace rod collar. The fencing consists of 26-inch, all No. 9 special

galvanized woven wire and three strands of barbed wire. Corner and
end posts were set in concrete, the hole being about 18 inches in diameter,
and the ends of the brace rods for these posts terminated in a 14-inch

cube of concrete. All line posts were driven, and after driving were
straightened up and tamped. An unusual feature of this fence is that
on curves of 1 degree or heavier it is run along the chords and tangents
of the circle instead of on the circle itself, the object being to prevent
the stretch of the fence from pulling the line posts out of plumb. In
order to prevent any dispute with adjoining owners, and as the width
of our right-of-way was ample, we laid out these chords and tangents
entirely on our own land, building it along chords on the outside of the
curve and along tangents on the inside of the curve, the greatest devia-
tion of the fence from the true property line being about 12 inches. On
a one-degree curve this practice would bring an angle in the fence about
every 214 feet and on a two-degree curve these angles would be about
151 feet apart. At these angle points, a regular end post set in concrete,
as shown in Fig. 5, was used on the outside of the curve, and on the in-

side of the curve, since it would not be practicable to use a brace rod
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projecting onto the adjoining land, a regular line post was used, set
in a small amount of concrete and, secured by wires attached to a 5-inch
guy anchor, this construction being shown in Fig. 6. The additional cost
on the outside of curves due to the extra end posts is, of course, con-
siderable, but this is partly offset by the spacing of the line posts farther
apart than would otherwise be possible. The construction on the inside

of curves does not add to the expense since the cost of concrete, guy
anchor and wire is, we think, entirely offset by the saving in posts.

"One of the heaviest items of expense in constructing a fence with
steel posts of this type is the concreting of the end and corner posts.

Some makers of steel fence posts have placed on the market various end
posts that do not require concrete. We have tried a few end and line

posts constructed out of angle iron, and while they have been in service

only a couple of years, they seem to be standing up well. Fig. 7 shows
some fence of this type. The posts we purchased were not galvanized,
and while no corrosion has shown up as yet, I should hesitate making
a guess as to their lasting qualities. In doing our 1911 fence work, we
deposited gravel from a work train at the points where line and corner
posts were to be set, and mixed and deposited the concrete by hand.
This method was found to be very expensive and in order to reduce the

cost we used the following scheme in our later work: A small concrete
mixer was mounted on the extreme end of a flat car, the other end of
the car being used for gravel, cement and water. The concrete gang con-
sisted of two men on the mixing car, two men on the ground, two teams,
wagons and drivers, train crew and foreman. The work train proceeded
to the point where posts were to be concreted, mixing a batch of con-
crete on the way. When it arrived the wagons backed up one at a
time under the end of the flat car and the mixer discharged enough con-
crete for one or two posts directly into the bed of the wagon, which was
then driven to the right-of-way line and the concrete shoveled around
the posts and ends of brace rods. When the posts at a crossing had been
concreted, the teams drove to the next location and the work train

either proceeded to this point, mixing concrete as they went, or when
necessary to get out of the way of traffic, ran to the most convenient
siding. Although the average headway of trains was only about thirty

minutes, the work proceeded quite rapidly and the expense was rea-

sonably low.
"The practice of spacing line posts 20 feet apart is not in accordance

with the standards of the Association. However, the saving amounts to

about $25 per mile, and we are satisfied that no closer spacing is neces-

sary if fence is properly stretched. One of the greatest troubles we
have experienced with combination woven and barbed wire is the sag-

ging of the woven wire by stock reaching their heads between the woven
wire and the barbed wire above, which trouble occurs with either 16^^-

foot or 20-foot spacing of posts, and which can be overcome by wiring
the barbed wires to the woven wire halfway between the posts or by the

use of one of the spiral wire stays now sold for that purpose.

"The makers of the particular type of steel post used by us recom-
mend No. 13 gage line posts instead of the No. 16 gage. From the stand-

point of increased life this may be warranted, but as the lighter posts

seem to be amply strong, we expect to continue their use, which means
a saving of about $25 per mile."

Subject No. 4.

REDUCTION OF THE NUMBER OF ROADWAY SIGNS.

In view of the difficulty of reading signs at any considerable distance,

it is believed that all roadway signs for the guidance of all train and

engine crews should be free of lettering of any sort, making the contour
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of the sign indicative of its purpose. In following out this suggestion it

would probably increase the variety of signs already in use, as it would not
be practicable to use two signs of the same general dimensions and shape
but conveying different information. Nor is it desirable to depend en-
tirely on the lettering for identification, especially on prairie roads where
landmarks are few and it is no uncommon thing for engineers to lose their
sense of locality during severe storms at night or in blizzards.

Considerable attention has been given the matter of concrete signs, but
so far the Committee has not learned of any very satisfactory or econom-
ical results except in the case of the smaller signs, such as mile posts,
property posts, etc. The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company has during
the past year installed a number of concrete whistle posts, made in accord-
ance with a standard plan adopted a year or more ago. The results so
far have not been entirely satisfactory, and considerable loss was sus-
tained by the manufacturers on account of breakage. The stem as de-
signed is light in section and does not seem to have sufficient strength
to stand handling. If this objection cannot be overcome with economy
there does not seem to be any advantage in changing from the metal post
heretofore used.

It is the Committee's belief that a set of signs can be designed in
which the post, Avhich can be made of iron pipe cast into a concrete base,
can be made standard for the greater number of roadway signs. Any
style of head or blade, made of any suitable material, can be bolted to the
post, thus doing way with the necessity of having a great number of
different styles of posts as at present.

Subject No. 5.

ABSTRACTS OF LAWS RELATING TO THE PROVIDING OF
RIGHT-OF-WAY FENCES AND THE INSTALLATION

OF STOCK-GUARDS.
ALABAMA.

Authority is given the railroad commission that when such commis-
sioners deem it necessary that any railroad in this state or any portion
thereof should be fenced, they shall notify the person or corporation, oper-
ating such railroad, of their decision. Upon failure, after a reasonable
notice to fence such railroad or portion designated, the person or cor-
poration, operating such railroad, shall be liable in damages for the value
of any stock killed or injured upon the portion of the line designated,
whether with or without negligence. Every corporation operating a
railroad must install stock-guards and crossings for plantation roads upon
such railroad and keep the same in good repair after written demand.
The owner or occupant of the land may recover, of the corporation oper-
ating the road, the sum of twenty-five dollars for every thirty days of
default on the part of the corporation to comply with the written order.

ARIZONA.

Railroad corporations must erect and maintain a good and sufficient
fence on both sides of their right-of-way. All fences not less than
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forty-four inches high, consisting of boards fastened to posts, not more
than nine feet apart, shall be considered lawful fences; also all fences

forty-four inches high, consisting of four barbed wires securely fastened

and stayed, and all stone walls, hedges or adobe, which shall be equivalent

in efficiency, shall be accepted as legal fences. Every railroad corporation

shall construct and maintain good and sufficient crossings where its

road crosses public roads or town streets, and also make necessary farm

crossings. All companies shall place stock-guards and wing fences on

either side of said openings, sufficient to prevent cattle or live stock from

entering upon said right-of-way. In all cases where the live stock of any

person is injured or killed by engines and trains on the line of any com-

pany violating these provisions, said company shall be liable in damage

therefor to the owner of such stock, to be recovered in court.

ARKANSAS.

The state of Arkansas has practically no general law relating to right-

of-way fences of railroads and the installation of stock-guards. In 1909 an

act was passed by the legislature, requiring railroad companies to fence

their right-of-way with a fence composed of posts set firmly in the ground

with wire or other fencing material attached thereto, so closely together

and on each side of the right-of-way as to keep out all live stock. The

provisions of this act are limited to Fulton, Sharpe and Lawrence coun-

ties. In 1911 an act was passed, requiring all railroad companies to fence

their right-of-way through Grant and Hot Springs counties. This Act

was amended in 1913, so as to include Saline county. A legal fence shall

be so constructed and maintained along each side of every railroad as to

keep out all live stock. In 1913 an Act was passed, permitting the Iron

Mountain Railroad to fence through towns. In regard to stock-guards

:

It shall be the duty of all railroad companies which may pass through or

upon any inclosed lands of another, upon receiving ten days' notice in

writing from the owner of said lands, to construct suitable and safe stock-

guards on either side of said inclosure, where said railroads enter said

inclosure.

CALIFORNIA.

Railroad corporations must erect and maintain a good and sufficient

fence on either side or on both sides of their tracks and property. In

case they do not erect and maintain such fence, if their engine or cars

kill or maim any cattle or other domestic animals upon their line of

road, except where the same runs through or upon public lands, they

must pay to the owner of such cattle or other domestic animals a fair

market price for the same, unless it occurred through the neglect or fault

of the owner of the animal killed or maimed. Railroad corporations paying

to the owner of the land, through or along which their road is located,

an agreed price for erecting and maintaining such fence, or paying the

cost of such fence with the award of damages allowed for the right-of-

way for such railroad, are relieved and exonerated from all claims for
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damages arising out of the killing dr maiming of animals of persons who
fail to construct and maintain such fence, and further, the owners of

such animals are responsible for arry damage or loss which may accrue

to such corporation from such animals being upon their railroad track,

resulting from the non-constructing of such fence, unless it is shown

that such loss or damage occurred through the negligence or fault of the

corporation, its officers, agents or employes.

Every railroad company or corporation shall erect and maintain on

each side of the right-of-way good and approved fences of a minimum

height of four feet six inches, with swing gates in such fences at farm

crossings, with proper hinges and fastenings. Provided, that sliding or

hurdle gates heretofore constructed may be maintained ; and further,

stock-guards shall be constructed on each side of the highway, at every

crossing at rail level with the railway. Provided, always, that in New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, wherever a county

municipality has not been sub-divided into local municipalities, each im-

proved or occupied lot of land shall be protected by fences, gates and

stock-guards as in this section. Provided, all such fences, gates and stock-

guards shall be suitable and sufficient to prevent cattle and other animals

from getting on the railway. Until such fences and stock-guards are

duly made and maintained, the company shall be liable for all damages

done by its trains and engines to cattle, horses and other animals not

wrongfully on the railway and having got there in consequence of the

omission to make, complete and maintain such fences and stock-guards,

as aforesaid. Under the rules and regulations of the Board of Railway

Commissioners for Canada, the road surface of level or elevated ap-

proaches and of cuts made for approaches to rural railroad crossings

over highways, shall be twenty feet wide. A strong, substantial fence

or railing four feet six inches high, with a good post cap four inches

square, a middle piece of timber one and one-half inches by six inches

and a ten-inch board firmly nailed to the bottom of the posts to prevent

snow from blowing off the elevated roadway, shall be constructed on

each side of every approach to a rural railway crossing over a highway

where the height is five feet or more above the level of the adjacent

ground, leaving always a clear road surface of twenty feet in width.

Whenever the railway passes through any locality in which the lands

on either side of the railway are not enclosed, and either settled or im-

proved, the company shall not be required to erect and maintain such

fences, gates and stock-guards, unless the Board of Commissioners other-

wise orders.

COLORADO.

Every railroad company whose lines, or any part thereof, are open

for use, shall within six months after the passage of this act, and every

railroad company or corporation to be formed, *but whose lines are not
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now open for use, shall, within six njonths after the lines of such rail-

ways or any part thereof are open, -except at the crossings of public

roads and highways, and within the. limits of incorporated towns and

cities, or the yard limits of stations, erect and maintain fences on the

sides of their said roads, or the part thereof open to use, where the

same passes through, along or adjoining enclosed or cultivated fields or

unenclosed lands, with openings and gates therein to be hung and have

latches and hinges, so that they may be opened and shut at all necessary

farm crossings of the road, for the use of the proprietors of the land

adjoining such railroad, and shall also construct and maintain at all

public road crossings now existing-ior hereafter established, good and

sufificient stock-guards. Such fences, gates and stock-guards for the

protection of live stock shall be constructed as defined in section 2537,

and be amply sufficient to prevent horses, cattle and all live stock from
getting on said railroads. Any railroad company operating its roads in

this State neglecting or refusing to comply with the provisions of these

statutes shall be absolutely liable to the owners of any live stock killed,

injured or damaged by their agents, employes, engines or cars; but

when such fences, gates and guards have "been legally built and kept in

good repair, such railroad corporation shall not be liable for any sucli

damages, unless the same were occasioned by negligence or carelessness.

Provided, however, that the owner or occupant of all such lands shall

be held responsible for any stock killed or damaged because of open

gates when not actually in use. Any land owner desiring to erect fences

on his lands over which a railroad right-of-way runs, may build his

fence to the line of such right-of-way and serve a written notice on the

company to extend such fence across its right-of-way and insert stock-

guards therein, within thirty days after written request. Failure to com-

ply with the law entails a penalty of twenty dollars for every day after

the lapse of thirty days, which may be recovered in the name of the

people for the use of the person aggrieved.

CONNECTICUT.

Every railroad company shall construct suitable stock-guards and

fences at all railroad crossings or passways or highways to prevent cattle

from passing upon its right-of-way, except when the Railroad Commis-
sioners deem it unnecessary. Further, every company shall erect and

maintain fences on the sides of railroads operated by it, at such places

as the Commission shall direct. Such fences shall be erected by al!

companies hereafter organized, within twelve months after they take

possession of the lands through which their layout extends. Said com-

missioners shall make investigaton as to the condition of the fences on

the line of the railroad, and if they deem it necessary, shall issue their order

directing the company to erect or repair such fences. If any railroad

company shall neglect to comply with any such order it shall forfeit to

the State one hundred dollars per month of such neglect. Also any

person who, without neglect on his part, shall suffer damage by reason
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of the neglect of any company to erect or maintain fences as required

by law, may recover such damages from such company. When it shall

be the duty of the owner of the land adjoining any railroad to erect or

maintain a fence between such land and such railroad and the owner

shall have neglected to erect or maintain the same, and it shall have been

erected or maintained by the company in conformity to the order of the

commissioners, such company may collect the cost of erecting and main-

taining such fence from such owner; or in case of contract, where the

owner has agreed not to require the railroad company to erect or maintain

the fence, such company may collect from such owner one-half the cost.

DELAWARE.

Every corporation created under this chapter for the construction

of a railroad shall erect and maintain fences on both sides of its road,

of the height and strength of a fence required by law, with openings, or

gates or bars therein, at farm crossings or roads for the use of the

proprietors of lands adjoining such railroad; and also construct and

maintain stock-guards at all the road crossings suitable and sufficient to

prevent cattle and other animals from getting on the railroad; and until

such fences and stock-guards shall have been duly made, the corporations

shall be liable for all damages which shall be done by their engines and

cars to cattle, horses or other animals thereon ; and after such fences

and guards shall be duly made and maintained, the corporation shall

not be liable for any such damages, unless negligently or willfully done.

This section does not apply to the Charter of the Baltimore & Philadel-

phia Railroad Company, which was passed years before this chapter,

but the original Charter of this company provides: that the company

shall erect and maintain good and legal fences on both sides of their

whole line.

FLORIDA.

Every railroad operating in this State shall erect and maintain fences

on both sides of its right-of-way suitable and sufficient to prevent the

intrusion of cattle, horses or other domestic live stock upon its tracks.

Provided, that no fence shall be required within the limits of any incor-

porated town or city, unless by ordinances of said town or city, nor

within one mile of any city of ten thousand inhabitants. All fences

inclosing railroads shall be substantially built, and there shall be a space

left for all road crossings, either neighborhood or public, at least thirty

feet wide, with such stock-guards on both sides of such road crossing

as will prevent cattle, horses or other domestic animals entering such

railroad enclosures ; all such fences from such live stock guards shall

run at an acute angle with the railroad track to the main line of fence,

and all such fences shall be constructed according to law. There shall

lie such crossings and stock-guards constructed on all railroads passing

through farms at such places as may be requested by the owner.
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GEORGIA.

There is no specific law providing for stock-guards at highway

crossings, or gates and bars for farm or private crossings, but the

design and construction of all legal fences is proof positive that all

railway companies must enclose their right-of-way. Barbed-wire fence

shall consist of not less than six horizontal strands stretched between

posts firmly set in the ground or between growing trees, not less than

ten feet apart, the bottom wire to be not more than four inches from

the ground and graded by four, six and ten inches apart, the topmost

wire to be not less than four and one-half feet from the ground, with

a plank strip not less than four inches in width either above or below

the topmost wire. Woven wire fences may be accepted as legal if closely

woven and quality of wire known as American wire No. 12, height not

less than four feet; or fences constructed of woven wire and barbed

wire of sufificient strength, four feet in height, securely fastened to posts

not more than one rod apart, shall be deemed lawful fences.

Every railroad company operating any steam or electric railroads

in this State shall erect and maintain lawful fences, not less than four

feet high, on each side of its road, where the same passes through or

along enclosed or adjoining cultivated fields or enclosed lands, with

proper and necessary openings and gates therein and farm crossings ; and

also construct and maintain stock-guards suitable and sufficient to prevent

cattle, horses and all live stock from getting on such railroads. Until

such fences, gates, openings, farm crossings and stock-guards shall be

duly and properly erected and maintained, such railroad company shall

be liable in a civil action to any and all persons who sustain any loss,

injury or damage bj' the killing or injuring of cattle or any live stock,

which shall be done by such railroad company or its agents in the opera-

tion and management of engine, cars or any other rolling stock, upon or

over such railroad, whether guilty of negligence or, not. This section

shall also apply in case of domestic animals escaping from adjoining-

lands and getting on the right-of-way of any railroad occasioned by the

failure of such compan\- to comply with these provisions; but after such

fences, gates, farm crossings and stock-guards shall have been duly

erected and maintained, such corporation shall not be liable for any such

damage, unless negligently or willfully done. If any railroad company

neglect or refuse for and during a period of three months after the com-

pletion of its road through or along the fields or enclosures before men-

tioned, to erect and maintain any fences, openings, gates, farm r.rossings

or stock-guards as herein required, after having received not less than

thirty days' written notice requiring them to erect and install the same,

then the owner of such field or enclosure may erect such fences, Openings,

gates, farm crossings and stock-guards and shall thereupon have a rigin
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to recover from such corporation the full value of the work so done by

a civil action in any court of jurisdiction.

ILLINOIS.

Every railroad corporation shall, within six months after any part

of its line is open for use, erect and maintain fences on both sides of its

road sufficient to prevent cattle, horses or other live stock from getting

on such railroad, except at the crossings of public roads and highways,

and within such portion of cities and incorporated towns as are, or may

be hereafter, laid out into lots and blocks, with gates or bars at the

farm crossings of such railroad, which crossings shall be constructed by

such corporation where the same may be deemed necessary, and also

construct and maintain at all road crossings stock-guards sufficient to

prevent cattle, horses and all other live stock from getting on the rail-

road. When such fences and stock-guards are not kept in good repair,

such corporation shall be liable for all damages done by engines or trains

to such live stock, together with aLtorney's fees in any court wherein

suit is brought for such damages, but when such fences and guards have

been duly erected and kept in good repair, such railroad corporation

shall not be liable for any such damages.

INDIANA.

Any corporation owning or operating any railroad into or through

this State shall, within twelve months from the day of the taking effect

of this act, as to those already completed, and within twelve months from

the date of the construction and the completion of any part of a line of

road hereafter constructed, erect and maintain fences, which may be

constructed of barbed wire, on both sides of such railroad the entire

length completed within this State, sufficient to turn and prevent cattle,

horses and all live stock from getting on such road, except at the cross-

ings of public roads and highways, and within the limits of cities and

incorporated towns and shall, also in like manner, construct and main-

tain, at all public road and highway crossings, barriers and stock-guards

suitable and sufficient to prevent cattle, horses and all live stock from

getting on such railroad. Provided, when such fences and stock-guards

are not made and kept in repair as herein provided, such railroad corpora-

tion shall be liable for all damages which may be done by their agents,

engines or cars to any such live stock thereon : Provided, however, that

any railroad company shall not be required to fence right-of-way through

unimproved and uninclosed lands, but when such lands become improved

and inclosed on three sides such railroad company shall be required to

fence the same under the provisions of this act within six months from

the date of such inclosure. All gates and bars at farm crossings shall,

in the absence of a contract or agreement to the contrary, be constructed

and maintained and kept closed by the owner of such farm crossings.
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INDIAN TERRITORY.

The Indian Territory has no law in regard to fencing right-of-way

of railroads, as it is under Federal laws. Part of the statutes of Arkan-

sas are extended to apply to the Indian Territory, but none of the stat-

utes compelling railroads to fence their right-of-way in Arkansas have

been included in the statutes that are applicable to this territory.

All lines of railway in this State shall construct, maintain and keep

in repair a suitable fence of posts and barbed wire, or posts and boards,

or any other fence which the fence viewers shall determine to be equiva-

lent thereto, on each side of the track thereof, so connected with stock-

guards at all public road crossings as to prevent cattle, horses and other

live stock from getting on the railroad tracks. Such tracks shall be

fenced within six months after the completion of the same or any part

thereof. Such fences when of wire shall consist of five barbed wires,

securely fastened to posts set not more than twenty feet apart; or of

five boards, securely naikd to posts set- not more than eight feet apart,

all fences to be not less than fifty-four inches high. Every corporation

operating a railway shall install proper stock-guards where the same

enters or leaves any improved or fenced land, and construct at all points

where such railway crosses any public road, good, sufficient and safe

crossings and stock-guards. Any corporation operating a railway and

failing to fence the same against live stock running at large and main-

tain sufficient stock-guards at all points, shall be liable to the owner for

any stock killed or injured by reason of the want of such fence or stock-

guards for the full amount of the damages sustained by the owner on

account thereof; and to recover the same it shall only be necessary for

the owner to prove the loss of, or injury to, his property. If such

corporation fails or neglects to pay such damages within thirty days

after written notice has been duly served, such owner shall be entitled

to recover from said corporation double the amount of damages actually

sustained by him. Any railroad company operating in this State refusing

or neglecting to comply with any provision of this chapter relating to

the fencing of its tracks and the construction of crossings and stock-

guards shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, fined in

a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars for each ofifense.

There is no statute in Kansas requiring railroad companies to fence

their" right-of-way, but every railroad company is made liable to the.

owner of every animal killed or injured by the engines or cars of such

railway or in any manner whatever in operating such railway, irrespective

of the fact as to whether such killing or wounding was caused by the

negligence of such company or not. This act does not apply to any

company whose road is inclosed by a good and lawful fence. Any person
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owning lands adjoining a railroad track has the right to attach to the

fence constructed along the right-of-way of said railroad company, rails,

boards or other material, so as to make the fence of said company

sufficient to prevent hogs or pigs from going upon the track of said

railroad. A legal fence is defined by statute as follows: Fences

composed of posts and rails, posts and palings, posts and planks, or posts

and wire shall be four and one-half feet high ; those composed of turf

shall be at least four feet high; all hedges shall be of such height and

thickness as will be sufficient to protect the inclosure. A barbed-wire

fence of not less than three wires, well stretched and securely fastened

to posts not more than two rods apart, is also a legal fence. Provided,

that in townships or counties where hogs are allowed to run at large

there shall be three additional barbed wires, the lower one of which shall

not be more than four inches from the ground. When any railroad runs

through any improved or fenced land, said railroad company shall erect

and maintain proper stock-guards on such railroad when they enter and

when they leave such improved or fenced land. Any railroad company

neglecting or refusing to comply with the provisions of this act shall be

liable for all damages sustained by anyone by reason of such negligence.

This State has a Board of Railroad Commissioners, who have general

supervisory power over railroads, but they have no jurisdiction in the

construction of either fences or stock-guards.

KENTUCKY.

Every corporation owning and operating a railroad in this common-
wealth shall construct and maintain a good and lawful fence on one-half

of the distance of the division line between such rights-of-way and the

adjoining lands; and that every owner of land adjoining the right-of-way

of such corporation aforesaid shall construct and maintain a good and

lawful fence on one-half of the distance of the division line between

such land and such right-of-way. When one party has built, the other

party may be required to build under penalty. When one party has con-

structed fence for one-half the distance of said line and the other party

has not constructed such fence for the other half of the distance, the

party aforesaid shall in writing notify the party in default that he has

constructed a good and lawful fence on said division line for one-half

the distance thereof, and it shall be the duty of the party on whom such

notice is served and he is hereby required to construct a lawful fence

on the other half of said division line, within four months after date of

notice, and in case of failure to construct such fence within the time

prescribed, such party shall be fined one dollar for each and every day

after the expiration of said four months during which the fence shall

not have been constructed. This does not apply in case of contract

between parties in reference to building these fences along companies'

rights-of-way. When the adjoining owner has given right-of-way through

his lands free of charge, the railroad company will be required to erect

entire fence. All corporations operating railroads shall erect and main-
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tain stock-guards at all terminal points of fences constructed along their

lines and at all public crossings ; but where a private passway across

said railroad has been made, the land owner for whose benefit it is kept

open shall erect the gates, the railroad company to erect the stock-guards.

Neglect on the part of the company to erect and keep in repair suitable

stock-guards and one-half of the fencing renders it liable for injuries to

cattle getting on the track.

LOUISIANA.

There is no statute in this State requiring railroad companies to fence

their properties, nor is there any law relative to stock-guards, but there

is an act requiring railroad companies operating and controlling lines of

railroads in this State to pay a fair value for animals killed or injured

by their trains, and providing for arbitration in the settlement of the

same. Provided further, that there shall be no responsibility on the part

of the railroad companies for the killing or injury of any stock, where

said railroad companies have their lines fenced in and kept in good order,

and have erected and maintained suitable stock-guards at crossings.

There is a Railroad Commission in Louisiana, but it has no rule relative

to signs, fences or stock-guards.

MAINE.

Where a railroad passes through inclosed or improved land or wood

lots belonging to a farm, legal and sufficient fences shall be made on

each side of the land taken therefor, before the construction of the

road is commenced, and such fences shall be maintained and kept in good

repair by the corporation. For any neglect of such duty during the

construction of the road, and for injuries thereby occasioned by its agents

or contractors, the directors are jointly and severally personally liable.

For any subsequent neglect, the corporation shall be fined a sum suffi-

cient to erect or repair the fence, to be recovered by indictment and

expended by an agent appointed by the court. This State has a Board of

Railroad Commissioners. Said commissioners shall order the corpora-

tion to make and maintain such stock-guards, passes and farm crossings

as they think reasonable ;
prescribe the time and manner of making them,

and consider this work in awarding pecuniary damages ; and if the cor-

poration after reasonable notice neglect to commence or complete the

work, the party interested may recover in an action in the case double

the damage that he has sustained by such neglect. All fences four feet

high and in good repair, consisting of rails, timber, boards, stone walls,

iron or wire ; and rivers, ponds, creeks, ditches and hedges are legal and

sufficient fences.

MARYLAND.

Maryland has no general law relative to fences and stock-guards.

A special law applying to Cecil County provides that when the lands

of any person adjoin lands over which any corporation has a right-of-
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way, each party shall make and maintain one-half of the whole length

of the line fence between them, and if either said person or corpora-

tion shall fail or neglect to make his, hers or its proportion of said

fence, to keep or put the same in good repair within thirty days

after such party has been notified and requested to do so in writing,

then the party making said request may make or repair said fence at

the expense of the party or corporation so neglecting or refusing, and

may recover his costs and expenses in the same manner as other debts.

A lawful fence shall be at least four feet high and shall be sufficiently

close to prevent hogs from passing through same, but no barbed or saw-

edged wire shall be used in the construction of the same, except by

agreement between parties.

MASSACHUSETl'S.

After a railroad corporation has taken land or other property in

the manner herein authorized, it shall, before constructing the railroad,

furnish a plan to the owner, and, upon request of the owner or occupant,

shall fence it. At the time of estimating damages to land owners, the

County Commissioners shall, in addition thereto, order the corporation

to construct and maintain such embankments, culverts, walls, fences or

other structures as they judge reasonable for the security and benefit of

such owners. Every railroad corporation shall erect and maintain suit-

able fences, with convenient bars, gates or openings therein, upon both

sides of the entire length of its railroad, except at the crossings of a

public way or in places where the convenient use of the railroad would

be thereby obstructed, and except at places where, and so long as it is

exempted from the duty of so doing by the Board of Railroad Commis-

sioners. The corporation shall also construct and maintain sufficient

barriers, where it is necessary and practicable to do so, to prevent the

entrance of cattle upon the railroad. A corporation which unreasonably

neglects to comply with the provisions of this section shall, for every

such neglect, forfeit not more than two hundred dollars for every month

during which the neglect continues. If a person other than the railroad

corporation is required by law or contract to erect or maintain fences

along a part of the line of the railroad and neglects to do so, the cor-

poration shall erect such fences or keep them in repair, and recover

the reasonable cost thereof in an action of contract from such person.

MICHIGAN.

Every corporation owning or operating any railroad in this State shall

erect and maintain in effective condition, fences on each side of the

right-of-way to their respective roads. A legal railroad fence shall not

be less than four and a half feet high, and shall be made of boards and

posts according to specifications, or the fence may be constructed of

posts, boards and barbed wire. Provided, that any fence already built,

which shall have the approval of the Michigan Railroad Commission,
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equal in sufficiency and strength, shall be accepted as a legal railroad

fence or stock-guard, but in such cases said railroad company shall be

liable for all damages done to animals or stock coming upon its right-of-

way through or over its fence, unless in the trial for damages it can

be proven that the fence in question was a legal fence in strength and

sufficiency as provided for in this act; convenient farm crossings shall

also be constructed across right-of-way, with the necessary gates or bars

therefor, which said gates or bars shall be of sufficient width to admit

the free and easy transportation of all farm machinery upon the applica-

tion of owners of land lying on both sides of such railroad track. In

cases where a railroad is laid upon a highway or adjacent, and inter-

venes between said highway and the residence buildings of property

fronting upon said highway, said company shall provide open, unob-

structed residence crossings, suitably guarded ; further, a convenient and

suitable crossing to any private property, summer home or summer resort

shall be constructed and maintained. All railroads through lands inclosed

by the exterior fences that shall not be fenced as required by this act

within the time specified shall not be operated without the consent of

the owner. Every corporation owning or operating any railroad shall,

within three months from the time any section of the road is finished and

put in use, erect and maintain all crossings, fences and stock-guards as

herein provided. Any violation by failure or neglect to comply with

the provisions of this section shall be punished by a penalty of twenty-

five dollars per day for each and every day that such neglect shall

continue.

MINNESOTA.

Every railroad company shall build and maintain on each side of all

lines of road owned and operated by it. good and substantial fences, and

shall build and maintain good and sufficient stock-guards at all road and

street crossings and other openings, except at station and depot grounds

and other places required by business to be open. Any such company

failing to comply with the requirements of this section shall be liable

for all damages resulting therefrom, and for all domestic animals killed

or injured by its negligence. If said company shall fail to pay the actual

damage occasioned by such killing or injury within thirty days after such

damage occurs, then, in case of recovery therefor by action brought

after such thirty days, if in district court, the plaintiff shall recover

double costs, and if in justice court, ten dollars costs. Such company

before the commencement of action may make tender for such injury,

and if the amount recovered shall not exceed the tender, the plaintiff

shall recover no costs. Whenever the land of any person lying along

the right-of-way of any railroad is inclosed on three sides by a woven-

wire fence, such railroad company shall erect and maintain woven-wire

fence of like character and quality along the said right-of-way inclosing

the remaining side of said land. Provided, that in the building and

maintenance of said fence and stock-guards, every such company shall
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be held to the exercise of ordinary diligence and care, especially in keep-

ing all stock-guards free from ice and snow.

MISSISSIPPI.

There is no statute in this State requiring the fencing of railroad

property; but there is a law relative to stock-guards. It is the duty of

every railroad company to construct and maintain all necessary stock-

gaps and stock-guards where its track passes through inclosed land; and

to make and maintain convenient and suitable crossings over its track

for necessary plantation roads. For any failure so to do, the railroad

company shall be liable to pay two hundred and fifty dollars, to be

recovered by the person interested; this section shall apply to all inclosed

lands. There is a Railroad Commission, but it is not within its jurisdic-

tion to pass upon any form of stock-guards. The liability of the com-

pany would depend upon whether it had constructed and maintained all

necessary stock-gaps and stock-guards.

Any railroad corporation owning or operating a line of railway

within this State shall construct and maintain a suital)le fence of posts

and barbed wire or woven wire, or posts and boards or any other fence

equal in strength and efficiency, on each side of the track thereof, so

connected with stock-guards at all public crossings as to prevent cattle,

horses and all other live stock from getting on the tracks; such fence

shall be at least four and one-half feet high, consisting of five barbed

wires, fastened to posts to be set firmly in the ground and not more than

sixteen feet apart. Section 3145 requires the installation of stock-guards

sufficient to prevent all animals from getting on the railroad. Wherever
the law requires the company to fence its right-of-way, such stock-guards

are required only at public crossings, at farm and other private cross-

ings; railway companies are required to maintain gates.

MONTANA.

Railroad corporations must make and maintain good and legal fences

on both sides of their track and property, and maintain at all crossings,

stock-guards over which cattle and other domestic animals cannot pass.

In case they do not make and maintain such fence and guards, if their

engines or cars shall kill or maim any cattle or other domestic animala

upon their line of road, they must pay to the owner of such cattle or

other domestic animals, in all cases, a fair market price for the same,

unless it occurred through the fault of the owner of the animals so killed

or maimed. Provided, that nothing herein shall be construed so as to

prevent any person from recovering damages from any railroad com-
pany for its negligent killing or injury to any live stock. Every corpora-

tion operating any railroad in this State shall make crossings through
their fences and over their roadbeds along their right-of-way, every

four miles thereof, or as near thereat as practicable. Said corporation
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shall also place stock-guards on either side of all openings sufficient to

prevent any cattle from entering upon the said right-of-way. Such

openings shall not be less than sixty feet in width.

NEBRASKA.

Every railroad corporation whose lines of road or any part thereof

are open for use, and every railroad company formed or to be formed, shall

within six months after the lines of such railroad or any part thereof are

open for use, erect and maintain fences on the sides of their railroad

suitable and sufficient to prevent cattle, horses and all live stock from

getting on such railroad, except at the crossings of public roads and

highways, and within the limits of towns, cities and villages, with open

gates or bars at all farm crossings of such railroads, for the use of the

proprietors of the lands adjoining such railroad. They shall also con-

struct and maintain at all road crossings, stock-guards sufficient to prevent

cattle, horses and all live stock from getting on the railroad. When
such fences and stock-guards have been fully and duly completed and

shall be kept in good repair, such railroad corporation shall not be liable

for any damages done by the engines or trains of any such corporation,

but any railroad company operating its road in this State, and failing

to comply with the provisions of these statutes, shall be absolutely liable

to the owner of any live stock killed or injured by their agents or

engines. Any person or company owning land adjoining the right-of-way

of any railroad company in this State desiring to inclose said land may
notify, in writing, such railroad company and request the company to

build a lawful fence on the line between their railroad and the land

intended to be inclosed. The company shall, . within six months after

receiving notice cause to be erected the fence required, and in case of

a failure to do so, the party so giving notice may cause such fence to be

erected at a reasonable cost and collect the amount thereof from the

railroad company.

NEVADA.

Railroad corporations are required to build and maintain fences

along their right-of-way or property. In case of neglect or refusal to

fence their property they are liable, at a fair market price, for any

cattle or other domestic animals maimed or killed, unless it occurred

through the neglect or fault of the owner of the animal so maimed or

killed. Railroad corporations are not liable for damages arising out

of the killing or maiming of any animals of persons who fail to con-

struct and maintain fences, after they have been paid an agreed price

for making and maintaining same, with the award of damages for right-

of-way, but the owners of such animals are responsible for any loss or

damages which may accrue to such corporation from such animals being

upon their railroad tracks, unless it is shown that such loss or damage

occurred through the negligence or fault of the corporation.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE.

The proprietors of every railroad shall erect and maintain a suffi-

cient fence upon each side of their roads, except at the crossings of

public highways, and at every crossing they shall construct and maintain,

upon each side of the highway sufficient stock-guards or fences to pre-

vent cattle from passing upon their road. If the owners of land and

the proprietors of a railroad are not agreed upon the place, number or

kind of stock-guard, passes or crossings to be constructed for his accom-

modation, either party may apply to the Board of Railroad Commissioners,

who shall determine the number, places, time and manner of construc-

tion. If the proprietors neglect to comply with the order of the Com-

mission within the time limited, they shall forfeit twenty-five dollars for

each month's neglect; further, the owner of adjoining lands, after giving

notice to the company and if the fence is not erected within twenty days,

such owner may build or repair it and recover of the proprietors twice

the expenses of so doing in an action in the case. If any person has

agreed to maintain such fence and neglects to do so, the proprietor may

rebuild and recover the expense of such person.

NEW JERSEY.

Every company organized under this act shall erect and maintain on

the sides of its road of the height and strength of division fences required

by law, with gates or bar-ways at farm crossings, and shall also construct

and maintain stock-guards at road crossings sufficient to prevent cattle

and other animals from getting on the railroad. Until such fences and

guards shall be made, the company shall be liable for damages done by

their trains to cattle, horses or other animals straying thereon, and where

such fences and guards have been duly made and maintained, the com-

pany shall not be liable for such damage. All fences consisting of posts

and rails, timbers, boards, brick or stone walls and all other fences

shall be esteemed lawful if four feet and two inches high and sufficient

to prevent horses and cattle from going through ; and further, all ditches

or drains made in or through salt marshes for fencing and draining being

five feet wide and three feet deep shall also be adjudged a lawful fence;

also rivers, ponds, creeks and hedges may be approved as lawful fences.

Any beast going through or over or breaking down such fence may be

impounded and the owner shall satisfy all damages.

NEW MEXICO.

Every railroad is required to construct and maintain at all public

crossings, stock-guards suitable and sufficient to prevent cattle, horses

and all other animals from getting on said railroad. All railroads shall

fence their right-of-way, except within the limits of towns, cities and

villages. A legal fence constructed of barbed wire shall be four feet

high; there shall not be less than four wires not over twelve inches apart,

well stretched and firmly fastened to the posts, which must be firmly set

in the ground from sixteen to twenty-four feet apart, with stays.
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NEW YORK.

All railroads are required to erect and maintain fences along their

right-of-way of height and strength sufficient to prevent all domestic

animals from entering upon the roads from adjacent lands. They are

also required to provide openings, with gates therein, at all farm cross-

ings whenever and wherever reasonably necessary, for the use of the

owners or occupants of adjoining lands. They are also required to con-

struct and maintain stock-guards at all road crossings Suitable and suffi-

cient to prevent all domestic animals from getting upon their roads. All

railroads are liable for damages done by their agents or equipment to any

domestic animals on their roads, until fences are built and maintained

in good order. When built and maintained in good order they are not

liable unless negligently or wilfully done. A post-and-wire fence of

requisite height shall be deemed a lawful fence, but barbed wire shall

not be used in its construction. Railroads are not required to fence

right-of-way where not necessary to prevent domestic animals from get-

ting upon their tracks, or where adjacent land owners have received

compensation for fencing land taken for railroad purposes.

NORTH CAROLINA.

All railroads in this State are required to fence their right-of-way.

There is no law relative to the design and material for construction of

right-of-way fences. In general, the law provides for fences five feet

high, except that in Cumberland, Duplin, Harnett, -Wake, Craven, Bladen,

Washington, Robeson, Sampson, Brun.swick and Lenoir Coimties, they

may be four and a half feet high. In New Hanover, Bertie, North

Hampton and Pamlico, fences may be four feet high. Every incorpo-

rated company operating any railroad passing through and over inclosed

land shall, at its own expense, construct and maintain good and sufficient

stock-guards at the points of entrance upon and exit from said inclosed

land, and they shall also make and keep in repair crossings to any planta-

tion road thereupon. Every corporation which shall fail to erect and

maintain such stock-guards and crossings shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor, and fined in the discretion of the court, and shall be further

liable to an action for damages to the party aggrieved.

NORTH DAKOTA.

Any railroad corporation owning or operating a line of railway within

this State shall construct, maintain and keep in repair a suitable fence

of posts and barbed wire, or posts and boards, on each side of the track,

so connected with stock-guards at all public road crossings as to prevent

cattle, horses and other live stock from getting on the railroad tracks

;

such fence, when of barbed wire, shall be of five strands securely fastened

to posts set not more than twenty feet apart, the top Wire not to be

less than fifty-four inches high ; or of five boards securely fastened to

posts set not more than eight feet apart, said fence to be not less than
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fifty-four inches high. Any corporation operating a railroad and failing

to fence same against live stock running at large and maintaining proper

and sufficient stock-guards at all points deemed necessary, shall be liable

to the owner of any stock killed or injured by reason of the want of

such fence or stock-guard for the full amount of damages sustained

by the owner thereof. If such corporation fails or neglects to pay such

damages within ninety days after a written notice, such ow-ner shall be

entitled to recover from the corporation double the amount of damages

actually sustained by him, and twenty-five dollars as attorney's fee, when
it shall be adjudged l)y a court of competent jurisdiction that the claim-

ant is entitled to damages. Persons owning land by or through which

any railroad has been constructed, who have inclosed the same or any

part thereof and adjacent to the line of such a railroad with a good and

sufficient fence or a hog-tight fence, may demand of such railroad com-

pany that it inclose its line next thereto with a fence corresponding in

class to that maintained by the owner.

OHIO.

A company or person having control of a railroad in this State shall

construct and maintain in good repair on each side of such road a fence

sufficient to turn all live stock. A legal fence may be constructed of

barbed wire or woven wire, but there shall be securely fastened to the

posts at the top thereof, at right angles thereto, at least one board not

less than one and one-eighth inches thick and five inches wide. Railroad

companies will be required to construct stock-guards at points where

public highways cross railroad tracks on a level. Where private cross-

ings are constructed across the right-of-way, the railroad company is

bound to fence at such crossings or erect gates or bars sufficient to serve

as a fence, and there must be reasonable diligence on the part of the

company to keep all such structures in repair, provided there is no

specific agreement between the property owner and the railway company

to the contrary!

OKLAHOMA.

It shall be the duty of all railroad companies to construct a good

and sufficient fence not less than four and one-half feet high, one barbed

wire at the bottom of such fence, immediately above which shall be

attached heavy woven wire not less than twenty-eight inches high and

sufficient for the purpose of restraining swine, sheep and goats, with

three barbed wires above the same, on the side of such tract, so far as

the same extends along the line of such railroad, and maintain the same

in good condition so long as such owner or occupant of such tract may
desire to maintain such pasture. Other sections provide for the fencing

of a railroad right-of-way at all places except public highways and station

ground. No mention is made of stock-guards, however, to avoid liability

for injury to stock, a railroad company would have to show that it had

fenced its right-of-way and installed stock-guards wherever needed.
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OREGON.

Any fence substantially constructed, of posts and woven wire of

sufficient weave and strength and not less than four feet high, or of

such woven wire to be not less than twenty-six inches wide, and one

barbed wire, the top wire to be not less than four feet from the ground,

shall be deemed a lawful fence : Provided, that this act shall not apply

to that portion of the State lying east of the summit of the Cascade

mountains. The practical effect of the fencing laws of Oregon is to

make railroad companies liable for the killing or maiming of stock which

breaks through railroad fences. If a fence of different type is con-

structed, which actually turns stock, no question would probably arise

as to its efficiency, but the Railroad Commission would have power to

require right-of-way fence of type set forth in section 5771.

PENNSYLVANIA.

In general, the law of Pennsylvania does not require railroad com-

panies to erect and maintain fences and stock-guards along their rail-

roads, and they are not liable to owners of cattle for death or injury

while on the right-of-way, but on the other hand, the railroads have a

right of action against owners of cattle if they cause damage to the

railroad while being upon it. There are a few exceptions to this general

statute, substantially as follows: The Act of March 23, 1868, P. L. 424,

provides that all railroads in Erie County shall be fenced on both sides

five feet high, except in villages, boroughs and cities. A penalty of

fifty dollars for each place not fenced and liability to owners of stock

killed or injured. The Act of March 28, 1868, P. L. 514. provides that

railroads in Warren County shall be fenced four feet high, except in

incorporated boroughs, and have sufficient stock-guards at crossings to

prevent cattle, sheep, horses and swine from straying on the railroad.

The Act of April 9, 1868, P. L. 779, provides similar requirements in

Center County. The Act of April 17, 1869, P. L. 1125, is a supplement

to the Act of 1868, P. L. 514. and extends the provisions above recited

to Bradford, McKean and Venango Counties, so that outside of Erie,

Warren, Center, Bradford, McKean and Venango Counties the law does

not require fence or stock-guards.

A Supreme Court decision has said that a railroad carrying passen-

gers is bound to use the highest degree of care and vigilance to keep

cattle off the track of its road, so that if it fails to erect stock-guards

or other protection where cattle are in the habit of straying on its land,

it is guilty of negligence.

RHODE ISLAND.

There is no Rhode Island statute requiring stock-guards at either pub-

lic or private grade crossings. The obligation depends upon the Charter

of the several companies and upon the conditions imposed by the towns

through which the companies' tracks are laid. The general law of this
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State provides, that the expense of erecting and maintaining a line fence

is to be borne by the adjacent proprietors equally. The provisions of

the Charters of railroad companies in this State are not uniform. The
Charter of the N. Y. P. & B. R. R. provides that in all cases where

the company shall not have otherwise agreed with the adjacent owners,

the company is obliged to erect and forever maintain good, sufficient

and lawful fences on both sides of the road. The act infers that these

fences need not be erected unless the company is requsted to erect and

maintain them by the adjacent owners. The same provision is found in

the Charters of any other companies, with the proviso—that the corpora-

tion shall not be required to build or maintain fences along the railroad

where the same may pass over tide-water, unless, in the opinion of the

commissioners appointed to assess the land damages, such fences shall be

necessary. Under the general laws of Rhode Island the following are

lawful fences

:

A hedge with a ditch shall be three feet high upon the bank of the

ditch, well staked, at the distance of two and a half feet, bound together

at the top and sufficiently filled to prevent small stock from creeping

through ; and the bank of the ditch shall not be less than one foot above

the ground. Fences of post and rail, stone-wall fences and woven-wire

fences shall be four and one-half feet high. No fence shall be con-

structed of barbed wire without the consent, in writing, of said adjoining

owners.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Railroad companies in this State are required to fence their right-of-

way. There is no law relative to design and construction of right-of-way

fences. All fences closely and strictly made of rails, boards, or posts

and rails, or posts and wire, providing that said fence is sufficiently close

to prevent the ingress of swine, or any embankment of earth capped with

rails or timber, of any sort, or live hedges, five feet in height, except in

the Counties of Berkley and Dorchester, where they shall be four and

one-half feet in height, and in Horry County, four feet in height, meas-

ured from the level of the earth, shall be taken and deemed lawful fences.

All railroad companies operating roads in this State are required to con-

struct and keep in repair an adequate stock-guard or cattle-gaps at every

point where the line of said railroad crosses the line of any fence. For

every violation of this section the company shall pay to the owner of

the fence where such stock-guards should have been erected the sum of

100 dollars, to be recovered by action of the court.

SOUTH DAKOTA

Whenever the owner of any tract of land adjoining any line of rail-

road within this State shall desire to inclose any such tract of land for

pasturage or farm purposes, and shall construct a good and sufficient

fence about said tract of land on all sides except along the side abutting

against such railroad, it shall be the duty of such railroad company to
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construct a fence not less than four and one-half feet high, and the

owner inclose any such tract of land for pasturage or farm purposes

with a woven-wire fence with wires crossing each other close enough to

keep sheep and hogs within, it shall be the duty of such railroad to con-

struct a like fence along its right-of-way on the side of such tract so

far as the same extends along the line of such railroad, and to maintain

the same in good repair until released therefrom by the owner.

Any railroad company operating a line of railway in this State

which shall be so constructed across the land of any person as to leave

a portion of the premises on each side of its right-of-way, shall, when
ordered so to do by the Board of Reiilroad Commissioners of this State,

make and keep in repair a private farm crossing or other causeway over

its right-of-way, and upon like order shall construct and maintain safe

and adequate stock-guards and wing fences for such private farm cross-

ings, and thereafter it shall be the duty of the owner or lessee of such

land to keep the gates for such private farm crossing closed except when
in actual use, and such railway company shall not be liable to the owner

or lessee of such land for any loss or damage sustained to his or their

property by reason of a failure to keep the gate closed

TENNESSEE.

There is no statute in this State requiring railroad companies to

fence their right-of-way or that stock-guards shall be installed. The

legislation is rather in the alternative, providing in a general way that if

fences and stock-guards are erected and maintained, the c'ompany shall

not be liable for live stock killed in the operation of trains, but if fences

and stock-guards are not erected and maintained in good order, the

company will be absolutely liable for live stock killed upon the right-of-

way, regardless of negligence or absence of negligence in the operation

of trains. Under a later act every railroad company whose unfenced

track passes through a field or inclosure is required to place stock-guards

or stops at the points of entering such inclosure or field and keep the

same in good repair. A legal fence may be stone wall three and a half

feet high, plank and post and rail four feet high, barbed wire, five

strands, four and a half feet high, or barbed wire and plank, Osage

orange hedge, or in part wire, four feet high ; these, with other fences

their equivalent, will be deemed lawful fences.

TEXAS.

Railways are not required to fence. If track is fenced, then the

company is not Hable for stock killed or injured, except where negli-

gence is shown. All fences constructed must be reasonably sufficient

to turn stock. Law requires good and sufficient stock-guards to protect

all inclosures. Every railroad which passes through a field or inclosure is

required to place good and sufficient stock-guards or stops at the points

of entering such field or inclosure. Section 6600 makes the railroad
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liable for all damages to the crops of the owner, caused by the neglect

of the company to construct and maintain such guards.

UTAH.

No data could be secured. In practice the railroads are constructing

fences which, in their opinion, are adequate in the various localities where

they have built them.

VERMONT.

A railroad compan}' owning or operating a railroad shall construct

and maintain farm crossings of the road for the use of owners of land

adjoining the railroad, and stock-guards at all farm and road crossings

sufficient to prevent cattle and animals from getting on the road. When
parties disagree the same shall be determined by commissioners, but if the

cost of such farm crossings exceeds the value of the land in question the

commissioners need not order such crossing to be made, but shall award

reasonable damages in lieu thereof. A corporation operating a railroad

shall construct and maintain on both sides of its road a good and sufficient

fence. When a corporation has settled with and paid the owners of land

adjoining for building and maintaining such fences and the owners neglect

so to do, the railroad com.pany may make the repairs and recover of

such land owners the necessary expense thereof. Until fences and stock-

guards are duly made, such corporations shall be liable for the damages

done by their train or engines to cattle, horses or other animals thereon,

but after such fences and guards are made, the corporations shall not be

liable for such damages.

VIRGINIA.

Every railroad company shall cause to be erected along its line and

on both sides of its roadbed lawful fences, as defined by the laws of this

state, which may be made of timber or wire, or both, and shall keep the

same in proper repair, and with the owners of the adjoining land may
connect their fences at such places as they deem proper. In erecting these

fences the compan}^ shall, at the termini of those portions of the roadbed

which it is required to fence, and on each side of all public and private

crossings, construct across its roadbed and keep in good repair stock-

guards reasonably sufficient to turn all kinds of stock with which its fences

shall be connected. Such stock-guards at private crossings may, with the

consent of the owners of said crossings, be dispensed with, but in such

cases the company shall erect and keep in good order sufficient gates, and
may erect gates of bars in addition to the stock-guards required by this

act, if, in the judgment of said company, the hazard to trains at such

crossings requires gates or bars as an additional safeguard to life and
property on the trains. These provisions as relate to fencing shall not

apply to any part of a railroad located within the corporate limits of a

city or town or between the terminals of the switches either way from
the company's depot, nor to any place where there is a cut or embank-
ment with sides sufficiently steep to prevent the passage of stock, nor
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shall it apply to a company which has compensated the owner for

making and keeping in repair the necessary fencing. No railroad com-

pany shall be liable for any injury to any person or property on such part

of its tracks as may be enclosed according to these provisions.

WASHINGTON.

Every corporation having the control or management of any railroad

shall, within six months after the passage of this act, outside of any

corporate city or town, and outside the limits of any sidetrack or switch,

cause to be constructed and maintained in good repair on each side of

said railroad, along the line of said right-of-way of such corporation

operating the same, a substantial fence, and at every point where any

roadway or other public highway shall cross said railroad, a safe and

sufficient crossing must be built and maintained, and on each side of such

crossing and at each end of sidetrack or switch, outside of any incor-

porated city or town, a sufficient stock-guard. When any corporation

operating a railroad shall fence the railroad track through occupied or

enclosed or cultivated lands of any individual, it shall be the duty of saic

company at their expense, to put in place and maintain farm crossings

with gates or bars as may be necessary to give the owner, together with

his stock, access to the several parts of his enclosed lands. Failure to

provide such crossings with gates or bars for sixty days after written

notice from the owners requiring the same, shall subject the corporation

in default to a penalty of not greater than two hundred and fifty dollars,

to be recovered by the owner of the land by action in the superior

courts. When such fences, crossings and guards have been duly made,

and shall be kept in good repair, such corporation shall not be liable for

any damages to owners of cattle and live stock unless negligently or

unlawfully done.

WEST VIRGINIA.

When a railroad company takes property, that is, land which has been

cleared and fenced, the said company shall construct and forever maintain

suitable farm crossings, stock-guards and fences on both sides of the land

taken, and no such railroad shall be used for the transportation of freight

and passengers until such fences, farm crossings and stock-guards are built

and constructed. Where the company acquires by contract and agrees

to fence, it must do so whether prior or subsequent to the act of 1882.

A lawful fence must be four and one-half feet high or posts and rails four

feet high. If built of stone, three and one-half feet high; if hedge fence,

four feet high. Fences heretofore built under the existing law and in com-

pliance therewith may be kept as lawful fences.

WISCONSIN.

Every railroad corporation operating any railroad shall erect and

maintain on both sides of any portion of its road (depot grounds ex-

cepted) good and sufficient fences of the height of not less than forty-
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eight inches, with openings, or gates, or bars therein, and suitable and

convenient farm crossings of the road for the use of the occupants of the

lands adjoining, and shall construct and maintain stock-guards at all

highway crossings and connect their fences therewith to prevent cattle

and other domestic animals from going on such railroad. All roads here-

after built shall be so fenced and such stock-guards be made within one

month of the time of commencing to operate the same. Until such fences

and stock-guards shall be duly made, every railroad company operating

such road shall be liable for all damages done to live stock, or persons

thereon. There is a railroad commission in this state with whom com-

plaints may be lodged, who has the power to order a hearing for the

adjustment of difficulties. The foregoing provisions shall not effect any

contract entered into between any railroad company and the owners or

occupants of lands adjoining for the construction of fences, bars, stock-

guards and railroad crossings. A legal fence may be of barbed wire

not less than five strands firmly built, forty-eight inches high. No fences

shall be required in places where the proximity of ponds, lakes, water

courses, ditches, hills or embankments render fences unnecessary.

WYOMING.

All railway corporations, owning or operating a line of railway within

this state, shall construct, maintain and keep in repair on each side of

the track thereof, a sufficient fence, so connected with suitable stock-

guards at all public road crossings as to prevent all live .stock from get-

ting on the railroad track of said corporation, and such fences when of

barbed wire to consist of four wires securely fastened to posts set not

more than thirty-two feet apart, with stays not more than ten feet apart.

Such fence shall be constructed within nine months after the completion

of any railroad track or any part thereof, and in the same case of railroads

not constructed and in operation, within three months after the approval

of this chapter. Provided, that railway corporations shall not be required

to construct and maintain a fence within the boundaries of any incor-

porated city or town. Any corporation operating a railway and failing

to fence the same and to construct and maintain suitable stock-guards as

required by law, shall be liable to the owner or owners of any live stock

killed or injured by reason of its failure to construct and keep in repair

such fence or stock-guard, for the full amount of the damage sustained

by the owner on account thereof.

StJBJECT No. 7.

COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF CROSSINGS.

In carefully considering the list of subjects assigned for considera-

tion this year, your Committee felt it would be impossible to report on,

in a proper manner, all the subjects named, and that, as some of the sub-

jects had been under consideration last year, it would seem desirable to

give them preference. Further, attention is called to an investigation now
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being made of grade crossings by a Committee of the American Railway

Association.

It is understood that the work of that Committee, in conjunction with

the National Association of Railroad Commissioners, will cover five spe-

cific practices which will be recommended for adoption by public service

commissions and other properly constituted authorities. These standards

will cover (a) uniform approach warnings; (b) uniform color or light for

night indication; (c) uniform use of a circular disc about 16 inches in

diameter with the word "Stop" painted in large letters instead of the vari-

colored flags now used by crossing watchmen; (d) uniform painting of

crossing gates, and (e) uniform rules governing crossing watchmen, while

controlling or regulating street or highway traffic.

The Committee therefore decided to defer action on section (a)

grade crossings, until next year awaiting the results of the above-men-

tioned investigations. Much valuable information has already been col-

lected on the general subject of grade crossing elimination, which covers

examples of both over- and under-grade work. Attention is directed to

a paper prepared by J. Bayles Reilly, member of the Boston Society of

Civil Engineers, published in the journal of that society, April, 1915. In

this paper is given a great deal of information bearing on the abolition

of grade crossings in Massachusetts. As this paper gives the writerV,

personal experience in a number of eliminations of grade crossing proj-

ects, the following is quoted in the hope of being of assistance to some

who may be called upon to investigate or report upon such projects

:

(1) APPORTIONMENT OF COST.

"Public safety and convenience require, and public sentiment is de-

manding, the abolition of grade crossings. Legislatures all over the coun-
try are passing laws relative to this matter, and already nearly half the

states have laws touching on the separation of grades.
"Two very important provisions of these laws are, first, the fixing

of the manner of determining the necessity for proposed work, and,

second, the apportionment of cost. The State of Massachusetts seems
to have adopted an equitable and feasible method for determining the

necessity of abolition, which will be described. As far as the apportion-

ment of cost is concerned, we do not seem to have been quite so suc-

cessful, since there are arbitrary limits set which may not he equitable

when the maximum amount is assessed upon any party, and since com-
missions have a tendency to assess upon the parties to the work the

maximum percentages set by law irrespective of the actual merits of

each individual case.

"One has but to note the diflFerence between a crossing on a main
state highway in an unpopulated district and a crossing in the heart of
the business section of a city like Lynn or Lowell to appreciate that

flexibility in the apportionment of cost is desirable. This flexibility is

lacking in Massachusetts and in some other states.

"In 1912 and 1913 the Massachusetts Railroad Commission and the

Massachusetts Highway Commission investigated this subject very thor-

oughly. In a report to the legislature, an abstract of the laws of each

state having laws on the subject was made, with a review on the

advisability of changing the present basis of the apportionment of cost.

It was recommended 'that the law be amended so as to provide expressly
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that the amounts assessed upon the cities and towns shall be proportionate

to the benefits received, and to the ability of these municipalities to pay;
and that the Railroad Commission shall be given the right before the

final decree is entered by the court to review the apportionment of

cost as well as the general plan of grade separation made by the special

grade crossing commission.' No action was taken upon this report by the

legislature in the session of 1913, it being postponed to this year's session.

"The following is an abstract from the 'Report on an Investigation

of the Gradual Abolition of Grade Crossings,' January 31, 1889, by A. W.
Locke, William C. Webber and G. A. Kimball, Commissioners, relative

to this matter of apportionment:
"Finally we think that the expense of abolishing crossings should be

generally divided between the railroad and the city or town, bringing in

the county in special cases, and also the street railways and the adjoin-

ing estates, if they are benefited.

"But we do not consider it practicable for the legislature to fix in

advance the proportion to be paid by parties interested, for the reason that

in no two places that have so far come under our observation have the

benefits or the disadvantages been equally divided. We would recommend
that each one be divided on its own merits by some tribunal such as we
have hereinbefore suggested."

Hence it is seen that the two commissions which have investigated

this subject thoroughly have recommended an apportionment based upon

"Merit" and "Special Benefit."

From the abstract of laws compiled by the Railroad Commission it

is seen that in Arizona, California, Michigan, North Carolina and Wis-

consin full power is delegated to the commission to apportion the cost ac-

cording to the equities in each particular case, recognizing the principle of

"Special Benefit."

In Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Vermont and Washington the legislatures deny the commi.s-

sions this privilege, and fix definite limits to the proportions to be paid

by the various parties. These limits are arbitrary and cannot be changed

even though the conditions of a particular case warrant a different

apportionment.

In New Hampshire and New Jersey the entire cost is imposed upon

the railroads under all conditions.

In Connecticut, New York and Washington the principle of priority

in location is recognized.

In Connecticut the entire cost is paid by the railroad when the

petition to separate grades is made by the railroad. In case the petition

is made by the municipality, it may be charged' 25 per cent, at highways

in existence before the railroad was- built, and 50 per cent, at crossings

built across a railroad location.

In New York, when a new railroad is constructed across an existing

highway above or below grade, the entire expense is borne by the railroad.

Whenever a new street is constructed across an existing railroad, the

railroad company and the municipality divide the expense equally, and

whenever a change is made in an existing crossing, the railroad pays 50

per cent., the municipality 25 per cent, and the state 25 per cent.
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In Washington the railroad pays the entire cost when it crosses over or

under an existing highway, and in all other cases it bears a portion of the

cost, depending upon the equities of the case.

In Massachusetts the railroad pays 65 per cent, of the cost on the

assumption that it receives the most benefit from the abolition. The

street railway, when there is one, pays a maximum of 15 per cent., and

the remainder of the cost is apportioned between the commonwealth and

the city or town, but not more than 10 per cent, of the total cost may be

apportioned to the city or town.

The cost has usually been apportioned as follows : Railroad, 65

per cent. ; commonwealth, 25 per cent., and the city, 10 per cent. Where

a street railway is involved, the steam road usually pays 65 per cent., the

street railway 15 per cent., the commonwealth 10 per cent., and the town

10 per cent., although in the last two apportionments of note, at Quincy

(estimated cost, $250,000) and at Taunton (estimated cost, $2,800,000), the

street railway was assessed 12 per cent.

The following are statistics obtained from the Railroad's Commission's

report of 1913 to the legislature, and from H. W. Hayes, Engineer of the

Public Service Commission

:

COST OF THE ELIMINATION OF GRADE CROSSINGS, ACTS OF 1890, TO NOVEMBER

30. 1907.

Number. Average Cost. Total Cost.

Crossings in Boston 34 $340,000 $11,559,352

Crossings outside of Boston 303 58,164 17,623,839

Total 337 $ 86,597 $29,183,191

From the report of the Commission of 1888 information from vari-

ous sources made it apparent that there were at that time 2,267 highways

crossing railroads at grade. Returns made to the Board of Railroad

Commissioners as of June 30, 1912, showed that there remained in the

commonwealth 1,784 crossings at grade, making a total of 483 crossings

abolished from 1889 to 1912.

The total amount expended on the elimination of grade crossings to

January, 1913, is $39,144,286, or an average of $81,000 per crossing. I

have it upon competent authority that the average yearly maintenance of

crossings is $1,200 per year, including wages of crossing tenders, mainte-

nance of crossing gates, planking, etc. Capitalizing this at 5 per cent, in-

dicates that the railroads could afford to pay $24,000 per crossing, or 33.7
.

per cent, of the average cost of $81,000, without considering the benefits

received from increased speed, facility of operation and the elimination

of accident claims.

This is apparently the only determinant factor in the whole problem

of apportionment; the others must be approximated from traffic counts

and other data obtainable in individual cases. It is quite generally con-

ceded that municipalities receive more than a 10 per cent, benefit from

abolitions, but that this low figure was arrived at to encourage petitions
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for eliminations. There can be no question as to the success of this idea,

as there are now pending proceedings for about one hundred grade-

crossing abolitions.

(2) MANNER OF OBTAINING ABOLITION OF GRADE CROSSINGS.

When a town, city, railroad or street railway wants a grade crossing

abolished in Massachusetts, a petition is submitted to the Superior Court,

which thereupon appoints a special commission of three members. This

special commission, after holding a hearing, decides upon a plan, appor-

tions the cost, specifies what part of an existing public or private way shall

be discontinued, the grade for the railroad, the way the changes are to

be made in the location and grades of the street railway, the general

method of construction and what land and other property it considers

necessary to be taken. It also prescribes the manner and limits the work
and determines which of the interested parties shall do the work. Land-

owners, railroad, commonwealth, city or town and street railway present

their suggestions and criticisms of proposed plans, and in this way the best

plan is evolved.

In some instances where there is a direct conflict of opinion as to

the manner of abolition, the matter is carried to the state legislature,

which passes an act on petition authorizing the abolition and specifying

in detail the method to be adopted and the apportionment of the cost. An
act of the legislature is necessary when work is contemplated in conjunc-

tion with grade-crossing work, which could not be actually considered as

part of it, as when the railroad wishes for an extension and amplification

of its facilities. An instance of this is found at Lynn, where the Boston

& Maine Railroad is improving its tracking facilities by the abolition of

grade crossings and by increasing the number of main line tracks from

two to four.

There are two other methods of obtaining the abolition of crossings

:

1. By the agreement of the interested parties, the Massachusetts

Public Service Commission can be made the special commission with the

same powers and duties as above described.

2. If the directors of the railroad and the selectmen of a town
agree upon a plan for the abolition of a crossing, and if this agreement

is approved by the Public Service Commission, the crossing may be

abolished, provided the railroad and the town together pay 80 per cent,

of the cost. The commonwealth pays the remaining 20 per cent, in such

cases. Georgetown, Mass., furnished an instance of this procedure in

1913. For details of this method see Chapter 544, Acts of 1910.

(3) CONSTRUCTION.

Actual cost is perhaps the most interesting thing to the parties in-

volved, after the apportionment is decided upon. The following are a few
unit prices the writer has found useful when estimating the cost of

construction of such projects. They are based on labor at $2.00 a day
and the prices of materials current in 1912, but do not cover all cases.
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since accessibility of the work, length of haul, traffic and other factors

influence them very much and each case must be considered independently.

UNIT COSTS.

Earth embankment (under traffic) $ 0.70 cu. yd.

Timbering, per M. ft. B. M. in place 60.00

Earth embankment (from trestle) 0.40 cu. yd.

Brick sidewalk 1.10 sq. yd.

Earth excavation • • .

.

0.50 cu. yd.

Macadam roadway 0.80 to $1.25 sq. yd.

Pile foundations, spruce 25 ft. in. long 5.00 each

Abutments (concrete) • • 7.00 cu. yd.

Retaining wall (concrete) 7.00 cu. yd.

Granite block paving (new), gravel joints 2.00 to $2.50 sq. yd.

Granite block paving (relaid) 0.70 sq. yd.

Granolithic walks 1.80 sq. yd.

Tar concrete walks 0.75 sq. yd.

Edgestones reset 0.25 lin. ft.

Edgestones new 1.00 lin. ft.

Surface drains 1.80 lin. ft.

Relaying water pipe 3.00 lin. ft.

Archculvert masonry (small spans) 12.00 lin. ft.

Temporary platforms (plank) 1.20 sq. yd.

Iron fencing 1.50 lin. ft.

Wooden fencing 0.50 lin. ft.

Main railroad tracks 1.50 lin. ft.

Temporary railroad tracks 0.50 lin. ft.

Railroad trestle, temporary 10.00 to $15.00 lin. ft.

Bridge steel. 0.045 per lb. in place

Drains

—

18 in. • • 1.50 lin. ft.

12 in 1.00 lin. ft.

8 in 0.80 lin. ft.

Taking up and relaying street railway track, with-

out betterment 1.25 per ft.

The work is done by the railroad, and, as might be imagined, the

actual cost is sometimes the subject of considerable discussion among the

other parties. Charges are kept according to the specifications of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, similar to ordinary railroad charges.

After the completion of the work the expense of maintenance and

repairs is paid as follows:

Section 1, Chapter 156, Acts of 1912, Quotation.

"After the completion of the work, the expense of maintenance and

repair shall be paid as follows: If the public way crosses the railroad

by an overhead bridge, the framework and flooring of the bridge and

its abutments shall be maintained and kept in repair by the railroad cor-
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poration, but the approaches of the bridge, and, if said flooring has a

wearing surface, consisting of an upper planking, paving or other surface

material, such wearing surface of the bridge shall be maintained and kept

in repair by the city or town in which they are situated ; if the public

way passes under the railroad, the bridge and its abutments shall be

maintained and kept in repair by the railroad corporation, and the public

way and its approaches shall be maintained and kept in repair by the

city or town in which they are situated ; if the several railroads cross

the public way at or near a given point, the commission shall apportion and

award in what manner and proportion each of said railroad corporations

shall maintain and keep in repair the framework of the bridge and its

abutments, if the public way crosses the railroad. by an overhead bridge,

and the bridge and its abutments, if the public way passes under said

railroads."

The Superior Court appoints as auditor a disinterested person, not

an inhabitant of the city or town in which the crossing is situated, who

audits all accounts of expense incurred by the railroad, street railway

company, city or town and special commission. This auditing, when

accepted by the court, is final.

It often happens that in connection with grade abolition projects, im-

provements in railroad or city facilities are made, such as street widen-

ing, increasing the number of railroad tracks, or increase in freight

handling accommodations. Such things as these are to be paid by the one

who receives the benefit of the betterment. A sharp distinction is some-

times impossible as to just what is betterment and what is necessitated by

the abolition of grade crossing.

The following is given as an instance of how some of the main fea-

tures of a plan are adopted : The railroad, since it pays the greatest por-

tion of the cost, asks, as a rule, for a 5 per cent, or 6 per cent, street

gradient. For traffic reasons the city usually objects to anything over 3

per cent. The result in many cases is a compromise, streets on main

thoroughfares being built with not over 3 per cent, grades, other streets

not on main thoroughfares with as high as 7 per cent, grades. In one

case in Fall River, 12 per cent, was allowed on account of the fact that

this gradient existed on adjacent streets.

The question of land damage enters into this question of street

grades, and the two should be considered together. As a general rule,

when land damage is high, street grades are heavy, and when land damage

is low, street grades are low.

The question as to whether the street is to cross over the railroad

or vice versa is determined by considerations of economy. Where several

crossings are to be eliminated which are fairly close together, the railroad

can be raised above the streets or depressed below them. As stated be-

fore, it is not usually economical to depress the railroad. The important

elements which determine track elevation, or street elevation or depres-

sion, are accessibility of dump for excavated material, the number and
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length of bridges crossing the railroad, the length of haul to borrow pit,

drainage of railroad if depressed, the drainage of streets if depressed and
the architectural question of civic beauty. In the case of the eliminating

of a single crossing, railroad elevation or depression is not economical

since the railroad grades are usually limited to .57 per cent., while street

grades vary from 2 per cent, to 7 per cent. The result is the elevation

or depression of the street. This applies not only to a single isolated

crossing, but also to the case where several crossings are 5o far apart

that the cost of railroad elevation or depression is high.

Each particular problem must be studied carefully before any plan

is adopted. Estimates of cost should be made, if necessary, to deter-

mine which of the following methods should be used : First, railroad

elevation; second, railroad depression; third, street elevation; fourth,

LAND DAMAGE SETTLEMENTS. PERCENTAGE OF ASSESSED VALUATION.
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Some of the other factors to be observed in the design or the com-

parison of proposals for the elimination of grade crossings follow

:

Land damage on an abolition project is complicated and is left for the

legal fraternity and the real estate experts to settle. The engineer's

duty in this matter is to see that excessive damage is avoided by building

retaining walls. Where land is cheap, take it ; where it is expensive and

damages can be avoided by the construction of a retaining wall, investi-

gation and estimates must be made to determine the comparative cost.

Common practice has established the following rule in estimating tlie cost

of land damage

:

Where a taking is made, the estimate is twice the assessed valuation

of the land and buildings. Where there is damage due only to change

of street grade, 60 per cent, of the assessed value is figured for the damage.

This rule is an arbitrary one which usually works out on the safe side,

but in many cases does not.

The preceding table shows the percentage cost of grade damage to

assessed value in 105 actual settlements to average 44 per cent, and the

percentage cost of land takings in sixteen actual takings to be 145 per

cent.

ALL SETTLEMENTS INCLUDED.

At the Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn Railroad crossing, at Saratoga

street, East Boston, abolished in 1913, the damages paid amounted to

89 per cent, of the assessed value.

In the abolition of the East Boston grade crossings, seven in all, in

1906, the damages amounted to 32.43 per cent, of the assessed value, omit-

ting two small payments to large estates, the Standard Oil Company and

the National Dock & Warehouse Company.

In the abolition of the Dorchester Avenue grade crossing in Boston,

1900, the land damage was 71 per cent, of the assessed value.

From this it is seen that the use of the arbitrary figures of 60 per

cent, for land damage and 200 per cent, for land takings must be accom-

panied with the exercise of some discretion. In using the value of 200

per cent, for land takings, it is customary, where large estates are under

consideration, to use a depth of 100 ft. from the line of grade change.

Another method of arriving at a figure for land damage is to obtain

an appraisal of the property as it stands from a disinterested expert,

show that expert the amount of damage caused by the project, get an-

other appraisal from him, substract the two appraisals, add to the result

25 per cent., and this result will usually be much closer to the actual cost

than the arbitrary allowance of 60 per cent. This method is based on the

fact that an abutter is entitled to have his property left in the same condi-

tion and relative location, after the grades are changed, as it was before,

or, if this is impossible, a sufficient sum of money to cover this change,

with the market value of the property as the upper limit of such sum.

The choice of methods should be governed by the exigencies of each case.

A feature that is very important is the proper provision for the main-

tenance of traffic during construction. This is done by temporary cri^ss-
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ings over adjacent land, or, when this is not possible, other methods,

such as the construction of une-half the structure at a time, are adopted.

The discontinuance of public ways or the continuance of them in-

volving real damage to property without redress at law should not be per-

mitted unless circumstances absolutely compel such discontinuance. The
proper drainage of streets should not be interfered with by the depres-

sion of them under the railroad, nor should the flow through trunk-line

sewers be hindered. Street junctions should be carefully planned to avoid

danger points, pockets and sharp grades.

The devotion of taxable property to new streets and ways should not

be allowed unless the benefit received is greater than the loss incurred.

This is a point which often causes a loss to cities and towns which can-

not be retrieved.

Traffic routes should be made as direct as possible, since circuitous

routes are apt to cause the introduction of danger points at street junc-

tions and to inconvenience pedestrians greatly. Railroad stations should

be easily accessible to traffic, vehicular, street railway and foot, in grades,

elevations and layout. Station driveways and automobile and carriage

yards should be built wide, and with an eye to increasing traffic volume.

Provision should be made for future industrial side tracks, as lack

of foresight in this direction is apt to cause inconvenience and expense,

and actually hinder the future commercial development of the com-

munity.

STRUCTURES.

On main city thoroughfares, depressed under railroad, solid, ballasted

bridge floors are to be commended. They should be well waterproofed

with pitch and tarred felt, to render them drip-proof. The depth of floor

is fixed by grade and clearance requirements. Where more than three

tracks pass over the street, the bridge should be divided into two parts,

to prevent darkening of the streets, although the railroads usually object

to this, since it introduces curves in the track. The usual construction

over streets consists of through steel plate-girder spans. Where streets

and sidewalks are wide enough, the cost of these structures may be re-

duced materially by providing supporting bents on the curb lines or at

the center of the street, although many cities prohibit the use of these

bents for traffic reasons. In outlying sections open floor bridges are used

to a large extent. It must always be remembered, however, that these

grade crossing abolitions are permanent, and the structures provided

should be made as permanent as circumstances warrant. The use of con-

crete slab floors with ballast well waterproofed is likely to be the most

economical in the long run, since maintenance charges are reduced, con-

stant inspection is not necessary, and nuisances from noise and water-

dripping obviated.

Highway bridges over railroads should be designed to accommodate

the loads passing over them, and when carrying street railways, should

be designed according to the "Specifications of the Massachusetts Railroad
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Commission for bridges carrying street railways, 1908." In general the

practice obtaining in the cities or towns in which they are located should

be followed.

APPORTIONMENT OF WORK.

It is customary in Massachusetts for the special commissions to ap-

portion the work to be done. They usually prescribe that the work is to

be done by the railroads, other public service companies doing the work

involving the changes in their respective lines. It is seldom provided that

municipalities do the work involved in the street changes, such as paving,

street surfacing and edge-stone setting. This frequently leads to trouble,

as the railroads naturally want the work done as cheaply as possible, and

sometimes succeed in accomplishing a cheap-looking job as a result. It

would appear that, if the towns and municipalities were permitted to do

such work as this, which they are probably equipped to do in better and

more permanently economical fashion, one incipient case of disagreement

could be eliminated.

BETTERMENT.

It is the duty of the engineers engaged in this work to see that no

betterment is made in any work connected with grade abolition (see de-

cision of Supreme Court of Massachusetts, Reports, Vol. 172, 1898-99,

pp. 5-11, inclusive), unless the parties making any betterments pay for

them themselves. In the making of plans, and in the checking of the

costs, and criticizing of plans, the question of Betterment versus Reason-

able and suitable Substitution for existing facilities confronts the engi-

neer. A broad and equitable attitude must be taken toward this question

for the mutual benefit of all concerned.

The following is a recapitulation of the points to be observed in de-

signing or criticizing the design of a grade abolition project:

1. Cost.

2. Discontinuance of important public ways or continuance of same

involving real damage to property without redress at law.

3. Drainage (railroad and highway).

4. Sewage flow (pipe changes, etc.).

5. Street junction, avoidance of danger points and pockets.

6. Minimum of taxable property to be devoted to new streets and

ways.

7. Traffic routes—vehicular and street railway, distances, grades and

maximum avoidance of curves.

8. Railroad grades should be slight at stations.

9. Highway grades.

10. Accessibility of stations to traffic—vehicular, street railway and

foot.

(a) In grades, elevation and layout.

(b) Station driveways and carriage yards.

11. Industrial side tracks.
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12. Bridge headroom.

13. Minimum of land damage.

14. Maintenance of traffic during construction.

15. Bridges and other structures—strength, permanence, water-

proofing.

16. Apportionment of work.

17. Betterments.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEXT YEAR'S WORK.

Your Committee recommends for next year's work, a continuance of

the study of roadway signs and a continuance of the study of grade

crossings, both being carried over from last year's assignment. In addi-

tion the Committee recommends the following subjects:

1. A careful investigation of all styles of metal posts that have been

in use long enough to warrant any conclusions as to their durability.

2. A study of the various types of end or strain posts used with

steel fence posts, with a view to recommending a type which would be

a satisfactory substitute for posts set in concrete, the cost of which is

high in those now in use.

3. A further study of the subject of concrete fence posts now in

use by various railroads.

4. Make an investigation as to the best method of bracing concrete

end or strain posts.

5. Submit a revised analysis of the comparative annual cost of

fences, using wood, metal and concrete posts, with a view to bringing

this subject, considered by the Committee in 1912, up to date.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON SIGNS. FENCES AND CROSSINGS.
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Appenaix A.

PUNCHED OUT TRACK SIGNS ON THE CANADIAN
PACIFIC RAILWAY.

By J. W. Oreock,

Principal Assistant Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway.

Track signs in general are considered more of an eyesore than an

ornament on the right-of-way and the tendency on the Canadian Pacific

Railway is to limit their use and to make those that are necessary as

inconspicuous as possible without losing any of the main features for

which the signs are erected.

The desire also to get away from the everlasting painting of signs

has led to a number of devices, such as concrete signs with the letters

made in a black mixture, the cast-iron sign with the letters cast on them

and the punched-out sign where the letters or figures are punched out

and daylight takes the place of paint.

On some roads the signs are painted twice a year (in April and

October) by a painting gang, which may be accommodated in a boarding

car or train ; other roads paint their signs once a year, and in a great

many cases only once every two or three years.

If it were possible therefore to dispense with the painting of letters

or numbers on signs and it were simply a matter of straight painting,

a large part of the paint gangs' work would be cut out, as it could be

done by the sectionmen with considerable economy. The object, therefore,

of the punched-out sign as adopted by the Canadian Pacific Railway is

an attempt to arrive at this result.

These signs have been introduced so far for bridge numbers, snow
plow and flanger post signs, whistle posts, section numbers, mile and

culvert numbers; when erected they are very inconspicuous and to the

ordinary layman are hardly noticeable ; especially is this the case with

bridge numbers, as the plate is painted the same color as the bridge (when

the bridge is painted), they tend to blend into the structure although the

salient feature of the sign stands out clear and sharp to employes.

The various signs may be briefly described as follows

:

BRIDGE NUMBER SIGNS.

Fig. 1 illustrates the wooden bridge sign used on the Canadian Pa-

cific Railway previous to the punched-out metal sign. It cost $1.25 in

place and had to be painted every two or three years; in some districts

wooden signs are painted every year; to paint this sign in black and

white was estimated, with a painting gang on the road, to be 75 cents

per sign, for material and labor, for a term of three years.

Fig. 2 shows the punched-out sign made of 3/16-in. plate now used

in place of the wooden sign. For new bridges it is furnished with the

bridge and costs 75 cents; when replacing a wooden sign, the cost is $1.00.

There is practically no maintenance to this sign, as it is a part of the

385
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bridge and is painted when the bridge is painted; there is no lettering

and the little paint required to cover it when the bridge is being painted

is practically nothing.

It is figured that the punched-out metal bridge sign will outlast the

wooden sign four to one; therefore, the saving from renewals and re-

painting is quite large ; for example, if the wooden sign lasts 12 years, the

metal sign will last 48 years; the saving during this period for a punched-

'-Pa'wfed White with

Blacl< Letters.

Zi"'^ li' Wood
pieces nailed to

guard

Fi6. 1. Old Wood 5ign FiG.2. New Mehal 5ign

Bridge Number

Placed at end of Ties, abt. centre Oii Bridge, Mile Bd-side,

for Deck PI- Girders, Deck Truss ^pans & Trestles.

out sign, figuring that the wood sign costs 75 cents for repainting every

three years, would be $16. The figures are as follows

:

Cost of Wood Signs (48 Years). Cost of Metal Sign (48 Years).

Wood signs, 4 at $1.25 $ 5.00 One punched-out metal sign. . .$1.00

Painting and lettering (every Nil

3 years), 16 at 75c 12.00

Total cost of punched-out

Total cost of wood sign in sign in 48 years $1.00

48 years $17.00

The saving of $16, or even half or quarter of this amount, on each

bridge sign on a large system amounts to a very big sum and when it is
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worked out for other signs, on the same basis, such as mile boards, snow
plow signs, whistle posts, etc., the saving is bound to be considerable.

SNOW PLOW AND FLANGER POST SIGNS.

This type of sign is to indicate that wings, plow points or flange
blades have to be brought to clear. On the Canadian Pacific they are
placed 8 ft. from rail at crossings ; where planking is maintained in win-

o>

Z'-O'm
III

4-

'^i^ir^^p^ ^^ww^y/* I w> m> ^ro^^

Punched out Di'scs

2-0

T

m

U ^ZSI .

-•-«

—

JO -5^1

B.o//?.

»//«V/ff. Tl •^^V'(\i/Wii\W'''W^ ^ W^

^ LJ Ll

Fi6 3. Old Wood 5ign P6.4. New Metal 5\qn

5now Plow Po5f

Placed 150 ff. from points where wings, plow points, or flanyer

blades, tiave to be brought to clear. Placed 8 ff. from f?ail.

ter, and 150 ft. each way, on engineer's side of track, from all bridges,
tunnels, rock cuts, etc., where necessary to clear wings.

At switches, public road crossings or stations, however, the switch
stand, public road crossing sign, or slation building indicates the obstruc-
tion, and snow plow signs are not considered necessary at such points.

The old wooden type of snow plow sign is shown in Fig. 3, and con-
sisted of a 4- by 4-in. post with a 1- by 9-in. by 24-in. board on
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top. The board was painted black and the discs and post white. The discs

were painted on both sides and cost $1.75.

The new steel punched-out sign is shown in Fig. 4 and consists of an

old 2-in. boiler tube post with a ys-'m. plate on top. The post and plate

are painted black and the discs are punched out; the cost is $1.25.

It may be mentioned that the punched-out discs are particularly good
for this type of sign, as in winter it shows up white against the black

Punched ouf Utter
1-8"

Fig 5. Old Wood 5i(jn F16..6. New Mefal 5ign

Whisiic Po5f

Placed i mile from Highway Crossings &c.

8 ff. from Rail

plate. Its economy consists in getting away from painted discs and the

use of one color instead of two.

WHISTLE POSTS.

Whistle posts are erected on each side of and at a distance of about

one-quarter mile from all public and highway crossings at grade, blind

curves and tunnels, 8 ft. from rail on engineer's side.

J
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The old wooden whistle posts as shown in Fig. 5 were made of a 10-

by 3-in. board planed and dressed with the letter "W" painted black and

the post white, and cost $1.50.

The new punched-out sign, Fig. 6, consists of an old 2-in. boiler tube

and ^-in. steel plate with the letter "W" punched out; cost, $1.25.

SECTION POST.

Section posts are used to mark the boundary of each section fore-

man's territory. The old post. Fig. 7, consisted of a 4 by 4 inch upright

^ -^ * nafe. punched out-

figures

>Pokmfened
I

aroundplafe only

Ylhen onl^ one
figure in each

number: plak
to be s^'S'

Fig. 7 Old Wood 5\qr\ Fie 8. New Metal 5\^n

Placed 7 if" from Rail on nearest Telegraph Pole

^edion Number

and 1 by 18 by 10 inch lioard placed 7 to 8 ft. from the rail; the letters

were painted black and the pole white, and cost $1.00.

The new sign consists of a punched-out plate, which is placed on

the nearest telegraph pole, as shown in Fig. 8. The pole behind the plate

is painted white and the plate black, and costs 50 to 75 cents each.

MILE BOARD SIGNS.

On the Canadian Pacific Railway the mile board signs are placed on

the nearest telegraph pole.
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The old type of wood board, Fig. 9, consists of a piece of plank

10 by VA in. by 3 ft. 3 in. long, on which was painted the mile and a

plus feet. The board was painted white and the letters black, and cost

$1.00.

Punched ouf figures.

Plate painted Black.

Pole Whitened between
ground & plate.

Z-'z. Lacj Screws

G "long.

Painted Wfiile

Black letters

FiG.a Old Wood 3!gn FiG.IO. New Mefal 5ign

Placed on nearest Telegraph Pole

Mile Number

The new metal sign. Fig. 10, is made of li-m. plate with the mile num-

ber punched out. The plate is painted black and costs 50 to 75 cents each,

depending upon the number of figures.

CULVERT NUMBER POSTS.

Culvert number posts have been abandoned on the Canadian Pacific

Railway. The old sign. Fig. 11, consisted of wood post with the num-
bers painted at the top, or an old boiler tube was used flattened at the

top and painted the same as the wooden post ; the posts were painted in

black and white, and cost 75 cents.
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The punched-out sign, Fig, 12, consisted of an old boiler tube flat-

tened at the top with the figures punched out, only black paint is used, and

costs $1.00.

STOP AND SLOW POST SIGNS.

On the Canadian Pacific these are placed on engineer's side of track

8 ft. from rail and 400 ft. from all grade crossings, junctions, draw-

bridges, etc., not protected by interlocking where trains must come to a

full stop, or 2,000 ft. at points for slow signs when trains must be under

full control.

tt:i

CVJ

5|
1^

B-ofR.

Fi G. 1 1 Old Wood ^ign Pi 6 12 New Metal 5ign

Culvert- Number
5ef to face approacliing Train 8 fr. from Rail

The old wooden stop and slow signs are shown, Fig. 13; the posts

were 6 by 6 in., with 1 in. thick blades bolted to the posts. The letters

were painted in white on red background for stop blades and black letters

on yellow background for slow blades, balance white, and cost $3 each.

The new stop and slow signs. Fig. 14, are built of old boiler tubes,

with 3/16-in. metal blades. The letters are punched out, the stop blade

is painted red and the slow blade yellow, balance white, and costs $2.25

each.
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Punched out Letters

A-^s" Rivefs

Old Wood ^ign New Mefal 5ign

Fi6. 13. 5top Post.

U^ed where Trains must" come to a full stop

ai Railway Crossings &c. Placed 8ff from Rail
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Appendix B.

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON REINFORCED CONCRETE POSTS
AND TELEGRAPH POLES, 1903-1914.

FROM SEARCH MADE BY THE LIBRARY OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL'

ENGINEERS, NOVEMBER 15, 1907.

"Concrete Telegraph Poles." (Editorial note.) Engineering News, v. 57,

p. 632. (June 6, 1907.) (A paragraph on poles in service on a mile

section of the Pennsylvania R. R, on its Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne &

Chicago Division.)

"Cement Posts"; by J. A. Mitchell. National Association of Cement

Users. Proceedings, v. 1, p. 39 (1905).

"The Manufacture of Concrete Fence Posts"; by J. A. Mitchell. Eng.

News, v. 53, p. 96. (Jan. 26, 1905.) (One column; abstract of paper

read before the Association of Cement Users.)

"The Cost of Concrete Fence Posts"; by Allerton/S. Cushman. (Letter.)

Eng. News, v. 53, p. 259. (Mar. 9, 1905-) (A criticism of J. A.

Mitchell's statements.)

"A Simple Method of Securing Uniform Loading in Compression Tests

of Reinforced Concrete Posts." Eng. News, v. 54, p. 215. (Aug.

31, 1905.) (A paragraph giving method used by Mason D. Pratt.)

"Reinforced Concrete Fence Posts"; by Philip L. Wormeley, Jr. Eng.

News, V. 55, p. 57. (Jan. 18, 1906.)

"Reinforced Concrete Poles." Street Railway Journal, v. 30, p. 479.

(Sept. 28, 1907.) (A description of poles designed and constructed

by the American Concrete Pole Company of Richmond.)

"Reinforced Concrete Poles." Eng. Record, v. 53, p. 630. (May 19,

1906.) (One hundred poles are used along the Welland Canal,

Canada.)

"Cement Fence Posts." Eng. Rec, v. 52, p. 124. (July 29, 1905.)

"Reinforced Concrete Towers for High-Potential Transmission Line"

;

by F. W. Scheidenhelm. Eng. News, v. 57, p. 476. (May 2, 1907.)

(The main tower rises 115 ft. above its foundations and supports

one end of the West Penn. Railways Co.'s transmission line crossing

over the Monongahela River at Brownsville, Pa.)

"Experiments with Concrete Telegraph Poles" ; by G. A. Cellar. Elec-

trical Review, v. 61, p. 277. (Aug. 16, 1907.) (Abstract of paper

read before the Ry. Telegraph Supts.) Short abstract of same.

R. R. Gazette, v. 42, p. 937. (June 28, 1907.) Cement Age, v. 5,

p. 84. (Aug., 1907.)

"Reinforced Concrete Fence Posts Molded in the Ground." Eng. News.

V. 54, p. 66. (July 20, 1905.) (Describes the materials, forms and

method of construction.)

"Cement Telegraph Poles" ; by C. M. Ginther. Scientific American, v. 97,

p. 136. (Aug. 24, 1907.) (Describes a pole invented by William

M. Bailey.)

395
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"The Structural Design of Towers for Electric Power-Transmission

Lines"; by Joseph Mayer. Eng. News, v. 55, p. 2. (Jan. 4, 1906.)

(Discusses reinforced concrete towers and describes one used in

France and Italy.)

"Janesville Cement Post." Cement and Eng. News, v. 17, p. 78. (Apr.,

1905.) (A very short article on cement fence-posts.)

"Reinforced Concrete Poles." Cement and Eng. News, v. 18, pp. 85, 97.

(Apr., 1906.) (An illustration of the poles used on the Welland

Canal electric transmission line.)

''Hollow Reinforced Concrete Mast." Cement and Eng. News, v. 19, p.

180. (Aug., 1907.) (Illustration and one-half column of descrip-

tion.)

"Posts," in "The Uses of Hydraulic Cement"; p. 171; by Frank Harvey
Eno. Geol. Survey of Ohio, Fourth Series, Bui. 2, Columbus, Ohio,

1904. (Contains one page on cement fence posts.)

"Cost of Fence Posts and Other Concrete Work of Dellwood Park."

Eng. Rec, v. 55, p. Z1J. (Mar. 23, 1907.)

"A Test of Wooden and Reinforced Concrete Telegraph Poles"; by

Robert A. Cummings. American Society for Testing Materials.

Proceedings, v. 7, p. 595 (1907). (Record of tests of poles for the

Pennsylvania Lines, West.)

Abstract of same. "Recent Experiments in Concrete Pole Construction."

Engineering-Contracting, v. 29, p. 66. (Jan. 29, 1908.)

"A Brief Consideration of Reinforced Concrete Pole Line Construction."

Eng.-Con., v. 29, p. 65. (Jan. 29, 1908.) (Editorial.)

"Some Additional Data on the Method and Cost of Constructing Rein-

forced Concrete Poles"; by F. J. Hunt. (Letter.) Eng.-Con., v. 29,

p. 129. (Feb. 26, 1908.)

"Method and Cost of Constructing and Erecting Reinforced Concrete

Poles." Eng.-Con., v. 29, p. 151. (Mar. 11, 1908.) (Poles were in-

vented by Wm. M. Bailey for the Richmond (Ind.) Home Telephone

Co., in a line across Whitewater River; poles are from 45 to 55 ft.

high.)

"Concrete Poles." Electric Railway Journal, v. 34, p. 356. (Sept. 4, 1909.)

"The New York Tunnel Extension of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Station

Construction, Road, Track, Yard Equipment, Electric Traction and

Locomotives" ; by George Gibbs. Transactions, American Society of

Civil Engineers, v. 69, p. 352. (Paper No. 1165, Oct., 1910.) (De-

scribes reinforced concrete telegraph poles, designed by R. D.

Coombs.)

Brief abstract of same. "Concrete-Pole Lines on the Meadows Division

of the Pennsylvania Railroad." Elec. World, v. 58, p. 578. Sept. 2,

1911.)

"Concrete Poles for a Transmission Line." Eng. Record, v. 61, p. 668.

(May 21, 1910.) (Methods of construction of reinforced concrete

poles and three-year comparison with timber poles erected at tlu-

same time.)
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"The Efficiency of Reinforced Concrete Service Poles" ; by C. H. Furst.

Cement Age, v. 12, p. 145. (March, 1911.) (Specifications and tests

for hollow reinforced concrete poles made by the centrifugal process

and comparison showing relative merit and cost of steel timber or

concrete poles for the telephone or telegraph.)

"Concrete Poles." Cement Age, v. 12, p. 171. (March, 1911.) (De-

scription and cost of poles erected in New York State as an ex-

periment. )

"A Centrifugal Process of Casting Hollow Concrete Poles." Cement
Age, V. 12, p. 154. (March, 1911.)

"Design and Construction of a Reinforced Concrete Telegraph Pole Line

Across the Hackensack Meadows, New Jersey." Eng.-Con., v. Zl, p.

357. (Mar. 27, 1912.) (Details of reinforced concrete telegraph

pole, Pennsylvania Railroad.)

"Reinforced Cement and Concrete Poles for Overhead Electric Lines"

;

by Alfred Still. Elec. World, v. 60, p. 658. (Sept. 28, 1912.)

"Experience with Concrete Poles at Oklahoma City." Elec. World, v. 57,

p. 1327. (May 25, 1911.) (Description of poles, cost and wear after

four years' service.)

"Concrete Poles and Test Data on System of Oklahoma Gas and Elec-

tric Co." ; by W. C. Bullen. Southern Electrician, v. 44, p. 329.

(Aug., 1912.)

"Reinforced Concrete Electric-Lamp Poles for St. Marys Falls Canal,

Michigan"; by L. C. Sabin. Eng. News, v. 65, p. 256. (Mar. 2,

1911.) (Results of tests and the cost of the poles are given.)

"Test of a Reinforced Concrete Pole" (Letter) ; by Cecil S. Reid. Eng.

Rec, v. 64, p. 667. (Dec. 2, 1911.) (Gives result of test to de-

struction of reinforced concrete pole for the Electric Generating

Company of Fredericksburg, Va.)

"Reinforced Concrete for Arc Lamp Posts" ; by M. Foerster. The Elec-

trician, V. 66, p. 1035. (April 7, 1911.)

"Backyard Concrete Pole Lines for Suburban Districts." Elec. World,

V. 58, p. 1013. (Oct. 21, 1911.)

''Wood and Concrete Poles in Electrical Service" ; by W. Manktelow.

Elec. Review, v. 70, p. 203. (Feb. 9, 1912.) (Contains one page on

the construction, cost and erection of concrete poles.)

"Hollow Reinforced Concrete Poles." Elec. World, v. 60, p. 895. (Oct.

26, 1912.) (Describes construction of poles manufactured by R. M'.

Jones.)

'Kansas Concrete-Pole Transmission Line." Elec. World, v. 60, p. 948.

(Nov. 2, 1912.)

"Concrete Versus Wooden Poles." Elec. World, v. 60, p. 456. (Aug.

31, 1912.) (Results of tests by the Carnegie Steel Company, on

reinforced concrete poles, at its South Sharon (Pa.) plant.)

"Test and Deflections of Concrete Poles." Elec. World, v. 60, p. 832.

(Oct. 19, 1912.) (Methods of constructing concrete poles, cost and

test of strength.)
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"Reinforced Concrete Telegraph Poles." Railroad Age Gazette, v. 55,

p. 286. (Aug. 15, 1913.) (On telegraph poles constructed for the

Penns3'lvania Railroad on the New York Terminal division.)

"A New Ferro-Concrete Mast for Overhead Lines." Elec. Review,

V. 66, p. 198. (Feb. 4, 1910.) (Brief description of the Saxonia-

mast, made by a Leipzig firm.)

"Concrete Poles." Cement and Eng. News, v. 21, p. 226. (July, 1909.)

(On poles for the Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company.)

"A Test of Wooden and Reinforced Concrete Telegraph Poles" ; by

Robert A. Cummings. American Society of Testing Materials. Pro-

ceedings, v. 7, p. 595 (1907). (Record of tests of poles for the

Pennsylvania Lines, West.)

Abstract of same. "Recent Experiments in Concrete Pole Construction."

Eng.-Con., v. 29, p. 66. (Jan. 29, 1908.)

"A Brief Consideration of Reinforced Concrete Pole Line Construction."

Eng.-Con., v. 29, p. 65. (Jan. 29, 1908.) (Editorial.)

"Some Additional Data on the Method and Cost of Constructing Rein-

forced Concrete Poles"; by F. J. Hunt. (Letter.) Eng.-Con., v. 29,

p. 129. (Feb. 26, 1908.)

"Method and Cost of Constructing and Erecting Reinforced Concrete

Poles." Eng.-Con., v. 29, p. 151. (Mar. 11, 1908.) (Poles were in-

vented by Wm. M. Bailey for the Richmond (Ind.).Home Telephone

Co., in a line across Whitewater River
;
poles are from 45 to 55 ft.

high.)

"Concrete Poles." Electric Railway Journal, v. 54, p. 356. (Sept. 4,

1909.)

"Concrete Steel Fence Posts." Eng. Rec, v. 69, p. 186. (Feb. 14, 1914.)

(An illustrated article concerning the design, construction and

strength of fencing along the line of New York's Catskill Aqueduct.)

"Testing Reinforced Concrete Poles." Eng. Rec, v. 69, p. 189. (Feb.

14, 1914.) (Illustrates and describes tests to failure of full size

hollow and solid masts by pull from cable fastened at tops.)

"Concrete Poles for Distribution Lines." Elec. World, v. 62, p. 1335.

(Dec. 27, 1913.) (Deals with cost of hollow reinforced concrete poles

used by Riverside Light and Power Company of Abilene, Kansas.)

"Construction Costs of Transmission Line Lowered by Use of Portable

Concrete Mixer." Elec. Worid, v. 62, p. 489. (Sept. 6, 1913.)

(Illustrated article on cost of labor of concreting poles to a distance

of a foot or more above and below the ground line, the transmission

line lowered by a portable, hand-operated concrete mixer.)

"Concrete Poles and Lamp Standards of Light Construction." Elec.

World, V. 63, p. 222. (Jan. 24, 1914.) (Illustrated article on poles,

the concrete in which has been reduced to a minimum.)

"Reinforced Concrete Poles as Cheap as Wood." Elec. World, v. 63,

p. 147. (Jan. 17, 1914.) (Illustrated articles on how 25,000 rein-

forced concrete poles were installed, together with tests and informa-

tion concerning costs.)
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"Concrete Poles Withstand the Storm." Elec. World, v. 63, p. 376.

(Mar. 14, 1914.) (Short article on strength of reinforced concrete

poles.)

"Concrete Pole Butts." Elec. World, v. 63, p. 491. (Jan. 28, 1914.)

(Article on cost of manufacture per butt, and a diagram of concrete

pole butt.)

"Pole and Tower Transmission Lines." Elec. World, v. 64, p. 812. (Oct.

24, 1914.) (A short illustrated article on the design outline of

poles.)

"Reinforced Concrete Poles Withstand Blizzard; Heavy Snow and Sleet

Storm in Vicinity of New York Breaks Wooden Poles and Interrupts

Telephone and Telegraph Communication." Eng. Rec, v. 69, p. 330.

(Mar. 21, 1914.) (Illustrated article with full information and table

of concrete poles.)

"Concrete Poles." Cement and Eng. News, v. 26, p. 109. (April, 1914.)

(A short illustrated article mostly on concrete poles, with a bit about

reinforced concrete telegraph poles.)

"Reinforcing Decayed Poles." Eng. Rec, v. 69, p. 476. (April, 1914.)

(Description of mixing plant mounted on flat car by which cost of

placing concrete around butts of poles has been cut in half.)

"Concrete- Steel Fence Posts." Eng. Rec, v. 69, p. 572. (May, 1914.)

(A simple method to fasten fence wire, with an illustration of a wire

clamp for fence post.)

"Concrete Fence Posts on the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake

R. R." Eng. News, v. 71, p. 932. (April, 1914.) (A full description

of the kind of post used and the specification.)

"Manufacture of Reinforced Concrete, Poles, Piles and Pipe Without

the Use of Forms." R. M. Jones, Denver, 1914. (An illustrated

treatise on economy as a result of using reinforced concrete poles.)

"Cement and Concrete Fence Posts." H. M. Bainer and H. B. Bone-

bright, Fort Collins, 1909. Agricultural Experiment Station of Colo-

rado Agricultural College. Bulletin No. 148.

"Poles, Piles and Pipe Made Without Molds." Cement Era, (Oct.,

1913.) (Illustrated description of a method making reinforced con-

crete products.)
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A. F. Blaess, T. T. Irving,

A'l. C. Blanchaed, J. B. Jenkins,

Geo. H. Bremner, J. R. Leighty,

H. M. Church, H. A. Lloyd,

Garrett Davis, A. C. Mackenzie,

W. R. Daw^son, J. V. Neubert,

A. L. Grandy, R. M. Pearce,

G. W. Hegel, H. T. Porter,

T. H. HicKEY, L. S. Rose,

E. T. HowsoN, C. H. Stein,

L. J. F. Hughes, A. H. Stone,

E. L. Ingram, W. P. Wiltsef,

Committee.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Track respectfully submits its report to the

eighteenth annual convention.

Meetings of the whole Committee were held in Chicago during the

week of the convention last March, on IMay 13 and November 21, in

addition to the meetings held by the various Sub-Committees.

The following subjects were assigned your Committee by the Board

of Direction

:

Subject No. 1.

MAKE CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF THE SUBJECT-MATTER
IN THE MANUAL, AND SUBMIT DEFINITE RECOM-

MENDATIONS FOR CHANGES.

Your Committee recommends that paragraph 4, page 160, of the

Manual be revised with reference to tools by adding the words, "tamping

machines." (This suggestion is made since tamping machines have been

used in sufficient numbers and for a long enough time to demonstrate

their practicability. They should, therefore, be recognized as an approved

tool for such work in broken stone ballast.)

Subject No. 2.

CONTINUE THE STUDY OF THE ECONOMICS OF TRACK
LABOR.

Your Committee has to advise that twenty railroads are reporting.

in the prescribed manner, the results of the seventy-six test sections se-

lected to represent varying climatic, traffic and roadbed conditions.

401
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Exhibit No. 1 shows the approximate location of these test sections,

from which it will be observed that the representation is fairly good,

geographically, with the exception of the Northwest, where it has been

difficult to enlist the support of railways in keeping these records.

Your Committee has results for nearly two years, and will now pro-

ceed to compile the figures and endeavor to strike some comparisons

which will be of value, but owing to the fact that many of the influences

which affect distribution of labor vary in intensity from year to year, we
probably cannot obtain entirely conclusive results until data covering a

longer period have been compiled.

During the past year, especially, railways in both the United States

and Canada have been suffei-ing from difficulties in getting labor, which

has materially interfered with the execution of a normal program for

maintenance, work.

Your Sub-Committee further feels that, before undertaking to com-

pile this data, it should wait until the second season for test section rec-

ords has passed, as it was anticipated that some difficulties would be met

in getting foremen to keep the distribution exactly as required, and it is

apparent, from what has already been received, that greater care will have

to be taken in the keeping of these records, although, on the whole, the

railways who have co-operated have sent in a great deal of valuable

data.

A comparison was made of the results of two sections on the Grand

Trunk and one section on the -Lackawanna, presumed to represent the

highest class of track on these lines. (See Exhibit No. 2.) One of the

Grand Trunk sections has been placed in comparison with a section on

the Lackawanna, and the two Grand Trunk sections were placed in a

comparison with each other. (See Exhibit No. 3.) It cannot be said

that there is much of value in the results, indicating that the geographical,

traffic and roadbed conditions, which vary greatly as between the two

railways, would prevent any valuable comparison being made. However,

the effort which has been made in this instance gives some basis for the

future work of your Committee in analyzing the data in hand.

After going over the comparisons just mentioned, your Committee

has concluded that some items in the general distribution could be elim-

inated or re-grouped, and therefore presents a revised arrangement, which

differs slightly from the present form being distributed to the railways

for reporting these sections, and which will probably give results of a

more practical character. (See Exhibit No. 4.)

Your Committee has thus far reached the following conclusions as

to the manner of continuing the work:

(1) Establish a relation between units of labor (man-hours) and

the principal component parts of the roadbed and track, dealing with the

individual roads alone;

(2) Endeavor to make a comparison of such units as between

roads having similar geographical position, climatic influences, traffic con-

ditions and track characteristics

;
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(3) Ultimately make a comparison of units of cost; this to be

one of the later considerations.

The first, and most practical, result desired will be the establishment

of ratios between man-days expended and units of the structure as a whole,

such as the number of man-days required for the maintenance of a mile

of main track or sidetrack, a railroad crossing, etc. It is expected that

these ratios will establish a scientific plan for the proper apportionment

of payroll expenditure.

It is believed that if this program is carried out, and the information

is developed along more general lines, possibilities will appear in the

way of developing further refinements, and the whole subject will become

more comprehensive.

Your Committee suggests an outline for developing and analyzing

these results, marked Exhibit No. 5.

Subject No. 3.

REPORT ON SPECIFICATIONS AND SUBMIT DESIGNS FOR
CUT- AND SCREW-SPIKES.

CUT-SPIKES.

Design.

We submit herewith design for a cut-spike which we recommend be

adopted by the Association.

The head of the cut-spike is designed to take the blow of the ham-

mer directly over the axis of the spike and thus minimize the damage to

spikeheads and danger of breaking the head ofif during very cold tempera-

tures.

The tilting downward of the nose gives a stronger, more rugged

construction, and assists in giving an easier clearance in the spike ma-

chine. It also permits the pulling of the spike more readily with the

clawbar.

The reinforcement is symmetrical ; that on the back of the neck

having been used originally as it now is with many roads to force the spike

forward against the base of the rail when driving, but we have added the

reinforcing on the front of the neck in order to give additional metal to

withstand rail wear and necking of spikes, which has been prevalent with

the old flat plate. (Exhibit No. 6.)

Specifications.

The present Association specifications for cut-spikes (see Manual,

page 127) require that the physical tests be made on the finished spike.

There seems to be a tendency to have the tests made on the bars from

which the spikes are manufactured. Therefore, your Committee recom-
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mends the following changes in the specifications for ordinary Track
Spikes:

"Physical Properties and Tests."

Present. Proposed.

Elongation not less than 20 per Elongation not less than 20 per

cent, in 2 inches. cent, in 2 inches, or if test is made
When the head of the spike is on bar, 25 per cent, in 8 inches,

bent backward cold, it shall show When cold, the head of the spike

no signs of fracture. must bend backward till the under-

side is in hne with the body without

sign of fracture.

"Workmanship and Finish."

Present. Proposed.

The length under the head shall The length under the head shall

not be less nor over one-quarter of not be less than the dimension

an inch more than the dimension shown, nor shall it be greater than

shown. one-quarter of an inch more.

Your Committee submits, as a matter of information, a cut of the

so-called "Dog-Eared" spike. Those who have used this spike report

most favorably on the same, and it is stated that the spike is especially

well designed for use with shoulder tie plates, as it can be drawn more
easily with the clawbar than the ordinary track spike.

Furthermore, the additional metal in the head gives the spike a bet-

ter resistance against corrosion. Where this spike is used it should have

the same taper and general dimensions as the spike recommended by your

Committee. (Exhibit No. 9.)

SCREW-SPIKES.

Design.

We submit herewith a design for a screw-spike, which we believe the

Association will be warranted in adopting. This form of spike is now
in use by two or three roads making more or less use of screw-spikes and,

so far as information is available, they have given satisfactory results.

It will be noted that the distance from the underside of the head to

the beginning of the thread is variable. This distance will vary with

the thickness of the tie plate and rail base.

It is well known by all concerned that the use of the screw-spike is

very limited at the present time. Your Committee feels that now is the

time to adopt a standard form of screw-spike so as to eliminate, as far

as possible, the different forms of thread which are sure to be used as

the use of screw-spike becomes prevalent. After a form of thread has

once been adopted and generally used on any road, it would be a very

serious thing to change the form or pitch of the thread, as new spikes

could not be placed in old holes without destroying the thread in the

wood.
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The other features of the spike are not so important and may be

varied at will without serious results.

It has been found, in practice, that trackmen in inserting screw-spikes

are inclined to injure the wood fibers near the top of the hole by driving

the spike farther than necessary with a hammer before applying the

wrench. This trouble is aggravated by the ordinary stub-end on the

spike. This difficulty is, to a great extent, overcome by extending the

root of the spike beyond the thread line, with the thread cut away as it

is on the shank of the spike under the head. Since this feature has been

brought out only through a more or less extensive use of the screw-spike,

and screw-spikes, as per the design, are now being extensively manu-
factured, it would seem to be advisable for the Association to recommend
such a spike rather than the common stub-end spike generally used.

Again, where lines carry a large refrigerator business, it has been

found that in the course of five or six years the ordinary square-head

spikes will rust to such an extent as to cause considerable trouble in re-

moving them, especially when wrenches are somewhat worn. This diffi-

culty can be partly overcome by the construction of a rectangular head,

with one dimension considerably greater than the other. Six or seven

years ago the manufacturers of screw-spikes claimed that such a head

would increase the cost of the screw-spike, but it is believed that this

criticism will no longer prevail, and spikes similar to the one proposed

are now being manufactured. (Exhibit No. 7.)

Testing Gage.

It has been found that screw-spikes ordered from two or three dif-

ferent manufacturers, to be made from a given design, will often differ

so materially in dimensions as to make it impossible to use screw-spikes

from one mill in a hole made by screw-spikes from another mill without

materially injuring the holding power of the wood. To overcome this

difficulty it has been found necessary for inspectors to make liberal use

of standard testing gages and only accept such spikes as will pass the

test.

Therefore, your Committee concluded to submit a design for testing

gage to correspond with the design of the spike proposed. (Exhibit

No. 8.)

Specifications.

Your Committee does not feel waranted in recommending any changes

whatever in the present specifications for screw-spikes. (See Manual,

pagd 129.)
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Subject No. 4.

REPORT ON GUARD RAILS AND FLANGEWAYS AND EFFECT
OF INCREASE OF ONE-EIGHTH-INCH THICK-

NESS OF WHEEL FLANGES.

The Standing Committee on Car Wheels of the M. C. B. Association

reported in full on the above subject May 1, 1916, in Bulletin No. 30. In

this report the Wheel Committee, in concluding, made the following

statement

:

"Your Committee is of the unanimous opinion that nothing would be
gained in the interests of safety or economy by adding metal to any por-

tion of the flange of cast-iron car wheels in such location as will in any
way affect track clearances."

Following out our instructions, 3 joint meeting was held November

20, 1916, with the above committee of the M. C. B. Association, at which

representatives of the Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car

Wheels were present. After a full discussion of the subject, it was very

evident to your Committee that the committee of the M. C. B. Associa-

tion do not, at this time, intend to change their attitude as expressed in

the above quotation from their report of May 1.

Therefore, there seems to be no reason why the Track Committee

should further consider this question and, in view of the action of the

Wheel Committee of the M. C. B. Association, we respectfully request

that your Committee be relieved of further consideration of the subject.

Subject No. 5.

REPORT ON TYPICAL PLANS OF TURNOUTS, CROSSOVERS.

SLIP SWITCHES AND DOUBLE CROSSOVERS, AND PRE-

PARE DETAIL PLANS FOR SUCH WORK, INCLUDING

SUCH INCIDENTALS AS TIE PLATES, RAIL BRACES, RISER

PLATES, ETC., CONFERRING WITH COMMITTEE ON SIG-

NALS AND INTERLOCKING.

Your Committee met the Committee on Signals and Interlocking, and

some progress has been made with a view of preparing detail plans for

the typical turnouts. It is hoped that your Committee will be able to

present definite plans to the Association another year.

Subject No. 6.

REPORT ON DESIGN OF AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR MANGA-
NESE FROGS AND CROSSINGS.

Your Committee offers, as information, the following tentative plans

and specifications for Manganese Frogs and Crossings

:
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS OF MANGANESE STEEL

SWITCHPOINTS.

Manganese steel-pointed switches shall consist of rolled rail with the

head cut away for a portion of the point and a manganese steel tip set

thereon and attached to and supported by the web and base of the switch

rail.

The manganese steel tip shall have an integral extension, or tail

piece, running from the surface joint between the manganese steel and

the rail, into the fishing section of the switch rail, minimum length of

such tail piece to be 10 inches and minimum thickness three-fourths of an

inch, thickened to at least 1 inch at surface joint.

A reinforcing strap not less than three-eighths of an inch thick, fitting

the fishing section, shall be provided on the opposite side of the web of

the rail, extending along the full length of the manganese steel tip and

beyond the end of the side-head planing of the switch rail.

The top of the surface joint, between the manganese steel and the

rolled rail, shall be at least one-eighth of an inch below the head of the

stock rail. Where the stock rail is worn considerably a new stock rail

should be installed with a new switchpoint to assure the joint between

the manganese tip and the rolled rail coming below the running surface.

The end of the point shall be one-half inch below the top of the

stock rail and rounded of¥ with a radius of 1^ inches. It shall be shaped

by grinding from a theoretical distance of five-sixteenths of an inch, be-

tween gage lines to a thickness of one-sixteenth of an inch on the top

line. A depth of 1]4 inches, measured from the top of the stock rail,

shall be provided for clearance of the wheel flanges, on any parts of the

manganese steel or reinforcing bars projecting below the path of the

wheel flange.

The thickness of the vertical member of the manganese steel tip ad-

jacent to the rail web shall be a minimum of nine-sixteenths of an inch

at the point, increasing towards the joint.

The minimum length of manganese steel tips, measured from the

actual point to the surface joint on the gage line shall be 2 feet for

switches from 10 feet to 12 feet in length, inclusive, and 2 feet 6 inches

for all switches over 12 feet long, used under ordinary conditions. On
curved switches, or under special conditions of severe side wear, longer

tips may be required. Variations from the lengths recommended may
also be required by rod and tie spacing in individual cases.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND FURNISHING OF MANGANESE
STEEL TRACK WORK FOR STEAM RAILROADS.

CASTINGS.

Chemical Analyses and Physical Tests.

Chemical analyses and physical tests, when required, shall be in ac-

cordance with standard specifications hereinafter given.
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Designs and Proportions.

Castings in their general proportions and distribution of metal shall

be within the standards given in Vol. 16, p. 718-727. Sharp angles in

castings are not permissible; all must have fillets.

General Conditions.

Castings shall be reasonably smooth and true to pattern in accord-

ance with good foundry practice. Large lumps, sharp fins, sand and chills

on the outside of castings shall be removed. The castings shall be free

from such blowholes, sandholes, cracks, cold shuts or other defects

which would impair their serviceability and as further specified below.

Castings must be out of twist and reasonably true, both as to general sur-

face and alinement, and must not show any signs of straining or undue

denting produced in the straightening process.

Imperfections.

Tread surfaces within 2^ inches of gage line and side of groove

1 inch down from tread shall be free from physical defects, such as

shrinkage cracks, sandholes, blowholes, cold shuts or segregation of

metal, unless such defects are so small that they have been practically

removed by the finish grinding, and there must be no indication of un^

soundness of the metal. Shrinkage cracks, cold shuts or segregation of

metal will not be allowed in any part of the tread surfaces. Sandholes,

blowholes and cold shuts in portions of the casting where they will not

appreciably weaken the casting, or impair its wearing qualities, will be

permitted. Castings must be free from shrinkage cracks running vertically

in web members of solid work or horizontally at or near the ends or in

corners of junction of projecting members, or longitudinally in grooves.

Other small shrinkage cracks which do not materially weaken the cast-

ing will be acceptable within the following approximate limits

:

In guards across the' tops not extending more than three-fourths of

an inch downward.

In bottom flanges of solid work not extending from the edge through

more than half the width of the flange.

In vertical members of rail-bound work extending not more than

three-fourths of an inch upward from the bottom.

In bottom of grooves transversely not extending beyond the lower

fillet.

Horizontally in web members not at or near the ends.

A casting with two cracks in close proximity to each other, or nearly

opposite on the two sides of the casting, will not be acceptable.

Welding.

No electric arc or other welding will be permitted on the running

surfaces. Imperfections in other parts not affecting the strength may be.

welded to improve the appearance.
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^ . ^ , FINISH.
Running Surfaces.

Running surfaces of manganese steel castings shall be finished to be

practically the same as those of rolled rails. Variations from true level

not to be more than one-sixteenth of an inch in 5 feet of length of casting,

and not more than one-eighth of an inch in total length of structure.

Where the side of the casting lies up against rails, it must be a good fit,

with no opening more than one-sixteenth of an inch wide at any point.

Grooves.

Grooves in manganese steel castings shall be of standard contour

(Exhibit No. 10) and with top fillets at ends to match connecting rails.

Tlie width of grooves measured five-eighths of an inch below running

surfaces must not be narrower and not more than three-thirty-seconds of

an inch wider than the specified width. Grooves may be three-sixteenths

of an inch deeper, but not more than one-sixteenth of an inch shallower

than standard.

Joints.

Where castings connect directly with rails, the joints shall be finished

for tight fit of standard angle bars throughout the length of the joint

plate and projecting portions of castings to take the place of joint plates

shall be finished to a fish-plate fit. When joints are bolted up tight, the

rails shall align correctly with the casting, with no greater variation than

one-thirt3'-second of an inch in either line or level. Special joints may
be used between castings, but they must be equally well finished. The
top edges of the castings at the joints shall be sharp and square with the

gage line. Openings not more than one-sixteenth of an inch wide

between the side of rail head and casting and not more than one-eighth

of an inch wide between lapping portions of abutting castings shall be

permissible. Open joints between rails and casting shall not exceed three-

thirty-seconds of an inch, and between castings shall not exceed three-

sixteenths of an inch.

Bottoms of Castings.

Where castings rest on the bottom flanges of rails, they shall con-

form to the angle of the flange of the rail and have a continuous bear-

ing thereon. The bottom part of the castings which rest on ties

shall be reasonably straight and out of twist, with no greater variation

than one-eighth of an inch in 5 feet from a true plane, and shall be

free from lumps or such imperfections as would prevent a good
bearing.

VARI.\TI0NS FROM GIVEN DIMENSIONS.
Gage Lines.

The gage lines shall be true, no variation of over one-sixteenth

of an inch being permitted in line, and any variation in width of

grooves shall be confined to the guard line.

Length.

The over-all length of standard frogs shall be as specified, with an

allowable variation of one-eighth of an inch under size to one-sixteenth

of an inch over size. In special frogs and crossings a variation of one-
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eighth of an inch shorter or three-sixteenths of an inch longer for each

10 feet in length shall be allowed; in cases of two or more abutting

pieces, the above tolerance shall apply to each 10 feet of the combined

length, individual pieces thereof may exceed the limits.

Spread of Angles.

One-eighth of an inch wider or one-eighth of an inch narrower be-

tween gage lines at the extreme ends of arms shall be allowed.

Gage in Crossings.

One-eighth of an inch wider or one-eighth of an inch narrower than

specified gage shall be allowed. Distance between guard lines shall not

exceed the specified gage less twice the specified width of flangeway.

Fish Plate Holes.

The spacing in solid frogs and crossings shall not be more than

one-eighth of an inch out of true position, either vertically or horizon-

tally, and on rail-bound work not more than one-sixteenth of an inch

out. The size of holes in solid manganese steel work shall not be more

than one-eighth of an inch over size; in rail-bound work not more than

one-sixteenth of an inch over size. Fish-plate holes shall be free from

fins, burs and lumps.

MARKING.

All structures shall be provided with a permanent mark by which

the maker can be identified.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MANGANESE STEEL IN CASTINGS FOR TR.\CK WORK.

Chemical Composition.

The chemical composition of cast manganese steel shall be within

the following limits: Percentages.

Elements— Not Less TImn Not More Than
Manganese 10.00 14.00

Carbon 1.00 1.40

Phosphorus ... .10

Drillings from the finished articles shall be furnished to the inspector

from time to time on request for check analysis.

Physical Qualities.

A rough cast specimen three-fourths of an inch by one-half inch

shall bend cold on the flat side around a diameter of 1 inch to an angle

of 180 degrees without breaking. The bending may be accomplished by

pressure or by blows.

Bending test demonstrations from test bars poured from the same

heat as the castings, when required shall be made in the presence of the

inspector at the foundry where the castings are made.

Supplementing Track Committee's report as contained in Vol. 16,

page 178, additional drawings are attached, as follows

:

Exhibit No. 10: Contour of grooves in crossings and frogs.

Exhibit No. 11 : Flare in guard of solid manganese steel crossings,

arms and wings of solid frogs.
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RULES FOR THE DESIGN OF RAILBOUND MANGANESE STEEL FROGS, APPLICABLE

TO ALL FROGS UP TO AND INCLUDING NO. 20, FOR ALL RAIL SEC-

TIONS FROM 80 LBS. PER YARD UP, AND FROM 234

INCHES TO 3 INCHES WIDTH OF HEAD.

The following principles and standards are embodied in and form

part of the design

:

Dimensions and Proportions of Manganese Steel Casting to be equal

to or better than those shown in Vol. 16, p. 720, Dwg. No. 2.

Shape of Point to be same as shown in Vol. 16, p. 721, Dwg. No. 3.

Heel Block Extension to be same as shown in Vol. 16, p. 723, Dwg.

No. 5.

Groove to be same as shown in Exhibit No. 10.

Flare in Manganese Steel Wing to be same as shown in Exhibit

No. 11 (lengthened in frogs above No. 9).

Wing Rails to be kept to full section without notching or planing

and to be on straight line, parallel to gage line, as far as possible.

Fillers between heel rails and wing rails to have parallel sides and

to be alike for all angle frogs for same rail section.

Through Bolts to be l-><5 inches in diameter for rails with a fishing

section over 3^ inches high; 1}4 inches in diameter for rails with fish-

ing section over 3 inches high up to and including 3^ inches, and 1^
inches in diameter ior rails with fishing section less than 3 inches down
to and including 80-lh. rails: height of fishing section to be measured

on vertical center line of rail.

Through bolts at heel and toe, as indicated on drawings, to be of

high-tensile steel.

Quality of Material and Finish to be as per above specifications for

Manganese Steel Track Work for Steam Railroads.

RULES FOR LAYING-OUT DESIGN.

(See Exhibits Nos. 12, 13 and 14.)
Toe End.

Place wing rail parallel to gage line at a constant distance of 4

inches from gage line for all frogs. Run out line of head of wing until

it meets gage line of toe rail, which will be at a spread of

4"

Cos. Yi Frog Angle.

If angle is 1 in 8 (No. 8 frog) or greater, this will be the end of the

manganese at toe. If angle is smaller than 1 in 8, introduce a reverse

bend in wing rail, giving an angle of 1 in 8- for a constant length for

all frogs (above a No. 8) of 15 inches, thereby reducing spread of

manganese at toe end to

4"_(15" by sin. [7° lO'-^Fr. Ang.])

Cos. V2 Frog Angle.

Shape manganese to a point, laying close to head of rail at bend, as

per Exhibit No. 14.
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Manganese Wing and Flare.

Run manganese wing parallel^ with gage line of point of frog 2%
inches wide for 1^-inch flangeway and correspondingly less for wider

flangeways. Commence to flare opposite point where spread of gage

line is 2J4 inches. Introduce flare shown in Exhibit No. 11 for 1^-inch

flangeway as a minimum. If this brings end of flare (16 inches from
point of commencement) opposite a point where spread of gage lines

is less than 4 inches (above a No. 9 frog), then extend flare by placing

outside end at the 4-inch spread; go back 6 inches, reducing opening

from the 3^ inches at extreme to 2^^ inches in that distance, same as

on wide end of flare, shown in Exhibit No. 11, then reduce width of

opening by straight line from the 2J/2 inches to the regular 1^-inch width

of flangeway at the point where spread of gage line is 2% inches.

Note—For flangeways wider than 1% inches, the length of the

second part of flare will be shortened correspondingly.

Heel.

From end of flare in manganese wing, carry manganese across 4-

inch opening between head of wing rail and gage line on an angle of

30 degrees. If this meets gage line of manganese point at a spread of

5 inches or greater, end of heel rail is placed at that point (No. 8 frog

and below). If spread is less, then extend manganese a length necessary

to bring spread to 5 inches for the point where heel rail commences, and

also extending manganese flangeway, but without changing position of end

of flare.

Heel Block.

Heel block extension between heel rails to run 6 inches beyond a

7>2-inch spread between gage lines with a minimum length of 28 inches

from point end of heel rail (No. 9 frog and below).

Heel Rail.

The heel rail is offset in the web by reverse bend in a length of 10

inches, commencing 15 inches from point end of rail; the amount of

offset being a distance equal to one-half width of head of rail minus y%-

inch, bringing the center line of web ^-inch from gage line and running

parallel for 15 inches at point. Head on gage line is planed to straight

line after bending, conforming to side contour of head. Back of head is

planed on a straight line after bending, conforming to side contour of

head. Back of head is planed on a straight taper with vertical side for VA
inches total width of head from gage line at point end to full section at

end of heel block. The ba.ck of point end is rounded by a 4-inch radius

(see Exhibit No. 14). Wing rail laps heel rail a constant distance of

15j^ itiches.

Bolt Spacing.

Figures for positions of bolts and spacing, underscored on drawing,

are constant for all frogs and are measured on gage line. Through

bolts between ends of manganese wing to be spaced in least number

of equal spaces between fixed positions of end bolts, giving not over
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12-inch center. Spacing of bolts through the fillers is constant, as shown.

Bolts through heel block—not less than two bolts beyond end of wing

rails and three bolts where wing and heel rails overlap. Bolts between

the fixed positions of bolt at the end of heel blocks and the first bolt

outside of the end of the wing rails to be spaced equally and not more

than 10 inches, center to center.

Bearing of Manganese Steel Casting on Rails.

Bottom bearing of manganese steel casting on bottom flange of

wing rail to be continuous throughout the main portion of wing rail,

which is parallel to gage line and for a length of 4 inches at the

extreme toe end. Bearing under head and against web of wing rail

to be continuous for a length of 4 inches at the extreme toe end, and

then for a length of 3 inches at each through bolt up to and including

the first bolt beyond the theoretical point and at every other through

bolt between the theoretical point and end of flare in manganese

wing, but not beyond end of flare. When this arrangement of bearing

points brings a bearing at the first bolt ahead of the heel filler, omit such

bearing and place it at the next bolt toward the point instead. Heel rails

to fit manganese steel in fish section, except within the length of tlie

bend for offset of web. (See Exhibit No. 13.)

Heel Fillers arid Toe Block.

Cast-iron filler blocks between heel rails and wing rails are a con-

stant length of 14^ inches measured on gage hne and extended along

wing rail to near the end of manganese steel. A cast-iron toe block 7

inches long is placed 2 inches from end of manganese steel and pro-

vided with one through bolt. Fillers and toe block to fill sections of

rails with rough fit.

Length of Frogs. optional features.

Frogs to be made any length specified, providing toe rails extend

beyond toe block and heel rails beyond end of heel block a sufficient

distance to allow for length and clearance of splice bars used.

End of Wings.

End of wings is cut vertical unless bevel end is called for, when it

is to be beveled at 45 degrees from vertical with filler and outside washer

cut to same bevel. (See Exhibit No. 14.)

Foot Guards.

Frogs to be foot guarded when required, in accordance with the

specifications of the purchaser.

Subject No. 7-o.

REPORT ON REDUCTION OF TAPER OF TREAD OF WHEEL
TO 1 in 38 AND ON CANTING THE RAIL INWARD.

This subject has been under consideration by your Committee, but it

will be necessary to secure further data with respect to results attained

by roads now experimenting with canted tie plates and others who have
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always made it a practice to cant rails inward. We request that the

subject be again referred back to the Committee for further considera-

tion.

Subject No. 7-b.

CONFER WITH COMMITTEE OF M. C. B. ASSOCIATION WITH
A VIEW OF REDUCING THE PRESENT ALLOW-

ABLE LIMIT FOR FLAT SPOTS ON FREIGHT
CAR WHEELS.

Your Committee endeavored, through the President of the Associa-

tion, to confer with the M. C. B. Association with respect to the allow-

able limit for flat spots on freight car wheels. Mr. C. E. Chambers,

President of the Master Car Builders' Association, advised President Bald-

win b}- letter of September 1, 1916. that the Executive Committee of the

M. C. B. Association were of the unanimous opinion that the present

limit of 2y2 inches should not be reduced, and that the matter could not

be taken into consideration without first being referred to the entire

Association. Mr. Charribers further stated that to reduce the size of the

allowable flat spot would mean a tremendous expense to the railroads by

way of changing and scrapping wheels.

Your Committee is of the opinion that this question is one of im-

portance to the Maintenance Department, and should be further consid-

ered. We do not concede that a reduction of the present allowable flat

spot, say from 25^ inches to 1^ inches, would mean any considerable ex-

pense to the railroads. It is most certain that a wheel with a lJ/2-inch

flat spot will travel but very few additional miles until it reaches the

present limit of lYz inches. The additional expense on account of

changing and scrapping such wheels with a flat spot limit oi VA inches

can only be measured by the additional mileage secured by wearing the

wheel until it reaches the 2^-inch limit. It goes without saying that

the greatest damage to track fixtures will be caused while the wheel is

making these few additional miles.

. The damaging effect of flat wheels upon rail has long been recog-

nized, and means were taken to limit the evil by the M. C. B. Associa-

tion thirty-eight years ago (1878). At that time the allowable length of

flat spots on car wheels was fixed at 2^/2 inches. It has remained the

same to the present time with freight car wheels of 33-inch diameter.

From time to time attempts have been made to decrease the length al-

lowed, as the weight of the car and lading have been largely increased.

As a matter of fact, the freight car axle load has now reached 52,500

pounds, or an amount equal to the entire freight car load at the time

the above rule was put into effect.

Various discussions of the question revealed the lack of accurate

knowledge of the subject and a corresponding disinclination to belief

that the matter was serious.
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In 1909 the subject was taken into consideration by the Committee

on Iron and Steel Structures, of the American Railway Engineering As-

sociation, and their report is found in Vol. 11, Part 1, page 147.

Additional theoretical discussions on this same subject are as

follows

:

"The American Engineer," May, 1908, p. 188, article by Professor

E. L. Hancock.

"The American Engineer and Railway Journal," 1908, by L. S. Spills-

bury and H. H. Vaughan.

"Western Railway Club Proceedings," Vol. XXI, by Dr. C. H. Ben-

jamin; also a discussion.

Your Committee is of the opinion that the Joint Committee on

Stresses in Railroad Track should eventually consider and report on this

question of flat spots on freight car wheels, and we respectfully request

that the Board of Direction consider the advisability of so arranging.

Subject No. 8.

REPORT ON TEST OF TIE PLATES SUBJECT TO BRINE
DRIPPINGS.

Your Committee experienced some delay in starting this test on ac-

count of the inability to get the rolled steel plates. They were finally

obtained August, 1916. Plates were installed on September 1, 1916, in

the tracks of the Chicago Junction Railway Company, where they are

subjected to almost continual movements of refrigerator cars. The
track was renewed with new ties and rail at the time of their installation,

and each plate carefully weighed and numbered. The plates are of

malleable iron, rolled steel, wrought-iron and pure iron.

Twenty of each kind of plates were treated with crude oil at a tem-

perature of 400 degrees Fahrenheit and left in the oil for a period of

five minutes.

Twenty of each were treated or dipped in coal tar at a temperature

of 400 degrees Fahrenheit and left in the tar for a period of five minutes.

Ten of each (of the untreated plates) -were held for chemical and

physical test.

Two of each of the untreated plates are to be taken out of the track

the first of each month, carefully weighed and preserved until the test

is completed.

One oil and one tar treated plate is to be taken out every three

months.

There are on an average of 700 cars per day passing over the track,

of which 360 are refrigerator cars. These, however, are known as through

cars and do not include refrigerator cars which are being switched al-

most constantly twenty hours each day.

This report is necessarily one of progress only.
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Subject No. 9.

REPORT ON LIMIT OF WEAR ON THE RAIL HEAD ON
CURVES.

A circular letter was sent to the roads represented in the Associa-

tion, for the pupose of ascertaining the general practice with respect to

rail wear on curves.

In the opinion of your Committee, based on experience and the re-

plies received to the above circular, it would not be advisable to fix any

general rule by which the allowable limit can be fixed.

On some roads it is the practice to interchange the low and high

rails in curves long before either rail has reached its limit of wear. This

method is generally conceded to be both safe and economical, since a

greater percentage of the rail head can be worn away before reaching a

dangerous limit of wear.

Again, much depends on the rail section, quality of steel, weight of

wheel-loads, class of traffic, and quality of roadbed.

Your Committee, therefore, believes that no rule should be given

and recommends that each road decide this question on local conditions.

Subject No. 10.

REPORT ON SPECIFICATIONS FOR RELAYER RAIL FOR
VARIOUS USES.

Your Committee has secured considerable information from the mem-
bers of the Association covering current practice in the classification of

relayer rail, but a general specification has not yet been concluded.

Therefore, this report is one of progress only.

Subject No. 11.

REPORT TO WHAT EXTENT THE FROG AND SWITCH DE-

SIGNS RECOMMENDED BY THE ASSOCIATION ARE
BEING USED BY RAILWAYS.

Your Committee sent out a circular letter to the members of the

Association to ascertain the extent to which the frog and switch designs,

and other recommended practices, included within the scope of the Track

Committee, are being used by the railroads represented in the Associa-

tion. The result of this canvass is shown in the table attached (Exhibit

No. 15), including the replies from sixty-two railroads.

While none of the roads replying have adopted the A. R. E. A.

standards in all cases, many are using them as a guide with slight modifi-

cations made to meet local conditions.

Many railroads have established standards and report that on ac-

count of the expense involved to make the change they have not adopted
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the A. R. E. A. standards as a whole ; they state that as far as practical

in general maintenance of way work it is the policy to use the recom-

mended standards, but that it is not practical to make sweeping changes in

the previously adopted standards. In new construction work many are

using the A. R. E. A. standards almost exclusively and believe they rep-

resent the best engineering practice. (Exhibit No. 15.)

Subject No. 12.

REPORT ON DEFINITION OF "MAIN TRACK."

Full consideration of the subject brought out the fact that other

definitions were needed in order to fully establish a definition for "Main

Track," and accordingly your Committee submits four definitions, as

follows

:

(1) Main Line.—The principal line or lines of a railway.

(2) Branch Line.—The secondary line or lines of a railway.

(3) Spur.—A line of railway diverging from a main or branch line over

which no regular train service is maintained.

(4) Main Track.—The running track of a railway whereon the move-

ment of trains is controlled by timetable, train-order, or block

signal.

For multiple main tracks, the southerly or easterly main track shall

be designated as the first main track, the adjacent one as the second

main track, etc.

CONCLUSIONS.

Your Committee makes the following definite recommendations to

the Association

:

Receive as Progress Report:

Subject No. 2—Report on the economics of track labor.

Subject No. 8—Report on test of tie plates subject to brine drippings.

For Adoption and Publication in the Manual:

Subject No. 1—Revise paragraph 4, page 160, of Manual.

Subject No. 3—The design of cut-spike (Exhibit No. 6). The de-

sign of screw-spike (Exhibit No. 7). The design of screw-spike testing

gage (Exhibit No. 8).

Subject No. 12—Report on definition of "Main Track."

Accept as Information:

Subject No. 4—Report on guard rails and flangeways and eflfect of

increase of one-eighth inch thickness of wheel flanges.

Subject No. 6—Report on design of and specifications for manganese

frogs and crossings.
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Subject No. 9—Report on limit of wear on the rail head on curves.

Subject No. 11—Report to what extent the frog and switch designs

recommended by the Association are being used by railways.

Your Committee recommends for next year's work:

Subject No. 2—Continue the study of the economics of track labor.

Subject No. 5—Report on typical plans of turnouts, crossovers, slip

switches and double crossovers, and prepare detail plans for such work,

including such incidentals as tie plates, rail braces, riser plates, etc., con-

ferring with Committee on Signals and Interlocking.

Subject No. 7-a—Report on reduction of taper of tread of wheel to

1 in 38 and on canting the rail inward.

Subject No. 8—Report on test of tie plates subject to brine drippings.

Subject No. 10—Report on specifications for relayer rail for various

uses.

Your Committee further recommends that Subject No. 7-b, with

reference to advisability of reducing allowable flat spots on freight car

wheels, be turned over to Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad

Track.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON TRACK.
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EXHIBIT NO. 2.

COMI'AHATIVP: ANALYSIS OF DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR (HOUR&> ON

SPECIAL TEST SECTIONS FOR YT.AK ENDED AUGUST. 1915.

/D. L. & W.
I Grand Trunk

M. P. 202J-206
Ingersoll Section

M. L. Northern Division
J7th Dist. London Division.

Characteristics
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EXHIBIT NO. 2—Continued.

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR ON SPECIAL
TEST SECTIONS ON THE DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA & WESTERN

AND GRAND TRUNK RAILWAYS.

Ditching
Banking
Ballasting (Main Line)
Ballasting (Sidings)
Ties (distrib., spacing, placing, disposal).
Ties, Switch
Rail (distrib., placeing, disposal)
Removal, Grass and Weeds
Removal, Mowing Right-of-Way
Removal, Weeding Tracks
Cleaning Shop and Station Grounds
Applying Rail Braces
Applying Rail Anchors
Applying Tie Plates
Applying Angle Bars
Repair Main Line Switches
Repair Side Track Switches
Burying Stock
Cleaning Snow and Ice from Switches. . .

.

Cleaning Snow and Ice from Pl.atforms. .

.

Cleaning Snow and Ice from Tracks
Tending Switch Lamps
Repairs to Block and other Signals
Repairs to Railroad Crossings
Repairs to Interlocking Plants
Repairs to Wayland Fences
Repairs to Wing Fences
Repairs to Stock Guards
Repairs to Signs
Repairs to Highway Crossings
Cleaning under Bridge Seats
Repair Track account Wrecks
Surfacing Main Tracks
Surfacing Side Tracks
Gaging Track
Tightening Bolts
Settling Spikes
Maintenance of Line and Surface
Patrolling Track
Miscellaneous
Cleaning Stock Yards
Housing Coal

Total.

Total Hours

D. L. & W. Ingersoll

204
93

973
381

3,891

467
2,551

257
189

1,000
136

130
128
179

155
97
22

1,947

1,513
22

264

"67'

123

37
7,571

65
198
611

520
741

835
3,867

29,235

1,711

263
1.055

677
37

200
277

1,765

15

24

115

142

467
25
787

442
37
53

1,5.33

386
500
990
233

1,850

45

170

110

14,037

Per Cent, of
Total Hours

D. L. & W. Ingersoll

0.6%

3.3
1.3

13.3
1,6
8.8
0.9
0.7
3.4
0.5

0.4
0.4
0.6
0.5

6.7

5.2

0.9

0.4

26.0
0.2
0.7
2.1
1.8
2.5
2.9
12.2

12.2
1.9

7.5
4.8

1.4
2.0
12.6

0.8
1.0
3.3

5.6

0.7

i.i

10.8
2.7
3.6
7.0
1.6

13.2

1.2
0.8
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EXHIBIT NO. 2—Continued.

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR ON SPECIAL
TEST SECTION'S ON THE DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA & WESTERN

AND GRAND TRUNK RAILWAYS.
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EXHIBIT NO. 3.

COSIPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR ON
RFECIAL TEST TRACK SECTIONS. INGERSOLL AND LANCASTER.
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EXHIBIT NO. 3—Continued.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR ON-

SPECIAL TEST TRACK SECTIONS. INGERSOLL AND LANCA.STER.

Year Ended
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EXHIBIT NO. 4.

PROPOSED FORM FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR ON SPECIAL TEST

TRACK SECTIONS.

Ditching and Tile Drains
Banking
D„ii„„*. T> „;„„ /Preparing for unloadinglMain Tracks
Ballast Repairs jand applying.., . . ., . . .JSide Track

Ties—Grade

Ties—Switch

.

Rail.

Distributing and unload-k, rp
,

ing_, putting in, burning ^f'" ^.^^^^i
° I Side Track;

Main Tracks
Side Tracks

Main Tracks
Track:

and pilin

Distributing and unload-
ing, putting in, burning
and piling

Distributing and unload-'
ing, laying, picking upfS' ,^
and reloading j'''^®

Respaeing ties; Applying!
rail braces, anchors, tie

i

plates and angle bars.
Settling spikes, tightening I Main Tracks

General Track Repairs^ bolts, shimming (Side Track
Maintenance of Line and

Surface, Surfacing main
tracks and Company
sidings

Work on Private Sidings

Repairs to Switches {^ '^^
Repairs to Railroad Crossings

Mowing Right of Way
Cleaning Shop and Station Grounds.

Weeding Tracks
/Main Tracks
\Side Tracks

Removal of Snow and Ice from Switches
Removal of Snow and Ice from Tracks
Removal of Snow and Ice from Platforms
Removal of Snow and Ice from Interlocking Plant
Tending Switch and .Signal Lamps
Repairs to Block and Other Signals
Repairs to Wayland Fences
Repairs to Wing Fences and Cattle Guards
Repairs to Signs
Repairs to Highway Grade Crossings
Repairs to Street Crossings

[Cleaning under bridges and water
Bridges, Trestles and Culvertsj ways

[Cleaning off bridge s?ats
Extraordinary Repairs to Track (account Wrecks and Washouts)

.

Snow Fences (distributing, erecting, etc.)

Patrolling Track
Fire Protection and Patrol ,

Assisting Other Departments
Work on Other Sections

1

Installing switches and diamonds; new sidings;

laying out station grounds; installing rail racks,

etc
Burying Stock, Cleaning Stock Yards, Housing

Coal, Repairing Water-cranes, etc., Transferring

I Freight

Total
Hours

Unit

Per

Mile Line
Mile Line
Mile Track
Mile Track

Mile Track
Mile Track

Per
Per

Switch
Switch

Mile Track
Mile Track

Mile Track
Mile Track

Mile Track
Per Switch
Per Switch
Per Crossing
Mile Line or

Acre

Mile Track
Mile Track
Per Switch

Per Lamp

Per Crossing
Per Crossing

Mile Track

Hours
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EXHIBIT NO. 5.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR ON SPECIAL TEST
SECTIONS AT INGERSOLL AND LANCASTER, FOR

YEAR ENDED JULY 31, 1916.
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EXHIBIT NO. 5—Continued.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR ON SPECIAL TEST
SECTIONS AT INGERSOLL AND LANCASTER, FOR

YEAR ENDED JULY 31, 1916.

Ditching and Banking.

.

Ballasting Main Line. .

.

Ballasting Siding
Ties (Renewals)
Rail Renewals
Apply Angle Bars, etc .

Repairs Switches, Main
Repairs Switches, Siding
Gaging Track
Settling Spikes
Tightening Bolts
Maintenance of Line and

Surface
Surfacing Main Tracks..
Surfacing Side Tracks .

.

Patrolling Track
Shimming
Mowing Right-of-Way.

.

Weeding Track
Maintenance of Way-

land Fences
Cleaning Snow and Ice
from Switches

Cleaning Snow and Ice
from Tracks

Total, General Repairs
% of Total Hours

All other Labor.
Total Hours . .

,

Total Hours Main Line

Inger-
.soll

1,184

203

1,086

37
1,063

2,970
370
276
620
334

1,175

320

653

315

11,626

83.8

2,264
13,890

Lan-
caster

180

1,090

600
60

60

4,020
80

340

510
30

280

120

Inger-
soll

215

1,184

203

1,086
37

1,063

2,970
370

620
334

1,175

320

653

9,770
97.7

240
10,010

10,230
73.7

Lan-
caster

180

1,090

600
60

60

4,020

340
1,800

510
30

280

9,050
91.0

Side Track

Inger-
soll

351
2.5

Lan-
caster

600
6.0

Switches

Inger-
soll

315

1,045

7.6

Lan-
caster

120

120
1.2

Total Hours
Number of Units (i.e. Miles of

Track,Number of Switches)

Average Hours, per Unit

Main Line

Ingersoll Lancaster

10,230

7 Miles

1,460

9,050

5 Miles

1,130

Siding

Ingersoll Lancaster

351

3.25 Mile

108

600

1.47 Mile

408

Switches

Ingersoll

1,045

21 Switch

50

Lancaster

120

9 Switch

Whence 1 Mile of Main Track
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I
t

Exhibit No. 6—Proposed Cut Tr.\ck Spike.
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Exhibit No. 7

—

^Proposed A. R. E. A. Screw-Spike.
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Exhibit No. 8

—

Testing Gages for Screw-Spike.
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Exhibit No. 9

—

Dog-Eared Spike.
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STANDARD

H 1|"—

H

SLOPE 5'TO l"--l! Ij^ SLOPE J' TO I"

d fe T

STANDARD

Exhibit No. 10

—

Contour of Groovk in Crosssings and Frogs.





EXHIBIT NO. I.

MAP SHOWING LOCATIONS OF SPECIAL TEST
TRACK SECTIONS, REPORTING DISTRIBU-

TION OF LABOR, FOR COMMITTEE ON
TRACK.



Map Showing Locations op Special Test Track Sections, Reporting Distribution of Labor, for Committee on Track.





NOTES
WIDENED THROAT >'.
THROATWAY + ?^ •

HT INDICATES HIGH
TELNSILE STEEL BOLTS

Exhibit No. 12—Rail Bound Manga-

nese Steel Fkog.



EXHIBITS NOS. 12, 13 AND 14.

RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL FROGS.



\N

SECTION A-A SELCTIOM B-B. SEICTION C-C.

SE.CT101N D-D.

£$fi mm
SECTION E-El.

BOLTS TO HAVEL HE!AD-LOCKING \A/ASHE:RS
OR SEILF -L.OCKIING HELADS

SECTION F-r

Exhibit No. 13--R.\ii. Bound M.'^nga-

NESE Steel FROfi.





detail of beveled wing rail

(optional)

SECTION Y-Y

sloped from wherl top
ahgamelse:

LONGITUDINAL SECTION X-X.

Exhibit No. 14

—

Rail Bound Manga-

nese Steel Frog.
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.EXHIBIT No. 15—REPORTS FROM VARIOUS RAILROADS AS TO THE EXTENT

Name of Railroad Making
Report

t^
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION STANDARDS ARE BEING USED.

o>
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EXHIBIT No. 15—Continued. REPORTS FROM VARIOUS RAILROADS AS TO THE EXTENT
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION STANDARDS ARE BEING USED.

cs





REPORT OF COMMITTEE II—ON BALLAST.

H. E. Hale, Chairman; J. M. Meade, Vice-Chairman;

C. W. Baldridge, F. a. Jones,

L. W. Baldwin, S. A. Jordan,

J. S. Bassett, William McNab,

W. J. Bergen, S. B. Rice,

C. J. Coon, D. W. Thrower,

O. H. Crittenden, R. C. White,

T. W. Fatherson, H. L. Ripley,

Geo. H. Harris, E. V. Smith,

*C. C. Hill, D. L. Sommerville,

F. J. Stimson,

Committee.

To the Members of the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

The Committee on Ballast submits herewith its annual report for

1917.

Two meetings of the General Committee were held during the year

;

the first in Chicago on May 12, 1916, with six members present ; the second

in Chicago on November 9, 1916, with eleven members present.

Through the courtesy of Mr. S. B. Rice, Sub-Committee No. 3 held

a meeting in Richmond on October 31—three members present—and ac-

companied Mr. Rice on a track inspection of the Richmond, Fredericks-

burg & Potomac, and an inspection of the Richmond, Fredericksburg &
Potomac gravel-washing plant at Massaponax.

Sub-Committee No. 2 met in Buffalo on July 8, 1916—four members
present.

The following subjects were assigned your Committee by the Board of

Direction

:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,

and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. (a) Report on ballast sections, with particular reference to use

of sub- and top-ballast.

(&) Define sub- and top-ballast.

3. Report on proper depth of ballast of various kinds to insure uni-

form distribution of loads on the roadway, conferring with Special

Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track and Committee on

Roadway.

4. Report on methods and cost of applying ballast, with special refer-

ence to the following plans

:

(o) Organization of the most economical ballast gang of rail-

way company forces.

•Died January 19, 1917.

439
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jj

(&) Use and limitations of mechanical tools, such as the pneu-

matic tamper and spreader for forming shoulder and path.

(c) Application by contract.

5. Report on the comparative merit of different stones and gravel and

other materials for ballast.

(5) REPORT ON THE COMPARATIVE MERIT OF DIFFERENT
STONES AND GRAVEL AND OTHER MATERIALS

FOR BALLAST.

Sub-Committee No. L

J. M. Meade, Chairman; F. A. Jones,

C. W. Baldridge, D. W. Thrower,

J. S. Bassett, R. C. White,

O. H. Crittenden.

effectiveness of ballast.

Last year your Committee recommended a certain classification of bal-

last with regard to the efficiency of various kinds, and this question has

been given careful consideration during the year.

No reports of tests have been found to determine this classification,

and no experiments have been made by the Committee, but the members

of your Committee are of the following opinion

:

conclusion.

It is generally conceded that stone ballast is the most effective ballast,

and experience has demonstrated that the best quality of each of the vari-

ous kinds of ballast (using the definitions as foiind in the Manual) should

fall in the following order of effectiveness:

(1) Stone.

(2) Washed Gravel.

(3) Broken Slag (not granulated).

(4) Pit Run Gravel.

(5) Chatts.

(6) Burnt Clay or Gumbo.

(7) Cinders.

physical tests of stone.

Your Committee felt that in certain cases a physical test of the stone

in gravel ballast should be made, and they therefore recommend that the

physical tests for stone ballast now in the Manual should be used for

gravel ballast, and the "center heading" in the Manual should read

:

"physical tests of stone for gravel or crushed stone ballast."

Certain members of your Ballast Committee have reported serious

failures of ballast, both stone and bank gravel, due to weathering, and your

Committee has felt that a "weathering test" should be added to the physical

test for stone, already approved by the Association.
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Inquiry has been made of State Hig-hway Departments and other

sources for a description of an "accelerated weathering test," and the

following letter is of interest

:

STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTjMENT

Harrisburg, Pa., Nov 22, 1916.

Mr. D. L. Sommerville, Superintendent, St. Lawrence Division, The Nev/
York Central Railroad Company, Watertown, N. Y.

Dear Sir

:

In reference to yours of the 10th inst., relative to specifications for

stone for ballast, would say that I know of no accelerated weathering test

which has been developed by anyone to be applied to natural stone, though
I believe that high temperature and freezing tests are commonly made on
Iniilding materials.

I would state that the nearest developments along this line, which
would probably cover the majority of conditions met with in stone, are as

follows :

(a) Absorption Test. Since soft and particularly porous stones al-

ways show higher results in this test than the dense varieties, this could be
supplemented by a freezing' test, placing the specimen from the absorption
test, containing the water absorbed, into a vessel which would be sur-

rounded by a freezing mixture of ice and a suitable salt. The general run
of results of absorption tests can be obtained from the Otifice of Pulilic

Roads' records.

(b) Slaking Test. This test was formerly used by the Ofifice of Pub-
lic Roads to distinguish slaking and non-slaking clays on sand-clay work,
and I believe it was also used on briquettes made up for the cementation
test on crushed stone. We have taken a sample of argillaceous limestone

from Washington County, used in 191S, which was recently reported to

me by Mr. Tebbs as having disintegrated in a concrete curb on Application

No. 132, Washington County, and found that briquettes made up for the

cementation test, and afterwards dried out in the usual way, slaked down
in a few minutes in water.

To summarize the above statements, I think that an a1:)Sorption-freezing

test combined would disclose porous sandstone or any other stone which
had become porous through weathering, and that a slaking test would dis-

close shales or shaley limestone which, although hard when first taken
from the quarry, break down on exposure to the weather.

,

Very truly yours,

(Signed) W. D. Uhler,

Chief Engineer.

C0NCI.U.SI0N.

Your Committee recommends adding a "weathering test" to the ap-

proved tests of stone for ballast and will make further inquiry and investi-

gation in the hope of finding an "accelerated weathering test" and make a

definite recommendation to the Association in its next annual report.

The following letter from the former Chief Engineer of the Baltimore

«& Ohio Railroad ( F. L. Stuart) in regard to the use of the physical

test of stone for ballast, is of interest and is one of the first cases where

these tests have been used in practice

:
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BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD.

Baltimore, Md., June 5, 1916.

Stone Ballast Quarries—Shenandoah Division

Mr. J. M. Meade, Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co.,
Topeka, Kan.

Dear Sir

:

Referring to your letter of May 26, in reference to stone ballast

quarries on our Shenandoah Division. When it was decided to locate a
stone quarry on the Shenandoah Division, a practical quarryman accom-
panied by our Division Superintendent made a trip over the Division to
select a location where stone was available. After this had been deter-
mined upon, samples of stone from the various locations were selected
and sent to the United States Government for chemical and physical
analysis. The suitability of the stone for ballast purposes being determined
by these tests which was then the governing factor in the location of the
quarry.

One of the quarries on the Shenandoah Division, namely, the Brooke-
wood, has been closed down for the reason that since most of the Division
has been put m stone ballast, the one quarry is sufficient to supply all that
is required. We consider that we are getting excellent results from this

operation. Yours truly,

(Signed) F. L. Stuart.

PER CENT. OF SAND IN GRAVEL BALLAST.

In September, 1915, 1,000 feet of track on the Richmond, Fredericks-

burg & Potomac Railway, near Guinea Station, was ballasted on gravel,

where less than 7 per cent, of the gravel would pass through J4-inch screen.

This test was made to determine whether the amount of sand recom-

mended in the Manual for gravel ballast could be reduced. From Septem-

ber, 1915, to September, 1916, the cost of maintenance was $5 total.

Photographs Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, following, were taken of this

track. (In photo 11, the house in the rear background is the one in

which General Stonewall Jackson died.)
,

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, in 1910, considered it

necessary to retain as a binder washed gravel ballast, 22 per cent, to 25

per cent, sand and small gravel (pass through ^4-inch screen), Figs.

Nos. 2 and 3 show this track. In 1912 this percentage was reduced to 14

per cent, and in 1915 and 1916 this percentage was reduced to 7 per cent,

average. The results obtained from 1915 and 1916 gravel are more satis-

factory than those obtained from the gravel washed previously, and no

difficulty has been experienced in keeping track to line.

CONCLUSION.

Results of this test indicate that the per cent, of sand in gravel bal-

last, recommended in the Manual for Class "A" track, can be reduced

;

definite recommendations will be made by your Committee in a later

report.

In Appendix A is given a report, printed in the magazine, "The
Earth Mover," of a gravel-washing plant on the Kansas City Southern

Railway. Your Committee wishes to call attention to the increased nimi-

ber of these gravel-washing plants in recent years.
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(4) REPORT ON METHODS AND COST OF APPLYING BAL-

LAST, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE FOLLOW-
ING PLANS:

(o) Organization of the most economical ballast gang of railway

company forces.

(b) Use and limitations of mechanical tools, such as the pneumatic

tamper and spreader for forming shoulder and path.

(c) Application by contract.

SUB-COMMITTF.E No. 2.

C. C. Hill, Chairman; William McNab.

W. J. Bergen. F. J. Stimson.

Geo. H. Harris. D. L. Sommerville.

organization of ballast gangs.

Your Committee attaches hereto as Appendix B, diagram of "N. Y.

C. R. R. Efficiency Methods of Raising Track on Stone Ballast." This

diagram illustrates the proposed arrangement of a force which is esti-

mated to "raise an average of 4,500 ft. per day."

The form of this diagram is especially attractive for the study of a

proper organization of a ballast gang. Your Committee feel that such

studies increase the efficiency of such gangs materially.

Sub-Committee No. 2, at its Buffalo meeting, drew up the follow-

ing organization of a ballast gang, which in their opinion should be effi-

cient and should complete 2,000 ft. of stone ballasting per day

:

Inspector or General Foreman
Timekeeper

3 Foremen
3 Assistant Foremen

110 Laborers
Used as follows

:

For skeletonizing and putting in ties

:

1 Foreman
1 Assistant F"oreman
40 Laborers

For lifting and surfacing

;

1 Foreman
1 Assistant Foreman

50 Laborers

For resurfacing, lining and trimming

:

1 Foreman
1 Assistant Foreman

20 Laborers

Inspector to be in charge of distributing stone.

Total men, 118.

The discrepancy between the two gangs where 118 men complete 2,000

ft. of ballast per day and a force of 53 is estimated to raise 4,500 ft.

per day is due to the different conditions. Your Committee is hopeful

that it will be able to obtain more definite data as to the organization of

ballast gangs, and the actual amount of work accomplished by a given

organization.
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The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western ballasted approximately 100

miles of double track on the Buffalo Division, raising the track about 12

inches and averages 6 inches raise for each "lift." Progress depended

on local conditions, and to a large extent on train service.

The ballast gangs were organized as follows

:

(1) 1 Foreman, 1 Timekeeper.

(2) Sub-Foreman and 20 men.
This gang skeletonized the track.

(3) Sub-Foreman and 10 men.
Where new rail had been laid this gang spaced the ties.

(4) Sub-Foreman and 40 to 60 men.
This gang did the ballasting, raising both sides at once, using

4 to 6 jacks.

(5) Sub-Foreman and 30 men.
This gang did the final surfacing and dressed up the ballast.

In November, 1908, the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Railway

organized a ballast gang which was made up as follows :

(1) One General Foreman.
(2) One Timekeeper and Commissary Clerk.

(3) One Assistant Foreman and 20 men.
This gang lifted the track, using old ballast as far as possi-

ble, but not tamping any ties which were to come out.

(4) One Assistant Foreman and 20 men.
This gang regaged and renewed ties.

(5) Two Assistant Foremen and 40 men.
This gang applied the new ballast and surfaced the track,

then dumped additional ballast for finishing and forming

shoulder; this latter was plowed down as low as possible in

center of track, the surplus being thrown by the plow outside

the rail, leaving the track clear for traffic.

(6) One Assistant Foreman and 30 men.
This gang followed about 3 days in the rear of gang No. 3

and "caught up" any light settlement in surface, dressed up

and finished the track, ready to turn over to the regular

section gang.

The cost of this work was 26.15 cents per cubic yard of gravel ballast

applied.

CONCLUSION.

Your Committee recommends the form of diagram copied in Appendix

B for the study of the organization of a ballast gang and that this sub-

ject be referred back to the Committee for further report.

MECHANICAL TAMPER.

In last year's report the names of roads which were using or ex-

perimenting with the mechanical tie tamper were given in the report, and

we are now advised that in addition to those reported last year the

following roads are using this device

:

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Central of New Jersey

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago & Northwestern
Belt Railway of Chicago Chicago Great Western
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Illinois Central

Canadian Pacific New York Central Railroad, West
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New York, Ontario & Western Philadelphia & Reading
Pennsylvania Lines West of Southern
Pittsburgh Virginian

In addition there are between 25 and 30 electric lines throughout the

country using these tampers.

As a comparison between last year and this year of the mechanical

tampers in use, the following is of interest:

Number in Use Number in Use
Name of Railroad. Last Year. This Year.

Boston Elevated 12 26

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 4 128

Erie 2 50

Lehigh Valley 36 136

New York Central 76 269

N. Y., N. H. & H 2 20

Pennsylvania 150 300

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 2 12

One of the members of the Committee took occasion on an annual

track inspection to interview a number of Roadmasters who have used

mechanical tie tampers and to obtain their opinion of the device. Every

one of the Roadmasters who have used the pneumatic tie tampers to

a considerable extent are enthusiastic in regard to them, and they

consider the mechanical tamper as a coming necessary track appliance

where stone ballast is used, both as a matter of economy and for obtain-

ing better results. There does not seem to be any question now as to

the superior results obtained from mechanical tamping. On main line

sections formerly having an allowance of ten men, they are satisfied that

the mechanical tampers would take the place of three men.

CONCLUSION.

Your Committee will make further report to the Association of the

results obtained by the use of the mechanical tampers as reports are

available.

SPREADERS AND BALLAST FORMERS.

In the 1916, and in previous reports, your Committee presented cuts

of spreaders used for spreading ballast, with particular reference to

spreaders designed to form the ballast shoulder and the path adjacent

to the ballast. Your Committee has found that these ballast-spreaders and

shoulder-formers are in use on many roads, and are generally considered

a very necessary tool, and their economy is self-evident.

The matter of designing the wing to form the shoulder and the path

is a detail which should always be considered on account of the resultant

economy.

BALLASTING BV CONTRACT.

No further data on ballasting by contract was obtained other than that

reported last year:
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BALLAST SECTIONS.

(2) (a) Report on ballast sections, with particular re^-erence

TO USE of sub- and TOP-BALLAST.

(b) Define sub- and top-ballast.

(3) Report on proper depth of ballast of various kinds to insure

uniform distribution of loads on roadway, conferring

WITH Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track
and Committee on Koadway.

Sub-Committee No. 3.

H. L. Ripley, Chairman; S. A. Jordan,

L. W. Baldwin, S. B. Rice.

C. J. Coon, E. V. Smith.

T. W. Fatherson,

The particular subject assigned to Sub-Committee No. 3 was ballast

sections, and Section "E" of the instructions gives them a roving commis-

sion within the field.

First and most important, perhaps the only important thing which

Sub-Committee No. 3 has to report is that the Richmond, Fredericksburg

& Potomac Railway, through the good offices of Mr. Rice, will make the

ballast test under regular traffic conditions heretofore recommended by

the Committee, so that its successor who writes the report a year hence

will have some real information as to deformation of track under service

conditions, based, of course, upon a single test only.

Ballast has three principal functions in all cases

:

(a) To support the track structure.

(b) To distribute the load over the roadbed.

(c) To provide drainage.

In the northern portion of the country it has a fourth major function,

namely:

(d) To provide against upheaval by frost action.

The first two (a) and (b) are of similar import, and are also closely

related to the work of the Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track.

definitions.

Sub-Ballast means any material of a character superior to that in

the adjacent cuts, which is spread on the finished sub-grade of the

roadbed, and below the top-ballast, to provide a better drainage,

prevent upheaval by frost and better distribute the load over the

roadbed.

Top-Ballast is any material of a superior character spread over a

sub-ballast to support the track structure, distribute the load to

the sub-ballast and provide good initial drainage.

depth of ballast.

It is realized that the depth of ballast is only one of three equally

important factors in the problem of obtaining a uniform distribution of
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the trainload to the roadbed, the other two being width of tie and spac-

ing of ties.

An increase in the width of tie (within limits) or a decrease in the

spread between centers would decrease the depth necessary to distribute

the load.

The tendency of late has been to help out the rail by decreasing the

tie spacing.

The Commit'tee's previous recommemdations have been based on an

assumption of 2,640 ties to the mile or 24-inch spacing.

The roads are now pretty generally using 18 ties to a 33-foot rail, or

2,880 ties to the mile, or 22 inches center to center.

Some roads are now using 3,040 ties to the mile, or 19 to a 33-foot

rail, a spacing of 20.84 inches center to center, and other roads are even

contemplating the advisability of going to 20 ties to the rail or 3,200 to the

mile, cutting the spacing to 19.8 inches center to center.

The matter then becomes one of economics, so far as ballast is con-

cerned, whether to increase the number of ties or increase the depth of

ballast, assuming that ties of the same size are used; and that in turn de-

pends upon the relative cost of ballast in place to that of ties in place,

making due allowance for the cost of maintenance of each and having

due regard to the shortening of the span of the 800,000 "little bridges"

formed by the rail, which would be produced by using an increased num-

ber of ties per mile.

We recommend a careful study of the laboratory tests of Prof. Tal-

bot's Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track, as well as of an article

by B. B. Milner, printed in the August (1913) issue of the Journal

of the Franklin Institute (page 207), which, by permission of the author,

is printed for convenience as Appendix C to the report of this Committee.

Tie spacing has nothing to do with functions (c) and (d), drainage

and frost deformation. These matters are dependent upon depth, char-

acter of ballast and character of the roadway material.

This makes a proper study of them relate closely to the work of the

Committee on Roadway.

The Altoona tests confirmed the fact, if confirmation was necessary,

that clean stone, gravel, slag or cinders will provide complete drainage if

the sub-grade and ditches provide a way for the water to run off after it

has passed through the ballast, and that the depth required to secure proper

drainage is much less than that required to properly distribute the load

over the roadbed.

Without proper drainage of the sub-grade the working of the ties

pumps up the underlying "mud" and fouls the ballast.

This drainage can be secured more economically and more effectively

by using longitudinal and cross tile pipe, laid open joint, with trenches

filled with ballast material, and in very bad spots the pipe first covered

all around with straw to keep it from clogging when first laid, then by

increasing the depth of ballast. On account of the danger of displace-

ment, bell-end tile should be used for both cross drains and the longitudinal

drains.
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The experience of the New England roads, where frost penetrates to

a depth of five feet, has been that with 18 inches of clean ballast under

the tie, and a properly drained sub-grade, trouble from distortion by frost

action will be overcome. The under-drainage is much more eflfective than

increasing the depth of ballast.

To prevent "mud" working up into the ballast, a sub-ballast blanket

of cinders twelve inches thick is very eflfective, much more so than an

equal depth of rock or coarse gravel.

Where the pipes in a cut clog in a short time or where a mattress

of wood or concrete has been the only remedy, without going to an un-

warranted depth, the thickness of the cirider blanket should be increased.

An examination of a few of the Division of Valuation field notes on

the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington Railroad would indicate that

the distance from the center line of this track to the shoulder is generally

over 13 feet rather than under.

The information, attached as Appendix D, is a reprint of the Penn?

sylvania Railroad standard four-track roadway, dated December, 1912.

This plan provides for 12 inches of cinder and 18 inches of stone ballast

under the tie.

The Ballast report of 1914 contained 80 ballast sections of various

prominent railroads. (Some of the prints were different sections of the

same road), and also a composite drawing of Class "A" sections of ten

prominent roads.

For convenience of the members of the Association in discussing

this subject, this composite drawing (page 973-1914) is republished on pages

458, 459. A red outline has been placed, showing the proposed ballast sec-

tion. It will be noted that the outline of the proposed section follows

closely what is considered best practice by the roads shown except as to

depth of ballast.

R. N. Begien, Chief Engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

states that on the Magnolia Cut-oflf, recently constructed, the proposed

ballast section had 24 inches ballast under the tie and a distance of 12

feet from the center line to the outside edge of the sub-grade.

On the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington Railroad, between
Philadelphia and Washington, we are advised that at the present time

there is an average of 24 inches of stone and 12 inches of gravel, measured
from top of tie. There are points on this line where there is not quite

this amount of stone and in places it is greatly exceeded. In the terri-

tory around Washington we find as high as 42 inches stone on top of 12

inches of gravel.

CONCLUSIONS.

The conclusions reached by another year's study of the evidence at

hand are in substantial accord with the previous recommendations of the

Committee and may be summarized as follows

:

(a) The depth of ballast under the tie, on roadbed material such

as clay, loam, etc., subject to deformation by the application of live load,

should not be less than the spacing, center to center, of ties.
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Before making more definite recommendations as to the absolute depth

of ballast, or the proper ratio between depth of ballast and the spacing

of the ties, the Committee prefers to wait for the result of the Richmond

test, outlined on page 1015, of Vol. 16 of the Proceedings. The test will

be made with quartz gravel washed, and with the sand screened out,

making it, in the opinion of this Committee, for all practical purposes the

equivalent of good crushed stone.

On material which approximates the character of good sub-ballast

(which will not be deformed by the application of live load), the mini-

mum depth of ballast under bottom of tie should be 12 inches, to support

the track structure; provide good initial drainage; provide against up-

heaval by frost action and serve as a cushion, and not for the purpose

of uniformly distributing the load transmitted from the tie to the road-

bed, which in such case would not be necessary.

(b) A sub-ballast blanket of cinders not less than 12 inches thick is

effective in most cases in preventing mud and similar material working

up into the top-ballast.

Proper drainage of the sub-grade is essential to success with any

kincj of ballast.

(c) Until sufficient tests are made under normal traffic conditions,

^he question of the proper depth of ballast must rest on opinion based

on experience and evidence, such as the test of Director Schubert of the

German Railways and the "Altoona Test" (both have been previously re-

ported to this Association). The Richmond test will be valuable, but

should, be checked by other similar experiments with other kinds of ma-
terial, and the Committee again urges the importance of individual roads,

or this Association, making the experiments necessary to check the result

found by the proposed Richmond test.

(d) The Committee renews its recommendation for a standard bal-

last section for Class "A" track with sub- and top-ballast, and a sub-

grade width as shown on plan next attached.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON BALLAST.
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It is with the deepest regret that your Committee must record

the death of one of its most valued members, Mr. Charles

C. Hill, who died suddenly at his home in Detroit on the nine-

teen th of January. Mr. Hill had been a member of the Committee

on Ballast since 1909—at the time of his death serving as Chair-

man of the Sub-Committee on Methods and Costs of Applying

Ballast. Throughout such period of service his attention and

application to Committee-work has been an inspiration to the

other members of his Committee, while his long and varied ex-

perience in the diverse problems of construction and maintenance

enabled him to give valuable and timely counsel on the subjects

assigned to the Committee from time to time.

While his large acquaintance in the Association will miss

him, your Committee feels his loss peculiarly its own, as it most

fully realizes the difficulty of replacing the combination of exper-

ience, application and loyalty so characteristic of Mr. Hill, and

which allowed him to serve his Committee and the Association

so ably.

461
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*GRAVEL WASHING IN ARKANSAS.

When nature was putting her house in order for the advent of the

human race, she evidently gave a very kindly thought to the future Kansas

City Southern Railroad. Situated in the hills of southern Arkansas, virithin

easy access of the present right-of-way of this railroad, is a fine deposit of

gravel. No doubt this gravel bed was scorned by many a homeseeker in

an earlier day, only to be found invaluable in later years for road ballast.

Even after its value as ballast became evident, the bed still remained

practically useless until fertile brains devised methods to remove the

gravel to the railroad right-of-way quickly and at much less expense than

the crude methods of early days would have entailed.

About ten years ago, F. C. Peck of Kansas City was given a contract

by the Kansas City Southern Railroad to ballast certain portions of its

roadbed. Then compHcations entered that ended that work and gravel-

ballasting seemed destined to an early demise. About two years ago,

however, the proposition was resurrected and contracts were finally signed,

whereby F. C. Peck & Son of Kansas City were to furnish to the Kansas

City Southern Railroad clean gravel ballast of a certain maximum size for

a certain price per cubic yard.

It would seem impossible to remove the gravel from the bank, wash

it of all clay and dirt deposits, sort it, crush the over-size product, con-

vey all to bins, and finally load it on cars to be hauled to the railroad

right-of-way, in one continuous operation—no human force assisting save

to guide the machinery in its tireless work. Yet that is what is being done

and with such ease that one is inclined to overlook the painstaking work

of building the plant and equipping it to an efficiency whereby the work

moves with such smoothness that it seems of no consequence.

A short description of the methods employed may prove of interest.

A 70-C Bucyrus shovel is installed in the pit. This shovel loads two-yard

Western dump cars and the trains are hauled to the washing plant, now
one-half mile distant, with nine-ton Davenport engines. • Four trains

of 12 cars each are used and they are handled so admirably that there is

no congestion of traffic—only one continuous stream of loaded cars going

one way and trains of empties going the other. The cars are promptly

dumped in the washing machine, each car having a separate bin, or hopper

for receipt of its load. At this point it would be well to explain that it

is not practical to use larger cars than two-yard on this particular work,

for the reason that some of the gravel is welded into conglomerate masses

that have to be removed from the hopper when they appear. That can

be easily done when no more than two yards of material is involved.

Larger amounts would cause serious delays because of conglomerate

masses clogging the hopper.

*Reprinted from "The Earth Mover."
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A forced stream of water is rushed through the gravel, both in the

hopper and after it leaves it. The dirt is carried in suspension sev-

eral hundred feet to a convenient dump. The washed gravel is guided

through the hopper and through about twelve feet of open spiral gearing

to a conveyor belt which takes it to a revolving screen. Here the proper

sizes are allowed to pass to a large elevator and the screen rejections

(about 18 per cent, of the entire product) pass to two No. 4 Austin

crushers. This crushed gravel is returned to the same elevator that

carries the natural small sizes and the combined natural and crushed

amounts are sent to a receiving bin, under which railroad ballast cars

are placed and loaded. The capacity of the plant is about 1,200 to 1,400

cubic yards per day. The power plant is equipped with a 125-H.P. engine

and the water pressure is gained by two powerful engines set for that

purpose. Two engines are used to guard against delays on account of

breakdowns.
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*A MAINTENANCE OF WAY DEPARTMENT RAILROAD
TESTING PLANT.

By B. B. MiLNER, Member of the Institute.

Some time ago the writer, whose experience has been chiefly with

railway motive power, was asked to assist a maintenance-of-way engineer

in the investigation of a problem which involved a study of track design

and the stresses imposed upon its various members.

Consultation with several men of recognized experience and authority,

as well as an investigation of all experimental work performed in this

connection, and a search through the literature of the subject, revealed

the fact that dependable data upon which to base definite conclusions upon

various points raised were lacking.

This same revelation was made by Mr. O. E. Selby, Bridge Engineer

of the Cleveland,' Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway, in writing

an admirable paper, entitled "A Study of the Stresses Existing in Track

Superstructure and Rational Design Based Thereon," which was pub-

lished in Bulletin No. 80, American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association, October, 1906. This paper contained several para-

graphs elaborating upon the statement that "railroad track has grown in

strength as heavier loads have made increased strength necessary, but

such growth has been entirely along empirical lines, and not one single

detail of track superstructure bears marks of engineering design."

Mr. Selby, after careful consideration of such factors as rail loading

and stress therein, tie bending, bearing of tie upon the ballast, depth of

ballast and its bearing upon the sub-grade, developed the track design

shown in Fig. 1. The sizes on the drawing are for 60,000-lb. axle loads.

The principal sizes for 50,000-lb. loads, using various weights of rail, are

given in Table 1

:

Table I.

Rail 80 pounds 90 pounds 100 pounds Rail with Sec.

Mod. 20
Axle load .SO.OOO 50,000 .S0,000 60,000
Size of ties 7" x 8" x SVz' 7" x 8" x Syi' 7" x 8" x 8^' 7" x 9" x 8j^'

Spacing of ties... 16H" 18" 20" 20"

No. of ties 33-foot

rail 24 22 20 20
^^

Depth of ballast. .. 14" stone 16" stone 18" stone
] 12" eravel

Width of roadbed 21' 21' 22' 24'

From this table it is at once seen that the number of ties per 33-ft.

rail, as well as the depth of ballast, is much greater than that found in

standard track to-day, and, since the figures in the table are the result

Reprinted from the Journal of The Franklin Institute, August, 1913.
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of a careful consideration of the strength of the materials involved, it is

not surprising that the question of strengthening our present standard

tracks is becoming such a live one, especially with our heavier trunk lines.

The depth of ballast, computed by Mr. Selby, was obtained from

formulas for the thickness of ballast necessary to produce equal dis-

tribution of axle loads on the surface of sub-grade beneath the ballast,

^'^^V SutO«ADI 24 0ROA06CD -

y////////^///7////v//.

StCTiOr4 ON CCNTR.E. LlNt OrTRACK

7«9jfr«'Ttcs

SPAcio 20' CtoC

20to a3)0 Kmi.^

Rail Aeoui 7 rim 6*fi*3C

StcitOM Mc^LUS 20

SuBCKAOe

Fig. 1. Track Superstructure for 60,000-lb. Axle Loads.

Fig. 2.

for which Mr. Thomas H. Johnson, Consulting Engineer of the Penn-

sylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, was responsible. Mr. Johnson deduced

these formulas after studying a report made by Railroad Director Schu-

bert, of Berlin, in 1899, of observations extending over a period of over

three years, on the action of ties actually in track. This report was

translated and published by Mr. W. C. Gushing, Chief Engineer Main-

tenance of Way, Pennsylvania Lines, and appeared in Bulletin No. 76
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of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-

tion, June, 1906.

In Mr. Johnson's formulas the two following premises are made

:

1. "That the width of distribution of the load is equal, for stone

ballast, to the width of the tie plus the depth of the ballast, and, for

gravel ballast to the width of the tie plus half the depth of the ballast."

From Fig. 2 this premise may algebraically be expressed thus:

For gravel, x^b' -j-^/zd' ( 1

)

For stone, .r = b' -f rf' (2)

where x is the width of ballast pyramid carrying the load.

2. "That the intensities of pressure within that width are proportional

to ordinates to an arc of a circle whose radius and chord are each equal

to the width of distribution of the load."

The deduction of the formulae is as follows

:

If the circular arcs be considered as approximate parabolas, the in-

tensities of pressure may be assumed to be proportional to the ordinates of

the curves. The area of the parabolic segment = 2/3xy, hence the mean

ordinate= 2/3:y', or the mean pressure = 2/3 the maximum.

The pressure at b is o, hence, to obtain an approximately uniform

distribution of pressure over the surface of the sub-grade the tie spacing

6" must be such that the curves overlap and have a common ordinate y'

equal to y2y. This will obtain when db= ^i cb ; eb = ]i ab or mo= }imn.

Hence, the tie-spacing S= H^'-

Therefore, from (1), for gravel,

S=^ (b' + Vod')

and from (2), for stone,

S= V4(b'-\-d')

from which the required ballast depths d' are obtained by transposition

:

For gravel, d'= 8/3 (5— ^ft')

For stone, d' = 4/3 (S— V^b')

both of which give values of d' much greater than exist in practice.

The question whether, in order to strengthen our tracks for the in-

creased loads imposed, the number of ties or the depth of ballast, or both,

should be increased, is one upon which opinions vary widely among those

concerned. The following is here presented in this connection

:

Fig. 3 shows a diagrammatic section of the ordinary standard main

line track, in which 7-inch by 8-inch ties are spaced 22 inches apart, or

18 per 33-ft. rail, and laid upon 6 inches of ballast. The slopes of the

ballast pyramids, transmitting the load from bottom of tie to sub-grade,

are determined in accordance with Mr. Johnson's premises for the dis-

tribution of pressure at the bottom of stone ballast. It will be noted that

the width of the base of the ballast pyramid under each tie is 14 inches

and the width of the strip of sub-grade unloaded and lying between adja-

cent ties is 8 inches. As shown by Director Schubert's experiments, and

in line with the experience of all trackmen, the sub-grade line, originally
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straight, will be disturbed, as AB in Fig. 4, the amount of disturbance

being proportional to the weakness of the sub-grade and to the ratio of the

Fig. 3. Section of Standard Main Line Track.

area of sub-grade between the loaded ballast pyramids and that of sub-

grade beneath the ballast through which the load is transmitted.

Fig. 4. Sketch Showing Distortion of Ballast Under Loaded Ties.

By changing the tie-spacing to 20 inches, or 20 per 33-ft. rail, as

shown dotted in Fig. 3, the ratio of loaded to unloaded width of sub-

grade at the 6-in. depth of ballast becomes 14/6 instead of 14/8, an in-

crease of 33 1/3 per cent. The sub-grade is more nearly confined, a condi-
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tion which, of course, materially increases its caffying capacity. Main-

taining the 22-in. tie-spacing and increasing the depth of ballast from 6

Centre LiNe OF Track

Fig. 5. Sketch of Track Plan.

7 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. 6 in. ties, spaced 22 in. or 18 in. per 33-ft. rail.

Showing- outlines and areas of loaded sections of sub-grade with 6 in., 8 in.,

14 in. and 21i/^ in. of ballast under the ties.

inches to 8 inches changes the ratio of loaded to unloaded width of sub-

grade from 14/8 to 16/6, an increase of approximately 52V2 per cent.

;

while the combination of the decreased tie-spacing and increased ballast
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depth increases the original ratio from 14/8 to 16/4, or approximately

128.6 per cent.

In the diagrammatic plan of track shown in Fig. 5 it is assumed

that the rail load is spread by the tie 18 inches on each side of the rail

centers, or, for an 8-inch tie, over an area of 36 times 8= 288 square

inches of the lower face of the tie under each rail, and over somewhat
less than the 36 4- 6 times 8 -\^6, or 588 square inches of the sub-grade.

The corresponding area of unloaded sub-grade is 42 times 8, or 336 square

inches, and the ratio of loaded to unloaded sub-grade areas is 588/336.

Decreasing the tie-spacing to 20 inches will increase this ratio to 558/252,

or 33 1/3 per cent., while combining with this decrease, an increase of bal-

last depth of 2 inches will increase the ratio to 588/168, or 100 per cent.

Fig. 5 also shows that with 18 ties per 33-ft. rail the unloaded area of

sub-grade between adjacent ties becomes zero when the depth of ballast

is increased from 6 inches to 14 inches, while with 20 ties per 33-ft.

rail it becomes zero with a ballast depth of 12 inches.

According to Johnson's formula for stone ballast, uniform distribution

of sub-grade loading will be obtained with 21 1/3 inches of ballast for 18

ties per 33-ft. rail and with 182/3 inches of ballast for 20 ties per 33-ft.

rail.

Any consideration of the relief to be expected from decreasing the

tie-spacing, increasing the depth of ballast or otherwise, should take into

account the cost, and in this connection Table 2 is presented on page 471.

From this table it is seen that a reduction of tie-spacing from 22

inches to 20 inches increases the ratio of width of loaded to unloaded

sub-grade by 331/3 per cent, at a cost of $464, $928 and $1,856 per mile

for single-, double- and four-track lines, respectively, while an increase of

ballast depth of two inches (from 6 inches to 8 inches) increases this ratio

by 521/^ per cent, at the resoective cost of $256.90. $507.23 and $1,006.51 per

inch additional ballast, or $513.80, $1,014.46 and $2,013.02 for the two inches

of additional ballast. Whether the first or the second or a combination

of both is best is therefore somewhat of an open question.

Some individuals and committees have recently recommended a ballast

depth greatly in excess of previously existing standards and still greater

than the ballast depths actually obtaining even on our densely traveled

lines without qualification dependent upon either the sub-grades or the

characteristics of the imposed loads.

To the writer it appears that the design of railroad track must be

approached in the same way as the design of any mechanical parts. As a

foundation it should be treated like any other foundation, and a study of

its requirements, purposes, construction and maintenance should be made.

It must be designed to carry loads of certain individual magnitude, density

and speed, etc., and must do this upon sub-grade of given conditions.

With a sufficient amount of the right kind of data, it should be possible

to combine the knowledge of the loads to be imposed with that of the

sub-grade conditions, and prescribe the most efficient and economical track
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construction, which, if it cannot be immediately provided, can be ap-

proached from year to year in connection with regular track maintenance

work. Sub-grade conditions vary materially within short distances, but

with these conditions properly charted it should be a very easy matter,

in bringing the condition of the track up to a desired standard, to conr

centrate effort upon those sections which are farthest from that standard

and which will be located from tabulated or charted data or from the

frequency of service failure.

Table 2.

Statement showing comparative cost of increasing number of ties per rail

length (33 ft.) from 18 to 20 and cost per inch depth of putting

additional ballast under standard track of one of our larger lines:

Single-

Ties per mile spaced track.

18 per rail length 2,880

20 per rail length 3,200

Additional ties 320

)ouble-
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tions are of less importance than some of those relating to track

construction.

The writers upon maintenance-of-way subjects will have served a use-

ful purpose if they succeed in focusing attention upon the comparative de-

ficiency of experimental work in this field, for as soon as this deficiency

is realized, then work will be inaugurated which will, in a few years, ele-

vate the science of track construction to its proper level. The condition

of our tracks is now lagging behind requirements, and we cannot con-

sistently hope for a better state of affairs unless some move along scien-

tific lines is soon inaugurated. In the meantime, locomotive and car

designers must "mark time," so far as increased loads and speeds are

concerned.

While some investigation should necessarily be made under regular

service, many can, nevertheless, be (and a few have been) carried out

upon an experimental track of significant proportions. An experimental

track was constructed a comparatively short time ago by the Prussian

State Railroads at Oranienburg, Germany, and is being used to determine

experimentally the best construction. Dr. W. K. Hatt, of Purdue Univer-

sity, who visited this installation a few years ago, reported

:

"It consists of an oval track two miles in circumference over which
runs a train consisting of electric locomotive and cars. At about evei^y

fifty feet two vertical rail ends were sunk in the ground on each side

of the track and clips riveted onto them to serve as a reference line, for

measurement of track deformation. The service is considered as severe

in one year as eight years on the main line. The cost of the roadbed and
equipment is stated to have been $40,000.

"About a year before my visit the first track had become worn out

and a new track consisting mainly of steel and beech ties had been set

under service.

"Some of the elements which were being experimented with at Ora-
nienburg may be listed as follows : Prussian standard steel ties with side

ribs have been down one year in different forms of ballast. The evidences

of derailment of cars were visible, but the steel ties were not sprung.

The modern double steel tie was used at the joints.

"Various forms of anchorage of rails to ties were under experimenta-
tion. These anchors are found more necessary in steel ties than in the case

of wood. The various forms of anchors seemed all to be effective, al-

though the track as a whole had not been down long enough to give final

results.

"The scarf joint appeared to be unsuccessful, inasmuch as the inner

edge of the scarf sheared off at the edge, due to the wave motion in the

rail.

"The records of traffic passing over this experimental track show that

in 369 working days the number of kilometre tons was about six million.

In the months of January, February, March and April, in 1909, there were
nearly seven million kilometre tons. The locomotive weighed 59^ tons

and would pull a train of from 240 to 375 tons. The speed of the train

was 60 kilometres per hour.

"At the time of my visit the plant was not in operation.

"The above notes were jotted down from conversation with one of the

officials in charge at the time of the visit, and were not submitted to the

railway authorities for confirmation. Thej^ should serve, therefore, to

illustrate the program of work rather than to present official conclusions."
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The loads imposed upon this experimental track are insignificant in

comparison with those which, for the results obtained, to be of service

would have to be placed upon such a track in this country.

The writer would suggest that an experimental track be designed and

constructed in the form of a figure 8, so that one loop could be operated

while the other was being prepared for test. On this track, properly en-

closed by fencing, etc., a motor, hauling any desired combination of cars,

loaded with any desired axle loads, could be controlled from the office ot

an engineer of maintenance-of-way tests, located in the center of either

of the loops, and in this way any combination of rails, fastenings, ties,

joints, ballast, frogs, switches, signals and safety devices could be tested.

The value of an ability by this method to rapidly test rails of different

steels, under more scientific conditions, must be apparent when the amount

of work done in settling rail questions during the last ten years is

considered.

Such a plant, with its so general benefits, could very properly be

jointly constructed by interested railroads, perhaps under the direction

of the American Railway Engineering Association, and tests on it car-

ried out by some one of our educational institutions interested, in much
the same way that motive power department tests of various equipment

furnished by different railroads, directly or indirectly through the Master

Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associations, have for some years

been conducted at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE III—ON TIES.

L. A. Dowxs, Chairvian; F. R. Lavng, Vice-Chairmaii

;

C. C. Albright, E. D. Jackson,

M. S. Blaiklock, E. R. Lewis,

W. J. Burton, J. B. Meyers,

W. A. Clark, A. T. Neafie,

S. B. Clement, I. O. Walker,
R. C. Falconer, H. S. Wilgus,

L. C. Hartley, Louis Yager,

Committee.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned jour Committee by the Board
of Direction

:

\. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Continue the studj^ of effect of design of tie plates and track
spikes on the durability of cross-ties.

3. Submit specifications for cross- and switch-ties

:

(a) When used without preservative treatment.

(b) When to be used with a preservative liquid.

4. Report on trials of metal, composite and concrete cross-ties, and
give results to date.

5. Report on future timber supply for ties, both domestic and foreign.

The work was divided into Sub-Committees, as follows

:

L L. A. Downs, Chairman; F. R. Layng, E. R. Lewis, E. D. Jackson.
2. F. R. Layng, Chairman; M. S. Blaiklock, R. C. Falconer, A. J.

Neafie, H. S. Wilgus.
3. E. R. Lewis, Chairman; W. A. Clark, Louis Yager.
4. W. J. Burton, Chairman; L. C. Hartley, C. C. Albright.

5. E. D. Jackson, Chairman; J. B. Meyers, I O. Walker, S. B.

Clement.

(2) EFFECT OF DESIGN OF TIE PLATES AND TRACK SPIKES

ON THE DURABILITY OF CROSS-TIES.

Your Committee reports progress and submits the following

:

Four meetings were held by the Sub-Committee, one of which was

an inspection of the abandoned line of the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

ern Railroad between Clark's Summit and Hallstead, Pa., where a detailed

study was made of the effect of tie plates and fastenings on ties under

exceedingly heavy traffic.

In addition to this, a series of questions were submitted to a number

of railroads, the purpose of which was to develop, if possible, the cause

of failure to protect the tie. The Committee felt that a study along

this line might develop the reasons for the rapid changes in design that

475
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have taken place. Attached hereto is a tabulation of 39 replies received.

A summary of these replies is given below

:

TiK. Plates.

Question No. 1. Are the tie plates now in use and used prior to this date

on your track giving entire satisfaction?

27 Roads report their present plates satisfactory.

11 Roads report their present plates unsatisfactory.

1 Road made no report.

Question No. 2-A. Have you had any failures to fully protect the tie,

from mechanical wear?

23 Roads report Yes.
15 Roads report No.
1 Road made no report."

Question No. 2-B. Have you had anv failures to fully protect the tie,

by inducing more rapid decay?

21 Roads report Yes.
16 Roads report No.
2 Roads made no report.

Question No. 2-C. Was the cause of failure due to insufficient strength

of the tie plate itself?

26 Roads report Yes.
9 Roads report No.
4 Roads made no report.

Question No. 3. Which of the three causes of failure enumerated above
has occurred most frequently, and is, in your opinion, most
serious?

12 Roads report "Mechanical wear."
6 Roads report "Inducing more rapid decay."

15 Roads report "Insufficient strengtli of the tie plate itself."

6 Roads made no report.

Fastenings.

Question No. 6. Have the type of fastenings (screw or spike), in use,

given entire satisfaction ?

Cut-Spike : 20 Roads report Yes.

15 Roads report No.
Screw-Spike : 6 Roads report Yes.

1 Road reports No.
4 Roads reported on both cut-and screw-spike.

I Road made no report.

Question No. 7. What kind of rail fastenings do you use?

35 Roads use Cut-Spike.
8 Roads use Screw-Spike.
2 Roads made no report.

6 Roads reported on both screw- and cut-spike.

Qqestion No. 8-A. Have you had any failures to fully protect the tie

from mechanical wear?

12 Roads report Yes.
16 Roads report No.
II Roads made no report.
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Question No. 8-B. Have you had any failures to fully protect the tie

by inducing more rapid decay?

11 Roads report Yes.

18 Roads report No.
10 Roads made no report.

Question No. 8-C. Have you had any failures to fully protect the tie

by reducing the strength of the tie?

10 Roads report Yes.

18 Roads report No.
11 Roads made no report.

In addition to the above is attached Appendi.x A, covering informa-

tion secured on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad abandoned

line between Qark's Summit and Hallstead, Pa., and Appendix B, which

is a history of the development of the tie plate on the Pennsylvania Lines

West of Pittsburgh, the information for which was furnished by R.

Trimble, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Northwest System, and

W. C. Gushing, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Southwest System.

The study of the eflfect of tie plates and fastenings on the life of

cross-ties leads to the following general conclusions

:

(1) The principal cause of failure to protect the tie has been due

to insufficient area and thickness of the tie plate.

(2) That a design of tie plate with an equal bearing surface on

each side of the rail has proven unsatisfactory.

(3) That properly to protect the tie, movement between the tie

plate and the tie must be eliminated as far as practicable.

(4) The Committee does not believe that, in general, the plates now
considered satisfactory have sufficient excess strength to prove satisfac-

tory throughout their life, under normally increasing wheel-loads and

traffic conditions.

(5) That projections on the bottom of the tie plate should not be

greater than 3-16-inch.

Sufficient data have not been collected by the Committee for them to

present any definite conclusions as to the effect of fastenings on the life

of ties, but their further investigation only confirms the previous judg-

ment of the Committee, that the use of cut spikes driven without boring

holes not only hastens decay, but seriously impairs the strength of the tie

by the destruction of the wood fibers, and that a properly designed screw-

spike is least destructive of any of the present forms of fastenings in

general use.
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STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF THE DESIGN OF TIE PLATES AND TRACK SPIKES ON THE

Railroad
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DURABILITY OF CROSS TIES. INFORMATION SOLICITED TO SHOW CAUSES OF FAILURES.

Question No. 2-C

Have you had any failures

to fully protect the tie:

Was the cause of failure

due to insufficient strength
of the tie plate itself?
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STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF THE DESIGN OF TIE PLATES AND TRACK SPIKES ON THE

Railroad
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DURABILITY OF CROSS TIES. IXFORMATlON SOLICITED TO SHOW CAUSES OF FAILURES.

Question No. 2-C

Have you had any failures

to fully protect the tie:

Was the rause of failure

due to insufficient strength

of the tie plate itself?

Yes, thin plates buckled up.

No.

Old style tie plat€S too
light, break and bend.
Deep rib plates bend
where tie rots under traf-

fic.

In Wolhaupt«r plates as
abandoned, yes.

Yes.

No record.

No.

Question No. 3

Which of the three causes of

failure enumerated above
(in Question 2) has oc-

curred most frequently,

and is in your opinion,

most serious?

Insufficient

area.

strength and

Insufficient area lor soft ties

Rapid decay with deep ribs

also causing frequent adz-
ing.

Deep flanges, insufficient

area and projection out-

.side of rail, causing me-
chanical wear.

Deep flanged plate so injur-

ious to ties in general

that it was abandoned.
Flat bottom plates satis-

factory.

Mechanical wear.

Question No. 4

Please furnish prints of de-

sign of the tie plates

which have been found
unsatisfactory.

Have none.

Failures due to decay under
plate.

Flanges cutting tie.

No prints, but old plates

were of deep, long flange,

Goldie type which pene-

trates wood to consider-

able depth inducing rot.

lbs., S'xS'xj'i'. 4 long-

itudinal ribs, 2 center, J^"
edge ribs, j?" deep. 6H"
x8}^"xj^', outside shoul-

der, cut spike i-l4' long,

ribs, 14" cant.

Wolhaupter plate, deep
flanges, insufficient area
and strength, also flat

bottomed plate, insuffici-

ent projection outside of

rail, allowing rail to roll.

Deep flanged plates in gen-

eral.

Small Servis tie plate

5"x8''xM'' and Goldie
plates. No prints.

75 lbs., 5'x8'xY''e', 4 long,

ribs, 2 center v^', edge }i'.
70 lbs., 5'x8"xt\' 3 long,

ribs, center li', edge |1',

sides cut too deep. Goldie
5'x7y2'xTV. 70 lbs., 5}^'

x7Ji'xJ|° outside shoul-
der, flat bottom. 67 lbs.,

yVs'xS'xH', 2 HVA'
channels under rail, out-

side shoulder, all cut spike

Question No. 5

Plea.se furnish prints of de-
sign of tie plates which
you consider most satis-

factory.

Wolhaupter 6°x8}^'.

Sellers t\-pp 3^' diag. ribs.

Outsideshoulder,cutspike
70-80-90-lb. 7J^''x8H"x/g'.
61K-63K-68}^-lb. 7H'x8'x
x'b'. 56-lb. IVz'xyys'zjY.

All plates of Sellers tj-pe.

65-100-lb. 6'x9K' shoul-
der, cut spike. Greater
projection outside of rail.

191.5 de.sign. 1911 design,
50-lb. to 72-lb. 6'x8'.

Punching denotes right or
left and weight of rail.

Favor Lundie style of bot-
tom as it reduces cutting
and mechanical wear. Flat
bottom or shallow blunt
ribs should have crown-
ing to prevent rattling.

Recommend two shal-
low transverse ribs.

Screws' spike, flat bottom,
outside shoulder, spike
shoulder, in.side. 80-lb.
7"xlO}4'x^'. 91-lb. to
105-lb. 7'xlOys'x%', H"
greater projection outside.
Improved plates with fg'
ribs, also hook shoulder.

Harriman 90-lb. cut spike,

8J^'x8?i'xM" with 2 l^Y^
i'i" transverse channels on
top of plate, outside shoul-
der, flat bottom.

80-100-lb. TxS'xYz" outside
shoulder, cut spike, 4 Y^
lugs. 80-100-lb. same as
above for screw spike,

having spike shoulder in-

side.

Sellers design. 7J^'x8}^"x/g'
outside shoulder, 3^' di-

agonal ribs, cut spike.

Lundie 100-lb. TxlOHV/i"-
y^" cant, out. shoulder,cut
.spike. 80-100-lb. flat bot-
tom, 7'xlOM"S/i' outside
and spike shoulder, cut
and screw spike.
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DURABILITY OF CROSS TIES. INFORMATION SOLICITED TO SHOW CAUSES OF FAILURES.

Question No. 2-C

Have you had any failures

to fully protect the tie:

Was the cause of failure

due to insufficient strength
of the tie plate itself?
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DURABILITY OF CROSS TIES. INFORMATION SOLICITED TO SHOW CAUSES OF FAILURES.

Question No. 2-C

Have you had any failures

to fully protect the tie:

Was the cause of failure

due to insufficient strength
of the tie plate itself?
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STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF THE DESIGN OF TIE PLATES AND TRACK SPIKES ON THE
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DURABILITY OF CROSS TIES. INFORMATION SOLICITED TO SHOW CAUSES OF FAILURES.

Question No. 8-B

Have you had any failures

to fully protect the tie:

Inducing more rapid de-
cay? State cause.
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STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF THE DESIGN OF TIE PLATES AND TRACK SPIKES ON THE
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DURABILITY OF CROSS TIES. INFORMATION SOLICITED TO SHOW CAUSES OF FAILURES.

Question No. 8-B

Have you had any failures

to fully protect the tie:

Inducing more rapid de-

cay? State cause.
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STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF rHE^E^^G^^OF^J^^^R^^^^^J^J^

Railroad

Question No. 6

Fastenings: Has the type

of rail fastenings (screw or

spike) in use given entire

satisfaction?

Pennsylvania Lines West.
, ^ ^ .,

W C. Gushing, Ch. Eng. Cut spike, no.

M. W.

Question No. 7

What kind of rail fastenings

do you use? (Please fur-

nish prints.)

Philadelphia & Reading. .

.

F. S. Stevens, Eng. M. W.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

.

J. A. Atwood, Ch. Eng.

Cut spike Vb^Vs x6H .

spike same as Lines

East."

Question No. 8-A

Have vou had any failures

to fully protect the tie?

From mechanical wear?

What was the cause of the

failure?

Yes, no spike fully protects.

Cut spike at less cost

gives as good protection

as screw spike.

Satisfactory, cut spike. Ordinary raihoad spike.
,

No.

Cut spike not entirely sat- ^ut spike,

isfactory. '

Yes.

Richmond, Fredericksburg

& Potomac Cut spike.

S. B. Rice, Eng. M. W.

St. Louis-San Francisco

V. K. Hendricks, Asst.

Ch. Eng.

Southern • •
•

B. Herman, Ch. Eng.

M. W. & S.

Southern • •• •

J. E. Buckley, Eng. M. W.

No type satisfactory. Mer-

its of cut spikes warrant

their use instead of screw

spike.

Southern Pacific

J. Q. Barlow, Asst. Ch.
Eng.

Ordinary track spike holds

very well with tie plate.

Cut spike.

Cut spike j%"^i%"^Hi" over

all.

Yes, spike cutting.

Cut spike, chisel type.

i^B"x5ii" over all.

ts'iSM"- Cut spike.

Cut spike giving fair meas-

ure of satisfaction.

Union Pacific

E. E. Adams, Con. Eng.

Yes, wave motion of track

causes spike to wear, often

requiring resetting or re-

newal.

Vandalia
F. T. Hatch, Ch. Eng.

Wabash •
R. H. Howard, Ch. Eng.

M. W.

SUMMARY OF
REPLIES . . .

.

Cut spike. Have tried un-

satisfactory type of screw

spike. Probably coming

to screw spike with shoul-

der on tie plate, otherwise

screw spike has not suffic-

ient resistance against

spread track.

Cut spike, yes.

Main line. Cut spike H x6 .

Branch hnes ft x5>i .

Screw spike has proved

complete failure.

Cut spike, ^"xe^"- Chisel

type.

Ordinary cut spike.

Yes, frequent driving and
resetting.

Cut spike—20 roads report

yes; 15 roads report no.

Screw spike—6 roads re-

port yes; 1 road reports

no: 1 road made no report.

4 roads reported on both

cut and screw spike.

No.

No.

35 Roads use cut spike.

8 Roads use screw spike.

2 Roads made no report.

6 Roads reported on both

screw and cut spike.

12 Roads report yes.

16 Roads report no.

11 Roads made no report.
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DURABILITY OF CROSS-TIES. INFORMATION SOLICITED TO SHOW CAUSES OF FAILURES.

Question No. 8-B

Have you had any failures

to fully proteot the tie:

Inducing more rapid de-

cay? State cause.

Form of fastening has little

effect on this, except as it

affects the mechanical

No.

No.

Yea, driving and withdraw-
ing.

Not due to spike itself.

Yes, redriving and breaking
structure of wood fiber.

No.

Wear in throat of spike,
caused by loosening and
rail running, due to insuf-

ficient holding power,
causes rapid decay.

11 Roads report yes.
1 18 Roads report no.
10 Roads made no report.

Question No. 8-C

Have you had any failures

to fully protect the tie:

Reducing the strength of

the tie? State cause.

No.

Remarks

No.

No.

Yes, redriving. These fail-

ures can be eliminated
with proper plates.

No.

Yes, redriving and use of

plugs. No failures except
when aggravated by de-
cay.

No.

Failure as shown in No. 8B
requires removal of spike,
plugging, and respiking,

which reduces the
strength of the tie.

10 Roads report yes.
18 Roads report no.

11 Roads made no report.

75% of ties Oregon fir, 25% California red wood. Screw
spike failed principally by losing all adhesion to wood.
One exception is 25 miles of screw spike with helical

linings on double track in Nevada. Screw spike track
costs S1200 per mile over cut spike. Three years' ser-

vice show equal results with cut spike construction.
While future may develop superiority of screw spike
with helical lining at present do not justify increased
expense whatever.
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(3) SPECIFICATIONS FOR CROSS- AND SWITCH-TIES: (A)-

WHEN USED WITHOUT PRESERVATIVE TREAT-
MENT; (B) WHEN TO BE USED WITH A PRESERVA-
TIVE LIQUID.

The Committee was unable to secure definite instructions covering

work on Subject No. 3 until September. These instructions directed the

Committee to take up specifications for ties which are to be subjected to

preservative processes and suggested consultation with the Committee on

Wood Preservation. Believing it was then too late to secure action from

the Wood Preservation Committee as a whole, letters were sent to each

member as follows

:

"Sub-Committee No. 3, of the Tie Committee of the American Rail-

way Engineering Association, has been instructed to consider specifica-

tions for ties which are to be subjected to preservative processes.

"It has been suggested that ties, of a given species of timber, when
intended for treatment, should have different qualities than if to be used
untreated, and should therefore be purchased under different specifica-

tions. Kindly advise if your practice recognizes this difference or your
experience proves its desirability.

"The Sub-Committee has been delayed in receiving its instructions,

and as the time seems too short for action by the Committee on Wood
Preservation, as a whole, this letter is being sent to each member of the

above Committee, earnestly hoping that he will favor the Sub-Committee
with an expression of his personal views at an early date."

After studying the replies it was concluded that the specifications for

ties to be treated should be the same as for ties to be used untreated,

except as to kinds of timber, length of time ties should be stored before

delivery and amount of sapwood allowable in certain species.

A second letter was sent to members of the Wood Preservation Com-
mittee, suggesting the following clauses to be inserted in specifications

for ties to be treated

:

"(1) Ties of the following species of timber shall not have been
cut or trees felled more than months at the time of delivery:

Red Oak, Pine, etc.

"This clause would be inserted only in localities where ties deteriorate

very rapidly.

"(2) Ties made from Cypress and Dense Pine, showing greater

amount of sapwood on the face than is permissible for ties to be used
untreated, will be accepted and classed among the ties to be treated."

Replies received were mostly favorable to the insertion of these

clauses.

The reason for specifying the maximum time that ties may be stored

before delivery is to preclude the acceptance of ties that have been piled

in such a manner and under such conditions that the fungi of decay have

affected the ties without its being readily discernible.

The general clause in the specifications which rules out ties having

anv defect that affects their strength or durability could cover this con-
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dition, if it was apparent, but it is believed that the time limit is an impor-

tant additional precaution.

The time allowed after cutting sliould vary with tlie kind of timber

and the local conditions of warmth and moisture. In some localities re-

strictions of this kind may not be necessary.

The Committee submits the following for revision of the Manual:

Insert in Specifications for Cross-Ties at end of paragraph No. 2

:

*"Ties made from White Oak, Cypress and Dense Pine, showing a

greater amount of sapwood than is permissible for ties to be used un-

treated, will be classed among ties to be treated."

*To be inserted in localities where tie.s deteriorate very rapidly.

Insert at end of paragraph No. 3

:

*"Ties of shall not

(Insert Species of Timber.)

have been cut or trees felled more than months at time of

delivery."

*To be inserted in localities where ties deteriorate very rapidly.

In addition to replies received from members of the Wood Preserva-

tion Committee, Lowry Smith, Superintendent of Wood Preservation,

Northern Pacific Railway, met with Sub-Committee No. 3 and made many

lielpful suggestions:

Replies which support the Committee's recommendations are quoted

below

:

X^eo. E. Rex, Manager Treating Plants. Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe
Railway System:

In my opinion the suggestions offered are good additions to the speci-

fications, and I would recommend that the first suggestion carry with it

a period of not to exceed sixty days.

E. A. Sterling, Consulting Engineer:

I am strongly in favor of specifying definite and different qualities

for ties which are to be treated. I believe it is entire!}- proper to state

certain species of timber should not have been cut, or trees or ties left in

the woods more than a given number of days or months prior to de-

livery. The assumption in this case is that decay might start in the log,

or what is more important, the ties in the woods are never properly

piled, and the deterioration sets in before they are delivered to the rail-

road company.
As chairman of Committee No. 2 of the American Wood Preservers'

Association. I prepared a report which apoears, beginning at page 169. in

the report of the Association for 1916. Under the heading of "Preparing
Timber for Treatment," the following appears

:

"Insist on prompt delivery of all material to the seasoning yard, and
on open piles while in the woods or on the right-of-way, the closest

piling permissible being 7 by 2. Gum should not be left in the woods nor
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in close piles over ten days ; treatable hardwoods and sap pine not over 30
days and heart pine not over 60 days."

In regard to point 2 in your letter : It should be permissible for ties

which are to be treated to show a greater amount of sap on the face
than those which are used without treatment. Since sapwood of equal
density and weight is as strong as heartwood, it should be permitted on
ties which are to be treated."

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk, Consulting Timber Engineer:

I must apologize many times for my neglect in replying to your
inquiry with reference to clauses for the Tie Committee. With reference
to same, I would advise that in general these two clauses are very appro-
priate. The only suggestion I would have for Clause No. 1 is that you
enumerate some of the worst species of timber in addition to red oak
and pine, particularly gum and beech. The second clause is O. K. I

would suggest adding to this White Oak. As you know, White Oak ties

are being treated by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, Reading,
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and Santa Fe, and I know of two or three
other roads who are seriously considering treating them. This on account
of the fact that White Oak ties are shov/ing an increasing amount of
sapwood, and where life expectation of 12 to 15 years is considered, 5 to 6
or even 1 years' length of life are no longer considered sufficient.

A. J. Neafie, Principal Assistant Engineer, Delaware, Lackazvanna &\
Western :

It is distinctly specified in all our specifications for ties and timber
that the timber shall not have been cut nor the trees felled more than
six (6) months prior to the time of delivery. This indicates that Clause
No. 1, proposed by the Sub-Committee is essential.

Clause No. 2 also covers an important addition to tie and timber
specifications. This has been taken care of in our specifications for

Yellow Pine ties by the clause covering summerwood.

C. M. Taylor, Stiperintendcnt. Port Reading Creosoting Plant:

Pine ties should not be held in the South more than three months,
and Red Oak ties not more than six months. I should think that there

should be diflferentiations made on some such lines.

I would change the wording of No. 2 to read as this : "Ties made
from Cypress and Long Leaf Pine, showing a greater amount of sap-

wood on the face than is permissible for ties to be used untreated will be
accepted and classed among ties which should be treated."

The same should be applied to Southern White Oak. A good' deal

of the White Oak which comes from' Virginia and other southern states

has in some cases two or three inches of sapwood on them. Sapwood on
such ties rots very rapidly, and I would urge the treatment of White
Oak, which has an inch or more of sapwood on them.

E. H. Botvser, Superintendent Timber Department, Illinois Central
Railroad

:

I would recommend the following for ties in the territory covered
by the Illinois Central, south of the Ohio River:

(1) "Ties of the following species of timber shall not have been
cut or trees felled more than three months in fall and winter or two
months in spring and summer at the time for delivery : Red Oak, Pine,

Beech. Elm, Ash."
This applies to territory approximately below the 40th parallel of

latitude.

(2) "Ties made from Cypress and Longleaf Yellow Pine, showing
a greater amount of sapwood on the face than is permissible for ties
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to be used untreated, will be accepted and classed among the ties to be

treated."

W. H. Courtenay, Chief Engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad:

So far as my experience goes, Red Oak and Beech ties are the most
satisfactory ties for treatment, either with creosote oil or chloride of zinc.

These timbers do not make satisfactory ties untreated.

Such ties should be air-seasoned about nine months before being

treated.

This company has not creosoted extensively pine cross-ties, although

it has been using for many years creosoted bridge timber.

My experience with creosoted bridge timber leads me to believe that

a heart yellow pine tie will make a better tie when creosoted than a yellow-

pine tie carrying sap. The general opinion, so far as I have heard it

expressed, differs with me in this.

I do not think there is any justification whatever for treating good
cypress, for it will last for many years without treatment, and I feel

sure there would be no economy in the treatment, for cypress ties fre-

quently wear out by the mechanical action of the rails on the ties before

they rot out ; in fact, this is generally the case with good heart cypress.

L. C. Hartley, Chief Engineer, Chicago &• Eastern Illinois Railroad:

Our tie specifications at the present time provide that at the time of

delivery ties of the Red Oak family shall not have been cut or trees

felled more than six months and the rest of the ties to be treated not

more than three months. If the proposed clause is to be used in locali-

ties where ties deteriorate very rapidly, I feel that this time should be

materially reduced. I do not consider a clause of this kind very im-

portant as the specifications should have a clause which would reject

ties showing any imperfections which may impair their strength or

durability. This clause would, of course, exclude those which have begun
to show signs of sap rot or any other kind of deterioration due to having

laid too long. It would not be good policy to reject good sound ties

which have been cut from trees felled longer than specified.

This clause as proposed seems to be satisfactory except that in my
opinion all white cypress and cypress from southeast Missouri should be

treated. Red or Gulf Cypress and Longleaf Yellow Pine that will not

make a fair size tie after the sap has rotted should be treated as provided
for in the proposed clause.

Earl Stitnson, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad:

Objects to the time limit storing ties, but approves the recommendation
pertaining to sapwood and quotes F. J. Angier, Superintendent of Timber
Preservation, as follows

:

"Regarding Clause No. 1 of Sub-Committee No. 3, reading: "Ties of

the following species shall not have been cut or the trees felled more than
a certain number of months at the. time of delivery." I am not in favor
of putting a clause of this kind in for the reason that it is not followed

and cannot be followed.

There was a time when all of our specifications for ties specifically

stated that ties should not be accepted unless cut in the winter months
when the sap was down, between, say, October and April. If you will

notice the specifications that are now being printed by the different rail-

roads, you will notice this clause is omitted. We do not have it in our
specifications, neither is it in the specifications of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road. As a matter of fact, we are glad to get ties cut at any time

of the year, and, as you know, we are having all kinds of trouble in

getting ties at the present time. I believe this is a matter that should be
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decided by the tie inspectors. Our specifications say that all ties

must be cut from sound timber of good quality, free from loose or de-
cayed knots or other imperfections that would impair the strength or
durability of timber, but does not say that it should be cut in any par-
ticular month. If sound when inspected, it does not make any particular

difference when ties are cut, and I therefore believe that the first clause
in your specifications demands something that cannot be granted, and I

would certainly oppose it.

Regarding Clause No. 2 : "Ties made from Cypress and Longleaf
Yellow Pine, showing a greater amount of sapwood on the face than is

permissible for ties to be untreated, will be accepted and classed among
ties to be treated." I think this is all right and would O. K. it. I am
very much interested in ties and would like to see the A. R. E. A. specifi-

cations made so that the railroads could follow them, and- I am sure as

they now read we do not pay very much attention to them.

(4) METAL, COMPOSITE AND CONCRETE TIES.

The Committee was instructed to report on trials of metal, composite

and concrete cross-ties and to give results to date.

The. information furnished bj' the various railroads using substitute

ties is abstracted as usual, and the results to date are shown on the

tabulated statement. This statement is intended to include all installations

on steam railroads in America reported to the Association, and is thought

to cover practically all substitute ties used so far in this countrj'.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway:

Universal.— (R. J. Parker, General Manager, September 12, 1916.)

The Universal ties installed in Chicago are deteriorating by reason of

rust much greater than originally anticipated and it is probable that the

life of the tie in this vicinity will not exceed six years. Further, our

experience with this tie seems to indicate that it will be necessary to

renew the installation and the bolts in the fastenings at least once in

five years; the insulation by reason of wearing out and slipping out

of place also tends to make poor gage.

Baird.—As regards the Baird ties at Newton, there are only three

of them in the track and this is not a sufficient number to make a fair

test. These ties were inserted several years prior to the insertion of the

Universal tie and a recent inspection showed them to be in a condition

equally as good or better than the Universal ties installed In Chicago.

The fastenings, I think, are in better shape, as they are not corroded to

such an extent as the Universal.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad:

BouGHTON.— (Earl Stimson, Engineer Maintenance of Way, August 19,

1916.) The Boughton steel ties which were placed in the track at Akron,

Ohio, in 1904, have not proven satisfactory. The traffic at this point is

not very heavy, but even under this moderate traffic several of the ties

have broken and been removed. The fastenings are laterally weak and

very badly corroded.

Seventeen of these ties were installed on October 15, 1904, two
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of the ties were removed in December, 1911, one in October, 1912, four

failed in service and were removed in December, 1913, one removed in

December, 1913, account of damage caused by derailment, two removed

in August, 1914, two were removed in 1915, but there is no record of the

month in which they were removed. There are now remaining in track

five ties, which will be removed in a short time.

In regard to the steel ties at Marriottsville, prior to 1911 about

30 per cent, of these ties were removed account of having been dam-

aged by derailments. In the fall of 1911 a derailment occurred which

demonstrated the weakness of the rail fastenings. As a result of this

all the ties on the curves were removed from the track, but those on

tangents were allowed to remain. From time to time those on the tan-

gents have been removed until at the present time there are none in

the track.

Metal Tie Co.'s Ties.—'In regard to the Metal Tie Co.'s ties in

track at Martinsburg, W. Va., the status of these ties is the same as

repo-rted in the 1915 Proceedings except that the blocking has been

renewed, all ties straightened up, respaced and resurfaced. The blocking

which was removed w^as badly crushed and split.

Boston & Maine Railroad:

Carnegie.— (F. A. Merrill, Engineer Maintenance of Way, August 15,

1916.) Below is a copy of report which was made on service of experi-

mental set of steel ties under No. 6 turnout, which ties, installed in July,

1906, were removed in October, 1913

:

Location Main freight track yard No. 7, East St., E. Cambridge.
Traffic conditions. . .Severe and constant.

Bought from Carnegie Steel Co.

Number 39 41^ in. by S]/; in. bv 8 in.—22 lbs. per ft.

Installed. B. & M. Railroad labor, July 5, 1906.

Removed B. & M. Railroad labor, October 2, 1913.

Length of service. . . Seven and one-half years.

Cost.

Ties and fastenings $128.93

Labor 43.00

Total ; $171.93

Scrap value, 8,750 lbs. at $10 a ton 43.75

For 7V2 years, not including maintenance $128.18

Per year 1 7.68

For four years these ties stood up well. After that time the action

of gases and salt drippings from fish cars caused them to corrode quickly.

Bolt holes grew larger and clips insecure, through rusting, allowing

rails to slide on ties. One year ago spacing straps had to be placed from

rail to rail to keep proper gage which would vary one inch under traffic.

Upon removal from track ties were found to be in very bad shape.

The tops were buckled and dented under rail bases and in some cases
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badly bent lengthwise. Ties were badly corroded to a depth of about

l4-'in. all over.

These ties were replaced by hard pine ties as safety of traffic did

not warrant their use any longer. Cost of No. 6 turnout, labor, hard pine

ties and rail laying:

Ties, 2.16 M at $30 $ 64.80

Labor 38.00

Probable life of ties under same conditions, nine (9) years $102.80

Cost Per Year.
Steel ties per year $ 17.68

Wood ties per year 11.42

Excess cost steel ties per year $ 6.25

Steel ties this case 54 per cent more expensive than wood ties.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Railway:

Carnegie.— (E. F. Robinson, General Manager, August 12, 1916.)

The Carnegie steel ties installed in our main track at Colden, N. Y., in

1905 will probably have to be removed next year, on account of the bottom

flanges being badly deteriorated. Considerable difficulty has been ex-

perienced during the past year in maintaining the track in proper surface

and line.

These ties are laid in limestone ballast and there are no unusual

conditions such as brine drippings, which would tend to shorten their life.

We are not experimenting with any other form of substitute tie, creo-

soted ties being used exclusively in our main tracks.

Chicago & Alton Railroad:

Kimball.— (H. T. Douglas, Jr., Chief Engineer, August 24, 1916.)

The Kimball concrete tie proved a failure. These concrete ties were

hammered to pieces by our heavy engines and when they reached the

point where they were not safe they were removed from our tracks.

None of them now are in our roadway; all of them having been removed

about three years.

Simplex.—The Simplex steel tie is still in our tracks and giving ex-

ceedingly good service. These ties are located just beyond the corporate

limits of tfhe City of Chicago, near Le Moyne, and may be seen at any

time.

The Railway Tie Corporation.— (H. T. Douglas, Jr., Chief Engi-

neer, January 8, 1917.) This tie consists of an inverted T section of

rolled steel, having a 10-in. base, 5 in. high, 5-16 in. thick and 8 ft. long.

Under each rail there is a pair of white oak blocks 18 in. by 6 in. by 4^ in.,

which rest on the bottom flanges of the tie. Each pair of blocks is bolted

to the web with two J'^-in. by 12 in. bolts. The blocks are treated with

crude oil. Tie complete weighs 225 pounds. As the blocks extend above

the top of the web they provide insulation. Rail may be fastened to the

blocks by either drive or screw spikes and there are some of each in
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tliis installation. Ties are spaced 14 to 30- ft. rail on this installation and

some of them are tie plated.

Fifty of these ties were installed in July, 1916, in the eastbound pas-

senger track, on a ballast deck bridge over Robey street, Chicago, and

151 of the same design in the westbound passenger track on ballast deck

bridge at Twenty-second and Canal streets, Chicago, in November, 1916.

These bridges are through plate girders and the ballast is crushed rock.

This tie is especially suitable for use on through girder bridges,

owing to the fact that the blocks may be renewed without disturbing

the tie or ballast.

Chicago Junction Raikvay:

BuHRER.— (G. W. Hegel, Chief Engineer, October 24, 1916.) Regard-

ing Buhrer ties, I have looked through all our records, but am unable

to find where we ever installed any Buhrer ties, and think this must be

an error, as I have searched my files very thoroughly but am imable to

find this record.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Raikvay:

Carnegie—Israel.— (C. A. Paquette, Chief Engineer, September 7,

1916.) The Israel ties which were placed in this track for test have

all been removed, as they shattered under traffic. The Carnegie ties east

of Greensbiirg are giving excellent service. While there is but a mile

of track supplied with these ties, and, therefore, not a sufficient number

to make a conclusive test as to cost of maintenance, the section foreman

is unequivocal in his statement that the maintenance of the track, in

which these ties are placed, costs him much less in labor than does an

equal amount of track in which the rails are supported on wooden ties.

From personal observation I know that the track is in excellent shape.

Outside of surfacing the track, the only attention needed on these ties

is to see that the nuts holding down the rail clips are tight.

Cornwall & Lebanon Railroad:

Snyder.— (A. D. Smith, President, August 21, 1916.) Relative to

the Snyder metal ties in use on our line, we have nothing to add to the

former reports. The ties are in the track, where they were first placed,

and are giving good service.

Denver & Salt Lake Railroad:

Shane.— (Committee, September, 1916.) The Shane ties are located

on curve in the main track near 36th Avenue, North Denver. This line

was formerly the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, known as the "Moffat

Line." The ballast is gravel, poor quality. Ties are spaced 2-ft. centers.

The traffic is light, with moderate speed. Ties are bent from 5/16-in.

plate into trough shape and are about S in. deep, 8 in. wide and 8 ft. long.

Ties are similar in shape to the Univcr.sal, but without the projections

below base. Fastenings are malleable cast iron.

Thirteen of these ties were installed in September or October, 1812,

and 13 in August, 1916.
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When inspected in September, 1916, they were in good condition.

There was no apparent difference in the condition of the ties installed

in 1912 from those installed in 1916.

The location is favorable for long life for either metal or wooden
ties.

Denver Union Terminal Raihvay:

Shane.— (J. Keating, Manager, August 15, 1916.) With reference to

trials of metal, composite and concrete cross-ties : We do not have any

ties of the kinds referred to in service at the present time.

(A member of the Committee who visited Denver in September was
informed that these ties were removed in connection with a change in rail

and the installation of automatic signals in March, 1916.)

Duluth & Iron Range Railroad:

Carnegie.— (W. A. Clark, Chief Engineer, September 14, 1916.) Our

steel ties are located as follows : On Mile 79, near Mesaba station, there

are two stretches, one a distance of 693 ft., the other 160 ft.; on Mile

96, near Tower Junction, a stretch of 1,025 ft. Both these installations

are in heavy gravel ballast and the first one is partly on a 5-degree curve,

1 per cent, grade. On Mile X-2, southbound track, near Allen Junction,

there are two stretches, one 106 ft. long and the other 990 ft. long. These

are in light gravel ballast on 3 and 4-degree curves and on .75 per cent.

grade.

I might add that out of the original 2,000 ties a few were removed

shortly after installation, on account of damage by derailment, some

others have been removed for experimental purposes of one kind and

another, so that we now have 1,833 ties left. None were removed, how-

ever, account of deterioration.

Duluth, Missabe & Northern Railway:

Carnegie.— (H. L. Dresser, Chief Engineer, September 14, 1916.) Dur-

ing the year , 1908 we purchased 22,400 steel ties of the Carnegie Steel

Company's Section M-21. These ties were received in the fall of 1908 and

were placed in our track during the following winter. If you are not

familiar with this section number, these ties are 8 ft. 6 in. long and 5/^

in. high, weighing about 170 lbs. per tie. These ties have been in con-

tinuous service under extremely heavy traffic since that time and only one

tie has been removed. This was located on the hill leading from the yard.s

down to the ore docks, where we have about five miles of continuous 2

per cent, grade, and where the rails are inclined to creep. The clips

were so tight on this tie that the creeping rail shoved the tie and twisted

it somewhat, and it was removed on that account. At that time we had

no rail anchors on this hill, and we were having considerable trouble with

creeping rails. This is the only case of any trouble with the.se ties, and

this would not have occurred if the rails had been properly anchored

and the extreme strain on this tie prevented. This track has been easy

to maintain, and, of course, much cheaper than that composed of wooden
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ties, as we do not have to make any renewals, hence we are not con-

tinually loosening up ballast and making soft places in the track.

It will be eight years this coming winter since these ties were placed

in the track, and they look just as good now as the day they were put

in, and from present appearances they would be good for twenty-five or

thirty years yet, and perhaps twice that time.

Two miles of these ties were placed on the hill above mentioned be-

tween the yards and the ore docks, where we use a very heavy type of

Mallet engines, and during the season of 1915 we hauled something over

15,000,000 gross tons of ore over this track, besides the passenger trains

and merchandise freight, and we have already hauled about the same

amoimt this year. A large proportion of this freight comes over the

balance of the steel ties, but as the grades are light we do not use

so heavy a locomotive between the mines and the yards as we do be-

tween the yard and the docks. The cars used are hopper bottom steel

cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity and they are always loaded to the limit.

The average life of wooden ties in our main-line tracks is not far

from five years on account of the extremely heavy traffic. We have no

trouble with spreading rails on these steel ties, although we have had

some trouble with wooden ties where we cross muskeg swamps. It is

necessary for us to line spike the rails about once a year, notwithstanding

we have heavy tie plates underneath the rails. Up to the present time we
are exceedingly well pleasd with the service we have had from these ties

and can see no reason why we should change our minds in the future.

Elgin, Jolict & Eastern Railway:

Campbelx.— (A. Montzheimer, Chief Engineer, September 23, 1916.)

The Campbell concrete tie was constructed substantially as follows : Two
old boiler flues 8 ft. 4 in. long for the 8 ft. 6 in. tie, and 9 ft. 10 in. long

for the 10-ft. tie, were used for reinforcement. The flues were slotted

underneath the rails and heavy wire netting inserted in the slot. Three-

quarters inch round iron yokes were placed around the flues and wire

netting vertically. The yokes were placed in a diagonal position so that

the bolts and clips, by means of which the yoke held the rail in place,

were staggered same as spikes are staggered in fastening rail to the tie.

Harriman line standard tie plates were used underneath the rails. In

later ties a wooden block was also inserted under the rail for a cushion.

The boiler flues were also encased the entire length in chicken wire to

reinforce the concrete and make a better bond with old boiler flues.

I enclose print which shows the details of construction of this tie.

About 1,100 of these ties were made, the first being put in track in the fall

of 1904 and the last being put in the track in the fall of 1906. The last

of this form of concrete ties was removed in the fall of 1914, making the

maximum life ten years.

These ties cannot be considered a success. The reinforcing was not

so arranged to give the maximum strength. The ties were put in track

where traffic was very heavy, most of them being put in track used almost
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exclusively for handling hot metal and hot slag. A great many of these

ties were damaged on account of hot metal running out on the track

from ladles. Others were damaged on account of hot slag being dumped

on the track. However, aside from these severe conditions the ties failed

on account of settlement of the track and the pounding of the rails on

the tie. In many cases the concrete was shattered immediately underneath

the rail.

While some of these ties lasted ten years, they were cracked and

broken for several years before being taken out. I have no photographs

of this tie.

On page 250 of Bulletin 182 is a paragraph reading as follows : "In

reference to Campbell reinforced concrete ties, which were placed in our

track September 7, 1914. These ties have all been removed through failure.

The ties cracked, due to insufficient reinforcement. The concrete also

shattered considerably underneath the rail. The most service we got out

of these ties was eleven years, and some of them did not last that long."

I cannot find a letter where this information was given to the Com-
mittee. I think what I did state was that by the fall of 1914 all of

these ties had been removed from the track.

Carnegie.—At the present time we have 14,508 Carnegie steel cross-

ties in service, put in as follows

:

1907 50
1909 3,600

1910 7,000

1911 500
1912 1,000

1913 1,638

1914 240
1916 480

14.508

We also have 893 sets of Carnegie steel switch ties, put in as follows :

1912 154

1913 494
1914 rK.: 85

1915 j. trrrr.
.~ 160

893

Bates.—The Bates concrete ties are still in service in the eastbound

main track at Whiting, and are giving good satisfaction. As far as I can

see, these ties are in as- good condition as when first put in track. The

Carnegie steel ties are all in excellent condition and we are very much

pleased with the results we are getting.

Erie Railroad:

Carnegie.— (A. J. Stone, Vice-President, September 29, 1916.) Of

the Carnegie ties formerly in use at Jamestown, a number were re-

moved in November, 1914, on account of being broken and badly bent.

Some of the ties still in service are not satisfactory, trouble being caused
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by bending and breaking immediately under the rail, through the holes

by which the rail clip is fastened to the ties.

Of the ties formerly in use at Cleveland the last were removed dur-

ing 1914 on account of breakages and general bad condition.

Ties formerly in use at Croxton were removed in December, 1915.

Florida East Coast Railway:

Percival.— (C. S. Coe, Engineer Maintenance of Way, August 21*

1916.) The Percival Concrete Ties in use on this road for test have given

good satisfaction. They were originally installed with gum cushions, and

these have lasted very well. About a year ago it became necessary to re-

place some of these cushions and the replacement was made with oak.

Everything would indicate that the oak will not last as well as the gum
by several years. There is one principal criticism of these ties, and that

is the shape of their cross-section, the bottom being "V" shaped and it

is very difficult to keep the track in surface on account of the irregularity

of the bearing surface. We have not, as yet, had a derailment on this

particular track, and I am very skeptical of their ability to hold up under

derailment.

We do not contemplate installing any more of these, nor any other

form of metal composite or concrete cross-ties, so long as the price of

good heart pine ties remains as low as 37 cents delivered on our own
line.

Galveston, Harrisbiirg & San Antonio Railway:

Percival.— (I. A. Cottingham, Assistant General Manager, September

6. 1916.) Edgewater test, ties laid out of face, 50 installed October 22,

1906. Up to July 1, 1916, 5 ties have been replaced.

Edgewater test, ties laid interspersed with cypress lies, 50 installed

October 22, 1906. Up to July 1, 1916, 29 ties have been replaced.

Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain Railroad & Coal Company:

Stoneback.—r(A. E. Yohn, Superintendent, May 12, 1916.)

1. Plan : See cut.

2. Description; Constructed of crushed limestone, cement, steel and

wood block as shown in print.

3. Main track or siding : On tangent, on main track.

4. Weight of rail : 85 lbs. per yard.

5. Character of ballast : Crushed stone.

6. Number of ties per 30 ft. rail : Ftf-teen.

7. Character of sub-grade: Shale, cinder, slag, etc.

8. Total number of ties laid : Three.

9. Date installed : April 1, 1915.

10. Weight of tie : 580 lbs.

11. Cost: $6.87 each.

12. Point of manufacture : Saxton, Pa.

13. Where used : Long Siding, near Huntingdon, Pa.

The three ties referred to are in good condition at this date, and
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fifteen more ties have been made up according to the same plan and will

be placed in the track at an early date.

Lake Champlain & Moruih Railroad:

C.^RNEGiE.— (M. Moore, Superintendent, September 9, 1916.) The

Carnegie steel ties are still in the track and giving good service. We
have not been obliged to replace any of these ties.

Lake Erie & Wcsiern Railroad:

BuHRER.— (J. K. Conner. Chief Engineer, October 5, 1916.; In re-

gard to the Buhrer concrete ties which we have in our track at Tipton,

Ind., I have no change to make in my report of November 2, 1915. We
had 20 ties in the track which were placed in 1903. Three of them were

taken out in 1906, three in 1909 and three will have to be removed this

year. The ties failed on account of the concrete separating from the

metal in the ties.

Lake Terminal Railroad:

Carnegie.— (G. M. Ferguson. Superintendent, September 11, 1916.)

We now have in use about 156,000 steel ties, some of which were installed

as far back as 1907, from which we have received satisfactory results

up to the present year.

We have had a few ties break through the top flange and web, im-

mediately under the rail, where the same were subjected to very heavy

traffic, and w-here used under frogs, but this latter trouble was overcome

by using the heavier steel tie, section M-28.

I^ehigh Valley Railroad:

Carnegie.—(G. L. Moore, Engineer Maintenance of Way, August 14.

1916.) Regarding the use of substitute cross-ties, I beg to say that we
have no installation of such substitute on this railroad.

Long Island Railroad:

Carnegie.— (E. M'. Weaver, Engineer IMaintenance of Way, August

14, 1916.) There are no new results to report except that we still have

the few ties which were originally installed. These, of course, were put

in at an interlocking tower at a junction point where the speed is not

over five miles per hour and they have lasted very well. We have not

had any experience with this class of tie on a high-speed track.

Midvale Steel Company:

Snyder.— (N. C. Bradley, .\ssistant Superintendent, August 16, 1916.)

Regarding our experience with Snyder ties, our Yard Department reports

as follows

:

(1) The cost of the steel tie is prohibitive.

(2) The life of this tie is found to be about eight years.

(3) The cost of the wooden tie is about one-third the cost of the

steel tie.

(4) The life of the wooden tie is about five years.
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Therefore we get fifteen years' service with woudeu ties against eight

years with steel ties at the same cost. We will save more than the cost

of installation by the added length of life of the wooden tic.

It must be understood that the weight of material handled in our

works is very great, often exceeding by a very great margin the proper

load for rails or ties, so that our experience may not be comparable with

the general railroad experience.

New York Central Railroad:

Carnegie.^— (George W. Kittredge, Chief Engineer, August 17, 1916.)

We experimented a number of years ago with some metal ties in a piece

of main track about a mile in length. These were kept in main track

a short time only and were then transferred to sidetrack, where they have

given very good service.

New York Central Railroad {West of Buffalo):

BuHRER.— (G. C. Cleveland, Chief Engineer, August 28, 1916.) Rela-

tive to trials of metal, composite and concrete cross-ties : I wish to advise

that we have no such ties in service on our line at this time.

Norfolk & Western Railztmy:

CoFFMAN Construction.— (J. E. Crawford, Chief Engineer, August

28, 1916.) The small piece of Coffman track installed on the siding at the

stone quarry east of Bluefield about 1910, was destroyed by track raising-

several years ago. As a matter of fact, I would state that the track laid

to this crusher was removed some months ago.

There was also a stretch of the Coffman track on the electric car

line from Bluefield to Graham, but this was also removed in 1910, when
the road to Graham was macadamized.

Northern Pacific Railway:

Carnegie—Universal.— (A. M. Burt, Chief Engineer Maintenance

of Way, September 1, 1916.) We have not used any composite or concrete

cross-ties. We are using a few steel ties, Carnegie section, at water

stations, where engines dump cinders, and we have also used a few in-

sulated Universal metallic ties fo,r the same purpose, but our experience

with steel ties has not been sufficient to justify the making of any recom-

mendations.

Pennsylvania Railroad:

Standard Steel Ties.— (W. G. Coughlin, Engineer Maintenance of

Way, September 7, 1916.) The 500 "Standard" ties installed in eastward

freight track, A. & S. Branch, east of Lenover, in June, 1915, are all

in good condition and no trouble is experienced in maintaining line and

surface.

Snyder Composite Ties.—In nearly all of the 970 Snyder ties in-

stalled in eastward freight track, A. & S. Branch, east of Atglen, July,

1915, the filling is disintegrating. In some it is nearly all loose, so that
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the rails are supported only by the steel shell. The heat of the sun

seems to soften the asphalt binder.

Morgan Steel Tie Track.—This track consists of 56 steel cross-ties,

made from P. R. R. 100-lb. rail. The running rail rests on the base

of an inverted P. R. R. 100-lb. rail and both are held in place by braces,

or chairs, welded to the cross-ties. The inverted longitudinal rails worked

west (against the traffic) in spite of several schemes used to prevent

its creeping, and, as this resulted in bunching the ties at one end of the

stretch and leaving the running rails inadequately supported at the other

end, the Morgan track was removed in August, 1916.

Pennsylvania Steel Company's Steel Ties.—Of the 5 Pennsylvania

Steel Co.'s steel ties installed in eastward freight track, A. & S.

Branch, in June and July, 1913, two were removed in October, 1915, on

account of failure of castings. The other three are still in track.

Leonard Concrete Ties.—The 6 Leonard ties installed in eastward

freight track, A. & S. Branch, near Atglen, in May, 1914, are in good

condition. One of them developed a number of very small cracks soon

after the installation, but they do not seem to be getting any worse.

Waples Concrete Ties.—Of the 6 Waples ties installed in eastward

freight track, A. & S. Branch, near Atglen, August 7, 1915, the two

under a rail joint failed completely in July, 1916, by breaking through

under both rails, and as the other four showed cracks all the ties were

removed, concluding this experiment.

Carnegie Steel Ties.—Most of these ties are slewed and many of

them are churning the ballast. Line and surface are difficult to maintain.

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, Northwest System

:

Champion Combination Concrete and Steel Tie.—R. Trimble, Chief

Engineer Maintenance of l*Vay, September 19, 1916.) Two hundred and

three of these ties were placed in the westbound main passenger track

of the P., F. W. & C. Railway a short distance west of Emsworth, Pa.,

during November and December, 1913. .\t the last inspection, which wa=;

made on September 16 last, they were found to be in good condition,

except that on probably 50 per cent, of the ties the concrete had worked

out at the end of the steel casing for a distance of from one-quarter to

one-half inch. The line and surface of this track has remained about as

good as the wood tie track in the same vicinity, and the cost of mainte-

nance has been about the same as that of the track laid with wood ties.

The traffic passing over these ties has averaged about sixty passenger

trains and ten freight trains per day. Many of the passenger trains arc

through trains passing over this point at high speed.

During the spring -of 1914 some trouble was experienced with elec-

tric signals due to faulty insulation of the ties; this was remedied by

putting in new fiber insulation.

These ties have now been in the track about two and three-quarter

years and there is no indication that they are approaching the end of

their life.
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RiEGLER Concrete Steel Ties.—Fifteen of these armored concrete

steel ties were placed in No. 1 westbound main track west of Ems-
worth, Pa., in May, 1908. They were removed from No. 1 track in De-
cember, 1914, and placed in No. 3 eastbound freight track. There had

been some signal failures in this track in 1914, and as there were a num-
ber of devices under test in the same track, it was difficult to determine

the cause of the failures. In order to eliminate some of the devices and

.definitely locate the signal failures, these ties were removed, they being

less in number than the other test ties It was later found that the signal

failures were not due to these ties. While the ties were out of track

they were carefully examined and found to be in very good condition.

Two of the ties showed some cracks in the concrete, but not of sufficient

magnitude to affect the integrity of the ties.

They have now been in service eight and one-half years and are

giving satisfaction, with no apparent depreciation. The action of the ties

under traffic shows there is considerably less deflection in the track than

in the adjacent wood tie track. No separate record of cost of mainte-

nance has been kept. The opinion of the Supervisor is that much less

work is required for both line and surface than for wood ties. The
average traffic passing over these ties is about seventy trains per day.

These ties have demonstrated that armored concrete ties are feasible

if the cost can be kept down. They have demonstrated, also that they

would be found most economical under severe service and where the

labor cost in connection with renewals is high.

Rohm Steel Ties.—Twelve of these ties were installed in No. 3 east-

bound freight track just east of Chestnut Street, Sewicklej', Pa., on June

15, 1910; they were interlaced with wood cross-tiC;^. Three of them were

removed in July, 1914, and two on January 28, 1916, on account of signal

trouble. The remaining seven were removed on April 2.S, 1916, on ac-

count of being in bad and rusty condition. The undersides showed that

the ties had deformed to quite an extent and there was considerable de-

flection under load. Some of the slots for wedges were torn through.

During the time the tics were in the track it was necessary to tighten

the wedges about once a month, and on account of being interlaced

with wood ties, it was impossible to keep any record of the cost of main-

taining the surface and line, but it was thought they required about the

same amount of surfacing as wood ties and a little more work than wood

ties to keep in line.

Pcnnsyh'ania Lines JVcst of Piitshiirgh—Soiitlnvcst Systoit:

Kimball Concrete Tie.— (W. C. Cushing, Chief Engineer Maintenance

of Way, September 18, 1916.) This tie consists of two blocks of con-

crete 3 ft. long, 7 in. deep, 9-in. face, with convex sides, connected by two

3-in. by %-m. by 8- ft, channels placed back to back, two inches apart,

and bolted. The rail rests on 3-in. hardwood blocks anchored in the con-

crete and secured by spikes driven through said blocks into tho elm plugs

embedded in concrete.
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One sample tie, as above, was installed in a slow speed running track

in Sculh' Yard on November 21, 1911.

On November 12, 1914, this tie was found to be cracked at one end,

and we thought it would have to be removed in a short time. However,

we were advised on September 7, 1916, that it was practically in the same

condition and had not been removed from track.

Brukner.—-Eighteen placed in No. 5 track, Scully Yard, December 2,

1909. Cost, transportation and duty. Ties 8 ft. 2 in. long, 8 ft. wide on top

and 95^ in. on bottom under rails, 2 in. wide on top, 8 in. at bottom except

under rail, 5 in. thick, reinforced with ten longitudinal 5/32-in. iron rods

near the top surface and sixteen longitudinal 5/32-in. iron rods

near bottom surface ; these rods are fastened together with 5/128-in. wire

binders.

Each tie has four wooden plugs 2 in. square on top and 3 in. square on

bottom, imbedded in it to receive fastenings.

The rail rests on a steel plate Yz in. by 7 in. by IOJ/2 in., with a

wooden plate of same size underneath, and is fastened to tie with steel

clips and French Eastern screw-spikes.

Curvature, etc., same as for Chenoweth ties, some of which were

taken out and replaced by Brukner ties.

When inspected May 11, 1910, two joint ties in south (low) rail -were

broken and joint deflected ^4 inch. Two joint ties in north (high) rail

were cracked, but joint not deflected. The breaks noted above are di-

rectly under rail, and ties have not crumbled as yet. Small cracks were

found in two or three intermediate ties where section of ties change just

inside rails.

On November 1, 1910, ten of the above eighteen ties were removed

from track on account of failure, and on November 9, 1910, one tie re-

moved. The seven remaining ties were in fair condition. The patentee,

Mr. Brukner, was in this country during the summer of 1910, and in-

spected these ties. He reported them designed for European wheel loads

and too light for our traffic.

On June ^1, 1911, twenty new Brukner ties, of somewhat heavier

design than those- previously installed, were placed in track, and seven old

ones removed on account of failure.

On November 29, 1911, eight of the new ties were removed on

account of and on December 1, one. One was also removed betw^een

December 1, 1911, and May 21, 1912 (the exact date not being known).

Of the eleven ties in track on May 21, one was a joint tie, two were

shoulder ties, and eight intermediate ties. The joint tie was crushed

under the rail and broken in the middle. One of the shoulder ties was in

good condition, and one broken inside of the rail and cracked in the

middle. Of the eight intermediate ties, one was broken at change of sec-

tion, just inside of both rails, two broken inside of one rail and five

cracked in the middle.

The above shows that at the end of eleven months 95 per cent, of the

ties had failed, and 45 per cent, had been removed from the track of the
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heavier section. All of the ties would have been removed in May, 1912,

Jiad it not beeo that they were in a slow-speed track, and distributed be-

tween wooden ties.

On August 4, 1912, two, and on September 9, 1912, nine were removed,

on account of being broken. Thus all of these ties, both of the light and

heavy section, had failed and been removed from track by September 9,

1912.

Chenoweth.—One hundred and one placed in No. 5 track, Scully

Yard, October, November and December, 1906. Cost, $1.50. Ties 8 ft.

long, 7 in. wide on top, 8^4 in. wide on bottom, 6 in. thick, reinforced with

a coil of No. 16 gage wire mesh, the coils being about Y?. in. apart and six

i^-in. rods, three near top surface and three near bottom surface of tie.

The rail rests on a wooden block y^ in. by 7 in. by 12 in., and is secured by

screw spikes and clips. The screw passes through a helical lining, 2Y% in.

long, imbedded in white metal in hole through tie.

Curvature, 2 degrees. Ballast, cinder. Tie spacing, 18 to 33-ft. rail.

Rail, 85-lb., A. S. C. E. section. Traffic heavy. Speed slow, average ^

miles per hour. Prior to July 6, 1908, four were removed to provide

space for two insulated joints; two of these were in good condition, two

crumbled under rail. July 6, 1908, to April 28, 1909, ten intermediate ties

all badly crushed under rail were removed.

When inspected May 1, 1909, of 87 in track, 22 were crushed under

one or both rails, 6 were cracked under one rail, 18 cracked ih middle and

41 in apparently good condition.

On September 22, 1909, 16 were removed on account of failure.

On December 2, 1909, 13 were removed on account of failure.

Between December 2, 1909, and May 11, 1910, one was removed on

account of failure.

When inspected May 11, 1910, of 57 in track, 16 were crumbled beneatli

rail and four were cracked.

On November 1, 1910, 24 were removed on account of failure. At that

date, just four years after installation, 67, or two-thirds, of these ties had

failed and been removed from track. Had they been placed in a high-

speed main track, they would have been taken out earlier than they were.

On June 2, 1911, six removed; on August 15, 1911, one removed;

on June 5, 1912, twenty-six were still in track, of which none were joint

ties, three shoulder ties, and twenty-three intermediate ties. The three

shoulder ties were broken—two at one end and in the middle, and one

at one end only. Of the twenty-three intermediate ties, two were in good

condition, and twenty-one broken.

On September 7, 1912, 8 removed ; on September 9. 1912, 8 removed,

and during the month of November, 1913, 10 were removed, leaving none

of the original lot of these ties in track.

Pere Marquette Railroad:

Alfred.— (A. L. Grandy, Chief Engineer, September 12, 1916.) Rela-

tive to ties on the Pere Marquette, known as the Alfred tie : There were
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about 216 of these ties put in in 1904. There were from 15 to 18 of these

ties taken out per year, the last being taken out this year. The renewals

were made with common timber ties.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad:

Atwood—Carnegie—Universal—Maxev.— (J. A. Atwood, Chief En-

gineer, December 26, 1916.) The conditions still remain as reported last

year with respect to the Atwood and Maxey ties.

The 500 Carnegie Steel Ties which still remained in No. 3 main track

at McKees Rocks have nearly all been removed, and the remainder of them

will be removed as soon as the weather conditions permit.

The Universal Steel Ties in the westbound main track east of Smith-

field Street Bridge, Pittsburgh, were removed about a month ago on ac-

count of the failure of the rail fastenings and the insulation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEXT YEAR'S WORK.

Your Committee recommends the following subjects for next year's

work

:

1. Methods in use by various railroads for controlling tie renewals.

2. Investigate the advisability of greater dimensions for cross-ties.

3. Make investigation of Forms M. W. 301, 302, 303 and 305, Sta-

tistics of Cross-Ties, to see if they are in general use on membership
lines.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) Your Committee submits for adoption the two changes in the

Specifications for Cross-Ties given on page 493.

(2) That the report on the "Effect of Design of Tie Plates and

Track Spikes on the Durability of Cross-Ties" be accepted as information.

(3) That the Specifications for Cross- and Switch-Ties; (a) when
used without preservative treatment, and (b) when to be used with a

preservative liquid, be amended as indicated under Conclusion No. 1.

(4) That the data given under the subject of "INIetal, Composite and

Concrete Ties" be received as information.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON TIES.





Appendix A.

ABAXDOXED TRACKS OX DELAWARE. LACKAWAXXA &

WESTERX RAILROAD.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & \^"estern Railroad abandoned in

November, 1915, its main line tracks consisting of 40 miles of two tracks,

between Clark's Summit and Hallstead, Pa., and placed in operation its

new line, which was constructed for the purpose of reducing grades,

curves and distance.

The materials taken up from the abandoned line consisted of treated

and untreated ties, small deep-flanged tie plates, with and without shoul-

ders, large area flat-bottomed tie plates, and screw- and cut-spikes, which

have been in service from five to twelve years.

On November 24, 1916, Sub-Committee No. 2 made an inspection trip

over this line and the following illustrations show the results obtained

:

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

515
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Fig. 3.

Figs. 1, 2, 3 show a treated Maple tie, placed in 1910, on a S-degree

curve. Note checks on Fig. 2, due to longitudinal flanges, which extend
considerably beyond the area covered by plate.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9.

Figs. 4, 5, 6 show an untreated Heart Pine tie, placed in 1908, on

5-degree curve.

Figs. 7, 8, 9 show a treated Maple tie, placed in 1910, on 5-degree

curve.

Illustrate destruction of the fibers, due to deep longitudinal flanges

and cut spikes.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.
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Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.
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Fig. 15.

Figs. 10, 11, 12 show a treated Maple tie, placed in 1910, on 5-degree
curve.

Figs. 13, 14, 15 show a treated Pine tie, placed in 1910, on 3^-degree
curve.

Illustrate embedding of tie plate outside of rail due to plate being
placed symmetrically under the rail.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.
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16,

Fig. 18.

17, 18 show treated Pine tie. placed in 1910, on 3'2-degreeFigs
curve.

Illustrate tie plates embedded on the gage side of the rail, due to

the increased area of the plate on the outside of the rail.

Attention is called to the fact that the plates are emliedded in the tie,

not because of insufificient size of plate, but because of the fact that a soft

wood tie was improperly used in this location.

Fig. 19.

Fig. 20.
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Fig. 21.

1,
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Fig. 24.

Fig. 25.

Figs. 23, 24, 25 show Heart Pine tie, placed in 1910, on 3' -degree

curve.

Illustrate embedding f)f tie plate due to insufficient area.

Fig. 26.
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.vsas^

Fig. 27.

Fig. 28.

Figs. 26, 27, 28 show treated Beech tie, placed in 1910. on 3V2-degree
curve.

Illustrate buckling of tie plate due to insufficient strength.

Fig. 29.
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Fig. 30.

Fig. 31.

Fig. 22.

Fig. 32.
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Fig. 34.

Fig. 35.

Fig. 36.
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Fig. 2>1.

Figs. 29, 30, 31. 32, ZZ, 34, 35, 36, 37 show Heart Pine and White Oak
ties.

Ilhistrate destruction of tie by mechanical wear where tie plates were
not used.

Attention is called to the fact that none of these ties are decayed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TIE PLATE—PENNSYLVANIA LINES.

This appendix is made a part of the report in order to show the

development of the tie plate on the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitts-

burgh. It is made up from information furnished by R. Trimble, Chief

Engineer Maintenance of Way, Northwest System, and W. C. Gushing,

Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Southwest System. This informa-

tion shows clearly the gradual development of most of the points brought

out in the conclusions of the Committee, namely: A large increase in

bearing area, a material thickening of the plate, the placing of the plate

in a position that is not symmetrical with the center line of trie rail

and no projections on the bottom of the plate.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XIII—ON WATER SERVICE.

A. F. DoRLEY, Chairman; J. L. Campbell, Vice-Chairman;
]. T. Andrews, Otto Gersbach,

C. A. AsHBAUGH, W. C. Harvey,

W. K. Barnard, C. R. Knowles,
F. T. Beckett, E. G. Lane,

M. C. Blanch ARD, W. A. Parker,

C. Bucholtz, H. N. Rodenbaugh,

C. C. Cook, R. W. Willis,

R. H. Gaines, Committee.

To the Members of the American Raihifny Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Water Service respectfully presents below its^

report to the eighteenth annual convention. The following subjects- were;

assigned the Committee by the Board of Direction

:

(1) Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

(2) Make final report on design and relative economy of track-

pans from an operating standpoint.

(3) Report on methods for rejuvenating driven wells; cost and suc-

cess, as compared with driving new wells.

(4) Report on various types of well strainers in use and the service

secured from each type.

(5) Report on methods for complying with Federal regulations in

regard to purity of drinking water supplied to the public and employes

on interstate trains,

(6) Report on design of impounding reservoirs, and the conditions

under which they are economical.

(7) Report on relative merits of continuous and intermittent water

softeners.

(8) Report on rules or examination questions for care of boiler>

in pumping stations.

In addition to various meetings of sub-committees, three meetings

of the General Committee were held in the offices of the Association at

Chicago. The following sub-committees were appointed to investigate

and prepare reports on the several subjects assigned, the number of the

sub-committee in each case being the same as the number of the subject

in its charge : -

Subject (1) T. L. Campbell (Chairman), R. H. Gaines.

Subject (2) E. G. Lane (Chairman), C. C. Cook. J. T. Andrews,

H. N. Rodenbaugh.

Subject (3) C. R. Knowles (Chairman), C. Bucholtz.

Subject (4) C, R. Knowles (Chairman), C. Bucholtz.

Subject (5. 6) M. C. Blanchard (Chairman). P. T. Beckett, W. K.

Barnard, C, A. Ashbaugh.
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Subject (7) R. W. Willis (Chairman), W. A. Parker, C. R. Knowles,

A. F. Dorley.

Subject (8) W. C. Harvey (Chairman), Otto Gersbach.

In its investigation of Subject (5), on the Federal regulations cover-

ing purity of drinking water supplied to the public and employes on inter-

state trains, the Committee was fortunate in securing the co-operation

of Mr. R. C. Bardwell, Chemist of the Missouri Pacific Railway at Kan-

sas City, who has had wide experience in the matter of water supply and

its purification.

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL.

The following changes in the subject-matter on Water Service

appearing in the Manual are recommended to the Association. The

changes are intended to render the language clearer and to remove certain

ambiguities.

Page 443.

Article (3).

Manual.—Hard water can be softened before it is put into locomotive

boilers by treatment with chemicals.

Suggested revision.—Hard water can be softened by treatment with

chemicals.

Article (7).

Manual.—Water softeners differ widely as to their mechanical fea-

tures, but they consist of two general types, the continuous and the

intermittent.

Suggested revision.

—

There are two general types of water softeners,

the continuous and the intermittent, differing widely in their mechanical

details.

Page 444.

Article (12).

Manual.—The benefits derived from water-softening plants are

:

Fewer boiler failures due to leaking; longer life of flues and fire-box

sheets ; reduced cost of labor for repairing- and washing boilers ; increased

locomotive mileage between shoppings; decreased number of locomotives

required to perform the same service ; less expense in cost of overtime

and delays; saving in fuel.

Suggested revision.

—

The benefits derived from water softening

plants are: Fewer boiler failures: longer life of flues and fire boxes :

reduced cost of labor for cleaning, washing and repairing boilers: in-

creased locomotive mileage between shoppings : decreased number of loco-

motives required; reduction of overtime awd delays: reduced fuel con-

sumption ; expedition of transportation : increased transportation capacity.

Article (2).

Manual.—The installation of softening plants should follow a system-

atic plan. Greater success is generally obtained by completing the in-
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stallation on one division first, rather than installing plants at individual

points of especially bad water.

Suggested revision.

—

Generally, installation of softening plants should

follow a plan based on the operating division. Usually, the complete

equipment of one division will give better results than an equal number of

plants scattered over a number of divisions.

Article (3).

Manual.—^Feasibility of treatment of a given water should be care-

fully investigated. Water containing large proportions of incrusting

sulphates alone or in combination with quantities of alkali salts may be

entirely unusable after treatment.

Suggested revision.—Whether or not the water can be successfully

treated should be determined. Water sometimes contains solids of such

character, combination and quantity that the water is unfit for use after

treatment.

Article (4).

Manual.—The plant should be of adequate capacity. It is necessary to

anticipate possible increases in the consumption of water at the station

considered.

Suggested revision.—The plant should have adequate capacity. Prob-

able increases in water consumption should be anticipated.

Article (5).

Manual.—The mechanical device for introducing reagents should be

such as to insure as near as possible a quantity of reagents in direct

proportion to the flow of the untreated water. It should be simple of

construction and operation and not readily thrown out of adjustment.

Suggested revision.—The mechanical apparatus should be simple in

construction and operation, stable in adjustment and should accurately

and uniformly introduce the chemicals into the water in necessary pro-

portion.

Page 445.

Article (3).

Manual.—Where consumption of water is in excess of the rated ca-

pacity of the plant (etc.).

Suggested revision.

—

Where consumption of water is in excess of the

effective capacity of the plant (etc.).

Article (4).

Manual.—The solutions containing the reagent should be propefly

prepared.

Suggested revision.—It is suggested that this article be omitted.

Article (5).

Manual.—The reagents should be as near chemically pure as prac-

ticable.

Suggested revision.

—

The reagents, as nearly as practicable, should be

chemically pure.
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(C) CAPACITY OF WATER SOFTENERS.

Manual.—In a continuous softener, the volume of the chambers

through which the water passes, between the top of the portion reserved

for sludge and the outlet through which the water finally flows to the

storage tank, should be at least three times the hourly capacity of the

plant, and where the temperature of the water is low, it should be four

times the hourly capacity.

Suggested revision.—In continuous softeners, the capacity of the tank

reserved for treatment and sedimentation should be not less than three

to four times the hourly capacity of the plant, depending on the tem-

perature of the water, low temperature requiring the larger capacity .

Page 446.

Manual.— (c) Where water is pumped to both the settHng and storage

tanks and the source of supply is ample to furnish double the capacity of

the softening plant.

Two Pumps Are Necessary :

(d) Where deep well pumps furnish supply and water must hi

pumped from settling tanks to storage .tanks.

(e) Where water is handled by pumping to both settling and storage

tanks, but the source of supply is not ample to furnish at least double the

capacity of the plant.

In all of the cases where pumps are needed, excepting case "c," the

capacity of each pump, or battery of pumps, used for each operation should

at least be equal to the treating capacity of the softener. If the pumps

used to transfer the treated water are of a larger capacity, so that water

can be transferred to storage tanks in less time than is required to fill

the settling tanks, less settling tank capacity will be required.

In case "c," as the pump must handle the water twice in its trans-

fer from the source of supply through the softener and into the storage

tank, its capacity should at least be equal to double the capacity of the

softener, and the supply should be sufficient for the pump.

Suggested revision.— (c) Where water is pumped to the settling

and the storage tanks and the daily rate at which the water may be

delivered is not less than twice the daily capacity of the plant.

Two Pumps Are Necessary

:

(d) When deep wells furnish the supply and the water must be

pumped from settling tanks to storage tanks .

(e) Where water is pumped to settling and storage tanks and the

daily rate at which the water may be delivered is less than twice, the

daily capacity of the plant.

In all of the foregoing case s excepting (c) the capacity of each oump
or battery of pumps should be not less than the capacity of the softener.

If the pumps used to transfer the treated water are of larger capacity, re-

ducing the time required to transfer the treated water to storage tanks,

the settling tank capacity may be reduced.
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Jn case (cj the pump handles the water twice in transferring it from

the supply to the storage tank, consequently its daily capacity should be

not less than twice the daily capacity of the softener.

Page 449.

Item (c).

Manual.—Current runnmg repairs.

Suggested revision.—Current repairs.

Item (d).

Manual.—Additional labor and fuel required above the ordinary cost

of operating the water station.

Suggested revision.

—

Increased cost of operating the water station

due to additional labor and fuel required for the treatment .

Page 450.

Manual.—Aside from occasional complete change of water at ter-

minals, partial changes are made b}' blowing-off of boilers cither at ter-

minals or on the road.

Suggested revision.

—

It is recommended that this paragraph be

omitted.

Page 452.

SUPPLY SOURCE.

Manual.—Where water of suitable quality and in sufficient quantity

can be purchased at reasonable figures, it is recommended above all

other sources.

Springs should be carefully gaged for a period of at least one year,

and the possibility of future pollution and increased demands for supply

therefrom carefully considered before adoption as a permanent source.

A reservoir should be constructed at the spring where conditions permit.

Lakes, natural ponds, creeks or rivers require special investigation in

each case. The points to be considered are quantity, quality—as regards

chemical impurities and amount of sediment carried—future pollution and
riparian rights. The style of intake will depend on local conditions en-

tirely; no definite rule can be given.

Dug well construction should always be preceded by a careful augur

test to determine the strata to be encountered. Size and construction de-

pend on the strata to be passed through ; no definite rule can be given.

Surface pipe wells are satisfactory where local conditions permit of

their use. This system is one which can be extended to collect a largf

volume of ground water. The recommended layout is shown in Fig. 1.

Artesian deep wells, where obtainable, are a satisfactory source

:

however, their flow is liable to constant decrease and finally cease.

Deep wells requiring pumping are recommended only as a last re.sort.

The recommended form for record is shown on M. W. 1304.

A chemical analysis should be made of all water, and the question of

cost of treatment, if required, thoroughly investigated, as outlined under
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the heading, "Minimum Quantity of Scaling and Corrosive Matter which

will justif}' Treatment."

Suggested revision.

—

Where water of suitable quality and in suffi-

cient quantity can be purchased at a reasonable cost, it is recommended

above all other sources .

Springs should be carefully investigated to determine their yield.

The possibility or prohabihtv of their pollution and the quantity of water

likely to be required in the future should be considered. If the daily

flow of springs is not largely m excess of the daily quantity required, a

reservoir should be constructed.

Lakes, natural ponds, creeks or rivers require special investigation

in each case. The points to be considered a re quantity, quality—as re-

gards chemical impurities and amount of sediment carried—future pollu-

tion and riparian riglits. The style of intake will depend on local condi-

tions entirely : no dehnite rule can be given.

In unproved ground, dug well construction should be preceded by

test borings to reveal the strata to be penetrated. The character of the

strata largely determines the size of the well and the kind of construction

necessary.

The pipe system of driven or drilled wells shown in Figure 2, being

capable of wide extension, is satisfactory for underground water when

found at shallow depths easily reached bv the system.

Artesian deep wells, where obtainable, are a satisfactory source ; how-

ever. their flow is liable to constant decrease and finally cease.

Deep wells that require pumping usually cost more for maintenance

and operation than other sources, are generally for that reason undesir-

able, but their disadvantages are often compensated bv the excellence and

security from pollution of the water yielded bv them .

Chemical analysis should be made of water from present and pros-

pective sources and the cost of treatment, if required, determined as herg-

inbefore indicated and outlined.

(3) REPORT OxN METHODS FOR REJUVENATING DRIVEN
WELLS; COST AND SUCCESS, AS COMPARED WITH
DRIVING NEW WELLS.

While the subject as assigned mentions driven wells only, it is thi?

opinion of the Committee that the discussion should include such drilled

wells as may be constructed in unconsolidated materials and requiring the

use of a strainer, as this type of well is in more general use for railway

water service than even the driven well. The report has been prepared

accordingly.

GENERAL.

A discussion of the methods to be followed in rejuvenating drilled

or driven wells necessitates a careful study of the causes leading up to
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the failure of such wells. The plan of procedure will also be affected to

a greater or lesser extent by the depth of well, type of construction and

nature of water bearing stratum. No distinct line of division may be made

between shallow wells and deep wells, as many conditions that apply to

one class of wells will also apply to the other. For convenience, however,

wells may be divided into tw^o general classes, deep wells and shallow

wells, using one hundred feet in depth as the limit for shallow wells.

The methods of construction, maintenance and operation maj' be entirely

different in wells of greater depth.

The problem of repairing a shallow well is comparatively simple,

especially if the details of construction are known. The process becomes

more complicated and difficult, however, as the depth increases. Fishing

with a string of tools in a hole perhaps only six inches in diameter and

an eighth to a quarter of a mile deep is clearly an operation requiring a

great deal of skill and ingenuity. The repairing of deep holes is further

complicated where the size of the casing has been reduced, unless an accu-

rate record has been kept of the sizes and depths of the various casing.

LOWERING OF GROUND WATER LEVEL.

The gradual lowering of the ground water level and proximity of

other wells may be sometimes mistaken for a defect in the well, and care-

ful comparative tests are necessary where the actual head and delivery is

in doubt.

The ground water level has lowered decidedly and continues to de-

cline in certain sections of the country. While this decline has not been

confined to any particular section, it has been marked in Indiana, southern

Michigan, the Great Plains and southern California. This loss of head may
be accounted for in part through the reckless waste of ground waters from

flowing wells. A great part of this waste is from the casings of oil

wells, while in many sections, especially in Mississippi and Louisiana, hun-

dreds of artesian wells are allowed to flow constantly to no purpose, wast-

ing vast quantities of the best ground waters. This waste does not as

yet appear to have materially affected the level of the ground waters of

the southern states, with the possible exception of Florida, although it is

only a question of time until the loss will be seriously realized.

An artesian well drilled at the corner of Chicago and Western

avenues, Chicago, in 1864, yielded a strong flow of water, the water rising

eighty feet above the surface of the ground or 111 feet above Lake Michi-

gan. Since that time the head has gradually lowered until at the present

time the water stands 150 to 200 feet below the surface.

FAULTY CONSTRUCTION OF WELLS.

•When making repairs to wells, it is necessary to consider the con-

struction of the well and the possible effect the construction may have

on the method to be followed in making repairs. Faulty construction is in

many instances responsible for a well failing to come up to expectations.
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Some of the principal faults of construction likely to cause a well failure

or seriously interfere with the production of a well may be enumerated as

follows:

The strainer may be only partially exposed to the water bearing sand

or it may be set either too high or too low. If the water bearing stratum

is quite thick, the sand composing the top of the vein will be found much
finer than the bottom, consequently it is always desirable to set the

strainer in the bottom of the stratum. At the same time the strainer

should not be set beyond the bottom of the stratum for obvious reasons,

should not be set beyond the bottom of the stratum for obvious

reasons.

Another fault in construction may be due to the strainer not being

properly swaged in place. This will result in sand entering well between

the packer and casing. Or if the packer is not firmly swaged out against

the casing the screen may work up in the casing decreasing the exposure.

The screen is sometimes damaged in setting, causing the well to gradu-

ally fill with sand in the same manner as though the strainer had become

worn with use.

Where mud-laden fluid is used in drilling the well, it is essential that

all mud be thoroughly washed from the sand to avoid the possibility of the

mud packing around the screen and shutting out the water.

REMOVING STRAINER.

The removal of a strainer from the well for the purpose of renewing

or making repairs is an operation that sometimes meets with considerable

difficulty, especially if it is not possible to pull it by the bail. When the

bail breaks in pulling, as is often the case, it is then necessary to make
the pull with a fishing tool or pulling device or by lowering a pipe line in

the strainer and filling in between the pipe line and strainer with sand

or gravel. The pulling line should have a fitting of some kind such as

an increaser or bushing and coupling on the lower end of sufficient size

to nearly fill the strainer, the sand or gravel is then poured in the well

and the pipe jacked out. This method is very eflfective and invariably

permits of pulling the strainer no matter how tightly it may be lodged in

the sand. Extreme care must be exercised not to permit of the sand or

gravel extending above the top of strainer as it may lodge between the

strainer and casing, necessitating pulling both strainer and casing or ruin-

ing the well. Sand is the best material to use for this purpose, as with a

hard pull it will not damage the strainer as badly as gravel, and if it is

desired to remove the pulling line, if the pull is unsuccessful the pulling

line may be loosened by washing the sand with a small wash line. Any
size pipe may be used for pulling, provided it will enter the strainer and

leave sufficient room for the sand, although a four-inch pipe is large

enough to pull almost any strainer up to twelve inches in diameter. In

pulling a strainer it is a good idea to keep the well full of water, as the

pressure of the water has a tendency to relieve the pressure of the sand

against the strainer.
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METHOD OF SINKING AND SETHNG STRAINER.

A brief description of the method of sinking a driven well will

probably be of value in making repairs, as the mode of repairs will follow

the rule of construction to a certain extent.

A pipe with drive shoe on the bottom is dri\en through the water

bearing sand or gravel to clay or to a point where the bottom of the

strainer should rest. The strainer is then lowered to the bottom with a

strainer hook which fastens under the bail in the bottom of strainer

;

this hook may be attached to a line of pipe or rods whichever may be

convenient. The casing is then pulled back for a distance equivalent to

the desired strainer exposure. The rods should be watched closely while

pulling back to determine whether the strainer is coming up with the cas-

ing, and if it does, it should be jarred loose with the rods. When the

strainer has been properly exposed to the water bearing stratum, the

strainer hook should be unhooked and withdrawn from the well and the

swedge block lowered until it rests on the lead packer at the top of the

strainer. By striking a few light blows the lead is expanded out against

the casing making a sandproof joint between casing and strainer.

PULLING CASING.

In pulling the casing with jacks it is necessary to place a clamp of

some kind around the pipe to jack against. On short lines of casing or

pipe not requiring a heavy pull the clamps may be made of timber. Even
on heavy pulls wood clamps will sometimes answer if two sets are used.

By placin.g the two sets of clamps at right angles to each other it is possi-

ble to use four jacks, placing a jack under each end of the two sets of

clamps.

CLAMPS FOR CASING.

Wood clamps may be made as follows : Take two pieces of 10 in. by

12 in. hard wood timber about three feet long, lay them with the narrow

sides facing each other and about two inches apart and in the center

scribe a circle of the same circumference as the pipe, then cut the timbers

to the circle so that they will fit the pipe snugly, leave a hole in each

end of each piece of timber and clamp them together with good bolts ]/k

to 1 in. diameter. Heavy washers should be used on each end of the bolts

to prevent the heads and nuts sinking into the wood. Long threads should

be cut on the bolts to permit of a varying range of pipe sizes. When an

extremely heavy pressure is required to pull the pipe, a ring and wedge

pulling device is preferable to the wood clamps. The same ring may be

used for various sizes of pipe by substituting wedges of various sizes.

PROPER SLOT OPENING OR MESH OF STRAINER.

In making repairs to old wells or constructing new wells it is of the

utmost importance that the mesh or openings in screen be adapted to the

water bearing sand. The mesh used should be one that will hold back

the grains of medium size and which will allow the very fine sand to
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pass through the screen. As a rule it is preferable to select a screen the

mesh of which is too fine rather than one too coarse, although much of

the clogging of well screens is due to the mesh of screen being too fine

for the sand.

SAND ENTERING STRAINER.

A complete discussion of the many causes of diminished yield and

methods to be followed in rejuvenating wells would require too much time

and space, consequently the discussion will be confined to the two prin-

cipal causes of well failures, i. e., wells throwing sand, and yield diminish-

ing on account of incrusting of strainer.

Wells may yield sand for various reasons, including the following:

(1) A defective or worn strainer.

(2) Defective casing.

(3) Defective packer.

The first necessitates the removal of the strainer and if the defects

consist of small breaks in the strainer they are soldered and strainer re-

placed in well. If the breaks are too large to be repaired or screen is

worn throughout, it is, of course, necessary to insert a new strainer.

A defective packer is usually due to improper swaging or being

damaged by lowering of tools or dropping material in the well, and can

usually be repaired by reswaging, or if the reswaging fails to accomplish

results a special seal and packer may be inserted.

A defective casing may be repaired in the same manner as tho packer

by inserting an emergency seal and packer and sealing of? the break, the

chief difficulty is in locating the defect. If the break cannot be located

definitely a smaller casing may be inserted inside the well casing, making

a seal just above the strainer. The objection to this method is that it

reduces the size of well. If a drop line is used on pump, however, this

difficulty may be overcome by setting a plain working barrel in the inner

casing and using it as a drop line.

CLOGGING OF STRAINER.

The principal cause of wells diminishing in yield of water is tlirough

the incrusting or clogging of strainer. If the clogging consists merely of

loose material not cemented, it may be removed by "open flushing." "churn-

ing," "back pressure" or "tool flushing."

OPEN FLUSHING.

Open flushing consists of pumping water into the well through a wash
line, the wash line extending to the bottom. This wash line also washes

the sand out of the strainer and if effective the well will take the water

freely after washing thoroughly. The wash line may be plugged at lower

end with perforations to discharge the water against the wall of strainer.

Open flushing may be varied to suit the conditions and is usually the first

step toward remedying conditions, as by lowering the wash line in the well

it is often possible to get some idea of the condition of well.
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CHURNING.

Churning consists of forcing the water back and forth through the

strainer and may be accomplished by removing the foot valve and running

the pump rapidly, the action of the plunger with foot valve removed

alternately creates a pressure inside and outside of the strainer and is

effective in relieving the strainer of loose sand. Churning may be elabo-

rated by removing the drop line and putting a large plunger in the well

casing, working it back and forth with an engine; great care will have ;n

be exercised with this method, if the strainer is old and weak, to avoid

collapsing it.

BACK PRESSURE.

Back pressure is applied to the well by making connection to the cas-

ing and sealing the top of well. The connection should be made with

pump in place so that the pressure may be applied and the well pumped

alternately. Pressure should be applied for 10 or 15 minute periods. The

water in well should then be turbid, the pressure should then be relieved

and pump started and well pumped until the water clears up, when Lbe

pressure should again be applied, this process being continued until the

desired result has been obtained.

TOOL FLUSHING.

Tool flushing consists of inserting tool on the end of a wash line for

washing a small portion of the screen at a time. This tool is constructed

of rubber ?nd metal, and placed in well it may be expanded against the

wall of strainer directing the water against any desired portion of the

strainer instead of having the entire strainer receive the pressure as with

open flushing or back pressure. The tool is gradually moved to the

bottom of strainer, as it is claimed thereby freeing the strainer of sand

its entire length.

When the sand is badly cemented around the strainer it is necessary

to remove the strainer for cleaning and insert a spring jetting reamer to

break up the cemented sand. This reamer is so constructed that the

pressure of the water forces out the cutting jaws beyond the casing. By
revolving the reamer as it is lowered through the cemented sand it is

broken up and forced out by the water.

The tool flushing and reaming processes are used extensively and wiih

great success by the City of Memphis, Tenn., the municipality having over

fifty wells ranging in depth from 400 to 600 feet.

CLEANING STRAINERS AFTER REMOVAL FROM WELL.

Badly incrusted strainers may be cleaned after their removal from

well by using a bath consisting of a solution of muriatic acid. Great care

should be exercised in the use of acid to avoid damaging the strainer.

The solution should not be stronger than one part of acid to ten parts of

water. A still weaker solution may be prepared and the strainer allowed

to remain in the bath for several hours. After cleaning, the strainer
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should be thoroughly washed in clear water to remove all trace of the

acid. This method of cleaning is particularly effective with strainers of

the Cook and Johnson type with very fine slots.

USE OF EXPLOSIVES.

Explosives are us^d to some extent in water wells for the purpose of

increasing the supply and there appears to be no good reason why, under

favorable conditions, their use should not be as beneficial as in oil wells.

If water is drawn from rock, breaking up or fissuring the rock would cer-

tainly increase the area from which delivery of water is made to the

well. In a limestone region where the underground water, like the sur-

face water, runs in more or less definite channels instead of percolating

slowly as a broad and thick sheet, the shooting of a well would alm'>st

surely increase the number of contributory veins. In such a region the

success of a well depends so largely on chance, the diameter of the hole

being small and the water veins few, that shooting would seem to be bene-

ficial to all wells and to determine absolutely the success of some. It

would appear that the experiment should be more generally tried.

Shooting is sometimes recommended to break up cemented sand as

well as to increase the supply of water in consolidated materials. Shoot-

ing a cased well, however, is liable to damage the casing, and unless

the greatest care is exercised will do more harm than good. In shooting

a cased well small charges of 60 per cent, dynamite should be used, increas-

ing the charge if necessary. The charge may range from half a pound

up, depending on the work to be done. A large charge is usually placed

in a tin tube or protected by any covering that will exclude water. Gelatin

dynamite will not be affected by water. Small charges may be attached to

a weight of some kind. An electric detonator is imbedded in the cartridge

with the wires carefully sealed. If a tube is used it should have a close-

fitting cover with a small hole through it through which the wires are

passed, the cover should be sealed with paraffin, the detonator wires should

be covered with rubber tape after being connected to the blasting cable

wires. The charge should be lowered into the well by a separate wire to

the desired point and fired with an electric blasting outfit.

COST OF REPAIRS.

It is almost impossible to give any definite figures as to the cost of

repairing wells, as the conditions vary to such a great extent. The fol-

lowing figures on the cost of repairs as compared with cost of new

wells are based on ten-inch wells 500 ft. in depth using No. 10 cut Cook

strainers 50 ft. longr The wells are constructed in unconsolidated ma-

terials by the rotary method

:

Cost of open flushing $ 25.00 to $ 40.00

Cost of tool flushing 100.00

Taking out old strainer, repairing and
replacing in well 300.00

Removing old strainer, cleaning well,

placing new strainer 750.00 to 1.000.00

Cost of new well 2,500.00
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There is no question but what the great majority of failing wells

may be rejuvenated at an expense under the cost of a new well, although

the expense for repairs will depend largely on the method of construc-

tion. In drilling new wells it is wise to consider the necessity of re-

pairs and construct the well accordingly. For example, where a well is

sunk in a formation that will cause excessive corrosion or incrusting of

strainer, the strainer should be of the inserted type rather than one

which forms a part of the casing as the inserted strainer may be removed

and repaired or new strainer placed without disturbing the casing.

Where the casing has been set for some time, it is practically an im-

possibility to remove it and make another well in the same hole, as even

when the casing may be pulled intact the cost of replacing is equivalent to

sinking a new well.

One middle western railroad has over two hundred wells in uncon-

solidated materials, varying in depth from 100 to 1,100 feet. It is the

practice on this road to use nothing but inserted strainers. In some wells

the strainers are renewed annually. There are instances where eight or

ten strainers have been applied to a single well.

(4) REPORT ON VARIOUS TYPES OF WELL STRAINERS IN

. USE AND THE SERVICE SECURED FROM EACH TYPE.

As with the report on methods for rejuvenating driven wells, the Com-
mittee has thought it best to consider the subject as applying to all classes

of wells in which strainers are used rather than to consider the reoort as

applying strictly to a certain class of well.

When a well is sunk into unconsolidated materials a screen or

strainer must be used that will permit the water to enter and at the same

time exclude sand in serious amounts from the well. These strainers are

of various types, from the ordinary perforated pipe to the more elaborate

slotted brass tube and wire-wound strainers. The best design of straint-r

for this purpose will depend largely on the class of material forming the

water bearing stratum and to a certain e.xtent on the character of the

water.

TYPES OF STRAINER.

(A) Perhaps the best-known well strainer in general use consists

of a single piece of seamless brass tubing perforated by slotted openings

placed horizontal to the screen. These slots are of varying widths from

No. 6 to No. 60 cut. The numbers of the slots are in thousandths of an

inch, number 6 equaling 6/1000 inch, etc. The slot opening is cut with

a beveled edge from the inside, making the slot wider on the inside than

on the outside. This reduces the friction to a minimum and also tends

to reduce the clogging of strainer. The strainer is fitted with a bail

at the bottom for pulling and setting and with a lead packer for sealing
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the top of strainer where the strainer is inserted after casing is placed.

Strainers are also furnished with plug and packer to be set after strainer

is placed in well or with back pressure valve for setting the strainer with-

out jacking back the casing. An eight-inch strainer 10 ft. long has 9,000

openings. The sizes as given are not the actual diameter of the strainer,

but are the inside diameter of the well casing in which the strainer is to

be used.

(B) Another strainer similar in appearance, although of entirely

different construction to strainer (A) is formed by winding an interlock-

ing flat wire on a mandrel. The outside of the completed strainer presents

a smooth surface with continuous openings the full diameter of the

strainer, while the inside of the strainer presents a series of rectangular

openings considerably wider than the outside slots. This permits of water

entering the strainer without undue friction and also serves to reduce

clogging of strainer. This strainer is reinforced with longitudinal brass

rods fastened top and bottom and soldered to the strainer well. The

strainer is furnished with bail in bottom and lead packer.

COMPARISON OF STRAINERS (a) AND (b).

There is little to choose between these two strainers. While the first,

being constructed of one piece, is more substantial and may be subjected

to a harder pull when it is necessary to remove it from the well, the

second has the advantage of greater capacity for the same length and size

of strainer on account of the openings being continuous. This feature is

particularly advantageous where the sand is very fine and the water

bearing stratum is limited. Strainer (B) may be readily pulled by the

bail where the sand is free, but where the sand grips the strainer tightly

and necessitates using pulling tools other than a strainer hook the con-

struction of the strainer makes it difficult to pull without completely

destroying it.

THE "v" WIRE STRAINER.

(C) This strainer is formed by winding a "V" shaped wire around

a perforated pipe, the narrow edge of the wire being next to the pipe,

leaving a narrow opening on the outside and the wide opening on the

inside. The outside of the strainer presents a smooth surface to the sand.

This strainer has smaller perforations in the pipe core than many of the

wire-wound strainers, which is claimed to give greater strength.

THE RIBBED CORE STRAINER.

(D) The ribbed core strainer is similar to strainer (C) except that

a special pipe core is used with longitudinal ribs which hold the wire

away from the pipe. A "V" shaped wire is used and the ribs are notched

to receive the wire and insure uniform spacing.

THE INSERTED BUTTON STRAINER.

(£) This strainer is formed by perforating a pipe of the desired

size and inserting slotted brass buttons. A strainer of this type will un-
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doubtedly stand rougher usage without damage than almost any other

type of strainer as the construction is such that there is little likelihood

of injuring the button strainer, which is depressed slightly below the

surface of the pipe. The strainer area is very limited as there is but a

small portion of the screening surface exposed to the sand.

PERFORATED AND SLOTTED PIPE STRAINER.

(F) Where the water bearing material is very coarse, such as a

gravel formation, good results may be obtained by merely perforating the

lower end of the casing or inserting a perforated pipe strainer through

the casing. The perforated pipe strainer presents the advantages of being

cheap and durable. It is also easily obtained, as the pipe may be perforated

in the local shops. The principal objection to the general use of this

type of strainer is that it is limited to use only in coarse gravely formation

and that the perforations become corroded and fill up with rust. The

latter objection has been overcome in some instances by bushing the holes

with brass. In other instances the holes have been drilled, reamed and

pipe galvanized.

The perforated pipe strainer has been extensively used in gravel

treated wells. This process consists of drilling a large hole and insert-

ing a smaller casing, filling around the perforated pipe with gravel, and

pulling back the outside casing as the gravel is applied for the purpose

of keeping the sand from entering the well.

The perforated pipe strainers are used in many modified forms, some

consisting of pipe slotted ^-inch wide and 12 to 18 inches long. This

type of strainer is particularly satisfactory where the water is lifted by air

or centrifugal pumps, as these pumps will handle a certain quantity of

sand without damage, always providing there is enough coarse sand and

gravel to limit the quantity of fine sand pumped out so that cavities

do not occur around the strainer large enough to cause caving of the

roof.

THE BUILT-UP SLOTTED STRAINER.

(G) Another type of slotted strainer is constructed by perforating

a wrought-iron pipe and countersinking the holes, after which the pipe

may be galvanized to resist corrosion. The pipe is then covered with a

coarse galvanized screen which permits securing practically the entire

screening surface. This screen is then covered with slotted copper or

brass strips soldered to the screen. The strainer is then protected from

damage by longitudinal steel strips. This type of construction may be

varied by covering with copper or brass gauze instead of the slotted

strips.

THE GAUZE OR ARTESIAN WELL- STRAINER.

(H) A popular type of strainer much used in artesian wells in the

South, especially in Louisiana and Texas, consists of a pipe perforated

with '4 or ?^-inch holes and wound with No. 10 galvanized wire, then
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covered with 1,'^-mch mesh galvanized screen and finally with a brass

gauze on the outside.

Built-up strainers having a perforated pipe as a core, possess the ad-

vantage of great strength, but their construction makes them more sus-

ceptible to clogging and corrosion than the brass tube strainer and their

general use is inadvisable except under favorable conditions.

WOOD PIPE STRAINERS.

(/) in some instances wood pipe has been used as a core for screen;;

to prevent corrosion, the pipe being perforated and wound with wire and

gauze. Its use has not been general, and is still a matter of experiment.

FIBER STRAINERS.

(.0 A very durable and non-corrosive strainer has been constructed

of cast-iron pipe covered with manila or cocoa fiber. This combination of

cast-iron and fiber certainly makes a very durable screen as both are prac-

tically imperishable in water. The fiber strainer must be constantly sub-

merged as it decays very quickly out of water. This type of strainer

has been used with apparent success on the Santa Fe in Kansas, Oklahoma.

Texas and New Mexico.

CEMENT STRAINERS.

(K) A cement strainer is being manufactured with perforation?-

about 1/16 inch in width by 1^/2 inches long, the wall of the strainer being

about two inches thick. This type of strainer has been used quite ex-

tensively in Kansas, though its use would appear to be limited to shallow

wells in coarse sand.

CONCLUSIONS.

It is impossible to specify a certain type of strainer to meet all re-

quirements. Each of the many strainers on the market to-day have been

evolved to suit a certain condition and for the specified service will prob-

ably answer the purpose to better advantage than any other type.

Ordinary waters do not have a marked corrosive effect on strainers

and any excessive trouble of this kind, except in the West and Southwest,

is the exception rather than the rule.

Through Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi and Louisiana

many strainers are still in service after fifteen to twenty years with

little apparent deterioration. The chief trouble with strainers in this terri-

tory is due to incrustation and the wearing of the openings by the action

of the water and fine sand.

In selecting a strainer the first essential is to determine the mesh or

size of opening required. This may be determined by collecting samples

of the material comprising the water bearing stratum, using care thai

the samples represent a fair average of the various kinds of sand and

gravel encountered. The strainer selected should permit the very fine

grains tn pass through and hold back the grains of medium size The
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well should be pumped thoroughly until all the fine sand is removed

before it is placed in service.

The service to be obtained from a certain type of strainer can be de-

termined only by trying out the strainer apparently best suited to condi-

tions, although a careful analysis of observations of other wells put

down in the locality will be useful in determining the strainer to be used.

Generally where the water has a corrosive effect it is necessary to use

a tubular brass strainer or one wound with heavy brass wire, as the gauze

wound strainer does not offer much resistance to corrosion. The per-

forated pipe strainer cannot be used with success where the water bear-

ing stratum does not consist of very coarse sand or gravel unless the well

is gravel treated.

For general use an inserted strainer with lead seal is to be preferred

on account of the possible necessity of removing the strainer for cleaning.

A great objection to having the strainer attached to the casing is that it

is subject to damage in setting, particularly if there is any rock or shale

in the well. This type of strainer has one great advantage in that it lend.s

itself for splendid use where it is desired to tap more than one water bear-

ing stratum as this strainer may be set at any point in the casing or at as

many places as may be desired.

(5) REPORT ON METHODS FOR COMPLYING WITH FEDERAL
REGULATIONS IN REGARD TO PURITY OF DRINKINC;

WATER SUPPLIED TO THE PUBLIC AND EMPLOYES
ON INTERST.\TE TRAINS.

The following report, prepared for the Committee by Mr. R. C.

Bardwell, gives the present status of the efforts made by the railways

to comply with the Federal regulations. The report is submitted as in-

formation and with the suggestion that the Committee be instructed

to keep in touch, during the next year, with the development of these

regulations, as well as with the methods used by the railways in the ob-

servance of them, and to make further report on the subject to the 191S

Convention.

On January 25, 1913, the Federal Interstate Quarantine Regulations

.\n. 6 were amended as follows

:

"Article 3, General Regulations, is hereby amended by the addition of
the following paragraph:

"Paragraph 15. Water provided by common carriers on cars, ves-
sels or vehicles operated in interstate traffic for use of passengers .shall

be furnished under the following conditions

:

"(a)
_
Water shall be certified by the state or municipal health au-

thority within whose jurisdiction it is obtained as incapable of conveying
disease

: Proz^ided. That water in regard to the safety of which a rea-
sonable doubt exists may be used if the same has been treated in such
manner as to render it incapable of conveying disease, and the fact
of such treatment is certified bv aforesaid health officer.
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"(b) Ice used for cooling such water shall be from a source the

safety of which is certified by the state or municipal health authority

within whose jurisdiction it is obtained, and before the ice is placed in

the water it shall be first carefully washed with water of a known safety,

and handled in such manner as to prevent its becoming contaminated by

the organisms of infectious or contagious diseases: Provided, That the

foregoing shall not apply to ice which does not come in contact with the

water which is to be cooled.

"(c) Water containers shall be cleansed and thoroughly scalded with

live steam at least once in each week that they are in operation."

At the same time a committee of fifteen men, composed of the most

prominent bacteriological, health and water experts in the country, wa?

appointed to formulate standards for the purity of the water to be accept-

able under this regulation. This committee, on October 21, 1914, reported

recommendations for the limits of permissible bacteriological impurity

after devoting more than a year to the discussion of the problem. These

standards were adopted by the Treasury Department, under whose juris-

diction public health matters are supervised, and same has since been In

force.

These maximum limits for permissible bacteriological impurity are, in

brief, a low number of total bacteria which multiply rapidly at body tem-

peratures, and only one sample in five is allowed to show indication of

the Bacillus Coli, whose presence is taken as evidence of pollution, as

these bacteria are normally inhabitants of the intestinal tract of warm-
blooded animals and, it is believed, do not multiply under ordinary condi-

tions outside of the animal body. The standards are for laboratory -jk-

amination only and are somewhat rigid, but will insure a safe drinking

water as has been found by experience. Although it is a fact that some

of the largest municipal supplies in the country do not as yet conform

at all times to these standards, the agitation along this line has un-

doubtedly gone far in improving the situation of safe water supply with

corresponding improvement in public health.

Standards for the chemical and physical properties of good drinking

water have as yet not been defined on account of the fact that the de-

gree of oiifensiveness of the different natural constituents in water is not

accurately measurable and depends largely on individual taste and habits.

Also in present state of knowledge it is impossible to definitely specify

the ill effects which given amounts of substances commonly found in water

produce. From a health standpoint the bacteriological impurity is the maiu

thing to be considered, so that with standards for these promulgated the

committee to date has left the matter of chemical impurities to the

opinion of the Surgeon-General.

With reference to the ice used, the same standards as to limits for

bacteriological impurities holds as in the case of water. However, with

the installation of containers which do not allow the ice to come into

contact with the water, this feature is becoming of less importance. From
a health standpoint the main precaution now is the thorough cleansing and

disinfecting of the containers periodically.
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During the first year and a half following the adoption of this amend-

ment there was more or less confusion in regard to compliance. Certifi-

cates were demanded semi-annually, signed by the state or municipal

health officer in his respective jurisdiction, stating that the water used was

free from organisms and materials liable to cause disease in man. In

many cases it was possible to have the local health officers readily fumi?h

the necessarj' certificates as neither the method nor the extent of examma-
tion required was stated, but with the adoption of the stated standards

this has become more difficult. At the time the amendment was made, it

can be stated that but very few municipal health officers had the neces-

sary equipment to make the standard tests and this is still largely the fact.

This first also applies to many of the state public health boards under

whose supervision the amendment operates. However, the fixing of

the standards necessitated the special training and apparatus for a per-

son competent to handle the delicate technic for the demarcation between

the undoubtedly safe water and one which should be condemned, and

most state boards are now equipped with laboratories to handle tests

satisfactorily.

To date two general methods have developed for taking care of the

situation.

First, reliance is placed altogether on the various state or municipal

health boards to handle through their laboratories the examination of

the waters and furnish the necessary semi-annual certificates in regard

to their purity to the Surgeon-General. In most cases the water for

drinking purposes for use on passenger equipment is secured from

municipal supplies, so that no additional labor on part of these authorities

is involved outside of signing the necessary semi-annual certificates as

required by the federal regulation^, as progressive .state boards keep in

close touch with the condition of their municipal water supplies at all

times and it is their object to see that a safe wholesome water is supplied.

There has been admirable co-operation between many of the states and

the railroads in this respect, but in some cases the states have made

extra charge for signing the certificates, presumably as a fee for making

special examination, although this should not be necessary and viewpoint

is changing. At points outside of municipal supplies the same treatment

should be expected as is accorded any private concerns.

The other method in practice is to have a bacteriological laboratory

established by the railroads under the supervision of a competent man
trained in this bacteriological work. The semi-annual or more frequent

tests are made by him or under his supe.rvision and sworn to in respect

to authenticity and accuracy. These analyses are then given to the local

health officers where water is taken and if satisfactory he can sign the

required certificate to be forwarded to the Surgeon-General in full com-

pliance with the regulation. This method has the disadvantage in some

cases of arousing the antagonism of the state authorities and in a few

instances has caused legislation to the effect that the official analyses must
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be made at tlie state laboratories. However, it has the advantage when

run by competent men in full accordance with the standard methods, of

being able to take care of all special cases outside of the drinking water

supplied passengers, and is especially valuable in compliance with thf-

amendment to Interstate Quarantine Regulation No. 8, m respect to the

purity of drinking water supplied to all crews and employes.

Out of eighteen answers to inquiries addressed to different railroads

with a view to ascertaining which method was being used, eight advised

that regularly equipped bacteriological laboratories had been established

for making original tests, investigations and check tests. The remaining

ten advised that they rely entirely upon the state and municipal

laboratories.

AMENDMKNT TO INTF.RST.XTF OUARANTrNE REGULATION.^ NO. 8.

On September 16, 1914, the following amendment was made to Inter-

state Quarantine Regulations No. 8:

"Article 3, General Regulations, is hereby amended by the :-\ddition

of the following paragraph

:

"Paragraph 17. Common carriers while engaging in interstate traffic

shall not furnish to their crews or employes any polluted water for

drinking purposes which may contain organisms or materials likely to

cause a contagious or infectious disease, nor shall such carriers maintain
or permit to be maintained upon their vessels or vehicles, or at or near
their stations or other ordinary stopping places over which they have con-
trol, any tank, cistern, receptacle, hydrant or article with water which
may contain such impurities, in such manner that water therefrom may
be conveniently obtained by the crews and employes mentioned for

drinking purposes, unless such common carriers maintain a notice upon
said vessels or vehicles and at. near, or upon every said tank, cistern, re-

ceptacle, hydrant, pump, well, stream, brook, pool, ditch or other place

or article, with water therein containing such impurities, forbidding the

use of such water for drinking purposes by the crews or employes of the

said common carriers or by the general public while engaging in inter-

state commerce."

This regulation is very far-reaching in statement and if followed up

with the standard tests for absolute safe drinking water as outlined in

case of water supplied for passengers on cars, for every pump, hydrant,

tank, well, etc., on the right-of-way, would put a tremendous burden upon

the railroads. Consequently the provision in the last sentence for post-

ing signs forbidding the use of such waters for drinking purposes what-

ever may be their condition is being taken advantage of in the majority

of cases. That is, it has been held legal and in proper compliance in lieu

of making elaborate tests on all possible sources for drinking water on

the properties, that sign be posted at all such sources reading:

USE OF THIS WATER FOR

DRINKING IS FORBIDDEN.

Several of the railroads which have bacteriological equipment are

undertaking to test and classify all sources of drinking water before

posting same as forbidden. In cases where water is secured for shop and
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depot purposes from recognized safe municipal supplies the test would not

be necessary, as the local health authorities look after this feature. Neither

would tests be necessary in case of stockyards wells and others of similar

location as same would be condemned off hand from sanitary survey

viewpoint.

Where sources of drinking water supplies are in wells or cisterns,

precautions should be taken to see that same are installed and main-

tained so that there will be the least possible opportunity for contamination.

Open dug wells are always dangerous and very susceptible of being in-

fected and spreading disease. Driven or cased wells are far better, but

care should be taken that same be so arranged to preclude the possibility

of surface drainage returning into the well. Location of such drinking

water supplies should be made with drainage feature of surrounding

ground and soil in mind and precautions taken in respect to proximity of

any possible vault, cesspool, stable, stockyard or graveyard.

The beneficial effect of liealthful, wholesome drinking water upon the

results secured from labor and employes is universally recognized. The

diseases commonly carried by water, such as typhoid fever, dysentery,

diarrhea, minor fevers, etc., in many cases, while not actually keeping the

man away from work and off the pay roll, cause considerable loss, as

men even slightly affected not only necessarily waste their own time but

their retarded efforts have detrimental effect on work of fellow-em-

ployes. With the increased dissemination of knowledge on these matters,

improved results in handling will correspondingly grow. Until lately

the Federal Public Health Service has depended almost entirely upon

state health boards with their municipal health authorities, but the coun-

try is now divided into twelve federal sanitary districts and headquarters

with proper laboratory facilities will- undoubtedly be established in all

cases as are now at few points. With the increased federal direction and

co-operation, better and more uniform results and understanding will

consequently be secured.

(6) REPORT ON DESIGN OF IMPOUNDING RESERVOIRS.
AND THE CONDITIONS UNDER W^HICH THEY ARE
ECONOMICAL.

The Sub-Committee having this subject in hand prepared a question-

aire, which was sent to twenty-three roads, covering all parts of the

country. To date, answers have been received from nine of these, five

of which answered the questions fully, the other four stating that they

had no impounding reservoirs. The Sub-Committee is of the opinion

that an expression should be received from more of the roads from which

information has been requested, and recommends that the subject be re-

assigned for further investigation and report to the next convention.
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(7) REPORT ON RELATIVE MERITS OF CONTINUOUS AND
INTERMITTENT WATER SOFTENERS.

A large amount of information has been gathered by the Sub-

Committee having this subject in hand, but it was found impossible to

complete the report for this convention. The subject is a live and im-

portant one on many roads that have the problem of water purification

before them at the present time, and the Committee hopes to complete,

during the coming year, a report that will contain valuable information

on the subject, as well as definite conclusions.

As a matter of interest, we give below a letter to the Committee

from C. Herschel Koyl, Engineer Water Service of the Great Northern

Railway, which contains some interesting views on the subject of water

softening in general, as well as the relative merits of various types of

softeners

:

s "Replying to your letter of October 23, concerning the relative merits
of intermittent and continuous water softeners, and regretting that absence
on line has caused so much delay

:

"Your report of last year on the operating expenses of railway pump-
ing plants brought out so clearly the predominant influence of the amount
of water pumped that it may be presumed the same holds true of water
softening apparatus, and a theoretic comparison of methods may have more
value than a comparison of costs.

"Assuming it to be agreed that the process of water softening consists

of (1) the calculated addition of chemical reagents to the water to be

softened and their mixture therewith, and (2) the settling out of the

precipitate, the terms 'intermittent' and 'continuous' can apply to either

or both of these processes, and a plant may be intermittent in both, as

in the early days of water softening, or intermittent in settling only, ai

in most modern plants of that name, or it may be continuous in both ; and
I take it that, other things being equal, that method is the better which
secures the more exact proportioning, the more thorough mixing and the

more complete settling.

"In the matter of proportioning, perhaps as exact work can be done by
the old intermittent method of adding large quantities of reagents to large
quantities of water as by the continuous method of adding the reagents
in streams adjusted to the amount of water flowing. But in the matter of

mixing, the advantage is all with the continuous process, for it needs no
demonstration to prove that the mixture of liquids by thimblefuls far

exceeds in imiformity and speed of distribution their mixture by tankfuls.

"Nearly all designers of water softening plants readily admit this,

and nearly all intermittent plants now have practicalh' continuous mixing
devices. Therefore, I understand the term 'intermittent water softening
plant,' in its modern acceptation, to mean a water softening plant with
two settling tanks, to be utilized alternately, and I assume that the two
tanks are used because one is not sufficient. If this is true, it seems to

me that the question should be, not, 'Shall we use two settling tanks if one
is not enough?' but, 'Is it possible to put the precipitate in such condition

that one settling tank will always suffice?'

"I welcome the opportunity of this letter to discuss the question, be-

cause the rate of settling certainly depends on the condition of the precipi-

tate, and this certainly depends on the character and efficiency of the

mixing appliances. So absolute is this dependence that on a proper con-
ception of the meaning of the terms 'mixing' and 'distribution' as applied to
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the art of water softening hangs, I think, the future of clean soft water
on American railways.

"Water should be completely softened before it enters the settling

tank.

"All the particles of precipitate should be large.

"Chemical reactions take place almost instantaneously when the com-
bining atoms or molecules have come within chemical distance of each
other, and completion of mixing is evidenced by completion of softening.

When the reagents first meet the water, chemical action is rapid and the

particles of precipitate grow to such size that they settle readily ; but

toward the last, when the remaining molecules on each side are few, the

particles formed are so small as to settle with exceeding slowness, and
if these final unions take place in the settling tank after the heavy precipi-

tate has gone down, the water remains for hours hazy from a cloudy,

slow-settling precipitate.

"To efi'ect a mixture so thorough that every drop of water shall have
its proportion of reagent, and have that proportion uniformly distributed,

it is not enough that a small stream of reagent shall be fed to a large

stream of water, but that this mixture shall be well stirred. For eighteen
years I have been measuring on all kinds of waters the continuance of
slow mechanical stirring necessary to reduce the water to a uniform
hardness of three grains per gallon (for, as stated above, the completion
of chemical action is the true test of the completion of mixing), and 1

find that the minimum for clean well waters is about twenty-five minutes,

and for slimy river or pond waters nor far from one hour. For reasons
given above, this work should be completed before the water enters the

settling tank, and I regard as entirely inadequate any bucket or other

mixing device which does not include this period of continued stirring.

"When matter previously in solution becomes matter in suspension
the nascent molecules of solid matter have great power of cohesion. In

the case of common salt, for example, coming out of a supersaturated

solution, the molecules build themselves up into crystals, and while the

force of cohesion is not equally strong in all substances, yet it exists in

all. In the case of calcium carbonate, which is the principal part of all

water softening precipitate, the force is effective only at small distances,

but if the water in which precipitation is taking place is filled with old

particles of the same kind of material, the young particles (really young
molecules), as fast as they are born, will attach themselves to the older

and larger particles and thus prevent the formation of the clouds of fine

particles which are so slow to settle.

"In the old days, when the intermittent process used only two tanks,

utilizing them alternately, and each was both mixing and settling tank,

there was a marked advantage in that the old precipitate could be left in

the tank to be stirred up with the next batch of water, and decidedly im-
prove its settling rate and quality. If this old precipitate were not left

in, the clarification was less complete because the new precipitate from,
say, a cubic foot of water, was not of sufficient quantitj' to fill this

cubic foot so completely that a late molecule could not be born beyond
cohesion distance of an older and larger particle. But with the precipi-

tate from four to five previous batches kept in suspension in the water by
continued stirring imtil the new chemical reactions were complete, there

was not room for a molecule to be born beyond the cohesive reach of an
older one, and the result, when stirring stopped, was settlement of this

mass of large particles at a rate and with a clarification truly astonishing.

"But of late years, in intermittent plants, this advantage has been
lost; for, because of the difficulty of stirring such large quantities of

water, it lias become common practice to introduce the reagents into th

:
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water on its way to the settling tank, and while in all such plants of which
I have knowledge, the mixing time is entirely inadequate to the work, the
settling tank cannot improve the character of the precipitate.

"On the other hand, the continuous method has gained what the in-

termittent has lost. In the early days of continuous plants, they all

had filters; while now a properly designed continuous plant settles water
so perfectly that it never uses a filter except as an added safeguard to the

drinking water of a city. In 1910 the new method was announced of

admitting the raw water and the reagents at the bottom of the mixing
tank and compelling them to flow upward for the time necessary to com-
plete the distribution of the reagents and the softening of the water, after

which the mixture of soft water and precipitate flows to the settling tank.

But in the mixing tank, while the water is flowing upward the precipitate

lags behind, with the result that in a short time the water of the mixing
tank becomes charged with precipitate in suspension, to the full carrying

power of the water, and thereafter each new molecule of precipitate is

born within clinging distance of some older particle to which it imme-
diately attaches itself, and the result in perfection of settled water is as

wonderful as in the old days of the slow but well-nigh perfect truly-

intermittent plant.

"In either kind of plant such complete distribution of reagents as I

have described obviates the otherwise common necessity of overdosing
with soda ash; reduces the hardness of the water to- three grains per
gallon, or two grains, or whatever that particular water can reach ; makes
settling almost perfect at the rate of five vertical feet per hour, and almost
eliminates after precipitation.

"In my opinion the early intermittent plants, which mixed and stirred

and settled in one tank, have never been surpassed in anything but speed

;

the modern intermittent plants, intermittent only in settling, have retro-

graded where they have not been provided with stirring tanks of at least

half-hour capacity, and the 1910 model of continuous plant has all the good
qualities of the early intermittent plants, with double their working speed.

Water treating plants should be classified not by their settling tanks as

'intermittent' or 'continuous,' but by their mixing tanks as 'one hour, bot-

tom feed' or 'three minutes, top feed.'

"Sometimes it happens on a railroad that there are two or three

small water stations within easy distance of each other; and in such case,

if the pumps and the mixing tanks are large, one man can frequently take

charge of more than one plant of the intermittent system where he could

not of the continuous.

"On the Great Northern Railway we have forty-three continuous
plants in successful operation and wall have sixty within a few months.
We have no difficulty in softening the hardest water, and none in settling

the muddiest (we have five plants on the Missouri), if the lime treatment
is exact in amount. The unit expense for chemicals depends on the kind
of water, and the other operating expenses on its amount, as you said

last vear."

(8) REPORT ON RULES OR EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR
CARE OF BOILERS IN PUMPING STATIONS.

The Committee was somewhat in doubt as to what should be included

in the report, and have used a rather broad interpretation of the sub-

ject. An effort was made to have the instructions cover the entire water

station, rather than the boiler onlv.
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In addition a list of questions with their answers covering the care

of boilers, and another on internal combustion engines, and the duties

of a pumper or water station attendant are submitted, although in some

respects they may be incomplete.

The Committee feels that there is need of similar lists of questions

covering the operation of other types of pumping machinery, as, for in-

stance, electric equipment. Work by the Committee on these additional

lists is under way, but sufficient time was not available to cover the

entire subject in complete form for this convention.

The Committee suggests that this subject be reassigned for further

study during the coming year, and, if agreeable to the Association, it

hopes to present a more complete and final report to the next convention.

This partial report is submitted for possible use by railways as a

guide in the completion or revision of their books of rules on maintenance

of way.

INSTRUCTION.S FOR CARE OK WATER STATIONS.

Duties of Attendant.

The Pumper, Station Agent or other per.son in charge of the local

water supply will be held responsible for the condition of the entire plant.

His first duty will be to see that there is an ample supply of water avail-

able for locomotive use at all times and to see that traffic is not delayed
on account of lack of it.

In case of trouble that afi^ects the water supply he must wire the
Chief Dispatcher as well as the Water Service Foreman, stating fully the
trouble and what is needed for repairs. He must make freqnent inspec-
tion of all parts of the plant and make all repairs within his power and
avoid sending for repair man except when absolutely necessary. He
will be responsible for the safe keeping and economical use of supplies
furnished to the- water station and place orders for fuel and supplies in

ample time to avoid a shut-down of the plant.

Pumphouse.

The attendant must keep pumphouse neat and clean and take every
precaution against loss or damage by fire. Waste or other combustible
material must not be stored in the pumphouse. Oil and gasoline must be
stored outside in proper receptacles. Cinders must not be dumped clos»
enough to the house to endanger it. Proper place must be provided for
all tools and they must be returned to their proper place after using.

Machinery.

Machinery must be inspected daily and adjustments made to increase
efficiency and to prevent wear or breakdown. Particular attention must be
given to the packing and lubrication of all parts. Attendant must be
famiUar with the location and purpose of all steam and water pipes,
valves, levers, etc., so that in case of accident or leaks the valves con-
trolling same may be properly used.

When ordering repair parts for any piece of machinery attendant must
always give the name of manufacturer, .shop number of the machine and
repair number of the part wanted.

Boilers.

Attendant must see that the boiler contains a sufficient amount of
water before starting a fire and shall see that the gage-cocks, water glasses
and safety valves are clean and in good condition.
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Fire must be frequently cleaned of clinkers. Ashes must not be

allowed to accumulate beneath the grate. If muddy water is used, boilers

must be blown down frequently. In doing this, boiler must be filled full

of water and blov/n down to one gage with not over 30 lbs. of stCcUn.

Foaming is due to a dirty boiler and can be stopped by blowing down and
filling with fresh water. Boilers must be washed out once a week or

oftener if in the judgment of the Water Service Foreman it is necessary.

Flues and fire-box must be frequently cleaned of ashes and soot.

If it develops, when plant is operating, that no water shows in the

water glass the valve below water column should be opened. If water

shows, the flow to the boiler can be increased; if not, fire must be pulled

or covered with wet ashes or dirt and boiler cooled before turning any

water into the boiler. If there be a night attendant he should be cautioned

about any defects in plant by day man before leaving.

Should safety valve stick and steam gage show over-pressure, draft

doors should be closed and boiler allowed to cool off to pressure at which
valve is supposed to work before any repairs or adjustments of the safety

valve is attempted.

Oil Engines.

Attendant must be provided with a copy of and must be governed
by the manufacturer's printed instructions for operating the particular

type of engine in his charge.

To secure economical and satisfactory operation, engines must be
properly lubricated. Attendant must see that all moving parts are free

from dirt, properly oiled and work easily. Lubricating oil must be

fiuid enough to be fed readily through the oiler. When oiler is filled the

lubricating oil should be run through a fine mesh strainer inserted in

a funnel. The cover of the oiler should be in place at all times except when
fining it. The oiler should be drained occasionally and washed out with

gasoline. This applies also to the bearing oil cups.

The machinery to be driven should be detached from the engine

until engine is in motion.

Before starting see that tank contains fuel and that a supply of
cooling water is available. Thermometers are frequently provided which
show the temperature of the cooling water around the cylinder. When
running the thermometer should register 140 to 180 degrees Fahrenheit.
The most favorable temperature will be different with different fuels and
attendant should note the temperature at which operation is best and at-

tempt to keep it reasonably close to that figure. The temperature can be
held at that point by regulating the supply of water to the cylinder jacket

by means of the valve provided for that purpose. The pump, piping and
water jacket of engine must be drained when engine is not in use to pre-

vent freezing and cracking of cylinder.

Fuel for oil engine should be strained at the time storage tank is

filled. In some types of engines fuel is injected into cylinder through a

spray nozzle. Irregular operation may be caused by foreign matter in

the oil sticking in the spray nozzle or in the check valve in the injector

pump. The small hole in top of spray nozzle must be cleaned occa-
sionally to prevent it becoming stopped up.

If a loss of compression is noticed^ piston should be inspected. The
piston rings should be free in their grooves. If they stick, the compression
or explosion will blow past them and the combustion will be poor, due to

poor compression. Any accumulation of carbon which tends to stick to

the rings should be washed out with gasoline.
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Water Tanks.

They should be kept full of water at all times to prevent shrinkage
of staves as well as to safeguard the water supply in case of accident

to the plant. Tank spouts and grab ropes must be maintained at stand-

ard clearance. Defects in spouts, valves or discharge pipes must be

reported at once. Attendant must watch engines take water and report

unnecessary waste. Damage to fixtures or appliances by engines taking

water must be reported to the Water Service Foreman, giving date, train

number and engine number.

Water Columns or Stand Pipes.

Water columns should be inspected frequently and maintained in good
working order. Lifting rods should be tightened, leaky glands repacked,

spring locks and rollers adjusted. On double track, water columns should

be swung in the direction of traffic and automatic locks maintained in

such position that they hold the water column parallel to the track.

1. (Q.)

(A.)

2. (Q.
(A.

3. (Q.
(A.

4. (Q.
(A.

5. (Q.
(A.

6. (Q.

(A.

7. (Q.

(A.
8. (Q.

(A.
9. (Q.

(A.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR CARE OF BOILERS.

Describe in a general way the principal parts of a steam boiler

and their uses.

A steam boiler is a vessel used to generate steam. A firebox

or furnace is provided for the combustion of fuel such as

coal or wood. The smokestack is connected with the fur-

nace to carry away the gases of combustion and create a
draft; that is, supply the burning fuel with air. An injector

or feed pump supplies the water to the boiler for the gen-

eration of steam. The steam gage indicates the steam
pressure while the water glass and gage cocks show the

. height of water in the boiler. The safety valve is a device

attached to the boiler for the purpo"se of assuring its safety

against explosion from excessive pressure of the steam.

It automatically opens when the pressure exceeds a certain

limit and closes again when the pressure has fallen slightly.

What is essential for the safety of a steam boiler?

A safe head of water in the boiler and safety valve properly

set and in good order.

What is necessary for the proper burning of coal?

Clean flues and smoke connections and careful even firing,

keeping the fire open and free from clinkers and supplying

it with the proper amount of air.

What is the result of putting too much coal on a fire?

Incomplete combustion and black smoke and poor steaming

effect.

What is the result of carrying too thin a fire?

An uneven fire with too much air supply and poor steaming
efifect.

(a) Of what does black smoke consist?

(b) How can it be prevented?

Ca) Carbon and unburnt gases,

(b) By careful even firing.

What is the result of letting ashes accumulate beneath the

grate ?

A poor draft and generally the warping and burning of grate.s.

What is the result of letting clinkers gather on the grate?

A poor fire and burning out of grates.

For what purpose is the water glass used?
To indicate the height of water in boiler.
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10.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR CARE OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES.

1- (Q.)
(A.)

2.
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11. (Q.) What are the causes of hot bearings?

(A.) Friction from bearing being too tight, lack of lubrication and
bearing being too loose, causing it to pound hot.

12. (Q.) What should be done to correct a hot bearing.

(A.) The bearing should be carefully adjusted to eliminate un-

necessary friction and pounding and the bearing properly

lubricated. Water may be used on the bearing to keep the

heat below the danger point until it has become properly

seated. Excessive heat will cause the bearing to expand and
stick.

13. (Q.) What is the effect of too much oil in the cylinder?

(A.) If too much oil is used a slow burning mixture is formed
which does not develop the power that a proper explosive

mixture does, causes incomplete combustion and formation

of carbon.

14. (Q.) What are some of the causes of carbon formation?
(A.) Carbonization is chiefly due to insufficient heat in the com-

bustion chamber and may be caused by an overloaded en-
gine using more oil than the heat from the combustion
chamber can vaporize. It is important to prevent carboni-
zation that the piston rings are a perfect fit to the cylinder
walls, otherwise the gases may blow by the rings causing
them to become fast in the grooves of the piston.

15. (Q.) How should piston rings be loosened when stuck in the grooves
of the piston?

(A.) The rings should be soaked with kerosene, loosened up and
grooves carefully cleaned.

16. (Q.) How would you remove the rings?

(A.) The rings can be removed by taking three strips of tin one-
half inch wide and five or six inches long, slip one strip

under each end of the ring and the third strip under the

middle of the ring. The ring may then be slipped out of
the way of the groove and cleaned.

17. (Q.) How would you regrind inlet and exhaust valves?

(A.) To reseat valves grind with emery and oil by revolving valve

on seat until it will hold compression, carefully clean

both valves and seat before starting engine.

18. (Q.) What causes knocking in an engine?

(A.) Knocking may be caused by the crank brasses, piston brasses
or bearings being loose. Also loose piston rings cause a
knock in the cylinder which is .sometimes very hard to lo-

cate. Pre-ignition will also cause knocking in the cylinder.

19. (Q.j What causes pre-ighition?

(A.) Pre-ignition may be caused by an overload on the engine,

by carbon deposit on walls of cyHnder and head becoming
ignited and by the cylinder being too hot.

20. (Q.) What are the principal causes contributing to the rapid de-

terioration of internal combustion engines?

(A.) Lack of proper lubrication and want of cooling water on jacket

are the two things that will produce rapid deterioration of
an internal combustion engine.
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SUGGESTED SUBJECTS FOR NEXT YEAR'S STUDY AND
REPORT,

Continue the study of methods for complying with Federal regula-

tions in regard to purity of drinking water supplied to the public and

employes on interstate trains.

Make final report on design of impounding reservoirs, and the condi-

tions under which they are economical.

Make final report on relative merits of continuous and intermittent

water softeners.

Make final report on rules or examination questions for care of boilers

in pumping stations.

Report on organization for railway water service department.

Report on definition of terms used in railway water service.

Report on suitable types of water meters for use in railway water

service, methods follow-ed in testing and reading meters, and checking

the consumption of city water.

CONCLUSIONS.

Your 'Committee on Water Service desires the following action taken

on its report

:

1. That the changes in the subject-matter on Water Service under

the heading, "Revision of Manual," be adopted and substituted for the

matter now given in the Manual.

2. That the report on methods for rejuvenating driven wells be re-

ceived as information.

3. That the report on various types of well strainers in use and the

service secured from each type be received as information.

4. That the report on methods for complying with Federal regula-

tions in regard to purity of drinking w^ater supplied to the public and em-

ployes on interstate trains be received as information and be reassigned for

the coming year.

5. That the report on design of impounding reservoirs and the con-

ditions under which they are economical be received as a progress report.

6. That the report on the relative merits of continuous and inter-

mittent water softeners be received as one of progress and be reassigned.

7. That the report on rules or examination questions for care of boil-

ers in pumping stations be received as information.

Respectfully submitted,

COAIMITTEE ON WATER SERVICE.
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Committee.

To the Members of the American Raikvay Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned for the consideration of your

Committee during the past year

:

(1) Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

(2) Report on design of dock and wharves, including floors; like-

wise coal and ore wharves.
(3) Report on comparative merits of ballast deck and reinforced

concrete trestles, taking into consideration the design of ballast floors for

timber trestles.

(4) Continue the study of the use of lag screws in trestle cou-
struction.

(5) Report on classification of wooden bridges.

(6) Report on merits of galvanized iron fastenings for timber tres-

tles as compared with plain iron and steel fastenings, especially in relation

to their use on creosoted structures.

The Committee was divided into six Sub-Committees, which have

worked during the year on the subjects assigned. A general meeting

was held in the Association's rooms in Chicago on October 28, 1916,

and was attended by Messrs. Auryansen, Case, Hadley, Haggander, Hoyt,

Ridgway, Smith and Van Auken. A second meeting was held in the

Association's rooms on January 20, 1917, at which were present Messrs.

Austin, Brown, Case, Frink, Hadley, Haggander, Hoyt, Ridgway, Shel-

don, Simmons, Smith, Young and Van Auken.

From the work at these meetings, and correspondence during the

year, your Committee submits the following report

:

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL.

SuB-CoMMin-EE No. 1, F. L. Nicholson, Chairman.

Your Committee recommends to the Board of Direction for con-

sideration that future issues of the Manual be issued in a more convenient

form, either loose-leaf or some other equally useful form, whereby mem-
bers may be placed in possession of the decided action of the Association

575
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more promptly and comprehensive^. No changes in the subject-matter

of the Manual are suggested at this time.

(2) DESIGN OF DOCK AND WHARVES, INCLUDING FLOORS

;

LIKEWISE COAL AND ORE WHARVES.

Sub-Committee No. 2, W. H. Hoyt, Chairman.

The Sub-Committee to whom was assigned the study of Docks and

Wharves, submitted last year a general report showing a few typical

designs that could be recommended as good practice under certain con-

ditions. During the past year, after giving the subject much study, it is

our opinion that owing to the immense variety of conditions under which

these structures are built, it is impossible to submit a detailed report that

would be of value. Making a comparison of costs between different styles

of docks as to whether it were better to use a temporary or permanent

form or some combination of the two depends so largely upon the many
variable conditions of the site and the traffic to be handled that arriving

at correct conclusions is a matter to be decided by careful study of each

individual case.

Your Committee recommends that the study of this subject be dis-

continued, but as much valuable data has been gathered in the study

of the subject, the Committee is having prepared, under the direction of

Mr. Hoyt, a paper dealing with the subject which it purposes submitting

to the Board of Direction for printing in a future Bulletin of the Asso-

ciation.

(3) COMPARATIVE MERITS OF BALLAST DECK AND REIN-

(FORCED CONCRETE TRESTLES, TAKING INTO CON-
SIDERATION THE DESIGN OF BALLAST

FLOORS FOR TIMBER TRESTLES.

Sub-Committee No. 3, A. O. Ridgway, Chairman.

Attention is directed to the Committee's progress report presented

to the Association last year, and printed on pages 198-201, Vol. 17 of the

Proceedings, in which mention was made of the elusive character of

considerations involved. This year's work has been devoted to a study

of these problems and as a result thereof the Committee begs to submit

the following report

:

The minor, although not necessarily decisive, factors entering into

a comparison of the two types of structures may be stated to be:

(a) Fire hazard,
(b) Stability against the action of floods,

(c) Service qualities,

(d) Appearance, and
(e) Conservation of materials.

The two major or determining factors to be discussed are

:

(/) Statutory requirements and
(g) Ultimate economy.
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Findings of relative merit in the two types of structures with respect

to these factors are as follows

:

(a) Fire Hazard:

In recorded instances of loss by lire of ballast deck wooden trestles

the conflagration has with few exceptions originated below the deck, the

ballast serving as an effectual fireproofing measure in the structure proper.

While some of these cases are the resultant acts of careless or maliciously

inclined persons, the far greater number are caused by locomotive sparks

igniting an accumulation of inflammable debris directly under or adjacent

to the bridge. It therefore follows that for carrying traffic over bodies

of standing water, or streams of continuous flow, there is little, if any,

fire hazard in the maintenance of ballast deck trestles, and that if the

surface underneath and adjoining bridges over dry washes, gulches and

watercourses of intermittent flow is kept clear of inflammable material

the danger of fire loss is inconsiderable. However, it should be recognized

that wood in any form is combustible while concrete is immune against

fire, wherefore advantage in this respect must be assigned to the reinforced

concrete structure, the degree thereof depending upon the character of

opening to be bridged and thoroughness of roadway maintenance, as above

suggested.

(b) Stability Against the Action of Floods:

The preponderance of opinion is that with equally secure foundations

regardless of cost, which assumption must be conceded in this analysis,

there is less danger of loss by flood with the concrete than with the tim-

ber structure. It has been suggested that in case of destruction by flood

replacement of the wooden trestle is more readily accomplished than the

rebuilding of the concrete and, therefore, the former has an advantage

in restricting to a minimum all loss attendant upon interruption and de-

tention to traffic, but it is also pointed out that a temporary bridge must

needs be constructed in any event, thus dissipating claims of such

superiority. It is possible, however, that destruction of a concrete trestle

will leave the opening so congested with masonry debris as to render

installation of a temporary bridge difficult and expensive, and it is quite

certain that flood destruction in case of the concrete structure will entail

a greater monetary loss.

The salient facts are these : The lighter specific gravity of wood
as compared with concrete places the timber structure at a decided dis-

advantage in case of abnormal floods. The buoyancy of the water, coupled

with its force as a current might carry away a wooden structure where

a concrete trestle of the same waterway would withstand the assault.

In bridging openings over standing water, not subject to surface fluctua-

tions, neither type can have an advantage over the other type in this par-

ticular respect, for in such event the flood element is not present.

(c) Service Qualities:

In considering relative service qualities of the two types of structures

the object was to ascertain if there might not be some difference in the

manner of performance of the function for which they were created,
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namely, that of carrying traffic. Opinion is about equally divided as to

whether or not either type displays better behavior under traffic than

the other, the greater weight of evidence -favoring concrete where any

difference of opinion is expressed. It is certain that theoretically, and

probably that practically, concrete should produce the better riding struc-

ture, for with equal consumption of waterway in depth of floor the higher

elastic coefficient of reinforced concrete would render the deflection under

load much less than if wooden stringers were used. [Moreover, the lower

coefficient of elasticity of timber as compared with concrete has a tend-

ency, through compression of stringers, caps and piles, to supplement

midspan deflection and thus accentuate the yielding of the wooden struc-

ture, while the far greater inertia of the concrete trestle through its

abnormally low ratio of live to total load has a decided influence in

eliminating irregularities in continuity of roadbed. Quite likely the dif-

ference between the two types of structures in this respect is involved to

such an extent in other attendant phenomena, such as resilience of ballast,

ordinary condition of track, customary design and service tolerance of

rolling stock, etc., that it is impossible of segregation, although it would

appear to be a contributing influence on operating expenses. In view

of the divided opinions furnished the Committee as to the weight of this

rather elusive factor, and for want of definite evidence to the contrary,

we are compelled to refrain from the assignment to either type of any

advantages as to service qualities,

(d) Appearance:

The great similarity from a viewpoint above the track renders it

practically impossible for passengers on trains of a common carrier to

distinguish the one type of ballasted structure from the other. This

resemblance, together with the fact that a very insignificant portion of

railway patrons ever see the track, forbids the assignment of any particu-

lar advantage in this respect to either type for bridges in rural districts.

In municipalities and congested districts, where railway structures play

a part in civic improvement and where esthetic features are desirable,

concrete is decidedly preferable to timber, but usually in such instances

no discretion can be exercised and therefore no choice is permissible.

Hence it is evident that in a comparative analysis of this sort the assign-

ment of merit in the more sightly appearance of concrete is without justi-

fication.

(e) Conservation of Materials:

For the design and construction of engineering works the selection

of either of two materials equally available in requisite quantities should

be governed by their relative adaptability to the contemplated purpose

and for the particular service to be rendered by such structures. If it

should appear that either of two materials equally satisfactory for desired

purpose or service requirements is better- suited for some other use, then

that material should be conserved for the particular purpose for which
it is pre-eminently fitted. Moreover, it is an economic waste to repeatedly

Con,sume a given amount of material in effecting continuity of service
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commensurate with that afforded by a single installation of some other

equally suitable material. Wood and concrete apparently lend themselves

with equal facility to the construction of trestles of moderate height, but

there are many uses for which wood is vastly more suitable than in the

construction of bridges. In fact, there are urgent demands for material

which timber alone will fulfill, and while the same may be true of con-

crete, yet the occasions where it is indispensable are not nearly so numer-

ous. Again wood is perishable and concrete durable. The supply of the

perishable can only be replenished in long intervals while the durable

is manufactured with small probability of exhausting the supply of ele-

ments used in its production. Bridges must be maintained in unbroken

continuity for long periods of time, thus necessitating recurring drafts

on the available material supply, and it is obvious that as a matter of

industrial economy the greatest good will accrue from the use of the

more indestructible substance. We, therefore, err in the installation of

wood when concrete will answer, provided all other factors of influence

are equal. The degree of advantage which should be credited to the con-

crete structure in this respect evidently cannot be expressed in definite

values.

(f) Statutory Requirements:

Investigations have been conducted to ascertain if there are extant

in any of the states mandatory laws necessitating the installation of con-

crete structures. The Committee is unable to cite any instances of this

kind and finds that mandates for such construction are issued only by

Public Service Commissions, or other regulating authorities. As the mat-

ter now stands there are no foreordained decrees requiring the use of

concrete under any stated conditions arwi railways are therefore free

to adopt any type of structure except in special cases in urban districts,

where, even so, considerable latitude is permitted, and where the adoption

of concrete is usually the result of mutual interests. Mandatory elimina-

tion of highway grade crossings generally requires expressly or by im-

plication the use of durable material, and for this purpose when short

spans are permitted concrete is superior to all other materials.

(g) Ultimate Economy:

A comparative statement of costs of installation and maintenance

in perpetuity of the two types of trestles will be evidence of their relative

ultimate economy. The greatest difficulty has been experienced in ascer-

taining even a fairly representative figure of cost of installation of either

type, and absolutely no accurate statements of cost of maintenance are

available. All the Committee's efforts toward harmonizing cost data

submitted by the several railways have been futile. Few roads are ex-

tensive users of both kinds of structures, and cost data furnished by

lines traversing the same or similar territory show so wide a divergence

even for the same kind of trestle that a basis for comparison is im-

possible. For example, one carrier reports an abnormally high cost of

ballasted deck timber trestle and an abnormally low cost of reinforced

concrete structure, while another carrier traversing the same general
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territory and an equally extensive user of concrete submits cost figures

apparently excessive for both types. Again, railw^ay lines having access

to the extensive forests of the South furnish data for wooden structure

too greatly inconsistent to be averaged for our purpose. The ratio of

installation cost of concrete to that of wood, as reported to the Committee,

varies from 1.35 on one road to 2.50 on another, while the maximum
ratio as obtained from all data submitted is 4.20. With respect to the cost

of maintenance it rnay be stated that neither type of structure has been

in service a sufficient length of time to determine annual maintenance

expense throughout its serviceable life.

Next to cost of installation, length of life is the prime factor

in ultimate economy, hence it follows that a comparison, to be of any

value, must be based on the number of years' service each type will furnish.

The best authorities on the timber structure are pretty will agreed that

the creosoted trestle will last twenty-five years, although there are no

definite data to corroborate, while an assertion as to the lifetime of the

concrete is mere conjecture, some venturing an opinion of fifty years,

some one hundred years, and others longer periods. It has been suggested,

and quite properly, that owing to the rapid changes now taking place

in the industrial and transportation developments of the country, dura-

bility of material in railway structures of this kind is not the sole criterion

of longevity, and that a life of fifty years at most should be considered

permanency. These uncertainties, installation cost, length of life, and

annual maintenance charges, compel the submission of interdependent

figures, for it is clear that the Committee cannot prescribe for adoption

by the various railways values for any one of the uncertain elements.

If, however, there can be shown the relative ultimate costs of the two

tj'pes as dependent upon service life, the result will doubtless be of more

general utility than one fixed relation designed for universal application.

This the Committee has attempted to do, and as a result submits in Ap-

pendix A statements of comparative ultimate costs. These statements

were prepared by the use of formulas developed for the purpose and

which are attached as Appendix B.

Table No. 1 assumes the life of creosoted timber trestles to be 25

years, and shows for any installation cost thereof from $10.00 to $20.00

per linear foot the corresponding expenditures justifiable in the installation

of concrete, which is expected to serve for various periods from 30 to

100 years. Table No. 2 gives the same information on a basis of 20 years'

serviceable life of the timber trestles, and both statements are computed

with annual interest at 6 per cent, neglecting the indeterminate element

of maintenance expense. In other words, the figures show first costs of

both types of structure requiring an equal capital investment for initial

installation and maintenance to perpetuity.

Table No. 1, for example, it will be seen that instead of spending

$10.00 per linear foot for a timber trestle to serve 25 years, $12.33 per

linear foot could with the same outlay of capital be expended for a con-

crete structure lasting 50 years, $12.82 for one serving 70 years, and

$13.00 for one requiring rejiewal in 100-year intervals. Likewise where the
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construction of a timber trestle with a 25-year life costs $20.00 per linear

foot, a concrete trestle with a 100-year life must be constructed for

$26.00 per linear foot to produce the same capital investment, and in

this discussion capital investment is intended to mean actual cost of

installation plus a sum which placed at 6 per cent, interest, compounded

annually, would provide for complete renewal of the structure at the end

of its life.

The fallacies in the argument for thus showing ultimate economy

consists in the omission of the previously mentioned indeterminate factor

of annual maintenance expense, and also the unknown price of materials

and labor at the future date of renewal. It is for this reason that Table

No. 2 was compiled, wherein the life of the creosoted timber trestle

is fixed at 20 years. Reduction of the assumed life of the wooden

structure from 25 to 20 years is considered adequate to cover the uncer-

tainties in increased price of timber and in the matter of maintenance.

We therefore think Table No. 2 the better as being more nearly repre-

sentative of actual conditions.

Attention is directed to the principal fact disclosed, namely, that unless

the cost of creosoted timber trestles is unusually high and reinforced con-

crete correspondingly low there will be no ultimate economy in the use

of concrete even should it attain a life of 100 years.

In view of all of the foregoing we believe certain conclusions war-

ranted as recited in the following summary and recommend that these

be printed in the Manual, together with Tables Nos. 1 and 2, shown

in Appendix A, and the formulas shown in Appendix B.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) While in certain locations there is little probability of fire loss

in creosoted ballast deck timber trestles, yet due to the very nature of

the material used the reinforced concrete trestle has a decided advantage.

(2) The concrete structure is slightly superior to the timber struc-

ture for bridging waterways subject to flood currents, or wide fluctua-

tions in elevation of water surface.

(3) Although the concrete trestle may possibly afford better service

qualities than the wooden trestle, the matter is so intangible in character

as to preclude a definite statement of relative merit.

(4) Where selection of type is optional and not influenced by other

considerations, neither type of trestle has the advantage of the other in

the matter of appearance.

(5) Notwithstanding the fact that the two materials are, with cer-

tain limitations, equally suitable for the construction of trestles, the use

of concrete is more in accord with the theory of conservation of natural

resources and industrial economv.
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(6) Creosoted timber trestles are more economical than concrete,

except when the cost of the concrete structure is less than one and one-

half times the cost of the wooden structure.

(7) Adoption of either type should be the result of carefully weigh-

ing, for each individual bridge, the greater economy of the timber trestle

against the several advantages of the concrete not susceptible of mathe-

matical demonstration.

. (4) USE OF LAG SCREWS FOR FASTENING GUARD TIMBERS.

Sub-Committee No. 4, D. W. Smith, Chairman.

The subject of lag screws for fastening guard timbers to ties on

bridges and trestles has been under investigation since 1914. The first

year's investigation was devoted to ascertaining how extensively lag

screws were being used by the various railroads. A large number of

roads have been using lags with good success, but there seemed to be no

uniform practice as to their purpose or manner of application.

It was decided by the Committee to try to interest other roads in

the use of lags, and for the purpose of comparison a plan of general

application was prepared and sent to a large number of roads. This

plan was accomplished by a general letter of instructions with the aim in

view of interesting as many roads as possible in a uniform test to be

made. A hearty response was received in answer to the request of the

Committee.

On July 18, 1916, a request was sent to thirty-four roads, which had

indicated their willingness to aid in the test. Various causes prevented

a number of these from continuing the actual test; and as a result but

15 roads were in position to report on the matter in response to a letter

sent them under date of December 7, 1916. An outline of these reports

appears under Appendix C and shows the progress which is being made.

With one exception the results of tests are giving good satisfaction,

as shown by the tabulations. Replies indicate that it will take more time

to formulate a reliable report. One of the requisites of efficiency of

the test appears to be the ability to withstand derailments of wheels

without serious injury to the deck of the structure; or to withstand

strains equivalent to the old method of dapping guard timbers and ties

with a bolt through both about every third or fourth tie.

Until sufficient time has elapsed to determine the results of the tests

now in progress, no definite conclusions can be drawn. Your Committee,

therefore, deems it necessary to proceed with the tests and recommend

that the subject be continued for next year's study.

(5) CLASSIFICATION OF WOODEN BRIDGES.

SuB-CoMMiTTEE No. .S, I. L. SiMMONS, Chairman.

Your Committee reports progress on the subject of Classification of

of Wooden Bridges.
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(6) MERITS OF GALVANIZED IRON FASTENINGS FOR TIMBER
TRESTLES AS COMPARED WITH PLAIN IRON AND

STEEL FASTENINGS, ESPECIALLY IN RELATION
TO THEIR USE ON CREOSOTED STRUCTURES.

Sub-Committee No. 6, H. S. Jacoby, Chairman.

The Committee sent out inquiries to officials of a number of railroads

and creosoting companies and individuals to obtain information regarding

the durability of plain iron or steel fastenings in creosoted timber trestles

as affected by the creosote oil. Also whether other causes, such as brine

drippings from refrigerator cars, or when the trestle is located over salt

water, would tend to decrease their life below that of the timber.

Information was also requested as to whether galvanized iron fasten-

ings should be used in creosoted timber trestles instead of plain iron

or steel fastenings.

Seven replies were received from officials of creosoting company
officials, fifteen from railroad company officials, and four from individuals.

Extracts from these are printed as Appendix D.

Based on the information contained in these letters the Committee

makes the following conclusions, which it recommends printing in the

Manual

:

CONCLUSIONS.

(8) Creosoted timber has a tendency to protect from corrosion any

plain iron or steel fastenings which are imbedded in the timber.

(9) The durability of such fastenings is at least equal to that of

the creosoted timber used in trestles.

(10) In the use of timber treated with straight creosote, drift bolts

or other fastenings being entirely covered by the timber, it is good practice

to use plain iron or steel.

(11) Such fastenings as are exposed to the action of brine drippings

may be galvanized, but the information as to the increased life of fasten-

ings so treated is not sufficient to state definitely that the expense of gal-

vanizing is justified.

(12) It is not necessary to use galvanized fastenings in creosoted

timber structures over salt water.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEXT YEAR'S WORK.

Your Committee recommends a continuance of subject No. 4, the

use of lag screws in trestle construction, and such further subjects as

the Board of Direction riiay assign.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLES.



Appendix A.

TABLE NO. 1.—BALLAST DECK TRESTLES.—COMPARA-
TIVE COST OF INSTALLATION PER LINEAR FOOT
TO PRODUCE EQUIVALENT ECONOMIC VALUE—IN-
TEREST AT 6 PER CENT. PER ANNUM—ASSUMING
CREOSOTED TIMBER TRESTLE WILL SERVE 25 YEARS.

Creosoted
Timber



Appendix B.

COMPARATIVE ECOMONIC VALUE OF BALLAST DECK
TRESTLES.

w = Cost of wooden trestle.

c = Cost of concrete trestle,

r = Rate of interest.

m = Life in years of wooden trestle,

n = Life in years of concrete trestle.

X = Amount capitalized which will replace wooden trestle every m
years.

y=: Amount capitalized which will replace concrete trestle every n

years,

f = Ratio of first cost of concrete trfestle to first cost of wooden tres-

tle to produce equal ultimate economy, that is

c

f ^— or fw =: c

w
Then x(l-(-r)'» = w + x and y (1 + r)" = c -)- y, whence x =

w 1 c fw
and V = —

[(l + r)>»-l]
•

[(l + r)n-l] [(l + r)''-!]

To produce equivalent ultimate economy w + x ^ c + y, which by

substituting values of x and y gives

r w r 1 fww + -— = fw -|-

[(1-fr)™— 1] [(14-r)»— 1]

Dividing b} w and solving for f it is found that

^+ [(l + r)'"-!]

1+ '

[(l + r)"-!]

which is variable only with respect to m and n, the assumed lives of wood
and concrete. By using as an argument first cost of wooden trestle with

a constant life regardless of such cost, the first cost of a concrete trestle

with a life of n years is found by applying to cost of wooden trestle the

co-efficient f determined for n years.

585
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Appendix D.

SUMMARY OF REPLIES AS TO MERITS OF GALVANIZED
IRON FASTENINGS FOR TIMBER TRESTLES AS

COMPARED TO PLAIN IRON AND STEEL
FASTENINGS.

In the construction of two viaducts in Brooklyn, about twelve years
ago, steel bolts were used for fastening the creosoted ties and guard
timbers. Upon making some changes a year ago, the bolts were found
in excellent condition, except that the projecting upper ends and for an
inch or so into the wood, had been so badly corroded by brine drippings
from refrigerator cars that they were not fit to be used again. That the
brine caused this is indicated by the fact that the bolts in the westbound
track carrying loaded cars were more corroded than in the eastbound
track carrying empty cars.

About thirty years ago creosoted piles were first used in Jamaica Bay
trestle. The bolts used in this construction are still in good condition,
but no doubt they are wrought-iron.

The Dock Department of New York City advises that its experience
with creosoted timber indicates no injurious effect on the bolts.—F.

Auryansen, letter of September 16, 1916.

In regard to using fastenings for creosoted timber floors in bridges,

the bolts, spikes, etc., used are the ordinary material without any treat-

ment. When our plans for such floors were made, we made an investiga-
tion and inquiries from those who had used this style of construction for
many years and they invariably reported that the creosote oil did not
affect steel. Our own experience shows that the corrosion of bolts under
ballast is less than when fully exposed to atmospheric conditions.—F. E.
Schall, Bridge Engineer, Lehigh Vallev Railroad, in letter of October
2, 1916.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has had creosoted yellow pine
trestles and culverts in use on the lines now owned by the Company since
1876. Our General Bridge Inspector in the last few years has had in-

structions to examine particularly the bolts in creosoted trestles and other
structures, in order to determine whether the bolts in creosoted timber
rust more rapidly than in untreated timber. It is found that there is no
difference.

It may be safely assumed that the life of trestles or similar structures

built of properly treated longleaf yellow pine will be at least twenty-five
years, and in many cases more, although at times we have found a few
creosoted piles which had to be renewed after having been in place ten
years. The most careful investigation practicable was made in order to

ascertain why these few piles had so short a life, and the conclusion
reached was that the piles were rotten before they were treated.

If the structures are exposed to the salt-water spray, as are a great
number of the Louisville & Nashville structures close to the gulf coast,

it is advisable to use galvanized steel fastenings, or iron fastenings if the
iron can be had. On our line between Mobile and New Orleans, where
many lag screws are used for attaching the guard rails to the cross-ties,

it is found that ungalvanized lag screws last but a short time, and
iron lag screws are not now on the market. If the bolts of such struc-

587
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tures are subject to the action of salt-water brine from refrigerator cars,

it is advisable to use galvanized bolts.

We have had some difficulty with ordinary steel fastenings having

a shorter life than creosoted timber, but this is clearly not due to the fact

that the timber is creosoted. The same occurs when the timber is not

creosoted ; in fact, bolts rust away quicker in green cypress timber than

they do in creosoted yellow pine. The same trouble is experienced with

steel track fastenings, and in fact, with steel bridges where they are sub-

ject to the action of salt-water spray.

Following the storm of July 15, 1916, a dam above our Florida line

broke and carried away a 40-foot embankment through which was located

a creosoted timber culvert, built 26 years ago. This culvert, which was
12 feet high, as well as 12 feet wide, and built of the ordinary timber
section commonly used for timber tunnels, was entirely destroyed, with
the exception of the wing walls at the ends.

I examined the wreckage very carefully and found that the iron bolts

were all in good condition. Some of the creosoted timber was partially

decayed, but apparently not to a sufficient extent to have materially im-
paired the strength of the structure. This decay may be partially, if not
altogether, attributed to the fact that a number of years ago we had a

fierce fire in this timber culvert which charred the timber to a depth of

% to ^^-inch, and some of the sticks even deeper, and it is probable that

the fire burned out a large part of the creosote oil which then remained
in the timber.

It is the practice of this company to cover the caps and stringers of
open-deck creosoted trestles with galvanized iron as a protection against
fire. In recent j'ears we have been utterly unable to get old-style char-
coal iron which gave many years of service, and have used the ordinary
galvanized steel on the market, but found it gave a very much shorter

life than the old-style charcoal iron plates. Still more recently we have
been using the so-called pure iron or ingot iron, which is made by several
manufacturers, these plates being also galvanized, or more properly,
dipped.—W. H. Courtenay, Chief Engineer, Louisville & Nashville Rail-
road, letter of August 19, 1916.

In all our dock work in the New York and Hoboken Terminal we
use ordinary steel and wrought-iron bolts and spikes without giving them
any special protection, except that sometimes the washers and nuts are
painted with red lead.—George T. Hand, Division Engineer, Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western Railroad, letter of August 24, 1916.

We have not had much experience with wooden bridges having bal-

last decks, but in (untreated) wooden bridges and trestles the plain iron

fastenings vv^ill outlast two sets of timber. Galvanized fastenings would
undoubtedly last longer than plain iron, but in our opinion the iron will

outlast the wood, whether plain or creosoted. and it does not seem ad-

visable to use galvanized iron fastenings.—L. L. Tallyn, Division Engineer,
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad, letter of August 31, 1916.

At all creosoting plants they make it a point that everything used for

handling creosote is made of iron, such as valves, valve seats, pump fit-

tings, etc. The use of brass for these fittings is not economical for the
reason that creosote will eventually eat the brass. It is evident from the

use of trains at different creosoting plants that the creosote is a preserva-
tive of iron and steel where it is used continually in the creosote. The
only corrosion which we find on steel at the creosoting plant is when
the metal has been allowed to stay free from creosote for some time and
the creosote has evaporated or washed off. I do not believe that the ac-

tion of creosote on galvanized iron could be any different from that of
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plain iron or steel.—C. E. Gosline, Treating Inspector, Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western Railroad, letter of August 25, 1916.

According to the tables in Forest Service Bulletin 145 on Tests of

Wood Preservatives, creosote is practically non-corrosive.—Clyde H. Tees-
dale, in charge of Wood Preservation, Forest Products Laboratory,
United States Forest Service, in letter of August 29, 1916.

We have never had any trouble on account of creosote or other tar

products in any way corroding the metal fastenings in ballast-deck tres-

tles. The only portion of the metal which is exposed in structures of this

class are the guard-timber bolts and we have never noted any undue
deterioration in them. Between the guard rail and creosote plank deck
we use an ordinary iron washer to provide a space for water to drain
off the deck. These washers on trestles w^hich are 21 j'ears old show no
signs of undue corrosion, and are good for a number of years to come.
The only other metal about a structure of this kind are the drift bolts,

which are entirely embedded in -he stringers and caps. We, therefore,

would not recommend the use of any galvanized iron fastenings for this

purpose.—F. S. Schwinn, Assistant Superintendent, Southern Pacific Lines
in Texas and Louisiana, in letter of August 4, 1916.

I have found by an analysis of a number of metal parts used on rail-

roads that they are not iron but steel. If the parts are pure iron I see

no use in galvanizing them, but if they are steel they should certainly be
galvanized.—Dr. Hermann von Schrenk, letter of August 16, 1916.

If the bridge timber is to be treated with straight creosote I would
not consider it necessary to galvanize the steel fastenings.—F. J. Angier,
Superintendent of Timber Preservation, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, in

letter of August 26, 1916.

So far as the use of galvanized iron fastenings for timber trestles is

concerned, would suggest that all drift bolts be heavily galvanized, as is

done on ship fittings. Do not believe that galvanizing machine bolts does
much good, as the nuts strip off the galvanizing and expose the stub.

—

E. A. Hadley, Chief Engineer, ]\Iissouri Pacific Railway, in letter of Au-
gust 11, 1916.

I am sending to you, by express, a section of a 7 by 15-inch creosoted
yellow pine stringer which came from a trestle across Escambia Bay,
near Pensacola, Fla., and one of the original drift bolts which secured
this stringer to the cap. The stringer was creosoted in 1882 and has been
in use since that time in a situation subject to the action of salt-water
spray. Our crossing of Escambia Bay, which is a branch of Pensacola
Bay, is about l-H miles long. The water' is salty, but not so salty as that
in the Gulf of Mexico. You will observe that the portion of the bolt
which was embedded in the stringer is free from rust. The exposed
head of the bolt is in far worse condition with respect to corrosion than
that imbedded in the timber. The bolt is probably iron, not steel. The
bolt, as well as the timber, has been in use for 34 years.—W. H. Courte-
nay. Chief Engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, in letter of Septem-
ber 30. 1916.

Note.—While the corrosion of the head of the bolt is due probably
in some degree to the salt-water spray, it is more likely due to a consid-
erable extent to the brine drippings of refrigerator cars.

My experience of 30 years in the use of creosoted lumber is that if

dead oil of coal tar, which is free of adulteration, is used in treating
the timber, there will be no corrosion of black iron or steel fastenings.
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In fact, about a month ago, I had an occasion to wreck a bulkhead which
I built in 1883 and when rebuilding the same I used the same drift bolts,

fish plate and spikes, all in perfect condition, as well as the lumber which
had been treated with 12 pounds of dead oil. There is no utility in using
galvanized metal in creosoted lumber, as the zinc coating will be destroyed
in five or six years.—Edmund Christian, General Manager and Engineer,
Norfolk Creosoting Co., in letter of October 19, 1916.

We have, of course, observed the effect of creosote oil upon various
metals for a number of years. We have steel plate, rivets and bolts,

which have been subjected to cresote from ten to fifteen years, and show
absolutely no deterioration. In fact, our conclusion is that creosote pre-

vents rusting. We find the same to be true of iron. All of our equip-
ment which comes into contact with creosote oil is made of iron. We
conclude after long experience that so far as the effect of creosote oil

is concerned the life of these materials is indefinite.

With brass and copper there is considerable deterioration. We always
avoid using these metals in contact with creosote oil. Lead seems not to

be affected, hence we use lead gaskets in piping for creosote. We have
had galvanized buildings enclosing creosoting plants, having one building

which is about twelve years old, where the galvanized sheeting has been
in constant contact with creosote oil fumes, and there has been no
deterioration.—A. L. Kuehn, General Superintendent, American Tar Prod-
ucts Co., Chicago, in letter of October 20, 1916.

As a result of inquiry among our Bridge Supervisors and Division
Engineers on the question of whether creosoted timber resting upon steel

chords has a tendency to rust them out. I find their unanimous opinion to

be that there is no such tendency and that the prevailing view is that the

creosote acts as a preservative rather than an agent to produce rust.

On several of our older bridges where ordinary (untreated) pine ties

rested upon them we had a great deal of trouble in preventing the cliords

from rusting where the edges of the ties came in contact with the steel.

I am just taking down a viaduct built in 18^ and find the top plates of
the chords under untreated timber to be deeply pitted.—Hunter McDonald,
Chief Engineer, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway, letter of

April 26, 1916.

In our experience with creosoted timber trestles, which has been
quite extensive, covering a period of thirty years or more, I have never
found any of the iron bolts, which fasten the members of timber trestles,

rusted or that had to be replaced on account of their being rusted.—W. H.
Courtenay, Chief Engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, in letter of

May 11, 1916.

We have been using creosoted timber now for nine years, and our
ungalvanized fastenings in this timber show no signs of deterioration.

All of our men are of the opinion, and I concur in it, that there is no
need to galvanize the fastenings. I am using galvanized fastenings, how-
ever, for guard rail, but this is done simply because I saw other people

doing it.—Hunter McDonald, Chief Engineer, Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis Railway, letter of October 4, 1916.

In our experience as manufacturers of creosote oil by distillation of

coal tar we have observed no corrosive effect of the creosote on steel

or iron with which it continually comes in contact. We have pumps, pipe

lines, fittings, etc., in some of our plants that have been handling creosote
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lor many jears without an}- depreciation other than ordinary wear and
tear or mechanical failure.

The pumps in our plant? which handle tar and creosote oil are all

of iron construction. We have found that brass parts are corroded by

the ammonia that is always present in crude tar. However, a pump used

for handling creosote alone may contain brass parts, although we prefer

iron.

In the writer's laboratory we made some experiments several years

ago to determine whether the tar acid content in creosote, if present in

an excessive amount, would corrode metal. We found that the acids

themselves (which of course are not acids in the ordinary sense of the

word) did not affect iron or steel even when plates of the metal are sub-

merged in concentrated tar acids. There is some corrosive action on
lead and to a less extent on galvanized metal by the concentrated acids

of creosote oil. However, the Western Electric Company determined some
years ago tliat unless the tar content of creosote oil exceeded 8 per cent,

it would not affect lead cable laid in creosoted wooden conduit.—Letter

of S. R. Church. Manager Research Department, the Barrett Co., New
York, Octolier 30, 1916.

The action of creosote on iron bolts seems merely to be that of

lubricating them and preventing rust, rather than corroding them. This
was especially noticeable in the dismantling of the Galveston Bay bridge,

which had been in service for some 18 years, and was dismantled only

to give way to the construction of the steel and concrete causeway in

1912. At this time it was observed that the bolts in the creosoted timbers
were in excellent condition, although where exposed to the atmosphere
they were very badly corroded.—Letter of E. E. Bochne, International

Creosoting & Construction Co., November 1, 1916.

We have lieen using creosoted timber for the last ten years I have
just been over about 2,000 miles of this work and do not find that there

has been any deterioration to speak of on any of the iron work w-hich

has been used in the construction of bridges. Consequenth', I am of the
opinion that the iron work will outlast the rest of the structure and it

would seem unwarranted to adopt a more expensive material. As bridge
bolts are usually made at a reclamation plant from old material, our
material is probably iron instead of steel.—Letter of I. L. Simmons, Bridge
Engineer, Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railway, November 2, 1916.

.We have had ordinan,- steel bolts in creosoted ballast deck trestles

dating back to 1904, which shows no signs of deterioration other than
ordinary oxidation from weathering. On the New Orleans and North-
eastern Railroad we have practically no trouble from brine drippings

from cars, as we handle ver>- little business of this kind.

On the Alabama & Vicksburg, and Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific

Railways (also Q. & C. Route), where a meat train is handled eastbound,
daily, the deterioration of guard rail bolts, line bolts, etc., is very rapid on
all trestles, as are the floor beams and stringers in steel bridges and the rail

and fastenings in track. Under these conditions, more so of the rails,

there is such a serious reduction in the cross-sections of bolts at the

end of six or seven years, as to necessitate renewals.

As to the salt-water spray from the Gulf Coast, we have, on the New
Orleans & Northeastern Railroad, a creosoted trestle 5.8 miles in length
across Lake Ponchartrain. a brackish body of water, connected to the
Gulf of Mexico by narrow channels : this trestle is of the open deck
type, but with spaces between ties filled with one-inch cypress stops so as
to hold gravel covering over the tie« for fire protection. The base of rail
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of this trestle is approximately 10 feet above mean tide of the lake. Brack-
ish spray is dashed over the top of this trestle probably on an average
of two or three times a year during storms. The bolts in the deck, while
showing some deterioration, have not rusted to such an extent as to cause
any serious number of renewals, although ^4-m bolts through brace planks

and in the sheathing and piling of the fenders at the two drawbridges
located in three or four feet of mean tide, are almost eaten in two by
rust in the course of six or seven 5'ears.

We have not used galvanized steel fastenings in any cases, but the

Western Union Telegraph Company has used some galvanized bolts in

attaching their poles to the lake trestle mentioned above, from which, 1

understand, they are getting good results, some of these bolts, I under-
stand, have been in use by them for about twelve years.—Letter of A. A.
Woods, Superintendent, New Orleans & Northeastern Railroad, in letter

of November 3, 1916.

Our experience in the use of preservative on timber bridges has been
with coal tar oil distilling above 270 deg. C. known as Anthracene Oil,

containing less than 1 per cent, of the low-boiling tar acids. We have
observed no signs of corrosion of either spikes or bolts from this grade
of coal tar oil in structures where the preservative has been applied

before framing or after the timber has been put in place.—Letter of the

Northeastern Company, by Charles H. Eastwick, November 9, 1916.

While the salt drippings from cars has, of course, its effect on the
bolts of the track and its fastenings, it has not as yet had sufficient effect

upon the few bolts used in our creosoted ballast-deck and open-deck
trestles to enable us to detect any serious results therefrom.

It has not been necessary to renew bolts in untreated trestles, as

they certainly last as long as the structures, and we have not, so far in

our creosoted trestles, the oldest of which have been in use for about
12 years, found it necessary to change any of them. Consequently we
have not given consideration to the use of galvanized fastenings.

With reference to the effect of salt-water spray from the Gulf Coast,
the only location in which the tracks of the Illinois Central come in con-
tact with salt water is along the shores of Lake Pontchartrain, and this

water is only slightly brackish. In that vicinity, however, and from
New Orleans northward, for some distance, we notice a very material
shortening, due to corrosion, in the life of steel structures exposed to

atmospheric conditions, such as splice bars, tie plates, switch rods, sheath-
ing, etc. The exposed portion of the bolts used in connection with creo-
soted trestles is so small and of such a heavy character that corrosion
has not seriously affected them.—Letter of A. S. Baldwin, Chief Engineer,
Illinois Central Railroad, November 7, 1916.

From investigations which we have made, and from experiences at

our creosoting plants, we can safely say that the action of creosote oil on
steel fastenings which may be used in construction work in connection
with creosoted timbers is not of an injurious nature, and does not cor-
rode the material. At our plant in New Orleans, La., and the one in

Louisville, Miss., we paint our steel tanks with creosote oil, while pumps
and other equipment which has been in use for many years, have in no
way been injured by coming in contact with it. To cite a single instance,

the steel trucks which are drawn into the cylinder with the material to

be treated are submerged from time to time and are constantly coated
with creosote oil. Although used for many years they show absolutely
no sign of deterioration on this account, on the contrary, they are well
preserved. Spikes driven into the creosoted ties in our private track,
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bolts and fastenings used with creosoted timber in the building of our*

private wharf and incline, have not been injured after many years of
service. Our plant in New Orleans has been in operation about fifteen

years.—Letter of J. M. Van Demeer, Vice-President, American Creosote
Works, November 7, 1916.

On this line we have not used steel fastenings in creosoted timber
construction. The oldest creosoted trestle is about 10 years old and the

wrought-iron fastenings used in it are standing up very well.—H. Austill,

Bridge Engineer, Mobile & Ohio Railroad, November 7, 1916.

At the creosoting plant of Eppinger & Russell at Long Island City,

N. Y., it is found that the track and fittings, as well as the buggies
employed in the creosoting chamber are in perfect condition. After 30
years' service the vacuum tanks have been slightly pitted which, they
think, may have been caused by a wood acid generated during the steam-
ing process. Samples of iron spikes with about 30 years' service in

creosoted piles of our Jamaica Bay trestle, which I took to the Committee
meeting at Chicago, show no injury due to the creosote. A sample hook
bolt from the Atlantic Avenue viaduct in Brooklyn, after 10 years' serv-
ice, showed the effect of brine, but no deterioration which could be at-

tributed to the creosote oil.—Letter of F. Auryansen, Bridge Engineer,
Long Island Railroad, November 6, 1916.

We have creosoted ballast-deck pile bridges that have been in service
16 years and we have not yet detected any indication of wear in the
steel, bolts or cast washers. In my judgment, good open-hearth steel

bolts will last just as long as the creosoted timber and possibly longer.

—

Letter of A. F. Robinson, Bridge Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe Railway System, November 17, 1916.

We have found no evidence in our practice of creosote oil having any
deleterious effect on steel or iron fastenings, and the authorities which
we have consulted on this subject appear to confirm this view.—George W.
Warmoth, Republic Creosoting Co., November 16, 1916.

I do not believe that steel bolts or other fastenings are corroded
by creosote oil. If there is any corrosion it is so slight as not to be
noticeable. All of our creosote oil is kept in steel tanks ; the pumps are
made of steel, and the retorts are of steel. Therefore, it occurs that if

there would be any corrosion it would show in this equipment.—Letter
of H. G. Jennison, President the Jennison-Wright Co., Toledo, Ohio,
October 21, 1916.

I have been using creosoted timber for the past 27 years in dock
construction, and my experience has been that the creosote oil acts as
a preservative to the iron or steel used for fastenings. This is borne out
by the fact that whenever I have torn out or reconstructed work con-
structed with creosoted material I have always found the portion of
fastenings protected by the creosoted timber to be as good as when put
in, but the unprotected portion of the fastenings, such as bolt heads, and
ends that were exposed to the weather and water action, of course, would
not be as good. We do not use anything but iron or steel fastenings in con-
struction of our docks.—Letter of N. J. Anderson. Superintendent of
Construction, Galveston Wharf Companv, Galveston, Texas, November 23,
1916.
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To the Members of the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

The Special Committee to Report on Stresses in Track, co-operating

with a similar committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

presents the following report of progress

:

From the beginning the Committee has felt that its work must be

based upon adequate experimental data derived from tests on standard

railroad track, and it has also appreciated that because of the complexity

of the action of railroad track under load adequate experimental work
would of necessity involve long, painstaking and repeated tests and suffi-

cient time for reducing the data so obtained. Experience has shown
that the anticipated difficulties were not overestimated. The Committee

feels that the experimental work has made encouraging progress during

the past year. In this time the instruments used have been further

developed ; especially has the stremmatograph (the instrument for meas-

uring strains in the rail under rapidly-moving loads and for .giving a

continuous record of the action of the rail under and between the wheel

loads of the moving locomotive^ been the subject of further improve-

ment, and new instruments have been made for larger rail sizes. Tests

with the stremmatograph have also been made to find the usefulness ot

this instrument in determining the action of rails on curves, resultin.g

in a considerable promise of success.

During 1916, field tests conducted on the main line of the Illinois

Central Railroad north of Champaign, Illinois, have been made on rails of

85-ft)., 125-ft). and 136-tt). sections with the Mikado, the Pacific and the

Atlantic types of locomotives running at various speeds, and results

previously obtained have been checked and the gaps filled out. Tests

have also been made on track with cinder ballast.

During the fall the test party was engaged in test work on the track

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad near Dover, New
595
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Jersey. Tests were made with four types of locorhotives, run at various

speeds over track laid with 105-lt). rail. In addition to the strains in the

rail, track depressions were measured. Static tests were made to deter-

mine bending in ties and stresses in track. A few tests were made on

curves. The data of those tests are now being worked up.

Laboratory tests on the distribution of pressure downward through

ballast material have been carried on. Apparatus has been installed and

tests made with stone ballast, gravel ballast and sand, using different

depths of material and loads up to 50,000 lbs. These tests are to be

continued, and it is expected that the data will be of service in estab-

lishing laws on the distribution of pressure downward and laterally

through ballast and other granular material.

The work of reducing all test data has been carried on during the

year, and while this part of the work has consumed a large amount of

time, the material is being put into satisfactory form for final record.

Two meetings of the Joint Committee have been held during the

year. At the meeting in Chicago March 21, 1916, eighteen members of

the Joint Committee being present, the report of experimental work
carried on in 1915 was presented and discussed, in detail, and there was

a discussion of the nature of the work to be carried on during the year.

At the meeting held in Champaign-Urbana, Illinois, May 10 and 11, 1916,

eleven members of the Joint Committee being present at the three ses-

sions, the experimental work of 1915 was discussed and plans and methods

for further tests were considered at length.

The Committee had expected before this to be able to report the

data already obtained, but the work of studying and formulating the

results of the experimental work has been time-consuming. A disa-

bility of the Chairman has further delayed the progress of the presenta-

tion of the data. However, the Committee is able to report progress

in making up the report of the tests.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTER ON STRESSES IN RAILROAD TRACK.
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To the Members of the American Railway Engineering Association:

The subjects assigned your Committee for 1916 were as follows: . .

1. Continue the study of tree-planting and general reforestation.

2. Report on developments in methods of himbering and forestry

tending to prolong the timber supply.

3. Collect statistics on extent of use of treated timber and of pei-

manent materials to replace untreated timber and bare steel.

4. Report on the conservation and utilization of water power for

railway purposes, conferring with Committee on Electricity.

5. Report on the study of coal, fuel-oil, timber, iron and steel

resources.

6. Report on the relation of railways to the different conservadon
projects, reviewing work that has been done by each company up to the

present time, and make recommendations on policies economical for

railways to follow.

The Committee decided not to attempt to study subjects 1, 3 and 5

this year, and, as far as possible, to have subject 4 handled by the Com-
mittee on Electricity.

DEFINITION OF "CONSERVATION."

President Van Hise, of the University of Wisconsin, says : "Con-

servation means the greatest good of the greatest number and for the

longest time. It requires the right thing to be done at the right time in

the right manner by the right person and brings the right result.

"It must be regarded from a national viewpoint. The individual,

through ignorance, does not usually conserve natural resources, hence

needs education to discover many new ways of conserving all natural

resources, including the human, to greater degree than now."

Professor Hoxie says : "Our industries should adopt all methods

which replace inaccuracy with accurate knowledge and operate systemati-

cally to eliminate economic waste."

CONSERVATION OF TIMBER.

In reporting on subject 2, covering developments in methods of lum-

bering and forestry tending to prolong the timber supply, the Com-

597
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mittee has not attempted to cover logging operations of the entire country,

but to show progress in different localities which is known to individual

members of the Committee.

In Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, from the time when logging

was first begun until about 1890, very little timber was cut except pine

and white cedar, which was usually driven down the streams, sometimes

several hundred miles, to the sawmills and to market.

This method of transportation was so expensive that no attempt

was made to save timber except the best. Defective timber was left

in the woods and later destroyed by forest fires, together with timber of

other varieties not then considered worth cutting.

The only use made of hardwood timber was in the vicinity of

charcoal iron furnaces, where it was made into charcoal by means of

kilns or charcoal pits.

CHARCOAL PRODUCTS.

This method of burning charcoal was so wasteful and expensive

that very little charcoal iron was manufactured. Some time previous to

1890 experiments were made by a Mr. Burrell, which resulted in the

construction of a plant at Bangor, Michigan, for the purpose of con-

densing the smoke from charcoal kilns into Hquid form by the Burrell

system (so-called), from which many valuable chemical by-products are

refined. As a result, there are now in operation in Wisconsin and Michi-

gan eighteen or more such plants which produce about 40 per cent, of

the charcoal and chemical by-products of the United States.

From approximately 650,000 cords of hardwood used annually for

charcoal are produced approximately

2,743,000 bushels charcoal.

6,243,000 gallons wood alcohol.

107,214,000 pounds acetate of lime.

3,340,000 gallons wood creosote oil.

From this are also obtained

:

Acetate of lime, using other chemicals, is made into acetone and

acetic acid, and the wood alcohol into formaldehyde.

The approximate wholesale value of the chemical by-products as

above is

Wood Alcohol $4,980,000.00

Acetate of Lime 3,752,000.00

Creosote Oils 335,000.00

Total for Michigan and Wisconsin $9,077,000.00

This, being about 40 per cent, of the total output of the United States,

would make its total output approximately $22,692,500 actually saved

from the wood smoke, selling the product in its crudest form. If

account were taken of further refinements, some of which are mentioned,

the total would be materially increased.
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The original method of carbonizing charcoal was the; kiln method,

which consisted of burning the wood in ordinary charcoal kilns, a por-

tion of the wood being consumed in the process. For several years after

the installation of chemical plants they were used in connection with

the kiln method, but recently nearly all of the plants have installed the

retort system, by which the charcoal is carbonized by means of other

fuel, such as sawmill refuse or coal. This method not only provides a

means of utilizing the waste from the sawmills, but it effects a saving

in handling and an increased production approximately as follows

:

Charcoal 20 per cent.

Acetate of Lime 100 per cent.

Alcohol 60 per cent.

Until very recently the creosote oils and tar from this process have

been wasted except as used for fuel. These products are now being

used for the flotation of copper ores, which give them a market value.

Developments have been made in the manufacture of hardwood, so

that instead of cutting it all into cordwood for charcoal and chemicals,

the log timber is manufactured into lumber, woodenware, handles, ten-

pins, veneer, etc., and only the rough or knotty logs, limbs, tops, etc., are

cut into kiln wood.

Many chemical plants are installing small sawmills near the plant.

The timber is then brought to the mill in long lengths and cut into

proper sizes there, which reduces the cost of handling and increases the

product; it also eliminates any fire losses which are sure to occur while

the wood is left in the woods to dry.

IMPROVED LOGGING METHODS.

In general the improvements in logging methods tending to prolong

the timber supply may be summed up as follows: Whereas in years

past it was customary for loggers to cut that part of the timber that

was the most marketable, leaving the balance to be destroyed by fire and

wasted, according to the present logging methods all of the timber on

the land is cut at one time, leaving nothing of value to be destroyed by

fire. The hemlock bark is used by the tannery, the balsam, spruce,

poplar and hemlock that are not used for saw^ logs are made into paper,

and, on account of recent improvements in methods of removing the bark,

this timber can be used as small as 4 in. in diameter instead of 10 in.,

as heretofore ; the hardwood is all utilized as noted above, the white

cedar products are used for their various purposes, and the balance of

the smaller timber is used for mining timber, so that in well-regulated

operations, when the logger is through with his work there is nothing

left on the ground but the smallest of the tops, which is called slash.

Mill operators are constantly watching for further economies at their

plants. The hemlock slabs, which within a few years were consigned to

the slab burners, are now being used to make paper. This gives the

railroads an additional haul, the paper mills cheaper raw material, addi-

tional revenue to mill operators, and helps to conserve the timber supplj'
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for future use. These slabs, in mills where lath is manufactured, repre-

sent about 16 per cent, of the hemlock timber and produce about 280

pounds of paper for every thousand feet of hemlock lumber.

The paper mills are making better use of their pulp by making the

coarse or waste pulp into screenings paper. These screenings amount

to about 8^2 per cent, of the pulp manufactured. The pulp is worth

about one-quarter the price of sulphite pulp and makes a paper valued

at about 45 per cent, of the value of the sulphite paper.

The veneer companies are installing small sawmills at the plants,

by which they cut the centers from the veneer logs into box lumber

very cheaply.

A new industry is being developed where the inferior cedar prod-

ucts are worked into excelsior and shooks or boards for making boxes

for canned goods. This product has heretofore been nearly all wasted,

either in the woods or at the shingle mill, and the third-grade or cull

shooks are used for boxes to pack kindling wood, also a waste product,

for shipment to the cities, where it is sold for enough to pay freight and

handling, with a small margin of profit.

The heart, which amounts to 25 per cent, to 40 per cent, of the

shingle bolt, is made into excelsior at a very good profit. These hearts

need no peeling and work into excelsior very readily. The cedar saw-

dust, which is of a long, stringy nature, is run over a screen, the fine

sawdust conveyed to the boilers and the stringy sawdust baled and sold

as a low-grade excelsior. The market price on this is about $10.00 a ton.

It costs about $3.00 a ton for freight and $2.00 to bale and load. This

process not only uses up the waste at the mills, but makes the shipment

of inferior cedar profitable and reduces the waste left in the woods.

Though much has been done in conservation of the timber supply,

there are still great opportunities for improvement. The ten-pin factories

are selling for firewood material that could be made into woodenware

and novelties because the woodenware factory can manufacture its prod-

uct cheaper from new logs.

Chemical plants in southern Michigan are manufacturing much of

their product from the material called slash in the upper peninsula which

is allowed to waste and increase the fire hazard, because the upper

peninsula plant can manufacture its product cheaper . from the larger

wood.

There are in the United States more than 48,000 sawmills, and in

addition to the refuse used for fuel under the boilers there is a waste of

about 36,000,000 cords annually. If this is burned in a closed slab-burner

it costs about 40 cents a cord, or $14,000,000 to dispose of it as a waste

product.

CUT-OVER LANDS.

The real conservation and reforestation problem, however, is one

of protecting from forest fires the cut-over lands, and with them the

adjoining lands from which the timber has not been cut, and this problem
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is occupying the attention of the forestry departments of the different

states as well as the owners of the timber lands, the railroads and all

others interested.

These lands are divided into two classes : those with soil suitable

for agricultural purposes are set aside for that purpose and protected

from fire to save the humus of the soil, which is the accumulation of

ages, to be utiHzed in the production of future crops. All others are

set aside for reforestation and protected from fire not only to preserve

the humus, but with it also the seed for reforestation. It is a well-known

fact that after lands are cut over the second growth comes no very

thickly and quickly with the same kind of timber that grew there before,

but after it has been burned over a few times it comes up with a growth of

timber of inferior quality. It is a common sight to see several sections

of land nicely reforested with a growth of young white pine or Norway,

and because some camper is careless with his fire a forest fire is started

and all of the young trees are destroyed, with the seeds and humus, and

the next time it is observed it will be covered with a growth of jack

pine.

Thus the problem of reforestation in the timbered districts becomes

one of protection from forest fires, which means a campaign of publicity

and education.

Several states, including Michigan and Wisconsin, have adopted the

plan of retaining all of the state tax lands and of acquiring all cut-

over lands that can be had cheaply in groups as far as possible as a

nucleus of a State Forest Reserve.

For the protection of these reserves and private forests, also of the

fish and game, there has been created in many states a fish and game
forestry commission.

In the upper peninsula of Michigan the timber-land owners have

organized themselves into the "Northern Forestry Protective Association,"

and, by means of per-acre assessments, raise the necessary funds to

maintain an organization of fire wardens and forest rangers under the

management of a Secretary Forester, and have established lookouts,

telephone lines, fire lines, forest patrols, etc., and cooperate with the

state authorities in this campaign. Other states and other parts of Michi-

gan have similar organizations. The railroads in the timbered districts

are active factors and by a system of forest-fire reports, regular inspec-

tions of locomotive front-end nettings and ash pans, equipping road loco-

motives with fire hose and establishing motor-car patrols on logging

branches in dry times assist very materially in this work.

On account of the obligations placed upon the railway companies

by the state laws, as well as for their own protection in litigation, and

realizing that the destruction of the timber resources by a fire is a direct

loss of revenue to them as well as a loss to the country that cannot be re-

placed, they feel that the cost of this work is money well spent. If these

cut-over lands can be protected from fire the problem of reforestation
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will be solved and the otherwise barren lands may again become an asset

to the community.

U. S. FOREST RESERVATION.

The National Forest Reservation Commission has approved the pur-

chase by the Government of fifty-nine tracts of land with a total of

66,880 acres in the Appalachian and White Mountains. Thirtj^-six thou-

sand acres are in the so-called Kilkenny purchase area in New Hamp-
shire. About 17,000 acres of adjoining land on the White Mountain area

was approved. With this land a total of 698,086 acres in the White

Mountains have been acquired. Smaller tracts were purchased in the

southern Appalachian Mountains. Congress recently reappropriated the

$3,000,000 of the original fund which was not spent in the beginning of

the work and which consequently reverted to the treasury. In making

future purchases it is stated that the policy will be to select those tracts

which block in with lands already purchased and which are offered at the

most reasonable prices. The acquisition of lands was begun in 1911. To

date 1,396,367 acres have been approved for purchase.

TIMBER LANDS IN MAINE.

The timber lands of Maine comprise about 14,000,000 acres, none

of which are now owned by the state. These lands are nearly all

situated in the northern half of the state and, as a rule, not easily

accessible.

They were surveyed into si-x-mile-square townships, designated by

town and range numbers. In most cases these townships have been

subdivided into quarters, and, in many cases, into mile blocks. Very

little topography has been secured except what is noted as intersected by

survey lines, which means that it is limited to water courses and shores

of lakes. As exceptional to this, however, the larger and more wealthy

owners are now contouring the lands and plotting notes of interest from

forestry and agricultural standpoints.

The holdings vary in acreage from about 1,000,000 dov/n to a few

hundred acres.

Each year an increasing percentage of the spruce and other conifer-

ous woods is being consumed by the paper industry, and in this industry

the first steps toward conservation have been taken. This is due in part

to the possibility of manufacturing into pulp much of the tree which

would be of no use in ordinary lumber, but has the further incentive

in the desirability of saving the utmost possible of the cut and insurino

the reproduction of the crop.

There are about a dozen pulp and paper companies operating in

Maine owning land from which they receive a part of their raw material.

The combined holdings are more than 2,000,000 acres.
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GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY.

The Great Northern Paper Company owns over 1,000,000 acres and

several mills, the largest at Millinocket, which is reallj^ a group of three

mills, all on the west branch of the Penobscot River, within a distance

of about ten miles. Here they manufacture about seven hundred (700)

tons of paper daily. Besides using their own cut of logs, they are large

purchasers of pulp wood.

In the methods of cutting they have increased the amount of wood
taken from a given area about 15 per cent. This was effected by using

saw instead of axe for cutting from the stump and by trimming at

the top to a trunk diameter of three inches in place of six, as had been
the practice. The rule is recognized that a growing tree shall be spared,

and consequently the method is to avoid cutting a spruce tree unless it

has a specified diameter, approximately twelve inches. This, however,

is subject to variation; for instance, in flat ground with heavy or stony

subsoil, where roots do not penetrate deeply, it has been found that any

small trees left are more or less unprotected from wind, also from sun

and air, which induces drying up of the soil about the roots, with th.j

result that they do not long survive this loss of protection. It has become
the custom, therefore, to make practically a clean cut of such area?,

leaving the reforestation to entirely natural processes. Other naiurai

circumstances are recognized and the practice varied as deemed !)esr.

The question how far to follow the rule or when to depart from ii

is subject to the judgment of a general foreman.

In the transportation of logs from stump to mill, water carriage has in

places been developed by building sluices between lakes, thus savin.j

transportation over rough and hilly roads for long distances.

In the transportation and distribution of supplies to the numerous

logging camps a system has been organized by which from rail or steam-

boat terminals good trunk roads have been built, and five-ton trucks

carrjdng the loads to a string of main depot camps, from which in turn

distribution is made by teams over roads, somewhat improved from

their primitive condition, to smaller depots or to operating camps. Some
of the worst unimproved roads had been responsible for a cost for

transportation of $3.50 per ton-mile. The ordinary tote road costs about

30 cents. to 40 cents, and the auto truck does the work for about one-

third of this and also releases a vast number of horses for work which

absolutely requires them. By this and similar distribution of labor the

problem of maintaining a measure of uniformity of effort along every

line is much simplified and is an important factor in conservation.

The management of an enterprise like this, in which a week's time

wouljd be no more than sufficient to travel from the main office to the

farthest camp, requires keeping in close touch with the distant operations.

This department is entirely separate from the manufacturing one and

is solely interested in providing wood for the mill, also in care of the

lands. In it are employed engineers, foresters, draftsmen, accountants.
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stenographers and clerks. The field work is done through inspectors,

who are assigned to districts of such extent as one can properly cover

in a week. For each trip the inspector carefully reports the progress of

work and such observations of interest as he has made. Complete

records are also made by each department of the service and all are

carefully tabulated or plotted in the "ofiRce." Large wall maps show the

holdings of land, the depots and logging camps, roads, telephone lines, of

which they maintain about seven hundred (700) miles, as well as the

usual topographical features. On township plats filed in loose-leaf covers

are recorded the operations of each year, by tinting the area for the year

by a distinctive color. This conveys to the manager quickly and accu-

rately very complete information and guides him in directing the cutting

for the subsequent years.

It is part of the plan to so locate logging camps that when the

district they serve has been well cut over for the time being, these camps

shall themselves be practically worn out. The section is then left to

nature until another set of growth has matured.

IFire patrols are maintained by the state, but all lumbermen are

subject to the instructions of the fire wardens when called upon, under

this system great destructive fires are practically impossible.

The methods employed by railroad companies to prevent fires spread-

ing to forests from right-of-way are as follows

:

In forest, a man in each section of track is designated as fire patrol

and receives a warden's appointment from the State Land Agent.

His equipment is a velocipede car, shovel, pick, pail and" axe. Water

barrels are placed along the line at short intervals and are kept filled.

A bucket is kept with each barrel. In addition, each section crew has a

bucket for each man.

The patrolman follows trains over his section as frequently as he

can to put out any fires that may have been set. Engineers are required

to give whistle signals to section crews to notify them of fire observed

on the line. Engine netting is carefully watched and reported promptly

when found defective.

Careful observance of these methods has succeeded in greatly reducing

fire damage.

MISCELLANEOUS TIMBER NOTES.

Lumbermen of the South and Middle-West claim their great areas

will not continue to meet the demands now made. Within ten years

Pacific manufacturers must produce one-half of the lumber output of

the United States, against present production of one-sixth the nation's

cut. Prices for pulp wood ties and poles have doubled in the last year.

Incendiarism is costing property-owners of the United States two hundred

million dollars annually, of which one hundred million dollars is paid by

insurance companies, hence prevention and quick extinguishment of fires

is important to the entire country. Dr. von Schrenk urges protection

of timber from unnecessary exposure to agents of decay and to avoi'!
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improper handling by sanitation of lumber yards. Prompt burning of old

ties is absolutely necessary to prevent spread of spores to good ties.

The Transcontinental Railway of Canada has its engines equipped to

fight its own fires by using two one-inch streams that cover 2Q0 feet

either side of track. Over ninety million ties are used annually without

protection against decay, hence the desirability both of preservative

injection and protection against unnecessary mechanical abuse. As the

cost of tie renewals exceeds $700,000 annually, their preservation is very

important.

The United States Forest Service estimates the present standing

timber at 2,767 billion board feet. The original forests contained 5,200

billion board feet of marketable timber. On this basis, 2,433 billion feet

have geen taken, and since it reproduces slowly, this is regarded as an

exhaustible resource. It is estimated that only 35 per cent, of standing

timber reaches the ultimate consumer, 65 per cent, being wasted in han-

dling, and this loss is said to be increasing.

Thirty million dollars is annually paid in settlement of claims for

freight lost or damaged, much of this resulting from the poor construc-

tion of shipping containers, hence the United States Forest Service is

conducting experiments for the best form of economical box construc-

tion, as 12 per cent, of the total cut of timber is used annually for boxes.

SAFETY-FIRST CAMPAIGNS.

Carelessness causes most accidents and is habitual witli many em-

ployes, who do not train themselves to be cautious. Since "an ounce

of prevention is worth a pound of cure," a spirit of caution should be

instilled into the thoughts and habits of employes to prevent, as far as

possible, the injury done by an imwise act. The life and energy of

the "safety-first" movement lies in the example and spirit of the employe

himself—he is always the key to the situation. It is everybody's business

to be careful, but it must be made some particular person's business to

see that everybody is careful. Making men cautious in work is worth

every man's eflFort, as men thus taught become a permanent asset in the

business and their good influence among companions constantly grows.

The New York Central Lines use a moving-picture car to promote

safety, and Marcus A. Dow, General Safety Agent, states that ninety

thousand persons were killed, while one hundred thousand were injured

by reason of trespassing on railroad property, in the last twenty years.

The Interstate Commerce Commission reports that for the year ending

June 30, 1915. 5,084 men, women and children were thus killed, and

6,448 injured; an. average of 14 killed daily, or 22 times as many as

passengers killed the same year. The same Commission reports that

during twenty-six years ending that date 118,654 were killed and 130,059

injured, making a total of 248,713.

The Illinois Central Railroad reports that for sixty years to Decem-
ber 31, 1915, its suburban service in Chicago has been operated without
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losing a single life in a passenger train accident. It carries 42,000 per-

sons daily and runs 300 trains in and out of Chicago. For 1915 it carried

26,019,820 without the loss of a life in a passenger train accident any-

where on its system, this being the third consecutive year of such a clear

record. In 1916 it carried safely 42,000,000 passengers.

The Illinois State Public Utilities Commission reports fewer people

killed on the steam railways of Illinois during the same 3'ear than in

any year since 1899, despite the great increase in population, track mile-

age, train service, passenger and freight traffic handled in the past

sixteen years. This was a decrease of 20^, compared with the year

1914, and 30 per cent., compared with 1913. Of the total number killed,

427, or 60 per cent., were trespassers, and only 14 passengers were killed

on Illinois railroads in 1915, or less than 2 per cent., while the passen-

ger traffic handled was equivalent to carrying 2,500,000,000 passengers one

mile. On this basis a passenger could travel 178,571,428 miles before

meeting death, and at a speed of 60 miles per hour day and night a

whole year it would take over 339 years for a man to travel that dis-

tance. This decrease in railway accidents is due mainly to the rigorou?

"safety-first" campaign carried on by all railway companies and the

expenditure of many millions of dollars for stronger tracks, steel cars,

safety devices and many other improvements. Over thirty times as many
people were killed while trespassing on railway property as while traveling

on their trains. Sixty-six per cent., or 164,150, were citizens of the

locality in which the accidents occurred, mostly wage-earners ; 14 per cent.,

or 34,820, children under 14 years, and 20 per cent., or 49,473, tramps or

hoboes.

The Burlington Railroad, during 1916, carried 22,800,000 passengers,

or 62,465 a day, without a fatality.

President L. F. Loree, of the Delaware & Hudson Company, states

that over half of the train accidents are caused by failure to obey orders

and observe rules which, if properly carried out, would obviate all

danger. Adequate penalties should be Imposed to prevent injury in

this most dangerous vocation. Ours is the only country In the cIvIHzed

world which does not penalize trespassing on railroad tracks and trains.

In the safety campaign of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad 204 meet-

ings were held and 17,066 recommendations made to the officials, of which

16,411, or 96 per cent, were handled. The wearing of goggles by its

mechanics prevented fifteen injuries on one division, and there has

been a marked decrease in the number of accidents. It publishes a

27-page book of 120 safety and sanitation rules.

Safety Committees on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway

use bulletin boards to impress on employes the value of safety first. These

are placed at various points where men congregate and bulletins posted

showing accident statistics not only of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis, but also of other roads. Each board holds six bulletins, changen

frequently. These boards are attractive In design, painted black, var-

nished with an appropriate emblem and enclosed in glass.
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In 1916 the Pennsylvania Railroad System carried 16,294,146 peoijle

without losing a single life, completing three consecutive years in which

no passenger has been killed in a train accident on any part of its

system. In that time 553,890,063 passengers were carried safely. In-

cluding freights, more than 9,000,000 trains were operated day and night

over 12,000 miles of line and 26,000 miles of track while these passengers

were being carried safely. As a part of its campaign to teach children

the dangers of taking short cuts over railroad tracks and playing on its

right-of-way it has issued an illustrated calendar for use in school rooms,

showing a crowd of children hurrying across tracks near a school yard,

and this inscription : "Every year more than 5,000 American boys antt

girls and grown folks, who take such risks as these, throw their lives away.

Don't be one of them,"'

R, C. Richards, chairman, reports that the "safety-first" movement
on the Chicago & Northwestern Railway has been in existence for six

years and two months to September 1, 1916, during which time the-

company has had 547 fewer deaths and 16,591 fewer personal injury'

cases. About five years ago it inaugurated the movement to reduce

accidents, recognizing that every tirae a capable, experienced employe is

killed or injured it not only brings sorrow and sufirering to the man
and his family, but makes it necessary to employ a new and inexperienced

man in his place, thus increasing the risks to other men in the service

and seriously decreasing the efficiency of the organization. By the enthu-

siastic co-operation of the men and the management these efforts have

been successful. The movement now stands for the conservation of

human life ; making of safety men and things ; elimination of chance-

taken which makes cripples, widows and orphans
;

greater safety and

regularity. He characterizes the conservation of life and limb as the

second most valuable thing in the world, since they never come bark

when lost, and thinks this a million times more important than the con-

servation of water power, land, timber, minerals or oil. The little acci-

dents make up the immense number of accidents resulting in death and

injury to men—if these are stopped, the big ones would take care of

themselves, dropping out the whole accident business ; that it takes le.is

time to prevent accidents than to report them; to acquire the safety

habit, as the greatest risk a careful man runs is injury from some care-

less fellow-worker. No passengers have been killed in two years, and

66,468,978 were transported. In 4^ years to December 31, 1914, as

against the same period previous, 173 fewer employes were killed, a

decrease of 35.3 per cent. ; 10,671 less injured, a decrease of 27,3 per

cent.; 96 fewer passengers injured, a decrease of 22 per cent.; 210 less

outsiders killed, or 19.4 per cent.; 128 less injured, a decrease of 8.2

per cent.
,
The mileage increase was from 7,953 to 8,423. The three

years' record of the Safety Committee shows 14,793 adopted recom-

mendations and 628 rejected; 381 fewer deaths and 11,860 fewer injuries-

Each man hurt loses at least one dav's time. Everv time an accident
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is prevented the road saves $114. In five years 450 miles have been

added and 14,345 fewer accidents have resulted. To prevent trespassing, a

publicity campaign is advised; federal laws should be passed, officials

deal more vigorously; track foremen and watchmen at busy crossings to

have power of arrest ; don't employ unfit men.

The Long Island Railroad Company conducts an extensive adver-

tising campaign, with gratifying results, in the local newspapers, to

promote safety at grade crossings. Automobilists are criminally care-

less, hence it uses more grade-crossing gates, automatic crossing bells,

more powerful engine signals, and addresses personal appeals to automo-

bile drivers by circulars and placards to co-operate in this movement.

One system alone has had 18 persons killed and 36 injured on its cross-

ings in ninety days. The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Railroad Com-
pany estimates it would cost an average of $50,000 each to abolish thein

on that line, and recommends no new crossings; use of standard signs;

have federal law for uniformity; Stop, Look and Listen, and universal

caution signal, as in New Jersey.

T. J. Folej'-, General Manager of the Illinois Central, says there are

8,000 grade crossings on their line, and to separate them would cost

two hundred and fifteen million dollars, or twice its capital stock. The
American Railway Association is devising a uniform warning signal.

While all American railways, operating over 250,000 miles of track,

report 196 passengers killed during 1915, it is interesting to note that

Europe, with 197,015 miles, reported 700 killed.

FUTURE METAL SUPPLIES.

Ores do not grow. Twenty-eight tons of lead were recovered re-

cently on the grounds of a popular gun club. How much more are lost

on European battlefields? Losses of all metals have been multiplied by

the great war. Secretary Lane estimates the output of American mine.^

in 1916 as three billion dollars. This enormous production was accom-

panied by the greatest profits the mining industry of the country has

ever known, copper netting about $300,000,000. Production ran 25 per

cent, above 1915. At an average price of 27 cents a pound, the 1916

production had a value of $520,000,000, compared with $243,000,000 the

year previous and $190,000,000 in 1913. The profits were the greatest

ever known.

C. K. Leith, of Madison, Wisconsin, emphasizes the fact that the

reserves of iron ores in the two Americas are enormously in excess of

the requirements, and considers it practically unnecessary that the present

generation make any special sacrifice for future generations in conserva-

tion of its iron ore resources. But there are a variety of mining and

business methods which minimize waste of ores and bring . maximum
possible returns on the investment; up to certain limits it is often cheaper

to waste rather than save, considering the human factors in the equation

as well as the amount of material saved. The problem of conservation
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is so complex that it is impossible practically to lay down rules appli-

cable to iron ore, since there is too great a variety of local conditions.

Intelligent conservation in one case would amount to confiscation and

needless sacrifice in another.

UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE WARNINGS.

The United States Chamber of Commerce has taken up the subject

of conservation with leading cities in a letter indicating its conviction

that the present situation threatens our national life and our supremacy

as a nation unless a remedy is found and properly applied, which it

thinks should be through carefully-considered legislation.

That there is great prodigality in the use of our natural resources

is reflected in the fact that, based on present indications, the production

of bituminous coal alone during 1916 will aggregate six hundred million

tons. With anthracite added, the total output is approximately seven

hundred million tons, or better than one-third of the entire production

of the world. The amount of coal taken from American mines has

increased fivefold since 1890. During the same period the growth in

population has been less than seventy per cent. It is estimated that three

billion tons have been left underground by mine operators in such con-

dition as to make future recovery costly, if not impossible. About 40

per cent, of the coal in the seam is said to have been lost, so far as

beneficial use is concerned. Pennsylvania is the one great supply of

anthracite coal, and four authorities, working separatelj^ conclude that

at the present rate of mining this century will see the end of the anthracite

mining industry, though the resources of bituminous coal and lignite in

the world are estimated from 600 to 1,200 years.

U. S. PRODUCES TWO-THIRDS OF WORLD'S OIL.

Two-thirds of the world's petroleum comes from the United States.

In 1890 the yearly output was in excess of 45,000,000 barrels of 42 gal-

Ions each. In 1915 the annual production had expanded to more than

300,000,000 barrels.

In the development of our oil fields, the same prolific waste which

has marked the coal industry is apparent, and it is said that millions of

barrels of oil have been wasted by being allowed to flow into the streams,

by being mixed with water or by evaporation. The geological survey

estimates that deposits of petroleum thus far undeveloped will scarcely

furnish a supply for more than 30 years. With respect to iron ore and

copper, there has been practically the same lavish production, with a

steadily increasing consumption of the superior ores to the neglect of

inferior grades and a failure to use ceramic products in place of metals

or wood where possible.
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ROCK ISLAND FUEL ECONOMY.

W. J. Tollerton, General Mechanical Superintendent of the Chicago.

Rock Island & Pacific Railroad, states that during the calendar year

1915, compared with 1912, on the basis of cost of fuel per 1,000 gross

freight tons, per 1,000 gross passenger ton-miles and per switch-engine

mile, a reduction of $1,010,681.84 was effected in the cost of locomotive

fuel, due to the co-operation of all employes. There are still large oppor-

tunities for making substantial reductions in cost of locomotive fuel.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1915, in freight service there was

an average consumption of 16 scoops of coal per engine-mile ; in passenger

service, 7.4 scoops per engine-mile and 9 scoops of coal per switch-engine

mile. If a reduction of only one-half scoop of coal per passenger or switch

engine mile and one scoop of coal per freight-engine mile can be effected,

this would save: In freight service, 131,022 tons, $294,799.50; in passen-

ger service, 67,496 tons, $151,864.75 ; in switch service, 24,045 tons, $54, -

151.25, making a total of $500,765.50. It is felt that with the continued

co-operation of all concerned these figures could be exceeded. The

main factors in accomplishing such a result are : Complete work reports

by engineers, prompt repairs by roundhouse forces, properly-sized coal

delivered to the tender and no undue delay in premature firing of

locomotives.

COAL WASTES.

Harrington Emerson describes the many large and small wastes in

burning coal on locomotives and advises wise buying to secure more

heat units ; to avoid the wrong kind and unnecessary expenses in han-

dling; loss by weathering; scale on tubes and fire surfaces; leaks from

boiler; broken grates; incorrect weights; poor locomotive design; smoke

and sparks ; too much or too little air. One pound of coal properly

burned in a freight locomotive at the usual speed furnishes power to draw

a ton of freight 16 miles, hence the need of proper instruction of engine

crews and terminal employes in the economical performance of their

duties.

Theoretically, one 15-lb. scoop, 13,000 heat units per pound, = 195,000.

each 772 ft.-lbs.; or, theoretically, it has 150,000,000 ft.-fts. of potential

energy. Actually, the losses in various ways are 95 per cent., and only

5 per cent, is available for work, but this is sufificient to raise one of our

large Mikado engines of 320,000 fts. weight 23j^ ft., hence the impor-

tance of saving coal and energy. (U. S. Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 35.)

PITTSBURGH SMOKE PREVENTION.

Mellon Institute of Industrial Research, University of Pittsburgh,

di'scovered that the city's annual loss by smoke was at least ten million

dollars, and the council passed several ordinances regulating it, appoint-

ing close inspections; 20,000 cleaning-up cards were distributed and much,

publicity given. Ninety-nine per cent, of the locomotives now operate
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as required, or 1,190 daily—previously only 1 per cent. Both carbon

and combustible gases are burned, giving ten or more times value. The
improvement in the city is very noticeable. In the coal regions culm is

not only screened and burned as a by-product, but also pressed into

briquettes, while it is also used in the most modern type of locomotives,

making the mountains of this in Pennsylvania available for use witli

bituminous coal to effect the most perfect combustion.

USE OF PULVERIZED COAL.

Powdered coal in locomotive boilers, pulverized until 85 per cent,

passes a screen having 200 meshes per inch, soft coal, gives an almost

smokeless flame when blown into the firebox with air; this is automat-

ically regulated by the powdered coal so that careless firing cannot occur.

Seven hundred and fifty pounds of powdered coal are required, as against

1,700 lbs. of lump coal, but the fire can be shut off entirely while stand-

ing still, hence a great saving of fuel especially valuable in switching.

Recently a locomotive evaporated 13 per cent, more watar per pound

of coal and consumed 18 per cent, less on its runs than was required

with a similar locomotive fired with lump coal in the ordinary way, and

used a much cheaper grade of coal. To develop the be.st results the

coal should be free from moisture, and experiments are now being made
on the Northwestern, Santa Fe, Grand Trunk, Southern Pacific, Kansas

City Southern, D. & H. and Chicago Junction railways to settle the prac-

ticability of its use on fast express trains.

MISCELLANEOUS CONSERVATION METHODS.

About fifteen railwa}'^ employes' magazines were examined by your

Committee. These are doing admirable work for their respective linfs,

securing enthusiastic co-operation between officers and men in measures

involving the general welfare of the railway service, and are heartily

recommended for the influence exerted.

The C. & N. W. Ry. in one month collected scrap iron, spikes,

bolts, etc., sold as junk for $200,000. This amounts to $2,000,000 annu-

ally. The Rock Island effected an economy in handling almost entirely

by reduction in costs of loading, unloading and hand-sorting of $655,842

in 1915 in reclamation of scrap.

How to obtain the maximum benefit of equipment is a problem. The
Hill System has effected economies of operation through maximum train

tonnages. The C. & N. W. Ry. for two years has been conducting a sys-

tematic campaign to increase loads on cars to full capacity.

The Santa Fe Railway has saved the cost of handling mail by saving

cents and fractions in bunching its mail and using the U. S. P. O
Department.

The Rock Island has a company envelope ruled in 12 squares, which

can be sent as many times, and economizes stationery.
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The Union Pacific Railroad's system of life, health and accident

insurance went into efifect January 1, 1917; 41,000 persons are beneficiaries,

including all employes who have worked a year, whose annual salaries

are under $4,000. The insurance deal is the largest in the world's his-

tory, calling for $30,000,000 policies and premiums of $800,000 annual'y.

The plan has been put in effect without expense to its employes, and

provides life insurance to the amount of a year's salary, also accidert

and health insurance of one-half wages during inability from sickness or

accident, besides provision for permanent disability.

The ever-increasing scarcity of labor for handling material maken

labor-saving devices absolutely essential as an aid to human progress.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, in reporting on its efficiency tests, find?

that strictness in enforcing the rules in minor matters tends to produce

habits of care in major matters; also that the habit of obedience to all

rules, whether minor or major, also makes the habitual state of mind

which carries out the rules at all times just because they are rules, and

uniformity of conduct is necessary.

SCIENCE OF HUMANITY.

The U. S. Steel Corporation has spent five and one-half million

dollars on the new science of humanity, cutting down accidents 43.54

per cent, and saving 14,967 men.

"The thing we are doing has been known too long as welfare work

and it is time it had recognition as a science. This work of humanizing

the world of industry for workers is as much of a science and as much

of a necessity to industry in the United States as is chemistry or mathe-

matics.

"It is a double-barreled science. It brings results in men and finan-

cial profits, too. The time has come when everj' employer of men has

to employ a scientist to make the most out of life for his employes, that

the employer may get the most out of his men."

WATER POWER OR COAL.

An eminent publicist says

:

"The coal situation this year may be due to extraordinary circum-

stances, but it does point to the necessity for a more fundamental attempt

to keep down the price in the United States.

"Development of electrical energy through water power is the one

great field for coal conservation. Only a small proportion of the total

electrical current generated in the United States is from water power, j'Ct

it is sufficient to make an important saving in coal.

"Last year, hydroelectric capacity in this country was 1,350,000 kilowatts

per hour. About five pounds of coal are required to produce one kilo-

watt of electricity by the steam method, so the developed water power

of the country saves 2,875 tons of coal an hour,, or 25,195,000 tons a year.
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'The United States has enough coal to last 3,000 years at the present

rate of consumption, but it is impracticable to take it all out at once, and

in every coalfield the movement is from veins easy of access to those

more difficult. Anything which decreases the necessity for more rapid

mining of coal will decrease the cost to the consumer, as well as con-

serve the supply. Coal will probably be abandoned as a fuel long before

the supply is exhausted, but we are dealing with the present situation,

not with probable inventions.

"Hydroelectric power in the United States was nine times as great in

1915 as in 1900. Should it be nine times as great in 1930 as in 1915

—

and that may easily occur—the power generated will represent a saving of

226,000,000 tons of coal a year, or half of the entire output of the country.

"The fact of the matter is that the wasted water power in the United

States would run every locomotive and turn every industrial wheel. If

we developed this source of power, a source which can never fail and

is renewed by the natural process of rainfall, every ton of coal mined

in the United States could be used for heating purposes, and shortages

would be unknown."

WATER POWER UTILIZATION.

Dr. \'on Schon gives an excellent practical illustration of the

value of hydro-electric power utilization in the case of the Wisconsin

River, which has a catchment area of 12.280 square miles entirely within

the state. The total descent is 1046 feet in a length of 428 miles— its run-

off 0.8 to 3.0 cubic second feet per .square mile of drainage area. Power

development for continuous output may be based on an available flow

of one cubic second foot per square mile of contributory catchment

area. The Wisconsin Geological Survey has prepared a table showing

25 water-power sites on this river, with 672 feet fall and 192,240

potential horse-power, not including tributaries, of which only 56,450

has been developed. The L^. S. Engineers Corps has made an exhaustive

investigation of the reservoir possibilities of this river and located eight

sites with a total storage capacity of twenty thousand million cubic

feet, having a contributory drainage area of 1410 square miles—would

fill these in about four months— furnish a continuous flow of 2500 cubic

second feet during the three low-flow months, and increase the pres-

ent capacity to 315,000-H.P. This would pay the interest at 5 per cent, on

an investment for storage reservoirs of 25 millions of dollars at a charge

of $10 per H.P. A conservation program would eliminate all floods on

the river and its complete power development would make the Wis-

consin a navigable river. All electric power developed could be used

in the thriving business cities lining its banks and in operation of rail-

way lines or hauling barges.
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The U. S. Government has investigated this qnestion in connec-

tion with navigation of the Mississippi, and many other rivers are

equally susceptible of improvement. It controls the water power on

many rivers, hence would naturally be the active agent in develop-

ment both of navigation and water power. Its management would

be in the best interests of all concerned and highly desirable from every

point of view. Much valuable data on water power has been collected

by the Government which is available for reference and use by all

interested in any particular locality.

Statistics show the present output of developed water power is

2,050,000-H.P., while the total developed is estimated at 10,000,000-H.P.

of unconserved flow available nine months in the year. Von Schon

thinks that practicable flood-flow conservation would double the pres-

ent available water-power output, while some authorities think flood

regulation would increase present water-power capacities tenfold. A
reasonable estimate of our available water-power assets is 20,000,000-

H.P., representing the annual equivalent steam fuel of 30,000,000 tons

at a valuation of $35 per H.P. per year, or 0.75 cts. per kilowatt-hour

for continuous service income at 3 per cent., can be shown on about 20

thousand millions of dollars. The combined resources and powers of

the whole people would secure navigability of the rivers as a whole,

prevention of present annual flood destructions, conservation of heat

fuels and enormous impetus given to industrial development of the

country.

The state of New York has a Water Supply Commission, which

hears publicly all applications of water-power companies or communi-

ties, who desire their current, and investigates the feasibility, possible

results, costs, and presents plans for storage work in a report to the

State Legislature, with recommendations for its action, as investiga-

tions of flood storage opportunities should be made by the state, which

must locate reservoir sites, forest reserve, and regulate charges. Simi-

larly by cooperation of individual enterprise with the powers of the

community, state and nation, the now wasted hydro-electric power

of the country can be conserved for its perpetual benefit.

PROGRESS OF CONSERVATION IN CANADA.

(1) COAL RESOURCES OF CANADA.

While the existence of coal had been known for centuries, it did not

become of great industrial importance until used in connection with the

smelting of iron. Of all metals, iron is, to-day, the most useful. The

industrial position of modern nations may almost be measured by their
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production and use of this metal. To develop an iron industry coal is neces-

sary and the value of each for this purpose depends largely upon the

amount and nearness of the other. Foreign coal cannot form the basis of

a great domestic industry; coal is a cumbersome commodity and its cost is

doubled or trebled by loading, unloading and conveying it even 100 or

200 miles. The development and use of the electric furnace will tend to

make the iron industry more independent of coal, but electric smelting of

iron has certain disadvantages and depends on cheap electric energy.

In a country of such enormous proportions as Canada, extending from

the Atlantic to the Pacific and northward to the Arctic, with a severe

winter climate, the question of an adequate fuel supply as a source of

heat, light and power, and for use in the metallurgical industries, must

always be of paramount importance.

The investigation for the International Geological Congress, held in

Canada in 1913, indicated that the world's actual known and estimated

reserves of coal of ail kinds, available within a depth of 6,000 feet from the

surface, aggregated 7,397,553 million tons, or, approximately 5,000 times

the world's present annual consumption of coal. Of this estimated total

reserve 6.71 per cent, is anthracite (over 80 per cent, in Asia, mainly in

China), 52.74 per cent, is bituminous coal and 40.55 per cent, belongs to

the less valuable sub-bituminous class, which includes all the lignites and

brown coals.

In geographical distribution no less than 68 per cent, of the total

is in North America, 17.3 per cent, in Asia, 10.6 per cent, in Europe, 2.3 per

cent, in Oceanica, and only 0.8 per cent, in Africa, allowing 1 per cent,

for scattered deposits. The distribution by countries is as follows : 16.4

per cent, in Canada, 51.8 per cent, in the United States, 13.5 per cent in

China, 5.7 per cent, in Germany, 2.6 per cent, in Great Britain, 2.4 per cent,

in Siberia, 2.2 per cent, in Australia, and 5.4 per cent, in small deposits

widely distributed over many smaller countries.

The coal deposits of Canada are second only to those of the United

States in quantity, and compare favorably with those of other great coal

mining countries in quality, quantity and accessibility for mining purposes.

The known area in Canada underlain by workable coal beds is estimated

by D. B. Dowling at 111,168 square miles, containing over 1,300,000 mil-

lion tons of coal. For convenience in classification the coal fields may be

divided into four main divisions, as follows

:

(1) The Eastern division, containing the bituminous coal fields

of Nova Scotia and New Brims wick.

(2) The Central or Interior division, containing the lignites of

Manitoba and Saskatchewan and the lignites, sub-bituminous and semi-

anthracite coal fields of Alberta and the Rocky Mountains.

(3) The Pacific Coast division, containing the bituminous fields of

Vancouver Island, and bituminous and semi-anthracite fuels of Queen
Charlotte Island and the interior of British Columbia, and the lignites of

Yukon.
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(4) The Northern division, containing the lignites and low-grade

bituminous coal of the Arctic-Mackenzie basin.

The coal areas of the various provinces and the estimated coal re-

sources are as follows:

Province
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Eastern Canada possesses no deposits of anthracite coal. As this

class of coal is admirably suited for domestic heating and cooking, it is

imported in considerable quantity from the United States, and is sold

over an area extending from Nova Scotia, in the east, to Battleford,

Sask., in the west. The imports of anthracite in 1915 amounted to over

4,072,000 tons, nearly double the imports of 1906. The demand for this

class of coal is increasing, notwithstanding the rising prices.

Two of the recent outstanding features in connection with the con-

servation of coal have been the tests made showing the practicability of

using coal dust firing for locomotives and the further use and installation

of by-product coke-oven plants in Canada. The successful development

of coal dust firing on locomotives would make available for locomotive

fuel the lignites which underhe the greater portion of central western

Canada.

By the ordinary methods of burning coal for producing power, not

more than about 10 per cent, of the heat units are utilized. Germany
has forbidden the use of coal as fuel and it will be only a comparatively

short time until all countries will realize that it is more economical to

recover all the valuable by-products from the coal and convert the re-

maining fixed carbon into either coke or gas.

The Dominion Iron & Steel Company has recently placed an order

for 120 additional coke-oven plants and as soon as these are installed

there will be in the city of Sydney under the control of this company

about 750 by-product coke ovens.

Considerable work has been done in Canada and elsewhere in con-

nection with the carbonization and briquetting of lignite coal. Carbonized

lignite has a calorific value equal to anthracite coal, but on account of

this process not agglomerating the particles into lump sizes, it is necessary

to briquette the product to make it suitable for domestic or power re-

quirements. Investigations are now being made with regard to the possi-

bility of briquetting the lignites of the prairie provinces. It seems highly

probable that such investigations will be successful, thereby solving the

problem of obtaining in these provinces a cheap and suitable fuel for do-

mestic and power purposes.

(2) FUEL OIL.

The imports of petroleum and petroleum products into Canada have

been rapidly increasing, while the domestic production has been decreasing.

The imports of petroleum, crude and refined, during the calendar year

1914 totaled nearly 244,500,000 gallons, valued at over $11,000,000. As
our crude petroleum production in 1914 amounted to about 7,500,000

gallons, valued at about $344,000, it can be seen that Canada is dependent

upon outside sources for supplies of petroleum and petroleum products.

The production of crude petroleum has come almost solely from Ontario,

and this production is steadily but surely declining in spite of attempts

to enlarge the areas of producing fields, or to find new areas.
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Fuel oil is used to a considerable extent on the railways in Western

Canada, and steamships on the Pacific Coast. It was introduced on

the railways primarily for the purpose of reducing the liability of forest

fires caused by sparks from locomotives and, secondly, on account of the

cheapness of California oil. The latter advantage will in time disappear,

as a higher percentage of light oils is now being extracted, and it is

only a matter of time until the production of this field will necessarily

decrease through partial exhaustion of the oil resources.

POTENTIAL OIL RESOURCES OF CANADA.

The potential oil resources of Canada are extensive. Oil shales exist

in enormous quantities in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and in certain

districts in the Prairie Provinces. Some of these shales give a higher

yield of oil than the Scotch shales which form a basis for a considerable

oil industry in that country. The prospect for discovery of oil in certain

portions of the western provinces is great; in fact, oil in small quantity

has already been discovered in Alberta. Tar sands in enormous quantity

are found along the Athabaska River and it is probable that oil may be

recovered by distillation or otherwise from these sands.

(3) TIMBER RESOURCES OF CANADA.

The forest resources of Canada are, as yet, very indefinitely known,

except in the provinces of Nova Scotia, Saskatchewan and British Colum-

bia, where the Commission of Conservation has conducted systematic

forest surveys.

Canada's supplies of commercial timber have been variously esti-

mated at from 500 to 800 billion feet, but this figure refers only to timber

of commercial value, as sawed timber. The pulpwood resources are

roughly estimated at from 800 to 1,000 million cords, exclusive of fire

wood, tie and pole material or small timber of any description, although

this may be of considerable value. A complete statement of forest re-

sources cannot be secured from the incomplete information available and

the following estimate of the resources of ^'5arious provinces deals only

with commercial saw timber

:

British Columbia 360 billion feet, B. M.
Alberta 21 billion feet, B. M.
Saskatchewan 14 billion feet, B. M.
Manitoba 7 billion feet, B. M.
New Brunswick 22 billion feet, B. M.
Nova Scotia 15 billion feet, B. M.

Ontario and Quebec, the premier provinces in forest production, have,

owing to the almost total absence of reliable data, been omitted from

the foregoing table. Some partial estimates, however, may be quoted.

Ontario leads the Dominion in white pine resources and the stand of

this species has been estimated at about 40 billion feet for the province.

The Southern Laurentian type covers some 100 million acres in Ontario
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and Quebec and has been estimated to contain 200 billion feet of sawed

timber.

The following tables show Canada's lumber and pulpwood production,

respectively, for the years 1914 and 1915

:

LUMBER.

Total Lumber Cut, 1914 and 1915, by Provinces.

Province
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The varieties of the resources of Ontario are indicated by the lumber

cut of 1915, which was made up as follows: white pine, 60.2 per cent.;

hemlock, 10.4 per cent. ; red pine, 9.9 per cent. ; spruce, 8 per cent. ; maple,

3.4 per cent. ; and twenty other species, making a total of twenty-five

species. The conifers form 90.6 per cent, and the hardwoods 9.4 per cent.

The output in Quebec is largely similar in composition to that of On-

tario.

The standing timber of New Brunswick has been estimated at 22

billion feet, of which spruce comprises approximately 60 per cent.
;
pine,

10 per cent. ; hemlock, 5 per cent. ; cedar, S per cent. ; hardwoods, 20

per cent. Of Nova Scotia's resources the hardwoods may total 5 billion

feet and the conifers 10 billion feet of saw timber. Beech, maple and

yellow birch form the bulk of the former, and red spruce, hemlock and

pine of the conifers.

It is obvious that Canada's resources, both of sawed timber and pulp-

wood, permit substantially increased production, but it is, nevertheless,

essential that the management of forest areas be greatly improved to secure

adequate protection of existing timber supplies from fires and extrava-

gant lumbering.

(4) USE OF TREATED TIMBER AND PERMANENT MATERIALS TO REt'LACE

UNTREATED TIMBER AND BARE STEEL.

While the preservative treatment of timbers is still in its infancy -on

this continent, much more progress has been made in the United States,

where, in the East, the pinch of partial exhaustion of timber supplies is

being felt, than in Canada, where supplies are still relatively large in

proportion to the population. In the United States the number of wood-

preserving plants has increased in ten years from 39 to over 100. In

1915, at 102 plants, nearly 142,000,000 cubic feet of timber was given

preservation treatment. Of this more than 78 per cent, was cross-ties, for

railway use.

Preservative treatment of ties makes it possible in the East to utilize

so-called inferior species, such as beech, birch and maple, in place of

the now relatively scarce and much more expensive oak and cedar, which

were formerly used to a very large extent. In this way better service is

secured at a materially lower cost.

The slower developments along this line in Canada are due to the

fact that we still have large supplies of coniferous material suitable for

ties. For instance, in 1914 more than 43 per cent, of all ties purchased

in Canada were jack pine. Eastern cedar followed next with 13.7 per

cent., then tamarack with 7.8 per cent., Douglas fir with 7.5 per cent., and

hemlock with 7.2 per cent. Canadian railways require about 20,000,000

ties per year. The increasing shortage of readily accessible supplies will

inevitably mean higher costs and this, in turn, will gradually bring about

the wider use of preservatives in connection with the cheaper hardwoods,

of which birch is the most plentiful in Canada.
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There is a wide field in Canada for wood preservation applied to

wood paving blocks, mine timbers, poles and cross-arms, piling, bridge

and trestle timbers, fence posts and wood used for many other purposes in

which decay is a factor in its service. A most important fact in connec-

tion with treated wood is that inferior species which decay rapidly can, by

treatment, be made to give as long life in many kinds of service as more

costly woods. That a process which greatly prolongs the service life

of wood renders renewals less frequent and reduces the annual charge

per unit in such service will materially decrease the drain on our forest

resources, is immediately obvious.

At the present time there are six commercial treating plants in Canada,

all of which have been built since 1910. The Forest Products Labora-

tories of the Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior possesses

an experimental plant in which railway ties, paving blocks and other

timber can be treated, and which is furnished with the necessary equipment

for the impregnation of wood by the various commercial processes. These

laboratories are devoting considerable attention to the preservative treat-

ment of railway ties, wood paving blocks and fence posts, as well as to

the study of the causes and prevention of dry rot in factory and other

buildings. A number of very important problems have been listed for

investigation by the Division of Wood Preservation. A bulletin was

recently issued with respect to the importance of treating wood-block

paving in Canada, which contains considerable valuable material upon this

subject. It is pointed out that in recent years a few of the larger Canadian

cities have adopted w^ood-block paving to a limited extent, but cities of

Eastern Canada have been conservative in their attitude toward this type

of paving. In Canada, Vancouver has the largest area of treated wood-

block pavfment in service (23 miles in 1915). Here, as in the other

Canadian cities, where it has been adopted, the dipped wood-block pave-

ment has given good service during ten to twelve years of use.

The experience of those cities of the United States where wood-

block paving has been most extensively adopted has shown that for many

kinds of service creosoted wood blocks are entitled to a high place in the

classification of road-surfacing materials. In 1905 the total area of such

pavement in the United States was slightly less than 1,500,000 square

yards, while in 1913 the city of Minneapolis alone had in use over 1,000,000

square yards, which indicates in a striking way the extent to which this

type of pavement has grown in favor during the last decade.

The bulletin also states that the initial cost of wood-block paving is

rather higher than for other types of pavement. Compared with asphalt

surface on an equal foundation its first cost is considerably greater. The
cost of wood-block pavement will vary considerably according to de-

sign, and more particularly in proportion to the cost of timber stock, cost

of treatment and labor for construction. This variation ranges from $2.50

to $3.90 per square yard.

A cost-figure is reported from Minneapolis of $2.50 per square yard,

representing an average of several years' construction. The cost of a 3-
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inch treated block pavement in Moosejaw is reported as $2.84, exclusive

of excavation. Vancouver reports as low a cost as $2.10 per square yard,

exclusive of excavation and foundation. In this case the cost per yard

of treated blocks was $1.35, half of which represents the actual cost of

treatment. The timber stock was Douglas fir, and a twelve-pound im-

pregnation was required.

These figures can hardly be assumed as representative of costs in the

East. Probably a fair cost figure in Eastern Canada would be from

$3.25 to $3.85 per square yard for a 4-in. pavement on a 6-in. foundation.

This cost is slightly higher than that of brick pavement, and approxi-

mately the same as that of asphalt block.

(5) THE RELATION OF RAILW.WS TO THE WATER TOWER DEVELOPMENT AND

CONSERVATION.

The connecting link between water power and its utilization for

railway purposes is the electrification of railways. Excluding street and

suburban railways, main line electrification has not yet made its appearance

in Canada, except for special purposes, such as in the Canadian Northern

Railway Tunnel at Montreal, the St. Clair Tunnel of the Grand Trunk

Railway and the Detroit Tunnel of the Michigan Central Railroad.

One of the principal factors involved in the electrification of railways

is the amount of traffic to be carried. While the question of cheap power

is very important it cannot be considered as the criterion in a proposed

electrification.

Several Canadian railways have adopted electricity for suburban and

interurban service, particularly near large centers and in Southwestern

Ontario. No later figures are available, but some 30 railways of this class

were in operation in 1915, representing a total of 740 miles of single track.

80 per cent, of which was operated from water power.

While main line electrification on a large scale for purely economic

reasons may yet be far remote for Canada we may look forward to a

number of possibilities in the near future from the indirect benefits of

electric operation. These often are controlling in any installation and

among them may be mentioned smoke elimination in tunnels and under-

ground terminals, overcoming the smoke nuisance on surface lines in large

centers, and increased comfort, speed and attractiveness in passenger

service. Whatever may be the future of electrification in Canada, and

whether conditions warrant its adoption on a large or small scale, the

generously distributed water powers of this country will always be an

additional incentive in any project of this character. With the exception

of that portion of the Prairie Provinces, south of Edmonton between

Brandon and Red Deer, water powers for railway electrification may be

found throughout the whole Dominion. In some cases, however, storage

conservation may be required to provide sufficient energy continuously.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEXT YEAR'S WORK.

As subjects to be considered by the Committee for the ensuing year,

it recommends report on the conservation of human life and energy, so

as to promote increased efficiency. Also to report on the relation of rail-

ways to the different conservation projects, reviewing work done by

companies up to the present time, and make recommendations on policies

economical for railways to follow.

CONCLUSION.

It is recommended that laws be enacted making trespassing upon

railroad tracks a misdemeanor, to prevent accidents and consequent dam-

age claims resulting therefrom.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES.
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To the Members of the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Roadway submits herewith its anmial report

for 1917.

Two meetings of the Committee were held during the year, one at

Chicago on June 19, the other at Erie, Pa., on December 8, supplemented

by meetings of the several Sub-Committees.

Subject No. 1.

Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual and
submit definite recommendations for changes, with special reference to

shrinkage or expansion of material placed in embankments by ordinary
methods of railway construction and to settlement thereafter; also revi-

sion of recommendations relating to steam-shovel work and roadbed
cross-sections.

This subject was divided and assigned to two Sub-Committees:

(1-a) ROADBED CROSS-SECTIONS.

SUB-CoMMITTEE.

W. p. WiLTSEE, Chairman; H. W. McLeod,

B. M. Cheney, G. R. Talcott.

S. B. Fisher,

This assignment relates particularly to the increased width of road-

bed cross-section required for increased depth of ballast.

During the year 1915 a circular letter was sent to members of the

Association requesting standard roadbed cross-sections, together with

their comments on width of roadbed necessary for proposed increased

depth of ballast. Thirty-eight (38) replies were received. The cross-

sections submitted will not be shown in this report, as they are prac-

tically the same as those shown in the Proceedings of the Association,

Vol. 15, pages 972 to 987. With the present 12-inch depth of ballast,

625
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shown in the 1915 Manual, page 55, it is apparent that it is not necessary

to increase the width of roadbed now adopted by the Association.

The Ballast Committee considers that 24 inches under the tie is the

proper depth of ballast to secure practically uniform distribution of

pressure on the roadbed, and that with this depth of ballast the roadbed

should be 26 feet wide.

It is the opinion of this Committee that, for the Ballast Committee's

section of 24 inches of ballast under the tie, the adopted standard berm

shown on page 55 of the 1915 Manual should be maintained. We do not

think, however, that the roadbed sections in the Manual should be

revised by eliminating the Class "A" roadbed width of 20 feet, but that

an increased width of roadbed should be used for Class "A" track where

depth of ballast under the tie is greater than 12 inches.

(l-b) REVISION OF RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO STEAM-SHOVEL WORK
AND SHMNKAGE OR EXPANSION OF MATERIALS PLACED IN EMBANKMENT
BY ORDINARY METHODS OF RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION AND TO SETIXEMENT

THEREAFTER.

SUB-COMMITTEE :

S. P. Brown, Chairman; B. M. Cheney, H. J. Slifer.

In answer to the list of questions given on pages 312, 313 and 314

of the Proceedings of the Association for 1916, Vol. 17, a large number

of replies were received, so voluminous, in fact, that a very condensed

digest thereof covers 66 pages of single-spaced legal cap.

As the information concerning Steam Shovels, etc., was requested in

confidence, it is the opinion of the Committee that these replies should

not be published.

Your Committee, believing that the modern method of handling earth-

work should be covered in the Manual, have assumed the assignment to

cover Mechanical Shovels, Locomotive Cranes and Drag-Line Excavators,

Shovel Methods and Operations and Blank Forms, and submit the fol-

lowing report for your consideration

:

MECHANICAL SHOVELS, LOCOMOTIVE CRANES AND DRAG-LINE EXCAVATORS
;

ALSO SHOVEL METHODS AND OPERATIONS AND BLANK FORMS.

SUB-COMMITTEE.

S. P. Brown, Chairman; H. J. Slifer, B. M. Cheney.

General.

In the following matter, too detailed specifications are avoided, it

being desired to direct attention to important features of good practice

and point out proper methods of study and investigation, by which any

competent Engineer may draw his own conclusion and secure the best

possible results at the minimum cost.

The recommendations which are made are not in the nature of a

specification, but are intended as a guide in the selection of this impor-
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tant equipment. Many manufacturers already embody the major part of

these features in their standard design and many others can incorporate

them without materially affecting the cost or standardization of their

product. Certain features, however, are so important that radical changes

in design, to those here recommended, would be a vast improvement in

some cases. While it is recommended to buy standard equipment, care

should be taken to select that of the best-known and most reliable

makers and secure machines embodying as many of the features recom-

mended here as possible. It is also advantageous for the maker to control

the manufacture in every detail of all parts going into his finished

product. The purchaser should have access to all parts of the manu-

facturers' plants at all times for purpo.ses of inspection, etc.

Three cardinal points should be given careful attention in selecting

machinery for roadway construction. These are in their order

:

(1) Care in the selection, inspection and acceptance of all material

that enters into every part of the machine.

(2) Design for strength and durability.

(3) Design for production.

The prompt delivery of repair parts and the accurate fit of these

parts when received, is of utmost importance. This may be best judged

by the general reputation of the different makes iipon the market, and

the supply of repair parts stocked at the nearest depot of supplies.

The machine should be so designed, in proportioning the strength of

all parts, that breakage will be avoided. This is especially so with

an over-powered engine, as a careless operator may easily wreck his

machine.

The engines and other machinery should not be crowded, or unhandy

to get at in case of repairs. The open-frame type of engines are the

most desirable. All parts, as far as possible, should be free and not

interfere with others so as to cause delay either in case of repairs or

when moving.

The boilers should have ample capacity to operate continuously under

full load, but the pressure regulation should be such as to eliminate

danger of overtaxing the engines or other parts of the machine. Where

lugs or braces are riveted to the boiler, or where pipe connections are

made, the plates should be reinforced.

All parts should be interchangeable as far as possible, and bronze

bushings are recommended for bearings in place of babbitt, split bush-

ings being preferred where possible.

Steam Shovels.

The general requirements for steam shovels are either so standard

as to require no particular explanation or so very special as to make

generalities impossible. A standard size and type of shovel manufactured

by a well-known and reliable maker in a general way carries in itself

ample guarantee, both in regard to its proper design and in respect to the

quality of materials and workmanship entering into its construction.
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Certain special features, however, are noted that should be carefully

borne in mind when purchasing this equipment.

Size.

The size of shovel used for any work must be decided by the char-

acter and quantity of excavation and the local conditions. In general,

the commonest sizes are 60- to 80-ton shovels for the usual railway

work. The following gradient of sizes may, however, be of service:

For light grading, up to 25,000 c. y. per mile, where a shovel can be

used economically, a light revolving shovel is to be desired. For 25,000

to 40,000 c. y. per mile, a shovel of about 50 tons is a good size. For

40,000 to 60,000 c. y. per mile, a shovel of 60 to 80 is well suited. For
anything over 60,000 c. y. per mile, the shovel may run up to well over

100 tons economically if its transportation is not too expensive, and if

the ground is fit to carry the weight on sub-grade during excavation.

Special Specification.

Although it is usually unwise to depart materially from the standard

design of a manufacturer in purchasing a steam shovel, mainly on account

of the increase in cost resulting from such changes, and the liability of

delays and other troubles connected with repairs, yet there are certain

special features that are very often worth especially specifying. Also, as

these are of distinct general advantage, the universal adoption of such

a demand by all members of the American Railway Engineering .A.sso-

ciation would very quickly make them a .standard practice with all

reputable manufacturers.

The following list covers the principal items

:

(1) As far as practical, all parts now made of cast-iron should be
made of commercial cast-steel, except those made of manganese
steel or similar alloy.

(2) The following parts should be made of manganese steel or a
similar alloy

:

Shipper shaft pinions,

Rack on dipper stick,

"A" frame collar.

Dipper breast, lip, teeth bases, teeth, hinges and latch catch.

(3) "A" frame should have bronze bushing.
(4) Swinging circle should have bronze bushing.

(5) All bearings should have bronze bushings instead of babbitt, split

bushings to be used where possible.

(6) All sheaves for either chain or cable to be of steel and interchange-
able, with bronze or metalline bushings. Rope sheaves should have
turned grooves.

(7) All gears, except the shipper shaft pinion, to be of steel with cut

teeth.

(8) Shafts and bearings to be the same size as far as possible.

(9) Both air brakes and hand brakes to all wheels.

(10) Double-bolt and yoke design instead of saddle-block "U" bolt.

(11) When "U" bolt is used, the cross-section area should be increased

50 per cent, and flattened to fit the saddle yoke.

(12) An oil pump with forced lubrication in engine room.
(13) Rocking grates in boilers.
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(14) All gears and dangerous moving parts to be guarded.

(15) Standard M. C. B. automatic couplings and M. C. B. trucks.

(16) Standard steel grab-irons, foot-steps and ladders outside house,

as in freight car.

There are several radical structural changes that might be sug-

gested, but as structural changes reduce the efficiency of shovel runners

who are used to standard equipment and very seriously complicate the

matter of repairs, such suggestions are not considered desirable here.

Delays.

The greatest cause of delay in steam-shovel work is in the removal of

the excavated material. Too great care and attention cannot be given

to securing proper and ample equipment in the matter of cars and loco-

motives, and in the proper systematization of service, track, transporta-

tion and disposal. The economic success of a steam shovel depends,

above everything else, on having an empty car always ready to replace

a loaded one under the dipper. Too great stress cannot be laid on this

point. Careful management, thorough organization and unceasing super-

intendence and foresight only, however, can accomplish satisfactory

results even with a thoroughly-equipped plant.

As the plant charge against steam-shovel work is always an impor-

tant item, especially where the haul is long, requiring a large equipment

in cars and locomotives, continuous operation is desirable. For this

reason, either three 8-hour shifts or two 10-hour shifts are recommended.

Where the service is not too trying on the machinery, three 8-hour shifts

are more economical, if they do not upset other parts of the organiza-

tion. When, however, the work is severe, two 10-hour shifts are prefer-

able, as this arrangement gives two hours between each shift for repairs

and overhaul in the plant. For night work, where electricity is not

available, a small turbo-generator set, similar to that used on a locomo-

tive, can be set up on the shovel for lighting the immediate works. •
An old locomotive tender is a very valuable adjunct to a steam

shovel, especially where delays may be caused from irregularity in coal

and water supply.

The greatest cause of stoppage in the shovel proper is due to care-

lessness or incompetence in the operator. He should see that his engine-

room and all moving parts are kept thoroughly cleaned and accessible.

He should fain his pit gang to watch the under-gearing and track. He
must see that his boiler is washed out as often as necessary, depending

on the water used, and that his flues, heads and sheets are tight and in

repair. He must continually inspect all parts liable to wear or extraord-

inary strain and make renewals before the accident occurs. He mu.st

have a light and accurate hand on the propelling lever and must judge

his load on the hoisting chain or cable, especially in an over-powered

shovel. Heavy breakage in hoisting chains in such a case is almost

always due to an unskilled or careless operator. The mechanical delays

on a good shovel operated by a good runner are almost negligible.
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A good works' superintendent or master mechanic can develop

good shovel runners if he has time and patience. This, of course, is

often difficult on railway work, especially in the Maintenance of Way
operations. Wi?"ii average runners, the commonest '.repairs are as

follows

:

Hoisting cables.

Hoisting chains.

Swinging cable.

Teeth and tooth bases.

Friction bands and blocks.

"U" bolts or double bolts and yoke.

Pinions (especially shipper shaft).

Dipper latch and hinges.

Dipper stick (in hard digging).

Sheaves and pins (especially at end of boom and padlock block).
Shipper shaft.

Crankshaft on boom engine.

Eccentric straps.

Bearings.
Arm jacks.

Rack bolts.

Clevis strap between dipper and bail.

Ordinary engine repairs.

Ordinary boiler repairs.

Ordinary pipe fittings.

In the above list of most common repairs much of the trouble is

undoubtedly due to lack of proper inspection and judgment in removing

worn parts before they actually break, also to careless handling of the

shovel when unusual strains arise in heavy digging. Where a good

runner is secured the repairs will be very small. Where the work is

near a base of supplies, the stock parts carried may be very small.

There are also many repairs that may be made by the job blacksmith

jyithout special stock.

Repair parts to be stocked for emergencies when shovel is built

as recommended, are as follows

:

6 cold shuts for hoisting chain.

3 cold shuts for propelling chain.

1 swinging cable.

1 cable sheave and pin.

1 chain sheave and pin.

1 set teeth. •

1 tooth base.

1 clevis strap connecting bail and dipper.

2 bolts for yoke block, or 2 "U" bolts.

1 set friction blocks.

1 pair each size, bronze bushings.

Babbit, if used anywhere.
1 set piston rings.

6 water glasses.

Miscellaneous assortment of packing.

Miscellaneous assortment of bolts.

Miscellaneous assortment of pipe and fittings.
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The following list of tools is generally recommended. The assort-

ment is very complete and may be reduced at discretion, depending on

the proximity of other ready means of supply and repairs:

lOO-tb. anvil.

1 Axe, chopping, 4}^-in.

1 Bar, buggy, 3-foot.

1 Bar, claw.

6 Bars, lining.

1 Bar, slice, fire, 5-foot.

1 Set blacksmith tools.

2 Blocks, snatch, 6-inch.

Set of bolt tops and dies, with holders.

1 Brush, chain, long handle.

2 Buckets, G. I., 2-gallon.

1 Cable, H-'m., 60 feet long.

1 Can, oil supply, 1-gallon (kerosene).
3 Carriers, timber.

6 Chisels (two flat, two round, two cape).

2 Containers, oil, -S-gallon.

1 Cooler, water, 8-gallon.

2 Cups, drinking, enamel.
1 Cutter, pipe.

1 Cutter, gage glass.

Set of twist drills.

1 Flue cleaner.

Forge, blacksmith, portable (with coal).

1 Gage, track.

1 Pair frogs, rerailing.

Set of pipe taps and dies, with holders.

1 Hacksaw, adjustable, 8-inch to 12-inch.

2 Hammers, B. P., 1^ and 2 lbs.

6 Hammers, sledge, double-face, 8-lb.

1 Hammer, sledge, double-face, 16-ft).

1 Hoe, fire, 5-foot.

50 feet hose, canvas, IJ^-inch.

2 Jacks, ball-bearing (size dependent on shovel).

1 Lantern, hand.
2 Oilers, long spout.

3 Padlocks.
3 Picks, clay.

1 Pot, tallow.

1 Rake, fire, 5-foot.

1 Ratchet, drill.

1 Saw, crosscut (two-man), 5-foot.

1 Saw, hand, crosscut, 26-inch. ,

1 Screwdriver, 12-inch.

6 Shovels, round point, short handle, No. 2.

1 Shovel, scoop. No. 3.

1 Vise, combination, pipe and bench.

4 Wrenches, monkey, 6-inch, 8-inch, 12-inch and 18-inch.

4 Wrenches, Stillson, 6-inch, 18-inch, 24-inch and 3(>inch.

1 Set wrenches, single-end, J^-inch to 2j^-inch.

Air-Operated Shovels.

The use of compressed air on a steam shovel is very common on

tunnel and subway work, and is sometimes found in mining. It is not
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generally economical on outside work on account of the excessive plant

charges. Its main object is to eliminate smoke and gas in a confined

space where ventilation is difficult and expensive.

The main difference between air and steam operation is that air

operation is quicker, and until an operator becomes accustomed to it

he is liable to damage his machine, especially in the case of an over-

powered shovel. Where air is used the boiler is ordinarily used as a

receiver. Where this has been done, great care must be exercised in

cleaning the boiler out completely before steam is used. As the air

exhaust is inclined to freeze, a reheater is sometimes necessary. The
boiler is sometimes used for this purpose, but great care must be exer»

cised and a separate heater is preferred. Coke is the common fuel.

Reheating, while an economy, is not generally advisable, on account of

the gases, unless absolutely necessary.

Electric Shovels.

Electricity is sometimes applied to shovels as an operating power,

but this is not in common use and has not yet met with general approval.

It may, however, be readily applied to almost any standard shovel. The

action is apt to be very sudden and the control sometimes unreliable,

or at least, difficult to an ordinary operator. The great irregular peaks

in the power consumption is also a serious factor as regards cost and

in jts effect on lights and other machinery on the same circuit. If

power is purchased, care should be taken as to how the contract is

worded in this respect.

The commonest application is in the case of light revolving shovels,

which use a single motor and friction drive. There are more of these

shovels electrified than all the other types put together, and in this

case, seems to give good satisfaction. Of the heavier shovels, there are

comparatively few cases of electrification. Where this occurs, however,

the three- and four-motor drive is the most common practice.

On the whole, electric shovels are so little used and under such

general discussion, even among the electrical manufacturers, that they

may still be said to be in the experimental stage and not subject to

definite recommendation. When, however, electric power is cheap, or

other circumstances indicate the advantage of its adoption, a special

study and investigation is advised.

Electro-Hydraulic Shovels.

Electricity may very logically be applied indirectly to shovel opera-

tion. This is especially possible by means of hydraulic pumps and rams.

This has been successfully done and the most desirable results obtained.

By this means, absolute control of the operation is obtained, with full

power at all speeds, and the electric power curve will be gratifyingly

uniform. No standard design has been devised for this type of shovel,

however, so that its use will develop only gradually.
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Gasoline Shovels.

Gasoline motors are sometimes used to drive shovels, especially in

the light revolving types, such as ditchers. The general application,

however, seems far from imminent, and, like electrification, should be

considered specially when occasion arises. The most logical application

would be in arid regions where water is scarce and of poor quality for

boiler purposes.

Tunnel Mucker.

One type of mechanical shovel that deserves special mention is the

mucking machine, adapted to small tunnels and headings. Here the

head-room is very low, often less than six feet, and the lateral clearance

is equally restricted. Often the heading progress is entirely dependent

on the mucking, especially where free drilling rock is encountered. The

best type of machine for this purpose seems to be an electrically-operated

shovel that casts directly back onto a conveyor, which in turn elevates

and conveys the muck to cars in the rear. It must be remembered that

all machines of this .sort are subjected to "congested design" and liable

to break down and delay. This form of shovel, like the electric shovel,

is still in a rather experimental stage and not subject to definite recom-

mendation.

Locomotive Cranes.

Industrial.

Stability.

One of the greatest difficulties encountered when purchasing Loco-

motive Cranes arises from the absence of any standard rating for size and

stability. At present, the term "15-ton crane," for instance, means abso-

lutely nothing. As a matter of fact, the 15-ton crane of one make often

has greater stability under equal loads and radii than a 20-ton crane of

another. It is, therefore, recommended that the Association establish a

standard rating, so that when a purchasing agent buys a 15-ton crane,

American Railway Engineering Association rating, he knows exactly

what he is getting in regard to capacity and stability. With this in view,

the following general specification is recommended

:

"The rating of a locomotive crane shall be given as the net tons

that it will lift, with the crane turned in any direction, the center of

gravity remaining not less than three inches inside of the gage line of

the track, when the water tank and coal bunkers are empty and neither

rail clamps nor outriggers in use. Furthermore, the center of gravity

shall also remain at least three inches inside the gage line of the

track, with the crane turned in any direction, when the boom is raised

to its highest position, the load removed from the hook, the water tank

and coal bunkers full, and neither rail clamps nor outriggers in use."

Thus: A 15-ton crane is one that will raise 30,000 lbs. under the

conditions just described, and which will equally retain its stability

without load, as described.
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It is also very important that the center of gravity of a crane, under

working conditions, be as low as possible, and that the load be as closely

concentrated about the center of rotation as possible, i. e., the main

counterbalance or ballast should be in the non-rotating lower frame

and the overhang of the rotating part be as small as possible. This

will require a much heavier crane for a given rating than is often now
the case, but will reduce the probability of overturning, which is the

source of the greatest damage in locomotive crane operations.

Special Features.

Besides the above matters of rating and stability, there are certain

features that are very important in crane design and construction. The
following should be borne in mind when selecting a crane for any

service where heavy duties and absence of delays are important:

(1) On all, except most restricted yard and shop services, two

4-wheeI M. C. B. trucks are most strongly recommended. The wheel

base should be as long as possible, and the trucks of very heavy pattern,

to withstand the concentrated load on side lifts. M. C. B. automatic

couplers with spring-draft mechanism should also be furnished. Stand-

ard safety appliances as required by statutes must be provided. Air and

steam brakes and hand brakes should also be supplied.

(2) The best propelling mechanism is so designed that all gears are

in perfect mesh under all circumstances, i. e., on straight and curved

track and under shock, except when purposely disconnected for train

haul.

(3) The large rotating gear ring and pinion should be of the

best quality steel with cut teeth; forged steel without welds is preferred.

The slip-ring design is recommended. It must be remembered that the

whole weight of crane rotator and load is carried on this ring and ample

bearing should be provided, either in rollers or trunnions, especially

under the boom end of the frame.

(4) All parts of the crane mechanism should be readily accessible.

That is, the engines, drums, shafting, gearing, and especially the clutches,

should be so placed that each may be individually repaired or replaced

without other dismantling.

(5) All shafts should be of nickel steel, the same size, and with

interchangeable bronze bushings, as far as possible. Split bushings are

preferred, where possible.

(6) Drums should be interchangeable, as far as possible.

(7) Drums and sheaves should be large. This greatly increases

the life of the cables.

(8) All gears should be of steel, with cut teeth.

(9) All castings should be of steel, where practical. Where cast-

iron frames and beds are used, these should be very massive and prop-

erly webbed and filleted. Where steel frames and beds are used, how-

ever, care must be taken that actual strength and rigidity are not sacri-

ficed to economy in weight.
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(10) All sheaves should be of steel, with turned grooves, inter-

changeable, and have bronze or metalline bushings.

(11) Bolts and rivets at the rotating center should be avoided.

(12) No clutches or friction should be exposed to the weather.

(13) The levers should be simply and conveniently arranged and

so located that the operator has a good view of his work.

(14) When the crane operates on parallel tracks, where a side

swipe is possible from a passing train, convex mirrors should be so

fixed as to give the operator a view back of his crane.

(15) All gears and dangerous moving parts should have safety

guards.

(16) Boiler tubes must be replaceable without removing the boiler.

(17) The boom should be built up with the flanges of angles, chan-

nels, etc., turned in so as to expose the solid corner to possible blows

and abuse.

Special Application.

A very valuable application for a locomotive crane, in excavation, is

in combination with a steam shovel in deep, narrow cuts, where the

spoil may be dumped at the side. The steam shovel may, in such a case,

work at a high face in the cut, loading into large buckets, which would
be picked up and dumped by the cranes traveling on the side of the cut

above. This eliminates all complications usually incident to transporta-

tion and disposal under such circumstances.

It should also be remembered that a drag bucket may be used on

a locomotive crane. When this is done, an extra large boom is usually

erected and the rail clasps and outriggers put into service. The heavier

sizes of crane are best adapted for this service, but even then the

smaller sizes of drag bucket are recommended, and great care must be

exercised by the operator not to put undue strain upon the frame and

machinery.

Operator.

As in a steam shovel, the operator is responsible for most accidents

and breakdowns. If careless, reckless or incompetent, he may upset or

wreck his crane, even under the best operating conditions. Absolute

cleanliness, careful inspection and the prompt replacement of worn parts

before breakage occurs, as well as good judgment in handling loads, are

the fundamental requirements for a successful and economical crane

operator.

Drag-Line Excavators.

The drag-line excavator is an attempt to create a locomotive crane

that will equal a steam shovel in capacity and handle certain classes of

excavation for which a steam shovel is not suited. In this it has been

partially successful, although under ordinary conditions and in heavy

digging, the steam shovel is by all means the most popular. Where,
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however, the digging is light and may be deposited directly into the

spoil bank without transportation, or where there is very much water or

unstable bottom to contend with in the cut, the drag line finds its most

useful field. Probably the greatest value of a drag-line excavator is in

canal work, or sometimes on side borrows in railway work, especially

where the digging is not too heavy and water is encountered.

In purchasing such equipment, only the most reliable and experi-

enced manufacturers should be dealt with, and, where possible, it is

advised to correspond with or personally discuss the actual perform-

ance of their individual machines with the users.

Regarding the construction details, the recommendations for loco-

motive cranes generally apply to drag-line excavators except in clearly

distinct features, which are self-evident. The rotating circle is much
larger. The propelling and traveling mechanism is very varied and

deserving of study and careful consideration. The types of bucket are

varied and the success of their application depends largely on the nature

of their use. In general, a large amount of manganese steel should

go into these buckets, especially where rock and boulders are to be

encountered.

It is probable that with time and experience, drag-line excavators

will become more highly perfected, the cost of maintenance will be

greatly reduced and their use will become more general in all classes of

work. At present they are still in the early stage of their development,

as compared, for instance, with the steam shovel. With this in view,

definite recommendations are not now considered expedient.

Methods of Handling Steam-Shovel Work.
Locomotives.

The type and size of locomotives used on steam-shovel work must

depend on the character of the work, the weight of trains, the length

of haul and the local conditions. On maintenance work, ordinary road

engines are usually well suited, especially if an ample tail track is

provided in the pit so that too much shunting is not required. On
construction, where the track is apt to be bad and curves abrupt, the

four- or six-wheeled saddle-tank type is preferable, at least near the

shovel. If the haul -is long and the track is fair, heavier locomotives

should be used in transportation.

In general, on construction where the tracks are inclined to be

rough and curves sharp, the shorter the wheel base on a locomotive the

better, within limits. Where road engines, or even heavy switch engines,

are used, there is always danger of derailments and frame breakage.

Where "dinkeys" are used, it is well to pay special attention to springs,

brakes and the location of the center of gravity with reference to the

wheel base. Some makes are so balanced that under heavy loads and

on steep grades, two wheels are sometimes lifted clear of the track,

with the natural resulting delays, if not damage.
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Track.

The shovel track should be made up of 6-ft. sections, with strap

connections. Bridles of j4-inch by 2-inch iron should be used, with

wedge grips. A notched tie should be used as a check, behind the front

trucks, supported by steel saddle clamps attached to the rail with wedged
grips. Similar clamps should be placed before the front wheel without

tie check. Nothing less than 60-lt). rail should be used under a shovel,

and heavier rail should be used under the larger models. No spikes are

used.

On the muck track in tunnels standard-length rails are used, spiked

to the ties. Where no tail track is possible and the excavation is at a

breast, drive rails are very useful. These consist of half-length rails

laid on their sides, with the ball of the rail against the inside of the web
of the last rail spiked down. As the breast is cleared away, these short

rails are driven ahead and the cars are run out on the balls of the

capsized rails. When a half-length is thus driven out, it is turned

right side up and spiked lightly in position and the other half-length

driven out in a similar manner. When both half-lengths have thus been

driven out, both are removed and a standard-length rail spiked down in

their place.

All track should be standard gage for outside work.

Cars.

Two-way side-dump cars are the most useful in general excavation.

The best sizes are 12 to 30 cubic yards. They should be equipped with

standard M. C. B. double trucks and be provided with both hand and

air brakes. When air dumps are not employed the cars should be self-

dumping when loaded, self-righting when empty, and have strong and

easily-operated hand brakes, with brake wheels instead of cranks. Where

wooden bodies are used, these should be heavily reinforced around the

upper rim with steel angles, and steel-plated floors are generally desir-

able, even in earth excavation. The angle of dump should be as steep

as possible within reasonable limits of height and re-righting abihty.

When cars of small capacity are used, such as 4 to 10 cubic yards, only

four wheels are used, although all cars should be spring-borne. In the

case of four-wheeled cars, the wheel base should be long and the trucks

articulated, if possible, to avoid derailment. All cars should be very

substantially built, steel cars usually being preferred.

In tunnel cars, the wheel base should be fairly long, with spring

journals or drop axles, and where they are for heading use, the over-

all height should not exceed 4 ft. 6 in. They should be very massively

built, with heavy axles, fairly large wheels, steel linings and close clear-

ances. End-dump cars for use on automatic dumping cage or tipple

are usually preferred. When such cars are altered for steam-shovel

work, the box may be raised to increase the capacity without serious

expense.
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Convertible cars, which may be used for commercial purposes, are

often very valuable, as they may be used both as dump cars and as

gondola cars.

Flat cars connected with aprons may be used on steam-shovel work

where dumpers are not available. When such is the case, steel aprons

are used over the bumpers, and an unloading plow is generally used for

the dump. The following points should be observed in the selection of

fiat cars for steam-shovel work

:

(1) The car should be strong enough for the purpose.

(2) Brake-wheels should be in good condition, and in case material

is to be plowed off, they should be placed at side of car.

(3) Stake pockets should be in good condition and not spaced too

far apart. Four feet apart in the center of the car, and closer at the

ends, is good practice.

(4) Stakes should be strong enough to prevent accident or the

derailment of the plow.

(5) The floors of the cars should be kept in good repair.

Plows and Spreaders.

iFor handling unloading plows, a cable with an auxiliary engine and

drum is recommended. The machine should be able to develop sixty

(60) tons pull, steam cylinders, 12 inches by 12 inches ; diameter of

drum AYi feet, permitting four wraps of 1^-inch cable to be made.

Steam supplied by the locomotive. The winding machinery should be

placed on a specially-built or adapted car ahd protected from the weather.

When raising track, the center plow is recommended when the raise

is light; side plows are recommended for making heavy fills or widen-

ing the bank.

The plow should be strong and massive. If the mold-board is

curved throughout its length so as to make the angle of the entering

wedge sharper than that of the tail of the plow, there is less breakage

of stakes. The vertical slope of the mold-board should be sufficient

to preclude climbing, especially towards the rear, i". a side-dump plow.

The larger and heavier plows are recommended for general use.' The
longer the plow and flatter the angle of thrust, the better satisfaction

will be gained. The height of the mold-board should not be less than

48 inches on a center plow, or 54 inches on a side plow, and higher plows

are usually more desirable.

The size of spreader selected will sometimes depend on special condi-

tions or use, but in general the large size is most useful. For this type

of machine the following features are recommended

:

Form of spreader, 2 arms.
Pneumatic control by one man.
Maximum spread at least 40 ft., with extensions.

Vertical range of wing operation should be about 2 ft. above and
below top rail.

Minimum width 10 feet, wings closed.

Maximum height in train 15 feet, wings closed.
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Air and hand brakes.

Front plow to flange 2 inches below top rail, with cast-steel cut-

ting edge and manganese steel wearing plates over rail.

The front plow should have extensions so that all material on
track and 3 ft. to one side may be passed across track to the wing on
the other side.

The center of gravity of the car should be as low as possible.

The wings should be heavy, strongly hinged and braced low to

avoid twist.

In operation, the trucks should be watched and wheel flanges
kept in perfect repair.

The locomotive runner should not be allowed to "charge the

pile."

Vertical Limits.

It is impossible to establish set rules regarding the point where lift-

ing track should stop and trestling begin when making embankments with

trains. The character of the material is of great importance in the mat-

ter of cost. Some engineers consider that it is practically always prefer-

able to trestle or block up the tracks without regard to the depth of fill,

while others say it is advisable to raise the track as the fill progresses, up

to 25 feet or more. On the average, from 6 to 10 feet are the commonest
limits. With, however, the great fluctuation in the costs of both labor

and materials, it is recommended that each case be treated as an in-

dividual problem. The cost of raising should be carefully figured, in-

cluding the delays and interference caused to and by traffic where such

exists, and this set against the cost of trestling, including labor and ma-
terials. It should be remembered that in some cases a "run-around" can

be formed very cheaply, while in other places this requires either an
auxiliary fill or trestle.

In estimating trestle for fills over which regular traffic is not to pass,

the length of haul is important. Where the haul is less than two miles,

light side-dumping cars may be used, and a very light trestle is required.

Of course, the geographical location of such work also has an im-
portant influence on this question, as climate, character and availability

of fill materials, labor, lumber and other supplies vary enormously with

different sections of the country.

Each engineer, familiar with his own section and the local conditions

surrounding the work, is the man to estimate the relative cost and de-

cide where raising track should stop and trestling should commence,
either on new location or under existing tracks and traffic.

Blank Forms.

Five blank forms are recommended for reporting steam-shovel opera-
tions as described and illustrated further on.

No forms are recommended for reporting crane operation, as this is

so various and heterogeneous that a standard form is impossible.

No forms are recommended for reporting drag line excavators as they
are very uncommon on railway work, and when used may be reported
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on Steam Shovel forms, or a special form modeled on these and made
to apply to the individual case.

Of the Shovel Forms recommended, the first two, S. S. 1 and S. S. 2,

are the reports of the Shovel and Dump Foremen, if the w^ork is done

by the railroad forces, or the inspectors, if it is a contract job. They
deal purely with field conditions and are to be made out on the. work,

mainly while it is in progress. The front of the form, besides certain

information shown as required at the top, provides space for repair parts,

materials and supplies wanted and received and remarks which should

act in the nature of a diary. The back is devoted to a tabulation of

data and information covering the most important features of operation.

Everything on this report, as far as possible, should be checked against

the records of the timekeepers, storekeepers, etc., in the job offices. The
size of the form is designed, when bound in a book, to fit comfortably

into a man's pocket. These forms should be printed on good quality

blue and yellow paper, respectively, and bound in books with stiff board

covers, opening endwise. The sheets should be perforated at the top so

that the forms may be torn out readily when completed. These forms

should go to the Job Superintendent, or whoever is in immediate charge

of the piece of work, and should also be accessible to the Master Mechanic

or person in charge of the job plant as well.

When Forms S. S. 1 and S. S. 2 have been received from the various

units of the job, the distribution clerk compiles Form S. S. 3, based on

the information they contain, and from the records of the timekeepers,

storekeepers, etc. This is laid before the Job Superintendent, or similar

official, to be approved, signed and forwarded to the Division Engineer,

or whoever has charge of that division or district. These figures should

include everything chargeable to the job, including labor, clerical and

engineering staff, material, plant and overhead of the job proper.

At the end of each month, Form S. S. .S should be made out and

forwarded, as described in S. S. 3. This is merely a monthly summary
of the S. S. 3 reports.

When the S. S. 3 forms have been received from all the different

jobs of that division or district, the distribution clerk of that office com-

piles the report shown in Form S. S. 4. This summarizes the informa-

tion contained in the S. S. 3 forms and is built up in combination with the

previous S. S. 4 forms, so that each interlocks with the one preceding

and that immediately following it. When Form S. S. 4 is completed, it is

laid before the Division Engineer or other proper official for his approval

and signature, after which it is forwarded to theXhief Engineer or Vice-

President in charge of construction and maintenance. In making out their

report in daily form, the word "month" should be everywhere crossed out.

At the end of each month a monthly report should be made on the

same form, S. S. 4, crossing out the word "day" where month appears

and takes its place. This form is made up from the S. S. 3, 4 and 5 re-

ports just received and forwarded as described for the S. S. 4 forms.
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In Forms S. S. 3 and S. S. 4 average yardage costs are given beside

the daily or monthly yardage cost, so that the difference may be seen

at a glance as to whether the cost is increasing or decreasing, and ex-

planations be immediately in order. The partial individual summaries

of w^ork done also shows the proportion of work completed without the

usual analysis and arithmetic.

While these forms may appear superficially elaborate, they are in

reality simple and very easily compiled, provided the work is properly

systematized and kept up to date. The subjects treated in detail are

those most vitally required for successful and economical job operation

and supervision, and are designed to give the most valuable information

to the parties best able to utilize it. In this connection, the number of car-

bon copies of Forms S. S. 3, 4 and 5 and their distribution to the various

officials, other than those directly addressed, must be left to the local

authority in that company.

These forms are designed for use on not over two-shift work.

Where three eight-hour shifts are used, the forms may be readily altered

to suit. No telegraphic report forms are recommended. If such are de-

sired, they must necessarily be so brief and simple that their preparation

from these here illustrated is so simple that special recommendation is

not thought necessary.

If certain costs show increases that are not accounted for in the re-

port, details may be secured from the distribution clerk, who should have

all the individual items going to make up these costs posted and accessible

in his distribution book. In the same way, details as to the cost of re-

pairs to different pieces of equipment, the cost of individual supplies, etc..

may be secured in the same manner. The distribution clerk should get

his data daily from the timekeepers, storekeepers, etc.. and should balance

up with these separate departments every month. On contract work he

should be given access to the above records of the contractor, if such

reports are desired. If possible, the man selected for this work should be

so constituted that he can maintain amicable relations with the contractor's

men under trying circumstances.

REPLIES BY RAILWAY COMPANIES AND CONTRACTORS TO QUESTIONS C-6 AND C-7.

The following replies by railway companies and contractors to Ques-

tions C-6 and C-7 are here included for your information.

C-6. At what height of fill do you normally stop lifting and commence
trestling {first, on nezv location, and, second, under traffic)?-

A. From 8 to 12 feet, depending on local conditions, traffic and
character of material for making the fill. (New York Central.)

(1) The largest fill made by jacking up in the building of the re-

located line of the Panama Railroad was 30 ft. high and % mile long.

While this was the largest made that way, it was the practice as far
as possible to jack up instead of driving trestle, where the grade would
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permit the operation of standard railroad equipment. A large percentage

of fills were made that way.

(2) A fill ^ mile long was raised under traffic, deepest part 5 ft.,

without any trouble. (The Panama Canal.)

Do not think it economical to build trestle under 16 ft. where run-

off can be made so that track can be raised. (Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy.)

New location, 15 ft. Under traffic, 10 ft. (Grand Trunk.)

Local conditions aff^ect this so much that it seems hardly possible to

lay down any particular height. If light air dump cars are used, a pole

trestle can be utilized ; consequently, a very low height would be war-
ranted. If the weights are heavy material and scarce or unusual condi-

tions prevail, the height to which it would be economical to raise track

prior to construction of trestle would change the situation materially;
ordinarily, I would say from 6 to 10 ft. as a fair estimate, the character
of filling, of course, also modifying the conditions.

It is difficult to draw any comparison between the height of trestle

either for a newly located road, or for under traffic, that would modify
the conditions above mentioned. I think the answer, 6 to 10 ft., will

apply in this case. (Rock Island Lines.)

This depends entirely on the class of material to be handled and the
conditions under which work is to be performed. On new construction,

would consider it economical to trestle any fills over 10 ft. in height.

Under traffic. This would have to be determined entirely on the class

of material to be used, volume of traffic and number of tracks to be
raised. (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.)

About 25 ft. ; however, this varies depending on the availability of
material, etc. Second, we have not established limit for filling bridges
under traffic, but have filled trestles 50 ft., 60 ft. and even 90 ft. high.

(St. Louis & San Francisco.)

New location, 8 ft. ; under traffic, 8 ft., depending on traffic conditions.
(New York, New Haven & Hartford.)

On new locations about 18 ft., and on grade changes anything over 6
ft. (Chicago & Eastern lUinois.)

(1) No lifting done on new location. (2) Under traffic, conditions
govern very materially as to the Hft under which filling should stop and
trestling begin, but on an average, lifting would normally stop between
8 and 10 ft. (lUinois Central.)

On new locations we prefer to handle all filHng, wherever possible,

by gradual raise of the fill rather than through construction of a trestle

and later filling, the reason being that continual trouble, through settling,

nearly always ensues in case of trestle dumping. (Oregon Short Line.)

On new locations at 5 ft. Under traffic, no limit to lift; under
heavy traffic, not to exceed 15 in. at one time and then only for one-third
of the train length in transit. (Baltimore & Ohio.)

Cannot answer definitely as it is governed by conditions. (Erie
Railroad.)
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Ordinarily I believe that the trestle is justified where the height of fill

is in excess of 10 ft. (Chicago & Alton.)

About four feet. (Atlantic Coast Line.)

The height of trestling fill depends entirely upon the length and great-
est height. If any fill did not have a greater height than five or six

feet, and was of ordinary standard double track width, it is not up to any
trestle work, but if the fill runs up to 10 or 12 ft. or over, I always start

a trestle immediately, especially on new location; generally if you are
making a fill under traffic, you dump and spread on the main line until

you have made room enough for your temporary track. (T. A. Gillespie

Company.)

We do not lift track when fill is of greater height than 10 ft. This
applies to new location. Under traffic it would have to be lifted regardless

of height. (C. W. Lane & Co.)

Entirely governed by conditions. We prefer to trestle rather than
lifting track. (Reiter. Curtis & Hill.)

(1) On new location use trestle instead of lifting track when esti-

mated cost of temporary trestle is cheaper than lifting track. This vanes
with cost of labor and weight of equipment temporary trestle would be

designed for. (2) Under traffic: As to whether trestle would be used
depends on amount of traffic to be taken care of and whether conditions

would allow slight shifting of center line; if not, track would have to be

lifted under traffic unless height to be raised was 20 to 30 ft., in which
event it would probably be cheaper to build a new bank, making same wide
enough to accommodate tracks at new grade temporarily off centers, old

track could then be dismantled and new bank widened to conform to per-

manent center when track is shifted over. Completed bank in this case

would be wider than necessary on one side. At what height this method
of procedure would be economical would be dependent on various unit

costs of material and classes of work embraced. (H. S. Thomas.)

iFor a fill of 20 ft. or more we trestle, less than that we lift track.

(P. McManus.)

Trestling above 10 ft. (C. P. Bower.)

(1) About 5 ft. (2) This depends upon the amount of material to

be handled. If the cost of the trestle to carry traffic is less than the

cost of raising track, we build trestle. (Walsh Construction Company.)

This depends somewhat on conditions, but generally speaking, we
put in trestles where the filling is 10 ft. or more. (Winston Bros. Co.)

We have never raised "fill" by jacking the track, always doing it by
trestle, which we find of more advantage. (Dolan Contracting Company.)

C-7. How is the above affected by the length of haul, class of equipment
and kind of material?

A. This is also affected by whether they use flat cars, side dump
cars or center dump cars. (New York Central.)

The haul did not average more than IJ/2 miles and was done by stand-
ard railroad equipment, about 80-ton locomotives and 10 cu. yd. and 20
cu. yd. Western and Oliver dump cars. Material, soft rock (argillaceous

sandstone). (The Panama Canal.)
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On a long haul we furnish heavy equipment. Short hauls, light

equipment. If we have to build trestle, it can be built cheaper where the

haul will permit the use of light equipment. (Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy.)

This question is too broad to be given a direct answer and can only

be decided by the man in charge taking into consideration the location

and general conditions. (Grand Trunk Railway.)

The length of haul, equipment and class of material will, of course,

materially affect the height. (Rock Island Lines.)

Would not consider that the length of haul ordinarily would affect

the situation. Class of equipment, kind of material and length of fill or

amount of available dumping space would affect it. (Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul Ry.)

The length of haul has some effect but the controlling factors are

the magnitude of the work and the character of the pit material. For
example, a job of 100,000 cu. yds. in Louisiana cost us 38 cents per
yard; haul was 13 miles. Another job of about 100,000 cu. yds., in Okla-
homa, haul 10 miles, cost us between 40 cents and 50 cents per yard.

(St. Louis & San Francisco.)

Not affected. (New York, New Haven & Hartford.)

One hundred per cent. (Chicago & Eastern Illinois.')

Length of haul and kind of equipment would have no material effect,

but the character of material would have more or less effect. (Illinois

Central.)

The question of trestling for later filling with us would be largely a

question of time limit on the work. (Oregon Short Line.)

Length of haul and class of equipment would be immaterial as to

material; no heavy rock should be used in track lifting under traffic.

(Baltimore & Ohio.)

Do not believe that the length of haul, class of equipment and kind

of material is a factor except that we know that track cannot be jacked

up on big boulders. (Chicago & Alton.)

Not affected. (C. P. Bower.)

Not affected. (Atlantic Coast Line.)

I do not see where the condition of the fill is affected at all by the

length of haul, the class of equipment or kinds of material. (T. A.
Gillespie Company.)

The length of haul has nothing to do with whether or not you lift or

do not lift track—in our judgment. (C. W. Lane & Co., Inc.)

Cannot very well answer. (Reiter, Curtis & Hill.)

Strength of trestle dependent on character of material and height

of fill. For dirt, light in construction, and for rock, heavier with strength

of trestle increased as height increases. (P. McManus.)
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If material is dry and sandy, i. e., favorable for track, it can be
handled more cheaply, and consequently the point where trestle becomes
economical is removed generally indefinitely. If haul is so long that dump
gang is kept waiting, economical point for building trestle is brought
nearer. Equipment which can most quickly be dumped is the best. (Walsh
Construction Company.)

We do not see any difference. A trestle is of more advantage whether
with narrow or standard gage, and regardless of material. (Dolan
Contracting Company.)

REPLIES BY RAILWAY COMPANIES AND CONTRACTORS TO QUESTION C-8.

The following replies were received in answer to the question, C-8,

"What allowance for shrinkage, both in width and in height, have you

found satisfactory for different heights of fill and different materials

(first, on new location, and, second, under traffic) ?"

C-8. What allowance for shrinkage, both in width and height, have you
found satisfactory for different heights of fill and different materials

{first, on nezv location, and, second, under traffic')?

A. Average 10 per cent, for our sand clay soils—both width and
height. (Atlantic Coast Line.)

Where material is deposited from trestles and of a clay or loam char-
acter, 15 per cent, for shrinkage is our practice. Manifestly if the fill is

made on marshy ground, aclH^itional allowance for subsidence or displace-

ment of the marshy material should be added. (Chicago & Alton.)

Under traffic, the shrinkage is negligible as generally the track is

raised gradually to its proposed elevation by small lifts, and when in

place there should be very little re-surfacing required unless the work
was done in a very rainy season, when track did not get to its proper
elevation. To figure the quantity of the fill required under traffic for a

certain height, 5 per cent, to 10 per cent, will be enough, as it can only

be made with light material. On new work it is different, as the shrinkage
can be figured quite accurately by keeping account of the swell of the ma-
terials during the excavations, as the shrinkage is proportional to its swell

at the ratio of 3 to 1 ; for instance, in heavy rock excavations where the
swell is from 40-50 to 60 per cent., the shrinkage on a fill over 20 ft. high
will be, say, 14-17-20 per cent.; this, however, does not hold good if the
rock has time to disintegrate, thereby increasing the shrinkage from 3 to 5

per cent. (Baltimore & Ohio.)

We have used 10 per cent, for shrinkage, both on old and new work.
(Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.)

As to allowance for shrinkage on railroad fills, I recommend that

the surplus material for shrinkage be placed on the side of the embank-
ment and not on top of the grade. Allowance for vertical shrinkage fre-

quently results in material having to be scraped off at bridge ends and at

other places before track can be laid and surfaced. (Oregon Short Line.)

(1) Under ordinary conditions, 10 per cent, shrinkage on width and
height. (2) Three per cent, in height and 10 per cent, in width. (Illinois

Central.)

Shrinkage is governed entirely by the equipment and manner in which
work is done. The character of material handled and the quantity varies

so much that no given per cent, can be added until a study is made of the

job. (Chicago & Eastern Illinois.)
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Average shrinkage on new location, about 10 per cent. Under traffic,

about 3 per cent. (New York, New Haven & Hartford.)

Depends entirely on class of material and weather during filling

period. Usually 10 per cent, is sufficient for height, and we usually make
fills 15 per cent, wider than standard. (Seaboard Air Line.)

Allowance for shrinkage is so variable that I would not consider it

possible to give any figures. This would be aflEected by the class of ma-
terial used, method by which the filling is done, height of fills, character
of ground on which fill was made and length of time consumed in making
the fill. Ordinarily I consider that it is much better to place shrinkage on
the sides of embankments than by increasing the height. On short fills it

is usually impracticable to place much shrinkage on the top of them,
and very often the placing of excessive shrinkage on fills is more expensive
than it is to take up settlements when they actually occur. (Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul.)

About 10 per cent, as a general rule. (Rock Island Lines.)

On new location : Ordinary earth filling, shrinkage should be about
1 in 10, and in sand or gravel should be 1 in 20; for rock, none. Under
traffic, would have to be governed by the number of trains and the kind
of material used in making the fill. (Grand Trunk.)

In filling trestles under traffic, no allowance per cent, is made for

shrinkage; keep on filling as long as necessary. (St. Louis Southwestern.)

Allowance for shrinkage would vary on all occasions in all materials
according to the equipment used in construction, as, for instance, where
embankments are built by either scrapers or wagons where teams are

constantly traveling over the layers of material, we think no allowance
should be made for shrinkage. In cases where embankments are made
by cars, either small or large capacity, and especially where a trestle

is used, we would suggest an allowance of from 14 per cent, to 1 per cent,

per foot of elevation, according to the materials. (Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie.)

The following is a copy of general instructions No. 10. which was
the result of considerable discussion on this road. However, it was never
adopted, but each District Engineer has a copy which acts as a guide for

his own judgment:

(1) "In widening embankments it is the intention to widen them a

sufficient amount to insure full standard width, in accordance with Gen-
eral Instructions No. 6, when they have settled. The widths given by
the General Instructions are measured on a level plane, through the bot-

tom of ballast under tie, which on Class "A" track full ballasted, would
be about 1J4 feet below base of low rail. In no ease, without special

instructions, is top of dirt used in bank widening to be put above bottom
of ballast as determined within the limit of tie, and to secure good
drainage it is preferable to make top of dirt 0.3 foot below bottom of
ballast.

(2) "For each 1.0 foot, the top of new dirt as defined in preceding
paragraph is below a level plan 1.5 feet below base of low rail, the one-
half width of new embankment as given in paragraph 3 should be
widened 2.0 feet, this being necessary to hold the slopes of ballast.

(3) "To provide for wash and solidification of new work until it

can be protected with natural growth of vegetation, the one-half width of
new embankment, in bank widening or bridge fillin.^ should be further
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widened ; in addition to that given in paragraph 2, at time work is cross-
sectioned, as follows

:

B ^ For zvork done with wagons, wheel- Jj
-g s-, B

S.S ers or drag scrapers by use of >! § .s

M-,^ different materials. •^"e''^^
^ *

. Dry sand ^ S-g o S

^tr^a or loose §^^.2 ? t
•r § § -vegetable *^ § § 8 ^
^^ Gravel or surface ^

hardpan. Clay or loam soil.

1ft. to Sft.inc 0.5 ft. 1.0 ft. 1.5 ft. 2.0 ft.

6 ft. to 10 ft. inc 1.0 ft. 1.5 ft. 2.0 ft. 2.5 ft.

11 ft. to 15 ft. inc 1.5 ft. 2.0 ft. 2.5 ft. 3.5 ft.

16 ft. to 20 ft. inc 2.0 ft. 2.5 ft. 3.5 ft. 4.5 ft.

21 ft. and over 2.5 ft. 3.0 ft. 4.0 ft. 5.5 ft.

The following is given as information with respect to the shrinkage
of different materials

:

Although earth, when first dug and loosely thrown out, swells about
one-fifth part, yet, when made into embankment, it gradually settles or
shrinks into a less bulk than it occupied before being dug.

Trautwine gives the following approximate averages of shrinkage,
showing the per cent., less bulk, which will be occupied by various ma-
terials after final settlement in an embankment below the volume occupied
in place in the cut from which the material was removed

:

Gravel or sand About 18 per cent., or 1 in 12^ less

Clay About 10 per cent., or 1 in 10 less

Loam About 12 per cent., or 1 in 8 1/3 less

Loose vegetable surface soil About 15 per cent., or 1 in 6 2/3 less

Puddled clay About 25 per cent., or 1 in 4 less

The allowances given above will cover drag scraper work. The
method of handling the material also affects the amount of shrinkage, the

greatest shrinkage being in the case of wheelbarrow work, and the various
methods causing shrinkage about in the following order

:

(1) Wheelbarrow—greatest shrinkage.

(2) Cars.

(3) Wagons.
(4) Wheel scrapers.

(5) Drag scrapers—least shrinkage.

The shrinkage of an embankment is also governed to some extent

by the condition of weather during the time the embankment is made. We
have some material,, which, if put up in wet weather, will give practically

no settlement or wash, while same soil, if put up in dry weather, will

shrink and wash badly." (St. Louis & San Francisco.)

To widen the banks—two feet for each ten feet in height most satis-

factory. (David W. Flickwir.)

We usually allow 10 per cent, for shrinkage, but we have had in-

stances and have put up fills during a dry term that have shrunk 20 per

cent, on new location. (John F. Dolan.)

Widths of embankments for bank widening and bridge filling where
made of silica or loose rock unloaded from cars or in wheelbarrows, should
be made same width as given in column 2 of the above table, i. e., width
of embankments of gravel or hardpan put in place by means of wagons,
wheelers or drag scrapers.
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On new location: Earth up to 15 ft, 10 per cent.; up to 30 ft., 12j^

per cent. ; up to 50 ft., 15 per cent. Rock is uncertain, but consider half

the above quantities a fair estimate under average conditions. We build

up to grade and if settlement is unusual, we re-dress to grade. (P.

McManus.)

This depends entirely on character of the material whether track

raising or trestle work, and character of ground beneath fill. No rule

can be made to govern this. Each case is special. (Walsh Construction

Company.

)

Your question C-8 is a hard question to answer, for local conditions

enter into this proposition very largely. We are at present making a fill

in Virginia on which a 15 per cent, shrinkage has failed to keep the

fills to grade. In other places I have seen fills stand up under 2 per cent,

or 3 per cent., but I would say that from 7 to 10 per cent, shrinkage in

clay would take care of fills unless local conditions, such as side hills or

sub-strata material would make them slide or sink. Under traffic it is

very hard to say what shrinkage would be put into the fills as you are

putting it in all the time, since you are making light raises. For instance,

when you jack the track up, say 2 ft., and a heavy freight train comes
over it, the track is then resurfaced and put in shape for the next train,

which takes care of the shrinkage in almost every case. (Patterson-Moran
Company, Inc.)

Ten per cent, is usually allowed for shrinkage, both for width or height.

There can be no fixed rule for this because some classes of material, under
diff^erent conditions, shrink a great deal more than others. (C. W. Lane
& Co.)

None in width for rock, nor in height. For earth, none in width

;

about VA ft. higher for 25-ft. fill. (C. P. Bower.)

CONCLUSIONS.

1. In determining the allowance for shrinkage to he made in a fill,

it should be remembered primarily that it is easier to add to the height

of a fill that settles than to lower the track if the settlement does not

amount to as much as that anticipated in the original allowance. There-

fore, unless the shrinkage of a material is well-known in the conditions

under which the fill is made, it is best to be well on the safe side ; i. e.,

little or no allowance should be made in height; the extra material,

when possible, being deposited where it will be conveniently available for

raising the track, as required. The allowance in width should be from

about 5 per cent, to 20 per cent, of the height of the fill, depending on the

material and conditions.

2. The material used for fill varies in shrinkage from sound, non-

disintegrating rock, or gravel, which is least, to certain swelling clays,

which give the greatest shrinkage both in compactibility and erosion at

the slopes. While vegetable loam has a large percentage of actual shrink-

age, it so quickly produces a protection cover of vegetation that the shrink-

age due to erosion is usually small. Where frozen material must be
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used in making a fill, heavy settlement must be expected, and this is to

be avoided where possible.

3. The material and contour of the ground supporting the fill is also

a matter of considerable importance. This is especially so where un-

stable material is encountered.

4. The method of making tjie fill should also be carefully con-

sidered. When the tracks are being raised under traffic, the vertical

shrinkage will be largely taken care of in the course of the work. When

the fill is made by teams or such means as to reasonably tamp and com-

pact the fill in thin layers as it is made, the same is true. Where, how-

ever, the fill is made by trestle and without puddling or other method of

compacting, the settlement is apt to be considerable.

Subject No. 2.

CONTINUE THE STUDY OE UNIT PRESSURES ALLOWABLE
ON ROADBEDS OE DIEEERENT MATERIALS, CO-OPERAT-
ING WITH SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON STRESSES IN RAIL-

ROAD TRACK.
SUB-ComM ITTEE.

J. R. W. Ambrose, Chairman; F. M. Patterson^

C. W. Brown, W. M. Dawley.

This subject will not admit of a definite conclusion till the experiments

on magnitude and distribution of pressure now being made by the Spe-

cial Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track have been completed.

The Sub-Committee has obtained and analyzed samples of sand from

various points in the United States and Canada, the result being shown on

the annexed diagram.

The materials which conform most nearly to the dotted line of

maximum density are being used for concrete work, the others being used

for ballast.

The Committee recommends that in soil analysis the following classi-

fication for screening be used

:

Sizes Pass Through Retained on

Very coarse sand ^4 Screen No. 10 Screen

Coarse sand No. 10 Screen No. 20 Screen

Medium sand No. 20 Screen No. 30 Screen

Fine sand No. 30 Screen No. SO Screen

Very fine sand No. 50 Screen No. 100 Screen

Silt No. 100 Screen No. 200 Screen

Clay No. 200 Screen

The Committee has in mind a method of testing soils containing

various amounts of moisture and hope to be able to establish a relation
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between sizes above mentioned and their sustaining power, but as yet

we have not sufficient data upon which to make a report.

Subject No. 3.

REPORT ON PREVENTION AND CURE OF WATER POCKETS
IN ROADBED.

Sub-Committee.

J. A. Spielmann, Chairman; L. F. Lonnbladh,

C. W. Cochran, W. H. Petersen,

W. C. Curd, W. F. Purdy,

R. A. RuTLEDGE, H. W. McLeod.

J. M. Sills,

On December 8 the Roadway Committee was very courteously enter-

tained by Mr. H. T. Porter, Chief Engineer, Bessemer & Lake Erie Rail-

road, Mr. F. R. Layng, Engineer of Track, having direct charge of the

party.

The Committee was taken in a private car from Erie, Pa., to Albion,

and thence by special, train to inspect the two and one-half miles of second

track which was constructed in 1910 and 1911 and on which the sub-

grade was thoroughly rolled with a ten-ton steam roller before screened

crushed bank slag ballast was applied.

Sectionmen, who were conveniently handy, removed the ballast to ex-

pose the sub-grade both longitudinally under the rail and entirely across

the track at a point where the sub-grade had been rolled, and made a

similar exposure at a point similarly stituated, where the fill was made
with the same kind of clay but not rolled. The following figures illus-

trate the conditions found

:

B.8c L. E. R . R. Rolled Sub-grade , Albion, R^.

C ROSS -Section under Tie B.

t !

^T-^"— *^-^ " -
—

-.6L. i > a3^-- - ^j"' z_-4-
•2V ,'R?M' '^ i,.ee/

f.f}-6"-Xfl
Tie T'^'^.. ^

'Sub-grade y^t JSL<i^_^ Q.rL$in9lJ^— £ons1-roc,ted_,^ in \ jp"^'^ '<

/"
C/au Embankmeni Y

6 feet hiah
Fig. I

Fig. 1, a cross-section of the rolled sub-grade taken under a tie, shows

a depression of from 5 to 6 inches below the surface as originally con-

structed.
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The ballast and clay sub-grade were not mixed. The sub-grade was

hard and firm and the rain which fell the night before had left but

slight traces of water on the sub-grade.

A bucket of water poured on the ballast between the rails flowed

freely down to the sub-grade, and out into the excavation made below

sub-grade.

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section under rail X in Fig. 1, exposing the

sub-grade under three ties and shows a difference of about 1 inch in the

Longitudinal Section X—Y under Rail.

^
Sob

ITri
2.

±IL '4 it
\ub-Qrade i as ^^ ^^^ > Or/Q/na//i/_ Consfructed

^— Sub-^rade Dec./3/6

Fig. 2.

elevation of the sub-grade between ties and under ties, the sub-grade be-

ing depressed about one inch more under the tie than between ties.

Fig. 3 shows a cross-section under a tie on a clay embankment made
at the same time, in the same manner and of the same material as .that

shown in Fig. 1, but in this case the sub-grade was not rolled. It was fin-

ished in the usual manner, using a Jordan spreader.

Sub-grade not Rolled

Cross-Section under "Tie A

SfBe/ e-e,'
1^

C/ay Embankment
3 Feef high

Ba/Zasf^Toh/ed w/'ffr ^ CJaij

Sub arade Dec J9h

Ba/la&t
Crushed screened bank slag

Fig. 3,

This section shows a depression of the sub-grade of from 5 to 9

inches below the surface as originally constructed.

The ballast and clay sub-grade were thoroughly mixed, the puddled

clay had worked up into the ballast to within 6 inches of the bottom of

the tie, small pools of water were standing at this level, which was sev-

eral inches higher than the shoulder of the embankment outside of the

ballast.

Fig. 4 is a longitudinal section under the high rail in Fig. 3, and shows

that the sub-grade has been depressed about \y^ inches more under the tie

than between the ties.
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Fig. 5, a longitudinal section under the low rail in Fig. 3, shows the

depression under the tie to be 1% inches more than between ties.

The original ballast at the section shown in Fig. 1, on rolled sub-

grade, was not as clean as the ballast used at the section shown in Fig. 3;

it contained more fine material near the bottom.

There is a marked difference in the line and surface and in smooth

riding over the rolled sub-grade track as compared with adjacent sections

and the rolled section is maintained with less labor.

Section under High Rail

I I ' t I
^ Low ffail

Sub-oracte t" «P* -J, as « !i Consfructed^ l^lPz^L.

•Sub-qracte - /9/6

Fig. 4.

It seems that the consolidation of the sub-grade by rolling has pre-

vented its mixing with the ballast, notwithstanding the depression of that

portion under the ties below the level of the shoulder which has formed

a trough with no drainage outlet other than percolation through the

sub-grade.

Section under Low Rail

XU ^21£s. ,T JIB _LSr

Sub-grade i_ _^_asj')_ 5 Qonstru^rgpJS/g-z^

_

t- Sub-grade 1316

Fi3.5.

The Erie Railroad Company has, through the kindness of its Chief

Engineer, Mr. R. S. Parsons, arranged to conduct two tests of rolling the

sub-grade : One on an 18- to 20-f t. double-track fill of lumpy blue clay

about a mile long, the westerly half to be rolled, the other half to be fin-

ished in the ordinary manner.

Depression plugs are to be inserted at several points so that the eleva-

tion of the sub-grade may be checked at any time without disturbing the

ballast.

It is the intention to oil the sub-grade after rolling to prevent it from

working up into mud and fouling the ballast.

The other test will consist of rolling the sub-grade on a fill five

to eight feet high, composed of light sandy loam, constructed for a new
eastbound track. The easterly half of the test section is to be rolled and

the westerly half to be finished in the ordinary manner.
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The purpose of this test is to determine the effect of the rolling on

the cost of maintenance, the present track being hard to maintain in

line and surface on account of the light, springy sub-grade causing rails

to creep and ties to become slewed.

Both of these test sections are on the Chicago and Erie Division of

the Erie Railroad where new second track and grade revisions are being

carried out between Lomax, Ind., and Griffith, Ind.

The double track high fill test is located just west of Winfield and

the low fill test is located a short distance west of Wilders.

The rolling of the sub-grade is undertaken as one of the promising

methods of preventing the formation of water pockets in newly con-

structed roadbed.

Considerable data has been collected by the Committee bearing on the

cure of water pockets in existing roadbeds, but it is yet incomplete and

the success or failure of some attempted cures under observation has yet

to be demonstrated before definite rcommendations can be formulated for

insertion in the Manual.

Subject No. 4.

REPORT ON ADVISABLE SLOPES FOR HIGH ROCK CUTS OF
FORTY (40) FEET IN HEIGHT OR MORE.

SUB-CoMMITTEE.

C. M. McVay, Chairman; P. Petri,

H. E. AsTLEY, J. M. Sills.

The Committee has received replies from a representative number of

roads to their questions asked in regard to the above subject and find that

general practice calls for a slope of one-quarter to one in rock cuts on

new construction and the roads report that cuts of that slope in material

which can be really classified as rock are standing without trouble.

In disintegrated rock or shale or in cuts where stone and shale strata

alternate, the slopes must be determined by the nature of the material and

each individual case considered on its merits.

Your Committee therefore recommends that new rock cuts forty (40)

feet or more in height be constructed at slopes of one-quarter to one.

The foregoing statements are based on 65 replies received to a list of

questions sent to 225 roads. The replies received include almost all the

larger roads that have done a considerable amount of construction work.

It appears that a number of roads at present are using a cement gun

on cuts where the rock has been badly shattered in construction and

where the strata is very much inclined to the horizontal and seamy.

This practice should enhance the value of the one-quarter to one slope,

for if the rock is found after construction to be bad and the cut giving

trouble, it can be remedied by plastering with the cement gun.
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Subject No. 5.

REPORT ON ADVISABLE WIDTH FOR NEWLY CONSTRUCTED
ROADBED ON HIGH EMBANKMENT OF FIFTY (50)

FEET OR MORE.

Sub-Committee.

C. M. McVay, Chairman: P. Petri,

H. E. AsTLEY, J. M'. Sills.

This question involves the question of shrinkage and reduces itself to

one of shrinkage. Your Committee feels that it can therefore recommend

no specific width, as this will depend directly on the shrinkage of the ma-

terial. Almost all of the roads reporting say they are making no allowance

in increased height for anticipated settlement of embankment, as in the

past anticipated settlement has not occurred and it is better to hold track

to grade on additional material than to spend quite a sum of money to

cut bank down.

Your Committee recommends, therefore, that no allowance be made for

increased height of embankment 50 feet or more in height. That follow-

ing allowances be made for increased width of embankment 50 feet or

more in height : Anticipated shrinkage 7 per cent., add 10 per cent, of

vertical height to each shoulder or fill ; anticipated shrinkage 10 per cent.,

add 15 per cent, of vertical height to each shoulder of fill ; anticipated

shrinkage 15 per cent., add 22^ per cent, of vertical height to each shoulder

of fill. If these allowances are made, there will be the proper bank and

shoulder after shrinkage has occurred to rebuild sub-grade to its normal

section and permanent standard width without widening entire embank-

ment. Each individual case should be decided on its own merits, and de-

pends on nature of material and manner of placing same. It is felt by

the Committee that no embankment of 50 feet or more in height will

be constructed in any other manner than by dumping from trestle, and

these figures are recommended as applicable especially to this method of

placing in embankment.

Subject No. 6 (o) and {h).

(o) REPORT ON ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
TRACK ELEVATION AND TRACK DEPRESSION IN CITIES

WHERE MANY STREET CROSSINGS MAKE IT NECESSARY
TO CHANGE THE GRADE OF THE RAILWAY.

(&) REPORT ON THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
IN DEPRESSING OR ELEVATING STREETS WHERE A FEW
CROSSINGS ARE TO BE ELIMINATED WITH BUT SLIGHT

CHANGES IN THE GRADE OF THE TRACKS.

Sub-Committee.

H. J. Slifer, Chairman; S. P. Brown,

J. R. W. Ambrose, Paul Didier.
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Subject 6 (a).

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF TRACK ELEVATION AND TRACK DEPRESSION

IN CITIES WHERE MANY STREET CROSSINGS MAKE IT NECESSARY TO

CHANGE THE GRADE OF THE RAILWAY.

General.

In approaching this subject, while our main interest is from the rail-

way's point of view, we must equally consider that of the public, using the

term comprehensively.

These various interests may be briefly summarized as follows:

For the railways : Economical and efficient operation.

For the public : Quick, cheap and convenient facilities.

'For both : Safety, opportunity for future expansion and the cost of

construction.

The commonest advantages and disadvantages are noted, as follows

:

Party Interested. Disadvantages.

Public

Increased grades of
streets.

Obstructions in highways.
Disturbance of sidewalks.

Damage to property.

Objectionable views.

Hazardous obstruc t i o n s

and restricted clear-

ances.

/Idvantages.

'Public safety.

Elimination of delays to

street traffic, fire-fight-

ing equipment and street

cars.

-{ Rapid transit.

Increased value of prop-
erty.

Cost of safety devices,

wear and tear and acci-

dents to street railways.

Cost of protection and
accidents.

Relief from trespass.

Increased speed and rapid

Railways: { transit.

Extensions and better-

ments.
Improvements of grade
and alinement.

Too many of the plans that are prepared by those unacquainted with

the railways' necessities entirely ignore their requirements and consider

only the safety and convenience of the public. The railways' claim that

the corporations shall have the final decision as to the methods that

are to be followed to accomplish the desired results should always be

conceded. Topographical and geological features, which may not have

had much bearing on the original location of the railroad, may govern

economical gradients and curvatures, and, unless they are recognized,

the change may later call for abnormal operating expenditures and main-

tenance costs. The most important question that affects a decision as

to the separation of grades, by any method, is that of cost. As the

railways are most frequently compelled to bear the larger percentage of

the cost of such improvements, a decision as to which of two or more
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methods is to be adopted is very much influenced by this consideration,

irrespective of the common benefits to be derived.

Very few, if any, of such improvements made by railways for the

purpose of eliminating grade crossings have been paid for out of their

net earnings. These usually call for additional financing, with corre-

spondingly increased cost of transportation, and, as the public eventually

"pays the freight," besides interest on the municipalities' share of the

original investment, its representatives should be anxious to obtain the

most economical possible result in every way.

Assuming that grade separation is necessary, the type of separation

to be used becomes paramount. The Engineer in charge of such work

must recognize the fact that the question is a complex one and must

carefully study the question and his local situation to be able to form a

correct decision as to the most desirable type to be adopted. The most

salient points to be considered in making such a study are as follows

:

"Sub-soil.

Water and drainage.

fExcavation.

1 Material: -^ S.^"^"

Physical Conditions

:

Railway Operation

:

Grades and Alinement

:

Right-of-Way

:

i Borrow.
^-Disposal.

("Motive power.
-{ Character of traffic.

tVolume of traffic.

fRailways.
-< Streets.

(^Abutting property.

fPresent and future development.
I Width.
Value.

District

;

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

[Value.

-| Improvements.
[Damages.
{Value.

Traffic, present and future.

Track connections.

Expansion,
rvalue.

J Traffic, present and future.

I

Track connections.
^Expansion.

flmprovements
Public Utilities: i Interference

[Damage.

These points are discussed more in detail as follows

:

Details.

Where the ground is nearly level, the distances such as will provide

easy grades and the territory not liable to overflow, either track eleva-

tion or track depression might be adopted to advantage. Where the

improvements are to be made at the foot of a grade or are to occupy

a low, flat district that is subject to considerable ground water or the
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perennial rise of a river, there might be serious disadvantages in the

choice of track depression. Again, where the tracks to be changed are

at or near the summit of an ascending grade, ther^ would be the natural

consideration of track depression.

As between full track elevation vs. full track depression, the first

question that will affect not only the cost, but also the grades and many

other factors, is that of vertical heights required between the surfaces

of the streets and the tops of the railway's rails. There is an approxi-

mate difference of from eight (8) to ten (10) feet between track eleva-

tion heights of from sixteen (16) to eighteen (18) feet, and track de-

pression heights of from twenty-four (24) to twenty-eight (28) feet,

which will naturally and materially affect the costs and the grades of

the improvement. This difference, however, may sometimes be eliminated

in track depression for passenger service, especially where the line is

electrified.

The matter of drainage is sometimes difficult, both in cuts made for

track depression and in street subways under partially elevated tracks.

Where the bottom of the cut is so deep that the drainage cannot be

obtained directly, by way of sewers or natural run-off, pumping must be

resorted to. This is both expensive in operation and liable to accident,

which might cause serious delay and damage. It should be remembered,

however, that, as sewers are usually fairly deep, and as the clearance

for street subways may often be reduced to only 12 feet, direct drainage

in this case is more probable than in the case of a track-depression cut,

which is usually deeper than the sewers intercepted, unless partial track

depression is adopted.

Track depressions frequently require elaborate and expensive changes

in the sewers, water, gas and steam pipes, electric conduits and other

public utility facilities, all of which are most generally avoided when

tracks are elevated.

For this reason, and also where ground water is encountered at a

certain depth, partial track depression is sometimes advisable, especially

in districts which are not too much "built up." While this necessitates

raising the grades of the cross streets, approaching the cut, and may

entail damages for buildings on the streets, where the grades are (^hanged,

it avoids s3rphoning the sewers, reduces excavation and retaining walls

and utilizes the spoil in grading up the streets. By this means, too, the

tracks in the cut are brought to a convenient level for serving the base-

ments of adjoining buildings.

Where partial elevation is adopted, the property adjoining the rail-

way at the cross street is often benefited, especially If commercial, since

the sidewalks may be kept sufficiently above the street grade approach-

ing the subway to facilitate handling merchandise on and off trucks at

the curb. Also a partial elevation will bring the level of the tracks to

a convenient height for delivering goods to the second floor of adjoining

buildings. Here, too, the spoil from the subway excavation may be
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used in the railway fill and materially reduce the amount of haul and

borrow required.

In connection with service to adjoining industries, a fully elevated

line may have a distinct advantage over a fully depressed one. There

are certain industries, such as coal, where a trestle approach is of vast

advantage. A building may be more readily adapted to elevated connec-

tion without extraordinary expense. On the other hand, there are but few

cases where the ground is good and land values so high as to make deep

basements advisable that fully depressed tracks would not be entirely

below available commercial connection. It should also be noted that it is

usually easier to maintain operating connections with adjoining indus-

tries while the tracks are being elevated than when they are being

depressed.

Whenever the depth of a cut is equal to the height of a fill, track

depression generally requires more width of roadbed, on account of the

necessary ditches for drainage. However, where several tracks are to

be treated, a central submerged drain might eliminate the question of

additional width. If the full right-of-way is occupied, track depression

might call for the abandonment of one of the tracks or the purchase of

additional lands for the building of retaining walls. As these improve-

ments are usually adjacent to valuable commercial, industrial or residental

property, the costs might be so great as to operate materially against

the adoption of this method of making the improvement. It is, how-

ever, sometimes possible to locate these walls in the street, or as founda-

tions for buildings, that might parallel and adjoin the right-of-way.

Under the same conditions, the amount of material to be moved for

track depression will usually exceed that required for track elevation.

On the other hand, the cost of land required for borrow pits, the length

of haul of material, interference with regular traffic, and the value of

low or swampy land that may be reclaimed by dumping spoil on it, may
more than counterbalance the extra excavation. However, it should be

remembered that excavation for track depression is usually more expensive

than excavation in a well-arranged borrow pit.

The difference in the cost of bridges will be so slight, under ordinary

conditions, that it may oftep be ignored, but this again may be in

favor of track depression, for the reason that elevated bridges come

under a more general observation and call for a more artistic and ex-

pensive treatment. Where the depth of the floors is restricted, on

track-elevation bridges, the treatment may meet with objections on the

part of the public against obstructional supports in the roadways, and

on the part of the railways against obstructional projections above the

tracks, creating hazard to their employes. These objections, with their

increased cost of correction, are not generally so serious and are less

frequently encountered with track depression, excepting where yards

are to be crossed, where it may be found necessary to rearrange or

abandon tracks to accommodate the required supports. In strictly resi-
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dential territory, where full depression can be secured, so that streets

may be carried over the tracks at their existing level, there might be

considerable less cost for damage to abutting property along the right-

of-way, and less objection to the change by its owner, than there would

be if the tracks were elevated.

It is often claimed by property-owners that an elevated line acts as

a commercial barrier in the business development along streets so crossed.

This abjection, however, is very much modified when the tracks are

elevated on a steel or masonry viaduct and the space below devoted to

commercial purposes, such as store fronts at the streets crossed and

storage warehousing elsewhere. This has been done to quite an extent

by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company in Philadelphia.

The public annoyance from smoke and gases will be less, especially

at street crossings, in the case of an elevated railway than with depressed

tracks. In the matter of noise, a cut is preferable, especially as com-

pared with tracks carried on a steel or masonry viaduct. On the other

hand, the vibration is apt to be greater from a cut than either a fill or

elevated structure.

The electrical operation of steam railways within city limits or

zones is becoming more and more common and as it will, in time, doubt-

less be the rule rather than the exception, its general adoption might

present certain changes in the advantages or disadvantages for elevation

vs. depression. The nuisance of smoke, cinders, etc.. being eUminated,

depressed tracks might be less noi.sy and nerve-racking, particularly if

compared with tracks elevated on steel or masonry structures. One

important advantage that might be claimed for track depression of

electrically-operated railways is that of being able to utilize the "aerial

rights," which in congested areas are very valuable. The high-grade

treatment of the Grand Central Terminal Yards in New York City is

an excellent illustration of this.

In the matter of separating grades where the tracks are operated

under heavy traffic and the streets crossed cannot be closed during

construction, it is difficult to make any specific recommendations. Track

cannot be raised piecemeal under traffic in a city without closing cross

streets, unless street traffic may be temporarily carried on narrowed

crossings, by elevating them with the track. This, however, is extremely

expensive and may call for abnormal grades, which would be exceed-

ingly objectionable. In single track, practically the only way is to make

a temporary detour. Where double track exists the tracks may be

gauntleted, or all the traffic turned on one track, operating both ways,

and the other track either elevated or depressed without interference.

In this case, trestling is usually necessary for a fill, often heavy enough

to carry the regular traffic, and where the traffic is sufficiently dense to

preclude work-trains operating on the same track, a second dumping

trestle may have to be built. In the case of a cut, where the ground
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is not firm enough to stand at a steep angle close to the operating track,

piles or blocking may become necessary under the operating track.

Where partial elevation or depression is adopted under such condi-

tions the cross streets must be treated one-half at a time in a similar

manner, the change of traffic to the new grades being made simultane-

ously, both on the railway and the street. Again, here, a single-track

line adds to the difficulties of the problem.

In many cases a municipality will meet a railway half-way in such

improvements, especially where it is participating in the expense, and

close as many of the cross streets as possible during construction. This

often reduces the problem to a very simple affair, such as might be

encountered on any outside work.

Subject 6 (b).

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES IN DEPRESSING OR ELEVATING STREETS

WHERE A FEW CROSSINGS ARE TO BE ELIMINATED, WITH BUT SLIGHT

CHANGES IN THE GRADE OF THE TRACKS.

The general remarks under 6 (a) apply equally to 6 (b) and should

be fully considered.

An example of this situation, as described in subject 6 (b), is when

the railway line crosses a rolling country, where the cross streets come

at already existing cuts or fills. As "but slight changes in the grade of

the tracks" are thus required to eliminate grade crossings, the problem

falls normally into a case of partial elevation or depression with noth-

ing to do but alter the streets, which are few. Unless some extraord-

inary situation obtains, such as unusual damage to adjacent properties on

the cross street, parallel street interference with street-grade alterations

or undesirable existing grades in the railway which could be economically

improved by raising or lowering the tracks, the treatment of the streets

alone seems the only logical course to adopt.

Even where the case is other than that described in the present

subject, and where the full height of elevation or depression is required

for grade elimination, it is probable that partial elevation or depression

would still be advisable, for reasons of economy in construction. In this

case, track elevation usually has a distinct advantage, since the cross

streets are infrequent and usually not so busy but that they may be closed

during construction. This gives a chance to raise the track piecemeal

under traffic, which, where the raise is slight, is often the simplest and

cheapest way to do.

As pointed out in 6 (a), since the cost of grade separation always

eventually reacts upon the public in the matter of freight, interest, etc.,

all concerned in the selection of the type to be employed are equally

interested in securing the best possible method at the lowest possible

cost.

Here, too, as in 6 (a), every case must be studied as an individual

problem and that course selected which is best suited to the conditions
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peculiar to the situation. It is also probable that, even in cases of grade

elimination coming under 6 (b), that the detailed discussion of relative

advantages for full track elevation or depression, will be of considerable

value.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. Whenever grade separation through densely built-up thorough-

fares (short blocks, say 12 to 15 crossings per mile,) becomes imperative,

elaborate studies of the kind and volume of traffic on each thorough-

fare should be made and due record kept, with a view of eliminating

or vacating certain of these crossings as wholly unjustifiable from a

cost standpoint, and lateral streets at a less cost may be opened in their

stead.

2. If but a very few crossings are to be ehminated in an industrial

district, with reasonable assurance that no others will be required, other

things being equal, the method used should not disturb the tracks.

3. If several crossings are to be eliminated in an industrial district,

other things being equal, the most efficient method is by track elevation.

4. In a residential district, if grades and other conditions on the

railway will permit, complete depression allowing the streets to remain

at their original level, or nearly so, is .the preferable method.

Subject No. 7.

REPORT ON THE EFFECT OF FAST TRAINS ON THE COST

OF MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND MAINTE-
NANCE OF EQUIPMENT.

SUB-CoMMITfEE .

J. R. W. Ambrose, Chairman; W. M. Dawley,

C. W. Brown, F. M. Patterson.

With reference to the effect of fast trains on cost of maintenance

of way, the Committee has found it impracticable to obtain any infor-

mation of a reliable character, the system of accounts in use on American

railways not being adapted to this purpose

Material and time books on double-track sections do not clearly

distinguish between costs for each of the two tracks. While it is possible

to obtain the cost of ties, except labor, rail and ballast applied to the

tracks in question, no other information can be had which would be of

any value.

Various railways have been requested to set aside a mile or more

of double track upon a grade where the speed on one track would be

necessarily greater than on the other, and where the tonnage is nearly
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the same, and keep such records as are necessary to compare the cost

of maintaining these two main tracks.

Also on single-track roads, where line is undulating and tonnage

much greater in one direction. A record to be kept of maintaining a

mile of track on up-grade and a mile on down-grade, where the track

conditions as to rail, ties and ballast are similar and the speed difference

a maximum. The records to be kept in such manner that comparisons

can be made on a ton-mile basis.

From the meager information at hand it appears that the cost of

maintaining fast track is greater than that of slow, by the following

percentages

:

Rail, 1 per cent, annually.

White oak ties, 3 per cent, annually.

Cedar ties, 4 per cent, annually.

When this new data is in hand it may be possible to give a more

reliable figure on the effect of speed on cost of maintenance of track.

The effect of speed on maintenance of equipment is much more diffi-

cult to determine. Rolling stock is indiscriminately used in both fast and

slow service where of the ordinary kinds, and where used exclusively

in high-speed service is usually of a superior order of construction and

not comparable with the class of equipment used in slow-speed service.

Locomotives for high and low speeds are of different designs and

have different maintenance costs, even though used at same speeds.

At present it would seem that* an answer to this question would

have to be based on personal experience. An effort is being made to

collect and analyze such information as is available.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. Where the depth of ballast on Class A track is greater than 12

inches under the tie the adopted standard berm shown on page .55 of

the 1915 Manual should, be added to each side of the standard ballast

section adopted for the increased depth of ballast. If the sum obtained

by the addition of the standard berm to the distance of the toe of the

ballast slope from the center of the track ends in a fractional part of a

foot, the sum is to be increased or decreased to the nearest whole number

of feet.

2. Rock cuts of forty (40) feet in height or more should be con-

structed at slopes of one-quarter to one.

3. The advisable width for newly-constructed roadbed on high em-

bankments of fifty (50) feet or more by dumping from the trestle should

be as follows (no allowance to be made in height) :

Anticipated shrinkage 7 per cent., add 10 per cent, of height to each

shoulder.
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Anticipated shrinkage 10 per cent., add 15 per cent, of height to each

shoulder.

Anticipated shrinkage 15 per cent., add 22.5 per cent, of height to each

shoulder.

4. That the conclusions shown on pp. 655, 656 be adopted for in-

clusion in the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON ROADWAY.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE XX—ON UNIFORM GENERAL
CONTRACT FORMS.

E. H. Lee, Chairman; C. A. Wilson, Vice-Chairman;

C. Frank Allen, Edward Gray,

John P. Congdon, J. C. Irwin,

Thos. Earle, R. G. Kenly,

W. D. Faucette, C. a. Paquette,

G. E. GiFFORD, Committee.

To the Members of the American Railzvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Uniform General Contract Forms respectfully

submits herewith its annual report.

The subjects assigned your Committee by the Board of Direction

were as follows

:

(1) Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

(2) Report on forms of agreements for industry tracks.

(3) Report on forms of agreements for interlocking and railway

crossings, conferring with Committee on Signals and Interlocking, includ-

ing rights and obligations of the interested companies.

(4) Report on form of agreement embodying rules governing the

-construction of under-crossings of railways with electrical conductors,

conduits, pipe lines and drains, conferring with Committee on Roadway
and Committee on Electricity. (See work done for State Public Utilities

Commission of Illinois.)

(5) Report on form of lease agreement for industrial site.

(1) The Committee has no changes to recommend In the subject-

matter now in the Manual under the heading, "Uniform General Con-

tract Forms."

(2) "Report on Forms of Agreement for Industrial Tracks." Your

Committee during the year received several criticisms of the suggested

form of agreement for industry track, submitted at the last convention.

These criticisms have been given careful study by the Committee and the

form is re-submitted for the approval of the Association and publication

in the Manual.

Your Committee reports progress on subjects (3), (4) and (5), and

requests that they be reassigned for the ensuing year.

AGREEMENT FOR INDUSTRY TRACK.
Preamble.

This Agreement, made this day of

in the year by and between

, party of the first part, hereinafter

called the Shipper, and

party of the second part, hereinafter called the Company, witnesseth :

673
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That, Whereas, the Shipper for the more economical and convenient

conduct of his business, desires the construction of an industry track

substantially in accordance with the plans hereto attached and hereby made

a part hereof, and the Company is willing that said track shall be so con-

structed, upon the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth

:

Now, Therefore, in consideration of the covenants and agreements

hereinafter mentioned to be performed by the parties hereto and of the

payments hereinafter agreed to be made, it is mutually agreed as follows

:

Right-of-Way.

1. The Shipper shall provide at his own expense all necessary right-

of-way, outside of the right-of-way of the Company, required for the

proper construction of said track, said additional right-of-way to be satis-

factory to the Chief Engineer of the Company. In case the lands of third

parties are required, the Shipper shall secure good and sufficient titles or

easements thereto and shall submit documentary evidence thereof satis-

factory to the Company.

During the continuance of this agreement the Company shall have

the right at all times to enter upon said lands for the purpose of con-

structing, maintaining and operating said track or any extension or addition

thereto. If at any time this agreement is terminated as hereinafter pro-

vided, and the said track removed, the Company shall no longer have any

right upon or interest in said additional right-of-way.

Permits, Ordinances, Consents, Etc.

2. If for the construction and operation of said track it be neces-

sary to cross any public street, highway, or alley, or any public prop-

erty whatsoever, and if the consent of any municipality, county, state, or

of other lawful public body shall at any time be required for the con-

struction or operation of said track, the Shipper shall at his own expense

obtain and secure all necessary permits, consents, acts or ordinances

of any nature whatsoever. In case any such body shall pass any rule,

ordinance, order or other act which in any way aflfects said track, the

Shipper shall furnish all facilities necessary on his part to secure

compliance therewith, and shall pay all expenses incurred thereby.

Construction.

3. The Shipper, at his own expense and subject to the approval of the

Chief Engineer of the Company, shall furnish and do everything required

to grade and prepare the roadbed for said track, including the construc-

tion of any culverts, drains, bridges, trestles, fences or other structures

that may be necessary, except that by mutual agreement this work may be

performed by the Company, in which case the Shipper shall reimburse

the Company for the actual expense, including per cent, on

the cost of labor and per cent, on the cost of material.
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The Company shall furnish and do everj^thmg required to lay and

complete the track above sub-grade, including the turnout switch, at the

expense of the Shipper, except as follows

:

Advance Payment.

4. Within ( ) days after the execution of this

agreement the Shipper shall deposit with the Company the sum of

Dollars ($ ), being the estimated cost

of the material to be furnished and the work to be performed by the

Company in the construction of said track. Until said sum of

Dollars shall have been so deposited, this agreement shall

not become binding upon the Company.

Adjustment of Cost.

5. If the actual cost exceeds the estimated cost, then upon receipt

of a statement from the Company of the actual cost, the Shipper shall pay

to the Company the difference between said actual cost and said estimated

cost, and if said actual cost is less than said estimated cost, the Com-
pany shall refund the difference to the Shipper.

Rental.

6. For the use of land, structures and materia! owned by the Com-
pany for said track, the Shipper shall pay to the Company an annual

rental of Dollars ($ ), payable in equal quar-

terly installments, in advance.

Maintenance and Operation.

7. The said track, together with switch lamps, signals and interlock-

ing devices required in connection with its operation, shall be maintained

by the Company at the expense of the Shipper. The operation of said

switch lamps, signals and interlocking devices shall be under the direction

of the Company, at the expense of the Shipper.

Ownership.

8. That part of said track located on the right-of-way of the Com-
pany shall be and forever remain the property of the Company.

Control.

9. The Company shall have the right to enter upon said track

for the purpose of construction, maintenance and operation, or if this

agreement shall be terminated as hereinafter provided, for the purpose

of removing the part of said track beyond its right-of-way.

Use and Extension.

10. The Company shall have the right to use said track for general

railroad purposes, and to extend said track, or to connect other tracks
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thereto, for the use of other shippers, providing such use, extension oi-

connection does not unreasonably interfere with the business of the Shipper.

The Shipper shall not permit others to use said track, nor permit any

other railroad company to connect its tracks thereto without the written

consent of the Company, nor assign, transfer, lease or convey any of the

rights, privileges or obligations of this agreement to any person or persons

without the written consent of the Company.

Division of Rental.

11. If the use of said track be granted to other shippers, or if said

track be extended to serve other shippers, as provided in Section 10

hereof, the Company shall credit the shipper an amount which is in the

same proportion to the charges for rental, maintenance and operation as

referred to in Sections 6 and 7, that the number of cars handled on said

track for parties other than the Shipper bears to the total number of

cars handled on said track during the period for which said total was

computed.

Changes and Enlargement.

12. If any rearrangement, extension or enlargement of said industry

track or structures shall at any time be required by reason of any change

in the Company's track, or tracks, or because of any changes in the

operating practice of the Company, or for any other cause, or, if in the

opinion of the Chief Engineer of the Company the introduction of signals

or any other protective appliances shall be necessary in connection with

said industry track, such parts of the work shall be done by the Shipper

and the Company, respectively, as the Chief Engineer shall determine, and

the cost, rental and charges for maintenance and operation shall be borne

on the basis provided in the foregoing sections for the original construc-

tion, rental, maintenance and operation of said industry track.

If said change in the Company's track, or tracks, is of such a nature

as to render advisable, in the opinion of the Chief Engineer of the Com-

pany, the temporary discontinuance of said industry track, the Shipper

agrees that the Company may so discontinue said industry track, and

hereby waives all claims therefor.

Freight Routing.

13. In consideration of the benefits to be derived herefrom the

Shipper agrees that so far as lies within his control, all freight shipped

to or from said track shall be so routed as to travel the greatest prac-

ticable distance over the lines owned or controlled by the Company
unless rates are lower or service better over another route, in which

case the matter shall be brought to the attention of the Company, and if

the Company shows that its rates or service are as advantageous to the

Shipper as those of its competitors, then the business of the Shipper shall

be routed as hereinbefore.

Freight Guaranteed.

14. The Shipper further agrees to ship not less than

carloads of freight annually from said track.
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Liability and Indemnity.

15. The Shipper hereby assumes all risk and responsibility for de-

struction of or damage to his property or that of the Company or of any

person or persons, whether by fire or otherwise, or of death or injury to

any person or persons, arising out of the construction, maintenance or

operation of said industry track, and will defend and save harmless the

Company from all claims, demands, payments, suits, actions, recoveries

and judgments of every description brought or recovered against it

arising out of the construction, maintenance or operation of said track,

together with all costs and expenses connected therewith. The Com-
pany, however, reserves the right to join in the defense of any such

suit or action.

Prevention of Accidents.

16. The Shipper shall promulgate and enforce upon its agents and

employes the necessary precautions and regulations for their conduct,

guidance and protection, while engaged in and about his business, against

injuries from engines, trains or cars moving or standing upon said in-

dustry track or the main or lead tracks of the Company. The Shipper

shall take every precaution to prevent and avoid accidents of any nature

whatsoever in connection with said track.

Clearances.

17. The Shipper shall not erect nor permit to be erected any build-

ing or structure, nor permit anj' material to be placed above top of rail

within ( ) feet of the nearest rail of said track

on straight track, or within ( ) feet on curves

;

nor permit anything to be placed above said track lower than a height

of ( ) feet above the top of rail, unless permis-

sion so to do is granted in writing by the Chief Engineer of the Company.

Obstructions and Inflammables.

18. The Shipper shall at all times keep said track free from obstruc-

tions of any nature whatsoever, and shall guard against cars running

from said track to the main track of the Company, and shall keep the

said track and adjacent property free and clear of inflammable or com-

bustible materials.

Load and Unload.

19. The Shipper shall promptly load and unload his freight at his

own expense and shall fully comply with the car service and demurrage

rules of the Company.

Taxes.

20. All taxes or assessments levied against said track by any munici-

pality, county, state or other lawful authority shall be paid by the Shipper.

Forfeiture.

21. If the Shipper shall at any time fail to perform any of the cove-

nants herein contained, the Company may terminate this agreement by
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giving the Shipper days' written notice thereof. If at the

end of the said days' time the Shipper still fails to perform

his covenants to the satisfaction of the Company, this agreement shall be-

come null and void, at the option of the Company.

If the number of loaded cars handled on said track for the Shipper

is less than the number specified in Section and if in the opinion of

of the Company the amount of freight re-

ceived from the Shipper is not sufficient to justify the continuance of

this agreement, it may be terminated by the Company by giving the

Shipper days' written notice of its intention so to do. The

fact that the Company has not terminated this agreement on previous

occasions when it had the right so to do shall not be construed as a

waiver of its rights to so terminate it and shall not prevent the termina-

tion of said agreement by the Company on any subsequent occasion as

herein provided.

Cancellation.

22. This agreement may be canceled at any time by either party

hereto, by giving ( ) days' written notice thereof

to the other. Notice shall be deemed given to the Shipper if mailed to

(Address)

him at , or if posted in a con-

spicuous place on premises. Notice shall be deemed given

to the Company if mailed to its at his

office in

Removal of Track.

23. Upon termination of this agreement as herein provided, the

Company may disconnect said industry track and may enter upon the

premises of the Shipper and may remove therefrom anything which is

owned by said Company, and the Shipper agrees to permit the Company

to disconnect said track, and to remove its property, and to prevent any

person or persons from hindering, molesting or interfering therewith.

Term.

24. This agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon

the parties hereto, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and

assigns for a period of years from the date hereof and

thereafter until canceled by either party giving to the other

days' written notice of its intention so to do, as hereinbefore provided.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agree-

ment in the day and year

first above written.

Witness :
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CONCLUSION.

Your Committee on Uniform General Contract Forms recommends
that the foregoing Agreement Form for Industry Track be adopted and
published in the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON UNIFORM GENERAL CONTRACT FORMS.





REPORT OF COMMITTE XVI—ON ECONOMICS OF
RAILWAY LOCATION.

John G. Sullivan, Chairman; C. P. Howard, Vice-Chairman;

F. H. Alfred, H. C. Ives,

WiLLARD BeAHAN, FrED LaVIS,

R. N. Begien, • J. deN. Macomb, Jr.

G. D. Brooke, G. A. Mountain,

Maurice Coburn, W. G. Raymond,

D. F. Crawford, S. S. Roberts,

W. J. Cunningham, E. C. Schmidt,

A. C. Dennis, A. K. Shurtleff,

R. D. Garner, L. L. Tallyn,

A. S. Going, Walter Loring Webb,

F. W. Green, H. C. Williams,

V. K. Hendricks, M. A. Zook,

Committee.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering Association

:

Your Committee was instructed by the Board of Direction to make a

study and report on certain definite subjects during the year, as follows:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes, taking into special

consideration a revision of the conclusions in Vol. 16, pages 104 to 109.

2. Report on the resistance of trains running between 35 and 75 miles

per hour.

3. (a) Report on the effect of curvature on cost of maintenance of

way. (b) Report on the effect of curvature on maintenance of equip-

ment.
4. Report on the effect of train resistance on the amount of fuel

consumed.
5. After the study of the effect of the various physical characteristics

of railway locations upon their economy of maintenance and operation

has been made, if it is possible to do so, state the conclusions derived
from these studies in a formula, or series of formulas, which can be
used by Engineers in determining the relative efficiencj- of various loca-

tions.

6. Report on the entire question of economics of location as affected

by the introduction of electric locomotives.

7. Report on the extent the Locating Engineer is justified in mak-
ing additional expenditure in getting nearer to medium-sized centers

of population already in existence in the territory where the road is to

be built.

Considerable work has been done on each of the foregoing topics,

but with the exception of Revision of the Manual, your Committee is not

prepared at this time to submit definite conclusions for approval. The

Committee therefore asks your indulgence and requests further time in

which to make final report.

681
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Under Subject (1), Revision of Manual, your Committee has made
a careful study of the conchisions now incorporated in the Manual and

presents herewith changes in ]iliraseology and rearrangement so as to

make the matter clearer.

This report is therefore niainl.\' one of progress and t!:e Committee

hopes to present a more complete report at the next annual convention.

Pertaining to Subject (4), "The effect of train resistance on the

amount of fuel consumed," the Chairman of the Committee has made a

study of fuel consumption on several divisions of the road with which

he is connected, and the results of that study have been placed at the dis-

posal of the members in Bulletin 187, for July, 1916.

Prof. Edward C. Schmidt, a member of Sub-Committee No 2, made a

series of train resistance tests on Illinois Central through-passenger trains.

The tabulated results are appended to this report as Appendix A, as in-

formation.

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL.

The following changes in the Manual are recommended for your

approval

:

Change the words "grade" and "grades" to "gradient" and "gradients"

throughout the text, as conforming to the definitions of the Committee

on Roadway.

Paragraphs (3) and (4), page 521:

Present Form.

(3) The most general formula for the economic value of a loca-

tion is:

R— E
P (1)

C
Where /?:= Annual revenue (receipts from operation);

E z= Annual expense of operation, including depreciation and

taxes

;

C= Capital invested (cost of construction)
;

p = Percentage of profit on investment.

(4) The following equation may. be used in certain cases, especially

where the annual revenue, known or unknown, is constant

:

R-(E + I)^P (2)

Where /:= Amount of interest on cost of construction;

P = Amount of profit (net corporate income).

When the revenue is constant the condition of equation (2) is that

the sum of operating expenses, plus interest on cost of construction, shall

be a minimum, and is convenient in many cases, but does not indicate

the proportion of profit to investment. Care should be taken not to use

too low a rate of interest. The ratio of profit to investment should be

considered.

Omit paragraphs (3) and (4), and substitute the following:

Note.—Page numbers refer to 1915 Manual.
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Proposed Form.

An economical location is one which permits the production of the

greatest return on the investment from the profits of operation. ,

Paragraph (5), pp. 521, 522:

Present Form.

(5) In order to make an economical location of a railway, the

Engineer must know or make a reasonable assumption of the amount,

direction and class of traffic that the railway will be called upon to

handle, class of power and the approximate efficiency and cost of fuel that

will be used, the rate of wages that will be paid to employes, the cost

of maintenance materials, and the rate of interest considered a proper

return for additional expenditures involved in the improvement of the

line for the reduction of operating expenses.

Proposed Form.

Omit all matter after the word "handle" in the fourth line, and add

"and the probable cost of operation."

Paragraph (8), page 522:

Present Form.

(8) If passing sidings must of necessity be located on ruling grad-

ients, then such gradients should be compensated through and preferably

for a full train length in each direction from either end of the siding.

The rate of compensation will be governed by the ruling gradient.

Proposed Form.

Where passing sidings must be located on ruling gradients, then

such gradients should be compensated to permit starting and to allow

for the curvature at the turnouts for the whole length and for a train

length beyond each end.

Paragraph (9), pp. 522-523:

Present Form.

(9) In deciding upon the ruling gradient for each engine district,

where different ruling gradients are contemplated for adjoining districts

carrying approximately equal traffic, due consideration must be given to

the breaking up of trains, which may be caused by the diflference in

ruling gradients. Where a fixed elevation is to be overcome, the de-

velopment of distance to reduce the rate of ruling gradient is often a

mistake, provided the ruling gradient of the shorter line is within rea-

sonable operating limits. Where curvature and distance are introduced

for the sake of ruling gradient reduction, line resistance, time, and

thereby fuel consumption, is increased, as is also the cost of maintenance

of way and equipment. Some of the benefits derived from a reduction

of ruling gradient are the saving in weight of locomotives to be lifted
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over the summit, train and engine wages and engine mileage reduced

and the capacity of the track increased. Full advantage cannot be taken

of the apparent train rating increase due to ruling gradient reduction

on an engine district having a large percentage of grade at or near the

proposed ruling rate, as in all probability, if this anticipated increase in

rating is in direct proportion to the proposed reduction in ruling gradient,

the required time for movement of trains over the engine district cannot

be made. On crowded single-track lines a feature affecting train rating

to a great extent is the loss of time at meeting and passing points; it,

therefore, is necessary to estimate the train rating for any line, as the

tonnage that can be handled in a given time, due allowance being made
for necessary stops.

In estimating the time required for trains to pass over an engine

district, a speed curve and time card should be plotted.

There is little increase of tonnage for local and fast freights, and

none for passenger trains, to be credited to a reduction of ruling gradient

on lines with light imdulating grades.

In establishing a ruling gradient and determining the effect of it

on future operating expense, due consideration must be given to possible

future revisions of the line ; thus, in comparing alternative locations,

one of steep ruling gradient may appear more economical than another

of low ruling gradient, but the situation of the former may be such that

its revision would necessitate an abandonment of all or a large percentage

of the location ; while the application temporarily of a steep ruling

gradient to the low-gradient location might bring the cost of the latter

line within such limits that, considering future traffic, its construction

would be desirable.

Proposed Form.

In deciding upon the rulmg gradient for engine district, due con-

sideration should be given to the following:

(a) The necessity and cost of breaking up trains, where the rate

of ruling grade and adjoining districts varies.

(b) The possibility of utilizing different types or sizes of motive

power.

(c) The balance between steep gradients and shorter distance, and

lower rates of gradient and increased distance and curvature.

(d) The time element of increased distance.

(e)
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(g) The possibility of future revisions—and the utilization of the

maximum amount of original work of construction.

Paragraph (11), pp. 523, 524:

Substitute the word "elevation" for "superelevation," in the fourth

line of the third clause.

Paragraphs (12) and (13), pp. 524-526:

Present Form.

(12) The location of terminal points, ruling gradient, and pusher

gradients having been decided upon, the eflfect of the minor details of

location, namely, distance, curvature, and rise and fall, upon operating

expenses may be determined approximately in the following manner

:

Alternative locations may be compared by distance, curvature and line

resistance; distance being the length of the line measured along the

center line of the location ; curvature the number of degrees of central

angle subtended by the center line of track, and which may be divided

into sharp curvature, necessitating a reduction of speed for trains, and

ordinary curvature, which will again be subdivided into that increasing

line resistance in both directions and that increasing line resistance in

one direction only and line resistance which is the sum of the rolling

resistance (or friction resistance), plus the resistance of gravity over-

coming diflference in elevation on up-grades, plus the resistance due to

curvature, minus the energy of gravity on trains on descending grades,

from which has been subtracted the loss of energy (or velocity head)

due to the application of brakes. In comparing different locations the

resistance under average conditions should be used.

The above method must be understood to not to take into account

the resistance due to accelerating trains. This may or may not be a

considerable part of the total resistance, depending on the rate of grades

and the distance between stops.

Friction resistance, normal conditions, warm weather, modern freight

equipment, speed between 7 and 35 miles an hour, may be obtained from

the formula

R = 22T+ 121.6 C.

R == Total resistance on level tangent.

r=r Total weight of cars and contents in tons.

C= Total number of cars in train.

This amounts to 4 to 8 lbs. per ton, depending on whether cars are

fully loaded or empty. This is equivalent to a rise of from 10 to 20

feet per mile. For mixed traffic a conservative estimate is, train resistance

equals rise of 15 feet per mile. Train resistance increases at lower tem-

peratures, and at extreme low temperature may go as high as 30 lbs.

per ton for empty freight cars. However, in comparing diflferent loca-

tions in the same country, it is deemed necessary to make comparisons

for the ordinary conditions only. The resistance due to curvature may
be taken at 0.04 feet per degree of central angle.
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(13) To determine the relative value of the minor details of loca-

tion under consideration (curvature, distance, rise and fall), it is first

necessary to decide upon a method of studying the effect of these factors

on the cost of operation. The following method is recommended

:

Curvature increases resistance at the rate of 0.04 feet per degree of

central angle; it also affects the cost of maintenance of way and the

cost of maintenance of equipment, but sufficient data is not available to

warrant a conclusion as to the definite amounts.

Rise affects line resistance and time ; the principal effects of eliminat-

ing rise will be found in the fuel account. It also affects the cost of

maintenance of equipment and maintenance of track, but to what extent

is unknown. It may be neglected in comparing alternate locations.

Distance affects train wages, line resistance, maintenance of way and

maintenance of equipment. The effect of distance on line resistance will

be found in the fuel account. The effect of distance on train wages

can be computed on a direct train-mile basis. The effect of distance

on maintenance of way is a more complicated problem on account of

the uncertainty as to the basis on which maintenance should be calculated.

A fixed sum per mile to cover factors of maintenance that are more or

less constant plus a rate for the equivalent ton-mile unit, using multiples

for weights of engines and passenger cars, is correct in principle, but

until such time as information is obtained as to the value of these

multiples, this item may be calculated on a basis of a constant per mile

plus a fixed sum per train mile. The effect of distance on maintenance

of equipment, for comparative purposes, may be calculated on a train-

mile basis.

Proposed Form.

Omit last line on page 524, and first fifteen lines on page 525, and

substitute therefor the following

:

The frictional resistance of freight trains under normal conditions

in warm weather with modern equipment running at speeds between 7 and

35 miles per hour may be determined with sufficient accuraccy for the

purpose of comparing different gradients and locations by the formula

R — 2.2 T-^Ul.tC.
R = Total resistance on level tangent.

T= Total weight of cars and contents in tons.

C =: Total number of cars in train.

The values thus obtained will usually be from 4 to 8 lbs. per ton

and a fair average for mixed traffic may be taken at 6 lbs. per ton. For

convenience in the comparison of two or more locations the total resistance

may be converted into feet rise. Thus, 1 lb. per ton resistance is practically

equivalent to 2^ feet of rise per mile. Train resistance increases at lower

temperatures and at extremely low temperature may be so great as 30 lbs.

per ton for empty freight cars. Normal conditions should be assumed for
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the comparison of different locations in the same country. The re.sistance

due to curvature may be assumed to be equivalent to 0.04 ft. of rise for

each degree of central angle.

Omit lines 19 to 21, beginning with "The following" to the words
"central angle ;" and substitute therefor : "Curvature increases the re-

sistance by about 0.8 lbs. per ton per degree of central angle, which is

equivalent to a rise of 0.04. ft. per degree of central angle."

Omit lines 24 to 21 inclusive, page 525, and substitute therefor:

"Rise and fall affect line resistance and may affect time, but to what

measurable extent is indeterminate. The vertical feet of each should

generally be determined and be considered as an aid to judgment in

forming final decision as between locations, but may be neglected entirely

in comparing alternate locations where there is small difference in rise

and fall."

Your Committee recommends that when a new Manual is issued that

the matter under "Economics of Railway Location" be provided with

suitable headings, and the following captions are suggested

:

Definitions

;

Locations Governed by Traffic:

Engine Districts

;

Passing Sidings

;

Ruling Gradients

;

Lessening First Cost

;

Momentum Gradients;
Comparison of Alternate Locations ;

Train Resistance

;

Minor Details;

Special Structures;

Time

:

Distance and Revenue.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

Your Committee recommends that the changes in the Manual be ap-

proved and published in the Supplement to the Manual to be issued

during the year.

Your Committee recommends that the remainder of the report be

received as one of progress and that the subjects be reassigned for the

coming year.

Your Committee understands that a proposition is before the Board

of Direction for the formation of a new Committee on Economics of

Railway Operation, as distinguished from Economics of Railway Location.

Your Committee endorses the suggestion and recommends favorable action

thereon.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION.





Appendix A.

PASSENGER TRAIN RESISTANCE.

By Edward C. Schmidt,

Professor of Railway Engineering, University of Illinois, and

Harold H. Dunn,

Assistant in Railway Engineering, Engineering Experiment Station,

University of Illinois.

Continuing the work on train resistance which it has been carrying^

on since 1907, the Department of Railway Engineering of the University

of Illinois has recently completed a series of tests undertaken to deter-

mine the tractive resistance of moderately heavy passenger trains. The re-

sults of these tests are here presented in brief form. A detailed report

will later be published as a bulletin of the Engineering Experiment

Station of the University of Illinois.

The tests were begun in May, 1916, and finished in August. Through
the courtesy of Mr. W. L. Park, Vice-President of the Illinois Central

Railroad, they were made on the lines of that company between Champaign
and Centralia, 111., on trains in regular through passenger service, and

by means of a dynamometer car which since 1901 has been owned and

operated jointly by the IlHnois Central Railroad and the University.

The results of the tests prove that in passenger trains, as in freight

trains, the specific resistance is materially affected by the weight of the cars

composing the train, and that it decreases as the average weight of the

cars increases. Pennsylvania Railroad Company's Bulletin No. 26 cites

results applying to two different car weights which also exhibit this in-

fluence of car weight upon resistance, and the same fact is embodied

in a few of the current passenger train resistance formulje. The in-

fluence of car weight has, however, generally been ignored.

THE TRAINS TESTED.

The trains experimented upon—18 in number—were all passenger

trains, which varied in total weight from 535 to 121 tons. The number of

cars varied from eight to twelve. The train make-up was not uniform

and is shown for each train in Table 1. The average gross weight per

car in the various trains ranged from 48.7 to 71.1 tons.

In 13 of the 18 trains the dynamometer car was coupled with its

measuring drawbar toward the rear, and in these cases its own resistance

is excluded from the test car records; its weight is consequently likewise

excluded from the train weights listed in the table. In the five remain-

689
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ing trains, on the other hand, the resistance of the dynamometer car itself

is incktded in the records and its weight is therefore included in the train

weight. Since the test car weighs only 29 tons, the normal average car

weight is somewhat lowered in these five instances. All but 32 of the 187

cars included in the 18 trains had six-wheeled trucks. Other data de-

fining the train make-up are given in Table 1.

All the northbound trains were "No. 2 Through Mail," whose schedule

for the 124.5 miles is 3 hours and S minutes—a schedule speed of 40.4

miles per hour. The running time of a typical northbound train is 2

hours and 37 minutes, which is equivalent to a running speed of 47.5

miles per hour. The southbound trains, "No. 5 Fast Mail," have a

schedule of 3 hours and 35 minutes, or a schedule speed of 34.8 miles

per hour. A typical running time for this train is 2 hours and 51

minutes, which gives an average running speed of 43.7 miles per hour.

THE TRACK AND THE WEATHER CONDITIONS.

The track, formerly part of one of the oldest single-track lines in

the state, was converted about twenty years ago into a double-track road.

The roadbed is in good condition and the drainage, in general, is ex-

cellent. The track was especially surveyed for the purposes of these tests.

Except on a few short stretches through station grounds, where cin-

ders and screenings are used for ballast, both tracks are ballasted with

broken limestone. The cross-ties, 6 inches by 6 inches by 8 feet, are spaced

about 20 inches between centers and are of treated red oak, treated soft

wood or untreated white oak. Sixty-one miles of the southbound track

are laid with 85-lb. rail of American Society of Civil Engineers section,

while the remaining 63.5 miles are laid with 90-lb. rail of American Rail-

way Association section. Practically all of the northbound track is laid

with 85-lb. rail of American Society of Civil Engineers section. All rails

are laid with broken joints supported on two ties. During eight months

of the year there is employed in maintaining this portion of the road, a

force of men averaging one man per mile of track. During the remain-

ing four months this force is reduced to one man for each two miles.

The tests were all made on fair summer days, the air temperature

which prevailed during the tests varying from 69 degrees to 93 degrees

Fahrenheit. The wind velocity varied up to 25 miles per hour.

THE METHODS EMPLOYED IN CONDUCTING THE TESTS.

The dynamometer car used during the tests has been described in

Bulletin 43 of the Engineering Experiment Station of the University of

Illinois. The apparatus within the car produces continuous graphical

records of the gross resistance of the train, the speed, time, brake cyl-

inder pressure, wind direction and wind velocity. Supplemented by an

accurate profile and train data, these records permit the calculation of

train resistance at any point on the road. The methods 'by which these
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calculations were made and the precautions observed to ensure accuracy

are also fully set forth in the bulletin just referred to.

The net weights of all cars were obtained from the records of the

Illinois Central Railroad and the Pullman Company. To determine the

car loads passengers were counted and allowed for at 140 lbs. each ; the

weights of baggage and mail were estimated by personal inspection and

count of the contents of each car; the weight of express was determined

by reference to the bills, supplemented by inspection and estimate. The

error entailed in these methods certainly does not exceed 15 per cent.

of the weight of the load, and since among all the trains the maximum
load amounted to only 5.2 per cent, of the gross train load, the maximum
error in the gross train load itself caused by the processes described is

less than 1 per cent.

The term resistance as here employed means the resistance of that

portion of the train behind the measuring drawbar of the test car

—

locomotive and tender resistance are not included. All resistance values

here presented have been corrected for grade and for acceleration, and

they denote, therefore, the resistance of the train when running at uniform

speed on level track. The data do not permit the resistance due to

wind to be differentiated and this element of resistance is consequently in-

cluded in the values presented. Unless otherwise stated, these resistance

values are expressed in terms of pounds per ton of gross train weight.

THE RESULT OF THE TESTS.

The immediate purpose of the tests was to define for each train the

relation between net resistance and speed. On the dynamometer car

records for each train there were accordingly chosen a number of points

or sections corresponding to as great a variety of speeds as the data

presented. At each section the net resistance was calculated and the

calculated value with its corresponding speed was plotted on a diagram

such as Fig. 1. The curve there drawn establishes for the train in

question the average relation between resistance and speed. Fig. 1 is

fairly representative of the eighteen such diagrams produced during the

experiments. In this figure the black dots define average value of resist-

ance during the passage of the train over several hundred feet of track at

a uniform speed; the circles define instantaneous resistance values as

the train passes a particular point on the road. In this manner there has

been produced for each of the eighteen trains tested a curve, like that

drawn in Fig. 1, which has been accepted as defining the relation between

resistance and speed. All eighteen of these curves are brought together

in Fig. 2, which embodies therefore the immediate results of all the tests.

Inspection of Fig. 2 reveals a considerable divergence among the

curves there drawn. At 20 miles per hour, for example, the values of

resistance vary from 4.1 to 6.3 lbs. per ton, and at 70 miles per hour
the values of resistance range from 8.0 to 11.4 lbs. per ton. While a study
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of the conditions prevailing during the tests provides in a few instances

other partial explanations for this divergence, it is chiefly due to the

differences in the average weights of the cars composing the different

trains. Those trains composed of relatively light cars have the higher

resistance (expressed in pounds per ton), whereas trains of heavy cars

have a low specific resistance. This fact is better established by the

process described below.

If in Fig. 2 at the point corresponding to 20 miles per hour we erect

a perpendicular, it will cut the curves in eighteen points, each of which

pertains to a particular, train and defines for that train the average value

of resistance at a speed of 20 miles per hour. If we plot each of these

resistance values with respect to the average car weight of the train to

which it pertains, we obtain the diagram shown in Fig. 3. Since in this
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These five lines, together with those from Figs. 3 and 4, are all brought

together in Fig. 5. 'Fig. 5 shows the average relation between resistance

and car weight for each of seven different speeds. This group of lines

embodies the results of the whole research and it offers a means of deter-

~
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gle curve will not suffice to express the results of these experiments in

the usual form, since the influence of car weight cannot thereby be made
evident. A number of curves will be required for this purpose, each of

which will apply only to a particular average car weight. Fig. 6 presents

such a group of resistance-speed curves which have been derived directly

from the lines of Fig. 5; and Fig. 6 exhibits, therefore, in different form,

only such information as is obtainable from Fig. 5.

The relation between the two figures will be made clear by explaining

the derivation of the upper curve in Fig. 6—the one applying to a car

weight of 40 tons. In Fig. 5 the ordinate corresponding to an average

car weight of 40 tons cuts the seven lines there drawn at seven points,

at which the mean resistance values are 5.5, 6.1, 6.7, 7.5, 8.5, 9.7 and 11.5

lbs. per ton, corresponding to speeds of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 miles

per hour, respectivelj'. These values are the co-ordinates of seven points

on a resistance-speed curve applying to a car weight of 40 tons. These

seven points have been plotted in Fig. 6 and define there the upper curve.

The curves of Fig. 6 reproduce quite exactly the facts presented in Fig. 5,

and present the final results of the experiments. 'For convenience sake

the values of resistance defined by the curves of these two figures have

been tabulated in Table 2, which gives the resistance values at speeds

between 5 and 75 miles per hour and for car weights ranging from 40

to 75 tons.

The final results of the tests are expressed in Figs. 5 and 6 and in

Table 2, all of which present the average values of resistance for the

eighteen trains experimented upon. They are all derived from curves

such as that drawn in Fig. 1, and in using them to predict the resistance

of any train, one must expect to encounter as much variation from the

average values as is indicated in this figure. It should be borne in

mind that they apply to trains running on level track at uniform speed

in warm weather, and under favorable conditions. Cold weather and high

winds will both operate to increase the resistance above the amounts

derived bv the use of the formula and the table.
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TABLE 2

VALUES OF RESISTANCE AT VARIOUS SPEEDS AND FOR
VARIOUS AVERAGE CAR WEIGHTS

The Values are Derived Directly from the Curves of Fig. 6 and Present the Final Results

of the Tests.
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TABLE 2—Continued

VALUES OF RESISTANCE AT VARIOUS SPEEDS AND FOR VARIOUS
AVERAGE CAR WEIGHTS

The Values are Derived Directly from the Curves of Fig. 6 and Present the Final Re-

sults of the Tests.
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H. Baldwin, F. E. Lamphere,

G. H. Burgess, A. M'ontzheimer,

A. E. Clift, H. J. Pfeifer,

L. G. Curtis, S. S. Roberts,

H. T. Douglas, Jr., C. H. Spencer,

A. C. EvERHAM, E. E. R. Tratman,

R. Ferriday, E. p. Weatherly,

E. M. Hastings, W. L. Webb,

G. H. Herrold, a. J. Wharf,
H. W. Hudson, J. G. Wishart,

D. B. Johnston, Committee.

To the Members of the American Railzuay Engineering Association:

The Committee on Yards and Terminals begs to submit the following

as its eighteenth annual report

:

The Board of Direction outlined the work of your Committee for

1916 as follows

:

(1) Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

(2) Report on handling of freight in double-deck freight houses
and cost of operation.

(3) Continue study of typical situation plans for passenger stations

and approaches and of methods of their operation.

(4) Report on classification yards.

(5) Make final report on track scale specifications.

(6) Report on a suitable profile for hump yards.

The various Sub-Committees that are investigating these subjects have

held meetings throughout the year and collected and considered consider-

able data. A meeting of the General Committee was held at the William

Penn Hotel, in Pittsburgh, on November 9. and the reports of the Sub-Com-

mittees that were ready for presentation to the Association were submitted

and accepted. It was decided to limit our report for this year to the first,

second, fifth and sixth assignments above-mentioned. Comparative state-

ments of the operation of two hump yards and one flat yard have been

prepared in compliance with the fourth assignment, ;'. e.. Report on

classification yards," but some of the information had to be further in-

vestigated, and, as the annual meeting of the Association is near at hand,

it was determined to postpone reporting on this subject until next year.

701
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(1) REVISION OF MANUAL.

We recommend that the Manual be changed in accordance with con-

clusions 1, 2 and 3 of the report, herewith submitted, on the subject of

"Suitable Profile for Hump Yards."

(2) HANDLING OF FREIGHT IN DOUBLE-DECK FREIGHT
HOUSES.

DOUBLE-DECK FREIGHT HOUSES.

The Committee's report for 1915 referred briefly to the matter of

double-deck freight houses, the use of which will tend to increase the

working area and economic capacity of the freight-house site. There

are as yet but a limited number of freight houses of this class, and

few of these have been designed for the purpose of increasing the capac-

ity of a given site. They have been built generally to meet topographical

conditions, mainly artificial topographical conditions consequent upon the

separation of grades of streets and tracks. In these installations the

teams are on one floor (at the street level) and the tracks on the other

floor.

In very few cases is there a real double-deck arrangement, that is,

with each deck having tracks and team driveways so as to form a self-

contained or independent unit. It seems evident that this last case is the

one which will increase the economical utilization of the site. A further

development is the use of upper floors for warehouse purposes, above

the freight house proper. This will tend to still further increase the

capacity.

The following list of existing double-deck freight stations is pre-

sented, and an appendix to the report (Appendix A) gives summarized

information as to some of these stations

:

Chicago Great Western Minneapolis

Missouri, Kansas & Texas St. Louis

Minn., St. P. & S. S. M Chicago

Pennsylvania Lines (New) Chicago

Pennsylvania Lines (P., Ft. W. & C.) Pittsburgh

Pennsylvania Lines (P., C, C. & St. L.) Pittsburgh

Wabash Pittsburgh

Pennsylvania Philadelphia

Central of New Jersey Newark
Long Island Brooklyn

Southern Atlanta

MECHANICAL HANDLING OF FREIGHT.

The Committee in its report of 1915 pointed out two points in regard

to the use of motor trucks for handling freight at freight houses. In

the first place there is a growing opinion in favor of the use of such

trucks for this purpose. In the second place there is a growing opinion
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'that their greatest service is in acting as tractors to haul trailers, rather

than in acting as trucks to carry loads.

The field of action for such motor trucks includes express stations

and transfer stations. The tractor-trailer system (with three tractors)

is in use at the freight house of the Chicago Junction Railway at 43d

and Robey Streets, Chicago, and appended to this report is an abstract of

a report by W. J. O'Brien, General Superintendent. (Appendix B.)

The same system is in use for handling express matter. Wells

Fargo & Co. employ two tractors in this service at the Kansas City

Union Station, and the American Express Company will employ two

tractors at its West Side terminal in New York (described in the Com-

mittee's report for 1914, Proceedings, Vol. 15, page 115). In these three

cases the tractors are three-wheel one-ton storage battery machines of

the Mercury type. The trucks or trailers are connected by special chain

couplings which cause the trucks to track or follow exactly the same

path, even when turning sharp curves or corners. Some of the trailers

are of special design, being two-wheel units, which can be coupled to

form four-wheel trucks.

(5) TRACK SCALE SPECIFICATIONS.

Our Sub-Committee on this subject has held several joint meetings

with the Sub-Committee on Standards of the Committee on Weighing, of

the American Railway Association, and the report herewith presented is

the same in all rriaterial respects as will be recommended by the Sub-

Committee on Standards of the Committee on Weighing for adoption by

the American Railway Association.

PROPOSED TRACK SCALE SPECIFICATIONS.

The following recommendations are made with the view of setting

an ultimate standard to which railroads generally may work, but are not

intended to condemn scales, methods of installation or reinstallations,

etc., now in service, which come within the sensibility and tolerance

prescribed in Section 2 and respond to tests as prescribed in Section 10.

1. General.

The selection of a track scale should be based on the following prin-

cipal considerations

:

(a) Maximum loads to be moved over the scale for weighing or

otherwise, the spacing of the supporting axles and the concentration of

weight thereon.

(b) Length of wheel base of cars or other equipment to be weighed.

(c) Whether loads are to be weighed stationary or in motion.

2. Scale Design.

(a) Scales should be so designed that when the load is applied to

the main supporting levers, the oscillation of the platform will not dis-

place the bearings as points of contact on the knife-edges,
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(b) The vital parts should be readily accessible for cleaning, in-

spection and adjustment.

(c) Like parts of a scale of given manufacture, type, length and ca-

pacity should be interchangeable as far as practicable.

Note.—Some roads specify that scales of the same type, length and
manufacture be interchangeable on foundations, vi^hile other roads specify

further that scales of the same type and length but of different manufac-
ture be so interchangeable.

(d) Scales should be constructed preferably in not more than four

sections.

(e) In scales of more than two sections, either of two metliods of

designing weigh-bridge girders may be employed

:

First : Girders of continuous type.

Second : Non-continuous girders of such design of bracing and of

joints over center of bearings as will admit of flexure vertically without

derangement of sections.

(f) Practical means of adjustment, such as wedges, etc., should be

provided to secure proper distribution of load on scale at points of

support.

(g) To insure parallelism of pivots, machined ways should be pro-

vided where nose irons engage the levers. The nose irons should be de-

signed for movement by a non-corrosive machine screw or other mechan-

ical device, and, in addition to this, each nose iron should be clamped

in position by at least two binding screws or bolts, or an equivalent

locking device.

The use of set screws which make indentations in the levers is unde-

sirable, on account of such indentations making it difficult to secure nose-

irons in exact position when slight adjustments are made.

The normal position of nose-iron as determined by shop sealing should

be marked by a line or some equally effective method.

(h) Levers should be provided with leveling lugs, upon which a

level can be placed to establish the horizontal position of the levers. The
faces of these lugs should be machined in line with the contact edges of

the two end pivots or knife-edges. They should be as far apart as prac-

ticable and not closer together than ten (10) inches.

(i) When scale design requires the use of checks, either the rod or

the bumper type may be used. They should be located as nearly as prac-

ticable at the top plane of the weigh-bridge girders and check-rods hori-

zontal when the average load is on the scale. Check-rods should be

adjustable and set without initial strain.

(j) Beams should be so designed as to weigh all loads on main and
fractional bars without use of hanger weights. The main bar of beam
should have not more than six (6) notches to the inch, each notch to

represent one thousand (1,000) lbs. Fractional bar should be graduated

to fifty (SO) lb. subdivisions, with not more than four subdivisions to the

inch.
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A shoulder should be provided on all beams to prevent the poise travel-

ing back of the zero graduation.

Where the scale is not equipped with a full capacity beam, the maxi-

mum capacit}' must be clearly and permanently placed on the scale,

where it may be easily seen. To facilitate accurate reading of scale

beam, symmetrically indicating poises are desirable.

Beams should be fitted with a pointer, to be used in connection with

a fixed pointer to indicate a central position in the trig-loop when beam

is horizontal.

In order to prevent magnetization which impairs the vibratory actiun

of the beam, trig-loop should be of brass or other non-magnetic material.

(k) The beam should be supported directly by a one-piece beam

stand securely attached to a metal shelf supported by metal columns.

Means should be provided for adjustment to maintain vertical alignment

of steelyard-rod. The columns and shelf sliould be preferably of cast

iron.

Beam-rod and steelyard-rod should be provided with pin-and-clevice

connections instead of hook connections. The steelyard-rod should be

adjustable as to length by turnbuckles secured by lock nuts at both ends.

The lock nuts should be additionally secured by binding screws.

(1) Multiplication at butt of beam should not exceed 800 to 1.

In order to secure uniformity the following multiplications for levers of

four-section scales of the straight lever type are suggested

:

Main levers 4

Extension levers 10

Transverse extension lever '. ' S

Shelf lever 4

(m) Recording beams should be used where spot weighing is per-

formed.

(n) The sensibility reciprocal is the weight required to move the

beam a definite amount from pointer or other indicating device of a

scale. In scales provided with a beam and trig-loop the sensibility

reciprocal is the added weight required to be placed upon the platform to

break and turn the beam from a horizontal position of equilibrium in

the middle of the trig-loop to a position of equiUbrium at the top of the

trig-loop. This may be determined by subtracting the weight instead of

adding it, or by using the sliding poise on the beam, if this is done with-

out jarring the beam.

For railroad track scales the angular movement or play should be 2

per cent, of the distance between the trig-loop and the fulcrum knife-

edge, and the sensibility should correspond to 50 per rent, of the angular

movement of the beam.

The sensibility reciprocal of a track scale should never be more

than 100 lbs., and when the scale is new should be not more than 50

lbs. For verification purposes, when new, a scale should be capable
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of adjustment to within 1/2000 (one-half lb. to the thousand lbs. of

test load used.

Track scales should be kept in the closest possible adjustment, and a

scale should be considered inaccurate when it cannot be adjusted and

such adjustment maintained to within two (2) lbs. to one thousand

(1,000) lbs., in excess or deficiency, when distributed test is made with

two or more test loads. When only concentrated sectional tests are made,

the maximum error in any section should not exceed three (3) lbs. to each

one thousand (1,000) lbs. of test load used.

(o) Knife-edges, pivots and bearing-steels should be properly fitted,

and so mounted, reinforced and designed in relation to flexure that uniform

contact and pressure will be secured under all conditions of loading.

Bearings should be self-aligning wherever practicable. Knife-edges should

be fitted in machined ways. Pivots and bearing-steels should be so

fitted, when necessary to comply with the requirements of this paragraph.

(p) Anti-friction contacts should be used where necessary to limit

longitudinal displacement between knife-edges or pivots and bearings, and

the angle formed at contact faces of knife-edges and pivots should be

symmetrical on a vertical line through the center of the section. They

should be smooth, at least as hard as the parts with which they come in

contact, and so designed as to provide contact at a point on the line of the

pivot edge.

To reduce friction between loops and levers, the friction faces of

all loops should be flat, instead of cone-shaped, and the lever equipped

with one-point contacts in line with the pivot edge. (See cut under

Rule 3 (d).

3. Capacity.

(a) The capacity of a scale should be determined by the weight of

tlie heaviest car to be weighed upon it, and for purposes of design a scale

should support a train of such cars passing over it, plus the dead load,

without stresses being developed in the members of the scale which are

in excess of those specified in Section (b).

However, in order to secure a measure of uniformity and avoid a

multiplicity of designs, due to different assumptions of loading, the fol-

lowing load factors based on cars in train or coupled together may be

used for four-section scales from fifty (50) to sixty-five (65) feet in

length. The load factor is the percentage of the capacity of the scale,

which, when modified by the multiplication factor, gives the load applied

to the respective scale members

:

Main lever 30 per cent.

End extension lever 50 per cent.

Intermediate extension lever 100 per cent.

Transverse extension lever ; . . . .200 per cent.
Shelf lever 200 per cent.

Poise beam 175 per cent.
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(b) Working unit stresses per square inch are as follows

:

Nature of Stress
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B = Width of boss or sustaining member of enveloping pivot.

M = Bending moment in pivot.
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High carbon steel may be used for knife-edges, pivots and bearings,

but for enduring wear under heavy weighing service special alloy steel

possessing the following physical properties, with the internal strains

relieved by drawing after hardening, is recommended :

Ultimate tensile strength 200,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Elastic limit 165,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 inches 5 per cent.

Reduction in area 25 per cent.

Unit stress in transverse bending. . 24,000 lbs. per sq. in.

(e) Structural steel used for weigh-bridge girders and for the cross-

girders supporting the dead rail should conform to the specifications for

steel structures as adopted by the American Railway Engineering Associa-

tion, except as provided in Section (b). In order to avoid distortion, each

pair of weigh-bridge girders should be fabricated complete with sway and

lateral bracing in the shop under proper inspection ; where this method

is impracticable and field assembly is necessary, each pair of girders should

be placed in proper alinement and the bracing then introduced and secured

by bolts or rivets.

(f) Bids for scales should be accompanied by detailed specifications

and by plans showing general arrangements. After order is placed, the

manufacturer will also, when requested, furnish stress sheets and plans

showing dimensions of levers and of the various parts of the scale suffi-

ciently in detail for making a satisfactory check.
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4. Length.

(a) The length of scales should be considered as the distance be-

tween ends of scale rail.

(b) The ends of scale rails should not project beyond knife-edges of

the end main levers.

(c) When cars are to be weighed spotted, the scale rail should be of

sufficient length to permit the entire car to be placed on the scale, and

preferably longer to facilitate spotting. A length of not less than fify (50)

feet is recommended.

(d) When cars are to be weighed in motion, the speed should not

exceed four (4) miles per hour and each car should be entirely and alone

on the scale a minimum time of three (3) seconds. The length of scale

should be such that these conditions will obtain for cars normally weighed.

When scales are of such design or length as not to permit the above

speed, cars should be passed over the scale at a slower speed or be

spotted if necessary to secure accurate weights.

5. Location.

The proper location of scales depends principally on the following

conditions

:

(a) The volume of traffic to be weighed in comparison with that

switched over the scales and not to be weighed,

(b) Whether scales are to be equipped with dead rail or relieving

gear,

(c) Whether run-around track will be installed for switching with

separate track for weighing.

(d) Whether cars are to be weighed spotted or in motion.

(e) The cost of extra switching, when scales are not located on

lead to classification track.

(f) Cost of maintenance when scale is located on lead to classifi-

cation track and only a small proportion of cars are to be weighed.

(g) The necessity for quick dispatch of cars that are weighed.

Note:—So much depends on local conditions affecting the different

carriers that it would be difficult to give exact rules in connection with

the above suggestions. It is recommended, however, that there be not

less than 50 feet of tangent track at each end of scale rails. When only a

small proportion of cars handled are to be weighed, the rails leaving the

scale in the direction of weighing may be curved and the dead rail straight,

or the curvature may be equalized between them.

6. Grade.

(a) When scales are located on lead to classification tracks in

hump yards they shall be at sufficient elevation that cars will run by

gravity as far as desired into classification yard, considering a maximum
speed of four miles per hour over the scales.

(b) The distance and grade from apex of hump to scale should be .

such that the speed of free-running cars with varying lengths of wheel

base will be automatically controlled without brake application, so that a
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speed of four (4) miles per hour will not be exceeded while passing over

the scale, and cars should be so spaced that the weighing period of three

(3) seconds will not be reduced.

(c) Scales to be used for motion weighing should be constructed

with the scale rails on a gradient not greater than 1 per cent. The weigh-

ing mechanism must in all cases be installed on a level plane, with sup-

ports introduced to fix the weighing rails on the desired gradient.

(d) Where it is the practice for one car rider to take several cars

together into the classification track, the same grade as on the scale should

be maintained for at least 100 and preferably 200 feet beyond the scale

in the direction of weighing,, so that cars may be stopped easily by car

rider and that succeeding cars will not cause excessive impact when
striking the car ahead, which should occur not less than one car length

from scale.

(e) 'When scales are installed not in connection with humps, they

should be at sufficient elevation for protection against surface water.

In order to prevent impact on scales and facilitate weighing, it is also

necessary that there be sufficient elevation to permit cars to run away

from scale by gravity after being weighed.

7. Pit and Foundation.

(a) The scale pit should be constructed of Portland cement, concrete

or of cut stone masonry laid with Portland cement mortar. It should

be designed and constructed with especial care to prevent settlement.

(b) The bearing areas of the footings of the different parts of the

pit on the foundation should be such that the bearing pressure per square

foot on the soil will be uniform throughout and not exceed:

For fine sand or clay 4,000 lbs. per sq. ft.

For coarse sand and gravel or hard
clay 6,000 lbs. per sq. ft.

For large boulders or solid rock. . . .20,000 lbs. per sq. ft.

If the soil has not a safe bearing capacity equal to that of fine

sand or clay, its bearing capacity should be increased by drainage, by add-

ing a layer of gravel or broken stone or by driving piles.

(c) Concrete should be composed of one part of Portland cement to

not more than three parts of sand and not more than six parts of pebbles

or crushed stone. The qualities of the materials and the method of mix-

ing and placing the concrete should be in accordance with the railroad com-

pany's specifications for first-class concrete.

(d) The tops of piers and of parts supporting stands or other metal

parts should be above the floor of the pit a distance sufficient to prevent

the accumulation of water under the bearings. The tops of piers and

walls supporting parts of the scale or super-structure should b* finished

level and at the correct elevation without the use of shims or grouting.

The finishing of the scale stand bearings to exact level and elevation is

especially important. The floor of the pit should slope uniformly to the

drainage outlet and should not be less than six inches thick.
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(e) Where necessary to prevent seepage of water through founda-

tions into the scale pit, they should be waterproofed and drained into a

waterproofed cistern located outside of scale pit and equipped with either

hand pump, air siphon or steam siphon.

(f) Drainage should be provided in all cases where there is a

possibility of water getting into the pit and where excessive seepage is

not present and there is sufficient fall, pipe drainage should be used.

(g) A minimum period of ten days should elapse between the plac-

ing of last concrete and the putting of the scale in service to permit

proper setting of concrete. The proper setting will be influenced by the

prevailing temperature and weather conditions during that period, and

this should be given due consideration.

(h) The masonry should extend at least fifteen (15) feet, and

preferably twenty-five (25) feet, from the pit face of the end wall at the

approach end back under the track, to preserve line and surface of

approach tracks, which is difficult when ballast is used.

The longer approach walls are desirable on account of ballast beyond

them giving way, thereby making it difficult to keep the approach rail

properly anchored at the scale end.

(i) The foundation pit should be of ample size to allow freedom

in making inspection and repairs, and access to it should be from the

side if practicable; otherwise, by means of stairway or fixed ladder from

scale house.

The length of pit inside of end walls should be not less than two (2)

feet greater than the length of the scale parts.

8. Installation.

(a) Scales should be installed with dead rail or relieving apparatus.

(b) The deck or platform should be of the fixed type, so that the

balance of the beam will be least affected by weather conditions, etc.

It should be made as nearly dirt and water proof as possible.

(c) Scales to be used for spot-weighing should be constructed with

scale rails level, and, where cars are weighed coupled together at one

end, rails approaching in the direction of weighing should be in the same

plane with scale rails for a distance of at least fifty (50) feet.

(d) Wedge or other means of adjustment used between bridge and

scale supports to assure proper distribution of loading should be set as

low as possible when scales are installed, as future lining usually requires

raising bridge rather than lowering it.

(e) Scale should be set directly on foundations or on metal bed-

plates resting on foundations. The surfaces of castings which bear on

masonry, on steel members, or on each other should be machined.

(f) Scale parts, where necessary, should be securely anchored to

foundations, and it is desirable that means of slight adjustment, longi-

tudinally and transversely, be provided for properly setting scale, inter-

changing scales in the same pit, etc., in order to secure perfect freedom

of action for all parts in suspension.
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(g) Supports for scale beam and shelf lever should rest directly

on scale foundation, and suitable clearance should be provided betvireen the

inside of the scale-office and the beam supports and shelf. (See rule

2 (k)).

(h) The use of extension levers between transverse extension lever

and scale beam is undesirable, except when shelf lever is used for an

extension.

(i) To prevent interference, proper clearance between the movable

parts and the adjacent fixed parts should be provided and maintained.

(j) One-piece scale rails are desirable, and they should be of ade-

quate section for supporting the load.

(k) An efficient transfer rail, or other connection, may be used to

prevent impact of cars moving over joint between approach and scale

rails, such contrivance to be so designed and maintained as not to interfere

with the action of the scale.

(1) Approach and scale rails should be anchored to prevent creeping

and should be maintained in proper line and surface.

Where anti-creepers will not prevent creeping of rails, switch points

should be used.

(m) Scale pits should be heated wherever practicable and necessary

to prevent freezing and to keep pit dry, thereby preventing rust.

(n) Proper ventilation will be of assistance in keeping the levers of

the scale and the scale pit dry. However, it may not be advantageous

under conditions where the outside air entering the pit contains more

moisture than the air in the pit, or is warm and cooled below the dew
point when it enters the relatively cooler pit, thereby causing condensa-

tion or cold sweating of the scale parts. The method of ventilation, there-

fore, should be such that these conditions may be controlled, as far as

practicable.

(o) Scale pits should be properly lighted for purposes of cleaning,

inspection and testing.

(p) Scale houses should be constructed at track scales for proper

housing and protection of scale beam and protection of weighmaster.

(q) The interior and exterior of scale houses should be amply and

properly lighted to afford proper facilities for weighing and the pre-

vention of mistakes in reading scale beam, car numbers and stenciled

light weights. This applies more especially where cars are weighed at

night.

9. Maintenance and Operation.

(a) All track scales should be munbered and referred to by number
and location.

(b) Extensive repairs to scales, such as renewal of or sharpening

of pivots, should be made in properly appointed shop.

(c) When scales are in service regularly, scale parts, sub-structure

and foundations should be cleaned at least twice a month, and when ex-
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posed to the elements, or otherwise so located that they are Uable to be-

come clogged with ice or dirt, should be cleaned oftener, if necessary.

(d) The application of rust preventives to bearings is desirable, but

they should be so applied as not to interfere with the proper working of

scale.

(e) If ice obstructs the levers, salt should not be used to melt it;

artificial heat should be used wherever practicable.

(f) Equipment should not be allowed to stand on the scales, except

when being weighed.

(g) Engines or other equipment not to be weighed should not be

passed over the scale rail except on authority of the department having

supervision over the installation and maintenance of scales.

(h) Cars should not be bumped off scales by engine or another

car on the dead rail, nor be pulled across the scale coupled to another

car moving over the dead rail.

(i) Enginemen should not apply sand to scale or dead rail, nor

should the injector on engine be applied when engine is standing on or

passing over scale.

The slipping of engine drivers on either scale or dead rail is injurious

to the structure, and should be avoided whenever possible.

(j) The weighing beam should be balanced before the scale is used

and when not in use should be locked with beam catch.

(k) Cars should not be violently stopped on scale by impact, by the

sudden application of brakes or bj' throwing obstructions under the wheels.

When pushing cars off scale which have been stopped for weighing or

otherwise, impact must not occur at a speed greater than two miles per

hour. When necessary for any reason to run cars over scale rails, the

speed must not exceed four (4) miles per hour.

(1) The weighmaster should familiarize himself with construction

of scale and make such inspections at such intervals as are necessary to

determine if scale is in proper working condition.

(m) Persons appointed to inspect and clean scales should be prop-

erly instructed, and it is desirable that they be present with the scale

inspector when scales are tested.

(n) Scales and structural steel should be cleaned and painted with

one coat of red lead paint before installation, one coat after installation,

and at such other times as may be necessary.

10. Testing.

(a) The standards of mass for testing scales should be derived

from primary weights, verified by the U. S. Bureau of Standards, Wash-

ington, D. C, to within what is known as their '"Class B Tolerance."

Such weights can be obtained either direct or through scale manufac-

turers. The 50-lb. secondary or working cast-iron weights, which are

transported from place to place and used directly in testing scales, should be

rectangular and of such design as to facilitate stacking; they should be

free from pockets, blow holes, etc., which are liable to catch and hold
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foreign matter. No adjusting cavity or cavities in the bottom of the

weights should be permitted.

These weights should be properly painted, surfaces maintained in good

condition, and be tested and adjusted in comparison with master-weight,

which has been verified to within "Class C Tolerance" (U. S. Bureau of

Standards). The working weights shall be adjusted to within 25 grains

and maintained to within 100 grains of their true values.

Note :—The standards for testing scales in tlie Republic of Mexico

must be in accordance with the metric system standards and will be verified

by a federal scale inspector in accordance with the federal laws.

(b) Track scales in regular car weighing service should be tested at

least every three months with test car or test weights weighing not less

than thirty thousand (30,000) lbs.

(c) Scales when installed and periodically thereafter should be

given a graduated test with two or more test loads up to the weight of

the heaviest cars normally weighed. The necessity for the frequency of

such a test depends on the design, capacity and method of installation of

the scale used, the wear of scale pivots, and the amount of weighing

performed.

(d) Where frequent tests cannot be made in accordance with Para-

graph (c) a test should be made each week b}^ weighing a heavily loaded

freight car with as short a wheel base as is obtainable, on each end and

center of scales. When scale is equipped with automatic weighing attach-

ment, the car should, in addition to the above, be weighed, spotted on trip

end of scale and in motion with automatic attachment connected. A report

of these tests should be sent to officer in charge of scales and weighing.

(e) In addition to the above a daily test should also be made on each

scale equipped with automatic attachment, by weighing a car spotted on

trip end of scale with beam, also in motion with automatic attachment

connected. A book record of this and other tests is to be kept by

weighmaster.

11. Automatic Weighing and Recording Devices.

Efficient automatic weighing and recording devices may be used where

desired. There has been in the past, however, and may be at present,

an impression by some that the automatic weigher and recorder will over-

come all outside influence and give correct results regardless of scale and

track conditions and speed at which cars are handled over the scale. This

is an erroneous impression, as it is absolutely necessary that the scale

and the automatic device as well be in first-class condition with properly

maintained approach tracks and cars must be run at a low rate of speed

with particular attention to steadiness of motion if best results are to be

obtained.

(6) SUITABLE PROFILE FOR HUMP YARDS.

Your Committee, in pursuance to your instruction No. 6, to "Report

on a suitable profile for hump yards," has considered all that has pre-
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viously been done on this subject by the Yards and Terminals Committee,

which may be found in the following volumes of the Proceedings on the

pages noted

:

Gradients of gravity yards: Vol. 1, p. 23; Vol. 6, p. 578; Vol. 7,

pp. 137 to 151; pp. 157 to 167 and p. 180; Vol. 9, pp. 516, 524, 545; Vol. 14,

p. 937.

Gradients over track scales: Vol. 9, pp. 520, 526, 555, 556, 576; Vol.

15, p. 134; Vol. 17, p. 281 and 292.

Gradients over track scales in existing gravity yards : Vol. 7, p. 167

;

Vol. 9, p. 545.

Gradients for classification steeper in winter than in summer : Vol.

9, pp. 522 and 578.

The work of the past has been well done and it and the individual

monographs on this subject present useful information which this report

brings up to the present time.

After perusal of these references, certain pertinent facts stand out that

have obtained from the beginning and which with perfect relevancy may

here be repeated.

The speeds developed by cars passing down a given grade under the

action of gravity are affected

:

1. By the type of car, i. e., whether flat, box, gondola or ore, etc.

2. In the same type of car, by the length of the car.

3. In the same type of car, by whether loaded or empty.

4. In the same type of car, by the lubrication of the car.

5. In the same type of car, by efficiency of maintenance of car.

6. In the same type of car, by the temperature.

7. In the same type of car, by time standing before being pushed
over the hump.

8. In the same type of car, by the head winds.

9. In the same type of car, by the care with which the tracks are

brought to and maintained at the profile grade.

10. In the same type of car, by the timidity or assurance of the car

rider.

The last is a human element, but nevertheless affects the operation of

a hump.

In 1915 and 1916 your Committee circularized the railroads of the

United States and Canada for practices and opinions in regard to hump
profiles with particular references to the gradients and distance from

the summit of the hump to the center of the track scales, with the com-

puted, actual and recommended speeds for motion weighing and the maxi-

mum and minimum permissible gradients and the recommended gradient

over the scales for best results in motion weighing.

The questions and replies, covering eighty (80) humps, were tabu-

lated and are given in Table No. 1.

Twenty-two (22) of the humps reported had scales on the hump and

employed motion weighing.

The data covering these humps was again tabulated and the theoretical

speeds at the center of the track scales were computed for three different
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rolling resistances, namely, 8 lbs., 14 lbs. and 20 lbs per ton, and this

information, together with similar data for three recommended humps,

are given in Table No. 2.

Other hump data is presented which is a repetition of a table printed

in Vol. 7, page 167, of the Proceedings for 1906, except that the results

shown in column 8 have been recomputed to correspond with the methods

used in the computation of the speeds in Table No. 2, and lines 40 to

45, inclusive, have been added. This table is shown on insert No. 520.

Some of the data presented in Nos. 2 and 3, covering the same yards,

is not the same. These discrepancies, your Sub-Committee believes, are

due to changes that have been made. The data in No. 3 is as of 1905 and

1911, while that in No. 2 is as of 1915 and 1916.

From experience and research your Committee is of the opinion that

on humps where motion weighing is employed there are two distinct

problems, to-wit

:

(1) The gradients and distance from the summit to and over the
track scales, and

(2) the gradients and distance from the track scales to and through
the ladders of the classification yard.

Furthermore, for the same kind of traffic, gradients and distances

suitable for a hump in Canada would not be suitable for a hump in

Georgia or Florida; and, again, at a given point, either in Canada or

Georgia, or Florida, a hump with distances and gradients below the

scales suitable for a traffic of merchandise and empties with many classi-

fications, or with short cuts, would not be suitable in that same place

for a traffic of loaded coal or ore cars with few classifications or long

cuts.

This leads back to a statement made in the very early discussions of

the work of this Committee, to the effect that suitable gradients and

design for any particular yard are separate and distinct problems for that

yard and are dependent upon the location of the yard, the traffic to

be handled and the number of classifications.

For the foregoing reasons your Committee is of the opinion that no

one profile can be recommended as "a suitable profile for hump yards,"

and a hump constructed on any profile may have to be "tuned up" after

it is put in operation to fit conditions.

In general, your Committee is of the opinion that the approach grade

to a hump should be connected to the summit by means of

:

(1) A short steeper grade to bunch the cars and this to

(2) a level grade over the summit, these grades to be of such length

that they will form the tangents to a reverse curve which shall connect
the approach grade to the first grade descending from the summit, which
grade shall be

(3) a short steep grade from the summit, to separate the cars
quickly and give them the desired speed for weighing, connecting to

(4) a light grade over the track scales, connecting to

(5) a moderately steep grade, the rate and length of which depends
on traffic, to the head of the ladders, connecting to
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(6) a grade through the ladders, sufficient to maintain the speed

through the turnouts, connecting to

(7) a hght grade that will just overcome in the length of the body
tracks the speed already acquired.

Following this general recommendation and having in mind a traffic of

merchandise and empties, your Committee recommends the three profiles

shown in diagram in Table No. 2, as follows

:

For a mixed traffic of merchandise and empties

:

No. 1 for cold climates is a suitable profile for hump yards.

No. 2 for moderate climates is a suitable profile for hump yards.

No. 3 for warm climates is a suitable profile for hump yards.

Considering the replies tabulated in Table No. 1, and the comments

in the letters accompanying them

:

The recommended speed at the center of the track scales for best mo-

tion weighing varied from one (I) to six (6) miles per hour.

The minimum practicable rate of grade on and over track scales, as

reported, varied from zero (0.0) to one (1.0) per cent.

The maximum practicable rate of grade on and over track scales, as

reported, varied from four-tenths (0.4) to two (2.0) per cent.

The recommended rate of grade on and over track scales for best

motion weighing varied from zero (0.0) to one and one-half (1.5) per

cent.

In regard to the theoretical speeds given in Tables Nos. 2 and 3,

these were computed on the assumption of a single load concentrated at

the center of gravity and free to roll down the grade, a condition which

does not obtain in actual practice and which gives higher speeds than

those which will be attained by a double-truck car.

With the steep bunching grade ascending to the summit and the

steep grade descending from the summit, a knuckle is formed so that the

front truck of a car will be on the descending grade before the rear truck

has left the ascending grade. For this reason the center of gravity of an

actual car is never raised so high as would seem apparent from the ele-

vation of the actual summit. This causes the actual speed attained by the

car to be less than the theoretical speed as shown in the inserts and, more-

over produces a greater retardation in the car of long wheel base than in

the car of short wheel base. With the track scales near the summit, this

gives a certain favorable control for the movement of cars over the

scales so that the car of short wheel base has greater speed than the car

of long wheel base, which tends to equalize the time that all cars are on

the platform of the scales free for weighing. Your Committee believes

that the trend of the replies to its inquiries and of practice is towards

lessening the distance from the summit of the hump to the center of the

track, scales.

While the speeds given in the inserts arc greater than the actual

speeds, your Committee is of the opinion that the actual speeds will be less

in practically the same ratio for the various humps, so that the speeds

given are truly relative and are proper for comparison of the different
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humps and to form a proper judgment when considered in the light of

common sense and experience.

In 1914 your Committee prepared a number of drawings show-

ing different types of ladders which have since been augmented by the

addition of other types. In 1915 and 1916 the members of the Yards and

Terminals Committee were requested to state what types were in actual

use in the yards that had come under their observation. The replies of

the Committee are tabulated and appear as Table No. 4. The types of

ladders considered are shown on pp. 734-750.

CONCLUSIONS.

Your Committee recommends

:

(1) That the hump profile recommended as section 10 and 11, on pages

476-7, of the Manual of Recommended Practice for 1915, be

stricken from the Manual.

(2) That the three humps shown in diagram in Table No. 2 be printed

in the Manual as suitable humps for use with a traffic of

merchandise and empties, No. 1 for cold climates, No. 2 for

moderate climates, and No. 3 for warm climates.

(3) That the last sentence of section 13, p. 477, of the Manual of

Recommended Practice for 1915, be stricken out.

(4) That the maximum grade over track scales shall not exceed one per

cent. (1%) and shall preferably be not less than six-tenths (0.6)

per cent.

(5) That the ladder types be accepted as useful information and printed

in the Proceedings.

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEXT YEAR'S WORK.

1. Continue study of handling of freight in double-deck freight

houses and cost of operation; also the handling of freight by meclianical

means.

2. Continue study of typical situation plans of passenger stations and

approaches and methods of operating same.

3. Continue study of classification yards.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON YARDS AND TERMINALS.



Appendix A.

DOUBLE-DECK FREIGHT HOUSES.

Pennsylvania Lines (Chicago).

The new freight station now being built west of the Chicago River

and extending between Polk Street and Taylor Street is 750 by 420 ft. On

the lower floor, at the main track level, will be 19 stub tracks, arranged

singly and separated by platforms Syi ft. to 27 ft. in width. The ten

tracks on the east side are to be outbound tracks (with nine platforms),

having capacity for 199 cars. The other nine tracks, on the west side

(also with nine platforms), will b'^ inbound tracks, with capacity for

176 cars.

On the second floor, at the street level, will be team driveways. The

outbound house is 100 ft. wide and the inbound house 170 ft. wide. These

are separated by a 72-ft. roadway (with two separate 36-ft. driveways),

while on the outer side of each is a 36-ft. driveway above the tracks.

The double roadway is covered, and all of them will have gateways at

the streets at either end. Above the main freight-house floor each build-

ing will have three stories, the width of this upper portion being 100 ft.

for the outbound house, and 90 ft. for the inbound house. The team

yard will be at the track level, south of the freight station, and inclined

driveways (2.3 per cent, grade) will connect Taylor Street wnth the team-

yard driveways. (Engineering News, January 25, 1917.)

Soo Line (Chicago).

The freight terminal of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie

Railway at Chicago is of a very unusual character. It has a concrete

deck about 325 ft. wide and 2,000 ft. long, about 14 ft. above the street

level and supported on rows of columns. The head of this is at Twelfth

Street, and it extends south between Canal Street and Clinton Street all

the way to Fifteenth Street, spanning several streets. Most of the space

beneath this huge deck is utilized for storage (over 600,000 sq. ft.). The
upper deck is reached by inclined driveways, rising south from Twelfth

Street (one at the side and one in the middle), to serve the freight

houses, and a third (in the middle) rising north from Fourteenth Street

to serve the team yard.

On the upper deck are the inbound and outbound freight houses,

50 by 460 ft. and 35^ by 460 ft, separated by a 58-ft. roadway. Their ends

abut on Twelfth Street. On the outer side of the former are five tracks,

with a capacity of 80 cars. On the outer side of the latter are eight

tracks with a capacity of 105 cars. Beyond these is the inclined drive-

way. South of the freight houses (and on the concrete deck) is the team

yard, with capacity for about 260 cars, and served by a traveling gantry.

719
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The plan provides for extensions of the buildings and additional

tracks. The concrete slab deck is flat throughout, unbroken by any

girders at street crossings, etc., so that tracks and driveways can be ex-

tended and rearranged as may be required. The use of the space be-

neath the track deck (instead of filling it between retaining walls and

bridge abutments) provided a large storage warehouse, and made all the

storage space directly accessible by teams. A spur track runs down into

one end of this space. This great freight terminal was completed in 1914.

(Engineering News, August 21, 1913.)

Chicago Great Western Railroad (Minneapolis).

The freight house proper is 79 by 416 ft., four stories high. On the

first floor (track level) are four stub tracks, served by a 22-ft. platform

along one side. Outside of this platform (and outside the building) is a

28-ft. brick-paved driveway. On the second floor (at the street level)

are the offices, and an upper driveway at this level is carried directly

over the lower driveway. This freight station was built in 1908.

Pennsylvania Railroad (Pittsburgh, Pa.).

The new freight station (on the North Side) for the Conemaugh
Division has the driveways and freight floor at the street (lower) level,

and the tracks and platforms on the upper floor, at the same elevation as

the adjacent main tracks. It is peculiar in having the inbound and out-

bound freight houses in line ; they are respectively 405 ft. and 383 ft.

long, separated liy a 60- ft. interesecting street. Their width reduces

gradualh' from 41 ft. at the stub end (where there is an office building)

to 25 ft. 6 in. at the fiu-ther end. The upper floor has a continuous length

of 788 ft., and it is made wider than the lower floor by carrying its

outer side on cantilever brackets over the driveway.

There are no tracks in the building, but alongside it are five stub

tracks, each having capacity for 25 cars. The two tracks next to the

freight house platform are for inbound and outbound freight. Beyond

these is an island transfer platform 1,000 ft. long and 15 ft. wide, the

three tracks outside of this being used for freight transfer purposes. The

upper floor is 17 ft. above the freight house, or 20 ft. 9 in. above the

street level. (Engineering News, September 9, 1915.) This freight station

was completed in 1915.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal Railway (Pittsburgh, Pa.).

The freight house extends along the east side of Redoubt alley,

from Fourth Avenue to First Avenue, and the area occupied by freight

house and driveways is 135 by 570 ft. The freight house is 46 ft. wide,

with a driveway on either side at the lower (street) level. The second

and third floors extend over the driveways and are used for storage.

The fourth floor, at track level, is 46 by 479 ft., with tw6 stub tracks along

each side. The tracks are about 45 ft. above the driveways. This freight

station was built in 1905.
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Southern Railway (Atlanta, Ga.).

The freight station on Madison Street, between Mitchell and Peters

Streets, is 50 by 742 ft., three stories high, with provision for additional

stories. There are no tracks inside the building, but they extend along-

side of it at the first floor level, on practically the same elevation as

the main tracks and the lower driveway. The second floor of the build-

ing is at the street level, and is used also for freight purposes, served

hy a driveway. This freight station was built in 1911.

Central Railroad of New Jersey (Newark, N. J.).

The freight house, on Mechanic Street, between Ward and Law-
rence Streets, is 150 by 370 ft., with six floors and basement. The tracks

are on the second floor, at the main track level. There are nine tracks.

Six of these are practicallj- three continuous tracks, having no end con-

nections, but with connections at the middle to a diagonal ladder track

across the building. On the first floor is a main entrance for the drive-

ways. The upper stories are served by elevators, spiral chutes and

barrel elevators, extending to the car platforms on the second floor and

the freight platforms on the first floor. This freight station was built

in 1907.

Long Island Railroad (Brooklyn, N. Y.).

The freight station at Flatbush and Atlantic Avenues is 120 by 420

ft., with the team floor on the street level and the track floor on an

elevated structure. It has six stub tracks on this upper level, arranged

in two groups with three 18- ft. platforms. A truss loof spans the

entire width. The level of base of rail is about 17 ft. above the drive-

ways or 14 ft. above the platforms. Freight is handled by elevators.

Outbound freight is received on the west side and inbound freight is de-

livered on the east side. In the operation of this terminal the cost is

found to be about 27 cents per ton. This freight station was built in 1907.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad (Chicago).

The new freight house will be of the double-deck type, covering a

space of about 240 ft. wide and 8(X) ft. long, with covered platforms on

the lower track level extending about 600 ft. Exclusive private road-

ways are provided at street level along one side of the inbound and two

sides of the outbound house. A third story will be added to the inbound

house for freight offices.
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Appendix B.

HANDLING L. C. L. FREIGHT BY TRACTORS AND TRAILER

TRUCKS—CHICAGO JUNCTION RAILWAY.

P>eight reaches our union freight station house from two sources.

An average of 200 tons a day of outbound merchandise is delivered by

wagons and motor trucks, which will later be referred to as "team"

freight and more than 1,000 tons arrive in freight cars. This will be

termed "trap car" freight. We load about 30 per cent, of the entire ton-

nage for trunk line movement, and 70 per cent, is placed in cars for other

Chicago freight houses.

In making up our layout, we endeavor to distribute cars for Chi-

cago transfer over the house, so that they may be easily available, thus

reducing the trucking distances. It is not always practical, however, to

distribute cars for trunk line movement in this manner. The layout

is also arranged tliat trucks may be shoved into the setting from either

the east or west platform, and consequently only a small proportion of

the freight is trucked around the connecting runway at the north end of

the house.

The house is "U" shaped. The east platform is 760 ft. long, 30 ft.

wide where freight is received from street vehicles, and 20 ft. wide at

the lower end. The west platform is 650 ft. long, 16 ft. wide, with posts

down the center, and is connected with the east platform by a 10-ft. un-

covered runway. There are twelve tracks giving space for 188 cars.

Tracks No. 1 to No. 5 and the spur are set with empty cars, and tracks

No. 6 to No. 11 carry loaded cars.

When a motor truck or wagon arrives at the receiving door it is

taken in charge by a checker and caller, the latter assisting the teamster in

unloading. All merchandise is loaded direct from w-agon to four-wheel

hand trucks with the exception of very heavy boxes and barrels, wdiich

are placed on two-wheel trucks. We make it a practice never to pile

freight on any platform, but keep it on w-heels from the time it arrives

in a wagon or freight car until it is stored away for shipment. This

method eliminates extra handling, relieves the congestion because the

freight can be easily shifted from one spot to another, and reduces

the cost.-

The checker directs the distribution of the packages to the four-wheel

trucks, each of which is destined for a different freight car. A chalk

mark placed on the parcels indicates their destination, and the trucks,

which are equipped with cross-chain couplings, are shoved to one side to

await the arrival of one of our electric tractors.

We try to give these trailer trucks the best loading possible, some-

times holding them for a short while to receive freight from another
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wagon; but, whether they have a full load or not, there is no ex-

tended delay in turning them over to a tractor. This machine, in charge

of a motorman and a helper, couples up to any number of these trucks,

which have been made up into station order according to the layout of the

house, and hauls them down the platform. Without the train being

stopped, the helper cuts ofif the trailers in front of the run in which
their respective freight cars are located. Three laborers work up and
down the house, and assist the stevedores or stowers in pushing these

loaded trailer trucks into the cars. The stevedore does all the unload-

ing, watches the marks for errors, and pushes the empty truck outside his

run, where it is again available for loading.

The cars are assigned to gangs, consisting of a checker, caller and

two truckers. Outside of each car is stationed a reasonable supply of

four-wheel hand trucks and several two-wheel trucks, depending entirely

upon the kind of merchandise to be handled. Each of the four-wheel

trucks is destined for a particular freight car, and the checker directs

the distribution of the merchandise as it appears.

Shipments going into cars only a very short distance away are han-

dled on two-wheel trucks, but everything else is placed entirely on

the four-wheel trucks, some of which are frequently pushed inside

the car to receive their load. The caller marks the parcels with a block

number and is assisted in loading them on the trucks. When a truck

is fully loaded, or when no more freight appears for that particular

block destination, it is pushed to one side and later added to the tractor-

trailer trains. These trailers are distributed and handled precisely as

described in team freight.

Eventually we hope to eliminate two-wheel hand trucks entirely. At
the present time we use 160 four-wheel trucks, all of which are fitted

with cross-chain couplings, so that they may be made up into trains

to be hauled by the tractors, and only 150 two-wheel trucks. The cost

of loading and unloading a four-wheel truck is a trifle higher than for

a two-wheel truck, but the economy in moving them with an electric tractor

wipes out that item entirely and leaves a surplus.

The use of four-wheel trucks is advantageous and economical because

of their increased carrying capacity. On the average it would require

five two-wheel hand trucks to carry the load we place on a single four-

wheel truck. The average train hauled by a tractor consists of seven

of these trucks, which means that on every average trip we transport

as much freight as would be possible with 35 two-wheel hand trucks.

This is not all saving, however, as the cost of the tractor, motorman,
helper and the three laborers, who assist the stevedore in pushing the

loaded trucks into the freight cars, must be deducted; but having de-

ducted these costs we have been able to save about 30 per cent, of the

cost of trucking since installing the tractor-trailer method.

November, 1914, was the first month we were really working the

system under full headway, and our decrease in trucking costs was 4.07
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cents per ton, as compared with November, 1913. We handled in Novem-
ber, 1914, 25,133 tons of freight, thus making a total saving of $1,022.91

in that month. There has been practically no saving in the cost of

checkers, callers, stevedores, nor has this cost increased.

The checkers receive $75.00 per month.

Callers receive 23^-2 per hour.

Truckers receive 22 per hour.

Stevedores receive 23 per hour.

The three laborers receive 22 per hour.

(Above referred to.)

The motormen receive 23V2 per hour.

The motormen's helpers receive 22 per hour.

We use two electric tractors, each of which hauls up to 20 four-

wheel trucks in trains. The first one was purchased in August, 1914, and

the second in January, 1915. Eventually we expect to use at least four

more machines of this type. Their use over any distance above 100 feet

is economical, as rendering unnecessary the service of men for pushing

hand trucks.

The house is not designed for the use of tractors and trailers. The
west platform is only 16 feet wide, with posts down the center, and one

approach to the connecting runway is a right-angle turn through a five-

feet passageway. The cross-chain hitch enables us to negotiate this turn

without any difficulty, and our method of operating on the narrow platform

is to require that all trucks, whether loaded or empty, be kept standing on

the west runway, thus leaving the east side free for tractor movement.

It must also be remembered that the layout of our house does away

with practically all of the long trucking distances. As explained, 70 per

cent, of our freight is loaded into cars going to other Chicago houses,

and these cars are scattered over the setup. The average trucking distance

will not exceed 250 feet. It will readily be seen, therefore, that the

tractors are working under a severe handicap, and even greater economy

over hand trucking could be eflfected if the distances were longer.

Then we have another local condition at noon when we are compelled

to handle about twenty cars of perishable freight in approximately one

hour. While we are doing this we are forced to forget all about

economy—speed and correct distribution of freight being paramount is-

sues. During this period we work a number of two-wheel trucks because

we can accomplish the transfer in less time, although the cost is almost

prohibitive when compared with tractor-trailer methods.

It is our opinion that tractor-trailer methods of handling freight will

reduce the cost of trucking in almost any house unless local conditions are

particularly unfavorable. The methods as above described must, of

course, be varied and new methods devised to meet conditions peculiar

to each freight house.



Appendix C.

HUMP YARDS AND TRACK SCALES.

Your Committee submits for the information of the Association upon

the subject under discussion copies of letters from George W. Kittredge,

Chief Engineer of the New York Central Railroad Company (East of

Bufifalo), and J. R. Kearney, General Superintendent of Transportation

of the Baltimore & Ohio System.

George JV. Kittredge, Chief Engineer, Nezv York Central Railroad Com-
pany {East of Buffalo).

Replying to yours of September 15, in the matter of information

wanted by the Sub-Committee on Hump Yards and the Sub-Committee on

Track Scales for Yards and Terminals.

I return herewith blanks which were sent me, having filled out in-

formation so far as we have it for our yards at Avis, Dewitt, Gardenville

and West Albany.

Answers to questions 13, 17 and 18 have been made in some detail and

are given on statement- attached.

INFORMATION FOR A. R. E. A. IN RE HUMP YARDS AND TRACK SCALES.

Questions 13 and 17:

The speed giving best results in motion weighing depends on several

factors particular for each location, viz. : The length of scale, the uni-

formity in length of wheelbase of cars to be weighed and the efficiency

of the cutter. At Avis the weighing platform is 60 ft. long with tripper

1 ft. from end of scale. Taking the number of cars per minute as six or
one every 10 seconds and allowing an average of 2 seconds between the

moment one car's weight is recorded and the moment the next car enters

the platform (the necessary allowance depending on the efficiency of the

cutter) we get a speed of 59 ft. in 8 seconds or 5.04 miles per hour. With
the best cutter a train of 48 cars was actually weighed at Avis in 8
minutes.

The only requirements as far as the scale is concerned is that the
recorder come to a state of rest before the tripper registers the weight.
From observation at Avis it was found that about one and a half seconds
is required after the last wheel has entered the scale.

Taking one and three-quarters seconds as the allowance for the re-

corder to come to a state of rest and taking the 60-ft. scale, which is

standard for the New York Central Railroad, and assuming an allowance
of 3 seconds for the efficiency of the cutter we would have the following-

possibilities to choose from in determining the desirable speed at the scale

:
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From the class of traffic handled it must then be determined whether
best results will be obtained by weighing few cars per minute and make
few stops for extra length cars or by weighing more cars per minute
and make more stops. In general it may be said that a stop in the routine

causes more delay than will usuallj^ be anticipated.

Even though the majority of cars at Avis Sijre coa^l cars with 27 ft.

to 31 ft. wheelbase it was considered best to work with a speed corre-

sponding to only 6 cars per minute and be insured against breaks in the

routine ratlier than have intermittent work at a speed of 8 cars per

minute.
Question iS:

When a car is weighed in motion on a track scale with grade so steep

that the car is accelerated we have the following forces (see sketch) act-

ing on car and weighing platform considerd as one

:

"A"-—Gravity on car and platform,
"B"—Reaction from lever system,

"C"—Force producing acceleration

of car,

"D"—Stress in check rod.

The effect of a steep grade is: (1) To throw lever reaction in front

of the center of gravity, and (2) to produce a tension in the rear check
rod.

The first has no effect on the recorded weight, while the second, due
to the horizontal check rod, will increase the recorded weight over the

actual weight. For a 100-ton car, assuming a rolling resistance of 5 lbs.

per ton, we would have the following increases

:

Grade—^per
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At a number of places cars are weighed spotted, so that the informa-
tion in regard to these will probabl}' be of little use to the Committee,
as they have been developed to meet classification rather than a weighing
condition.

Our principal motion weighing scales are at Cumberland, Keyser,
Holloway and Connellsville, at which points the grades were originally
fixed in accordance with blueprint of Drawing 6294-1, attached, but have
been permitted to vary somewhat from this, especially at Holloway and
Connellsville, which is now a matter of correspondence. It has been
developed that the hump as shown on drawing better meets the require-
ments of motion weighing than the longer humps. The grade shown
is generally sufficient for cold weather, and for summer use the part
which is marked 3 per cent, may be reduced to from li/< to 2 per cent.

In regard to Questions 10 and 11 we have depended very little, if

any, on computed speeds, but rather on experience at the several points.

No fixed recommended speed can be suggested in connection with Rule
13, for this depends on the length and construction of the scale, as well
as length of wheel base of the car. On scales, however, of rigid con-
struction cars might safely be run at a speed of four miles per hour,
provided that the length of wheelbase of car and length of scale is suffi-

cient that car will be entirely on the scale at least three to four seconds.
It will generally be found, however, that weights will be more con-
sistently reliable as the speed is reduced. So far as grade is concerned,
as recommended in Question 18, it has been found that a grade of three-
fourths of 1 per cent, will be sufficient to keep cars moving in cold
weather and without too great an acceleration in warm weather. It is

undesirable from standpoint of scale design to have any more grade than
is thought to be necessary.
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Table No. 4.
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Table No. 4.—Continued.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XI—ON RECORDS AND
ACCOUNTS.

W. A. Christian, Chairman; M. C. Byers, Vice-Chairman;
F. L. Beal, J. H. Reinholdt,

Lester Bernstein, R. C. Satiley,

H. Bortin, Guy Scott,

W. S. Danes, Huntington Smith,

G. D. Hill, H. M. Stout,

Henry Lehn, R. E. Warden,

J. H. Milburn, J. M. Weir,

/. C. Patterson, W. D. Wiggins, Committee.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Records and Accounts was instructed to make- a'

study and report on the following subjects by the Board of Direction:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Report on the use of small forms on cardboard or other suitable

material for use of fieldmen in making daily reports, to the end that

supervision may be facilitated and efficiency encouraged.
3. Report on the Interstate Commerce Commission Classification of

"Investment in Road and Equipment" and "Operating Expenses"' and re-

port on any desirable changes.

4. Report on various methods of reproducing maps and profiles on
tracing linen for permanent record.

5. Report on the problem of recording and reporting the cost of

additions and betterments.

6. Submit specifications for maps and profiles, co-ordinating -with

previous work of the Association.

7. Report on valuation forms now in use and recommended for both
field and oflfice use.

The foregoing subjects were apportioned among Sub-Committees,

and most of the work was carried on by correspondence and meetings of

Sub-Committees.

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL.

After making a careful examination of the subject-matter in the

Manual under the chapter of "Records and Accounts," your Committee

recommends the following rearrangement and changes

:

{A) definitions.

(S) FORMS.

(1) Maintenance of Way Department.

(a) Bridges and Buildings.

(b) Track.

(2) Accounting.

(3) Record.

(C) track maps and charts.

{D)' conventional signs.
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(A) Definitions.

(1) Change definition for "Records" to read as follows:

Records.—Information or data in graphical, tabular or statement form

relating to physical characteristics, conditions, cost and such other

information as may seem desirable for preservation.

(2) Change definition for "Right-of-Way Map" to read as follows

:

Right-of-Way Map.—A plat representing the actual location and dimen-

sions of the real property, listing franchises and other rights owned

or controlled by a railway company and used or held for transporta-

tion purposes.

(3) Change definition for "Track Map" to read as follows:

Track Map.—A plat primarily for showing existing tracks, bridges,

buildings, water service, leases, station facilities and all other phys-

ical and operating property.

(B) iFbRMS.

(1) Maintenance of Way Department,

(a) Bridges and Buildings.

Form MW 2201 now covers estimates for Buildings, Bridges, Water
Service. It is recommended that separate form numbers be given each

of the above.

(3) Record.

Change number of form covering Contract and Lease Record (MW
2001) as same now conflicts with number of Progress Profile.

(D) Conventional Signs.

Your Committee has no changes to suggest other than the recom-

mendations submitted by it last year.

It is the opinion of your Committee that the subject-matter in the

Manual be arranged under heads as shown above. All forms should be

listed under the required heading and each form, so listed, inserted in the

Manual following the list. The following arrangement is submitted for

consideration and adoption

:

(A) Definitions.

No changes.

(B) Forms.

(1) Maintenance of Way Department.

(a) Bridges and Buildings.

Add to the list now shown on page 340 of the Manual, Time Roll

Form MW 1105, and form for estimates for Buildings, Bridges and

Water Service, as recommended above, MW 2201.

(b) Track.

(a) The following standard forms are considered essential and

recommended as the special forms for a regular working Maintenance of

Way Track Department

:
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Time Roll MW 1103

Time Roll and Distribution of Labor MW 1104

Time Roll and Distribution of Labor MW 1112

Daily Report of Time W^ork by Track Gang. .MW 1106

Estimate for Track Construction MW 2100

Progress Profile MW 1901

Record Cost of Work MW 1111

Monthly Track Material Report MW 501

{b) The Monthly Track Material Report, Form MW 501. contain-

ing the necessary information for keeping a proper check on material

received and used, is recommended.

(c) A profile, showing complete information respecting rate of prog-

ress of work pertaining to the different features of a railway as neces-

sary, and the standard "Progress Profile," Form MW 2001, is recom-

mended.

(2) Accounting.

(o) The - following standard forms are considered essential and

recommended as special forms

:

Application for Expenditure MW 1107

Authorization for Expenditure MW 1108

Appropriation for Expenditure MW 1109

Monthly Report of Expenditures on Authoriza-

tion MW 1110

(b) Construction, Addition or Betterment work should be authorized

in accordance with a reasonable and simple system, involving the prepara-

tion of estimates of cost and the formal authorization of the expense by

executive officers, and Forms MW 1107. MW 1108 and MW 1109 are

recommended.

(c) (Insert specifications and instructions for use of Forms MW
1107, 1108 and 1109, as given on page 395 in the Manual.)

(3) Record.

(a) The following standard forms are considered essential and

recommended as special forms

:

Sidetrack Record MW 2202

Register of Title Deeds MW 2000 .

Contract and Lease Record MW 2001

(b) (Specifications for Form MW 2000 as shown on page 386 of

Manual should be inserted under the above list.)

(c) (Specifications for Form MW 2001, Contract and Lease Record,

as shown on page 388 of Manual, should be inserted following the above.)

(C) Track Maps and Charts.

(a) The following standard forms are considered essential and

recommended

:

Track Chart MW 2002

(b) All special instructions in reference to track maps, as shown on

page 389 of the Manual, should be given.
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(D) Conventional Signs.

As now shown in the Manual, together with the index, as submitted

by your Committee last year.

(2) SMALL FORMS FOR USE OF FIELDMEN IN MAKING
DAILY REPORTS.

Your Committee was instructed to make a study and submit "small

forms on cardboard or other suitable material for use of fieldmen in

making daily reports, to the end that supervision may be facilitated and

efficiency encouraged."

A series of such forms illustrating the practice of several roads are

submitted in the following pages, and are presented as being in the judg-

ment of the Committee suitable for the purpose for which they were

designed. The forms are submitted as information.

The size of the series of small forms presented is uniformly 5 inches

Ijy 8 inches, suitably ruled, and can be placed in a card index or other file.

(See pp. 769-797.)

(3) REPORT ON ANY DESIRABLE CHANGES IN THE I. C. C.

CLASSIFICATIONS OF ACCOUNTS COVERING ROAD
AND EQUIPMENT AND OPERATING EXPENSES.

Your Committee is of the opinion that frequent changes in these

Classifications are not desirable. While the present Classifications are sus-

ceptible to improvement in minor matters, it is thought that no changes

should be made just now. Undoubtedly some of the valuation inventories

have been classified in accordance with the sub-divisions of the present

Road and Equipment Classification, and to change those sub-divisions

would mean either reclassifying these inventories or having some in-

ventories sub-divided under the present and others under a new one.

In the meantime our thought is that suggestions for proposed changes

can be submitted for discussion and which can serve as a basis or guide

when the railways and the Interstate Commerce Commission are ready

and desirous of reviewing the Classifications in question, and it is along

these lines that the following suggestions are submitted for consideration

:

INTERPRETATION OF INSTRUCTIONS.

(1) "Is the present sub-division of the Cost of Road, as covered

by sub-divisions numbered 1 to 11 (omitting 40, 41, 42, 47 and 76, as these

seem only to involve an accounting principle), a practical and logical one.

If not, what changes should be made to make it so?"

(2) Explanation of Interpretation : The question as to whether the

excess cost of replacing an existing facility should be charged to Cost of

Road is an accounting problem, whereas the question as to sub-dividing

the cost of forming a so-called plateau (by cutting down hills or filling

valleys) on which to construct a large terminal yard, involving tracks,
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engine house plant and yard buildings as between sub-divisions 3 and 20,

is a practical one.

SUGGESTED CHANGES.

Sub-division No. 1, Engineering:

(A) Architects' fees: Fees paid to outside architects should be

classified under this sub-division.

(B) Clerks: The pay of clerks at the headquarters of a Chief En-

gineer, who compile the field or division reports and audit for the Account-

ing Department, should not be classified as a part of the cost of engineer-

ing, but, on the other hand, should be classified under sub-division No. 72,

General Officers and Clerks.

Sub-division No. 2, Land for Transportation Purposes:

(A) Borrow pits: If the pit is not adjacent to the right-of-way, or

would not be used for right-of-way purposes after material has been

removed, it would seem that its cost should be charged to No. 3, Grading,

and perhaps a value (nominal) for the land itself should be charged to

No. 705, Miscellaneous Physical Property.

(B) Damages to property of others: Unless the damages are paid

in connection with the acquisition of land for right-of-way purposes, we

do not believe they should be classified under this sub-division, but on

the other hand, a new sub-division should be established for items of this

kind, the title of which might be "Damages to Property." (See Injury

to Persons.)

In the list of items include: (A) "Easements, perpetual, or those

continuing for a considerable period of time."

(B) Cost of building new facilities for the seller of land, when thoir

cost is all or part of the consideration for land purchased.

Sub-division No. 3, Grading:

The requirement of separating grading (filling or cutting down hills)

as between that required for roadway and station grounds is one that

perhaps should receive some consideration. Take the case of a large

terminal yard, which would involve miles of track as well as an engine

house plant. It would seem unnecessarj' to attempt to ascertain the small

amount of grading required for the engine house, but, on the other hand,

charge all grading to sub-division No. 3. Excavation for foundations

would, of course, be classified imder a building sub-division.

Sub-division No. 4, Underground Power Tubes:

No comment.

Sub-division No. 5, Tunnels and Subways:

No comment.

Sub-division No. 6, Bridges, Trestles and Culverts:.

Dividing cost of bridges carrying carrier's tracks over streets (refer

to note "B"), a case in point being a stone viaduct carrying tracks over

a number of streets, which involves arches over the streets and retaining

walls between the arches, being one continuous stone structure.
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In a case like this, why not charge the entire structure, including

arches over streets and retaining walls between them to one account, and

for that purpose either amend sub-division No. 7 by calling it Elevated

Structures and Viaducts, or eliminate No. 7, and put both viaducts and

elevated structures in No. 6? Note.—We prefer eliminating No. 7. The

filling material placed in the viaduct should, of course, be charged to

No. 3, Grading.

Stone viaducts carrying tracks over streams or ravines would, of

course, be classified as bridges.

Sub-division No. 7, Elevated Structures:

See remarks on No. 6.

Sub-division No. 8, Ties:

Should be amended to include excess cost of treated over untreated

ties, although this is really an accounting problem.

Sub-division No. 9, Rails:

No comment.

Sub-division No. 10, Other Track Material:

No comment.

Sub-division No. 11, Ballast:

To make this account consistent with 8, 9 and 10, the cost of unloading

and distributing should be classified under sub-division No. 12. (See note

"B" under this sub-division.)

Sub-division No. 12, Track Laying and Surfacing:

See remarks under sub-division No. 11.

Sub-division No. 13, Right-of-Way Fences:

No comment.

Sub-division No. 14, Snow and Sand Fences and Snow Sheds:

No comment.

Sub-division No. 15, Crossings and Signs:

See remarks under sub-division No. 6 on classifying construction be-

tween streets. Under list of signs add "Snow Flanger Signs."

Sub-division No. 16, Station and Office Buildings:

See remarks under sub-division No. 3 about grading for station

grounds. Under list of items change "Rooms for Y. M. C. A." to read

"Y. M. C. A. Rooms and Buildings." Include in list of items, "linen,

dishes, silverware, kitchen utensils and other service equipment required

to equip restaurants."

Sub-division No. 17, Roadway Buildings:

See remarks under sub-division No. 3 about grading for buildings.

In list' of items include "Powder Magazines," although "Storehouses"

might be construed as covering.

Sub-division No. 18, Water Stations:

In list of items include, "Paving roadbed around track pans " See

remarks under sub-division No. 3 about grading for buildings.
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Sub-division No. 19, Fuel Stations:

See remarks under sub-division No. 3 about grading for buildings. In

list of items include Sand Houses, as frequently they are built in the

Coaling Plant.

Sub-division No. 20, Sliops and Engine-houses:

See remarks under sub-division No. 3 about grading for buildings.

See remarks under sub-divisions Nos. 28 to 34, both inclusive, and 44 and

45..

Sub-division No. 21, Grain Elevators:

See remarks under sub-division No. 3 about grading for buildings.

Sub-division No. 22, Storage Warehouses:

See remarks under sub-division No. 3 about grading for buildings.

Sub-division No. 23, Wharves and Docks:

See remarks under sub-division No. 3 about grading for buildings.

Sub-division No. 24, Coal and Ore Wharves:

.See remarks under sub-division No. 3 about grading for buildings.

Sub-division No. 25, Gas Producing Plants:

See remarks on power plants.

Sub-division No. 26, Telegraph and Telephone Lines:

No comment.

Sub-division No. 27, Signals and Interlockers:

See remarks under sub-division No. 3 about grading for buildings.

Sub-div. 28. Power These accounts cover power plants, including

(lams, canals and the buildings, mechanical equipment (machinery),

pipe lines. transmission and distributing systems, pole lines,

conduits, power dams, canals and pipe lines, and
shop machinery and the present instructions.

Sub-div. 29. Power (See note "A" under sub-division No. 20.)

plant buildings.

Sub-div. 30. Power (See note "B" under sub-division No. 32.)

substation build-

ings.

Sub-div. 31. Power (See note "A'' under sub-division No. 44.)

transmission sys-

tems.

.Sub-div. 32. Power (See notes "A," "B" and "C" under sub-division

distribution sys- No. 45.)

terns. cause not alone complications but inconsistencies.

Sub-div. 33. Power As illustrative of the conditions brought about
line poles and fix- by the present instructions, take the case of Power
tures. Plant Machinery. If the Power Plant happens to

Sub-div. 34. Under- be located in a shop building, the Power Machinery
ground conduits. is classified under No. 44, Shop Machinery. (See

Sub-div. 44. Shop Note "A" under No. 45.)

machinery.
-Sub-div. 45. Power

plant machinery.

If it happens to be in a station building, it is classified under No. 1

(.see Note "B" under No. 45), whereas, if located in a distinct power
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plant building, then the Power Machinery is classified under No. 45, so

it all depends upon the class of building in which located, as to the sub-

division under which it is classified. Under these conditions it is not

possible to obtain from the accounts (without analyzing them) the total

investment in and the cost of maintaining Power Plant Machinery. If

that is a desirable thing to know, then all Power Plant Machinery, regard-

less of class of building in which located, should be classified under one

sub-division, presumably No. 45.

If that is not desired then it would simplify matters if No. 44 were

abolished and merged with No. 20, reserving No. 28 to 34 and 45 for

all Power Plants which are located in separate or detached buildings.

This will mean that (except in the case of Power Plants, which are lo-

cated in separate buildings) the power as well as the Shop Machinery

will be classified under the same sub-division that the building is. In

other words, if in a station building, under No. 16. If in a shop, under

No. 20.

CLASSIFICATION OF MF.TAL AND BRICK CHIMNEYS.

CLASSIFY AS PART OF THE MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT, R. & E. ACCOUNTS NOS.

44 AND 45.

(A) Isolated brick and metal chimneys when built on separate founda-

tions.

(B) Metal stacks supported directly on the boiler.

(C) Metal stacks which run through a flue which is an integral part of

the building.

CLASSIFY AS PART OF BUILDINGS, R. & E. 16, 20 AND 29.

Flues or chimneys which form an integral part of the building. In other

words, in this case the mechanical equipment accounts would not con-

tain a charge for the chimney, except as noted in under "C" above.

Sub-division Nos. 35 to 43, inclusive:

No comment.

Sub-division Nos. 44 and 45:

See remarks under sub-divisions 28 to 34.

Sub-division Nos. 51 to 71, inclusive:

No comment.

Sub-division No. 72, General Officers and Clerks:

See remarks under No. 1 about clerks.

Sub-division Nos. 73 to 77, inclusive:

No comment.

Establish a new account for injuries to persons for the reason that we

believe that intangibles like injuries to persons and dam.ages should be

carried in separate accounts, and which, if done, will materially assist in

analyzing Cost of Road.

Corresponding changes to be made in the Operating Expense Classi-

fication.
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(4) METHODS FOR REPRODUCING MAPS AND PROFILES ON
DRAWING LINEN FOR PERMANENT RECORD.

In Vol. 17, Proceedings for 1916, pages 419, 420, j^our Committee de-

scribed in some detail the best-known processes for reproducing maps and

profiles. We have no additional information to present on this subject

this year, and recommend that the subject be discontinued for the present.

(.S) RECORDING AND REPORTING THE COST OF ADDITIONS
AND BETTERMENTS.

On the fifth topic assigned j-our Committee, "Report on the problem

fif recording and reporting the cost of additions and betterments," a pre-

liminary study is presented herewith, consisting of four tentative forms

for the use of carriers under valuation for reporting addition and better-

ment work after the date Government parties have passed over their prop-

erty, it being assumed that the records of the carrier are kept in such

complete form that the information can be filled in on these forms. While

only a part of this study refers to additions and betterments, all of it

lias a bearing on the condition per cent, of the property at any subsequent

date after valuation. (See pp. 798, 799.)

(6) SPECIFICATIONS FOR MAPS AND PROFILES.

Your Committee has given the sixth subject, "Submit specifications

for maps and profiles, co-ordinating with previous work of the Associa-

tion." careful consideration, and submits herewith the results of its

study.

SIZE.

Right-of-Way and Track Maps:

Twenty-four inches by S6 inches; single line border 23 inches by

.^5 inches.

Station Maps:

Twenty-four inches by 56 inches, single line border 23 inches by 5?

inches. When more than one sheet is required to show a station property,

the plat shall be made upon '"matched marked" sheets in such manner a-^

to require the minimum number.

Record Profiles:

Plate "A" tracing cloth 12 inches by 56 inches, single line border 10

inches by 55 inches.

All other sizes of drawings to be determined by each individual road

and to be as far as possible multiples of correspondence, size or other

basic units.

SCALES.

Masonry and Building Plans:

One-eighth inch, I4 inch or lA inch equals 1 foot.
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Detail Plans of Buildings:

Scales should depend upon character of plans.

Right-of-Way and Track Maps:

One inch equals 100 feet, 200 feet or 400 feet, but the same scale

should be used throughout each Valuation Section.

Station Maps and Track Layouts:

One inch equals 100 feet, or, in complicated situations, 1 inch equals

50 feet.

Individual Right-of-Way Maps:

One inch equals 200 feet, 100 feet or 50 feet, as may be necessary.

Maps of Surveys:

One inch equals 400 feet or 200 feet when practicable, and when neces-

sary 1 inch equals 100 feet. Reductions of same, 1 inch equals 1,000 feet.

Profiles: '

Plate '"A" vertical, 1 inch equals 20 feet ; horizontal, 1 inch equals 400

feet, except on ballast profiles, the vertical scale to be 1 inch equals 4

feet.

Condensed Profiles:

Vertical. 1 inch equals 200 feet; horizontal, 1 inch equals 1 mile, ex-

cept where other scales are necessary.

Track Charts:

Horizontal, 1 inch equals one-half mile; vertical, 1 inch equals 100

feet or 400 feet.

Titles:

To be placed as near the lower right-hand corner as practicable.

The following information to be shown for right-of-way and track

maps, station maps and record profiles

:

(1) Class,

(a) Right-of-Way and Track Map,
(b) Station Map,
(c) Profile.

(2) Corporate name of Railway.

(3) Name of Operating Company.
(4) Name of Railway division or branch line.

(5) Beginning and ending of survey station numbers on sheet.

(6) Scale or scales.

(7) Date as of which maps or profiles represent the facts shown
thereon.

(8) Office from which issued.

Titles for all other drawings to conform to the practice of each in-

dividual road.

A note referring to drawings, note-books or other data used in com-

piling to be shown on each drawing.

ORIFNTATION.

The tops of maps should be to the north or east according as. the gen-

eral direction of the line is east and west, or north and south.
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(The existing stationing to be preserved wherever practicable, adjacent

stationing being extended in the same direction over unstationed intervals.)

On each end of each sheet there shall be shown a pointer directing

to a terminal or important station.

SYMBOLS.

The symbols used on all maps, profiles and plans shall be the stand-

ards recommended by the American Railway Engineering Association, in

so far as they may be applicable.

CARDINAL POINTS.

On all maps an arrow showing the true north and south line (as

nearly as can be ascertained from existing records) shall be placed.

On all maps and profiles to be submitted to the Interstate Commerce

Commission, black only shall be used, except that the ruling of profiles

shall be in orange ink.

INFORMATION TO BE SHOWN.
Maps of Surveys:

Show all surveyed lines; points of curve to be marked by radial lines,

on which stations and plusses are to be given. Legends to be placed be-

tween the radial lines, giving the degree and central angle of simple

curve and central angle of each spiral. Also show contours where neces-

sary at intervals of five (5) feet; all streams, rivers, etc., indicating direc-

tion of current of same by arrow, and approximate area of opening re-

quired. Also property lines, buildings of all kinds, pole and pipe lines,

fences, roads, existing raili'oads, bridges, drains, sewers, manholes, con-

duits, culverts, areas of existing openings below high-water marks and any

other necessary data within the limits of the survey. Names of cities,

towns and stations; county, township and state lines to be distinctly

marked. The distance from each end of the survey to some point easily

located on county or state map, or when survey connects with an existing

railroad, name of and distance to nearest station to be given.

Where tracks are shown, points of switches and points of frogs to

be marked, and frog numbers noted.

When they are extensive, surveys are to be plotted by co-ordinates de-

termined by observations taken every seven (7) miles easting or west-

ing on location and every fifteen (15) miles on preliminary work; correc-

tions of one minute (0° 1') for every 7,000 feet of easting or westing shall

be made in bearings for convergence of meridian, the first correction to

be made at a convenient point about 3,500 feet from point of observation.

If the bearings of the tangent at the point where the correction is to be

made is northeast or northwest, add one minute (0" 1') for correction of

azimuth; if it is southeast or southwest. sul)tract one minute (0° 1').

Both bearings shall be shown on the tangent whose bearing is cor-

rected and "0° r added (or subtracted) for correction of azimuth" shall
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be marked along the meridian through the point of correction. Corrected

l)earings shall be accepted as the true bearings of lines.

PROFILES OF SURVEYS.

Show ground lines, surface of streams, rivers, etc., depth of same,

elevations of high and low water line, sub-grade lines showing rate of

grade and elevations at all points of change of rate, and station numbers.

On line below profile show alinement using full line for tangents and

broken line for curves, showing degree and direction of same, total de-

flection and plusses at beginning and ending of simple curves and

spirals.

Divisional lines shall be .shown on this alinement, and names of

property owners.

Give distances from ends of profile to nearest city, town or station.

When estimates are shown, note width of roadbed and list quantities

in cuts and fills, tunnels, bridges, pipes, crossings, etc., classified in the

order given on estimate sheets. Also table of quantities for each section.

All elevations shall refer to U. S. Geological Survey Datum or other

Government precise level bench marks based on sea-level datum.

CULTURE MAPS.

To be tracings from the original maps of surveys of new lines, with-

unt the contours, for adoption by the Board of Directors, and to be filed

in tlir offices of the secretaries of the states and clerks of counties, when

required by law.

TRACK LAYOUTS.

Tracks in all cases to be represented by single lines, except on plan.-^

of 50-ft. scale or larger; where it is necessary to show the rails, doublj

lines may be used. Indicate each track on interlocking plans by a double

line.

RECORD PLANS.

Masonry:

All masonry records to be drawn to such a scale as will show clearly

all dimensions as built, elevations of foundations, neat lines, bridge seats,

base of rail, surface of water and ground line. Length of piles or elevation

of points and number driven.

Clearance to be shown when crossed by railroad, road or street. In

all cases give quantities in final estimate, location and station numbers.

A certificate as to tlie correctness of all maps and profiles to be filed

with the Interstate Commerce Commission shall be printed and executed

on the first sheet of each series, and each of the other sheets of the same

series shall, be identified as a part thereof. The certificates, on the first

sheet of each series shall be placed as near the title as practicable and

shall be of the following form

:
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Certificate.

State of

County of

I, the undersigned, officer of the do hereby
(Name of Railway Co)

certify that this is a correct in a series of
(Map or Profile)

sheets of said railway from survey station to

survey station , State of
(Main line, division or branch)

prepared from tlie records of

said Company.

Engineer.

Correct

:

of.

'
I l'3ri(Name of officer authorized to certify records)

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day

Notary Public in and for the

County of

State of

My commission expires

The identification on the other sheets of a series shall be of the fol-

lowing form and placed as near the title as practicable

:

Sheet No of of • •

(Series) (Railway, main line or branch)

from survey station to survev station

Engineer. .

RIGHT-OF-WAY AND TRACK MAPS.

A right-of-waj- and track map shall be a true horizontal projection

of the right-of-way, tracks and other structures platted continuously be-

tween district or terminal points.

'Por each series of right-of-way and track maps there shall be made

a small skeleton index map on a scale of not less than ?4-irich equals 1

mile. Where practicable, this index map may be placed on any vacant

space of the ffrst sheet of the series, and where made on a separate sheet

it shall be 24 inches by 56 inches. This index map shall show by outline

with file numbers therein the sheets of a series, the name of main line,

division or branch line, the principal cities or towns, and the beginning and

ending station numbers of series, and any other information proper to

place thereon.

All right-of-way and track map sheets shall be numbered serially,

beginning with Sheet 1. The sheets representing valuation sections shall

form separate series, and the valuation sections shall be numbered serially

with the letter "V" preceding the number. Index numbers shall be in the

lower right-hand corner of the sheet and enclosed in plain, single line circle

one inch in diameter. Valuation section numbers shall be in the upper

half of the circle and sheet number below with a straight line between.
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On right-of-way and track map sheet references to all station maps

shall be shown by outlining limits of station maps and giving the number

of the station map sheets.

The file number shall also be placed on all map sheets in the lower

left-hand corner.

STATION MAPS.

The station maps shall be supplemental to the right-of-way and track

maps for terminals and other locations where the property is so extensive

and complicated that it cannot be clearly shown thereon.

The station maps shall be made as prescribed above for right-of-way

and track maps.

When more than one sheet is required to show a station property,

the plat shall be made upon "match-marked" sheets in such manner as to

require the minimum number.

The station maps shall be given the same serial number preceded by

the letter "S" as the sheets of the right-of-way and track maps which

they supplement.

In case a right-of-way and track map sheet is supplemented by more

than one station map, a subscript letter should be used after the number,

c. g., S 32a, etc., where land and track features are combined; S-L 32h,

etc., where land only is shown, and S-T 32«, etc., where track features

only are shown.

The purpose of the large scale station maps is to permit the showing

of improvements in more detail than is practicable on the right-of-way

and track map.

Where the station property to be mapped is extensive and complicated,

it may be delineated on two separate maps.

(1) Shall show all data relating to ownership of lands.

(2) Shall show all tracks and structures and external land bound-

aries.

Where practicable, without sacrificing the clearness of the map, the two

may be combined into one map, or one class of property may be shown

on the right-of-way and track map and the other on a station map.

Tracks shall be represented on station maps either by center lines or

by rail lines.

ARRANGEMENT OF DATA ON RIGHT-OF-WAY AND TRACK MAPS AND

STATION MAPS.

The general direction of the center line of track shall be as nearly

as possible parallel to and half-way between the long sides of the sheets,

so that the maximum space each side of platted right-of-way lines may be

available for showing adjacent topography and property lines and for mak-

ing notes as to physical property. The maximum length of main roadway

represented on any one sheet (between "match marks") shall be two
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miles, if scale is 1 inch equals 200 feet, or in proportion thereto if other

scales are used.

On them shall be shown the following data

:

(a) Boundary Lines of All Right-of-Way.

The term "right-of-way" as herein used includes all lands owned or

used for purposes of a common carrier, no matter how acquired.

Show: Width of right-of-way, in figures, at each end of the sheet and

at points where a change of width occurs, with station and plus of such

points; boundary lines and dimensions of each separate tract acquired; a

schedule of deed, custodian's number, the name of the grantor and

grantee, kind of instrument, date and book and page where recorded.

Each tract of land shall be given a serial number and listed serially in the

schedule. The schedule shall also include reference to leases to the

company, franchises, ordinances, grants and all other methods of

acquisition.

(b) Boundary Lines of Detached Lands.

Where same can be shown clearly. The term "detached lands" as

herein used includes

:

(1) Lands owned or used for purposes of a common carrier, but

not adjoining or connecting with other lands of the company.

(2) Lands owned and not used for purposes of a common carrier,

either adjoining or disconnected from other property owned by the

company.

Show : Boundary lines and dimensions ; distance and bearing from

some point on the boundary line to some established point or permanent

land corner, where practicable, and separately on the schedule above, the

lands not used for purposes of a common carrier.

(c) Intersecting Property Lines of Adjacent Land Oivners.

Where the information is in the possession of the company or can

readily be obtained, show: The propertj' lines of adjacent land owners,

the station and plus of important intersections of property lines with cen-

ter line of railway or other railway base line, and the names of the owners

of the land adjacent to the right-of-way.

(d) Intersecting Divisional Land Lines.

Show: Section, township, county, state, city, town, village or other

governmental lines, with names or designations; the width and names of

streets and highways which intersect the right-of-way, and the station

and plus at all such points of crossing or intersections with center line of

railway or other railway base line.

(e) Division and Sub-Division of Lands Beyond the Limits of the Right-

of-Way.

Where the information is in possession of the company, show : The
section and quarter-section lines for a maximum distance cf one mile on
each side of the center line or base line of railway where the land has been

sub-divided into townships and sections; such data as to divisions, tracts,
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streets, alleys, blocks and lots, where the land has been divided in some

other way than by sections; the distance, where known, from railway

base line to permanent land corners or monuments, and the base line from

which the railway's lands were located (center line of first, second, third

or fourth main track oi: other base line).

(f) Alinement and Tracks.

Show: The center line of each main and sidetrack; the length, in

figures, of all sidetracks from point of switch to point of switch, or point

of switch to end of track; all other railways, crossed or connecting, and

state if crossing is over or under grade, and give name of owner of such

tracks ; survey station number at even 1,000 scale-feet intervals, and sta-

tion and plus at points of all main line switches, at points of curves

and tangents and at beginning and ending points on each sheet : the de-

gree and central angle of curves, and joint tracks and ownership thereof.

On right-of-way and track maps inside the limits covered by the station

maps it will not be necessary to show the sidetracks when to do so will

obscure more important data.

(g) Improvements.

Show : Station and office building, shops, engine houses, fuel stations,

water stations, etc. (owned by the company), in general outline, where it

can be done clearly. Also indicate conventionally : Bridges, trestles, cul-

verts, tunnels, retaining walls, cattle-guards, mileposts, signal bridges and

ground masts, fences by note only, and other principal railway structures

owned by the company with general data as to dimensions, and where prac-

ticable, pipe lines, sewers, underground conduits, paving, curbing or similar

works located on right-of-way or adjoining and owned by the company
in whole or in part. Give station and plus to all important structures

which are outlined above.

(h) Topographical Features.

Show: Rivers, creeks, water-courses, with arrows showing direction

of current, highway crossings, etc. Give names, where known, and when
liighway crossings are over or under grade, so state.

Show all other surface and subsurface improvements not hereinbefore

noted, as far as may be practicable.

PROFILES.

The profile shall be a vertical, sectional view on center line* of track

(or other railway base line) on an exaggerated vertical scale, and shall

show the features of the railway track substructure and superstructure,

which can best be indicated in vertical projection; also such other detail

information as is hereinafter more fully set forth. The elevation of sur-

face of water in rivers and streams and flood lines shall be shown also,

where it is possible to do so. All elevations to refer to U. S. Geological

Survey Datum or other Government precise level bench marks based on

sea-level datum.
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Profiles shall be made and numbered serialh', beginning with Sheet 1,

so that any serially numbered sheet shall cover the same portion of the

railway as the like serially numbered sheet or sheets of the right-of-way

and track maps. The sheets representing valuation sections shall form

separate series, and valuation sections shall be numbered serially with the

letter "V" preceding the number, and the letter "P" shall precede the serial

number or numbers of the sheets. Index numbers shall be in the lower

right-hand corner of the sheet and enclosed in a plain, single line circle 1

inch in diameter.

\'aluation section numljers shall be in the upper half of the circle and

sheet number or numbers below with a straight line between.

The file number shall also be placed on all profile sheets in the

lower left-hand corner.

Platting shall be done as specified for right-of-way and track maps.

The 2j/>-inch space immediately above the lower border line shall be

used for track alinement and topographic data. The remaining 7l4-'inch

space shall be used for platting the profile in such a way as to most

economically utilize the space.

The following data shall be placed on all profiles

:

(a) Roadcvay.

Sliow : The vertical projection of the original ground surface on cen-

ter line of railway; present grade line (top of the roadbed sub-grade) ;

rates of grade; elevations (sea-level datum) at all points of change of

i^rade, at each end of sheets and where profile is "broken," at SO-foot

(scale) intervals; and the station and plus to points of change of grade

and station numbers at each 1,000-foot (scale) interval near lower border

of sheet.

(b) Structures.

Show : Bridges, trestles, culverts, retaining walls, tunnels and other

roadbed structures in vertical projection, stating the kind and general

dimensions by figures ; average depth of penetration of piling in each bent

of trestles, or under other structures, by vertical projection; character of,

and depth to foundation bed of masonry structures by vertical projection;

reference to railway file numbers of the detail standard or special plans

by which the structures were built; existing mileposts, and the station and

plus of each of the above-indicated improvements.

(c) Quantities.

Profiles of railways built after February 1. 1914, shall show for each

mile a summary of construction quantities to sub-grade, including road-

way, bridges and culverts. Profiles of railways built before February 1,

1914, may show, at the option of the company, similar quantities in the

same summary form.

The summary of quantities shall he in detail, according to the standard

classification of units used by the company.
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(d) Alinement and Track.

Show : On the lower 2j/2x55-inch space of the profile sheet, the center

line of each main track, developed into straight line or lines, with aline-

ment notes of curves stated in figures; the station and plus at points of

curves and tangents, and other data, such as passing tracks, depot build-

ings, water and fuel stations, highway crossings, railway crossings and im-

portant water courses that will assist in interpreting the profile. For plat-

ting transversely, a scale of 1 inch equals 200 feet shall be used.

(7) VALUATION FORMS FOR FIELD AND OFFICE USE.

To cover the seventh subject, "Report on valuation forms now in use

and recommend forms for both field and office use, your Committee sub-

mits a number of typical blanks suitable for the purpose of checking up

work done by Government Road and Track field parties, both office and

field record forms, and recommends that these forms be adopted by the

Association and inserted in the Manual.

The. forms consist of

:

1. "Monthly Progress Report of I. C. C. Roadway and Track Valua-

tion Parties."

2. "Weekly Progress Report of Federal Notes Received and

Checked."

3. "Weekly Progress Report by Valuation Sections of Federal Notes

Received and Checked."

4. "Daily Record by Valuation Sections of Federal Notes."

5. "Checking Record Forms (11 sheets)."

(See pp. 800-813.)

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS.
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Progress Report of I. C. C. Road and Track Valuation Parties.

Date
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UAI IIATIOM SECTION
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VALUATION SECTION
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VALUATION SECTION
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VALUATION SECTION,

GENERAL NOTES

No Pilot Engineer's Oblcctioos attaehed.

Checked by_

Date
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VALUATION SECTION
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CHECKING RECORD. VALUATION SECTIOM-

COMPUTER

Platting Center Heights.

3 and 11 Checi(ing Piattlng.

Earthwork Sections, Areas.

Clearing and Grubbing.

Drain Tile and Excavation.

Culvert Comparison.

Rail, Ties & Other Trk. Mafl.

Rail Chart Comparison.

Rail Section Areas, etc.

Inner Guard Rails.

Ballast Sections, Areas.

Right-of-Way Fences, etc.

Crossings and Signs.

Checking of Summaries.

Abandoned Tracks.

Examining Grading and Ballast Listing and
Summary Sheets.

Pilot Engr.'s Objections.

Listing Sheet Addtns. Chkd.
Tie Observ. Sheets Checked.

Files Examined.

Checking Report Compiled.

ADDITIONAL—FOR EVERY TENTH MILE

Figuring Yardage.

Grading Comparison.

ON SEPARATE SHEETS—COVERING ENTIRE VALUATION SECTION

Total Grading Comparison.

Tie Per Cent Condition.

Drainage Districts and
Special Assessments.

General Per Cent Condition.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE VI—ON BUILDINGS.

M. A. Long, Chairman; G. H. Gilbert, Vice-Chairman;
G. W. Andrews, A. T. Hawk,
D. R. Collin, F. F. Harrington,

W. H. Cookman, E. a. Harrison,

C. G. Delo, C. a. Hayes,

W. T. Dorrance, a. Larson,

K. B. Duncan, R. V. Reamer,

J. H. Edwards, H. Rettinghouse,

C. H. Fake, C. W. Richey,

J. B. Gaut, John Schofield,

E. M. Grime, Committee.

To the Members of the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Buildings respectfully submits herewith its

annual report.

Your Committee has concentrated its efforts on the subjects of Ash-

pits and Scales, and the following matter is submitted for adoption and

publication in the Manual

:

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL.

The only item in the Manual that we recommend be changed is the

item under "Engine Houses." The following should be added : "When
there is an engine house without turntable and no 'Y' track or other

means of turning provided, such engine house should preferably be equip-

ped with smoke jacks at each end of each engine space."'

(2) FREIGHT HOUSE SCALES.

The weighing of package freight at freight houses is very impor-

tant from a revenue standpoint, and the railroads are installing a greater

number of scales, and giving serious consideration to the weighing of all

package freight, except possibly standard packages of known weight.

There are some points where practically all the freight handled is of

standard package freight, and at such houses very few scales are needed.

There are three classes of freight terminals, the largest being where

both outbound and inbound houses are arranged in the same layout. At

such points the following arrangement of scales is recommended:

Separate Outbound and Inbound Houses in Same Layout:

In outbound houses it is desirable to have a scale at every second

door opening, or a maximum of 75-ft. centers. These to be located ap-

proximatelj' 6 to 8 feet from the receiving side of the house.

815
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In inbound houses it is desirable to have scales placed 100-ft. centers,

as the maximum, and located on the receiving side.

Combination Inbound and Outbound Houses:

In layouts where one house handles both inbound and outbound

freight, and where the business is heavy and diversified, the scales should

preferably be located at every second door opening, or a maximum of

75-ft. centers. Where this number of scales are used they should be

ample to take care of outbound weighing. Scales should be located on the

driveway side of the house.

Combination Freight and Baggage Rooms:

At small outlying stations, where there is a combination baggage

and freight room, fixed scale with platform level with the freight room
floor, located preferably at one side of the door nearest the driveway side,

is recommended, as at this point it will be less liable to damage from

trunks or large packages.

Location:

The ideal location for scales is to so place them that freight can

be weighed as received and trucked to cars without re-handling.

Platforms:

In large houses scale platforms should be as small as practicable to

accommodate the trucks used, and usually not over 6 feet by 8 feet,

except at certain localities, where one or two large scales are necessary

to handle freight that is especially bulky.

Capacity:

Scales for houses handling freight only should have a minimum
capacity of four (4) tons. Higher capacity scales cost very little more and

are economical from an operating and maintenance standpoint, as they

will stand up better under the abuse to which they are usually subjected.

At combination freight and baggage rooms fixed scale level with the

freight house floor, with a minimum capacity of two (2) tons is recom-

mended.

Type of Scale:

Where large volume of freight is handled during short periods, dial

attachments to scales are recommended, as the additional cost and mainte-

nance is justified by the increased amount of freight that can be handled.

(3) ASHPITS.

The ashpit is one of the most expensive structures on a railroad from

a maintenance standpoint. Therefore, a great deal of thought should be

given to the design.

The usual procedure at an ashpit is to drop or wash the hot ashes

into the pit, and this heats up the walls and other parts of the structure.

Then cold water is thrown on the ashes to cool them. This rapid cooling
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causes contraction in the material of which the structure is built, and

when repeated many times weakens and sometimes destroys the structure.

Another destructive element is the sulphuric acid produced by the

water and sulphur in the ashes. This destroys the steel parts (coming in

contact with it) at a rapid rate.

Most ashpits are built of concrete, in which limestone is a principal

ingredient. Hot ashes causes this limestone to swell and disintegrate,

and in a short time the concrete will begin to spall off.

Vitrified brick facing has been used, but on account of the nature of

the work and the tools used, experience shows that it is soon knocked off.

Slag and gravel concrete has been used in place of limestone con-

crete and makes a good substitute. If trap rock is available it makes a

better concrete than either of the above materials.

^-"-^A h/^

Fig. 1. Cast-Iron Tie Pit.

Various Types of Pits:

(1) At outlying districts, where few engines are handled, cast-iron

ties, approximately 12 inches high, are used to prevent burning wood ties.

These should be located on spur tracks.

(2) Pit located between the track rails, of length to suit the busi-

ness handled. The cinders are shoveled out on the track level and loaded

by hand into cars or loaded into barrows and wasted at a convenient

place.

Fig. 2. Track Pit.

These pits are sometimes fitted with buckets which are handled by
stationary, traveling or gantry cranes. Where stationary cranes are used,

track is placed in the bottom of the pit, buckets are equipped with trucks

to permit of their being moved to the crane and loaded into cars.

(3) Pit similar to Type No. 2, one side open, with depressed track

alongside; the relative location of the top of the car with respect to the

floor of the pit to be such as to give the easiest shovehng condition.
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Fig. 3. Dressed Ash Car Track.

(4) Depressed pit filled with water, into which the cinders are
dropped. One feature being to design the pit so that cinders will drop
directly into the water and reach the main body of the pit freely. An-
other feature being the easy removal of the cinders by grab bucket operated
either by a gantry, traveling or locomotive crane.

Fig. 4. Water Pit with Gantry Crane.

Depth of water in pit should not be more than 5 feet below the drain-
age outlet.

Railing or iron posts with chains hooked between to be placed around
pits, except across tracks where standard clearance diagram is to be fol-

lowed.
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(5) Pit equipped with bucket or car located under the track and

hoisted by mechanical means, the cinder bucket or car running on rails

placed on an incline, car being run high enough to dump in a car located

on a track parallel to and approximately 2S-ft. centers from ash track.

General

:

All types of pits should be equipped with water supply to wet down

the hot cinders.

To warn and prevent persons from falling into the pit proper, an

extension floor should be placed under track at both ends of all pits. This

floor to be inclined on a 20 per cent, grade for a length of 15 feet.

Fig. 5. Track Pit with Bucket, Power Operation.

Where twenty-five (25) or more engines are handled in twenty-four

hours, the mechanical handling of cinders is recommended.

(4) COALING STATIONS.

The Committee has no additional information to offer on coaling sta-

tions, the report last year being as complete as we could make it, except

for the question of storing coal in summer for winter consumption to re-

lieve revenue cars during the winter season.

The Committee recommends this subject be continued for another

year, and that the Committee be instructed to consider the storing and

handling of stored coal.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON BUILDINGS.





REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON GRADING OF
LUMBER.

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk, B. A. Wood, Vice-Chainnan;

Chairman; G. A. Mitchell,

F. C. Baluss, W. H. Norris,

W. McC. Bond, J. J. Taylor,

D. Fairchild, S. L. Wonson,

W. H. Gardner," Jh. Committee.

To the Members of the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee last year presented tentative Specifications for South-

ern Yellow Pine Bridge and Trestle Timbers to be Treated. Careful con-

sideration has been given this specification during the year. The

Committees on Wooden Bridges and Trestles and Wood Preservation were

communicated with and asked for their recommendations. The Commit-

tee on Wood Preservation endorsed the specifications. The Chairman of

the Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles advised that the matter

was considered at one of their committee meetings and the proposed

specifications were discussed at length. The result of this discussion

was: "Committee VII is not prepared to approve paragraph No. 4, for

the reason that we do not think that dense pine is suitable for creosoting."

The Committee, in other words, neither approves nor disapproves para-

graph No. 4 because of the feeling which they had that dense pine was

not suitable for creosoting purposes. Your Committee has investigated

this phase very thoroughly and believes that their recommendation should

be sustained. We accordingly recommend the specifications proposed

last year for adoption, with certain slight changes, and submit them for

adoption and publication in the Manual.

In cooperation with the Committee of the American Society for

Testing Materials, your Committee during the past year has given con-

sideration to the desirability of formulating a density rule for Douglas

fir, similar to that adopted last year for yellow pine. The rule has been

worked out during the past year in cooperation with the American Society

for Testing Materials and the West Coast Lumbermen's Association,

which we submit as information.
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PROPOSED SPECIFICATIONS FOR SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
BRIDGE AND TRESTLE TIMBERS TO BE TREATED.

(To Be Applied to Single Sticks and Not to Composite Members.)

General Requirements.

L Except as noted, all timbers shall be sawed to standard size, full

length, square cornered and straight; close grained and free from de-

fects such as injurious ring shakes and cross grain, unsound or loose

knots, knots in groups, decay or other defects that will materially impair

its strength.

Standard Size.

2. "Rough timbers sawed to standard size" means that they shall

not be over ^-inch scant from the actual size specified. For instance, a

12 by 12-inch timber shall measure not less than 1L}4 by 11^4 inches.

Standard Dressing.

3. "Standard dressing" means that not more than ^-inch shall be

allowed for dressing each surface. For instance, a 12 by 12-inch timber,

after being dressed on four sides, shall measure not less than 11^

by llj^ inches.

Quality.

4. All timbers shall be dense pine as defined by the American Rail-

way Engineering Association's rule for dense pine.

Stringers.

5. Knots greater than 1^ inches in diameter will not be permitted in

any section within 4 inches of the edge of the piece, but knots shall in no

case exceed 4 inches in their largest diameter. There shall be no re-

strictions as to the amount of sapwood allowed.

Caps and Sills.

6. Shall be free from knots over 2j^ inches in diameter. There shall

be no restrictions as to the amount of sapwood allowed.

Posts.

7. Shall be free from knots over 2>< inches in diameter. There shall

be no restrictions as to the amount of sapwood allowed.

Longitudinal Struts and Girts.

8. Shall be square cornered and sound and shall be free from large

knots or other defects that will materially injure their strength. There

shall be no restrictions as to the amount of sapwood allowed.
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Longitudinal XrBraces, Sash and Sway Braces.

9. Shall be square cornered and sound and shall be free from any

large knots or other defects that will materially injure their strength.

There shall be no restrictions as to the amount of sapwood allowed.

Ties and Guard Timbers.

10. Shall be free from any large knots or other defects that will

materially injure their strength. There shall be no restrictions as to the

amount of sapwood allowed.

STRUCTURAL DOUGLAS FIR SPECIFICATIONS
FOR BRIDGE AND TRESTLE TliMBERS.

1. Definitions.

The following definitions are used in connection with this grading

rule

:

(a) Annual Ring.—Each annual ring is composed of two distinct types

of wood structure, i. e., the porous, light-colored and lightweight

springwood formed during the first part of the growing season and

the hard, dense and darker-colored summerwood formed during the

latter part of the growing season.

(b) Summerwood.—Summerwood is the hard, dense portion of the

annual ring. It is darker in color than the more porous springwood.

Tc) Sound and Tight Knot.-—A sound and tight knot is one which is

solid across its face and which is as hard as the wood surrounding

it; and is so fixed by growth or position that it will retain its place

in the piece.

(d) Encased Knot.—An encased knot is one whose growth rings are

not intergrown and homogeneous with the growth rings of the piece

in which it occurs. The encasement may be partial or complete; if

intergrown partially or so fixed by growth or position that it will

retain its place in the piece, it shall be considered a sound and tight

knot.

(e) Loose Knot.—A loose knot is one not firmly held in place by growth

or position.

(f) Rotten Knot.—A rotten knot is one not as hard as the wood sur-

rounding it.

(g) Measurement of Knots.

In Beams, the diameter of a knot on the narrow or horizontal

face shall be taken as its projection on a line perpendicular to the

edge of the timber. On the wide or vertical face, the smallest dimen-

sion of a knot is to be taken as its diameter.

In Columns, the diameter of a knot on any face shall be taker

as its projection on a line perpendicular to the edge of the timber,

(h) Diagonal Grain.— (Including cross and spiral grain.) Diagonal

grain is grain not parallel with all the edges of the piece.
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(i) Dense and Sound Douglas Fir.—Under this heading two classes

of timber are designated: (1) Dense Douglas fir and (2) Sound

Douglas fir. It is understood that these two terms are descriptive

of the quality of the clear wood.

(j) Dense Douglas Fir.—Shall show on either one end or the other

an average of at least six annual rings per inch, or eighteen rings in

three inches, and at least 3314 per cent, summerwood, as measured

over the third, fourth and fifth inches on a radial hne from the pith,

for girders not exceeding 20 inches in height, and for columns, 16

inches square or less. For larger timbers the inspection shall be

made over the central three inches on the longest radial line from the

pith to the corner of the piece. Wide-ringed material excluded by

the above will be accepted, provided the amount of summerwood as

above measured shall be at least SO per cent.

In cases where timbers do not contain the pith, and it is impossible

to locate it with any degree of accuracy, the same inspection shall be

made over three inches on an approximate radial line, beginning at the

edge nearest the pith.

The radial line chosen shall be representative. In case of disagree-

ment between purchaser and seller as to what is a representative radial

line, the average summerwood and number of rings shall be the average

of the two radial lines chosen,

(k) Sound Douglas Fir.—^Shall include pieces of Douglas fir without

any ring or summerwood requirement.

SELECT STRUCTURAL GRADE.

2. General Requirements.

(a) Shall contain only Dense Douglas Fir timbers as defined in para-

graph (j).

(b) Shall consist of lumber well manufactured, square edge and

sawed standard size; solid and free from defects, such as ring-shakes and

injurious diagonal grain; loose or rotten knots; knots in groups; decay;

pith pockets over 6 inches long or 5^-inch wide, or other defects that

will materially impair its strength.

(c) Occasional variation in sawing not to exceed i4-ii''ch scant at

time of manufacture allowed.

(d) When timbers 4 by 4 inches and larger are ordered sized, they

will be ^-inch less than rough size, either SISIE or S4S, unless otherwise

specified.

Stringers, Girders and Deep Joists.

Shall show not less than 85 per cent, of heart on each of the four

sides, measured across the sides anywhere in the length of the piece.

Shall not have in volumes 1 and 2 knots greater in diameter than one-

fourth the width of the face in which they occur, with a maximum of

V/2 inches in diameter. Shall not have in volume 3 knots larger than one-
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third the width of the face in which they occur, with a maximum of 3

inches in diameter. Knots within the center half of the span shall not

exceed in the aggregate the width of the face in which they occur. Shall

not permit diagonal grain in volumes 1 or 2 with a slope greater than

one in twenty. When stringers are of two-span length, they shall be

considered as two separate pieces and the above restrictions applied to

each half. The inspector shall place his stamp on the edge of the

stringer to be placed up in service.

Caps and Sills.

Shall show 85 per cent, of heart on each of the four sides, meas-

ured across the sides anywhere in the length of the piece, and shall be

free from knots larger than one-fourth the width of the face in which

they occur, with a maximum of 3 inches in diameter. Knots shall not be

in groups.

Posts.

Shall show not less than 85 per. cent, of heart on each of the four

sides, measured across the face anywhere in the length of the piece, and

shall be free from knots larger than one-fourth the width of the face in

which they occur, with a maximum of 3 inches in diameter. Knots shall

not be in groups.

Longitudinal Struts or Girts.

Shall show all heart on one face; the other face and two sides shall

show not less than 85 per cent, of heart, measured across the face or

side anywhere in the length of the piece. Shall be free from knots ovet

2 inches in diameter.

Longitudinal X-Braces, Sash Braces and Sway Braces.

Shall show not less than 85 per cent, of heart on two faces and shall

be free from knots larger than one-third the width of the face in which

they occur, with a maximum of 2 inches in diameter.

Branding.

The inspector shall brand each timber which conforms to the above

requirements, "Selected Structural Douglas Fir."

REVISION OF MANUAL.

Your Committee has carefully gone over the Lumber Grading Rules

as now published in the Manual. They find that certain changes have

been made during the last year or two by the lumber associations manu-
facturing different kinds of lumber. These changes in the main are of

a comparatively slight character, and we do not feel that they are of

sufficient importance to warrant any material change in the rules as they

appear in the Manual at the present time. It will probably be desirable

in the course of the next two or three years to revise these rules, but we
believe that it will be better to do so after the general study now in
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progress, as to the relation between grades and uses, is further advanced

than it is at the present time. No new specifications or grading rules

for lumber used in construction and maintenance of way have been sub-

mitted which are not already part of the rules worked out by the Com-
mittee.

CLASSIFICATION OF USES OF LUMBER.

The principal subject assigned to the Committee by the Board of

Direction was to "draw up in unified form a set of specifications for

construction timbers and building lumber for use on railways, showing

each kind of quahty of lumber or timber which is suitable for each of

the different classes of work on a railway." The idea underlying these

instructions undoubtedly was interpreted by the Committee to mean that

we should prepare a set of standards in which the use of the timber

or lumber was to be co-related with the various grades which had hitherto

been adopted as standard. The Committee found itself confronted with

the problem which, early in the year, it was recognized would require a

good many years of close and careful study and interchange of opinion.

Believing that the subject is of sufficient importance to receive the serious

consideration of all members of the Association, your Committee this

i'ear has confined its work to establishing a broad and general classifica-

tion as to uses, which is herewith submitted as a progress report. It was
thought desirable that, before attempting any further co-relation between

uses and the grades, the broader aspects of the problem be first deter-

mined upon. Your Committee accordingly asks for criticism of this classi-

fication and for a vote as to the desirability of continuing along the lines

laid out.

Proposed Plan.—It is proposed to classify the uses of lumber on a

railroad into four large groups, these to include the general subjects indi-

cated under each heading.

(I) Bridge and Construction Timber.

To include

:

Combination and Howe Truss Spans.

Span Bridges.

Frame Trestles.

Piles.

Falsework.

Concrete Forms.

Tank Supports.

Docks and Wharves.

(II) Frame Buildings,

To include

:

Station Buildings.

Engine Houses.

Machine Shops.
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Section Houses.

Miscellaneous Small Buildings.

Warehouses.

(III) Ties.

Ties.

Switch Ties.

(IV) Miscellaneous Roadway Material.

To include

:

Crossing Plank.

Platforms.

Stock-Guards.

Signs and Posts.

Fence Posts.

Culverts and Drains.

Stock Pens.

Poles.

Cross-Arms.

Conduits, etc., etc.

In addition to preparing this outline, the Committee has done a

good deal of work with reference to the special division of the individual

classes and lumber grades pertaining thereto, but we do not feel prepared

to submit these this year, especially as much of this work would have

to be done over in case the general plan proposed does not meet with

the Association's approval. For your information we would further

state that in case the outline is approved, appropriate work for the next

year's Committee would consist in tabulating the various uses and asking

for a detailed expression of opinion from the various members as to

their present practice.

It is accordingly suggested that the work of the Committee next year

include:

1. Further consideration of the proposed rules for Douglas fir

timbers.

2. Continuing to elaborate on the classification of lumber as related

to its use. (It is believed that this is the most important problem now
being discussed as "wood uses.")

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE OX GRADING OF LUMBER.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE VIII—ON MASONRY.

F. L. Thompson, Chairman: J. J. Yates, Vice-Chmnnan;

R. Armour, Richard L. Humphrey,

John C. Beye, Noah Johnson,

G. E. Boyd,
'

M. S. Ketchum,

H. A. Cassil, W. S. Lacher,

T. L. CoNDRON, C p. Richardson,

J. K. Conner," G. H. Scribner, Jr.,

J. L. Harrington, F. P. Sisson,

W. K. Hatt, J. E. Smith,

L. J. HotchkisSj Job Tuthill^

Committee.

To the Members of tlie American Railicay Engineering Association:

The Committee on Masonry during the past year held two meetings

of the whole Committee at Chicago, one on August 24, 1916, the other

January 20, 1917. Meetings of the various Sub-Committees were held

at different times during the year.^

The following Sub-Committees were appointed to deal with the

subjects assigned by the Board of Direction:
\

\

Sub-Committee (1) : "Make critical examination of the subject-

matter in the Manual, and submit recommendations for changes." T. L.

Condron, Chairman; W. K. Hatt, G. H. Scribner, Jr., C. P. Richardson.

Sub-Committee (2) : "(a) Report on cost and method of construct-

ing concrete piles, and make recommendations on how and where to be

used."

"(b) Present additional typical designs for

concrete piles for different loading and rules for driving under various

conditions and loading." C. P. Richardson, Chairman; F. P. Sisson, M. S.

Ketchum, John C. Beye.

Sub-Committee (3) : "Report on cost, appearance, and wearing quali-

ties of various methods of surface finish for concrete." Job Tuthill,

Chairman; H. A. Cassil, G. E. Boyd, R. Armour.

Sub-Committee (4) : "Report on typical designs of foundations for

piers, abutments, retaining walls, and arches in various soils and depth

of water (not including pneumatic foundations)." J. J. Yates, Chairman;
R. Armour, Richard L. Humphrey, J. L. Harrington.

Sub-Committee (5) : "Report on principles of design of plain and

reinforced retaining walls and abutments." L. J. Hotchkiss, Chairman

;

J. E. Smith, M. S. Ketchum, Noah Johnson.

Sub-Committee (6) : "Report results of work with Joint Committee
on Standard Specifications for Cement." Richard L. Humphrey, Chair-

man; J. J. Yates,

829
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Sub-Committee (7) : "Report results of work with Joint Committee
on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete." Richard L. Humphrey, Chairman ;

J. J. Yates.

Sub-Committee (8) : "Report upon the wisdom of the use of blast

furnace slag in reinforced concrete work, taking into especial considera-

tion its probable duration." W. S. Lacher, Chairman ; W. K. Hatt, Noah
Johnson, J. K. Conner.

REVISION OF MANUAL.

The Sub-Committee on Revision of Manual, after some written dis-

cussion with other members of the Masonry Committee, decided not to

recommend any changes this year in the Manual.

(a) REPORT ON COST AND METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING
CONCRETE PILES, AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS
ON HOW AND WHERE TO BE USED.

{b) PRESENT ADDITIONAL TYPICAL DESIGNS FOR CON-
CRETE PILES FOR DIFFERENT LOADING AND RULES
FOR DRIVING UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS AND
LOADING.

Your Committee, in the last two years, has submitted progress reports

showing typical designs for concrete piles, tables showing the cost and

use of such piles, as reported by the members of this Association, and

tentative specifications for constructing and driving pre-cast concrete

piles.

During the past year, time has been given to the study of additional

data, the revision of previous reports on pre-cast piles, and to briefly

summarizing the methods of construction and the uses of the various

"cast-in-place" piles.

Concrete piles may be properly divided into two classes

:

(a) Pre-cast concrete piles. (Piles which are cast in forms previous

to driving in ground.)

(b) "Cast-in-place" piles. (Piles which are cast in holes previously

formed in the ground.)

The more important advantages gained by the use of concrete piles

are as follows

:

(1) Foundations can be constructed above the permanent ground
water level.

(2) On account of their size, the bearing power can be increased

and fewer piles are necessary to carry a given load. This feature tends

to reduce the required foundation area in most cases.

(3) Smaller foundations result in a lighter dead load and a conse-

quent reduction in the number of piles.

(4) Piles may be placed nearer the points of greatest pressure on

account of the smaller foundations and greater bearing power.
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(5) Concrete piles may be used in trestles, making possible a per-

manent structure at a considerably less cost than the ordinary type of

pier bridge where the height is such as to permit their use.

PRE-CAST PILES.

The typical designs for concrete piles illustrated in previous Pro-

ceedings furnish, in the opinion of your Committee, a sufficient variation

to give information in regard to design of pre-cast piles that may be

suitable for various classes of work. There are many patented piles that

are now available, many of which vary in some degree from the types

submitted, each one having its particular advantages in some classes of

work. The length, design and amount of steel reinforcement required

depend upon the following factors

:

(1) The load which the concrete pile is to carry.

(2) The nature of the soil into which it is to be driven.

(3) Whether the piles act as a simple column or whether skin

friction may be obtained.

(4) Amount of reinforcement necessary to permit safe han-

dling.

The more common shapes used are the square, hexagonal and octag-

onal sections, depending upon the style of structure the piles are to carry.

The square-shaped pile may best be used where a maximum top section

is required to distribute load. The hexagonal- or octagonal-shaped piles,

by reason of their comparative constant diametric section, present the

most suitable shapes for general conditions.

The straight pile should be used when the pile rests on solid rock

or hardpan, or is driven through sand or other similar material which

is subject to flow on account of future excavations or from other causes

tending to cause the piles to act as a column. In general, the tapered

pile can advantageously be used in all cases where the soil is clay or

similar material where skin friction will serve as a factor in the bearing

power of the pile.

The cost of constructing concrete piles depends upon the require-

ments as to design and also on the manufacturing facilities.

The cost of constructing and driving pre-cast concrete piles varies

from 75 cents to two dollars per linear foot, with an average price of

about one dollar per foot, varying with the conditions, length and num-

ber of piles cast, as shown by tables published on page 824, Vol. 16 of

Proceedings.

To obtain good results, piles should be seasoned not less than thirty

to forty days before handling and driving, depending upon the. amount

of driving expected and the season of the year when the piles are made.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTING CONCRETE PILES.

The piles shall be made in accordance with the dimensions shown

on the drawings.
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The workmanship and materials shall be in accordance with the

Specifications for Plain and Reinforced Concrete and Steel Reinforce-

ment, as embodied in the Manual, with the following modifications

:

The coarse aggregate shall consist of material such as crushed stone

or gravel, varying in size from ^-inch to 54-inch. It shall be clean, hard,

durable and free from all deleterious matter.

The proportions of the concrete shall be one part cement, two parts

fine aggregate and four parts coarse aggregate.

The forms for concrete piles shall be made under the requirements

for forms for concrete and reinforced concrete, as published in the Man-
ual ; they must be supported upon skids, spaced sufficiently close to prevent

sagging of forms. The forms are generally collapsible, the 'bottom left

under the piles until seasoned sufficiently to permit turning upon the skids..

Concrete piles shall not be handled on the skids or moved to the site

for driving, unless they have seasoned twenty-eight days. All concrete

piles must be handled carefully, avoiding all drops or heavy jarring while

in a horizontal or inclined position.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DRIVING CONCRETE PILES.

PiHng shall be protected while being driven with an approved

cushion cap.

The driving or jetting of piles shall be governed by "Pile Driving

—

Principles of Practice," given in the Specifications for Workmanship for

Pile and Frame Trestles in the Manual of the Association.

In driving, preference will be given to a steam hammer. Where a

drop-hammer is permitted, a heavy hammer with a short drop shall be

used.

Any pile injured in driving or driven out of place shall be either

replaced by a new pile, or pulled and redriven, as the case may be.

On sloping ground, and where necessary, a suitable hole shall be dug
at the location of each pile to aid in holding it in proper position.

Before driving, the piles shall be carefully located and set to the

line called for on the plan, and the pile driver leads held in proper posi-

tion by means of guy lines. Unless otherwise called for on the plans,

piles shall be driven as nearly as possible in a plumb position. Any pile

out of plumb more than one-half inch per foot shall be pulled and
redriven if so required by the engineer.

All reasonable efforts shall be made to drive the concrete piles to

plan cut-off, the lengths of the piles having been determined by borings

or test piles. Driving will be continued until this point is reached or until

the following conditions are met. (Cases where driving is through soft

soil to hard bottom or rock excepted.)

For a load of fifteen tons, piles shall be driven to a point requiring

not less than five blows to the last two inches of penetration, when
driven with a No. 1 Vulcan Steam Hammer (weight of plunger 5,000 lbs.,

drop 36 inches) or other hammer of like mechanical effect.
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For a load of twenty-five tons, piles shall be driven to a point requir-

ing not less than eight blows to the last two inches of penetration when

driven with a No. 1 Vulcan Steam Hammer (weight of plunger 5,000 lbs.,

drop 36 inches) or other hammer of like mechanical effect.

CUTTING OFF PILES.

Where it is not possible to drive concrete piles to plan cut-off, it will

be necessary to remove a portion of the pile above this point, and, unless

otherwise specified, a variation of four inches will be allowed above the

plan cut-off for the inequalities of the tops of the piles. All loose parts

of the head of cut-off piles shall be removed. Where reinforcement has

to be cut off, it shall be done by a hack saw or oxy-acetylene torch.

•cast-iNtPlace" piles.

"Cast-in-place" piles may be divided into the following groups:

(a) Piles which are formed by the driving of a collapsible steel man-

drel encased with a spirally reinforced sheet-steel casing; withdrawing

the steel mandrel after required penetration is secured ; and the filling of

the steel casing or form left in the ground, with concrete.

(b) Piles which are formed by the driving of a cylindrical casing

with a core as a protecting and driving point; removing the core; placing

charge of concrete, using the core as a rammer to compress the sur-

rounding soil at the base, thus forming an enlarged base to the pile

;

thence filling the casing with wet concrete and removing the casing and

allowing the concrete to fill up space caused by the removal of casing.

(c) Same as (b), only casing is driven with a protecting point left

in the ground and entire casing is filled with wet concrete, and casing is

then removed as above.

Under conditions where "cast-in-place" piles may be used, the main

advantages over the pre-molded piles are as follows

:

(1) The length of the pile need not be definitely predetermined on

account of being able to vary the lengths in driving as required.

(2) Saving in labor and material on account each pile being made
the required length before concrete is placed, thus saving cut-offs.

(3) The cost of handling materials is reduced.

(4) The delay of awaiting seasoning before handling is eliminated.

(5) The degree of penetration can be more accurately determined

on account of the elastic cushion cap being unnecessary.

(6) Saving in reinforcement against handling, which in most cases is

eliminated.

The nature of all the construction of a "cast-in-place" pile makes

it essentially a foundation pile and may not be a substitute for the

original pre-cast pile in all cases. The expense of the moving and setting

up the special equipment necessary for the various types makes them more
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economical on larger pieces of work tlian on those structures demanding

a smaller number of piles.

In general, the various types of piling are either driven by com-

panies owning or controlling the patented features or they are driven

by contractors or others on a royalty basis. The diameter and shape of

the piles vary with the type of pile used. Tapered round piles average

an 8-inch tip and a diameter of 18 inches at 23-ft. depth, the straight piles

are circular and have an average diameter of 17 inches.

The cost will vary from 85 cents to two dollars per linear foot with

an average of perhaps one dollar, depending upon the number of piles

driven and their lengths. Lengths are always measured from cut-off to

tip of pile.

Loading of piles may be calculated from the same formula as that

given for pre-cast piles, but as above stated, this can be more accurately

determined in the "cast-in-place" piles.

REPORT ON COST, APPEARANCE AND WEARING QUALITIES

OF VARIOUS. METHODS OF SURFACE FINISH

FOR CONCRETE.

The Sub-Committee has prepared specifications for various methods

of finishing concrete surfaces, which are herewith submitted, together

with some additional information upon the subject assigned.

The color of untreated surfaces and of rubbed surfaces is due almost

entirely to the cement used. With the other methods of treatment the

color and appearance depend largely upon the aggregates and by proper

selection and combination of these a variety of effects may be obtained.

The coarser the aggregate, the coarser will be the texture of the finished

surface. The smaller and more uniform the aggregate, the more closely

will the surface resemble natural stone. A mixture of crushed stone and

gravel, because of the contrast between the angular surfaces of the stone

and the round smoother surfaces of the gravel, gives a more varied

effect than either alone. Pleasing effects can be produced by using marble

chips or other colored aggregate.

It is the general experience that all treated surfaces darken in time

and in many cases begin to lose their neat appearance as soon as fin-

ished. A fruitful cause of unsightly discolorations is water seeping

through the seam between two layers of concrete not deposited consecu-

tively, causing unsightly discolorations, and many otherwise fine appearing

surfaces have been marred on this account.*

The use of special finishes is comparatively new among railroads and

their wearing qualities therefore have not yet been fully determined.

Rubbed finishes of the various kinds seem to have been most commonly

used, and a number of roads report neat appearing surfaces in good

Examples of this are shown by Figs. 20-22, pp. 852-868.
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condition after three to eight and in one instance fifteen years. These

are about equally divided between cement bricks, carborundum bricks and

wooden floats. One road of large experience obtains the best results by

rubbing first with wooden floats and then with carborundum bricks, sur-

faces thus treated being very satisfactory in condition and appearance after

six years.

Tooled surfaces are reported as showing absolutely no signs of

deterioration after six years. Other roads report the same condition after

four years' service.

The following information in regard to costs has been received

:

Per
sq. ft.

Grand Trunk: cents.

Bush-hammering, 250 sq. ft., 1 :23^ :5 gravel concrete, wages $4.00

per day 7.2

Rubbing, City Arch, 3,900 sq. yds., wages 26J^c per hour 5

Kanawha &• Michigan:

Rubbing with cement brick 4
Rubbing until all form marks removed 6

Long Island:

Rubbed surfaces 1/4 to 2
Tooled surfaces 2j4 to 3

Michigan Central:

Rubbing with Carborundum bricks

:

1,610 sq. ft. abutment surface 1.6

1,005 sq. ft. pier surface 2.6

4,200 sq. ft. abutment surface 2.8

4,600 sq. ft. pier surface 1.1

Average 1.9

New York Central:

Rubbing with wooden floats and Carborundum bricks

:

Varied from 2^4 to 6]/^

Average 4?^ to 5^
New York, Chicago & St. Louis:

Bush-Hammering, 1960 sq. ft 11.75

Bush-Hammering, 5000 sq. ft 9.61

Bush-Hammering, 8280 sq. ft 10.84

Bush-Hammering, 3420 sq. ft 6.21

Rubbing wood floats, 6250 sq. ft 0.57

Paneled posts, complete, per sq. yd $19.19

Philadelphia & Reading:

Bush-Hammering 7

Seaboard Air Line:

Scrubbing 5.50

The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, Northwest System,

treated several small areas of surface for the purpose of observing the

effect and give the following results

:

(1) Tooth-Axed: Area 18.5 sq. ft. "Made a fairly good finish."
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(2) Six-Point, Bush-Hammered : Area 16 sq. ft. "A very nice

finish, but a little too fine."

(3) Four-Point, Bush-Hammered: Area 15.4 sq. ft. "A very good
finish, perhaps the best."

(4) Beam-Hammered: Area 15.4 sq. ft. "Very much the same as

No. 1."

(5) Crandled: Ten-pound hammer, area 16.2 sq. ft. "Very much
the same appearance- as Nos. 1 and 4."

All were done by the stonecutter by hand at a cost of 22 to 26 cents

per square foot.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. For all work not requiring decorative treatment, spaded finish

is recommended as the most durable, the most readily applied and the

most economical.

2. Coating with a wash of cement is not recommended.

3. Rubbing with carborundum bricks or wood floats is next to spad-

ing in ease of application and cost.

4. Tooling, alone or with rubbed margins and outlines, produces the

most pleasing appearance, and where ornamentation is desired, these and

the scrubbing methods are recommended.

5. Careful form work and continuous placing of the concrete are

recommended as essential for all methods.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SURFACE FINISHES OF CONCRETE.

(I) General:

1. The forms shall be made of lumber dressed to a uniform thick-

ness and width, or dressed and matched to a uniform thickness and

width, or lumber lined with metal, or metal, carefully built to exact

dimensions and shape, with close level joints, smooth inside surfaces and

sufficiently braced and tied together to be unyielding. The inside surfaces

shall be washed just before the concrete is placed. Where the smoothest

surface practicable with all wooden forms is desired, the inside surface

shall be coated with light paraffin oil, boiled linseed oil or other approved

material.

2. The whole extent of a surface to be finished shall be built in one

continuous operation. The decorative treatment of the structure shall

be such as to permit this. Where a continuous operation is not possible

the seam or joint between the concrete placed first and that placed later

shall be made water-tight with sheet lead or other metal imbedded equally

in the two deposits of the concrete, or by some other approved method.

3. The same brand of cement shall be used throughout the whole of

any surface or structure.

4. Where margins, patterns or different finish from the remainder

of the surface are required, the forms shall be removed at the proper

time to permit these to be laid off and finished in the best manner for the

method specified.
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5. All work shall be finished free from streaks, discolorations or

other imperfections that impair the appearance or life of the finish.

(II) Spaded Finish:

1. The coarse aggregate shall be carefully worked back from the

form into the mass of the concrete with spades, fine stone forks, bars

or other suitable tools so as to bring a surface of mortar next the form.

Care shall be taken to remove all air pockets and to prevent voids in this

surface.

2. After the removal of the forms all voids in the surface shall be

filled with a mortar made of the same proportions of cement and sand

as those of the concrete and rubbed smooth and even with the surface

with a wooden float. A trowel shall not be used for this purpose.

(III) Rubbed Finish—Carborundum or Cement Bricks:

1. The coarse aggregate shall he carefully worked back from the

forms into the mass of the concrete with spades, fine stone forks or other

suitable tools, so as to bring a surface of mortar against the form. Care

shall be taken to remove air pockets and to prevent voids in the surface.

2. The forms shall be carefully removed from the surface to be

finished as early as practicable, all joint marks, projections and inequali-

ties chipped off and all voids filled with a mortar made of the same pro-

portions of cement and sand as those of the concrete. These surfaces

shall then be thoroughly wet with water and while wet, rubbed to a

smooth, uniform finish with a brick made of one part Portland cement

and two parts or two and one-half parts sand ; or with a No. 3 Carborun-

dum brick followed by a No. 30 or with a No. 24 Carborundum brick, as

may be necessary to obtain the desired degree of smoothness.

3. No mortar or cement shall be applied except to fill distinct voids

in the surface. Uneven places shall be smoothed by rubbing down and

not by plastering. The surface shall be kept moist and protected from

rapid drying for not less than three days.

(IV) Rubbed Finish—Wooden Floats:

1. The coarse aggregate shall be carefully worked back from the

forms into the mass of the concrete with spades, fine stone forks or

other suitable tools so as to bring a surface of mortar next the form.

Especial care shall be taken to remove air pockets and to prevent voids

in the surface.

2. The forms shall be carefully removed from the surfaces to be

finished while the concrete is green, all joint marks, projections and

inequalities chipped off and all voids filled with a mortar made of the

same proportions of cement and sand as those of the concrete. The sur-

faces shall then be rubbed with soft wood floats and kept well flushed

with water during the rubbing. When the desired finish it obtained the

whole surface shall be thoroughly washed with water.
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3. No mortar or cement shall be applied except to fill distinct holes

or cavities. Uneven places shall be smoothed by rubbing down and not

by plastering. The surface shall be kept moist and protected from rapid

drying for not less than three, days.

(V) Faced Surfaces:

1. The outside layer of the surface to be finished shall be composed

of one (1) part cement and three (3) parts graded aggregate mixed to a

stiff mortar. The aggregate shall be (description of aggregate) crushed

to pass a sieve of three-eighths (}i) inch mesh and be retained on a

No. 100 sieve. The cement and the aggregate shall each be measured

carefully and accurately for each batch and all batches shall be gaged

with the same amount of water and carefully mixed in the same manner

and for the same length of time, in order to obtain uniform surfaces.

2. For vertical surfaces the above surface mixture shall be placed

against the forms by skilled workmen (using metal slip plates, where

practicable) in a layer not less than one (1) inch thick, as the concrete

is deposited, in order that the surface mixture shall form a part of the

mass of the concrete. Care shall be taken to remove air pockets and to

prevent voids in the surface. For horizontal surfaces the surface mixture

shall be placed as the concrete is deposited and before the concrete has set

and where possible troweled or floated to an even surface.

(VI) Unfaced Surfaces:

1. The surface concrete shall be of the same mixture as specified for

the body of the structure. The cement and the aggregate shall be measured

carefully and accurately for each batch and all batches shall be gaged

with the same amount of water and carefully mixed in the same manner
and for the same length of time, in order to obtain uniform surfaces.

2. The concrete shall be spaded or worked against the form so as

to make a surface of uniform density, free from air pockets and voids,

with both coarse and fine aggregates exposed.

(2. The concrete shall be spaded vertically against the forms only as

much as will remove air pockets and prevent voids, care being taken not

to force the coarse aggregate away from the form.)

(VII) Washed or Scrubbed Finish:

1. As soon as the concrete has hardened sufficiently, but while it is

still green, the forms shall be carefully removed from the surface to

be finished and all voids filled with the surface mixture. The surface

shall then be scrubbed with water and brushes of stiff fiber or of wire,

until the aggregate is sufficiently exposed and projects slightly, but not

enough to injure its adhesion to the mass. The whole surface shall

then be washed with water until thoroughly clean. If necessary in order

to remove the film of cement from the surface of the exposed aggregate

or to better bring out the color, the surface shall be washed with a solution

of one (1) part commercial hydrochloric acid and two and one-half (2^)
parts water applied with brushes of stiff vegetable fiber. All traces of
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the acid shall be immediately and completely removed by washing with

water. After the final washing the surface shall be kept moist and pro-

tected from rapid drying for not less than three (3) days.

(VIII) Acid Treated Finish:

1. After the forms are removed all voids shall be filled with the sur-

face mixture. The surface to be finished shall then be washed with com-

mercial hydrochloric or nitric acid diluted with water according to the

age and hardness of the concrete. The strength of the solution shall be

determined by trial on the work and shall only be such that the bond of

the cement will be readily broken to the required depth. The solution

shall be applied with stiff vegetable fiber brushes and the surface scrubbed

until the aggregate is exposed to the desired amount.

2. As soon as the desired surface is obtained all traces of the acid

shall be quickly and completely washed off with water to prevent its

further action and the permanent discoloration of the surface.

Note.—For concrete that is but a few days old, a dilution of one part

acid to six parts water may be sufficient. For concrete two weeks old a

dilution of only two or three parts may be necessary.

(IX) Sand Blast Finish:

1. After the forms are removed all voids shall be filled with the

surface mixture and left to harden as long as possible. All joint marks

and projections shall be chipped off. The outside mortar shall then be

cut away with a sandblast using a hard sand with angular grains. The

nozzle shall not be larger than one-eighth (J/^) inch diameter and shall be

held close to the surface. Care shall be taken to cut all the surface to a

uniform depth. The work shall preferably be done between ten and four-

teen days after the concrete is placed.

(X) Tooled Finish:

1. The proportions of cement and fine aggregate shall be such as to

produce a mortar of a density or hardness as nearly equal to that of the

coarse aggregate as possible.

2. After the forms are removed all voids shall be filled with the

surface mixture and left to harden as long as possible. After the con-

crete has set and become hard, the surface to be finished shall be dressed

(with a bush hammer of 3 to 6 cuts per inch, a crandall, a toothed pick,

a pneumatic or an electric, or other desired tool) to a uniform depth

and finish. Care shall be taken to make all margins and patterns straight

and true.

Practice of Various Railways.

The Norfolk & Western Railway Company have submitted some in-

teresting pictures and description of how the work was handled in con-

nection with their Bridge No. 1146, over a public crossing near Columbus.

Ohio, and these pictures and description are herewith presented. (See

Photos Nos. 17, 18, 19.)
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Bridge 1146.

I wrote you on October 30, 1914, giving in detail metliods pursued at

Bridge 1146. The work was laid out in accordance with plan. Concrete
was poured and as soon as possible forms were removed, the work laid

off and the surfaces which were to be smoothed were rubbed down with
carborundum brick and water, and after the concrete had thoroughly
hardened the crandalling was done. If rubbed surfaces are desired, forms
should be removed within twenty-four hours and concrete rubbed down
immediately, as this will give better results at less cost. Our best results

in crandalling were secured after concrete had set about three weeks, some
of it four weeks, and we think that this work should not be done under
three or four weeks from the time concrete is poured. In my letter of

October 30, 1914, you will find some figures of cost, which may be inter-

esting, and from the photographs sent you on December 15, 1913, you
will get a definite idea of the appearance of the work. Personally, I like

the effect of the rubbed concrete edging, which should not be less than
2^ inches wide, with the interior panel crandalled. We think the cran-
dalling gives a rougher, more contrasting finish than bush-hammering, and
is just as cheap. I have not seen this work for several months, but when
I last saw it it was in first-class condition, no cracks showing, but of
course somewhat discolored by smoke from our engines. I am still of
the opinion that this is the nicest undercrossing in the vicinity of Colum-
bus, and the City Engineer's department speaks very highly of it. I am
sending a copy of my letter of October 30, 1914, as you may not have
one in your files.

Some very interesting work has been done by the New York, Chi-

cago & St. Louis Railroad in connection with structures they are erecting

for grade crossing elimination at Cleveland, Ohio. Some pictures and

description of same are submitted below

:

Photo No. 1 is of the sand finish on the Fairmount Road bridge

railing. This is a structural steel bridge encased in concrete, carrying

the highway over four tracks. The railing is 1 :2 :4 mixture, with screened

gravel for the aggregate. After the concrete had become hard it was
bush-hammered with pneumatic tools. Mortar, one part cement to two
parts sand, was then applied and rubbed to finish with wooden floats.

The work was completed in November, 1912. The area of the railings

of this bridge having sand-rubbed finish is 1,961 sq. ft. The bush-hammer-
ing cost $0.1175 per sq. ft. without overhead. The cost of the mortar
coat was not kept separate from otlier items of surface finish.

Photo No. 2—Same data as for Photo No. 1, except the grains of

sand are coarser. No. 3 shows the general appearance of the railing

at this date.

Photo No. 4 is the top of the bay in the southwest wing of the East

Boulevard bridge, which appears also in Photo No. 5. The matrix of

the arch over the bay and panel is crushed red granite from Picton Island

in the St. Lawrence River. Screenings made by the crusher in preparing

the coarse aggregate for panels were used in the arches over the bays,

in belt courses, and between the sidew^alk surface and spring line of the

arch. The surface mixture was about two inches tliick. The mortar
was colored with iron oxide.

There were 5,000 sq. ft. of surface bush-hammered on this bridge, at

a cost of $0.0961 per square foot. The finishing was completed in Octo-
lier, 1912. All surfaces were bush-hammered except the panels, in which
the aggregate was exposed by picking out the mortar with pneumatic
tools. It was the intention to expose the aggregate in the bays by the
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use iif brush„"S. hut cold weather rendered postponement necessary.

Smooth-ruljbed surfaces were obtained b\- a later application of mortar
and then rubbed with carl)orundum brick Photo No. 6 is detail of
rough exposed granite aggregate in the panels.

The appearance of this structure is more pleasing than when finished.

When freshh' rubbed the smooth surfaces were a light pink, but with
weathering the contrast of color has disappeared.

Photo No. 7 is one of four posts on the bridge carrying Cedar Ave-
nue over Doan Brook and was Iniilt in the fall of 1910. One of the posts

was finished during the inclement weather of December, when it was
necessary to have a fire to allow the work to proceed. This added to the
cost, which is an average for the four posts. The following .spring the

three other posts were finished. Surface finish was o1)tained l)y the use
of carliorundum lirick, except a final ru])I)ing of the panel witli cement
brick.

Photo No. 8 is a detail of the panel of the post in Photo No. 7. The
exposed aggregate is limestone. The four posts contain 8.1 cu. yds. of
concrete, which cost $19.19 per cu. yd., including finishing.

Photos Nos. 9 and 10 and 11 are of the north facia, Mayfield Road
bridge. The concrete, a 1:2:4 mixture, in which the aggregate was
screened gravel, was applied directly upon the outer girder. The entire

surface was bush-hammered with air tools after the concrete had l)ecome

hard and the sand finish applied later. Work was completed in August,
1912. The area Inish-hammered on this bridge was 8,280 sq. ft. and cost

$0.1084 per sq. ft. Photo No. 9 shows the detail from the right-hand
curb support shown in Photo No. 11. Photo No. 10 is of the right-hand
post and portion of the facia.

Photos Nos. 12, 13 and 14 are of Shaw Avenue liridge. East Cleve-

land. Photo No. 12 is an enlarged detail of the bush-hammered surface

of the railing, which is 1:2:4 concrete with screened gravel as the aggre-

gate. Photo No. 13 is of the panel in the wing finished b}' bush-hammer-
ing with air tools. The concrete is 1 :3 :6 mixture, in which the larger

stones were spaded back from the face. Photo No. 14 shows the bridge at

Shaw Avenue. Work was completed in September, 1912. There were
3,420 square feet of surface busli-hammered at a cost of $0.0621 per sq. ft.

This does not include the sand finishing.

Carborundum l)ricks of No. 10 and No. 20 grit were used in concrete
surface finishing.

Photos Nos. 15 and 16 are of the Anderson Wall near West Ninety-
third Street. The finish was obtained by rubbing with wood float as soon
as the forms were removed. The concrete is 1 :3 :6 mixture. The work-
was done from October, 1915, to February, 1916, and cost $0.0057 per sq. ft.

The total area finished was 6,250 sq. ft.
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Photo No. 1.

Photo No. 2.
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Photo Xo. 3.

Photo No. 4.
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Photo No. 5.
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Photo No. 7.
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Phuto No. 6.
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Photo No. 9.

Photo No. 10.
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Photo No. 11.

Photo No. 12.
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Photo No. 13.

Photo No. 14.
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1'huio No. 15.

Photo No. 16.
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Photo No. 17.

Photo No. Iti.
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Photo No. 19.

Photo No. 20.
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Photo No. 21.

Photo No. 22.
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REPORT ON TYPICAL DESIGNS OF FOUNDATIONS FOR
PIERS, ABUTMENTS, RETAINING WALLS AND ARCHES
IN VARIOUS SOILS AND DEPTHS OF WATER (NOT IN-

CLUDING PNEUMATIC FOUNDATIONS).

Your Committee has continued the study assigned to it and has this

year confined its work to obtaining designs of foundations of important

structures.

A circular letter was sent to the membership of the Association and a

large number of answers were received, including over 250 plans.

From the plans received the Committee has selected a number Avhich

are typical and represent designs in general use.

The plans are reproduced with some explanatory notes and other

information as a part of this report and are presented as information

without recommendations.

It is to be regretted that a number of the plans received were not

accompanied by explanatory notes and other information relative to the

design and construction. On account of the lack of time it was found im-

practicable to obtain additional information for publication.

For previous work of the Association bearing on the subject of

foundations, reference may be had to the following:

"Report on Retaining Walls and Abutments," Vol. 10. Pari 2. page
1317.

"Design of Bridge Abutments" (J. H. Prior), Vol. 13, page 1085.

"Progress Report on Design of Foundations for Piers, Abutments.
Retaining Walls and Arches in the Various Soils and Depths of Water
(not including Pneumatic Foundations)," Vol. 17, page 225.

For the purpose of continuing the work, the Committee requests a

reassignment of the subject.

Practice of Various Railways.

Long Island, F. Anryansen, Bridge Engineer (Plate I) :

"For wood piles we allow 15 tons each, and for concrete piles 25 to

30 tons each. There is no rock on Long Island and seldom any clay

other than along streams. The usual condition is either sand or gravel,

both porous and well drained naturally, and on this our usual allowance
is 5,000 pounds per square foot for column pedestals, counting dead and
live load and impact ; for walls we keep the toe pressure within 10,000

lbs. per sq. ft."

St. Louis Southwestern of Texas, C. D. Purdon, Chief Engineer ( Plate V) :

"The pressure on the walls was calculated according to the A. R. E. A.
formula and a superimposed load of 1,000 lbs. per sq. ft. was used as being
the average between a track laid close to the top of the wall and the track

actually laid 7 ft. 6 in. centers from the top of the wall. The calculated

pressure on the toe was

:

12-ft. wall 3,062 24-ft. wall 5,033

14-ft. wall 3,322 28-ft. wall 5,446

18-ft. wall 3,770 33-ft. wall 5,815

20-ft. wall 4,712 42-ft. wall 6.912

22-ft. wall 4,797
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A test of the foundation was made by building a table consisting of

four legs six inches square and one foot long, making a platform five

feet square. This was loaded with rail, which gave a weight of 9,250 lbs.

per sq. ft., not counting the weight of the platform itself. Levels were
taken over each leg twice a day for ten days, during which time there

was some rain, but no settlement could be observed."

Illinois Central, A. S. Baldivin, Chief Engineer (Plate VI j :

"Details of foundations for subwav, East Marquette Road, Chicago,

111:

"Abutment.—The toe of this abutment was made exceptionally long

in order to reduce the pressure on the foundation material, which is of

sand.

"Foundation Caisson.—This type of foundation was adopted to elimi-

nate any possibility of settlement on account of excavation in street due
to installing water mains or work of similar nature. These piers are

carried on hardpan.
"Spread Foundation.—This pier is in the center of sidewalk space and

the possibilit}' of excavating close by, so as to affect same, is very remote.

The foundation is spread so as to avoid getting too heavy a load on the

foundation material, which is of sand."

Kansas City Southern, C. S. Heritage, Bridge Engineer (Plate VII) :

"Pier No. 1 and one pedestal of the west abutment have been com-
pleted, substantially as shown. The footings were taken to elevations

shown and piles jetted to solid rock at practically the depths indicated

on the plans. On Pier No. 1 the crib was sealed by placing 10 ft. of con-
crete under the water, after which the crib was pumped out and the

remainder of the work was done in the dry. The crib proved to be tight

and very little leakage occurred after pumping it out. The total load
per pile, including live load on the bridge, is estimated to be 40 tons."

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, I. L. Simmons, Bridge Engineer (Plate

VII):

"Drawing (shown on Plate VII) shows ordinary pile foundation at

a structure where the majority of the concrete was placed under water.
This was due to the fact that the work was done when we had an unusual
amount of rain, causing high water at periods of the year when one might
have assumed from past records that he was perfectly safe. It was
originally intended to place the concrete by pumping out the cofferdam,
but we found it so expensive to keep the cofferdam dry that it was
decided to place the concrete under water. This was done very carefully,

and the work was much better than I expected to obtain."

Central Railroad Company of Nezv Jersey. A. E. Owen, Chief Engineer

(Plate IV) :

"The piles were driven in dredged areas with the aid of a two-inch
water jet with 200 lbs. pressure. A hole was first made with the water
jet through the strata of clay and sand, into which the pile was placed
and driven with a steam hammer to the desired depth. In most cases
the head of the pile was driven to the proper elevation and cutting off

under water avoided.

"The piles were then surrounded with steel or wood sheet pile coffer-

dam and the concrete deposited continuously under water by means of
a two-yard drop-bottom bucket to a point 2 ft. below low water. The
cofferdam was later pumped down, the laitance removed, and the rock-
faced ashlar masonrv with concrete backing constructed in the air.
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Washed gravel and sand were used, the concrete deposited in water being

proportioned 1 :2 :4.

"Examinations of the concrete surfaces by divers at one-year inter-

vals have discovered practically no defects in the concrete placed under
water.

''Plate XIII.—This structure is located in a limestone district, and in

constructing the foundation frequent layers of limestone and gravel were
encountered. W'hen the large limestone boulders were reached, there

was a large inflow of water through the bottom, making it impracticable

to deposit concrete, although with the aid of an 8-inch and 12-inch pump
the water could he kept out of the cofferdam. The pockets between
boulders were cleaned out and a 1:2:4 mixture of concrete deposited in

cement bags aliout half-full was placed to a height of about three feet,

which was above the flow of water. After allowing concrete in the bags
to set the balance of the concrete was deposited in the air."

Kanaii'lia & Michigan, C. M. McVay, Engineer Maintenance of JVay:

"We are not installing foundations for any bridges without driving
piling, except where we can put them on solid rock. We have found that

the soil in the country which we traverse is so uncertain that it does not
pay to install foundations with any heavy structure on it without piling.

We are driving enough piling under these foundations to support the

entire structure and the' maximum live load if all of the soil bearing
imderneath tlie foundation should be entirely removed. And we are

figuring our piling to carry at from 10 to 12 tons per pile, although I

am certain they will carry at least 15 tons per pile in any case."

Portland Bridge, Cumberland County Maine. J. R. Worcester, Co>isn!ting

Engineer (Plate XVI) :

An interesting description of this bridge is found in the Journal

of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 3, No. 10, l)y K. E. Pettee,

of wliich the following is an abstract:

"The method adopted by the Holiirook. Caliot & Rollins Corporation
for building the harbor piers, which occurred in deep water, was inter-

esting and proved ver}^ successful. A site was selected just east of the

bridge in an enclosed position where a launching-way was built, consisting

of a platform resting on piles and sloping towards the water. On this

platform a bed of three-inch lagging was laid, corresponding in shape to

the bottom of the pier. On this lagging forms were built and a rein-

forced concrete box constructed about 4y2 ft. deep, having a projecting

flange all around the outside, through which projected hook liolts. On
this flange wooden sides of 12 bv 12 hard-pine posts with 4-in. hard-oine
planking on the outside were built up about 18 ft. high. The top timbers
were connected by means of rods with the hook bolts anchored in the

concrete and tig"htly screwed \w. The whole structure was then carefully

calked and finally launched. This great box or caisson floated high out
of water and was towed alongside of a large lighter equipped with a

concrete plant and was gradually filled with concrete. On this concrete
as a bed. forms of the proper size for the pier were erected within the
caisson and filled with concrete. As the load increased, the caisson gradu-
ally sank, the sides were twice extended until the total denth reached
about 54 ft.

"The caisson was then towed to its site, which liad already been pre-

pared by considerable dredging and l)y driving piles over the whole area.

These piles were cut off quickly by a large circular saw on a vertical shaft

carried in the gin of a large pile driver. By means of a level placed
on shore, sighting on a white band painted on the vertical shaft carrying
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the saw, the piles were cut off accurately to grade. The caisson was
then filled, until it touched bottom at low tide, when it was very exactly

located by means of two transits set up on shore at right angles to each

other, and sighting on the two center lines of the caisson. Water was
then let into the space between the sides of the caisson and the concrete

pier until the caisson became so heavy that it would not float again at high

water.
"Then came the work of building up the concrete to elevation —2,

where the granite facing began. This facing was carried up well above
high water, the concrete core being carried up simultaneously. The rods

connected with the hook bolts at the bottom of the caisson were then

loosened and the connections unhooked, allowing the sides to float up to

the surface. They were then towed away and used on other caisson.

This method permitted all concrete work to be cast dry, and also permitted
thorough inspection.''

REPORT ON PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN OF PLAIN AND REIN-

FORCED RETAINING WALLS AND ABUTMENTS.

For several years your Committee has collected information bearing on

the practice of railroad companies and others on retaining wall design. A
progress report was published in Vol. 10, Part 2, of the Proceedings,

pp. 1317 to 1337. This report states that tlie use of a fixed ratio of width

of base to height of wall is common practice and illustrates and discusses

a number of actual walls, many of which have moved from their original

positions. In this report your Committee made no recommendations,

feeling that further investigation should be made of the effect of earth

pressures.

Since the publication of the above report, efforts have been made to

secure additional information as to these pressures, but without success.

Among others, a committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers is

trying to get information along these lines, but finds that reliable data

is very scarce. A member of that committee states that he thinks actual

tests on an extensive scale will be required to produce any results of real

value. Your Committee has been of the same opinion for a long time.

No such tests have yet been made and in the alxsence of such definite

information as they might be expected to produce and believing that the

intelligent use of theoretical formulas leads to economical and proper

design, your Committee, therefore, recommends that Rankine's formulas,

which consider that tlic filling is a granular mass oi indefinite extent,

without cohesion, be used in the designing of retaining walls. It is recom-

mended that retaining walls be designed (a) for a level surcharge, or (b)

for a sloping surcharge at the angle of repose, or (c) for a level surcharge

with a uniform surcharge loading. Formulas based on Rankine are given

for vertical walls, walls leaning away from the filling, and for walls lean-

ing toward the filling.

The use of a fixed ratio of width to height leads to a neglect of the

distribution of the pressure on the foundation. This is a question of great

importance, since it is well established that movements from the original

alinem^ent, due to unequal settlement, form a defect more common than
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any other. The Committee feels that attention should be called to the

importance of making a study of each case in designing a wall, par-

ticularly of the weight and character of the filUng, and the amount and

distribution of the pressure on the bed of foundations.

DESIGN OF RETAINING WALLS.

The following nomenclature is recommended

:

$=the angle of repose of the filling.

0=the angle between the back of the wall and a horizontal line passing

through the heel of the wall and extending from the back into the

fill.

Spangle of surcharge, the angle between a horizontal line and the surface

of the filling. (It is recommended that values of S=0 or 8=$ be

used.)

\=the angle between the resultant thrust, P, and a horizontal line,

/i^ivertical height of the wall in feet.

/I'^height of surcharge in feet.

/=width of the base of the wall in feet.

^^distance from the center of the base to the intersection of the result-

ant thrust, E, and the base.

/

a= c=distance from toe of wall to intersection of the resultant

2

thrust, E, and the base.

F=rthe resultant earth pressure per foot of length of wall.

E=the resultant of the earth pressure and the weight of the wall.

Firrvertical component of resultant E.

7t^=the weight of the filling per cubic foot.

zyi=the weight of the masonry per cubic foot.

J^F:=total weight of the wall per foot of length.

pi and /'2^= pressure per square foot on the foundation, due to F, at toe and

heel, respectively.

FORMULAS.

The following formulas for vertical walls or for walls leaning away

from the filling are based on Rankine's Theory, as given in Howe's

"Retaining Walls," and in Ketchum's "Walls, Bins and Grain Elevators;"

and the formulas for walls leaning toward the filling are based on a

modification of Rankine's Theory, as given in Ketchum's "Walls, Bins

and Grain Elevators."

For vertical walls with horizontal surcharge the pressure, P, is given

by the formula

pi Pi— sin </) 1 <P

pz=— iuh' =— wh- tan= (45° ) (1)

2 1 -f sin 2 2

where P is parallel to the top surface, is normal to the wall, and is

applied at one-third the height of the wall above the base.
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For vertical walls with a positive surcharge, 8, the pressure, P, is

given by the formula,

1 cos 5— V COS" 8— cos"(j!)

p=— zvh' cos 8 (2)

2 cos 5 -(- V cos" 8— cos^^

where P is parallel to the top surface of the filling, makes an angle 8

with a normal to the back of the wall, and is applied at one-third the

height of the wall above the base. Where the surcharge, 8, is equal to

the angle of repose, $, formula (2) becomes

1

P—— tvh^ cos $ (3)
2

For a vertical wall with a loaded surcharge the resultant pressure

on the back of the wall will be given by the formula

1 1 — sin

P=— wh (h + 2h') (4)

2 1 -J- sin ^

where h is the height of the wall and Ii^ the equivalent height of sur-

charge, equals surcharge per square foot divided by lu, the weight per

cubic foot of the filling.

The. resultant pressure is horizontal and is applied at a distance from

the base of the wall equal to

/t'-f 3hh'

y= (5)

3 (h-\-2h')

(a) In calculating the surcharge due to a track the entire load

shall be taken as distributed uniformly over a width of 14 feet for a

single track or tracks spaced more than 14 feet centers, and the distance

center to center of tracks where tracks are spaced less than 14 feet.

(b) In calculating the pressure on a retaining wall where the filling

carries permanent tracks or structures, the full effect of the leaded sur-

charge shall be considered where the edge of the distributed load or the

structure is vertically above the back edge of the heel of the wall. The

effect of the loaded surcharge may be neglected where the edge of the

distributed load or the structure is at a distance from the vertical line

through the back edge of the heel of the wall equal to h, the height of

the wall. For intermediate position the equivalent uniform surcharge load is

to be taken as proportional. For example, for a track with the edge of the

h

distributed load at a distance, — , from the vertical line through the back

2

edge of the heel of the wall, the equivalent uniform surcharge load is one-

half the normal distributed load distributed over the filling. Figs. 15 to 18

explain the distribution. The height of surcharge loading will be equal to

the load per linear foot divided by b {b=l4 feet for a single track

railway). Where the edge of the distributed load cannot come nearer
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to the vertical line through the back of the heel of the wall than h—x,

the equivalent uniformly distributed load in terms of height is

X
hi = h'—

.

h

For walls leaning forward or walls with the base extending into

the filling, the pressure of the filling on a vertical plane through back

/ Kst/Zcc?/ Wa//^Hor/'zor?fc7/Surcharge

ror<^ -4-/o/ f^ =33^4B'J
P=0/43iv/?^

P = 0O86i^h^

2- Ver//co/ iiVo//, 3/op/r>g Surcharge

For^- -/i-^o/ f^ ^33''4^')

P'O'4/e v^h^

/^hr <^ ^//o/^ =45")

P--0-3S3y^h^

3 \^r//co/ Wo//, Looc/ec/ Siync/yorge
-| r
6' \^ar-c/70/~ge . J

Por^ -/f/o/ (</>^33''4Z')

P^O/4Jw/7(/? +2h')

V/y'-3/y/y' Por'^-//o/ (^-4SV
\ -^' 3C/? *2PJ P --OOS6 >v/^ (/?^-2h')

of the heel of the wall, as calculated above, is to be combined with the

wedge of filling contained between this vertical plane and the back of the

wall.

For walls leaning toward the filling the resultant pressure, P, will be

horizontal for a wall without surcharge or with a horizontal loaded sur-

charge, and will make an angle, X, with the horizontal for a wall with a
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sloping surcharge. The values of \ will vary from g, vi^here the wall is

vertical, to zero, where Rankine's Theory shows that the resultant pressure

is horizontal. Values of X are given in Figs. 10 and 11. Values of K,

where P= ]/2wh^K are given in Figs. 10 and 11.

The formulas for the different cases above are given in Figs. 1 to 9.

w

^ lYo//Lsor>/ncf ^ryi^rc/, Hor'/zorr/a/ Scrc^or^

aa /n Cose /

W=iota/weiqh{ofy>/o//one Fi/onej.

Wi " »» eorih fi/ee^fe « * -»

5- y/a//ieonino ^ortvora/, /oo/thee/SorcAorqe.

f* M' >i » eorihiveoife - • •

6. WqU Leaninq Fbri/\i'orc/, Looc/e<s/ SurcfyorefC

^rchor^e ^' "SUrchorqsper 39 /V r /V.

/?. ^ tyh(h ^2h) / / ain »»

as in co^& -3

V\/*ioio/tveiqhiiofiwn//on^ fi /onq

Wi* » " earihy/eJqe * « t

l_y 3(hi-Zh')

Noie : tVo// shou/c/he rnh^siKfo/sc/wAen

M incJoc/e& 3urcharqe,orfc/tvh^n ^un-

DISCUSSION OF FORMULAS.

Cases 1 to 3 are for vertical walls without heels. The pressure, P.

is the same as the pressure on a vertical plane in the filling. Vertical

walls with heels come under cases 4 to 6.

Cases 4 to 6 are for walls with heels. The wall may be vertical or

may lean forward, or may lean backward as long ae the upper edge of the
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back of the wall is in front of the vertical plane through the edge of

the heel.

Cases 7 to 9 are for walls without heels. Walls with heels come under

cases 4 to 6 as long as the upper edge of the back of the wall is in front

of the vertical plane through the edge of the heel; if the upper edge of the

7 Wa//Leon/ng Tokvardf/Te ^
F////n^,Hor/zon^a/Son:/7o/ye pA

pUwh^Ko

diVa/lLean/n^ Tokvarcf the

F////n/y,/nc//nedSurcho/ye

p=^ v/h^Ki>

40 50 60 70 80 90
Va/ues offf/ndegrees

/O ValuesofKoandK^ Ybr* -33'4Z'

9-IMa//Leaning Thwordi/ie

Fif//ng •Loaded Surc/iarge

h" I Surcharge

1 / / P=^wh(h-^2h')Ko

40 50 60 70 80 90
Values ofOindegrees

UValuescfKooncfK^ibr*'h5'' 0'

back of the wall extends back of the vertical plane through the edge of the

heel, the problem can be solved by combining the solutions of cases 4

to 6 and 7 to 9.
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PRESSURE ON FOUNDATIONS.

The pressures on foundations will be calculated by the following

formulas

:

/

Where a is equal to or greater than —

.

3

Pressure at the toe

F
p, = (41—6a) - (6)

r

Pressure at the heel is

F
p,= (6a-2l) - (7)

/

Where a is less than — , the pressure at the toe is

3

2F
^ =- -...^8)

3rt

PRINCIPLES FOR DESIGN OF RETAINING WALLS.

The following principles should be observed in the design and con-

struction of retaining walls

:

(1) For usual conditions of the filling use an angle of repose of

IH to 1 {^=.Z2)° 42'). For dry sand or similar material, a slope of

1 to 1 ($ = 45°) may be used.

(2) The maximum pressure at the toe of the retairjing wall should

never exceed the safe bearing pressure on the material considered.

(3) When the retaining wall rests on a compressible material, where

settlement may be expected, the resultant thrust, E, should strike at the

middle or back of the middle of the base of the wall so that the wall

/

will settle toward the filling (a^^or > — ).

2

(4) When the retaining wall rests on a material where settlement

may not be expected the resultant thrust, E, should not strike outside

/

the middle third of the base (rt=:or> — ), except as noted in (5) below.

3

(5) Where the retaining wall rests on solid rock or is carried on

piles the resultant thrust, E, may strike slightly outside the middle third,

provided the wall is safe against overturning, and also provided the maxi-

mum allowable pressure is not exceeded.

(6) In order that the retaining wall may be safe against sliding, the

frictional resistance of the base, combined with the abutting resistance

of the earth in front of the wall, must be greater than the horizontal

thrust on the back of the wall.
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(7) The filling back of the wall should be carefully drained so that

the wall may not be subjected to hydrostatic pressure.

(8) The foundation for a retaining wall should always be placed

below frost line.

(9) A careful study should be made of the conditions in the design of

each wall, and it should be remembered that no theoretical formulas can

be more than an aid to the judgment of the experienced designer. The
main value of theoretical formulas is in obtaining economical propor-

tions, in obtaining a proper distribution of the stresses, and in making

experience already gained more valuable.

REPORT RESULTS OF WORK WITH JOINT COMMITTEE ON
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR CEMENT.

Almost from its beginning the cement industry in this country has

sought the attainment of a single standard method of tests and specifica-

tions for cement.

The report of the Special Committee on Uniform System for Tests

of Cement presented at the annual meeting of the American Society of

Civil Engineers. January 7, 1885, was the first step in this country toward

this end.

The Society appointed, July 1, 1897. a special committee on "The

Proper Manipulation of the Tests of Cement;" this Committee was

reorganized January 16, 1901, and its title was changed to "Special Com-
mittee on Uniform Tests of Cement;" it presented a progress report.

January 21. 1903.

On October 31, 1902, there was organized a Committee on Standard

Specifications for Cement, composed of members of the American So-

ciety for Testing Materials. To this Committee was added the representa-

tives of the members of the Committee on Uniform Tests of Cement of the

American Society of Civil Engineers and three representatives from the

Committee on Masonry of the American Railway Engineering Association,

as well as representatives from the American Institute of Architects and

several departments of the U. S. Government. At the time of its creation

there was no standard specification in use in this countrj^, each consumer

drawing a specification to suit his own requirements. The committee adopted

on February 4, 1903, as a basis for its w-ork the Report of the Committee

on Uniform Methods of Tests for Cement of the American Society of

Civil Engineers and adopted its first specification by letter-ballot June 11,

1904, which was adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials

by letter-ballot November 14, 1904.

The Committee on Masonry of this Association had submitted pro-

visional Specifications for Portland and Natural Cement, at the annual

meeting, March, 1903, and in March, 1904, the Committee recommended

that no further action he taken in view of the fact that it had been re-

quested to appoint representatives to serve on the Committee on Standard
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Specifications for Cement. On recommendation of these representatives

and of the Committee on Masonry, the Association adopted at its annual

meeting on March 21, 1905, the specifications promulgated by the Commit-

tee on Standard Specifications of the American Society for Testing Ma-
terials. These specifications were revised in 1908 and 1909.

In 1912 a Board of Engineers was appointed to revise and bring up to

date the specifications for cement of the U. S. Army, embodied in Pro-

fessional Paper No. 28.

At the request of the Committee on Uniform Tests for Cement of

the American Society of Civil Engineers, joint sessions were held between

these two bodies and the Committee on Standard Specifications for Cement

of the American Society for Testing Materials for the purpose of se-

curing a uniform standard. Subsequently a departmental committee of the

U. S. Government came into existence and in cooperation with the U. S.

Army Board recommended a government specification.

The American Society of Civil Engineers accepted the Final Report

of its Special Committee on Uniform Tests of Cement on January 7, 1912.

The American Society for Testing Materials adopted specifications as

recommended by its Committee on August 16, 1909. The recommendations

of the Departmental Conference, reported February 13, 1912, were made
the specifications of the U. S. Government by executive order April 30,

1912. These specifications and methods of tests diflfered in some

particulars.

The Joint Conference on Uniform Methods of Tests and Standard

Specifications for Cement was created as the result of the following

resolution by the Committee on Standard Specifications for Cement of

the American Society for Testing Materials on March 7, 1912

:

"In order to secure uniformity in the Specifications for Cement, it is

recommended that the Board of Direction of the American Society of
Civil Engineers, Committee on Standard Specifications for Cement, of
the American Society for Testing Materials and the Government Depart-
mental Committee on Specifications for Cement, be each requested to

appoint a Committee of three to confer for the purpose of reconciling

differences."

These committees met October 24, 1912, and organized under the title

of "Joint Conference on Uniform Methods of Tests and Standard Speci-

fications for Cement."

The Joint Conference has held nine meetings, its Executive Committee

about forty of one or more days' duration ; tests and investigations have

been conducted. The Conference presented its first report April 28, 1915.

in which was included its recommended American Specifications and

Methods of Tests for Portland Cement. These specifications were con-

sidered by the respective organizations of which the Conference was

composed and the further modifications were considered by the Confer-

ence and its second report was presented June 1, 1916. After further con-

sideration some additional modifications were made and the standard

specifications and methods of tests were adopted by the American So-
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ciety for Testing Materials by letter-ballot on September 1, 1916, with the

understanding that they should become effective January 1, 1917.

These specifications were adopted by the U. S. Departmental Con-

ference on December 7, 1916, and were reported to the Board of Direc-

tion of the American Society of Civil Engineers with a favorable recom-

mendation by its special committee on January 6, 1917. The first and sec-

ond reports of the Joint Conference will be available in a separate volume

to be published by the American Society for Testing Materials and it is not

necessary that they should be published by this Association. The Standard

Specifications and Methods of Tests for Portland Cement thus adopted

are submitted herewith.

Your Committee recommends that this Association adopt these speci-

fications and methods of tests for Portland Cement.

The specifications for Natural Cement have not been considered, but it

is expected that an agreement will be reached in regard to them during

the year. There is appended herewith the specifications for Natural Ce-

ment modified to conform to the action taken in regard to Portland

Cement.

The proposed explanatory paragraph to follow the title of the specifi-

cations was objected to and was considered by the Committee on Cement
of the American Society for Testing Materials at its meeting January 16,

1917, and the following was adopted in lieu thereof:

"These Specifications and Methods of Tests for Portland Cement are
the result of the joint labors of representatives of the American Society
of Civil Engineers, the U. S. Government, the American Society for
Testing Materials, the American Railway Engineering Association, and
representatives of the American Institute of Architects, the Portland
Cement Association and other affiliated organizations."

The following modification of this paragraph is recommended by your

Committee and is substituted for the paragraph previously proposed in

the Specifications and Methods of Tests attached hereto

:

"These Specifications and Methods of Tests for Portland Cement
are the result of the joint labors of representatives of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the United States Government, the American
Society for Testing Materials, the American Railway Engineering Asso-
ciation, the American Institute of Architects, the Portland Cement Asso-
ciation and other affiliated organizations."

Your Committee has been represented at most of the twenty-eight

meetings of the Committee on Standard Specifications for Cement and

has participated in the work of the Committee and its Sub-Committees.

After fourteen years' work the condition of chaos that prevailed in

this country at the time the Committee on Uniform Methods of Tests

of Cement was appointed by the American Society of Civil Engineers, has

changed and there is now a single standard Specifications and Methods
of Tests for Portland Cement.

Your Committee feels that the adoption of a single standard Speci-

fications for Portland Cement is a meritorious achievement whose effect
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will be far-reaching, since it will tend to standardize this product and re-

sult in a higher grade of material.

REPORT ON RESULTS OF WORK WITH JOINT COMMITTEE
ON CONCRETE AND REINFORCED CONCRETE.

There is submitted herewith the Final Report of the Joint Committee

on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete adopted on July 1, 1916.* The

Masonry Committee will subsequently submit for consideration and adop-

tion by the Association such modifications of the Manual as may be

necessary to bring it in accord with the recommendations of this report.

The Joint Committee was organized at Atlantic City, N. J., June 17,

1904, at a meeting of the several special committees representing the

American Society of Civil Engineers, American Society for Testing

Materials and , the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of

Way Association, the initiative having been taken by the American So-

ciety of Civil Engineers at its annual convention at Asheville, N. C,

June 11, 1903, by the adoption of the following resolution:

"It is the sense of this meeting that a Special Committee be appointed
to take up the question of concrete and steel-concrete, and that such com-
mittee co-operate with the American Society for Testing Materials, and
the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way A.ssocia-

tion."

There were subsequently added to the Committee, special committees

representing the Association of Portland Cement Manufacturers (now

the Portland Cement Association) and the American Concrete Institute.

Since its organization the Committee has held 30 meetings, which

have been attended by a majority of its members.

Progress reports by the Joint Committee were presented in 1909 and

1912. The report printed in 1909 was published in the Proceedings of this

Association in Vol. 11, Part 3, 1910; the report of 1912 was reported to

the Association at the annual meeting, March, 1913. Since 1912 the Com-

mittee has continued its study of the subject, has considered the criticisms

that have come to its attention, and the new experimental data that has

since become available and has revised to some extent the recommenda-

tions "of its previous report and added considerable new material on subr

jects not previously touched upon.

The following extract from the report explains the reasons for its

making a Final Report and its recommendation in connection with the

future work

:

"The Joint Committee has reached the conclusion that with this effort

to express the present state of the art, it would be desirable for it to with-
draw from the field. This action is taken with the hope that a work

'To be publi.sherl in Annual Proceedings (Vol. 18).
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similar to that which the Committee has attempted to perform will again

be undertaken, within a reasonable term of years, in order that there may
be some authoritative body to consider and pass upon newly-acquired
knowledge and information gleaned from experience. The Committee
feels certain, however, that it would be for the better interest of the pro-

fession to entrust this work to other hands rather than to continue the

present organization with this object in view."

The Masonry Committee feels that the work of the Joint Committee

has been of inestimable value in standardizing the practice in the use of

this important material of construction. Its recommendations have been

widely used and form the basis of the regulations in the various municipal

building codes, and in the specifications for plain and reinforced concrete

in the Manual of this Association. No report on this important material

can be considered final and your Committee is in sympathy with the ex-

pressed views of the Joint Committee that the Report should stand until

sufficient progress has- been made and experience gained that there are

some subjects upon which experimentation is still in progress and the art

of concrete and reinforced concrete will be advancing for many years to

come.

This Association througli its Committee on Masonry has been repre-

sented at all meetings of the Joint Committee and has participated in its

work. The care and thoroughness with which the Committee considered

its conclusions more than justify its existence, and your Committee wishes

to record the fact that in its opinion the work of standardizing the art

of concrete and reinforced concrete could not have been so satisfactorily

handled by otiier than a Joint Committee thus constituted.

REPORT UPON THE WISDOM OF THE USE OF BLAST
FURNACE SLAG IN REINFORCED CONCRETE WORK.
TAKING INTO ESPECIAL CONSIDERATION ITS PROBABLE
DURATION.

The Sub-Committee endeavored during the year by correspondence to

obtain sufficient information so as to make a report in regard to the use

of slag in reinforced concrete work, and secured a great deal of informa-

tion from parties who were interested in the sale of slag, but were unable

to obtain sufficient information from the users of slag in reinforced con-

crete work to make an intelligent report, and the Committee respect-

fully requests that this subject be referred to it again for further

investigation during the coming year.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR PORTLAND CEMENT.

These Specifications and Methods of Tests for Portland Cement
are the result of the joint labors of representatives of the American

Society of Civil Engineers, the U. S. Government, the American

Society for Testing Materials, the American Railway Engineering

Association, the American Institute of Architects, the Portland

Cement Assocation and other affiliated organizations.

Definition.

1. Portland cement is the product obtained by finel}^ pulverizing

clinker produced by calcining to incipient fusion an intimate and properly

proportioned mixture of argillaceous and calcareous materials, with no

additions subsecjuent to calcination excepting water and calcined or un-

calcined gypsum.

(I) CHKMICAL PROPf:RTlES.

Chemical Limits.

2. The following limits shall not be exceeded

:

Loss on ignition, per cent 4.00

Insoluble residue, per cent 0.85

Sulphuric anhydride (SO-), per cent 2.00

Magnesia (MgO), per cent. 5.00

(II) PHYSICAL PROI'KRTIES.

Specific Gravity.

3. The specific gravity of cement shall be not less than 3.10 (3.07

for white Portland cement). Should the test of cement as received fall

below this requirement a second test may be made upon an ignited sam-

ple. The specific gravity test will not he made unless specifically ordered.

Fineness.

4. The residue on a standard No. 200 sieve shall not exceed 22 per

cent, by weight.

Soundness.

5. A pat of neat cement shall remain firm and hard, and show no

signs of distortion, cracking, checking or disintegration in the steam test

for soundness.

Time of Setting.

6. The cement shall not develop initial set in less than 45 minutes

when the Vicat needle is used or 60 minutes when the Gillmore needle

is used. Final set shall be attained within 10 hours.

Tensile Strength.

7. The average tensile strength in pounds per square inch of not less

than three standard mortar briquettes (see Section 51), composed of one
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part cement and three parts standard sand, by weight, shall be equal to or

higher than the following:

Age at Test,
days.
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as shown by weighing 50 packages taken at random, is less than that

specified, the entire shipment may be rejected.

Tests.

(Vl) SAMPLING.

Number of Samples.

16. Tests may be made on individual or composite samples as may
be ordered. Each test sample should weigh at least 8 lbs.

17. (a) Individual Sample.—If sampled in cars one test sample

shall be taken from each 50 barrels or fraction thereof. If sampled in

bins, one sample shall be taken from each 100 barrels.

(b) Composite Sample.—If sampled in cars one sample shall be

taken from one sack in each 40 sacks (or 1 barrel in each 10 barrels)

and combined to form one test sample. If sampled in bins or warehouses

one test sample shall represent not more than 200 barrels.

Method of Sampling.

18. Cement may be sampled at the mill by any of the following

methods that may be practicable, as ordered

:

(a) From the Conveyor Delivering to the Bin. At least 8 lbs. of

cement shall be taken from approximately each 100 barrels passing over

the conveyor.

(fc) From Filled Bins by Means of Proper Sampling Tubes.—Tubes

inserted vertically may be used for sampling cement to a maximum depth

of 10 ft. Tubes inserted horizontally may be used where the construction

of the bin permits. Samples shall be taken from points well distributed

over the face of the bin.

(c) From Filled Bins at Points of Discharge.—Sufficient cement shall

be drawn from the discharge openings to obtain samples representative

of the cement contained in the bin, as determined by the appearance at

the discharge openings of indicators placed on the surface of the cement

directly above these openings before drawing of the cement is started.

Treatment of Sample.
19. Samples preferably shall be shipped and stored in air-tight con-

tainers. Samples shall be passed through a sieve having 20 meshes per

linear inch in order to thoroughly mix the sample, break up lumps and

remove foreign materials.

(Vll) CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.

LOSS ON IGNITION.

Method.

20. One gram of cement shall be heated in a weighed covered

platinum crucible, of 20 to 25 cc capacity, as follows, using either method

(a) or (b) as ordered:

(a) The crucible shall be placed in a hole in an asbestos board,

clamped horizontally so that about three-fifths of the crucible projects be-
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low, and blasted at a full red heat for 15 minutes with an inclined flame;

the loss in weight shall be checked by a second blasting for 5 minutes.

Care shall be taken to wipe off particles of asbestos that may adhere to the

crucible when withdrawn from the hole in the board. Greater neatness

and shortening of the time of heating are secured by making a hole to

fit the crucible in a circular disk of sheet platinum and placing this disk

over a somewhat larger hole in an asbestos board.

(b) The crucible shall be placed in a muffle at any temperature

between 900 and 1,000 degrees Centigrade for 15 minutes and the loss in

weight shall be checked by a second heating for 5 minutes.

Permissible Variation.

21. A permissible variation of 0.25 will be allowed, and all results in

excess of the specified limit, but within this permissible variation, shall be

reported as 4 per cent.

INSOI.UBLE RESIDUE.

Method.

22. To a 1-g. sample of cement shall be added 10 cc. of water and

5 cc. of concentrated hydrochloric acid ; the liquid shall be warmed until

effervescence ceases. The solution shall be diluted to 50 cc. and digested

on a steam bath or hot plate until it is evident that decomposition of the

cement is complete. The residue shall be filtered, washed with cold water,

and the filter paper and contents digested in about 30 cc. of a 5-per-cent.

solution of sodium carbonate, the liquid being held at a temperature just

short of boiling for 15 minutes. The remaining residue shall be filtered,

washed with cold water, then with a few drops of hot hydrochloric

acid, 1 :9, and finally with hot w-ater, and then ignited at a red heat and

weighed as the insoluble residue.

Permissible Variation.

23. A permissible variation of 0.15 will be allowed, and all results

in excess of the specified limit, but within this permissible variation, shall

be reported as 0.85 per cent.

SULPHURIC ANHYDRIDE.

Method.

24. One gram of the cement shall be dissolved in 5 cc. of concen-

trated hydrochloric acid diluted with 5 cc. of water, with gentle warm-

ing; when solution is complete 40 cc. of water shall be added, the solution

filtered, and the residue washed thoroughly with water. The solution shall

be diluted to 250 cc. heated to boiling, and 10 cc. of a hot 10-per-cent.

solution of barium chloride shall be added slowly, drop by drop, from a

pipette and the boiling continued until the precipitate is well formed. The

solution shall be digested on the steam bath until the precipitate has

settled. The precipitate shall be filtered, washed, and the paper and con-

tents placed in a weighed platinum crucible and the paper slowly charred

and consumed without flaming. The barium sulphate shall then be ignited
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and weighed. The weight obtained multiphed by 34.3 gives the per-

centage of sulphuric anhydride. The acid filtrate obtained in the deter-

mination of the insoluble residue may be used for the estimation of sul-

phuric anhydride instead of using a separate sample.

Permissible Variation.

25. A permissible variation of 0.10 will be allowed, and all results

in excess of the specified limit, but within this permissible variation, shall

be reported as 2.00 per cent.

MAGNESIA.

Method.

26. To 0.5 g. of the cement in an evaporating dish shall be added

10 cc. of water to prevent lumping, and then 10 cc. of concentrated hydro-

chloric acid. The liquid shall be gently heated and agitated until attack

is complete. The solution shall then be evaporated to complete dryness

on a steam or water bath. To hasten dehydration the residue may be

heated to 150 or even 200 degrees Centigrade for one-half to one hour.

The residue shall be treated with 10 cc. of concentrated hydrochloric

acid diluted with an equal amount of water. The dish shall be covered

and the solution digested for ten minutes on a steam bath or water bath.

The diluted solution shall be filtered and the separated silica washed thor-

oughly with water.* Five cubic centimeters of concentrated hydrochloric

acid and sufificient bromine water to precipitate any manganese which may
be present shall be added to the filtrate (about 250 cc). This shall be

made alkaline with ammonium hydroxide, boiled until there is but a

faint odor of ammonia, and the precipitated iron and aluminum hydrox-

ides, after settling, shall be washed with hot water, once by decantation

and slightly on the filter. Setting aside the filtrate, the precipitate shall

be transferred by a jet of hot water to the precipitating vessel and

dissolved in 10 cc. of hot hydrochloric acid. The paper shall be ex-

tracted with acid, the solution and washings being added to the main solu-

tion. The aluminum and iron shall then be reprecipitated at boiling heat

by ammonium hydroxide and bromine water in a volume of about 100 cc,

and the second precipitate shall be collected and washed on the filter used

in the first instance if this is still intact. To the combined filtrates from

the hydroxides of iron and aluminum, reduced in volume if need be, 1 cc.

of ammonium hydroxide shall be added, the solution brought to boiling,

25 cc. of a saturated solution of boiling ammonium oxalate added, and

the boiling continued until the precipitated calcium oxalate has assumed

a well-defined granular form. The precipitate after one hour shall be

filtered and washed, then with the filter shall be placed wet in a platinum

crucible, and the paper burned oflf over a small flame of a Bunsen burner;

after ignition it shall be redissolved in hydrochloric acid and the solu-

tion diluted to 100 cc. Ammonia shall be added in slight excess and the

liquid boiled. The lime shall then be reprecipitated by ammonium

Since this procedure does not involve the determination of silica, a second
evaporation is unnecessary.
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oxalate, allowed to stand until settled, filtered and washed. The combined

filtrates from the calcium precipitates shall be acidified with hydrochloric

acid, concentrated on the steam bath to about 150 cc, and made slightly

alkaline with ammonium hydroxide, boiled and filtered (to remove a lit-

tle aluminum and iron and perhaps calcium). When cool, 10 cc. of

saturated solution of sodium-ammonium-hydrogen phosphate shall be

added with constant stirring. When the crystallin ammonium-magnesium

orthophosphate has formed, ammonia shall be added in moderate excess.

The solution shall be set aside for several hours in a cool place, filtered

and washed with water containing 2.5 per cent, of NH3. The precipitate

shall be dissolved in a small quantity of hot hydrochloric acid, the solu-

tion diluted to about 100 cc, 1 cc. of a saturated solution of sodium-

ammonium-hydrogen phosphate added, and ammonia drop by drop, with

constant stirring, until the precipitate is again formed as described and

the ammonia is in moderate excess. The precipitate shall then be allowed

to stand about two hours, filtered and washed as before. The paper and

contents shall be placed in a weighed platinum crucible, the paper slowly

charred, and the resulting carbon carefully burned off. The precipitate

shall then be ignited to constant weight over a Meker burner, or a blast

not strong enough to soften or melt the pyrophosphate. The weight of

magnesium pyrophosphate obtained multiplied by 72.5 gives the percentage

of magnesia. The precipitate so obtained always contains some calcium

and usually small quantities of iron, aluminum and manganese as

phosphates.

Permissible Variation.

27. A permissible variation of 0.4 will be allowed, and all results

in excess of the specified limit, but within this permissible variation, shall

be reported as 5.00 per cent.

(VIIl) DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

Apparatus.

28. The determination of specific gravity shall be made with a stand-

ardized LeChatelier apparatus which conforms to the requirements illus-

trated in Fig. 1. This apparatus is standardized by the United States

Bureau of Standards. Kerosene free from water, or benzine not lighter

than 62 degrees Baume, shall be used in making this determination.

Method.

29. The flask shall be filled with either of these liquids to a point

on the stem between zero and one cubic centimeter, and 64 g. of cement, of

the same temperature as the liquid, shall be slowly introduced, taking care

that the cement does not adhere to the inside of the flask above the liquid

and to free the cement from air by rolling the flask in an inclined posi-

tion. After all the cement is introduced, the level of the liquid will rise

to some division of the graduated neck; the difference between readings is

the volume displaced by 64 g. of the cement.
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The specific gravity shall then be obtained from the formula,

Weight of cement (g.)

Specific gravity =: •

Displaced volume (cc.)

30. The flask, during the operation, shall be kept immersed in water,

in order to avoid variations in the temperature of the liquid in the flask,

which shall not exceed 0.5 degrees Centigrade. The results of repeated

tests should agree within 0.01.

31. The determination of specific gravity shall be made on the ce-

ment as received; if it falls below 3.10, a second determination shall be

made after igniting the sample as described in Section 20.

(ix) DETERMINATION OF FINENESS.

Apparatus.

32. Wire cloth for standard sieves for cement shall be woven (not

twilled) from brass, bronze, or other suitable wire, and mounted with-

out distortion on frames not less than 1^ in. below the top of the frame.

The sieve frames shall be circular, approximately 8 in. in diameter, and

may be provided with a pan and cover.

33. A standard No. 200 sieve is one having nominally an 0.0029-in.

opening and 200 wires per inch standardized by the U. S. Bureau of

Standards, and conforming to the following requirements

:

The No. 200 sieve should have 200 wires per inch, and the number of

wires in any whole inch shall not be outside the limits of 192 to 208. No
opening between adjacent parallel wires shall be more than 0.0050 inch in

width. The diameter of the wire should be 0.0021 in. and the average

diameter shall not be outside the limits 0.0019 to 0.0023 in. The value

of the sieve as determined by sieving tests made in conformity with the

standard specification for these tests on a standardized cement which gives

a residue of 25 to 20 per cent, on the No. 200 sieve, or on other similarly

graded material, shall not show a variation of more than 1.5 per cent,

above or below the standards maintained at the Bureau of Standards.

Method.

34. The test shall be made with 50 g. of cement. The sieve shall

be thoroughly clean and dry. Th^ cement shall be placed on the No. 200

sieve, with pan and cover attached, if desired, and shall be held in one

liand in a slightly inclined position so that the sample will be well dis-

tributed over the sieve, at the same time gently striking the side about 150

times per minute against the palm of the other hand on the up stroke.

The sieve shall be turned every 20 strokes about one-sixth of a revolution

in the same direction. The operation shall continue until not more than

0.05 g. passes through in one minue of continuous sieving. The fineness

shall be determined from the weight of the residue on the sieve ex-

pressed as a percentage of the weight of the original sample.

35. Mechanical sieving devices may be used, but the cement shall not

be rejected if it meets the fineness requirement when tested by the

hand method described in Section 34.
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Permissible Variation.

36. A permissible variation of 1 will be allowed, and all results in

excess of the specified limit but within this permissible variation shall be

reported as 22 per cent.

"TT

l\
---—

!

>U-^
8 cm

(< 9 cm

Fig. 1.

—

Le Chatelier Appar.atus.

(x) MIXING CEMENT PASTES AND MORTARS.

IVIethod.

Zl. The quantity of dry material to be mixed at one time shall not

exceed 1,000 g. nor be less than 500 g. The proportions of cement or

cement and sand shall be stated by weight in grams of the dry materials

;

the quantity of water shall be expressed in cubic centimeters (1 cc. of
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water = 1 g.). The dry materials shall be weighed, placed upon a non-

absorbant surface, thoroughly mixed dry if sand is used, and a crater

formed in the center, into which the proper percentage of clean water

shall be poured; the material on the outer edge shall be turned into the

crater by the aid of a trowel. After an interval of ^ minute for the

absorption of the water the operation shall be completed by continuous,

vigorous mixing, squeezing and kneading with the hands for at least one

minute.* During the operation of mixing, the hands should be protected

by rubber gloves.

38. The temperature of the room and the mixing water shall be

maintained as nearly as practicable at 21 degrees Centigrade (70 degrees

Fahrenheit).

(Xl) NORMAL CONSISTENCY.

Apparatus.

39. The Vicat apparatus consists of a frame A (Fig. 2) bearing a

movable rod B, weighing 300 g., one end C being 1 cm. in diameter for a

Fig. 2.

—

Vicat Apparatus.

distance of 6 cm., the other having a removable needle D, 1 mm. in

diameter, 6 cm. long. The rod is reversible, and can be held in any de-

*In order to secure uniformity in the results of tests for the time of setting
and tensile strength the manner of mixing above described should be care-
fully followed. At least one minute is necessary to obtain the desired plas-
ticity which is not appreciably affected by continuing the mixing for several
minutes. The exact time necessary is dependent upon the personal equation
of the operator. The error in mixing should be on the side of overmixing.
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sired position by a screw E, and has midway between the ends a mark F,

which moves under a scale (graduated to millimeters) attached to the

frame A. The paste is held in a conical, hard-rubber ring G, 7 cm. in

diameter at the base, 4 cm. high, resting on a glass plate H about 10 cm.

square.

Method.

40. In making the determination, 500 g. of cement, with a measured

quantity of water, shall be kneaded into a paste, as described in Section

Z7, and quickly formed into a ball with the hands, completing the opera-

tion by tossing it six times from one hand to the other, maintained about

6 in. apart; the ball resting in the palm of one hand shall be pressed

into the larger end of the rubber ring held in the other hand, completely

filling the ring with paste; the excess at the larger end shall then

Table 1.

—

Percentage of Water For Standard Mortars.

Percentage of Water
for Neat Cement
Paste of Normal

Consistency.
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41. The consistency of standard mortar shall depend on the amount

of water required to produce a paste of normal consistency from the same

sample of cement. Having determined the normal consistency of the sam-

ple, the consistency of standard mortar made from the same sample shall

be as indicated in Table 1, the values being in percentage of the combined

dry weights of the cement and standard sand.

(Xll) *DETERMINATION OF SOUNDNESS.

Apparatus.

42. A steam apparatus, which can be maintained at a temperature be-

tween 98 and 100 degrees Centigrade, or one similar to that shown in

Fig. 3, is recommended. The capacity of this apparatus may be increased

by using a rack for holding the pats in a vertical or inclined position.

Method.

43. A pat from cement paste of normal consistency about 3 inches in

diameter, J^-in. thick at the center, and tapering to a thin edge, shall be

made on clean glass plates about 4 in. square, and stored in moist air for

24 hours. In molding the pat, the cement paste shall first be flattened on

the glass and the pat then formed by drawing the trowel from the outer

edge toward the center.

44. The pat shall then be placed in an atmosphere of steam at a

temperature between 98 and 100 degrees Centigrade upon a suitable sup-

port 1 in. above boiling water for 5 hours.

45. Should the pat leave the plate, distortion may be detected best

with a straight edge applied to the surface which was in contact with the

plate.

(xlll) DETERMINATION OF TIME OF SETTING.

46. The following are alternate methods, either of which may be

used as ordered:

Vicat Apparatus.

47. The time of setting shall be determined with the Vicat apparatus

described in Section 39. (See Fig. 2.)

Vicat Method.

48. A paste of normal consistency shall be molded in the hard-rubber

ring G as described in Section 40, and placed imder the rod B, the smaller

end of which shall then be carefully brought in contact with the surfac^

of the paste, and the rod quickly released. The initial set shall be said to

have occurred when the needle ceases to pass a point 5 mm. above the

glass plate in ^ minute after being released; and the final set, when the

needle does not sink visibly into the paste. The test pieces shall be kept

Unsoundness is usually manifested by change in volume which causes
distortion, cracking, checking or disintegration.
Pats improperly made or exposed to drying may develop what are known

as shrinkage cracks within the first 24 hours and are not an indication of
unsoundness. These conditions are illustrated in Fig. 4.

The failure of the pats to remain on the glass or the cracking of the glass
to which the pats are attached does not necessarily indicate unsoundness.
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in moist air during the test. This may be accomplished by placing them
on a rack over water contained in a pan and covered by a damp cloth,

kept from contact with them by means of a wire screen; or they may be

stored in a moist closet. Care shall be taken to keep the needle clean,

as the collection of cement on the sides of the needle retards the pene-

tration, while cement on the point may increase the penetration. The time

of setting is affected not only by the percentage and temperature of the water

used and the amount of kneading the paste receives, but by the tempera-

fa) Pat with Top Surface Flattened for Determining

Time of Setting by Gillmore Method.

1

WP.

(6) Gillmore. Needles.

Fig. 5.

ture and humidity of the air, and its determination is therefore only

approximate.

Gillmore Needles.

49. The time of setting shall be determined by the Gillmore needles.

The Gillmore needles should preferably be mounted as shown in Fig.

5 (6).

Gillmore Method.

50. Th time of setting shall be determined as follows : A pat of neat

cement paste about 3 inches in diameter and ^-in. in thickness with a fiat
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top (Fig. 5 (a)), mixed to a normal consistency, shall be kept in moist

air at a temperature maintained as nearly as practicable at 21 degrees Cen-

tigrade (70 degrees Fahrenheit). The cement shall be considered to have

acquired its initial set when the pat will bear, without appreciable in-

dentation, the Gillmore needle 1/12-in. in diameter, loaded to weigh J4-lb.

The final set has been acquired when the pat will bear without appreciable

Fig. 6.

—

Details for Briquette.

indentation the Gillmore needle 1/24-in. in diameter, loaded to weigh 1 lb.

In making the test, the needles shall be held in a vertical position, and

applied lightly to the surface of the pat.

(XIV) TENSION TESTS.

Form of Test Piece.

51. The form of test piece shown in Fig. 6 shall be used. The
molds shall be made of non-corroding metal and have sufficient material in
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the sides to prevent spreading during molding. Gang molds when used

shall be of the type shown in Fig. 7. Molds shall be wiped with an oily

cloth before using.

Standard Sand.

52. The sand to be used shall be natural sand from Ottawa, 111.,

screened to pass a No. 20 sieve and retained on a No. 30 sieve. This

^
/ E

Fig. 7.

—

Gang Mold.

sand may be obtained from the Ottawa Silica Company, at a cost of two

cents per pound, f. o. b. cars, Ottawa, 111.

53. This sand, having passed the No. 20 sieve, shall be considered

standard when not more than 5 g. pass the No. 30 sieve after one minute

continuous sieving of a 500-g. sample.

54. The sieves shall conform to the following specifications

:

The No. 20 sieve shall have between 19.5 and 20.5 wires per whole

inch of the warp wires and between 19 and 21 wires per whole inch of the

shoot wires. The diameter of the wire should be 0.0165 in. and the average

diameter shall not be outside the limits of 0.0160 and 0.0170 in.

The No. 30 sieve shall have between 29.5 and 30.5 wires per whole inch

of the warp wires and between 28.5 and 31.5 wires per whole inch of the

shoot wires. The diameter of the wire should be 0.0110 in. and the aver-

age diameter shall not be outside the limits 0.0105 to 0.115 in.

Molding.

55. Immediately after mixing, the standard mortar shall be placed in

the molds, pressed in firmly with the thumbs and smoothed oflf with a

trowel without ramming. Additional mortar shall be heaped above the

mold and smoothed off with a trowel ; the trowel shall be drawn over the

mold in such a manner as to exert a moderate pressure on the material.

The mold shall then be turned over and the operation of heaping, thumb-

ing and smoothing off repeated.

Testing.

56. Tests shall be made with any standard machine. The briquettes

shall be tested as soon as they are removed from the water. The bearing

surfaces of the clips and briquettes shall be free from grains of sand or

dirt. The briquettes shall be carefully centered and the load applied

continuously at the rate of 600 lbs. per minute.

57. Testing machines should be frequently calibrated in order to de-

termine their accuracy.
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Faulty Briquettes.

58. Briquettes that are manifestly faulty, or which give strengths dif-

fering more than 15 per cent, from the average value of all test pieces

made from the same sample and broken at the same period, shall not be

considered in determining the tensile strength.

(xv) STORAGE OF TEST PIECES.

Apparatus.

59. The moist closet may consist of a soapstone, slate, concrete

box, or a wooden box lined with metal. If a wooden boxed is used, the

interior should be covered with felt or broad wicking kept wet. The bot-

tom of the moist closet should be covered with water. The interior of the

closet should be provided with non-absorbent shelves on which to place the

test pieces, the shelves being so arranged that they may be withdrawn

readily.

Methods.

60. Unless otherwise specified, all test pieces, immediately after mold-

ing, shall be placed in the moist closet for from 20 to 24 hours.

61. The briquettes shall be kept in molds on glass plates in the moist

closet for at least 20 hours. After 24 hours in moist air the briquettes

shall be immersed in clean water in storage tanks of non-corroding

material.

62. The air and water shall be maintained as nearly as practicable at

a temperature of 21 degrees Centigrade, 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR NATURAL CEMENT.

ADOPTED, 1904; REVISED, 1908, 1909.

Definition.

1. Natural cement is the finely pulverized product resulting from the

calcination of an argillaceous limestone at a temperature only sufficient to

drive off the carbonic acid gas.

(l) PHYSICAL PROPERTIES.

Fineness.

2. The residue on a standard No. 100 sieve shall not exceed 10 per

cent., and on a standard No. 200 sieve shall not exceed 30 per cent, by

weight.

Soundness.

3. Pats of neat cement about 3 in. in diameter, J^-in. thick at center,

tapering to a thin edge, shall be kept in moist air for a period of 24 hours.

(a) A pat shall then be kept in air at normal temperature.

(fc) Another pat shall be kept in water maintained as near 70 de-

grees Fahrenheit as practicable.

These pats shall be observed at intervals for at least 28 days, and,

to satisfactorily pass the tests, shall remain firm and hard and show no

signs of distortion, checking, cracking or disintegrating.
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Time of Setting.

4. The cement shall not develop initial set in less than 10 minutes,

using the Vicat needle. Final set shall be attained in not less than 30

minutes nor more than 3 hours, using the Vicat needle.

Tensile Strength.

5. The minimum requirements for tensile strength for briquettes 1

sq. in. in cross-section shall be as follows, and the cement shall show no

retrogression in strength within the periods specified

:

Neat Cement.
Age. Strength.

24 hours in moist air 75 lbs.

7 da^'s (1 day in moist air, 6 daj-s in water) . . . .150 lbs.

28 days (1 day in moist air, 27 days in water) . . . .250 lbs.

One Part Cement, Three Parts Standard Ottawa Sand.
7 days (1 da}- in moist air, 6 days in water) .... 50 lbs.

28 days (1 day in moist air, 27 days in water) . . . .125 lbs.

(ll) PACKAGES, MARKING AND STORAGE.

Packages and Marking.

6. The cement shall be delivered in suitable bags or barrels with

the brand and name of the manufacturer plainly marked thereon. A bag

shall contain 94 lbs. net. A barrel shall contain 282 lbs. net.

Storage.

7. The cement shall be stored in such a manner as to permit easy

access for proper inspection and identification of each shipment, and in

a suitable weather-tight building, which will protect the cement from

dampness.

(hi) inspection.

Inspection.

8. (a) Every facility shall be provided the purchaser for careful

sampling and inspection at either the mill or at the site of the work,

as may be specified by the purchaser. At least 10 days from the time of

sampling shall be allowed for the completion of the 7-day test, and at least

31 days shall be allowed for the completion of the 28-day test.

ib) The cement shall be tested in accordance with the methods con-

tained in the Standard Specifications and Tests for Portland Cement.

(iv) rejection.

Rejection.

9. The cement may be rejected if it fails to meet any of the re-

quirements of these specifications.

10. Cement failing to meet the 7-day requirements may be held await-

ing the results of the 28-day tests before rejection.
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CONCLUSIONS.

Your Committee on Masonry recommends that the following action

be taken on its report

:

1. That the Specifications for Constructing Concrete Piles, Specifica-

tions for Driving Concrete Piles and "Cast-in-Place" Piles be approved

and inserted in the Manual.

2. That the conclusions under the heading of "Cost, Appearance and

Wearing Qualities of Surface Finish for Concrete and Specifications for

Surface Finishes of Concrete" be approved and inserted in the Manual.

3. That the nomenclature and formulas for retaining walls be ap-

proved and inserted in the Manual.

4. That the report of the Joint Committee on Concrete and Rein-

forced Concrete be accepted as information and published in the Pro-

ceedings.

5. That the Specifications for Portland Cement and for Natural

Cement be approved and substituted for those now in the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON MASONRY.







REPORT OF COMMITTEE IV—ON RAIL.

J. D. Isaacs, Chairman; R. Montfort, Vice-Chairman;

E. B. AsHBV, H. G. Kelley,

E. E. Adams, C. F. Loweth,

J. A. Atwood, H. B. MacFarland,
A. S. Baldwin, C. A. Morse,

W. C. Barnes, J. R. Onderdonk,

J. B. Berry, G. J. Ray,

C. S. Churchill, H. R. Safford,

W. C. Gushing, J. P. Snow,
G. M. Davidson, F. S. Stevens,

Dr. p. H. Dudley, E. Stimson,

T. M. R. Fairbairn, R. Trimble,

C. F. W. Felt, G. W. Vaughan,
L. C. Fritch, M. H. Wickhorst,

A. W. GffiBS, Committee.

To the Members of the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

The subjects assigned by the Board of Direction for investigation and

report are as follows :

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes, giving special atten-

tion to the rail designs recently adopted, and to the specifications for car-

bon steel rails and joint bars.

2. Report on rail failures, and present statistics and conclusions as
to causes and submit suggestions for improvement.

3. Report on effect on rail of defective equipment and improper
maintenance.

4. Continue special investigation of rails.

5. Report on track bolts and nutlocks.

6. (a) Report on details of manufacture and mill practice as they

affect rail quality.

(b) Continue research on the possibility of various improvements
in methods of manufacture of steel rails.

7. Make critical study of joint bars from the standpoint of design
and material, together with laboratory tests, including strain gage meas-
urements, after having established a uniform method for comparative
testing.

8. Report on relative value of material for joint bars, quenched only
versus quenched and tempered, and whether it is most advantageous to

quench in oil or water.

9. Report on rational relation between intensity of pressure due to

wheel loads and resistance of rail steel to crushing and deformation.
10. Continue investigation and development of methods of inspection.
11. Report on Federal and State Commission rulings.

Meetings were held in the year 1916 as follows: Chicago, May 2i,

with 14 present; Baltimore, October 3, with 19 present; jointly with the

9Q7
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rail manufacturers at Baltimore, October 4, with 18 representatives of

the Rail Committee, and 11 representatives of the manufacturers ; Chicago,

November 21, with 16 present.

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL.

IFollowing the^ adfl.p.tii3li- by the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciatioii of the rail designs recommended by your Committee in 1915, your

Committee received a letter from the Manufacturers' Rail Committee

criticizing said designs on the grounds that certain principles embodied—

namely, that of treating the rail as a girder, and of securing the highest

ratio of section modulus to area of section—lead to an increase of failure

of such rails in detail; also stating that they prefer designs which will

give greater strength to resist types of failures which are prevalent.

Your Committee replied that it had given careful consideration to

the manufacturers' criticism with every desire to find common ground

for agreement as to standard sections, but that it was unable to determine

from its experience that the criticism of the manufacturers is justified,

and asked for definite statistics in support of their contention. Your

Committee also stated their belief, based on experience, that, so far as

failures are concerned, there can be no marked difference in results ob-

tained from the manufacturers' and A. R. E. A. sections, but that the

advantage of the latter, in their greater strength and in the possible

strengthening of the joint bars (the weakest part of the track), is marked.

Under date of November 17, 1916, the Manufacturers' Rail Committee

replied, reiterating the statements made in their original letter without

substantiation. At our meeting on December 13, this matter was assigned

to a Sub-Committee with instructions that it endeavor to obtain from

the manufacturers their supporting data. Such data has not as yet

been received.

Your Committee, therefore, reports that investigations made by it

have disclosed no good reasons for making any changes in rail designs

already adopted.

Your Committee recommends that the following changes be made in

the "Specifications for Quenched Carbon and Quenched Alloy Steel Joint

Bars" appearing as Appendix A to report of Committee IV, on Rail,

in American Railway Elngineering Association Proceedings for 1916:

"Physical Properties and Tests,

7. (b) Elastic Limit lbs. per sq. in., minimum—70,000-85,000.

"(c) The elastic limit shall be determined by the use of the Berry

Strain Gage, or similar instrument, and will be the load when the elonga-

tion shows a change in rate of stretch, the machine being operated at not

more than 34 inch per minute. After the elastic limit is reached the

speed shall not exceed 2 inches per minute."
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(2) RAIL FAILURE STATISTICS AND CONCLUSIONS.

The statistics covering rail failures for the period ending October

31, 1915, were issued in Bulletin 188 for August, 1916 (see Appendix C).

The basis of comparison used has been changed from "Failures per

10,000 tons of rail laid" to "Failures per 100 track miles of rail laid."

RAIL FAILURE STATISTICS.

The average failures per 100 track miles of the rollings for the sev-

eral years, including both the Bessemer and Open-Hearth rails, are

given in the following table

:

Year Rolled. Years' Serv-ke.12 3 4 5

1908 398.1

1909 224.1 277.8

1910 124.0 152.7 198.5

1911 77.0 104.4 133.3

1912 28.9 43.1 49.3

1913 2.0 12.5 25.8

1914 1.2 8.2

1915 0.7

It will be noted that the 1908, 1909 and 1910 rollings show suc-

cessively decreased numbers of failures compared on a basis of five

years' service and the later rollings also show successive reduction in fail-

ures when compared on a less number of years' service. A study of

the results shows this to be due partly to the gradual replacement of

Bessemer by Open-Hearth rails, and partly to improvement in both.

Your Committee has given careful study to the various suggestions

regarding improvement in the rail failure silastics and can report progress

in this connection.

(3) EFFECT ON RAIL OF DEFECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND
IMPROPER MAINTENANCE.

The Board of Direction was requested by your Committee to relieve

it of the consideration of this subject. Your Committee has received

no reply to their request and has no report to make on the subject

covered.

(4) SPECIAL INVESTIGATION OF RAILS.

During the year special reports have been presented to the Rail

Committee as follows

:

No. 55.—Transverse Fissure Rail, 51051, by M. H. Wickhorst (Bulle-

tin 188) (see Appendix B).
No. 56.—Rail Failure Statistics for 1915, by M. H. Wickhorst (Bulle-

tin 188) (see Appendix C).
No. 57.—Segregated Streaks in Steel Rail, by G. F. Comstock (Bulle-

tin 188) (see Appendix D).
No. 58.—Test of Rail Joints, by H. B. MacFarland (Bulletin 188)

(see Appendix E).
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No. 59.—Induced Interior Transverse Fissures in Heads of Two Types,
by Dr. P. H. Dudley (Bulletin 195) (see Appendix F).

No. 60.—Improvement in Method of Casting Ingots, by W. C. Gushing
(Bulletin 195) (see Appendix G).

No. 61.—Rail Tests. Quick Bend Method. Pennsylvania Railroad.

Report furnished by A. W. Gibbs and presented by W. C. Gushing (Bulle-

tin 195 (see Appendix H).
No. 62.—Some Transverse Fissure Rails on the Louisville & Nash-

ville Railroad, by M. H. Wickhorst (Bulletin 195) ^see Appendix I).

No. 63.—The Rail Failure Situation, by M. H. Wickhorst (Bulletin

195) (see Appendix J).

The report on "Transverse Fissure Rail, 51051," describes tests made

on a 100-lb. P. S. Section, 1911 Gamegie O. H. rail, which failed from this

cause in 1915. Results disclosed freedom from segregation, low ductility

in interior of head and a number of longitudinal cracks in interior of

head, which were disclosed by the etching and polishing.

The paper on "Segregated Streaks in Steel Rails" presents a review

of various methods of etching and gives the author's opinion as to their

relative value in detection of segregated streaks.

The paper on "Test of Rail Joints" gives a study of the effects on

the strength and rigidity of rail joints resulting from various percentages

of carbon in untreated and in quenched angle bars. Also as affected by

the use of oil quenched minimum carbon versus untreated low carbon

steel track bolts. The tests indicate that the strength of the metal varies

with the carbon content when other elements are constant and the metal

is handled in the same manner for both heat treatment and quenching.

Also, that proper quenching of the metal raises both the yield point and

the ultimate strength of the steel and that the strength and rigidity of the

joint is greater with oil que*l3fted minimum carbon than with untreated

low carbon steel bolts.

The paper on "Induced Interior Transverse Fissures in Heads of

Two Types" gives the results of the author's extended experiments in this

field. From his investigations Dr. Dudley concludes that induced interior

transverse fissures in basic Open-Hearth rails are due in part to an occa-

sional hot rail being rolled so cold or so rapidly cooled during manu-

facture before recalescence on the hotbeds as to cause a lag of some of the

transformations of the metal in the interior of the head, which exceptional

conditions of manufacture can be avoided. Such delayed transformations

produce initial strains and a physical non-ductile core of heterogeneous

metal near the center of the head. Mechanical injury to such metal by the

gag produces an interior invisible fracture, which, when the rail is sub-

jected to normal service, develops by detail growth until the section

ruptures. Dr. Dudley classifies interior transverse fissures into two gen-

eral types, Intergranular and Goalescent, resulting from gagging on base

or head.

Mr. Cushing's paper on "Improvement in Method of Gasting Ingots"

points out that the success which has been brought about in reduction of

the number of rail failures annually has been due principally to increase
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In weight, strength and stiffness of rail sections, improvement in speci-

fications and by more rigid inspection. These changes have not brought

about, except to a minor extent, an improvement in the quality of the

material accepted for use. There is included an extract from an article

entitled "Some Properties of Ingots," by A. W. & H. Brearley, in "The

Engineer," describing the advantages of using a taper in the ingot mold

with the wide end upwards in eliminating the so-called "Secondary" pipe.

The paper on "Rail Tests, Quick Bend ]\Iethod," gives the results of

investigation authorized by the Rail Committee of the Pennsylvania

System on April 9, 1915. The tests were conducted by the Pennsyl-

vania at Altoona, Pa. The object of the investigation was to develop

a substitute for the present drop test for rails, which it was found

did not appear to give consistent results, in that the deflection and blows

required to break the heavier rails now coming into use did not corre-

spond with those which would normally be expected from the same

height and weight of tup with an increased span. Preliminary tests

made by the Illinois Steel Company in a Riehle testing machine are

described, in which sections of rails were subjected to successive incre-

ments of loading. The calculated relationship of any one net elonga-

tion to the corresponding permanent set was found to check very closely

with the corresponding dafa obtained from quick bend tests.

The paper describes in detail a further development of this test

method and includes results of comparative tests made by the Penn-

sylvania Railroad on rails of widely different physical and chemical prop-

erties by both the drop test and quick bend test methods.

The quick bend tests were made in a hydraulic forging press equipped

to permit taking of indicator cards of the pressures and corresponding

deflections. The quick bend tests gave more consistent results than the

drop tests.

The principal advantages of the quick bend test are that data regard-

ing the elasticity of the steel is obtainable and it is possible to more
definitely determine the ductility since a more detailed study can be made
of the relation existing between the deflections and loads at points be-

tween the elestic limit load and the ultimate load. On the other hand, it is

probably not as good a test for brittleness as the drop test.

Your Committee, in conjunction with the Manufacturers' Rail Com-
mittee, has under consideration the quick bend test as a substitute for the

drop test for rails.

The paper on transverse fissure rails on the Louisville & Nashville

Railroad gives the results of the examination of eleven rails which broke

on that road, showing transverse fissures. The general result was that

chemically the rails showed a tendency toward hardness, but were free

from considerable segregation. Physically the rails showed good proper-

ties except in the interior of the head, where the metal contained numer-
ous small cracks and was of low ductility.
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The paper on the Rail Failure Situation gives a general discussion of

the different types of rail failures, their causes and the remedies to be

applied to overcome the failures. It presents the conclusions that may-

be draw^n at the present time from the investigations we have been mak-
ing in the last few years.

(5) REPORT ON TRACK BOLTS AND NUTLOCKS.
Tests are being made preliminary to the preparations of recommenda-

tions regarding specifications for spiral spring nutlocks. Your Committee
reports progress on this subject.

(6) (a) DETAILS OF MANUFACTURE AND MILL PRACTICE
AS THEY AFFECT RAIL QUALITY AND

(b) IMPROVEMENTS IN METHODS OF MANUFACTURE
OF STEEL RAILS.

Your Committee reports progress on these subjects as indicated in

reports to the Rail Committee, Nos. 59 and 60, hereinabove referred to.

(7) STUDY OF JOINT BARS FROM THE STANDPOINT OF
DESIGN AND MATERIAL, TOGETHER WITH LABORA-
TORY TESTS, INCLUDING STRAIN GAGE MEASURE-
MENTS, AFTER HAVING ESTABLISHED A UNIFORM
METHOD FOR COMPARATIVE TESTING.

Work is progressing on this subject, but has not reached the state

which would warrant a report at this time.

(8) RELATIVE VALUE OF MATERIAL FOR JOINT BARS,
QUENCHED ONLY VERSUS QUENCHED AND TEM-
PERED AND WHETHER IT IS MOST ADVANTAGEOUS
TO QUENCH IN OIL OR WATER.

Your Committee has no report to make as yet on this subject.

(9) RATIONAL RELATION BETWEEN INTENSITY OF PRES-
SURE DUE TO WHEEL LOADS AND RESISTANCE OF
RAIL STEEL TO CRUSHING AND DEFORMATION.

As this subject is exceedingly complex, and its proper consideration

will entail extended investigation and test, final report cannot be expected

for a considerable time. A series of tests has been outlined and ma-

terial has been prepared for a test of the crushing effect of rolling

loads at different parts of the rail head.

(10) INVESTIGATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS OF
INSPECTION.

No recommendations are made by your Committee at this time cover-

ing this subject. The matter is receiving attention.
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(11) REPORT ON FEDERAL AND STATE RULINGS.

Your Committee has found nothing to report on this subject.

RECOMMENDATION.

Your Committee submits the following recommendation for the

approval of the Association :

That the revisions to "Specifications for Quenched Carbon and
Quenched Alloy Steel Joint Bars," hereinbefore recommended, be adopted
by the Association and such specifications so revised be inserted in the

Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON RAIL.
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TRANSVERSE FISSURE RAIL 61061.

By M. H. WiCKHORST, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee.

Below is given a report of the results of tests of a rail that failed

in the track on account of a transverse fissure, on the Pennsylvania

Lines West of Pittsburgh, on the Eastern Division of the P. F. VV. & C
Branch at 4350 feet west of mile post 163. The rail was a 100-lb. P S

section rail of Open-hearth steel, made in February, 1911, at the Edgar
Thomson works of the Carnegie Steel Company, heat number 51051

and ingot position "D." It was laid in September, 1911, and found

Fig. 1. View of Fracture of Rail in Track, Showing Transverse

Fissure.

broken by the trackwalker on September 6, 1915, and removed from the

track after a service of 4 years. It was laid on the eastbound track as

a north rail on tangent. It broke 5 feet from the leaving end of the

rail. A length of 22 ft. 10 in. of the main portion of the rail was sent

by Mr. R. Trimble, of the Pennsylvania Lines, to the Edgar Thomson
works of the Carnegie Steel Company, who kindly made the tests de-

scribed in this report, the tests consisting of chemical analyses, physical

tests and poHshing of sections.

A view of the original fracture is given in Fig. 1, showing the fis-

sure. The part of the rail received was cut into four parts of 5 ft. S^

Rail Report 55, March, 1916.
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in. each, and from the end nearest the fissure a piece 10 in. long was cui:

for tensile test, and then two cross-sections were cut, each 1 in. thick.

In addition a 3-in. piece was cut from the first part from which borings

were taken for chemical analysis. The numbers assigned to the pieces

and their approximate distances from the original transverse fissure are

given below:' .-. ' '.
.

• .

-

No. la. For tensile tests 10 ft.

Nos. lb and Ic. Cross-sections 11 ft.

No. Id. For chemical analysis... ....11 ft.

No. 2a. For tensile tests 16 ft.

Nos. 2b and 2c. Cross-sections .....17 ft.

No. 3a; For tensile tests 22 ft.

Nos. 3b and 3c. Cross-sections .23 ft.

Nov 4a.- For tensile tests 27 ft.

Nos. 4b and 4c. Cross-sections 28 ft;

ANALYSES.

The samples for analysis \vere taken from piece Id, parallel with the

axis of the rail, one sample from the corner of the head, designated O
(outside) and the other from the interior of the head, near the web,

designated M (middle). The results of these analyses, together with

the original heat analysis, are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1.—AN.VLYSES.

• O M Heat

Carbon 73 .75 .62

Phosphorus '.

. . .045 .045 .030

Sulphur ..^ .033 .037 .028

Manganese ,' . . ; .58 .61 .60

Silicon ^.: .17 .19 .15

It will be noted that, the* anises ' of the rail come within the re-

quirements of the ^tesQint specifications of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association, except that the phosphorus is slightly above the

maximum limit of .04 per cent. The carbon, phosphorus and sulphur in

the' rail also show considerably higher than the heat analysis. The

analyses of the outer and interior metal show about the same results and

show freedom from segregation. .

• BENDING TESTS.

For the purpose of locating other fissures that might be in the rail, the

head was cut off from the web and base of each of the four parts.. This

gave four lengths of rail head each about 4i/2 ft. long. These were

bent in boiler plate bending rolls, with the top of the head on the outside

of the curve. Two of the pieces bent approximately into circles without

breaking and the other two pieces broke after bending considerably, but

without showing fissures in the fractures. It may be concluded from this

test that the pieces tested contained at least no large fissures. The pieces

after bending are illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Pieces of R.ml Head After Bending in Boiler Pl.\te Bend-

ing Roles.

Fig. 3. Locations of Tensile Test Pieces.
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TENSILE TESTS.

Seven tensile test specimens were prepared from each of the four

pieces cut from along the length of the rail as shown in Fig. 3. The

test pieces were 10 in. long and J^ '"• in diameter, except at the middle,

where they were turned to V2 in. diameter for a gage length of 2 in.

The pieces were pulled in a 200,000-lb. machine, being held bj' wedge

grips. The "a" sample from the corner of the head and the "f" sample

from the flange were from the top side of the rail as rolled, that is,

from the side on which the heat number is stamped. This side of the

head also showed an "overfill," or flowage in track. The results of the

tensile tests are given in Table 1. It will be noted that the metal from

the various locations in the section showed about normal strength and

ductility, except in the interior of the head, where the results were low.

TABLE 2.—TENSILE TESTS.

Tensile Strength Elongation Red. of Area

No.
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Fig. 5. Composite Diagr.\m Showing Seven Cracks Found" in Si-k

Sections

Fig. 6. Illustration of Photograph of Section IB Somewhat
Enlarged.
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of the sections were examined for cracks by polishing with emery, etch-

ing several minutes with 20 per cent, copper-ammonium chloride solution

and finally polishing the etched surface with a very fine polishing ma-
terial. A fine crack does not show on the first polishing on account

of the "smearing over" action of the emery. The purpose of the etching

or pickling is to open the crack more, but this process does not generally

render the crack visible, which is done by the polish with a mild-acting

material, such as tripoli or other very fine polishing material.

Under this treatment, six of the eight sections disclosed cracks

(longitudinal) of varying sizes, as shown in the diagrams in Fig. 4, which
shows the rail sections two-thirds natural size. A composite diagram,

natural size, is given in Fig. 5, showing together the seven cracks found
in the six sections. A photograph of section IB, showing the large

crack found in that section, is also reproduced as Fig. 6, somewhat en-

larged.

This examination of the sections disclosed a torn condition of the

metal in the interior of the head, but did not show what relation, if any.

this condition had to the transverse fissure, nor whether it was in the

original rail, or the result of service.

SUMMARY.

1. An examination was made of a rail that failed in the tracks on

account of a transverse fissure, on the Pennsylvania Lines, after four

years' service. The tests consisted of analyses, bending, tensile tests and
polishing of sections of the head.

2. The analyses showed the composition of the steel to be within

the requirements of the American Railway Engineering Association

specifications, except that the phosphorus was a trifle above the maximum
limit allowed. The rail was also free from segregation.

3. The head was cut from the rest of the rail and bent in a boiler

plate bending rolls, but this treatment did not disclose any other fissures

in the rail.

4. Tensile tests taken from different parts of the rail section showed
about normal strength and ductility in the various parts of the section,

except in the interior of the head where these properties were low.

5. Cross-sections of the head of the rail were examined by polish-

ing with emery, etching with copper-ammonium chloride solution and
finally polishing with a very fine polishing material. This examination
showed a number of longitudinal cracks in the interior of the head.
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RAIL FAILURE STATISTICS FOR 1915.

By M. H. Wickhorst, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee,

This report deals with the statistics of rail failures collected for the

year ending October 31, 1915, furnished by the railroads of the United

States and Canada in response to a circular sent out by the American

Railway Association. The information furnished by each railroad showed

the number of tons laid of each year's rollings from each mill, the

equivalent number of track miles, and the total number of failures that

occurred in each year's rolling from the date laid until October 31, 1915.

It may be remarked that as a whole the returns this year were more

complete and satisfactory than heretofore.

The failures were divided into four classes, namely, head, web, base

and "broken." They were reported by the railroads on American Rail-

way Engineering Association form M. W. 408 as revised in 1915, (See

Manual for 1915, p. 104.) A copy of this form reduced in size is given

with this report as an insert. The reports cover rollings for 1910 and

succeeding years, and the ages of the rollings would average in the track

about the years shown below

:

1910—5 Years. 1913—2 Years,
1911—4 Years. 1914—1 Year.
1912—3 Years. 1915-Several Months.

The tonnages represented by the statistics in this report are shown

below

:

Year-Rolled Bessemer Open-Hearth Total

1910 647,616 969,075 1,669,691
1911 317,818 805,489 1,123,307
1912 230.318 1,235,974 1,466.292
1913 122.974 1,403,848 1,526,642
1914 52,837 976,852 1,029,689
1915 13,295 621,603 634,898

The equivalent track miles are as follows:

Year-Rolled Bessemer Open-Hearth Total
1910 4,678.46 6.908.97 11,587.43
1911 2.263.75 5,717.42 7.981.17
1912 1,657.33 8,716.85 10,374.18
1913 998.05 9,670.54 10.668.59
1914 380.02 6,681.22 7,061.24
1915 99.12 4,187.14 4,286.26

It will be noted that the Bessemer rails have continually become a

smaller proportion of the total amount reported on.

^

Rail Report 56, April, 1916. * J
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The failures were tabulated with reference particularly to the per-

formance of the rails made by the .different mills and were classified

successively in the following order: kind of steel (Bessemer or Open-

hearth), mill/ year- rolled-, weight per* yard,- section ^nd railroad. The

totals were figured for the groups by the year jelled.
. _

Lots of less than 1000 tons (that is, less than 1000 tons in any one

year's rolling) were excluded from the tabulation, as they would iflinec-

essarily extend the tables and not materially 'change the group totals and

averages. The method: of compiling the statistics was to make prints

(generally blue-line whiteprints) of the reports Submitted by the : differ^

ent railroads, after seeing that all- the lines were fully filled out, and

then cutting them up along the horizontal lines with a large card .cutter

or trimming' board. These strips constituted the units in the tables, and

after sorting in- suitable order and collecting into the desired groups, the

information was transcribed into tables on a typewriter, from which zinc

plates were made for printing in the report.

FAILURES- CLASSIFIED BY MILLS.-

The detail tabulations by mills and years rolled are given in Table 7,

sheets 1 to 20, inclusive. A condensed table showing the failures of each

year's rolling of each mill is given as Table 1. First, it is interesting to

note from this table the comparative performance of Bessemer and

Open-hearth rails for the several years' rollings. Figuring the failures

per 100 track miles of Open-hearth rails as 100 for each of the years 1910,

1911, 1912 and. 1913, the relative failures of the Bessemer -rails, together

with the failures per 100 track miles, is shown below

:

Failures of Opf.n-Hearth and Bessemer Compared.

TTear 'Tears Failures pel- 100 Track Miles Comparative Failures
Rolfed Service Open-Hearth Bessemer Open-Hearth Bessemer

mOf'; .'5' 153.1 236.9 100 154
1911 4 115.5 178.8 100 155
1912 3 46.0 66.9 IflO - 143

1913 2 24.8 35.2 100 142

:.: : It will be noted -that the Bessemer failures per 100 track miles.- were

about- SO per cent.: greater than those of the Open-hearth rails. ; It is

prbrbabiy also tFueUJiat the Open-hearth rails were, in general, i^-more

severe service, so that the actual difference under the same conditions

may have bfeen greater.

The comparison between Open-hearth and Bessemer rails' as obtained

from the statistics in the 1913 and 1914 reports and this report are
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collected together below. The original comparisons in the 1913 and

1914 reports compared the failures per 10,000 tons, but below the com-

parison is on the basis of failures per 100 track miles, although the differ-

ence is small.

Bessemer Failures Compared with Open-Hearth Failures

Taken as 100.

Year t Years Service ,

Rolled 2 3 4 5

1908 ... ... 112
1909 ... 195 188
1910 230 207 154
1911 249 291 165
1912 219 143
1913 142

The failures per 100 track miles for each of the mills classilied by

kind of steel and year rolled, are shown graphically in Fig. 1.

The average weights per yard, compiled from tonnages used in this

report are shown in Table 6.

RANKING OF MILLS.

In order to show more conveniently the relative number of failures

from each of the mills and to show the ranking of the mills as regards

the failure performance of the rails rolled by them, Table 3 has been

prepared. Taking the average number of failures per 100 track miles

of all the mills in each group (Bessemer and Open-hearth), in any year's

rolling as 100, the relative number of failures of each of the mills is

shown for the years 1910, 1911, 1912 and 1913. The later rollings are

not included because of being too young. The rank of each mill is also

shown for each year's rolling.

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS YEARS.

One important purpose of these statistics is to enable comparisons

to be made of the performance of rail rolled from year to year, and

Tables 4 and 5 are given, showing the general records for the year^ 1913,

1914 and 1915, one table for Bessemer rails and the other for Open-hearth

rails. The final comparison is made on the basis of five years' service,

but before closing the record of any one year's rolling, a comparison can

be made on the performance of a less number of years in service.

The records are closed for the 1908, 1909 and 1910 rollings and it

will be noted that both the Bessemer and Open-hearth rails showed reduc-

tions in the number of failures in the successive years.
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A summary of the general results as given in the reports for 1913

and 1914 and also this report, is given herewith as Table 2.

Fig. 2.—The heavy solid line show the failures after five years for the

1908, 1909 and 1910 rollings. The dotted lines show the failures for less

years* service. The light solid lines show the accumulated failures for

successive years, each line representing a certain year's rolling.

The average failures per 100 track miles of the rollings for the

several years, including both the Bessemer and Open-hearth rails, is given

in the following table

:

Year
Rolled

1908 .

1909 .

1910 .

1911 .

1912 .

1913 .

1914 .

1915 .

Years Service
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'

" These results are also shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. It will

be noted that the 1908, 1909 and 1910 rollings show successively decreased

numbers of failures compared on a basis of five years' service and the later

rollings also show successive reductions in failures Vvhen compared on a

less number of years' service. A study of the results shows this to be

due partly to the gradual replacement of Bessemer by Open-hearth rails,

and partly to the improvement in both the Bessemer and Open-hearth

records.

SUMMARY.

1. Statistics are given of rail failures collected for the year ending

October 31, 1915, furnished by the railroads in response to a circular sent

out by the American Railway Association. The information furnished

by each railroad showed the number of tons laid of each year's rolling

from each mill, the equivalent number of track miles and the total num-

ber of failures that occurred in each year's rolling from the date laid

untjl^ October 31, 1915.

2. The basis- of comparison is the number of failures per 100 track

miles of rail laid that occurred in each year's rolling from the date laid

until October 31, 1915.

3. As a general average, the failures for 100 track miles of Besse-

mer rails we're about 50 per cent, greater than those of Open-h-earth

rails, although it is proba^ble that the Open-hearth rails were, in general,

in the more severe service.

4. A table is given showing the ranking of the mills as regards

rate of failures for the rollings of the years 1910, 1911, 1912 and 1913.

5. A comparison with the statistics for 1913 and 1914 indicates, as

•a general average of all mills, a general gradual decrease in the rate of

rail failures of rollings for the successive years since 1908, with which

vear's rolling the records started.
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Table 3

Comparison of Failures for the Different Mills, using 100 as the

Average of Failures of all Mills for Each Years Rollings.
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Tatle 7. Sheet 1

Total Eail Failures Form Date Eolled to October gist. 1915.

Bessemer - Algoma Steel Corporation

i
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Table 7, Sheet U
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Table 7,Sheet 12
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Table 7. Sheet 16

Total Rail Failures Pr«n Bate Eollood to October
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Appendix D.

SEGREGATED STREAKS IN STEEL RAILS.

By George F. Comstock,

Physical Testing Laboratory, Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Company,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

In the investigation of rail failures by government engineers and

others, considerable stress is often laid on the macroscopic examination

of sections of the rails by means of etching treatments. Various acids,

iodine, ammonium-copper chloride, etc., are used for etching the sections,

and while some rails do not show any markings when so etched, others

often show very distinct dark spots and lines on a lighter background.

All investigators agree that these markings constitute a defect in the

steel, and indicate a heterogeneous composition or structure, but some

reports and papers show that the authors do not have a very clear idea

as to what these markings really represent, and what their immediate

and primary causes are. "Streaks" and "laminations" are some of the

more or less hazy names applied to them, and although descriptive to a

certain extent, they always seem, to the writer, to need a further expla-

nation.

A large number of rails have been examined macroscopically and

microscopically in this laboratory in the natural course of several years'

work (in comparing ordinary with titanium-treated rails), and very

nearly all of the ordinary (untreated) "A" rails examined have been

found to show streaks on etched sections or sulphur prints. Many of

these streaked rails have been etched in diflferent ways, and the markings

shown by the different reagents have always been similar in general plan

for any given rail. The intensity and clearness of definition of the

markings, however, varies with the reagents used. Possibly it would

be worth while to state briefly the characteristic action of each reagent

as it has been noticed in this laboratory.

Strong hydrochloric acid allowed to act for from half an hour to

three hours is probably the easiest reagent to use, as the markings are

deep and the section can be wiped dry after etching and washing without

spoiling them. They are not, however, sharply defined. Strong nitric

acid is likewise easy to use, and gives markings somewhat more sharply
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defined, but with less contrast, than those made by hydrochloric acid.

Iodine gives a much neater pattern than either of these acids, but it is

harder to use, as the section cannot be wiped dry after etching without

marring it, and unless the drying with alcohol is rapidly done, the steel

is very apt to become tarnished or rusty before it is dry, thus spoiling

the result and necessitating repolishing. Iodine has been used by the

writer both as a concentrated solution in alcohol and in a water solution

with potassium idodide, sometimes one solution giving the best results,

and sometimes the other. If there is a little water in the alcohol solution,

the etching will be uneven and the results very misleading, so that the

water-iodide solution is probably the safest. Both these solutions are

apt to give a darker stain all around the edges of an etched section,

and this tendency should be allowed for in drawing conclusions from

an etching test, even when the drying has been done carefully enough

to avoid the irregular tarnishing which takes place so easily. A double

chloride of copper and an alkali metal has been used by some workers

for etching steel, but not by the writer with any success. As the chlorine

is the effective element in this solution, its mode of action must be similar

to that of hydrochloric acid at least in regard to which particular spots

of a section are darkened.

The writer has found that the quickest, surest and neatest way of

getting a picture of the "streaks" in a section of metal is by means of

a sulphur print. The method of making these prints is well known, but

it perhaps should be briefly described here. The section need be only

roughly polished with coarse emery cloth, but it must be clean and cold.

A piece of almost any kind of photographic "developing-out" paper is

moistened thoroughly with 3 per cent sulphuric acid, and placed on the

section of steel carefully so that good contact is made at all points and

without the slightest lateral movement of the paper over the steel. Con-

tact should be maintained for about a minute, to allow the acid to act

on the sulphides in the steel, liberating hyrogen sulphide which acts on

the silver in the photographic paper, causing a dark spot above each

sulphide inclusion. The print thus made should be fixed and washed

like a photograph and will then be a permanent record of the location

of the sulphides in the steel section. A second, and even a third and

fourth print sometimes can be made from the same section without

repolishing by giving longer periods of contact each time, and the second

and third prints are always more sharply defined than the first. After

a little practice in securing perfect contact without movement between
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paper and steel, these prints can be made practically perfect, so that no

retouching whatever is necessary on them. The spots formed on the

paper by the hydrogen sulphide bubbles are larger than the microscopic

inclusions from which the gas is evolved, so that if the inclusions are

close together the spots produced will merge into each other and form

a large dark spot or streak. But in spite of this a well-made sulphur

print is as sharply defined as a good photograph of an etched section,

and is much less trouble to make, besides being more certainly free from

misleading indications.

The above explanation of the manner of formation of a sulphur

print shows that it is the sulphide inclusions only that make the dark

spots in this case. It is literally true, therefore, that such a print shows

the segregation of the sulphur. But in every case met in the writer's

experience of several years with this subject, segregated groups of sul-

phide inclusions were invariably found to be surrounded by metal at

least slightly higher in carbon than the average for the rail. Where

broad streaks full of sulphides are present in the web of a rail, chemical

analysis, as well as the microscope, always shows higher carbon and

phosphorus with the higher sulphur. Where small spots of abundant

sulphides are found around the edges of a rail's cross-section (when

seen longitudinally, these of course would also be streaks, known some-

times as "ghost lines") the area of an individual spot may often be too

small for a chemical analysis to be made of just the spot and hence

higher carbon may not be shown in this way. The microscope, however,

will always, according to the writer's experience, show higher carbon

metal around the spot even though the individual sulphide inclusions

may be embedded in ferrite on account of segregation of phosphorus.

One of the specifications of the American Society for Testing Mate-

rials states that etching with iodine "shows up the segregation of carbon,"

while etching with acids shows up the segregation of MnS, slag, etc.

The question of slag will be considered below, and while it may be theo-

retically true that some reagents attack high-carbon areas and others

attack the sulphides, this seems a rather useless distinction since expe-

rience has shown that high carbon and high sulphur are always more

or less associated with each other in the segregated streaks of rail steel.

Furthermore phosphorus undoubtedly has a marked effect in causing the

dark marks shown by etching, for in microscopic work high-phosphorus

areas always etch darker and quicker than more normal metal. Hence

it is more reasonable to conclude that macroscopic etching of any kind
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shows the general segregation of carbon, phosphorus and sulphur, and

that the various reagents used differ more in the distinctness with which

they show the same segregation than in the different kinds of segregation

shown.

Sulphur prints and iodine etchings from some rails that are not

segregated show lighter streaks, roughly symmetrical in outline with the

shape of the section, on a darker background. These light streaks have

always been found to be lower in carbon than the surrounding metal,

but do not seem to be always lower in sulphur. The fact that these

marks show on a sulphur print and yet are not caused by sulphur may

seem to contradict what has been stated above, but this is not necessarily

so. Sulphur prints show segregation of sulphides by dark spots on a

lighter background. The darkness of the background itself depends pri-

marily on the duration of the etching action, but also seems to be gov-

erned in some way, on a sulphur print as well as with other etchings,

by the carbon content of the steel. Hence low-carbon streaks show up

lighter than the rest of the background, as a rule. This question of light

streaks on etched sections have been discussed, and a possible explanation

of their cause has been proposed, on page 34 of our Rail Report Bulletin

No. 3, from which the following two paragraphs are quoted.

"The most reasonable explanation for the occurrence of these streaks

of lower carbon metal in the rails from tops of ingots is that the ingot

was squeezed by the blooming mill before the upper part of its interior was

entirely solid. In cooling from the liquid state in an ordinary metal

mold, a steel ingot forms a solid shell rather quickly, before much

segregation can take place. But the interior of this ingot cools very

slowly, and the ingot is generally placed in the soaking pit before its

interior has even reached its freezing temperature. Here its cooling is

extremely slow, since the pit is kept at a high temperature, and the

selective freezing which causes segregation is enabled to proceed. At

some period before it is taken out and rolled, the ingot consists of the

following zones or layers, counting from the outer surface inward

:

First, a very thin layer of metal from which the carbon has been burned

out by the flame of the soaking pit, causing scale, and making the metal

next to the scale of lower carbon than the ladle analysis. Second, a zone

of metal which although heated in the soaking pit was originally chilled

by the iron mold soon after casting and before segregation took place,

and which is, therefore, of about the same carbon as the ladle analysis.

Third, a zone of metal which was not chilled completely solid before
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entering the soaking pit, and in which, therefore, segregation took place

at least to a silght extent even Tf the steel was treated with titanium.

Owing to the well-known selective freezing of steel, this zone must con-

sist of crystals of metal lower in carbon than the ladle analysis, together

with liquid metal which is higher in carbon, forming a soft "mushy" mass

in the interior of the ingot. The outer portions of this zone would

consist chiefly of the lower-carbon crystals, and the nearer the center

is approached the higher would be the proportion of high-carbon liquid

until at the center there might be nothing but the liquid known as the

segregate, and containing a large amount of the impurities of the steel.

The above condition would be confined largely to the upper part of the

ingot, as the central and lower parts cool faster and contribute whatever

segregate they may form to the upper part.

"If an ingot with a 'mushy' interior, as described above, is taken out

of the soaking pit and rolled, the pressure of the rolls will tend to expel

all liquid material through the pipe end, or at least to push it forward

into the pipe where it may chill before it runs out. At any rate it would

be cut off with the crop end when the bloom is cut. There would then

remain in the center of the upper part of the bloom only the crystals

of lower-carbon metal which were solid at the time of rolling, surrounded

by metal of about the ladle analysis which was chilled after casting before

much segregation took place. It can readily be seen that under varying

conditions of temperature and pressure between the rolls, the expulsion

of the segregate would not always be complete even when the ingot's

center was not solid, and different streaks of higher and lower carbon

metal might be expected in most cases. Where segregation is excessive

and the segregate extends far down in the ingot, it would not be expelled

by rolling at the usual temperatures, and would be found at the center

of the finished rail."

To say that macroscopic etching shows up the distribution of slag

inclusions in steel may be literally correct when acids are used, but the

practical importance of this effect is small. If a certain slag inclusion

contains sulphur, the etching reagent will attack and darken the metal

around it just as if it were a sulphide inclusion, but if the slag does not

contain sulphur the acid may attack it but will make such a very small

pit that the effect will hardly be noticed in comparison with the strong

effect produced around the sulphides. If the slag inclusion in question

is largely oxide or scale, the surrounding metal is always decarbonized,

and hence appears lighter than the rest of the section on a sulphur print
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or iodine etching. This is the case with the seams at the top of the

head of a rail or at the bottom of the flange, for they are generally

filled with scale; and the same effect is usually seen around a pipe at

the center of the section. Thus macroscopic etching is of small value

in "showing up" slag inclusions in rails, for unless they contain sulphur

or are large enough to be seen without etching, they cannot be seen

very well afterward. Its great value lies in indicating the extent and

amount of segregation of carbon, phosphorus, and sulphides, which should

not be confused with slag inclusions.

The writer would like to call attention, in passing, to the futility of

attempting to draw conclusions as to the microstructure of a piece of

steel from evidence presented by a macroscopic etching of a large surface.

Such a case was presented and discussed before one of our leading tech-

nical societies a few years ago, the basis for the paper being a macro-

scopic etching of a billet that seemed to show a very coarse structure

at its center. It did not occur to any one of those participating in the

discussion that the etching showed merely the arrangement of the sulphide

inclusions in the interior of the section, and these followed roughly the

outlines of the original crystals of the ingot. The crystalline or micro-

structure of this billet probably was entirely different from that shown

by the etching, because the heating and rolling which it had undergone

would materially change the metallic structure throughout without neces-

sarily disturbing the distribution of the sulphides near the center of the

section. As a photomicrograph would have shown the structure plainly

and truly, it seemed unfortunate that one was not made before wrong

conclusions were drawn from the macroscopic etching. The present

writer has often noticed similar indications of very coarse crystals on

sulphur prints from steel axles, when actually the microstructures of the

axles were extremely fine.

The foregoing discussion of the effects of the various reagents and

methods used in macroscopic etching has at the same time explained the

nature of the spots or streaks which this etching develops. They are

always composed of segregated sulphide inclusions which are probably

always accompanied by segregation of carbon and phosphorus. No case

has been found where serious sulphide segregation at the center of a rail

section was not accompanied by similar segregation of the other two

elements at the same point; and streaks of sulphide inclusions near the

edges of a section are always accompanied by at least slightly higher-

carbon and higher-phosphorus metal. That these segregated streaks are
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not uncommon in rail steel as made today is shown by the fact that out

of 119 Standard Open-Hearth "A" Rails made at various American steel

mills and examined here, only five could be said to be entirely free from

them. Of the 114 streaked rails, many, of course, showed comparatively

few and light markings; but many, on the other hand, showed streaks

as numerous and as intense as any of the failed rails whose split heads

have been attributed by various investigators to this cause. There is no

reason to suppose that rails rolled according to the present practice of

the steel mills will be any freer from split heads after a few years' service

than those rolled in former years.

Having now explained the nature of the streaks shown in certain

rails by macroscopic etching, a short discussion of their causes and results

may be of interest. In order that their importance may be better appre-

ciated, the results will be considered first. The exact stresses to which

a rail is subjected in service have never been determined, but it is unani-

mously admitted that a good rail should not only be hard enough to resist

wear, but should also be sufficiently ductile so that it will not break under

shock. Hardness is advantageous only at the outside of the head, where

the wearing action of the wheels is applied. The rest of the rail need not

be hard but should be strong, tough, and ductile enough to withstand

considerable impact. But in order to secure enough hardness at the

wearing surface, the whole rail has to be made of hard material, and

consequently the carbon is kept as high in rail steel as it can be without

imparting brittleness. The limit, above which the steel becomes brittle,

is higher in basic open-hearth steel than in acid Bessemer steel, because

the latter necessarily contains more phosphorus than the former, and

this also is a hardening element which when too high causes brittleness.

Good, clean, open-hearth steel of negligible phosphorus content, is not

too brittle to make a good rail unless the carbon content is above 0.85

or 0.90 per cent. When it is higher than this, a very hard brittle sub-

stance is present between the steel crystals, and the metal as a whole thus

becomes brittle. This substance is iron carbide, known as cementite, and

it is often found in segregated streaks in open-hearth rails. When the

phosphorus is high, as in Bessemer steel, the steel crystals are ordinarily

coarser, and the steel is brittle if the carbon content gets as high as

about 0.70 per cent., or unless there is a fairly thick network of soft ductile

iron (ferrite) between the steel crystals. Thus it is evident that, since

rails are usually made as hard as is possible with safety to resist wear,

segregated streaks, in which the carbon and phosphorus are more abun-
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dant, are too hard and brittle for the service which a rail must stand.

The brittleness of the streaks is very much intensified also by the sulphide

inclusions always present in them, for the sulphides have practically no

strength or ductility and directly weaken the metal by interrupting its

continuity. The hardness of the streaks is of no value in resisting wear,

as they are not present around the outside of the head, but at the center

of the rail's section, where their hardness is not needed and their brittle-

ness is dangerous.

Of course segregated streaks in a rail are surrounded and supported

by normal fairly ductile metal, and it is very rare for a rail to break

in a sudden brittle manner because of the presence of brittle streaks.

Rail failures are nearly always slow and progressive, beginning with a

very slight crack which grows with each subsequent stress. Wheel loads

on every rail have a compressive action on the top of the head which

makes the metal ilow sidewise. There is also alternate bending between

the ties. Hard stiff segregated streaks do not submit readily to these

stresses, while the softer surrounding metal may be rather easily deflected.

Internal strains are thus produced between the two kinds of metal, and

a crack is the result, sooner or later. The brittleness of the segregated

streaks assists the development of the crack, until it becomes large enough

to destroy the rail. Split heads are practically always formed in this way,

and all the rails that fail from this cause are found to contain segregated

streaks.

In order that some remedy may be found for this condition it is

important to understand clearly just what causes it. Two facts that are

very helpful in this respect have been ascertained by numerous investi-

gators of this subject. They are, first, that segregated streaks are found

almost solely in rails rolled from the upper parts of ingots, and especially

in "A" rails; and, second, that they occur most seriously in "wild" heats,

or "rising steel," and are not found to any extent in "quiet-setting" or

"piping steel." There may be some exceptions to the first statement above,

as will be explained below, but in the vast majority of cases these two

statements are true. Thus the segregated streaks seem to be caused by

gas which is given off by "rising steel" during solidification in the mold.

It is well known that the last metal to freeze of any given ingot is always

higher in carbon, phosphorus, and sulphides, than the average of the ingot.

Hence if gas is given off when the steel is partly solid and partly liquid,

the gas in rising to the top will take with it some of the liquid metal,

which is higher in carbon, phosphorus and sulphur, and this will collect
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in the upper part of the ingot along the channels and in the holes formed

by the rising gas. When the entire ingot finally solidifies there will thus be

segregated streaks in its upper part as well as blowholes, and while the

latter may be closed up by the rolling, the segregated streaks will remain

in the finished rail.

This theory explains in a satisfactory way the occurrence of segre-

gated streaks in "A" rails, but some investigators have reported decidedly

streaked rails that were removed from track to have been "D," or "E,"

etc., rails. To explain these the theory might be proposed that the ero-

sion of cast-iron from the bottom-plates of the molds took place to such

an extent that the high-carbon metal was not dissolved in the steel before

solidification, but remained in streaks near the base of the ingot. Although

this theory has some influential supporters, the writer does not consider

it of much importance because it does not explain why a well-deoxidized

"piping" steel is free from segregated streaks.

Another explanation that has been proposed for the occurrence of

segregation and unsoundness in the lower parts of ingots is that in freez-

ing the ingot may have formed a solid layer or "bridge" completely across

its section somewhere above the middle, and this bridge may have trapped

some of the gases and liquid segregate in the lower parts and thus pre-

vented their rising. These theories may account for the few rare instances

where a rail marked "D" or "E" is found to be badly streaked, but, on

the other hand, the chance of such a rail having been wrongly marked

should not be entirely disregarded. Anyone familiar with ordinary con-

ditions around a steel plant, at least a few years ago, will appreciate that

it is not beyond the bounds of possibility that several mistakes of this

kind might have been made.

Since it has been found repeatedly that well deoxidized, "quiet-

setting" steel does not produce ingots with segregated streaks, the remedy

for these streaks should be obvious, namely, to deoxidize the steel so well

that it will not give off gas when solidifying in the molds. Any good

deoxidizer will answer this purpose such as silicon, aluminum, or tita-

nium. The latter is to be preferred, as it does not leave its oxidation

products in the steel as the other two agents do. But the steel makers

are not anxious to use these deoxidizers in large enough quantities to be

most efficient, because thoroughly deoxidized steel ordinarily gives piped

ingots unless cast with unusual care or by some special process. With

steel properly treated with Ferro Carbon-Titanium, piping has not, as a

rule, been specially troublesome if the silicon was kept low. There are
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also many casting processes or types of mold that reduce piping very

effectively. But it should be understood that such processes do not

prevent or lessen the formation of segregated streaks in the ingots. It

is the complete deoxidation of the steel that does this, and the special

casting process merely makes it possible to make ingots of well-deoxid-

ized steel without the formation of deep pipes.

As the importance of using sound and homogeneous rails in our

main railways is constantly becoming more universally recognized, it is

to be hoped that steel makers will eventually be impressed with the neces-

sity of avoiding segregated streaks in their rail steel ingots. It has been

proved that this can be done at a small additional expense and without

costly extra equipment at the mills. Until it is done much more exten-

sively than at present, no decrease in the number of split head rail failures

in this country can be expected.
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Fig. 1. Section of Open-Hearth "A"-Rail "X," etched with iodine,

about two-thirds natural size.
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Fig. 2. Sulphur Print of Rail "X," about two-thirds natural size.
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Fig. 3. Section of Bessemer "A"-Rail "Y," etched with hydrochloric

acid, about two-thirds natural size.
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Fig. 4. Sulphur Print of Rail "Y," about two-thirds natural size.
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Fig. S. One of the segregated spots in head of Rail "X," unetched,

showing numerous sulphide inclusions. Magnified 200 diameters.
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Fig. 6. Part of same spot shown in Fig. S, but etched with picric acid

and magnified 400 diameters, showing thin bands of cementite between the

pearlite grains.
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Fig. 7. Average view of head of Rail "X," etched with picric acid

and magnified 400 diameters, showing pearlite and sorbite, with a little

ferrite and no cementite (compare with Fig. 6).
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Fig. 8. Part of segregated streak in web of Rail "X," etched with

picric acid and magnified 100 diameters, showing sulphides and cementite

in the steel.
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Fig. 9. Part of a typical segregated streak in the web of an Open-

Hearth Rail, unetched and magnified 200 diameters, showing numerous

sulphide inclusions.
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Fig. 10. One of the segregated streaks in the flange of Rail "Y,"

unetched and magnified 200 diameters, showing inclusions chiefly of slag,

but containing enough sulphides to show plainly on the sulphur print and

etched section.
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Fig. 11. One of the segregated spots in the head of Rail "Y," etched

with picric acid and magnified 100 diameters. The sulphide inclusions can

be seen embedded in ferrite, in a group of fine dark-etching pearlite

grains. This spot, high in sulphur and phosphorus, is surrounded by metal

with less ferfite (higher in carbon) than the average for the section.
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Fig. 12. Edge of a segregated streak in the web of an Open-Hearth

Rail, etched with picric acid and magnified 50 diameters. Only one-half

of the photomicrograph shows a ferrite network; the other half shows

a higher-carbon streak.
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Fig. 13. Part of a segregated streak in the web of an Open-Hearth

Rail, etched with boiling alkaline sodium picrate, showing darkened

cementite network and sulphides also attacked by the reagent.
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Appendix E.

TEST OF RAIL JOINTS.

By H. B. MacFarland, Engineer Tests, Atchison. Topeka & Santa

Fe Railway System.

COMPARATIVE TESTS OF SANTA FE EXPERIMENTAL
ANGLE BARS, OF VARYING CARBON CONTENT, WITH
QUENCHED BARS, FROM THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAIL-

ROAD COMPANY.
OBJECT.

The object of this test was to study the effects on the strength and

rigidity of rail joints, resulting from the following conditions:

1. The effect of various percentages of carbon on the physical proper-

ties of untreated angle bars, as compared with bars of similar composi-

tion and section that had been quenched.

2. The influence on the strength of the joint, resulting from the use

of oil quenched, medium carbon steel track bolts as compared with the

untreated, low carbon steel track bolts.

MATERIAL.

Forty-eight pairs of bars were received for this test, forty-two Df

which were Santa Fe experimental angles, of different carbon range, and

six were Illinois Central Railroad Company medium carbon, quenched
bars. Figs. 1 and 2 show the section and general dimensions of these

bars. Detailed measurements and weights are shown on page 8.

The Santa Fe Railway Company's experimental bars were manufac-
tured by the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, Pueblo. Colo., for use

with 90-lb. Santa Fe section rails. The branding, "COLORADO SEC
903A, 1111, 1914," was rolled in raised letters and figures on the outside

of each bar. The lot consisted of 17,912 bars from seven different heats,

with different percentages of carbon.

Six pairs of bars from each of the seven heats were sent to the

Topeka laboratory for test. The remaining bars were sent out on differ-

ent parts of the line to fill regular orders and were applied in service

under various conditions.

The Santa Fe bars were fitted with both untreated, low carbon steel

track bolts and oil quenched, medium carbon steel track bolts manufac-
tured by the Illinois Steel Company at Joliet, 111. These bolts were 4H
inches long under the head: from 7.^-inch stock; with rolled threads,

measuring 15/16-inch in diameter over the threads. Thev were taken :it

Rail Report 68, September, 1916.
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random for this test from the Illinois Steel Company's stock at Joliet

by a Santa Fe inspector.

The Illinois Central Railroad Company's joint bars were manufac-

tured by the Cambria Steel Company, to be used on their 90-lb. A. R. A.

type A rails. Six pairs of these quenched, medium carbon steel bars com-

plete with bolts and lock washers were furnished for test by Mr. A. S.

Baldwin, Chief Engineer of the Illinois Central Railroad.

The Illinois Central bars were fitted with oil-quenched, medium carr

bon steel track bolts, manufactured by the Illinois Steel Company at

Joliet, 111. These bolts were 5J4 inches long under the head; from 15/16-

inch stock; with hot rolled threads measuring one inch in diameter over

the threads.

TESTS.

Thirty-eight pairs of these bars were subjected to either static or

dynamic tests, the remainder being held in reserve for special investiga-

tion. The tests were made as follows

:

Test
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Test
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. View showing fnil-bolted rail joint in place for static test in

the 200,000-pound Olsen testing machine, center loading, 30-inch span.

The deflection at the center of the rail was measured with the two

deflectometers. The deflection of the bar was taken with a cathetometer.
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and located as follows : A, ^ inch from the A end ; B, at the center, and

C, ^ inch from the B end of the bar.

At an initial load of 2,000 lbs., the length of the bolts and distances

across top of bars at the ends and center and across bottom at center,

were taken with micrometer calipers. The load was then applied in

increments of 5,000 lbs., and the deflection and set taken after each load

increment. In order to keep conditions constant, the set was measured

with a load of 500 lbs. on the joint. The bars were measured

at every 20,000-lb. increase in load and the bolts were measured at initial

load, at 100,000 lbs. and at maximum load.

Before the initial load was applied, a row of punch marks, 1 inch apart,

was made along the top and bottom edges of the bars to measure the

compression or elongation of the material during tests.

Drop Tests.—The bars for these tests were bolted to 90-lb. Santa Fc

rail sections as in the static tests. The joint was placed on the supports

of a M. C. B. drop test machine using a 36-inch span. A 2,000-lb. tup was

used with a fall of 8 feet 6 inches, which is one-half the height required

by American Railway Engineering Association specifications for a 90-lb.

rail.

The bolts were measured as in static test and the spreading of the

bars was measured at both ends and at the center, across both the top

and the bottom of the bar. The deflection of the bar was measured in

221/2 inches along the neutral axis by using a three-point tram. The de-

flection of the rail was taken by placing a 36-inch straight edge on the

center of the rail at the top and measuring the distance from the straight

edge to the rails, at the center. The slip of the ends of the bar on the

rail was obtained by using an 8-inch beam tram, placing one point on the

end of the bar and the other on the web of the rail. The compression and

elongation of the metal were taken at the top and bottom of the bar after

each drop as in the static tests.

In measuring across the bars, measurements A, B and C were taken

across the top of the joint and D, E and F across the bottom of the

joint, as placed in the machine. A and D were taken 1 inch from the A
end, B and E were taken at the center along the bar, and C and F were

taken 1 inch from the B end. In static tests and in drop tests on base

of rail, the measurements D and F showed no appreciable change and were

not recorded.

The designations A and B of the end of the joint refer merely to

the position with respect to the operator. The bars were placed in the

same relative position in the machines throughout the tests.

The detailed results of static and dynamic tests of these bars are

shown on the following pages, 9 to 49, inclusive. Figures are pre-

sented on pages 50 to 64, inclusive, showing typical joints and bars

after static tests and all joints after dynamic tests.
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iFig. 4. Typical specimens of joints after static loading, the upper

joint having had the load applied on the head, the lower joint having had

the load applied on the base of the rail,
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r

Fig. 5. Typical specimens of Santa Fe angle bars after static tests,

the load having been applied on the head of the rail.
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Fig. 6. Typical specimens of Santa Fe angle bars after static tests,

the load having been applied on the base of the rail.
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Fig. 7. Illinois Central angle l)ars after static tests. Upper pair of

bars te^sted with load on the head of the rail. Lower pair of bars tested

with load on the base of the rail.
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Fig. 8. Condition of joint bars, B3-B3' after third drop on the head

of the rail, test No. 19.
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Fig. 9. Condition of joints after third drop on the head of the rail,

tests No. 20 and No. 21. Upper joint bars E3-E3'. Lower joint bars

F3-F3'.
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Fig. 10. Condition of joint after third drop on head of rail, test No.

22, bars G3-G3.'
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Fig. 11. Condition of joints after third drop on base of rail, test No.

23, and test No. 24. Upper joint bars B4-B4'. Lower joint bars E4-E4'.
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Fig. 12. Condition of joints after third drop on base of rail. Test

No. 25 and test No. 26. Upper joint bars F4-F4'. Lower joint bars

G4-G4'.
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Fig. 13. Condition of joint after the fourth drop on the head of

the rail, test No. 21, bars B5-B5'.
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Fig. 14. Condition of joints after second and fourth drop on head

of rail. Test No. 28 and test No. 29. Upper joint, bars C5-C5', lower

joint, bars D3-D3'.
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Fig. 15. Condition of joint after fourth drop on the head of rail, test

No. 30, bars F5-F5'.
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Fig. 16. Condition of rail joint after the third drop on the base of

rail. Test No. 31 and test No. 32. Upper joint, bars B6-B6', lower joint,

bars C6-C6'.
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Fig. 17. Conditions of joints after third drop on the base of the rail.
Tests No. 33 and No. 34. Upper joint, bars D4-D4', lower joint bars
F6-F6'. .
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tv^li^^^u^ii^i^M •V^^^^

Fig. 18. Condition of joints, Illinois Central quenched bars. The

upper views were taken after the fourth drop on the head of the rail,

test No. 103. The lower view shows the joint after the third drop on the

base of the rail, test No. 104.
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TENSION TESTS OF MATERIAL.

Standard tension test specimens for elongation in two inches were

taken from the head of two bars of each of the eight sets of bars after

static tests. The results of tests are as follows

:

Am
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joint under different conditions. From this table it is seen that the

strength and rigidity of the joint varies with the strength of the materiil

in the bar, and also to a small extent with the strength of the bolt.

There are exceptions in one or two of the values that should be directly

comparable, but the results as a whole show that this is the condition.

The relative strength of the joints with different bars is shown

graphically in Figs. 20 and 21. It is seen that up to the yield point there

is but a slight difference in deflection, but the yield point ranges from

45,000 to 65,000 lbs. in the different bars.

DISCUSSION OF TESTS.

The deflection of the rail taken in static tests, as shown in Fig.

3, at opposite sides of the joint under the rail ends is slightly greater than

the deflection of the bar taken at the center with a cathetometer. The

cathetometer deflection is the true deflection of the bar. The rail deflec-

tion is influenced by unavoidable mechanical errors such as fit of bar in

rail and the fact that the rail ends where deflections are taken do not

bend with the bar. Cathetometer deflections and deflection sets were

taken at the ends of the bars. These readings show that the bar is not

bent in the form of an elastic curve, but that the ends of the bar are

deflected to a greater extent in loading than the deflection for an elastic

curve would be with a like deflection at the center. The average of de-

flections A and C less the deflection B gives the deflection in the bar

for approximately llVz inches of its length. The set in the bar is ob-

tained by taking an average of deflection sets A and C less the deflection

set B.

As stated before the height of drop used in drop tests was 8 feet, 6

inches, with a 2,000-lb. tup. The bars were given a succession of drops

on the head or base until failure resulted. The bars were deflected on the

first drop to an extent that the rail ends were usually together at the top

and slightly over an inch apart at the bottom. After the rails had

been deflected so that the ends came together at the top, he bars would

tend to shear the bolts on being deflected further.

The largest deflection for a single drop occurred on the first drop,

as this would bend the bar without tending to shear the bolts unless the

ends of the rail were together at the top. The second drop had to slip

the bar along the rail, which absorbed part of the shock and caused the

deflection to be smaller. The deflection for the third drop was less than

the second and so on.

In drop tests on the head of the rail the bars would tend to spread

at the top in the center as shown by the data on pages 31 to 48, inclusive,

under the heading B in measurements, across bars, and were closer to-

gether at the center on the bottom of the bars, as shown by E under

measurements.

The greatest distortion of the bars at the center also occurs on the

first drop after which the distortion per drop becomes less. The ends
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of the bars tend to spread out from the rail, as shown by measurements

A and C under the heading, "Measurements across bars." The distortion

per drop apparently is constant for the first and second drops, after which

it increases.

The bolts in this test are under a stress which tends to shear and
stretch them. The" amount that the bolt is bent .out of line, due to shear-

ing for each drop, was not determined, but the elongation was measured.

It was observed that in some cases the bolts were badly bent out of line,

but did not show any great elongation. This is true of bolts B and C in

this test. Bolts A and D were elongated due to the ends of the bar tend-

ing to spread away from the rail and were usually bent more than

the center bolts. The amount the bar slips on the rail per drop was
taken at each end of the bar. These data show that the slip is pr ic-

tically zero until the heads of the rails come together.

In drop tests on the base of the rail the deflection of the bar per drop

is much greater than for drop tests on the head of the rail, as is the de-

flection for a given load in static test. The greatest deflection per drop

occurs in the first drop, after which the rail bases come together, which
brings a shearing stress on the bolts.

The distortion of the bars is considerably different in case of drop

test on the base of the rail. The measurements across the bars become
greater at the center on top and less at the center on the bottom, as in

case of drop test on the head of the rail; however, the ends of the bars

in drop test on the base of the rail usually draw in at the ends, and
occasionally after drawing in slightly bend out as in case of measure-

ments A and C in test No. 31, shown on page 44.

In drop tests the bars were badly distorted, as shown by photographs

of bars after tests. In some cases the bar bending out at the ends or

in at the center would cause a reduction in the measurement of the inch

section rather than an increase. These cases are evident in tests 19 and

24. In drop tests on the base of the rail the elongation is practically con^

stant between the bolt holes B and C and in some cases is maximum over

the bolt hole. This greater elongation over the bolt holes is due to the

reduction in cross-section caused by the bolt hole.

Some of the bolts in these tests did not elongate in the first drop

and in some cases did not elongate in the second drop. The two center

bolts, B and C, show a greater elongation than the bolts A and D. The
slip of the bar on the rail is less in case of loading on the base than in

case of loading on the head of the rail.

The measurements between punch marks after the second drop, tabu-

lated on page 49, show that the elongation and compression of the top and

bottom of the bar is through a smaller number of inches in the high

carbon than in the low carbon bars and that the elongation and compres-

sion for the inch sections is less in the high than in the low carbon

bars. The elongation or compression across the spike slot is quite notice-

able in drop test. A two-inch measurement was taken across the slot
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from the inch punch mark nearest the slot, also an inch measurement wa^

taken across the slot. Measurements show that the elongation or com-

pression at the slot takes place in the back and not in the sides of the

slot.

In drop tests the low carbon steel bolts were elongated more than the

oil-quenched bolts for the same number of drops, as shown by the data

The deflection of the bars is less in three of the four cases where the

oil-quenched bolts were used than for the low carbon steel bolts.

The amount the bolts were bent in this test is indicated by the amount

of slip of the bar on the bail. This slip shows that the oil-quenched

bolts are not bent as much as arc the untreated, low carbon steel

bolts, which is shown by Fig. 19. The bars are distorted more ir.

every case for the untreated low carbon steel bolts than for the oil-

quenched bolts. The data show that the deflection and distortion of the

bars in drop tests are dependent on the elongation and rigidity of the

bolts.

For the low carbon steel bolts three of the four joints failed by

shearing the bolts, all failing on the third drop. For the oil-quenched

bolts two of the four joints failed by shearing the bolts. These two

joints each failed on the fourth drop. These data show that the oil-

quenched bolts offer greater resistance to shear than the untreated low

carbon steel bolts.

CONCLUSIONS.

From a study of the data obtained in these tests, as shown by the

curves and the comparative tables, the following facts are evident:

1. The strength and rigidity of the track joint are dependent on the

strength of the joint bar.

2. The strength of material varies with the carbon content when

other elements are constant, and the material is handled in the same

manner regarding heat treatment and quenching.

3. Proper quenching of the material raises both the yield point and

the ultimate strength of the steel, and results in a stronger joint, as

pointed out in the comparison of the quenched medium carbon steel bars

Q with untreated bars C and D having nearly the same composition.

4. The strength and rigidity of the joint is influenced to a slight ex-

tent by the strength of the bolt, both in static and dynamic tests, showing

in favor of the oil-quenched, medium carbon steel bolt over the untreated,

low carbon steel bolt.
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Appendix.

PROPOSED TESTS OF JOINT BARS AND TRACK JOINTS.

From the results of these tests and a study of similar investigation of

track joints made in other laboratories, all of which were made under

somewhat different conditions, it is evident that a uniform method of

procedure would make the data obtained at different times more valuable

because of a possibility of direct comparison of the results.

With this in view the following general method of procedure is

offered for consideration in laboralcry investigation of track joints,

realizing that conditions existing at the laboratory or special information

desired may necessitate a different handling of the tests.

PROCEDURE.

The first thing that must be decided in this case is what tests should

be made and then determine on a method of making them that will show
the merits of the different joint bars to best advantage.

In order that this may be in a form for discussion and comparison,

the tests desired and the methods to be employed are as follows

:

TESTS.

Rail joints shall be sul)jccted to tests that will show:

I. Strength of bar, transverse load

:

a. Static 1. Head up

2. Head down
b. Dj^namic, 1. Head up

2. Head down
c. Alternate loading where machine is available.

II. Quality of material.

a. Tension tests.

b. Bend tests.

c. Hardness tests.

d. Vibratory tests.

e. Chemical analyses.

f. Microscopic and macroscopic examination.

III. Strength and quality of bolts used.

Preliminary measurements

:

1. Area of section.

2. Moment of inertia of two bars.

3. Length of bars.

4. Weight of bars (actual or per foot).

5. Location and size of bolt holes.

6. Camber in bars, general conditions, workmanship, etc.

Transverse tests, Static and Dynamic

:

1. Complete rail joints full bolted to rails of sufficient length to

extend over the supports shall be used.

2. Track bolts shall be applied to a measured stress.
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In the test just reported there was but little difference in the strength

of joints fitted with the low carbon, untreated bolts as compared witii

the medium carbon, oil-quenched bolts, but care was used not to put an

excessive stress on any of the bolts. If this is done by judgment of track

men, with no information as to the actual stress, a bolt failure might be

ascribed to the loading when actually it was brought about by applying too

much force on the wrench.

3. Spacing between the ends of the rails shall be 5/16 or f^-inch

guided by the maximum cold weather allownace. The latter will

allow for larger deflection before the ends of the rails come

together and would be preferable.

4. Bars to be marked top edge or head and bottom edge or toe,

with center punch marks one inch apart to measure elongation

and compression of material.

Static Tests

:

1. The supports shall have a rounded surface of large enough radius

that there will be no injury under the lo^d necessary and }et of smaH
enough radius that the span does not change materially with the

deflection.

2. The spacing of supports shall be 30 inches C36 inches or 48

inches, guided by drop tests). This is the figure used by the American

Railway Engineering Association in 1910, and subsequently by the Santa

Fe. The P. R. R., in 1915, used a span of 20 inches. This latter span is

based on the tie spacing, assuming that the two joint ties bear all the

load at the joint, which is seldom if ever the case. A twenty-inch span

is too short for test loading and as results are compared to the solid rail

as a basis a longer arbitrary spacing, 30 inches or 36 inches or 48 inches,

would be preferable. The disadvantages of the short span are:

a. Heavy test machines required to produce failure and laboratory

limitation resulting.

b. Small deflection at loads equivalent to service loads.

c. Joint bars are not totally within the supports.

d. Per cent load used in shear too high in proportion to the bend-

ing load actually obtained in service.

The main advantage in using a 20-inch span is that it corresponds to

the tie spacing, but in view of the fact that the track supports are not

solid like the test machine supports, the results would probably not hold

in service and the arbitrary span of greater length when compared to

the solid rail with equal span would give comparative results of mere

real value.

3. Loading. The load shall be applied at the center through i

curved block equal to a 50-inch wheel and deflection measurements and

permanent set taken at 5,000-lb. increments (or less) to the yield point,

and then in larger increments depending on the size of the bar.

4. Deflection. The deflection and permanent set shall be measured

at the center of the span, stated in inches rather than degrees. For com-
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parison the deflection shall also be measured in the length of the angle

bar at the neutral axis.

Dynamic Tests

:

Drop Testing Machine. The drop testing machine shall be the stand-

ard of the American Railway Engineering Association.

a. The tup shall weigh 2,000 pounds and have a striking face with a

radius of 5 inches.

b. The anvil block shall weigh 20,000 pounds and be supported on

springs.

c. The supports for the test piece shall be a part of, or firmly .se-

cured to the anvil. These supports shall be spaced three feet between

centers for rails 100 pounds per yard or less in weight and four feet

for rails over 100 pounds per yard in weight. The bearing surfaces ot

the supports shall have a radius of 5 inches.

Height of drop : First blow, 1 foot ; second blow, 2 feet ; third blow,

3 feet, etc.

The height of drop shall be increased one foot for each blow 'o

failure, measuring the deflection after each blow or load application, i*

in case of the static tests. The height of drop in the Santa Fe work, equal

to one-half that required on the rail, produced a stress which was de-

cidedly above the yield point of the joint, judging from the permanent set

after the first blow, so the smaller initial drop increased each time would

no doubt be more desirable to give the comparative strength under impact

loading.





Appendix F.

INDUCED INTERIOR TRANSVERSE FISSURES IN

HEADS OF TWO TYPES.

By Dr. P. H. Dudley,

Consulting Engineer, Rails, Tires and Structural Steel, New York
Central Lines.

CAUSE AND EFFECT.

My investigations show that interior transverse fissures in rail

heads are induced by a combination of two or more exceptional condi-

tions of manufacture in an occasional rail head by direct rolling, which

can and should be avoided.

Induced interior transverse fissures in basic open-hearth rails are

due in part to an occasional hot rail being cooled so rapidly by the rolls

and their pressures to elongate the bar, or chilled by gusts of air before

recalescence on the hot beds, as to cause a lag of some of the transforma-

tions of the metal in the interior of the head. Induced interior trans-

verse fissures can only develop in the track from the eflfects of preceding

causes, either of which is no longer a mystery, and their progressive

stages of development occur in the following order:

(a) Conditions of Manufacture:

First Contributory Cause: Delayed transformations of the metal

near the center of the head, and chemical or mechanical defects.

FIRST EFFECT: Induced loss of strength; initial strains; phys-

ically a non-ductile core of heterogeneous metal near the center of

the head.

Second Contributory Cause: Mechanical injury to the heterogeneous

metal, the nucleus checked by the gag. (See description, Figs. 59 and 60.)

SECOND EFFECT: The produced defect of an interior invisible

portion of fractured metal near the center of the head before the rail

leaves the steel plant.

(b) Conditions of Service:

Third Contributory Cause: The conditions of ordinary service for

the interior fractured metal become abnormal.

THIRD EFFECT: The checked interior metal in either type is no

longer able to restrict the strains of the wheel loads within the usual

Report made to A. H. Smith, President, New Yorlt Central Lines, by
Dr. P. H. Dudley. Issued to the Maintenance of Way Departments as
Folder No. 2.

Rail Report 59, November, 1916.
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range of the elastic limits of the steel, as in the case of sound metal,

but there develops by "detail" growth, from and around the checks

the specular surfaces of the induced interior transverse fissures until

the section ruptures.

When the induced interior transverse fissures by growth crack through

the metal to the air, the specular surfaces discolor and darken, as found

in ruptured rails by the trackmen. (See Figs. 59 and 60.)

Interior transverse fissures have not occurred in the countless thou-

sands of rail heads of physically homogeneous metal for the reason

that they do not contain the conditions of the first contributory cause,

consequently, vi^hile the metal is lengthened or shortened by the second

contributory cause, it is not checked.

Basic open-hearth rails in the composition of the New York Central

Lines specifications and rolled from reheated blooms have not, to date,

developed interior transverse fissures.

CLASSIFICATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

The specimens in my collection, after investigation, I classified by

June 9th, 1915, into two general types :

—

Intergranular and Coalescent.

Fig. 58. Induced Interior Transverse Fissures—Intergranular Type.

Rolled 11/8/10. Failed 3/5/15.

Intergranular :—The nucleus, in eflfect physically a non-ductile core

in the head which is checked between the grains of the metal by the

gag of the straightening press, and may be five-eighths of an inch in

diameter, or as small as one-eighth. The subsequent development in

the track of this type of interior transverse fissure from the checked

nucleus is through the grains, a "detail" growth of specular surfaces, in

striking contrast to the check between the grains, the effect of the blow
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of the gag. This type develops in rails or part of a rail, which cooled

"low" on the "hot beds," and then gagged upon the base to shorten

its metal and lengthen that of the head. (See Fig. 58).

The nucleus in Fig. 58 is over five-eighths of an inch in diameter,

though smaller in a majority of the specimens.

Three characteristic fractures of the metal appear in the final rup-

ture of the section in the Induced Interior Transverse Fissure of the

Intergranular type.

(1) The nucleus checked betzveen the grains of the metal by the gag.

(2) The "detail" growth through the grains of the specular surfaces.

(3) The final fracture of rupture.

' COALESCENT TYPE.

Description and Illustrations

CoALESCENT ;—A checked longitudinal elliptical nucleus, the imprint

of the gag on the non-ductile metal, one-half to five-eighths of an inch

under the bearing surface of the head which enlarges to a longitudinal

fissure by the passing wheel loads. This fissure coalesces through a

transverse, or oblique crack at the side of the maximum shearing stresses

produced by the gag, and usually develops after two or more years of

service in the track into the nearly vertical interior transverse fissure.

The fracture is often conchoidal at the junction of the coalescence. The
longitudinal fissure, and sometimes the vertical open on the gage side of

the head, and can be discovered by careful inspection before rupture of

the rail occurs in the track. (See Figs. 59 and 60.) This type develops

in rails or part of a rail which cooled "high" on the "hot beds," and

then gagged upon the head to shorten its metal and lengthen that of

the base below the neutral surface of the section. (See Figs. 59 to 67,

inclusive.)

The characteristic fractures (2) and (3) with a minute crack from

(1) appear only as a rule in the rupture of the Section of the Induced

Interior Transverse Fissures of the Coalescent type.

(2) The "detail"' growth through the grains of the specular surfaces.

(3) The final fracture of rupture.

(1) The nucleus checked bcttceen the grains of the metal of the

longitudinal fissure by the gag, is not visible to the trackmen, but it

coalesces through a transverse or oblique crack to produce the nearly

vertical interior transverse fissure which ruptures the rail. The nucleus

checked betzveen the grains will be disclosed only by uncapping the head

of the rail.

The three characteristic fractures in the metal of the section, their

order and place of occurrence are incorporated in the fact of Induced

Interior Transverse Fissures of either type in rail heads.

The illustrations do not show all the probable forms of fractures

of the Coalescent type which may develop in the track in the different

brands of rails. The core of non-ductile metal, which becomes the

checked nucleus by being gagged upon the head of the rail, is practically
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similar to the core of non-ductile metal in the intergranular type which

is checked by being gagged upon the base. The fractures of the two

different types appear so dissimilar that their correlations are not easily

traced or comprehended without extensive study and research, though

the illustrations shown are ample for classification.

Supervisors should instruct trackmen to distinguish between the

Induced Interior Transverse Fissures in the rail heads herein described,

from the now rare Surface Crack which sometimes occurs where the

drivers have slipped on the head of the rail and hardened the metal,

and then, by "detail" growth develops down through the head and web

to the base until the section ruptures. Two or more surface cracks

may occur in the same rail length at stations and waterplugs. It is now

usual to remove rails from the main line tracks where the drivers have

slipped on the heads of the rails to a noticeable extent. Such practice is

to be commended.

Figs. 59 and 60, one-fourth size, indicate some forms of the cracks

of the Coalescent type which break through the metal on the gage side

of the heads of rails.

Fig. 59, 6-inch, 100-lb. section, shows a crack which is common to

this type of fissure, due to the upsetting of the metal by the gag to

shorten the head and lengthen the base. (See Figs. 62 and 67.) The
bearing surface of the head shows deformation, and on several rail-

roads it has been found that an entire train may pass over the head
without making a contact for all of the wheels exceeding ^ inch in

width. (See Fig. 63.)

The rails in the track should be examined daily for cracks which

break through to the outside of the metal, and when any are found, the

rail should be removed. These cracks are not all alike in the various

brands of rails, owing to the different methods of gagging.

To straighten the present stiff rails, the pressure of the gag is too

severe on the metal for supports of only 42 inch spans, which I had.

increased from 30 inches in 1891, and since then no change has been
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made. Recent experiments show that with wider spans the rails can be

straightened with less pressure of the gag and with consequent less injury

to the metal, resulting in an improved line and smoother surface. The

half moon breaks in the bases of rails are generally due to the locked

up strains produced by the gag.

Fig. 60, 100-lb. A. S. C. E. section. Crack No. 1 shows a form
found in a few rails. Crack No. 2 is general for the Coalescent type
of fissure, and may be from 2 inches to 3 feet long. Crack No. 3
shows that the nearly vertical interior transverse fissure has worked
out to the surface, and has been found in several rail heads. The
Coalescent type of fissure when uncapped shows the imprint of the

gag in all cases as indicated in Figs. 62, 65 and 67. A crack similar

to No. 3 is sometimes found on the gage side of the head in the Inter-

grani:lar type.

Fig. 61, full size lOO-lb. A. S. C. E. rail. Rolled Feb. 23rd, 1911,

failed Jan. 3rd, 1916. The crack enlarged by being uncapped for in-

vestigation, as exhibited in Fig. 62.
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Fig. 62, full size. Shows the imprint of the gag, also the cap.

There is also shown the "detail" growth by the wheel loads from the

checked nucleus. The cap shows the effects of the compressive and
shearing strains produced by the gag to shorten the metal of the head.
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Fig. 63, full size, of the bearing surface of the head in Figs. 61

and 62. Rain had partially rusted the bearing surface of the head
before the train had passed over the rail, and the several wheel con-
tacts only made the bright band about 1/2 inch in width. The crack on
the gage side of the head, similar to that in Fig. 59, was found by
the trackmen, and the rail removed before it broke.

Fig. 64, full size, 80-lb. A. S. C. E. rail. Rolled Jan. 1905, failed

Sept. 1913. The induced interior transverse fissure did not develop
until 8]/2 years after being rolled. The imprint of the gag is deep
and inclined at an angle of about 45°, and has been found in severed
induced interior transverse fissures of the Coalescent type.
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Fig. 65, full size of the head of rail in Fig. 64 uncapped, to show
the imprint of the gag on the inclined black spot, nearly in the center

and lower half of the head.

Fig. 66, one-half size, 5^-inch, 80-lb. rail, rolled 1/12/12, failed
1/16/15. The final fracture of rupture extended down through the web
into the base before the latter failed.
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Fig. 67, one-half size. Tlie head of rail of Fig. 66, uncapped, show-
ing imprint of the gag.

Fig. 68, full size. Showing the end of the shank of a pneumatic
tamping bar which had broken from an exterior "detail" crack and
welded with a "V" weld which developed in service the interior trans-
verse fissure shown, from the imperfect welded portions. The unwelded
surface in this case is similar in effect to the longitudinal crack with
its serrations of the Coalescent type of induced interior transverse fissures

found in rail heads.

CONCLUSION.

The causes and their effects which induce Interior Transverse Fis-

sures in an occasional rail head, are stated above in their order of com-

bination and the three different places and periods of occurrence. These

facts can be utilized to prevent the conditions arising in the manufacture

of rails which tend to induce Interior Transverse Fissures in the output



Addenda.

A collection should be made of rails which have failed due to the

development of Induced Interior Transverse Fissures in the track, for

the study of the Intergranular type which occurs in an occasional "low"

rail from the hot beds, also for the Coalescent type which occurs in an

occasional "high" rail from the hot beds.

The appearance of each type of fissure in the ruptured rail is so

different that the similar relations of the contributory causes are not

at once apparent.

Collections in museums are made for each department of science,

whether Geologic, Mineralogic, Metallurgic, etc., and similar collections

of materials which have failed, should be made by each department of a

railroad.

The railroad companies in their comprehensive requirements of Con-

struction, Operation and Maintenance, utilize every branch of applied

science, besides drawing upon the experience with materials by each of

its respective departments. The Laws of the Mechanics of Materials

are derived from the knowledge of their use and for the essential progress

from year to year; the acquired service tests must be analyzed and

classified for future requirements. This involves, besides the daily routine

work of the laboratory, research work upon material which has failed

under less than ordinary use, and requires a knowledge of each 4)rocess

of manufacture and service.

ROLLING AND THEN COOLING RAILS UPON THE HOT BEDS.

The passes in the rolls for the hot blooms and rails are turned to

"hot templets" which provide iV of an inch per foot for the shrinkage

to cold metal. These are 6#2 inches high, and other dimensions in like

proportion for the 6-inch 100-lb. hot rails and when rolled are sawed

33 ft. 6^ inches long, then cambered—the head curved around the base

—and run to the hot beds to cool. (See Fig. 69.)

The shrinkage of the hot metal of the rail is more than the simple

process of the gradual reduction of length and volume as the temperature

falls, for the transformations of the metal from the higher to the lower

temperatures should be practically complete through the recalescence at

the critical range in cooling. This is accompanied by the unique phe-

nomena of a rise of temperature during the recalescence with re-expan-

sion of the metal at its critical range of temperature, and both should

occur, though sometimes they are only partial in an occasional rail head.

The metal in the wide base, though it may contain the same area

or more than the massive head, undergoes recalescence first, and its

re-expansion curves the base around the head until it is practically

straight, but continues to curve until the rail becomes "low" on the hot

bed. (See "low" rails, Fig. 69.) Then the metal of the head starts to

recalesce, re-expand and curve around the base, straightening the rail

1064
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for a second time, and continues until the head generally is curved

around the base, more than the original camber. (Fig. 69.)

The rails from the hot saws when bunched on the hot beds per ingot

or bloom (see upper half Figs. 70 and 71), do not cool as smooth in

surface or line as illustrated in Fig. 69. The drawing is one I prepared

in 1894 of the cooling curves made by my AY^-m. 70-lb. rail as

they occurred upon the hot bed when spaced about 6 inches apart during

the successive recalescence and re-expansions of the base and then the

head. The section when hot was not stiff, and a few of the rails were

slightly bent by the two hooks drawing them upon the hot beds, pro-

ducing the wavy rail. The hot 5^-in. 80-lb. rail and 6-in. 100-lb., being

stiffer, hardly developed, upon the same hot bed, a wavy rail in cooling.

The rails at the mills—with one exception in this country—are

bunched per bloom or ingot on the hot beds, without the requisite

attention given to the proper spacing for uniform cooling. (See Figs.

70 and 71.)

The rails upon the hot beds when spaced about 6 inches apart,

are free from contact with adjacent rails during recalescence and the

successive curvings of the base and head, and cool nearly straight, thus

the rails require only a few light blows in the straightening presses to

correct the surface and line.

When the rails are bunched upon the hot beds, the heat of adjacent

rails helps to expand the base, more than should take place and forces

an excess curvature to the head, which the recurving from its own metal

does not correct. (See Fig. 69.) The central rails of the bunch do not

recalesce in unison with the outer rails, therefore an irregularity of spac-

ing takes place with unequal cooling, also unequal recalescence, and the

rails require several blows of the gag under the straightening presses to

straighten them.

The metal of the rail head after recalescence still continues to lose

temperature and in 20 to 25 minutes, or 35 to 45 minutes after the rail

reaches the hot bed, it is expected to cool nearly straight. This is rarely

the case, however, and the rails need correction for surface and line

under the straightening presses.

PHYSICALLY A NON-DUCTILE CORE OR METAL IN RAIL HEADS.

Induced Interior Transverse Fissures which occur in an occasional

rail head, show by my research, the association of a physically non-

ductile core or metal near the center of the head, often under strains of

tension, and some times with portions under strains of compression.

When the core is under strains of tension in a "low" rail it may be

checked by the gag in manufacture, or uncapped in a "high" rail. (See

Fig. 72.)

The fissure, after the rail is laid in the track, commences to develop

from the circumference of the checked core or imprint of the gag, for

the ordinary strains of service become abnormal, as explained in Folder

No. 2. The other portions of the same rail may not enclose a core or
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portion of such metal, while in other rails which have been rolled cold,

the non-ductile core or metal may extend nearly its full length, as shown

by several rails which have been tested under the drop. (See upper rail,

Fig. 72. For a core, Fig. 73.)

Fig. 72: The upper half of the figure shows an "E" rail from the

ingot, "direct rolling," Nov. 3rd, 1910, outside temperature 32°. The metal

of the entire rail shows that it was rolled cold. The two fissures which

are marked "old," caused the failure of the rail in the track, while the

other fissures under development were found on breaking the rail under

the drop. Intergranular and a Coalescent type were found, and by their

location indicate that the majority of the rail was "low" from the hot

bed, though the head was "high" in the quarter of one end.

The lower half of the figure shows an "A" rail, made by "direct

rolling" at another mill, Dec, 27th, 1910; maximum outside temperature.

36°; minimum, 26°. The metal of the rail developed but one Coalescent

interior transverse fissure, and of the other portion of the rail, two pieces

gave 3 per cent, ductility, and one piece, 2 per cent.

It is this irregularity of the presence of a physically non-ductile

core or metal in rail heads, which makes the subject of interior transverse

fissures so difficult to trace, and to correlate the facts relating to the

contributory causes either of manufacture or subsequent service.

Nearly all investigators have found the physically non-ductile core

or metal near the center of the head, and some have not assigned its

presence to the contributory causes, but wholly to conditions of service,

while others have not offered any explanation whatever for its presence

or absence. It should be recalled that the metal near the center of the

head is subjected to pressure of the shrinkage in length and volume, and

this stress and rigidity tend to irregular delay of the transformations

with the unequal spacing and cooling mentioned. The recalesence and

re-expansion in length and volume should be equally complete in the

central portion of the head with its enclosing envelope, otherwise a

physically non-ductile core in a portion or portions of its length may be

left in an occasional rail head on cooling, and the core may be under

initial strains of tension or compression with its enclosing metal and

cause irregular ductility.

We are dealing with a physical condition when the metal near the

center of the head is non-ductile or heterogeneous from delayed trans-

formations, while it should be homogeneous from the same chemical

composition. These are recent facts as ascertained by isolating the non-

ductile core which is sometimes found in nodes in the heads of rails,

and from which interior transverse fissures have developed in the track.

Rolling rails cold or by too rapid cooling upon the hot beds, is not

generally understood as a condition of manufacture of basic open-hearth

rails which may affect the physical condition of the output. The specifi-

cations of the New York Central Lines for basic open-hearth rails by

their elongation and exhausted ductility tests, disclose the loss of ductility

for the composition of the steel either due to brittleness or the crop being
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chilled, and the rails are rejected when below the stipulated per cent

for the melt. The loss of uniform ductility by direct rolling in an
occasional rail from the hot beds due to delays, cold rolling and irregular

cooling by gusts of air by changing the spacing during recalescence, is

more difficult to trace, and the conditions which might induce them
should be eliminated in manufacture.

Interior transverse fissures from hooked ends of rails from the

hot beds two or three feet from the ends of rails, form a large percentage

of those which occur, and cores only as nodes at the rupture have been

found to date. Trials were made August 26, 1914, to produce a hooked
end on cooling rails upon the hot beds by the application of water to

the base, ice to the base, or blowing air upon the base when the outside

temperatures were between 80° and 90°. Therefore chilling the rails in

rolling or cooling upon the hot beds, would not be probable. Nine rails

from five different melts were treated upon the base as described, though

cooling of the head was avoided.

The base and head of the rails treated with water or ice, were not

curved, and a hooked end was produced on only one of the three rails

upon which air was blown. These rails were all gagged as usual in

their manufacture, and the 9 rails were laid in September, 1914, on the

high and low side of a 15° curve.

These were worn out and taken up in the latter part of May, 1916,

then sent to Beacon, N. Y., to be tested, head down, with a tup of

1800 lbs. falling 12 ft. They were broken into short lengths, and in none

of the pieces was a central core found underneath the bearing surface.

Each piece showed from 2 to 4 per cent, ductility in the rolled bearing

surface of the head, which indicates that the wheel loads to wear out

the rails, had not concentrated decided strains in the metal beneath the

bearing surface.

All 80, 100 and 105-lb. rails in which fissures develop in the track,

are sent to Beacon to be tested under the drop, as above described.

The majority of the rails show some ductility in the rolled bearing surface,

while other specimens which break without ductility, the fracture radiates

from a core below the bearing surface (Fig. 72).

Additional fissures just starting are found in some rail heads on

breaking them under the drop. Rails from the same melt, adjacent to

the one which developed a fissure in the track, are also sent to be tested,

and in several of these which have been subjected to the same wheel loads

as those rails in which fissures developed, neither cores nor fissures were

found.

A non-ductile core has been found in a new rail which was being

gagged under the straightening presses. The core broke, the fracture

radiating from it, the blow being sufficient to fracture the entire section.

Fig. 7Z shows the remains of two cores about H of an inch apart,

for twin fissures, started in the head in three different places in this

5^-inch 80-lb. rail, while a third nucleus was found upon the opposite

end of the same two-inch piece on the non-gage side without connection
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with the others. The cores were in short nodes, but not in continuous

lines as to position of location in the head, which indicates that the cool-

ing of the interior metal and its transformations were subject to irregular-

ities. The rail was rolled March 9, 1914, outside temperatures 17° to

25°, laid in the track on the inside of a curve, and had carried 45,000,000

to 50,000,000 tons on principally cast-iron wheels.

A 6-inch 100-lb. rail just received shows twin fissures, and upon

breaking into short pieces, twin cores have since been found. The metal

indicates that it was rolled cold, January 25, 1911, with outside tem-

peratures of 23 degrees to 36 degrees Fahrenheit. Isolating cores in the

failed rails becomes valuable in tracing what happened to the metal on

the hot bed.

Pieces from the heads of three more 100-lb. rails of two different

brands, by direct rolling, have been nicked by a saw for two or three inch

lengths, and upon breaking, disclosed twin fissures or twin cores, one in

each side of the head, as illustrated in Fig. IZ. To date, these twin or

single cores as found, are in short nodes lengthwise in the head. The con-

tinuity of these cores through the rail head is often interrupted at inter-

vals where the transformations of the metal have been more complete,

while in some other portion of the head they may remain continuous.

This irregularity in the transformations in a portion of the metal in an

occasional rail head, is a new development in this research.

It should be borne in mind that by direct rolling of an ingot in part,

from its own equalized heat to the finished rail, of basic open-hearth steel

of the usual composition of 0.62 to 0.75 carbon, and manganese 0.70 to

1.00, that the metal retains some effect of the roll pressures which shape

and extend the length of the bar in its various passes to the finished rail.

Transformations of the metal in these basic open-hearth rails by direct

rolling has not been investigated as thoroughly as the transformations of

metal in small bars which have been re-rolled two or three times.

INDUCED INTERIOR TRANSVERSE FISSURES, NOT ALL UPON THE GAGE SIDE.

The fissures do not all occur on the gage side; about 27 per cent, in

the 80-lb. rails are found on the opposite side of the gage. See upper

half of Fig. 70 which shows that only one side of the head would be

affected by the heat of the web of the adjacent rails. The rails are

usually turned over after the recalescence of the base, and the upper

side of the head as shown, would then become the lower side on the

hot bed supports. Nearly 15 per cent, of the Intergranular type which

have occurred in the 100-lb. rails, are opposite the gage side.

UNGAGGED RAILS,

To see whether or not interior transverse fissures would develop

in ungagged rails, 115 105-lb. rails were selected from the hot beds, with

but slightly vertical or side curves and without gagging to straighten them,

laid in the track, but the curves in the rails could not be spiked out by

the trackmen, therefore the rails are not in surface or line and do not

ride well. . -
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Improvements should be made in the hot bed work, also the supports

in the straightening presses should be widened which would require less

pressure of the gag to straighten the rails of heavy and stiff sections.

There should also be regularity in rolling without delays to an occasional

bar to avoid the rails being rolled so cold that they are liable to be chilled,

particularly where the mill is subject to low temperatures in the autumn,

winter and spring. The records show by the dates of manufacture, that

the melts of basic open-hearth steel which are developing induced interior

transverse fissures of either type, were rolled principally by "direct roll-

ing" on days in the above-mentioned seasons when the temperatures were

near or below freezing. The temperatures on rolling dates are important

factors in cooling the rails on the hot beds, and should not be omitted

in the correlated facts.

There are hundreds of thousands of heavy rails which I rolled in

the winters of 1892, 3 and 4, still under heavy freight traffic, and have

carried from three hundred to three hundred and fifty million tons, and

not one of them has developed an interior transverse fissure. Arrange-

ments have been made to remove several of these rails from the track

and test the metal to see what has developed in their long use. The

composition was adjusted for heavy service and after nearly 25 years in

the track we will determine what has occurred in the metal near the

center of the head, if anything, under the present traffic. The rails in

the track now appear to be in good serviceable condition.

The actual proof of service is more valuable to the railroads of the

United States than the opinion which has been expressed that every

rail, no matter how well designed and made, is subject to the development

of interior transverse fissures under the present wheel loads.
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Appendix G.

IMPROVEMENT IN METHOD OF CASTING INGOTS.

By W. C. Gushing,

Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Lines.

It is becoming more and more evident that improvements in the

process of steel rail manufacture must be made in order that the metal

will be stronger, tougher and harder, and thereby more resistant to

fracture, crushing of the structure, and abrasion, than is the present

product.

The railway companies are doing their share with increasing rapidity,

in the introduction of heavier and stronger rail sections, but find, with

disappointment, that it is not accompanied as well by the improvement

in the quality of material which is greatly desired. The improvement

which has so far taken place, so as to bring about a reduction in the

number of rail failures annually, as indicated by the latest studies of the

rail failure statistics by Committee IV, on Rail, has been due, in addi-

tion to the increased weight, strength and stiffness of rail sections, for

the most part to improvements in the specifications, which bring about a

larger discard from the top of the ingot, and a more rigid inspection of

the fracture of the test piece, which has been extended in some cases to

every ingot.

These changes have not brought about, except to a minor extent,

an improvement in the quality of the remaining material itself, which is

the material put into service, and consequently we still have fractures,

transverse fissures, split and crushed heads and cracked webs.

The effort, therefore, to bring about changes in practice of manu-

facture, which will eliminate the transverse fissure and make the ma-

terial tougher and harder and more homogeneous, must be continued,

and this Association still has a large work to perform in assembling

the data and facts which will help along the study necessary for the

accomplishment of this object.

The writer, therefore, calls attention to the article on "Some Proper-

ties of Ingots," by A. W. and H. Brearley. abstracted in "The Engineer"

of London for October 6, 1916, in connection with its report of the

proceedings of the meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute of Great

Britain which was held recently. From this article there seems to be

Rail Report 60, December, I&IG.
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no doubt of the value and efficacy of the method of casting ingots with

the large end of the ingot mold up. Such a method is already in use in

some of the manufacturing plants of the United States, and where it

has been used, the results are considered as satisfactory, as stated in

the meeting of the Iron and Steel Division of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers at the New York meeting of February, 1913. Some

extracts from the Brearleys' article are given herewith.

This is only one of the methods of improvement in rail manufac-

ture, others having been called attention to at various times, such as the

use of the "sink head" and greater care in arranging and handling the

rails when cooling.



EXTRACT FROM ARTICLE ENTITLED "SOME PROPERTIES OF
INGOTS," BY A, W. & H. BREARLEY, IN "THE ENGI-

NEER," OCTOBER 6, 1916.

The Taper of Ingot Molds.—If it is assumed that a taper ingot

mold, with the narrow end upwards, is full of fluid metal at a uniform

temperature, the act of setting may be represented by a series of equi-

distant lines drawn on a longitudinal section of the mold parallel to its

inner surface, as in A, Fig. 4, each line being made shorter than its

predecessor to account for the continuous shrinkage. The point at which

a pair of these lines meet within the mold may be taken as indicating

that in the horizontal plane passing through it the metal has solidified

completely. The cavity above the point of intersection is a pipe pure and

simple, and may be distinguished as "primary- pipe.'" But there still re^

mains a triangle marked K, which, according to our assumption, con-

tains fluid metal and is hermetically sealed. This fluid in due course

will also shrink and freeze and contract, but there is no possibility of

the cavities thus formed being fed, and there is formed thus a more, or

less discontinuous extension of the pipe, which may be called "secondary

pipe." On representing in the same manner the freezing of metal cast

into a taper mold with the wide end up, but with shorter steps down be-

cause the shrinking fluid is falling from a wider into a narrower part,

we arrive at B, Fig. 4. Here also the lines intersect and represent

similarly that the material lying below the point of intersection has be-

come solid. There is also a triangular residue of fluid metal, but in this

latter case the triangle is inverted, and the metal within it will freeze

earliest at the lowest point, any shrinkage being meanwhile fed from

above, and leave finally a hollow shrinkage cavity in the axis and at

the upper end of the ingot. It is not possible in this kind of ingot to

have a secondary pipe. Nothing can be done to prevent the shrinkage of

fluid steel as it passes from the liquid to the solid state ; and the only

means of providing against the inconvenience of it is to arrange for fluid

metal to be kept at a higher level ready and able to flow into what other-

wise would be a shrinkage cavity. This means that an ingot must alu'ays

solidify from the bottom upwards, which it does naturally zchen cast into

a taper mold zcith the wide end up; or, in general terms, the metal in

any plane must solidify earlier than the metal in any higher plane if

shrinkage cavities are to be avoided. A fluid ingot cast with the wide

end up shortens less rapidly than one cast with the narrow end up, and

it is therefore more likely that the upper crust of frozen metal will re-

sist the pressure of the atmosphere when the fluid underneath ceases to

support it. This to some not very great extent will help to keep the

upper and interior part of the steel fluid ; it is more valuable, however,

because it may prevent oxidation of the interior of the pipe and thus

facilitate it« welding when it comes later to be rolled or forged. The

1077
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disadvantage of a shrinkage cavity whose surface has been oxidized by

exposure to the atmosphere is recognized no matter in what kind of steel

it occurs; but it is widely believed that other kinds of shrinkage cavities

will weld up without the steel being any the worse. Such a view is not

quite in harmony with actual experience, and it may be said that the

question is not and cannot be quite settled, as has been inferred, by bor-

ing holes into ingots or cogged bars, and then, after healing hermetically,

observing their behavior on forging. A hole made with a drill is smooth

and perfectly clean. The interior of an unoxidized shrinkage cavity is

uneven, and its walls are often lined with small crystallites, which make

A B
Fig. 4

—

Sketch Showing Taper of Ingot Molds.

sharp angles with each other, and form very favorable starting places

for internal clinks when the ingot is reheated too rashly. On the

surface of such cavities one may sometimes find a fine coating of alumina

which has been floating there on the decreasing mass of mother liquor,

and left high and dry as the last of the fluid falls to a lower level. It

appears to be on this account that blisters raised on thin sheets during

hot rolling are occasionally found to be coated on their inner surfaces

by a layer of alumina of a pale yellow color. This also has something

to do with the lamination of saws and other articles either during stamp-

ing or in the subsequent hardening operation. The inverted taper mold

is not generally used for ingots whose wider end is less than 4 in.
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r
across, the reason being that, with the usual taper, the narrower end be

comes too small to be struck directly by the molten stream without fear

of its having previously impinged on the side of the mold. When a

stream of molten steel strikes the side of the mold the ingots are said to

be "catched." A catched ingot is regarded as objectionable, because it

scars the surface of the ingot and may lead either to a lamination, akin

to a lap, or a rock on the surface of the bar. On the surface of very

hard steel, notably on self-hard steel ingots, a "catch" may lead to deep

transverse cracks in the forged bar.

"SOME PROPERTIES OF INGOTS," BY A. W. & H. BREARLEY.
Extract.? from Di.scussion of this Paper, Presented to The Iron and Stet I

Institute, as printed in The Engineer of Oct. 6, 1916.

Mr. F. W. Harbord said it had been quite clearly demonstrated that

the wide top ingot, which was first, he believed, introduced by Mr.

Saniter, had come to stay. It gave a much better result, and on shell

steel this practice had greatly increased the tonnage.

Mr. E. H. Saniter expressed his entire agreement with the authors,

and said that he regarded the paper as one of the best ever presented to

the Institute.

Mr. Greville Jones stated that on the subject of the wide top ingot

he would only say that they had used that method for many years at

the Clarence Works, and there was no doubt it was a proper method of

casting.
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THE QUICK BEND TEST OF RAILS AS A SUBSTITUTE

FOR THE DROP TEST.

PREFATORY NOTE.

By W. C. Gushing.

Chief Engineer of Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Lines, Southwest

System.

In the early sessions of the Pennsylvania Railroad System Rail

Committee, which was called into existence as an organized body in

June, 1907, and held its first meeting on the 12th of June, Mr. F. W.

Wood, then President of the Maryland Steel Company, a member of the

Committee, objected to the "drop" test on account of being vastly more

severe than any blow received by the rails in service, and because it did

not bring out the qualities of the metal which would be most desirable

to be known before pronouncing judgment upon acceptance for the serv-

ice for which they were intended, or rejection because the contrary was

the case. The counter argument has always been made by the railway

engineers that, in spite of the severity of the drop test blow, the drop

test was required to settle the question of "brittleness" of the material,

which was a highly important function, and received its justification by

reason of that, regardless of any other test. Mr. Wood has continued

to protest up to the present time.

The New York Central Lines had a "ductility" clause in their specifi-

cations, which required the retention of the drop test, and was as follows

in the 1913 issue

:

"4th.—Drop and Ductility Tests:

"A drop test to be made of a crop from the top bar of the second,

the middle and the last full ingot of the melt. The crop 4 to 6 feet

long to be stamped with a spacing bar of six one-inch spaces on the base,

head or side as desired.

"Each butt must show under a single blow of the drop, of 18 ft.

for the 80-lb. or 90-tb. section and 20 ft. for the 100-tb. section, at least

6 per cent, elongation for one inch or 5 per cent, each for two consecu-

tive inches before fracture for acceptance of the melt."

The writer advocated the introduction of this clause into both the

Pennsylvania Railroad System and the American Railway Engineering

Association "Specifications for Carbon Steel Rails," until better and more

satisfactory methods of testing could be devised, and in the meantime,

having heard that the drop test was not used in some foreign countries.

Rail Report 61, March, 1917.
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he entered into correspondence with some French, German, Swiss and

Austrian railway officers, with the object of ascertaining if we could

obtain hints of better practice from them. Some of this correspondence

is submitted herein

:

"Pittsburgh, Pa., June 15, 1911.

"Mr. C. S. Churchill,

"Chairman, Rail Committee,
"American Railway Engineering Association.

"Dear Sir:

"At. several of the meetings of the Rail Committee, I have advo-
cated an investigation into the question of whether we should introduce

a ductility clause in our specifications, and I believe at one meeting (the

Birmingham meeting, I think) Mr. Wickhorst was requested to include

that with his other work.
"In the meantime, I wrote some Austrian and German engineers

in connection with it, and send you herewith a copy of letter from Mr.
Rosche. Mr. Rosche, who died within the last few weeks, was Privy
Counsellor, Vice-President and General Director of the Administration
of the Aussig-Teplitz Railway of Austria.

"Translations of the specifications which he sent to me have not been
completed, but if there is anything of value in them when completed,
copies will be sent to you.

In the meantime, I send you copies of extracts from the specifications

of the United Prussian and Hessian State Railway Administration, sent

to me by Privy Counsellor Blum, of that Administration.
"Yours truly,

"(Signed) W. C. Gushing,
"Chief Engineer M. of Way."

The correspondence with Mr. Rosche, referred to in the above letter,

and Mr. Kramer's letter, in answer to one similar to that sent to Mr.

Rosche, both of whom the writer had the pleasure of meeting at the

International Railway Congress Association Session in Berne, Switzer-

land, in 1910, are given below

:

"a MAGYAR KIRALYI ALLAMVASUTAK
"iGAZGATOSAGA.

"Budapest, January 19, 1911.

"W. C. Gushing, Esq.,

"Chief Engineer, Pennsvlvania Lines,

"Pittsburgh, Pa.

"Dear Sir

:

"In reply to your favor of December 7, 1911. I beg to inform you
that I have forwarded your letter to Herr Professor Dormus, who is

certainly the most competent person in this country to answer your ques-
tions and who, undoubtedly, will do it in the best way.

"I have also forwarded your letter addressed to Mr. Rosche.
"Yours faithfully.

"(Signed) F. Kramer,
"Inspektor, Hungarian State Railways."
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"Pittsburgh, Pa., December 7, 1910.

"Mr. Hermann Rosche,
"General Manager and Vice-President,

"Aussig-Teplitz Railway,
"Care Mr. F. Kramer,

"Inspektor der Kgl. Ungar. Staatsbahnen,
"Pannonia-Utcza 2 B,

"Budapest, Austria-Hungary.

"Dear Sir

:

"If not inconsistent with your rules, I would be very glad to obtain

a copy of the Aussig-Teplitz Railway specifications for steel rail.

"My impression is that they contain some reference to a co-efficient

establishing a relationship between the tensile strength and the elonga-

tion, as deduced by Professors Tetmajer and Dornius. If I am mistaken
in this, could you put me on the track of their publications in regard
to the matter, in order that I may send for them?

"Yours truly,

"(Signed) W. C. Cushing,
"Chief Engineer M. of Way."

"Wien, January 4, 1911

"Mr. W. C. Cushing,
"Chief Engineer M. of W.,
"Pennsylvania Lines,

"Pittsburgh, Pa.

"Much Honored Sir:

"Your letter of December 7 has reached me, and in accordance with
your wishes I have requested the direction of the Aussig-Teplitz Railroad
at Teplitz to send you a copy of the specifications for delivery of rails,

which is yet valid for this railroad.

"I want to make the remark that since last year the Aussig-Teplitz
Railroad has specified only a minimum tensile strength of 65 kg. pr.

qmm. (92,452 lbs. per sq. in.) for rail steel, while up till 1905, in

addition to the tensile strength, a prescribed elongation in proportion
to it was also attained, so that there was

:

"For a tensile strength of 60 kg/qmm (85,340 lbs. per sq. in.) an
elongation of 11 per cent.;

"For a tensile strength of 70 kg/qmm (99,560 lbs. per sq. in.) an
elongation of 9 per cent.

;

"And for a tensile strength of 80 kg/qmm (113,790 lbs. per sq. in.)

an elongation of 7 per cent,

as minimum.
"The communications in Abstract 11 of my report to 'Quest. 11/a'

at International Railway Congress at Bern, 1910, refer also to these

specifications. Still at an earlier date there was required a strength of
50 kg/qmm (71,120 lbs. per sq. in.) and a contraction of the area of the

bar, so that the sum of both should be

:

f -|- c per cent. = 85.

"Since we are convinced that, with the present-day methods of manu-
facture of ingot steel, the desired toughness, with greater density as well,

has been actually reached, and through the rupture test the specified bend-
ing—and drop—tests can be sufficiently examined, we have for the most
part in Germany and Austria limited ourselves to a demand for only a

prescribed tensile test. How-jver, in the case of the rupture test, the
elongation is also determined for information. .

"It may be known to you that in Switzerland, upon the proposal of
Tetmajer, not the sum but the product of the tensile strength (f), deter-
mined by the rupture test, and the elongation (d) is equal to the working
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strength (fXd= working strength), so that fXd=:90 was introduced

as a measure of the quality of the rail steel, and that in Austria, on the

old 'K. F. Nord Bahn' (North R. R.) a certain number for the product

of the square of the strength and the elongation was specified by Ast,

so that for a min. of 65 kg/qmm, f^Xd=40,0{)0. Likewise, you are

probably acquainted with the thorough discussions on the question of a

suitable rail steel, which have appeared in the writings of Pamchinger,
Tetmajer and Dormus, and at the meeting of German Railroad Associa-

tion at Triest, 1903; also in the reports by Ast (I. E. C, Petersburg, 1892,

and London, 1895), Anitschkow (Petersburg on Question IV, 1892), Dud-
ley, Bricke and Poulet (Paris, 1900). and Post, Van Bogaert and Dud-
ley (Washington, 1905), as well as in the International Association for

Testing Materials of Technical Science (Int. Verbande fiir die Material-

priifungen der Technik).
"As is known, the last-mentioned Association has started to work out

preparatory studies for the introduction of international specifications for

delivery of iron and steel, the work being assigned under commission la

to W. A. Bostwick (representative of the Carneeie Steel Compan}', Pitts-

burgh) to be presented to the next Congress in 1912.

"I shall be very glad if these communications may be of any service

to you.
"Yours very respectfullv,

"(Signed) Rosche."

The exhibit of letters is closed by the one from Herr Anton Ritter

von Dormus

:

"Wien, January 14, 1911.

"Mr. W. C. Gushing,
"Chief Engineer M. of W.,
"Pennsylvania Lines,

"Pittsburgh, Pa.

"Honored Sir:

"I have been informed about your letter of December 27, 1910, to

Mr. Kramer of Budapest, and in accordance with your wishes I send you
under separate cover* two pamphlets on Rail Steel, together with speci-

fications for deliverv by the temporarily nationalized 'K. F. Nordbahn'
(North Railroad). These specifications are A'oid since 1907.

"The 'Quality number' contained here. F"XL^=constant, as well as the

Tetmajer formula FXL^=constant, is not used in Austria any more, that

is for rail steel, while it is still always specified for bridge material, and
in this latter case FXL=constant. All in all, we do not specify for

Tension for Rail Materials any more.
"You will find about the Tetmajer Quality number E X L :=: C in

the periodical 'Stahl u. Eisen.' 1881, pase 100, 'Bagelschen Verlag,' Diis-
seldorf (Bagel's Publishing Co., Diisseldorf).

"I am sorry that I am unable to send you specifications for delivery
of railroad rails by the K. k. Austrian state railroads.

"Respectfullv,

"(Signed) Anton v. Dormus."

The correspondence and the copies of specifications which were re-

ceived showed that the "formula of quality" sought for had been with-

drawn from the specifications for rail steel, but was yet retained for the

*Besitzt Thoma.seisen die Eigen.«!phaften eine.s guten Briickenmateriales.
"Weitere Studien iiber Schienenstahl mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung des

ba.sischen Martlnstahles.
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proof of bridge material. Further pursuit of this line of investigation

was abandoned.

A clause based on the New York Central Lines' "ductility" clause

was introduced into the Specifications for Carbon Steel Rails of the

American Railway Engineering Association in the fall of 1911, and was

adopted by the Association at the annual convention in March, 1912.

In the meantime, the belief of some of the members of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad System Rail Committee in the ductility clause had been

considerably shaken by certain evidence just come to hand, as explained

in the following letters:

"Pittsburgh, Pa., December 14, 1911.

"Mr. C. S. Churchill,

"Chairman, Rail Committee.

"Dear Sir:

"I call your attention to the article on 'A New Method of Testing

Rails' in the Railway Age Gazette for December 8, 1911, page 1176, which
is abstracted from Le Genie Civil. A similar abstract, but more extended,

appeared in a recent number of 'The Engineer' of London, November
10, 1911).

"I have read the entire article in Le Genie Civil and a very important

statement, if true, is made, viz., that rail steel may pass a satisfactory

ductile test, but at the same time be found brittle by other tests, such as

by a drop test with a moderate weight at a limited height. If true, this

would show that the ductility test of our proposed specifications will not

be sufficient to secure the knowledge whether the material is brittle or not.

"The reason I have for calling your attention to this point is that

Dr. Pease, in charge of the chemical laboratory of the Pennsylvania
Railroad at Altoona, Pa., stated to me before I called his attention to this

article that he had been finding some peculiar behavior of rails which
had failed in the track and been sent to him for examination in that he
found many of them brittle, while there was no segregation of the ele-

ments and they passed a reasonably good ductility test under the drop.

He further said that this matter was bothering him a good deal and he
was considering a proper method for making further study. As I had
already read the article in Le Genie Civil I was immediately struck by
the coincidence between his views and those of Mons. Fremont, and at

once sent the abstract from 'The Engineer' to him.

"At a recent meeting of the Pennsylvania Railroad Rail Committee,
Mr. Trimble and I proposed the adoption of the specifications recently

agreed to by the Committee of the American Railway Engineering Asso-
ciation, but the ductility test was refused sanction on account of Dr.

Pease's observations, and because it was not considered that we had
sufficient experimental data for making so radical a change.

"It seems to me that our Committee cannot afford to do anything
rashly in this connection, and that we may wish to reconsider our adop-
tion of the specifications before presenting it to the American Railway En-
gineering Association. I confess that this article and Dr. Pease's observa-

tion have shaken my belief in the completeness of the specification.

"Dr. Pease does not object to the ductility test, but he believes that

the fracture test under the drop hammer should also be retained, and it

seems to me that we would be much safer if we do so.

"Yours truly,

"(Signed) W. C. Gushing,
"Chief Engineer M. of Way."
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"Pittsburgh, Pa., December 14, 1911.

"Mr. C. S. Churchill,

"Chairman, Rail Committee.

"Dear Sir:

"I had scarcely finished writing my first letter of this date, to you,

on the above subject, when I came across the following note from 'The
Engineer' of London for December 1, 1911, which bears somewhat on my
first letter:

"The Fatigue of Metals:
" 'Since 1871, when Wohler first published the results of his elaborate

and painstaking investigations on the endurance of metal, engineers and
physicists have alike endeavored to extend his work and to draw some
explanation from his and their own results for the curious phenomenon
which goes by the name of fatigue. The paper recently read and dis-

cussed before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, descriptive of

some endurance experiments undertaken at London University College,

can hardly be called brilliant by reason of the results actually achieved.

Nor will the discussion, interesting although it was in many places, be
found to ofYer the clarity of thought which most engineers desire to

possess on this important subject. Indeed, paper and discussion alike

have only further confused the average engineer. Professor Arnold, in

his remarks during the discussion, has severely shaken the faith which
engineers have been accustomed to repose in the Wohler test. His state-

ment that the Wohler test fails to condemn brittle material is admitted
to be correct by many who have practical acquaintance with the subject.

But it has been urged that the Wohler test is not, and never has been,

put forward as a test for brittleness, and is solely a test for endurance.
Absurd as it may seem, it is now certain that a specimen, highly satis-

factory as regards its resistance to fatigue, may be highly unsatisfactory

by reason of its brittleness. Brittleness is difficult to define; it is still

more difficult to measure. But it is abundantly clear that the complete
test of a constructional material must involve an examination both of its

fatigue-resisting properties and its brittleness. Either by itself will con-
vey quite a wrong impression of the suitability of the material for the
given purpose. It is obvious then that, could we devise a machine which
in a^single operation would measure both these qualities, and which would
discriminate correctly between their relative importance, we would be tak-
ing a real step forward in this matter—probably the first since Wohler's
time.'

"

"Yours truly,

"(Signed) W. C. Gushing,
"Chief Engineer M. of W."

Mr. Churchill, in his reply of December 26, 1911, believed that "every-

one should be convinced that the specifications adopted by our Commit-

tee are a distinctive advance on any other specifications that have been

used, and that a distinct improvement in results will be secured by carry-

ing out the tests proposed by good inspectors at the various mills."

"As a proof that no hasty action was taken, and that no oversight
was made, and as a further proof that an advance will be secured under
these specifications, I call attention of members to Part 2, Vol. 12, of
the American Railway Engineering Association Proceedings, pages 188

to 229, inclusive

"I sincerely trust, therefore, that every railroad represented on this

Committee, besides others, will adopt these specifications, with the under-
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standing that they will be used in the manner desired, . . . with the

sure result (1) of securing better average material during 1912 than
ever before, and (2) the necessary information that will permit of still

further improvements of these specifications after the rollings of 1912."

Mr. Wickhorst's comments of January 2, 1912, upon the same letters

are as follows

:

". . . Our work has shown that the metal in a rail may vary
enormously in the different portions of the section. With the piece of

rail from the upper part of the ingot, the exterior metal may be soft and
very ductile, while the interior metal may be at the other extreme, and
be both very hard and very brittle. Rail from the lower part of the ingot

is generally ductile throughout the section and somewhat softer and more
ductile in the interior than in the exterior portion of the section. The
usual drop test with the base in tension is apt to stretch the interior brit-

tle metal to so small an extent that the interior brittleness may have little

effect upon the result, unless it extends pretty well into the base. On the

other hand, a drop test with the head in tension is probably much better

calculated to detect interior brittleness, as apparently such brittle metal is

caused to stretch more by a given impact. For fuller discussion of this

matter I would refer to my report No. 21, on Influence of Rolling Tem-
perature, pages 36 and Z7, on which is given some discussion comparing
ductility in drop tests and tension tests.

"My own observation rather indicates that brittle metal shows its

brittleness in almost any kind of test, provided the test is made so as

to really bring the burden upon such brittle metal, and not upon sur-

rounding metal, which may be of excellent quality; I have already indi-

cated in my reports that a drop test with the head in tension would be

more useful to ascertain the ductility of the interior metal than the drop

test with the base in tension, as is usual in the inspection work.

"Fremont (Railway Age Gazette, December 8, 1911, page 1176) seems
to have found about the same distribution of the qualities of metal

throughout the section as we have found in our work, and ends up with

about the same recommendation regarding the drop test, but goes a little

further, and recommends that about .8 of an inch be planed off from
the top of the head along the middle of the test piece, and the rail then

tested with the head in tension. Such a test would undoubtedly detect

the interior brittleness due to segregation, effectively, but probably it is

hardly necessary to go to the extent of taking metal off from the top

of the head for regular mill inspection work.
"The lower part of the rail bar, as stated above, generally shows

good ductility in the drop test, whether tested with the base in tension

or with the head in tension. Occasionally, however, the ductility may be
low or even very low, not more than 1 or 2 per cent, while the neigh-

boring pieces may show excellent ductility. Such results occur mostly
with the base in tension, which circumstance rather suggests that such

brittleness is due to strains set up on the cooling bed, as the base would
be expected to be more sensitive to treatment on the cooling bed than
the head. This, however, is only a suggestion I make, and definite

statements will have to await such time as the matter has been sub-

jected to thorough investigation.

"Finally, I would say, it would seem that brittleness due to interior

segregation of carbon and phosphorus, such as is usual in the upper
part of the ingot, may be best detected by making drop tests of the rail

with the head in tension, and better if about .8 of an inch is first planed
off from the top, as recommended by Fremont. In addition to the above,
we have occasional cases in the drop test of low ductility not ascribable

to segregation or interior brittleness. The cause for this has not yet
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been worked out, but it would seem that such low ductility may be due
to strains set up on the cooling bed, although this explanation is at

present purely conjectural.

"While our specifications, as at present proposed, cannot be con-
sidered entirely satisfactory, I think they are an advance in the right

direction, and I would urge upon the Pennsylvania Railroad and other
roads their adoption, so the railways as a whole will be in a better

position to make still further advances when the time comes for revision

in another year or two hence."

It is now well known to the railway engineers that the character

of the material over the cross-section of the rail "varies enormously,"

as stated by Mr. Wickhorst in the opening sentence, and tliat is the rea-

son for the "chemical survey" clauses 6 (c), (d) and (e) in the

Pennsylvania Railroad System Specifications for Carbon Steel Rails.

This survey of the finished rail has brought about the desired result,

viz., the variable discard according to skill and care of manufacturing

operations. It appears from the insufficient length of time in use that

"head failures" have been materially reduced in number.

It is still necessary, however, to have a test for brittleness, or duc-

tility, especially as numerous inexplicable breakages of rails in service

which have come from the lower half of the ingot, in spite of the drop

test, have occurred. It seems, therefore, that this brittle material inside

of the head, and covered up with tougher material on the outside, as

mentioned by Mr. Wickhorst, is not always reached by the drop test, and

that is what the rail examinations made at the Altoona Laboratory seem

to indicate, as stated in the letter to Mr. Churchill. Along with the

"Tensile Strength," "Elastic Limit," "Elongation per cent, in 2 inches"

and "Reduction of Area" tests on rails, which have been made at the

Altoona Laboratory for a long time, there have been made also two drop

tests on pieces of the inside metal, one from the inside corner of the

head, and the other from the interior of the web, near the junction

between head and web. The machine for making these and the method

used has been described in the writer's paper,* "Some of the Causes of

Rail Failures," and mention is made therein of the similarity between

these tests and the Fremont tests, the same principle of shock being used

and the weak interior of the metal exposed. The results of each test

were reported on the accompanying form, M. W. 34-F. It was obsen^ed

in the study of many of these reports that these low drop tests on the

interior of the metal accounted for the failure by brittleness when none

of the others did. However, it was not until the meeting of January

16, 1914, that the writer succeeded in having a ductility clause, similar

to the one adopted by the American Railway Engineering Association,

accepted by the Pennsjdvania Railroad System Rail Committee, but,

although finally accepted for the tentative specifications of December

30, 1914, it did not become a part of the regularly adopted and author-

ized specifications until the issue of May 20, 1915.

The discussion on the unsatisfactoriness of the drop test at the

•Proceedings of the American Rattway Engineerings Association, Vol. 17

—

1916, and Bulletin No. 185. p. 625.
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mills was resumed from time to time in the sessions of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad System Rail Committee, and it was finally suggested at

the session of April 5, 1915, by, the writer believes, Mr. C. D. Young,

who subsequently had charge of the investigation for the Sub-Commit-

tee, that the field of investigation of the "Quick Bend Test" looked invit-

ing, and the Sub-Committee was appointed. Inasmuch as this method

of testing may be the pioneer leading to the result outlined in the last

part of the article in "The Engineer," quoted in the writer's letter of

December 14, 1911, to Mr. Churchill, as follows:

"But it is abundantly clear that the complete test of a constructional

material must involve an examination both of its fatigue-resisting prop-
erties and its brittleness. Either by itself will convey a wrong im-
pression of the suitabilit}^ of the material for the given purpose. It is

obvious, then, that could we devise a machine which in a single operation
would measure both these qualities, and which would discriminate cor-

rectly between their relative importance, we would be taking a real step

forward in this matter—probably the first since Wohler's time."

therefore, its description and discussion is now given, by the courtesy

of Mr. Wallis and Mr. Gibbs, to the American Railway Engineering-

Association.

Authority has been given by the executive officer of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company for the purchase, and installation on a car, of

a machine for making the "quick bend" test of rails, in accordance with

the recommendations, paragraph numbers 259, 260 and 261, contained in

the Su1)-Committee's report.



U\}ttilinvt NrtufU iElg

While introducing this one of the many original studies made at

the great Altoona Laboratory, rebuilt of much greater capacity in 1913

and 1914, and described by Mr. C. D. Young in Proceedings of the

American Society for Testing Materials, Vol. XV,—1915, Part II, page

349, the writer desires to offer a personal tribute to its originator in 1874,

Theodore Newell Ely, by submitting the sketch of his life, issued by the

Publicity Agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Theodore Newell Ely.

j\lr. Ely was the first Chairman of the Pennsylvania Railroad Sys-

tem Rail Committee, and, at the first meeting on June 12, 1907, it

looked as though the widely divergent views of the members never

could be cooordinated into harmony, so as to evolve the rail designs and

specifications sought for, but with infinite patience and courtesy, the

Chairman waited until each one had "talked himself out," or unbur-

dened his mind, and then began the task of welding the different ideas

into a composite design. It took until the meeting of September 20,

1907, to settle the main dimensions of the 100-pound and the 85-pound

P. S. rail sections, the work having been built up by degrees on the

blackboard, as shown by the accompanying illustration from a photo-

1091
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graph made of it at the time. During this and subsequent work together,

those of us who had not been theretofore closely associated with him

learned to feel great respect and aflfection for him. Here follows the

memoir

:

A LIFE OF MANY-SIDED USEFULNESS.

Theodore Newell Ely, former Chief of Motive Power of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad System, died October 28, 1916, at his heme at Bryn
Mawr, Pa.- He retired from active duty on July 1, IQll, after 45 vears

of service. A man of most unusual versatility, he gained distinction in

his railroad career as a scientist and an organizer, while he was widely

known for his appreciation of art and music, and for the encouragement
he lent to both, in this country and in Europe-

Probably the greatest work of Mr. Ely's professional life was per-

formed in the Mechanical Department of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at

the Altoona, Pa., shops, where he inaugurated the Department for Test-

ing Materials and established the system of purchasing supplies on the

basis of rigid specifications. This was a new field at that time in rail-

road work, and Mr. Ely encountered much opposition, but he acted on

the courage of his convictions and lived to see the system of specificatioiis

which he devised adopted by many other railroads. As_ a result of his

work at Altoona, the plan of purchasing railroad suppHes on specifica-

tions has now become quite general, with resultant benefits to the true

interests of both buyers and sellers.

Mr. Ely left a strong impress upon the organization of the Altoona

shops during the eleven years he spent there. By reason of his marked
executive ability, he was able to place the organization upon an enduring

basis of substantially modern cfiiciency.

* :K * *

While at Ahoona Mr. Ely was in general charge of the designing

of cars and other equipment for the Pennsylvania Railroad, in which he

effected sweeping changes. His artistic taste was always in evidence

and strongly influenced the results.

* * * *

Mr. Ely was born June 23. 1846, at Watertown, N. Y. He gradu-

ated from Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y., in 1866, as Civil

Engineer.
Immediately after he left college, Mr. Ely engaged as Engineer at

the Fort Pitt Foundry, Pittsburgh, experimenting under General Rodman
with projectiles. In 1867 he operated coal mines in the Monongahela
River region.

Entering the Civil Engineering Department of the Fort Wayne Rail-

road at Pittsburgh in 1868, Mr. Ely was soon afterward appointed As-
sistant Engineer of the Philadelphia and Erie Railroad Division, Penn-
sylvania Railroad. Subsequent to that time he wjs, consecutively : From
1869 to 1870, Superintendent of the Middle Division of the Philadelphia

and Erie Railroad Division ; 1870 to 1873, Assistant General Superintend-

ent of the Philadelphia and Erie Railroad Division; 1873 to 1874, Super-

intendent of Motive Power of the same division ; 1874 to 1882, Superin-

tendent of Motive Power of the Pennsylvania Railroad Division; 1882 to

March, 1893, General Superintendent of Motive Power of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Lines East of Pittsburgh and Erie; March, 1893, to July

1, 1911, Chief of Motive Power, Pennsylvania Lines East and West.
* * * *

Mr. Ely was a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

the Institution of Civil Engineers (Great Britain), American Society of
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Mechanical Engineers, American Institute of Mining Engineers, the Frank-

hn Institute, American Philosophical Society, American Association for

the Advancement of Science, and other technical and scientific institu-

tions, and an honorary member of the American Institute of Architects.

He was a member of the Permanent Commission of the International

Railway Congress, and President of the Eastern Railroad Association

:

also a Trustee of the Drexel Institute of Art. Science and Industry, and
of the Philadelphia Commercial Museum.

* * ^: *

Mr. Ely had been for many years a member of the Board of Direct-

ors of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, of which he was one
of the most generous supporters. His artistic temperament led him to

take the deepest interest m the affairs of the Academy and in the instruc-

tion of the students. For a long period he was a member of the Com-
mittee on Exhibition. It was largely through his efforts that the present

Summer School at Chester Springs, Chester County, Pa., was acquired

by the Academy.
He was one of the Directors of the American Academy, at Rome.

and a member of the American Federation of Art and of the T-Square
Club of Philadelphia.

^ ^' ^ ^

The honorary degree of Master of Arts was conferred upon Mr.
Ely in 1897 by Yale University, and that of Doctor of Science by Hamil-
ton College in 1904.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RAIL TESTS, QUICK BEND
METHOD.

The present drop test for rails compared with a simple quick bend

method, which gives more definite information of the physical properties

of the steel.

INTRODUCTION.

1. The drop test was first introduced into the Pennsylvania Rail-

road System rail steel specifications in 1900, at which tin-^e the entire

production of rail steel was by means of the Bessemer process, and

the steel had a high percentage of phosphorus, requiring seme form of

shock test in order to eliminate that part which showed excessively

brittle characteristics. Under these conditions, the drop test seemed an

ideal one for the purpose.

2. Open-hearth steel rails have come into general use since 1908, as

will be seen on Fig. A, which shows the relative productions of Besse-

mer and open-hearth steel rails in the United States for each year since

1897. At the present time practically all of our orders for rails are

confined to open-hearth steel, low in phosphorus and much more tena-

cious, within the limits of ductility, for a relative hardness, than the

Bessemer steel.

3. With the introduction of the 125-pound rail of open-hearth steel

on the 1915 rolling, it was found that the drop test was producing frac-

tures of the heavier rails which were not normal or predicted from the

former tests of the lighter sections, and further, the deflection and blows

to break the rails did not correspond with those which would be nor-

mally expected from the same height and weight of tup with an in-

creased span.

4. It was thought, therefore, that some investigation of the possi-

bilities of the si^iick bend test as an alternate or a substitute for the

present drop test should be made, as such a test would give some idea

of the ductihty of the steel and also a measure of its hardness and

elastic properties.

5. Hence, this investigation was made on authority given for the

test after a discussion of the subject at a meeting of the Rail Commit-

tee on April 9, 1915.

6. We were informed that certain preliminary tests of this char-

acter had been completed by the Physical Laboratory of the Illinois

Steel Company at Gary, Indiana, under supervision of Mr. John Brunner,

Assistant Engineer of that Company.

7. He explained to us that the object in making these tests was

to determine whether any relationship existed between the permanent

set in the rail from bending and the elongation and contraction meas-

ured on the head and base.

1095
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Fig. "A."—Production of Bessemer and Open-Hearth Rails in the
United States.

The rise in production of Open-Hearth steel is shown with a corre-

sponding decrease in production of Bessemer steeL Note the decrease

in total production of rail steel with the introduction of Open-Hearth

rails.
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TRANSVERSE TESTS—ILLINOIS STEEL COMPANY.

8. These tests, on open-hearth steel rails rolled to the Pennsylvania

100-tb. section, were conducted in a Riehle 300,000-lb. testing machine,

the rails resting on supports spaced 3 ft. between centers, and the load

applied at the center of the span.

9. The rails were punch-marked on the head and base at every inch

for a distance of 12 in. on each side of the center of the span.

10. The percentages of contraction and elongation were measured

for every inch with loadings having increments from 15,000 to 20,000 lbs.

The increments were reduced to about 3,000 or 4,000 lbs. near the point

of rupture.

11. After each successive loading the rail was removed from the

machine and the permanent set recorded. This was continued until

rupture occurred.

12. At each removal of the rail very careful measurements of

elongation were also taken along the top and bottom of rail as far as

it was observed that any distortion existed.

13. Twenty pieces of rail were tested in this manner, ten with the

head up and ten with the head down.

14. It was thought advisable for us to investigate the work which

had been done at Gary, Ind., before making any extensive bending tests

in the Test Department at Altoona.

15. Through the courtesy of Mr. Brunner, the privilege of study-

ing the method of test and data was extended to the Rail Committee.

16. As the. notes which were taken at the Gary testing machine

were not worked up for all of the tests conducted, it was thought advisable

to have our Department cooperate with them in the development of

the unfinished notes, thereby affording us the opportunity of becoming

thoroughly familiar with this work.

17. Accordingly, a representative of the Test Department was given

permission to follow out the method of analyzing the full cycle of data

for a complete test, in accordance with the theoretical demonstrations,

as shown on Figs. B and C.

90° C
18. The formula as derived on Fig. B : D=:J^ L Sine expresses

TT H
for a transverse test, the relationship of any net elongation to the corre-

sponding permanent set as a function of the Sine of the resultant

90° C
angle which equals angle A in degrees and is the first analysis of

K H
the deformation in bend tests which has been brought to our attention.

19. That this demonstration is generally true is shown by Table 2,

in which the increments of load and the corresponding permanent sets

were taken from actual data of the test shown on Fig. C, whereas the

theoretical permanent sets were calculated from the corresponding elonga-

90° C
tions, using the formula D=:J/$ L Sine .

IT H
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For example:

1.505 area of diagram (7) 2.41 in. set of diagram (7)

2.07 area of diagram (8) X set of diagram (8)

2.07 . 2.41

therefore set X= =:3.31, whereas the measured permanent set

was 3.33.

28. The limitation of this method of test is the impossibility of

determining the behavior of tlie rail throughout the elastic and ductile

ranges.

QUICK BEND TEST OF RAILS.

29. In order to make certain investigations of the chemical and

physical properties of Pennsylvania standard rails, rolled on the 1915

orders, and at the same time to ascertain the merits of the quick bend

test as an alternate or substitute for the drop test in the determination

of the physical properties of rail steel, pieces of rail 5 ft. long were

selected from each 400 tons of rail accepted under drop and chemical

tests, which represented melts liaving the following characteristics

:

a. Those which broke on the second drop.

b. Those which showed less than 1.1 inches permanent set

under the first blow of the tup.

c. Those which showed at failure an elongation in 6 inches of

more than 20 per cent.

d. Those which were within 0.02 of the upper limit of carbon.

e. Those which were within 0.02 of the lower limit of carbon.

30. The reason for selecting rails indicating these high and low

limits of ph\-sical and chemical properties was to obtain the extremes

of range and thereby establish the accurate trends of the curves, which

were developed as the various coordinate ratios.

31. The samples were cut from a rail adjoining the section from
which the physical and chemical qualities, mentioned in the specification,

had been determined.

2>2. Where the various melts did not show all of the characteristics

specified above, 5-ft. samples were furnished from those melts only that

had one or more of these characteristics, and in order to establish some
relation between the deflection at elastic limit and ultimate loads and

any intermediate points, the following method and apparatus for making
quick bend tests were developed

:

DESCRIPTION OF TEST.

ZZ. The tests were conducted on a Universal Hydraulic Forging press

having a capacity of 200 tons.

34. A hydraulic indicator was used for measuring pressure and

deflection, being mounted on the right vertical member of the frame of

the press (see Fig. D) and was directly connected to the piston chamber
of the ram through a J/2-in. pipe.
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Fig. D.
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35. As the tests progressed it was found necessary to insert a

check valve in this line, in order to eliminate the back pressure due to

recoil, which was so great that the pencil arm of the indicator was

distorted.

36. The motion of the ram was transmitted to the indicator through

an adjustable pendulum device which was directly connected to the head

of the ram, whereby the movement of the latter could be transferred to

the card in any desired proportion.

Zl. In order to ascertain the actual effective pressure of the ma-

chine, the following method of a calibration was used

:

38. A layer of 24 helical spring units having a capacity of about

20,000 tbs. each was placed under the ram and compressed, measurements

being taken at ^-inch intervals of deflection, and at each point a mark
was made on the indicator card to correspond to the pressure. The
layer of springs was then transferred to the 1,000,000-lb. testing machine

in the Physical Laboratory, and the loads at the same deflections were

then read directly from the scale beam of the machine. From this data

a constant was determined, giving the pressure per inch of vertical

travel on the card with a given spring in the indicator. A diagram indi-

cating this relation is shown on Fig. E.

39. The test rail support consisted of steel blocks fitted with cold

rolled steel fulcrum bars 2 in. in diameter, the supports being firmly

held at a uniform span by two tie bars and the whole supporting system

accurately centered on and securely bolted to the bed of machine.

40. In the tests the load was applied to the rail through a steel

block properly shaped, having a loading fulcrum similar to those used

in the supports and fastened to the die head of the ram.

41. The pressure on the ram was controlled by the lever sj-stem

shown at the left of the machine on the Fig. D.

42. A special templet used in marking the rails is shown on Figs. G
and G'. This templet was placed over the rail in such a manner that the

point of the thumb screw made a center punch mark in the center of

the head of the rail, and the seven holes were aligned on the longitudinal

center hne of the base of rail. Center punch marks were then made in

the base of rail through the seven holes in templet.

43. An extensometer was made for measuring the elongation and

is shown on Fig. I and I'. This was graduated to read directly the

percentage of elongation in 1 in.

44. The results of the drop tests, which were taken from the mill

sheets, were identified with those of the quick bend test by marks made
on each test rail at the mill, showing heat and class numbers and the

initials of the prescribed characteristics which obtained in each case.

45. The test rail, properly marked and identified, was placed on the

supports with the punch mark in center of head of rail placed directly

under the fulcrum on the ram and pressure applied until rupture oc-

curred. (See Figs. D and J.)

46. During this action, which required approximately seven seconds

for each rail, an indicator card of deflection and pressure was taken.
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Fig. E.
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Fig. G.
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Fig. J.
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(Fig. K being an actual reproduction ' of a card.) The horizontal dis-

tance indicates deflection, while the vertical distance at any point on the

curve shows the corresponding load in thousands of pounds.

47. The readings were the deflection and corresponding load at the

elastic limit and ultimate load. The load was also determined at 2 in.

deflection.

48. The broken pieces, of which those shown on Fig. J are typical,

were placed in their relative positions on blocking, base upwards, and

the elongation measured with the exlensometer (see ^ig. 1) ; the location

and character of fracture were also noted and this information recorded.

49. The total time per rail required for marking, making the ma-

chine test and recording the data, averaged seven minutes for four men,

thus being much more rapid than the present drop test.

50. A hydraulic ram, specially designed and having the tentative

specifications as shown on Fig. L and costing approximately $5,000.00,

would undoubtedly be more adaptable for this method of testing rails

than the general forging press which was used temporarily for this

work.

51. One end of each test rail, after having been subjected to test,

was cut off and set aside for Brinell test purposes.

52. Calculations were made and a curve plotted to show the relation

between measured deflection and live-breaking angle. This curve is

shown on Fig. M.

METHOD OF PLOTTING CURVKS SHOWN ON DROP AND QUICK BEND TEST

DIAGRAMS.

53. The Fig. N has been prepared in order to demonstrate the

method employed in plotting the curves shown on the various diagrams

of the drop and quick bend tests.

54. The coordinates of each point shown on Fig. N represent the

ultimate and elastic limit loads of a test.

55. Each curve is drawn so as to define the mean trace or locus

through its respective field of points, and the upper and lower ranges

of the curve are limited by its highest and lowest points, respectively.

56. The curves shown on Fig. N are identical with the Carnegie

No. 1 and Bethlehem curves shown on Fig. 9, and were arbitrarily

selected for this demonstration.

QUICK BEND AND DROP TEST COMPARISONS.

57. The following diagrams have been prepared from test results

obtained from the drop test as practiced at the rail mill, and the experi-

mental quick bend test conducted by representatives of the P. R. R.

Test Department.

58. All 100-tt). P. S. rails, in both the drop and quick bend tests,

were broken on a three-foot span, whereas, the 125-lt). P. S. rails under

the drop test were broken on a four-foot span, and under the quick

bend test on a three-foot span. The reason for testing the 125-tt). P. S.

rails on a three-foot span was to afford a basis of comparison between

the physical properties of these sections, and in so far as the quick bend
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Bethlehem curves shown on Fig. 9, define the mean traces through their

respective fields of points. All curves shown on the drop and quick-

bend test diagrams were determined by this method of plotting.
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tests are concerned, conclusions drawn on this basis are correct. Also,

comparisons between the results of quick bend tests and drop tests for

the 100-ft). P. S. rails may be made directly, but no relation exists be-

tween the drop test results and quick bend test results for the 125-ft).

P. S. rails. Only a general relation may be considered to exist between

the drop test results for the lOO-lb. P. S. rails and the 125-tt). P. S.

rail.

59. The curves are presented to illustrate in a graphical way what con-

clusions may be obtained from the drop test as compared with those

to be derived from the quick bend test, with respect to the merits of

different steel rails submitted for test.

60. The diagrams show the relative properties of lOO-ft. P. S. rails

manufactured by the Maryland, Illinois, Cambria, Bethlehem, Lackawanna
and Carnegie Steel Mills, two separate rollings being shown for the

Carnegie mill. Diagrams are also shown for the 125-113. P. S. rail manu-

factured by the Maryland, Lackawanna, Cambria and Bethlehem mills.

Each diagram gives the number of points from which each of the

respective curves has been plotted.

61. The data as obtained from these tests were compared, as shown

by the index on opposite page.

DROP TEST RESULTS.

Fig. 1—Total Elongation in Per cent. D. T.—Number of Blows D. T.

62. The total elongation as ordinate, plotted with the number of

blows to break, as abscissa,, are presented in Fig. 1. This diagram shows

the number of blows required to exliaust the ductility of the metal and

portrays, from a standpoint of ductility, the relative merits of the sev-

eral rails subjected to test by the drop test method. The curves indi-

cate Cambria rail to be the most ductile and Bethlehem to be the least.

It has been the opinion that the drop test measures the ductiHty of :x

test rail with a degree of accuracy sufficient for all practical purposes.

which no doubt has been one reason for its universal use.

63. This method of test indicates that Caniliria and Illinois rails

are more ductile than the other 100 P. S. rails, especially when three

blows or more are required to break the test piece, whereas Bethle-

hem rail shows the least total elongation. The total elongations as indi-

cated by the several curves range between 34 and 108 per cent.

64. This diagram clearly illustrates the fact that the successive

blows, under the drop test, merely develop elongation and apparently

have no relationship to the brittleness of the steel, and only show the

stretch or elongation between the blows.

Fig. lA—Total Elongation in Per cent. D. T.—Number of Blows D. T.

65. The relation between the total elongation and the number of

blows to break for the Bethlehem, Lackawanna, Cambria and Maryland

125-tb. P. S. rail, as obtained by the drop test, is shown in Fig. lA.

The trend of the several curves is similar to that shown for the 100-lb.

P. S. rail in Fig. L The Lackawanna rail excels in ductility when
stressed to rupture by three, four or five blows. Thereafter follow in
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Fig. 1.

—

Number of Blows and Elongation, Drop Test.
100-LB. P. S. Rail.

Total elongation as developed by the drop test appears to be gen-
erally proportional to the number of blows.

I
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fc

Fig. 1-A.—Number of Blows and Elongation, Drop Test.
125-13. P. S. Rail.

The total elongation here shown as produced by the number of blows

gives little information as to what ductility is obtainable.
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order, Bethlehem, Cambria and Maryland rails. A number of the Mary-

land test rails indicate greater strength than others of the 125-tt). P. S.

section, as illustrated by the diagram. It required between 7 and 11

blows to break them under the drop test.

66. The greater stiffness of the heavier 125-lb. P. S. rail is observed

when comparing Figs. 1 and lA, for the total elongation is at each

blow less for it than for the lOO-Ib. P. S. rail. Likewise the increase

in the number of blows required to break the stronger test rail is ap-

parent, for 5 blows were sufficient to break the toughest 100-tb. P. S.

rail, while it required 11 blows to cause rupture in the toughest 125-tb.

P. S. rail of the same make.

67. Observing the relative positions of the different curves on the

two diagrams with respect to each other, it is seen that Lackawanna
125-lb. P. S. rail is more ductile than the Cambria 12S-lt). P. S. rail,

whereas in Fig. 1, the Cambria 100-lb. P. S. rail showed greater ductility

than the Lackawanna 100-lb. P. S. rail. Bethlehem 125-lt). P. S. rail

compares more favorably with the rails shown in Fig. lA than it did

with those of the 100-lb. P. S. section shown in Fig. 1, where it exhibited

the least ductility of the lighter rails. Maryland 125-lb. P. S. rail has the

lowest ductility. The total elongations for the different rails vary between

25 and 85 per cent., whereas those for the lOO-lb. P. S. rail range between

34 and 108 per cent.

68. Here again is illustrated the fact that the number of blows for

a given steel is developing total elongation and therefore, for drop test

work, the measurement of the total elongation apparently gives verj'

little information as to the proper ductility as measured by the elonga-

tion, for the total elongation, as in Fig. 1, is, generally speaking, propor-

tional to the number of blows.

Fig. 2—Permanent Set Before Break, D. T.—Number of Blows Be-

fore Break, D. T.

69. The permanent set in inches before break is shown plotted with

the number of blows before break in Fig. 2. The diagram shows relative

stiffness of the several rails, based on their resistance to impact by the

drop test. It confirms the fact that set is proportional to load for a

given steel, the proportionality differing for rail steels of different make
and composition.

70. This plot shows the Carnegie No. 2 and Bethlehem rails to he.

very stiff, whereas Cambria and Lackawanna rails are to be regarded as

very ductile from a drop-test standpoint.

71. The curves show the permanent set before break to range

between 1.10 and 4.6 inches, depending, perhaps, on the quality of the

steel in each of the several rails of different manufacture.

72. Here again is illustrated the fact that permanent set is devel-

oped by the number of blows, as was total elongation.

Fig. 2A—Permanent Set Before Break, D. T.—Number of Blows

Before Break, D. T.

73. That the permanent set before break is directly proportional to

the number of blows before break by the drop test for the 125-lb. P. S.
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rail is shown by Fig. 2A. The Lackawanna rail is the most ductile,

while the Bethlehem and Cambria rails indicate a quality in this respect

which is quite similar when comparing- the two. Maryland rail, apparently

the stiflfest, also shows a greater range of strength, it requiring in some

instances more than 6 blows of the tup to stress the rail to a perma-

nent set before break, equivalent to the maximum sets for either the

Bethlehem or Cambria 125-lb. P. S. rails.

74. It will be observed that the permanent sets before break at

numbers of blows before break ranging between 1 and 4, vary between

0.7 and 2.90 inches, whereas for the 100-tb. P. S. rails of like manufac-

ture the range varies between 1.1 and 4.6 inches, thus indicating the

relatively greater stiffness of the 125-lb. P. S. rail by the drop test.

75. It is also shown by this diagram that for rails of different

manufacture stressed to permanent set before break under the same

number of blows before break, there exists a greater variation between

the permanent sets for the 125-tt). P. S. rail than for the 100-lb. P. S.

rail (Fig. 2), perhaps indicating thereby a greater difference in the

quality of the 125-lb. P. S. rails, compared with the lighter 100-lb. P. S.

rails, but this may be due entirely to a variation which may be expected in

results under drop test.

Fig. 3—Total Elongation in Per Cent., D. T.—Permanent Set Before

Break, D. T.

76. The total elongation and permanent set before break, as obtained

by the drop test, are shown in Fig. 3 in relation to each other. The
elongation increases with an increase in the permanent set for each of

the rails shown, but the increments of increase for each of the several

rails vary with respect to one another, according to the quality of the

rail.

n. The drop test shows that when basing the ductility, as ex-

pressed by total elongation of each of these several rails upon like per-

manent sets before break, the Maryland rail exceeds all others in ductility

and toughness until a set of 2Y?, inches is reached, whereupon the Illinois

rail proves the better. The Lackawanna and Carnegie No. 1 rails are

shown to possess the least ductility. The total elongation for the differ-

ent rails is shown to range between 33 and 117 per cent. At like perma-

nent sets the maximum variation in ductility for the several rails approxi-

mates 20 per cent.

78. It is to be observed, however, from the discussion of Figs. 1 and

2 that the total elongation obtained is largely a function of the number

of blows, and therefore it is possible that none of this data produces the

true relative quahty of the various steels, so far as ductihty is concerned.

Fig. 3A—Total Elongation in Per Cent., D. T.—Permanent Set Be-

fore Break, D. T.

79. The permanent Set-Elongation diagram for the 125-lt). P. S.

rails, having the total elongation plotted with the permanent set before

break (Fig. 3A), shows that at like permanent sets the Cambria rails

possess the least ductility. Maryland rail, having within certain limits
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Fig. 3-A.—Set and Elongation^ Drop Test. 125-lb. P. S. Rail.

The maximum difference in per cent, elongation at like permanent
sets for the different rails ranges between 10 and 18 per cent. Here
again ductility, as expressed by total elongation, is open to question.
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the greatest total elongation, is relatively the most ductile rail. A por-

tion of the Bethlehem test rails indicates a stiffness approximating that

of the Maryland rail.

80. The total elongation for these 125-tt). P. S. rails ranges between

15 and 84 per cent., whereas for the lOO-tb. P. S. rails the variation

ranges between 33 and 117 per cent. The maximum difference in total

elongation at like permanent sets for the different rails ranges between

10 and 18 per cent.

81. Here again the discussion of the relative qualities of the steel

is open to question. The assumption that ductility is expressed by total

elongation which has been produced by the number of blows before

break is questionable.

DROP TEST AND QUICK BEND TEST COMPARISONS.

82. The preceding diagrams, Figs. 1 to 3A, inclusive, have pre-

sented the only data which may be obtained from the present method of

drop test. While at first thought the relations thus shown may appear

satisfactory for all practical purposes, yet it is probable that the drop

test does not give sufficient information as an index to the reliability

of the rail for service, or its relative quality, as has already been pointed

out.

83. Both the permanent set and the total elongation found after

breakage are largely functions of the number of blows which are re-

quired before break takes place. The quick bend tests have been made
with the idea of obtaining data necessary to determine if a more inti-

mate knowledge can be derived of the quality of the steel in each of the

rails submitted for test.

84. In order to bring out any definite relation that may exist be-

tween the two methods of testing rails, a few diagrams, Figs. 4 to 8,

inclusive, have been prepared from data obtained by each method of test

from test specimens taken from the same end of the same rails repre-

senting the various manufacturers.

85. Diagrams for the 125-lb. P. S. rails which would have corre-

sponded to the diagrams. Figs. 4 to 8 inclusive, for the 100-lb. P. S.

rails, have not been included owing to the fact, as explained above, that

the drop test and quick bend test for the 125-lb. P. S. rails were con-

ducted on 36-in. and 48-in. spans, respectively, and, therefore, would

not have been directly comparable.

Fig. 4—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Number of Blows, D. T.

86. The ultimate load obtained from the quick bend test plotted

as abscissa, with the corresponding number of blows to break, drop

test, as ordinate for similar test specimens, taken from the same test

rail of each manufacturer, are shown in Fig. 4. The approximately

horizontal character of the curves is to be observed, indicating thereby

that no definite relation exists between the two methods of test.

87. The figure shows that test rails requiring an ultimate load

ranging between 260,000 and 300,000 pounds to produce rupture may be
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I

Fig. 4.

—

Number of Blows, Drop Test and Ultimate Load, Quick Bend
Test. 100-lb. P. S. Rail.

The approximately horizontal characters of the curves shows that

the number of blows, drop test, does not correctly indicate the ultimate

strength of the test rail.
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broken on the drop test by any number of blows, ranging between 2 and

5, and also that a test rail receiving five blows before break may have

an ultimate load ranging between 260,000 and 310,000 pounds, whereas

a second test rail receiving three blows before break may have an ulti-

mate load ranging between 280,000 and 300,000 pounds. Therefore, it

is apparent that the number of blows of drop test does not correctly

indicate the ultimate strength of the test rail.

88. A reason that may be advanced for this fact is that in the first

place a portion of the work delivered is dissipated in the machine and

inasmuch as the test rail is not ruptured at the first blow, each suc-

ceeding blow serves to destroy the remaining strength of the grain,

setting up various stresses and strains in it which, depending upon

their magnitude and nature, serve to magnify or minimize the actual

amount of work necessary to break a given specimen, having a definite

ultimate strength. The real advantage of the drop test lies in its ability

to hunt out the brittle rail and distinguish it from its tougher or more

ductile rivals.

89. The wide variation in blows for a given strength, as shown

by Fig. 4, may be due to the manner in which the drop test is conducted,

for it is known that if a large interval of time is allowed between each

of the blows, as compared with a short interval of time, material differ-

ence in results will be obtained—the faster the drop test is made, gen-

erally speaking, the greater number of blows a given quality of steel will

stand, and that the greater the interval of time between the blows, the

less number of blows a given quality of steel will stand.

Fig. 5—-Elastic Limit Load, Q. B. T.—Number of Blows, D. T.

90. A comparison of the curves in Fig. 5 showing the elastic limit

load, quick bend test, plotted against the number of blows to break, drop

test, for similar test rails of different manufacture, points to the same

inconsistency as was observed in the preceding Fig. 4.

91. The diagram only serves to show that there is no relation be-

tween the number of blows at break by the drop test and the elastic

limit of the test rail. Such a result is to be anticipated, as the elastic

limit of a test rail is reached and passed during the first blow.

92. It is recognized that the drop test will not show any definite

conclusion pertaining to the elastic limit of rail, except that the per-

manent set in a rail after the first blow is, in a general way, an indication

of its comparative elasticity, and this is one of the reasons advanced

for the unsuitability of this method for testing rails if the real quality

of the steel in the rail is to be definitely ascertained.

Fig. 6—Total Elongation in Per Cent., Q. B. T.—^Number of Blows,

D. T.

93. The total elongation, as developed by quick bend test, plotted

with the number of blows to break, drop test, shown in Fig. 6, again indi-

cates that no relation exists between the total elongation as determined

by the two methods of testing. This is especially evident when we refer

to Fig. 1, showing the number of blows plotted against the total elonga-
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There is no relation between the number of blows at break and the
elastic limit load of the test rail.
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This diagram, with Figs. 1 and 1-A, show that no relation exists

between the elongations as determined by the two methods of testing.
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tion, drop test, and Fig. 12, presenting the ultimate load plotted with

the total elongation, quick bend test, which will be more fully referred

to later on. The trends of the curves are different, as well as are their

positions relative to one another.

94. It is generally recognized that total elongation is inversely

proportional to the ultimate strength if we were to consider the number
of blows as expressing the strength of the structure; this plot indicates

that such is not the fact. It is therefore apparent that the number of

blows is not a true indication of strength under those test conditions,

as the time between blows no doubt affects the number of successive

blows the steel will stand. This then may be a source of error in the

drop test.

Fig. 7—Total Elongation in Per Cent., D. T.—Total Elongation in

Per Cent.—Q. B. T.

95. The total elongation as developed by quick bend test is plotted

on Fig. 7 as abscissa with the total elongation, drop test, as ordinate.

The trends of the several curves representing the different 100-lb. P. S.

test rails serve to illustrate the variation in the results wlien compared
with one another, and as obtained by the two different methods of test.

No consistent relation is seen to exist between the total elongation as

measured by the impact and quick-bending tests.

96. The variation in the results as obtained from the two methods
of testing perhaps is to be expected, as the impact of the successive

blows of the drop test probably prevents the adjustment of the grain

structure before lateral shear or side buckling occurs, whereas under the

quick bend test, the steadily increasing load permits the metal to

extend uniformly until rupture takes place.

Fig. 8—Deflection at Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Permanent Set Be-

fore Break, D. T.

97. The deflection at ultimate load as produced by the quick bend
test, as illustrated by Fig. 8, is in nearly every instance greater than

the permanent set before break for a similar test rail as obtained by the

drop test, the increase varying for test rails of different manufacture.

98. When the test rails show a considerable degree of toughness

requiring four or more blows to cause break by the drop test, the perma-
nent set before break more closely approximates the deflection at ulti-

mate load by the quick bend test. The margin between the two results

depends upon the character of the material in the rail. A very hard
rail shows less permanent set before break by the drop test than deflec-

tion at ultimate load when submitted to the quick bend test.

99. This appears logical, for when the test piece is submitted to

the drop test the impact of the blows tends to shear the grain of the

metal, longitudinally, whereas in the quick bend test the steady load

applied produces rupture by bending the specimen until its grains are
pulled apart to sufficiently weaken the metal to the breaking point.

100. The fact is also recognized that the permanent set by the

drop test does not represent the total set at break, for the character of
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Set, Drop Test and Deflection at Ultimate, Quick Bend Test.
100-LB. P. S. Rail.

The deflection at ultimate load, quick bend test, is in nearly every
instance greater than the permanent set before break, drop test, for simi-

lar test rails.
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the test does not permit the exact measurement, as is possible with the

quick bend test. However, it may be assumed that the increment be-

tween the permanent set before break and the total set at break is

very small under impact.

QUICK BEND TEST RESULTS.

101. The inconsistencies of the two methods of testing steel rails

having been shown in Figs. 4 to 8, inclusive, it will be of interest to study

the results of the quick bend test as made on the various test rails sub-

mitted. It will be kept in mind that these test specimens, received from

the different manufacturers represented, were taken from the same rails

and next to the portion which was cut off for the drop test.

102. In this way it was anticipated that the results obtained should

represent as closely as possible the rail from which the drop test pieces

were taken, and at the same time offer a fair comparison between the

results of the two methods of testing. The 100-lb. rails were tested

on the same span, namely, 3 feet in both the drop and quick bend tests.

103. With the quick bend test the different loads and deflections

were taken from the indicator cards. The total elongations were meas-

ured by the observer. The information thus obtained offers an interest-

ing comparison of the relative merits of rails of different manufacture

as compared with one another.

104. The consistency of the results will be observed, and the oppor-

tunity presented for a more complete knowledge of the wide variation

in the different properties of rail steel cannot fail to convince the en-

gineer of the need and value of a better method for testing steel rails

such as is offered by the proposed quick bend method.

105. The correlation between the respective curves of the 12S-lb.

rail quick bend test results is not so intimate as that which is shown to

exist between the curves of similar test results of the 100-lb. rails.

106. This, undoubtedly, is due to the fact that the 125-lb. rails, hav-

ing much greater sectional properties than the 100-lb. rails, should have

been tested under a correspondingly greater span, as is verified by

Fig. 20.

Fig. 9—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Elastic Limit Load, Q. B. T.

107. The ultimate load plotted as ordinate with the corresponding

elastic hmit load as abscissa shows in Fig. 9 that in each instance an

increase in ultimate load for a given test rail is accompanied by a

corresponding increase in elastic limit load.

108. The different trends of the curves illustrate the fact that there

is a relation between the elastic limit load and the corresponding ulti-

mate load for a rail steel from the same mill process.

109. The positions of the several curves may be an indication of

the relative durability of the rails, in case this property is a function

of the modulus of elasticity.

110. In accordance with this assumption a rail having either a high

or a low elastic modulus should give a high or a low ultimate strength,

respectively.
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This is borne out in general by comparing Figs. 9 and 20.

111. Maryland and Illinois curves indicate the highest, and the

Lackawanna and Bethlehem curves indicate the lowest elastic moduli as

shown on Fig. 20, and accordingly, the Maryland and Illinois curves

show the highest, whereas the Lackawanna and Bethlehem curves show

the lowest ultimate strength for a given elastic limit as represented on

Fig. 9.

112. The difference in the elastic limits of rails obtained from the

same mill, but received from two different rollings, is noticeable when

comparing the Carnegie No. 1 and No. 2 curves. This is an indication

of the wide variation which exists in the finished product made by

apparently the same process and meeting existing specifications.

113. Comparing the results presented for the various test rails of

different manufacture, it will be observed that the elastic limit loads

rang^ed between 92,000 and 160,000 pounds, while the ultimate loads

ranged between 230,000 and 322,000 pounds. The ratio of the elastic limit

load to ultimate load for the 100-lb. rail steel ranges between 38 and 50

per cent.

Fig. 9A—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Elastic Limit Load, Q. B. T.

114. The relation existing between the ultimate load and the corre-

sponding elastic limit load for rails of the 125-lb. P. S. section is pre-

sented in Fig. 9A. The diagram presents the product received from the

Lackawanna, Bethlehem, Cambria raid Maryland Mills. The plotted

lines show the relative strengths of the different rails at the elastic limit

load and at rupture. The close proximity of the Lackawanna, Bethlehem

and Cambria curves indicates a very slight variation in the elastic limit

load for rails that break under the same load.

115. The greater elastic limit and ultimate loads reached by the

Maryland 125-lb. P. S. rail are remarkable, placing it in a class by itself,

and are probably due in some measure to its difference in chemical

composition.

116. A comparison of the results obtained from these 125-lb. P. S.

rails compared with rails of like manufacture of the 100-lb. P. S. sec-

tion, shows that the elastic limit loads for the former range between

185,000 and 280,000 lbs., whereas those for the latter range between 92,000

and 160,000 lbs. The ultimate loads for the 125-lb. P. S. rails range be-

tween 435,000 and above 530,000 lbs., whereas for the 100-lb. P. S. rails

the range lies between 230,000 and 322,000 lbs. The greater loads at

elastic limit and ultimate in favor of the heavier 125-lb. P. S. rail indicate

the advantage to be obtained from the larger section rail.

117. The considerable margin between the results obtained from

the Maryland as compared with those shown for the other 125-lb. P. S.

rails leads one to the conclusion that there is room for considerable

improvement in the manufacture of 125-lb. P. S. rails as produced by

the different mills. However, if the 125-lb. P. S. rails had been tested

on a greater span, more commensurate to their sectional properties

than the 36-inch span, test results as consistent as those obtained from
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The greater loads at elastic limit and ultimate in favor of the
heavier 125-ft). P. S. rail indicate the advantage to be obtained from the
larger-section rail.
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the 100-lb. rails might have been expected. The Lackawanna, Cambria

and Bethlehem companies have improved the strength of their 125-lb.

P. S. rails, especially at the elastic limit, above that obtained from their

100-lb. P. S. rails to a much greater extent than the Maryland company
has been able to do. This is better shown in Fig. 20, which will be

referred to later.

118. The ratio of the elastic limit to ultimate load for the 12S-lb.

P. S. rail steel ranges between 42.5 and 51.5 per cent.

Fig. 10—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Load at Two Inches Deflection,

Q. B. T.

119. The relation existing between the ultimate load and the load

at two inches deflection, measured at a point on the indicator cards two

inches from the origin, is graphically presented in Fig. 10. The similar

trend of the lines and their close proximity to one another indicate

that after the elastic limit of a test rail has been passed, the resistance

of metal to stress at 2 inches deflection is proportional to the ultimate

load. This may be due to the fact that both of these measures were

taken within the ductile stage.

120. The diagram shows that these rails of different make, stressed

to rupture at 300,000 lbs., were under load at two inches deflection, at

loads ranging between 278,000 and 288,000 lbs. or within a limit of 10,000

lbs., whereas at the same ultimate load the range in the elastic limit

load was 30,000 pounds (Fig. 9).

121. It is evident, therefore, that it would be incorrect to base

judgment of the relative merits of different rails by comparing their

resistance to loads that exceed the elastic limit, upon which the wear

of metal by flow or crushing is dependent. Information of this char-

acter, of course, could not be made available from drop testing alone.

Fig. lOA—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Load at Two Inches Deflection,

Q. B. T.

122. A like comparison for the 125-lb. P. S. rails to that shown
for the 100-lb. P. S. rails in Fig. 10 is presented in Fig. lOA. The
similar trend of the lines and their close proximity to each other are

noticeable, as in the case of the preceding diagram.

123. It will be observed that the lines representing the Maryland
and Bethlehem rails parallel each other, and similarly do the Cambria
and Lackawanna lines tend toward parallelism, indicating thereby a some-
what similar relation between the ultimate load and load at two inches

deflection for each pair of rails.

Fig. 11—Elastic Limit Load, Q. B. T.—Load at Two Inches Deflec-

tion, Q. B. T.

124. The elastic limit load plotted as ordinate in Fig. 11 with the

load at two inches deflection as abscissa results in a straight line rela-

tion for the several test rails of each manufacturer. The various trends

of these lines indicate no consistent relation between the elastic limit load
and load at two inches deflection.
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I

Fig. 10.

—

Load at Two Inches' Deflection and Ultimate Load, Quick
Bend Test. 100-lb. P. S. Rail.

After the elastic limit of the test rail has been passed the resistance

of the metal to stress at two inches deflection is shown to be relatively

proportional to the ultimate load.
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Load at Two Inches' Deflection and Elastic Limit Load,
Quick Bend Test. 100-lb. P. S. Rail,

The various trends of these lines indicate no consistent relation be-

tween the elastic limit load and any load beyond that point.
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125. This again indicates the desirability of some method of test-

ing which gives the vahie of the elastic limit of the rail, depending as

it does upon both the quality and quantity, with proper distribution, of
steel in the section.

Fig. 11A—Elastic Limit Load, Q. B. T.—Load at Two Inches Deflec-

tion, Q. B. T.

126. The elastic limit load plotted with load at 2 inches deflection

for the 125-lb. P. S. rail shown in Fig. 11A. There is to be observed a

more uniform trend for the several lines than was shown in Fig. 11 for

the 100-lb. P. S. rails. This is probably a result of the greater stiffness

of the 125-lb. P. S. rail.

127. The diagram indicates that for these rails of the 125-lb. P. S.

sections requiring loads at two inches deflection, ranging between 430,-

000 and 500,000 lbs., the difference in their elastic Hmit loads may vary

between zero and 9,000 pounds.

Fig. 12—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Total Elongation in Per Cent.,

Q. B. T.

128. The ultimate load at rupture plotted against the corresponding

total elongation is shown in Fig. 12. The trends of the several lines

illustrate the proportionality existing between the two factors as obtained

by the quick bend method of testing steel rails.

129. Hence it may be observed from Fig. 12 that the Maryland is

superior in strength, having the greatest ductiHty at similar ultimate

loads as compared with the rails of other makes, and that Lackawanna

rail possesses the least strength, it having the lowest ductility. The im-

portance of ductility is emphasized by this diagram.

130. It will be observed that the Carnegie No. 1 curve which occu-

pies fourth position, Fig. 12, when ductiHty is considered, is also- fourth

in order when the merit of elasticity. Fig. 20, is taken as. a basis of

comparison.

131. The Maryland curve, which on Fig. 12 indicates the strongest

rail when based on the merit of ductility, is shown to be also first in

the order of elasticity on Fig. 20.

132. The Bethlehem curve on Fig. 12 shows these rails to be the

lowest in ductility and strength, consequently as shown on Fig. 20, they

have the lowest modulus of elasticity, and also the lowest ultimate

strength. Fig. 9, for a given elastic limit.

133. Hence it seems logical to conclude that a rail which possesses

a high modulus of elasticity should have a correspondingly high tenacity

or ductility and also a high ultimate strength, as is demonstrated by the

relationship which exists between the relative curves shown on Figs. 9,

12 and 20.

Fig. 12A—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Total Elongation in Per Cent.,

Q. B. T.

134. The comparative ductility of the 125-lb. P. S. rail at like

ultimate loads is shown in Fig. 12A. The close proximity of the Mary-
land and Lackawanna lines indicates that they possess very nearly the
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The more uniform trend of these lines is a probable result of greater
stiffness of the 125-lb. rail.
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1144 RAIL.

same amount of ductility, and their positions with respect to those of

the Bethlehem and Cambria Hnes indicate that their rails are much
stiflfer. The Bethlehem and Cambria rails are quite ductile, the total

elongation for the former ranging between 93 and 68 per cent, while

those for the latter range between 82 and 65.5 per cent, as the ultimate

loads increase from 480,000 to 510,000 lbs. On the other hand, Mary-

land rail shows a total elongation ranging between 48 and 15.5 per cent,

throughout the same range of ultimate load.

135. It is interesting to note the difference in the quality of the

several 125-lb. P. S. rails with respect to each other, as compared with

the relative merits of their 100-lb. P. S. sections shown in Fig. 12, Mary-

land 100-lb. P. S. rail possesses the greatest ductility at like ultimate

loads, whereas its 125-lb. P. S. section has by far the least. The Bethle-

hem, the most ductile of 125-lb. P. S. rails, possesses in its 100-lb. P. S.

section a comparatively low ductility. The position of the Lackawanna

line remains relatively the same on both diagrams. In each instance it

was shown to be a comparatively stiff rail.

136. An idea of the increase in the strength of the 125-lb. P. S.

rail of each manufacturer above its respective 100-lb. P. S. rail may be

obtained by comparing their respective loads at rupture at the same total

elongation in Figs. 12 and 12A.

137. Thus at 75 per cent, elongation the increase in strength at ulti-

mate load in favor of the 125-lb. P. S. section for each make of rail is

:

Bethlehem, 76.4 per cent. ; Lackawanna, 73.1 per cent. ; Cambria, 70 per

cent., and Maryland, 46.5 per cent. The poor showing for the Maryland

125-lb. P. S. rail is due to its comparatively low ductility, while the

improved performance of the 125-lb. P. S. Lackawanna rail is on account

of the very low ductility of its 100-lb. P. S. section.

Fig. 13—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Deflection at Ultimate Load,

Q. B. T.

138. The deflections at break for corresponding ultimate loads at

rupture are graphically presented in Fig. 13, for test rails of different

manufacture. The corresponding bend angle in degrees for any given

deflection may also be read from the figure. The diagram illustrates the

relative ductility of the various test rails, this property decreasing to

some extent in each case with an increase in ultimate load.

139. Here the Bethlehem test rails show the greatest variation in

ductility compared with rails from other mills. It will be observed that

the different test rails received from this mill varied in deflections rang-

ing between 2.75 and 5.5 inches, while the Cambria test rails averaged

between 3.75 and 4.6 inches from minimum to maximum, indicating how
the mill product varies in different mills, due to a number of unknown
causes pertaining to the manufacture of the rail. Carnegie No. 1 and

No. 2 rails, as likewise lUinois rails, indicate a like consistency, whereas

a considerable variation is to be noted in test rails received from the

Maryland mill.
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This diagram illustrates the relative ductility of the various test

rails.
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140. It is significant in this respect to observe the close relation

existing between the results obtained from the two rollings from the

Carnegie mill, whereas the other properties possessed by them differ

materially.

141. The analysis as derived from Gary test, Figs. B and C, seems

to be borne out in comparing Fig. 12 with Fig. 13, viz., elongation being

a function of deflection, the curves on Fig. 13 should occupy correspond-

ing positions on Fig. 12, which is the case.

,. 142. As the curves shown on Fig. 13 are a function of the relative

curves shown on Fig. 12, they should also bear the same general relation

to the curves shown in Figs. 9 and 20 as the curves on Fig. 12, which

is the case. This again points to the desirability of the quick bend

test.

Fig. 13A—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Deflection at Ultimate Load,

Q. B. T.
^

143. Each curve shown on Fig. 13A should be a direct measure of

its respective curve shown on Fig. 12A, as both of these figures have

the ordinate. Ultimate Load, in common, and the abscissa. Total Elonga-

tion in Per Cent, of Fig. 12A is a function of the abscissa. Deflection

of Ultimate, of Fig. 13A, as demonstrated on Fig. B.

144. The deflections at Ultimate Load at corresponding ultimate

loads for the 125-Ib. P. S. rails illustrate in Fig. 13A that there is very

little difference in the deflections for the Maryland and Lackawanna
rails, as is also true in the case of the Cambria and Bethlehem rails.

This naturally is to be expected in view of the results shown on Fig.

12A, wherein their respective total elongations are compared, as the low

ductility of the Maryland and Lackawanna rails is at once apparent.

145. It will be observed, Fig. 13A, that for ultimate loads ranging

between 480,000 and 510,000 lbs., their respective deflections range be-

tween 1 and 2.85 inches, the equivalent of bend angles ranging between

7 and 18 degrees, whereas for the Cambria and Bethlehem rails the

corresponding deflections vary between 3.65 and 4.65 inches or the

equivalent of bend angles ranging between 23 and 29 degrees.

146. In reviewing Figs. 12A and 13A it is quite apparent, there-

fore, that the Maryland and Lackawanna steels have very much lower

ductility than the Cambria and Bethlehem steels without any appre-

ciable gain in their ultimate strength. In fact, it might have been

thought from the drop test that the Maryland rails would have the

greatest ability to withstand shock.

Fig. 14—Total Elongation in Per Cent., Q. B. T.—Deflection at

Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.

147. The quick bend test shows, Fig. 14, the direct proportionality

existing between the total elongation and the corresponding deflection

at ultimate loads for the 100-lb. rails. The close proximity of the sev-

eral straight lines and their same general trend indicate the consistency

of the results obtained by this method of testing. The total elongation
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was obtained from the test rail by the observer and the deflection was
recorded by the machine on an indicator card.

148. It will be observed at an elongation of 100 per cent, the varia-

tion in the corresponding deflections for the several rails of different

manufacture did not exceed 0.60 inches. This variation gradually de-

creases at lower percentage of elongation and it is probably due to the

difference in the composition of the metal from which the rails of differ-

ent manufacture were rolled.

149. Had all conditions been similar with respect to the manufac-

ture of these rails in the several mills represented on the diagram, we
should have expected it to present but one straight line.

150. The fact that a given rail steel can vary in the ultimate load

deflection from 2 to 5H in. and still meet the specifications indicates how
widely different the ductility may be in the material.

151. As the total elongation of a rail under transverse test is a

direct measure of its respective deflection, the close relation between these

curves is to be expected; however, the analogous curves of the drop test,

shown on Fig. 3, do not show the same close proximity as the curves

shown here, and this fact indicates a greater consistency of the quick

bend over the drop test.

Fig. 14A—Total Elongation in Per Cent., Q. B. T.—Deflection at

Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.

152. When plotting the total elongation with the deflection at ulti-

mate load for each of the 125-lb. rails it is observed, Fig. 14A, that the

limits are not so sharply defined respecting the Maryland and Lacka-

wanna rails, compared with Cambria and Bethlehem rails, as is seen in

Figs. 12A and 13A. This is probably due to the greater variation in

the quality of the 125-lb. rails and also to the fact that these heavier rails

should have been tested on a greater span.

153. The diagram illustrates the proportionality existing between

deflection and strain as measured by the total elongation for each make
of 125-lb. rail. The variation in the amounts of deflection for like

total elongation of the 125-lb. rails is shown to be much greater than

that for the 100-lb. rails of the same manufacture, shown on Fig. 14.

Fig. 15—Brinell Hardness Number—Carbon in Per Cent.

154. It is known that the hardness of steel is due in great measure

to the percentage of carbon alloyed with the metal, and inasmuch as the

wear of the rail is dependent to a considerable extent upon its hard-

ness. Fig. 15 has been prepared to illustrate the direct relation existing

between the hardness numbers and the corresponding carbon contents

of the various rails. The corresponding percentages of carbon were de-

termined by the combustion method from borings taken at the "0" loca-

tion from the different test rails which were shipped from the mill to

Altoona for the quick bend test.

155. This diagram shows the range in carbon content of the test

rails received from each of the mills. The Carnegie test rails had a

carbon content varying between 58 and 75.7 per cent. The Maryland rails
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Brinell Hardness and Carbon. 100-lb. P. S. Rail.

This diagram illustrates the carbon range and corresponding Brinell

hardness number for each type of the 100-tb. rails.
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showed a variation in carbon ranging between 62 and 72.8 per cent, or

within more confined hmits.

156. The Maryland rail is the hardest rail for its carbon. There

will be observed a considerable margin between it and rails of other

makes, especially when having a carbon content approximately 67 per

cent, and above. This is probably due to the fact that Maryland rail is

made from the Cuban Mayari ore, which contains enough nickel to give

from 1.3 to 1.5 per cent, nickel and sufficient chronium to give from

21/2 to 3 per cent, chromium in the crude iron smelted from it. When
the iron is converted into steel by the Open-Hearth process, the nickel

from 1.3 to 1.5 per cent, nickel and sufficient chromium to give from

by oxidation, leaving a small percentage intact.

157. It is interesting to note the diflference in hardness as measured

by the Brinell method for different makes of rails, having like carbon

contents, and the diagram illustrates to what extent different alloying-

elements and the probable variation in mill practice influence the hard-

ness of the steel. The Brinell hardness numbers vary between 215 and

312 for rails having a carbon content ranging between 58 and 75.7 per

cent. Comparing the several rails of different manufacture, and ex-

cluding the Maryland rail on account of its nickel chromium content,

it is observed that the maximum variations in hardness at like carbon

content show a tendency to decrease as the percentages of carbon in-

crease until at IZ per cent, carbon there is a difference of but 8 points,

whereas at 62 per cent, carbon the variation is 21 points.

Fig. 15A—^Brinell Hardness Number—Carbon in Per Cent.

158. Maryland rail, which from the previous diagrams is to be

regarded as a very stiff rail, is shown in Fig. ISA to excel in Brinell

hardness based on the percentage of carbon in it. Thereupon follow

in consecutive order Bethlehem, Lackawanna and Cambria 125-lb. P. S.

rail.

159. The Brinell hardness for Maryland rail, which is considerably

above that for the other three rails at corresponding percentages of car-

bon, ranges between 278 and 332 as its carbon content increases from 64

to 80 per cent. Bethlehem rail, having a carbon content ranging between

67 and 80 per cent., shows a hardness ranging between 251 and 318.

Lackawanna rail possesses a hardness varying between 246 and 300 for

a carbon range of from 67.2 to 78.7 per cent. Cambria rail with a

carbon content varying between 69 and 82 per cent, shows the least hard-

ness between 250 and 294.

160. It will be observed, Fig. 15, that the 100-lb. P. S. rails of the

Maryland, Bethlehem, Lackawanna and Cambria manufacture show a like

tendency to fall in the same consecutive order with reference to their

relative hardness as is shown on Fig. ISA for the heavier sections.

161. This diagram also illustrates the carbon range for the different

rails, the greatest variation being noted in the case of the Maryland

rail, namely, 16 per cent. Bethlehem rail shows a wider range than was

noted in the case of its 100-lb. P. S. section. Fig. 15. The percentages
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These rails show a like tendency to fall in the same consecutive

order with reference to their relative hardness as is shown in Fig. 15.
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of carbon for the 125-lb. P. S. rails were obtained from the mill analysis

on the ladle ingot and are subject to this error.

162. Comparing the 125-lb. P. S. rails with the 100-lb. P. S. rails

of like manufacture, Figs. 15 and 15A, it is interesting to note that the

Bethlehem, Lackawanna and Cambria 100-lb. P. S. rails show a much
greater Brinell hardness than do their 125-lb. P. S. sections. On the

other hand Maryland 125-lb. P. S. rail shows the greater Brinell hard-

ness up to 71.5 per cent, carbon, whereupon its 100-lb. P. S. section

starts to surpass it. It will be observed that in both cases the Maryland
rail has the lowest carbon content compared with other rails of different

manufacture having like Brinell numbers. The effect of the nickel-

chromium alloy in the steel is thus apparent.

Fig. 16—Brinell Hardness Number—Elastic Limit Load, Q. B. T.

163. The relation between the Brinell hardness number and the

load at elastic limit is shown in Fig. 16. The curves indicate an increase

in elastic limit load with an increase in Brinell hardness, the greatest

ranges in elastic limit load being observed in the case of the Bethlehem

and Maryland rails. Maryland rail, which in Fig. 15 appears to be the

hardest rail based on its Brinell measurement, has a medium elastic limit

load compared with other rails of similar Brinell hardness. It has a

lower carbon content than the other rails at like Brinells, this being

compensated for by the nickel and chromium content.

164. It is interesting to note the Carnegie rails of No. 1 and No. 2

rolling. Carnegie No. 1 rail has the lowest elastic limit load and Car-

negie No. 2 a very high elastic limit load compared with rails of other

manufacture having like Brinell hardness numbers. In Fig. 15 it is

shown that both rollings have a similar carbon content and are higher

in carbon than the other rails of like Brinell hardness numbers. This

may account for the comparatively low elastic limit loads for Carnegie

No. 1 rail and at the same time show that the higher elastic property

possessed by Carnegie No. 2 rail is not due to the steel but to mill

practice. The difference shown in the properties of Carnegie No. 1 and

No. 2 rails could not have been ascertained by the drop test.

165. It has been our experience that the Brinell hardness follows

closely the ultimate strength of any given material and this plot, to-

gether with Fig. 18, again seems to indicate that this is true for strength

and elastic limit obtained by the quick bend test.

Fig. 16A—Brinell Hardness Number—Elastic Limit Load, Q. B. T.

166. The curves in Fig 16A showing the relation between the Brinell

hardness number and the corresponding elastic limit loads for the 125-

lb. P. S. rail indicate that when the Bethlehem, Lackawanna and Cam-
bria rails show a Brinell hardness number approximating 300, they have

reached their maximum elastic limit load, which does not exceed 247,-

000 lbs.

167. Maryland rail shows a superiority in Brinell hardness and elas-

tic limit load above 290 Brinell, which is remarkable. A maximum
hardness of 348 was obtained from the Maryland test rail, showing a
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Brinell Hardness and Elastic Limit Load, Quick Bend Test.
100-LB. P. S. Rail.

The difference shown in the properties of Carnegie No. 1 and No. 2

rails could not have been ascertained by the drop test.
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corresponding elastic limit load approximating 307,000 lbs. This undoubt-

edly would result in much better wearing qualities for the Maryland

rail.

168. Here again the drop test would not have shown this advan-

tage in wear of this hard steel.

169. This diagram shows the Bethlehem and Lackawanna rails to be

very similar in hardness at like elastic limit loads, while Cambria rail

being more ductile possesses a considerably lower hardness compared

with the two.

Fig. 17—Brinell Hardness Number—-Load at Two Inches Deflection,

Q. B. T.

170. The Brinell hardness number plotted against corresponding

loads measured at two inches deflection for the different test rails

is shown in Fig. 17. The purpose of this plot is to obtain some idea of

the relative resistance to wear of the several rails after the elastic limit

has been passed.

171. The trend of the curves shows that there is not much varia-

tion in the Brinell hardness for different test rails up to a stress of

260,000 pounds, whereupon the difference becomes appreciable.

172. Bethlehem rail is shown to be a comparatively hard rail, its

Brinell hardness being only exceeded by Carnegie and Maryland rails

at their approximate maximum loads, while various test rails received

from Maryland, Carnegie No. 1 and Illinois mills show the least hard-

ness at certain loads indicated by the diagram.

Fig. 17A-—Brinell Hardness Number—Load at Two Inches Deflec-

tion, Q. B. T.

173. The Brinell hardness for the 125-lb. P. S. rails plotted against

corresponding loads at 2 inches deflection is shown in Fig. 17A. The
difference in the hardness numbers is not appreciable at like loads, the

several curves lying in relatively close proximity to one another. The
Brinell numbers range between 250 and 317 for the different rails as

the loads increase from 420,000 to 522,000 lbs.

174. The Bethlehem and a portion of the Lackawanna test rails

are shown to excel in hardness at like loads, whereas the Cambria rail

between loads of 445,000 and 495,000 lbs. possesses the least Brinell

hardness. Mary4and is the hardest steel at loads exceeding 516,000 lbs.

Fig. 18—Brinell Hardness Number—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.

175. The Brinell hardness number has been plotted as ordinate and

the relative ultimate load as abscissa for each test rail in Fig. 18 to

present the relation existing between load at rupture, and the correspond-

ing hardness of the rail as measured by the usual Brinell method. This
is interesting, showing the comparatively close relation thus existing

between several test rails of different make and especially so in thexase
of the Carnegie, Cambria, Lackawanna and Maryland rails having an

ultimate load of 295,000 pounds at which the Brinell hardness is the same,

namely, 277.
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Maryland is the hardest steel, its curve extending beyond the others.
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—

Brinell Hardness and Ultimate Load, Quick Bend Test.
100-LB. P. S. Rail.

It has been our experience that the Brinell hardness follows closely
the ultimate load of anj^ material, as is indicated by this diagram.
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176. The Bethlehem rail is observed to be the hardest rail at corre-

sponding ultimate loads. It is apparently in a class by itself and does

not possess, as shown in Fig. 12, the ductility of many of the other

rails.

177. It has been stated that the Brinell test is independent of thee wear

of material such as rail steel, which is subjected to shock and crushing

action, but diagrams 16 to 18A show a relation existing between it and

the three different stresses that is sufficiently important for consideration,

and seems to indicate that it does have an important bearing upon the

ability of the steel to resist general wear.

Fig. 18A—Brinell Hardness Number—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.

178. The relation between the Brinell hardness and corresponding

ultimate loads for the 125-lb. P. S. rails is presented in Fig. 18A. Mary-

land rail, which excels the other rails in load at rupture, likewise is the

hardest rail up to an ultimate load of 508,000 lbs., whereupon it is sur-

passed by a portion of the Bethlehem test rails.

179. The Bethlehem and Lackawanna rails possess a similar hard-

ness between ultimate loads of 475.000 and 500,000 lbs., ranging between

265 and 288. Cambria rail has the lowest liardness at loads above 480,-

000 lbs., varying between 265 and 266.

. 180. The curves shown were plotted from lest results obtaincil

from rails which were broken on a three- foot span. As a numl)er of

the Maryland test rails could not be ruptured on this span, their hard-

ness numbers are not shown. Had the quick bend test apparatus been of

sufficient capacity to break thein, 'their ultimate loads would liave ex-

ceeded 530,000 lbs., and their corresponding Brinell numbers would have

reached 348 as shown on Fig. r6A. The indication, therefore, is that

at very high ultimate loads the Maryland rail will again excel the

Bethlehem rail in hardness. Thus, for 125-lb. P. S. rail. Fig. 16A is

of much greater comparative value, as it has been plotted from all the

Maryland rails tested on the three-foot span.

Fig. 19—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Carbon in Per Cent.

181. The ultimate load plotted with the carbon content for each of

the 100-lb. P. S. rails is shown in Fig. 19. The ultimate load is seen to

increase with an increase in carbon content, the relation being shown

by a straight line in each instance with the exception of the Bethlehem

rail. In this case the increase in ultimate load is more rapid than that

for the other rails at carbon contents exceeding 70 per cent. This may
account to some extent for the low ductility of the Bethlehem rail as

indicated on Fig. 12.

182. Carnegie No. 1 and 2 rails show approximately similar ultimate

loads at like carbon contents, apparently indicating that the wide dififer-

ence in the elastic limit loads as shown for these rails in Fig. 9 is not due

to chemistry, but rather to some variation in the mill process, probably

to the exposure of hot rails to some rapid cooling effect such, for in-

stance, as weather conditions would tend to have.
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Fig. 18-A.—Brinell Hardness and Ultimate Load, Quick Bend Test.
12S-LB. P. S. Rail.

Maryland again is the hardest steel, as is shown in Fig. 17-A.

Ji
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—

Carbon and Ultimate Load, Quick Bend Test.
100-LB. P. S. Rail.

The ultimate load for a given test rail increases with an increase in

carbon.
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Fig. 19A—Ultimate Load, Q. B. T.—Carbon in Per Cent.

183. The ultimate load plotted with the carbon content for each of

the 12S-lb. rails is shown in Fig. 19A.

184. Here, also, the ultimate load increases with an increase in

carbon content in the relation of a straight line in each instance with

the exception of the Cambria rail.

185. The fact that the sequence of the curves on this plot does not

conform to that for rails of the same manufacture on the plot for 100-

Ib. P. S. rails may be due to the different methods of obtaining the

carbon content in the cases of the respective sections.

Fig. 20—Elastic Limit Load, Q. B. T.—Deflection at Elastic Limit

Load, Q. B. T.

186. An interesting comparison between the relative elastic limit

loads of the 100- and 125-tb. P. S. rails of different manufacture at like de-

flections at elastic limit load is presented in Fig. 20. There is also shown
at the top portion of the diagram the corresponding percentages of in-

crease of the 125-lb. P. S. rail above that of the 100-lb. P. S. rail of like

manufacture, based on their respective elastic limit loads. Inasmuch as

125-lb. P. S. test rails were not received from Carnegie and Illinois

mills, they could not be included in this comparison.

187. Comparing the 100-lb. P. S. rails of different manufacture, it

will be observed that Maryland rails gave the best results. While the

Illinois rails gave practically the same results for corresponding deflec-

tions up to 0.17 of an inch, the Maryland rails gave slightly higher re-

sults at greater deflections, indicating thereby greater strength. Cambria

100-lb. P. S. rail indicates a relatively high elasticity, its line falling

in close proximity to that of the Maryland fall, while Carnegie No. 1,

Lackawanna, Bethlehem and Carnegie No. 2 rails show relatively lower

results in the order named.

188. Referring to the 125-tt). P. S. rails shown immediately above

the 100-lb. P. S. rails, it will be observed that Maryland rail again

possesses superiority based on its proportional limit at like deflections,

whereas the Cambria and Lackawanna rails are of similar strength and

fall a close second to Maryland. Bethlehem rail is third.

189. The elastic limit loads for the 100-lb. P. S. rails range between

80,000 lbs. and 168,000 lbs. for deflections, ranging between 0.10 and 0.24

inches, approximately equivalent to bend angles ranging between 0.75

and L6 degrees. In the case of the 125-lb. P. S. rails the elastic limit

loads range between 170,000 and 293,000 lbs. for deflections ranging be-

tween 0.14 and 0.26 inches, equivalent to approximate bend angles ranging

between 1.0 and 1.65 degrees.

190. The percentage of increase in elastic limit load in favor of the

125-lb. P. S. rails, which i.s an indication of their greater stiflfness and

increased resistance to wear, is shown at the top of the diagram. It will

be observed that the Lackawanna 125-lb. P. S. rail shows an increase

slightly above 56 per cent., the Bethlehem approximately 53 per cent.,

Cambria 45 per cent., and Maryland approximately 42.8 per cent. In the
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Fig, 20.

—

Elastic Limit Load and Deflection at Elastic Limit, Quick
Bend Test. 100- and 125-lb. P. S. Rail.

This diagram offers an interesting comparison between the relative
elastic limit loads of the 100- and 125-lb. P. S. rails of different manu-
facture when tested on the same span, namely, 3 feet.
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case of the Maryland rails it may be observed from the plot that the

minimum elastic limit load of the 125-lb. P. S. rail is directly above the

maximum elastic limit load obtained for the 100-lb. P. S. rail, the deflec-

tion at elastic limit load being alike in each instance. Hence, the per

cent, increase in elastic limit load in favor of the 12S-lb. P. S. section

is indicated by the solid circle.

191. The low increase obtained from Maryland 125-lb. P. S. rail

probably is due to the excellent showing of its 100-lb. P. S. rail, whereas

the considerably greater increase in favor of Lackawanna rail perhaps

is due to the comparatively low quality of its 100-lb. P. S. rail. This is

likewise true in the case of the Bethlehem rail, and also the Cambria

to a lesser degree.

192. Inasmuch as the moment of inertia of the 125-lb. P. S. section

is 70 and that of the 100-lb. P. S. section is 4L9, we should expect an

increase in the stiffness of the 125-lb. P. S. section in proportion to their

ratio, or 68 per cent. This has not been obtained as shown above on the

diagram inasmuch as the increase in favor of the 125-lb. P. S. section

ranged between 56 and 42.8 per cent. Hence it would appear that the

125-lb. P. S. rails, as manufactured by these different mills, do not

reach the theoretical standard of stiffness for which they are calculated.

However, this is not true (See F*ig. 20A), as the difference in moments
of inertia of the two rails is affected by the test span selected, namaly,

36 inches, and had it been greater, it is fair to assume that the percent-

age of increase in stiffness of the 125-lb. P. S. rail would have been in

accordance with its moment of inertia.

Fig. 20A—Elastic Limit Load, Q. B. T.—Length of Span, Q. B. T.

193. The increase in elastic limit load which was obtained from the

Cambria 125-lb. P. S. rail above that given by its 100-lb. P. S. rail at like

spans, increasing from 16 inches to 48 inches, is presented on Fig. 20A.

The pieces of rail tested were cut from the same rails, one 125-lb. P. S.

33-ft. rail and one 100-lb. P. S. rail of the same length. The test pieces

were cut sufficiently long to provide for a bearing length of 6 in. at

each end.

194. The chemistry, in accordance with Dr. F. N. Pease's letter of

May 3, 1916, for these rails is as follows

:

1-1 100-lb. 5-1 125-lb

Rail. Rail.

Carbon, per cent 0.716 0.791

Manganese, per cent 0.690 0.750

Phosphorus, per cent 0.018 0.034

Silicon, per cent 0.158 0.100

Sulphur, per cent 0.036 0.041

195. The lines drawn through the plotted points indicate that as the

span is increased from 20 inches to 48 inches, the elastic limit loads for

the 100- and 125-lb. P. S. rails decrease proportionately. It is seen that

the elastic limit loads for the Cambria 100-lb. P. S. rail decrease from

196,000 lbs. at 22-in. span to 86,000 lbs. at a 46-in. span, or 56 per cent.,
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Fig. 20-A.—Elastic Limit Loads at Different Spans, Quick Bend Test.
100- AND 125-LB. P. S. Rail.

The per cent, increase in the elastic limit load in favor of the
stronger 12S-tt). rail is shown to increase with the span, indicating thereby
that fhe heavier rail should be tested at a span greater than 3 feet.
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whereas for the 125-lb. P. S. rail the decrease ranges between 277,000

lbs. and 146,000 lbs., or 47.6 per cent.

196. The elastic limit loads obtained on the 16-inch span are below

those shown for the 20-inch span in each instance. The difference ap-

proximates 12,000 lbs. The reason for this is probably due to the fact

that at this very short span the test rail was subjected to lateral shear

or side crush, there being little or no opportunity for deflection.

197. The curve at the top portion of this diagram shows the per-

centage of increase in elastic limit loads in favor of the 125-lb. P. S.

section, to range between 40 and 11 per cent, as the span is increased

from 20 to 48 inches. The increase on the 4S-inch span is about 70

per cent., which is what should be expected of the 125-lb. P. S. rail.

Fig. 21—Elastic Limit, Q. B. T.—Deflection at Ultimate Load, Q.

B. T.

198. The load at elastic limit as ordinate, plotted with the deflection

at ultimate load as abscissa for the test rails of different manufacture

is shown in Fig. 21. The diagram also gives "the equivalent bend angle

in degrees, corresponding to the different deflections.

199. This figure was prepared for the purpose of drawing some defi-

nite conclusion in regard to the minimum permissible limits for ductility

and strength at the elastic limit load of rails, manufactured according

to the 100-lb. P. S. section.

200. It will be observed that a deflection of 2H in., the equivalent

of a 16-degree bend angle, has been indicated as the limit for ductility

of rails having an elastic limit of 150,000 lbs. or above. Below this elastic

limit load the limit for ductility is indicated by the oblique line and may
be computed by dividing 400,000 by the elastic limit load obtained from

the test rail. The quotient thus derived must be a result which will fall

to the right of the oblique line.

201. The limit for strength at the elastic limit load is arbitrarily

chosen from the results of these tests presented by the curves on the

diagram as 110,000 lbs. At this point there has been drawn on the figure

a horizontal dashed line.

202. Inasmuch as the test results obtained from 282 test rails of

different manufacture lie largely within this restricted area, the limits

imposed appear reasonable and justifiable. The wear of the rail prob-

ably is directly dependent on its elastic limit and its strength to resist

deflection is directly proportional to the elastic limit. It is, therefore,

essential that good stiff wearing rails should have high elastic limits,

providing their ductility is not decreased beyond a limit which might

produce a tendency toward brittleness, recognized as undesirable.

203. This diagram thus offers a basis upon which to purchase rails

insuring a product which would be serviceable, retaining all the advan-

tage of the drop test.

Fig. 21A—Elastic Limit Load, Q. B. T.—Deflection at Ultimate Load,

Q. B. T.
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Fig. 21.

—

Elastic Limit Load and Deflection at Ultimate Quick Bend
Test. 100-lb. P. S. Rail.

This diagram has been prepared as a proposed basis upon which to
purchase rails, insuring a serviceable product having all the advantages
of the drop test. Minimum limits for ductility and strength are shown
above and to the right of the dashed Hnes.
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\

Fig. 21-A.—Elastic Limit Load and Deflection at Ultimate, Quick
Bend Test. 125-lb. P. S. Rail.

The proposed minimum limits for ductility and strength at elastic

limit for rails rolled in accordance with the 12S-lt). P. S. section are

shown above and to the right of the dashed lines.
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204. The ela.stic limit load plotted as ordinate with the correspond-

ing deflection at ultimate load as abscissa for the 125-lb. P. S. rails

manufactured by the Bethlehem, Cambria, Maryland and Lackawanna

Steel mills is presented in Fig 21A. The equivalent bend angles in de-

grees are shown immediately above their respective deflections in inches.

205. Similar to Fig. 21, this diagram has been prepared to illustrate

the proposed minimum limits for ductility and strength at elastic limit of

rails rolled in accordance with the 125-lb. P. S. section.

206. In Fig. 21 it was shown that the minimum elastic limit load

for the 100-lb. P. S. rail was taken at 110,000 lbs. Inasmuch as the 125-

lb. P. S. rail possesses greater strength to resist bending, the fact is

appreciated that the elastic limit load should be raised accordingly, de-

pending upon the ratio of the respective moments of inertia for the two

sections. The moment of inertia of the 125-lb. P. S. section is 70 and

that of the 100-lb. P. S. section is 41.9, showing an increase in favor

of the 125-lb. P. S. section of 0.68. Thus the elastic limit load for the

125-lb. P. S. section was increased 70 per cent., approximately 190.000

lbs. The same bend angle limits, namely, from 16 to 23 degrees, arc

maintained because the test results plotted for both the 100- and 125-lb.

P. S. rails were obtained on the same span.

207. The limits thus imposed for the 125-lb. P. S. rail are shown

above and to the right of the dashed lines.

208. The limit for ductility requires that all rails having an elastic

limit load exceeding 255,000 lbs. shall not show a deflection at ultimate

load exceeding 2.5 in., the equivalent of a 16-degree bend angle. Rails

having an elastic limit load between 190,000 lbs., the minimum permissible

for strength, and 255,000 lbs. shall have for a deflection at ultimate load

a quotient, obtained by dividing 680,000 by the elastic limit load, which

will not fall to the left of the oblique line.

209. The limit for strength based on the elastic limit load is 190,000

lbs. This is slightly above the lowest elastic limit loads shown for the

test rails, and is deemed conservative.

210. It will be observed that the Cambria and Bethlehem curves lie

wholly within the restricted area, while a considerable portion of both

the Maryland and Lackawanna rails lies outside of the zone of ductility,

indicating that a portion of their product would be rejected on account

of low ductility under the proposed requirements.

Fig. 21B—Elastic Limit Load, Q. B. T.—Deflection at Ultimate Loa-t,

Q. B. T.

211. In order to show approximately what results might have been

expected if these rails had been tested on a 45-in. span instead of a

36-in. span, as actually used to obtain the curves shown on Fig. 21 A,

Fig. 21B has been made.

212. By referring to Fig. 20A it will be seen that the difference

of load of 125-lb. P. S. rail tested on the 45- and 36-in. spans amounts

to 50,000 lbs. If this difference be subtracted from the increments of
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Fig. 21-B.—Elastic Limit Load and Deflection at Ultimate, Quick
Bend Test. 125-lb. P. S. Rail.

This diagram shows that if these 125-lb. rails were tested on a 45-in.

span a greater percentage would be accepted than if tested on a 36-in.

span, indicated in Fig. 21-A.
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load, as shown on the ordinate of Fig. 21A, the range of ordinate scale

as shown in Fig. 21B will be the result.

213. Assuming that the deflections "d" of 125-lb. P. S. rail tested

on a 36-in. span, in ratio to the corresponding deflections "di" on a 45-

in. span follow the ratio of the lengths of span, we have

:

d ; di = 36-in. span : 45-in span.

214. The curves as shown on sheet, Fig. 21B, were equated from the

curves as shown on Fig. 21A in accordance with this ratio. In other

words, the results as shown on Fig. 21 B indicate results shown on Fig.

21A equated on the basis of a 45-in. span.

215. It must be borne in mind that these deductions are very gen-

eral, and should not be accepted as absolute. This process of deduction,

as will be seen by comparing Fig. 21A with Fig. 21 B, brings the curve for

the Lackawanna rail and a greater portion of the Maryland rail almost

wholly within the assumed limit of ductility.

Fig. 22—Rail Failures and New Rail Laid.

216. The number of 100-lb. P. S. rail failures per 100 track miles

of new rail for each year from 1909 to November 1, 1915. is shown in

Fig. 22. These failures are classed according to the makes of rails thai

failed. The mills represented are Bethlehem, Cambria, Carnegie, Lacka-

wanna, Maryland and Pennsylvania. The corresponding number of tons

of new 100-lb. P. S. rail laid each year during this interval is shown
at the top portion of the diagram.

217. A marked tendency toward a decrease in the number of rail

failures since 1909 may be observed in each instance, due no doubt to

the effort which has been made in the last few years to improve the

quality of the rail, and the age of rail in track. By referring to Fig.

A it will be oI)served tliat the Onen-Hcarth specification was introduced

about this time.

218. A comparison of the number of failures for each make of rail

shows that the greatest number occurred with the Lackawanna rail dur-

ing the year 1909, totaling 866.8 failures per 100 miles of new rail laid,

whereas Cambria had 548.2 and Bethlehem 416.8 failures.

219. For the years 1911 and 1912 Lackawanna rail again gave the

least satisfactory service based on its number of failures.

220. Comparing the total number of failures for the whole period

extending from 1909 to November 1, 1915, the Lackawanna rail had

1707.7, Cambria 1265.6, Bethlehem 980.7, Pennsylvania 779.3, Maryland

643.3, and Carnegie 369.4 failures per 100 track miles of new rail laid.

221. The Lackawanna test rails were shown in Fig. 12 to have the

lowest percentages of elongation at corresponding ultimate loads, and ai

the same time they possessed relatively low elastic moduli (Fig. 20) and

low ultimate loads for given elastic limits (Fig. 9). A low elasticity

together with a low ductility would indicate a tendency toward brittle-

ness, which might account for the large number of failures credited to

this rail, and it will be observed, Fig. 21, that a portion of the Lacka-
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Fig. 22.
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Rail F.^ilures and New Rail. 100-lb. P. S. Rati.

Number of failures for 100 track miles of new rail for each year

from 1909 to November 1, 1915, and the corresponding number of tons

nf new 100-lb. P. S. rail laid each vear during this interval.
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wanna test rails would have been rejected tor this reason under the

proposed minimum limit for ductility.

TABLE 1—COMPARATIVE MILL PRACTICE.

222. The results obtained from our 100- and 125-lb. P. S. rail, as

indicated in the preceding figures, differ to a more or less degree, depend-

ing upon the make of rail. This is due to the composition of the rail

and in some degree to the variation in mill practice. A study of the com-
parative rolling of these rails as practiced by the several mills from
which test rails were received is interesting and enables one to obtain

some idea pertaining to the comparative merits of the several practices,

based upon the quality of their respective rails as indicated by the quick

bend test.

223. Table 1 shows the base size of ingot in inches, the number
of rails rolled from each ingot, number of passes for the bloom and

also for the rail, and the total number of passes made to finish the rail.

The lower half of the table gives the area of the base of ingot in square

inches, the reduction in area obtained by dividing the area of the ingot

by the area of the finished rail to which it was rolled, and the reduction

in area per pass which is equal to the area reduction of the ingot divided

by the total number of passes necessary to finish the rail. This in-

formation is shown tabulated for the 100-lb. P. S. rails manufactured

by the Lackawanna, Bethlehem, Cambria, Illinois, Maryland and Car-

negie mills and for the 125-lb. rails made by the Lackawanna, Bethlehem,

Cambria and Maryland mills.

224. A stud}' of these data shows that the size of ingot used by each

of the several mills diff^ers in dimensions and area. The Cambria mill

uses two sizes of ingot in making steel rails, namely, 20 in. by 23 in. and

28 in. by 23 in.

225. The Lackawanna, Bethlehem and Cambria mills use the same

size ingot for rollingg 125-lb. P. S. rails as is used when rolling 100-

lb. P. S. rails. The Maryland mill rolls the 125-lb. P. S. rail from a

smaller ingot, namely, 19^ in. by 21^ in., than they employ when rolling

100-lb. P. S. rails, which is 21 in. by 23 in.

226. The Lackawanna mill uses the smallest ingot, namely, 19 in.

by 19 in., and the Cambria the largest ingot, or 28 in. by 23 in.

227. Comparing the mill practice of several manufacturers when
rolling 100-lb. P. S. rails, it will be observed that the Lackawanna mill

rolls three rails per ingot, making in the blooming and rail mills a total

of 15 passes. Its ingot area reduction is relatively the lowest, or 36.21.

but its reduction in area per pass, 2.41, is above the average, being

only exceeded by the Illinois mill practice. The test results plotted in

Fig. 12 showed Lackawanna rail to be comparatively the lowest ductilitv.

228. Bethlehem mill uses a slightly 'larger ingot, from which it

rolls six 100-lb. P. S. rails, the largest number rolled per ingot in any

of the several mills considered. A total of 26 passes is made in the

blooming and rail mills. The ingot area reduction is 43.83, and the
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reduction in area per pass is 1.69, indicating a very gradual reduction

in area from ingot to rail. This rail, similar to Lackwanna rail, was very

low in ductility compared with other rails, and possessed all the indica-

tions of a hard rail.

229. The Cambria and Illinois mills roll five 100-lb. P. S. rails per

ingot, and the Maryland and Carnegie mills roll four rails per ingot.

230. Comparing the ingot area reduction for each of these mills, it

is seen that for the Illinois and Maryland ingots the difference is very

slight, the reduction being a little in excess of 48, whereas the reduction

in area per pass for the Illinois mill is 2.67, while that for the Maryland

mill is 1.86 or considerably lower. Maryland rail showed good ductility

as well as strength, and Illinois rail displayed a quality above the average.

Cambria mill, when rolling 100-lb. P. S. rail from 28 in. by 23 in. ingot,

produces the largest ingot area reduction and, with a total of Zl passes,

causes a reduction per pass of 1.75. When rolling the smaller 20 in. by

23 in. ingot, the ingot area reduction is reduced to 46.14 and the reduction

in area per pass is 1.71. Cambria rail possesses a high elasticity com-

pared with most of the other rails, as shown in Fig. 20. Carnegie mili

uses a 23^ in. by 23j^ in. ingot, the area reduction of which is 55.39,

a figure above the average. The reduction in ingot area per pass is

2.30, or slightly below that of Lackawanna practice. These rails showed

good ductility at ultimate load. Fig. 12, but rails from No. 1 rolling

possessed a very low elasticity. The variation in the product obtained

from two different roHings made at Carnegie mill has been noticeable

in the various diagrams, and illustrates that a constant procedure, as out-

lined in the table and adhered to by the mill, plays a very small if not

insignificant part in maintaining a consistency in the quality of its

product.

231. The indication is that where the mill practice has required an

ingot of 460 sq. in. of area or above, from which four or five 100-lb.

P. S. rails are rolled, necessitating an ingot area reduction per pass rang-

ing between 1.7 and 1.86, the corresponding rails have given results by

the quick bend test which are above the average.

232. Referring to the rolling of 125-lb. P. S. rails as done by the

Lackawanna, Bethlehem, Cambria and Maryland mills, Table 1 shows

that the Lackawanna, Bethlehem and Cambria mills use tlie same size ingot

as is poured for the 100-lb. P. S. rail. Maryland mill uses a smaller ingot.

Bethlehem and Maryland mills roll 4, Cambria 5 and Lackawanna 3 rails

per ingot, which is similar to the number rolled in each instance when
making 100-lb. P. S. rails. Likewise the number of passes made
in the blooming and rail mills are alike for 100 and 125 P. S. rails

:

however, the ingot area reduction differs in each case. It ranges be-

tween 51.52 for Cambria rail when rolled from the larger size ingot to

28.82 for the Lackawanna rail. The reduction in ingot area per pass

ranges between 1.26 for the Maryland and 1.93 for the Cambria rail.

Bethlehem and Cambria 125-lb. P. S. rails exhibit a greater degree of

ductility, Fig. 12A, than either the Maryland or Lackawanna rails, al-
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though the Maryland and Lackawanna rails possess relatively high elastic

limits, Fig. 20. As in the case of the 100-lb. P. S. rail rolled by the Mary-

land mill, it is believed that the increased strength shown by the 125-lb.

P. S. rail made by the same mill is due to its nickel-chromium content.

233. Considering ductility and strength at elastic limit combined,

the Cambria rail, having a very large total reduction, showed best results.

COMPARISON OF VALUES OF QUICK BEND AND DROP
TEST METHOD IN THE DETERMINATION OF

ELASTICITY.

234. If the stresses in rails caused by repeated loads or shocks are

kept within the elastic limit, the grains under strain will return to their

normal condition after load has been removed and, therefore, the stresses

cannot cause failure of the material due to the breaking up or distortion

of the grain structure.

235. On the contrary, if the stresses exceed the elastic limit, the

grain cohesion of the material will be impaired by internal deformation,

and repeated loads of less magnitude than the original ultimate strength

of the material will cause rupture.

236. Hence the consideration of the elastic modulus of the rail is of

primary importance in the determination of its wearing qualities and its

stiffness.

237. Accurate knowledge of the elasticity can be obtained from the

records of quick bend tests (see Fig. K), but cannot be determined from

the drop test, because the elastic limit must be exceeded by the first blow

of the tup, and the permanent set in the material after the first blow is

only approximately a function of its comparative elasticity.

238. Furthermore, Table 3 seems to demonstrate that a general rela-

tion also exists between the elastic limit and the corresponding hard-

ness, and, as indicated by results from other trials, the wearing quality

of the rail is a function of the hardness.

TABLE 3.

Note.—Tlie figures indicate the order of stiffness and relative Brinell

Iiardness as taken from Fig. 20 and Fig. 16, respectively.

Elastic Limit Load.

Deflection at Brinell Hardness.

Manufacture. Elastic Limit Load. Elastic Limit Loaa.

Illinois 1 2

Maryland* 2 3

Cambria 3 4
Carnegie, No. 1 4 1

Lackawanna 5 6

Bethlehem 6 5

Carnegie, No. 2 7 7

(*Nickel and chromium content.)
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239. Therefore, the quick bend test apparently is of more definite

value than the drop test in the determination of the elastic limit, which

we believe reflects the wearing qualities and working strength of rails.

240. From the service records showing wear of the rails which

were rolled from the same melts as the corresponding test rails having

known elastic limits, as shown by the quick bend tests, it may be devel-

oped what maximum and minimum values for the elastic limit are de-

sirable, and when these values have been determined it will be possible

to ascertain the fitness of a given rail for service from the standpoint of

wear from its quick-bend test record.

COMPARISON OF VALUES OF QUICK BEND AND DROP TEST
METHODS IN THE DETERMINATION OF DUCTILITY.

241. The standard method of drop test now in general use has

been credited with a value in the determination of ductility of the rail

which, except for extreme brittleness, it probably does not possess, owing

to the fact that the elastic limit is always exceeded on the first blow of

the tup. Furthermore, the absolute ultimate load cannot be assumed

as being proportional to the number of blows, because each succeeding

blow measures only the properties of the steel after accumulative stretch

has taken place, and the blow immediately preceding rupture might

have exhausted the strength of the rail to such an- extent as to require

but a small portion of the next blow to effect failure.

242. Evidently one of the reasons that the various curves from

drop tests do not have the same uniformity as the analogous curves from

the quick bend test may be attributed to the foregoing fact.

243. Charts obtained by means of the quick bend test afford oppor-

tunities for observing the elastic limit and deflection at ultimate load,

and the records between these two points clearly indicate the ductile

range of the rail material.

244. Since the ductile stage of the rail is reached only after the

elastic property, which is no doubt a function of both stiffness and

hardness, has been exceeded, this fact would tend to force the ductility

into a secondary position of importance, compared with the elastic limit.

245. However, that ductility is desirable between certain limits in

rail material is acknowledged, and having definite information of this

property in a rail, as measured by deflection, the service records of rails

of known ductile properties may be kept, and correlating these records

with the ductility of the rails as determined by the quick bend test,

upper and lower limits of this characteristic may be accurately fixed and
be used as the proper basis for a specification.

246. A review of the following table, which shows a comparison of

the relative Quick Bend and Drop Test results of ductility, indicates

that the former is much more definite in determining this characteristic.
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TABLE 4.

Comparisons of Order of Ductility as Determined by the Quick Bend
and Drop Tests.

Note.—The figures indicate the order of ductihty, as taken from

Figs. 12 and 13 of Quick Bend Test, and Figs. 1 and 2 of Drop Test.

Both total elongation and permanent set are functions of ductility.

Quick Bend Test Drop Test
Ult. Load No. of Blows No. of Blozvs

Ult.Load Def.at Total Elong. Per Set
Manufacture ' Total Elong. Ult. Load at Break Before Break

Maryland* 1 1 5 6
Carnegie No. 2 2 2 4 5

Illinois 3 3 2 3
Carnegie No. 1 4 4 6 4
Cambria --S 5 1 1

Bethlehem 6 6 7 7
Lackawanna • • 7 7 3 2

(*Nickel and Chromium Content.)

247. As total elongation of a material under transverse test is a

function of its corresponding deflection, the figures. Table 4, indicating

the order of ductility as taken from Figs. 12 and 13, Quick Bend Test,

and Figs. 1 and 2, Drop Test, should fall in order relatively. The Quick

Bend Test orders of ductility show perfect relation, whereas it is evident

that the results of the Drop Test do not follow any constant order.

COMPARISON OF VALUES OF THE QUICK BEND AND DROP
TEST METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION

OF HARDNESS.

248. In the original program of these tests it was intended lo cor-

relate those characteristics of rails as determined by the drop test and

marked on the test rails at the mills which indicated hardness, viz.

:

which broke on the second drop; which showed less than 1.1 in. per-

manent set under the first blow of tup ; and those which were in the

high range of carbon, with the results obtained from the quick bend

tests.

249. However, results contrary to expectations were obtained in

that these characteristics were not confined to those portions of the

resulting curves which should indicate hardness of material, but were

scattered along the whole length of the curves, showing hardness where

ductility was to be expected, and vice versa, thus nullifying the object

of this portion of the investigation.

250. On the other hand, results were obtained from the quick bend

test indicating conditions which exist throughout the elastic stage, and

since the hardness which is available for wearing purposes probably lies

within the range of elasticity, it is shown to correspond with the results

obtained from the quick bend test.

251. Also, where the metal under the quick bend test has passed the

elastic limit the same objection to comparison with respect to hardness
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was found to exist as in the drop test. This is verified by the compari-

sons of Figs. 16 and 17.

252. The Fig. 16, Elastic Limit Load plotted against Brinell Hard-

ness being within the elastic stage, shows a greater difference of hardness

between the various rails than that as indicated on Fig. 17, load at 2-in.

deflection plotted against Brinell hardness, which is within the ductile

stage; thus again indicating that the comparative wearing quality of

the material may be proportional to the elastic stage only, and, if such

is the case, indicates a further point of superiority of the quick bend test

over the drop test for determining the wearing properties of rail material.

253. This fact is seemingly established in the test results as shown

in Table 5, in which the rails of the respective manufacturers are ar-

ranged in order of stiffness as shown on Fig. 20, and the order of

hardness as shown on Figs. 16 and 17. From this table it will be seen

that the order of hardness at elastic limit load, with the exception of

the Carnegie No. 1 rail, follows the order of stiffness much more closely

than that at 2-in. deflection, due to the fact that in the kttter case the

metal has passed the elastic limit and is in the ductile range, where the

hardness has increased. The hardness of rails at rupture approaches

uniformity probably due to cold drawing action in the material.

TABLE 5.

Note.—The figures indicate the order of stiffness and the relative

Brinell hardness at elastic stage and ductile stage, as taken from Figs.

20 and 16 and 17, respectively.

Hardness
Ductile Stage

Stiffness Hardness Brinell

Elastic Limit Load Elastic Stage Hardness
Def. at Brinell Hardness Load at

Manufacture Elastic Limit Load Elastic Limit Load 2-in. Deflection

Illinois 1 2 5

Maryland* ••... 2 3 7

Cambria 3 4 3

Carnegie No. 1.-.. 4 1 2

Lackawanna 5 6 6

Bethlehem .. 6 5 1

Carnegie No. 2 ........ . 7 7 4

(*Nickel and Chromium Content.)

CONCLUSIONS.

254. The quick bend test makes possible the determination of the

following information in regard to the rail

:

Elastic Limit
Stiffness.

Load Corresponding to Any Given Deflection.

Ultimate Load.
Toughness.
Deflection at Various Loads.
Total Elongation at Ultimate Load.
Graphic Record of the Behavior of Rail Throughout Entire

Test.

Condition of Material at Point of Fracture.
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255. The drop test makes possible the determination of the follow-

ing information in regard to the rails

:

Permanent set for each blow.

Permanent set for the first blow, an approximate function of

the elastic limit.

Elongation for each blow.

Number of blows at given heights of drop.

Condition of material at point of fracture.

Brittleness.

256. From a comparison of the above it can be shown that the

principal difference lies in the fact that there is no information in regard

to elasticity of the rail which may be determined from the drop test.

Another property which can be more definitely determined from the

quick bend test is the ductility, since it is possible to make a precise

study of the relation existing between the deflections and loads at points

between elastic limit load and ultimate load.

257. The other comparisons appearing in the report are interesting,

but of minor importance because they do not illustrate cause and effect,

but merely attempt to make arbitrary comparisons between the various

characteristics of the materials.

258. Hence, rail steel with a high elastic modulus, which, accord-

ing to Table 3, should have correspondingly high strength and hardness,

and having a suitable range of ductility after the .elastic limit has been

passed, seems to be the material most desirable, from a standpoint of

wear, stiffness and toughness.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

259. 1st. The possibilities of this test as a means of securing a

more durable steel with the proper toughness we believe is of sufficient

importance to warrant making the quick bend test in conjunction with

the drop test on this year's rolling of rails, and we would so recommend.

260. 2nd. We recommend that the manufacturer at each mill be

requested to cooperate with us in these tests, to be based upon the at-

tached revision of the present rail specification (see Appendix 1). This

in order that they may learn with us what the substitution of this test

for the present physical requirements would mean to them in a more

uniform product and one more nearly meeting the requirements of our

service. We offer this substitutte specification subject to such revision

as may be developed, based upon the trial suggested in our first recom-

mendation.

261. 3rd. We suggest that a certain proportion of each mill's roll-

ing, which indicates, from the results of the quick bend test, good and

poor wearing qualities, should be placed in service under observation, to

determine if our analysis of the test data is confirmed by the service

which the steel gives in the track.

Approved : J. F. Wallis, Correct : C. D. Young,

Gen'l Supt. of M. P., Lines East. Engineer of Tests.

R. Trimble, Ch. Eng. M. of W., Lines West.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.

[This tentative quick bend test supplement to the Pennsylvania Railroad

System rail specifications is based on the 125-Ib. P. S.

rail results (see Fig. 21B.) ]

Quick Bend Tests.

7. The physical qualities >hall be determined b\ the Quick Bend

1 ests.

Quick Bend Testing Machine.

8. The quick bend testing machine shall bt a horizontal hydraulic

press of not less than 350 tons capacity.

(a) The head of the ram shall have a bearing face with a radius

of five inches.

(b) The foundation for the supports for the test specimens shall

be adequate to rigidly sustain the total load applied by the press.

(c) The supports for the test specimens shall be sjiaced forty-eight

inches between bearing points, and shall be securely fastened to the

foundation. The bearing surfaces of the supports shall lie in the same

liori^iontal plane and, on the sides toward the ram, shall pass over ?

small radius (bearing points) and extend downward at an angle of 4."-

degrees with the horizontal. (See Fig. L.)

(d) An hydraulic indicator shall be connected with the press so

that the pressure on the head of the ram is registered by the pen arm

on a vertical scale, and the distance rotated 1)\ the cxlinder is propf)r-

cional to the travel of the ram head.

(e) The speed of the ram shall ap])roxi!nate 13 ft. per minuti.-

when allowed free travel.

Quick Bend Test Specimens.

9. (a) Quick bend tests shall hi- mack- on specimens uf rail not

less than four feet six inches and not more than six feet long. These

test specimens shall be cut from the top end of the tijp rail of the ingot

and marked on the longitudinal center of the head with a prick punch

for centering the test specimen under the fulcrum point of the ram.

(b) Where it is necessary to test rails lower than the first rail,

the bottom of the first rail in lieu of the top of the second rail; and the

bottom of the second rail in lieu of the- top of the third rail, will be

accepted if preferred by the manufacturer.

Temperature of Test Specimens.

10. The temperature of the te«t si)eciniens shall be between 60 and

120 degrees Fahrenheit.

118:^,
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Test.

11. The test specimen shall be placed head upwards on the sup-

ports with the center punch marks in the head directly under the fulcrum

point on the ram and be subjected to pressure by the ram until rupture

occurs. Simultaneously with this operation an indicator card shall be

taken showing the pressure exerted and the distance traveled by the ram.

Elasticity or Stiffness Test.

12. (a) The load at elastic limit shall not be less than 140,000 lb.

for test specimens having a deflection at ultimate load of 3.65 inches or

over, nor less than 205,000 ft. for test specimens having a deflection at

ultimate load of 2.5 inches, and for any test specimen, the product of

the elastic limit load multiplied by the corresponding deflection at ulti-

mate load shall not be less than 512,500 lbs. This relation may be

512,500

expressed by the equation rr r~r-.—r= Deflection at ultimate load.
Elastic Limit

Ductility or Toughness Test.

13. (a) The deflection at ultimate load for any test specimen shall

be not less than 2.5 inches, and when less tlian 3.65 inches it shall be

so related to the elastic limit load that it will satisfy the equation in

Section 12.

(The words "interior defect" in the following sections shall be

interpreted to mean : Seams, lamination, cavities or interposed for-

eign matter, made visible by tlie quick bend test, the saws or the

drills.)

Number of Tests.

14. Test specimens shall be selected from the second, middle and

last full ingot of each melt, and all three pieces shall undergo the com-

plete set of physical tests.

Acceptance of Rails.

15. (a) If all the test specimens are shown to meet the require-

ments of Sections 12 and 13, all of the rails of the melt shall be accepted

as No. 1 or No. 2 classification, according to the limits defined in Sec-

tion 16, provided that the test specimens, wlien broken, do not show

interior defects.

(b) If any of the test specimens fail to meet the requirements of

Sections 12 or 13, or if all the test specimens shall meet the require-

ments of Sections 12 or 13, but, when broken, show interior defects, all

of the top rails from that melt shall be rejected.

(c) Second tests shall then be made from three test specimens

selected by the inspector from the top ends of any second rails from the

same melt, preferably the same ingot (Par. b. Section 9). If all of the

test specimens are shown to meet the requirements of Sections 12 and

13, all of the remainder of the melt shall be accepted as No. 1 or Ne. 2
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classification, according to the limits defined in Section 16, provided that

the test specimens, when broken, do not show interior defects.

(d) If any of the test specimens fail to meet the requirements of

Sections 12 and 13, or if all of the test specimens shall meet the require-

ments of Sections 12 and 13, but, when broken, show interior defects.

all of the second rails of the melt shall be rejected.

(e) Third tests shall then be made from three test specimens

selected by the inspector from the top ends of any third rails of the

same melt, preferably the same ingot (Par. b, Section 9). If all of the

test specimens are shown to meet the requirements of Sections 12 and

13, all of the remainder of the melt shall be accepted as No. 1 or No. 2

classification, according to the limits defined in Section 16, provided that

the test specimens, when broken, do not show interior defects.

(f) If any of the test specimens fail to meet the requirements of

Sections 12 and 13, or if all of the test specimens shall meet the require-

ments of Sections 12 and 13, but, when broken, show interior defects,

all of the remainder of the rails from that nieh shall be rejected.

Classification of Rails According to Physical Defects.

16. (a.) No. 1 classification rails shall be free from injurious

defects and flaws of all kinds.

(b) Rails which, by reason of surface imperfections, or from causes

mentioned in Section 28 hereof, are not classed as No. 1 rails, will be

accepted as No. 2 rails, but No. 2 rails which contain imperfections in

such number or of such character as will, in the judgment of the in-

spector, render them unfit for recognized No. 2 uses, will not be accepted

for shipment.

(c) No. 2 rails to the extent of 5 per cent, of the whole order

will be received. All rails accepted as No. 2 rails shall have the ends

painted white and shall have two prick punch marks on the side of the

web, near the heat number near the end of the rail, so placed as not

to be covered by. the splice bars.

Appendix No. 2.

The test data used in plotting the curves shown on the drop and
quick bend test diagrams are shown on sheets Nos. 1 to 26, inclusive.

(Inasmuch as the results in the tables have been plotted on the

diagrams, which have been reproduced, only sheets Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4

have been copied herein on the following pages as samples.)
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(Inasmuch as the results in the tables have Iieen plotted on the
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SOME TRANSVERSE FISSURE RAILS ON THE LOUIS-

VILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD.

By M. H. WiCKHORST, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee.

This report gives the results of the examination of eleven rails which

broke on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad, showing transverse fissures.

The failures occurred at different times between January, 1916, and May.

1916, both inclusive, and on different divisions. The rails were 80-lb.,

except one, which was a 90-lb. rail, and were made at dififerent times

from 1904 to 1912 by the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The tests were made at Ensley, Ala., at the works of the Tennessee Coal,

Iron & Railroad Company, who kindly furnished all the facilities for the

work. The tests made consisted of bending in a gag press, chemical

analyses, tensile tests and polishing of cross-sections of the head. A list

of the rails examined together with some information concerning them

is given in Table 1

:

T.\BLE 1

—

Rails Examined.

Serial

Letter
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fissure %xlV2 in. on the gage side of the head. Tlie brand mark was

T. C. I. Co. 80 A S 111111111-04. and the heat number was 4010, stamped

on the same side. The gage side, as shown liy the general appearance of

the rail and pjirticularly by the wear mark made liy the rubbing of the

wheel flanges en the side of the head, was the side opposite to the brand

side.

Rail H— Received 14 in., showing Ij/^xlj/j-in. fissure nn .sage side of

rail. Heat number shown by label on the piece.

Rail C— Received 22 in. showing l^^xl^-in. fissure. The gage side

could not be determinetl. The sample was evidently from the end of

the rail, as it contained drill holes. Heat number shown by label on the

piece.

Rail U—Received two pieces, one 17 in. and the other 19 in. long.

Both pieces showed fissures on the gage side of the head. Heat number

.shown by labels.

Rail E— Received 13 in., showing fissure on gage side of head. Heat

number shown by label.

Rail F— Received 17 in., showing a lxl-V4-in. fissure on the gage side

of the head. The number of this rail is shown as 8038, but the label

on the piece gave the number as 8038 or 8088, the marking on the rail

presumably having been uncertain.

Rail G—Received 33 ft. in three pieces. Tliere was one fracture

at 15 ft. 10 in. from the front end, which had been produced by nicking

and breaking at the place, and showed no fissure. There was another

fracture at 17 ft. 9 in. from the from end which showed a -Mxl.'^-i"-

fissure on the gage side. The brand on the rail was T. C. L Co. 80 A S

Open-Hearth 12-07 and the heat number was C 29. The gage side was

on the brand side.

Rail H^—Received 33 ft. in six pieces. Three of the fractures showed

fissures as follows: A lxH,^-in. fissure on the gage side, at 2 ft. 5 in.

from the front end of the rail; a l^-in. fissure on the gage side at 5 ft.

4 in. from the front end; a lxl]^-in. fissure on the gage side at 10 ft. 9 in.

from the front end. The brand on the rail was 800 O H Tennessee

6-1910. The heat number on the opposite side was 10391-D. The gage

side was opposite to the brand side.

Rail I—Received 33 ft., except that a portion of 1 ft. I'l- in. was

missing. The rail as received showed no fissure. The fracture with the

fissure was presumably in this missing portion, and about 10'/2 ft. from

the front end of the rail. The rail was received in three pieces, one 3 ft.

V/i in. long, another 6 ft. lO/j in. long, and the other 21 ft. 11 in. long,

the end surfaces showing saw cuts or a nick and break. The brand on

the rail was 800 O H Tennessee 1-1911, and the heat number stamped

on the opposite side was 60826 A. The gage side was opposite to the

brand side.

Rail J—Received 31 ft. 1 in., which seemed to be the full length of

the rail. It was received in two pieces, showing a fracture 26 ft. 7 in.
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t'roti, the front end, witli a L\l',;<-'n. fissure on the gage side. The brand

on the rail was 800 O H Tennessee 2-lQll, and the heat number stamped

on the opposite side was 50850 A. The gage side was opposite to the

brand side.

Rail K—Received 33 ft. except that a portion 1 ft. 2 in. was missing.

The rail as received showed no fissure and the fracture with the fissure

was presumably removed with the missing portion, which had evidently

been sawed off. The rail was received in two pieces, one 3 ft. 8K^ i"-

long, and the ofher 28 ft. I'j in. long. The fissure was probably about 4

ft. from the front end. The brand on the rail was 90 A R A 903 O H
Tennessee 12-1912, and tlie heat number on the other side was 21724 E.

This was a 90-11). rail, while all the others were 80 lbs. per yd.

TESTS MADE

From each of the rails sample? were cut from near a fissure as

follows :

1 inch for polishing of head sectinn.

11 inches for tensile tests.

2 inches for analyses.

1 inch for polishing of head section.

FISSURES.

The fissures that showed in the broken pieces as received at the Enslev

Works are shown as Fig. 1. Rails I and K are missing from this group,

as short pieces, presumably containing the fissures, had been removed. The

fractures were considerably weathered and battered, but two types of

fissure can be recognized—the simple transverse fissure with a granular

nucleus surrounded by the polished surface as in B 2 and D 2, and the com^

pound or coalescent t\ jie, in which both horizontal and transverse cracks

occur as in J 1.

In order to detcrm'ne what other fissures were present in the rails.

the longer pieces were bent in a gag press with the head down. The

I ails so tested were A. (i. H, T. J and K. Rails G. I and K did not

i>reak in this test and therefore no other fissures were found in them. Six

breaks were obtained in Ivail A. four breaks showing fissures and two

without fissures. A break at 3 ft. 3 in. from the front end and another

at 5 ft. 6 in. showed no fissures, but the break in each case radiated

from a "gray spot" near the middle of the head, showing that the break

started in the interior. There was a f^x?s-in. fissure at 8 ft. 8 in., slight

fissures at 23 ft. 2 in. and 2? ft. in., and a ^ jx^s-in. fissure at 27 ft. 9 in.

The six fractures in Rail .\ are shown in Fig. 2.

Rail H gave one fracture at 31 ft. 6 in. from liie head end, showing a

'2x'4-in. fissure on the gage side, also shown in Fig. 2. This fissure is of

the compound type, the transverse part of the fissure shown in the picture
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J/^^'M.

Fig. 2

—

Fractures of Rails Broken in Gag F*ress.
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having apparently worked down from a horizontal fissure near the gage

side and about 3/^ inch below the top of the head.

Rail J broke at 5 ft. 5 in. from the front end, showing a vertical split

on the gage side and also broke at 30 ft. 5 in., showing a long interior hori-

zontal flaw almost the full width of the rail head. These breaks are shown

in Fig. 3.

CHEMICAL ANALYSES.

From the head of each rail, two samples were taken for analyses from

near an original break. One sample was from an upper corner of the head,

called the O position (outside), and the other sample was from the in-

terior of the head near the web, called the M position (middle). The re-

sults of the analyses are given in Table 2

:

Table 2

—

Analyses.

Year
Rolled
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For more convenient presentation these results are shown graphically

in Fig. 4, the amounts of each element being represented by vertical lines.

The broken line represents the percentage of the element in the O position.

or the outer metal, and the full line represents the percentage in the M
position, or the interior metal. Horizontal dotted lines are drawn on the

diagrams to represent the limits in the present American Railway En-
gineering Association specifications as follows : Carbon, .53 to .66 per cent,

for the 80-lb. rails and .62 to .75 per cent, for rail K, which was a 90-lb.

rail
;
phosphorus, maximum, .04 per cent. ; manganese. .60 to .90 per cent.

As regards carbon, it will be noted that this element was mostly close

to or a little above the upper limit of present-day specifications, although

most of the results were below .75 per cent, carbon. The phosphorus was
high in most of the rails, especially those made in 1907, and the years pre-

vious. -\t the present time sulphur is not specified, although there was

Fjg. 3

—

Fr.\ctlrks in R.\ii. J Brokfx ix Gag F'rkss.

furmerly a maximum limit of .06 per cent. .\11 the rails came well within

this limit and the earlier rails were especially low in sulphur. As re-

gards manganese, five of the rails were within the specification limits, two
exceeded them and four fell below the minimum limit. The silicon wh>
very low in Rails A to G, inclusive, made up to and including 1907.

Rail J showed considerable segregation of carbon, phosphorus and

sulphur; that is, there was a considerable increase of these elements in

the interior of the section, but the other rails showed a fairly even dis-

tribution of the elements throughout the head, as determined by samples

from the two locations. It is interesting to note that the fissnr/s in Rail

J. as shown in the original fracture and the two fractures in the gag
press, were of the compound type. The breaks consisted mostly of longi-

tudinal splits, both vertical and horizontal, with the transverse fissures

apparently branching off as secondary.

TENSILE TESTS.

From each rail, 11 mrhe^ wa> iin ironi near liie original break, for

tensile tests, except that a tew pieces were loo short for obtaining the
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full 11 inches and shorter pieces were therefore used. From each piece

seven test pieces were cut as shown in Fig. 5, except that the centers

of the pieces from the flanges were 1^ in. from the edges of the flanges

instead of ?s in- as shown on the diagram, which change was made on

account of the thinness of the flange on the 80 A. S. C. E. section. The

test pieces were about 11 in. long and 3,^ in. in diameter, except at the mid-

dle, where they were turned to ^/2 inch diameter for a gage length of 2

inches. The pieces were pulled in a 300,000-lb machine, being held by

wedge grips. The "a" sample from the corner of the head and the "f"

sample from the flange were from the .gage side of the rail as near as

could be judged liy the appearance of the sides of tlie rail head.

Fig. 5

—

I.oc.\tioxs of Tensile Test Piece?.

The centers of the pieces from the flanges were If^ in. from edge of flange

instead of '/f, in. as shown.

The results of the tensile tests are shown m Table 3. The tensile

strength is expressed in pounds per square inch. The elongation is the

per cent, of stretch in two inches and the reduction of area is the per

cent, of the original area of cross-section. For more convenient com-

parison the elongation results are plotted in Fig. 6. One specially notice-
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Table 3

—

Tensile Tests.

Year
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Table 3—Continued.

Year
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able feature about these results is the low elongation of the test pieces

from the C position or interior of the head. Although two or three of

the samples showed good elongation, most of them were low and in a

large part of the samples the elongation was very low or almost nothing.

In the other positions the elongation was generallj' good and was very-

good in the two flanges.

1

1

I

1
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POLISHED SECTIONS.

From near an original break two sections were cut, about 14 inches

apart and about one inch thick. The heads of these sections were exam-

ined for cracks by polishing with emery, etching several minutes with a

20 per cent, solution of copper-potassium chloride and finally polishing the

etched surface with tripoli. The action of the emery in the first polish-

ing is to "smear over" a fine crack so that it does not show. The etching

or pickling opens the crack a little more and the final polishing with

a mild acting material like tripoli renders the crack visible. In addition

to the 22 sections taken as above, other head sections were cut from

near the fractures obtained in the gag press, making a total of 32 sections

examined. Of these, 27 sections showed one or more cracks, while 5

sections did not show cracks. Of the 9 sections examined from Rail A,

4 did not show cracks, and of the 4 sections from Rail J, one did not

show cracks. The 21 sections that showed cracks are illustrated, reduced

in size, in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, which show the locations of the cracks.

Photographs of six of these sections are reproduced about two-thirds

natural size, in Fig. 10, which are given as samples to show more nearly

the actual appearance of the cracks, although it is very difficult to show

the smaller cracks, and most of these do not show in the final illustrations.

A study of the diagrams discloses some important information con-

cerning the physical condition of the interior of the heads of these rails.

It will be noted that, taken as a whole, the rails showed a torn or cracked

condition in a zone surrounding the middle of the head, with a tendency

to extend down toward the web. All of the rails examined showed this

condition, although not in all of the sections examined. To what extent

these cracks existed in the original rails and to what extent they developed

in service, this investigation does not show. Tlie sections of Rail J showed

vertical and horizontal splits, and as already commented on, the transverse

fissure in this rail seems evidently to have been a secondary, and not the

primary break.

SUMMARY.

1. An examination was made of eleven rails which broke on the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad showing transverse fissures. The rails

were made at diflferent times from 1904 to 1912, and were from three to

eleven years old when broken.

2. The tests made consisted of bending in a gag press, chemical

analyses, tensile tests and polishing of cross-sections of the head. They

were made at Ensley, Ala., at the works of the Tennessee Coal, Iron &
Railroad Company, who kindly furnished all the facilities for the work.

3. The fissures were of two types, the simple transverse and the

compound or coalescent t5rpe. In the compound t^^pe, the main part of the

fissure was a horizontal interior crack with the transverse part branching

off from it, probably as a secondary break.
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—

Cracks Found in Polished Sections.
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4. From each rail chemical analysis was made of a sample from an

upper corner of the head and from the interior of the head. The early

rails were high in phosphorus and the rarhnn in all had a tendency to

V V

Kl

Fig. 9

—

Cracks Found in Polished Sections.

be up toward or above the specification limits for 80-lb. rail, although

most of the rails were below .75 per cent, carbon. Most of the rails had

the elements fairly evenly distributed throughout the section. Only one

showed considerable segregation of the segregating elements, carbon, phos-
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phorus and sulphur and this belonged rather to the "split head" type of

failure than to the "transverse fissure" tj-pe.

5. Tensile samples were taken from each rail from seven locations

in the section, three from the head, one from the web, one from the

base and one from each flange. Most of these samples showed good

V\(,. 10- Rei'Uoi!('( rioNs oi- PiiuTiii.KAims (iK .SrvKRAi I'oi.isiii-.ii Sixriox-

rensilf ijroperiifs except iliip>e h>>m the iiiterinr of the iiead. Taken as a

whole, the metal from the interior nf the head was very low in ductility.

6. Cross-sections of the liead were ciu from near the original breaks

and the breaks obtained in the gag press. These were examined for

cracks by first polishing with emery, then etching with copper-potassium
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chloride solution and tinally polishing with tripoli. This examination

showed that in general there was a torn or cracked condition in the in-

terior of the heads of these rails.

7. In conclusion it may be said that chemically these rails showed a

tendency toward hardness. The phosphorus was high in the earlier rails.

The carbon was near or a little above the specification limit for 80-lh.

rails, although mostly below .75 per cent. In general the rails were free

from considerable segregation. Physically the rails showed good prop-

erties except in the interior of the head, where the metal contained numer-

ous small cracks and was oi low ductility. This investigation did not,

however, show lo what extent this poor nliysical condition inside tlie

liead existed in tin- urigin.'U rails as made, and to what extent it developi-d

in -urvire.



Appendix J.

THE RAIL FAILURE SITUATION.

I>\ \1. H. WiCKHORST, Enginetr of Tests. Kail Cnnimittef.

Ill this paper it is proposed to take up the general subject of rail

failures and consider their types, their causes and the remedies to be ap-

plied in the light of our present knowledge.. This subject has been dis-

cussed at different times and it is proposed to revise these discussions

where necessary and present the matter in accordance with our present

ideas. The paper gives the individual views of tlie writer and is not in-

tended as an official expression of the Rail Committee.

The average numl)er of rail failures for 100 track miles for tht-

United States and Canada is given in the table below, taken from the

report of rail failure statistics for 191.T. This table shows the failures

from the time laid to October 31. 1915. and is the average for the whole

coMntry. including lioth Bessemer and Open-Hearth rails:

^(-:.j 1
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where from a foot or two to several yards in length. The external appear-

ance may show only a crushing of the head ; but, when broken, the rail

will show a vertical or obliquely vertical crack in the interior of the head

running lengthwise of the rail. An illustration of this type of failure

is given in Fig. 1. This kind of failure is confined mostly to metal show-

ing considerable interior segregation of carbon, phosphorus and sulphur,

attended more or less with laminations, streaks and slag seams. Usually,

also, along with this interior condition there is a softness of the outer

portions of the rail section, including the top of the head. The "pean-

ing" or "ironing" action of the rolling wheels causes a side spread of

the top part of the head. The outer metal has practically always sufficient

ductility to stand this side spread, but if the interior metal has not. it

Fig. 1. Split Head.

develops a crack, which keeps growing until a split head results. The

crack generally comes to the surface at the under side of the head at

its junction with the web, but sometimes it extends downward into the

web and comes to the surface at the side of the web. Abstractly stated,

split heads may be said to be due to a lack of transverse ductility in the

interior of the head.

INTERNAL FISSURES.

Strictly speaking, a split head is a case of internal fissure, but this

latter term is usually applied to a type of failure that has become promi-

nent in recent years while the split head is an old type and was long

known as "piped" rail. Internal fissures may be divided into three groups

as follows :

(1) Simple transverse fissure.

(2) Simple horizontal fissure.

(3) Compound fissure.

The simple transverse fissure is probably the most numerous and

an illustration of it is given in Fig. 2. This type of failure first came

prominently to public attention in Mr. Howard's report on the Man-
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Chester wreck on the Lehigli X'alley Railroad that occurred August 25,

1911. A characteristic and constant feature of the transverse fissure is

the "nucleus," a granular or crystalline spot surrounded by the smooth or

polished part of the fissure. The nucleus is ordinarily from }/i to %
inch in diameter, but may be larger or smaller. The surrounding smooth

Fig. 2. Transverse Fissure.

part has been found in all sizes from nothing to almost the full size of

the head. It seems fairly certain that the nucleus acted as a center of

growth from which the fissure developed under repeated "'alternations of

stress" or the "wave action" under moving trains, but the origin of the

nucleus seems not yet to have been fully explained, although undoubtedly

a vital part of the problem.

Fig. 3. Horizontal Fissure, Looking Down on Top of Head.

The simple horizontal fissure is illustrated in Fig. 3. This type of

failure seems not, however, to be frequent in rails that have broken in

track, as before the point of breakage is reached a transverse crack

branches of? from the horizontal one, finally breaking as a compound

fissure, illustrated in Fig. 4 The compound fissure, or as Dr. P. H. Dud-
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ley has called it, the cuale.scent type, consists of both horizontal and trans-

verse parts, and seems to be a development of the horizontal fissure. A
noticeable feature of these two type^ of fissure is the presence of a longi-

tudinal streak or lamination that acted as a center of growth from which

the horizontal part of the fissure developed. After a while a branch

starts up or down from the horizontal crack and after it has attained

sufficient size a break occurs as a compound fissure.

To give a full and satisfactory explanation of the cause or causes

of internal fissures has proved a very baffling problem, but the fog seems

to be lifting slightly and we may now dimly discern some of the im-

portant matters invohed in the production of fissures.

When examined chemically, fissured rails have shown a tendency to-

ward hardness. The carbon is generally above .70 per cent, and fre-

FlG. 4. (."OMPOUND FlSSURK.

quently above .75 or .80 per cent. The rails with compound fissures seem

generally to show interior segregation of carbon, phosphorus and sulphur

but those with simple transverse fissures have usually shown a fairly

even distribution of the elements, as determined In' a comparison of

samples from the corner and the interior of the liead.

When examined physically the rails have generally shown good phys-

ical properties in the different parts of the rail section, except in the interior

of the head where the ductility has usually been low and frequently en-

tirely absent. When examined for small cracks by a process of etching

and highly polishing, fissured rails have also sliown numerous small cracks

in the interior of the head; tliat is, the metal inside the head was in a

generally torn condition. The investigations have not, however, as yet

shown to what extent this was an original condition nf the rail as made,

and to what extent it developed in service.

The early work on rails with fissures seemed to indicate that such

rails came indiscriminately from all parts of the ingot, but more re-

cent investigations now indicate that fissures occur mostl.v in rails from

the upper part of the ingot, and yiarticularly in the 1^ rails. For instance,
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this is shown in a tabulation given below, made by the New York State

Commission.* of fissured rails reported to it.

Rail Letter Xo. of Failures

A 69
B :. 137

C 67
D 41

E 36

350

The tabulation presumably covers rails with compound fissures as

well as simple transverse fissures, although probably a distinction should

be made. In an unpublished investigation of a whole heat in which

several failures occurred in the track, due to transverse fissures, and in

which all the rails were afterward broken in the gag press, showing a

considerable number of simple transverse fissures, the writer found a

preponderance of the fissures occurring in the B rails, and no fissures were

found in the lower third of the ingot.

From the above discussion it is thus beginning to appear that split

heads, transverse fissures and compound fissures are related and perhaps

simply different manifestations of what is fundamentally the same

trouble. Split heads occur mostly in the top rail of the ingot in segre-

gated steel and this seems to be true also o,f compound fissures, although

considerably more evidence is needed on this latter point. It also seems

that transverse fissures are most numerous in rails from the upper part

of the ingot, but when examined by the usual chemical methods they are

generally free from much segregation, and instead of being most numer-

ous in the top rail they seem to occur mostly in the second or B rail.

These types of failure are the results of growth under repeated strains

and the age of the rail at the time of failure would be a function of the

wheel loads and number of wheels passing over the rail, as well as of

the rail section and interior condition of the rail. If the rail is too

light for the service or the track is improperly maintained, the rail will

become battered at the ends and become distorted and unridable for fast

service, but wHth sound metal in the interior of the head, it is not apt to

develop a split head or fissure.

BROKEN BASES.

The broken base occurs as a half-moon or crescent-shaped piece

broken out of the flange, as illustrated in Fig. 5. These occur mostly at

ties and are largely attended with seams in the base. They seem to be

more numerous in light, thin flange rails than in the more recent sections,

which have thicker flange.'^ and are also usually heavier when a change of

section is adopted.

*See Xinth Annual Report of the Public Service Commission, State of
.N'f^w York. Second District, for the yeai- ended Dec. 81. 191.5, page 21
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BROKEN RAILS.

The term "broken" rail is applied to a rail which is broken through

the whole section without showing an apparent interior defect, the square

break being approximately vertical through the section and the angular

break occurring obliquely through the section. This type of failure, as

well as the broken base type, is most predominant in winter, particularly

in severely cold weather, and may be termed "winter disease" of rails.

The severe winter of 1911 and 1912 brought out a very abundant crop

of such failures on the northern roads. An examination of the fractures

of such rails shows that the fracture is upward through the section;

that is, it starts from the base, and the rails also show longitudinal

cracks or seams at the bottom of the base. Mr. H. B. MacFarland, Engineer

of Tests, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, made an interesting

Fig. 5. Broken Base.

report* in which he showed that most "broken" rails were accompanied

by half-moon base fractures, which observation has also resulted from

other investigations. Probably the most prominent feature of the appear-

ance of most "broken" rails is what may be called the "scalloped" frac-

ture across the bottom of the base; that is, the fracture is not straight

across the base, but one side is concave or re-entrant with a sharp corner,

while the other side is pointed and dovetails into it. The concave side

of the fracture also generally shows a seam in the bottom of the base.

In both the broken base and the broken rail the break starts in a

longitudinal seam in the bottom of the base. If the seam is off to one side

of the center, not under the web, a piece of the flange breaks out and

the failure is a broken base; but if the seam is about central and under

the web, a piece of the flange starts to break out, but the break con-

tinues upward through the whole section and the failure is a "broken"

•Proceedlns*, American Railway EJngrlneerlng: Association, 1913. Vol. 11,

page 31«.
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rail. Fig. 6 is given as an illustration of the bottom of a rail that ha*

broken in two, but in which the seam has opened only slightly. Fig. 7

illustrates one in which the rail has broken in two and the seam has

Fig. 6. "Broken" Rail, Seam ix Base Showing Slightly.

opened considerably, and Fig. 8 illustrates one in which the rail has

broken through and a piece of the flange also has broken out.

SEAMS IN BASE OF RAIL.

Rails frequently contain longitudinal surface seams, and in this con-

nection a study of the behavior in the drop test of a rail containing

seams in the bottom of the base is important. These base seams vary

Fig. 7. "Broken" Rail, Seam ix Base Openlli uu.xMULK.Mii.v.

in depth from a hundredth to a tenth of an inch and are occasionally

deeper. Fig. 9 gives a view of the vertical fractured surface of a piece

of flange broken off from a new rail, showing a deep seam at the bottom

of the base.
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When tested in the drop test in the usual manner, the rail ordinarily

breaks at or near tlio place where hit by the trip, due to the exhaustion

of the longitudinal ductility of the part in tension. Occasionally, how

Fig. 8. "Brokkn" Rail with Piecf. of Fi.angf Broken Off.

ever, when tested with the base in tension (that is, with the base resting

I in th£ supports), the fracture occurs near one of the supports. A view

! E8
f^<(w^*w»wa&«f:r

Fig 9. \ tkiJcAL Longitudinal Fractuki-. hi- ii \i\ut. .nhov%ing Longi-

TuniNAL Seam in Bottom of Base of a New Rail.

of tlie base of a rail liroken in this manner is shown in Vii^. 10. This

was a 100-lh. rail broken in the drop test with the base in tension, supports

3 ft. apart, and givea one blow of a 2,0()0-lb. tup from a height of 20 ft.

Fig. 10. Rail Tested With the Base in Tension in the Drop Test.

Showing How a Se.mv[ in the Ba.se Was the Origin of the Failure.
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The impression left on the base by the support was chalked to show

up more clearly in the illustration, and it will be noted that the perma-

nent impression was confined mostly to the middle third of the width

of the base. It will be noted that the pressure of the rail on the support

caused some side spread of the base at this place, which in turn opened

up a seam. A piece of the flange broke and a fracture occurred through

the whole section 3^ in. from the support as a secondary break. The

failure of this rail occurred long before the longitudinal ductility was

exhausted and may be considered as due to insufficient transverse ductility

at the bottom of the base because of the presence of seams.

When tested with the head in tension, the result is of a similar nature

if there is a seam in the base at the place where struck by the tup.

Fig. 11 shows the base of a rail tested in this manner. Here again,

the blow of the tup caused a side spread of the metal of the base where

Fig. 11. Rail Tested With the Head in Tension in the Drop Test,

Showing How a Seam in the Base Opened Under the Tup,
Causing the Base to Split.

struck, which in turn opened up a seam, causing a failure from the top

side, not due to the exhaustion of the longitudinal ductility of the head.

REMEDIES.

From the above discussion it may be gathered that there are two

general causes for rail failures, so far as the rail itself is concerned, as

follows

:

1. A defective condition of the interior of the upper part of the

ingot, such as segregation of carbon, phosphorus and sulphur, blow-

holes and slag, causing split heads and fissures.

2. Seams in the bottom of the base, causing broken bases and broken

rails.

Efforts to improve the rail must therefore, in general, take two

different directions, one to improve the top part of the ingot or not to use

it for rails, and the other to avoid having seams in the bottom of the

base.

As made in the usual iron mold, with the small, open end on top, the

ordinary steel ingot is spongy in the upper end with more or less interior

segregation and a central cavity, called a pipe. The use of sufficient

silicon, titanium or aluminum reduces the spongy condition and the segre-
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gation, but the size of the pipe is then increased and it also extends

farther down into the ingot. The minimum amounts of these deoxidizers

required for their full influence are about as follows : silicon, .25 per

cent. ; titanium, .01 per cent., when added in the form of ferro-titanium,

and aluminum, .005 per cent. Steel with insufficient deoxidizer is "lively"

in the mold and the ingot sets with a raised or "horny" top, and as such

a top is indicative of considerable interior segregation, strong efforts

should be made to avoid using ingots with raised tops for rails.

The service required of the rail has continuously grown more severe

since the time that railroads were first built, and the time has probably

arrived when the upper 25 or 30 per cent, of the ingot as ordinarily

made can no longer be considered suitable for rails intended for heavy

service.

Two courses seem to be open, as follows

:

1. Make the ingots in the ordinary manner and cut off from the

top end of the bloom the equivalent of 25 or 30 per cent, of the weight

of the ingot, or in other words make a top discard of 25 or 30 per cent.

This top part may then be used for other purposes, or it may be remelted.

2. Make the ingots by some form of "hot top" process in which

the top of the ingot is kept hquid, to feed to the shrinkage space that

would otherwise form a pipe. With such a process the harmful segrega-

tion can be kept in the upper 10 per cent, of the ingot and full advan-

tage can be taken of the benefits of quiet setting steel effectively deoxi-

dized.

Which procedure is best will depend on the local conditions of the

steel plant and the kinds of other products made. The cost of making

the rails would of course be least by using the ordinary ingot and using

the lower part for rail and the upper part for other product. This is

largely the practice at one mill, but other mills may find it best to remelt

the bloom butts, or to use the hot-top process of making ingots. This

latter process has so far been used only in a small way for rails, but it

seems probable that in the future it will be worked out in a practicable

way for rail manufacture on a large scale.

It has sometimes been stated that rails break because they are too

light, and that therefore their weight should be increased, including the

weight of the head. There is of course an advantage in heavy rail as

regards smooth riding track and ease of maintenance, but the weight

of the rail can be considered only a minor factor as regards head fail-

ures. The primary cause of head failures must be considered to be a

defective internal condition. This would not be bettered by an increase

of weight, nor would the strength of the rail to resist head failure be

materially increased by an increase in the weight of the head. As regards

base failures and "broken" rails, the situation is somewhat different, and

this will be referred to later.

A further development is also needed in our rail specifications. The
drop test is primarily a test for ductility and should be used to safe-
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guard as far as possible the ductility of the metal in the interior of the

head. For this reason the rail should be tested in the drop test, with the

head down, so as to get this part in tension and to more eflfectively

detect excessive interior segregation than when tested with the base down.

The ductility is measured by putting prick punch marks one inch

apart on the part in tension and then measuring the elongation of the

one-inch spaces after test. We now require a minimum elongation of

six per cent., which means a stretch in the interior of the head of about

four per cent. Metal which can stretch only this amount cannot be con-

sidered satisfactory for heavy-duty rail, and our elongation requirement

should be increased to at least eight per cent., and probably to ten per

cent. Another refinement that we may wish to consider is the removal

for a short distance of the top part of the head, so as to get the interior

metal of the head at the place where the fibers are stretched most in the

drop test, as was suggested by Fremont, in France, several years ago.

We now come to the other general cause of rail failures, namely,

seams in the bottom of the base. Roughly, about half the rail failures

are traceable to the interior condition of the ingot and the other half,

or most of them, are traceable to base seams. (I am not now, however,

from the present standpoint, considering as rail failures those rails dis-

torted out of shape on account of service conditions, as, for instance,

rails battered at the ends, due to loose and improperly maintained joints.)

The deep seams probably originate mostly from tears in rolling the

ingot into the bloom, starting in turn from cracks in the surface of the

ingot, but we are very lacking in definite information as to the exact

influence of the several conditions that may affect the rolling, such as

condition of the mold, temperature of the ingot, method of heating the

soaking pits, amount of draft in making the bloom, forms of the shaping

passes, etc.

With the older thin-base sections a seam in the bottom of the base

is specially harmful, and probably the chief merit of the thick bases of

such sections as the A. R. A. sections, is the increased strength of the

base to resist failure by the opening up of a seam, although originally

designed to provide more uniform finishing temperature throughout the

section. More recently, also, the fillet between the web and the base

has been increased in some rail sections to afford additional strength

against broken rails. From the manufacturing standpoint, the Lacka-

wanna Steel Company several years ago devised a deseamer, a machine

for milling the surface from the hot bar before fully formed into rail,

thereby removing most of the defects from the bottom of the base of

the rail.

Besides the elimination of seams, we also have the problem of in-

creasing the transverse ductility of the base, which is generally both low

and irregular. When a rail is supported near the edges of its flanges

and loaded on top so as to stretch the bottom of the base crosswise, it

generally stretches only about one per cent, or less before breaking, and
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only occasionally does a sample give an elongation over three or four

per cent. Research should be directed toward regularly producing rails

that will give a ductility of not less than, say, four or five per cent,

transverse stretch at the bottom of the base. We also need some kind of

a proof test to which each rail could be subjected for th? purpose of

eliminating the rails which contain dangerous seams in the bottom of the

base.

Having obtained a sound rail, free from defects, it behooves the rail-

road to maintain the track and joints in a careful manner in order to

obtain the best results from the rail. Bad track conditions or poor main-

tenance are not apt to result in a rail failure with an otherwise good

rail, but they will result in battered ends and a poor riding track which

will require premature renewal of the rail, or at least sawing off the

bad ends. A heavy rail with a thick base or large fillets between the

web and the base is desirable to guard against broken bases and "broken"

rails, but probably would not have much effect toward reducing head

failures.

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, it may be said that rail failures result mostly from

two general causes : First, a defective interior condition of the ingot,

resulting in split and mashed heads and internal fissures; and second,

longitudinal seams in the bottom of the base, resulting in broken bases

and "broken" rails. The remedies must therefore take two different

courses; one the improvement of the ingot or the non-use of the upper

part of the ingot for rails, and the other, the avoidance of seams in the

bottom of the base and the improvement of the transverse ductility in

this part of the rail section. The elimination of the first type of failure

lies almost entirely with the railmaker, but the rail can be strengthened

some against the weakening effect of base seams by thickening the base

and increasing the fillet between the web and the base. Then the track,

joints and rolling equipment should be well maintained to obtain the

best service and longest life out of the rail, although this will have only

a minor effect on the number of rail failures.

Our annual reports of rail failures in the United States and Canada

indicate that there has been a gradual decrease in the average number

of failures per 100 track-miles in rails rolled in recent years, as shown

in the table given in the forepart of this paper. The final comparison is

made on the basis of five years' service, but before closing the record of

any year's rolling, a comparison can be made on the performance of a

less number of years' service. The records are closed for the 1908, 1909

and 1910 rollings, and show successively less failures. On the basis of a

less number of years' service, the later rollings also show improvement,

and we would, of course, like to see a continuous decrease in the number
of failures in future years.

It is sometimes stated that rails are being made as well as they can

be, commercially, and that perfection is not possible or to be expected.
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From the standpoint of rail failures, perfection would be a condition

where rails are removed from service only because they are worn out,

and where a rail is never taken out of track because it is broken. While

we may not be able to fully attain this condition, still it is probably com-

mercially practicable to reduce the number and kind of rail failures to a

point where the probability of accident from a broken rail will be almost

to

Is





REPORT OF COMMITTEE XV—ON IRON AND STEEL
STRUCTURES.

A. J. HiMES,. Chairman; O. E. Selby, Vicc-Chairmcin;

J. A. BOHLAND, C. D. PuRDON,

W. S. BouTON, Albert Reich mann,
A. W. Carpenter, J. VV. Reid,

Charles Chandler, A. F. Robinson,

C. L. Chandall, H. B. Seaman,

J. E. Crawford,
, C. E. Smith,

A. C. Irwin, I. F. Stern,

F. O. Dufour, H. B. Stuart,

J. M. Johnson, G. E. Tebbetts,

B. R. Leffler, F. E. Turneaure,

W. H. Moore, L. F. Van Hagan,
P. B. Motley, Committee.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering Association:

The subjects assigned to your Committee for investigation during

the past year are

:

(1) Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

(2) Report on methods of protection of iron and steel structures
against corrosion.

(3) Report on the relative economy of various types of movable
bridges.

(4) Report on secondary stresses and impact.

(5) Report on column tests.

(6) Report on design, length and operation of turntables.

(7) Report the present practice in construction of ballast-floor

bridges and methods in use for waterproofing the same.

Sub-Committees to handle these subjects were appointed as follows:

Sub-Committee A, Subject (2) : H. B. Stuart, Chairman; A. W. Car-

penter, J. A. Bohland, G. E. Tebbetts, L. F. Van Hagan.

Sub-Committee B, Subject (5) : W. H. Moore, Chainna)i; Charles

Chandler, J. E. Crawford, P. B. Motley, H. B. Seaman.

Sub-Committee C, Subject (6) : O. E. Selby, Chairman; W. S.

Bouton, Charles Chandler, Albert Reichmann, C. E. Smith.

Sub-Committee D, Subject (3) : B. R. LefBer, Chairman; W. S.

Bouton, P. B. Motley, J. W. Reid, G. E. Tebbetts.

Sub-Committee E, Subject (4) : F. E. Turneaure, Chairman; C. L.

Crandall, A. C. Irwin, Albert Reichmann, A. F. Robinson.

Sub-Committee F, Subject (7) : C. D. Purdon, Chairman; F. O.

Dufour, A. F. Robinson, C. E. Smith, I. F. Stern.
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Sub-Committee J, Subject (1) : J. E. Crawford, Chairman; C. L.

Crandall, A. C. Irwin, J. M. Johnson, H. B. Seaman.

Sub-Committee A submits a progress report on the Method of Pro-

tection of Iron and Steel Structures against Corrosion, in Appendix A.

The following paragraph is recommended for insertion in the Manual

:

"Chilled cast-iron plates make the best form of protection to steel

work from locomotive blasts. The plates should be placed directly over

the tracks and have a width of not less than thirty inches. They should

be closely joined at their ends to prevent penetration of gases."

Sub-Committee B, on Column Tests, reports that the series of tests

being made by the U. S. Bureau of Standards under the direction of

this Sub-Committee, liave been completed, but that the detailed report

thereon is not available at the present time. No recommendations are

submitted.

Sub-Committee C, on Design, Length and Operation of Turntables,

reports that a further study has been made of phosphor bronze. It has

no recommendations to submit, but requests that the railroads use tenta-

tively the specifications printed in Volume 17 of the Proceedings, pages

107-109, inclusive, and report their experience therewith to the Sub-Com-

mittee.

Sub-Committee D submits a progress report on the Relative Economy

of Various Types of Movable Bridges, in Appendix B. No recommenda-

tions are made.

Sub-Committee E submits a report on the Impact Tests made on

the Norfolk & Western Railway during the Summer of 1916, in Appendix

C. The following formula is recommended to the Association for adoption

and publication in the Manual as a substitute for the impact formula now
shown on page 483 of the 1915 Manual

:

30,000
1= .

30,000 + V
A proper definition of the terms of the formula shall be made and a

statement to the effect that provision for secondary stresses and increase

of loading are not intended to be covered thereby.

Sub-Committee F submits a progress report on Present Practice in

Construction of Ballast-Floor Bridges and Methods in Use for Water-

proofing Same, in Appendix D. No recommendations have 3'et been pre-

pared.

Sub-Committee J has made no progress on the Examination of the

Manual.

The Committee recommends the continuation of the same subjects for

further study during the ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES.



Appendix A.

METHODS OF PROTECTION OF IRON AND STEEL STRUC-

TURES AGAINST CORROSION.

Sub-Committee A, H. B. Stuart, Chairman.

Sub-Committee A continued its investigation from last year of the

common practice in painting. This was particularly investigated in one

of the larger independent shops in this country. The steel consisted of

three through-plate girder spans with solid-floor construction, totaling

340 tons. Due to freezing weather, the material was cleaned and painted

in the shop (temperature about 40 degrees). This shop was part of the

assembling shop, and not a regular paint shop. The work was let out by

contract to a subsidiary company. Due probably to low contract price, the

results were so poor, in both cleaning and painting, that the Bridge

Company canceled contract and employed men at day labor. The latter

crew consisted of four men, who were more experienced, and results

obtained were as satisfactory as could be expected, possibly 85 per cent,

of the ideal. Paint consisted of red lead and linseed oil mixed in the

proportion of 25 lbs. red lead to 1 U. S. gallon of linseed oil, with 4 oz. of

lampblack, machine mixed ; the paint was freshly mixed and kept con-

stantly stirred before application, all according to specification.

From the above and previous investigations we are of the opinion

that:

(a) To obtain proper preparation of steel surface and application

of paint, a special inspector should be used, provided there is sufficient

tonnage involved.

(b) The Bridge Company should not be permitted to let shop clean-

ing and painting out by contract ; it leads to endless trouble, contract is

generally taken on a low basis, men employed to clean and paint are

generally of the cheapest labor and often without experience ; the result

is, paint is not properly stirred for application, and is not brushed on the

steel, and thereby wasted by being too thickly applied.

(c) It is important to have steel painted under cover during unsea-

sonable weather.

(d) It is necessary to have steel stand until paint is thoroughly dry,

and not shoved out of the shop into the open, possibly on shipping cars,

before half dry, with consequent results.

(e) As it is generally conceded that the initial or skin coat is the

most important to preserve the steel against corrosion, the greatest care

should be exercised in the selection of the paint, the cleaning of the

metal, and the application. Specifications should be carefully written

with this end in view, and followed with strict and reliable inspection.
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This Sub-Committee is continuing the investigation for the protec-

tion of steel with coatings other than paint, and will report more in

detail at the next annual meeting.

The Sub-Committee also have investigated the protection of steel

subject to locomotive blasts and gases, and make the recommendation

of the following paragraph for insertion in the Manual

:

"Chilled cast-iron plates make the best form of protection to steel-

work from locomotive blasts. The plates should be placed directly over

the tracks, and have a width of not less than 30 inches. They should be

closely joined at their ends to prevent penetration of gases."



Appendix B.

RELATIVE ECONOMY OlP VARIOUS TYPES OF MOVABLE
BRIDGES.

Sub-Committee D, B. R. Leffler, Chairman.

Sub-Committee D, on the Relative Economy of Movable Bridges,

reports progress and submits an article on Electric Power Input for

Railroad Bridges Movable in a Vertical Plane, published in Bulletin 187

as a record of its work during the year. The power tests described in

this article are the first of the kind to be made, so far as known. They

represent, therefore, original work in an engineering field that is new.

Fourteen graphic records of power and twenty-one tabulated records

are shown in the Bulletin.
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IMPACT TESTS ON NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILWAY, MADE
DURING THE SUMMER OF 1916.

Sub-Committee E, F. E. Turneaure, Chairman.

At the suggestion of Mr. J. E. Crawford, Chief Engineer of the

Norfolk & Western Railway Company, and with the aid of funds donated

])y that railroad company, the Sub-Committee on Impact carried out,

during the summer of 1916, a series of tests on the Norfolk & Western

Railway near Bluefield, West Virginia.

The particular purpose of these tests was to compare the effect of

the electric locomotives used by the Norfolk & Western in that locality

with the effect of the consolidation and Mallet types of steam locomotives.

The Sub-Committee was very glad to avail itself of the opportunity thus

presented, and succeeded in carrying out a satisfactory series of experi-

ments on five structures. The results of these experiments are reported

herewith.

character of structures tested.

All of the structures tested were short-span bridges of the follow-

ing types and dimensions—center to center of bearings

:

No. 867—39 ft. through girder.

No. 880—65 ft. through girder.

No. 835—84 ft. through girder.

No. 836—85 ft. through girder.

No. 844—96 ft. through girder.

All bridges were plate-girder spans, with the exception of No. 836,

which consisted of plate girders under the eastbound track and riveted

trusses under the westbound track. The general dimensions and ar-

rangement of these structures are shown in the sketches submitted here-

with.

the test load.

The test loads used in these experiments consisted of

:

(a) The standard electric locomotive used by this Company, con-

sisting of two similar units coupled together. This locomotive was gen-
erally followed by a caboose, but the locomotive itself was of sufficient

length to cover the structure.

(b) The ordinary type of consolidation locomotive, followed by
caboose.

(c) The Mallet type of locomotive, followed by caboose.
(d) Loaded 90-ton coal cars of the Norfolk & Western standard

type. These cars were drawn, in some cases, by an electric locomotive,
and in other cases by a steam locomotive, but the data reported herein as
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relating to carloads refer only to the effect of the cars and not to the

locomotive.

Wheel-load diagrams of these various test loads are given herewith.

LOCOMOTIVE: DIAQRAMS
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The electric locomotive used by the Norfolk & Western Railway

Company has crank connections between the motors and the driving

wheels, and the driving wheels are connected by means of side rods.

Each unit has two motors and two sets of drivers independently con-
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nected. As a result of this arrangement, the relative position of cranks

and side rods for the two sets of drivers is not fixed and may vary

through all possible angles.

In the case of the Mallet locomotive the two sets of drivers are also

independent in action, and the relative position of the side rods and

counterweights may vary through all possible angles.

APPARATUS USED.

The apparatus used in these tests was the same as that used in pre-

vious impact tests by the Committee. These are described in Bulletin

No. 125, July, 1910, page 7.

Deflection measurements were made by means of a defiectometer

attached rigidly to some point of structure near its center. Besides the

defiectometer, extensometers were used, these being attached generally

to the flanges of the main girders and to a floor beam and stringer. In

the case of truss span of No. 836, measurements were also made on the

end diagonal. From four to six extensometers were used on the different

structures.

METHODS OF CONDUCTING THE TESTS.

The tests were conducted in the same manner as those previously

reported, namely, the special test train was run over the structure a

number of times at various rates of speed. The first movements were

made at a low speed of eight to ten miles per hour, so as to secure read-

ings not affected by impact. The experience of the Committee indicates

that a speed as low as ten miles per hour produces practically no impact

effect in spans such as here considered.

Having made two or three slow runs, the speed of the train was
gradually increased to the maximum practicable speed, a number of

movements being made at the highest speed. In the case of electric loco-

motives, the speed was limited to about 28 or 29 miles per hour, by

reason of the character of the motors. In the case of steam locomotives,

the speed was made as high as practicable, considering safe operation

and capacity of the locomotive. On account of the limitation of speed of

the electric locomotive to 28 or 29 miles per hour, a special effort was

made to secure results from the steam locomotives at about the same

speed, as well as at higher speeds.

In previous reports of the Committee the subject of critical speed

has been frequently referred to and discussed. In the case of a steam

locomotive, the rotating parts are not balanced, the counterweights having

a weight in excess of the amount necessary to balance the wheels with

respect to rotation. The effect of this unbalanced condition of locomo-

tive drivers is to cause the pressure upon the rail to vary considerably

from the static pressure, such variation being equal to the centrifugal

force of the unbalanced weight. When a locomotive crosses a bridge

at just the right speed, the impulses thus produced by the unbalanced

drivers will produce a certain amount of vibration in the structure, which
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is the chief source of impact. If these impulses are timed so as to corre-

spond to the natural period of vibration of the loaded structure, then

the effect will be cumulative, and the vibration or impact will be a

maximum. The speed of the locomotive which brings about this synchro-

nism of action we have called the critical speed of the locomotive. In

the tests in question it was found that the critical speed for the con-

solidation locomotive varied from about 45 miles per hour for the short-

est span to about 33 miles per hour for the longest span. The critical

speed for the Mallet locomotive was presumably the same, since the

diameters of the drivers were the same; but on account of the variation

in relative position of the counterweights in the two sets of drivers of

the Mallet locomotive, the critical speed was not so readily determined.

In the case of both of the steam locomotives, a considerable number of

tests were made at or near the critical speeds, so as to secure maximum
results. In all, 315 runs were made.

Speeds were determined by means of a stop watch and measured base

line. While this method is not very exact, it is thought to be sufficiently

accurate for the purpose, and is the method used in former tests.

In the case of the Mallet locomotives, a record was made of the

approximate relative position of the two sets of counterweights or side

rods. This was not determined with great accuracy, but it was found

that by giving careful attention to the movement of the side rods a

fairly accurate estimate could be made. This was rather easy to do when

the angle between positions was close to zero, or 180 degrees. Owing

to slip of drivers in starting and stopping, the relative position of the

two sets of counterweights would change quite rapidly during a series of

runs.

RESULTS OF TESTS.

From the results, we have selected all the important ones, and pre-

sent them in Table 1. In this Table, Column 1 gives the instrument used

and its position on the structure; Column 2, the number of the test;

Column 3, the speed in miles per hour; Column 4, the readings of the

diagrams representing static or slow-speed condition; Column 5, the

readings of the ordinates of the diagrams; Column 6, the excess of

maximum over static, and Column 7, the excess expressed as a percent-

age of the static. Column 8 contains information concerning the relative

position of the counterweights of the two sets of drivers of the Mallet

engine. This information is given in the form of the approximate

angular relation between the two sets of counterweights. Thus, an angle

of degrees signifies that the counterweights are in the same relative

position; an angle of 90 degrees indicates that when one of the sets of

counterweights is down, the other set is on a level with the center of

the wheel, or at an angle of 90 degrees with respect to the other set, etc.

The values given for the ordinates of the diagrams in Columns 3

and 4 are in fiftieths of an inch, this unit being a convenient one for

scaling purposes. The multiplication of the deflectometer is 2, and that
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of the extensometers is about 50, the length of the extensometer being

about 48 inches.

In Table 2 we have compiled certain information from the maximum
percentages from Column 7 of Table 1, obtained in the following manner

:

In Column 4 of Table 2 are given maximum percentages obtained

from deflectometer readings of Table 1. In Column 5 are given averages

of the maximum values of the extensometer readings for the particular

bridge and loocmotive in question. For example, for Bridge No. 867

and for the electric locomotive, we find, in Table 1, the following per-

centages, based on extensometer readings; namely, 17, 9 and 20, giving

an average of 15, which is recorded in Table 2. For the consoHdation

locomotive on the same structure, we have extensometer maxima in

Table 1 of 14, 13 and 21, giving an average of 16, as recorded in Table 2.

Then in Column 6 of Table 2, there are recorded the greatest maximum
values obtained from the extensometers. For example, in the two cases

already mentioned, we find that for the electric locomotive the maximum
percentage was 20, and for the consolidation the maximum was 21. These

are the values given in Table 2. The maximum values for floor beams

and stringers are given separately in Columns 7 and 8, as the impact

on these members has little or no relation to the impact on the main

structure.

In Table 3 we have condensed the results still further and arranged

them in a different order. The table consists of two parts, the upper

half giving results from deflectometer readings from Column 4 of Table

2, and the lower half giving results from extensometer readings from

Column 5, Table 2. For example, in the upper part of the table, for

Bridge No. 867 and electric locomotive, we have a value from the deflecto-

meter of 15 per cent. ; from the consolidation locomotive at a critical

speed we have also a value of 15 per cent. ; from the Mallet locomotive

at maximum speed we have values for the different angles of 26, 19

and 9.5, respectively. In the same manner, results are compiled for the

other structures. The results from the Mallet locomotive are classified

under three different angles, approximately degrees, 90 degrees and

180 degrees, although in some cases the angles given in Table 2 do not

correspond exactly to the above values. In the lower half of the table

are given, in the same manner, the results from Column 5 of Table 2.

It is believed that these averages of maximum extensometer values are

more significant than the greatest maximum values given in Column 6 of

Table 2. The extensometers are not as accurate and reliable instru-

ments as the deflectometer, on account of their high multiplication ratio

and resulting friction of parts. Results of individual tests are, therefore,

likely to be more affected by inaccuracy in the instrument and errors in

readings than is the case with the deflectometer. There is a tendency,

in the case of the extensometers, for the slow-speed or static values to

be somewhat lower than they should be on account of the effect of fric-

tion in the instrument. This friction does not have so great an effect
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on high-speed tests on account of the increased movement of the instru-

ment, and also on account of the effect of the vibratory movements in

reducing friction. The result is that an error in static value will nearly

always result in giving too high a value for the impact, and for low

stresses this error may be quite large. It is therefore believed that an

average of the maximum values from the extensometers for any one

structure and locomotive is more reliable and significant than the greatest

maximum values secured; therefore, in Table 3 we have used the average

of the maxima instead of the greatest maximum.

In each half of Table 3 we have also computed the average values

for the different locomotives and conditions, averaging together the re-

sults from all of the structures. These averages are not, of course, appli-

cable to any particular structure, but they do indicate clearly the relative

effects of the different types and conditions of the test loads.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS.

The effects of the different test loads can be best studied by means

of the averages given in Table 3, as already noted. These averages are

Diagram Showing Summary of Maximum Impact Values

AS Given in Table III.

plotted in the figure herewith, so as to bring out the results more clearly.

The diagram shows that the extensometer results follow the deflectometer

results quite closely, being in most cases somewhat higher. The electric

locomotive produces an impact of 12 to 14 per cent. The consolidation

locomotive, at the same speed as the electric locomotive, gives about 15

per cent., and at its critical or maximum speed an impact of from 20 to

25 per cent. The impact from a Mallet locomotive depends very largely

upon the relative positions of the counterweights. Where the two sets

of counterweights synchronize, the impact is relatively very large, being

about 32 to 34 per cent. Wliere the angle of relative position is about

90 degrees, the impact is 15 to 20 per cent., and where this angle is 180
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degrees, it is but little more than 10 per cent. The impact from loaded

cars is from 15 to 18 per cent., somewhat higher than from the electric

locomotive.

The results from electric locomotives are, it is believed, somewhat

higher than they would be with a well-balanced machine. Some of the

impact is, of course, due to vibrations caused by roughness of wheel and

rail, but the experience of the Committee would indicate that the results

obtained are larger than would be produced by these causes. Through

the kindness of Mr. W. H. Lewis, Superintendent of Motive Power,

N. & W. Railway, information was secured relative to the actual weights

of side rods and counterweights from two of the electric locomotives.

From this information, it is found that the additional load due to cen-

trifugal force at 28 miles per hour amounted to about 1.8 per cent, of the

weight on drivers in one case, and 3.5 in the other. This is not a large

amount, and yet, taking into account the cumulative effect on spans

more than 50 feet long, it might readily account for as much as 5 per

cent, of the impact, or at least half of the amount determined. In the

work done by one of the members of the Committee in 1898, and reported

in Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 41, page

435, it was found that some of the locomotives there used were out of

balance to a sufficient extent to produce a centrifugal force at 40 miles

per hour, ranging from 12 to 19 per cent, of the weight on drivers.

These same locomotives produced impact effects on plate girders of as

much as 30 per cent, at speeds of 40 miles per hour or less. The electric

locomotives under consideration appear to be out of balance to an extent

of from one-third to one-half as much as the steam locomotives in ques-

tion, and therefore it would seem reasonable to expect an impact effect

from electric locomotives at 28 miles per hour of from 5 to 7 per cent,

due to the counterweights alone. Tests made some years ago with an

electric locomotive at Schenectady, N. Y., indicated a smaller effect than

obtained in these tests. This is probably due to a better-balanced condi-

tion of the locomotive. If an electric locomotive is perfectly balanced,

there should, theoretically, be no impact due to vibration, but a slight

impact (perhaps 2 or 3 per cent, in case of short spans), due to the rapid

application of the load. The impact from the consolidation locomotive

at its critical speed was rather less than has been obtained in earher tests,

but there is no special reason why the results from earlier tests with this

type of locomotive should not be assumed as safe and proper values to use.

The results from the Mallet locomotive were the most interesting

and instructive of all the tests. The effect of relative position of counter-

weights is very marked, and is what theory would call for. When the two

sets of counterweights act together, the effect is, of course, a maximum, in

this case considerably greater than that from the consolidation locomotive.

When the two sets act in opposite directions, the impact effect is even less

than that produced by the electric locomotive, indicating that with well-bal-

anced parts, both the steam and electric locomotive will produce very small
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impact. These results are also similar to those obtained previously with

balanced compound locomotives.

The effect of loaded cars at a speed of about 28 or 29 miles per hour

was considerable, amounting to 15 per cent, or more. This rather high

result was caused by some condition of wheel or axle which caused the

car to vibrate on its springs. Such action of freight cars is often notice-

able, and from observations by members of the Committee, the vibration

Insi-runieni
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angle of about 180 degrees. These diagrams were all obtained from the

same locomotive and the same structure.

In conclusion the Committee desires to express its thanks to the Nor-

folk & Western Railway Company for the donation of funds and for

the facilities aflforded the Committee for making these tests. The Com-

mittee also desires to express its appreciation for the courtesies extended

it on the part of the various officials of this company, and particularly

to Messrs. J. E. Crawford, Chief Engineer, and F. P. Turner, Bridge

Engineer.

The locomotive referred to a.s con.solidation is 4-S-'^..
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Appendix D.

PRESENT PRACTICE IN CONSTRUCTION OE BALLAST-FLOOR
BRIDGES AND METHODS IN USE FOR WATER-

PROOFING THE SAME.

Sub-Committee F, C. D. Purdon, Chairman.

The Sub-Committee sent out the following questions to different

railroads in order to find out what the practice is in the construction of

ballast-floor bridges and the methods in use for waterproofing them

:

Ballast Deck.

1. Have you used ballast deck on steel girders or truss bridges?
2. Was the support for the ballast of timber or concrete?
3. If of timber, was it treated, and by what process?
4. Is it your experience that creosoted timber makes the steel rust?

5. What was the dimension of the timber used; what was the span;
was the timber longitudinal or transverse?

6. Furnish sketch or print of ballast deck on timber, showing width
and depth of ballast ; also kind of ballast used.

7. Are the results satisfactory; if not so, what are the defects noted?
8. If the support was of concrete, what were the dimensions of

the slabs?

9. What were the details of the reinforcement?
10. Furnish sketch or print of the slabs, showing width and depth

of ballast; also kind of ballast used.

11. Were the slabs built in place on the ground alongside the work,
or in a central yard?

12. What was the process of placing the slabs and putting the

ballast thereon?
13. Were expansion joints provided; if so, in what manner?
14. What percentage of impact do you use for ballast desk as com-

pared with open decks?

Waterproofing.

1. Have you used any process of waterproofing of concrete slabs,

either on steel spans or concrete trestles?

2. What system of waterproofing was used? Furnish sketch or
print.

3. Has the waterproofing proved effective?

4. How long has it been in service?

5. If not effective, state the reasons and by what means it could,

in your opinion, have been improved.
6. If not effective, for how long a time was it effective, if any, be-

fore renewal or repair became necessary?

Answers were received from 34 railroads, 6 of which, however,

did not have any ballast decks.

Of the 28 roads having ballast decks, 11 reported ballast decks on

timber and 22 on concrete, some roads having both. One had concrete

on steel I-beams, and one used a steel trough floor.

1250
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For the timber treatment, 11 reported creosote and 1 had creosote on

zinc.

For creosote rusting steel, the following replies were received

:

Ten replied, "No"; 2, '"Not so far"; 1, "Don't know"; 2 replied, "No

—

as flange was covered"; 1, "Yes," and 1, "Yes, if cinder ballast were used."

For the results being satisfactory, 7 replied, "Yes" ; 2, "Yes, gener-

ally"; 1, "No"; 1, "Leaks badly"; 1, "Don't know."

Seven railroads used stone ballast; 5, gravel; 1, stone or slag, and

1, chats.

For the place of manufacturing, 4 reported bridge sites; 1, in place; 5,

both; 3, yard; 1, various; 1, general in place.

For the method of placing, 12 replied, "Derrick or wrecker" ; 3,

"Rolled in."

Fourteen used expansion joints, 4 did not, 2 did in some cases.

For impact, 10 used the same as open deck, others varied as shown
by the table below

:

300
1

300 +S
LL*

1

LL + DL
300

2

L + 300
90 per cent., E-55 1

90 per cent 1

75 per cent 2
70 per cent 1

50 per cent 2
50 per cent, to 67 per cent 1

L(L)
1

L+ D
Concrete—40 per cent.

The reports received from the questions on waterproofing are rather

more difficult to tabulate. Twenty-five cases are reported as Membrane
system, consisting of Standard Asphalt, Johns-Manville, Hydrex, Cot-

ton Drill, Barrett, Felt, Burlap and Carey.

Two report Integral system, and six various kinds of paint, pitch, etc.

Following is a tabulation of the replies of the different roads to

both sets of questions

:
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Waterproofing.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe : Standard Asphalt & Rubber Co.;
10 years' service, effective. Johns-Manville Asbestos Company ; effective

so far.

Boston & Albany: Four-ply Hydrex, felt and compound; effective,

Johns-Mansville, felt and compound ; effective. Two-ply cotton drilling

and Minwax & Co. ; effective. Barrett specification pitch ; effective. Varies
from 2 to 6 years. Expect to repair 3 bridges next spring.

Central Railroad of New Jersey : Joints only caulked with oakum and
asphalt cement. If cracks are expected, use membrane system. Not long
enough in service to give opinion. Large number of steel plate floors with
membrane system ; no leakage in 10 years except at webs of girders.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy: Membrane system, effective with some
repairs, 8 years' service ; when put in during cold weather, not effective.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis : Felt roofing on timber
failed. One or two coats of coal tar or coal tar pitch on cement slabs

effective ; 3 to 9 years' service.

Chicago & Northwestern : Various plans ; see prints, effective ; 10

years' service.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul : Membrane system ; asphalt and pitch

with felt or fabric ; generally effective ; 6 years' service.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific: Diaphragm method; effective; 5

years' service.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western : Three-ply cotton with asphalt

mastic; VA inch thick laid in two ^4-inch layers, with one ply asbestos felt

between ; effective ; 3 years' service.

Grand Trunk: On concrete (reinforced) slabs. Kerosene oil 3, Port-

land Cement 4, refined coal tar 16, applied before shipment ; effective

so far.

Illinois Central : Several layers felt. Tartex and Mastic. Very
satisfactory. Some nine years in service.

Kansas City Southern: One slab, 3 coats coal tar paint; satisfactory;

4 years' service.

Kansas City Terminal: Five-ply burlap and 1-inch stone mastic or
creosoted ship lap ; 4 years' service. Effective.

Louisville & Nashville : Five-ply felt and burlap soaked in pitch

;

mastic protection ; 4 years' service ; effective.

Michigan Central : Three-ply burlap soaked with Sarco and cov-
ered with 1% inches Sarco mastic; effective; 6 years' service.

Missouri Pacific: Self-healing bridge cement; placed last winter;

effective so far.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis : Soap and alum method of in-

tegral waterproofing used on one bridge. No defects have appeared;
8 years' service.

New York Central : Membrane ; 5-ply felt with coal tar pitch or
asphalt, 2-ply cotton drilling with asphalt ; slight leaks ; 10 years' service.

New York, Chicago & St. Louis : Barrett system ; effective ; 4 years'

service.

New York, New Haven & Hartford: Barrett system, 5 ply with VA to

2 inch mastic. Johns-Manville ; 5-ply with 2-inch bituminous binder. Hy-
drex, with brick protection. All satisfactory ; 8 years' service.

Norfolk & Western: One bridge; not satisfactory.

Northern Pacific: Membrane; effective; 8 months.
Pennsylvania: See print; generally effective; maximum, 5 years.

Queen & Crescent : Pitch and bituminous ; materials to top and
sides; effective; 3 years' service.
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Southern Pacific: One-quarter inch asphalt on concrete slab; effect-

ive ; 2 years' service.

Seaboard Air Line : Cunningham paint : not effective. Carey's mem-
brane; only a short time in service.

Wabash: Have used 10 per cent, hydrated lime; four or five layers

roofing felt mopped with asphalt or tar
;

generally effective ; 8 to 10

years' service.

Different Systems: Membrane, in 25 cases; Standard Asphalt, 1:

Johns-Manville, 3; Hydrex, 2; Cotton drill, 2; Barrett, 3; Felt, 2;
Burlap, 3; Carey, 1.

Integral System 2

Oil, etc

Tar Paint
Cement
Pitch .::: :

Asphalt .'

Cunningham Paint

The Central Railroad of New Jersey reports use of concrete casting

floors for castiiig pre-cast slabs. Timber floors showed a tendency to

warp out of shape.

Rusting of steel in contact with creosoted timber is apparently not

caused by creosote but by" drainage from cinder ballast.

Some replies indicate there is no difificulty in building a watertight

concrete slab, but waterproofing should be used over curb bents and

expansion joints in slabs over city streets. Expansion joints are pro-

vided for multiple spans, but not always for short single spans.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XII—ON RULES AND
ORGANIZATION.

C. Dougherty, Chairman; F. D. Anthony, Vice-Chairman;

O. F. Barnes, B. Herman,

L. L. Beall, a. J. HiMES,

H. L. Browne, F. D. Lakin,

Ralph Budd, Jos. Mullen,

J. B. Carothers, E. T. Reisler,

S. E. Coombs, P. T. Simons,

W. H. FiNLEY, Committee.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Rules and Organization was instructed by the

Board of Direction to make a study and report on the following subjects:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Prepare a "Manual of Instructions for the Guidance of Engineer-

ing Field Parties."

3. Continue the study of the Science of Organization.

4. Prepare a "Manual of Rules for the Guidance of Employes of

the Maintenance of Way Department."

The four topics were assigned to the following Sub-Committees :

Sub-Committee (1), Revision of Manual; F. D. Anthony, Chairman;
Jos. Mullen. O. F. Barnes.

Sub-Committee (2), Prepare a "Manual of Instructions for the Guid-

ance of Engineering Field Parties;" W. H. Finley, Chairman; L. L. Beall,

Ralph Budd.

Sub-Committee (3), "The Science of Organization;" S. E. Coombs,
Chairman; B. Herman, A. J. Himes, E. T. Reisler.

Sub-Committ«e (4), Prepare a "Manual of Rules for the Guidance

of Employes of the Maintenance of Way Department;" J. B. Carothers,

Chairman; F. D. Lakin, H. L. Browne, jos. Mullen. P. T. Simons.

CLEARANCE DIAGRAM.

At the annual meeting of 1916. your Committee on Rules and Or-

ganization submitted a Clearance Diagram in compliance with the in-

structions of the Board of Direction. The diagram submitted at that

meeting was amended and your Committee was instructed to reconcile

the diagram with that of the Committee on Electricity.

In accordance with those instructions, a revised Clearance Diagram,

embodying the amendments and dimensions adopted at the convention of

1916, also showing the diagram for railroads operated by electricity, and

1255
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the exceptions to which the recommended clearance diagram does not

apply, is submitted herewith with the recommendation that the diagram

and exceptions be approved and inserted in the Manual.

CONCLUSIONS.

( 1 ) The clearances recommended are based on the present general

practice as to dimensions of equipment.

(2) Any attempt to establi sh a clearance diagram will be wholly

futile unless there be established at the same time a corresponding maxi-

mum width for the size of equipment.

(3) The logical course is to prescribe minimum clearances only and

to place no restrictions whatever as to maximum clearances.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
The following minimum clearances are recommended for new con-

struction, subject to the exceptions which are given below:

Objects. Minimum Clearance.

(1) High Switchstands—/or new From center of track to nearest

construction. point of stand or target, 7 ft. 6 in.

(2) Intermediate Switchstands— From center of track to nearest

for new construction. point of stand or target, 7 ft. 6 in.

(3) Low Switchstands—/or wew From center of trackrto nearest point

construction. of stand, 7 ft. 6 in;, except where,

on account of stands being placed be-

tween parallel tracks; less clearance

is required. In such cases the com-

bined height of the stand and lamp

to be not more than 2 ft. 6 in. above

base of the rail.

(4) Signal Stands

—

for new con- From center of track to nearest

struction. point of stand or target, 7 ft. 6 in.

From center of track to center of

mast, 9 ft. 6 in.

(5) Low Platforms — for new 9 in. to 12 in. high above

construction. base of rail 5 ft.

13 in. to 14 in. high above

base of rail 5 ft. 6 in.

15 in. to 18 in. high above

base of rail 5 ft. 6 in.

18 in. to 24 in. high above

base of rail 6 ft.

(6) High Platforms

—

for new 3 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft. 6 in. high, above

construction. base of rail, 7 ft. 6 in., or to con-

form to clearance diagram.

4 ft. 6 in. to 7 ft. 6 in. high, above

base of rail, 7 ft. 6 in.
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Objects.

(7) Platform Shelters

—

for new
construction.

(8) Mail Cranes

—

for new con-

struction. Pouch not. hung.

Mail Cranes

—

for new con-

struction. Pouch hung.

(9) Water Columns

—

for new
struction.

(10) Coal Chutes

—

for new con-

struction.

(11) Tanks and Tank Spouts-

for neiv construction.

(12) Bridge Diagrams

—

for new
construction.

(13) Parallel Tracks

—

for new
construction.

(14) General Clearance Diagram
—for nezv construction.

Minimum Clearance.

1 ft. 6 in., or to conform to clear-

ance diagram.

7 ft. 6 in. from center of track to

nearest point of crane.

6 ft. from center of track to near-

est point of pouch.

(From 3 ft. 6 in. above to 16 ft. 6

in. above base of rail), from center

of track to nearest point of column,

7 ft. 6 in.

From center of track to nearest

point of apron when not in use, 7 ft.

6 in.

From center of track to nearest

point of structure, 7 ft. 6 in.

From center of track to nearest

point of spout when not in use, 7 ft.

6 in.

From center of track to nearest

point of structure, 7 ft. 6 in.

Horizontal width, 15 ft. from 4 ft.

6 in. above to 16 ft. 6 in. above base

of rail; top horizontal width, 8 ft.

Between parallel tracks on tangent,

13 ft.

On curves a correction per degree

of curve should be made for over-

hang.

Clearance diagram shown on page

1257 is recommended. Corrections

should be made for curvature anc

superelevation of track.

EXCEPTIONS TO WHICH RECOMMENDED CLEARANCES
WILL NOT APPLY.

(1) Grade crossing elimination work in citie s.

(2) Separation of grades in new construction work in cities or other

restricted situations.

(3) Loading platforms along sidetracks at freight houses, ware-

houses, piers, etc.

(4) Doors of engine houses and other buildings, the design of whicl

makes the recommended clearances impracticable .

(5) Coach or other yards where the available space is very restricted

(6) New construction work when the physical conditions make

the recommended clearances impracticable.
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(7) Platforms at coach floor level in subways and other similar

situations.

(8) Overhead clearances on tracks used exclusively for passenger

service.

(9) Other special situations requiring special clearances. _

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL.

The Sub-Committee on Revision of Manual has made a careful

examination of the chapter under Rules and Organization, but has no

recommendations for changes to be made at this time.

(2) MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE GUIDANCE OF
ENGINEERING FIELD PARTIES.

The Sub-Committee dealing with this topic has collected a consider-

able amount of data which is now being studied with a view to formulat-

ing a Manual of Instructions for the Guidance of Engineering Field

Parties, and hopes to be able to present the report a year hence.

Your Committee therefore reports progress with the request that the

same subject be reassigned.

(3) THE SCIENCE OF ORGANIZATION.

It has seemed to the Sub-Committee handhng this subject that it would

be desirable to have a reference list of articles or information published

on the "Science of Organization." With that end in view the Committee

has had compiled a Hst of references pertaining to the "Science of Organi-

zation," consisting of several hundred different items. This bibliography

will be published in connection with the report which the Committee ex-

pects to make to the next annual convention.

For the present your Committee reports progress and requests that

the subject be reassigned for the ensuing year.

(4) PREPARE "MANUAL OF RULES FOR THE GUIDANCE O'F

THE EMPLOYES OF THE MAINTENANCE OF WAY
DEPARTMENT."

The Books of Rules of a number of railroads were collected by the

Sub-Committee which was given the foregoing topic and these Books of

Rules are being studied with a view to compiling a Manual of Rules for

the Guidance of the Employes of the Maintenance of Way Department.

The Committee reports progress and asks that the same topic be con-

tinued for another year.

Respectfully submitted,

- COMMITTEE ON RULES AND ORGANIZATION.
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Earl Stimson, Chairman; E. H. Bowser, Vice-Chairman;

F. J. Angier, Lowry Smith,

W. J. Backes, O. C. SteinMAYER,

F. C. L. Bond, C M. Taylor,

C. F. Ford, C H. Teesdale,

R. H. Howard, T. G. Townsend,

Geo. E. Rex, Dr. Hermann von Schrenk,

E. A. Sterling, Committee.

To the Members of the American Railzvay Engineering Association:

Of the subjects assigned by the Board of Direction to your Committee

for study, report is submitted on the following

:

(1) Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,

and submit definite recommendations for changes.

(2) Report on Water Sampling in Creosote Oil.

(3) Report on the results of the Exposure Tests of Material treated

with Water-Gas Tar.

(4) Report Service Test Records.

Three meetings were held during the year—the first at Chicago on

September 7, 1916, those present being C. F. Ford, Dr. Hermann von

Schrenk, O. C. Steinmayer, Lowry Smith, C. H. Teesdale, T. G. Towns-

end, E. H. Bowser, Vice-Chairman, presiding; the second at Chicago on

December 12, 1916, those present being F. J. Angier, E. H. Bowser,

W. J. Backes, F. C. L. Bond, C. F. Ford, R. H. Howard, Geo. E. Rex,

C. H. Teesdale and Earl Stimson, Chairman ; the third at New York on

January 22, 1917, those present being F. J. Angier, W. J. Backes, E. A.

Sterling, C. M. Taylor, C. H. Teesdale, T. G. Townsend, Dr. Hermann

von Schrenk and Earl Stimson, Chairman.

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL.

In cooperation with the committees of the American Society for Test-

ing Materials and the American Wood Preservers' Association, your Com-

mittee has revised the adopted Specifications for Fractionation of Creosote

Oil. No radical change has been made from the specifications as printed

in the Manual, but they have been made more precise and expHcit. A num-

ber of new features have been added, the need for which has become in-

creasingly apparent with the use of the present specifications. The revised

specifications have been very carefully tried out, and have been adopted

by the American Wood Preservers' Association as standard. They will be

presented for adoption by the American Society for Testing Materials at

their coming meeting in June.

1261
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It is desirable that a uniformity exist in the specifications of the two

named associations and of this Association, the more so as the member-

ship of your Committee and those of the committees reporting on this

subject to the other two associations are closely interlocked.

Your Committee, therefore, recommends that these specifications be

adopted at this meeting to replace the specifications as printed in the 1915

Manual, beginning at the middle of page 542, to the middle of page 546.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CREOSOTE OIL ANALYSES.

(1) Water.
Apparatus.

Copper still shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 below.

Fig. 1.

—

Copper Still.

Fig. 2.

—

Copper Still Set Up.
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Method.

When any measurable amount of water is present in the distillate

below 210 degrees, on testing in accordance with Section 4, Distillation,

the oil and water in this fraction shall be separated, if possible, and meas-

ured separately. If more than 2 per cent, of water is present, or if the

water is apparently present to an extent in excess of 2 per cent., but an

accurate separation is impossible, the percentage of water present shall

be determined by the following method, and the water-free oil so obtained

shall be used in distillation test, as described under Section 4.

Measure 200 cc. of oil in graduated cylinder, and pour into copper

still (Figs. 1 and 2), allowing the cylinder to drain into the still for sev-

eral minutes. Attach hd and clamp, using a paper gasket slightly wet with

oil around the flange of the still. Apply heat by means of the ring burner,

which should be placed just above the level of the oil in the still at the

beginning of the test, and gradually lowered when most of the water has

distilled over. Continue the distillation until the vapor temperature indi-

cated by the thermometer with the bulb opposite the offtake of the con-

necting tube reaches 205 degrees Centigrade. Collect distillate in separatory

funnel.

When the distillation is completed, and a clear separation of water and

oil in the funnel has taken place, the water is read by volume and drawMi

off, and whatever light oil has distilled over with the water is then re-

turned to the oil in the still. The dehydrated oil from the still is then

taken for distillation, described in Section 4, Distillation.

(2) Insoluble in Benzol.

Apparatus.

(a) Extractor may be of the form shown in Fig. 3, or any similar

form in which the oil is subjected to direct washing by the boiling vapors

of the solvent.

(b) Filtering medium may be either two thicknesses of S. & S. No.

575 or Whatman No. 5 hardened filter paper, 15 cm. in diameter, arranged

in cup-shape by folding symmetrically; or alundum thimbles, flat bot-

tom, 30x80 RA. 98. If filter papers are used, prior to using they shall be

soaked in benzol to remove grease, dried in a steam oven and kept in a

dessicator until ready to be used. The filter-paper cup may be suspended

in the extractor flask by a wire basket hung from two small hooks on the

under surface of the metal cover of the flask.

If the alundum thimble is used, it may be supported by making two

perforations in the top of the thimble, and suspending from the cover

by German silver or platinum wires.

Method.

Weigh 10 grams of dry oil in 100 cc. beaker. Add about 50 cc. of

pure benzol, and transfer at once to the filter cup. The filter cup or thim-

ble is previously weighed, and the paper cup shall always be kept in a

weighing bottle until ready for use. Wash out the beaker with benzol.
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passing all washings through the filter cup, and place the latter at once in

the extraction apparatus.

Extractor shall contain a suitable quantity of pure benzol. Suffi-

cient heat to boil the solvent shall be provided by means of an electric

heater or a steam bath.

Water Oc/lef-

Hook fft icdpport rfir^

*|" "Condenser

Top of filt*:rpop«ro'"AIcodbnrj>Vcins.

-F7lterCapf2*57s 3 Jt 2> papers)

Wine St/pport- fcji

Fig. 3.

—

Extractor.

Continue the extraction until the descending solvent is practically

colorless, and remove the filter cup and dry in steam oven until all solvent

is driven off; cool in dessicator and weigh. The balance used for this

purpose should be accurate to within 0.5 mg.

(3) Specific Gravity.

Apparatus.

(a) Hydrometer shall be of the form and dimensions shown in Fig.

4. It shall be standardized at 15.5 degrees Centigrade. A set of two with

ranges 1.00 to 1.08 and 1.07 to 1.15 will suffice.

(b) Cylinder shall be of the form and dimensions shown in Fig. S.

Method.

The oil shall be brought to a temperature of 38 degrees Centigrade

(100 degrees Fahrenheit), and the determination shall be made at that

temperature unless the oil is not entirely liquid at 38 degrees Centigrade.

In case the oil requires to be brought to a higher temperature than 38 de-

grees in order to render it completely fluid, it shall be tested at the lowest

temperature at which it is completely fluid, and a correction made by add-
ing 0.0008 to the observed specific gravity for each degree Centigrade

above 38 degrees Centigrade at which the test is made. This correction
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does not apply with equal accuracy to all oils, but serious error, due to its

use, will be avoided if the foregoing precaution is observed, with respect to

avoiding unnecessarily high temperature.

<32mm.>

ed

5

Ci

Fig. 5. Specific

Gravity Cylinder.

Shot

Fig. 4. Hydrometer.

(4) Distillation.

Apparatus.

(a) Retort shall be a tabulated glass retort of the usual form with

a capacity of 250 to 290 cc. The capacity shall be measured by placing

the retort with the bottom of the bulb and the end of the offtake in
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the same horizontal plane, and pouring water into the bulb through the

tubulature until it overflows the offtake. The amount remaining in the

bulb shall be considered its capacity ('Fig. 6).

Retort.

(b) Condenser tube of any suitable form of glass may be used; a

convenient one is shown in Fig. 7.

C

Fig. 7.

—

Condenser Tube.

(c) Shield of asbestos as shown in Fig. 8 shall be used to pro-

tect the retort from air currents, and to prevent radiation. This may

be covered with galvanized iron, as such an arrangement is more con-

venient and more permanent.

Fig. 8. Asbestos Shield.
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(d) Receivers (Erlenmeyer flask) of 50 to 100 cc. capacity are most

convenient form.

(e) Thermometer shall be made of resistance glass of a quality

equivalent to suitable grades of Jena or Corning make. It shall be

thoroughly annealed. It shall be filled above the mercury with inert gas

which will not act chemically on or contaminate the mercury. The
pressure of the gas shall be sufficient to prevent separation of the mercury

column at all temperatures of the scale. There shall be a reservoir above

the final graduation large enough so that the pressure will not become

excessive at the highest temperature.

The thermometer shall be finished at the top with a small glass ring

or button suitable for attaching a tag. Each thermometer shall have

for identification the maker's name, a serial number and the letters

"A. S. T. M. Distillation."

The thermometer shall be graduated from to 400 degrees Centigrade

at intervals of 1 degree Centigrade. Every fifth graduation shall be longer

than the intermediate ones, and every tenth graduation beginning at zero

shall be numbered. The graduation marks and numbers shall be clear

cut and distinct.

The thermometer shall conform to the following dimensions

:

Total length, mm., 385 maximum.
Diameter of stem, mm., 7; tolerance, 0.5.

Diameter of bulb, mm., 5 minimum, and shall not exceed that of the

stem.

Length of bulb, mm., 12.5 ; tolerance, 2.5.

Distance degrees to bottom of bulb, 30; tolerance, 5.

Distance degrees to 400 degrees Centigrade, 295 ; tolerance, 10.

The accuracy of the thermometer when delivered to the purchaser shall

be such that when tested at full immersion the maximum error from

degrees to 200 degrees Centigrade shall not exceed 0.5 degrees; 200 de-

grees to 300 degrees Centigrade it shall not exceed 1 degree Centigrade;

300 degrees to 375 degrees Centigrade, it shall not exceed 1.5 degrees
Centigrade.

The sensitiveness of the thermometer shall be such that when taken at

a temperature of 26 degrees Centigrade, and plunged into free flow of

steam, the meniscus shall pass the 90 degree Centigrade mark in not more
than six seconds.

The retort shall be supported on a tripod or rings over two sheets of

20-mesh gauze, 6 in. square. It shall be connected to the condenser

tube by a tight cork joint. The thermometer shall be inserted through

a cork in the tubulature with the bottom of the bulb H-inch from the

surface of the oil in the retort. The exact location of the thermometer

bulb shall be determined by placing a vertical rule graduated in divisions

not exceeding 1/16 in. back of the retort when the latter is in position

for the test, and sighting the level of the liquid and the point for the

bottom of the thermometer bulb. The distance from the bulb of the
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thermometer to the outlet end of the condenser tube shall be not more

than 24 nor less than 20 in. The burner shall be protected from draughts

by a suitable shield or chimney (Fig. 9.)

Method.

Exactly 100 grams of oil shall be weighed into the retorts, the ap-

paratus assembled, and heat applied. The distillation shall be conducted

at the rate of at least one drop and not more than two drops per second,

and the distillate collected in weighed receivers. The condenser tube shall

be warmed whenever necessary to prevent accumulation of solid distillates.

Fractions shall be collected at the following points : 210 degrees, 235 de-

grees, 270 degrees, 315 degrees and 355 degrees Centigrade.

Tbexnoaeter

, Shield

Hetort

Fig. 9.

The receivers shall be changed as the mercury passes the dividing

temperature for each fraction. When the temperature reaches 355 de-

grees, the flame shall be removed from the retort, and any oil which has

condensed in the ofiftake shall be drained in the 355-degree fraction.

The residue shall remain in the retort with the cork and the ther-

mometer in position until no vapors are visible ; it shall then be weighed.

For weighing the receivers and fraqtions, a balance accurate to at

least 0.05 g. shall be used.

During the progress of the distillation the thermometer shall remain

in its original position. No correction shall be made for the emergent

stem of the thermometer.

When any measurable amount of water is present in the distillate,

it shall be separated as nearly as possible and reported separately, all re-

sults being calculated on a basis of dry oil. When more than 2 per cent.
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of water is present, water-free oil shall be obtained by separately dis-

tilling a larger quantity of oil, returning to the oil any oil carried over with

the water, and using dried oil for final distillation. (See Section 1,

Water.)

(5) Specific Gravity of Fractions.

As specific gravity is an absolute physical determination, any recog-

nized method which can be applied to the quantity and quality of ma-

terial at hand to be tested must be considered satisfactory. The following

methods are recommended by the Committee as convenient and accurate

means for the relatively small amounts of oil available in determining

gravity of fractions to be tested.

Liquid Fractions.

Apparatus.

Westphal balance.

Method.

If the fraction to be tested is liquid at a temperature not exceeding

60 degrees Centigrade, the Westphal balance can be used with convenience

and rapidity. A special type of Westphal balance is obtainable, designed

for testing very small quantities. However, the ordinary type Westphal

balance can be adapted to testing small fractions by the use of a special

plummet. This can readily be made in the laboratory from a piece of

ordinary glass tubing 7 mm. outside diameter, sealed at the end, and

melting into the glass where sealed a short platinum wire.

After cooling place 9 to 10 grams of mercury in the tube, making

a column 35 to 40 mm. high. Seal off the tube within 20 mm. of the top

of the mercury column with blowpipe flame. The plummet should have a

length of about 55 to 60 mm. over all, and should weigh between 10 and 12

grams.

Solid and Semi-Solid Fractions.

Apparatus.

Special platinum or nickel pan as shown in Fig. 10.

Method.

For the determination of fractions that are solid or semi-solid and

cannot readily be liquefied at a temperature not exceeding 60 degrees

Centigrade, a weighing pan constructed of platinum or nickel (Fig. 10)

may be used.

A pan of convenient dimensions is 20 mm. diameter at the base and

25 mm. diameter at the top, and about 12 mm. deep. It is made of plati-

num and supported by three platinum wires 1 mm. in diameter, and has

a total weight of about 7 grams.

Solid or semi-solid fractions of oil can be rapidly and accurately

tested in this apparatus by the usual method of weighing in air and in

water. The usual precaution, of igniting the pan before use, avoid-

ing the enclosure of air or water in the sample, should be observed.

Note.—The method for liquid fractions is usually applicable to the

fractions 235 to 315 degrees Centigrade and the method for solid and
semi-solid fractions to the fraction 315 to 355 degrees Centigrade.
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Wires
1 ra rn. in
Dlaraeter

Fig. 10. Weighing Pan.
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(2) WATER SAMPLING IN CREOSOTE OIL.

During the past year your Committee has continued investigations

for the purpose of developing a standard apparatus for sampling creo-

sote oil in tank cars and storage tanks, in order to obtain accurate sam-

ples for water determinations. L'sing the data obtained last year and re-

ported upon by your Committee in 1916 (Proceedings, Vol 17, pp. 447 to

456), an apparatus was finally constructed which shows every indication

of overcoming many of the difficulties hitherto experienced. This ap-

paratus consists of a brass cylinder with a pointed, perforated bottom.

The holes in the bottom are closed bj' means of a spring valve, which

can be opened by means of a wire extending along the extended stem

attached to the cylinder. This stem is made in several sections, so that

it can be used at any depth. The stem is calibrated in feet and inches,

thus facilitating the zone sampling. The apparatus is illustrated in Figs.

11 and 12.

As a result of the investigations made, your Committee recommends

that the following clause be adopted by the Association for insertion in

the Manual

:

SAMPLING OF CREOSOTE OIL IN TANK CARS AND STORAGE TANKS FOR MAKING
WATER DETERMINATIONS.'

It is recommended as good practice that, in order to obtain accurate

determinations as to the percentage of water contained in creosote oil in

tank cars and in storage tanks, the principle of zone sampling be employed,

a described in the 1916 report of your Committee (Proceedings, Vol. 17.

pp. 447 to 456), and that for the purpose of obtaining zone samples an

apparatus of the type illustrated in this report be used.

(3) EXPOSURE TESTS OF TIES TREATED WITH
WATER-GAS TAR.

Your Committee has for several, years past been endeavoring to lo-

cate some authentic use of water-gas tar oil, and until this year it has only

been able to advise of its extended use, though in some cases it was being

used under the name of coal-tar creosote or as an addition to coal-tar

creosote.

This year we have been able to locate a company, namely, the Public

Service Company of New Jersey) which has been using straight water-gas

tar oil in treating a majority of their ties, beginning in 1911. For the first

year their ties were treated by a commercial plant, but since that date

some of them have been treated at the plant of the United Gas Improve-

ment Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

With the cooperation of the Public Service Company and the United

Gas Improvement Company we have been able to learn the grade of oil

used during all of this work. The analysis of the oil used during the vari-

ous years is given in Table 1. This data was obtained from the files

of the United Gas Improvement Company, who furnished the oil. They
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Ftg. 11. Apparatus for Obtaining Zone Samples.
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Fig. 12. Water Sampling Device.

The detail drawing of the "Water Sampling Apparatus Is published

through the courtesy of the makers. Messrs. Howard & Morse. Brooklyn.

N Y^ who designed the apparatus in accordance with suggestions of your

Committee,
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advise that the oils used in the years 1911, 1912, 1913 and 1914 were straight

water-gas tar distillates.

Table 1.

—

Analysis of Water-Gas Tar Oil.

Used in treating ties for Public Service Company.

Analysis
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The quality of the timber used by the PubHc Service Company is of

an exceedingly high grade, and the inspection showed that an excellent

grade of pine was used in all the ties examined. They are mostly Florida

pine, 6 by 8 inches by 8 feet long.

In order to determine the actual condition of the early ties, the rail-

way company removed from Section No. 8 two ties showing entirely

different density, one a very fine-grained and the other a ver>^ coarse-

Photo No. 1. Shows Service of Tie No. 1 at the R.\il Base.

grained tie. The latter is shown as the No. 1, and the former as No.

2 in Photos Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

(4) RECORD OF SERVICE TESTS.

Under this subject heading will be found

:

First.—A history of service tests of cross-ties on the Great Northern

Railway. These tests include tamarack, pine, spruce, fir and cedar ties,

both untreated and Burnettized, many of which have been conducted since

1903. The details of the tests are given, as well as charts showing the

comparative results from the treated and untreated ties.

Second.—A report of the service obtained from treated ties on the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad. The ties are principally of red and
black oak, and were treated by the Wellhouse, Burnett and Lowry
processes. The oldest records extend over fifteen vears' service.
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Photo No. 2. Shows Service of Tie No. 2 at the Rail Base.

Photo No. 3. Shows the Cross-Section of Each Tie at the Rail Base,
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Photo No. 4. Shows the Cross-Section of Tie at the Middle.

Photo No. 5. Shows Ekd Penetration of Both Ties.
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Third.—A report on service tests of cross-ties complied by Mr. P. R.

Hicks, Engineer in Forest Products, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison,

Wis., under the direction of Mr. C. H. Teesdale, a member of this Com-

Tnittee, in charge, Section of Wood Preservation of the Forest Products

Laboratory. The compilations given in this report cover sections of test

track w^hich have been established by the various railroads and of which

careful records are kept. This report has been submitted to both this

Association and the American Wood Preservers' Association for their

joint use, and takes the place of the compilation of service test records

heretofore kept separately by this Committee. In this way the duplica-

tion of this work by the two associations is avoided.

SERVICE TESTS OF CRQSS-TIES ON THE GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.

I.n the, spring pf 1911 various kinds and types of ties, including un-

treated7 Burnettized and creosoted ties, were placed out of face from

Belt, Mont., to Gerber, Mont., Butte Division.

On the date of the last inspection, October 6, 1916, when the ties

had been in service five years and four months, practically no removals

had been made excepting the creosoted fir ties which were splitting be-

cause of lack of air-seasoning prior to treatment as well as excessive

steaming in order to insure the 12 lbs. per cubic foot absorption of- creo-"

sote oil. That part of the test must, therefore, be abandoned, as it is not^

representative of what might be expected of properly creosoted fir ties.

Service tests of tamarack, pine, spruce, fir and cedar ties, both un-

treated and Burnettized, many of which have been conducted since 1903,

are given in detail below. The data were furnished by Mr. J. R. W.
Davis, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Great Northern Railway Company,

St. Paul, Minn.

Test Mile No. 1.

(7x8—8 Tamarack and Fir Burnettized Ties, Laid in 1903.)

This test is located on "Granville Line," one mile north of Granville,

N. D., on tangent track with 0.4 per cent, grade. Twenty-eight hundred
and forty-eight seasoned ties, mainly fir and tamarack, with a few spruce

and Rocky Mountain pine, were treated by the Burnett process at the

Great Northern Railway's Sommers (Mont.) plant, with an average in-

jection of 21 lbs. of a 4 per cent, zinc-chloride solution, leaving in the

ties a net amount of one-half pound dry zinc-chloride per cubic foot of

timber.

Cut-spikes without tie plates are used. Section and weight of rail

G. N. 60 lbs. Ballast is gravel and cinders in patches. Traffic is 315,650

tons per year. Inspections have been made annually and the removals
are indicated graphically on Chart No. 1.

: Test Mile No. 2.

(Sawed 7x8—8 Tamarack Burnettized Ties, Laid in 1903.)

This test is located on the "Granville Line," two miles east of Glen-
burn, N. D. The track is tangent. Ballast, rail section and traffic same
as for Test Mile No. 1, as is also the treatment of the 2,580 test ties which
comprise this test mile. See Chart No. 2 for graphic record of removals.
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Test Miles Nos. 3 and 4.

(Hewed 7x8—8 Cedar, and Tamarack Untreated Ties, Laid in 1904.)

Test Mile No. 3 is located on the "Granville Line," one mile east

of Mohall, N. D., on 98 per cent, tangent track, and Test Mile No. 4,

five miles west of Mohall, on tangent track, and contained 2,824 and 2,540

ties, respectively.

Cut-spikes without tie plates are used. Weight and section of rail

is G. N. 68 lbs. Ballast consists of gravel and cinders in patches. Traffic

is 315,650 tons per year.

See Chart No. 1 for tie removals of Test Mile No. 3, and Chart No. 2
for tie removals in Test Mile No. 4.

Test Mile No. 5.

(Triangular Pine and Tamarack Burnettized Ties, Laid in 1902.)

This test is located on the "Shelby Line," one mile west of Conrad,
Montana, on tangent track. These 2,601 pine and tamarack ties, Great
Northern type "E," i. e., sawed triangular with twelve-inch face and one-

inch edge, were treated by the Burnett process with an average of one-

half pound dry zinc-chloride per cubic foot of timber.

Cut spikes without tie plates were used. Rail section is G. N. 68 tbs.

Ballast is of gravel. Traffic is 2,150,434 tons per year.

See Chart No. 3 for graphic record of tie removals.

Test Mile No. 6.

(Triangular Burnettized Ties, Laid in 1907.)

This test is located on the "Billings Line," one mile east of Hobson,
Montana, on track sixty per cent, of which is curved. The test com-
prises 1,169 pine, 733 tamarack, 535 fir and 125 spruce ties of Great North-
ern type "G," i. e., sawed triangular ties with twelve-inch face and two-
inch edge.

These ties were treated at the Great Northern Railway's plant with

a six per cent, zinc-chloride solution, leaving on an average 0.75-lb. dry

zinc-chloride per cubic foot of timber, in the ties.

The ties are all plated and cut spikes are used. Rail section is G. N.
85 lbs. Ballast consists of gravel. Traffic is 2,146,500 tons per annum.

For graphic record of tie removals, see Chart No. 4.

Test Miles Nos. 7 and 8.

(Untreated 7x8—8 Sawed Tamarack Ties. Laid in 1908.)

Test Mile No. 7 is located on the "Billings Line," one mile east of

Judith Gap, Montana, on a 60 per cent, tangent track. Test Mile No. 8

is located on the "Billings Line." at Rimrock. Montana, 90 per cent, on

a three-and-one-half-degree curve and 10 per cent, on a tangent track.

These tests include sawed fir, tamarack, pine and spruce ties, 2,989

of which are laid in Test Mile No. 7 and 2,916 in Test Mile No. 8.

The ties are all plated and cut spikes are used. The rail section

is 85 and 90 lbs., respectively. Traffic is 2,146,500 tons per year.

See Chart No. 4 for graphic record of ties removed from track in

Test Mile No. 7, and Chart No. 3 for ties removed in Test Mile No. 8.

Test Miles Nos. 9 and 10.

(Triangular Burnettized Ties, Laid in 1904.)

The 2,823 ties in Test Mile No. 9 are located on the main line, two
miles west of Columbia Falls, Montana, on a tangent track, and the 2,708

ties in Test Mile No. 10 are located on the main Hne, one mile east of
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Whitefish, Montana, on a tangent track. The ties in both tests consist

of spruce, fir and tamarack ties, sawed triangular, with twelve-inch face

and one-inch edge, being Great Northern type "E." They were treated

at the Great Northern Railway's plant with 4 per cent, zinc-chloride

solution, leaving in the ties a net amount of one-half pound dry zinc-

chloride per cubic foot of timber.

Tie plates have been installed on all these ties. The Great North-
ern 77^-lb. rail originally placed on these test ties w^as replaced with
G. N. 90-tt). rail in 1914.

Removal of ties from both these test miles is graphically shown on
Chart No. 5.

Test Mile No. 11.

(Untreated Sawed and Hewed 7x8—8 Tamarack and Fir Ties, Laid in

1904.)

This test is located on the main line, three miles west of Fortine,

Montana, on a 60 per cent, tangent track. There are 2,168 untreated
ties, mostly tamarack and fir, with a few spruce and pine. Tie plates

have been installed on all of these ties and cut spikes are used. The ballast

consists of gravel.

All the ties laid in this test mile in 1904 have been removed, a

record showing an average life of 7.4 years being obtained of them. The
removals are graphically shown on Chart No. 5.

Test Mile No. 12.

(Triangular Burnettized Ties, Laid in 1903.)

This test is located on the main line, one mile west of Moravia.
Idaho, on a track with four-and-one-half- and two-and-one-half-degree
curves. The 2,916 sawed triangular Great Northern type "E" ties, i. e.,

with twelve-inch face and one-inch edge, made of tamarack, pine and
fir, were treated with an average of 16 lbs. of a four-per-cent. zinc-

chloride solution, leaving a net amount of one-half pound dry zinc-chloride

per cubic foot of timber in the ties.

Goldie tie plates have been installed on all these ties, and five-

eighths-inch cut spikes are used. The rail section is G. N. 90-tb., the

ballast is of gravel and the traffic 6,052,224 tons per annum.
Tie removals from this test mileage graphically shown on Chart No. 6.

Test Mile No. 13.

(Untreated Tamarack and Fir Ties, Laid in 1908.)

This test is located on the main line, one mile east of Newport,
Washington, on a track eighty per cent, of which is tangent and the

balance being on a one-degree and fifteen-minute curve. The number of

ties is 2,894, consisting of both hewn and sawn, the sawn being 7 by 9—

8

and the hewn 7 by 7—8.

Tie plates have been installed on all these ties and five-eighths-inch cut

spikes are used. The rail is G. N. section 90-tb. The ballast consists of

gravel. The traffic is 6,052,224 tons per annum.
The tie removals are indicated on Chart No. 6.

service tests of cross-ties on the CHICAGO & EASTERN ILLINOIS RAILROAD.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad began using treated ties in

1899. Between that date and 1906 about 1,350,000 Wellhouse-treated ties

were distributed and used for renewals over the greater part of the

system. Since 1906 Burnettized ties and ties treated with creosote oil

by the Lowry process have been used.
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Wellhouse-Treated Ties.

Ties of the red oak family, consisting principally of red and black
oak 6 by 8 inches in cross-section and 8 ft. long, were treated at Mt.
Vernon, 111., by the Wellhouse process. In the treatment an amount of
zinc-chloride equivalent to one-half pound per cubic foot of timber was
left in the ties, together with a small amount of tannin and glue to serve

as a plug.

Ordinary cut spikes were used, and in general no tie plates were
placed on these ties. Dating nails were driven into them and an attempt
was made to keep a record of all ties placed and removed. Mr. L. C.

Hartley, Chief Engineer, writes under date of November 3, 1916, on this

feature

:

"About three years ago this record was discontinued on all of the

divisions except the Illinois Division, which consists of the territory in

Central and Southern Illinois, south of Villa Grove.
"The attached statement shows the results obtained of the zinc-

treated ties in the territory mentioned above up to January 1, 1916. This
statement has been made up from reports by section foremen and there

are no doubt a number of inaccuracies. I feel, however, that it is of some
value. You will note that the 1899 and 1900 ties have been grouped. It

was necessary to do this on account of the reports showing more 1899 ties

taken out than were originally put in."

RESULTS OBTAINED FROM ZINC TREATED TIES ON ILLINOIS DIVISION

AS OF JANUARY 1, 1916.

Wellhouse Process.

Year Put In
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an amount equivalent to one-third-pound zinc-chloride per cubic foot of

timber was left In the ties.
r , .

Except on curves, no tie plates were used. The use of dating nails

was discontinued after 1910.
_ _ .

A record of the tie renewals on the Illinois Division as obtained

from reports by section foremen is given below

:

Year Put In
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^

CONCLUSIONS.

Your Committee recommends for adoption b}- the Association and

insertion in the Manual

:

(1) The revised Specifications for the Fractionation of Creosote Oil

as given in this report.

(2) The method of Sampling Creosote Oil in Tank Cars and Stor-

age Tanks for making Water Determinations, and the apparatus to be

used in obtaining zone samples.

OUTLINE OF WORK FOR NEXT YEAR.

(1) Continue the compilation of Service Tests, extending same to

include piling and structural timbers.

(2) Make a critical study and a resume of some one treatment,

such as Zinc-Chloride, stating definitely what results can be obtained

from this treatment under the varying conditions.

(3) Study and report on the results obtained from creosoted tim-

bers in bridges, docks and wharves.

4. Continue the investigation of the merits of Water-Gas Tar as

a preservative, taking samples of the preservative from timbers which

have been in use to determine the quality of the preservative.

(5) Cooperate with other committees and associations on Wood
Preservation, with the view of obtaining uniformity in practices and speci-

fications and avoiding unnecessary duplication of work.

(6) Revision of the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON WOOD PRESERVATION.
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SERVICE TESTS OF CROSS-TIES.

By P. R. Hicks,

Engineer in Forest Products, Forest Products Laborator}-, Madison, Wis.,

January, 1917.

The records embodied in the accompanying tables were compiled as a

continuation of the report written by C. P. Winslow and C. H. Teesdale

last year, and will be compiled annually hereafter. They comprise 872

records on 61 species, of which 53 were completed. Last year's report

included all records upon which information was available at the time the

report was prepared. In this year's report those records upon which no

additional information could be obtained were ehminated. Several new
service-test records not previously reported were submitted this year and

are included in this report.

Acknowledgment is made to the railroad officials who furnished the

information, data, and records upon which this report is based.

In compiling these data, letters were sent to all railroad companies

known to have service-test records, and to many others. These letters

were written about September 1, requesting the information by October 1,

although most of the data were received during the latter part of Novem-
ber and December. While it is realized that inspections are made late in

the year in many cases, and that it requires considerable time to write

up these inspections, it is desired to emphasize the fact that if the records

are received early they can be summarized in time for publication prior

to the annual meeting of the Association.

Furthermore, the records could be improved by including such items

as dimensions of the ties, tie-plated or not, size of tie plates, kirid of

spikes, traffic in tons per annum, weight of rail, ballast, placed on curve

or tangent, percentage of grade, spacing in the track, cause of removal,

etc., all of which have a more or less direct bearing upon the durability.

The greater part of the accompanying records are from reports of

actual test tracks. This should make the records most valuable, as many
of the railroads have learned that records can be kept more accurately

in this manner than by trying to keep a record of all the ties in one

division or system.

Table 3 gives a list of the number of records and species submitted

b}' the various railroads and is self-explanatory. Other railroads undoubt-

edly have experimental tracks or accurate durability records, and it is

the writer's desire to be informed of these companies not now included

so that a complete list may be had.

Table 4 gives the number of completed and unfinished records for the

various treatments, and Table 5 an itemized statement of those which

have been completed. Forty completed records are given for 18 un-

1291
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treated species on five railroads, seven for four Burnettized species on

three lines, and six for five species treated by three other methods. Of

the latter, beech, red oak and loblolly pine treated by Long's Liquid and

placed on the Illinois Central in Mississippi had an average life of 4%,
434 and 5j^ years, respectively, which indicates this preservative was not

a success. The same is true of the red oak ties treated with cresol

calcium, the average life being but four years. The average life of 1,095

southern yellow pine ties treated with zinc creosote (process not stated)

was 15.6 years, while 16 tupelo gum treated in the same way lasted but

8.5 years on the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Railway. Forty-

five Burnettized red gum ties placed by this company averaged 6-7 years.

Two groups of 67 and 68 long-leaf pine Burnettized ties averaged 14.8

and 14.4 years, Coast Douglas fir 10-11 years, and Southern sap pine

5.4 and 5.7 years, all of which were treated with zinc-chloride in the

tracks of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, Southern Pacific and the

Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio railways, respectiveh".

Table No. 4.

—

Service Tests of Cross-ties, 1916 Records Summary.
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Table No. 5.—1916 Service-Test Records-

Records.

-SuMM.xRY OF Completed

Species
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Attention is called to the untreated completed records submitted by

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, where the average life of sev-

eral species was less in the lines east than in the western lines.

It is noted that no authentic records were obtainable for Port Orford

cedar and redwood ties, and only a few records are available on Western

hemlock, white fir, Western red cedar, and some of the oaks and pines.

Hence it is particularly desirable to obtain records on both treated and

untreated ties of these species.

The following statement submitted by Mr. J. H. Waterman of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad is of general interest, as it sum-

marizes the various treatments by species, and is an average of the

conditions on twenty divisions of this railway in the States of Wisconsin,

Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado, South Dakota and Wyoming.

TIES OF V.ARIOUS KINDS, VARIOUS PROCESSES, PLACED IN EXPERIMENTAL

TRACKS^ 1909 AND 1910, CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD.

NOT ALL EXPERIMENTAL TIES INCLUDED IN THIS STATEMENT.

Total

Removed to

Process Total Placed Ja}tuary,l9l7

ASH TIES.

Straight Creosote 35
Card Process 388 12

Burnettizing 31

Untreated 116 103

BIRCH TIES.

Straight Creosote 133
Card Process 1,0^5 20
Burnettizing 103 3
Untreated 217 212

CYPRESS TIES.

Straight Creosote 54
Card Process 662 6
Burnettizing 55
Untreated 225 115

COTTONWOOD TIES.

Straight Creosote 133
Card Process 456 8
Burnettizing
Untreated 86 86

ELM TIES.

Straight Creosote 328 7
Card Process 957 12
Burnettizing 297 6
Untreated 190 163

Percentage
Removed to

January, 1917

All Causes
Per Cent.

3

89

2

3
98

1

si

100

2
1

2
86
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Total
Removed to

Process Total Placed Jamiary,\9\7

SOFT MAPLE TIES.

Straight Creosote • 201 4

Card Process 731 28

Burnettizing 182 9

Untreated 125 122

RED GUM TIES.

Straight Creosote 137 2

Card Process 661 17

Burnettizing 119 24

Untreated 151 147

HEMLOCK TIES.

Straight Creosote 235 1

Card Process 1,298
.
26

Burnettizing 213 3

Untreated 191 174

BEECH TIES.

Straight Creosote 484

Card Process 1226 18

Burnettizing 315 14

Untreated 207 181

HICKORY TIES.

Straight Creosote 25

Card Process 290 13

Burnettizing 24

Untreated 110 88

POPL.-VR TIES.

Straight Creosote 80

Card Process 645 38

Burnettizing 80 2

Untreated 125 108

H.\RD M.\PLE TIES.

Straight Creosote 161

Card Process 831 15

Burnettizing 65 1

Untreated 121 111

PIN OAK TIES.

Straight Creosote 321

Card Process 833 5

Burnettizing 68

Untreated 125 88

PINE TIES, LOBLOLLY OR SAP.

Straight Creosote 205

Card Process 1.344 74

Bnrnettizing 200 17

Untreated 249 208

Percentage
Removed to

January, 1917

All Causes
Per Cent.

2
4
5

98

1

3

20
97

4
2
1

91

1

4
87

4

80

6
3

86

2
2

92

1

70

. 6
9

84
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Percentage
Removed to

Total January, 1917

Removed to All Causes
Process Total Placed January, \9\7 Per Cent.

CHESTNUT TIES.

Straight Creosote
Card Process 253 88 35
Burnettizing
Untreated 258 95 37

RED OAK TIES.

Straight Creosote 284 1 0.4

Card Process 1.280 26 2
Burnettizing 272 9 3
Untreated 209 188 90

SYCAMORE TIES.

Straight Creosote 90 1 1

Card Process 521 25 5

Burnettizing 90 4 0.4

Untreated 130 129 99

TAMARACK TIES.

Straight Creosote 212
Card Process 1,309 5 0.4

Burnettizing 214 3 1

Untreated 175 159 91

TUPELO GUM TIES.

Straight Creosote 151

Card Process 671 10 1

Burnettizing 117 5 4
Untreated 136 136 100

WHITE OAK TIES.

Straight Creosote 40
Card Process 386 9 2
Burnettizing 43
Untreated 124 13 10

These ties were set in 1909, also 1910, which fact should be kept in

mind in analyzing the tables. A general summary, regardless of species,

follows :

SUMMARY.

Ties of various kinas, various processes, placed in Experimental Tracks

1909 and 1910, C. B. & Q. Railroad.

Total Ties Percentage
Total Ties Removed to Removed to

Process Placed January. 1917 Ja)iuarx, 1917
Straight Creosote 3,264 16 0.5

Card Process 15,817 455 3
Burnettizing 2,488 100 4
Untreated 3.270 2.626 80
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List of References and Authorities Quoted in Compiling 1916 Report

(Service Tests of Cross-Ties).

Ref.
No.
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1916 SERVICE TEST RECORDS.
Index by Preservative.

Preservative Process Species Page

Asphalt, timber.
Carbolineum. . . .

Cresol calcium.

.

Creosote. Full cell

Guissani
Live steam in

super-heated
coils.

Lowry

Oak, red
Fir, Douglas-Coast. . .

Pine, shortleaf
Oak, red
Ash
Beech
Birch, red
Chestnut
Cottonwood
Cypress
Elm, white
Fir, Douglas-Coast . . .

" " -Mountain
Gum, red
Gum, tupelo
Hemlock, Eastern
Hickory, pignut
Juniper
Larch, Western
Maple ._.

Maple, hard
Maple, soft

Oak, mixed
Oak, pin
Oak, red
Oak, white
Pine, loblolly

Pine, lodgepole
Pine, longleaf

Pine, shortleaf
Pine, Southern yellow..
Poplar
Spruce
Sycamore
Tamarack
Oak, red

u u

Ash
Beech
Birch
Cherry
Chestnut
Elm...
Elm, hickory
Elm, white
Fir, white
Oak

1380
1322
1404
1370
1300
1302
1308
1312
1314
1316
1320
1322
1330
1338
1340
1344
1352
1354
1354
1358
1362
1364
1368
1370
1372
1388
1392
1398
1400
1402
1408
1416
1418
1420
1422
1374
1374

1300
1302
1308
1312
1312
1318
1320
1320
1334
1366
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1916 SERVICE TEST RECORDS.
Index by Preservative.

Preservative

Creosote

.

Creosote and crude oil.

Creosote and 20— tar

.

Crude oil

.

Diamond wood preserver

Fuel oil.
u u

J. M. Long's Liquid.
<l u u u

a u a u

Mercuric chloride . . .

Process

Lowry

.

Open tank.
a u

u it

Rueping . .

.

Lowry

.

Low pressure

.

Species

Kyan

.

Oak, red
Oak, white
Pine, jack
Pine, lodgepole
Pine, scrub
Pine, Southern yellow.

Pine, Western yellow.

.

Sassafras
Walnut
Fir, Douglas-Mountain
Hemlock, Eastern
Tamarack
Beech
Fir, Douglas-Coast . . .

" " -Mountain
Gum
Gum, red
Maple
Oak, red
Pine, loblolly

Pine, lodgepole
Pine, shortleaf

Pine, Southern yellow.

Spruce
Tamarack

Beech
Fir, Douglas-Coast . . .

Oak, red
Spruce
Tamarack

Beech
Cottonwood
Oak, red
Beech
Cypress
Elm, white
Maple, soft

Oak, red
Gum, red
Oak, red
Pine, sap
Chestnut
Oak, red
Beech
Oak, red.

Pine, loblolly

Spruce

1374
1388
1392
1398
1402
1408
1412
1418
1430
1330
1344
1422
1302
1324
1332
1336
1338
1358
1378
1396
1398
1404
1408
1418
1422

1302
1324
1378
1418
1422

1304- .

1380
1304
1316
1320
1364
1380
1338
1380
1406
1314
1380
1304
1380
1394
1418
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1916 SERVICE TEST RECORDS.
Index by Preservative.

Preservative

Semi-refined oil

Paraffin base

Sugar.

Untreated

.

Zinc chloride.

Process

Full cell.

a u

Powell..

Burnett

.

Species

Maple

Oak, red
Pinus excelsea
Pinus longifolia

fTerminalis
\Tementesa
Ash
Beech
Birch, red
Catalpa
Cedar, Northern white

" Western red
Chestnut
Cottonwood
Cypress
Cj^press, red
Cj'press, yellow
Elm, white
Fir, Douglas-Coast . . .

" " -Mountain
Gum, red
Gum, tupelo
Hemlock, Eastern ....
Hemlock, Western. . .

.

Hickory, pignut
Juniper
Larch, Western
Maple
Maple, hard
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DISCUSSION ON SIGNALS AND INTERLOCKING.

(For Report, see pp. 65-142.;

Mr. J. A. Peabody (Chicago & Northwestern) :—We were assigned

some twelve subjects to handle this year. We have made reports on

five of these subjects and report progress on all but one of the remain-

ing subjects. On that one we have already started work and will get

something done this year. I think it would be best to take each of the

subjects on which we have made reports in their order, with our recom-

mendations.

The first subject on which we are reporting is No. 2, on page 66,

"Continue the study of economics of labor in signal maintenance." The
Committee submitted a preliminary report in 1914, and in 1915 a report

which it requested should be accepted as information. The Committee

considers that these reports cover the subject and recommends that the

subject be considered closed.

The President:—If there is no objection, this subject will be con-

sidered closed, as recommended by the Committee.

Mr. Peabody:—The next subject on which we report is No. 3,

"Report on the problem of signaling single-track roads, with reference

to the effect of signaling and proper location of passing sidings on the

capacity of the line." On this subject your Committee presents a

second installment of the paper by Mr. F. L. Dodgson which was sub-

mitted last year, subject of this paper being an analysis of the effect of

passing track locations on the capacity of single track ; we recommend
that this matter be accepted as a progress report.

The President:—If there is no objection, this will be accepted as

a progress report.

Mr. Peabody:—The fourth subject assigned to the Committee is the

one on which we next report, namely, "Report on specifications adopted

by the Railway Signal Association, which, in the judgment of the Com-
mittee, warrant consideration, conferring with Committee on Track on

any appliances affecting track."

In reporting on this subject, we are presenting a list of the matters

acted on by the Railway Signal Association at its convention in 1916

and adopted by letter-ballot this year. This is in conformity with our

former practice in presenting this matter.

As to the last part of this subject, that is, with relation to conferring

with the Committee on Track, the Committee on Track called on us

for representation at one of their meetings. We were quite well repre-

sented, and, I think, gave them some information that is of value.

Your Committee recommends that this list of the Railway Signal

Association specifications and standards be published in the Manual as

supplemental to the list heretofore inserted for the information of the

members.
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The President;—Is there any discussion on this part of the report?

This matter of adopting the specifications and standards acted upon by

the Railway Signal Association at its conventions has been discussed by

us before. In order to save time we will consider these recommenda-

tions adopted for publication in the Manual, unless there is objection.

Mr. H. R. Safford (Grand Trunk) :—I think it requires action of

the Association to have anything printed in the Manual, and to do that

you will have to vote on it. I may be wrong about that, however.

The President :—We can settle the question by calling for a vote.

Mr. Peabody:—I move that this matter be accepted by the Associa-

tion and printed in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Peabody:—The next subject on which we report is No. 5, "Re-

port on requisites for switch indicators, including method of conveying

information as to the condition of the block to the conductor and en-

gineman."

The Committee recommends that these requisites for switch indi-

cators be adopted and published in the Manual. I move that this action

be taken.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—From the viewpoint of

the Manual, I have no criticism of the substance of the report, only the

manner in which it is presented, and that may be possible to overcome.

As you read pages 89, 90 and top of 91, it is rather disconnected and,

unless the revision is very carefully done by someone familiar with the

subject of the substitutions, it may not be accurately done. I think it will

be necessary for the Committee to absolutely revise the requisites as

printed on pages 330 and 331 of the Manual and submit them in proper

form. That can be done, possibly, through the editor, but, unless it is

done by someone experienced in the substance of the report, there may
be possibility of errors creeping into the Manual.

Mr. Peabody:—I think there will be little difficulty about that. In

making this report we have inserted the former report. Therefore, our

new matter can be taken out and printed as a whole, without these in-

sertions and without any confusion.

The President :—How do you propose that this shall be done before

it is admitted to the Manual?
Mr. Peabody:—^As admitted to the Manual, the paragraphs numbered

1, 1-a, 1-b and 1-c would appear. On page 90, paragraph 2, and then

under "Requisites of Installation," paragraph 1, without the old one and

then paragraphs 1-a, 1-b, 1-c, 1-d and paragraphs 2 and 3 and paragraphs

4-a and 4-b, leaving out the insertions.

Mr. Lindsay :—Just as a case in point, on page 90, about halfway

down the page, 1-c, it is required that the words "or locked" be inserted

in two places. Who is going to determine where those two places are?

Mr. Peabody:—1-c is complete in itself, and this refers to what has

been done as a change to the rule which is now in the Manual. We will

see that it is done properly when it is put in the Manual.
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Mr. Safford :—I would like to ask the Committee if there has been

any change whatever from any principle enunciated in the American

Railway Association code, before we adopt this for printing in the

Manual ?

Mr. Peabody :—This is an amplification of the code. There is no

change in principle.

(Mr. Peabody's motion was then put to vote and carried.)

Mr. Peabody:—The next subject we deal with is No. 9, "Analyze the

signal schemes which have been presented to the Association."

(Mr. Peabody read the matter under the above heading, and said:)

I wish to give entire credit to Mr. C. C. Anthony, former Chairman

of this Committee, for this part of the report. The entire work was his

and his only. Your Committee recommends that this part of our report

be received as information.

The President:—Unless there is objection, it will be so received. Is

there any further discussion in connection with this report? If not, the

Committee is relieved, with the thanks of the Association for its valu-

able work.

Mr. E. E. R. Tratman (by letter) :—The analysis of traffic capacity

or train capacity of single-track lines under different conditions of

signaling leads one to speculate on what the old-time dispatcher or

trainman would have thought about working out train movements by

mathematical formulas and diagrams. The system described is some-

what on the same principle as that employed by the Committee on

Yards and Terminals in analyzing the capacity of passenger stations

(report of 1916). Both cases indicated the successful application of

engineering methods to the subject of railway operation.



DISCUSSION ON ELECTRICITY.

(For Report, see pp. 143-323.)

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—It is to be regretted that

Mr. Kittredge is not here, on account of the valuation work, and that

Mr. Brumley is also away for the same reason ; also that Mr. Katte

has been prevented from coming on account of his recent bereavement

in the loss of his father. The first subject assigned the Sub-Committee

is that upon Revision of the Manual. On this subject Mr. G. A. Harwood

was the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, but we are in receipt of a

letter, addressed by Mr. George Gibbs to the President of the Association,

as follows

:

"In the report of the Committee on Electricity, Mr. George W. Kit-

tredge, Chairman, there is a report of Sub-Committee No. 1 on Revision

of Manual, of which Mr. Harwood is Chairman, and of which I am a

member. Neither Mr. Harwood nor myself will be able to be at the

convention, and I have talked with him in relation to the subject-matter

of the Sub-Committee's report, and he agrees with me that the defini-

tions submitted should be made the basis of discussion only at the con-

vention, and not adopted, but that they should be referred back to the

Committee for further consideration. I note that the recommendations

of the Committee as a whole provide in No. 1 for the adoption and

publication of the definitions of Sub-Committee No. 1. I would suggest

that this recommendation be not adopted.

"My objections, in brief, to the Sub-Committee report are as follows:

"(1) That the American Railway Association adopted as standard

a number of years ago a list of definitions applying to third-rail work-

ing conductors, and that these definitions dififer in some important re-

spects from those proposed by the Committee on Electricity and that

the American Railway Association's definitions are, in my opinion, more

comprehensive, logical and concise than those herein proposed.

"(2) A definition is given for 'transmission system,' but no defini-

tion is given for 'distributing system' or 'contact conductors' other than

'third-rail conductors.'

"(3) That in a number of places the definitions use a term which

has not been defined: For instance, 'duct line' is defined as 'A structure

consisting of one or more ducts ,' whereas the word
'duct' is not defined until later. Also, in defining 'jumper,' the words

'working conductors' are used before the latter words are defined.

"In general. I think these definitions should be very carefully gone

over again, comparing them with those of other associations so as to

finally present in the Manual a complete list of necessary electrical

definitions in strict conformity in practice and wording with those of

other associations, as far as this is possible.
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"I hope, therefore, that the report of this Sub-Committee will be

referred back to the full Committee for further consideration before

its adoption or printing in the Manual."

I have not had time to confer with the other members of the Com-
mittee who are present, this letter having been handed to me last

evening, nor do I feel warranted in accepting the suggestion of Mr.

Gibbs, and therefore leave this subject to be acted upon as the Chairman
may think best. I move the adoption of Conclusion No. 1.

The President :—This matter of definitions was undoubtedly given

careful consideration by the Committee in making its recommendation,

and at the same time you have heard read Mr. Gibbs' letter with refer-

ence to these definitions. The question is whether or not you shall adopt

the recommendations under these circumstances.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—The definition for "third rail,"

as given by this Committee, states, "The contact conductor placed at

either side of track, the contact surface of which is a few inches above

the level of the top of track rails," which is probably the position of the

third rail at the present time. It does not seem to me that is necessar>-

as a definition, and there is another term used frequently to designate a

third rail. It is frequently termed "live rail." It seems to me the defi-

nition should read about as follows : "Third rail or live rail—a rail

carried on insulating supports at a fixed distance from the track rails

and carrying a current of electricity which is transmitted to the motors

through the medium of a contact shoe."

"Third rail" is also a term used in case of narrow-gage and stand-

ard-gage tracks carried on the same ties. I would move that some
effort be made to alter this definition of a "third rail," or suggest that

some amendment be made.

I therefore move that the definitions be referred back to the Com-
mittee for further action.

Mr., Lindsay:—Speaking to that motion, I would like to ask that

anyone who has any ideas on the subject of the definitions presented in

this report kindly write to Mr. George A. Harwood, New York City,

and give him the benefit of your views. That will save the time of the

convention in considering this rather dry subject.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Lindsay :—The second recommendation is "the acceptance and
pubHcation in the Proceedings as information of the tabular statements,

Nos. 1 and 2, showing third-rail clearances on various roads and data

relative to the overhead clearance on electrified railroads, and Diagram
"D,' submitted by the Sub-Committee on Clearances."

That is recommended, as you will see, for publication, not in the

Manual, but in the Proceedings, as information.

The President:—-If there is no objection this will be accepted as

information, to be published in the Proceedings.

Mr. Lindsay :—The next is No. 3, "Acceptance and publication in the

Proceedings as information of the report of the American Committee on

Electrolysis."
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The President :—This report on Electrolysis is very elaborate, and

a valuable report. If there is no objection, it will be accepted as infor-

mation. The thanks of the Association are due for that report.

(Mr. Lindsay then read recommendation No. 4 and moved its ac-

ceptance as information.)

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Lindsay then read recommendations Nos. 5 and 6 and moved
their acceptance as information.)

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Lindsay:—I would like to call your attention specifically to

Bulletin 194, page iii, towards the back of the book, under "Association

Affairs."

"The United States Bureau of Standards, Washington, has issued

in the form of Bulletin 54 a tentative National Electrical Safety Code.

This bulletin has been quite widely distributed, and copies have been

furnished to each railroad, both steam and electric.

"The Bureau of Standards desires the active systematic cooperation

of steam railroads in this matter, and members of this Association

interested in the subject are urged to obtain a copy of the Code and

send their comments or criticisms to Dr. E. B. Rosa, Chief Physicist

of the Bureau of Standards, at Washington, during the year 1917.

"It is the intention of the Bureau of Standards to make" this National

Electrical Safety Code a standard one, effective January 1, 1918."

The President:—Unless there is further discu.ssion, the Committee will

be relieved, with the thanks of the Association.

Mr. E. E. R. Tratman (by letter) :—That part of the report deal-

ing with track maintenance is of special interest in that it begins the

study of a field which is new and of increasing importance. It was at one

time assumed that electric locomotives would be much less destructive to

• the track than steam locomotives, owing to the absence of reciprocating

parts and the elimination of hammer-blow. But with the low-hung

weight of some of the earlier engines there proved to be a bursting

effect on the rail on curves that was much greater than had been antici-

pated. From Prof. Turneaure's review of tests of impact stresses from

electric locomotives (in the report of the Committee on Iron and Steel

Structures), it appears also that with later engines having crank and

connecting-rod drive for the motors the old conditions of counter-

balancing and hammer-blow are again factors to be considered, though

they are usually of less importance than in regard to steam locomotives.

The Committee suggests that with electric traction there is an

advantage due to the elimination of corrosion due to locomotive gases,

and the elimination of fires due to cinders and ashes. Is it not possible

that these may be offset to some extent by corrosion and fire due to

leakage of current. Trouble has been reported in some cases of bridges

carrying electric street and interurban railways, and burning ties are

seen occasionally on interurban lines, especially in wet weather. It is

to be hoped that the Committee will continue its investigation as to

maintenance of way and structures under conditions of electric traction.



DISCUSSION ON SIGNS, FENCES AND CROSSINGS.

(For Report, see pp. 325-399.)

Mr. W. F. Strouse (Baltimore & Ohio) :—The Board of Direction

assigned this Committee the following subject: "Make critical examina-

tion of the subject-matter in the Manual and submit definite recommenda-

tions for changes, taking into special consideration the subject of flange-

ways, both when the street or highway is or is not occupied by street

or interurban railway tracks."

Under this subject the Committee sent out 106 inquiries concerning

the practices of the steam railways of the country, and 69 inquiries to

the electric roads. Seventy-one replies were received from the steam

railways and 33 from the electric railways. The information received

has been tabulated and appears on pages 327 to 337, but it was not

received in time to make any special study of the matter with a view

to making definite recommendations. Indeed, the data is such that it

would be rather difificult, in my opinion, to make any specific recom-

mendations. The dimensions of the flangeways of both steam and

electric lines are quite variable. I think, however, that this material

should be further considered with a view to making some recommenda-

tions next year. We are, therefore, submitting the information under

this subject as information only.

Under Subject 3, "Report on Concrete Fence Posts," the Commit-

tee has collected some additional information, which is given on pages

339 to 345. The Committee also secured some additional information on

the subject of steel fence posts. While this subject was not assigned the

Committee, it was felt that data on this subject might be acceptable, and

it is given on pages 345 to -350; it is submitted as further information

on that subject.

Some information is given on "Signs, principles of design, and rules

for their use," beginning on page 337. In this connection I wish to call

your attention to the monograph published at the end of the report,

furnished by Mr. J. W. Orrock of the Canadian Pacific, which is a step

in the right direction. The other data on this subject is submitted as

information only.

Subject No. 4, "Report on the reduction of the number of roadway

signs and the adoption of a standard sign for general use, as far as

possible." The Committee was assigned so many subjects this year that

some of them of necessity had to be omitted, or at least their consider-

ation considerably curtailed. The Committee, therefore, did practically

nothing on this subject. A small amount of information is given in pages

350 and 351. .

Subject No. 5, "Report on Legal Requirements relative to the provi-

sion of fences for right-of-way and stock-guards," the Committee sent
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out requests to the various railroad officials in the United States and

Canada asking for copies of the laws then in force applying to the

matter of right-of-way fences and stock-guards. Copies of the laws of

all the states and territories in the Union were secured. Many of these

laws. were rather long and would have taken entirely too much space

if published in full. The Committee therefore condensed the informa-

tion, giving the bare facts as to the requirements. These abstracts are

published on pages 351 to 373.

Mr. H. R. Saflford (Grand Trunk) :—In connection with this part

of the Committee's report, I presume that this subject will probably

be referred back and made the ground of some further study, and I

would like to suggest to the Committee that they take this data relating

to legal requirements and attempt to put it in tabular form, preserving

all the essentials. That manner will be found the best for making use

of the different requirements of states and the national authorities.

In this connection, I think it is not out of place to say that I believe

that we are approaching a time when we will want to suggest, or at

least start the practice of suggesting to the various states that a uniform

design of fence be adopted. I believe that this Association can probably

secure a uniform fence law if the members of the Association will back

such a movement. With that in view, this Committee could be of con-

siderable aid in the attempts which may be made to carry out that kind

of a program if they would tabulate this information; after which I

believe that the railways represented in this Association ought to make
some concerted effort to try to have adopted a uniform type of fence.

I think it can be done, and I believe the railway commissions, as a rule,

will not oppose a recommendation in connection with this matter, which

recommendation has the general approval of this Association.

Mr. Strouse:—I agree fully with Mr. Safford's recommendation. It

was my intention to prepare a table giving the essential features of the

laws, but I did not have time. I have a good deal of information in

addition to what is submitted in this report which can be utilized in

preparing a tabulated statement of these laws, such as Mr. Safford sug-

gests.

Mr. John G. Sullivan (Canadian Pacific) :—'There is one point I

would like to refer to—it is too late to have it included in this report

—

hut it may be covered in a supplementary report, and that is to give

the dates of these laws, a statement at what time these laws were in

effect. Such laws are changed from time to time, and it would be well

if we could cover that point in our compilation, so that anyone referring

to these laws would know the date when they were put into effect.

Mr. Strouse:—The dates are given, I believe, in almost every case.

As a rule, the laws were all brought down to 1916. There have been

some revisions in the past two or three years, but the laws that T

received were supposed to be those in force at the date of receipt.

There may, however, have been some changes not known by parties fur-

nishing the information.
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Mr. Sullivan:—It might be well to insert a note that the laws were

effective in 1916, and if the date is given they will not be relied upon

too implicitly by a man who may take up the Proceedings ten years

from now, but he will ascertain whether there have been revisions of

these laws.

Mr. Strouse :—That might be well.

The President :—This report shows a great deal of work and that

a great deal of information has been collected and put in very con-

densed form. Under the suggestion made by Mr. Safford, this material

would be still further condensed by being tabulated. The Committee

accepts the suggestion, and unless there is objection, this portion of

the report will be accepted as information and published in the Pro-

ceedings.

Mr. Strouse:—My attention has been called to Subject No. 4, which

we passed over rather hurriedly, with reference to the matter of using

signs, the shape of which would indicate their purpose. We were not

able to get anything very definite on that subject. The suggestion,

however, was made that it might be well to have the blade of the sign

indicate its purpose and do away with lettering. The lettering consti-

tutes a very large part of the expense of the maintenance of signs.

The Committee would be very glad to get any suggestions from the

members present on this subject. It is one which I think should be

given further consideration by the Committee.

Subject No. 6, "Report on classifications of fences into 'types,'

"

the Committee spent a considerable amount of time a year or two ago

on the subject of fences and specifications, and the different classes of

fences, etc., were approved at that time and placed in the Manual.

The Committee therefore did not consider it advisable to take up this

subject this year, in view of the fact that there were so many other

things that had to be eliminated.

Subject No. 7, "Make a comprehensive study of crossings," appeared

to be such a big subject that the Committee did not feel it should be

taken up this year. It has, however, submitted, on page 373, a paper

prepared by J. Bayles Reilly, a member of the Boston Society of Civil

Engineers, which gives his personal experience in connection with the

elimination of grade crossings in Massachusetts. In this paper he gives

considerable cost data and more or less information in connection with

the laws in force in regard to the division of cost.

In addition to this paper a very valuable and complete report was

submitted to this Association -two years ago, I believe, by C. E. Smith,

in which a great deal of information bearing on the subject of elimina-

tion of grade crossings is given.

The information included in this report, together with other matter

that has already been published, I feel could be made the basis of a

report on the general subject of crossings. The subject, however, will

require a great deal of study, and in view of the fact that it seems to
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be becoming more important every year, the Committee should follow

it up this next year.

Mr. E. R. Lewis (Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic) :—I would ask

the indulgence of the convention to refer back to a phrase, to which I

think possibly we should not commit ourselves. This phrase I wish to

call attention to is on page 338, the fourth paragraph, and the last

sentence, reading as follows: "If this class of work could be elimi-

nated, the general painting could be done by the regular section gangs

at a big reduction in cost."

I suggest that on page 423 of the Manual will be found 131 rules

adopted by this Association, all of which apply to work to be done by

the regular section gang. By the time the regular section gangs do

what is laid down there, by the time they take care of the interlocking

for the signal department, take care of the telegraph lines for the tele-

graph department, clean out the freight houses for the freight depart-

ment, mow the lawns for the operating department, shovel coal on the

engines for the fuel department, attend to lawsuits for the legal

department, and mend the platforms, as has been suggested by the track

department, there is not going to be a great deal of daylight left to

them for the painting of signs, and after that they have to take care

of the track.

Gentlemen, I am very much in earnest in this matter. It is an

important thing, and I do not want to see this Association committed

to any such proposition, unless they really believe they want to be.

Unfortunately, this is in line with the ever-recurring idea of railroad

officers in high positions—positions superior to the track department

officers—that the section man can do any kind and all kinds of work
because no other labor is quite so cheap in first cost, nor quite so handy.

This policy is following the lines of least resistance; it is driving the

men out of track work and making general servants out of men whose

duties should be limited to track work. It is forcing the section men
into the labor unions to get relief, and you will not be able to make
them paint after a while.

The place of the section man is on the track all the time. Not
until the man higher up is educated as to the wisdom of this doctrine,

and insists on its being recognized in practice, will we have the proper

administration of the section gangs, and in the meantime the roadbed

and the tracks of the American railways will suffer. Every minute

spent off the track by trackmen is lost, as there are only so many days

in the summer, and you cannot bring a day back. A minute lost is

gone forever and track work suffers irreparably. To take the section

hands to do odd jobs which are outside of track maintenance makes a

most expensive work.

I make a motion that the phrase, "If this class of work could be

eliminated, the general painting could be done by the regular section

gangs at a big reduction in cost" in line 25 of page 338 be omitted.
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because I do not think it is vital to this report, and I do not think it

expresses what we desire to convey.

Mr. Strouse :—The sentence referred to has not been accepted by

the Association as a recommendation, it is simply submitted to the Asso-

ciation as information. It is not obligatory on anyone to adopt it.

The reason the suggestion was made was that it is rather expensive to

send a paint gang over the road to do any painting, unless there is a

great deal of it, and it was felt that with the elimination of the lettering

on the signs a greater portion of the expense could be cut out.

There is no objection to the elimination of the sentence in question

from that paragraph if the Association feels it should be done.

The President:—This matter is not intended for publication in the

Manual.

Mr. Lewis :—I understand that, but I do not want to see the con-

vention go before the country with any such statement. In my opinion

it is wrong information.

Mr. Safford :—I do not think that motion is in order. This is only

a preliminary or progress report of the Committee dealing with a cer-

tain subject. A member objects to the enunciation of a certain prin-

ciple. If he does object to it, his objection should be communicated to

the Committee, with the request that they consider the desirability of

introducing certain changes in their report in compliance with the objec-

tion raised by the member, and either incorporate the suggestion made
or eliminate matter objected to in their further work.

The President :—It might be very readily the case that the house

would feel that there was certain information that it did not wish to go

before the public, even in a report of this character, and I think it

would be in order, if it were desired to do so, that the house should

pass a motion declining to allow a certain matter to go even into the

Proceedings, as a matter of policy, because of the use that might be

made of it. As a general proposition, however, I should say that your

statement is correct, Mr. SafTord.

Mr. Safford :—The motion is to eliminate this.

The President:—That is the motion. Does the Committee object?

Mr. Strouse :—We are willing to eliminate it.

The President :—Acting in accordance with Mr. Lewis* suggestion,

the Committee will eliminate that sentence from the report.

Mr. Strouse :—The Committee desires to call attention, on page

384, to the recommendations for next year's work. It failed, however,

to mention that the subject of flangeways had not been disposed of.

That subject, I think, should be given further consideration with the

other subjects next year.

The Committee also desires to call attention to Appendix B, on

page 395, in which is given a bibliography on reinforced concrete posts

and telegraph poles, covering articles that have appeared in the technical

papers between 1903 and 1914. Some of these articles are well worth

considering, and the list is given here with the idea of giving the mem-
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bership the opportunity of looking up information on the various sub-

jects without having to hunt through a lot of books and magazines to

locate it.

Prof. S. N. Williams :—The Committee has given us valuable ma-

terial on the subject of Grade Crossings, which is important in trying to

prevent accidents, causing distress and damage suits. We hope for

additional results the coming year.

The President :—Unless there is further discussion, this Committee

will be relieved, with the thanks of the Association. It has brought

together in this report a great deal of very valuable information.

Mr. E. E. R. Tratman (by letter) :—The study of track construc-

tion at street crossings is worth continuing, for the discussion last year

showed it to be of interest and importance. While a concrete base

carrying the ties may be too rigid, more successful results are promised

by a concrete base carrying the ballast. In this case the cushioning

effect of the ballast bed is continued over the crossing, while the con-

crete base or roadbed prevents settlement due to a soft or wet rondbed.

As to the metal track signs, is not a life of 48 years for a punched

metal sign rather a high estimate? The bridge sign is shown attached

to the end of a tie, and as renewal of the ties would occur at least once

within 48 years, there is liability of the sign being damaged at that

time. W^here track signs are liable to be used as targets for pistol and

rifle practice, it is evident that a few shots may destroy the significance

of a sign with punched-out letters or marks. This is. one reason

for endorsing the Committee's suggestion of giving indications by

shape instead of lettering, but of course, this does not cover signs

which have to show numbers.



DISCUSSION ON WATER SERVICE.

(For Report, see pp. 543-573.)

Mr. A. F. Dorley (Missouri Pacific) :—The report of the Committee

on Water Service will be found in Bulletin 193. The subjects assigned

to the Committee, eight in number, will be found on page 543. The

Committee followed the usual practice of assigning the subjects to

Sub-Committees, whose personnel is given in the report.

The first subject assigned to the Committee is "Make critical exam-

ination of the subject-matter in the Manual, and submit definite recom-

mendations for changes." These changes will be found on page 544

and following pages. No radical changes in the principles underlying

the problems of railway water supply are recommended. The changes

consist almost entirely of a revision of the language, and are thought

to make for greater clearness and to remove certain ambiguities.

I move that the revision of the Manual as presented be adopted

and incorporated in tht next edition of the Manual.

The President :—In order that this particular matter may be consid-

ered in detail, and at the same time without incurring the loss of too

much time, the Chair will ask the Chairman of the Committee to refer

to each article, and unless there is objection it will be adopted.

(Mr. Dorley then proceeded to read change proposed in Article 3,

page 443, of the Manual, as shown on page 544 of the report.)

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—One of the objects we try

for is the revision of the amount of matter in our Manual. It is getting

to be quite bulky, and if there is anything that can be safely omitted,

it should be. It seems to me the suggested revision here, "Hard water

can be softened by treatment with chemicals," is a truism and it is

superfluous. I move that it be omitted from the Manual.

Mr. Dorley :—That is one of the underlying principles of railway

water purification, and any discussion of the subject should, we think,

begin with some such general statement as that.

Mr. Frink :—That it is one of the underlying principles of water

treatment, there is no question. I did not move to eliminate that because

it was not true, but because it seemed to be superfluous. We have no

declaration in our Manual, so far as I remember, that the bridges of

railroads can be built of steel, and yet it seems to me that would be on

the same plane as this statement. My motion is based on the ground that

it is unnecessary to make this statement, and that we could better use

the room for something else.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—In connection with Article

7, reading, "There are two general types of water softeners, the con-

tinuous and intermittent, differing widely in their mechanical details,"
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will the Committee consent to the omission of the word "mechanical?"

There are dififerent chemical methods.

Mr. Dorley :—They really do not differ in their chemical methods.

Chemically, they accomplish the result in the same way, that is, chemically.

The difference really consists in the method of adding chemicals to the

water, methods of agitating the water, and methods of allowing sedimenta-

tion to take place, etc., but the primary difference is in the mechanical

features of the plant.

Mr. A. Charles Irwin (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) :—I understand

the suggested revision refers to .the method of applying the chemical to

the water. It might better read : "There are two general types of

appliances for introducing the chemicals into the water," and then go

ahead with the remainder of the revision.

Mr. Dorley:—'Do I understand you to say, Mr. Irwin, that you

wish the clause to set forth that there are two general methods of apply-

ing water softeners?

Mr. Irwin :—To that effect, yes.

Mr. Dorley:—I do not believe that would bring out the intended

meaning of this clause. We usually refer to a device that purifies or treats

water, as a water softener, and this paragraph simply makes the broad

statement that there are two general types of water softeners, one called

the continuous and the other the inter uttent.

Mr. Irwin:—The whole thing hinjes on whether you are describing

a device or the chemical, or both. If this refers to the appliance only,

it should be so stated. If it refers to both the appliance and the chem-

ical, that should also be brought out. I understand that an appliance

only is referred to.

Mr. Dorley :—This clause should be considered in connection with

the other matter in the Manual. I thi.ik the sense will be entirely clear

if that is done. The Manual proceeds to describe both these plants,

and in so doing it begins with the gerieral statement that there are two

types of softeners, one the continuous and the other the intermittent;

then follows a description of each, and the essential features in which

one differs from the other are brought out.

Mr. Lindsay:—Where does the Permutit system come in?

Mr. Dorley:—It is chemical.

Mr. Lindsay:—Differing chemically from the soda lime process?

Mr. Dorley:—Yes.

The President:—^Unless there is objection, Article 7 will be accepted,

and if it is satisfactory to the house, it is suggested that we avoid

going into the detail of reading all these changes. The Chair will ask

the Chairman to mention each clause by number, and we will then pause

a sufficient length of time for objections to be raised. If there are no

objections raised, we will consider the change as adopted.

(Mr. Dorley then proceeded to read the paragraphs, embodying
changes, by number.)
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Mr. Lindsay :—I think attention should be called to two important

features of water-softening plants. One is that the machinery should

not be easily deranged by sediment or corrosion, and the other is that

it ought to be easily cleanable. I would like to add to the suggested

revision of Article 5 these words, "and not easily disarranged by sedi-

ment or corrosion and easily cleaned."

Mr. Dorley:—I think that is implied in the words "The mechanical

apparatus should be simple in construction and operation." Simplicity

in operation, we believe, presupposes that the plant is easily cleaned.

The suggested revision further says that the mechanical apparatus shall

be "stable in adjustment." If it is stable in adjustment, it is not easily

disarranged.

The President:—If there is no objection, it will be assumed that is

satisfactory.

(The Chairman of the Committee then read the various suggested

revisions down to "page 450 of the Manual," referred to on page 547.')

The President:—All of the changes presented by the Committee up

to this point, it is assumed, are agreed to. Changes will be made in the

Manual in accordance with the recommendations.

Mr. Dorley:—The second subject is, "Make final report on design

and relative economy of trackpans from an operating standpoint." This

subject has been before the Committee for several years. We hoped to

make a final report this year, but the Sub-Committee having this sub-

ject in hand advise there are some parts of the report still incomplete,

particularly the plans that will accompany the report, and it pleads for

an extension of another year. The third subject is, "Report on methods

for rejuvenating driven wells ; cost and success, as compared with driving

new wells." All railways have constantly more or less trouble with

water supplies secured from wells. We all know that driven wells, when

first put down, give a certain quantity of water, but, due to various

causes, the yield falls off after a time. The falling off of the yield

usually receives no attention until the time comes when the water

secured is less than the amount required. The causes underlying this

falling off of yield are quite numerous and the Committee has attempted

to describe them in detail. It mentions particularly the trouble with

well strainers. Perhaps ninety per cent, or more of well troubles are

due to strainer difficulties, and the problem of repairing a well is neces-

sarily tedious and expensive. The trouble is generally hidden below the

ground, sometimes 1,000 feet or a quarter of a mile below the surface.

This report is offered to the Association as information, with the hope

that it will be of some help to those who are having well troubles.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis") :—May
I ask the privilege of turning again to page 547? The Manual as now
printed advises that we shall examine springs with a view to the possi-

bility of future pollution, and the Committee, in its revision of that

subject, repeats that provision. I want to ask if it is the sentiment
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of the Committee that in supplying water for locomotives the question

of pollution should enter into it at all. We have had that question up

and we have come to the conclusion that where we might get pure

water, good for drinking, at some points, there are other points where

it is absolutely impossible to get it within economical bounds, and we
have decided to abandon altogether any effort to secure unpolluted

water in our locomotives, and our men understand that water in the

locomotives should not be drunk. I would like to ask the Committee

if they have considered that feature and if they will repeat the recom-

mendation as it now appears?

Mr. Dorley :—The Committee, in using that phrase, had in mind not

the pollution of the water in the sense of unfitness for drinking, but

pollution in the sense of unfitness for boiler purposes. I have a case

in mind where a spring was polluted by mine drainage.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—In that connection,

we have a supply of water from a spring periodically contaminated by

flood waters running over gypsum beds in the adjacent canyon of the

mountain, such pollution requiring a special degree of treatment to

make the water acceptable for use in boilers. I believe it is highly

desirable to consider conditions leading to or making liable the pollution

of a water supply.

Mr. McDonald :—I move that the Committee amend that clause so

as to define what they mean by pollution. In other words, that the

pollution applies only to boiler water and not to drinking water.

The President :—The Committee is willing to do that.

Mr. Dorley:—No. (4), "Report on various types of well strainers

in use and the service secured from each type." The report on this sub-

ject will be found on page 555. It is generally considered that the most

important part of any well is a strainer, where one is used. As this

subject is closely allied to Subject (3), it was assigned to the same

Sub-Committee. The report attempts to describe the various types of

well-strainers in use, their construction and the extent to which each

is used. All well strainers were developed with a view to meeting some

certain condition, and every type on the market has its own particular

field. When it comes to selecting a strainer for any particular location,

very good judgment and experience is necessary to make the proper

selection. Many wells have proven to be failures by reason of the

poor judgment used in selecting the type of strainer as well as in

choosing the proper mesh. The mesh can be too fine or too coarse,

and either will lead to trouble. This report, which is very largely the

work of the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Mr. Knowles, is offered

as information.

The President:—Unless there is objection, this will be received as

information.

Mr. Dorley:—Subject (5), "Methods for complying with Federal regu-

lations in regard to purity of drinking water supplied to the public
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and employes on interstate trains." In handling this subject, the Com-
mittee secured the assistance of Mr. R. C Bardwell, Chemist of the

Missouri Pacific at St. Louis. We believe this to be a live subject. The

report outlines the work of the Health Department in formulating

these regulations, as well as the methods followed and the attempt made
by the various railroads in complying with them. Changes and modifi-

cations in these regulations can be expected within the next few years,

as they are not complete. On that account the report in its present form

is offered as information, with the suggestion that the Committee be

instructed to keep in touch with the future development of these regula-

tions and make a report next year or, perhaps, the following year.

The President:—Unless there is objection, this will be received as

information.

Mr. Dorley:—Subject (6), page 563, "Report on design of impound-

ing reservoirs, and the conditions under which they are economical."

The Committee begs for another year's time and reports progress.

Subject (7), "Report on relative merits of continuous and intermit-

tent water softeners." This is a progress report. We hope to have a

complete report next year, and in the meantime we invite attention to

an interesting letter from Mr. C. Herschel Koyl, Water Engineer of the

Great Northern, which is quoted on page 564. This letter explains

certain peculiar phenomena that arise in the process of water purifica-

tion, which many of us have noticed but have not been able to explain,

either by chemistry or physics. The report is offered as information.

The President:—Unless there is objection, this will be received as

information.

Mr. Dorley:—Page 566, Subject (8), "Report on rules or exam-

ination questions for care of boilers in pumping stations." The Com-
mittee was somewhat in doubt as to what was to be included in this

report, and has used an interpretation that is, perhaps, a little broader

than was intended by the Committee on Subjects. An attempt has been

made to formulate such a set of rules on the care of water stations

as could be inserted in a railway's book of rules on maintenance of

way. In addition, two sets of examination questions for the care of

water stations are given; the first covers steam plants (page 569),

and the other, plants having internal combustion engines (page 571).

As electrically operated pumping units are coming into general use we
have done some work on a set of questions covering care and opera-

tion of electrical equipment, also, but this third set of questions was

not completed at the time the report went to the printer, and, if desired,

it will be presented next year.

The President:—This will be accepted as a progress report.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—There are one or two cases

here to which the Committee's attention should be called for next year's

work. On page 568 there is a statement, "If there be a night attend-

ant, he should be cautioned about any defects in the plant by the day
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man before leaving." It appears to me that this should be revised

to read that "Where more than one shift is in charge of the pumping

plant, each oncoming man should be notified by the man leaving of

any defects." The day man should be notified by the night man, the

same as the night man by the da> man.

Mr. Dorley :—That is a good suggestion and we will bear it in

mind.

Mr. Baldridge :—On page S7\, Question 4: In that case, either the

words "for gas or oil" should follow, "needle valve," or, "air" fol-

lowing the words "throttle valve" should be eliminated, and depend

upon the following questions to designate what the valves are for.

Mr. Dorley:—We accept the suggestion.

The President:—If there is no further discussion, this will be ac-

cepted as information, and the Committee will be relieved, with the

thanks of the Association. It has prepared a great deal of information

of an exceedingly practical and valuable kind.
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(For Report, see pp. 907-1219.)

Mr. R. Montfort (Louisville & Nashville) :—It is greatly to be

regretted that Mr. Isaacs, the Chairman of the Committee, is unable

to attend the meeting. He is the author of this report.

(Mr. Montfort then read the printed report of the Committee, and

then referred back to the proposed changes in the "Physical properties

and tests" on page 908.)

Mr. Montfort :—I have read this change in the "Physical proper-

ties and tests" as printed in this report, for insertion in the Manual,

but the President calls attention to the fact that the Manual does not

contain our specifications. This clause was proposed at the suggestion

of Mr. MacFarland.

Mr. H. B. MacFarland (Santa Fe) :—^These are the changes to be

made in the specification. If the specification is not contained in the

Manual, the proper thing to do would be to move that the change be

incorporated in the tentative specifications adopted last year and shown

in Appendix A, page 448.

The President:—Those specifications were not adopted, but were

held over for presentation this year. Is it your purpose to present

these specifications for adoption this year?

Mr. MacFarland :—I believe it would be better to hold them over

for another year and receive thir; insertion for incorporation next year

in the Manual.

The President :—Then it is in the province of the Committee to

submit this for its previous recommendation, when it submits the

specifications for approval. In the meantime this change in this clause

7 relating to elastic limit will be inserted in the Proceedings. It is

understood that these specifications have not been submitted for ap-

proval, and have not been approved by the Association.

Mr. Monfort :—Mr. Wickhorst or Mr. MacFarland have some re-

marks to make. I think.

Mr. M'. H. Wickhorst (Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee) :—

I

simply want to make a report of progress for the Sub-Committee, of

which Mr. Onderdonk is Chairman. That Committee has outlined a

series of experiments on the reciprocating or rolling machine at Spar-

rows Point, in which a rail can be given any desired load and the load

rolled back and forth over the rail, or more strictly, the rail pulled

back and forth under the loaded wheel. Some work has already been

done.

The President:—We will now hear from Mr. Wickhorst on rail

failure statistics, illustrated by lantern slides.
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Mr. Wickhorst :—The paper that I will now give has been issued

in Bulletin 195, but I will show a large number of slides in addition.

(Mr. Wickhorst then addressed the meeting, showing a number of

lantern slides on the subject of "The Rail Failure Situation."

The President:—Unless there is further discussion on the report

of the Rail Committee, the Committee is dismissed, with the thanks

of the Association for the excellent work it has done and for the

statistics it has presented, which are of exceeding value to us.



DISCUSSION ON WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLES.

(For Report, see pp. 575-593.)

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—The following subjects were

assigned for the consideration of your Committee during the past

year

:

(Reading list of subjects on page 575.)

With regard to Subject No. 1, Rev.ision of the Manual, your Commit-

tee has no recommendations to make for revision this year. We did, how-

ever, discuss the question of getting the revisions to the Manual before

the members more quickly than they are being gotten to us now. Of
course, under the present method of handling the Manual, that is im-

possible. We cannot afford to reprint our Manual every year. That is

plain. This is offered as a suggestion by the Committee, and will be

handled by the Board of Direction if they see fit.

With regard to Subject No. 2, "Report on design of docks and

wharves, including floors; likewise coal and ore wharves," the Com-
mittee, after three years' work, have finally come to the conclusion that

nothing of benefit to the Association can be evolved on that subject

The different conditions, the different types of docks and wharves, and

the different uses of docks and wharves are so divers, there are so

many of them, that we do not think they can be successfully standardized.

The Committee therefore recommends that the further study of the

subject be discontinued, but as we have accumulated a good deal of

valuable information in our investigation, the Chairman of the Sub-

Committee in charge of the report on this subject, Mr. W. H. Hoyt,

is preparing a paper which we hope later to get permission to publish

in one of our Bulletins.

Subject No. 3 is "Comparative merits of ballast deck and reinforced

concrete trestles, taking into consideration the design of ballast floors

for timber trestles." After a good deal of study of that, we have divided

the subject, or rather, the factors entering into the consideration of

the subject, into seven classes, briefly, fire hazard; stability against

the action of floods; service qualities; appearance, and conservation of

materials. These five are minor considerations, but in addition to that

we have specified two major factors—statutory requirements and ulti-

mate economy. We consider those as of the greatest importance, really

the decisive factors in the majority of cases.

On page 581 of the Bulletin, and the next page, we have drawn

up seven conclusions, which the Committee desires to move for adoption

in the Manual.

Conclusion No. 1 is based on paragraph (a) on page 577 under the

heading, "Fire Hazard," and I want to read it so that the members
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who may not have had an opportunity to read that section will under-

stand it.

(Mr. Frink read the section (a) on page 577.)

From that paragraph we draw the following conclusion

:

"(1) While in certain locations there is little probability of fire

loss in creosoted ballast deck timber trestles, yet due to the very nature

of the material used, the reinforced concrete trestle has a decided

advantage."

I move that Conclusion 1 be adopted and printed in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Conclusion 2 is founded on paragraph (b), but I will not read the

paragraph, simply the conclusion

:

"(2) The concrete structure is slightly superior to the timber struc-

ture for bridging waterways subject to flood currents, or wide fluctua-

tions in elevation of water surface."

I move that Conclusion 2 be adopted and printed in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Frink :—In connection with Conclusion 3 I want to read para-

graph (c), at the bottom of page 577, on which it is based. On this

we base Conclusion 3, which is as follows

:

"(3) Although the concrete trestle may possibly afford better serv-

ice qualities than the wooden trestle, the matter is so intangible in char-

acter as to preclude a definite statement of relative merit."

I move that be adopted and printed in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Frink:—Conclusion 4 is as follows:

"(4) Where selection of type is optional and not influenced by

other considerations, neither type of trestle has the advantage of the

other in the matter of appearance."

I move that be adopted and printed in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Frink :—No. 5 is next. It is not necessary to read this. I

move its adoption and printing in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Frink:—No. 6, based on paragraph (e). I would like to read

that, and I hope that all of the members will read it. Conclusion No. 6

is as follows

:

"(6) Creosoted timber trestles are more economical than concrete,

except when the cost of the concrete structure is less than V/2 times the

cost of the wooden structure."

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—I would like to

ask the Committee to what extent, in its opinion, this conclusion would

eliminate the construction of wooden structures.

Mr. Frink:—^Do you mean the construction of future buildings?

Mr. Campbell :—Does it mean that construction of concrete trestles

would not be justified if the cost thereof was 50 per cent, in excess of
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the cost of wooden structures? To what extent would that eliminate

construction of concrete trestles?

Mr. Frink:—Legal requirements or appearance in certain locations,

or too much money or things of that kind might have to be considered.

Mr. A. F. Robinson (Santa Fe) :—It would be of interest if the

Committee would show the figures on which they have based this state-

ment, how they arrived at that allowable VA times the cost of the wooden
trestle, compared with the figures for the concrete trestles. Would
those figures be of sufficient interest to the Association to warrant their

being published? Have you made any figures on that, or have you jus:

jumped at it?

Mr. Frink:—We have made them, as you will find in the report, or

in one or the other of the appendices. You will find two tables in Ap-
pendix A giving you comparative economy at various costs per foot

of creosoted trestles; for example, from Table 1, where the creosoted

timber trestle costs $10 per foot and you believe it will last 25 years,

it will pay you to pay $12.82 per foot for concrete trestle, if you think

that will last 70 years; if you think it will last 100 years, it will pay

you to pay $13 per foot for it. We have another one, Table 2, based

on 20 years' hfe, that is, that you will get 20 years' life from a creosoted

timber trestle.

The President :—In arriving at these conclusions, was any attention

given to statistics of loss by fire?

Mr. Frink :—Yes ; we paid attention to these statistics as far as

we could. The Sub-Committee gathered all the reports they could of

losses by fire, but we found in all cases but one the fire originated under-

neath. There was one case reported of a timber ballast deck trestle

which caught on fire from live coals falling on the outside guard rail.

Mr. Campbell :—It would be of interest to have the Committee

define "concrete trestle." Would a concrete bridge consisting of slabs

carried on concrete piers be included in such definition?

Mr. Frink:—I do not see that it matters whether it is reinforced

concrete trestle or bridge. We show where you can build a reinforced

concrete structure carrying track, be it bridge, arch or what, at a cer-

tain percentage over the cost of timber structure. It seems to me
that covers the whole ground. Of course, we could divide that into

reinforced concrete trestle or slabs on concrete piers and abutments, or

arches, but I do not think we would be any better off then than now.

Mr. Robinson :—There should be some study or provision made
as to height, because of fire danger and of the time necessary to build

the falsework after a fire. We should not build creosoted ballasted

structures above a certain height. I think the Committee has worked on

those that are not more than 20 feet high. Is it not possible that the

conclusions would apply without their using higher structures? I

might add that we have over 300,000 linear feet of ballasted deck

bridges of creosoted timber.
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Mr. Frink :—In regard to the height, the creosoted pile balla.sted

deck trestle is limited in height to about 20 feet. Each kind of con-

struction has its own limitation.

Mr. Robinson :—What I am driving at is this : Your allowance of

VA times or 50 per cent, excess in cost of the concrete bridge over the

timber bjidge is based, I take it, on the figures made for bridges not

over 25 feet in height. Would your figures for the lower height apply

to the higher height?

Mr. Frink:—They cann®t. We do not pretend to convey the idea

that they will. As far as our ratio of one and one-half is concerned,

that is merely a rough approximation. If you will examine the two

tables, page 584, you will see from the second table, which is based on

a life of 20 years' service of the creosoted timber structure, for a cost

of $10 per foot for the creosoted timber structure and an expected life

of 100 years for the concrete, the justifiable cost is less than one and

one-half times the creosoted timber structure.

Mr. H. R. Safford (Grand Trunk) :—It occurs to me, from what

has been said, it might be well to omit paragraph 6, i. e., omit any refer-

ence to the economical side of this question until there is more data.

Mr. Frink:—I hope that motion will not prevail. Conclusions 6

and 7 are the meat in the cocoanut of this report. Take out those con-

clusions and the report will not amount to anything. If you can show
the conclusions are wrong, the Committee will be glad to be corrected.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—I do

not know whether what I have to say is entirely germane to the last

conclusion that has been read, but I think it will refer to all these

conclusions to some extent. We have been users of ballast deck trestles

built on creosoted timber piles, on red cedar piles, and on solid con-

crete bents that are founded on the stub ends of sound oak and red

cedar piles which have been cut off under moist ground. We have

perhaps three or four miles of ballast deck trestles on the various sub-

structures that I have described. I have yet to find one of these that

has given us any trouble from fire at all. The outer curb we cover

with old galvanized iron, and we thus have with the ballast absolute

protection against fire from above. The fact that the deck is solid

shuts out the light and prevents vegetation growing, to a large extent,

and the danger from fire below is lessened. The extent to which the

risk from below is eliminated, depends on the care of the sectionmen.

We build our timber trestles all the way from 6 to 55 or 60 feet high,

with single-length creosoted piles, and I think the height and length of

the trestle, as well as the fire risk, are factors to be considered in the

selection of a type. There is one note of danger that I want to sound

here, and that is about the effect that the various drainage schemes in

the South are having on the question of pile trestles across low areas.

They are running these canals in all directions and lowering the drain-

age to a large extent, and in doing so they may make it possible to fill
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a large number of trestles over these bottoms that formerly were con-

sidered absolutely necessary for waterway.

Now, if we can build creosoted timber trestles of the height required

for $18 to %22 a foot, as we do, we hardly feel justified in spending

$33 a foot for concrete trestles, which may, inside of five or six years,

prove to be useless on account of the fact that a drainage ditch has

run up the hollow and lowered the drainage and made possible the

filling of a large part of it. It may be you could recover that part

of your concrete structure which consisted of the slabs. You could not

recover the pile substructure. Neither could you do so very well with

creosoted timber, but I think the recovery of the creosoted stringers

and caps is much more likely than the recovery of the slabs.

I think we ought to be very careful in laying out our work from

now on across low bottom lands, to figure very far ahead as to whether

we want to treat these structures in a permanent, or in a temporary

way, in the latter case with a view eventually, on account of these

canals, of being able to decrease the amount of opening required.

Mr. John G. Sullivan (Canadian Pacific) :—I agree with the Chair-

man of the Committee, if these figures are correct, the conclusion is

correct, but I would like to ask one or two questions. How do you

figure for the fund for renewal? Is that a sinking fund?

Mr. Frink :—A sinking fund—yes.

Mr. Sullivan:—If that is a sinking fund at 6 per cent., where do

you get 6 per cent.? You cannot get it from a bank. I think there

is a joker in that. If you can figure a sinking fund at 6 per cent, you

can d© lots of things.

Mr. Frink:—If you will turn to page 585, Appendix B, you will see

that we use two factors in our formulas. One is x, the amount capital-

ized which will replace concrete trestle every m years, and y, amount

capitalized, which will replace concrete trestle every n years.

Mr. Sullivan:—On top of page 584 you say you are using 6 per cent.

Mr. Frink :—Yes.

Mr, Sullivan:—Is that correct?

Mr. Frink:—Yes; that is correct.

Mr. Sullivan :—The idea is that the amount you will lay aside for

20 years, at the end of 20 years j'ou will accumulate the amount of x.

If you figure that at 3 per cent., which will be conservative, you will

get a different result. Have you figured anything for this work that

does not cost anything, that is done by the sectionmen, taking care of

the fires, etc.? You do not have to pay anything for cleaning the trestle,

if you have a concrete trestle.

Mr. Frink :—As far as maintenance is concerned, we have not in-

cluded the cost of maintenance on either structure. There may be a

little extra clearing of the railway necessary on the ballasted deck trestle.

On the concrete trestle none would be required, and all the work you
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would have to do is the track work, which would have to be done in

any event, irrespective of the type of trestle.

Mr. Sullivan :—It is a small amount, but if only 10 cents or 15 cents

a year per linear foot is added, that will pay interest on a lot of money.

I am afraid that you are comparing these charges with the capital rather

than with the interest per year. When you get down to 20 years and

see the amount of money that it is necessary to set aside, it is infinitesi-

mal. It does not take much money in a hundred years at 6 per cent, to

create a fund. We had a case which we figured up along that line the

other day, where a party had a lease for 999 years, and the amount of

money you would have to set aside at a certain rate, which was rather

low, to create a fund for that was less than .001 of one cent. That was

in the case of a building worth nearly half a million dollars.

Mr. Frink:—Without having gone into that question from that point

of view, it seems to me that if you change the percentage in that way

it will make the showing worse than it is now.

Mr. Sullivan :—I do not think it will.

Mr. Frink:—I am free to confess the Committee has used 6 per cent,

in both of these tables, and at this moment we feel that is right. If

the Association wishes it, we will go into that further.

Mr. Campbell :—The comprehensiveness and value of these figures

depend on the range of data included in the investigation. It is desirable

to know the dimensions of the structures on which the conclusions

rest. It is quite possible that the element of height of the structure

modifies the conclusions.

On the El Paso & Southwestern, we think the concrete bridge or

trestle a very good structure. We are building quite a number of them

and intend to build more on the basis that the creosoted wooden bridge

costs $18 or $19 per linear foot and the concrete bridge from $30 to $35

per foot. The concrete bridge has a span of 14 feet, center to center

of piers, on which its slabs are carried. The greatest height to which

we have built such a structure is 15 feet. We consider it the best struc-

ture and the best investment in bridges. We do not consider this con-

crete bridge applicable to every situation. On the other hand, there

are many situations to which it is well adapted.

We have many creosoted wooden bridges built of yellow pine, all

very good structures, especially those built during the past ten years, in

connection with which we are having practically no trouble. To earlier

bridges of the kind we are now having to give attention on annual

inspection and in maintenance each year. In some of these bridges, built

14 years ago, some of the creosoted piles are beginning to decay. I

believe that such piles were probably infected with decay at the time

treatment was given. We have no reason to believe that a thoroughly

sound stick of timber properly creosoted will decay. Still, as time

goes on, we find that some expense will have to be incurred in the
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maintenance of our wooden structures. We do not yet see where

any expense will arise in connection with the concrete structure.

Mr. Frink:—Referring to Mr. Sullivan's criticism of the per cent.,

before we worked out that table on the basis of 6 per cent., we worked

out a table on the basis of 5 per cent, and we concluded afterward that

it was not right and did not use it. In our 5 per cent, table, based

on 20 years' life for a creosoted timber trestle costing $10 per foot, the

justifiable expense for a concrete trestle for 100 years' life would be

$13.57 per foot. If you will look on page 584 you will see that the

similar figure is $14.49. Therefore, our 6 per cent, table is more favor-

able to the concrete trestle than the 5 per cent, table is. If you made

it 3 per cent, it would be still more unfavorable.

Mr. Sullivan :—I am figuring on the sinking fund. I think you are

right with regard to the 6 per cent, charges on your interest investment.

My criticism would apply just the same to the 5 per cent, rate, because

you are still too high on the sinking fund rate. I would use two differ-

ent rates, one 5, 6 or 7 per cent, for my interest on the first expense,

and then figure the sinking fund at a different rate.

Mr. Frink :—What I was going to say further is this—these con-

clusions are purely mathematical. They are not based on any data

collected. They are based on nothing but the comparative value of the

two types of structures costing certain amounts per foot at the end of

a certain term of years. It does not seem to me that it matters par-

icularly whether you have it 6 per cent, or 5 per cent, or a sinking

fund rate of 3 per cent., or 2.5 per cent. The measure of the value of

the concrete, as compared to the timber structure, is the same in either

case. The tables were prepared simply to show what the justifiable

cost of a concrete trestle is in dollars and cents, compared with a

ballasted deck trestle and to that concrete cost you must add what-

ever you consider justifiable for the other five considerations which we
term the minor considerations, such as fire hazard, etc.

Mr. Robinson :—I simply wish to ask about the interest. I pre-

sume it is compound interest. Is it compound or simple interest?

Mr. Frink:—Compound interest.

Mr. McDonald :—^There was one point I intended to mention, and

I failed to do it. Perhaps I spoke too long, but in the sandy regions of

that part of the country through which our road runs, we find the

valleys are filling up by the sand which is eroded from the hills, and

we find that about every ten years we must lift our entire roadbed

above the bottom of the valley to keep it from being overflowed. We
believe under conditions of that kind it is a mistake to build an abso-

lutely permanent structure there. This kind of conditions are likely

to develop at points where you least expect them. They frequently

appear very suddenly, and we find our roadbed across these valleys

being covered by the sand washed down from the hills. Under these

conditions, if we had an absolutely permanent structure in the valley.
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we might suflFer considerable loss, which might be greater in case the

trestle is constructed out of concrete. In such a case there would

be more risk of loss than there would be in the case of structures

built out of timber, which could be lifted up more rapidly and cheapU'.

Mr. C. W. F. Pelt (Santa Fe) :—An important factor in Conclusion

6 is the relative life of the two kinds of structures, and until that ratio

can be definitely fixed we cannot draw a definite conclusion, and I hope,

therefore, this motion will not prevail fixing the ratio at one and one-half

times.

Mr. Frink :—On that point, you will notice that both of our tables

give varying periods, from 30 years to 100 years. That is not intended

to convey in any sense the idea that a concrete trestle will not last

more than 30 years, or more than 100 years. Those figures were selected

because, as Mr. McDonald so well said, conditions may arise at any

time when a structure has to be removed. I believe a life of 25 years

can be considered permanency for a railroad building. That applies, to

a greater or lesser extent, to other structures. In the case of a trestle

you may want to limit to 30, 40 or 50 years. We give the two tables

to show what expense is justified, depending on the life.

Mr. Felt :—Tables are all right, but this conclusion fixes a definite

duration. I have no objection to the tables, they are of distinct interest,

but the conclusion is based on a definite ratio of the life of the two

kinds of construction.

Mr. Frink :—That is true, but the ratio is slightly larger than 100

years' life for a concrete structure, and we did not think anyone would

want anything longer than that.

Mr. J. C. Nelson (Seaboard Air Line) :
—^We built some trestles of

creosoted timber some six or seven years ago and have not spent a penny

on them for repairs to date. My general bridge inspector came to my
ofiice a few days before I left home, and I asked him about these

trestles. He reported that he could not see that they had changed one

iota from the day they were constructed, in any respect—there was no

settling or vibration. He waited until several freight trains had passed

over the trestles with our heaviest engines (52,000 lbs. axle load), and

stated that he could not feel any vibration or notice any adverse action

of the structure.

Our method of construction is a little different from the general

run used by most roads. We use 6 by 12 solid floors and not stringers

with boards across. We feel we are absolutely safe. I do not see why
you should put in an item for cleaning under trestles any more than

for any other part of the right-of-way.

I have known of cases where ballasted deck trestles constructed

by members of this Association were put in as far back as 1876. I refer,

in particular, to the Louisville & Nashville. I think Mr. Courtenay or

Mr. Montfort a few years ago, when this question was under discus-

sion, related the condition of those trestles, and stated that they had
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strengthened the floors of these trestles by putting untreated timber

on top of the old timbers, and that these timbers had been in for ten

or twelve years and that neither the treated or the untreated timbers

had shown any deterioration. The New Orleans & Northeastern built

an open-deck pile trestle, creosoted timber, across Lake Ponchartrain,

which was completed in November, 1883. About six miles of this trestle

is still in use (a portion of it has been filled), and some four years ago

(about 1912) they cut out sections of the -treated stringers and had

them tested for strength in comparison with the best longleaf yellow

pine stringers that they could secure at that time, and it was found that

the treated stringers were stronger than the untreated, even though they

had been in service some 29 years. I think the period of 20 years is

too low. We expect to get 40 years out of ours.

Mr. A. Charles Irwin (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) :— I would

like to ask the Chairman of the Committee what would be the service

life of the concrete trestle in order that the justifiable expenditure may

be one and one-half times that for the creosoted timber structure under

the assumption of Table 1? Under Table 2, the assumed service life

of the creosoted timber trestle is 25 years, and in order that we may

be justified in spending 50 per cent, more for the concrete structure, it

must have a service life of 100 years.

Mr. Frink :—I cannot answer that question. The Committee has not

worked out the tables any further than they appear here. As you will

note from the formulas, it requires quite a little calculation to work

out these values, and we have only worked out the ones which appear

in these tables—it will be surely less than one and one-half.

Mr. Irwin :—The matter as here treated appears to me to be an

academic subject. One of the speakers spoke of the fact that this con-

clusion is based on certain assumptions of age. With those assumptions,

as under Table 2, the conclusion is all right. If the conclusion will state

that the assumptions contained in it are based on a service life of 20

years for the creosote structure and 100 years for the concrete struc-

ture, there certainly is no objection to that. The other questions of

practicability, etc., do not enter into it. It is purely academic. The

unfortunate thing about the conclusion is that it leads one to believe

that you are setting some arbitrary ratio of value between the timber

structure and the concrete one. Therefore, if Conclusion 6 were stricken

out entirely and merely a reference made to the tabular statement in

regard to the comparative cost of these two types of structures, stating

the assumptions, you would have the meat of the whole thing and re-

move the ambiguity of the conclusion.

Mr. S. S. Roberts (Consulting Engineer) :—In any economic consid-

eration the life and cost of the structures compared will have to be deter-

mined and these will be governed by our experience and our knowledge

of all similar structures, similarly located; but, even after the cost and life

are known, there is still no economic comparison. That comparison can be
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had only by the formulae the Committee uses, or some other similar

formulas. If the Committee has made a comparison on a sufficiently large

number of each type of structure and has had under their consideration

cost data on these structures, and estimates of their life which are based

on their experience in respect to all the practical points which have been

brought up, then I am very much in favor of the conclusion of the Com-

mittee, because I am familiar with these formulas and know them to be

reliable.

In response to one of the speakers I will say that the formulas that the

Committee has used may be so transposed that if you take the life of your

ballasted floor trestle and its cost, and the cost of the concrete trestle,

then you can show what life that concrete trestle must reach in order to be

economical, and I think by so transposing and solving the formulas a num-

ber of questions, which have been asked, may be answered.

I also think it might show the point that the Chairman of the

Committee brought out, that the life of the concrete structures will have

to be so much longer than we can foresee conditions with certainty, that

such structures may not be desirable, though apparently economical after

a long time.

Mr. Sullivan :—I am afraid I gave the impression I was opposed

to creosote pile trestle with ballasted deck. That is not the case. I

want to correct one or two misinterpretations which have been put on

my remarks, and one of them is with reference to cleaning out the

trestles. We clean out under our wooden trestles, we remove the vege-

tation, and you will have to do the same thing under a creosoted trestle

bridge. You do not have to go to that care with a concrete trestle,

and I still maintain there is a factor in there which should be calcu-

lated on.

Another point—there is no doubt in the South, where there are long

trestles, this is a vital subject, but if this conclusion is adopted, we will

have to explain why we are building concrete trestles instead of building

creosoted pile trestles, and I would like to know what my answer would

be. I could answer it, if I were a Yankee, by asking another question.

We are building concrete trestles costing $35 a foot, and we are

building some as high as 36 feet and bracing them with reinforced

concrete, and we are doing that because they are more economical

than masonry abutments with steel bridges.

You might carry this comparison a little farther, and it would prob-

ably be just as well to do so, that is, compare the economics of con-

structing in masonry and steel with creosoted timber. I think you will

find, in a great many places, where the creosoted timber would be the

more economical. There are cases in the North, where we have trestles

a few hundred feet long where the amount of money required to put in

permanent structures is not very great, and we have found in a great

many cases that the reinforced concrete trestle is actually cheaper than

the steel bridges, most of which, in our experience, would require to be
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removed in 20 or 25 years on account of increasing loads, but with the

concrete trestle, we so far discount this anticipated heavy loading that

we hope that during our lifetime, or that of our sons, we will not be

called upon to remove them.

I got up to correct the impression that I was opposed to creosoted

trestles, where they should be put in, and also to bring out the point

that there is a point about cleaning out the creosoted trestles that does

not come in as a factor in the care of concrete trestles.

The President :—This is a very interesting discussion, because there

are a great many railroads using concrete trestles, and again there are

many using creosote structures. Undoubtedly, there are certain factors

in this recommendation that are not included, such as fire hazard, delays

to trains, and the relative possibility of failure through lack of proper

inspection of treatment.

Mr. G. A. Haggander (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy):—It depends

on the amount of money you have to pay for the material, etc. On the

Burlington we have our own gravel pits and get that material very

cheaply. We have been using this construction for ten years. This

form of construction becomes cheaper all the time, because we make
our material in a central plant. We make large quantities of it, and

build these concrete pile trestles sometimes as cheap as $26 a foot. It

runs from that up to $40, depending on the length of the trestle. A
very long trestle can be built for $26 or $28 a foot, and the very short

ones run higher than that. If we go into trestles over 17 feet high

we must have concrete piers, and that runs the cost up a good deal

more than the figures I have given, of course. We consider the perma-

nent feature of the trestle and the freedom from the fire hazard as being

worth a great deal to us, and that was one of the principal elements

in mind when we built them. We think these two elements are worth

a lot of money.

Mr. F. L. Thompson (Illinois Central) :—The first concrete trestle

we built was supported on piers, and it was constructed in 1904. We
have not spent a cent on repairs to that bridge since that time. We
built a number of trestles each year without piers up to about four

years ago. About three years ago, on a piece of second track, we built

in four months 12,000 linear feet of straight concrete pile trestle, and

build now from 4000 to 6000 feet of concrete pile trestle each year. At
the same time we are doing this we are putting in 15,000 to 18,000 linear

feet of creosoted pile trestle a year. In the cases where we put in the

concrete trestle we take into consideration the traffic which is carried

over the line, the possibility of grade reduction, change of alignment and

the character of the territory in which the line is located.

We have a great deal of territory in the South, in Louisiana, where

it is very expensive to put in a concrete trestle, and at those places we
are using entirely creosoted trestles. We figure that the cost runs about

as has been stated here, $27 or $28, up to $40 or possibly $50 on very
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short bridges. If there are only three or four bents in a bridge the

expense runs high. It costs practically the same to get a pile driver on

the job to do a short piece of concrete pile trestle as it does a trestle

several hundred feet long, and the expense per linear foot for the short

bridges, therefore, is relatively high.

The President:—Gentlemen, is there any further discussion? If not,

we will put the question on the adoption of Conclusion No. 6. Those

in favor of the conclusion say, aye; opposed, no. (The members rose.)

There is a division. The ayes will please stand up and be counted. (The

members rose.) Those opposed will rise. (The members rose.) The

noes have it.

Mr. Safford :— I feel responsible for starting this discussion on Con-

clusion 6. It is probably up to me to say that I feel that the report of

this Committee, in every respect, has been extremely well done.

Mr. Sullivan:—As a voter against this conclusion I will say that 1

think the Committee is to be congratulated. I will offer one suggestion, il

they will permit it, and that is to give the annual charge per linear foot

of construction, under the different methods, and all you have to do is

to change this from capital to interest, and you can see at a glance

where you stand.

Mr. Frink :—I want to express the appreciation of the Committee

to both Mr. Safford and Mr. Sullivan for their words. We appreciate

it more than we can express. I want to say, furthermore, for the Com-

mittee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, that the Committee is more than

glad to have the members of the Association criticize its work, and have

the Association send the work back to them and tell them to do it over

again as many times as the Association wants to. That is what we are

for, to serve the Association.

We still have one conclusion in this report, No. 7, which has not

been adopted. It is as follows

:

"(7) Adoption of either type should be the result of carefully weigh-

ing, for each individual bridge, the greater economy of the timber trestle

against the several advantages of the concrete not susceptible of mathe-

matical demonstration."

That conclusion depends to a certain extent on Conclusion 6, which

you have rejected. You will hardly be justified in using the expression,

"the greater economy of the timber trestle," when you have rejected

the conclusion that said it is more economical, but I would like to see

that conclusion adopted. I do not know whether to recommend the

adoption of it or not.

Mr. Safford :—I move that the conclusion be adopted.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—In view of the state-

ments that Conclusion 6 was the meat of the whole situation, it seems

to me it would be unwise to incorporate in the Manual the remaining
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conclusion tentatively, without No. 6, and I therefore move that all the

conclusions be referred back to the Committee.

I think there is something to be done on the question of the as-

sumed life of the concrete. I do not know just how long we have a

right to count on the life of the concrete. I do not think the Commit-

tee has, either. They have assumed the life of the concrete, and it does

not seem that those assumptions have been carried out by those who

have used concrete.

Mr. Campbell:—I believe the subject should be referred back to the

Committee for further consideration. The concrete trestle is a recent

development and further study of it would doubtless be profitable.

Mr. J. B. Jenkins (Baltimore & Ohio) :—Conceding everything that

has been said in favor of referring this back to the Committee. I cannot

see that those reasons in any way vitiate the value of the conclusions. I

think that Conclusions 1 to 5 and 7 are all right, and there is no reason

why they should be referred back. When the Committee reports next

year on No. 6, thej' will simply add one more truth to those already

stated in other conclusions, and I cannot see that Conclusions 1 to 5 and

7 will be in the least affected by the resubmission of No. 6 for amend-

ment. I therefore oppose referring them back.

(The motion to refer Conclusion 7 back was lost.)

Mr. Frink :—The next subject is No. 4 "Continue the study of the

use of lag screws in trestle construction." From the fact that but few

roads have used this construction as a standard your Committee has as

yet been unable to get data which it considers sufficient to warrant pre-

senting conclusions for adoption. We feel the subject should be con-

tinued until such time as is sufficient for experimenting by the different

roads. We can report progress on this, and we present this as a progress

report only.

Mr. Frink:—On Subject No. 5 the Committee reports progress.

The next is No. 6, "Merits of galvanized iron fastenings for timber

trestles as compared with plain iron and steel fastenings, especially in re-

lation to their use on creosoted structures."

(Mr. Frink then read Conclusions 5 to 8, inclusive, which upon

motion were adopted for printing in the Manual.)

The President :—The Committee will be dismissed with the thanks of

the Association.

Mr. John G. Sullivan (by letter) :—The following discussion on the

point raised at the convention regarding the relative economic value of

creosoted timber trestles vs. concrete trestles, is submitted for the con-

sideration of the Committee.

My idea of a sinking fund is somewhat different to that expressed

in Appendix B, page 585, Bulletin 193. I would define a sinking fund

charge as a uniform amount, put out at compound interest at the end of
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each year, which, at the end of a given number of years, will create a

given sum. If we let

C = Given sum

R = Rate of interest

N = Number of years

A = Annual contribution to fund

then A[{\ + R)n-\ (1 + i?)==+ (1 f ^) + l] = C (1)

(1 + /?)«— !

the summation of this series= . -J — C (2)

R
CR

A= (3)

(l + i?)n —

1

No. 3 is the general formula used in computing the annual amount to be

laid aside each year in order to create a certain fund in a given number

of years. This amount, plus interest charges on capital expended, may

be considered as the annual fixed charges of any proposition under con-

sideration. I note that the formula used by the Committee on Wooden
Bridges and Trestles contemplated setting aside a sufficient sum so that

the interest on the same would be sufficient to replace the structure at

given intervals of time.

While I do not remember of ever having this method called to my
attention, and while it would not be a practicable way of financing, I

can see no objection to it for comparative purposes, providing,'that you

use a rate of interest on the money so assumed to have been laid away

that is practicable or could be obtained. I believe that the method of

putting a small amount away annually is more logical and is closer to

the actual method of financing large concerns.

I have prepared tables and diagrams showing the relative annual

charges of maintaining and renewing trestles costing from $15.00 to

$40.00 per foot and estimated to last from 15 to 100 years or more.

These tables were constructed on the assumption that 5 per cent, interest

would be paid on capital expended and that 3 per cent, could be obtained

as interest on a sinking fund. The amount of interest on capital in any

particular case is a constant and if you do not change the rate of interest

of the sinking fund, but wish to use another rate for capital invested,

all you have to do is to add or subtract a constant, to or from the

figures given. For instance, if 6 per cent, was used instead of 5 per

cent., all the figures for a trestle costing $40.00 per foot would be in-

creased by 40 cents and the curve would be simply moved up a corre-

sponding distance on the diagram ; the $15.00 curve would have added

a constant of 15 cents. My discussion of your report at the convention

was to the effect that if you used a lower rate of interest for the sinking

fund than you did on capital invested, you would get a m(?re favorable

showing for the trestle with the longer life. Now, if you look at tables

and diagrams you will see that had 6 per cent, interest been used and
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no extra cost of maintenance added, then for trestles costing $15.00 per

foot and lasting 20 and 25 years the annual charges would be $1.46 and

$1.31, respectively, and following a parallel line to the life of 100 years,

the equivalent cost at 6 per cent, interest would be approximately $23.50

and $21.00, respectively, instead of $21.73 and $19.50 as given in Appen-

dix A, page 584, Bulletin 193, and similarly, for trestles costing $20.00

per foot and lasting 20 and 25 years, respectively, the corresponding

cost for a trestle lasting 100 years would be approximately $32.00 and

$28.50 instead of $28.98 and $26.00. When the life of a trestle gets up

to or exceeds 100 years, the sinking fund charge can be neglected so

that the equation becomes, interest of the permanent trestle equals in-

terest on cheaper trestle plus sinking fund charge plus extra cost of main-

tenance, and in respect to this extra cost of maintenance, there must be

some extra cost to pay for fire insurance, cost of inspection, tightening

bolts and removal of all inflammable material for a safe distance from

the creosoted trestle. I have placed this at approximately 2i/^ per cent,

of cost, a figure which our maintenance of way and operating depart-

ments consider to be small, but with this addition and figuring interest

of sinking fund at 3 per cent, the general conclusion I would draw

from these figures is that where you feel certain that a trestle must be

permanently maintained, you would be justified in spending twice as

much on the concrete trestle as you would have to spend on the

creosote timber trestle.



DISCUSSION ON STRESSES IN RAILROAD TRACK.

(For Report, see pp. 595-596.)

Prof. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois) :—The progress report

of the Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track is found on page 595

of the January Bulletin, and as this gives the progress work rather

concisely, I will read it.

(Prof. Talbot read the report of the Committee.)

Prof. Talbot :— It may be of interest to note two or three matters

which seem to come out as the result of the tests. The first is in regard

to the general question of the effect of spacing of ties. The statement

is sometimes put forward that the rail between the ties acts as little

bridges, with the impression that the distance from tie to tie forms the

span of the bridge. I think we ought to put 'it another way—that the

distance from driver to driver forms the span of the bridge, the driver

loads being the reactions and the upward pressure from the ties being

the loads on the span. In front of the leading truck the bridge becomes

a cantilever with the loads (upward pressure of ties) applied ahead of

the truck. I judge that a change in the tie spacing by shortening the

spacing 25 per cent, will not make more than five per cent, decrease in

the bending moment developed in the rail, provided the track is in good

condition in both cases. The advantage we get by decreasing the tie

spacing must be in other ways than in its direct effect upon the rail

—

in the decreased bearing pressure below the tie and in increased ease

in keeping the track well surfaced. There are other matters connected

with upkeep of track that are as important as the bending moment in

the rail.

The tests of the year confirm a result referred to last j^ear in the

remarks of the Chairman, that the heavier rail develops a greater magni-

tude of the bending moment in the rail for a given wheel load than does

the lighter rail. This is to be expected for single-wheel loads. For a

combination of wheel loads, as for a number of drivers, a large differ-

ence probably would not be anticipated. We have not been able through

analysis to explain why the bending moment is so much greater with the

heavier section of rail than with the lighter section of rail. This result,

however, does bring out another matter, that with the heavier rail comes
increased importance in keeping the track surface in good shape, so that

there will be little play and little depression when the weight comes upon
it, and it may have a bearing also on the requisite thickness of tie as

related to the amount of bending in the tie which may take place and

which will affect the bending moment developed in the rail.

The laboratory tests to determine the distribution of pressure down-
ward and laterally through ballast have given interesting results. It

appears that directly under the tie the pressures are not distributed
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uniformly over the width of the tie. Near the edges the pressure is

light. The lateral distribution, as we go downward below the tie, does

not amount to very much at first. Even when we get as far down as

10 or 12 inches below the bottom of the tie there is less lateral distribu-

tion than is usually assumed. However, the results we have so far show

that when a depth of 18 or 20 inches is reached, the pressures begin to

become rather uniform lengthwise of the track; that is, the effect of the

spreading of the pressures from the adjoining tie, added to the result

from a given tie, brings the distribution somewhat near uniformity.

The President:—Does anyone wish to ask any questions of Prof.

Talbot? If not, the Committee will be excused with the thanks of the

Association.



DISCUSSION ON CONSERVATION OF NATURAL
RESOURCES.

(For Report, see pp. 597-623.)

(Vice-President Sullivan in the Chair.)

Mr. R. C. Young (Lake Superior & Ishpeming and Munising Rail-

ways) :—This report is one of information. This seems necessary be-

cause these diflferent subjects can be best considered by a campaign of

publicity and education. I am not going to take up any time in calling

your attention to the diflferent features of the report, except to state

that the saving resulting in the improved methods of lumbering, as

noted in subject No. 2, also accomplishes another purpose, and that is

the cleaning up of the land and rubbish, marketing the valuable timber

and protecting the land from forest fires, which is absolutely necessary

in order to accomplish any reforestation. In this connection I want

to call attention to the work being done by the Forest Protective Asso-

ciations and the State Forest Departments in connection with railroad

companies. Also, in view of the pending meeting with the Committee

on Electricity, it was thought best to omit from the published Proceed-

ings that part of this report referring to electrification of railroads.

This subject will be taken up later by this Committee or by the Com-
mittee on Electricity.

I have here a letter from Mr. A. W. Carpenter, of the New York

Central Lines, that seems to be in line with the results of the Commit-

tee's report. This letter from Mr. Carpenter refers to the discussion

that took place last year when our report had been questioned by a

member of the Association on the floor. It reads as follows

:

Mr. A. W. Carpenter (New York Central) :

—
"Referring to the dis-

cussion on the report of the Committee on Conservation of Natural

Resources at last year's convention and as printed in the Proceedings,

there were certain statements made that should not have gone unchal-

lenged and which neglect the writer wishes opportunity to repair at this

meeting. These statements were made by a member on the floor and

were pertaining to the tree-planting eflForts of railroads, as described

in the previous year's report of the Committee. As the remarks in

question were made a year following the presentation of the report,

it is assumed that equal latitude may be permitted the writer in this

particular.

"It was said, quoting from the printed discussion, 'Last year in

their report, there were ten or twelve railroads that reported on tree

planting. All of them were dismal failures, with the exception of one

on the Illinois Central,' and the speaker several times repeated the
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statement that tree-planting eflforts of railroads had been 'dismal fail-

ures.'

"The writer wishes to assert that these statements, as based on the

report of the Committee, are entirely contrary to fact, as may be

readily confirmed by reference to the report. The facts are that the

report shows that several railroads had found their tree-planting efforts

so successful or so promising, despite some early failures, that they

were continuing the work on an increasing scale ; two of them, viz., the

Pennsylvania Railroad and the D. & H. Co., had established forestry

organizations. Three railroads which were particularly engaged in

tree-planting work were the two aforesaid and the Cumberland Valley

Railroad, and in addition, the New York Central Railroad was reported

as initiating the work, showing that it was well convinced of its suc-

cessful possibilities after knowledge of the experience of other roads

which had attempted work in this line.

"In view of the foregoing, it seems reasonable to infer that the

early discouragement of the member in this line of work and his par-

ticular experience must have rendered him so extremely pessimistic

that he could not read the Committee report correctly.

"One early predominant idea in connection with the tree-planting

proposition appears to have been generally abandoned—that of the

production of a supply of track ties from quick-growing trees. The

present idea appears to be to produce a revenue from the commercial

sale of timber planted and grown on otherwise unproductive and unsalable

lands, according to modern forestry methods.

"The following article, which appeared during- the present month

in a newspaper published in the Adirondack region of New York State,

speaks for itself and is confirmatory of the reliability of the Com-
mittee's report

:

" 'A great work in the reforesting of their lands in the Adirondacks

is being carried on by the Delaware & Hudson Railway Company under

the direction of Forestry Superintendent Bristol. This work. was begun

seven years ago, in which time 4800 acres of land have been planted

in white pine, Scotch pine, red pine, Douglas pine, willow, elm, locust,

poplar, ash and Norway spruce. Over 5,000,000 trees have been planted

and 1,250,000 will be planted in the Adirondacks this year. The trees

will be brought from the Bluff Point nurseries whence all have been

taken.

" 'About 85 per cent, of the young trees survive the transplanting

and 40 per cent, reach maturity, which brings $200 per acre from what
has been waste land.

" 'Nearly 100 men are employed at the nurseries during the season,

while as many are engaged in the planting in the Adirondacks.
" 'The forestry department of the company has been expanding

from year to year and a system has been adopted by which all the

young trees are kept account of. The trees are grown from the finest
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selected seed. About 12,000 of the young trees are planted on each

acre and they present a very pleasing appearance.
" 'Mr. Bristol believes that in a few years there will be very valuable

timber lands and the efforts of the Delaware & Hudson Company are

valuable to the Adirondack section.'

"

Mr. Young :—I am very glad to have Mr. Carpenter's letter, because

it agrees with the conclusions of the Committee relative to the reforest-

ing of cutover lands, especially where the lands are in a high altitude,

and also to their protection from forest fires, as noted in our report.

Prof. S. N. Williams (Cornell College) :—Neither the Committee

on Electricity nor our own has been able to investigate fully the hydro-

electrification of railways for a report this year, hence we consider it

best to lay the subject over for farther investigation.

Mr. C. H. Fisk (Consulting Engineer) :—I want to call the attention

of the convention to our definition of conservation in the report. We
adopt what Professor Van Hise, of the University of Wisconsin, says,

"Conservation means the greatest good to the greatest number for the

longest time. It requires the right thing to be done in the right man-

ner, with the right person, and bring the right result. It must be done

from the right viewpoint."

I want to refer back to the Wooden Bridges and Trestles Commit-

tee. I think one of the main points in the discussion regarding wood
and concrete was overlooked. I am sorry the Chairman did not read

paragraph (e), page 578, and with your permission I will read it. (Read-

ing same.)

I read that to emphasize the point that we bring out as to the con-

servation of material and timber. You all know the price of timber

is going up all the time, because we are not conserving it as we should.

The definition of conservation of material includes here the human ele-

ment.

Mr. A. S. Lyon (Southern New England) :—One of the members
of the Committee on Conservation referred to automobiles running into

trains. I notice on page 608 of this report that if a certain railroad

company would undertake to separate all of its grade crossings the

cost would be twice its present capital stock.

It seems to me that some simple method of holding up the automo-

biles or slowing them up could be worked out if the local or state

authorities would cooperate with the railroads. A hump or other

obstruction could be placed across the road a short distance each side

of the grade crossings, thus making it necessary for drivers to slow

up their machines when approaching the tracks.

Mr. William McNab (Grand Trunk) :—I move the adoption of this

report, with the exception of that part referring to electrification of

railways, which is not to be printed in the Proceedings, but held over

pending further investigation.

(The motion carried.)
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Vice-President Sullivan :—The Committee will be excused, with the

thanks of the Association for its good work.

Mr. E. E. R. Tratman (by letter) :—In the "Safety First" matter,

something might be said as to the engineering and maintenance depart-

ments. The following instances show that there is need of missionary

work in these departments as well as others. While a party of Engi-

neers was going over some railway improvement work, one of the

young men wanted to get back to the office and tried to save time by

boarding a train which slowed down to run over the work. It was

going too fast, however, and though he got a hand-hold he had to let

go. Fortunately, he stumbled along without falling, but he was very

near to going under the wheels. His superior did not forbid him to

"flip" the train or scold him for attempting it, and the party seemed

to regard it as a joke that he missed his train.

In another case, a rail relaying gang was pulling a string of old

rails out over the new rails, when one of the splice-bar joints got caught.

The foreman hastily pried the rail loose with a bar, and the rail let go

like a spring, knocked the bar out of the man's hand and slid out over

the ballast. The tong men went over on their backs, but none were

hurt, though it was a good chance for getting their legs broken. In

a third instance, a labor agent, accompanied by a trainmaster, made a

gang of foreign laborers climb aboard a passenger train as it slowed

down through a yard, but at a speed much too high for safety in

"flipping" a train, especially as the men were loaded with bundles and

grips. That no men were injured or killed was no fault of the train-

master, who ought to have known better. These are only examples

of every-day occurrences.
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(For Report, see pp. 401-437.)

Mr. H. R. Safford (Grand Trunk) :—The report of the Committee

on Track appears in Bulletin 194, beginning on page 401.

The first subject considered by the Committee was to "Make critical

examination of the subject-matter in the Manual, and submit definite

recommendations for changes."

(Mr. Safford then read the matter under the above heading on

page 401.)

Mr. Safford :—I move that this change in the specification be adopted.

Mr. J. C. Nelson (Seaboard Air Line) :—The Committee speaks

of broken stone ballast. Has there been any investigation of these

machines with gravel ballast?

Mr. Safford :—So far as I am able to say, practically all of the

experimental work done with these machines up to this time has been

with stone ballast. I think I am safe in saying that the Committee

intends to give some further study to this matter as a current subject,

and with special reference of its application to gravel ballast.

Mr. Nelson:—In our section of the country we have to wash all

of our gravel, and we screen the sand out of it, according to the specifi-

cations of this Association. My men have brought the question up as

to whether this device would be applicable to gravel ballast. I trust

the Committee will consider this phase of the subject next year.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—I have a number of

machines in use, and from our experience we know that they are appli-

cable for use in connection with gravel ballast, the only change being

the need for a little wider tool.

Mr, E. T. Howson (Railway Age Gazette) :—The idea of the Sub-

Committee in making this recommendation was that the information

which we secured led us to understand that the tie-tamper had been

used primarily in stone ballast up to the present time and that its

practicability for that use had been demonstrated. The Committee

did not have information at the time this conclusion was reached

which would justify it in making any recommendations regarding gravel

ballast. As the Chairman has said, that was left for future consider-

ation.

Mr. Nelson ;—The matter is in a rather misleading state, in view

of the statement of Mr. Lindsay. Those of us who have had no

experience with this machine would be rather disinclined to use it for

gravel ballast, when the Association has practically limited its use to

stone ballast.

Mr. Safford :—The Committee does not recommend putting this

into the Manual at this time, even the reference to its use for broken

nsi
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stone ballast. The object of the recommendation is merely to intro-

duce the term "tamping machines."

Mr. Nelson :—I thought it was intended to incorporate this recom-

mendation now as a standard.

Mr. Safford :—That is merely a parenthetical note.

Mr. Nelson :—I will withdraw my comments. Your explanation is

satisfactory.

Mr. Safford:—The second subject assigned to the Committee is,

"Continue the study of the economics of track labor."

(Mr. Safford then read the matter, beginning at the bottom of

page 401 and ending at the middle of page 403.)

This part of the report is a report of progress only, but the Sub-

Committee would like to renew its appeal to the membership, to not

only have the test work continued upon sections which have been

voluntarily selected to assist the Committee in its work, but we would

like to have some new recruits, especially in the Northwest, and in

general throughout the entire country, because we believe that some-

thing can be developed which will be of value to the railways in

general. As this is a progress report, nothing is suggested for adoption.

Subject (3), "Report on specifications and submit designs for cut-

and screw-spikes."

(Mr. Safford then read the matter on pp. 403, 404.)

'

A slight change in the printed recommendation has' been approved

by the Committee since the Bulletin was issued, and I will read the

corrected wording. Instead of the proposed paragraph on page 404

under "Physical Properties and Tests," the following should be substi-

tuted : "Elongation not less than 25 per cent, in 2 inches, or if test is

made on bar, 20 per cent, in 8 inches."

This change was suggested by a member of the Committee, later

discussed with a number of Engineers of Tests, and was suggested

primarily because of this fact : The elongation locally developed, in the

vicinity of the final rupture, or in the necking-down of the metal, is

nearly the same for all lengths of specimens. Elongation uniformly

distributed over the specimen is directly proportional to the length.

Therefore, the percentage of elongation is greater for short specimens

than for longer ones.

I would therefore move that the revision shown under the head-

ing, "Physical Properties and Tests," be adopted as read.

Mr. Lindsay :—I would like to make an inquiry concerning a state-

ment on page 403 under "Design," with regard to the tilting downward
of the head. Has that been the result of any extended use of such a

spike.'' I do not find in the composite drawings showing the heads of

spikes in use any head which shows such a tilting downward, and 1

ask the Committee if it is based on any extended use of such a form
of spike, and if so, where?

Mr. Safford :—I personally cannot answer that question, because

that part of the report was developed by a Sub-Committee, of which
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I am not a member. Mr. Neubert, the Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

is here, but he is not able to answer that question specifically.

Mr. Lindsay :—Suppose we leave that for a moment. On page 404.

under "Physical Properties and Tests," the Committee undertakes to

change the wording of the second- paragraph. The present wording

is, "When the head of the spike is bent backward cold, it shall show

no signs of fracture," and the Committee proposes to substitute for that

the following : "When cold, the head of the spike must bend back-

ward till the under side is in line with the body without sign of frac-

ture." I believe they have made no improvement; in fact, have not

improved the reading. The whole clause in the Manual is preceded by

the instruction, "Spikes shall conform to the following requirements."

I believe that if the Committee would say, "When the head of the

spike is bent backward cold until the under side is in line with the

body it shall show no sign of fracture," that would be a better phrasing.

We do not expect the heads of the spikes to bend backward voluntarily

when they get cold.

Mr. Earl Stimson (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I inquire whether the

motion before the house covers the adoption of the design of the spike,

or just the specification?

Mr. Saflford :—Covers the design.

Mr. Stimson:—I inquire whether or not the design has been investi-

gated with reference to the practicability of its manufacture?

Mr. Saflford :—'In reply to Mr. Stimson, this is a matter in connec-

tion with which I am not sufficiently familiar with the work of the

Sub-Committee to answer the question definitely, but in discussing the

matter with Mr. Ray, I have the impression that one of the reasons

for making the change was that the design was practicable with refer-

ence to its manufacture.

Mr. Stimson :—The reason I raise the question is that on the

Baltimore & Ohio we wished to adopt this design of spike as standard,

but when the design was submitted to the manufacturers they claimed

that it was impossible to make the spike, as designed, on the automatic

machines, and that it would have to be made on hand machines, a much

slower and more expensive process. The reason for this being that on

the automatic machines the taper could not be made on both the face

and back, nor could the shaped head as called for by the design be

made.

The claims of the manufacturers were fully investigated by our

Test Bureau and found borne out by facts.

This being the case, I move to amend the motion by referring the

subject of design back to the Committee to be revised so as to be

practicable of manufacture.

The President:—We will hold the matter of design over until the

question of the specification is disposed of.

Mr. Stimson :—I understood the design was included in the specifi-

cation?
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The President :—That is correct, but a change will be made in that.

We will discuss the specification as a whole at first, and then these

special cases will be separated.

Mr. Safford:—I do not know that I just caught the suggestion of

Mr. Lindsay.

Mr. Lindsay :—The change which I oflfered as a substitute for the

reading in the second section under the heading "Proposed," on page

404, is as follows : "When the head of the spike is bent backward

cold until the under side is in line with the body, it shall show no

sign of fracture."

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—I ask why, if they wish to

change the wording of the amount of bending it shall undergo, the

Committee does not use the same method usually applied and say that

it shall bend so many degrees without signs of fracture? I believe

that is customary in the other tests which our Manual gives. There

may be some difference of opinion when it says that the under side

shall be in line with the body of the spiike.

Mr. SaflFord:—In the actual handling of the manufacture of the

spike, that is a more practicable method than to specify the number of

degrees. While it could not be denied that an expression in degrees

would be correct and academic, the present description is better under-

stood, on account of the particular character of the device, and this

is an easier and more simple way to express it.

The President :—The vote will be put first as to the adoption of

the specification as distinguished from the design.

Mr. Safford :—I might say that this suggested design, if I remember

correctly, has been before the Association for years. This is the first

time, to my knowledge, when a suggestion has been made that it was

not practicable to construct the spike as shown by the plan.

Mr. Stimson :—Possibly the Association had confidence in the Com-
mittee, that they would fully investigate it and present a practical

design and therefore did not consider it necessary to offer suggestions.

Having had the experience we have had, I believe the matter

should be referred back to the Committee. We made every effort to

get the manufacturers to accept that design, but met with no success.

For that reason I move that the report, in this respect, be referred back

to the Committee.

Mr. Lindsay :—Not only is the head impracticable, as I understand

it, but the shape of the point, composed of two curves, is not an econom-

ical, well-designed device, because it would be much easier to make
that as an inclined plane rather than by the intersection of two curves

—

as a chisel^point, rather than a gothic arch.

Mr. John V. Neubert (New York Central) :—In regard to the

matter of design, I will say that Mr. Ray had this same thing submitted

last year, and he suggested to me we would not make any change in it

at all this year.
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In regard to the manufacture of the spike, he said that he had

taken the subject up with the manufacturers, and they told him that

they could make this spike, and he has drawn up these specification?

on that basis. That is the reason the matter is submitted in this way.

Mr. John G. Sullivan (Canadian Pacific) :—I would hesitate at

this time before I would take the word of a steel manufacturer as to

what he could or could not do. Some fifteen years ago when we
asked to have high-carbon angle bars manufactured we were told by

a great many manufacturers in the States that they could not be made. We
got them in little Canada.

As to the design of this spike, we are using a spike very similar to

this, with the exception of the point raised by Mr. Lindsay, that the

points are made by the intersection of two planes rather than curves.

Some twelve or thirteen years ago, when we had a spike with the

inclined head, but no reinforcement under the head, they evidently

had their grips to hold the bar in place, while the head was being

bulldozed so close to the head that what we were getting was a con-

siderable undersize in the dimensions of the spike right under the head

;

so. as I said at the beginning, I would hesitate before I would take

the word of a manufacturer just at present as to what he could or

could not do.

Mr. F. E. Abbott (Lackawanna Steel Company) :—There are cer-

tain difficulties which come in, depending on whether the spike is made
by a hand machine or an automatic machine. This design, as I under-

stand it, would necessarily have to be made on a hand machine. That is

a slower process and unavoidably increases the cost of manufacture.

Unless the particular shape of the head, with the reinforcement and the

curved point, as shown in the drawing, would be of very special advan-

tage to the user, it would be to the interest of all concerned to modify the

design so that the spike could be made on automatic machines, by

which process they can be produced much faster and consequently at

less cost, so the users as well as the manufacturers would get the

benefit of that.

Mr. Safford :—Has your company made any spikes with these two
features incorporated in them?

Mr. Abbott:—The rounding point?

Mr. Safford :—Yes.

Mr. Abbott:—No, we cannot make them on an automatic machine.

They require a hand machine.

Mr. SaflFord:—How about the additional length of metal in the

neck?

Mr. Abbott:—I am not so sure about that; we can make a rein-

forcement on one side or the other, but as I understand this specifica-

tion, it calls for a reinforcement on all four sides, and the difficulty

in shaping the head is that there is not clearance enough between the

hammer and the dies to manufacture on an automatic machine There
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must be sufficient metal between the dies and the hammer in order to

avoid breaking the dies. That explains the little spread of metal which

appears in the back part of the head of an automatic machine-made

spike.

Mr. Safiford :—There is no doubt that it would be very desirable

to get the additional metal at the top of the spike, because there is

where the greatest reduction in section comes in actual use. I under-

stand, without being able to confirm it with any definite statements,

that the Chairman of the Committee discussed this with a number of

Engineers, and found several cases where this feature of the design

was incorporated in the standard specifications and being supplied by

the manufacturers. I cannot support that by data, but I know that

the Committee has given this subject very careful consideration, that

it is a good recommendation, and I would like to see it stand.

Mr. Stimson :—I would call attention to the fact that this last

year there has been an inquiry made as to the use of the Association's

standards, and I think the result of that inquiry has developed the fact

that they were used to a comparatively small extent. I think that is

due to the fact that we adopt designs such as that now proposed,

which are more or less impracticable, and their use entails consider-

able additional cost over existing designs, if they can be used at all.

I would be in favor of the adoption of this standard only on con-

dition that the Committee can assure the Association it can be made
at practically the same cost as the other design.

Mr. Sullivan:—I want to second Mr. Stimson's motion. I do not

think we should go too fast.

Mr. H. S. Wilgus (Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern) :—I ask if the

Committee has given any consideration to the reduced holding power of

the spike on account of the swelled neck? It seems to me it will heave

out of the tie easier.

Mr. Safford:—I do not know of any experimental data on that sub-

ject. I should doubt if the slight change in the shape of the spike would

reduce its holding power appreciably.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern):—What has been said

about practicable standards should be emphasized. The railways are to

some extent handicapped in applying the standards of the Association

when the recommended standards are not as easy of adoption as they

might be. The spikes we now have in the ties are holding very well and

they will hold for another year. Because of the question of practicability

of manufacture to the proposed design of spike, it is desirable that the

matter be referred back to the Committee for further consideration. We
should be sure that the standards recommended by the Association are

not objectionable on account of being unnecessarily difficult of attainment.

Mr. Geo. H. Bremner (Interstate Commerce Commission) :—I may say

at this point that the matter of practicability of manufacture was consid-

ered by the Committee. It is to be regretted that Mr. Ray is not here.
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because he is the man who investigated the subject and assured the Com-
mittee this spike could be manufactured. The matter was seriously consid-

ered by the Committee. There apparently is nothing in the design of the

spike for which an automatic machine could not be made which would

stamp out the spike. The machines now in existence probably would not

do it, but new machines would, and the manufacturers assured Mr. Ray it

could be done and that they would make the spike.

Mr. Neubert :—I talked with Mr. Ray in regard to the design of the

spike, and he told me that the only objections raised were in regard

to the points, that many of those interested felt that the spike should

have a taper point, instead of the belly point, but the sense of the Com-
mittee, which discussed this matter for more than a year, was to have

that stronger or fuller point in the spike. As I said before, members

of the Committee took the matter up with the manufacturers and were

informed the spike could be made.

The President :—You have heard the motion that this design be

referred back to the Committee.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Saf?ord:—The next subject is with reference to "Workmanship

and Finish," on page 404. There is one suggestion made with regard

to this matter. The present reference to this in the Manual reads as

follows : "The length under the head shall not be less nor over one-

quarter of an inch more than the dimension shown." We propose to sub-

stitute the following : "The length under the head shall not be less than

the dimension shown, nor shall it be greater than one-quarter of an inch

more." I move that that change be adopted.

Mr. Lindsay :—I think a better change would be to make the present

wording read as follows : "The length under the head shall be not less,

and not over one-quarter inch more, than the dimension shown."

Mr. Safford :—The Committee will accept that.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Campbell :—We are considering the design of a spike. The Asso-

ciation has referred the question back to the Committee for further con-

sideration. Would it not be well to leave the Committee with a free hand

and not now fix any dimension of the spike?

Mr. J. B. Jenkins (Baltimore & Ohio) :—^This change is simply a mat-

ter of verbiage, and it has nothing to do with the proposed design. I be-

lieve it is the second time it has been changed and rephrased in order to

state it clearly. The Committee a year or two ago made a sHght change

in this wording and now want to make it a little better.

Mr. Safford :—The specifications are not going to be affected by a

slight change in the dimension of the spike. If the Committee finds it

necessary to revise the design it will not in any way affect these specifica-

tions. These specifications should be adopted and the members of the

Association thereby given the benefit of them in the placing of orders for
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spikes at the present time or in the future. I will ask Mr. Lindsay to

read again his proposed change.

Mr. Lindsay :—My proposed change is as follows : "The length under

the head shall not be less, and not over one-quarter inch more, than the

dimension shown."

Mr. Safford :—The Committee had a reason in making this suggestion

;

that the language could not be construed to mean that an allowance would

be accepted in the direction of reduction, but that there might be an in-

crease. It is well to emphasize that there would be nothing less than the

dimension shown, and the allowable variation should be in the direction

of oversize.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. SafTord then read the matter under "Screw-spikes," beginning

on page 404 and ending with the words "being manufactured," on page

405.)

Mr. Safford :—I move that that paragraph, including the design, be

adopted.

Mr. Lindsay :—I dislike to start the ball rolling too often, and 1

admit I have had but limited experience in the use of screw-spikes, but

in the design of the track-spike they show a definite thickness of 3/32-

inch for the edge of the head of the spike, but the screw-spike is drawn

to a feather edge. We are hoping that the screw-spike will last longer

than a track-spike, and therefore there is all the more reason for more

metal in the head of the screw-spike to withstand the ravages of corro-

sion, not only in the square part of it, but in the round part of it. The

projection of the head beyond the shank is practically the same as for the

cut-spike, but they give no thickness of the edge of the outer circumference.

Mr. Safford :—Perhaps I do not understand Mr. Lindsay's thought.

The shape of the head of the screw-spike is one that conforms to the

present-day practice. We know of no reason why we should depart from

the shape that has been so generally in use.

Mr. Lindsay:—I move that that design be modified to make the thick-

ness of the upper edge 3/32-inch.

Mr. Safford:—I think that is a dimension which could be left on this

drawing, and the very small detail could be changed if the roads so

desire.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Safford:—On page 429 of the Bulletin, the Committee submits a

drawing and I move that that be adopted.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Safford :—In the matter of specifications, "Your Committee does

not feel warranted in recommending any changes whatever in the present

specifications for screw-spikes (see Manual, page 129)." Subject (4),

"Report on guard rails and fiangeways and effect of increase of ^-inch

thickness of wheel flanges."

(Mr. Safford then read the first, second, third and fourth paragraphs,

on page 406.)
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The next is Subject (5), and I will read the first paragraph. The

next is Subject (6), "Report on design of and specifications for man-

ganese frogs and crossings." Unless it is desired, the Committee will not

attempt to read this specification, as it is tentative. It was prepared after

discussion with the manganese manufacturers and it is thought to be com-

plete and applicable to present-day practice. It is submitted only as in-

formation and is not recommended at this time for the Manual.

Mr. Lindsay:—While I understand that this specification is sub-

mitted as information, I desire to call attention to the fact that it ought to

be part of the duty of the Committee to reconcile the wording of such a

specification, with the adopted definitions and things of that kind in our

Manual. The use of the word "standard" throughout this specification is

objectionable to our Association. The use of the word "groove" as

applied to flange of the rail and the use of the word "fish-plate" as against

our expression "splice bar" should be guarded against.

Mr. Saflford:—The next is Subject (7-b), "Confer with Committee

of M.C.B. Association with a view of reducing the present allowable

limit for flat spots on freight car wheels."

(Mr. Safford then read page 414 and the first and last paragraphs

under this subject on page 415.)

Your Committee merely suggest at this time that this action be con-

sidered by the Bbard of Direction. This report is merely one of prog-

ress, together with the suggestion that as it aff^ects stresses in rail and

stresses in track, under these circumstances it ought to be considered by

the Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track.

The next is Subject (8), "Report on test of tie plates subject to brine

drippings."

The Committee reports progress on these tests. Unless the Asso-

ciation desires them to be read, I will pass that. This is merely a

progress report and the Committee asks that the subject be continued.

Mr. Baldridge:—In connection with Subject (8), I notice the Com-

mittee states that "two of each of the untreated plates are to be taken

out of the track" every so often. They have not given us any informa-

tion as to how many of the untreated plates have been used. I would

suggest that this information be given in future reports.

Mr. Safford :—That will be developed further on. Subject (9), "Re-

port on limit of wear on the rail head on curves." The Committee feels

that this is a subject that cannot be brought to such a point that a defini-

tion or recommendation for the Manual should be made. As stated by the

Committee, there are too many factors entering into this problem to make

it either practicable or safe for this Association to specify an allowable

wear which should be reached before a rail is taken out of any individual

class of service. The factors which aflfect that are principally traffic,

speed, the character of the track and general standard of maintenance.

The Committee therefore wishes to state that it ought not to be expected

to do anything more on this subject.
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The next is Subject (10), "Report on specifications for relayer rail

for various uses." The Committee is studying this matter, has made

some progress, but is not able yet to make a definite report.

Subject (11), "Report to what extent the frog and switch designs

recommended by the Association are being used by railways."

The results of this inquiry are shown in Exhibit 15.

(Mr. Safiford then read all of the paragraphs under this subject,

pp. 416 and 417.)

The Chairman desires to state that an error was made in this report,

relating to the practice on the Grand Trunk Railway, and desires to

correct the impression that this company was not following, to a certain

extent, these standards. We are trying to do so, but we are in the same

position of a number of others.

The next is Subject (12), "Report on definition of 'Main Track.'"

The Committee submits four definitions, which might be read.

"(1) Main Line.—The principal line or lines of a railway." I move

the adoption of this.

Mr. W. G. Atwood (Interstate Commerce Commission) :—I would

like to ask the Committee whether these definitions have been consid-

ered in connection with the Accounting Departrhent? We have found,

in establishing valuation sections, that there are a great many lines con-

sidered by the engineering department as branch lines or spurs, which

are considered and reported by the Accounting Department as main lines,

and many others of the spurs are reported as branch main lines. It is a

question whether these definitions should be adopted by the Association

until that side of the question has had consideration.

Mr. Safiford :—I do not think this Committee could attempt to make
a definition for the simple phrase, "main track," that would attempt to

reconcile the peculiar and individual viewpoints which might be re-

flected in a discusion of accounting and financial matters. It seems to

be necessary to have a definition of "main track" and "branch line," and

this definition will have to bo somewhat general. The viewpoints re-

garding finance or character of operation which would be expressed in

the case of an individual carrier would have to be dealt with somewhat
openly. The point made by Mr. Atwood is a pertinent one, but I do

not believe the Committee should attempt to extend this definition.

Mr. Atwood :—I should like to ask if these definitions have been

compared with the definition of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Mr. Jenkins :—I have compared these with the usage of the Ac-
counting Departments of certain roads. I have found that the Account-

ing Departments have no definitions whatsoever. For example, I know
of a little piece of spur track about three-tenths of a mile long that is

considered by the Accounting Department as main line. I know of parts

of trunk line railroads over which the principal express trains of the

railroads run, carried by the Accounting Departments as branch lines. I

do not think you can get anything out of the Accounting Departments.
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Mr. Safford :—I would like to suggest that we hear from Mr. Brem-

ner, who is Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. Bremner:—These definitions were drawn up for the purpose of

giving the accounting officers something to get hold of. The present uses

of the terms are not alike on various railroads. This is especially true

when you come to the present use of the terms "branch line" and

"spur," and what we desire is to formulate something on which perma-

nent practice can be built up on. There are no reliable definitions that

we know of in existence for these terms. The Interstate Commerce

Commission's use of the terms has been fully considered, and the account-

ants were consulted to a limited extent, as far as appeared desirable.

These definitions are established for the purpose of clearing the atmos-

phere for the railroads to help guide the Division of Valuation in their

inventory work. It is the railroads trying to establish definitions which

the Division of Valuation might use.

Mr. L. S. Rose (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis") :—I know

of one railroad that has a branch, which is an incorporated railroad, and

has been reported as a sidetrack. I know another railroad that has a

Y that is reported as a junction track. It is such cases as those that

the Committee is trying to get away from.

(The definition of "Main Line" was adopted.)

Mr. Safford:—The next is definition of "Branch Line." I move its

adoption.

Mr. Lindsay:—I would like to ask if the Committee will accept this:

"A secondary line of a railroad?"

(The Committee's definition was adopted.)

Mr. Safford:—The next is definition of "Spur." I move its adoption.

Mr. Lindsay:—In the Manual, "Spur Track" is defined as a stub

track of indefinite length, diverging from the main line or track. "Stub

Track" is also defined as connected with another one at the end only.

Therefore, I see no reason for introducing another definition for a

track called "Spur."

Mr. R. H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—I think the point raised by

Mr. Lindsay is a good one. It seems to me that the difficulty referred to

could be corrected if the words "Spur Line" were used so as to make

a distinction between a "Spur Line" and a "Spur Track," as we ordi-

narily understand the latter term. I would like to ask the Committee

if they will consider the substitution.

Mr. Bremner :—This means "spur line," not the common term we

define as "stub"
—

"spur" means a spur line, not spur track. We do not

wish to add any new terms to this in trying to define old terms.

Mr. Ford :—^The Committee are endeavoring to distinguish "main

line" from "spur line" and at the same time distinguish between a

"spur track," as we ordinarily understand it. It seems to me, if they will

add the word "line" in Item 3 in the same manner as they have it in

Items 1 and 2, it will clarify the situation.
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Mr, Jenkins :—It seems to me that the use of the term is so diver-

gent you cannot say that the word "spur" is used as referring to a

spur track, or to a "spur line." Some roads use it in one way and some

in another. I think the word "spur" is perhaps used a little more

as referring to a line of railroad, than it is to a piece of track. If we

wish to crystallize the use of terms we can crystallize on that word as

well as we can coin a new term. "Spur Line" is an expression which

I have not heard used until to-day. I do think there should be included

a definition for "spur track" so as to distinguish between a spur and a

spur track, but I do not think we need to add the word "line" in order

to make that distinction.

Mr. Campbell :—It seems to me that the proposed definition gives to

a spur a distinction that it is hardly entitled to. I believe a spur would

better be defined as a railway track rather than a railway line. Would
the Committee be willing to define a spur as, "A railway track diverging

from a main or branch line?"

Mr. Bremner:—That is what we want to differentiate between. A
"spur" is a line of railway. A spur track may be a very short industrial

track or other track. The use of the term "spur" as it is stated in the

reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission is what we are attempt-

ing to get a definition for. I know of spurs many miles in length

—

5, 10 or IS miles. You would not think of calling that a spur track, in

the ordinary railroad language, but it is a "spur," a line.

Mr. Safford :—What the Committee is after is to try to outline the

various degrees of the aristocracy of railroad lines. There is no question

about the social standing of the "main line" and the "branch line."

"Spur" is the usual term applied to that character of road.

Mr. C. Dougherty (Queen & Crescent) :—This difficulty might be

remedied by inserting the word "line" in parentheses after the word

"spur."

Mr, Safford :—The definition says "line."

Mr. Sullivan :—I would like to ask the Committee if they are willing

*^o say how long a spur track should be before it becomes a spur?

Mr. Bremner :—When it ceases to be a line.

Mr. Campbell :—I would call a railway track 10 or 15 miles long, and

presumably equipped with sidetracks, a branch line. The only distinc-

tion between the proposed definition of "branch line" and "spur" is that

the first is one over which railway trains are regularly operated, and the

second, a line over which no regular train service is maintained. I be-

lieve the element of length enters, and that a spur, if sufficiently ex-

tended, may properly be classed as a line of railway. I do not believe

that a spur 500 or 1,000 feet long is properly classified as a railway line.

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—It seems to me the defini-

tion of the Committee of "spur" is correct, except they have not gone

far enough. To my mind the use of the word "line" presupposes main

track. I can call to mind track a half mile long that is evidently a branch
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line, because of the regular schedule service maintained over it. It might

be regarded as a main spur or a secondary spur. Possibly "spur" can be

classified as first or second class, but I do not think we ought to use the

word "line" in the definition of "spur."

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway Review) :—The word "spur" is in cur-

rent use, undoubtedly, as the Committee has it. It has been suggested

that we try to fix a limit to the length of line that can be called a spur.

As I understand it, a spur track is one used for a local purpose, like one

leading to a coal mine or a saw mill. Even if it were 20 miles long,

if its use was only for a local purpose it would be none the less a spur

—

the length would not necessarily change the character of the line. The
question propounded is a good deal like the old one as to when a pup

becomes a dog, or at what age a pig becomes a hog.

A spur is rather difficult of precise definition, but is it not true that

on a "branch line" common-carrier service is maintained, whereas on

a spur the movements are really for the purpose of switching freight

between the main or branch line and some local enterprise? A good
many tracks that are called industry tracks are spurs. I offer it as a sug-

gestion that on a "branch line," regular train service is maintained for

common-carrier purposes, whereas on a spur such is not the intention.

To illustrate, if the track ran off to a saw mill or to some other manu-
facturing plant, and on the way passed two or three towns, it might,

even then, be restricted to freight service, and the lumber people might

be doing business on it, but it would remain a spur as long as it was not

used as a common carrier.

Mr. Safford :—It would be unwise to inject the phrase "common
carrier" into this series of definitions, for the reason a common car-

rier is a line which handles traffic and files tariffs with the Interstate

Commerce Commission. That has become the accepted definition of

"common carrier." It is true, the industrial spur is a track that will

compose the large majority of cases under this class, but as a rule they

are not common-carrier lines in the strict interpretation of that phrase.

Mr. Camp :—'Could the word "local" be used to make the sense more
clear? A spur is not used for common-carrier service, is it?

Mr. Safford :—No. In most cases it is an industrial proposition en-

tirely. When it comes into passenger service it comes into the class of

branch lines.

Mr. E. R. Lewis (Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic) :—I think Mr.

Bremner said a spur track is sometimes 10 or 15 miles long. I think

nearly every railway of the country has cases where they have spurs of

that kind. Off of that spur is another spur, off the secondary spur are

others. What do you call those tracks? There is a spur and there is

another track off of that spur—secondary tracks? What would you call

them?

Mr. Safford :—The ramifications of that might lead to reductio ad

absurdum. There may be a spur line that we could not dignify with
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anything more than "spur track." There has to be judgment used in

the classifications. I think a third-rate industrial line might have the

same class of service as a branch line.

Mr. Camp :—I believe that questions have arisen over this term in

regard to whether a railroad's tariffs should be applied to a spur. That

matter has been up before the Interstate Commerce Commission a num-

ber of times in such a connection. The question in my mind is whether

the definition might not be narrowed down. How would this suit: "A

line of railway used for switching purposes?"

Mr. Rose:—There are some spurs that join one railroad to another,

and there is not an industry on it, no switching service, and that would

fall within this definition. There is no regular service on it and it is

used occasionally only.

Mr. Campbell :—The distinctions made by the proposed definitions is

one of train service. Accepting that, would the Committee be willing

to define a spur as a secondary line diverging from a main line, over

which no regular train service is maintained?

Mr. Bremner :—I do not know that that helps the definition any.

We found in our investigations that some of the railroads never use the

term "spur" at all, but say "spur tracks" and "sidetracks." We found

railroads using the term "spur" to take in what would be branches under

this definition. We have tried to reach a definition which would give

the more general usage of the term "spur." It is a branch over which

regular train service is not maintained. It is our attempt to differentiate

as clearly as may be between a branch and a sidetrack, so that a "spur"

comes between the two. Our idea is that the road will classify its own

property after it gets a definition to build up on. What would be called

a spur track to-day might gradually change into a branch, and what

may be a sidetrack may to-morrow become a spur track. A foundation

is needed for common practice, so that the railroads will classify on the

same basis.

Mr. Saflford :—Practically every suggestion made here this morning

was brought before the Committee, and it is the Committee's unani-

mous conclusion that these definitions meet all these points.

(The definition as submitted was adopted.)

Mr. Safford :—The next is definition of "Main Track." I move its

adoption.

Mr. Campbell :—Will the Committee accept the word "a" in place of

the word "the" and add the word "system?"

Mr. Safford:—The Committee would not object to adding the word

"a," but I am not certain about "system."

Mr. Baldridge :—In looking up the schedule of trains on various

railroads, we find in most every case odd-numbered trains are west-

bound and the eastbound trains are even-numbered. It seems to me
that the Committee's definition of the southerly track would reverse the

ordinary numbers and the northerly track should be No. 1.

(Vice-President Sullivan then assumed the Chair.)
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Mr. Stimson :—I would call attention to the fact that this discussion

is out of order on account of the rule that definitions are not to be

discussed on the floor of the convention and I therefore move that the

matter be referred back to the Committee and that the members send

their criticisms to the Committee in writing.

Mr. Saft'ord :—It would be too bad to refer this back. We ought

to have further discussion.

Mr. Camp :—I think the rule that we should not discuss definitions

in open meeting was intended to apply to ordinary questions under

consideration, but here the subject before us is definitions itself. There

is nothmg else before the meetmg.

Vice-President Sullivan :—I do not think that we could change the

rules.

Mr. J. R. Leighty (Missouri Pacific) :—Whether or not you are go-

ing to allow a discussion of the definitions, this point has been raised, and

I feel that we ought to be permitted to answer it. The question of

numbering the tracks, the odd-numbered tracks to apply to odd-numbered
trains and so forth, was brought up in Committee, and it developed

that on some railroads it was habitual to run on the right-hand track,

and on others on the left-hand track. It would be impossible to make
definitions to fit all those conditions.

Mr. Rose:—On a four-track railroad, where the eastbound trains run

on Tracks 1 and 2, you could not fulfill that definition.

Mr. Baldridge :—This arrangement would not make necessary for

railroads to change the practice they now have in use. It seems to me
it would be only necessary to adopt the first paragraph.

Mr. Saflford ;— I am opposed to that motion. I do not think any
confusion is going to grow out of that definition. The definition of

"main track" is a positive definition; the second is a suggestion as to the

treatment of more than one track. It is a matter of convenience. No-
body can become confused if that definition is approved.

Mr. Jenkins :—In that connection I would say, in valuation work we
have found that the records have been considerably mixed for the rea-

son that, while ordinarily our road considers the eastbound track as the

first main track and the westbound the second, where there are two,

in many cases the local people will consider the first track built as the

first main and the additional track as the second.

Mr. Howson:—If the last paragraph under definition 4 is to be re-

ferred back because of the confusion that would arise on certain roads

incident to renumbering the tracks, that condition will exist with any
numbering that can be adopted. Rather than to refer this definition back

to the Committee for this reason, the Committee ought to be relieved

without further discussion.

Mr. Baldridge :—I would move that the first clause be adopted,

omitting the second paragraph of No. 4.
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Mr. Safford :—I have a suggestion to make, without having had a

chance to refer it to the Committee—that the second paragraph read,

"For multiple main tracks, generally the southerly or easterly main track

should be designated," and so forth.

Mr. W. H. Elliott (New York Central) :—I believe it a mistake to

suggest the use of the terms "southerly" and "easterly," in view of the

very different system or arrangement used by roads in numbering tracks.

If the definition were framed to specify what is known as the universal

system of numbering tracks, it would be advisable. I suggest the second

paragraph be referred back to the Committee, with instruction to make

it call for the universal system of numbering tracks.

Vice-President Sullivan :—The question before the house is th^

amendment to Mr. Stimson's motion that the entire subject be referred

back. Mr. Baldridge's motion is that the second paragraph of No. 4

be referred back to the Committee.

(Mr. Baldridge's motion was lost.)

Mr. Stimson :—I will withdraw my motion.

Mr. Safford :—I move the second paragraph be adopted in its

entirety.
*

(The motion carried.)

Vice-President Sullivan :—The Committee will be relieved, with the

thanks of the Association.

Mr. E. E. R. Tratman (by letter) :—In regard to flat spots on freight-

car wheels, the statement that a wheel with 1^-inch flat spot "will

travel but very few additional miles" until it reaches the 2i/4-inch limit

seems a little misleading. A travel of a "few miles" would hardly make

this difference, but evidently the meaning intended is that the wheel will

make "little additional mileage" before reaching the larger limit. Miles

and mileage are not quite the same in relation to service of car-wheels.

The Committee's remark on disinclination to believe that the flat-

wheel is a serious matter refers apparently to the car or operating offi-

cials, as it is pointed out that the effect upon rails has long been recog-

nized. The sound of a flat-wheel under a heavily loaded car pounding

along the track is enough to call attention to the possibilities of trouble

and danger. When so much energy is being expended in endeavors

to improve rails and reduce rail failures it seems that the flat-wheel is

an adverse factor to be reckoned with. Inquiry might well be made on

the line of ascertaining the numerical importance of this factor, as well

as its dynamic importance.
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(For Report, see pp. 439-474.)

Mr. J. M. Meade (Santa Fe) :—The Ballast Committee has had

the misfortune of losing two members by death, and also the misfor-

tune of not having with us the Chairman of the Committee. If you

will indulge me, I will read a memorial that was prepared by Mr.

Geo. H. Harris, a member of the Committee, on the death of Mr.

Charles C. Hill.

(Mr. Meade read the memorial on the death of Mr. Hill.)

Mr. Meade :—The Committee submits the following conclusion for

adoption : "It is generally conceded that stone ballast is the most

effective ballast, and experience has demonstrated that the best quality

of each of the various kinds of ballast (using the definitions as given

in the Manual) should fall in the following order of effectiveness

:

(1) Stone; (2) washed gravel; (3) broken slag (not granulated); (4)

pit-run gravel; (5) chatts; (6) burnt clay or gumbo; (7) cinders."

I move that they be adopted.

Mr. R. H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—I cannot agree with the

Committee as to their classification, neither do I beheve that the experi-

ence of the members of this Association will support their position.

They say, "that experience has demonstrated that the best quality of

each of the various kinds of ballast should fall in the following order

of effectiveness," and then they promise to make a definite classifica-

tion of the various kinds of ballast, which is wrong. What they state

may be true in a general way, but there are many local differences that

would entirely change this classification. It certainly w^ould not be

proper to agree to a hard and fast rule in the manner they have laid

down in this section. I believe that this can be remedied by adding

the word "about," so that the clause should read, "should fall in about

the following order of effectiveness."

Mr. S. B. Rice (Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac) :—I do not

claim that the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac and Washington

Southern were the first users of washed gravel. My impression is that

the Lake Shore was the first. I visited the Lake Shore plants both at

Rupel and Pleasant Lake before installing our plant. I do not consider

the washed gravel used on the Lake Shore equal to that of some other

pits—certainly not equal to that of the Massaponax Pit. There is as

much difference in the different grades of gravel as there is in the dif-

ferent grades of stone. Take river gravel, it has a tendency to disinte-

grate and solidify under traffic. The gravel in Massaponax Pit is of

hard quartz; in fact, when broken, the sharp edges will cut glass. If I

had the preference between crushed stone and our gravel I would take the
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gravel in preference, as it is easier to handle and I think you can main-

tain a more even surface on track than with stone at a less cost.

Mr. J. A. Atwood (Pittsburgh & Lake Erie) :—We have used

crushed stone, gravel and slag. We place crushed stone first, slag sec-

ond and river gravel third.

The President :—The Chair would suggest that the recommendation

made by Mr. Ford, which has been accepted by the Committee, would

render practically unnecessary any exact determination of the numerical

order of these different forms of ballast, as there is such a great variety

of opinion, and we might lose a good deal of time in discussion.

Mr. L. A. Downs (Illinois Central) :—There is such a difference in

washed gravel, I think it should be divided, pit, washed and river washed.

When you say "washed gravel," there is the river gravel where the little

particles are round, and if it is pit gravel, the little particles are angular.

When you say "washed" it covers entirely different things. Therefore,

I think it ought to be in two parts.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—Before the discussion goes fur-

ther, I would like to call everyone's attention to the wording of this

conclusion, "that the best quality of each." It is certainly true a poor

quality of one kind of ballast is inferior to the good quality of another,

regardless of actual relative value. It should be kept in mind that we
are classifying the best quality of each.

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway Review) :—I would suggest another

way to get around the difficulty. I do not believe the membership would

agree as to the order of preference of crushed gravel and broken slag.

How would it be to write "Washed gravel or broken slag" on one line

and leave it to the discretion of the party using it?

Mr. Rice :—I would say that you might put all of this in the same

line.

Mr. H. L. Ripley (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :—The Com-
mittee accepts the suggestion that the word "about" be inserted. We
considered that quite carefully. The Committee has received all sorts

of suggestions, and has listened to all sorts of complaints about the

order in which this material has been designated. We have received a

suggestion that every one of the first six be put first, and we received

the suggestion that No. 1 be put last.

It makes quite a difference in stone, whether you are using soft

limestone that breaks up under the bar or whether you have good sound

rock. It is equally important to have good strong gravel. A suggestion

came from one of the roads on the Texas Panhandle that burnt gumbo
should be at the top or next to the top. They have a material they

call "black wax" that is good when it is properly burnt.

I do not think anybody yet has suggested that No. 7, cinders, should

go in at the top, but there are conditions where cinders are the best

ballast that you can have for the time and place. The Committee has

discussed this thing and considered all the evidence that has come to us.

1 would rather deprecate the coupling togetlier of 2 and 3. Does not
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the modification suggested cover sufficiently the case in point, if the word

"about" or "generally" is inserted?

(The conclusion was adopted as amended.)

Mr. Meade:—The next is page 448, "Weathering Test." I will read

the conclusions.

(Mr. Meade read Conclusion 1.)

(The conclusion was adopted.)

Mr. Meade :—Page 450, conclusion, page 451 : "Your Committee

recommends the form of diagram copied in Appendix B for the study

of the organization of a ballast gang, and that this subject be referred

back to the Committee for further report."

There is a reference to mechanical tamper that I might read briefly.

(Reading paragraph headed "Mechanical Tamper.")

The Committee thought there was so much virtue in the devices

that it was considered proper to call it to the attention of the Asso-

ciation.

The President:—That feature was discussed and it was decided that

this report should be made. Unless there is objection, the conclusion

will be accepted as information and included in the Proceedings.

Mr. Meade:—The next subject is "Ballast sections."

(Mr. Meade then read definitions of "Sub-ballast" and "Top-ballast,"

and recommended their adoption.)

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Meade:—Page 455, conclusions (reading conclusions at bottom

page 455). I move the adoption of these.

Mr. J. R. W. Ambrose (Toronto Terminal Railway) :—I think this

conclusion should not be passed at this time. The Special Committee on

Stresses in Track are studying this question and are making elaborate

tests and experiments ; therefore, why should we now adopt this con-

clusion, which might be contrary to the findings of the Special Committee?

Mr. Meade:—We have had an experiment made by the Richmond,

Fredericksburg & Potomac road. Mr. Rice will tell us about that.

Mr. Rice :—We have been thrown back on account of the weather

in our grading. We are depressing about two miles double track on our

James River branch on account of the city requiring depression of tracks

for proposed extension of streets. We expect to make tests in the manner

that has been suggested, say, 12, 15, 18 and 24 inches. This will be done

this coming season.

Mr. Ford:—I concur with the previous speaker; it would be unwise

at this time from the data received by this Committee to adopt anything

that would define the proper depth of ballast under the ties. There is

insufficient information before this Association to attempt to do this.

I am unaware of anything in the reports of the Ballast Committee which

they have developed that would warrant the conclusions they have

reached on this most important matter. Not until the Committee has

presented to this Association a report, supported by more evidence than

they have at present, and have collaborated to the extent necessary with
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the Committee on Stresses in Track, do I consider that we are warranted

in adopting definite conclusions of the proper depth of ballast that shall

be under the ties.

Mr. Campbell :—I believe the Association would be safe in adopting

the recommendations of the Committee. Professor Talbot, in reporting

yesterday for the Committee on Stresses in Track, said that the facts,

in as far as developed by the Committee on Stresses in Track, confirmed

the opinion of this Committee. The Committee is merely proposing that

the ballast should not be less than the specified minimum.

Adopting the recommendation of the Committee does not mean that

we must increase the depth. A minimum depth is merely recommended.

Mr. Meade :—This matter has been before the Association some time.

Your Committee has asked repeatedly for funds to make experiments.

Those funds have been denied the Committee, perhaps wisely. The Com-
mittee on Stresses in Track have made many experiments, and those

experiments seem to demonstrate that the recommendations of the Ballast

Committee are not far wrong. It is a question on most of these sub-

jects when final knowledge will be obtained. At the present time there

is no guide before the Association other than one which would seem to

point to 12 inches- as being sufficient depth of ballast. The investigations

made in connection with valuation work have demonstrated that on many
of the roads, at points where maintainers on their upset judgment had

not enough ballast, as they thought, but found they had 18, 20 or 24

inches. This report defines the character of the sub-grade on which it

recommends this depth of ballast. It would be folly to put in 24 inches

ballast if 20-inch tie spacing is adopted; for instance, the New England

roads, and on the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, where the sub-

grade material itself is better than what the roads are using for ballast.

The Manual has been changed repeatedly, when new evidence brought to

Hght the wisdom of making a change. It seems to me the question be-

fore the Association is whether we shall present to the railroads some

standard to work to.

Mr. L. C. Fritch (Canadian Northern) :—I move that this recom-

mendation of the Committee be adopted, for the reason that we all know-

that the ballast is the foundation of our track, and is very important in

view of the increase in loads to-day. The Committee has studied this

matter thoroughly and have given us something that ought to be adopted.

It is a move in the right direction. I think a recommendation of this

kind ought to be made to secure a better foundation for our track.

Mr. Meade:—Federal valuation work has demonstrated that consid-

erable trackage ran as high as four to six feet of ballast, which is pretty

good evidence that the amount of ballast recommended is not excessive.

Mr. Ford :—I am in full sympathy with the Committee in their en-

deavor to bring out something that would aid this Association. However,
this does not carry with it the thought that we should adopt something
for publication in the Manual that has not been given proper considera-

tion and intelligent study. Will the Committee consider an insertion in
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that last line that will qualifj- this section, making it read: "The depth

of ballast under the tie, on roadbed material such as clay, loam, etc..

subject to deformation by the application of live load, would seem to be

not less than the spacing, center to center, of ties."

I think this would carry the thought that the member suggests and

would not commit the Association at this time to any unwarranted

conclusions.

The President:—Is that satisfactory to the Committee? You have

heard the motion as to depth of ballast, including the change suggested

by Mr. Ford.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—On page 440, bottom, under

the head, "Physical Tests of Stone," is that recommendation to be passed

upon ?

Mr. Meade :—It was our intention that this change should be inserted

in the Manual, that it should be made to read, "Physical tests of stone,

gravel or crushed stone ballast."

Mr. Lindsay:—If you change the heading "physical testing of stone

for ballast" under "stone ballast" to physical test of stone for gravel or

stone ballast, you will bring the whole clause under page 51 of the

Manual, that these tests are made by the Department of Agriculture,

and it is a question whether we can test the stone in gravel by that

method.

Mr. Ripley :—The point raised in the other discussion came up in the

Committee, that washed gravel was subject to the same variation in

quality and physical characteristics, as w^as the stone and the thought

in the Committee's mind was to have that apply more to a washed
gravel, or something where money was spent to prepare the product,

and washed gravel with the sand screened out of it, becomes practically

of the same character as the stone, and it w-as the intent of the Com-
mittee to recommend to the Association that it be subject to the same
test. It is just as necessary, if you are developing a gravel plant with a

million yards in it, to subject the product of that pit to the same test

that you would subject the product of the quarry to before you decide

to install the plant at that point, as it would be in the case of the quarry.

Mr. Lindsay:—I raise no question of the necessity of testing the

stone in gravel.

The President:—Have you any suggestion to make?
Mr. Lindsay:—In the absence of the requirements of the United

States Government, I have nothing to offer at this time.

Mr. Meade:—The Committee will w-ithdraw that recommendation
and reconsider it. Page 460, section (a), sub-ballast. (Reading the

same.) I move that this section be adopted.

Mr. Ford :—I would like to ask the Committee if they will con-

sider the introduction of the word "substantial" in paragraph (b)> also

the elimination of the words "not less than 12 inches thick," so that the

paragraph will read : "A substantial sub-ballast blanket of cinders is
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effective in most cases in preventing mud and similar material working

lip into the top ballast," instead of "A sub-ballast blanket of cinders not

less than 12 inches thick is effective," etc.

We have been experimenting for some time with the application of a

uniform layer of cinders on top of a new roadbed previous to the

application of ballast, and I know that this so-called blanket is a very

desirable thing and productive of good track, as well as of economy

in maintenance, but I am not so sure about the depth. The Committee

have certainly given no reasons why 12 inches should be taken as the

necessary and proper depth. Until they have more information on the

subject the Committee could overcome the objection and make progress,

if they would eliminate any reference to a predetermined depth by the

change suggested.

Mr. Meade :—I do not think anything less than that, on account of

the cheapness of ballast, would be safe to recommend.

Mr. Ford :—I will have to take issue with the Committee. I move

the elimination of "not less than 12 inches thick" from the paragraph.

(The amendment was lost.)

The President :—The original motion is on the adoption of para-

graph ( b )

.

(The recommendation was adopted.)

Mr. Meade:—I move that sections (c) and (d) be adopted. Para-

graph (d), on page 460, covers the section of track as given on pages

4.S6 and 457, the section for Class A, crushed stone and slag.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—I have no objectioo

to this section, except in minor parts. It would be possible at some expense

to dress the sub-grade as shown, but I do not believe that it could be so

maintained. As a matter of practicability, I would like to see the Asso-

ciation go back to the sub-grade for ballast being a straight level line

under the ties originally adopted by it. In any event, the sub-grade will

not remain in the precise form to which it is dressed. Consequently, I

see no advantage in spending even a dollar in securing a difficult form

which cannot be maintained.

The President :—This is an important matter which is now before

the house. These sections have been the subject of a great deal of study

by this Committee. The conclusions of this Committee will be adopted

as the standards recommended by this Association, if you so decide.

(The motion carried.)

The President :—We will now take up the consideration of Class

"A" sections—crushed stone and slag, for single track on tangent.

Mr. Ambrose :—I would call attention to the fact that this ballast

section requires a roadway 26 feet in width for single track. How many

Engineers are there who will recommend a 26-foot roadway for single

track ?

Mr. Lindsay :—I will call the attention of the convention to the

fact that if this recommendation of the Committee carries it will be

necessary to modify the Manual, page 556, headed as follows: "The
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following ballast sections illustrate good practice—sections for Class A
track are intended to show minimum depth under ties and are recom-

mended for use only on- the firmest, most substantial and well-drained

sub-grades." I assume that the section which is shown on the screen

will take the place of the four which are shown on pages 456 and 457?

Mr. Ripley:—Referring to Mr. Lindsay's statement and the state-

ment contained in the Manual, that leaves us with a standard section to

apply to a roadbed, firm and offering a first-class support to our track.

This recommendation of the Committee also calls for 12 inches of ballast

under the tie under similar conditions. It recognizes further, however,

that on a roadbed which has not good sustaining power an additional

depth of ballast should be provided. It recommends that that ballast,

generally, be of a character less expensive than crushed stone or the

liigh-class top ballast. I think the two are not in conflict. This section

provides for a form of construction that is not provided for by the

other section.

Mr. Lindsay :— I am not commenting on the section, but call atten-

tion to the fact that the heading in the Manual presupposes certain con-

ditions of roadbed. The sections presuppose some other conditions of

roadbed, so that it will be necessary to reconcile these two factors.

The President:—That would be a matter of editing, and it is some-

thing which, in case these are adopted, will receive attention on the part

of the Committee.

Mr. Sullivan:—In view of the motion which just carried, as I

understand it, to change the depth of the sub-ballast, would it not be

necessary to change the figures on these drawings?

Mr. Meade :—I do not think so, from the thicknesses given there.

Mr. Sullivan :—I notice that 12 inches is given as the depth of the

sub-ballast. I understood that the depth of the sub-ballast was left out

of the specification.

Mr. Meade:—I think not.

Mr. Ripley :—I was going to call attention to practically what I

think Mr. Sullivan rose to speak about. The fact that we have adopted

section (a) puts that into the Manual, and we find what we are talking

about in section (d).

Mr. Ford:—I trust the Committee will not feel that I am objecting

unduly. I appreciate the amount of work that is being done ; at the

same time I feel that it is of much greater importance that this Asso-

ciation be right on the matter of ballast and its associate details. Mr.

Stimson has already brought out the comparative value in the general

use of the adopted standards, probably due to some lack of proper con-

sideration on our part of the elements of thoroughness, cost and prac-

ticability. As I understand the Committee, the}- are anxious at this time

to get the Association to definitely commit itself on this ballast section.

They would have it establish by definite lines and print in the main a

section, which, as a matter of fact, is not being used by any road in the

country. I think it would be very unfortunate for this Association to go
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on record in the determination of what shall be a standard ballast sec-

tion. They should, in my judgment, never be adopted. The Committee

may lay down principles for the guidance of railroads as to what they

shall conform to in the construction of their roadbeds, application of

ballast, etc., but beyond that I do not think they should go. Outlining

the principles of good practice is all right, but laying down definite hard,

fixed rules of what shall or what shall not be standard on general matters

is not right. To adopt this section is to state in effect that the ballast sec-

tion of all other roads is not up to standard, and this is bound to weaken

the work of the Association because its recommendation never will, in

my opinion, be adopted by the roads.

The President:—Is there any further discussion in regard to this

proposed section of Class A single track on tangent? If not, all those

in favor of adopting this for the Manual will signify by saying aye;

opposed no. The noes have it, and the section is not adopted.

These four sections are so interdependent that a motion to refer

the first back to the Committee would necessarily carry with it the other

three printed on these pages 4, 5, 6, 7. If there is no objection, that

will be done.

The Committee on Ballast is excused with the thanks of the Asso-

ciation.

Mr. E. E. R. Tratman (by letter) :—The reduction of sand per-

centage in gravel ballast is important, for the report indicates that the

quality of the ballast increases as the sand content decreases. The

"Manual" recommends 25 to 35 per cent, of sand for "Class A" track,

while the experiments seem to favor as low a proportion as 7 per cent.

It is not quite clear whether "washed gravel" in the report includes

crushed gravel. In some cases the gravel contains a considerable propor-

tion of stones rather too large for good ballast, and it is therefore passed

through a crusher. The advantage apparently is that the angular product

is superior to the round product of gravel that is simply washed and

screened. At the sam^e time the washed gravel is cheaper and more

easily worked than stone ballast, besides being harder than some grades

of stone. As to sub-ballast, crushed slag has been used in some cases

where cinders were not obtainable. It is not so effective as the latter,

as the mud will work or pump through it.
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(For Report, see pages 475-541.)

Mr. L. A. Downs (Illinois Central) :—The first matter taken up by

the Committee was Subject 2, "Continue the study of the effect of design

of tie-plates and track spikes on the durability of cross-ties." This

Committee has been studying this question for the last four years, and

each year we have submitted a progress report. We have worked the

matter on very conservative lines and have not made any definite con-

clusions heretofore, due to the fact that we are mindful of the times

and the reconstruction period of track fastenings. We felt that if we
had given a conclusion one way or the other, to which everyone had

agreed, that during the succeeding year we would have again changed

our mind. This year, however, in our eagerness to study the question,

we put out a series of questions which are shown on page 476 and which

are tabulated on the pages following 478, which, of course, is too

voluminous a matter to take up your time with now.

This Sub-Committee, in addition to getting replies on these ques-

tions, which, by the way, were almost all responded to, made a personal

visit to the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western track, an abandoned piece

of track between Clark's Summit and Hallstead, Pa., and in Appendix

A on page 515 you will find some photographs on which part of the con-

clusions were based. In addition to this we have been furnished by

the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh with a history of the de-

velopment of the tie-plates on the Pennsylvania Railroad, which will also

be found in the appendix on page 528, and from this study the Com-
mittee came to the general conclusions shown on page 477.

(Mr. Downs read the conclusions on page 477.)

We have asked to have received as information these general con-

clusions, but we would be very glad to hear discussion on them.

The President:—Is there any discussion on these conclusions? This

Committee has done a great deal of very valuable work in connection

with this report, and we trust it will be appreciated by the convention.

If anyone desires to make any comments in reference to these con-

clusions, which will be accepted as information, we would be glad to

receive the same.

Mr. A. Charles Irwin (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) :—I would
like to ask the Committee what they consider as the normal increase in

wheel loads upon which they base Conclusion 4, with which the tie-plates

now in use will prove unsatisfactory.

Mr. F. R. Layng (Bessemer & Lake Erie) :—The Committee had in

mind that there is a general movement towards heavier wheel loads not

only in engines, but in cars, and we can expect this to continue some-

what in the future. These loads may not increase as fast in the future
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as they have in the past, but we feel that there will be an increase, and

if this takes place the plates now considered satisfactor\- will not be

strong enough.

Mr. Irwin :—Does the Committee wish to state any wheel load upon

which they base the lack of strength of the tie-plate? Conclusion 4

says, "The plates now considered satisfactory do not have suflficient ex-

cess strength to prove satisfactory throughout their life under normally

increasing wheel loads and traffic conditions." If the increase in wheel

loads are of such magnitude as to make the present tie-plates of in-

sufficient strength to bear the load that will come upon them, what is

that load? The conclusion is based "normally increasing wheel loads."

Has the Committee determined what will be the normal increase in

wheel loads?

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—That will depend

primarily on the strength of the tie and its ability to resist pressure and

impact. I anticipate that the Committee does not mean to say that one

size of tie-plate would be the right size for all kinds of ties. It is my
observation that tie-plates are not large enough. They do not give

sufficient bearing area. I believe it is a common experience of members
of this Association that the tie-plates are cutting into the ties account

of insufficient bearing area. I believe that all five of the conclusions

of the Committee are wise and I approve them.

Mr. H. R. Saflford (Grand Trunk) :—I have nothing but good words

to say about the report of this Committee and particularly the informa-

tion which they have collected and which appears in tabular form. The
Committee has not attempted to analyze these results in such a way
that we could really get anything definite, and I presume the time has

not been sufficient for that.

I would suggest to the Committee that in their further analysis of

these results, that they give particular attention to trying to develop to

a greater extent than has been done the information under question

No. 4, and if that information can be developed further along the lines

of getting actual dimensions of plates that have failed it would give

the Committee and the Association much more reliable data to work
upon.

I notice that some roads say they have no prints, others give the

type of plate without any dimensions. I think the meat of this thing

will be found in Question 4, and I earnestly suggest that particular

line of question be developed further with the railroads which have

already reported.

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway Review) :—I think this report is a good
statement of the underlying principles of tie-plate design. I almost wish

the Committee had presented them as conclusions for insertion in the

Manual, because they seem to cover every case where tie-plates do not

meet the requirements. We have always considered the chair type of

construction on English railways as extreme; that is, the use of too

much metal. The English chair is so rigid it w^ill not admit of any
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bending, and I think we will find that in order to meet the requirements

of these increasing wheel loads, we must make some approach toward

the rigidity of the English chair. This question very frequently comes

up with men who have not had experience in the use of tie-plates, but

who, unfortunately, have the responsibility of selecting tie-plates for use

on railroads, and I do not think that we can do any better than to take

these five conclusions here as a guide for the future design of tie-plates.

I want to ask if it is the intention of the Committee, in its future

work on tie-plates, to elaborate on these conclusions?

Mr. Downs :—Yes ; we had hoped that this would ])e allowed to rest

for a year or two on account of the reconstruction period of track-

fastenings, and then we could take the subject up again. That w^as our

recommendation to the Board of Direction.

Mr. Layng:—I will answer Mr. Irwin a little further and tell him

the purpose of the Committee in inserting Conclusion 4 was primarily

to guard against not only falling into the error, as we view it, of as-

suming that because certain tie-plates may be satisfactory in the begin-

ning, they will continue to be so. This Committee does not believe that

some of the roads reporting satisfactory plates will continue to have

satisfactory results as the wheel loads increase or the traflfic density

increases, and we want to guard against that error.

Mr. Irwin:—Without desiring to prolong the discussion, my object

was to see whether or not the Committee had concluded about what the

increase in wheel loads would be in the future. This would seem neces-

sary to a statement like Conclusion No. 4. If they have done so, I would
like their data as a matter of information. We are all interested in that

subj ect.

Mr. Downs :—No ; we have not done that. We have worked pretty

hard, Mr. Irwin, but we did not get that far.

The President:—If there is no objection, these conclusions will be

accepted as information and printed in the Manual.

Mr. Downs:—Our next subject. No. 3, was "Specifications for cross-

and switch-ties: (a) when used without preservative treatment; (b)

when to be used with a preservative liquid." The recommendations in

connection with this matter are to be-found on page 493.

(Mr. Downs read the matter on page 493, to be inserted at the end

of paragraph 2.)

I move that be adopted to be inserted in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Downs read the matter on page 493 to be inserted at the

end of paragraph 3.)

Mr. Downs:— I move that that matter just read be adopted and

printed in the Manual.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—In this clause it seems to me
to be necessary to define the time of delivery, and it is hardly advisable

to consider a tie delivered until it is accepted by the inspector, and the

date of inspection is beyond the control of the man delivering the ties.
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I therefore suggest it be changed to read: "Ties of

shall be removed from the woods and piled ready for inspection at such

points as may be designated within months after felHng

the trees. Ties shall not be considered as delivered until accepted by the

purchaser or his inspector."

Mr. Downs :—That might be all right, but we would not want to

adopt it without further consideration by the Committee. We have

practically the same thing in the Manual, though it is of a general

character. It relates to all ties. The question is whether there is any

objection to this clause which is here.

Mr. Baldridge:—It seems to me this clause would place the burden

on the maker of the ties to deliver within a certain length of time after

they were cut, when the actual delivery is not within his control. The

ties should not be considered delivered until they are accepted by the

inspector. If they are, you will have to pay for everything he delivers.

Mr. John G. Sullivan (Canadian Pacific) :-r-I think the function of

this clause is to call the attention of the man buying the ties to the

danger of the ties becoming decayed before he wants to put them into

the track, and if that is left in blank he will attend to that detail himself.

The President :—'If there is no further discussion, these changes

presented by the Committee will be accepted for insertion in the Manual,

unless objection is made.

Mr. Downs:—With reference to Subject 4, "Report on trials of

metal, composite and concrete cross-ties, and give results to date." As

this Committee has stated on the floor many times we are building up a

history of cross-ties of which we are very proud. It will go down in

history to the young man 100 years from now who will look up for

information as to how this substitute tie started. On page 535 we give

a complete index. You will see that this index is very full and covers

the name of tie, railroad, location, date of installation, the condition

at various times, and the date of removal. This information is amplified

in considerable detail, as will be seen from a glance at the index.

The President:—The Committee deserves to be complimented on the

admirable amount of excellent information given in this report, and the

index which the Committee presents will be very valuable.

As there is no further discussion, the Committee is excused with the

thanks of the Association.

Mr. E. E. R. Tratman (by letter) :—In regard to insufficient thick-

ness of tie-plates, it is of interest to note that the Northern Pacific Rail-

way is trying some malleable iron plates or "rail chairs" of unusual

thickness. With some of these the plate and rail are fastened to the

tie by through-bolts, while with others the plate is secured to the tie

by screw-spikes and the rail is held by the bolts. These bolt fastenings

are of special character, and their cost is probably high, but the relative

cost of screw-spikes and bolts may be worth considering, especially if

dowels or other auxiliaries are required for the latter. The use of bolts,

as a modification of European practice, was suggested by the writer in
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1889 at a meeting of the Association of North American Railroad Super-

intendents. Even if not used on the open track thej' might be found of

advantage in terminal yards and approaches to reduce the amount of

maintenance on rails, switches and special work.

The Committee recommends that projections on the bottom of the

tie-plate should not exceed i^-in., but it is not quite clear whether the

Committee intends to recommend plates with projections in preference

to flat-bottom plates.

The study of metal and concrete ties is not included in the Com-
mittee's list of recommendations for next year's work, but perhaps it is

regarded as a standing or permanent subject for investigation. It is

to be hoped that this is so, and that the study will be continued, as it

puts in definite and reliable form information that is of considerable

value regarding substitution for wood ties. Some of the new designs

are practically identical with old designs, and by following up the ex-

periments and experiences for a term of years the practical and economic

results of the various designs are indicated. In fact, in another year or

two the Committee might well undertake to summarize and review the

conclus'ions to be drawn from the individual or specific information it

has already put on record.



DISCUSSION ON ROADWAY.
(F'or Report, see pp. 625-671.)

Mr. J. A. Spielmann (Baltimore & Ohio) :—You will obsefve that

the General Committee was sub-divided and different Sub-Committees

assigned to the different subjects under consideration, also that there

are two general subjects and that they were also sub-divided. The re-

port on roadbed cross-sections will be found on page 626 and conclusions

on page 670.

(Mr. Spielmann then read Conclusions Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, on pp.

670, 671, which were adopted.)

(Mr. Spielmann read Conclusions Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, on pp. 655, 656,

which were adopted.)

(Mr. Spielmann then read Conclusions Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, on page 669,

which were adopted.)

Mr. Spielmann :—On page 633, second paragraph from the foot of

page, second line after word "lift," insert "at a 12-ft. horizontal radius."

Report on revision of recommendations relating to steam shovel

work and shrinkage or expansion of material placed in embankment by

ordinary methods of railway construction and to settlement thereafter

will be found on page 626. The Committee received a large amount of

information from steam shovel manufacturers and others in confidence

and not for printing in the report and which your Committee recom-

mends be placed in the archives of the Association accessible to members.

The President :—It is understood that this information will be kept

on file among the records in the office of the Secretary and can be con-

sulted by members.

Mr. Spielmann :— I move the Committee's report on steam shovels,

crane excavators, etc., including the forms shown in report, be adopted

and substituted for those now in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Spielmann:—On page 656 will be found report on Subject No. 2,

which is a progress report.

On page 658 will be found report on Subject No. 3, "Prevention and

cure of water pockets in roadbed." The Committee has collected a large

amount of data from different railroads on this subject and as the re-

port shows, have been investigating. In addition to the experiment which

the Erie Railroad will make, I am told to-day by Mr. Layng, of the

Bessemer & Lake Erie, that they will roll some more roadbed this spring

and the Committee will get the benefit of that also. This report is also

submitted as a progress report.

The report on Subject No. 7, on page 669, is a progress report,

but the Committee is in doubt as to whether this properly belongs to

this Committee and suggests the subject should be assigned to the

Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track.

The President:—That suggestion can be passed on by the Board of

Direction. If there is no further discussion, the Committee is dismissed

with the thanks of the Association.
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DISCUSSION ON UNIFORM GENERAL CONTRACT
FORMS.

(For Report, see pp. 673-679.)

Mr. E. H. Lee (Chicago & Western Indiana) :—Referring to the

proposed form of Agreement for Industry Track, this form was sub-

mitted at the last annual meeting as information and referred back to

the Committee for further consideration, with the suggestion that during

the year members of the Association who might be interested should

offer such criticisms and suggestions as might occur to them, by letter.

The reasons why the preparation of such a form was particularly diffi-

cult were set forth briefly in the report presented to the last meeting.

During the year, quite contrary to the plan of your- Committee, and

as we are inclined to think without any special fault on our part, we were

unable to have any meetings until this morning. Our subject was there-

fore necessarily handled through the medium of the exchange of letters.

We did have a meeting this morning, and at that meeting differ-

ences of view developed between the members of the Committee. We
feel that these differences are not fundamental, and that the Committee

itself can and should reconsider and reconcile them. Therefore, in lieu of

the conclusion presented in the report, I wish to offer the following:

"Your Committee on Uniform General Contract Forms recommends
that the foregoing Agreement Form for Industry Track be accepted as

information and again referred to the Committee for further consider-

ation."

The President:—If there is no objection, this will be done. Thi

Committee is relieved, with the thanks of the Association.
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DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION.

(For Report, see pp. 681-700.)

Mr. John G. Sullivan (Canadian Pacific) :—Perhaps the better way

would be to make a few comments on Subjects 2 to 7 as we go along

and then come back to Subject 1, the only one on which we have con-

clusions.

With reference to Subject 2, "Report on the resistance of trains

running between 35 and 75 miles per hour," Mr. Begien was Chairman

of the Sub-Committee dealing with that matter, and he reported that he

had made some experiments, but did not wish to have them published,

as he felt that there might have been some inaccuracies. I think it is due

to the Committee that I should explain that I am partly to blame for not

making our report somewhat longer, as we might have done, but we were

asked to keep our reports as small in volume as possible, and for that

reason, while there was a good deal of work done by correspondence

of which no mention is made, still there has been some excellent work

done.

In addition to the work done by Mr. Begien, Prof. Schmidt has

made some experiments and that is set forth as information in Appen-

dix A. I think every member will do well to read that statement care-

fully, because of the result of the experiments. Prof. Schmidt is entitled

to the thanks of the Association for this valuable paper.

With regard to Subject 3, "(a) Report on the effect of curvature

on cost of maintenance of way; (b) report on the effect of curvature

on maintenance of equipment," there was a Sub-Committee formed to

deal with that problem, but they realized, as I think all of you will

realize, that it is a hard subject to get on a doUars-and-cents basis. I

believe that we all realize that curvature does increase the cost of

maintenance and the cost of maintaining equipment, but the minute you

try to reduce it to a dollars-and-cents basis you get many different

results, and especially so if you try to get it from a single experiment.

I am afraid we will have to go on guessing as we have done in the past

as to what that effect is, and I think I wrote to the Chairman of the

Sub-Committee and told him I would rather have the result of a good
guess than a poor measurement, and if we could get from twenty-five

to thirty Chief Engineers who have experience in location and operation

an expression of what they consider it worth, we could probably boil that

down and be as nearly correct as any experiment would prove.

As to Subject 4, "Report on the effect of train resistance on the

amount of fuel consumed," Mr. Crawford, the Chairman of the Sub-

Committee dealing with that matter, was a little too busy to do much
work on this subject. I made a study on my own account a year or so

ago of what we were actually doing on our western line and that was

1513
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published, I believe, in the Bulletin of this Association. The title of

that paper, as I recall it, was "How to calculate fuel consumption." I

think the title of the paper was somewhat open to misinterpretation.

It was really a study of fuel consumption and deductions drawn from
actual results.

Concerning Subject 5, "After the study of the effect of the various

physical characteristics or railway locations upon their economy of main-

tenance and operation has been made, if it is possible to do so, state

the conclusions derived from these studies in a formula, or series of

formulas, which can be used by Engineers in determining the relative

efficiency of various locations," we had a meeting on that subject, and

those who were present were unanimously of the opinion that we were
not quite ready to reduce our results to a formula at the present time,

and that probably the subject could be deferred until such time as we
were publishing a new Manual.

As to Subject 6, "Report on the entire question of economics of

location as affected by the introduction of electric locomotives," I am
not certain that that is a subject we could deal with very satisfactorily.

In fact, it might have been better if that subject had been given to the

Committee on Electricity. We have not been able to do any work on it,

and we shall probably ask to be excused from dealing with it.

As to Subject 7, "Report on the extent the Locating Engineer is

justified in making additional expenditure in getting nearer to medium-
sized centers of population already in existence in the territory where
the road is to be built," that is a subject which the Committee did give

some thought to, but no conclusions were arrived, at, and a general

synopsis of the opinions of a part of the Committee, at least, would be

about as follows

:

I doubt very much if this Association can lay down definite rules

for the guidance of Engineers, for the reason that every case is a prob-

lem by itself. For instance, it would be interesting if some of our

Pennsylvania friends could tell us how much their dividends are in-

creased by the building of the New York Terminals. The way 1 would
personally handle this case when it came up, would be as follows : As-
suming that a certain town expends on purchases of freight and pas-

senger transportation $3,000,000 a year; that there are two roads already

in the town equally favorably situated and that the road I represented

would have an equal chance of getting its share of the business, pro-

vided the location was as suitable as the others, I would assume that

our share would be $1,000,000 per year, and that 35 per cent, of this

would be calculated as available for paying dividends and interest. As-

suming further that if a less costly line and a line more cheaply operated,

but less favorably located, we would receive only half as much of the

profits as that which we would have received had we been more favor-

ably located. We could figure at once that the money available for

paving dividends and interest from the earnings of this town would
only be $175,000 instead of $350,000 per year. I would equate the differ-
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ence between these sums against the interest on the extra cost plus the

extra annual cost of operation, and would be governed by the result

obtained.

I think it was Mr. Fritch, who was particularly desirous that we

should make a study of this. If he has anything to say on the matter,

I presume it would be in order to hear from him, and throw any light

on what he would do to help the Committee and the Association.

Mr. L. C. Fritch (Canadian Northern) :—I have not given the mat-

ter much consideration—it is a very broad subject. It is a hard matter

to lay down fixed rules "to govern all points. I think Mr. Sullivan's idea

in taking an ideal case and figuring it out on the basis he has, is the only

rational method. Of course, there are other elements which must be

considered in connection with it. Some lines have made the mistake in

sacrificing distance and alignment and in that way missing small cen-

ters of business that would yield quite a return. Of course, the char-

acter of the country has something to do with it. I should say, though,

if two lines are already serving a location, such as Mr. Sullivan has

chosen as his illustration, and a third line comes along, it is almost

necessary, by reason of competition, to reach the same centers already

served by the competing lines.

I do not know that I have any thoughts just now that would be

of any value on the subject. Mr. Sullivan has used the illustration

of what justifies the New York Central or the Pennsylvania in pro-

viding their very large terminals in New York City, but, as we know, New
York City is a very large center. It is often more justifiable to spend

large sums in the large centers than it is to spend comparatively

small sums in the small centers.

The Locating Engineer has a very broad field to cover, but it

seems to me where he has the benefit of such an illustration as Mr.

Sullivan presents, it makes his burden easier. I beheve that Mr. Sullivan

has chosen figures which are too favorable on a net^earning basis.

We can hardly figure on 65 per cent, as the cost of operation, at least

for the first few years, of a new line. For the first years of operation

the operating costs are much higher than in subsequent years, and the

ratio of profit is much lower, and the operating expenses would run

more nearly to 90 or 95 per cent, for the first few years of operation.

There are some very good examples of that in Canada. Take the

Grand Trunk Pacific running west of Winnipeg and Edmonton, and

the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian Northern, practically paralleling

that line. The Grand Trunk Pacific is a direct line, which has sacri-

ficed a large number of important centers, and the result is that the

earnings of the Grand Trunk Pacific have been less than those of its

competitors. That is a good illustration of where there was not enough
attention paid to reaching various centers of traffic, and they were
sacrificed in order to get a more direct line. On the other hand,

that may work out in a very desirable way in the future. When the
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traffic becomes dense on the Grand Trunk Pacific, with long haul, they

will have the more favorable route for the through traffic.

This question depends largely on whether the line is constructed

as a local line or as a through trunk line. Those are the elements

which should be taken into account. If the line is a purely local

line, you can afford to divert the line for a certain distance to reach

local centers, but if it is part of a through trunk line system, I think

it is advisable to sacrifice some minor local centers in order to get

the most favorable through line.

That is a very valuable study, and I believe if we took the exist-

ing lines and got actual figures it would demonstrate which policy is

the right one to pursue. I have a good deal of sympathy with Mr.

Sullivan and his Committee. They have a very large piece of work
cut out for them, and the Committee has done very admirable work.

Mr. Sullivan :—It is true, as Mr. Fritch has stated, that the state-

ment I made here was on the side of being favorable to going into

these smaller towns. There are other factors. It is not good policy

to miss a town if you can help it. You will bring discredit on the

road, and, furthermore, you must consider the future growth of that

town. It was our idea that it was good policy to err on that side

of the question, and I think, as Mr. Fritch will admit, we all know
that errors have been made on both sides of the question, in both

directions, and this Committee feels that any instructions that we
might give, or any rules we might try to lay down for preventing

these mistakes being made in the future, would not be wholly effective.

The policy is governed not so much by the Locating Engineer as it is

by other considerations, and this is a matter of policy. It is true

that the Locating Engineer, or Chief Engineer, if he is in charge of

location, should be properly informed, and he should be able to advise

his Board of Directors if they are making an uneconomical location.

Mr. Fritch :—There is one other point. There are many illustra-

tions where through lines have been built, and then spur lines built

into the smaller centers. That is shown in many cases to be a very

unprofitable investment. It costs much money to operate a small

branch line. You have to pay very high construction rates, in the

wages of your trainmen and enginemen, and you do not get the effi-

ciency out of the equipment, and it is quite an expensive proposition

to build short branch hnes to a center unless very important traffic

results are secured. Very often in cases of this kind you can figure

the cost of a branch line and the cost of operation as against diverting

the main line to that station. There are many cases where that would

serve as an index to what ought to be done.

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway Review) :—Mr. Sullivan said that a

good guess is often a factor in such a situation as this. We often hear

it said of a venture that results have been achieved beyond what any-

one dreamed of. I therefore think a good dreamer, also, would be a

valuable man to have in considering these questions.
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Mr. Sullivan:—Subject 1 reads as follows: "Make critical exami-

nation of the subject-matter in the Manual, and submit definite recom-

mendations for changes, taking into special consideration a revision of

the conclusions in Vol. 16, pages 104 to 109."

I want to say that the Committee was imder the impression that

to get any matter before the convention it should be put in the form

of conclusions. We were not unanimous at the meeting we had as to

the changes suggested in the Manual, but they were allowed to go into

the report, and since the report was printed I have had considerable

correspondence with some of the members who objected to changes.

(Mr. Sullivan then read the first change under "Revision of Manual,"

which was agreed to.)

(Mr. Sullivan then read the proposed changes to paragraphs (3)

and (4), page 521 of the Manual.)

Mr. Sullivan:—There is considerable objection to the proposed

change and I think you will remember there was considerable discus-

sion on this subject two years ago, when it was first approved for

the Manual. The difiiculty arises as to the method of raising money.

To illustrate : If a road was built as a private institution, with your

own money, you were not allowed to borrow money no matter what

rate of interest you would have to pay for the same, the greatest rate

of interest j^ou would get from that money would be represented by

R — E
, where R is total receipts, E, operating expenses, and C, capital

C
invested. This condition is expressed by the first formula now printed

in the Manual. The second formula contemplates a different case. That

is one where you can borrow money at a cheap rate of interest, and

in this case, if all of the capital was supplied from bonds sold, the

second formula correctly states the case, viz., receipts minus operating

expenses plus interest charges equal dividends. Now, to illustrate the

difference between the two formulas, let us suppose that we can build

a cheap line between two given points for $10,000,000; that we can

build a lower grade line, less curvature, and between the same points,

for $15,000,000; that it is further supposed that the gross receipts from

either line would be $2,500,000, that the operating expenses in the case

of the cheaper line would be $1,800,000 per year, that the operating

expenses in the case of the more expensive line would be $1,500,0(X).

R— E
According to the formula , the rate of interest we would get for

C
the capital expended on the cheap line would be 7 per cent., the rate

of interest we would get on the more expensive line would be 6^ per

cent. That is, the rate of interest on the more expensive line is the

smaller. Now, let us assume that we could get money by selling bonds

at 4 per cent, and let us apply the second formula printed in the Manual,

viz., R — (E -{- 1) ^= dividends. In the case of the cheaper line, inter-
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est charges would be $400,000, added to the operating expenses, make

$2,200,000, leaving for dividends $300,000 per year. In the case of the

more expensive line the interest charges would be $600,000, added to

the operating expenses, make $2,100,000, leaving for dividends $400,000

per year ; an increase of 25 per cent, per year in dividends, on account

of the increase in expenditure of 50 per cent. In other words, it boils

down to the simple fact that if a man is able to make a larger rate

of interest in business than he has to pay for capital, he is justified

in borrowing money to increase that business.

The Committee is rather divided on this subject, and we would

like to have an expression from the house, unless Mr. Roberts would

like to say a few words.

Mr. S. S. Roberts (Consulting Engineer) :—The Sub-Committee

which made these recommendations, after considering the formulas and

various discussions of the Sub-Committee, decided that neither of the

formulas were complete, and that as a matter of fact they did not

represent what they claimed to represent ; that we knew of no formula

that would meet the claims, and if these formulas were not complete

they might be misleading, and that it would be better to substitute

for them just the simple statement which the Committee has proposed.

Mr. Sullivan :—I do not think the formulas give any misinformation,

and in order to bring the matter before the house, I make a motion

that no change be made in the Manual under paragraphs (3) and (4),

page 521.

Mr. Fritch :—I think there are cases where the most economical

location would be one where the cost of construction, and therefore,

the interest, would be less. If your gross receipts are not sufficient on

a certain line to pay your fixed charge and operating expenses, it would

be much wiser to build a less expensive line, and thereby decrease the

capital account and interest charges and thereby produce, probably, a

better result in the way of net earnings from the investment. I have

in mind cases where one-half per cent, grade lines were built at a

cost that yields no net return, whereas if a one per cent, grade line

had been built the capital charge would have been such that the" inter-

est on it, plus the operating expenses, would have shown a net return.

I suppose the Committee took into account that item, that the most

economical line is the one which produces the greatest net earnings. I

suppose the formula would cover that case.

Mr. Sullivan:—Formula 2 covers that case. It shows that divi-

dends are derived from the equation where the receipts, minus some

of the earnings, the expenses and the fixed charges, equal the dividend.

Mr. Roberts says that is simply a statement, the same as if you say

you place ties at a spacing of two feet, it would mean that 5280 divided

by 2 gives you the number of ties per mile, and it does not mean any-

thing to you. I cannot see it in that Hght. While it is true the equa-

tion looks like an axiom, what the Engineer must do is to make his

result, the p, which is dividends in this case, the maximum.
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I do not see anything wrong with the second formula. You are

not speaking to the point, M'r. Fritch, if I may be allowed to say so.

The point is on the discussion of this formula.

Mr. Fritch:—It is an abstract formula?

Mr. Sullivan :—Yes.

Prof. W. G. Raymond (State University of Iowa) :—The Chairman

of the Committee has very frankly said that the Committee is not

unanimous on this proposition, and perhaps that is sufficient warrant

for objection to the motion on the part of a member of the Committee.

It appears to me that neither of the formulas in their present form,

nor the statement in the proposed form, is to the point. I think neither

is correct. The first formula under (3) simply gives the percentage

of profit on the investment. It does not measure the value of the loca-

tion any more than it does the value of the character of the operation.

It is not a measure of the value of location.

The sentence at the top of 683 in the proposed form, I think, is

not to the point. It says, "An economical location." I suppose it

means the most economic location, because it refers to that which

permits the production of the greatest return on the investment. I

think neither one of them is correct.

For that reason I would move, as an amendment, that the matter

be referred back to the Committee for further consideration.

Mr. Sullivan:—Prof. Raymond's amendment will have the same

effect that my original motion had, namely, to leave the matter as it

stands at present.

Mr. Roberts :—I am not sufficiently up on parliamentary rules to

know just how to handle this situation, but Dean Raymond has told

me that he would be willing to support the recommendation of the Sub-

Committee, provided it was made to read, "The most economic location

is one which permits the production of the greatest return on the

investment from the profits of operation."

Mr. Sullivan :—As to the term "the greatest return," do you mean
in percentage? If you mean in percentage, that would not be true.

Mr. Roberts :—I cannot see clearly how you can have an economic

line, unless you get the greatest return on the money invested. One of

the objections to the Sub- Committee's recommendation in the discussion

before the Committee was "if you had money donated to you in the

form of bonuses and raised money in other ways besides raising that

money from your own pocket, that then you could afford to spend more
money and get less return on each individual dollar spent, though at the

same time you might get more on what you yourself put up, and that the

Sub-Committee's recommendation did not cover this case." This seems

to be the Chairman's stand. I cannot see that that is an economic proposi-

tion at all. It may be a very good way to make money on what you invest,

but it cannot come under the head of economics, and the formulas in

the Manual do not provide for such a condition either. T think that this

i
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statement as amended by Dean Raymond comes more nearly represent-

ing a true statement of what is an economic location.

Mr. Sullivan:—I think I can answer Mr. Roberts' objection. We
do not have to get money by donation, but we can get money for 3

or 4 per cent., and if we are able to make 10 per cent, on the invest-

ment the net earnings would be 10 per cent, on the capital spent., I

think any schoolboy can see this—if we had spent twice the money

the profits might be so reduced that we could not make 10 per cent.,

we might only make 8 per cent., but the larger amount, the 8 per cent.,

on the straight double sum would give the stockholder more dividends,

and that is expressed in the second formula.

Mr. Fritch :—Are we not losing the real point of this argument?

It does not seem to me it is a matter of finance entirely. It is a ques-

tion of engineering. A railway is a plant to perform certain things.

Is not the most economically built railway the "one that can handle a

given traffic with the least cost," and why confuse that problem with

any financial propositions?

Mr. Sullivan :—You mean to add fixed charges ?

Mr. Fritch :—No ; the Engineer is not concerned primarily with

fixed charges. He is not responsible for them. You may get money
to-day for 5 per cent, and another time you get it as low as 33^ per

cent. The Engineer does not control that. He is charged with certain

duties, to build a railroad between certain points, and it is his duty

to build the most economic railroad between these two points to handle

the traffic involved with the least cost, and he must take into account

the capital he has available, and keep his cost for the construction

of the railroad for handling a given traffic down to a certain sum,

so that the return from the traffic handled will yield a net sum as

profits which will be in harmony with the investment. Unfortunately,

some roads have been built without regard to that, because the money
was furnished from some source where there was practically no limit

to it, and the money was so plentiful that the road was built without

regard to cost. The best railway which an Engineer builds, in my
opinion, is one which will handle a given traffic between two points

at the least cost. That is the economic result desired.

Mr. Roberts :—The Sub-Committee agrees with Mr. Fritch, and we
think we have expressed that in our statement. I dishke to disagree

with our Chairman, but I fail to see how either one of these two

formulas will give the results he claims for them.

The President :—Mr. Roberts, do I understand you to offer that

as an amendment to the original motion made by Mr. Sullivan? Under
the motion made by Mr. Sullivan this matter will stand in the Manual
as it is now. Otherwise, it would be referred back to the Committee.

That is practically the same effect as would have been gotten under

Prof. Raymond's proposed amendment, which I understood him to

withdraw.
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Mr. Roberts :—Prof. Raymond said he would be willing to accept

the proposed form, if it was changed to read "the most economic

location," etc. That is the motion which I would like to see go before

the house.

The President:—The Chair understood that the matter was to be

referred back to the Committee.

Prof. Raymond :—I think that is what should be done. I think

perhaps this is not the place to do the work of the Committee. It

takes too much time, and I suspect we ought to go ahead with the

program.

(The motion to refer this part of the report back to the Commit-

tee carried.)

(Mr. Sullivan then read the proposed change in paragraph (5^,

pp. 521, 522 of the Manual, which were approved.)

(Mr. Sullivan then read the proposed change to paragraph (8), p.

522 of the Manual.)

Mr. Sullivan:—There was considerable discussion on that subject.

The original report was written about as the Sub-Committee proposes

it, but at the convention it was changed to the language in which it

now appears. There is a serious question if this is altogether a desirable

instruction.

That paragraph was placed in the Manual after considerable dis-

cussion, here on the floor of the convention, a^id I make a motion that

no change be made in paragraph (8), page 522 of the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. SvtUivan read the proposed amendment to paragraph (9),

pp. 522, 523 of the Manual.)

Mr. Sullivan :—The proposed form, I agree, is much more logical,

and I think if we were publishing a Manual to-morrow I would strongly

favor the changes, although at present I do not see the necessity of

making the change. My feelings are so divided on this I would rather

not make a motion on it.

Mr. Roberts :—I make a motion that the recommendation of the

Sub-Committee be adopted.

Mr. Fritch :—The proposed form is more concise than the old

form. It has that advantage, and I think it is more explicit.

Mr. Roberts :—There is one advantage in passing these recom-

mendations, if they are considered good, and that is before the next

Manual is published there will be a Supplement to the Manual issued,

and these recommendations would appear in the Supplement and go
to the members.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Sullivan read the proposed change to paragraph (11), pp. 523

and 524 of the Manual, which was adopted.)

(Mr. Sullivan read the proposed change to paragraphs (12) and

(13) pp. 524 to 526 of the Manual.)
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Mr. Sullivan :—The proposed form puts the matter a little more

concisely. I will call attention to one possible mistake on page 686.

where it says "Curvature increases resistance at the rate of 0.04 per

degree of central angle." You will see that it is stated in the substi-

tute that the "curvature increases the resistance by about 0.8 lb. per

ton per degree of central angle, which is equivalent to a rise of 0.04 ft.

per degree of central angle." The word "rise" was left out of the

original manuscript. It is only a minor correction in this respect.

(The recommendation of the Committee was adopted.)

Mr. Sullivan :—With regard to the matter in the middle of page

687, it is expected that the Board of Direction will appoint a Com-
mittee on the Economics of Railway Operation, and a great deal of

the matter now considered by Committee XVI, on Economies of Railway

Location, will be rearranged and changed and the matter will be split

up and divided between the two committees. For that reason I do

not think we should take action on this matter at this time.

I move that the recommendations of the Committee appearing at

the bottom of page 687 be approved.

(The motion carried.)

The President :—Before this Committee is dismissed, I would like

to entertain a motion on the part of the convention to thank Mr.

Sullivan for his excellent monograph on "Fuel Consumption," which

he referred to so modestly, and likewise the monograph by Prof.

Schmidt on "Passenger Train Resistance."

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—I am very glad to make

such a motion.

(The motion carried.)



DISCUSSION ON YARDS AND TERMINALS.

(For Report, see pp. 701-750.)

Mr. B. H. Mann (Missouri Pacific) :—The Committee is sorry to

state that the Chairman could not be with us. He was detained by

valuation work.

There were six subjects assigned to the Committee. They are

shown on page 701. The Committee decided to limit the report for

this year to the first, second, fifth and sixth subjects. Comparative

statements of the operation of two hump yards and one flat yard have

been prepared in compliance with the fourth assignment, namely, "Report

on classification yards." Some of the information had to be further

investigated, and it was determined to postpone reporting on this sub-

ject until next year.

In connection with the first subject, "Make critical examination of

the subject-matter in the Manual, and submit definite recommendations

for changes," the Committee will do this in connection with a later

subj ect.

On Subject No. 2, "Report on handling of freight in double-deck

freight houses and cost of operation," on page 702 is an outline of some

of the Committee's previous work on this subject, which mentions that

in Appendix A there is a certain list of existing double-deck freight

houses, and this summary is presented as a matter of information.

On the mechanical handling of freight in Appendix B there is

appended an abstract of a report regarding operations at the station

at Forty-third and Robey Streets, Chicago.

With respect to Subject No. 5, "Make final report on track scale

specification," this subject has been before the Committee by instruc-

tion of the Association for some time. The work has been handled

jointly with a Sub-Committee of the American Railway Association.

The report herewith presented is the same in all material respects

as recommended by the Sub-Committee of the Committee on Weigh-
ing of the American Railway Association. Mr. Baldwin, as Chairman
of our Sub-Committee, has handled that matter with the Sub-Committee
of the American Railway Association, and I will ask hini to outline

the situation as it now stands, so that in voting upon it we will under-

stand it.

Mr. Hedley Baldwin (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

As has been said by the Chairman, these specifications are substantially

in accord with the specifications of the Sub-Committee on Weighing of

the American Railway Association Committee on Standards. The form
of our specifications is somewhat modified, but in such a manner as not

to change the substance. There are two points in our specifications which
are not exactly in accord with those of the American Railway Associa-
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tion Committee. At the last joint meeting of the two sub-committees we

were in accord, but subsequently the specifications reported by the Ameri-

can Railway Association Sub-Committee were different in these two par-

ticulars, which occur under the heading of Capacity, page 706. The load

factor for determining strength and size of main levers is 30 per cent., as

we show it, but subsequent to our joint meeting the recommended load

factor was changed to 25 per cent, by the American Railway Association

Sub-Committee. They have not offered us a reason for changing this

factor which is determined by computation on basis of carrying a train

of typical cars on the scale as provided for in the first paragraph.

Article 3a.

The other difference, paragraph 3, page 707, is in the formula for

WL
maximum bending moment in links. We use the formula , while

4

WL
the American Railwav Association committee has used the formula .

8

We believe our formula is correct and we do not feel justified in follow-

ing the American Railway Association sub-committee in its departure from

the specification agreed upon at the joint meeting. With these two differ-

ences as stated, these spyecifications are substantially the same as the

American Railway Association specifications. Further than that these

specifications were evolved in touch with the Bureau of Standards of

the Department of Commerce, Washington, and we believe that a scale

built in compliance with these specifications would have no exception

taken to its design by the investigators of the Bureau.

I move the adoption of this report as information.

Mr. L. C. Fritch (Canadian Northern) :—My recollection is that

the American Railway Association has voted on the specifications. I

think they adopted them.

Mr. Baldwin :^I believe there were some dissenting votes, but I have

not seen the vote.

Mr. Mann :—The Committee outlined the work in connection with

the Committee of the American Railway .Association, and recommend

our report as it stands.

(The specifications for Track Scales were declared adopted.)

(Mr. Mann then read paragraph 6, at the top of page 717.)

"(6) A grade through the ladders, sufficient to maintain the speed

through the turnouts, connecting to

—

"(7) A light grade, that will just overcome in the length of the

body tracks the speed already acquired.

"Following this general recommendation and having in mind a

traffic of merchandise and empties, your Committee recommends the

three profiles shown in diagram in Table No. 2, as follows
:"

Table No. 2 is an insert. (Mr. Mann read the table.)
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The Committee felt that the best presentation would be graphically,

as shown on the insert. The next are Conclusions 1 and 2, page 718,

covering the replacement of the present suggested profile by that pro-

posed by this insert.

I move that Conclusion 2, referring to the new suggested profile,

be adopted and printed in the Manual.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—It is understood that these

grades are recommended for humps, with scales located thereon?

Mr. S. S. Roberts (Consulting Engineer) :—That is what would have

to be done, just bring the two together.

(The motion to adopt Conclusion 2 carried.)

Mr. Mann:—Conclusion 3 reads as follows (reading Conclusion 3),

and Conclusion 4, as a substitute, reads (reading Conclusion 4).

I move the adoption of Conclusions 3 and 4.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Mann :—The Committee has worked several years on various

types of ladders. Mr. Roberts has gone very carefully into the subject.

You will find, at the top of page 718, this statement:

"In 1914 your Committee prepared a number of drawings show-

ing different types of ladders which have since been augmented by the

addition of other types. In 1915 and 1916 the members of the Yards

and Terminals Committee were requested to state what types were

in actual use in the yards that had come under their observation. The
replies received by the Committee are tabulated, and appear as Table

No. 4. The types of ladders considered are shown on pp. 734, 750."

Conclusion No. 5, "That the ladder types be accepted as useful

information and printed in the Proceedings."

I so move.

Mr. Lindsay :—One of the recommendations of the Committee on

Yards and Terminals is that in such yards there be a track provided

for the return of the rider. I fail to see any such track sketched in

any of the layouts presented as typical.

Mr. Roberts :—These are just types. The details will have to be

worked out by the man who designs the yard.

(Conclusion 5 was adopted.)

The President:—The Committee is relieved, with the thanks of the

Association.



DISCUSSION ON RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS.

(For Report, see pp. 751-813.)

Mr. W. A. Christian (Interstate Commerce Commission) :—Your
Committee was requested to make a report on seven subjects, which

are given on page 751 of Bulletin 194. Under the first subject, "Revi-

sion of the Manual,'' it is recommended that this subject-matter be

divided into four sections: (a) Definitions, (b) forms, (c) track, maps

and charts, and (d) conventional signs. Under the heading of "Defini-

tions," the Committee submits changes in definition for "Records."

"Right-of-way Maps," and "Track Maps," but since the report has

been printed your Committee held a meeting and wishes to make one

or two changes.

The change in the definition of "Records," now in the Manual, is

to place the word "reliable" before "information," and change the word
"records" in the present definition to "preservation."

The President:—Unless there is objection, these changes in the

definitions will be accepted as recommended.

Mr. Christian :—Change definition for "Right-of-way Map" to read

as follows : "Right-of-way Map.—A plat representing the actual loca-

tion and dimensions of the real property, listing franchises and other

rights owned or controlled b\' a railway company and used or held fni'

transportation purposes."

Please omit the word 'listing" before the word "franchises." We
have added the words "or held for transportation purposes."

The President:—If there is no objection, that will be accepted.

Mr. Christian:—The next is a definition for "Track Map." (Read-

ing the same.)

The President:—If there is no objection, the recommendation will

be accepted.

Mr. Christian :—Under the head of "Forms," page 752, your Com-
mittee recommended certain changes, but now ask that this be accepted

as information only.

The President :—That may be done.

Mr. Christian :—The second subject assigned to your Committee

is the use of small forms, etc. This question has been given consider-

able study, and your Committee submits, on pages 769-797, Bulletin 194,

typical blanks, which are given as information. These will serve as a

guide in preparing forms for various conditions.

The President:—Unless there is objection, this will be received as

information.

Mr. Christian:—On the subject of desirable changes in sub-divisions

the Interstate Commerce Classification accounts covering road equip-

ment and operating expenses, the Committee submits a discussion of
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various sub-divisions of accounts, and the Committee would be glad to

have it discussed, so as to get all possible information.

The President :—Are there anj' suggestions in regard to this ?

Mr. L. S. Rose (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—

I

have not read this report very carefully, but I think a good many
changes might be made in the Interstate Commerce Commission classifica-

tion. One change I have in mind is tracklaying surfaces. I find the

cost of unloading rails is charged to tracklaying, and the charge of

unloading ballast is charged to ballast. I think it should be the same
in both cases. Are these the kind of suggestions desired by the Com-
mittee?

The President:—This report is submitted as information, and the

Chair would suggest that it can be handled by written discussion. It

is too lengthy to discuss in this convention. Yet it is important, and

the Committee invites written discussion. The report will be received

as information with that understanding, unless there is objection.

Mr. Christian :—Last year, in the Proceedings of 1916, the Com-
mittee gave a detailed description of the various methods of repro-

ducing maps and profiles. We have no further information to add

this year, and we recommend that this be discontinued.

Under topic five, recording and reporting cost of additions and

betterments, the Committee submits four tentative forms, and asks

for criticisms of these forms. I will ask Mr. Sattley, Chairman of the

Sub-Committee, to explain these four forms.

Mr. R. C. Sattley (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific) :—In valuation

work on our road, the Rock Island, we are required to furnish to the

Government the addition and betterment work that has been done since

the parties had passed over our line. So I designed four diflferent

forms, numbered (a), (b), (c) and (d). If you will notice on the

(a) form, under "Completed prior to the Government's inventory, but

after June 30, 1915," and another heading, "Commenced and completed

after the Government inventory," and another heading, "Work progress-

ing during the Government inventory"—in order to have clean-cut the

amount of work that was done on addition and betterment work that

had partly been inventoried and that part that was done after the

party passed over the line, it was necessary to know, on any section

where there had been an inventory taken by the Government, what

work had been done in that fiscal year on an addition and betterment.

That was completed before the Government went on there, and on that

same section, in that same year, if there was any work that was begun

and completed after the party passed over it, it is under the second

heading. We would come to work that would be in progress during

the inventory of the party, and it would be necessary to find out just

what part of that additional work was taken in the inventory and just

what part was taken after they passed over it. There is the reason of

the last work in progress during the Government inventory. We also

had a form (c) for heavv maintenance work, that did not have any
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addition and betterment on it that was reported in the same manner.

That would affect your condition per cent, of your property after the

Government had passed over it, and that would give you a complete

record as to what had been added to in the way of not a betterment,

but a replacement. We also wanted to know the number of ties of

the different kinds that were put into the track after the Government

party had passed over, and we designed a form (b) for that purpose.

We also would hke to know the number of tie-plates that were put in

after the party passed over, and that is your form (d). We have

completed on the Rock Island Railroad all the information and filled

in these forms and have sent it as our report to the Interstate Com-

merce Commission for them to take whatever action they please.

As the order No. 3, additions and betterments, is only an account-

ing order, the accountants of the Government can come to our office

with these A. F. E. numbers and verify our information. All of the

districts have been instructed to keep their information in such form

that the Government can call upon them to verify any of this informa-

tion. It is a very hard proposition to keep track of all of this matter,

but before our Government parties went into the field, instructions

were sent to the districts to keep their information in such manner that

these forms could be filled, and we can call on them at any time now

to fill this form, which I intend to do very soon, from June 30, 1916, to

the 1st of January, 1917, on account of the change of accounts for the

fiscal year ending .December 31. I think that information explains the

use of the forms, but I will be pleased to answer any questions the

members may wish to ask.

The President:—The Chair would like to ask Mr. Sattley if the

Government has given any indication as to its desire of the way these

forms should be made.

Mr. Sattley:—^They have not given us any idea. If they had given

us a form to fill out we would have had to give them the quantity.

Form No. 3 is not an engineering order. It is nothing more or less

than an accounting order. I have just received this morning acknowl-

edgment of these forms from the Kansas City office with no comment.

I move these forms be received as information.

The President:—Unless there is objection, the forms will be re-

ceived as information.

Mr. Christian:—On the sixth subject, specifications for maps and

profiles, the Committee would be pleased to receive any criticism the

convention may have to make, but this is quite a long subject to dis-

cuss on the floor, and written criticisms may be preferable.

The President:—If there is no objection, this will be received as

information, with the request that members interested will communi-

cate with the Committee in writing.

Mr. Christian:—The seventh subject, "Report on valuation forms

now in use and recommended for both field and office use," etc., the

Committee submits a number of typical blanks, and recommended that
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they be adopted by the Association and inserted in the Manual. Since

this was sent to press we decided to withdraw that recommendation,

and submit this as information.

The President:—If there is no objection, the forms will be received

as information, and the Committee will be dismissed, with the thanks of

the Association.



DISCUSSION ON BUILDINGS.

(For Report, see pp. 815-819.)

Mr. M. A. Long (Baltimore & Ohio) :—The Committee on Build-

ings had three meetings during the year, and while there were ten sub-

jects assigned, we thought it best to concentrate on freight-house scales

and ash pits, and so condense the information that it could be pub-

lished in its entirety in the Manual. Each paragraph is a recommenda-

tion in itself.

The first item we have to offer is a revision of the Manual.

(Vice-President Sullivan then assumed the Chair.)

(Mr. Long then read paragraph (1), "Revision of Manual," page

815.)

Vice-President Sullivan :—The Chair suggests that the Chairman

read each one separately.

Mr. Long:—The Committee offers that for insertion in the Manual.

Vice-President Sullivan:—If there is no objection, it will be ac-

cepted.

(Mr. Long then read paragraph (2), page 815; also the remaining

paragraphs on page 815, and first paragraph, page 816.)

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—I think that hardly leaves

room to enable the man to unload his wagon, between the side of the

house and the scale, and let anybody else stand with a truck ready to

put the stuff on the scale. I think it should be a little farther.

Mr. Long:—If you locate them farther away from the door, it

means additional handling. We have a scale at every second door

opening. The closer you have the scales to the door the simpler it

will be, provided there is no congestion of freight.

Mr. Lindsay :—That is true if the packages are small, but when you

get into dry goods there are big boxes.

Mr. Long:—We found that there was likely to be greater con-

gestion if the scale were in the center of the house, on account of double

handling.

(Mr. Long then read consecutively, beginning on page 816, second

paragraph, to and including third paragraph on page 819.)

Mr. Lindsay :—I suppose that is in line with safety work, but it

seems to me we are going daffy on the safety question. I remember
reading about how a man on the Delaware & Lackawanna fell into a

pit and was drowned. Should we equip our pits with life-preservers?

Is there any more reason why a man should fall into a pit walking

lengthwise of the track than there is if he is walking crossways of it?

Mr. Long:—Railings are all around the pit except where the track

enters. The idea is to have a three-foot drop. Walking down this

grade would be a warning, and when a man came to the end of the
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fifteen-ft. ramp there would be a barrier to stop him. We have had

men drowned walking into the pit. The Committee would recommend

in a general way that this ramp be followed out in all pits as a safety

proposition. These ramps are inside the clearance diagram, and guard

railings are placed around the pit outside the clearance diagrams.

Mr. Earl Stimson (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I think fifteen feet is a little

too long. We have provided protection eight feet in length in a number

of pits, and it is successful. What we use is a section of a picket fence,

with pickets about four inches apart, and when a man steps on that he

will stop. If you use fifteen feet of the available part of the pit you

will use up a good deal of the pit.

Mr. Long :—We felt that the cinders would fill it up. We believe

that in having this fifteen-ft. extension under the track, extending

out from the pit, the water would be sufficiently hot so it would not

freeze, and if a man started walking into the pit he would have sufficient

notice to stop him.

Mr. Stimson:—Under various types of pit, page 817, in Fig. 1,

you say, "At outlying districts, where few engines are handled, cast-

iron ties, approximately twelve inches high, are used to prevent burn-

ing wood ties. These should be located on spur tracks." We are using

them on other tracks.

Mr. Long:—The Committee did not feel that they could recom-

mend using a cast-iron tie on anything but a spur track.

Mr. J. B. Jenkins (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I would like to ask how
tall those men were who were drowned in five feet of water?

Mr. Stimson :—The pits are eight to ten feet deep.

Mr. Jenkins :—With the recommendation of the Committee that

the pits should not be more than five feet deep, I do not think there

would be much danger of drowning.

Mr. Long :—The question is whether we should recommend a

maximum of five feet in depth below the drainage outlet. The pits

would be more economical if we had them deeper. At some of our

larger terminals we. can handle two or three days' ashes in these pits,

but with a five-ft. depth of pit we would not be able to handle more
than a day's supply. At our Chicago Terminal we have a pit twelve

feet deep.

Mr. Stimson ;—I move that that part reading "not more than five

feet below the drainage pipe" be omitted and no depth at all specified.

The five-ft. depth will limit it so that the usefulness of the pit would be

destroyed.

Vice-President SulHvan :—The question before the meeting is to

eliminate this line—"Depth of pit shall be not more than five feet," etc.

Mr. Lindsay:—It is in a general clause. It applies as well to Fig. 1

as to the water pit. You would have to put a fifteen-ft. extension on
the cast-iron tie pit. I don't see how there is any more danger to a

man walking lengthwise than walking crossways.
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Mr. Long :—The recommendation came from several railroads that

something be done to prevent men walking into these pits.

Mr. Lindsay :—Then this ought to be confined to water pits.

Mr. Long :—We intended to recommend this for all pits in general,

but we will put in the words "water type of pit."

Vice-President Sullivan:—Would it not be well to place the rail

the same as the crossing, only one rail instead of double rail, eight feet

from the pit? I do not agree with Mr. Lindsay that there is no more
danger of a man falling in walking along the track than walking

alongside of the track, but if there is a rail eight feet away he will

stumble against it.

Mr. Long:—The objection to that would be the same as the objec-

tion to the cattle-guard or similar devices. It would fill up with snow

and ice, and lose its effectiveness.

(Mr. Long then read the remaining three paragraphs on page 819,

to the bottom of the page.)

Mr. Long:—There are five other subjects which the Committee

did considerable work on, but did not feel that it could make a progress

report this year.

Vice-President Sullivan :—One or two of my Engineers were going

to offer a few objections to this report, but they are not here. We are

using a cast-iron pedestal on which we place two rails set in this cast-

iron, and we have not had any wrecks. This gets rid of the objection

to disintegrating of the concrete. If the Committee have not had copies

of the plans I will send them.

The Committee is dismissed, with the thanks of the convention.



DISCUSSION ON GRADING OF LUMBER.
(For Report, see pp. 821-827.)

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk (Consulting Timber Engineer) :—Last

year your Committee presented proposed "Specifications for Southern

Yellow Pine Bridge and Trestle Timbers to be Treated." These have

been held over for the year and certain slight changes as to verbiage and

paragraphing were received, to all of which the Committee has given

due attention and has made the necessary corrections. On page 822,

Bulletin 194, you will find these proposed "Specifications for Southern

Yellow Pine Bridge and Trestle Timbers to be Treated," and the Com-
mittee makes the recommendation this year that these be adopted. Your
Committee wishes to call attention to the fact that the recommendations

as made involve the highest possible grade of bridge timbers, which can

be used for bridge construction.

Some criticism has been received by the Committee, directed particu-

larly against paragraph 4, "Quality," in which it is specified that all

timber shall be dense pine. We wish to call attention to the fact that

the specification as written was practically copied from the Manual of

the Association, with the exception that we have omitted all reference

to sapwood for timbers to be treated. In other words, we have taken

the rules for longleaf pine and have simply omitted all sap reference,

which can properly be protected by creosote. The reason why the Com-
mittee put in the dense grade, meaning thereby timbers which have

hitherto been bought under the term longleaf pine, is that we feel that

for the highest grade to be used on railroads we should maintain the

standard of strength and quality first of all, and the Committee had

under consideration the desirabihty of putting in a second grade which

would include the use of loblolly or shortleaf pine, which is used on a

great many of the railroads, but we believe before doing so we should

have the dense or first grade adopted, first of all, and we make such a

recommendation, and I, therefore, move that the proposed specifications

as presented by the Committee be voted on.

The President :—The Chair will ask Dr. von Schrenk to read each

item in this specification, and each item will be accepted as being ap-

proved, unless there is argument against it, under which circumstances

it will be open for discussion and disposition.

(Dr. von Schrenk read the paragraphs of the specification on page

822.)

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—I think the latter clause of

paragraph 2 might be omitted in the specification, but inserted in the

Manual. The first part of the clause is sufficiently descriptive.

Dr. von Schrenk :—The only reason we presented that was to main-
tain absolute conformity with the rule as it now is in the Manual, and
this makes no change.

1532
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The President:—Would you be willing to accept the suggestion that

the last sentence be omitted in paragraph 2?

Dr. von Schrenk :—Yes, we accept that.

Mr. Lindsay:—I make the same suggestion with reference to para-

graph 3.

Dr. von Schrenk:—We accept that also.

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—Before that clause is acted

on, I have a few words I would like to say to the Association. First, on

behalf of Committee VII, Dr. von Schrenk wrote me on January 5, ask-

ing the approval of that clause in the specification. We had a meeting

of Committee VII here in Chicago on January 20, at which time we
considered that clause. The conclusion of the Committee was that we
had not sufficient time to formulate a definite opinion as to approving

or disapproving the clause in question. Therefore, we simply wrote

Dr. von Schrenk, as appears in this report, that we could not approve

the clause, as we did not think it warranted. Possibly Committee VII

ought to have taken notice of this clause, because the specification was

presented last year, but we did not, until it was brought to our attention.

As to my personal opinion, I do not think that this clause ought to

be included in our specification. The basic purpose of the treatment of

timber is for its preservation. Unless we can get a treatment that will

surely give us a sufficiently increased length of life in the timber to

more than compensate for the additional expense, it does not seem to

me that we want to adopt it. In order to make sure of getting that, we
must have the best treatment we can get, even though a less good treat-

ment would give us a profitable length of life ; still, if we are going to

treat the timber at all it is obvious we want the best treatment possible,

so that we can get the longest life out of the timber treated. It seems

to me in order to get that best treatment we should use the timber best

adapted to that treatment, whatever it may be.

After my return from the meeting of the Committee in Chicago on

January 20, I wrote to twenty-four treating companies, about twenty

railroads, as well as members of the Committee, to get information on

the advisability of treating dense pine as against other kinds of pine.

I want to read some extracts from some of the letters I have obtained.

Some of these letters are in favor of the clause and some are against

the clause. I will first read the letters in favor of the clause. I have

the following statement from the Gulfport Creosoting Company

:

"It is practical to penetrate with creosote the heartwood of Southern

yellow pine. In regard to securing satisfactory penetration, it is neces-

sary to steam same at a higher temperature and for a longer period of

time than is usual for sapwood."

From the Kettle River Company: "There is no question about long-

leaf yellow pine being an excellent timber for creosoting. There is no
difficulty about penetrating the heartwood of longleaf yellow pine with

creosote without excessive steaming at high temperatures. In fact, such

steaming should not be allowed. There would be little, if any, difference
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in the steaming necessary for penetration of the heart as compared with

the sapwood."

I call your attention to the fact that these two letters differ dia-

metrically—they are as opposite as the poles.

I also have the following letters from creosoting companies not in

favor of the clause:

The Southern Creosoting Company writes: "Our Superintendent of

Treatment advises that it is practicable to get into close grain heartwood

of Southern longleaf pine a penetration of about Ij^ to 2 inches of creo-

sote oil, but that to do this longer steaming and vacuum is required than

in the case of shortleaf and loblolly, though a higher temperature is not

necessary."

From the Wyckoff Pipe & Creosoting Company I have the following

:

"In answer to your favor of February 5, we believe as a result of our

experience that it is practical to penetrate with creosote the solid close

grain heartwood of Southern longleaf yellow pine, but rarely to the ex-

tent of 100 per cent, penetration. Inasmuch as most of the longleaf

yellow pine now produced contains sapwood, as well as heartwood, and

inasmuch as the former is more porous than the latter, it is self-evident

that the latter will not be penetrated to any considerable extent until the

former has been penetrated to refusal. Heartwood, where there is no

sap, will not decay and will not take creosote oil, as it only goes in when

sap goes out.

"We question the advisability of using the extremely heavy treat-

ments which would be necessary to completely penetrate both the sap-

wood and heartwood of large dimension timbers, inasmuch as a lighter

treatment will completely penetrate the sapwood and the more porous

parts of the schedule under process of treatment, and the unpenetrated

portions of the schedule will be so resinous and 'hearty' that they will

be immune from decay for many years. It is accordingly probable that

the light treatment penetrating the sapwood will double or treble the life

of the timber through doubling or trebling the life of the weakest part.

"We regret that we recollect no test indicating whether or not the

ratio of strength between dense Southern yellow pine and loblolly pine is

affected by creosote treatment. We think it liable, however, that loblolly

pine would be comparatively stronger after creosote treatment, for the

reason that less pressure would be used in the treatment and the wood
cells would accordingly be less broken down than those of the denser

wood."

From the Ayer & Lord Tie Company: "It is not good practice to

attempt to treat the heartwood of longleaf yellow pine except in short

sections such as paving blocks. Our results are invariably alike and
show an end penetration of a few inches and from J4"i"ch to one inch

from the sides. In order to treat the heartwood of pieces large enough
for ties or structural purposes, the wood must be steamed at such high

temperatures and for such long time that the strength of the stick is
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very materially reduced and material should only be used where very

slight stress or strain would be applied to same."

From the Pioneer Lumber & Creosoting Company : "The strength

of longleaf, shortleaf and loblolly pine is sufficiently great to meet any

requirements. You do not have to figure on deterioration as when un-

treated wood is used. The tightening up on specifications contracts the

sources of supply, and consequently increases the cost. In answer to

your questions : First—the heartwood can be penetrated if seasoned by

proper steaming and vacuum ; second—longer steaming is necessary, but

the temperature need not be higher than for sapwood."

I ask you to remember the sentence in this letter, "The strength of

longleaf, shortleaf and loblolly pine is sufficiently great to meet any re-

quirements," because it will come into play later on.

From the Joyce-Watkins Company : "It is not considered practical

to penetrate to any great extent the heartwood of longleaf yellow pine,

particularly in dimension timbers. By increasing the length of the steam-

ing period and by carrying a temperature in excess of that normally

carried, additional creosote can be forced into the heartwood, but only

at the sacrifice of the mechanical strength of the timber so treated. A
good close-grained shortleaf timber creosoted should answer your pur-

pose, both from a standpoint of strength and permanence."

From the Louisiana Creosoting Company: "Our experience is that

the dense heart timbers can be penetrated with creosote only a slight

depth, probably one inch. In order to go further, excessive heat, border-

ing on danger to the wood fiber, is necessary. We do not find it possible

under these conditions to thoroughly penetrate solid, close-grained heart-

wood. Sapwood treats with less effort in every way than heartwood."

From the Norfolk Creosoting Company: "You ask first: 'Is it

practical to penetrate with creosote the solid close-grain heartwood of

longleaf yellow pine.' We answer, No, except in short cross-sections,

as in paving blocks, and then it is only possible after excessive steaming,

which would in commercial lengths seriously affect the strength, as well

as the resistance to compression. Second—The heartwood or mature

growth of all timber cannot be treated unless there is excessive steaming

which will materially weaken the fiber. . . . An experience of thirty

years convinces us that the only way to get a satisfactory treatment of

longleaf heart pine is to first thoroughly air-season it, thereby eliminat-

ing entirely the use of steam and then force the oil in by low pressure.

Under these conditions a twelve-pound treatment can possibly be had."

From the American Creosote Works : "First—^To a certain extent, it

is practical to inject creosote oil into close-grain heartwood of Southern

longleaf yellow pine, but it is a very slow and tedious undertaking, and

if this requirement of heartwood is carried to an extreme, the preliminary

preparation of the wood for the reception of the oil may approach a

degree that may be injurious to the wood fiber. Second—To inject oil

into the heartwood, it is necessary to steam it, either or both, for a
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longer time or to a higher temperature than is necessary for the sap-

wood."

From the American Creosoting Company : "Formerly it was con-

sidered not good practice to treat the heartwood of Southern longleaf

yellow pine, since this timber could not be penetrated with creosote oil

unless it were steamed to the extent of very greatly weakening the

timber, and that it was quite durable without treatment. Investigations

in the last two or three years by the very best treating experts in the

country have, however, rather changed this belief, since it is practically

impossible to secure longleaf yellow pine heartwood in sticks of any

great dimensions without their containing either small quantities of sap-

wood or soft porous spots which could be easily penetrated by creosote

oil. These small portions of sapwood and soft spots acted as a seedbed

or place to propagate fungus spores, which, when grown to adult stage,

woQld easily destroy the remaining portion of the stick, even though it

were composed of dense heartwood, while on the other hand, if these

small bits of sapwood and soft spots were penetrated with creosote oil

the fungus spores or small seeds could not propagate on the dense heart-

wood or the infant fungus grow to maturity upon this class of material,

even though it were not penetrated with creosote oil."

Another from the American Creosoting Company : "The more sap-

wood and the more porous and open-grained your timber, the better will

be the . treatment. The more porous and open-grained the weaker will

be the timber. Sapwood, however, does not necessarily mean weakness,

as the sapwood of the same species is just as strong as the heartwood.

Therefore, where a timber with strength is desired and this is obtained

by specifying strictly longleaf pine, or that it shall be close-grained and

dense with a minimum number of rings per inch, I would state 'sapwood

no objection, and is to be preferred.' Where strength is not a factor,

or where sizes in cross-section can be increased to meet the requirements

for strength, then I would prefer the shortleaf or loblolly species in

order to make surer of a better treatment, as there is no doubt but what

you will get a much better penetration by having the larger amount of

sapwood which is found in the shortleaf and loblolly species. However,
there is one point still in doubt in my own mind, and I do not believe

that any treating expert is to-day prepared to answer the question with

absolute assurance, and that is, is not dense, close-grained, all-heart

longleaf pine after treatment just as durable as that of loblolly or

shortleaf containing a large amount of sapwood, even though the former

may have nothing but a superficial penetration in places, while the latter

is thoroughly penetrated throughout. Practically the only answer that

can be given to this question is that with our present knowledge we are

absolutely sure of the latter, but not so of the former. To come down
definitely to your question, my own opinion is that it is good practice to

so write your specifications as to admit shortleaf and loblolly with a

sufficient ring specification to cut out the real porous and fast-growth

timber, unless your strength requirements are very severe."
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One from the Central Creosoting Company : "It is impossible to

creosote the heart of longleaf pine, especially in large dimension timbers

whether you steam it or air-season it. I think very much better results

would be obtained by railroads if they specified shortleaf instead of

longleaf where the material is to be treated. We are manufacturing

large quantities of paving blocks made from longleaf heart pine. These

blocks are from three to four inches in depth and five to ten inches in

length. Where the lumber comes to us green and in a partly-seasoned

state, we are obliged to steam it from two to three hours. By doing

this we can inject a maximum of about sixteen pounds to the cubic foot.

The treatment is erratic, but very much better than you could ever hope

to get on long timbers. Whatever sapwood there is on the blocks is

perfectly treated—some cases the heartwood is and in other cases the

treatment is poor."

You will notice that in these letters the diversity of opinion is quite

marked.

I have some letters from railroads and I will read first those in

favor of the clause. I will say right here there are only three letters

from railroads to which I can refer by name, because I did not ask per-

mission of the writers to use them, but in the other cases I will tell you

where the road is located.

The following is from the Louisville & Nashville Railroad: "I do

not agree with Mr. Frink, nor do I object to all-heart, dense longleaf

yellow pine for creosoting purposes. The Louisville & Nashville Railroad

Company has had very close-grained, dense, all-heart, creosoted longleaf

yellow pine stringers in its structures which lasted, in exposed situations,

for more than thirty years. Our present practice is to reject loblolly

pine for use in trestles where the timber is to be creosoted. The most

important reason for accepting sap on longleaf yellow pine to be creO'-

soted is that the timber can be had at less price without sap restriction.

It is true that creosote oil does not penetrate to any great depth in dense,

close-grained heart yellow pine. My views on this matter are based upon

experience, not theory."

This is from a Middle-Western road : "The timbers of quick growth

will, of course, take up more creosote oil than dense timber, and it may
be that some timbers will be so dense that they will not absorb creosote

oil satisfactorily. However, the timbers that we get under the specifica-

tions for dense timber will absorb creosote oil in sufficient quantities for

satisfactory preservation. It has been the custom of this road to order

timbers for creosoting longleaf yellow pine, square-edge and sound,

while timbers for untreated structures are ordered 90 per cent, heart.

The grading of timbers has been changed to sound and dense timbers,

but the average timbers we have been creosoting meet requirements for

dense timbers, except the percentage of sapwood is not restricted, and

we get good results at the creosoting plant. Our practice is to treat the

timbers with fifteen pounds creosote oil per cubic foot, and timber is

air-seasoned before creosoting. We have had some experience with
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creosoted timbers of quick growth, and it has not proved satisfactory.

For example, last year we had to take out about 75 caps of this class

of timber from trestles. They were not rotted or decayed in any way,

but had crushed down over the piles, on account of insufficient strength of

the timber. They had been in 6 or 7 years. It is also probable that we

will have to take out more of these caps from time to time. I am not pre-

pared to say that all timbers of dense grade will creosote satisfactorily,

but believe that the average timber secured under these specifications will

be all right for the purpose; also it may be that a dense timber would not

require as great penetration of creosote oil for proper preservation as the

sound timbers would require. I think that there may be some basis for

admitting sound timbers for creosoting purposes, in which case the lower

strength should be taken into account if they are used, but believe it

would be a mistake to exclude all timbers of dense grade."

From a prominent road in the Southwest : "It can be seen that

the hard and soft rings in the sapwood treat about in the same way

;

that is, that the hard rings take more oil than the soft rings, except that

the sapwood takes more oil than the heart. It therefore follows, and is

true, that the finer the grade in pine, the more uniform will be the treat-

ment. Also that the proposed specifications are an advance over accept-

ing any pine that grows, and that lumber bought under the new specifica-

tions will get better penetration than the coarse pine with its narrow

hard rings. It takes a very heavy treatment to keep out teredo, and I

think that no heart except in one or one-and-one-half-inch planks can be

treated with enough oil to protect it long. There are many treated sticks

with all the heart eaten away, while the sap was good, and also attacks

of limoria on sap corners of twenty-pound lumber. Lumber meeting

the new specifications would be more apt to keep out marine borers

than coarse grain pine, as it would get a better treatment.

"It is the fine grain with the most percentage of summerwood which

gets the best treatment, both in heart and sap, therefore, having better

protection from rot and marine borers.

"A restriction should be made on very coarse grain pine, and while

the new specification would undoubtedly give the best material, it has not

been proven to my knowledge, that a moderately coarse-grain pine, such

as what we think of as shortleaf or slash, having an average of at least

three rings per inch in the heart, would not give good service."

From a Western road : "I think it would be a great mistake to

call for a poor class of material for creosoting, and I am sure you

would see that the dense pine is all right and very much more desirable

than the sap loblolly, when you understand that three-fourths-inch pene-

tration in heart pine is better than three inches in sap pine, so long as

the seal of the treatment is not broken, and what we have got to do is

to compel the man using the material to not break this seal."

From the same road : "I think you will find that timber showing
an average of from six to ten growth rings per inch will have sufficient

sapwood to permit thorough and proper creosoting after it has been
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properly air-seasoned. I would refer you to the specifications for bridge

and trestle timbers of longleaf yellow pine as they appear in your latest

Manual. These specifications note the percentage of heart that must be

g^ven on face of the sticks. You will further note that Dr. von Schrenk

in discussing the question for the special committee proposes to adhere

to these specifications, simply cutting out the name 'longleaf yellow pine'

and substituting 'dense Southern yellow pine.' With these specifications

modified to use the density rule we would then have the heart require-

ments as in the present Manual, and with the proposed new specifica-

tions in Bulletin 194 we would have the density requirements, but no

requirements as to the percentage of heart. I have studied this matter

quite carefully and I believe the scheme is all right. This will give us

timber carrying quite a good deal of sap. A year or two ago I examined

the pile bridge on the Southern Pacific at Houston, which had been in

service more than twenty-five years, as I remember it. The piles were

longleaf yellow pine. The piles had been renewed in hexangular shape,

thus removing almost every particle of the sapwood. Notwithstanding this,

we found in a bridge over 200 feet in length only two decayed piles, and

this decay was near the ground line. We further found that the pene-

tration of the creosote was in no case more than 3/2-inch and in some

cases it was considerably less. From my own observation I should say if

we get a minimum penetration of J^-inch everywhere in the timber we
will obtain a very long life; in fact, I believe it will give us all that we
desire in our creosoted timber."

One from a large Northern road : "Our road has very carefully in-

vestigated the question of treating heart yellow pine and from the infor-

mation we have been able to secure and our experience, we are con-

vinced that it is a mistake to assume that it does not pay to treat heart

yellow pine timber because it does not take the treatment. There is on

record a large number of instances of unusual longleaf heart yellow

pine timber, brought about by its treatment with creosote oil and where
later investigations have shown that this treatment did not extend into

the timber at any point to exceed ^s to J^-inch. We are treating yellow

pine ties and our specifications are such as to positively exclude loblolly

and coarse-grain shortleaf yellow pine, as such timber does not give

good satisfaction under our service. For some time past we have also

been treating all white oaks and feel that we should have started the

practice long ago. It is our experience that heart white oak, if anything,

will take less treatment than heart yellow pine. Again, we also have

any number of strictly heart beech ties in our track, in perfect condi-

tion, under hard service, six or seven years old, and we know perfect^

well that these ties will not last to exceed three years under any condi-

tions in our climate without such treatment. We also find that these

heart beech ties will take less treatment than heart yellow pine. Also,

as I see it, the term dense yellow pine does not necessarily mean heart

longleaf yellow pine. A considerable portion of our shortleaf and Cuban

pine will pass as dense yellow pine, and I think it is even possible to get
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loblolly pine which will come under the same heading. The specifica-

tions as proposed by the Lumber Grading Committee eliminate any possi-

bility of lumber dealers working off the weaker pieces of longleaf pine,

which hitherto have been accepted. In view of our experience in this

matter, I would be in favor of approving paragraph No. 4 of these

specifications as proposed by the Committee on Grading of Lumber." '

From a Michigan road : "Obviously, timber should be strong enough

and elastic enough to withstand the loads that we put upon it. To my
mind, this would eliminate loblolly pine or coarse-grained, short-fiber

pine of the so-called longleaf or shortleaf variety. The object of creo-

soting is to preserve timber, and to preserve it, creosote must be put

inside the body of the sticks as far as is practicable under the present

creosoting methods. It is impossible to get proper penetration in

close-grained dense timbers. Keeping in mind these two things, I

attempted to specify a timber that would be reliable enough as to

strength and at the same time loose-grained enough to permit the

injection of 12 pounds of creosote per cubic foot. At that time there

was no definition as to what should constitute 'dense' or 'loose-grained'

timber, so I specified that the timber should preferably show from 8- to

12-year rings per inch, in the expectation that we would get probably

about 8 rings. As a matter of fact, we were compelled to accept 6

rings per inch, which we did, in the belief that we were not sacrificing

anything.

"I would not favor eliminating entirely from a specification a re-

quirement as to density, because I believe in the absence of such a

requirement, we would be handling some very poor stuff."

A letter from a prominent road in the South : "It has been the

experience of this company that longleaf yellow pine gives the best

results from creosoting. I do not think that the rules as adopted by

the A. R. E, A. for dense pine are necessary, but I think that we will

get the best results if we use the longleaf pine, which will conform to

the copy of specifications which I am enclosing."

Another letter from a road in Michigan : "I have read carefully

the contents of your letter relative to specifications for dense pine, and

am of the opinion that to cover all the points desired, this rule is well

written, as it provides for tensile strength in the density specified, as

well as providing ample sapwood for impregnation of preservatives.

I can readily see that the Committee on Grading of Lumber have sought

to eliminate the loose and open-grained pine, which, though it takes the

oil or preservatives all too readily, does not have the strength that it

should have for bridge timbers or other similar work. I think it is

generally accepted that timber purchased under the rule referred to

will have the sapwood distributed so as to protect all surfaces, and as

the penetration is largely longitudinallj', even some part of the heart-

wood should show penetration, as I have observed in the treatment of

timber of this nature at this plant."
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From a New England road : "The first charge was under steam for

three hours, under air pressure for one hour and under oil pressure for

one and one-half hours, and allowed to remain in the oil over night,

the pressure dropping from 175 lbs. at 4:45 p. m. to 50 lbs. at 6:00 a. m.

The oil pressure was then raised to 175 lbs. and kept on for one hour,

when the oil was blown out and the charge removed.

"The second charge was steamed for seventeen hours over night.

Air pressure was put on, and then oil pressure up to 175 lbs. per sq. in.

was retained for three hours. The oil was then blown out and the charge

removed.

"The third charge was steamed four hours. Air pressure was then

put on, followed by oil pressure up to 175 lbs. per sq. in. The oil was

allowed to remain at pressure over night for a duration of sixteen hours,

the oil being blown out at 6:30 a. m.

"The penetration in charge No. 1 varied from one inch to one and

three-tenths inches.

"Charge No. 2 penetration varied from three-tenths of an inch to

eight-tenths of an inch.

"In charge No. 3 the penetration varied from four-tenths to five-

tenths of an inch. An end boring showed a penetration of about three-

quarters of an inch.

"This timber was furnished as dense pine, in accordance with the

definition for Dense Southern Yellow Pine adopted by the American

Railway Engineering Association, and in accordance with the specifica-

tions for Southern Yellow Pine Bridge and Trestle Timbers as adopted

b}^ the American Railway Engineering Association."

From a New York road : "Referring to correspondence with the

Committee on Lumber relative to creosoting dense timber, would advise

that our experience shows that creosote treatment adds sufficiently to the

durability of even dense wood to justify the added cost, although the

benefit is more marked in the less dense wood.

"I was recently told of a grain elevator whose timbers were reported

in a condition of dry-rot, but examinations showed that small worms had

bored the whole interior of the timber, which was not under nor near

the water, the same as teredo would. Creosoting would no doubt keep

out such borers."

I want to get before you, if I can, both sides of the question.

I have a few letters against the clause proposed by the Committee.

This is from the Illinois Central : "I thoroughly agree with Mr.

Frink in his opinion. I am sure, however, you will find Mr. Courtenay

will agree with you, as he believes in treating heart longleaf pine in

preference to loblolly. Mr. Courtenay's information is based on material

steamed from 15 to 30 hours, and while the outer fibers were no doubt hurt,

still the penetration is very much deeper than we get with the present

method of light steaming, or no steaming, given timber in creosoting.

I believe any loblolly pine well treated will outlast any longleaf pine
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that is treated by the present methods of treating, with no more than

five or six hours of steaming with 20 lbs. pressure, as the penetration

will not be very deep in longleaf."

From a Southern road : "I think it will be difficult to get very much

penetration in creosoting what is termed 'dense pine,' but if satisfactory

penetration can be obtained, dense pine creosoted will be better than

inferior qualities."

From the U. S. Department of Agriculture: "It is our opinion that

specifications for lumber for treatment should take into consideration

the purpose for which the lumber is to be used. In the building of

bridges and trestles and certain other classes of construction work, it is

necessary that the timber be carefully selected so that it will have suffi-

cient strength. The density requirement would be quite in order in

drawing specifications for Southern yellow pine for this class of service.

There are many places, however, where treated lumber is used where

strength is much less important than its durability or other properties.

A density requirement for such material would be a needless restric-

tion and would tend to limit the amount of lumber available for treat-

ment, and thus unnecessarily increase the cost of the treated material.

In this we are in agreement with a paragraph in the report of the Com-
mittee on Specifications for the Purchase and Preservation of Treatable

Timber of the American Wood Preservers' Association. This paragraph,

with the rest of the report, was adopted by the association at the January

convention. It states:

" 'Where strength is required not only the defects which might reduce

the strength, but also the quality as determined by density, should be

specified; but where strength is not an essential only the soundness of

the timber and the sapwood requirements as determining penetrability need

be considered.'

"

From a Southeastern road : "I think it would be a mistake to incor-

porate in these specifications a clause specifying dense Southern yellow-

pine for creosoting. The dense Southern yellow pine as specified by the

Southern Pine Association is too dense to take the creosote oil. My
experience has been that in the dense pine the creosote oil does not

penetrate sufficiently deep, and the result is that we have obtained a

piece of timber that has the shell creosoted, with the interior of the tim-

ber not treated, thereby having a tendency to dry-rot on the interior.

Another objection would be that this class of material is rather difficult

to get and is expensive."

Another Southern road, by its Chief Engineer: "I heartily endorse

your letter of January 23 to Dr. von Schrenk, in reference to the class

of material to be used for creosoting purposes. I note that in his letter

of February 2 he states that 'whether a piece of pine is dense timber

or not has absolutely nothing to do with the matter when it comes to a

question of creosoting, as long as you have sapwood.* I think his entire

paragraph, in which this quotation is included, is contradictory. In the
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first place, he states that dense grade timber can be treated regularly

with creosote, provided it has sapwood on it, and criticizes your excep-

tion in reference to the heartwood. Anybody that has had any practical

experience with the treating of pine timber knows that under the methods

usually used the heartwood is not penetrated by the creosote and it is

only with the sapwood that we get a satisfactory treatment. We have

for years specified that all timber purchased for creosoting purposes shall

be of the loblolly pine variety. The less amount of heartwood the better

satisfied we are that we will get a satisfactory penetration. Of course,

where strength is required the longleaf pine is used, but we do not

expect that the creosote will, to any considerable extent, enter the heart

timber. You are right in your assertions and I should adhere to them.

I think that the Committee should give a further study to this matter

before making their recommendation."

From a Northern road : "Such investigation and inquiries as I have

been able to make since returning from the committee meeting has borne

out the statements in your letters to Dr. von Schrenk.

"Two sticks of timber were recently cut in repairing one of our

bridges. These were 12 by 12 inches in size. One stick would pass our

rule for dense longleaf pine. In this stick the penetration has not ex-

ceeded one-half inch. The other stick averaged not to exceed S rings to

the inch and almost perfect penetration had been secured. In 12 by 12-inch

timber at the center, of length, not over 2i/2 inches was not penetrated.

Bear in mind that these two sticks had been commercially creosoted and

perhaps were in the cylinder at the same charging."

From a prominent road in the Southwest : "I have never known

any successful creosoting done with very dense wood, where it is desired

to get a good deal of creosote oil into the timber as a protection against

teredo. In building very extensive wharves and docks at Galveston

some years ago, we used loblolly pine altogether for piles, which re-

quired a good deal of creosoting."

FVom a Southeastern road : "It has been my experience that 'dense'

pine, and I would call pine that runs from 12 to 18 rings to the inch

'dense,' will not absorb sufficient creosoting oil to protect it against at-

mospheric cause for decay for a great length of time.

"I have had two experiences, one with about 6000 cross-ties, which

we placed upon our viaduct of the extension of our road, and the other

was some creosoted sawn piling which we had placed in our wharf. The

latter heart-rotted, though there was sufficient outside crust which main-

tained its solidity in sufficient strength to act as a retaining wall for the

sand filling.

"When ordering creosoted piling, or sawn timber to be used as piling,

I specify that it shall be 'loblolly' or second-growth pine, and this pine

usually runs about 7 or 8 rings to the inch, and when the sap has been

extracted it leaves the cells sufficiently large to usually absorb through

its entirety an amount equal to 17 or 20 pounds per cubic foot."
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From another Southern railroad : "Replying to your circular letter

February 5, in regard to using 'dense' yellow pine timber for creosoting:

I have no detailed information to give in regard to same, but from our

experience at this Company's treating plant, I am sure that the heart-

wood of this kind of pine will not absorb the oil, even under the greatest

pressure that is permissible. It is. our practice to accept timber that is

to be treated with an unlimited amount of sap, which will absorb the oil

freely, though we know that the heart of 'dense' pine will not take the

treatment."

From a prominent Southern railroad : "I fully agree with you in

your letter of the 27th. The use of creosoted lumber has been largely

due to the statements of all parties interested in treating timber that the

poorer grades of lumber could be used for treating, and now they are

recommending that the best grades are the ones that should be used.

This does not seem to me to be right, as I believe a specification could

be prepared that would eliminate the use of certain pine lumber which

we know cannot be treated successfully."

That concludes the extracts I will burden you with this morning.

The difference of opinion is very marked. The creosote companies dis-

agree with each other, the railroads disagree with each other, and the

diversity of practice is quite as varied as the number of kinds of timber

that can be used.

The principal objection from a number of the roads, and I believe

on the part of the Committee on Grading of Lumber, to the use of

loblolly or shortleaf pine is because of its alleged weakness.

Loblolly pine or shortleaf pine is not as strong as Southern pine.

We all know that. Our Manual contains the requirements that the allow-

able fiber stress on dense pine is 1300 lbs. to the square inch, while the

allowable stress on, shortleaf pine is 1100 lbs. per sq. in.—and this is

contained in the section devoted to Wooden Bridges and Trestles, allowable

stresses. The difference in the other allowable stresses, such as shearing

strength parallel to and across the grain, is little more marked. Whether

or not it is more marked, or whatever the difference in the allowable

stress, does not seem to me to enter into the question. No construc-

tion material is perfect. In our construction work we have to use the

material that we can get, subject to its disabilities and disadvantages.

If ideal construction material could be obtained it would possibly be a

material that is equally adapted to all kinds of construction, not only

from the standpoint of durability and of cheapness, but from the stand-

point of strength. That material is nothing more than a dream at present.

So we have to use the materials as we find them. Perhaps the nearest

approximation to the universal material is concrete. Concrete has in

recent years grown strongly in favor and has been used for innumerable

structures. I think you will all agree with me that the greatest draw-

back in concrete is its weakness, not only weakness in shearing and

tension, but weakness in compression. We supplement that weakness in
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tension and shear by adding steel reinforcement. In compression we

don't usually add anything to it. Now we have got to cure that weak-

ness in some way. The way we cure that weakness is simply by adding

more material. Now, the comparative strength of steel and concrete in

compression, roughly expressed, is 1 to 32. In other words, steel is

about 32 times stronger than concrete in compression. Nevertheless,

we use concrete continually and with perfect safety and satisfaction in

compression in our beams, in our arches, in our fioorslabs, even beams

and arches carrying the heaviest railroad traffic in the country, without

any safeguards for our trains except the inherent strength of the con-

crete itself. It seems to me that is a close parallel to loblolly pine.

Admitting, for the sake of argument, that loblolly pine is somewhat

weaker than heart pine, dense pine, what is to prevent us adding material,

if by so doing we can get greater strength and economy in the building

of our structures? Why is that not the proper course?

The Seaboard Air Line at the present time has something over

four miles of creosoted ballast deck trestles. They are all built, without

exception, of loblolly pine. Something over a mile of those trestles was

completed in 1910, and has been used ever since. Those trestles were

built of five piles to the bent, IZYz-it. bents, and 6 by 12 loblolly pine

stringers, packed solid, the caps being 12 by 12 loblolly. At the pres-

ent time they are carrying Mikado engines of 52,300 lbs. axle load, 282,000

engine only. Also, mountain type engines with 52,900 lbs. axle load,

316,000 engine only, not including tender in either case. I want to re-

mind you, I read a little while ago a letter from a Southwestern road

which had to take out 75 caps of similar material. I have no information

as to the details of their trestles. I do not know the size of the caps,

the number of the piles or their size and spacing. Therefore, I cannot

express an opinion as to why those caps failed, but I do know that in

the 7 years since our ballast deck trestles have been in service, we have

yet to find the first sign of failure of any kind in any timber, any cap

in any part of the trestle. They were inspected last November or De-

cember, and were reported on in January, and the report of our general

bridge inspector, a man of 50 years' experience, is to the effect that

not a fiber shows any sign of deterioration.

The reliance of the Committee on Grading of Lumber in their

specifications for the durability of timbers seems to be in the forming

of a creosoted envelope around the stick. It seems to me that there is

considerable doubt whether that creosoted envelope will be effective. In

the report of the American Wood Preservers' Association, of which I

have an advance copy, to be presented to the annual meeting, in January,

1917, on page 3, paragraph 4, I find, "Proper injection as to quantity and

penetration is essential," and this clause occurs, "In treating with creo-

sote, it is recommended that a maximum injection of creosote sufficient

to insure the penetration of all treatable wood be required. All of the

sapwood and as much of the heartwood as is possible for the particular
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species shall be thoroughly impregnated. This applies equally to full-

cell and empty-cell treatments. In treating with zinc chloride it is

essential that all timber be treated to refusal."

On the same page, paragraph B-1, referring to structural timber,

this occurs : "The fundamental requirements of structural timbers for

treatment are strength and capacity for treatment to an extent which

will insure protection against decay on all exposed surfaces. A penetra-

tion of one-half inch on the heart faces may be recommended as a safe

minimum on structures above ground, although with a few resistant woods

as good a treatment as can be expected will show less than one-half inch

penetration in the heart.

"The strength requirement is determined by the species, and is fur-

ther dependent on the soundness, density of the wood, frequency, size

and location of the knots, the extent, character and location of shakes

and checks, and the character of the grain. Treatability in most woods

is determined by the proportion and relation of heartwood and sapwood,

with exceptions in the case of heartwood which takes treatment. Where
strength is required, not only the defects which might reduce the strength,

but also the quality as determined by density, should be specified; but

where strength is not an essential, only the soundness of the timber

and the sapwood requirements as determining penetrability need be con-

sidered."

I want to call your attention to the fact that apparently whoever

framed that specification and adopted it had some doubt of the efficiency

of a thin envelope and called for as thick an envelope as could be

obtained. They called for the penetration of every bit of wood that

could be penetrated.

The sufficiency of the envelope depends, among other things, on the

geographical location as well as conditions. I read a letter a few moments

ago telling of 6000 heart-pine ties that had been creosoted which failed

through dry-rot because the creosote did not penetrate the interior.

The same thing was true of some sheet piling. Another objection to

the thin envelope is the possibility of its checking. If the timber is

exposed to the air, the timber will necessarily check and the untreated

wood will be attacked by dry-rot. I think that is still more true of piles

and other timber in water. I don't suppose there is any water in the

world where the attacks of the teredo are greater than in the waters of

Tampa Bay. We have found it requires treatment to refusal to even

protect loblolly pine, and I don't think it is possible to treat dense long-

leaf pine sufficiently to keep out the teredo.

I want to refer to the feature of conservation. I had the pleasure

of hearing a very good definition read from the desk yesterday. But it

seems to me that the definition of conservation could be quite fully

expressed by two words—"true economy." It seems to me that the

explanation of that phrase, "true economy," is all that there is to con-

servation. Now, conservation, to be adopted by this Association or any
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other, must be practical. We must not, for conservation reasons, exclude

otherwise eminently suitable material. It seems to me dense pine is

much more in need of conservation than loblolly. Therefore the use of

loblolly, wherever such use is possible, is conservation. One great benefit

of treatment by creosote is to use less durable materials and conserve

the better materials. Considerable doubt is expressed as to whether

dense pine with treated envelope will approximate the durability of

loblolly pine thoroughly treated. We know loblolly pine thoroughly

treated will last. The dense pine superficially treated may last.

The use of cheaper durable material, thus reducing the initial as

well as the final cost of our structures, is a prime duty of all engineers

—

to get the greatest final result from every dollar expended. This is true

conservation—it is conservation of money—a kind of conservation the

railroads are greatly in need of at the present time.

The President :—In permitting the reading of articles and their

adoption, without formal vote, the Chair is assuming that a proper

motion has been made and seconded, and that the article has been voted

upon. It therefore becomes necessary, when discussion arises, that the

motion must be considered to have been made and seconded. In order

to put this discussion in concrete shape, I would like to ask Mr. Frink

if he has an amendment to the motion that has been made to offer, or

assumed to have been made, or are you speaking against the adoption

of this clause in toto?

Mr. Frink:—I have an amendment. I do not believe in rejecting

that clause altogether. I have no objection to treating dense pine, when
any company wants to use dense pine and desires to treat it. The objec-

tion I have made to that clause is its exclusiveness. It forbids the use

of anything but dense pine. I move the clause be referred back to the

Committee for further action, and that they bring in specifications for

various kinds of wood suitable for treatment.

Mr, E, H. Bowser (Illinois Central) :—Mr. Frink has covered the

ground so thoroughly, I have very little to say. It happens that I know
something of the experience of the Louisville i& Nashville Railroad in

this matter. From the letters that were read, it looks as though Mr.

Courtenay was the only one who was taking the lasting quahty of long-

leaf timber into consideration. We know the Louisville & Nashville has

some heart pine which was treated probably 42 years ago, which is still

in use, but it was given very long steaming and very long vacuum. I

had charge of their work some time ago, and, as far as I could find in-

their records, no material was ever steamed less than 15 hours; most of

it was steamed 18 hours, and the regular vacuum was six hours' duration,,

with the steam pipes operated during that period. I don't believe there

is a works in the country that does anything like that to-day. Their

steaming was not less than 35 lbs., and the total length of treatment

very little less than 30 hours in the old days. They, of course, treated

timber that was kept in water storage largely. I have seen timber that
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had as much as two and three inches' penetration, close-grain yellow

pine. There is no question that the outer fiber of the timber was hurt,

but as some has lasted 42 years, I don't think that speaks very badly for it.

I don't believe, however, there is any railroad in the country that would

go back to that old practice of treating timber.

Conservation is a very important point, of course. On the Illinois

Central, adopting paragraph 4 would cut out, on a rough estimate, about

three-fourths of the timber supply that we have on our road and the tap

lines. I recently took a trip of 270 miles through the largest body of

longleaf timber I have ever seen—in Mississippi. A deal for it has been

completed and a mill erected on one of the largest tracts, and a mill is

at work on another tract in which a large Chicago concern is interested;

another mill will be erected shortly on an adjoining tract. When this

timber is cut it will practically end the supply of good longleaf pine in

Mississippi, i would not give it much longer than ten years to go. On
our road we cannot get any good longleaf pine—only the second growth.

Mr. Hans Ibsen (Michigan Central) ;—I thoroughly agree with Mr.

Frink in what he says. I cannot see any reason for using dense pine

for timber to be creosoted. There might be some excuse for using dense

pine for stringers and perhaps caps, although it does not seem necessary

to me.

We use dense pine for our stringers, when not creosoted, knowing

that before we discard this timber part of the top surface of these

stringers will be decayed, thereby weakening them from 10 to 15 per

cent. Generally it does not take a long time before the stringers get

soft on top.

If we use shortleaf or loblolly pine, and we are sure that it is well

preserved, so that it will maintain its strength throughout its life, I

think we can use that with safety where we would otherwise have used

untreated dense pine stringers.

In caps, I cannot see that we would get any benefit from using dense

pine. We require an envelope of sapwood, so as to get proper treat-

ment. The sapwood is a good deal softer than the heartwood and, as

in our caps, the failure is always from crushing of the timber; there

would be no benefit in using dense pine with an envelope of sapwood,

as it would crush as quickly as the sapwood on sound pine would.

The cost of using creosoted yellow pine timber, to those roads that

are not so located that they can get this timber readily, is so great that

we must use a cheaper grade of timber if we are going to use creosoted

trestles at all. We use the grade of sound pine for temporary work
and use it without any speed restrictions, and we feel safe in doing so,

because we do not keep it in service long enough to decay.

I therefore think it will be perfectly safe to use sound pine where
we use creosoted timber; we have found it so, at least. We have used
shortleaf and loblolly pine, and although we have not had it in com-
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mission long enough to tell for sure as to the lasting qualities, we have

not found any failures in the timber.

Dr. von Schrenk:—I do not wish to unusually prolong this discus-

sion. I would like to say a few words, however, to the points that have

been brought up against the specification. In the first place, I am pleased

to note that these specifications deal strictly with bridge and trestle

timbers, stringers and sills. They have nothing to do with piling, and

have nothing to do with treating timber against teredo or anything

except the natural forces of decay that take place on land. The Com-

mittee was not unmindful of the relation of treatment to lasting power.

The Committee was glad to take this up and correspond not only with

the Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, but also with the

Committee on Wood Preservation, a number of experts being on the

Committee, as good experts on the lasting qualities of wood in this

country as we have, and with only one dissenting vote the Committee

on Wood Preservation endorsed the specification. I might spend a good

deal of time answering the statements as to relative lasting power and

penetration. The Committee admits that the heartwood of dense pine

cannot be penetrated as easily as sap, but at the same time we empha-

size the fact that that is not necessary. If you get skin penetration in

a dense pine of heartwood, it will last as long as two or three inches'

penetration in sapwood. Our sole justification in presenting this specifi-

cation was to have, first of all, the highest standard the Association

could use. We admit the practicability and desirability of using loblolly

or shortleaf yellow pine, creosoted. The Committee will be glad, indeed,

to accept the suggestion to bring in a second specification if the Commit-

tee on Wooden Bridges will indicate to us what the relative difference

in stresses allowable between the high-grade type of structure and the

secondary type of structure is in which we would be warranted in using

shortleaf and loblolly yellow pine. The reason we brought in the recom-

mendation on page 231 is that this Association's standard heart-grade

dense pine is the only timber admitted for creosoted structures. If for

untreated purposes dense-grade pine be used, both from a strength and

lasting standpoint, we do not see why, when you creosote the timber,

simply because you can get some oil into it, you should take a timber

that is considerably weaker. I have not had an opportunity to consult

with the members, but I am sure the Committee will be glad next year

to bring in a second grade. But we do not see any reason why this

particular first grade cannot be adopted in the form in which it stands,

with the understanding that we will bring in another.

Mr. H. R. SaflFord (Grand Trunk) :—If that suggestion made by Dr.

von Schrenk carries, it will be necessary to change the caption of the

first grade and specify what shall be regarded as first grade.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—There is a reason

why this clause should not be adopted. A general specification for

Southern yellow pine bridge and trestle timbers to be treated is proposed.
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I am willing to accept the explanation made by the Chairman of the

Committee that this is a specification intended to apply only to the

highest grade of dense Southern yellow pine. That being true, the desig-

nation of this specification should be made to read, "Proposed specifi-

cations for dense yellow pine bridge and trestle timbers." Then it

might be well in this fourth clause to say, "All timbers included in this

specification shall be dense pine." Thereby this specification, on its face,

is limited to a particular quality of pine and it will not then apply, as

it now does, to all Southern yellow pine. I believe it would be unwise

for this Association to exclude shortleaf pine. It is a grade of material

that we must use more and more in the future.

Mr. Frink:—This specification, as it appears on its face, is a specifi-

cation of Southern yellow pine bridge and structural timbers to be

treated. That includes all the timbers that are to be used for trestle

building. The reason our Manual at present specifies stringers and so

forth shall be the best grade of longleaf pine, is because we recognize the

fact that loblolly pine is not durable. It is not because it has not strength,

but simply because it is not durable; therefore, I do not think that

reason for using the same dense-pine specification for treated timber is

a good one. As to the adoption of this clause, with the change of cap-

tion and a change indicating it is only for dense pine, that literally

seems without objection, but it does seem to me objectionable for this

reason : That if we put such a specification in our Manual, and have

no specification for any other timber to be treated, it looks as though

we look with disapproval on the use of any other timber. In other

words, while we do not say specifically we must not use any other

timber, we provide for the use of only one kind of timber. I would

object to this report, even with the changed heading, on that ground.

Mr. Lindsay:—I do not find in the Manual the density rule. I believe

it was adopted at the last convention, but whether it was to be inserted

in the Manual, I do not recall. It seems to me this specification should

contain the density rule and not merely refer to it. I wonder if Mr.
Frink would consent to a further consideration of this being laid on the

table until we continue the study of the other items of the specification

and then take this up, because if we reject this it would mean that the

whole specification would go back, and unless we did so the Committee
would lose discussion of the balance of the items. Let us lay this on

the table until we continue discussion of, the other paragraphs, and then

come back to it.

Mr. Frink:—That is entirely satisfactory to me.

Mr. Campbell:—My remarks were based on the assumption that if

this specification is adopted, another specification covering treatment of

shortleaf pine will be presented to the Association for consideration.

Otherwise, I would support Mr. Lindsay's motion.

The President:—Under the suggestion by Mr. Lindsay, the Chairman
of the Committee agrees to accept back these proposed specifications
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for further consideration and report next year. Is it your desire to

discuss any more of these matters?

Dr. von Schrenk:—No; they are only matters of information.

Mr. Lindsay:—I merely asked to defer action on this paragraph

until we have considered the other paragraphs, take that up later to-day,

and either refer the whole specification back or adopt it. After we have

given the Committee the benefit of our discussion, resume consideration

of paragraph 4.

The President:—The ruling is not exactly in accordance with your

suggestion, but the Chairman of the Committee said if this one article

were referred back he would prefer to take the entire specification back

for further consideration. This being ihe case, he withdraws it from

further discussion.

Dr. von Schrenk:—The Committee will be glad to go over this

matter again, but in view of the fact that this is a Committee on Gradmg
of Lumber, the Committee naturally would refuse to accept responsibility

on a relative classification for two specifications, and we would specifi-

cally request authority from the convention to have the Committee on

Wooden Bridges, to which this properly belongs, enimciate what grades

they would like to have established, so that there may be a clear under-

standing of what we would call, first, a first-class bridge, with certain

stresses allowable, which would permit dense pine. On some of the

railroads I have the honor of representing we never would use a piece

of loblolly. Some of them would not, under any circumstances, use

loblolly. There must be a clear dift'erentiation between a bridge of first-

class carrying power and one of inferior carrying power, one admitting

dense material and the other loblolly and shortleaf pine. We would

respectfully request the convention to enunciate something more definitt

than there is in the Manual at the present time as to basis on which

that classification should be established.

Mr. Lindsay:—The American Society for Testing Materials have

just issued a tentative specification for Douglas fir and yellow pine to

be creosoted. If the Committee is familiar with that, can it state in what

respect these specifications differ or concur with those of the Society

for Testing Materials?

Dr. von Schrenk:—If Mr. Lindsay will tell me a little more about it,

as Chairman of that Committee of the American Society for Testing

Materials, I am not aware of taking such action. The only action we
took is on page 123, and that had nothing to do with treatment. We
did issue a proposed specification three years ago which was merely in-

formation, and it has never been resurrected.

The President:—This report is referred back to the Committee for

further investigation and report next year. It is the function of the

Board to arrange for cooperation between this Committee and the Com-
mittee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, as requested by Dr. von Schrenk.

The Committee is relieved, with the thanks of the Association.



DISCUSSION ON MASONRY.
(For Report, see pp. 829-906.)

Mr. F. L. Thompson (Illinois Central) :
—^You will find a list of the

work assigned to the Masonry Committee by the Board of Direction on

page 829, also a list of the Sub-Committees appointed to handle the work

during the year. Instead of reading at this time each of the subjects, I

will take them up one at a time.

Subject (1) : The Committee did not find anything in the Manual
that they cared to recommend for change at this time.

Subject (2) : "(a) Report on cost and method of constructing con-

crete piles, and make recommendations on how and where to be used

;

(b) present additional typical designs for concrete piles for different

loading and rules for driving under various conditions and loading."

These specifications have been gone over again this year by the Com-
mittee. At the bottom of page 830 is given the advantages gained from

the use of concrete piles. On page 831 is given a description of types of

cast piles, with information as to where they should be used. Bottom of

page 831 is given specifications for constructing concrete piles. The
Committee recommends the adoption of these and their insertion in the

Manual.

The President :—The diflferent articles of these specifications will be

read and assumed to be approved as read, unless there is objection raised.

Prof. H. S. Jacoby (Cornell University) :—^Before taking up the

specifications in detail I would like to ask the Committee whether they

have considered carefully the nomenclature of the two classes of piles

which are referred to in this report? I notice that it uses the two

terms, "pre-cast piles" and "cast-in-place piles." Several years ago I

had occasion to go through engineering literature thoroughly and to make
a tabulation of the different terms employed; and finally came to the

conclusion that "pre-molded" would be a better term than "pre-cast."

In the first place, the terms employed should be simple, and in the second

place they should be distinctive. The emphasis is on the mold in the first

class of concrete piles ; so that "pre-molded," a term that has been ex-

tensively used, is regarded as better than "pre-cast."

Mr. Thompson:—"Specifications for constructing concrete piles

—

the pile shall be made in accordance with the dimensions shown on the

drawings." The drawings were submitted to the convention last year.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—Is it the intention of

the Committee, on page 830, (a) and (b), that these definitions be

adopted by the Association, "Pre-molded concrete piles" and "Cast-in-

place piles?" Are those offered as definitions? If not, ought they not

to be?

1552
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The President :—The Chair thinks they should be, with the change

suggested by Professor Jacoby.

Mr. Thompson :—The Committee will offer as a definition for con-

crete piles the following:

(Mr. Thompson then read the definitions on page 830.)

Prof. Jacoby ;—Ought not the article "the" to precede the word

"ground," in the first definition, the same as in the second?

Mr. Thompson :—Yes, sir.

Prof. Jacoby :—It seems to me that the pile referred to is molded

in a certain sense. It certainly is not cast. It is formed by rolling the

concrete and reinforcement being fed to the roll from a moving plat-

form so that in the final shape the reinforcement in cross-section has

a spiral form. That type of pile is certainly not cast.

Mr. Richard L. Humphrey (Consulting Engineer and Chemist) :—

I

suggest striking out the word "form" to make the definition read, "Piles

which are molded previous to being driven in the ground."

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—Would it not be

well to change the word "in" to "into," making it read, "Piles cast pre-

vious to driving into the ground?"

Mr. B. R. Leffier (New York Central) :—Since we do not drive

piles anywhere but into the ground, I suggest that we cut out the words

"in ground," and that will end the discussion.

The President:—Is the Committee willing to accept that suggestion?

Mr. Thompson :— I would suggest a definition to conform to all sug-

gestions as follows : (a) Pre-molded concrete piles.—Piles which are

molded previous to driving, (b) Cast-in-place concrete piles.—Piles which

are cast in holes previously formed in the ground."

Mr. Lindsay :—I move their adoption.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway Review) :—It seems to me if we wish

to be concise, we can curtail the second definition. The word "pre-

viously" is not necessary, and neither is "formed."

The President :—How would you suggest it read ?

Mr. Camp :
—

"Piles which are cast in holes in the ground."

Mr. Thompson :—The Committee will accept that.

Mr. Thompson:—Specification for constructing concrete piles. "The

piles shall be made in accordance with the dimensions shown on the

drawings."

(Mr. Thompson then read first paragraph, top of page 832.)

Mr. Lindsay:—Would it not be better to say "the workmanship and

material shall be in accordance with A. R. E. A.," etc.?

Mr. Thompson :—That is satisfactory.

(Mr. Thompson then read the second, third, fourth and fifth para-

graphs, top of page 832.)

Mr. Jacoby:—'Has the Committee considered the practice of artificial

seasoning, by which the time may be properly reduced?
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Mr. Thompson:—Yes, sir; that was considered to a certain extent,

but we did not feel justified in making the time shorter than 28 days.

I move the adoption of these specifications for constructing concrete

piles.

Mr. R. H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—Prom the remark of the

Chairman it would appear that the time necessary for seasoning has

not been considered, and before action is taken on this section it would

be well to give some consideration to the suggestions of Prof. Jacoby.

In the successful prosecution of construction work, where piles are

necessary, very much may depend upon the length of time it takes to

obtain piles and get them into shape for driving. If it would require,

say only 14 days, to prepare concrete piles by artificial seasoning, it

would be manifestly unwise to place in the Manual a rule that piles

must lay for 28 days before they shall be used. I hope the Committee are

willing to consider the desirability of withdrawing this section for the

purpose of giving it more study with the view of developing by tests,

experiment and other data the proper length of time required for sea-

soning. We ought to be rather conservative about the determination of

rules which are to be accepted as good practice for publication in the

Manual, and thorough investigations of such matters is certainly war-

ranted before reaching final conclusions. They ought not to be hastily

adopted.

Mr. Thompson :—^The withdrawing of that clause of the specification

means eliminating the entire specification. It will not be worth much
unless there is in the specification a requirement as to the time for

seasoning. The Committee did not have sufficient information at hand

to say how long the piles, when they are steamed or placed in the dry

kiln or anything of that kind, will take. We do not use any piling

unless they are seasoned that length of time ; that is, in the open.

Mr. Ford :—I think the remark of the Chairman is a sufficient rea-

son why this paragraph should be withdrawn by the Committee, and I

move that it be referred back for further study.

Mr. Humphrey:—It seems to me that a modification might be made
of that motion by which the Committee would be asked to supplement

the paragraph by a specification for piles in which there has been used

some artificial means for accelerating the hardening and to report at the

next annual meeting. To omit the paragraph is to take away a great deal

of value from the specification. It certainly will do no harm to allow

this specification to go through as it is and instruct the Committee to

bring in a supplemental specification for piles that are artificially cured.

Mr. Camp :—I think it is desirable to have a minimum time for piles

seasoned in the ordinary way. Inasmuch as these specifications are in

such good shape, with that one exception, would it not be satisfactory to

the Committee to say, "Concrete piles seasoned in the natural way," or,

"in the ordinary way, "shall not be handled in less than"—and so on?

Mr. Humphrey:—Under normal conditions?
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Mr. Camp :—Yes, under normal conditions.

Mr. Lindsay :—I think perhaps the specification needs elaboration of

the word "seasoning." I have seen where such piles were always kept wet

and kept covered from exposure to the sun and air, so that tlje water

did not evaporate.

Mr. Ford:—As to this matter of 28 days, unless cured by artificial

means, in which case the particular process will have to be considered

by the Engineer, ordinary conditions do not permit the Engineer to

make, in all cases of this kind, sufficient investigation and put the ma-

terial out on public piles before being driven, without cost by the En-

gineer. Therefore, I think 28 days is all right, unless artificial season-

ing can be done.

Mr. Humphrey :—It seems to me that the question of artificial season-

ing, that has been used successfully for some time, is something more
than specifying that the pile should be artificially seasoned. I think Mr.

Lefiler is correct when he states that if the Committee is going to provide

for artificial seasoning it should prepare a careful specification as to how
this should be done. You can do far more dangerous work in artificially

seasoning a pile than you can by driving it before it has sufficiently hard-

ened. This specification does not mean that an Engineer cannot drive a

pile in less than 28 days ; it simply states that a pile under normal con-

ditions should not be driven in less than 28 days. I think it is desirable

for the Committee to report a specification covering the artificial season-

ing of piles. It is desirable to be able to drive piles as quickly as condi-

tions permit, but I do not think it can be determined without a specifica-

tion. I would like to see this specification go through with the amendment
suggested by Mr. Camp, namely, inserting the words "under normal con-

ditions." The Engineer should use his judgment as to the desirability of

driving a pile in less than 28 days.

Mr. Campbell :—We are now putting in some 100-ft. turntables.

In one case it was necessary to enlarge the foundations of the central

pier. The enlargement was made with the old table in service by cast-

ing around the existing pier an enlarged reinforced concrete footing.

To do this, the table was out of service 40 hours and the concrete was

made to set quickly by bringing all of the ingredients—water, sand and

stone—to a boiling temperature. This materially accelerated the set-

ting of the concrete and no apparent damage thereto resulted from
loading it at the end of 40 hours.

Mr. A. F. Robinson (Santa Fe) :—It seems to me the Committee
has drawn the lines a little close. There should be no trouble in skidding

and handling piles in a good deal less than 28 days after they are

molded. I am of the impression that the Committee adopted that 28

days' clause as applying to the drying only. There is no trouble in

handling piles on the skids in 8, 12 or 14 days after they are molded,

but I should not want to drive them unless they had received at least

28 days' drying or curing in a hot room. It seems that Mr. Ford's
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idea is this would stimulate drying. If he has had experience in that

respect, why should he not furnish the information to the Committee?

I believe the specifications ought to go in, possibly with a little varia-

tion regarding the time after the piles are molded, before they can be

handled ; but I think 28 days of good drying ought to apply. If any-

body has had experience with artificial curing in a shorter time, let

him furnish us the information.

Mr. Leffler:—If we are going to limit the time below 28 days and

resort to artificial curing, we will need a specification for that curing.

There are various methods of accelerating the curing by the application

of heat. I think the Committee has done first-rate in specifying 28 days

as a reasonable time. Otherwise we would have to elaborate what we
mean by artificial curing.

Mr. Ford :—I think probably Mr. Leffler and Mr. Robinson may
have misconstrued what I said. The use of concrete piles is, after all,

in its infancy. This is a convention of Engineers, endeavoring to lay

down principles which shall be recognized as good practice on technical

subjects. I am sure that the difficulty which has arisen is entirely due

to the fact that the rnembers of this Association have not furnished

the Committee with sufficient information to enable a determination

of the proper length of time required to season concrete piles, whether

by artificial means or otherwise. I do not believe in unnecessarily pro-

longing the time that a concrete pile should lay before it may with

propriety be used. On the other hand, it is just as essential that a

sufficient interval shall elapse before the pile is utilized. Concrete piles

offer great advantages in foundations, and their use will continue to

increase as their possibilities are better understood. There is a wide

difference, however, between this type of pile and the timber pile, the

latter being ready at the moment, while the concrete pile is not ready

until a later interval. It is this time interval with which we are con-

cerned. If it develops that 28 days is the proper interval that concrete

piles must lay for seasoning, well and good, but if this interval is not

actually necessary, if it can be cut down without decreasing the efficiency

of the pile, it should be done, as it will not only increase their use,

but have a strong tendency to reduce the construction costs. I hope

the motion will prevail that the subject be given further study by the

Committee, who are well qualified to deal with the matter. They will

be in a much better position another year to advise this Association

what should be the proper interval required for seasoning, artificial or

otherwise, but I do not think they are in that position to-day.

Mr. Thompson :—The 28 days' seasoning is based somewhat on the

experience we have had on the Illinois Central. We have used and

driven over 10,000 concrete piles. We have found by experience, even

in the best weather conditions, when we attempted to use piling less

than 25 or 26 days old, we had more or less trouble. I do not know
where Mr. Ford gets his information, but if he has information in
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regard to accelerating the setting of piles we would like to hear from
him.

Mr. C. H. Fisk (Consulting Engineer) :—-We have just finished a

job in St. Louis on our municipal bridge of 6,000 piles. We cast those

piles in molds. They were left 14 days, after which they were takeii

out into the curing yard and left 14 days more. At the end of 28 days

they were taken on the works and some of them were driven at the

end of 30 days, but most of them were not driven until they were 60

days old. We had only one per cent, of failures, and we figured out

the piles must have 25 to 28 days' curing.

Mr. H. T. Porter (Bessemer & Lake Erie) :—As the concrete piles,

i. e., the few I have used, are larger than a wooden pile, and by rea-

son of expense it is desired to drive them so that they will carry the

greatest possible load. Therefore, in driving these piles I used a very

much heavier hammer, from 50 to 75 per cent, more powerful hammer
than I have ever used in driving the heaviest oak piles. The use of the

heavy hammer gives considerable punishment to the head of the pile,

so that I feel that the piles, in order to get them in proper shape to

be driven so as to carry the heaviest possible load, and in order that

a heavy hammer may be used to do this, ought to be cured, so far as

my experience goes, 28 days before you drive them.

The President :—The question is on the amendment, which would
throw these specifications back to the Committee for further consid-

eration.

(The motion was lost.)

The President :—The question is on the original motion to adopt

these specifications for printing in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Thompson then proceeded with the matter on page 832, headed

"Specifications for driving concrete piles.")

Prof. Jacoby:—It might be well to use the word "piles" instead of

"piling" in the first section.

(In connection with the paragraph beginning "Before driving.")

Mr. Lindsay:—It seems to me that clause is a little unfortunate,

because it leaves it uncertain—it leaves the contractor a loop-hole for

quibbling about whether an injured pile should be removed or not. I

think the clause should read, "Any pile injured in driving must be re-

moved, and any pile out of place must either be pulled and redriven

or replaced by a sound pile."

Mr. Thompson :—There are a good many cases where you could

injure a pile to a certain extent and it could still be used to serve the

purpose as well as a new pile. That is what the Committee had in

mind.

(No action taken on Mr. Lindsay's suggestion.)

(In connection with the paragraph "For a load of fifteen tons.")

Mr. H. R. Safford (Grand Trunk) :—Is that clause restricted to a

manufactured article which will preclude competition?
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Mr. Thompson:—No, sir. The clause says, "Or other hammer of

like mechanical effect."

Mr. Lindsay:—I think it would be unfortunate if we established any

one particular make as a basis of comparison. Can the Committee give

a general description of the hammer, without any particular reference to

its name?
Mr. Thompson :—Yes, we can do that. We will also make the change

in the next paragraph.

Prof. Jacoby:—May I inquire why the Committee stopped with a

load of 25 tons? The tendency, without question, is for the manufacture

and use of concrete piles of increasingly large capacity, and even at the

present time some have a carrying capacity running up to 60 or more

tons. Would it not be desirable to have some additional paragraph to

take that into account?

Mr. Thompson:—The Committee did not go into that, but it would

probably be well to have a clause to take care of 40 or SO tons.

The President:—Do not these specifications refer to piles of specific

dimensions given in the plans referred to?

Mr. Thompson :—Yes, sir ; these specifications refer to the plans

submitted last year. The piling was limited in size to 16 inches for con-

crete piles for trestles, and similar cases.

Mr. Camp : —May I ask the Chairman if in this revision of the two

paragraphs, in order to eliminate the name of the manufacturer of the

articles, the 5,000-lbs. remains?

Mr. Thompson :—Yes, that is left in.

Mr. Lefiler :—^The Committee says, "or other hammer of like me-

chanical effect." I suppose the Committee has reference to the foot-

pounds work done by the drop of the hammer?
Mr. Thompson :—That is correct.

Mr. Leffler:—I call attention that there are steam hammers now In

use the striking part of which weighs nine hundred or a thousand pounds,

but the part has back of it a steam pressure push, which makes the ham-

mer just as effective as the Vulcan hammer or hammers of similar type.

I suppose this paragraph would include such a type of hammer.

Mr. Thompson :—This paragraph is intended to cover that very fea-

ture. We have in use two or three hammers similar to those Mr. Leff-

ler has spoken of.

Mr. John G. Sullivan (Canadian Pacific) :—I was going to call atten-

tion to the same point the previous speaker did, but there is one other

feature of this clause where I can see the chance for some trouble. The
Committee has presupposed that the testing has been properly done. In

case it has not been properly done and some of the piling should go

below where they were intended to go, you might get into trouble with

the contractor, who would claim that he had fulfilled his obligations, if

I read the specification aright.

Mr. Thompson:—If the specification provided for a load of 15 tons

or 25 tons, or whatever load the piling was to carry, the loading would
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govern, and if the load was increased under those circumstances, a

longer length of piling would have to be secured.

The President :—Have you any suggestion to offer as a substitute

for the wording, Mr. Sullivan?

Mr. Sullivan:—I think it would be well if we reversed the order of

the clauses, make the first clause the explanatory one rather than the

second clause.

The President :—We have now referred back to the Committee the

question of re-wording these specifications so as not to include one

specific article, that is, a certain type of manufacture.

Mr. Sullivan:—They will take care of my objection.

Mr. Thompson :—The Committee will accept the suggestion of Mr.

Sullivan with regard to the rearrangement of the clause.

The President :—This leaves the Association considerably in the

dark as to how many changes may be made in this clause, although there

is a thorough understanding with the Committee as to the sense that is

to be arrived at.

(Mr. Thompson then read the paragraph headed "Cutting Off Piles.")

Mr. Thompson :—I move that these specifications, as modified, for

driving concrete piles, be adopted and inserted in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Thompson :—Page 883 gives some information as to "Cast-in-

place piles," and at the bottom of the page is some information as to

"pre-molded piles." This is submitted as information.

Prof. Jacoby:— It seems to me that some statement should be made

in regard to this series of paragraphs relating to cast-in-place piles, even

if they are only submitted as information. I wish to make some com-

ments if this is the proper time to do so.

The President :—We will be glad to hear you.

Prof. Jacoby:—Referring to the statement of factors on whicli pre-

molded piles depend, on page 831, the attention of the Committee is called

to the desirability of adding one other factor which seems to be neces-

sary, that is: The method employed in driving it, including the use of

the water jet. This is as important as any of the factors which have

been given. The report should especially emphasize the use of the water

jet in driving concrete piles. It is more important with concrete than

with wooden piles. The specification one page 832 alludes to the water jet,

but something more definite is required emphasizing the importance of

adequate volume and pressure, and perhaps some reference to the nozzle.

Relating to the matter on cast-in-place piles on page 833, it seems to

me, in the first place, that it is not advisable to state the advantages of

cast-in-place piles without at the same time stating the advantages of

pre-molded piles. The report of the Committee should treat both classes

of piles with equal fairness. All cast-in-place piles are patented, while

only a portion of pre-molded piles are patented. It appears to be de-

sirable to prepare a statement of principles which should govern a selec-

tion of the class and type of piles for different conditions.
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Sub-division (1) reads: "Tlic length of the pile need not be defin-

itely predetermined on account of being able to vary the lengths in driving

as required." I believe that the approximate depth should generally be

determined in advance. No one thing will usually lead to more econ-

omy in design and construction than a preliminary exploration of the

site in order to determine what the conditions are. That was emphasized

to some extent in the principles of pile driving, but I think this portion

of the report assumes that there is a certain advantage in one type over

the other in this respect.

Statement No. 2 is practically covered l)y the same remarks.

With reference to No. 4 as it is there stated, it seems to imply that

the cast-in-place piles do not need to be seasoned before the load is

applied. This contention can hardly be maintained. It must be remem-

])ered that the rate of seasoning in the ground may not be as rapid as

by the methods usually adopted for seasoning above ground, the condi-

tions of which may be controlled in some degree.

Referring to No. 5, it should be remembered that only a small per-

centage of piles need to be tested to determine the bearing power of a

large group of piles. The statement as printed seems to imply that every

pile needs to be tested.

In regard to the last paragraph near the top of page 834, some ex-

ception should be taken to its latter portion. It reads now: "Loading

of piles may be calculated from the same formula as that given for pre-

cast piles, but as above stated, this can be more accurately determined

in the cast-in-place piles." I do not believe that this statement is true

without qualification.

There is one subject of great importance which is not alluded to at

all. It is this : What measures have to be specified in order to prevent

serious injury to cast-in-place piles by placing others near them before

those placed previously have properly set? That is a matter which has

been considered by some railroads after making experiments and they

have concluded that such specifications are of great importance.

It seems to me that even though this part of the report is only

riven as information, that it really ought to be put in better form before

it is finally placed in the Proceedings, for the guidance of those mem-
licrs who may desire helpful information on the subject.

Mr. Thompson:—I wish to thank Prof. Jacoby for his comments.

This matter will be given consideration the coming year by the Committee.

The President:—The Chair desires to call attention to an incon-

sistency in the adoption of the specifications for driving concrete piles,

in that in those specifications reference is made to the drawings, and certain

clauses in these specifications are dependent, for a proper understand-

ing and construction of them, upon these drawings, but the drawings

have not been made a part of this report. They were submitted last

year as information, and it is the judgment of the Chair that it would

be wiser if these specifications should be withdrawn, and that they

should be submitted again in connection with the plans. This is ofifered
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as a suggestion, and if anyone desires to carry it out, it can be taken

care of by a motion to reconsider. If not, the specifications will be

printed in the Manual.

Mr. Ford :— I think the point is well taken, and I would move a re-

consideration so that the entire matter may be considered by the Com-

mittee and reported next year with the necessary drawings.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Ford :— I trust that further consideration will be given to this

subject during the year, somewliat along the lines of the discussion here

to-day.

Mr. Thompson:— I ask Mr. h^ord to submit his suggestions in writ-

ing to the Committee.

Mr. Ford :— I will be very glad to do so.

Mr. Sullivan :—There are one or two points mentioned here which

I think should be corrected. They speak of piles setting in concrete as

drying. Is it not the opposite? Is it not dehydration that takes place?

Prof. Jacoby, I think it was, said that piles dry quicker outside the

ground than in the ground. I question that, and I am inclined to think

that the opposite is the fact. My reason for questioning this con-

clusion is the fact that seven or eight years ago we had some very

large piers, about 100 feet high, built for a three-track railway bridge.

These piers were some 15 to 18 feet wide and correspondingly long, and

as we did not have the anchor bolts at the time concrete was poured

(which was in the summer), holes 6 to 8 inches in diameter and 8 to

10 feet deep were left in the top of the pier. The steel for this bridge

was not supplied for over a year after the piers were built and in the

following spring after the piers had been constructed, in two or three

cases, cracks appeared in the piers down as deep and deeper than the

anchor-bolt holes. These cracks radiated from these holes. It was

thought at first that the covers having blown oflF, the holes filled with

water and the freezing of this water was the cause of the trouble. What
I think actually took place is this : The concrete on the outside set

rapidly and there was not sufficient water to properly set the inside

concrete ; that the water from these holes worked through minute cracks

into the unset concrete and when the latter began to set, the heat gen-

erated, expanded the concrete and caused the cracks. We took oflf the

top of two of these piers for a depth of 8 or 10 feet. In doing so, it

was necessary to drill and blast the outside 18 inches of concrete, but

inside of that the concrete could be easily picked out with an ordinary

pick. The bridge builders were very much exercised over this and re-

ported that the concrete contractor had put poor concrete on the inside

of the piers. It was nearly two years after the concrete had been put

in that this work was done, and after this length of time, as soon as

this soft concrete was exposed to the air, it soon set up, proving, to my

mind at least, that what was lacking was water. Our experience with
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this bridge tends to confirm us in the opinion that many people are

wrong in the idea that the setting of concrete is a matter of drying.

(Mr. Tliompson read the report on Subject 3, page 834, "Report on

cost, appearance and wearing qualities of various methods of surface

finish for concrete.")

Mr. Thompson:—On page 836 are given certain "Specifications for

surface finishes for concrete." These specifications were submitted last

year for insertion in the Manual, but returned by the convention to be

gone over again and gotten into better shape and submitted again this

year. On the same page are certain conclusions that are to be used

in connection with the specifications. The text on pages 834 and 835

are submitted as information. The conclusions on page 836 should

really go with the specifications, as they have a bearing on the speci-

fications.

I move that the "Specifications for surface finishes for concrete" be

adopted.

The President :—The Chairman of the Committee will read these

specifications.

Mr. Thompson :—These are practically the same specifications which

were submitted to the convention last year, with certain modifications,

and it was the intention of the Committee to cover the suggestions of

the different members in these specifications. It is thought that they

now cover what the convention decided on last year.

The President :—That being the case, the Chairman of the Com-
mittee will read the heading of each article, and the articles will be con-

sidered adopted, unless there is objection.

(Mr. Thompson read the item under "General.")

Mr. Lindsay :—In paragraph 2, the first sentence says "shall be," and

the next clause says "here a continuous operation is not possible." I

suggest that the "shall be" be changed to "should be."

(Under (IV), "Rubbed Finish—Wooden Floats.")

Mr. L. N. Edwards (Department of Works, Toronto) :—With refer-

ence to the specification for "Rubbed Finish—Wooden Floats," Section

IV, the last sentence in the second paragraph states "when the desired

finish is obtained the whole surface shall be thoroughly washed with

water." This final washing of the surface is not absolutely necessary.

In fact, I have a knowledge of several jobs of concrete work upon
which this final washing of the surface was not used. The floating was
done in the usual way ; a very satisfactory effect being produced by mov-
ing the floats with a circular motion, thus producing a sort of shell-like

appearance upon the final surface. I am of the opinion that this proposed

washing off with water removes a considerable amount of the surface

cement, thus leaving the finished surface porous and in a condition which
lends itself to the absorption of moisture, which will ultimately result

in a disintegration of the surface by a slow process of flaking-off, due
mainly, no doubt, to temperature changes. One of the principal objections
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to this class of surface finish is found in the fact that it necessarily

breaks up the initial set of the mortar upon the surface of the concrete.

Mr. Thompson :—Unless it is washed, you are likely to have more
of the scale fall off than otherwise.

"(VIII) Acid Treated Finish."

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—In the specification for acid-

treated finish, I notice that the note at the end says : "Note.—For con-

crete that is but a few days old, a dilution of one part acid to six parts

water may be sufficient. For concrete two weeks old a dilution of only

two or three parts may be necessary." We have built a good deal of

reinforced concrete, and we find unless the forms are removed as quickly

as possible even neat hydrocholoric acid will not produce a sufficient effect

to wash the sand and mortar off to a sufficient extent to show the

aggregate. The idea of making the finish is to produce a better surface

by exposing part of the aggregate. I suggest that a further paragraph

be added in this section, reading

:

"For successful treatment, forms should be removed as soon as

possible after the concrete is cast."

Mr. Thompson :—The Committee thought they had covered that

point about taking the forms off in the fourth line of the first paragraph,

where it says, "The strength of the solution shall be determined by trial

on the work and shall only be such that the bond of the cement will be

readily broken to the required depth " The strength of the solution would
take care of that whether you take the forms off in two days or a week.

I understand the point Mr. Frink makes is that the sooner you take the

forms off, the easier it is to get action by the acid.

Mr. Frink :— I realize the Committee covered that in the specification,

but according to our experience that is not sufficient, because the neat

hydrochloric acid would not cut the cement after it was hard set. It was
absolutely impossible to produce the effect we wanted unless we stripped

the forms as soon as the concrete set.

Mr. Humphrey:—I have had experience in treating the surface of

concrete more than six months old, in which the cement had set in the

summer-time and had become very hard. It requires more acid to treat

such a surface but that is the only condition. The more green the sur-

face is—the more dilute the acid solution can be, in order to obtain the

effect desired.

The President:—Mr. Frink, do you offer that as an amendment?
Mr. Frink:—Yes. I appreciate the point Mr. Humphrey just made.

In that case it worked, but I know of a case when it did not work

;

whether or not the acid was commercially pure, I do not know, but

a repeated application of supposedly pure hydrochloric acid would not

produce the effect. It is possible this method of producing the effect

would not work, and therefore I think this new clause should be added.

(The motion made by Mr. Frink was put to a rising vote, and the

motion was lost.)
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"(X) Tooled Finish."

Mr. Leffler :—Regarding tooled finish, I notice in "sand-blast finish"

that a period of time of 10 to 14 days is specified. For tooled finish

wc should have an equally good specification. I do not think we should

hush-hammer a surface two or three days old. In fact, I think we

should have a harder surface on which to bush-hammer or tool-finish

than for any other kind of surface treatment.

Mr. Thompson :—The Committee will accept that.

The President :—The motion is before you for the adoption of

these "Specifications for Surface Finishes for Concrete."

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Thompson:—On page 840 is given a description of some differ-

ent kinds of work and there are a number of paragraphs which are

submitted as information.

On page 854 is given Subject (4), "Report on typical designs of

foundations for piers, abutments, retaining walls and arches in various

soils and depths of water, not including pneumatic foundations." About

250 plans were received from companies, giving information, and some of

these plans are reproduced with explanatory notes, made part of this

report and presented to the convention without recommendation.

On page 857, Subject (5) is given, "Report on principles of design

of plain and reinforced retaining walls and abutments."

This is submitted as information.

On pages 875 to 883 are given some designs for retaining walls and

formulas for designs of retaining walls. The Committee recommends
the insertion of this in the Manual. This is an extension of the formulas

already given in the Manual. I move that this matter be adopted and

inserted in the Manual.

The President :—The members have had opportunity of considering

these designs of retaining walls, the Bulletin having been submitted

some time ago. and the motion of the Chairman of the Committee for

incorporating them in the Manual is before you.

Mr. Thompson:—Subject (6), "Report results of work with Joint

Committee on Standard Specifications for Cement," is given on page

883, and a brief history of the organization of tlie Joint Committee

follows. This is submitted as information.

On pages 888 to 904 are given specifications which arc the result

of the Joint Committee's work. A note has been prepared by the

Committee and inserted at the top of page 888, preceding the speci-

fication, but on account of the fact that these specifications will be

adopted by the several organizations interested in working them up,

the Committee desires to leave the question of the wording of this

note to the Board of Direction, as the Board will be in position to deal

with and cooperate with the other organizations in obtaining a note

acceptable to all parties.
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The specifications follow on page 888. You will see that these

specifications have been considered by an extensive Joint Committee,

and your Committee moves that the Association adopt these specifications.

Mr. F. E. Schall (Lehigh Valley) :—Inasmuch as these specifications

have been adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials and

the Joint Committee, they should be adopted as printed.

These specifications represent the labors of several years, and it has

not always been a smooth path for the Engineers to bring them to the

present point. I second the motion of the Chairman of the Committee
for their adoption.

Mr. O. E. Selby (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—

I

call attention to a typographical error in Fig. 2, page 896. The letters

on the figure do not correspond with the letters in the description, para-

graph 39.

Mr. Thompson :—The Committee realizes that. That was an old

print which the Association had set up. A new one will be provided.

Mr. Lindsay:—On behalf of the Manual, I assume these specifica-

tions will take the place of those in the Manual which are headed

"Specifications for Natural and Portland Cement," whereas the new
specifications only apply to "Portland Cement."

Mr. Thompson :—These specifications are intended to take the place

of those which now appear in the Manual, and the Committee will have

something to say in a few minutes in regard to the Natural Cement
Specifications.

(The Specifications for Portland Cement were adopted.)

Mr. Thompson:—The adoption of these joint specifications in the

place of those in the Manual leaves the Specifications for Natural

Cement in such shape that they cannot be used, and the Committee has

revised the Specifications for Natural Cement as they appear in the

Manual by changing the form and phraseology to make them conform

to the general Specifications for Portland Cement, and the Committee

recommends the substitution of those specifications for those which

appear in the Manual at present. The Specifications for Natural Cement

will be found on pages 904 and 905. We call your attention to the fact

that the specific gravity being left out is an error.

Mr. Humphrey :—The Specification for Natural Cement has not been

revised as to substance. The requirements are the same, but as the Chair-

man stated, the old specification provides for both Natural and Portland

Cement, and when you take out of it the requirements for Portland Ce-

ment, the Specification for Natural Cement is so mutilated that it is not

in usable form. In order that this Specification for Natural Cement might

be in a usable form the Committee has rearranged it, but has not

changed the requirements. The specific gravity requirement should be in

this specification just as it appears in the Manual.

The President :—It is understood that these Specifications for Natural

Cement do not change the substance of the specification now in the
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Manual, but are simply made so as to make this specification conform

to the Specifications for Portland Cement which have been adopted. With

this understanding, the motion is before you for the adoption of Specifi-

cations for Natural Cement.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :— I want to ask a question in

regard to the contents of a barrel of cement, as shown in section 6.

Is it customary that three sacks of cement constitute a barrel in the

natural cement and four sacks constitute a barrel in the case of Port-

land cement?

Mr. Humphrey:—That is the customary practice.

The President:—Those in favor of the adoption of tlie Specifica-

tions for Natural Cement signify by saying aye.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Thompson:—Subject (7), page 886. This report will be pub-

lished in the annual Proceedings. Subject (8) : the Committee was not

able to make much of a report this year. The only information they

could get was from the manufacturers. We ask that you allow us to

give this further consideration.

The President:—The . Committee is dismissed, with the thanks of

the Association.
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(For Report, see pp. 1255-1260.)

Air. C. Dougherty (Queen & Crescent) :—The report of the Com-

mittee is principally a progress report. There were four subjects as-

signed to the Committee, the first being "Revision of Manual," on which

the Committee reports that after a careful study it has no recommenda-

tions to make at this time. The next subject is "Preparation of a

Manual of Instructions for the Guidance of Engineering Field Parties;"

considerable work has been done on this subject, but the Committee can

only report progress at this time and suggests the subject be re-

assigned. Third subject, "The Science of Organization," which has

been under consideration by the Committee a year or two ; the Com-
mittee has compiled a bibliography of papers pertaining to this subject

and suggests that further study be made of it. Fourth subject. "Prepara-

tion of a Manual of Rules for the Guidance of Employes of the Mainte-

nance of Way Department ;" a large number of books of rules of differ-

ent companies have been secured and consideration given to the sub-

ject, which is rather a large one, and the Committee reports progress,

with the suggestion that the subject be re-assigned for next year.

You will recall that the Association was requested by the American

Railway Association to report on a clearance diagram. This was re-

ported on last year and the diagram is reprinted this year with the

understanding that it shows the dimensions adopted by the Association

last year, and the matter of clearance diagrams is now in more or

less definite shape, the part pertaining to electrified roads having been

adopted by the American Railway Association, and the diagram as a

whole is now submitted for the endorsement of the Association.

Mr. O. E. Selby (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St Louis) :—

I

am opposed to the adoption of the clearance diagram shown in the

Bulletin as a general clearance diagram. It would be satisfactory for

a bridge clearance diagram in certain locations, but not for a general

diagram for all obstructions. The diagram was submitted to Committee

XV, on Iron and Steel Structures, along with a number of other com-

mittees, and Committee XV took this action, which was transmitted to

Mr. Dougherty as Chairman of tlie Committee now on the platform

:

'It was recommended that there should be nothing above the top of

the rail within five feet six inches from the center of the track. For a

diagram for isolated objects, such as water cranes, mail cranes, etc..

other than mentioned in the next paragraph, there shall be nothing

above the top of the rail for a distance of seven feet six inches from

the center line of the track. For such isolated objects the upper part

of the diagram found on page 676 of Bulletin 173 shall apply. In

through bridges where walks for trainmen are not required, the remain-
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ing part of the diagram shall Ije of the form shown in the report of

Committee XV on page 676 of Bulletin 173. The dimensions there

shown are for straight track. E.xtra width shall be provided for

curved track."

The obstruction permitted by cutting off the lower corner of the

diagram is objectionable, except where it is absolutely necessary, and

except where trainmen do not have to walk on the ground alongside

the track. The question of safety is involved. For ordinary struc-

tures and switchstands, buildings, etc., there is no reasonable necessity

for putting any obstruction in the lower corner of the clearance dia-

gram or having anything above the top of the rail for a distance of

7^ ft. from the center line of the track. The only place where the

cutting off of the lower corner of the clearance diagram is necessary

is for the knee braces in through bridges and similar places, and even

those knee braces are an unsafe feature where trainmen have to walk

on the ground.

It is a well-known principle that there should be nothing above

the top of the rail for a distance at least equal to the width of a car

in places where freight trains, especially coal cars, are operated. Ex-

ceptions are made in this diagram for passenger platforms, so that I

do not see any objection to making a general clearance diagram^—bear-

ing in mind that it applies to all obstructions and not to bridges

particularly—level with the top of the rail for the full width of 7^ ft.

from the center of the track. Then the exceptions that are given in

the report may be made.

I move that the diagram shown as a general clearance diagram be

so amended.

Mr. A. F. Robinson (Santa Fe) :—In this diagram, it seems to me
that insufficient provision has been made for snow plows and similar

apparatus and machinery that has to be used over the lines. As the

last speaker has said, we ought not to have any interference above

the top of the traffic rail. I have made a diagram showing what that

interference would be for the snowplows and the rotaries, and if any-

one wants to look at it I would be glad to show it. We all know that

in this apparatus the front part will go down practically to the rails

and we must provide for that in our diagram.

Again, in the lower corner of the diagram, where provision is made
for the electric equipment, they are putting in first a current rail, which

is lifted above the traffic rail and quite close to it. Again, they are

leaving room for a lot of fixtures which may be put onto the tops of

the ties. There will, as a result, be great danger of mixing the dia-

gram—that is, it does not tell positively whether it is for the equip-

ment running over the line, or whether the clearance is fixed on the

deck of the bridge. We must provide for the snowplows and similar

apparatus, and it does not seem to me that we should under any con-

ditions consider allowing a current rail or anything of that sort to

be run on our bridges which projects above the surface of the track

rails.
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The President:—Tlie diagram to be used on railroads which are

electrified has been adopted In- this Association and the American Rail-

way Association. The effect of this diagram is to limit the dimen-

sions of equipment that is interchanged. This does not prevent any

railroad from adopting or using any equipment that it may desire, but

when it comes to interchange with other railroads it will have to as-

sume the cost of the interchange. That is the general effect of the

adoption of this diagram, and the Chair would suggest that it would be

unfortunate to raise a question in regard to this diagram for use on

electrified railroads, after it has been adopted by this Association on

the recommendation of the Committee on Electricity, and likewise been

adopted by the American Railway Association.

Mr. Robinson :—We have to provide for handling snow and keep-

ing the tracks clear. It does not matter whether it is on an electric

road or a steam road. Whether the diagram has been adopted or not.

there should be provision made for just that point.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—The upper part of the

diagram shown on page 1257 was adopted at the last convention, and

the duty of the Committee to-day is to reconcile these two diagrams.

That is its whole duty. Both diagrams have been adopted by this

Association for insertion in the Manual. The only duty of the Com-

mittee is to tie them together.

The President:—That statement is correct. There should be a full

understanding as to just what these diagrams are. Those who were

here last year will remember that there was a great deal of discussion

in connection with this clearance diagram. After that discussion dimen-

sions were adopted, and all that was referred to this Committee was

to make a simple drawing of a diagram in accordance with the adopted

dimensions. Any question as to this diagram raises again the whole

question of clearance, which will have to be discussed on its merits.

Do I understand that it is the intention to offer as an amendment or

as a change in the Manual from what was adopted last year, these

changes that are now suggested?

Mr. Selby :—It has been my understanding that there was consid-

erable doubt as to just what was adopted last year, and that it was

the duty of this Committee to reconcile the figures and present as

nearly as they could arrive at what was actually adopted in the con-

vention, and submit that for action. If it is ruled that this diagram

correctly represents what was adopted last year, then my motion would

be to change the diagram in the Manual.

The President :—^The question as to whether or not this diagram

conforms to the adopted dimensions is one for the Chairman of the

Committee to answer.

Air. Dougherty :—The Committee will state that it is our best

knowledge and belief that these diagrams conform to the intended action

of the Association last year.
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Mr. Selby:—Bearing on what Mr. Dougherty has said, I quote

from his letter to the Chairman of Committee XV, under date of

December 27, 1916: "The matter of clearance diagram for maintenance

of way structures along the main track was considered by the Associa-

tion at its last convention, but inasmuch as the record of the action

taken at that convention is not perfectly clear, the subject of this

clearance diagram has been under consideration by order of the Board

of Direction by Committee XII."

I have no doubt that the Chairman is sincere in his belief that

the diagram does represent what was adopted, but notwithstanding that,

it appears that the record was not clear.

Mr. Dougherty :—It is true that the transcript of the record, as

we received it in the Proceedings of the convention was not clear,

particularly as to the side clearances, but after getting what light we
could on it, we came to the conclusion that the diagram as we have it

on page 1257 represents what the Association decided upon at the last

meeting.

Mr. J. A. Atwood (Pittsburgh & Lake Erie) :—I move the adoption

of the diagram.

The President ;—.Mr. Selby's motion was not seconded, and the

motion to adopt the diagram is now before you.

Mr. E, A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—Before we vote on the

adoption of the diagram it should be clearly settled whether the con-

vention has previously adopted what is shown. If the convention has

not previously adopted it. and this present diagram makes any reduc-

tion in clearances that have been authorized by the Association, I want

to vote against it.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—^All of the con-

trolling dimensions of this diagram were considered in detail by the

Association last year. The clearance of 22 ft. above the top of rail was

then changed to 22 ft. 6 in. above the base of rail. The proposed lateral

clearance of 8 ft. was then changed to 7 ft. 6 in. and the other dimen-

sions on this diagram conform to the dimensions then adopted.

Mr. Lindsay:—I am now quoting from Vol. 17, the 1916 Proceed-

ings, page 887. I made the motion to make the side clearance 7 ft.

6 in. and that was carried by counted vote. It was then moved to

make the overhead clearance 22 ft. 6 in. from the base of the rail,

and the figure that is now 16 ft.—16 ft. 6 in. from the base of the rail.

The recommendation of the Committee was put to vote and carried.

The President then said, "We will ask for a vote on the adoption of

the diagram as a whole, as revised by these votes that have been taken,"

and that motion was carried. So that this diagram has been adopted and

the only duty of the Committee was to reconcile it with the diagram

of the Committee on Electricity.

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway Review) :—My recollection of the action

taken last year is quite clear. We considered the diagrams of the two
committees. The diagram of the Committee on Electricity was adopted,
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as was also that of the ' Committee on Rules and Organization, the

former applying to clearances down near the track and the latter to

clearances above 4^ ft. from the rail. After the two had been adopted,

it was noticed that they did not quite connect at this point about 4^/2 ft.

above the top of the rail, and to avoid carrying the matter over another

year, merely that the two standards could be connected up, it was

thought to be only a matter of drafting to join the two together into

a complete diagram.

The President:—The work of the Association in one year is always

subject to revision in the following year, and Mr. Selby's motioa was

in order, if the house desired to act on it.

The motion before the house now is for the endorsement of the

diagram as shown and as adopted last year.

(The motion carried.)

The President :—The Committee is excused, with the thanks of the

Association.
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(For Report, see pp. 1221-1254.)

Mr. O. E. Selby (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—The

report of the Committee is found Ijeginning on page 1221, Bulletin 195.

As usual, the Board laid out more work for the Committee than the

Committee was able to do. I will refer only to the subjects on which

action was taken during the year.

(Mr. Selby read the matter referring to Sub-Committee A on page

1222.)

The matter printed is submitted as information. I will call atten-

tion to a typographical error in the second line of page 1223. The word

"shop" should be inserted liefore the word "painting."

(Mr. Selby read the conclusion of the Committee with reference to

the use of chilled cast-iron plates for blast protection.)

On behalf of the Committee, 1 move the adoption of the paragraph

for insertion in the Manual.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central):— Is it the desire of the

Committee that tliat lie put in as a separate item or in the specification?

On page 498 of the Manual is a specification for cast-iron. .Will that

specification cover the cast-iron plates recommended here?

Mr. Selby:—This is not properly a part of the specifications for cast-

iron; it is really new matter on the protection of structures against cor-

rosion. It is only the beginning of what may be adopted on that subject.

(The motion to adopt the section was put to vote and carried.)

(Mr. Selby read the matter relating to Sub-Committee B.)

Mr. Selby:—I have a letter from Mr. W. H. Moore of the New
Haven Railroad, Chairman of Sub-Committee B, from which I read as

follows: "The reference to the work of the Bureau of Standards on

page 1222 of Bulletin 195 may possibly give the impression that all of

the column tests proposed by the Committee have been completed. Of
course, you know that is not the case, as out of the series of tests con-

templated a very small proportion have been made up to the present

time."

The column tests referred to are very Important and comprehensive.

They have been under way some two or three years. The entire series

involves a large number of columns to be tested and the tests that have

been made cover, I believe, only a portion of the first series. This

matter is submitted as information.

(Mr. Selby read the matter relating to Sub-Committee C.)

Mr. Selby:— I want to call the attention of the members of the Asso-

ciation to this matter. These specifications for bronze were submitted

as information a year ago and printed in Vol. 17 of the Proceedings,
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with the expectation that use would be made of them and that the experi-

ence gained from that use would be made available to the Committee.

I am sorry to say that we have not received any such information, or

at least very little of it. It is to be regretted that the members of the

Association have not made use of these specifications so that we can

get them trimmed down and revised if necessar}' and in shape to adopt.

The Committee now calls attention to the matter and hopes that enough

use will be made of them during the coming year to determine whether

they shall be adopted, amended, or rejected.

(Mr. Selby read the matter relating to Sub-Committee D.)

Mr. Selby :—This is submitted as information and the information

consists of a valuable report of tests of the power input of electrically-

operated movable bridges, published in Bulletin No. 187. The tests were

made by Mr. Leffler and they are revolutionary in the sense that the

information they have brought out is something that was not known

before, and has been of very great value in revising our ideas of the

design of movable bridges and the machinery for movable bridges.

(Mr. Selby read the matter relating to Sub-Committee E.)

Mr. Selby :—These impact tests, as you know, are very important.

They have been conducted by Prof. Turneaure, and the tests referred

to are the first made with electrically-operated trains. The results are

given in condensed form on page 1236. The matter in Appendix C is

submitted as information, but it is so important that I suggest that Prof.

Turneaure give a short talk on it and a description of the tests.

Prof. F. E. Turneaure (University of Wisconsin) :—These tests were

made by the use of three types of locomotives, the electric locomotive, the

consolidation type and the Mallet type. Unfortunately, it was impossible

to get high speeds with the electric locomotives, the maximum speed

being about 29 miles an hour. The speeds in the case of the steam

locomotives were somewhat higher. The substance of the results is

given on page 1236 in the form of a diagram. The electric locomotives

are of the type in which parallel rods and connecting rods are used, and

while it is possible to balance such parts quite perfectly—a thing that is

not possible in the case of a steam locomotive—in the case of these

particular locomotives the balancing was not very perfectly done. It

was, indeed, not at all necessary to secure accurate balancing because of

the low operating speeds. As a result of these conditions the tests were

not as valuable and significant as they would have been if high speeds

had been possible.

The steam locomotives are not balanced, so far as the rotating parts

are concerned, and the results obtained from these locomotives were about

the same as were obtained in previous tests.

The maximum impact percentage obtained from the electric locomo-

tive was about 12 per cent. The consolidation locomotives, at the same

speed, gave a little more, about l.S or 16 per cent., and at the highest
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speed at which we could run the engines at this particular point the

impact percentages ran as high as 20 to 25 per cent.

We secured very interesting and confirmatory information from the

Mallet locomotives. These locomotives have two independent sets of

drivers. They are not, of course, well balanced, so far as rotation of

parts is concerned. The effect of this locomotive in passing over a

structure differs greatly, according to relative position of the parallel

rods and the counterweights of the two sets of drivers. If these two

sets of counterweights are in exactly the same relative position, so that

both sets arc down and both sets are up at the same time, giving a

synchronous action of^e counterweights, then we get a maximum impact

effect, the same as would be expected if the entire 8 drivers were rigidly

connected. On the other hand, if the locomotive passes over the struc-

ture with the counterweights in opposite relative positions, up in the

case of one set and down in the case of the other set, there would be

an opposing tendency from these two sets of counterweights and the

total effect would be a minimum.

The results show very great difference in effect produced under

these different conditions. A digest of the results is given on page 1236.

The middle ordinate entitled, "Mallet locomotive, angle to 20 degrees,"

is significant. That means that when the locomotive passed over the

bridge with the counterweights of the two sets of drivers in the same

relative position, or nearly so, giving a synchronous effect, the impact

was about at 2)2 to 34 per cent. Then, when the counterweights were at

angles of aboiit 90 degrees the impact was 15 to 20 per cent. And when

the counterweights were opposite (180°), a minimum impact of 8 to 12

per cent, was produced. These results confirm the conclusions drawn

from past experiments, namely, that the primary cause of the impact

and vibration on bridges is the unbalanced condition of the locomotive

drivers. The Norfolk & Western Railway contributed to the Association

$1000 to assist in carrying out this work, and the thanks of the Commit-

tee and of the Association are due this company for its generosity in

thus assisting the work of the Committee.

It is expected that the Committee will carry on experiments during

the coming summer on the electrified line of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul road in Montana, where we expect to get ordinary passen-

ger-train speed of 50 or 60 miles per hour, and where a good variety of

structures is available. We hope to be able, from these tests, to show still

more interesting results next year. The locomotives used on this line

have no side rods or connecting rods, and undoubtedly under these con-

ditions they will be found to be veiy well balanced. Under these condi-

tions, we should not find any appreciable impact from locomotive effect.

Mr. Selby:—Last year, as a result of the impact tests which Prof.

Turneaure's Sub-Committee has been conducting for several years, there

was submitted to the convention a tentative impact formula. This

formula is intended to cover only the effects of impact and to detach
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from the formula now in use the allowance for secondary stresses,

future increase in loading, the factor of ignorance, and a few other

things that admittedly are included in and covered by the so-called 300

formula. The formula proposed has been .before the Association for

some time. It has been confirmed by the additional tests of the past

summer, and it now is submitted as a conclusion for adoption and inclu-

sion in the Manual as a substitute for the impact formula now in the

Manual. It is shown on page 1222 of our report.

On behalf of the Committee, I move the adoption of the formula

and its substitution in the Manual.

Mr. Lindsay :—I think it would be necessary for the Chairman to

include in his material that he expects to insert in the Manual the new

definition for L, because the present definition for L is length of track

per feet of load.

Mr. Selby :—A proper definition for that term in the formula wnll

be made. That is a matter of editing.

Mr. H. R. Saflford (Grand Trunk) ;^I believe the Committee had

better make a definite statement as to the exact language they propose

for that paragraph, so that it can be made a matter of record.

The President :—Do you wish to refer the impact formula back to

the Committee?

Mr. Safford :—No ; they can make that before they leave and submit

it to the Board of Direction.

Mr. Selby :—We can do that.

(The motion to adopt the formula was put to vote and carried.)

(Mr. Selby read the matter relating to Sub-Committee F and Sub-

Committee J.)

Mr. Selby :—I hope the Committee supports me in the recommenda-

tion that the subject of revision of the Manual for the coming year will

include a revision of the substance of our specifications. The adoption

of this impact formula is a step in that direction. A year or two ago we
adopted a revised form of the specifications, but the revisions affected

only the language and not the substance. I think the time has come

when there are many features of the specifications which should be

revised in substance. The adoption of the impact formula may make

necessary some changes in the allowed unit stresses, and certainly some

changes in the live load are desirable.

The President:—If there is no further discussion, the Committee will

be excused, with the thanks of the Association for its valuable work.

Mr. O. E. Selbj- (by letter) :—The Committee on Iron and Steel

Structures was instructed by the convention to submit the definitions

and statement shown in the report of the Committee with the new

impact formula which was adopted at the convention. In accordance

with those instructions, a substitute for Section 9, page 483. Manual
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for 1915, and a substitute for the footnote on the same page are sub-

mitted herewith :

SUBSTITUTE FOR SECTION 9, PAGE 483, MANUAL OF 1915.

Impact.

9. The dj'namic increment of the live-load stress shall be added

to the maximum computed live-load stress. It shall be determined by

the formula

:

30000

7 = 5-

30000 + L=

where / := impact, or dynamic increment to be added to the live-load

stress.

5"=: computed maximum live-load stress.

L = span length in feet, to be taken as

:

(a) For trusses and girders; the distance center to center of

end bearings.

(b) For stringers; the distance center to center of floor beams.

(c) For floor beams, hip verticals and similar suspenders, and

transverse girders and their supports; the sum of adjacent panel

lengths.

Impact shall not be added to stresses produced by longitudinal,

centrifugal, and lateral or wind forces.

The impact shall not be considered to cover the effect of secondary

stresses.

SUBSTITUTE FOR FOOTNOTE, PAGE 483, MANUAL OF 1915.

*See Addendum, clause (a). The live-load used should be large

enough to cover future increase of loading. No such provision is in-

cluded in the unit stresses or impact.



DISCUSSION ON WOOD PRESERVATION.

CFor Report, see pp. 1201-1440.)

Mr. Earl Stimson (Baltimore & Ohio) :—The Committee considered

four of the subjects assigned to it ])y the Board of Direction and they

will be presented in their order.

(Mr. Stimson read the matter on "Revision of Manual.")

Your Committee recommends that the specifications, which appear

on page 1262 to 1270 of this report, be adopted at this meeting to replace

the specifications as printed in the 1915 ^lanual beginning at the middle

of page 542 and running to the middle of page 546.

I wish to make two changes in the wording of the specifications.

On page 1267 paragraph (e). first line, make "resistance glass" read

"thermo-electric glass."

In the next to the last paragraph, where it reads, "The sensitiveness

of the thermometer shall be such that when taken at a temperature of

26 degrees Centigfade, and plunged into free flow of steam, the meniscus

shall pass the 90-degree Centigrade mark in not more than six seconds,

in order to make this generally applicable to all latitudes," the Committee

desires to substitute the following

:

"The sensitiveness of the thermometer shall be such that when cooled

to a temperature of 74 degrees below the boiling point of water at the

barometric pressure at the time of the test and plunged into free flow of

steam, the meniscus shall pass the point 10 degrees below the boiling

point of water in not more than six seconds."

This specification is quite long and I suggest in order to save time

that the convention forego the pleasure of hearing it read and accept it

as a whole. I make a motion to that effect.

The President :—Is the Committee prepared to say what portions

of this proposed specification are new and what have already been

approved in the previous reports?

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk (Consulting Timber Engineer) :—The
specifications which are simply revised as to verbiage and clarification

of method are those appearing on page 1265, paragraph "(4) Distillation,"

including all of the matter to the top of page 1269, in other words, the

method for fractional distillation. This is practically as it now appears

in the Manual, with some slight changes, which will make the method
of designating a standard thermometer more specific, and some slight

designations as to the length of the tube to be used in condensation, etc.

The method itself is as it now appears in the Manual.

The methods under paragraph 1. "Water." and (2) "Insoluble in

Benzol," and (3) "Specific Gravity," and the methods for determining

1577
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these, and (5) "Specific 'Gravity of Fractions," are new to this Asso-

ciation, but they are practical methods which have been used during

the last two or three years very extensively, and have been worked out

with a good deal of care by the other. joint committees which the Chair-

man has referred to and are in actual laboratory practice in the better

laboratories in the country at the present time.

(Mr. Stimson then read the matter under "Water Sampling in

Creosote Oil.")

Mr. Stimson :—I move that this clause be adopted.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central) :—T think from the stand-

point of the Manual, that the recommendation of the Committee is not

in shape for insertion in the Manual. It refers to a lot of descriptive

reading which is embodied in nine pages of the Proceedings. It seems

to me that the Committee could condense this description of the zone

system of sampling into fewer words. I think they could give the

principles of the zone system of sampling more concretely without

leaving it in this indefinite way, and requiring a member of the Asso-

ciation to look through the Proceedings, as well as the Manual.

Mr. Stimson :—It is not the intention of the Committee to impose

any hardship on the members who want to find these principles. It is

our intention when a new edition of the Manual is published to abstract

this matter, reducing it to a concise statement of the principles em-

bodied in this process.

Mr. Lindsay :—I think the Committee should be able to put that in

shape. By adopting this motion we simply open the door of the Manual

to the Committee to insert anything they please.

Mr. Stimson :—I do not consider that is the case at all. What we
refer to is a complete report on the process. This might be condensed

into a few lines and we will accept an instruction to arrange for that

next year. We would like, however, in the meantime, to have this im-

portant matter in its present shape, approved by the Association, so that

the members can get the benefit of it at once.

Mr. H. R. Saflford (Grand Trunk) :—I think there is a great deal

in what Mr. Lindsay has said. Is there not some way by which this

matter can be condensed for the Manual and a reference made to the

fuller report in which it appears?

Mr. Stimson:—We say here in this recommendation "the principle

of zone sampling be employed, as described in the 1916 report of your

Committee." All we ask is that the Association adopt this at this time,

together with the design of the apparatus for sampling. We cannot

adopt the apparatus unless we adopt the description of the method by

which it is to be used. This information is contained in the pages

referred to.

Mr. Lindsay:—^That apparatus can be recommended for use and the

principle of zone sampling can be recommended for use in the Pro-

ceedings without putting it in the Manual in the form in which they

recommend it.
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Mr. Stimson :—We do not get out another edition of the Manual
next year, but a Supplement, and all that is necessary is to print this

one clause in the Supplement.

Mr. John G. Sullivan (Canadian Pacific) ;—I am inclined to think

there is no rule ever made, but what should be broken sometime; and I

think a man going into the details of buying one of these would go to

the Proceedings and look for the information he could get on the

subject.

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway Review) :—As I understand it, the prin-

cipal thing which the Chairman of the Committee wishes is to have the

system of sampling approved of by the Association. Mr. Lindsay's idea

is that it is not in proper shape for the Manual. Nevertheless, could not

the principle of the thing be approved by the Association and printed

in the Proceedings ?

The President :—It will be printed in the Proceedings of the Asso-

ciation in any event.

Mr. Camp :—As I understand it, this matter in the Proceedings re-

ferred to is largely descriptive. I believe that a member of the Com-
mittee could, right here, take the language in hand and make a condensa-

tion of it for the Manual. It is merely a question of editing. I think

it is quite important for the Committee's work that this recommenda-
tion shall be adopted by the Association.

Mr. Stimson:—In this clause we refer to the description of the tests

determining the principles of zone sampling which led up to the con-

clusions. These are summarized as "conclusions," which cover about

one page. I do not think we should deprive our members of the benefit

of this apparatus and the method of using it, and I strongly urge the

Association to adopt the matter as recommended by the Committee. The
technicality, as to how the description of the method should appear in

the Manual, can be threshed out ne.xt year.

(The motion to adopt carried.)

(Mr. Stimson read Subject No. 3. "Exposure tests of ties treated

with water gas tar.")

The next is Subject 4, "Service tests." (Mr. Stimson read Subject

4.) This entire report is published, with the exception of 136 pages of

tabulated matter which, unfortunately, we did not get in shape for

printing and publishing in this Bulletin. The tables will be incorporated

in the Proceedings of 1917.

The President :—The Committee will be dismissed with the thanks

of the Association.
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CHAPTER I.

Introduction.

The Joint Committee on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete

was formed by the union of Special Committees appointed in

1903 and 1904 by the American Society of Civil Engineers, the

American Society for Testing Materials, the American Railway

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association (now the

American Railway Engineering Association), and the Associa-

tion of American Portland Cement Manufacturers (now the Port-

land Cement Association). In 1915 there was added a Special

Committee appointed by the American Concrete Institute at the

invitation of the Joint Committee.

The present organization and membership of the Joint

Committee is as follows:

Officers.

Chairman—Joseph R. Worcester.

Vice-Chairman—Emil Swensson.

Secretary—Richard L. Humphrey.

Members,

american society of civil engineers.

John E. Greiner, Consultmg Engineer, Baltimore, Md.
William K. Hatt, Professor of Civil Engineering, Purdue Univer-

sity, Lafayette, Ind.

01 af Hoff, Consulting Engineer, 149 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Richard L. Humphrey, Consulting Engineer, 805 Harrison Build-

ing, Philadelphia, Pa.

Robert W. Lesley, Past-President, Association of American Port-

land Cement Manufacturers, Pennsylvania Building, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Emil Swensson, Consulting Engineer, 925 Frick Building, Pitts-

burgh, Pa,

Arthur N. Talbot, Professor of Municipal and Sanitary Engineer-

ing, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Joseph R. Worcester, Consulting Engineer, 79 Milk Street,

Boston, Mass.

(7)
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AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS.

William B. Fuller, Consulting Engineer, 150 Nassau Street, New
York, N. Y.

Edward E. Hughes, General Manager, Franklin Steel Works,

Franklin, Pa.

Richard L. Humphrey, Consulting Engineer, 805 Harrison Build-

ing, Philadelphia, Pa.

Albert L. Johnson, Vice-President and General Manager, Corru-

gated Bar Company, Mutual Life Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

Robert W. Lesley, Past-President, Association of American Port-

land Cement Manufacturers, Pennsylvania Building, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Gaetano Lanza, The Montevista, Sixty-third and Oxford Streets,

Overbrook, Philadelphia, Pa.

Leon S. Moisseiff, Consulting Engineer, 69 Wall Street, New
York, N. Y.

Henry H. Quimby, Chief Engineer, Department of City Transit,

Bourse Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sanford E. Thompson, Consulting Engineer, 136 Federal Street,

Boston, Mass.

Frederick R. Turneaure, Dean of College of Mechanics and Engi-

neering, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Samuel Tobias Wagner, Chief Engineer, Philadelphia and Reading

Railway Company, Reading Terminal, Philadelphia, Pa.

George S. Webster, Director, Wharves, Docks and Ferries, Bourse

Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION.

H. A. Cassil, Division Engineer, Baltimore and Ohio Railway

Company, New Castle, Pa.

Frederick E. Schall, Bridge Engineer, Lehigh Valley Railway
Company, South Bethlehem, Pa.

Frederick P. Sisson, Assistant Engineer, Grand Trunk Railway,

Detroit, Mich.

Joseph J. Yates, Bridge Engineer, Central Railroad of New
Jersey, 143 Liberty Street, New York, N. Y.
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PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION.

Norman D. Fraser, President, Chicago Portland Cement Com-

pany, 30 North La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

Robert E. Griffith, Vice-President, Giant Portland Cement Com-
pany, Pennsylvania Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Spencer B. Newberry, President, Sandusky Portland Cement

Company, Engineers' Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE.

Edward Godfrey, Structural Engineer, Robert W. Hunt & Co.,

Monongahela Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Egbert J. Moore, Chief Engineer, Turner Construction Company,

11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Leonard C. Wason, President, Aberthaw Construction Company,

27 School Street, Boston, Mass.

Progress reports by the Joint Committee were presented

to the parent societies in 1909 and 1912. The report pre-

sented in 1912 has beeen printed by the American Society of

Civil Engineers, the American Society for Testing Materials and

the American Railway Engineering Association, and reference

to that report may be made for details regarding the earlier work

of the Joint Committee, a historical sketch of the introduction of

concrete and reinforced concrete, and a bibliography of authorities

upon which the report was based.

The Committee has been much gratified at the reception

accorded its 1912 report, and realizes the responsibility which

rests upon it because of the very extensive adoption of its recom-

mendations in current practice in this country. The members

of the Committee are well aware of the incompleteness of that

report, and even now they are unable to pass judgment upon

some matters not dealt with in the present report.

Since 1912 the Committee has continued its study of the

subject, has followed the working out of its recommendations

in actual construction, has weighed arguments and criticisms which

have come to its attention, and has considered new experimental
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data. While the Committee sees no reason for making any

fundamental changes, the recommendations of its previous report

have been revised to some extent, and considerable new material

has been added upon subjects not previously touched. There

are some subjects upon which experimentation is still in progress,

and the art of concrete and reinforced concrete will be advancing

for many years to come.

While this report deals with every kind of stress to which

concrete is subjected and includes all ordinary conditions of

proportioning and handling, it does not go into all types of con-

struction nor all the applications to which concrete and reinforced

concrete may be put. The report is not a specification but may
be used as a basis for specifications. In their use concrete and

reinforced concrete involve the exercise of good judgment to a

greater degree than do any other building materials. Rules can-

not produce or supersede judgment; on the contrary, judgment

should control the interpretation and application of rules.

The Committee has not attempted in every case to present

rigidly scientific methods of analysis in dealing with stresses, but

has aimed to furnish rules which will lead to safe results sufficiently

close for ordinary design.

The Committee presumes that the application of the recom-

mendations in this report to the design of any structure will be made
only by persons having an adequate knowledge of the principles

of structural design. Only persons with such knowledge and

experience should be called upon to design reinforced concrete

structures.

The Joint Committee has reached the conclusion that, with this

effort to express the present state of the art, it would be desirable

for it to withdraw from the field. This action has been taken in the

hope that a work similar to that which the Committee has

attempted to perform will again be undertaken, within a reason-

able term of years, in order that there may be some authoritative

body to consider and pass upon newly acquired knowledge and
information gleaned from experience. The Committee feels cer-

tain, however, that it would be for the better interest of the pro-

fession to entrust this work to other hands rather than to continue

the present organization with this object in view.
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CHAPTER II.

Adaptability of Concrete and Reinforced Concrete.

The adaptability of concrete and reinforced concrete for

engineering structures or parts thereof, is so well established that

they are recognized materials of construction. When properly

used, they have proved satisfactory for those purposes for which

their qualities make them particularly suitable.

1. USES.

Plain concrete is well adapted for structures in which the

principal stresses are compressive, such as:—foundations, dams,

retaining and other walls, tunnels, piers, abutments, and, in many
cases, arches.

By the use of metal reinforcement to resist the principal

tensile stresses, concrete becomes available for general use in

various structures and structural forms. This combination of

concrete and metal is particularly advantageous in structural

members subject to both compression and tension, and in columns

where, although the main stresses are compressive, there is also

cross-bending.

Metal reinforcement may also be used to advantage to dis-

tribute and minimize cracks due to shrinkage and temperature

changes.

2. precautions.

Failures of reinforced concrete structures have been due

usually to some one or more of the following causes:

Defective design, poor material, faulty execution, or pre-

mature removal of forms.

To prevent failures or otherwise unsatisfactory results, the

following precautions should be taken:

The computations and assumptions on which the design is

based should be in accordance with the estabHshed principles of

mechanics. The unit stresses and details of the design should

conform to accepted good practice. Materials used for the

concrete as well as for the reinforcement should be carefully

inspected and tested, special attention being given to the

testing of the sand, as poor sand has proved a frequent cause
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of failure. The measuring and combining of the materials which

go to make up the concrete, and the placing of the concrete in

the forms, should be under the supervision of experienced men.

The metal for reinforcement should be of a quality conforming

to standard specifications. Care should be taken to obtain good

bond between different fills of concrete, to prevent concrete from

freezing before the cement has set, to have the materials thoroughly-

mixed, to avoid too wet or too dry a consistency, and to have

the forms cleaned before concrete is placed.

The computations should include all details; even minor

details may be of the utmost importance. The design should

show clearly the size and position of the reinforcement, and should

provide for proper connection between the component parts so

that they cannot be displaced. As the connections between

reinforced concrete members are frequently a source of weakness,

the design should include a detailed study of such connections.

The concrete should be rigidly supported until it has developed

sufficient strength to carry imposed loads. The most careful and

experienced inspection is necessary to determine when the con-

crete has set sufficiently for it to be safe to remove forms.

Frozen concrete frequently has been mistaken for properly set

concrete.

3. DESIGN AND SUPERVISION.

The execution of the work should not be separated from the

design, as intelligent supervision and successful execution can be

expected only when both functions are combined. It is desir-

able, therefore, that the engineer who prepares the design and

specifications should have supervision of the execution of the

work.

The Committee recommends the following practice for the

purpose of fixing the responsibility and providing for adequate

supervision during construction:

(a) Before work is commenced, complete plans and specifi-

cations should be prepared, giving the dead and live loads, wind

and impact, if any, and working stresses, showing the general

arrangement and all details. The plans should show the size,

length, location of points of bending, and exact position of all

reinforcement, including stirrups, ties, hooping and splicing.
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(6) The specifications should state the qualities of the mate-

rials and the proportions in which they are to be used.

(c) The strength which the concrete is expected to attain

after a definite period should be stated in the specifications.

(d) Inspection during construction should be made by com-

petent inspectors selected by and under the super\dsion of the

engineer, and should cover the following:

1. Materials.

2. Construction and erection of the forms and supports.

3. Sizes, shapes, arrangement, position and fastening of the

reinforcement.

4. Proportioning, mixing, consistency, and placing of the

concrete.

5. Strength of the concrete by tests of standard test pieces

made on the work.

6. Whether the concrete is sufficiently hardened before the

forms and supports are removed.

7. Protection from injury of all parts of the structure.

8. Comparison of dimensions of all parts of the finished

structure with the plans.

(e) Load tests on portions of the finished structure should be

made where there is reasonable suspicion that the work has not

been properly performed, or that, through influences of some

kind, the strength has been impaired, or where there is any doubt

as to the sufficiency of the design. The loading should be carried to

such a point that the calculated stresses under such loading shall

be one and three-quarters times the allowed working stresses, and

such loads should cause no injurious permanent deformations.

Load tests should not be made before the concrete has been in

place sixty days.

4. DESTRUCTIVE AGENCIES.

(a) Corrosion of Metal Reinforcement.—Tests and experi-

ence indicate that steel sufficiently embedded in good concrete is

well protected against corrosion, no matter whether located above

or below water level. It is recommended that such protection

be not less than 1 in. in thickness. If the concrete is porous

so as to be readily permeable by water, as when the concrete is
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laid with a very dry consistency, the metal may corrode on

account of the presence of moisture and air.

(6) Electrolysis.—The experimental data available on this

subject seem to show that while reinforced concrete structures

may, under certain conditions, be injured by the flow of electric

current in either direction between the reinforcing material and

the concrete, such injury is generally to be expected only where

voltages are considerably higher than those which usually occur

in concrete structures in practice. If the iron be positive, trouble

may manifest itself by corrosion of the iron accompanied by

cracking of the concrete, and, if the iron be negative, there may
be a softening of the concrete near the surface of the iron, result-

ing in a destruction of the bond. The former, or anode effect,

decreases much more rapidly than the voltage, and almost if not

quite disappears at voltages that are most likely to be encoun-

tered in practice. The cathode effect, on the other hand, takes

place even under very low voltages, and is therefore more impor-

tant from a practical standpoint than that of the anode.

Structures containing salt or calcium chloride, even in very

small quantities, are very much more susceptible to the effects

of electric currents than normal concrete, the anode effect pro-

gressing much more rapidly in the presence of chlorine, and the

cathode effect being greatly increased by the presence of an

alkali metal.

There is great weight of evidence to show that normal rein-

forced concrete structures free from salt are in very little danger

under most practical conditions, while non-reinforced concrete

structures are practically immune from electrolysis troubles.

(c) Sea Water.—The data available concerning the effect of

sea water on concrete or reinforced concrete are limited and

inconclusive. Sea walls out of the range of frost action have

been standing for many years without apparent injury. In many
places serious disintegration has taken place. This has occurred

chiefly between low and high tide levels and is due, evidently,

in part to frost. Chemical action also appears to be indicated

by the softening of the mortar. To effect the best resistance to

sea water, the concrete must be proportioned, mixed and placed

so as to prevent the penetration of sea water into the mass or

through the joints. The aggregates should be carefully selected,
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graded and proportioned with the cement so as to secure the maxi-

mum possible density; the concrete should be thoroughly mixed;

the joints between old and new work should be made watertight;

.and the concrete should be kept from exposure to sea water until

it is thoroughly hard and impervious.

(d) Acids.—Dense concrete thoroughly hardened is affected

appreciably only by acids which seriously injure other materials.

Substances like manure that contain acids may injuriously affect

green concrete, but do not affect concrete that is thoroughly

hardened.

(e) Oils.—Concrete is unaffected by such mineral oils as

petroleum and ordinary engine oils. Oils which contain fatty

. acids produce injurious effects, forming compounds with the lime

which may result in a disintegration of the concrete in contact

with them.

(/) Alkalies.—The action of alkalies on concrete is problem-

atical. In the reclamation of arid land where the soil is heavily

charged "wdth alkaline salts it has been found that concrete, stone,

brick, iron and other materials are injured under certain condi-

tions. It would seem that at the level of the ground water in

an extremely dry atmosphere such structures are disintegrated,

through the rapid crystallization of the alkaline salts, resulting

from the alternate wetting and drying of the surface. Such

destructive action can be prevented by the use of a protective

coating and is minimized by securing a dense concrete.

CHAPTER III.

Materials.

The quality of all the materials is of paramount importance.

The cement and also the aggregates should be subject to definite

requirements and tests.

1 . cement.

There are available for construction purposes Portland,

Natural and Puzzolan or Slag cements.

(a) Portland Cement is the product obtained by finely pul-

verizing clinker produced by calcining to incipient fusion, an
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intimate and properly proportioned mixture of argillaceous and

calcareous materials, with no additions subsequent to calcina-

tion excepting water and calcined or uncalcined gypsum.

It has a definite chemical composition varying within com-

paratively narrow limits.

Portland cement only should be used in reinforced concrete

construction or in any construction that will be subject to shocks,

vibrations, or stresses other than direct compression.

(6) Natural Cement is the finely pulverized product resulting

from the calcination of an argillaceous limestone at a tempera-

ture only sufficient to drive off the carbonic acid gas.

Although the limestone must have a certain composition,

this composition may vary within much wider limits than in the

case of Portland cement. Natural cement does not develop its

strength as quickly nor is it as uniform in composition as

Portland cement.

Natural cement may be used in massive masonry where

weight rather than strength is the essential feature.

Where economy is the governing factor a comparison may
be made between the use of natural cement and a leaner mixture

of Portland cement that will develop the same strength.

(c) Puzzolan or Slag Cement is the product resulting from

finely pulverizing a mechanical mixture of granulated basic blast-

furnace slag and hydrated lime.

Puzzolan cement is not nearly as strong, uniform, or reliable

as Portland or natural cement, is not used extensively, and never

in important work ; it should be used only for unimportant founda-

tion work underground where it is not exposed to air or running

water.

(d) Specifications.—The cement should meet the require-

ments of the specifications and methods of tests for Portland

cement, which are the result of the joint labors of special com-

mittees of the American Society of Civil Engineers, American

Society for Testing Materials, American Railway Engineering

Association, and other affihated organizations, and the United

States Government.

2. AGGREGATES.

Extreme care should be exercised in selecting the aggregates

for mortar and concrete, and careful tests made of the materials for
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the purpose of determining the quahty and grading necessary to

secure maximum density^ or a minimum percentage of voids.

Bank gravel should be separated by screening into fine and coarse

aggregates and then used in the proportions to be determined by

density tests.

(a) Fine Aggregate should consist of sand, or the screenings

of gravel or crushed stone, graded from fine to coarse, and passing

when dry a screen having j-in. diameter holes ;2 it preferably

should be of siliceous material, and not more than 30 per cent by

weight, should pass a sieve having 50 meshes per linear inch; it

should be clean, and free from soft particles, lumps of clay, vege-

table loam or other organic matter.

Fine aggregate should always be tested for strength. It

should be of such quality that mortar composed of one part

Portland cement and three parts fine aggregate by weight when
made into briquettes, prisms or cylinders will show a tensile or

compressive strength, at an age of not less than 7 days, at least

equal to the strength of 1:3 mortar of the same consistency

made with the same cement and standard Ottawa sand.^ If the

aggregate be of poorer quality, the proportion of cement should

be increased to secure the desired strength. If the strength

developed by the aggregate in the 1 : 3 mortar is less than 70

per cent of the strength of the Ottawa-sand mortar, the material

should be rejected. In testing aggregates care should be exer-

cised to avoid the removal of any coating on the grains, which

may affect the strength; bank sands should not be dried before

being made into mortar, but should contain natural moisture. The

percentage of moisture may be determined upon a separate sample

for correcting weight. From 10 to 40 per cent more water may
be required in mixing bank or artificial sands than for standard

Ottawa sand to produce the same consistency.

(6) Coarse Aggregate should consist of gravel or crushed stone

which is retained on a screen having j-in. diameter holes, and

1 A convenient coefficient of density is the ratio of the sum of the volumes of solid

particles contained in a unit volume to the total unit volume.
* If the dividing size between the fine and coarse aggregate is less or greater than one-

quarter inch, allowance should be made in grading and proportioning.

2 A natural sand obtained at Ottawa, lUinoia, passing a screen having 20 meshes and

retained on a screen having 30 meshes per linear inch; prepared and furnished by the Ottawa

Silica Company, for 2 cents per pound f. o. b. cars, Ottawa, Illinois.
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should be graded from the smallest to the largest particles; it

should be clean, hard, durable, and free from all deleterious matter.

Aggregates containing dust and soft, flat or elongated particles,

should be excluded. The Committee does not feel warranted in

recommending the use of blast furnace slag as an aggregate, in

the absence of adequate data as to its value, especially in rein-

forced concrete construction. No satisfactory specifications or

methods of inspection have been developed that will control its

uniformity and ensure the durability of the concrete in which it

is used.

The aggregate must be small enough to produce with the

mortar a homogeneous concrete of sluggish consistency which

will pass readily between and easily surround the reinforcement

and fill all parts of the forms. The maximum size of particles is

variously determined for different types of construction from that

which will pass a ^-in. ring to that which will pass a 1^-in. ring.

For concrete in large masses the size of the coarse aggregate

may be increased, as a large aggregate produces a stronger con-

crete than a fine one ; however it should be. noted that the danger

of separation from the mortar becomes greater as the size of the

coarse aggregate increases.

Cinder concrete should not be used for reinforced concrete

structures except in floor slabs not exceeding 8-ft. span. It also

may be used for fire protection purposes where not required to

carry loads. The cinders used should be composed of hard,

clean, vitreous clinker, free from sulphides, unburned coal or

ashes.

3. WATER.

The water used in mixing concrete should be free from oil,

acid, alkali, or organic matter.

4. METAL REINFORCEMENT.

The Committee recommends as a suitable material for rein-

forcement, steel of structural grade filling the requirements of the

Specifications for Billet-Steel Concrete Reinforcement Bars of the

American Society for Testing Materials.

For reinforcing slabs, small beams or minor details, or for

reinforcing for shrinkage and temperature stresses, steel wire.
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expanded metal, or other reticulated steel may be used, with the

unit stresses hereinafter recommended.

The reinforcement should be free from flaking rust, scale, or

coatings of any character which would tend to reduce or destroy

the bond.

CHAPTER IV.

Mixing and Placing.

1. proportions.

The materials should be carefully selected, of uniform

quality, and proportioned with a view to securing as nearly

as possible a maximum density, which is obtained b}'^ grading

the aggregates so that the smaller particles fill the spaces between

the larger thus reducing the voids in the aggregate to the minimum.

(a) Unit of Measure.—The measurement of the fine and

coarse aggregates should be by loose volume. The unit of meas-

ure should be a bag of cement, containing 94 lb. net, which should

be considered the equivalent of one cubic foot.

(6) Relation of Fine and Coarse Aggregates.—The fine and

coarse aggregates should be used in such proportions as will secure

maximum density. These proportions should be carefully deter-

mined by density experiments and the grading of the fine and coarse

aggregates should be uniformly maintained, or the proportions

changed to meet the varying sizes.

(c) Relation of Cement and Aggregates.—For reinforced con-

crete construction, one part of cement to a total of six parts of

fine and coarse aggregates measured separately should generally

be used. For columns, richer mixtures are preferable. In mas-

sive masonry or rubble concrete a mixture of 1 : 9 or even 1 : 12

may be used.

These proportions should be determined by the strength or

other qualities required in the construction at the critical period

of use. Experience and judgment based on observation and tests

of similar conditions in similar localities are excellent guides as

to the proper proportions for any particular case.

In important construction, advance tests should be made

on concrete composed of the materials to be used in the work.
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These tests should be made by standardized methods to obtain

uniformity in mixing, proportioning and storage, and in case the

results do not conform to the requirements of the work, aggre-

gates of a better quality or more cement should be used to obtain

the desired quality of concrete.

2. MIXING.

The mixing of concrete should be thorough, and continue

until the mass is uniform in color and homogeneous. As the

maximum density and greatest strength of a given mixture depend

largely on thorough and complete mixing, it is essential that this

part of the work should receive special attention and care.

Inasmuch as it is difficult to determine, by visual inspection,

whether the concrete is uniformly mixed, especially where aggre-

gates having the color of cement are used, it is essential that the

mixing should occupy a definite period of time. The minimum

time will depend on whether the mixing is done by machine or

hand.

(a) Measuring Ingredients.—Methods of measurement of the

various ingredients should be used which will secure at all times

separate and uniform measurements of cement, fine aggregate,

coarse aggregate, and water.

(6) Machine Mixing.—The mixing should be done in a batch

machine mixer of a type which will ensure the uniform distri-

bution of the materials throughout the mass, and should continue

for the minimum time of one and one-half minutes after all the

ingredients are assembled in the mixer. For mixers of two or

more cubic yards capacity, the minimum time of mixing should be

two minutes. Since the strength of the concrete is dependent

upon thorough mixing, a longer time than this minimum is

preferable. It is desirable to have the mixer equipped with an

attachment for automatically locking the discharging device so

as to prevent the emptying of the mixer until all the materials

have been mixed together for the minimum time required after

they are assembled in the mixer. Means should be provided to

prevent aggregates being added after the mixing has commenced.

The mixer should also be equipped with water storage, and an

automatic measuring device which can be locked is desirable.

It is also desirable to equip the mixer with a device recording the
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revolutions of the drum. The number of revolutions should be

SO regulated as to give at the periphery of the drum a uniform

speed; about 200 ft. per minute seems to be the best speed in the

present state of the art.

(c) Hand Mixing.—Hand mixing should be done on a water-

tight platform and especial precautions taken after the water has

been added, to turn all the ingredients together at least six times,

and until the mass is homogeneous in appearance and color.

{d) Consistency.—The materials should be mixed wet enough

to produce a concrete of such a consistency as will flow sluggishly

into the forms and about the metal reinforcement when used,

and which, at the same time, can be convej'ed from the mixer

to the forms without separation of the coarse aggregate from the

mortar. The quantitj' of water is of the greatest importance in

securing concrete of maximum strength and density; too much
water is as objectionable as too little.

(e) Retem'pering.—The remixing of mortar or concrete that

has partly set should not be permitted.

3. PLACING CONCRETE.

(a) Methods.—Concrete after the completion of the mixing

should be conveyed rapidly to the place of final deposit; under

no circumstances should concrete be used that has partly set.

Concrete should be deposited in such a manner as will per-

mit the most thorough compacting, such as can be obtained by

working with a straight shovel or slicing tool kept moving up and

down until all the ingredients are in their proper place. Special

care should be exercised to prevent the formation of laitance;

where laitance has formed it should be removed, since it lacks

strength, and prevents a proper bond in the concrete.

Before depositing concrete, the reinforcement should be care-

fully placed in accordance with the plans. It is essential that

adequate means be provided to hold it in its proper position until

the concrete has been deposited and compacted; care should be

taken that the forms are substantial and thoroughly wetted

(except in freezing weather) or oiled and that the space to be

occupied by the concrete is free from debris. When the placing

of concrete is suspended, all necessary grooves for joining future

work should be made before the concrete has set.
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When work is resumed, concrete previously placed should be

roughened, cleansed of foreign material and laitance, thoroughly

wetted and then slushed with a mortar consisting of one part

Portland cement and not more than two parts fine aggregate.

The surfaces of concrete exposed to premature drying should

be kept covered and wet for a period of at least seven days.

Where concrete is conveyed by spouting, the plant should

be of such a size and design as to ensure a practically continuous

stream in the spout. The angle of the spout with the horizontal

should be such as to allow the concrete to flow without a sepa-

ration of the ingredients; in general an angle of about 27 deg. or

one vertical to two horizontal is good practice. The spout should

be thoroughly flushed with water before and after each run. The
delivery from the spout should be as close as possible to the point

of deposit. Where the discharge must be intermittent, a hopper

should be provided at the bottom. Spouting through a vertical

pipe is satisfactory when the flow is continuous; when it is

unchecked and discontinuous it is highly objectionable unless

the flow is checked by baffle plates.

(b) Freezing Weather.—Concrete should not be mixed or

deposited at a freezing temperature, unless special precautions

are taken to prevent the use of materials covered with ice crystals

or containing frost, and to prevent the concrete from freezing

before it has set and sufficiently hardened.

As the coarse aggregate forms the greater portion of the

concrete, it is particularly important that this material be warmed
to well above the freezing point.

The enclosing of a structure and the warming of the space

inside the enclosure is recommended, but the use of salt to lower

the freezing point is not recommended.
(c) Rubble Concrete.—Where the concrete is to be deposited

in massive work, its value may be improved and its cost mate-
rially reduced by the use of clean stones, saturated with water,

thoroughly embedded in and entirely surrounded by concrete.

(d) Under Water.—In placing concrete under water it is

essential to maintain still water at the place of deposit. With
careful inspection the use of tremies, properly designed and ope-

rated, is a satisfactory method of placing concrete through water.

The concrete should be mixed very wet (more so than is ordinarily
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permissible) so that it will flow readily through the tremie and

into place with practically a level surface.

The coarse aggregate should be smaller than ordinarily used,

and never more than 1 in. in diameter. The use of gravel facili-

tates mixing and assists the flow. The mouth of the tremie

should be buried in the concrete so that it is at all times entirely

sealed and the surrounding water prevented from forcing itself

into the tremie; the concrete will then discharge without coming

in contact with the water. The tremie should be suspended so

that it can be lowered quickly when it is necessary either to choke

oJBf or prevent too rapid flow; the lateral flow preferably should

be not over 15 ft.

The flow should be continuous in order to produce a mono-
lithic mass and to prevent the formation of laitance in the interior.

In case the flow is interrupted it is important that all laitance

be removed before proceeding with the work.

In large structures it may be necessary to divide the mass

of concrete into several small compartments or units, to permit

the continuous filling of each one. With proper care it is possible

in this manner to obtain as good results under water as in the air.

A less desirable method is the use of the drop bottom bucket.

Where this method is used, the bottom of the bucket should be

released when in contact with the surface of the place of deposit.

CHAPTER V.

Forms.

Forms should be substantial and unjdelding, in order that

the concrete may conform to the design, and be sufficiently tight

to prevent the leakage of mortar.

It is vitally important to allow sufficient time for the proper

hardening of the concrete, which should be determined by careful

inspection before the forms ^re removed.

Many conditions affect the hardening of concrete, and the

proper time for the removal of the forms should be determined

by some competent and responsible person.

It may be stated in a general way that forms should remain

in place longer for reinforced concrete than is required for plain
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or massive concrete, and longer for horizontal than is required

for vertical members.

In general it may be considered that concrete has hardened

sufficiently when it has a distinctive ring under the blow of a ham-

mer, but this test is not reliable, if there is a possibility that the

concrete is frozen.

CHAPTER VI.

Details of Construction.

1. joints.

(a) In Concrete.—It is desirable to cast an entire structure

at one operation, but as this is not always possible, especially in

large structures, it is necessary to stop the work at some con-

venient point. This should be selected so that the resulting joint

may have the least possible effect on the strength of the structure.

It is therefore recommended that the joint in columns be made
flush with the lower side of the girders, or in flat slab construction

at the bottom of the flare of the column head; that the joints in

girders be at a point midway between supports, unless a beam
intersect a girder at this point, in which case the joint should be

offset a distance equal to twice the width of the beam; and that

the joints in the members of a floor system should in general be

made at or near the center of the span.

Joints in columns should be perpendicular to the axis, and in

girders, beams, and floor slabs, perpendicular to the plane of their

surfaces. When it is necessary to provide for shear at right angles

to the axis, it is permissible to incline the plane of the joint as

much as 30 deg. from the perpendicular. Joints in arch rings

should be on planes as nearly radial as practicable.

Before placing the concrete on top of a freshly poured column
a period of at least two hours should be allowed for the settlement

and shrinkage.

Shrinkage and contraction joints may be necessary to con-

centrate cracks due to temperature in smooth even lines. The
number of these joints which should be determined and provided
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for in the design will depend on the range of temperature to which

the concrete will be subjected, and on the amount and position

of the reinforcement. In massive work, such as retaining walls,

abutments, etc., built without reinforcement, contraction joints

should be provided, at intervals of from 25 to 50 ft. and with

reinforcement from 50 to 80 ft.; the smaller the height and

thickness, the closer the spacing. The joints should be tongued

and grooved to maintain the alignment in case of unequal settle-

ment. A groove may be formed in the surface as a finish to

vertical joints.

Shrinkage and contraction joints should be lubricated by an

application of petroleum oil or a similar material to permit a free

movement when the concrete expands or contracts.

The movement of the joint due to expansion and contraction

may be facilitated by the insertion of a sheet of copper, zinc, or

even tarred paper.

(6) In Reinforcement.—Wherever it is necessary to splice ten-

sion reinforcement the length of lap should be determined on the

basis of the safe bond stress, the stress in the bar and the shear-

ing resistance of the concrete at the point of splice; or a connec-

tion should be made between the bars of sufficient strength to

carry the stress. Sphces at points of maximum stress in tension

should be avoided. In columns, bars more than f in. in diameter

not subject to tension should have their ends properly squared

and butted together in suitable sleeves; smaller bars may be

lapped as indicated for tension reinforcement. At foundations

bearing plates should be provided for supporting the bars, or the

bars may be carried into the footing a sufficient distance to trans-

mit the stress in the steel to the concrete by means of the bearing

and the bond resistance. In no case should rehance be placed

upon the end bearing of bars on concrete.

2. SHRINKAGE AND TEMPERATURE CHANGES.

The stresses resulting from shrinkage due to hardening and

contraction from temperature changes are important in mono-

lithic construction, and unless cared for in the design will produce

objectionable cracks; cracks cannot be entirely prevented but

the effects can be minimized.
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Large cracks, produced by quick hardening or wide ranges

of temperature, can be broken up to some extent into small cracks

by placing reinforcement in the concrete; in long, continuous

lengths of concrete, it is better to provide shrinkage joints at

points in the structure where they will do little or no harm.

Reinforcement permits longer distances between shrinkage joints

than when no reinforcement is used.

Provision for shrinkage should be made where small or thin

masses are joined to larger or thicker masses; at such places the

use of fillets similar to those used in metal castings, but propor-

tionally larger, is recommended.

Shrinkage cracks are likely to occur at points where fresh

concrete is joined to that which is set, and hence in placing the

concrete, construction joints should be made, as described in

Chapter VI, Sect. 1, or if possible, at points where joints would

naturally occur in dimension stone masonry.

3. FIREPROOFING.

Concrete, because incombustible and of a low rate of heat

conductivity, is highly efficient and admirably adapted for fire-

proofing purposes. This has been demonstrated by experience

and tests.

The dehydration of concrete probably begins at about 500° F.

and is completed at about 900° F., but experience indicates

that the volatifization of the water absorbs heat from the sur-

rounding mass, which, together with the resistance of the air cells,

tends to increase the heat resistance of the concrete, so that the

process of dehydration is very much retarded. The concrete

that is actually affected by fire and remains in position affords

protection to that beneath it.

The thickness of the protective coating should be governed by
the intensity and duration of a possible fire and the rate of heat

conductivity of the concrete. The question of the rate of heat

conductivity of concrete is one which requires further study and

investigation before a definite rate for different classes of con-

crete can be fully established. However, for ordinary conditions

it is recommended that the metal be protected by a minimum of

2 in. of concrete on girders and columns, 1^ in. on beams, and
1 in. on floor slabs.
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Where fireproofing is required and not otherwise provided in

monoHthic concrete columns, it is recommended that the con-

crete to a depth of 1| in. be considered as protective covering

and not included in the effective section.

The corners of columns, girders, and beams should be beveled

or rounded, as a sharp corner is more seriously affected by fire

than a round one; experience shows that round columns are more

fire resistive than square.

4. WATERPROOFING.

Many expedients have been resorted to for rendering concrete

impervious to water. Experience shows, however, that when
mortar or concrete is proportioned to obtain the greatest prac-

ticable density and is mixed to the proper consistency (Chap. IV,

Sect. 2 d), the resulting mortar or concrete is impervious under

moderate pressure.

On the other hand, concrete of dry consistency is more or

less pervious to water, and, though compounds of various kinds

have been mixed "with the concrete or applied as a wash to the

surface, in an effort to offset this defect, these expedients have

generally been disappointing, for the reason that many of these

compounds have at best but temporary value, and in time lose

their power of imparting impermeability to the concrete.

In the case of subways, long retaining walls and reservoirs,

provided the concrete itself is impervious, cracks may be so

reduced by horizontal and vertical reinforcement properly pro-

portioned and located, that they will be too minute to permit

leakage, or will be closed by infiltration of silt.

Asphaltic or coal-tar preparations applied either as a mastic

or as a coating on felt or cloth fabric, are used for waterproofing,

and should be proof against injury by liquids or gases.

For retaining and similar walls in direct contact with the

earth, the application of one or two coatings of hot coal-tar

pitch, following a painting with a thin wash of coal tar dissolved

in benzol, to the thoroughly dried surface of concrete is an effi-

cient method of preventing the penetration of moisture from the

earth.
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5. SURFACE FINISH.

Concrete is a material of an individual type and should be

used without effort at imitation of other building materials.

One of the important problems connected with its use is the

character of the finish of exposed surfaces. The desired finish

should be determined before the concrete is placed, and the work

conducted so as to facilitate securing it. The natural surface of

the concrete in most structures is unobjectionable, but in others

the marks of the forms and the flat dead surface are displeasing,

making some special treatment desirable. A treatment of the

surface which removes the film of cement and brings the aggre-

gates of the concrete into relief, either by scrubbing with brushes

and water before it is hard or by tooling it after it is hard, is

frequently used to erase the form markings and break the monoto-

nous appearance of the surface. Besides being more pleasing

in immediate appearance such a surface is less subject to dis-

coloration and hair cracking than is a surface composed of the

cement that segregates against the forms, or one that is made
by applying a cement wash. The aggregates can also be exposed

by washing with hydrochloric acid diluted with from 6 to 10

parts of water. The plastering of surfaces should be avoided,

for even if carefully done, it is liable to peel off under the action

of frost or temperature changes.

Various effects in texture and in color can be obtained when
the surface is to be scrubbed or tooled, by using aggregates of

the desired size and color. For a fine grained texture a grano-

lithic surface mixture can be made and placed against the face

forms to a thickness of about 1 in. as the placing of the body of

the concrete proceeds.

A smooth, even surface without form marks can be secured

by the use of plastered forms, which in structures having many
duplications of members can be used repeatedly; these are made
in panels of expanded metal or wire mesh coated with plaster,

and the joints made at edges, and closed with plaster of Paris.
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CHAPTER VII.

Design.

1. massive concrete.

In the design of massive or plain concrete, no account should

be taken of the tensile strength of the material, and sections

should usually be proportioned so as to avoid tensile stresses

except in slight amounts to resist indirect stresses. This will

generally be accomplished in the case of rectangular shapes if

the line of pressure is kept within the middle third of the sec-

tion, but in very large structures, such as high masonry dams, a

more exact analysis may be required. Structures of massive con-

crete are able to resist unbalanced lateral forces by reason of

their weight; hence the element of weight rather than strength

often determines the design. A leaner and relatively cheap

concrete, therefore, will often be suitable for massive concrete

structures.

It is desirable generally to provide joints at intervals to

localize the effect of contraction (Chap. VI, Sect. 1).

Massive concrete is suitable for dams, retaining walls, and

piers in which the ratio of length to least width is relatively small.

Under ordinary conditions this ratio should not exceed four. It is

also suitable for arches of moderate span.

2. REINFORCED CONCRETE.

The use of metal reinforcement is particularly advantageous

in members such as beams in which both tension and compression

exist, and in columns where the principal stresses are compressive

and where there also may be cross-bending. Therefore the theory

of design here presented relates mainly to the analysis of beams

and columns.

3. GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS.

(a) Loads.—The forces to be resisted are those due to:

1. The dead load, which includes the weight of the struc-

ture and fixed loads and forces.
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2. The live load, or the loads and forces which are vari-

able. The dynamic effect of the live load will often

require consideration. Allowance for the latter is

preferably made by a proportionate increase in either

the live load or the live load stresses. The working

stresses hereinafter recommended are intended

to apply to the equivalent static stresses thus

determined.

In the case of high buildings the live load on

columns may be reduced in accordance with the

usual practice.

(6) Lengths of Beams and Columns.—^The span length for

beams and slabs simply supported should be taken as the distance

from center to center of supports, but need not be taken to exceed

the clear span plus the depth of beam or slab. For continuous or

restrained beams built monolithically into supports the span

length may be taken as the clear distance between faces of sup-

ports. Brackets should not be considered as reducing the clear

span in the sense here intended, except that when brackets which

make an angle of 45 deg. or more with the axis of a restrained beam

are built monolithically with the beam, the span may be measured

from the section where the combined depth of beam and bracket

is at least one-third more than the depth of the beam. Maximum
negative moments are to be considered as existing at the end of

the span as here defined.

When the depth of a restrained beam is greater at its ends

than at midspan and the slope of the bottom of the beam at its

ends makes an angle of not more than 15 deg. with the direction of

the axis of the beam at midspan, the span length may be meas-

ured from face to face of supports.

The length of columns should be taken as the maximum
unstayed length.

(c) Stresses.—The following assumptions are recommended
as a basis for calculations:

1. Calculations will be made with reference to working

stresses and safe loads rather than with reference to

ultimate strength and ultimate loads.

2. A plane section before bending remains plane after

bending.
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3. The modulus of elasticity of concrete in compression

is constant within the usual limits of working stresses.

The distribution of compressive stress in beams is

therefore rectilinear.

4. In calculating the moment of resistance of beams the

tensile stresses in the concrete are neglected.

5. The adhesion between the concrete and the reinforce-

ment is perfect. Under compressive stress the two

materials are therefore stressed in proportion to

their moduli of elasticity.

6. The ratio of the modulus of elasticity of steel to the

modulus of elasticity of concrete is taken at 15 except

as modified in Chapter VIII, Section 8.

7. Initial stress in the reinforcement due to contraction or

expansion of the concrete is neglected.

It is recognized that some of the assumptions given herein

are not entirely borne out by experimental data. They are given

in the interest of simplicity and uniformity, and variations from

exact conditions are taken into account in the selection of formulas

and working stresses.

The deflection of a beam depends upon the strength and

stiffness developed throughout its length. For calculating deflec-

tion a value of 8 for the ratio of the moduli will give results

corresponding approximately with the actual conditions.

4. T-BEAMS.

In beam and slab construction an effective bond should be

provided at the junction of the beam and slab. When the prin-

cipal slab reinforcement is parallel to the beam, transverse

reinforcement should be used extending over the beam and well

into the slab.

The slab may be considered an integral part of the beam,

when adequate bond and shearing resistance between slab and

web of beam is provided, but its effective width shall be deter-

mined by the following rules:

(a) It shall not exceed one-fourth of the span length of the

beam;
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(b) Its overhanging width on either side of the web shall

not exceed six times the thickness of the slab.

In the design of continuous T-beams, due consideration

should be given to the compressive stress at the support.

Beams in which the T-form is used only for the purpose of

providing additional compression area of concrete should prefer-

ably have a width of flange not more than three times the width

of the stem and a thickness of flange not less than one-third of

the depth of the beam. Both in this form and in the beam and

slab form the web stresses and the limitations in placing and

spacing the longitudinal reinforcement will probably be controlling

factors in design.

5. FLOOR SLABS SUPPORTED ALONG FOUR SIDES.

Floor slabs having the supports extending along the four

sides should be designed and reinforced as continuous over the

supports. If the length of the slab exceeds 1.5 times its width

the entire load should be carried by transverse reinforcement.

For uniformly distributed loads on square slabs, one-half the

live and dead load may be used in the calculations of moment
to be resisted in each direction. For oblong slabs, the length of

which is not greater than one and one-half times their width,

the moment to be resisted by the transverse reinforcement may
be found by using a proportion of the live and dead load equal

to that given by the formula r = ^—0.5, where Z = length and

6 = breadth of slab. The longitudinal reinforcement should then

be proportioned to carry the remainder of the load.

In placing reinforcement in such slabs account may well be

taken of the fact that the bending moment is greater near the

center of the slab than near the edges. For this purpose two-

thirds of the previously calculated moments may be assumed as

carried by the center half of the slab and one-third by the outside

quarters.

Loads carried to beams by slabs which are reinforced in two
directions will not be uniformly distributed to the supporting

beams and the distribution will depend on the relative stiffness

of the slab and the supporting beams. The distribution which
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may be expected ordinarily is a variation of the load in the beam
in accordance with the ordinates of a parabola, having its vertex

at the middle of the span. For any given design, the probable

distribution should be ascertained and the moments in the beam
calculated accordingly.

6. CONTINUOUS BEAMS AND SLABS.

When the beam or slab is continuous over its supports,

reinforcement should be fully provided at points of negative

moment, and the stresses in concrete recommended in Chapter

VIII, Section 4, should not be exceeded. In computing the

positive and negative moments in beams and slabs continuous

over several supports, due to uniformly distributed loads, the

following rules are recommended:

(a) For floor slabs the bending moments at center and at sup-

port should be taken at t^ for both dead and live

loads, where w represents the load per linear unit and I

the span length.

(6) For beams the bending moment at center and at sup-

port for interior spans should be taken at t^, and for

end spans it should betaken at t^ for center and interior'

support, for both dead and live loads,

(c) In the case of beams and slabs continuous for two spans

only, with their ends restrained, the bending moment
both at the central support and near the middle of the

span should be taken at j^.

{d) At the ends of continuous beams the amount of nega-

tive moment which vnW be developed in the beam
will depend on the condition of restraint or fixedness,

and this will depend on the form of construction used.

In the ordinary cases a moment of ^ may be taken

;

for small beams running into heavy columns this should

be increased, but not to exceed ^.
For spans of unusual length, or for spans of materially
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unequal length, more exact calculations should be made. Special

consideration is also required in the case of concentrated loads.

Even if the center of the span is designed for a greater bending

moment than is called for by (a) or (h), the negative moment at

the support should not be taken as less than the values there given.

Where beams are reinforced on the compression side, the

steel may be assumed to carry its proportion of stress in accord-

ance with the ratio of moduli of elasticity, Chapter VIII, Sec-

tion 8. Reinforcing bars for compression in beams should be

straight and should be two diameters in the clear from the surface

of the concrete. For the positive bending moment, such reinforce-

ment should not exceed 1 per cent of the area of the concrete.

In the case of cantilever and continuous beams, tensile and com-

pressive reinforcement over supports should extend sufficiently

beyond the support and beyond the point of inflection to develop

the requisite bond strength.

In construction made continuous over supports it is important

that ample foundations should be provided; for unequal settle-

ments are liable to produce unsightly if not dangerous cracks.

This effect is more likely to occur in low structures.

Girders, such as wall girders, which have beams framed into

one side only, should be designed to resist torsional moment aris-

ing from the negative moment at the end of the beam.

7. BOND strength AND SPACING OF REINFORCEMENT.

Adequate bond strength should be provided. The formula

hereinafter given for bond stresses in beams is for straight longi-

tudinal bars. In beams in which a portion of the reinforcement

is bent up near the end, the bond stress at places, in both the

straight bars and the bent bars, will be considerably greater than

for all the bars straight, and the stress at some point may be

several times as much as that found by considering the stress to

be uniformly distributed along the bar. In restrained and canti-

lever beams full tensile stress exists in the reinforcing bars at the

point of support and the bars should be anchored in the support

sufficiently to develop this stress.

In case of anchorage of bars, an additional length of bar

should be provided beyond that found on the assumption of uni-

form bond stress, for the reason that before the bond resistance
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at the end of the bar can be developed the bar may have begun

to slip at another point and "running" resistance is less than

the resistance before slip begins.

Where high bond resistance is required, the deformed bar is

a suitable means of supplying the necessary strength. But it

should be recognized that even with a deformed bar initial slip

occurs at early loads, and that the ultimate loads obtained in

the usual tests for bond resistance may be misleading. Ade-

quate bond strength throughout the length of a bar is prefer-

able to end anchorage, but, as an additional safeguard, such

anchorage may properly be used in special cases. Anchorage

furnished by short bends at a right angle is less effective than

by hooks consisting of turns through 180 deg.

The lateral spacing of parallel bars should be not less than

three diameters from center to center, nor should the distance

from the side of the beam to the center of the nearest bar be less

than two diameters. The clear spacing between two layers of

bars should be not less than 1 in. The use of more than two

layers is not reconmiended, unless the layers are tied together

by adequate metal connections, particularly at and near points

where bars are bent up or bent down. WTiere more than one

layer is used at least all bars above the lower layer should be

bent up and anchored beyond the edge of the support.

8. DIAGONAL TENSION AND SHEAR.

When a reinforced concrete beam is subjected to flexural

action, diagonal tensile stresses are set up. A beam without web

reinforcement will fail if these stresses exceed the tensile strength

of the concrete. When web reinforcement, made up of stirrups

or of diagonal bars secured to the longitudinal reinforcement,

or of longitudinal reinforcing bars bent up at several points, is

used, new conditions prevail, but even in this case at the begin-

ning of loading the diagonal tension developed is taken principally

by the concrete, the deformations which are developed in the

concrete permitting but little stress to be taken by the web rein-

forcement. When the resistance of the concrete to the diagonal

tension is overcome at any point in the depth of the beam, greater

stress is at once set up in the web reinforcement.
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For homogeneous beams the analytical treatment of diagonal

tension is not very complex—the diagonal tensile stress is a func-

tion of the horizontal and vertical shearing stresses and of the

horizontal tensile stress at the point considered, and as the inten-

sity of these three stresses varies from the neutral axis to the

remotest fiber, the intensity of the diagonal tension will be different

at different points in the section, and will change with different

proportionate dimensions of length to depth of beam. For the

composite structure of reinforced concrete beams, an analysis of

the web stresses, and particularly of the diagonal tensile stresses,

is very complex; and when the variations due to a change from

no horizontal tensile stress in the concrete at remotest fiber to

the presence of horizontal tensile stress at some point below the

neutral axis are considered, the problem becomes more complex

and indefinite. Under these circumstances, in designing recourse

is had to the use of the calculated vertical shearing stress as a

means of comparing or measuring the diagonal tensile stresses

developed, it being understood that the vertical shearing stress

is not the numerical equivalent of the diagonal tensile stress, and

that there is not even a constant ratio between them. It is here

recommended that the maximum vertical shearing stress in a

section be used as the means of comparison of the resistance

to diagonal tensile stress developed in the concrete in beams not

having web reinforcement.

Even after the concrete has reached its limit of resistance

to diagonal tension, if the beam has web reinforcement, conditions

of beam action will continue to prevail, at least through the com-
pression area, and the web reinforcement will be called on to

resist only a part of the web stresses. From experiments with

beams it is concluded that it is safe practice to use only two-

thirds of the external vertical shear in making calculations of

the stresses that come on stirrups, diagonal web pieces, and
bent-up bars, and it is here recommended for calculations in

designing that two-thirds of the external vertical shear be taken

as producing stresses in web reinforcement.

It is well established that vertical members attached to or

looped about horizontal members, inclined members secured to

horizontal members in such a way as to insure against slip, and
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the bending of a part of the longitudinal reinforcement at an

angle, will increase the strength of a beam against failure by-

diagonal tension, and that a well-designed and well-distributed

web reinforcement may under the best conditions increase the

total vertical shear carried to a value as much as three times

that obtained when the bars are all horizontal and no web rein-

forcement is used.

When web reinforcement comes into action as the principal

tension web resistance, the bond stresses between the longitudinal

bars and the concrete are not distributed as uniformly along the

bars as they otherwise would be, but tend to be concentrated

at and near stirrups, and at and near the points where bars are

bent up. When stirrups are not rigidly attached to the longi-

tudinal bars, and the proportioning of bars and stirrup spacing

is such that local shp of bars occur at stirrups, the effectiveness

of the stirrups is impaired, though the presence of stirrups still

gives an element of toughness against diagonal tension failure.

Sufficient bond resistance between the concrete and the

stirrups or diagonals must be provided in the compression area

of the beam.

The longitudinal spacing of vertical stirrups should not

exceed one-half the depth of beam, and that of inchned members
should not exceed three-fourths of the depth of beam.

Bending of longitudinal reinforcing bars at an angle across

the web of the beam may be considered as adding to diagonal

tension resistance for a horizontal distance from the point of

bending equal to three-fourths of the depth of beam. Where
the bending is made at two or more points, the distance between

points of bending should not exceed three-fourths of the depth

of the beam. In the case of a restrained beam the effect of bend-

ing up a bar at the bottom of the beam in resisting diagonal ten-

sion may not be taken as extenchng beyond a section at the point

of inflection, and the effect of bending down a bar in the region

of negative moment may be taken as extending from the point

of bending do^uTi of bar nearest the support to a section not more
than three-fourths of the depth of beam beyond the point of

bending down of bar farthest from the support but not beyond
the point of inflection. In case stirrups are used in the beam
away from the region in which the bent bars are considered effec-
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tive, a stirrup should be placed not farther than a distance equal

to one-fourth the depth of beam from the limiting sections defined

above. In case the web resistance required through the region

of bent bars is greater than that furnished by the bent bars, suf-

ficient additional web reinforcement in the form of stirrups or

attached diagonals should be provided. The higher resistance to

diagonal tension stresses given by unit frames having the stirrups

and bent-up bars securely connected together both longitudinally

and laterally is worthy of recognition. It is necessary that a

limit be placed on the amount of shear which may be allowed

in a beam; for when web reinforcement sufficiently efficient to

give very high web resistance is used, at the higher stresses the

concrete in the beam becomes checked and cracked in such a

way as to endanger its durability as well as its strength.

The section to be taken as the critical section in the calcula-

tion of shearing stresses will generally be the one having the

maximum vertical shear, though experiments show that the

section at which diagonal tension failures occur is not just at a

support even though the shear at the latter point be much greater.

In the case of restrained beams, the first stirrup or the

point of bending down of bar should be placed not farther than

one-half of the depth of beam away from the face of the support.

It is important that adequate bond strength or anchorage

be provided to develop fully the assumed strength of all web
reinforcement.

Low bond stresses in the longitudinal bars are helpful in

giving resistance against diagonal tension failures and anchorage

of longitudinal bars at the ends of the beams or in the supports

is advantageous.

It should be noted that it is on the tension side of a beam
that diagonal tension develops in a critical way, and that proper

connection should always be made between stirrups or other web
reinforcement and the longitudinal tension reinforcement, whether

the latter is on the lower side of the beam or on its upper side.

Where negative moment exists, as is the case near the supports

in a continuous beam, web reinforcement to be effective must
be looped over or wrapped around or be connected with the

longitudinal tension reinforcing bars at the top of the beam in
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the same way as is necessary at the bottom of the beam at sec-

tions where the bending moment is positive.

Inasmuch as the smaller the longitudinal deformations in

the horizontal reinforcement are, the less the tendency for the

formation of diagonal cracks, a beam will be strengthened against

diagonal tension failure by so arranging and proportioning the

horizontal reinforcement that the unit stresses at points of large

shear shall be relatively low.

It does not seem feasible to make a complete analysis of the

action of web reinforcement, and more or less empirical methods

of calculation are therefore employed. Limiting values of work-

ing stresses for different types of web reinforcement are given in

Chapter VIII, Section 5. The conditions apply to cases com-

monly met in design. It is assumed that adequate bond resistance

or anchorage of all web reinforcement will be provided.

When a flat slab rests on a column, or a column bears on a

footing, the vertical shearing stresses in the slab or footing imme-
diately adjacent to the column are termed punching shearing

stresses. The element of diagonal tension, being a function of

the bending moment as well as of shear, may be small in such

cases, or may be otherwise provided for. For this reason the

permissible limit of stress for punching shear may be higher than

the allowable limit when the shearing stress is used as a means
of comparing diagonal tensile stress. The working values recom-

mended are given in Chapter VIII, Section 5.

9. COLUMNS.

By columns are meant compression members of which the

ratio of unsupported length to least width exceeds about four,

and which are provided with reinforcement of one of the forms

hereafter described.

It is recommended that the ratio of unsupported length of

column to its least wddth be limited to 15.

The effective area of hooped columns or columns reinforced

with structural shapes shall be taken as the area within the circle

enclosing the spiral or the polygon enclosing the structural shapes.

Columns may be reinforced by longitudinal bars; by bands,

hoops, or spirals, together with longitudinal bars; or by struc-

tural forms which are sufficiently rigid to have value in them-
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selves as columns. The general effect of closely spaced hooping

is to greatly increase the toughness of the column and to add to

its ultimate strength, but hooping has little effect on its behavior

within the limit of elasticity. It thus renders the concrete a

safer and more reliable material, and should permit the use of

a somewhat higher working stress. The beneficial effects of

toughening are adequately provided by a moderate amount of

hooping, a larger amount serving mainly to increase the ultimate

strength and the deformation possible before ultimate failure.

Composite columns of structural steel and concrete in which

the steel forms a column by itself should be designed with caution.

To classify this type as a concrete column reinforced with struc-

tural steel is hardly permissible, as the steel generally will take

the greater part of the load. When this type of column is used,

the concrete should not be relied upon to tie the steel units

together nor to transmit stresses from one unit to another. The

units should be adequately tied together by tie plates or lat-

tice bars, which, together with other details, such as splices, etc.,

should be designed in conformity with standard practice for

structural steel. The concrete may exert a beneficial effect in

restraining the steel from lateral deflection and also in increas-

ing the carrying capacity of the column. The proportion of

load to be carried by the concrete will depend on the form of

the column and the method of construction. Generally, for high

percentages of steel, the concrete will develop relatively low unit-

stresses, and caution should be used in placing dependence on

the concrete.

The following recommendations are made for the relative

working stresses in the concrete for the several types of columns:

(a) Columns with longitudinal reinforcement to the extent

of not less than 1 per cent and not more than 4 per

cent, and with lateral ties of not less than | in. in

diameter 12 in. apart, nor more than 16 diameters of

the longitudinal bar: the unit stress recommended for

axial compression, on concrete piers having a length

not more than four diameters, in Chapter VIII, Sec-

tion 3.
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(b) Columns reinforced with not less than 1 per cent and

not more than 4 per cent of longitudinal bars and

with circular hoops or spirals not less than 1 per cent

of the volume of the concrete and as hereinafter speci-

fied: a unit stress 55 per cent higher than given for (a),

provided the ratio of unsupported length of column

to diameter of the hooped core is not more than 10.

The foregoing recommendations are based on the follow-

ing conditions:

It is recommended that the minimum size of columns to

which the working stresses may be appUed be 12 in. out to out.

In all cases longitudinal reinforcement is assumed to carry

its proportion of stress in accordance with Section 3 (c) 6 of this

chapter. The hoops or bands are not to be counted on directly

as adding to the strength of the column.

Longitudinal reinforcement bars should be maintained

straight, and should have sufficient lateral support to be securely

held in place until the concrete has set.

AVhere hooping is used, the total amolint of such reinforce-

ment shall be not less than 1 per cent of the volume of the column,

enclosed. The clear spacing of such hooping shall be not greater

than one-sixth the diameter of the enclosed column and prefer-

ably not greater than one-tenth, and in no case more than 2^ in.

Hooping is to be circular and the ends of bands must be united

in such a way as to develop their full strength. Adequate means

must be provided to hold bands or hoops in place so as to form

a colunm, the core of which shall be straight and well centered.

The strength of hooped columns depends very much upon the

ratio of length to diameter of hooped core, and the strength due

to hooping decreases rapidly as this ratio increases beyond five.

The working stresses recommended are for hooped columns with

a length of not more than ten diameters of the hooped core.

The Committee has no recommendation to make for a formula

for working stresses for columns longer than ten diameters.

Bending stresses due to eccentric loads, such as unequal

spans of beams, and to lateral forces, must be provided for by

increasing the section until the maximum stress does not exceed

the values above specified. Where tension is possible in the
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longitudinal bars of the column, adequate connection between the

ends of the bars must be provided to take this tension.

10. REINFORCING FOR SHRINKAGE AND TEMPERATURE STRESSES.

When areas of concrete too large to expand and contract

freely as a whole are exposed to atmospheric conditions, the

changes of form due to shrinkage and to a-ction of temperature

are such that cracks may occur in the mass unless precautions

are taken to distribute the stresses so as to prevent the cracks

altogether or to render them very small. The distance apart of

the cracks, and consequently their size, will be directly propor-

tional to the diameter of the reinforcement and to the tensile

strength of the concrete, and inversely proportional to the per-

centage of reinforcement and also to its bond resistance per unit

of surface area. To be most effective, therefore, reinforcement

(in amount generally not less than one-third of one per cent of

the gross area) of a form which will develop a high bond resistance

should be placed near the exposed surface and be well distributed.

Where openings occur the area of cross-section of the reinforce-

ment should not be reduced. The allowable size and spacing of

cracks depends on various considerations, such as the necessity

for water-tightness, the importance of appearance of the surface,

and the atmospheric changes.

The tendency of concrete to shrink makes it necessary,

except where expansion is provided for, to thoroughly connect

the component parts of the frame of articulated structures, such

as floor and wall members in buildings, by the use of suitable

reinforcing material. The amount of reinforcement for such

connection should bear some relation to the size of the members
connected, larger and heavier members requiring stronger con-

nections. The reinforcing bars should be extended beyond the

critical section far enough, or should be sufficiently anchored to

develop their full tensile strength.

11. FLAT SLAB.

The continuous flat slab reinforced in two or more directions

and built monolithically with the supporting columns (without

beams or girders) is a type of construction which is now extensively
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used and which has recognized advantages for certain types of

structures as, for example, warehouses in which large, open floor

space is desired. In its construction, there is excellent oppor-

tunity for inspecting the position of the reinforcement. The

conditions attending depositing and placing of concrete are

favorable to securing uniformity and soundness in the concrete.

The recommendations in the following paragraphs relate to flat

slabs extending over several rows of panels in each direction.

Necessarily the treatment is more or less empirical.

The coefficients and moments given relate to uniformly

distributed loads.

(a) Column Capital.—It is usual in flat slab construction to

enlarge the supporting columns at their top, thus forming column

capitals. The size and shape of the column capital affect the

strength of the structure in several ways. The moment of the

external forces which the slab is called upon to resist is dependent

upon the size of the capital; the section of the slab immediately

above the upper periphery of the capital carries the highest

amount of punching shear; and the bending moment developed

in the column by an eccentric or unbalanced loading of the slab

is greatest at the under surface of the slab. Generally the hori-

zontal section of the column capital should be round or square

with rounded corners. In oblong panels the section may be oval

or oblong, with dimensions proportional to the panel dimensions.

For computation purposes, the diameter of the column capital

will be considered to be measured where its vertical thickness

is at least 1| in., provided the slope of the capital below this

point nowhere makes an angle with the vertical of more than

45 deg. In case a cap is placed above the column capital, the

part of this cap within a cone made by extending the lines of

the column capital upward at the slope of 45 deg. to the bottom

of the slab or dropped panel may be considered as part of the

column capital in determining the diameter for design purposes.

Without attempting to limit the size of the column capital for

special cases, it is recommended that the diameter of the column

capital (or its dimension parallel to the edge of the panel) gen-

erally be made not less than one-fifth of the dimension of the

panel from center to center of adjacent columns. A diameter

equal to 0.225 of the panel length has been used quite widely and
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acceptably. For heavy loads or large panels especial attention

should be given to designing and reinforcing the column capital

with respect to compressive stresses and bending moments. In

the case of heavy loads or large panels, and where the conditions

of the panel loading or variations in panel length or other condi-

tions cause high bending stresses in the column, and also for

column capitals smaller than the size herein recommended, especial

attention should be given to designing and reinforcing the column

capital with respect to compression and to rigidity of connection

to floor slab.

(6) Dropped Panel.—In one type of construction the slab is

thickened throughout an area surrounding the column capital.

The square or oblong of thickened slab thus formed is called a

dropped panel or a drop. The thickness and the width of the

dropped panel may be governed by the amount of resisting

moment to be provided (the compressive stress in the concrete

being dependent upon both thickness and width), or its thickness

may be governed by the resistance to shear required at the edge

of the column capital and its width by the allowable compressive

stresses and shearing stresses in the thinner portion of the slab

adjacent to the dropped panel. Generally, however, it is recom-

mended that the width of the dropped panel be at least four-

tenths of the corresponding side of the panel as measured from

center to center of columns, and that the offset in thickness be not

more than five-tenths of the thickness of the slab outside the

dropped panel.

(c) Slab Thickness.—In the design of a slab, the resistance to

bending and to shearing forces will largely govern the thickness,

and, in the case of large panels with light loads, resistance to

deflection may be a controlling factor. The following formulas

for minimum thicknesses are recommended as general rules of

design when the diameter of the column capital is not less than

one-fifth of the dimension of the panel from center to center of

adjacent columns, the larger dimension being used in the case

of oblong panels. For notation, let

<= total thickness of slab in inches.

Z/ = panel length in feet.

w = sum of live load and dead load in pounds per square foot.
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Then, for a slab without dropped panels,

minimum f = 0.024 L^iv-\-l^; for a slab with dropped panels,

minimum t = 0.02 L'^w-]-!; for a dropped panel whose width is

four-tenths of the panel length, minimum ^ = 0.03 L^w-\-l^.

In no case should the slab thickness be made less than six

inches, nor should the thickness of a floor slab be made less than

one-thirty-second of the panel length, nor the thickness of a roof

slab less than one-fortieth of the panel length.

(d) Bending and Resisting Moments in Slabs.—If a vertical

section of a slab be taken across a panel along a line midway

Position ofre-
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,
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Fig. 1.

between columns, and if another section be taken along an edge

of the panel parallel to the first section, but skirting the part

of the periphery of the column capitals at the two corners of

the j)anels, the moment of the couple formed by the external

load on the half panel, exclusive of that over the column capital

(sum of dead and live load) and the resultant of the external

shear or reaction at the support at the two column capitals (see

Fig. 1), ma}^ be found by ordinary static analysis. It will be noted

that the edges of the area here considered are along lines of zero

shear except around the column capitals. This moment of the

external forces acting on the half panel will be resisted by the

numerical sum of (a) the moment of the internal stresses at the

section of the panel midway between columns (positive resisting
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moment) and (6) the moment of the internal stresses at the sec-

tion referred to at the end of the panel (negative resisting moment).

In the curved portion of the end section (that skirting the column),

the stresses considered are the components which act parallel to

the normal stresses on the straight portion of the section. Analysis

shows that, for a uniformly distributed load, and round columns,

and square panels, the numerical sum of the positive moment

and the negative moment at the two sections named is given

quite closely by the equation

M^= g wZ (l-jcy.

In this formula and in those which follow relating to oblong

panels,

iy = sum of the live and dead load per unit of area;

I =side of a square panel measured from center to

center of columns;

li =one side of the oblong panel measured from center

to center of columns;

I2 = other side of oblong panel measured in the same

way;

c = diameter of the column capital;

Ma; = numerical sum of positive moment and negative

moment in one direction.

Af2/ = numerical sum of positive moment and negative

moment in the other direction.

(See paper and closure, Statical Limitations upon the Steel Require-

ment in Reinforced Concrete Flat Slab Floors, by John R. Nichols, Jun. Am.
Soc. C. E., Transactions Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. LXXVII.)

For oblong panels, the equations for the numerical simis of the

positive moment and the negative moment at the two sections

named become,
1 2

1 2

where M^. is the numerical sum of the positive moment and the

negative moment for the sections parallel to the dimension k, and
My is the numerical sum of the positive moment and the negative

moment for the sections parallel to the dimension k.
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What proportion of the total resistance exists as positive

moment and what as negative moment is not readily determined.

The amount of the positive moment and that of the negative

moment may be expected to vary somewhat with the design of

the slab. It seems proper, however, to make the division of total

resisting moment in the ratio of three-eighths for the positive

moment to five-eighths for the negative moment.

With reference to variations in stress along the sections, it

is evident from conditions of flexure that the resisting moment
is not distributed uniformly along either the section of positive

moment or that of negative moment. As the law of the distri-

bution is not known definitely, it will be necessary to make an

empirical apportionment along the sections; and it will be con-

sidered sufficiently accurate generally to divide the sections into

two parts and to use an average value over each part of the panel

section.

The relatively large breadth of structure in a flat slab makes

the effect of local variations in the concrete less than would be

the case for narrow members like beams. The tensile resistance

of the concrete is less affected by cracks. Measurements of

deformations in buildings under heavy load indicate the presence

of considerable tensile resistance in the concrete, and the presence

of this tensile resistance acts to decrease the intensity of the

compressive stresses. It is believed that the use of moment
coefficients somewhat less than those given in a preceding para-

graph as derived by analysis is warranted, the calculations of

resisting moment and stresses in concrete and reinforcement

being made according to the assumptions specified in this report

and no change being made in the values of the working stresses

ordinarily used. Accordingly, the values of the moments which

are recommended for use are somewhat less than those derived

by analysis. The values given maj'^ be used when the column

capitals are round, oval, square, or oblong.

(e) Names for Moment Sections.—For convenience, that por-

tion of the section across a panel along a line midway between

columns which lies within the middle two quarters of the width

of the panel (HI, Fig. 2) will be called the inner section, and

that portion in the two outer quarters of the width of the panel
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(GH and IJ, Fig. 2) will be called the outer sections. Of the sec-

tion which follows a panel edge from column capital to column

capital and which includes the quarter peripheries of the edges of

two column capitals, that portion within the middle two quarters

of the panel width (CD, Fig. 2) will be called the mid-section,

and the two remaining portions (ABC and DEF, Fig. 2), each

having a projected width equal to one-fourth of the panel width,

will be called the column-head sections.

(/) Positive Moment.—For a square interior panel, it is recom-

mended that the positive moment for a section in the middle of

1 2
a panel extending across its width be taken as ^wl {l—-^cy.

Of this moment, at least 25 per cent should be provided for in the

inner section; in the two outer sections of the panel at least 55

per cent of the specified moment should be provided for in slabs

not having dropped panels, and at least 60 per cent in slabs having

dropped panels, except that in calculations to determine neces-

sary thickness of slab away from the dropped panel at least 70

per cent of the positive moment should be considered as acting

in the two outer sections.

(g) Negative Moment.—For a square interior panel, it is recom-

mended that the negative moment for a section which follows a

panel edge from column capital to column capital and which

includes the quarter peripheries of the edges of the two column

capitals (the section altogether forming the projected width of the
1 2

panel) be taken as j^ wl (I— yc)^ Of this negative moment,

at least 20 per cent should be provided for in the mid-section and

at least 65 per cent in the two colmnn-head sections of the panel,

except that in slabs having dropped panels at least 80 per cent

of the specified negative moment should be provided for in the

two column-head sections of the panel.

(h) Moments for Oblong Panels.—When the length of a panel

does not exceed the breadth by more than 5 per cent, computation

may be made on the basis of a square panel with sides equal to

the mean of the length and the breadth.

When the long side of an interior oblong panel exceeds the

short side by more than one-twentieth and by not more than one-

third of the short side, it is recommended that the positive
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1 2
moment be taken as ^wh {h— t^)^ on a section parallel to the

1 2
dimension k, and ^wk (Z2— yc)^ on a section parallel to the

dimension k; and that the negative moment be taken as
1 2

Y^
wk (h— Tc)^ on a section at the edge of the panel correspond-

1 2
ing to the dimension k, and Y^wU {k— "^c)^ at a section in the

other direction. The Umitations of the apportionment of moment
between inner section and outer section and between mid-

section and column-head sections may be the same as for square

panels.

(i) Wall Panels.—The coefficient of negative moment at the

first row of columns away from the wall should be increased

20 per cent over that required for interior panels, and likewise

the coefficient of positive moment at the section half way to the

wall should be increased by 20 per cent. If girders are not pro-

vided along the wall or the slab does not project as a cantilever

beyond the column fine, the reinforcement parallel to the wall

for the negative moment in the column-head section and for the

positive moment in the outer section should be increased by
20 per cent. If the wall is carried by the slab this concentrated

load should be provided for in the design of the slab. The
coefficient of negative moments at the wall to take bending in

the direction perpendicular to the wall fine may be determined

by the conditions of restraint and fixedness as found from the

relative stiffness of columns and slab, but in no case should it be

taken as less than one-half of that for interior panels.

(j) Reinforcement.—In the calculation of moments all the

reinforcing bars which cross the section under consideration and
which fulfill the requirements given under Paragraph (l) of this

chapter may be used. For a column-head section reinforcing

bars parallel to the straight portion of the section do not con-

tribute to the negative resisting moment for the column-head

section in question. In the case of four-way reinforcement the

sectional area of the diagonal bars multiphed by the sine of the

angle between the diagonal of the panel and the straight portion

of the section under consideration may be taken to act as rein-

forcement in a rectangular direction.
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(k) Point of Inflection.—For the purpose of making calcula-

tions of moments at sections away from the sections of negative

moment and positive moment already specified, the point of

inflection on any line parallel to a panel edge may be taken as

one-fifth of the clear distance on that line between the two sec-

tions of negative moment at the opposite ends of the panel indi-

cated in Paragraph (e), of this chapter. For slabs having dropped

panels the coefficient of one-fourth should be used instead of one-fifth.

{I) Arrangement of Reinforcement.—^The design should include

adequate provision for securing the reinforcement in place so as

to take not only the maximum moments but the moments at

intermediate sections. All bars in rectangular bands or diagonal

bands should extend on each side of a section of maximum
moment, either positive or negative, to points at least twenty

diameters beyond the point of inflection as defined herein or be

hooked or anchored at the point of inflection. In addition to

this provision bars in diagonal bands used as reinforcement for

negative moment should extend on each side of a line drawn

through the column center at right angles to the direction of the

band at least a distance equal to thirty-five one-hundredths of

the panel length, and bars in diagonal bands used as reinforce-

ment for positive moment should extend on each side of a diag-

onal through the center of the panel at least a distance equal to

thirty-five one-hundredths of the panel length; and no splice by

lapping should be permitted at or near regions of maximum
stress except as just described. Continuity of reinforcing bars

is considered to have advantages, and it is recommended that

not more than one-third of the reinforcing bars in any direction

be made of a length less than the distance center to center of

columns in that direction. Continuous bars should not all be

bent up at the same point of their length, but the zone in which

this bending occurs should extend on each side of the assumed

point of inflection, and should cover a width of at least one-fifteenth

of the panel length. Mere draping of the bars should not be

permitted. In four-way reinforcement the position of the bars

in both diagonal and rectangular directions may be considered in

determining whether the width of zone of bending is sufficient.

(m) Reinforcement at Construction Joints.—It is recommended
that at construction joints extra reinforcing bars equal in section
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to 20 per cent of the amount necessary to meet the requirements

for moments at the section where the joint is made be added to

the reinforcement, these bars to extend not less than 50 diameters

beyond the joint on each side.

(n) Tensile and Compressive Stresses.—The usual method of

calculating the tensile and compressive stresses in the concrete and

in the reinforcement, based on the assumptions for internal stresses

given in this chapter, should be followed. In the case of the

dropped panel the section of the slab and dropped panel may be

considered to act integrally for a width equal to the width of

the column-head section.

(o) Provision for Diagonal Tension and Shear.—In calculations

for the shearing stress which is to be used as the means of measur-

ing the resistance to diagonal tension stress, it is recommended
that the total vertical shear on two column-head sections con-

stituting a width equal to one-half the lateral dimension of the

panel, for use in the formula for determining critical shearing

stresses, be considered to be one-fourth of the total dead and

live load on a panel for a slab of uniform thickness, and to be

three-tenths of the sum of the dead and live loads on a panel

for a slab with dropped panels. The formula for shearing unit

stress given in Chapter X of this report may then be written

v= —p2~ for slabs of uniform thickness, and v= \
-^

for slabs

with dropped panels, where W is the sum of the dead and

live load on a panel, b is half the lateral dimension of the panel

measured from center to center of columns, and jd is the lever

arm of the resisting couple at the section.

The calculation of what is commonly called punching shear

may be made on the assumption of a uniform distribution over

the section of the slab around the periphery' of the column capital

and also of a uniform distribution over the section of the slab

around the periphery- of the ch'opped panel, using in each case an

amount of vertical shear greater by 25 per cent than the total

vertical shear on the section under consideration.

The values of working stresses should be those recommended

for diagonal tension and shear in Chapter VIII, Section 5.

(p) Walls and Openings.—Girders or beams should be con-

structed to carry walls and other concentrated loads which are in
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excess of the working capacity of the slab. Beams should also be

provided in case openings in the floor reduce the working strength

of the slab below the required carrying capacity.

(q) Unusual Panels.—The coefficients, apportionments, and

thicknesses recommended are for slabs which have several rows

of panels in each direction, and in which the size of the panels is

approximately the same. For structures having a width of one,

two, or three panels, and also for slabs having panels of markedly

different sizes, an analysis should be made of the moments devel-

oped in both slab and columns, and the values given herein modi-

fied accordingly. Slabs with paneled ceiling or with depressed

paneling in the floor are to be considered as coming under the

recommendations herein given.

(r) Bending Moments in Columns.—Provision should be made
in both wall columns and interior columns for the bending moment
which will be developed by unequally loaded panels, eccentric

loading, or uneven spacing of columns. The amount of moment
to be taken by a column will depend upon the relative stiffness

of columns and slab, and computations may be made by rational

methods, such as the principle of least work, or of slope and deflec-

tion. Generally, the larger part of the unequalized negative

moment will be transmitted to the columns, and the column should

be designed to resist this bending moment. Especial attention

should be given to wall columns and corner columns.

CHAPTER VIII.

Working Stresses.

1. general assumptions.

The following working stresses are recommended for static

loads. Proper allowances for vibration and impact are to be

added to live loads where necessary to produce an equivalent

static load before applying the unit stresses in proportioning parts.

In selecting the permissible working stress on concrete, the

designer should be guided by the working stresses usually allowed for

other materials of construction, so that all structures of the same
class composed of different materials may have approximately

the same degree of safety.
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The following recommendations as to allowable stresses are

given in the form of percentages of the ultimate strength of the

particular concrete which is to be used; this ultimate strength is

that developed at an age of 28 days, in cylinders 8 in. in diameter

and 16 in. long, of the consistency described in Chapter IV, Sec-

tion 2 (d), made and stored under laboratory' conditions. In the

absence of definite knowledge in advance of construction as to

just what strength may be expected, the Committee submits the

following values as those which should be obtained with mate-

rials and workmanship in accordance wdth the recommendations

of this report.

Although occasional tests may show higher results than those

here given, the Committee recommends that these values should

be the maximum used in design.

Table of Compressive Strengths of Different Mixtures of Concrete.

(In Pounds per Square Inch.)

Aggregate 1:3* 1 : 4|* 1:6* 1 : 7^* 1:9*

Granite, trap rock 3300 2800 2200 1800 1400

Gravel, hard limestone and hard

sandstone 3000 2500 2000 1600 1300

Soft limestone and sandstone 2200 1800 1500 1200 1000

Cinders 800 700 600 500 400

Note.—For variations in the moduli of elasticity see Chapter VIII,

Section 8.

2. BEARING.

When compression is applied to a surface of concrete of

at least twice the loaded area, a stress of 35 per cent of the com-

pressive strength may be allowed in the area actually under load.

3. AXIAL COMPRESSION.

For concentric compression on a plain concrete pier, the

length of which does not exceed 4 diameters, or on a column

reinforced with longitudinal bars only, the length of which does

not exceed 12 diameters, 22.5 per cent of the compressive strength

may be allowed.

For other forms of columns the stresses obtained from the

ratios given in Chapter VII, Section 9, may govern.

* Combined volume fine and coarse aggregates measured separately.
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4. COMPRESSION IN EXTREME FIBER.

The extreme fiber stress of a beam, calculated on the assump-

tion of a constant modulus of elasticity for concrete under working

stresses may be allowed to reach 32.5 per cent of the compressive

strength. Adjacent to the support of continuous beams stresses

15 per cent higher may be used.

5. SHEAR AND DIAGONAL TENSION.

In calculations on beams in which the maximum shearing

stress in a section is used as the means of measuring the resist-

ance to diagonal tension stress, the following allowable values for

the maximum vertical shearing stress in concrete, calculated by

the method given in Chapter X, Formula 22, are recommended

:

(a) For beams with horizontal bars only and without web

reinforcement, 2 per cent of the compressive strength.

(6) For beams with web reinforcement consisting of vertical

stirrups looped about the longitudinal reinforcing bars in the

tension side of the beam and spaced horizontally not more than

one-half the depth of the beam ; or for beams in which longitudinal

bars are bent up at an angle of not more than 45 deg. or less than

20 deg. with the axis of the beam, and the points of bending are

spaced horizontally not more than three-quarters of the depth of

the beam apart, not to exceed 4| per cent of the compressive

strength.

(c) For a combination of bent bars and vertical stirrups

looped about the reinforcing bars in the tension side of the beam
and spaced horizontally not more than one-half of the depth of

the beam, 5 per cent of the compressive strength.

(d) For beams with web reinforcement (either vertical or

inclined) securely attached to the longitudinal bars in the tension

side of the beam in such a way as to prevent slipping of bar past

the stirrup, and spaced horizontally not more than one-half of the

depth of the beam in case of vertical stirrups and not more than

three-fourths of the depth of the beam in the case of inclined

members, either Avith longitudinal bars bent up or not, 6 per cent

of the compressive strength.

The web reinforcement in case any is used should be propor-

tioned by using two-thirds of the external vertical shear in
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Formula 24 or 25 in Chapter X. The effect of longitudinal

bars bent up at an angle of from 20 to 45 deg. wath the axis of the

beam may be taken at sections of the beam in which the bent up

bars contribute to diagonal tension resistance as defined under

Chapter VII, Section 8, as reducing the shearing stresses to be

otherwise provided for. The amount of reduction of the shearing

stress by means of bent up bars will depend upon their capacity,

but in no case should be taken as greater than 4| per cent of the

compressive strength of the concrete over the effective cross-sec-

tion of the beam (Formula 22). The limit of tensile stress in the

bent up portion of the bar calculated by Formula 25, using in this

formula an amount of total shear corresponding to the reduction

in shearing stress assumed for the bent up bars, may be taken as

specified for the working stress of steel, but in the calculations the

stress in the bar due to its part as longitudinal reinforcement of

the beam should be considered. The stresses in stirrups and

inclined members when combined wath bent up bars are to be

determined by finding the amount of the total shear which may
be allowed by reason of the bent up bars, and subtracting this

shear from the total external vertical shear. Two-thirds of the

remainder will be the shear to be carried bj^ the stirrups, using

Formulas 24 or 25 in Chapter X.

Where punching shear occurs, provided the diagonal tension

requirements are met, a shearing stress of 6 per cent of the com-

pressive strength may be allowed.

6. BOND.

The bond stress between concrete and plain reinforcing

bars may be assumed at 4 per cent of the compressive strength,

or 2 per cent in the case of drawn wire. In the best types of

deformed bar the bond stress may be increased, but not to exceed

5 per cent of the compressive strength of the concrete.

7. REINFORCEMENT.

The tensile or compressive stress in steel should not exceed

16,000 lb. per sq. in.

In structural steel members the working stresses adopted by

the American Railway Engineering Association are recommended.
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8. MODULUS OF ELASTICITY.

The value of the modulus of elasticity of concrete has a wide

range, depending on the materials used, the age, the range of

stresses between which it is considered, as well as other con-

ditions. It is recommended that in computations for the posi-

tion of the neutral axis, and for the resisting moment of beams

and for compression of concrete in columns, it be assumed as:

(a) One-fortieth that of steel, when the strength of the con-

crete is taken as not more than 800 lb. per sq. in.

(b) One-fifteenth that of steel, when the strength of the

concrete is taken as greater than 800 lb. per sq. in.

and less than 2200 lb. per sq. in.

(c) One-twelfth that of steel, when the strength of the con-

crete is taken as greater than 2200 lb. per sq. in. and

less than 2900 lb. per sq. in., and

(d) One-tenth that of steel, when the strength of the concrete

is taken as greater than 2900 lb. per sq. in.

Although not rigorously accurate, these assumptions will give

safe results. For the deflection of beams which are free to move

longitudinally at the supports, in using formulas for deflection

which do not take into account the tensile strength developed

in the concrete, a modulus of one-eighth of that of steel is

recommended.

CHAPTER IX.

Conclusion.

In the preparation of this Final Report, 21 members have

taken a more or less active part; all members have agreed to it

in its present form.

The Joint Committee acknowledges its indebtedness to its

sub-committee on design, Professors Talbot, Hatt and Turneaure,

for their invaluable and devoted service.

The Joint Committee believes that there is a great advantage
in the co-operation of the representatives of different technical

societies, and trusts that a similar combination of effort may be

possible, some time in the future, to review the work done by the
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present Committee, and to embody the additional knowledge

which will certainly be obtained from further experimentation and

practical experience with this important material of construction.

Respectfully submitted,

Joseph R. Worcester, Leon S. Moisseiff,

Chairman. Henry H. Quimby,

Emil Swensson, Sanford E. Thompson,

Vice-Chairman. Frederick E, Turneaure,

Richard L. Humphrey, Samuel Tobias Wagner,
Secretary. George S. Webster,

H. A. Cassil,

John E. Greiner, Frederick E. Schall,

William K. Hatt, Frederick P. Sisson,

Olaf Hoff, Joseph J. Yates,

Robert W. Lesley, Norman D. Eraser,

Arthur N. Talbot, Robert E. Griffith,

William B. Fuller, Spencer B. Newberry,
Edward E. Hughes, Edward Godfrey,*

Albert L. Johnson, Egbert J. Moore,
Gaetano Lanza, Leonard C. Wason.

* Mr. Godfrey dissents from the Report in the whole matter of stirrups and their treat-

ment. He would give stirrups and short shear members no recognition, for the reason that he

holds that they have not shown themselves to have any definite value in tests and that analysis

fails to show that any definite value can be ascribed to them; he also believes that dependence

on stirrups to take end shear has resulted in much unsafe construction and some failures.

He would take care of diagonal tension by bending up some of the main reinforcing rods and

anchoring them for their full tensile strength beyond the edge of support. He recommends
that bends be made close to the supports for the upper bends and at quarter points for the

lower bends in beams carrying uniform load. For girders carrying beams bends should be

made under the beams. For anchorage he recommends that the rod should extend 40 to 50

diameters beyond the point where it intersects a line drawn, at 45 deg. with the horizontal

from the bottom of the beam at the face of the support.

He recommends that the stress in bent-up rods be assumed to be that obtained by multi-

plying the excess of shear over that taken by the concrete (at 40 or 50 lb. per sq. in.) by the

secant of the inclination of the rod with the vertical.

Mr. Godfrey also dissents from all parts of the Report relating to rodded columns, or

columns having longitudinal rods without close-spaced hooping, for the reason that he holds

that such reinforcement has not shown itself to have any definite value in tests on columns,

and that analysis fails to show that any definite value can be ascribed to it, when such analysis

takes into account the necessity for toughness in all columns; he also believes that dependence

on such reinforcement has led to much unsafe construction and many failures. He would

recognize as reinforced concrete columns only such columns as have in addition to the longi-

tudinal rods a complete system of close-spaced hooping. He objects to the reading of Chap.

VII, Sec. 9, paragraph (6) as being capable of interpretation that hooped columns are given

an advantage in the matter of unit stresses only below ten diameters in height. He recom-

mends the standardization of hooped columns and suggests that columns be reinforced by
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CHAPTER X.

Appendix.

Suggested Formulas for Reinforced Concrete
Construction.

These formulas are based on the assumptions and principles

given in the chapter on design.

1. Standard Notation.

(a) Rectangular Beams.

The following notation is recommended:

fg = tensile unit stress in steel,

fc = compressive unit stress in concrete.

Ea = modulus of elasticity of steel.

Eo = modulus of elasticity of concrete.

Es
^ =K
M = moment of resistance, or bending moment in general.

Ag = steel area,

b = breadth of beam,

d = depth of beam to center of steel,

k = ratio of depth of neutral axis to depth d

z = depth below top to resultant of the compressive

stresses.

j = ratio of lever arm of resisting couple to depth d.

jd = d— z = arm of resisting couple.

p = steel ratio = —^

.

bd

a coil or hoops of round steel having a diameter one-fortieth of that of the external diameter

of the column and eight upright rods wired to the same, the pitch of the coil being one-eighth

of the column diameter. He would consider available for resisting compressive stress, the entire

area of the concrete of a circular column or of an octagonal column, but no part of the longi-

tudinal rods or hooping. In a square column only 83 psr cent of the area of concrete would be

considered available. The compre.ssion he would recommend on columns (for 2000-lb. con-

crete) would be:

p = 670 - 12 1/d.

where P = allowable compression in pounds per square inch.

1 = length of column in inches.

d = diameter of column in inches.
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(6) T-Beams.

b = width of flange.

b' = width of stem.

t = thickness of flange.
,

(c) Beams Reinforced for Compression.

A' = area of compressive steel.

p' = steel ratio for compressive steel.

fg' = compressive unit stress in steel.

C = total compressive stress in concrete

C = total compressive stress in steel

d' = depth to center of compressive steel.

z = depth to resultant of C and C.

(d) Shear, Bond and Web Reinforcement.

V = total shear,

V = total shear producing stress in reinforcement.

V = shearing unit stress.

u = bond stress per unit area of bar.

o = circumference or perimeter of bar.

So = sum of the perimeters of all bars.

T = total stress in single reinforcing member.

s = horizontal spacing of reinforcing members.

(e) Columns.

A = total net area.

Ag = area of longitudinal steel.

Ac = area of concrete.

P = total safe load.

2. Formulas.

(a) Rectangular Beams.

Position of neutral axis,

k: = v'2pn+ (pn)2-pn. (1)
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Arm of resisting couple,

j=l-yk. (2)

[For fa = 15000 to 16000 and fc=600 to 650, j may be taken at f.]

. fc

Fiber stresses,

Fig. 1.

M _ M
Aajd ~ pjbd

2M _ 2pf.

jkHd~2
~ ~^k~

Steel ratio, for balanced reinforcement,

1

f8/f,

I (^-)
Q)) T-Beams.

Fig. 2.

(3)

(4)

(5)

Case I. When the neutral axis lies in the flange, use the

formulas for rectangular beams.
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Case II. When the neutral axis lies in the stem.

The following formulas neglect the compression in the stem.

Position of neutral axis,

^^ _ 2ndAa +bt»

2nA8 +2bt

'

Position of resultant compression,

^_ 3kd-2t _t^

2kd-t " 3

Arm of resisting couple,

jd = d-z. (8)

Fiber stresses.

(6)

(7)

fo=.

f.= M
Asjd

Mkd fs k

bt(kd-^t)jd n 1-k

(e)

(10)

(For approximate results the formulas for rectangular beams
may be used.)

The following formulas take into account the compression in

the stem; they are recommended where the flange is small com-
pared with the stem:

Position of neutral axis.

j^^^ / 2ndA8+(b-bOt^
j
/pAs+Cb-bQty pAa+Cb-bQt

Position of resultant compression,

[t^)b+[(kd-t)^(t-

t(2kd-t)b+ (kd-t)V
^_ (kdt^-|t^)b+ [(kd-t)^(t+Kkd-t))1b^

(12)

Arm of resisting couple,

jd = d-z. (13)

Fiber stresses,

fc =

Asjd

2Mkd
[(2kd-t)bt+(kd-t)%']jd

(14)

(15)
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(c) Beams Reinforced for Compression.

[Chapter X.

Position of neutral axis,

k =j2n^p+p'M+nH jp')'-n(p+p').

Position of resultant compression,

ik3d+2p'nd'/k-^)

k2+2p'n^k-^)

Arm of resisting couple,

jd=d— z.

Fiber stresses,

6M

'-,,[3.-.+ '^(.-f)(l-f)]

t M r 1-k
kpjbd^

fB'=nL

d'

(d) Shear, Bond, and Weh Reinforcement.

For rectangular beams,

V
bjd

•

V
"~ jd. 2o-

[For approximate results j may be taken at |.]

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)
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The stresses in web reinforcement may be estimated by

means of the following formulas

:

Vertical web reinforcement,

V's

Bars bent up at angles between 20 and 45 deg. with the hori-

zontal and web members inclined at 45 deg.,

V's
T = |-^, - (25)

In the text of the report it is recommended that two-thirds

of the external vertical shear (total shear) at any section be taken

as the amount of total shear producing stress in the web reinforce-

ment. V therefore equals two-thirds of V.

The same formulas apply to beams reinforced for compression

as regards shear and bond stress for tensile steel.

For T-Beams,

v=^- (26)

[For approximate results j may be taken at |.]

(e) Columns.

Total safe load,

P = f„(A.+nAJ=feA(l+ (n-l)p). (28)

Unit stresses,

_ P
^=- A(l + (n-l)p)

• (20)

f.=nf,. (30)





HOW TO CALCULATE FUEL CONSUMPTION IN FIGUR-
ING ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION.

By John G. Sullivan,

Chief Engineer, Western Lines, Canadian Pacific Railway.

The cost of fuel is one of the largest items that go to make up the

total expense of railway operation, and how to calculate the saving that

could be made on this account by the reduction of resistance in the line

is one that has been figured in various ways by various Engineers.

The comparative statistics kept by most roads, based on the amou it

of coal consumed in hauling 1,000 tons one mile, or some similar unit,

is of very little value to the Locating Engineer. The figures obtained

by a few experiments are also of a very questionable value, for the

reason that they generally represent special conditions. It is the writer's

opinion that much more reliable information can be obtained from a

study of actual operating conditions, taking these studies by the year,

therefore introducing into the results the effect that weather conditions

have on the fuel consumption for the entire year. Some very good authori-

ties have arrived at the conclusion, after studying annual reports of

railways in the United States and Canada, that the fuel consumed m
freight service amounts to approximately 1.1 lbs. of coal per calculated

horsepower hour of work performed. The writer has been of the opinion

that this figure is altogether too high to be used in calculating the saving

that could be made by cutting out resistance, and he has used in the past

a figure of 5 lbs. coal per calculated horsepower hour of work eliminated.

For the purpose of getting further information on this subject, and to be

able to check these conclusions, the writer has made a very extensive study

of the statistics of fuel consumption on the Western Lines of the Canadian

Pacific Railway for the past 7 or 8 years. This study involved considerable

work; the calculating of the resistance of 14 subdivisions, the taking out

and tabulating of 8,000 or 9,000 numbers from statistical reports, and

then an enormous amount of work calculating the number of horsepower

hours of work performed. The results of these studies. are shown in the

accompanying tables. Figs. 1 to 21.

The results on pages 1 to 8 were calculated with the idea of dividing

the coal on the straight basis of work done, and in calculating resistance,

friction or rolling resistance, it was assumed to average 6 lbs. per

ton, or equivalent to 15 feet of rise per mile, level track. This latter

figure was found to be too small, as is shown in a more careful study made
this last year. Figs. 12 to 21, and as can be seen by the resistance on the

same subdivisions. Figs. 1 to 8.

The results of the 1915 studies would indicate that 1.1 lbs. coal per

calculated horsepower of work would not be very far from being correct,

as our studies show an average of 8 lbs., but this was based on resistance

65
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somewhat too small, as mentioned above. The result of these studies,

however, was sufficient to convince the writer that the amount of work

done was not a proper basis on which to divide the coal, as will be noted

from studies on Figs. 1 to 8, and especially so on Fig. 5, all showing a

greater amount of coal consumed in the direction of least resistance. In

other words, the coal burned in keeping up steam in locomotives standing

at sidetracks is too large a factor to be ignored.

A more careful study made in 1916 is shown on Figs. 12 to 21. The

resistance was obtained by substituting the number of cars and the gross

tonnage in the formula for train resistance for the various months, when
the work was figured by the month. When figured by the year, an aver-

age formula for train resistance for the year was obtained by taking the

proportionate formula for the month, depending as to how the amount of

the work done in that month compared with the total done during the

year.

GENERAL COMMENTS.

Information.—The information from which these studies were made
was reliable as far as tonnage, locomotive miles and car miles were con-

cerned. The fuel consumed in general is correct as it is checked up

against the total received, but as the fuel is not weighed on to the

locomotive, there may be a variation in the accounts for diflferent months,

or, a number of engines running on branch lines, taking fuel at the same

stations as engines running on main line are coaled, may make a slight

variation in the accounting. The writer is inclined to believe that the low

fuel consumption on the Broadview subdivision is accounted for by bad

bookkeeping, but that the average of the Brandon and Broadview sub-

divisions would represent actual conditions.

Locomotives.—Locomotives used are all superheated and have the

following general features

:

Number
Drivers. Cylinders.

8 23^ in. X 32 in.

8 23y2 in. X 32 in.

6 21 in. X 28 in.

8 21 in. X 28 in.

8 20 in. X 26 in.

Resistance.—Note the effect of variation in resistance during the

different months, Figs. 12 to 14. Eastbound resistance for February

being comparatively very high is accounted for, as a study of the table will

show, by a large amount of light loaded cars moving East that month
coupled with a high rate of resistance on account of the weather. Note the

very low rate in September of the same year, eastbound traffic. This is

accounted for by the very heavy and full loading of cars.

Variation on Fuel Consumption.—The monthly variation as shown on
Figs. 12 to 14 is not so easily accounted for, especially the comparatively

low fuel consumption on the Ignace subdivision during the months of
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January and February, 1915. The writer is inclined to think this dis-

crepancy is accounted for by poor bookkeeping. The relatively heavy fuel

consumption during July and August on the three subdivisions is accounted

for by the very small amount of traffic handled. There must of necessitj"

have been considerable light running. The heavy fuel consumption during

1915 as compared with 1914 and 1913 is accounted for by the time of the

year the majority of the work was performed (see Fig. IS). In 1915, dur-

ing the months of October, November and December, 64 per cent of the

entire year's work was performed, while during the same months in the

years 1914 and 1913 only 27 per cent, and 45 per cent., respectively, was per-

formed. The only explanation the writer can offer for the discrepancies

between the fuel consumed on the Brandon, Broadview and Kenora sub-

divisions as compared with the Fort William and Ignace subdivision is

that the water on the latter two subdivisions is much better and the grade

of coal consumed somewhat better. The discrepancies in fuel consumed

on the Calgary and Medicine Hat subdivisions (see Fig. 17) are accounted

for by the fact that over twice as much work was done on the Medicine

Hat subdivision as was performed on the Calgary subdivision, there-

fore more coal was consumed in stopping and starting trains and burned

in side tracks on account of the density of traffic on the Medicine Hat

subdivision, than was consumed in the same class of work on the Calgary

subdivision. The large amount of coal consumed on the Mountain sub-

division as compared with that on the Shuswap and Cascade subdivisions

(see Figs. 18 and 19) is accounted for by the fact that a great number

of pushers are used on the Mountain subdivision, and although they are

burning oil, they are not efficient for the reason that steam is kept up all

day, while possibly the locomotive is not in service one quarter, or at

the outside, one-third of the day, and in addition to this there is about

50 miles of 2.2 grade against eastbound traffic and about 21 miles against

westbound traffic. This heavy grade must be a factor in fuel consumed

and running locomotives over the same.

In comparing fuel consumed on the Cascade subdivision, Fig. 19.

with fuel consumed on the Mountain and Shuswap subdivisions, Fig. 18.

weight of locomotives must be taken into account. Had the same amount

of work been done on the Cascade subdivision by N. 3 engines, and the

same amount of coal burned, there would only have been required 86 per

cent, as many locomotive miles. If this had been performed, it would

have reduced the coal consumed per locomotive mile to 64 lbs. We could

not hope to get these results, but the writer believes that had N. 3 engines

been used on this subdivision, the total amount of fuel consumed would

have been reduced, although the amount per engine mile might have been

slightly increased, but owing to the large capacity of the locomotives, less

locomotive miles would have been required.

Conclusions.—Figs. 20 and 21 show summary results of pages 1 to 8

and 12 to 19.

The writer's instructions to Locating Engineers in regard to the item

of saving in fuel are as follows

:
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Figure fuel saving for double-track operation at 3 lbs. per horsepower

hour of work eliminated plus 40 to 60 lbs. coal per engine mile eliminated,

depending on the class of water, class of coal and class of locomotive used.

Single-track operation, fairly busy line, 3^ lbs. coal per horsepower hour

work eliminated, plus 60 to 80 lbs. coal per engine mile eliminated,

depending on conditions.

>«-*v
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Winnipeg Seof 1915 j^~~\

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

SUMMARY OF COAL USED ON VARIOUS SUBDIVISIONS FOR A

NUMBER OF YEARS SHOWING COAL CONSUMED PER HORSE

POWER H0UR(NEOLECTING WORK DONE IN ACCELERATION) IN

MOVING FREIGHT ON SINGLE TRACK.
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Winnipeg.

Sept.

1915.
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CANADIAN

PACIFIC

RAILWAY
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ELECTRIC POWER INPUT FOR RAILROAD BRIDGES
MOVABLE IN A VERTICAL PLANE.

By Burton R. Lefkler, Engineer of Bridges, Xfw York Central Rail-

road, Lines West.

In Bulletin No. 178, the writer presented a paper on the power input

for turntables. The present paper sets forth the results of similar

experiments on bridges movable in a vertical plane.

For the purpose of this paper a bascule bridge is defined as one in

which the span rotates about a horizontal axis. A vertical lift is one

in which the span has a vertical motion of translation only; the motion

is similar to that of an elevator in a building. This paper is intended to

show the results of a series of experiments for determining the foot-

pounds of work required to move bridges of the above-mentioned types.

About thirty tests were made, using a self-recording wattmeter.

Twenty-seven records with w-orked-up data are shown. The main re-

sults are tabulated. The table shows results of some tests which are not

shown on records herewith. For convenience, each test is numbered
on its record. A test was made, for an opening and a closing of the

span. There are thus two tests to a cycle of bridge operation.

The tests were made when the w'ind velocity was low. In studying

the records, this should be kept in mind. The term, power, is used,

frequently, in an indefinite sense. Power is the rate of doing work.

Work is the product of force and distance. Power multiplied by the

time of action equals the work. Hence, the electrical compound term,

kilo-watt-hour, literally means a certain number of foot-pounds of

work. Roughly, a kilo-watt is work done, at the rate of 44,000 foot-

pounds per minute.

The principal resisting elements of a moving span are:

(a) Friction of moving parts.

(b) Inertia.

(c) Wind.

These elements represent the useful work to be done. The foot-

pounds input, which represents what the customer pays for, covers more
than the above elements. The excess is due to wastage in braking and
electrical losses in the motors and the resistance grids.

If two direct current motors are used, the control should be of the

series-parallel type. Attention is called to tests 11, 12, 13, 14, 25 and 26

for the Calumet River bridge of the New York Central Railroad. Here,

series-control throughout required 30 per cent, more power than series-

parallel. For operation with one motor, the power input is over twice

that of series-parallel.

The control may be manual or automatic. The efficiency of manual
control is largely dependent on the skill of the operator. In automatic

control, the human element is nearly eliminated.

Reprint from Bulletin 187, American Railway Engineering Association.
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In this paper, reference is made to the Calumet River vertical lifts.

.\t this point the New Yoi-k Central Railroad crosses the river with two

Ijridges, each having two tracks. A similar crossing is tnade b}' the

Pennsylvania Lines. The span length is 209 ft. 9 in. The bridges of the

two roads are close together, being separated by the common right-of-

way line. Witliin 100 feet of tliis group of vertical lifts is the double-

track liascu!e span of the Baltimore & Oliio Railroad. 'The length of

the leaf is 235 feet.

Tests 9 and 10 show the way an unskilled operator controlled one

of the bridges at Calumet River. The tests were taken a short time

after the operator was hired. Tests 17 and 18, taken about a year later,

show almost perfect skill; the absence of peaks in the curves is quite

marked.

The control for the New York Central Railroad bridges at Calumet

River is automatic. See tests 11, 12, 13, 14, 25 and 26. With automatic

control a sudden and excessive application of force is impossible, no

matter how unskilled the operator. The maximum rate of doing foot-

pounds of work is absolutely predetermined. The study of these tests

will pay the reader.

Thus far in the art, automatic control seems to be practicable for

direct current only.*

For a balanced span and perfect control, the two tests for a cycle

of bridge operation should show equal power input. A difference shows

an unbalanced condition, or variation of the wind, or variation in the

friction.

Tests 15, 16, 23 and 24 of the Pennsylvania Lines bridges show a

marked difference in a cycle. The tests are for small cycles. The differ-

ences are largely due to unbalanced counterweight ropes, which make
the spans about 40,000 lt)s. unbalanced for the first few feet of opening.

It is the usual practice to build vertical lifts with unbalanced counter-

weight ropes. For the New York Central Railroad bridges at Calumet

River, the writer had the spans balanced for all positions. Balancing

chains were hung below the counterweights. An unbalanced span does

not require more foot-pounds of work for a cycle and given time of

operation, but it does mean greater power (a greater rate of doing work).t

For designing of the machinery and the power plant, it is highly

desirable to know the power requirements as subsequently determined by
tests. The correct predetermination of a power curve depends on the

assumed resistances. Friction is the most uncertain and variable resist-

ance. The electrical losses are also somewhat uncertain. At any rate

a curve must be assumed. This being done, the size of the storage bat-

tery and motors can be at once determined. The machinery design nat-

urally follows.

Test 27 is shown by an ammeter curve made on one of the New
York Central Railroad bridges at Calumet River. The torque charac-

*Foi' a good exposition of automatic control, the reader Is referred to
Chapter XXI of "Principles and Practice of Electrical Engineering," by Gray.

tOn account of the wastage of power in the control apparatus this
statement is not true for large unbalanced conditions.
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teristics of the motors are shown. The assumed torque curve is the

broken Hne ABC.
In figuring the torque, the following coeiificients were assumed

:

Trunnion friction at starting, 12^ per cent.; running friction, 6% per

cent.; journal friction throughout, 6 per cent., and wire rope stiffness,

0.005. These coefficients produced the line A, B, C, slightly below the

test torque curve. In his specifications, the writer has adopted 13^ per

cent, for starting trunnion friction, with a reduction of one-third for

running. It is assumed that the greater part of the power is used in

overcoming trunnion friction.

Books on friction give considerable information on high-speed ma-

chinery friction, in which the sliding parts are oil borne. The coeffi-

cients for such moving parts are small. The coefficients for slow-moving

bearings with great pressures are more in accordance with the early

experiments of Morin.

Referring to the table, in column 14 are found numbers which repre-

sent watt-hours of work per short ton of moving span, including weight

of wooden deck. The weights are shown in column 5, except for items

11, 12, 13 and 14, for which the weights were not readily available.

If all of the bridges had been fully opened, the numbers would show

the relative efficiencies of the various bridges, as far as pertains to

power input for all resistances except wind. However, close enough

approximations can be made.

It is apparent that the rolling bascule takes far less power a ton.

Taking the average input for items 11, 12 and 14 and comparing with

item 13, the power input for the rolling bascule is 42 per cent, of that

required for the others. Comparing the average of items 1 and 2 with

average of items 9 and 10, but first making corrections for diflferences

of span weights and angular opening, we find 0.6 as much power for the

rolling type. The average is about a half.

The derivation of the coefficient of roller friction will now be shown

by taking items 9 and 10 of the table. Item 9 is shown in detail in the

records of tests 7 and 8. The structure is the Nickel Plate Railway

bridge at Cleveland, Ohio.

The span was considerably out of balance. The average power
input to the motors for a half-cycle of operation is 262 watt-hours, or

691,680 foot-pounds of work. The efficiency of the motors and ma-
chinery is about 50 per cent. The useful work is then 345,840 foot-

pounds.

The radius of the roller is 26 feet, the average angular opening 44

degrees. The horizontal distance of travel is 19.7 feet. The rolling load

is 2,530,000 fts.

Let f = the coefficient of roller friction. Then (2,530,000) f (19.7)

= 345,840.

f = 0.007.

Again, take item 13 of the table. The rolling load is 1,340,000 lbs.

The radius of the roller is 21.5 feet. The horizontal distance of travel
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TESTS OF BRIDGES MOVABLE
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IN A VERTICAL PLANE
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is 29.0 feet. The average power input is 149 watt-hours. Proceeding

as for items 9 and 10, the coefficient is found to be 0.005.

The average of the two coefficients is 0.006. It is known that at

the beginning of motion, the coefficient is larger for sliding friction

by about a half. On this basis, the coefficient for roller friction at the

beginning of motion should be 0.009.

Experiments on small rollers show that the coefficient of pure roll-

ing friction varies inversely as the radius. The rollers for bascule

bridges are large ; in some types solid rollers with flanges are used ; in

others, built up quadrants meshing with block teeth. These rollers

may have considerable sliding friction on the teeth and flanges. In one

particular case, the flanges of the rollers became worn like car-wheel

flanges. In some cases, the roller and track are greatly deformed and

receive a permanent set. For the experiments, the rollers and track were

in excellent condition.

In view of the complicated nature of this roller friction, the writer

believes that a constant coefficient, large enough and independent of the

radius, should be selected. He recommends 0.009 as ample for beginning

of motion for all cases. Applying this to the Nickel Plate Railway

bridge, a horizontal force, no greater than 22,770 lbs. applied at the center

of the quadrant, will start the span, providing the span is balanced. A
force no greater than 15,200 lbs. will overcome the resistance to moving

friction.

It will be found that a wind pressure of 8 pounds a square foot will

be, by far, the important item in determining the capacity of the power

equipment. However, strong winds are relatively scarce in the operation

of movable bridges. Hence the total power consumption for a month,

say, will be largely determined by the frictional resistances, especially for

many operations.

It will thus be seen that a strong point in favor of the pure rolling

type of bascule is the low frictional resistances, the power consumption

being about half as indicated above. In particular, this is a strong point

for short spans for which the wind effect is relatively small, and for hand-

operated spans. The writer does not say that low friction is the only point

to be considered.*

Columns 11 and 12 show the total power input. The figures in these

columns, if multiplied by the cost of electrical power per watt-hour, will

show the cost of the bridge operations. The costs would cover all of the

resistances of the moving spans except wind.

The writer recommends that the coefficients of friction given herein

be used in place of those given in previous papers by him.t

The writer is indebted to Mr. C. S. Albright, Electrical Engineer, and
assistants, who installed the wattmeter and took the records.

See Vol. 15 of the Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering
Association for a discussion by the writer.

tSee Vol. LXXVI of the Transactions, American Society Civil Engineers,
and Vol. 15 of the Proceedings of the American Railway ETngineering Asso-
ciation. Since these papers were written the writer has accumulated more
inrormation and made further study of the types of movable bridges herein
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COST OF RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION, RAILROAD
ACCOUNTS, AND GOVERNMENTAL REGULA-

TIONS OF RAILROAD TARIFFS.

FOREWORD.

The paper published below formed a part of a report dated July

1, 1874, submitted by Mr. Albert Fink, Vice-President and General

Superintendent, to the President of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

Company, which was embodied in the annual report of the President

and Directors of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company to its

stockholders for the fiscal year 1873-1874.

Mr. Fink, in that early day, had compiled very elaborate statements

showing in great detail operating costs, and also statements showing

quantities of each of the many different commodities transported, not

only over each operating division, but also statistics of the different

kinds of freight and quantities forwarded from each station on the

road.

He analyzed these statistics with consummate ability.

Mr. Fink's report of 1873-1874 attracted such general interest among

railroad men that that portion of it which is reproduced here was re-

printed for general circulation.

W. H. COURTENAY.



*COST OF RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION, RAILROAD AC-
COUNTS, AND GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONS

OF RAILROAD TARIFFS.

LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAP.

The length of the roads operated during the year is as follows

:

Main Stem 185.00 miles

Bardstown Branch 17.30 "

Knoxville Branch 110.32 "

Richmond Branch 33.46 "

Memphis Line 259.10 "

Total length of road owned by the company 605.18 "

Leased Roads—'Glasgow Railroad 10.50 miles

Nashville & Decatur Railroad. . 122.30 miles

132.80 "

Total length of road operated 737.98 miles

The following table may be of some interest, showing the number
of tons of freight carried over the Main Stem and branches from

1865-66 to 1871-72, and over the Main Stem, branches, and Memphis
Line from 1872-73 to 1873-74; also the gross revenue, cost, and net

revenue per ton per mile, and the percentage of net to gross earnings

:

MAIN STEM AND BRANCHES.
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ings as a criterion of the economy with which a railroad is

operated.

In 1865-66 the net freight earnings were 43.3 per cent, and in

1873-74 only 33.1 per cent, of the gross earnings. It would be errone-

ous to conclude from this that the road was operated with less economy

in the past year. It will be observed that the gross earnings per ton-

mile in 1865 were 5.37 cents; in 1874 they were only 2.11 cents. Had
the gross earnings per ton-mile in 1874 been the same as in 1865, the

net earnings would have been 74 per cent, instead of 33.1 per cent, of

the gross earnings. It would, however, be equally erroneous to con-

clude that in 1865 less economy was exercised in the operation of the

road than in 1874. The differences are accounted for by other reasons.

In 1865 the bulk of the freight was local, carried over short distances

of the road ; since that time it has become mainly through business,

which goes over the whole length of the road. The latter is transacted

at less expense. Since 1865 the amount of business on the Main Stem

has more than trebled. This increase causes a reduction in the operating

expenses. There is a certain class of operating expenditures that do

not increase with the amount of business; they are fixed expenses which

have to be incurred whether a small or a large business is transacted.

It follows that when only one-third of the number of tons of freight

were moved in 1865, as compared with 1874, the cost per ton-mile for

this class of expenditures would be three times greater than in 1874.

In order to make a just comparison between the economy of oper-

ation in two different years, it becomes necessary to take into consid-

eration the amount as well as the character of the business, whether

through or local, and also the cost of labor and material prevailing

during these years. But even then the comparison gives no correct results.

We have further to discriminate between the expenditures made during

one year due to that year's operation, and the expenditures made due to

the operation of former years. The expenditures on account of renewal

of rails, cross-ties, bridges, rolling stock, etc., do not always, I may
say hardly ever, represent the exact cost of making good the wear and

tear caused by the business of the year in which they were incurred.

For the first few years of the operation of a new road, for example,

the expenditures on the accounts just named would be very small, and

afterward they must become correspondingly large.

If we therefore fail to ascertain correctly the operating expenses

for each year, the net earnings as shown in the annual reports for any

one year do not form a proper basis for estimating the value of rail-

road property. The results of some years' operations lead to hope

and others to disappointment, either of which may not be justified by the

facts.

To illustrate this subject further, the following estimate of the

expenditures during the year on the Main Stem of the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad which are not chargeable to last year's business is

submitted.
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For Repairs of Iron Rails.—The gross ton-miles moved over the

Main Stem during the year were 307,483,718. Taking the average num-

ber of tons of iron worn out by 100,000 gross ton-miles, as shown

in Table XIX (0.95 tons), the amount of iron worn out by the last

year's business was 2,921 tons. The actual cost of renewing this iron

will be, including labor,

At $50 per ton $146,050.00

The amount expended last year (Table II, items 42-45) 180,735.85

Amount not chargeable to last year's operation $34,685.85

This estimate is based upon the average wear of iron. But there are

now 72 miles of steel rails on the Main Stem ; estimating their wear

at four times that of iron and the cost $20 per ton more, we find that

instead of 1,094 tons of iron only 273.5 tons of steel rails were worn
out. The difference in cost of renewal amounts to

1,094 tons of iron at $50 $54,500.00

273.5 tons of steel at $70 19,145.00

$35,355.00

Total amount overcharged for repairs of rails in 1873-74, $70,240.85.

For Repairs of Cross-ties.—The cost of replacing cross-ties per

year on the Main Stem since the road was first built has been, as per

statement XX, $257.11 per mile.

The cost chargeable to last year's operation is 185X257.11 $47,565.35

The amount actually expended on that account was (Table II,

item 14) 68,244.67

Amount not chargeable to last year's operation $20,679.32

For Bridge Repairs.—The average cost of bridge repairs for the

last eight years has been $141.24 per mile per year. During the past

year the expenditures on this account were unusually heavy, $250.26

per mile. The condition of the bridges is at present such that the cost

of repairs will hereafter be much less than the average for the last

eight years ; but estimating it to be the same, the expenses incurred last

year were greater than the average, 185X (250.26—141.24) =$20,168.70,

and the total amount for iron ties and bridges not chargeable to last

year's operation is $111,088.87.

This large amount of money expended during the last year (as

well as similar amounts in the two preceding years) was due to the

operation of former years. In the coming year, on account of the

excellent condition in which the road now is, these expenditures can

be reduced at least to the average, if not below it, and large reduc-

tions will be made on account of the reduced wages and cost of mate-

rial, so that we may confidently expect larger net earnings. It is fortu-

nate that the heavy expenditure required to make good the wear of

former years had been incurred before the effects of the panic of

1873 upon the business of the road were felt. In the near future

we must expect the business of the company to be comparatively light.

Fortunately no heavy expenditures will have to be made.
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It will appear from what has been said above that it is impossible

to judge of the economy of railroad operation from the annual reports

of a railroad company for any one year without estimating the expendi-

tures that are really due to each year's operation. Large net earn-

ings may be shown in one and much smaller in another year, yet the

road may have been operated with the same degree of economy in both

years.

To make the annual reports of a railroad company of value, the

accounts of the company should be so kept as to show the expenses

due to that year's operation. For that purpose an account should be

opened which might be called "renewal account," and to which should

be credited or charged, the difference between the estimated cost of the

operating expenses due to the year's work and the operating expenses

actually incurred during the year. This account would have to be

credited when the actual cost is less and charged when it is more than

the estimated cost. The balance of this account at the end of the year

will be a proper charge against the revenue account. It is true that

these balances can only be estimated ; but as railroad tracks, ties, bridges,

etc., are never made entirely new again, there always will be a certain

amount charged to this renewal account which will represent the

depreciation of the property, and the owner of the property will have

a clearer idea of its value than if no such account had been kept,

although it may not be entirely correct.

I have purposely pointed out the difficulties encountered in forming

correct estimates of the economy of railroad operations, because, on

account of the effects of the general stagnation in business upon the

value of railroad property, greater interest is felt in this subject than

heretofore. It is surprising to find that so deceptive a criterion as

the percentage of operating expenses to gross revenue is still used by

many intelligent persons (among whom are not only stockholders, but

bankers and financiers) to judge of the economy of railroad operations.

In addition to what has been said as to the impossibility of basing

any judgment upon such data, the following table is submitted, which

shows the percentage of operating expenses to gross earnings, also

the revenue and cost per ton-mile and per passenger per mile on the

several roads operated by the Louisville & Nashville Railroad during

the vear 1873-74:
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These seven roads from which the above results are obtained are

under the same management, and whatever may be the degree of

economy exercised in their operation, it is the same on all
;

yet the

proportion of operating expenses to gross earnings vary from 63.8 to

101.4 per cent., the cost per ton-mile of freight from 1.32 to 8.23 cents,

and per passenger from 2.5 to 4.34 cents.

HOW RAILROAD ACCOUNTS SHOULD BE KEPT, AND EXPLANATION OF TABLES

OF ANNUAL REPORT.

If the percentage of operating expenses to net earnings, or the

cost of one ton of freight or one passenger transported one mile, can

not be used as an absolute measure of economy, or even as a measure

of comparison, and we have seen it can not, the question arises. What
is the proper course to pursue in ascertaining whether a railroad is

economically operated or not?

To this the answer must be given that the only mode of ascer-

taining this fact thoroughly is to make an examination of each item

of expenditure incurred in the operation of a railroad, and see whether

this has been reduced to a minimum and the service rendered for it

to a maximum. To make this investigation requires of course a thor-

ough and practical knowledge of railroad operations, of the cost of

material and labor, of the quality of the same, and of the best results

that can be obtained therefrom. But even that knowledge would be

of little avail unless the accounts of the operating expenditures of

railroads are kept in such a manner as to exhibit in detail not only

the expenditures, but also the amount of work performed for each

item of expenditures.

In the annual reports of this company I have endeavored, as far

as practicable, to present the accounts of the expenditures in such a

manner and for the purpose set forth. I propose to call special atten-

tion to the information contained in this report, because of the great inter-

est which is now manifested in the subject of railroad transporta-

tion, and the necessity that both the owners of railroad property and

the people should possess correct information regarding it.

The tables accompanying this report may be divided into two

classes. The first class, from Table I to XXV,* contains statements of

the operating expenses and statistical information regarding the same;

the second class, from XXVI to XLV, contains statements of the amount
and character of the freight and passenger traffic, with the revenue

derived therefrom.

Table I contains in a condensed 'form, under one hundred and two

heads for each road, the general results of the operation of the Main
Stem and branches and leased lines, both as regards expenses and

revenue.

These tables are published in the Annual Report of the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad Company for 1873-74. The "Headings of Accounts" of
tables II and III are printed on page 132, and should be referred to by the
reader instead of these tables.
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Table II contains statements of the operating expenses under sev-

enty-seven sub-accounts for each road. The total sums expended on

each account are shown in this statement ; but from this no opinion

can be formed as to the economy or judiciousness of the expenditure.

In order to aid in analyzing the expenditures, with the view of forming

such an opinion, the following tables are prepared, showing the expendi-

tures for certain units of work performed.

Table III shows the expenditures per mile of road and per train-

mile. The figures in the first column designate the same accounts as

are indicated by the same figures in Table II. The items 1 to 29 show
the cost per mile of road for maintenance of roadway, buildings, gen-

eral expenses, etc. ; items 30 to 74, the cost per train-mile.

There are some accounts, however, for which the cost "per mile of

road" or "per train-mile" can not be used as a criterion of economy,

because the expenditures on these accounts are independent of the

number of miles of road operated or the number of miles run by

trains. For this reason it becomes necessary to present these accounts

in some other manner, so that they may show the amount and character

of the work done, as well as the expenditures incurred. The following

tables have been prepared for that purpose.

Table IV shows in detail the expenditures incurred at stations.

The total amounts expended were shown in items 30 to 35, tables II

and III. The number of tons of freight handled and the cost per ton

at each station are shown in this table.

Station expenses form a very large proportion of the operating

expenses of a railroad, and when their aggregate amount only is known
it is impossible to tell whether this branch of the business was con-

ducted with economy or not. But by showing the cost per ton of freight

handled a measure is obtained by which a proper check can be put

upon this class of expenditures. This, however, to be of use has to

be done from month to month, and for that purpose monthly state-

ments are made out showing the cost of conducting the business at

the principal stations.

Table V is such a statement, showing the cost per carload of

freight forwarded from and received at Louisville for each of the

foUow^ing items: Labor (loading and unloading freight), clerks (receiv-

ing and delivering freight), agents, cashiers, office clerks, and watch-

men (general expense); yardmen and switchmen; expenses of switching

engines.

With close attention to the management of the business of a station

for a few months the minimum cost at which freight can be handled

can be readily ascertained. This being known, it requires only some

clerical labor in order to obtain a check over a very important class

of expenditures, amounting on the Main Stem of this road to about

25 per cent, of the total operating expenses, and of such a char-

acter that verj^ little personal supervision can be exercised over the

same.
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Tables VI, VII. VIII and IX show the cost of repairs of each

bridge, depot building, shop building, water station and section house

on all the roads. The total amount of expenditures on these accounts

are shown in Table II, items 15 to 19.

The expenditures detailed in these tables belong to that class which

can not be tested as to their economy by using the mile of road oper-

ated or the number of train-miles run over it as a measure of cost.

Hence the cost or repairs of each individual structure is shown, from

which, with a knowledge of its condition at the beginning and at

the end of the year, an opinion can be formed as to the judiciousness

of the expenditures. The tables of course contain only the total amounts

expended on each structure. When further information is desirable

the books, which contain accounts in detail with each structure, must

be consulted.

While it is comparatively easy to trace the expenditures just named,

and obtain a proper check over the same, it is more difficult to do so

with another account, usually designated "road repairs."

The work performed in maintaining the roadway and track is of a

complicated character, and in order to establish some unit of measure

of cost and work it becomes necessary to classify the expenditures

according to each special character of work, and apply the proper

measure to each class separately. For that purpose the general account

of road repairs has been subdivided in the reports of this company as

follows (the figures indicate the same accounts as those in tables II

and III) :

42. Cost of renewal of rails; number of tons of rails used, and cost

per ton.

43. Labor of replacing rails ; number and weight of rails replaced, and

cost per ton.

44. Cost of hauling material for renewal of track; tons of rails hauled;

cost per ton.

45. Cost of joint fastenings, spikes ; cost of same per ton of new rails.

11. Cost of renewal of cross-ties; number of ties used; cost per tie.

12. Cost of labor replacing ties, per tie.

13. Cost of hauling ties, per tie.

1. Adjustment of track per mile of road.

41. Adjustment of track per train-mile.

3. Ditching per mile of road.

2. Repairs of ballast per mile of road.

7. Repairs of road tools per mile of road.

6. Repairs of hand and dump-cars per mile of road.

9. General expenses of road department per mile of road.

10. Extraordinary repairs, slides, per mile of road.

I propose now to examine each of these sub-accounts, and show
which is the proper unit of measure to be applied to cost and work.

42. The cost of renewal of rails varies with the tonnage passed

over the rails, the speed of trains, and the quality of the iron. To
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ascertain what should be the wear of rails under a certain usage requires

careful observation during many years upon the different classes of

iron in the track. The general results obtained during the last eighteen

years on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad have been recorded in

statement XIX, which will be referred to hereafter more fully.

From this statement it appears that on the Main Stem 100,000

gross tons passed over one mile of road wore out 0.95 tons of rail

(60 lbs.), while on the Memphis branch the same gross weight wore

out 1.5 tons. On the Knoxville and Bardstown branches no deduction

can as yet be drawn, as there has not been sufficient wear of the iron.

The rails on the Memphis branch were of the tubular form, and proved,

in comparison with those on the Main Stem, very inferior. By exam-

ining further the wear of each particular brand of iron under the ton-

nage we find that of some brands only 0.75 tons were worn out by

100,000 tons of gross weight on one mile of road, while of others

1.75 tons, showing a very great difference in the quality of iron.

On account of this great inequality it is impossible to fix upon any

positive measure of wear and predetermine very accurately what should

be the cost per gross ton-mile or per train-mile for repairs of iron.

But, using the average result obtained from the experience of many
years, we may at least make approximate estimates. The most valuable

use to which the information obtained by keeping accurate records of

the wear of iron may be put is to aid us in selecting the best quality

of iron, to determine the best mode of manufacturing it, and to decide

when it becomes advantageous to use steel rails; all of which are

important questions in the economy of railroad operation, which can

not be intelligently answered without such information.

The amount of money involved in selecting good or inferior iron

may be estimated on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad as follows

:

The total gross tonnage that passed over all the roads operated by
this company in the past year was equal to 614,882,166 tons carried

over one mile. If the whole road was laid with the best iron that

we have used, there would be required per annum under this tonnage

4,611 tons of iron, and if with the most inferior iron which we have
used, 10,760 tons, a difference of 6,148 tons, which at the present k)w
price of iron, including labor of relaying—say, $50 per ton—would
amount to $307,400.

The next item of expense incurred in keeping a road in repair is

the labor of replacing rails, the cost of which can be properly measured
by the number of tons of new rails laid. The same holds good approxi-

mately as regards the cost of joint fastenings, spikes, and the hauling

of iron. If the minimum cost of these several classes of work is once

ascertained by special observation, a check over a large amount of ex-

penditure can be readily established.

Renezval of cross-ties (items 11, 12, 13, tables II and III).—The
average number of ties in one mile of road, the rate at which they

decay per annum, the minimum cost of ties, labor of replacing, and
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hauling are the principal elements which determine the amount which

should be expended per year on this account. The accounts of this

company have been so kept as to exhibit all this information. The

results of the experience for the last fifteen years regarding the dura-

bility of ties and the number required per annum, the cost of labor

per tie, etc., have been recorded in statement XX.

Adjustment of track (items 1 and 41, tables II and III).—In this

account is charged the cost of keeping the track in proper adjustment

as regards line and surface, and necessarily includes the cost of bedding

the ties for the purpose of sustaining the rails in their proper place.

The cost of this work depends upon the nature of the roadbed, the

action of the weather and the amount and character of the traffic.

In order to obtain a measure of economy we have to divide this account

into two parts, in accordance with the cause which makes the expendi-

tures necessary:

{a) The cost of bedding ties and adjusting track, so far as this

work may be required, regardless of the extent of the use that is made

of the road, depends on the character of the roadbed, the influence

of climate, etc., and cost of organization for the purpose of attending

to this work.

(6) The cost of readjusting track as far as made necessary by the

passage of trains over it.

The proper measure for the expenditure referred to under (a) is

the "mile of road," and under {b) the number of tons passed over the

track, or approximately the number of "train-miles." The cost of this

work must necessarily differ on different roads. No general rule can

be adopted that will apply to all roads
;
yet by an observation for sev-

eral years in each individual case the minimum cost per mile of road

and per train-mile for each class of work may be ascertained and used

as a check upon this class of expenditures.

In tables II and III this account (adjustment of track) has been

divided in accordance with the result obtained from observation made
on this road during the last fifteen years. The cost per mile of road

is shown in item 1, tables II and III, and the cost per train-mile in

item 41.

The division of this account becomes also necessary when we desire

to ascertain the relations existing between the cost of additional tonnage

passing over the road and the cost that has to be incurred independent

of the tonnage—an important item in estimating the cost of transpor-

tation.

3. Cost of ditching differs with the nature of the soil, climate and

amount of rainfall. With observations extending over a number of

years the minimum cost per mile of road may be approximately

ascertained in each individual case, and may be used as a check on

this class of expenditure. The same may be said of the. cost of repairs

of ballast (2), road tools (7), repairs of hand and dump-cars (6), and

general expenses of road department (9).
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The cost of extraordinary repairs includes the cost of repairing

damage to roadbed caused by freshets, slides, etc. These are acci-

dental causes, hence no measure can be applied to this except that

based upon experience for a great number of j'ears.

This analysis of the various sub-accounts which are usually com-
prised under one general account, called "road repairs," shows how
impossible it is to apply to the general account one measure—such, for

example, as the "mile of road" or "train-mile"—and use it to ascertain

the economy with which the work was done, or to make comparison

between different roads. The many elements of cost of different nature

must be separately considered and compared. Thus we could not com-

pare the cost of adjustment of track of a mile of road over which

forty trains pass with the cost of a mile over which only one train

passes without separating the expenses incurred on account of tonnage

from those which are independent of the tonnage.

We have now ascertained the various accounts from 1 to 46, tables

II and III, and established proper measures that can and should be

applied to each, to determine the judiciousness of the expenditures. We
will now proceed to examine the other accounts from 47 to 7Z.

Table XI shows the cost per train-mile and engine-mile in detail of

the following items named in tables II and III

:

48. Locomotive repairs.

49. Oil and waste used on locomotives.

50. Watching and cleaning.

53. Engineers and firemen's wages.

63. Fuel used by locomotives.

48. The cost of locomotive repairs may be measured approximately

by the mile run, yet it is necessary to examine into the cost of repairs

of each individual locomotive in order to determine the economy with

which the work was performed. Detailed accounts are therefore kept

with each locomotive.

53. Engineers and firemen; 55. Conductors and brakemen.—The
elements determining expenses on these accounts are the wages paid

to each class of employees per day, and number of miles to be run by

them constituting one day's work. The total expenses under this account

should not exceed the cost per mile so ascertained, multiplied by the

total number of miles run.

49 and 63. Oil and waste and fuel used by locomotives can be

readily checked by the number of miles run. It is necessary to ascer-

tain from direct observation the most economical results that can be

secured under existing conditions, and apply it as a measure to the

whole year's work.

The expenses for fuel form so large a portion of the operating

expenses of railroads that accurate accounts must be kept of the con-

sumption of each engine, and these accounts must be balanced with the

total amount of fuel bought. Without such check the detailed state-

ment can not be relied upon as correct. Inventories of the fuel on
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hand are taken every six months, and all fuel bought is fully accounted

for.

Table XII contains a yearly balance-sheet of fuel account, in which

is shown the amount of fuel bought and consumed during the year,

and for what purpose used, cost of same, etc.

Table XIII. Car Repairs.—The unit of comparison of this work is

the number of miles run by the several classes of cars. This table

contains the mileage made by each class of cars, and cost of repairs

per mile. The expenditures shown in items 66-72 depend principally

upon accidental causes, and no fixed measure of economy can be adopted

for the same.

I have now examined the several items constituting the operating

expenses of the road, and in a general way pointed out the mode in

which the accounts should be kept in order to enable the managers to

obtain proper checks and control over the expenditures, and to aid

others in the investigation of the economy with which the road has

been operated. There are some additional tables attached to this report

which give details of expenditure and other statistical information

relating thereto, to which I will now refer.

Tables XIV and XV are balance-sheets of the iron and brass foun-

dry accounts, showing the amount of castings made, material bought,

cost of making castings, and material and castings on hand July 1, 1874.

Table XVI shows the operating expenses of the steamer "Dick

Johnson" on the Tennessee River. This steamer was put on the Tennes-

see River to secure business from that river which we could not obtain

otherwise, with the view of increasing our tonnage in the direction in

which it is now lightest, adding. to the revenue without much addi-

tional expense. Satisfactory arrangements have been made with the

E. & T. P. C. to run in connection with our road after July 1, and from

that time the company will discontinue to operate its own steamer.

Table XVII shows in detail the amount expended for new rolling

stock acquired during the year, and for other improvements which have

increased the value of the road, and which are not properly chargeable

to the operating account.

The following tables contain further statistical information.

Table XVIII shows the cost of road repairs per mile of road and

per train-mile from the time the roads named were completed or came

into the possession of this company until the present day; also the

amount of new iron used during each year.

Table XIX shows the cost of renewing iron on four roads since

their construction ; also the number of tons of gross weight due to

the passenger and freight traffic passed over the iron since it was laid.

This tonnage is given in three different modes : 1. The actual gross

tonnage passed over the road, including switching and construction serv-

ice; 2. The gross weight of passenger and freight revenue trains alone;

3. The gross weight of the freight revenue trains, and double the gross

weight of the passenger revenue trains. It is presumed, as data for
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comparison, that the year of one gross ton of a passenger train moved
over the iron at double the speed of a freight train is equal to the wear

of two gross tons of a freight train. In order to ascertain the wear of

iron by the tonnage passed over it from the time the iron was new up

to the present time it is necessary to take into account the depreciated

condition of the iron at present and the estimated cost to make the

track new again. These estimates are shown in this table, and the

results obtained have been referred to before (page 10).

Table XX shows the number of cross-ties used on the various roads

since their construction up to date, the cost of same, the cost of labor

relaying and hauling per tie. It was also necessary to make the esti-

mates of the number of ties required to make the road new, as the

average number of ties used per year up to this time does not represent

the full wear of the ties per year.

Table XXI shows the amount of new iron laid during the past

year, and quantity of each kind of iron and steel in the road on July 1.

Table XXII shows the condition of the roadbed as regards ballast.

Table XXIII shows the length of sidetracks.

Table XXIV shows the number and kind of cars and locomotives

owned by the company.

Table XXV shows the value of materials on hand July 1. This is

the last table of the report containing information in regard to the

operating expenses.

CXASSIFICATION OF OPERATING EXPENSES.

Before leaving this subject attention is called to the classification

of accounts in tables II and III. It will be observed that the accounts

are divided into three classes

:

Maintenance of road, buildings, and general expense, from ac-

count 1 to 29.

Station expenses, from account 30 to 40.

Movement expenses, from account 41 to 74.

The expenditures of each class bear a distinct character, to which

I will now refer more particularly.

Those in the first class are not affected by the amount of business

transacted, within certain limits to be referred to hereafter. The road-

way must be kept in good order. Cross-ties when decayed must be

renewed, bridges kept in repair, and a certain organization of officers

and men must be kept up, whether one or more trains are to pass over

the road.

This class of expenditure per mile of road will vary on different

roads according to the permanency of construction, the number of

bridges to be kept in repair, the nature of the soil, the climate, and

many other local conditions. They will also vary with the amount of

business, but only to the extent to which an increase of business requires

more extensive accommodation, such as depot buildings, sidetracks, etc.,

which have to be kept in repair. On a road with an established business,
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and having suitable accommodation for the same, considerable variation

in business may take place without affecting this class of expenditures.

The second class of expenditures are incurred at stations in keeping

up an organized force of agents, laborers, etc., for the purpose of receiv-

ing and delivering freight, the selling of tickets, etc.

One portion of these expenditures does not vary with the amount

of business ; another portion does. A certain number of agents have

to be employed, whether there is more or less work to be done; but

the number of persons employed to handle freight may be varied in

proportion to the number of tons of freight to be handled. This whole

class of expenditures, however, is entirely uninfluenced by the length

that either freight or passengers are hauled, or, in other words, by

the work of transportation performed. Freight or passengers may be

hauled five or two hundred miles, the station expenses incurred on their

account being the same.

In the third class of expenditures have been collected all those

that vary with the number of trains run.

On roads on which there is sufficient freight business to fill all

trains that are run from one terminus of the road the amount of freight

transported will be nearly in proportion to the number of freight train-

miles ; and hence on such roads this third class of expenditures will

be nearly in proportion to the amount of business. It is this class of

expenditures alone which possesses that characteristic.

On roads, however, upon which freight trains have to be run at

stated times, whether fully loaded or not, this class of expenditures

does not vary with the business, but very nearly with the number of

trains run. The expenditures and amount of freight transported in

this case are irrelative, the cost of transporting freight being dependent

entirely upon the loads as accidentally offered for transportation.

To the three classes of expenditures just named, and which have

been shown separately and in detail in tables II and III, must be added

a fourth, not shown in these tables, but which forms a large propor-

tion of the total operating expenses of railroads—viz., the interest on

the capital invested.

This class is mainly uninfluenced by the amount of work done. Only

so far as an increase of business involves the necessity of additional

investments for its accommodation is it influenced by the amount of

business.

In the consideration of the subject of the cost of railroad trans-

portation it is of the greatest importance to discriminate between the

expenditures which vary with the amount of work performed and those

which are entirely independent thereof. The latter form so large a

proportion of the total operating expenses of railroads that it becomes
impossible to make the amount of zvork performed a criterion or meas-

ure of the cost.

The fixed or inevitable expenses which attach to the operation of

railroads, and which are the same whether one or many trains are run
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over a road, have to be ascertained separately in each individual case.

These expenditures are in the nature of a tax upon the business of the

road ; the smaller the business the larger the tax. What the tax may
or should be per ton of freight or per passenger carried in any one

case can not be predetermined by any general rule or law, but can only

be ascertained after the two elements on which it depends— (1) the

fixed expenditures, and (2) the amount of work done—are actually

known. These elements vary on all roads ; it would be a singular acci-

dent to find them alike on any two.

The disregard of these facts in estimating the cost and the value

of railroad transportation with a view of judging of the reasonableness

of railroad tariffs has led to many erroneous conclusions, which appear

to be now fixed in the public mind. It is of great importance to the

owners of railroad property at this present time—more so perhaps than

heretofore—to possess correct information upon the subject of the

cost of railroad transportation. It may therefore not be considered out

of place here to show how the cost of transportation varies upon the

various roads operated by the Louisville & Nashville Railroad, and the

reasons therefor.

The following table (A) shows the percentage of the four classes

of expenditure above referred to, of the total operating expenses on

the seven roads operated by the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company.

TABLE A.

Movement expenses. . .

.

Station expenses
Maintenance of road. . .

.

Interest on investment.

Total.

M.S.

41.367
18.161
14.453
26.019

100.000

M. L.

38.589
12 924
17.179
31.308

100.000

N.&D

38.594
12.259
17.554
31.593

100.000

K. B.

22.428
4.357
17.964
55.241

100.000

B. B

19.490
6.209

22.505
51.796

100.000

R. B.

17.634
5.832
17.295
59.239

100.000

G. B.

28 761

5.007
9 361

56.871

100.000

From this table will be seen the great diversity existing in the

relative proportions of each class of expenditures.

The movement expenses, the cost of conveying freight from one

place to another after it is loaded in the cars—the transportation expenses

proper—are 41.3 per cent, on the Main Stem, and only 17.6 on the

Richmond branch, of the total operating expenses. We have therefore

in one case 58.7, in the other 82.4 per cent, of the total operating ex-

penses, which are entirely uninfluenced by the amount of work performed
as measured by weight and distance, or ton-miles.

The station expenses vary from 4.3 per cent, on the Knoxville

branch to 18.1 per cent, on the Main Stem of the total operating expenses.

The cost of maintenance of road is 9.3 per cent, on the Glasgow
branch, and 22.5 on the Bardstown branch.

The interest account is 26 per cent, on the Main Stem, and 59.2

per cent, on the Richmond branch.

With such great variations in the constituting elements of the cost

of transportation uniformity in the final results can not be expected.
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CAUSES OF DIFFERENCE IN COST OF TRANSPORTATION.

I will now compare the expenditure of each class per ton-mile on

the seven roads, and show more particularly the reasons for the great

difference in cost.

The following table (B) shows each class of operating expenses per

ton-mile on the seven roads operated by the L. & N. R. R. Co.

:

TABLE B.

COST PER TON-MILE.
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On the Main Stem the tonnage in one direction is IZ per cent, of

the tonnage in the other direction, while on the Knoxville branch it is

only 21 per cent. ; hence more empty cars have to be run on the latter

than on the former road.

The result is that an average of 135 tons of freight is being carried

per train on the Main Stem, while only 11 tons can be carried on the

Knoxville branch ; yet the same attention is paid on both roads to

secure maximum loads to each train.

It is the character of the business peculiar to each road that brings

about this great difiference, which of course influences the cost of

transportation.

On roads on which there is not sufficient business to secure full

loads to the trains from one or the other of the terminal stations the

difference in the movement expenses per ton is found still greater.

The following table shows the average loads carried in the trains

of the three branch roads, and the cost per ton-mile for moving the

freight

:
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the work was the same in both cases ; thus showing that the ton-mile

is not a proper unit of measure of cost of this service.

But there is even considerable variation in the cost of handling

one ton of freight at various stations, as will appear from an examina-

tion of Table IV, which shows the station expenses per ton and the

number of tons of freight handled at each station. We can ascertain

from this table, in connection with Table XXVII, the average cost per

ton-mile of freight handled at each station.

The latter table gives the number of ton-miles of freight received

and forwarded from each station. Dividing the number of tons into

the number of ton-miles gives the average haul, and dividing this into

the cost per ton for handling gives the average cost per ton-mile for

handling freight.

For example, take Brooks Station. Number of tons of freight

received and forward (Table IV), 654; freight to and from Brooks

Station was carried 14,335 miles (Table XXVII) ; therefore the average

14,335

haul =21.8 miles; station expenses per ton at Brooks Station

654

71

(Table IV), 71 cent^ , cost per ton-miles =3.26 cents. To this has

21.8

to be added the expenses at the station from or to which the freight

was forwarded.

If both stations are known, the cost per ton-mile for station ex-

penses can be readily ascertained from Table IV. For example, for

freight shipped between Louisville and Brooks Station, distance 9.2

miles

:

Station expenses at Brooks Station per ton 71.0 cents.

Station expenses at Louisville per ton 24.3 "

Total cost per ton 95.3 "

Length of haul, 9.2 miles ; cost per ton-mile, 10.4 cents.

This example sufficiently illustrates the great variety in cost, and
the impossibility of making the ton-mile the measure of cost of or

compensation for this service. The ton handled would be a more cor-

rect measure, although there is necessarily much variety even in this

cost, as we have seen, and as will still further appear from an exam-
ination of Table IV.

It must therefore be evident that it is impossible to predetermine
the cost per ton-mile of freight for handling without taking into con-

sideration the length of the haul and the conditions under which the

station service has to be performed.

Maintenance of roadway and general expense (items 1-29).—The
two elements that determine the cost per ton-mile for this service are

—

1. The cost of maintaining one mile of road, etc., during a given
time.
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2. The number of tons of freight passed over it during the same
time.

The former differs on each road, and so does tlje latter; hence

uniformity in cost per ton-mile is impossible.

The following table shows the cost of maintenance of roadway
and general expense per mile of road on the seven roads operated by

the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company during the last 3'ear, and
the average number of tons of freight passed over one mile of each

road ; also the cost per ton-mile

:
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before, the cost of bridge repairs during the last year was unusually

heavy, while on the Glasgow branch, with only one small bridge, the

cost is very small. The general expenses of administration on the

Main Stem are not incurred on the Glasgow branch, which is also

exempt from taxation. Hence the great difference in cost of mainte-

nance of road and buildings and general superintendence between the

two roads.

WlK-n we examine into the differences existing in regard to the

amount of business transacted in one year over one mile of road—the

otlier element named which enters into the cost of one ton per mile

—

we find the variation still greater. On the Main Stem 433,662 tons,

on the Glasgow branch only 6,137 tons, pass over one mile of road per

year. We can therefore not be surprised that the cost on the Main

Stem for maintenance of road is only one-fourth of a cent per ton-

mile and on the Glasgow branch 1.8 cents.

Interest account.—The original cost of the road and the rate of

interest form one element and the amount of business transacted the

other, which determines the cost per ton-mile.

The cost of roads per mile and the business transacted over the

same vary so much that the cost per ton-mile for interest can not be

expected to be the same in any two cases.

It is impossible to predetermine what is a proper charge for interest

on any particular road until these elements—viz., the cost of road and

the amount of business—are known.

On the Main Stem of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad, dividing

the number of ton-miles of freight carried into the interest chargeable

to the freight business, the cost per ton-mile is 0.46, while on the Rich-

mond branch it is 10.86 cents, over twenty times as much. On the

five other roads the interest charge varies from 0.65 to 5.7 cents per

ton-mile. (For further particulars refer to Table B, page 110.)

We have now considered the variation in each class of expendi-

tures and the causes therefor, per ton-mile. When we find so much

variation in the elements which make up the cost of transportation

we can not expect to find uniformity in the total cost.

From Table B it appears that the variation in the total cost per

ton-mile is from 1.78 cents on the Main Stem to 19.09 cents on the

Glasgow branch. The work performed—viz., the movement of one

ton of freight one mile—is the same on all roads, yet the cost of per-

forming is ten times more on one road than on the other.

Great as this variation is on the seven roads under the same man-

agement, the variation of the cost per ton-mile is still greater even

on the same road, depending as it does upon the different conditions

under which the service has to be performed. It would lead here too

far to thoroughly analyze the cost of railroad transportation in all its

details, and I will only state that a careful investigation shows that

under the ordinary conditions under which transportation service is

generally performed the cost per ton-mile in some instances may not
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exceed one-seventh of a cent and in others will be as high as 73 cents

per ton-mile on the same road. The lower cost applies to freight car-

ried in cars that otherwise would return empty; the higher cost to

freight in small quantities carried short distances.

It is impossible to predetermine the cost of carrying freight on

any one road unless the conditions under which it is to be carried,

as far as they affect the cost of transportation, be previously known.

In order to estimate the cost of transportation under the various

conditions that occur it is necessary to classify the expenditures, and

to separate those that increase with the amount of work done from

those that are fixed and independent of it; and to ascertain the ratio

of increase of cost with the increase of work. Without such an analysis

of the cost it is impossible to solve the question of cost of transpor-

tation that arises in the daily practice of railroad operation. A mere

knowledge of the average cost per ton-mile of all the expenditures

during a whole year's operation is of no value whatever in determining

the cost of transporting any particular class of freight, as no freight

is ever transported under the average condition under which the whole

year's business is transacted. We can therefore not make the average

cost per ton-mile the basis for a tariff, if it is to be based upon cost;

but we must classify the freight according to the conditions affecting

cost, and ascertain the cost of each class separatelj'.

A formula is given on page 133, showing the various elements enter-

ing into the calculation of cost of railroad transportation.

COMPARISON BETWEEN RAILROAD AND OTHER TRANSPORTATION.

The problem of ascertaining the cost of railroad transportation is

not quite so simple as it may at first sight appear. It is much easier

to determine the cost of wagon, canal or steamboat transportation. The
common carrier by wagon or canal knows the exact amount of toll he

has to pay, and assumes no risk of an investment in an expensive road-

way. Nature furnishes a roadway to the carrier by steamboat, and

keeps it in repair free of charge. Hence in estimating the cost of

transportation by wagon, canal or steamboat two of the most uncer-

tain and changeable elements, and at the same time the costliest, of

railroad transportation are eliminated from the calculation. Railway

companies are not only common carriers; they are also proprietors of

a roadway. Their tariff charges are not only for transportation service

proper, for the service rendered as common carrier, but also for the

use of the roadway, for its maintenance, and for the risk assumed in the

investment.

Notwithstanding this distinctive character of railroad service, as

compared with that performed by other common carriers, it is sought

to regulate the tariffs of railroads and to judge, compare and criticize

the same by the same measure or rule that applies properly only to

the service of common carriers, viz., the measure of zveight of freight

and distance to which it is carried. The idea prevails that the cost of
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transportation of a ton of freight on one railroad should not materially

differ from that on others, and that the cost of moving freight should

be in exact proportion to the distance to which it is carried.

These rules might be applied with some degree of justice to the

cost of moving freight, although even here discrimination between dif-

ferent roads and different lengths of haul must be made ; but the

measure of weight and distance—the ton-mile—can not be used as a

measure of cost incurred by railroad companies as proprietors of the

roadzvay. This service must be measured by different rules. The cost

of the roadway, the rate of interest and discount in obtaining money,

the cost of maintenance, and the actual use made of the roadway

form the proper data for calculation.

On the seven roads operated by the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

Company the cost of maintenance of road and interest on investment,

when distributed over the number of ton-miles carried over the roads,

is as follows (see Table B, page 110) :

Cost per ton-mile cents

M.S.
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the tariff for different services on the same road, a difference be dis-

covered, the road charging the higher rates stands convicted of prac-

ticing extortion and unjust discrimination.

Upon such evidence as this laws have been enacted in some states

for the purpose of preventing extortion, and which affect injuriously

railroad property and the rights of a great many innocent people.

GOVERNMENTAL REGUL.A.TI0N OF RAILROAD TARIFFS.

It cannot be denied that a law forcing railroad companies to furnish

the use of their roads and to transact the business of a common carrier

for less than cost is simply a law of confiscation, no matter under what

pretext of authority it is enacted. It can hardly be maintained, in the

light of our knowledge of human nature, that at the time the contracts

between some of the states and the builders of the roads were made the

latter were given to understand, as distinctly and clearly as they are now
made to understand, that the state reserved the right to confiscate their

property at pleasure. It appears that the interpretation of the law by

one party to the contract was a great surprise to the other, originating as

it did many years after the contract was made, during which time the

construction now put upon it was not thought of or sought to be en-

forced. In ordinary cases the true meaning of a contract, if not un-

equivocally expressed, is determined from the manner in which the same

has been executed through a long period of time; but this does not seem

to hold good when railroads are parties to the contract.

The question as to the right and the extent of the right of the gov-

ernment of a state or the national government to prescribe fixed com-

pensation for specific transportation services, or to regulate in a more
general manner the railroad tariffs, is one of great interest and import-

ance to all owners of railroad property.

The relations of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company to

the states in which it is located are well defined by the several charters

;

yet the national government, at least one branch of it, has lately claimed

jurisdiction over railroad tariffs, on the plea of having the power under

the constitution to regulate commerce between the states ; and there

prevails a general tendency in the public mind that something must be

done in the way of railroad legislation.

In the last legislature of the state of Kentucky a law was passed

through the Senate making it obligatory on all the roads in the state

to carry way freight (including the cost of handling it) at a rate not

exceeding 25 per cent, over the lowest rate per mile charged at the

same time for through freight. A full explanation of the chartered

rights of the company, and of the bearing and effect of such a law upon

the railroads of the state and upon public interests, was made to the in-

telligent committees of both legislative branches, and this was sufficient

to prevent the final enactment of that law.

In the legislature of the state of Tennessee several laws on the sub-

ject of railroad tariffs passed through one and some through the other
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branch of the legislature, and only failed at the close of the session for

want of time.

These laws were of such a character that had they passed, and

could they have been enforced, would have ruined the whole railroad

property of that state.

It is true that such legislation could be clearly proven illegal and

void, both under our charters and under the constitutions of the states,

yet during the time required to do so great losses might be inflicted upon

the stockholders, and expensive and troublesome litigation would fol-

low. All of which can be avoided by a more thorough knowledge of the

subject on the part of the people and their representatives. It can be

readily shown that many of the difficulties of what is called the railroad

problem are only apparent. They have their existence in the ignorance

of the people upon this subject, and as soon as the facts appear in their

full and true light most of them will vanish without the aid of legislative

interference.

It is with a view of bringing about a clearer and better understand-

ing of railroad transportation that I have referred to it in this report

at so great length.

Nine-tenths of the stockholders of the Louisville & Nashville Rail-

road and its leased lines are citizens of the states in which their roads

are located; the question of legislative control of railroads in this in-

stance is not a mere party question between the people and "soulless cor-

porations," but it is a question between the people who furnish the trans-

portation and the people who use the roads. To a great extent they are

the same, a great portion of the road being owned by cities and counties.

A careful study therefore by the people of the facts and questions in-

volved becomes almost a matter of necessity in the preservation of their

own property.

The subject of legislative enactments regarding the tariflfs of rail-

roads not owned by the government must be considered in two aspects

—first, as to the abstract right of the government to establish tariffs;

and, second, as to the practicability of establishing and enforcing the

same so as to accomplish the object for which the control is undertaken.

The first question is one of law, and must be decided by the courts in

accordance with contracts, charters and constitutions; but the second is

a question for the consideration of experts in the management of rail-

roads, and must be decided from a knowledge of the facts and the natural

laws controlling the subject.

Should the courts decide that the government has the right to estab-

lish or control railroad tariflfs, and it be found in the nature of the case

that the exercise of that right necessitated the violation of other funda-

mental laws, the question as to the abstract right would become of sec-

ondary importance.

There is a decision on record that bears upon this subject. It is

not reported in the law-books, but has been universally approved. A
certain citizen of Venice was given the right under the law to take one
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pound of flesh from a fellow-citizen. He found it impossible to obtain

it without also taking blood, and probably life, to which he had no law-

ful claim; and the judgment therefore remained unexecuted.

The right of the government to establish and enforce railroad tariflfs

does not carry with it the right to confiscate the property of railroad

companies. If a tariff can not be established and enforced unless the

property of railroad companies is used without due compensation and

without their consent, then this right ought not to be exercised, unless

it be contended, as it has been by some, that "might is right." But

even then it would soon be discovered that to deal unjustly with railroad

companies will react sooner or later injuriously upon the public interest,

and that to act in accordance with the dictates of justice in this as in

all other cases will prove the best policy.

The question as to the right and policy of governmental interference

with railroad tariffs practically resolves itself into this question : whether

it be possible for the legislature to undertake this control wathout the

violation of other laws and the rights of parties interested, and in such

a manner as to fully accomplish the object for which this control is

undertaken. This question I will now consider.

PRINCIPLES UPON WHICH R.'MI.ROAD TARIFFS MUST BE CONSTRUCTED.

The first principle that should guide the formation of railway

tariffs stands written in the good book—"the laborer is worthy of his

hire." Those furnishing transportation for others should be reimbursed

for at least the cost. Had this principle not been recognized at the

time the roads were built, few would now be in existence, and if it is

to be repudiated now, few will be constructed hereafter. The proper

basis of railroad tariffs is therefore the cost of the transportation service.

I have shown in this report the great variation in the cost of rail-

way transportation on different roads, and the causes which necessarily

bring about this result. From it necessarily follows the impossibility of

enacting general laws establishing tariffs applicable to more than one

road.

What is reasonable compensation for railway transportation service,

or what constitutes just or unjust discrimination in railway charges, is

not a question that can be decided a priori, or that can be formulated

into a general law. It can only be decided in each individual case, when

all the conditions under which the service is performed and the ele-

ments controlling its cost are known ; in most cases it can only be decided

correctly after the service has been performed.

It would be just as sensible to predetermine by legislation what shall

be the cost of raising a bushel of corn as to predetermine the cost of

carrying a ton of freight. The action of the sun and rain upon the

growth of the corn and the quantity of the yield are no less uncertain

elements than some of the elements which enter into the cost of transporta-

tion service.
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The average cost of moving one ton one mile on the Main Stem

of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad is 1.78 cents; on the Glasgo\v

branch 19.09 cents. What justice would there be in establishing a law

requiring both roads to work for the same compensation? Nor would it

be more just to classify the railroads and enact a special tariff for each

class, as no general laws exist or have as yet been discovered under

which such classification could be made; the various combinations of

elements of cost are different on and peculiar to each road, controlled as

they are by local causes.

The great difference in cost referred to in this report occurs in the

average cost per ton-mile of transportation during the period of a whole

year; but there is still greater difference in the cost of transportation

of one ton one mile on the same road, varying with the conditions under

which the service is performed, according to the length of haul, the

quantities in which freight is transported, and whether the freight is

carried in cars that would have to return empty or in special trains. I

have mentioned that according to these and other conditions it may cost

one-seventh of a cent only in some cases and seventy-three cents in others

to transport one ton of freight one mile.

The labor therefore of forming a tariff based strictly upon cost is

very intricate, and not of such a character that it can be properly per-

formed by legislative bodies as at present constituted. The only mode

m which they could act would be to appoint competent ofificers, whose

duty it would be to ascertain the cost of transportation on each individual

road, and to establish a tariff accordingly. If this duty could be prop-

erly performed, few railroad companies would complain, as the majority

work for less than cost.

A tariff so established strictly upon the basis of cost would, how-

ever, be of little use unless it be accompanied by a law forcing the people

to ship over the road a certain quantity of freight at the established

rates. If they are left free to select other modes of transportation that

may be cheaper, then it would soon become apparent that the railroad

would be of use only to a very limited number of people; as the num-
ber of shippers is decreased, the cost of transportation would be in-

creased in many cases to such an extent that the turnpike would furnish

a cheaper mode of transportation. The fact would soon become evident

that railroad tariffs can not be based upon the cost of transportation

alone. Other elements enter into their formation that can not be ignored,

if it be intended to develop fully the usefulness of railroad property

both to its owners and to the public.

The question that greatly controls railroad tariffs is zvhat is the

service zvorth, not what does it cost; and this is a mere commercial

question, uncontrollable by acts of legislation. The relative value of an

article at the place from and to which it is shipped determines the

charges for transportation it can bear. If a greater charge is made than

the difference in these values, the article can not be moved. It may
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therefore become necessary to charge on some articles less than the full

cost of transportation in order to enable it to be moved at all ; and this

necessitates again to charge more on others which bear higher charges.

An element is here necessarily introduced of a purely commercial

character, and which requires a knowledge of the value of articles in

the different markets of the country between which they are to be ex-

changed, situated often far beyond the limits of any one state. This

element must necessarily work constant changes in tariffs, and it would

therefore be impossible to predetermine the same or fix them by legis-

lative action.

There is another disturbing element that prevents fixed railroad tariffs.

It is coml>etition. The simple question requires to be answered, Will

you carry freight and" passengers for the same that other transporta-

tion lines charge, either by rail or river, or will you not carry them at all?

All that has to be known by the railroad manager to answer this

question is the minimum cost at which the service can be performed. If

the obtainable rate exceeds cost, no matter how little, it becomes his

interest to accept the terms offered. The important question to be

decided is what is the minimum cost?

In the statements I have given on page 18 the average cost of trans-

portation per ton-mile for four different classes of expenses were

given. Two of these classes are not affected by the work done, but

are fixed, viz., the cost of maintenance of road and the interest on the

investment. On the Main Stem of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

they amounted to 0.72 cents per ton-mile, or 40 per cent of the whole

cost, and the expenses for moving and handling freight were 1.06 cents

per ton-mile.

Now it follows that when freight is to be carried at a rate fixed by

competition, and cannot be carried at all if a greater rate is demanded,

the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company can carry the same at the

rate of 1.06 cents per ton-mile, and not lose thereby; if it could obtain

more, the additional receipts would be just so much profit, applicable to

lowering the rate on other freight. Yet if the Louisville & Nashville

Railroad Company was to be forced by law to do all their business at this

low rate, the expenses would exceed the income by 40 per cent, and the

road could not be operated at all. The company would prefer to abandon

the competitive business and arrange the tariff for way business, by

charging, when this is possible, as much more as the profit on the com-

petitive business would have amounted to.

From this it will be seen that the transaction of this competitive busi-

ness, apart from the indirect benefits which it may exercise, is more to

the advantage of the shipper whose location does not give him competitive

privileges than to the railroad company.

Notwithstanding this fact, the carrying of competitive freight at low

rates is the most fruitful source of complaint on the part of the shipper

who pays high rates. It has given rise to the charges so commonly
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preferred against railroad companies of making unjust discriminations in

their tariffs, and against which legislative protection has mainly been

invoked.

JUST AND UNJUST DISCRIMINATION.

It is maintained that to carry freight betw^een distant competitive

points at lower rates than between intermediate points where no com-

petition exists is an act of unjustice to the shippers at the latter points.

This conclusion is based upon the assumed principle that common car-

riers are bound to serve their customers alike. The application, however,

of a general principle to complicated transactions, such as take place .'n

the business of common carriers, without taking into account all the facts

bearing upon the same, is apt to lead to erroneous conclusions as it does in

this case.

I will illustrate this subject by a special case which is a representa-

tion of many. Louisville and Memphis are connected by navigable rivers,

and in the exchange of commodities between the two cities they have

always had the benefit of low rates of river transportation. A railroad

377 miles long is built connecting the two cities, passing through a number

of interior places, which had before only imperfect communications. Sup-

pose one of these places, called A, be located on the line of this road.

100 miles from Memphis and 277 from Louisville; how is it affected by

the construction of the road? Before the road was built freight from

Louisville destined to A was shipped to Memphis by river and then by

wagon to A. Since the road has been built there are two routes from

Louisville to A, one by river to Memphis and thence by rail, and the other

by rail direct to A. Taking the first route, the charge for shipping to

A is made by adding to the river rate from Louisville to Memphis the

rail rate for 100 miles from Memphis to A. This latter rate is much

below the rate formerly charged by wagon, and to the extent of this

difference the shipper at A has been benefited by 'the construction of

the road, not to mention the greater convenience and saving in time of

which he now gets the benefit. This ought and would be satisfactory

if the road stopped at A; but the fact that a new route is opened to hiiri,

direct from Louisville, only 277 miles, causes all the trouble.

The railroad is obliged to carry freight from Louisville to Memphis at

the low river rate, which is now much below the average cost of railroad

transportation; but it derives from this rate a small profit, for reasons

fully explained on page 29, It is obliged for the same reasons to charge

its customer at A more per ton-mile for the distance of 277 miles than

is charged to Memphis; but this can in no case exceed the sum of the

river and rail rates from Louisville to A via Memphis, for if it did,

the latter route would be the preferred one.

Now the fact that the railroad carries freight from Louisville :o

Memphis through A at a lower rate than it carriers it from Louisville

to A is considered an act of injustice to the shipper at A, and he de-

mands that he be put on the same, or even a better, footing with the
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shipper at Memphis, who always had the advantage of lower rates of

transportation before the road was built. His demand amounts to this,

that the railroad company having expended millions of dollars in the

construction of a railroad connecting the interior places, which were

without the improved modes of transportation, with two cities upon

navigable rivers, conferring thus a great benefit upon those interior places,

shall, in consideration of having done so much, do still more, and secure

for them the same advantages possessed by the places situated upon the

banks of navigable rivers.

It is rather surprising that some courts have decided this position

to be right. They have declared it unjust discrimination for railroad

companies to charge higher rates of transportation to intermediate than

more distant points, a decision based upon the improper application of

the principle that common carriers must not make any distinction among

shippers.

From the foregoing illustration it will appear that discriminations

necessarily have to be made ; but it will also appear that it is not the com-

mon carrier who creates the same arbitrarily, but the nature of things

makes them necessary. To pursue another course than that indicated

would result to the disadvantage of all concerned and benefit no one.

Were the low competitive freight to be refused, the cost of carrying

other freight would be increased. If the same rate was to be charged

to all other interior points as to the competitive points, the railroad

could not be operated at all.

Different localities are more or less favored- in regard to trans-

portation facilities, either by nature or the enterprise of man. It cannot

be maintained that it is the duty of the common carrier to equalize these

existing inequahties at his own expense. All that is required of him is

not to create them himself arbitrarily. He must treat all alike that

are situated aUke ; but he cannot be bound to wipe out existing dififerences.

He may be obliged to carry freight at a lower rate to some localities

than to others, but this in itself does not constitute an injustice or injury

to the shipper in a less favored locaHty, as long as the charges made

are reasonable in themselves and alike to all in the same situation.

Discriminations are the necessary result of competition, and competi-

tion is the best protection against extortionate charges—much more effi-

cient than any artificial legislative device. To take away the right from

railroad proprietors to establish their tariffs upon the recognized prin-

ciples that guide all other commercial transactions, and substitute fixed

tariffs or arbitrary rules on which they must be based, would destroy

the great usefulness of railroads.

It may be and has been asserted that the effect of competition is not

felt upon way business for which no direct competition is possible. This,

however, is an erroneous view. When there is competition at any one

point upon a railroad, it makes itself felt over some portion of the

road, more or less, according to the situation of the competing line. The
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truth of this can be illustrated by again referring to the case already

cited. The rate from Louisville to an intermediate station on the road

from Louisville to Memphis is established, as I have shown, by adding

to the river rate to Memphis the railroad rate from Memphis to this

intermediate station, w^hich I have called A. The rail rate is limited

by the charter, which prescribes maximum rates, or where this is not the

case it would be limited by the consideration as to what constitutes a

reasonable compensation for 100 miles of rail transportation, and could in

no case exceed the rates charged for transportation by other modes that

might be available from Memphis to A. It is therefore the competitive

river rate from Louisville to Memphis that influences and establishes

the rate to this interior point.

As the number of competitive points is multiplied on any one road

the rates to a greater number of interior points are influenced, and this

to a greater extent. Thus the Memphis Line from Bowling Green, where

it diverges from the Main Stem to Memphis, 259 miles in length, is

crossed by two navigable rivers and four other railroads, establishing

thus six competing points. The shippers over this line can therefore

always avail themselves of the competitive rates to the nearest point.

They can in no case be charged more from Louisville direct to any

station of the road than the competing rate and the rate of the short

rail haul added, no matter what may be the distance from Louisville

to the interior point. The consequence is that all the interior points enjoy

the benefit of whatever competition there is; but it also follows that

the tariff upon such a line cannot be constructed upon a mileage basis, but

must make more or less discrimination between the different localities

according as they are affected by competition. It may necessarily require

freight to be hauled over a longer distance for much less than it is car-

ried for a shorter distance. It is either this or the abandonment of com-

petitive business.

If railroad companies could agree among themselves to stop com-

petition to junction points, one of the most fruitful causes of complaint

against discrimination in railroad tariffs would at once be remedied;

but it would be at the expense of the benefit of competition.

The same result must follow if the rates to competing points are

determined by the legislature of the state in which they are situated.

But in this case competitors by river and railroads in other states should

also be compelled to maintain these rates ; otherwise the roads over which

the state has complete control could not do business at all at competing

points. Surely the people could not be benefited by such a course ; it

would be much better to let the natural laws of competition have their full

force. To interfere with them is certainly not to regulate but to obstruct

commerce, for which there is no authority in the constitution of the United

States.

The problem of establishing a railroad tariff that possesses all the

desirable requirements is one not of easy solution. It is an intricate
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and difficult problem; but the more complicated we find it to be, the

more reasonable it is to assume that it can better be solved by those

who are directly interested, who practically devote their whole time and
attention to it, than by members of a legislature, a majority of whom may
be presumed to be utterly ignorant of this special subject.

It is generally supposed that the right to establish their own tarififs

gives great power, liable to abuse, into the hands of railroad managers,

but upon closer investigation it will be found that the extent of this power

is generally much overrated. Enlightened self-interest dictates its exer-

cise reasonably, and in a spirit of liberality ; competition especially with

water transportation, circumscribes it into the narrowest limits, if it does

not nullify it altogether.

On the roads operated by the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Com-
pany the maximum legal rates authorized by the charter vary from 7

to 10.2 cents per ton per mile. The average actual charge made is 2.172

cents. Why does not the company charge more, having an undoubted right

to do so? Other causes than the mere will of the managers limit the

charges. In one case it is competition, in another the freight is of such

a character that it cannot bear higher charges, or both of these cfauses

are in operation at the same time.

I can assert from my personal experience that on 920 miles of rail-

roads, stretching in all directions over a large territory of country, the

managers have no more to do with the making of the tariffs than to

study the conditions and limitations to which I have referred, and to

conform to the same. The result is that the tariff charges on these roads

are but from 20 to 30 per cent, of the maximum authorized by law. I can

also affirm that a similar state of affairs exists in regard to the large

number of railroads with whose affairs I am acquainted.

If the mere will of the managers, unchecked by other considerations,

had absolute control over railroad tariffs, would it be likely that so many
roads in the United States would be in the hands of receivers ; so many
more unable .to pay dividends to stockholders ; so comparatively few

paying the usual interest on the cost of construction ; and so few

paying a larger interest?

Anyone who asserts that the railroads in this country as a whole

are guilty of extortion only shows his own ignorance of the facts, easily

accessible, and exhibited by the statistics in regard to the financial

result of railroad operation in the United States. The truth is that

the people of this country are furnished with transportation for less than

its cost, at the expense of the owners of railroad property.

The general practice of citing one or two cases of unreasonable rail-

road charges, or a few cases where railroad companies pay dividends

upon watered stock, and basing upon this the charge that all or the great

majority of railroads in the country are doing this, is manifestly unjust.

If the charge is made against the railroad system as a whole, it stands

refuted by the general result of its operations as a whole.
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That errors are committed by railroad managers in arranging their

tariffs, especially in details, cannot be denied (and this is equally true in

other important human avocations), nor can it be wondered at, if we

bear in mind the complications and difficulties of this work. But as

the interests which are intended to be served necessarily suffer from these

errors, it should be presumed that they are the result of ignorance rather

than evil intent, and the only correction in this matter is better informa-

tion, sounder judgment and greater intelligence. If these requirements

could be supplied by legislation, the end would be accomplished. Much

might be done by instituting intelligent inquiry and investigation of the

facts bearing upon the subject, and by disseminating the result among the

people. In this direction legislative influence should first be exercised.

GOVERNMENTAL RAILROAD TARIFFS A FAILURE.

The foregoing consideration of the subject of legislative control of

railroad property leads to the following conclusions

:

First, that such control cannot be exercised by general laws estab-

lishing fixed railroad tariffs without a violation of the rights of the

parties owning the property.

Second, that it is impossible under such fixed railroad tariffs to fully

develop the usefulness of railroads to their owners and the people.

The experience of the past regarding special railroad legislation

confirms the correctness of these conclusions.

Mr. Charles F. Adams sums up the result of his thorough investi-

gations of the subject of governmental interference with railroad tariffs

in the report of the railroad commissioners to the legislature of the

state of Massachusetts. Referring especially to Great Britain, he says,

"Nowhere has the system of special legislation been more persistently

followed, and nothing, it may be added, could have been more complete

than its failure."

And again: "The result of thirty years of successive and wholly

abortive efforts in this direction in England has been that Parliament

has at last settled down in the conviction that the developments and

necessities of trade in practice always have nullified, and inevitably must

nullify, the special acts, no matter how carefully and skillfully they may

be prepared."

PREVENTION OF EXTORTION AND UNJUST DISCRIMINATION.

It is only surprising that it should have required thirty j^ears to estab-

lish a fact that must appear evident at once if we thoroughly analyze

the nature of the object sought to be attained, and the instruments and

means available for its attainment, and still more surprising when we
consider that the object of all the efforts referred to could be simply

reached by enforcing the common lazv, which prohibits common carriers

from making unreasonable charges for transportation.

Let the parties guilty of a violation of this law alone be held responsi-

ble. This course has been deemed sufficient heretofore to prevent wrong-
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doing, and if followed and adhered to, should also be sufficient to prevent

extortion on the part of railroad companies.

It has been urged against the efficiency of the law that the expense

of litigation deters individuals from seeking redress. To remove this

objection the state could provide an indictment against offending rail-

road companies, and throw the cost of litigation upon the commonwealth.

It has also been urged that it is difficult, if not impossible, to make proof

of the unreasonableness of railroad charges. Several plans have been

proposed to remove this objection.

The House of Representatives of the United States proposed a law

by which nine commissioners were to guess at the rates which should

be considered reasonable. I say guess, because it would be entirely im-

possible for nine men to ascertain what are reasonable rates, upon

correct principles, for all roads in the United States.

The legislatures of some states have adopted arbitrary tariffs, which

are to be considered reasonable until proved otherwise. The object of

these measures is simply to throw the burden of proof as to the rea-

sonableness of transportation charges upon the railroad companies. But

in so doing it raises fictitious issues ; it declares certain things rea-

sonable which are not so, and makes an untruth the basis upon which a

legal action is to be brought.

It is difficult to perceive why all this complicated machinery was in-

vented to reach an object that can be simply reached by enacting a

law which shall throw at once the burden of proof upon the railroad com-

panies. Such a law would be perfectly just and proper. It is the

business of the common carrier to know when he establishes a tariff that it

is in accordance with the requirements of law; and having all the facts

bearing upon the question in his possession, he should have no difficulty

in making the proof.

A rigid and frequent application of the law as above suggested to

railroad carriers would soon prove whether the many complaints made
are based upon facts or upon fiction. The judicial investigation in a num-

ber of cases, aided by the testimony of experts in railroad management,

would soon bring to light and establish the proper principle upon which

questions as to extortionate rates and unjust discriminations should be

decided; and it would not be long before people would learn to under-

stand and look upon the subject in its proper light.

The present persecution of railroads, which in some parts of the

country has become a mania, is not imlike the persecution of witch-

craft in former years. It must cease as soon as intelligence has taken

the place of ignorance. When this point has been reached many of the

supposed difficulties of the railroad problem will be solved.

It has been with a view of contributing something toward this

desirable end that I have discussed the subject in this report at so great

length.
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CONTENTS OF TABLES OF ANNUAL REPORT.

I propose now, after having referred to the subject of railroad trans-

portation in general, to complete the report of the operations of the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad during the past year. The contents of

tables I to XXV, relating to the expenditures, v^rere referred to on pages

100-107. I wish now to refer to the remaining tables, from XXVI to

XLV, containing information in regard to the tonnage and number of

passengers transported, and the revenue derived therefrom, and showing

also the sources from, which the business is derived, character of the

freight, etc.

Table XXVI shows the number of tons and ton-miles of local and

through freight transported; the total revenue received from freight; also

the revenue and the operating expenses per ton-mile on each road.

Table XXVII shows the number of tons of freight transported to

and from each station, and the number of tons carried one mile.

Table XXVIII shows the quantity and kind of freight forwarded

from each station.

Table XXIX shows the total quantity of each kind of freight for-

warded from all stations of each road during the past and preceding

years.

Table XXX shows the quantity and kind of freight received at

each station.

Table XXXI shows the quantities and kind of freight received at

Louisville from each station on the various roads.

Table XXII shows the total quantity of each kind of freight re-

ceived at Louisville during the past and preceding year.

Table XXXIII shows the quantity and kind of freight forwarded to

each station of the road from Louisville.

Table XXXIV shows the quantity of each kind of freight forwarded

from Louisville during the years 1872-3 and 1873-4.

Table XXXV shows the number of bales of cotton carried to and

from Memphis, and from stations on Memphis & Ohio Railroad.

Table XXXVI shows the revenue from freight and passengers at each

station of the road, and the tons of freight and number of passengers

carried one mile from and to each station.

Table XXXVII shows the tonnage of and revenue from freight car-

ried between Louisville and Nashville, coming from or destined to Louis-

ville and all points North, or coming from or destined to Nashville and
all points South.

Table XXXVIII shows the tonnage of and revenue from freight

carried between Louisville, Memphis and all junction points on the

Memphis Line, arriving from and destined to Louisville, Memphis, and
points beyond.

Table XXXIX shows the tonnage and revenue from freight coming
' from and going to points between Louisville and Montgomery and
junction points.
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Table XL shows the tonnage and revenue from freight between

Nashville and Montgomery.

The preceding tables contain full information in regard to the com-

petitive freight business, the sources from which derived, and its value to

the company. The rates at which each separate class of business is car-

ried and the net profits derived from each can be ascertained, and the

question decided how profitable it is to the company or when it ceases

to be so.

Table XLII shows the number of miles traveled by local and through

passengers, and the average revenue per mile.

Table XLIII shows the number of local passengers on Main Stem

and branches, and revenue derived from same on each road. This table

shows the interchange of local passenger traffic between the various roads.

Table XLIV gives the same information in regard to both local and

through passenger traffic.

Table XLV shows the proportion of revenue derived from freight

business upon each road originating upon the other roads.

ESTIM.XTES OF THE VALUE OF BR.\NCH ROADS TO MAIN LINE.

From tables XLIV and XLV we are enabled to make estimates of

the value of the branch roads and extensions of the main line as feeders

to it. One of the principal feeders is the Memphis Line. Its business

passes over 118 miles of the Main Stem.

From Table XLIV it appears that the gross earnings of the

Main Stem from passenger business coming from or going

to the Memphis Line are $145,995.40; at 29.13 per cent the

net earnings of the Main Stem—its total net earnings

on account of this business—were $ 42,528.46

From Table XLV it appears that the gross freight earnings on

the Main Stem derived from that line were $368,588.69,

and net earnings, 39.20 per cent 144,486.76

Total net earnings derived on Main Stem from business

of the Memphis Line $187,015.12

The value of the Nashville & Decatur and South & North Alabama

Railroads to the Main Stem as feeders may be estimated as follows :

Table XLIV shows the gross passenger earnings on the Main Stem

derived from busines on

Nashville & Decatur Railroad $19,537.36

South & North Alabama Railroad 28,673.04

$48,210.40

As no extra trains are run on the Main Stem to accommodate this

passenger business, the whole of this may be considered as net earnings.

The gross earnings from freight business on the Main Stem

Coming from or going to Nashville & Decatur Railroad are. ...$ 52,763.73

From South and North Alabama Railroad 223,691.28

$276,455.01
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And the net earnings from this business (39.20 per cent), $108,370.36.

The total net earnings of Main Stem increased by these two roads

are $156,580.76.

The value of the Knoxville and Richmond branches as feeders to

the Main Stem may be estimated as follows:

Proportion of gross earnings on Main Stem from business

coming from or going to these two branches (Table XLIV)

on $36,937.42 at 29.13 per cent net profit is $ 10,759.87

Proportion of gross freight earnings (Table XLV), $102,279.47,

at 39.20 per cent 40,093.55

Total net earnings on Main Stem derived from business

of these two branch roads $ 50.853.42

Add this to the net earnings of these two branches 86,563.14

The total net earnings of these two branches $137,416.56

The value of the Bardstown Branch as a feeder to the Main Stem

is as follows:

Main Stem proportion of passenger earnings (Table XLIV),

$10,775.53, at 29.13 per cent $ 3,138.91

Freight earnings (Table XLV), $16,915.65, at 39.20 per cent.... 6.630.93

$ 9,776.84

Add to this the net earnings of the Bardstown Branch itself. . 5,338.06

Total net earnings • • • • .$15,107.90

The value of the Glasgow Branch as a feeder to the Main Stem

is as follows

:

Proportion of passenger earnings on the Main Stem from busi-

ness from the Glasgow Branch (Table XLIV) $12,181.08

No additional trains are run to accommodate this business, and

the whole amount may be considered as net earnings.

Proportion of freight earnings, as per Table XLV, $28,843.68;

net profit 39.20 per cent 11,30672

Total $23,487.80

Recapitulating the results of the above estimates, we have the pro-

portion of the net earnings which the Main Stem has derived from the

business of the extension and branches as follows

:

From Memphis Line $187,015.22

From Nashville & Decatur and South & North Alabama Rail-

roads 156,580.76

From Knoxville and Richmond branches 50,853.42

From Bardstown Branch 9,769.84

From Glasgow Branch 11,306 72

Total $415,525.96

The total net earnings of the Main Stem were 896.244.64

Showing that without the branch roads and extensions the

net revenue of the Main Stem would have been only. .. .$480,718.68
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But we must consider that in the above estimate of the net earn-

ings we have only taken the average net earnings. The large amount of

business thrown on the Main Stem by these feeders has greatly reduced

the operating expenses. The reduction so made may be estimated as

follows

:

The operating expenses on the Main Stem were 63.8 per cent of

the gross earnings. The operating expenses on account of the $415,525.96

net earnings derived on the Main Stem from the business of the branch

roads can therefore be estimated at

63.8

X $415,525.96 = $732,335.81.

36.2

Twenty per cent of these expenses belong to that class which are

fixed and independent of tb° amount of business (see Table A, p. 109,

interest excluded), so that without the business that was brought to the

Main Stem by its feeders the expenses of transacting the other business

would have been increased by

20

$732,335.81 X $146,467.16

100

Add to this the net earnings as above estimated 415,525.96

We have the total net earnings of the Main Stem on account

of the branch roads and extension $561,993.12

This estimate shows that branch roads and extensions, although they

may not be profitable in themselves, may become so by the influence

they exercise upon the net revenue of the main line. It may occur

even that a whole system of roads—main line and branches—is not re-

munerative, yet the final financial result that must be considered the test

of the judiciousness of the investment in branch roads

—

the proportion

of the net revenue to the capital invested—may be greater with than with-

out the branches. It is therefore not possible to judge correctly of the

judiciousness of such investments unless correct estimates can be made

showing the net earnings directly and indirectly obtained on account

of branch roads and extensions.
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HEADING OF ACCOUNTS.

FROM TABLES II and III.

MAINTENANCE OF ROADWAY AND
GENERAL SUPERINTENDENCE.
Road Repairs per Mile of Road—

1 Adjustment of track
2 Ballast.

3 Ditching
4 Culverts and cattle-guards.

5 Extraordinary repairs—slides, etc

6 Repairs of hand and dump-cars.
7 Repairs of road tools.

8 Road watchmen.
9 General expense of road department
10 Total.
11 Cross-tics replaced—value
12 Cross-ties, labor replacing.

13 Cross-ties, train expenses hauling.

14 Total cost of cross-ties per mile of road
15 Bridge superstructure repairs.

16 Bridge watchmen
17 Shop-building repairs
18 Water-station repairs

19 Section-house repairs.
20 Total cost of bridge and building repairs

per mile of road.
21 General superintendence and general ex-

pense of operating department.
22 Advertising and soliciting passengers and

freight

23 Insurance and taxes
24 Rent account
25 Total per mile of road
.6 Salaries of general officers.

27 Insurance and ta.xes and general expense
28 Total per mile of road
29 Total cost per mile 0/ road for mainte-

nance 0/ roadway and buildings.
2<)% Total cost per train mile for maintenance

of roadway and buildings

STATION EXPENSES PER TRAIN MILE
30 Labor loading and unloading freight.
31 Agents and clerks.
32 Gen'l expense of stations—lights, fuel, etc.

33 Watchmen and switchmen
Expense of Switelting— Engine repairs
Engineers and firemen's wages.
Expense in engine-house
Supervision and general expense.
Oil and waste.
Water supply
Fuel.

35 Total per train mile.

36 Stationery and printing

37 Telegraph expenses.
38 Depot repairs.

39 Total per train mile.

40 Total station expenses per trai?! mile.

MOVEMENT EXPENSES PER TRAIN
MILE.

41 Adjustment of track.

42 Cost of renewal of rails—value

43 Labor replacing rails.

44 Train expenses hauling rails

45 Joint Fastenings.
46 Switches

47 Total cost of adjustment of track and re-

placing rails per train mile.

48 Locomotive repairs.

49 Oil and waste used on locomotives.

50 Watching and cleaning.

51 Fuel used in engine-house.
52 Supervision and general expense in engine-

house

53 Engineers and firemen's wages.

54 Total engine expenses per train mile.

55 Conductors and brakemen.
56 Passenger-car repairs.

57 Sleeping-car repairs.

58 Freight-car repairs.

59 Oil and waste used by cars.

60 Labor oiling and inspecting cars.

61 Train expenses.
62 Total car expenses per train mile.

63 Fuel used by locomotives.

64 Water supply.

65 Total fuel and water expense per train mile.

66 Damage to freight, and lost baggage.
67 Damage to stock,

68 Wrecking account.

69 Damage to persons.

70 Gratuity to employees.
71 Fencing burned.
72 Law expenses.

73 Total per train mile.

74 Total inovement expenses per train mile.

75 Grand Total for maintenance and move-
ment per train mile.
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CORROSION TESTS ON IRON AND STEEL.

FOR THE WATER SERVICE COMMITTEE,

By J. L. Campbell, Vice-Chairman.

During the preparation of specifications for steel water tanks for the

American Railway Engineering Association by its Water Service Com-
mittee, the question of corrosion arose, resulting in the corrosion tests

herein described. The question to be determined was whether or not the

addition of copper to open-hearth steel would increase resistance of the

latter to corrosion, and whether or not the so-called pure irons manufac-

tured in open-hearth furnaces had greater corrosive resistance than open-

hearth steel. Of the pure irons, the American ingot iron, manufactured

by the American Rolling Mill Company, was and is a widely advertised

product of high purity, consequently it was selected as the product to

which all others should be compared. In the table of corrosion, results

for each three months' period of the twenty-four months during which

the tests ran, this comparison is found in the last column under corrosion

ratio, the corrosion of ingot iron in each case being taken as unity.

Progress reports of these tests have been made to the Association by the

Committee, and they are found in the 1914 and 1915 Proceedings. How-
ever, for convenience, it is deemed desirable and justifiable to include

all of the data in this final report.

The tests began May 1, 1913, and ended May 1, 1915. They included

seven samples of iron and steel described as follows:

Sample No. 1. Charcoal iron.

Sample No. 2. Open-hearth steel.

Sample No. 3. Open-hearth steel containing 0.40 per cent, of
copper.

Sample No. 4. Open-hearth steel containing 1.00 per cent, of
copper.

Sample No. 5. Ingot iron.

Sample No. 6. Same as No. 3, except as to preliminary surface
preparation as hereinafter described.

Sample No. 7. Same as No. 4, except as to preliminary surface
preparation as hereinafter described.

Each sample contained four pieces. The dimensions of the samples

were as follows

:

No. 1. ys in- by 2 in. by 2 in.

No. 2. ]/^ in. by 2 in. by 2% in.

No. 3. }i in. by 2 in. by 214 in.

No. 4. ^ in. by 2 in. by 2^4 in.

No. 5. % in. by 2 in. by 3 in.

The dimensions of sample No. 6 are the same as No. 3, with one

corner cut off for identification.
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The dimensions of sample No. 7 are the same as No. 4, with one

corner cut off for identification.

In the following analyses, the figures in the first column are as given

by the manufacturers, and in the second column as given by S. W. Parr,

Professor of Applied Chemistry, under the direction of A. N. Talbot,

Professor of Municipal and Sanitary Engineering, University of Illinois:

No. 1. Charcoal iron. Per cent.

Carbon 0.041

Manganese • 0.205

Phosphorus No
_

0.049

Sulphur analvsis 0.032

Copper 0.000

Silicon 0.033

No. 2. Open-hearth steel manufactured by the Carnegie Steel Company,
analyzing as follows

:

Per cent. Per cent.

Carbon 0.15 0.144

Manganese 0.37 0.394

Phosphorus 0.037 0.038

Sulphur 0.037 0.039

Copper Trace 0.00

Silicon 0.00 0.036

No. 3. Open-hearth steel manufactured by the Carnegie Steel Company,
analyzing as follows

:

Per cent. Per cent.

Carbon 0.12 0.141

Manganese 0.38 0.418

Phosphorus 0.020 0.037
Sulphur 0.032 0.028

Copper 0.40 0.43

Silicon 0.00 0.021

No. 4. Open-hearth steel manufactured by the Carnegie Steel Company,
analyzing a« follows :

Per cent. Per cent.

Carbon 0.15 0.139

Manganese 0.45 0.492

Phosphorus 0.023 0.038

Sulphur 0.033 0.034

Copper 1.00 0.98

Silicon 0.00 0.033

No. 5. Ingot iron manufactured by the American Rolling Mill Company,
analyzing as follows :

Per cent. Per cent.

Carbon 0.012 0.030

Manganese 0.025 0.022

Phosphorus 0.006 0.017

Sulphur 0.028 0.056

Copper 0.042 0.00

Oxygen 0.035 0.00

Nitrogen 0.004 0.00
Silicon Trace 0.014

No. 6. Quality, manufacture and analysis the same as No. 3.

No. 7. Quality, manufacture and analysis the same as No. 4.
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Five corrosive mediums were selected as follows:

No. 1. Clean sand.

No. 2. Clay soil, to which .S per cent, of salt by weight was added.
No. 3. A mixture of equal parts of white and black alkali soils.

No. 4. Bituminous coal cinders.

No. 5. Cooling water in the overflow tank from the furnace water
jackets of the Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company,
Douglas, Ariz.

Analyses of these corrosive mediums are as follows

:

No. 1. Sand.

Per cent.

Sihca 82.31

Oxide of aluminum 9.44

Oxide of iron 2.98

Calcium oxide 1.86

Magnesium oxide 45

Oxides of sodium and potassium 3.18

Oxide of manganese Trace

100.22

No. 2. Clay soil plus 5 per cent. salt.

Per cent.

Water 5.89

Silica 54.34

Oxide of aluminum 14.33

Oxide of iron 3.71

Calcium oxide 5.10

Magnesium oxide 2.15

Oxides of sodium and potassium 10.17

Oxide of manganese 11

Sulphuric acid, combined 95

Chlorine, combined 2.83

Carbonic acid, combined 2.05

Phosphoric acid, combined 16

101.79
No. 3. \\ hite and black alkali soil.

Per cent.

Water 5.10

Silica 48.46

Oxide of aluminum 8.76

Oxide of iron 2.00

Calcium oxide 9.45

Magnesium oxide 1.37

Oxides of sodium and potassium 11.10

Oxide of manganese 04
Sulphuric acid, combined 9.64

Chlorine, combined 3.64
Carbonic acid, combined 2.26

, Phosphoric acid, combined 06

101.88
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No. 4. Cinders.
Per cent.

Volatile matter 5.44

Fixed combustion carbon 24.60

Silica 41.06

Oxide of aluminum 24.76

Oxide of iron 1.54

Calcium oxide 1.60

Magnesium oxide 42

Oxides of sodium and potassium 1.22

Oxide of manganese 02

Sulphuric acid, combined 50

Chlorine, combined Trace
Phosphoric acid, combined 07

101.23

No. 5. Water in overflow tank.

In grains per U. S. gallon.

Silica 1.17

Iron oxide and alumina 0.47

Calcium carbonate 0.40

Magnesium carbonate 0.42

Sodium carbonate 14.00

Sodium sulphate 16.80

Sodium chloride 25.20

Total solids 57.88

Alkalinity 12.26

Hardness 2.04

The sand, clay soil, alkali soil and the cinders were placed in alumn-

num pans, each pan being 4 in. deep, 11 in. wide and 16 in. long in the

clear. The pans are numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4, and the overflow tank at

Douglas, No. 5, corresponding to the numbers designating the corrosive

mediums contained by the pans. These pans are kept on the balcony of

one of the south windows of the seventh floor of the office building of

the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad Company, El Paso, Tex. They

are exposed to sunlight and air, and the materials in them are periodically

saturated with water, thereby being alternately wet and comparatively

dry, duplicating in a general way service conditions of iron and steel

buried in the ground with a light covering.

In each pan, one piece of each sample of iron and steel, No. 1 to

No. 7, inclusive, was placed, with the exception of pan No. 5 at Douglas,

in which samples Nos. 6 and 7 were not placed. The pieces were buried

in the corrosive medium by forcing them down edgeways to the middle

of the depth of the pan, the pieces standing side by side about two inches

apart. As this placed one piece of each sample of iron or steel in each

pan, it made the corrosive test strictly comparable throughout for all

the corrosive mediums.

Each piece of each sample of iron or steel was prepared for begin-

ning the test by carefully filing ofif all surface oxidation until only clean,

bright metal showed over all surfaces of the pieces, including the edges,

with the exception of samples Nos. 6 and 7. The original surfaces of

samples Nos. 3, 4, 6 and 7, containing copper, were covered with a dis-
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tinct copper-colored oxidation. This oxidation was left on Nos. 6 and 7

to determine its effect in resisting corrosion, as compared with samples

Nos. 3 and 4, from which the surface oxidation was completely removed
before beginning the tests.

After being prepared as above, each piece of each sample was
weighed on a metric scale measuring to one centigram. All pieces of all

samples were then immediately immersed in the corrosive mediums as

described. At the beginning of the test, it was decided to clean and
weigh the samples at the end of each three months' period, and the loss

in weight in grams per square inch of exposed surface was chosen as

the unit for corrosive comparison.

It was found that the corroded samples may be thoroughly cleaned

of the corrosive action, leaving the clean metal, by immersing the sam-

ples in a 10 per cent, solution of ammonium citrate, and this method of

cleaning was adopted. At the first cleaning, a clean piece of uncorroded

iron was also immersed in the solution in order to determine if the

latter itself would produce any loss of weight in the metal. Subsequent

weighing of this control piece shows that there was no such loss, and the

ammonium citrate appears to be a satisfactory medium for cleaning.

In the following table, the corrosion is measured in loss of weight

in grams per square inch of full surfaces and edges' for each three

months' period of the two years and a corrosion ratio is given in the

last column, the corrosion of sample No. 5, ingot iron, being unity

:

3
Pan No. 1. mo.

Sample No. 1 0.41
Sample No. 2 0.42
Sample No. 3 0.45
Sample No. 4 0.45
Sample No. 5 0.43
Sample No. 6 0.34
Sample No. 7 0.31
Pan No. 2.

Sample No. 1 0.13
Sample No. 2 0.14
Sample No. 3 0.20
Sample No. 4 0.14
Sample No. 5 0.16
Sample No. 6 0.13
Sample No. 7 0.14
Pan No. 3.

Sample No. 1 0.06
Sample No. 2 0.06
Sample No. 3 0.06
Sample No. 4 0.06
Sample No. 5 0.07
Sample No. 6 0.04
Sample No. 7 0.04
Pan No. 4.

Sample No. 1 0.76
Sample No. 2 0.89
Sample No. 3 0.78
Sample No. 4 0.78
Sample No. 5 0.71
Sample No. 6 0.43
Sample No. 7 0.58
Pan No. 5.

Sample No. 1 1.68
Sample No. 2 1.62
Sample No. 3 1.82
Sample No. 4 1.77
Sample No. 5 1.39
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Audition is directed to results on samples Nos. 6 and 7, in pans

Nos. 1 and 4, inclusive, from which it appears that the copper oxidation

on the surface, as compared with the identical samples Nos. 3 and 4,

but with the oxidation removed from the latter, protected samples Nos.

6 and 7 for three months, but this protection appears to have disappeared

at the end of six months.

The sand and soils used in the tests were taken from the alluvial

formation of the Rio Grande Valley. The cinders were the residue from

the combustion of bituminous coal. Of the addition of copper to open-

hearth steel, the manufacturer said:

"In regard to the addition of copper, would say that the heats are

made up as far as possible with copper scrap, and any deficiency in the

copper content is. made up by adding the requisite amount of metallic

copper to the bath in the open-hearth furnace about fifteen minutes or

half an hour before tapping. The copper, therefore, has ample oppor-

tunity to become evently distributed in the steel, particularly by the mix-

ing action which takes place when the steel runs from the furnace into

the ladle."

Of the water in the overflow tank from the furnace water jackets,

Mr. Stuart W. French,. General Manager, Copper Queen Consolidated

Mining Company, said

:

"We have found that the water is extremely corrosive in our water

jackets up to a temperature of say 150 deg. Fahr. Above that tempera-

ture it seems to have little action. It is good water for our boilers,

but in all cold water pipes and water jackets, where the water is more

or less cool, pitting action is very strong."

As a part of this exhibit, photographs of all the samples of iron

and steel undergoing tests as they appeared after being cleaned at the

end of the test are herewith submitted. In the circles under each one

of these photographs, the numerator of the fraction refers to the pan

number and the denominator to the sample number. The pans and the

samples by numbers are described in the first part of the report.

In this connection it happened that a year prior to the beginning

of the tests herein described, the City of El Paso, Texas, where these

tests were conducted, laid as a temporary outfall sewer a 24-inch cor-

rugated pipe made of galvanized American ingot iron identical with

sample No. 5 of these tests. This pipe was in service slightly less than

three years, having been removed in the early part of 1915. It ran full

of sewage for a part of each day and about two-thirds full for the

remainder, thereby alternately wetting the upper third of the pipe with

sewage and exposing it to the action of the air and the accumulation

of sewer gas. A photograph of a section of this pipe before it was
removed from the trench, a photograph of several sections after they

were removed and a photograph of corroded pieces of the pipe showing
the corrosion which took place within the time specified, are also here-

with submitted as a part of this report.

It would doubtless be unsafe to apply deductions from the results

of the tests above described beyond the limitations of the conditons
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this report. Within those limitations it does not appear from the result,of these tests that the so-called pure irons and copper bea Lpossess superior non-corrosive properties.

L.

r CORftOOED itiGOT
AT END OF 3 /CARS
SEWER OUTFALL,

PASO TEXAS
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Photograph of American Ingot Iron Pipe Showing Corrosion Aftex

Three Years' Service as a Sewer Outfall for thp

City of El Paso, Texas.
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